Know all Men by these Presents:
THAT I, ...................................................................................................................... do hereby subscribe for and agree to take
..................................................
shares of the capital stock of the El Paso Valley Water Users' Association, a corporation duly organized under the laws of the
Territory of Arizona, and for that purpose and in order to become a member of said Association do hereby, subject
to all the provisions thereof and of the by-laws of said Association not inconsistent therewith, subscribe to the
following copy of the Articles of Incorporation of said Association:
çriate for the accomplishment of any this Association, as to such shares.
forth in the aforesaid certificate or
TERRITORY OF ARIZONA
the purposes of this organization;
Section 5.Any shares of stock so other evidence of ownership of shares
sell power and electric energy; to act and shall not again, under any ciiwith any other provisions and agree.
O'FICE OF TI-IE
as trustee, agent or attorney for the cum.stances, be renewed, revived, or
iients made necessary by these ai'sale, disposal, and transfer of lands in je-issued. Other stock in lieu thereof
tides, and such certificate or other inTERRITORIAL AUDITOR.
o. ,.er to facilitatt the disposal of such up to the limit of the total number of
strument shall be signed, executed,
laids or any part thereof to persons s.ares authortzed by these articles
and acknowledged by the President
qualified to perfect the rights to the may be subscribed for, and issued,
and Secretary of the Association, and
United States of America,
use of the watei under the laws of the subject to all the conditions of these
by the person to whom it is issued,
)
United States applicable thereto, and artjcles and to the approval of the
in the manner rcquiied by law for the
)
the rules and regulations established Secretary of the Interior.
execution and acknowledgment of
Territory of Arizona.
)
Section 6. The ownership of each
tLereunder: to__incuridtedae,
.
deeds for the conveyance of real
floating or bonded, and to secure the share of stock of this Association
property, and the Board of Governeis
I, Wesley A. Hill, Territorial Auditor
same by mortgage, deed of trust, shall carry as incident thereto, a right
shall pass by-laws viescribing the
of the Territory of Arizona, do hereby
pledge or otherwise; to acquire, hold to have water delivered to such share
form of such certificate or other incertify that the annexed is a true and
and dispose of stock in other cc.rpoia- holder by the Association for the irristrument, not inconsistent with these
complete copy of the Articles of Intions, domestic or foreign; to have and gation of the lands to which such
articles.
corporation of the "El Paso Valley
exercise all the powers and to per- share is appurtenant.
Water Users' Association," which were
Section 10. Every transfer of the
foim any and all acts necessary or
Section 7. The amount of water to
title to any lands to which the said
filed in this offIce on the 17th day of
appropriate for the accomplishment be delivered to such owner (luring
iigbts and shares are appurtenant,
June. A. D. 1905, at four o'clock P.
of any one or more of the said pur- any irrigation season shall be that
whether by grant, or by operation of
M. as proviueci by law.
,
.
poses or anything incident thereto. proportionate part of all the water
law (except where the land may be
3ection 2. This Association shall available for distribution by the Assosubjected by giant, or involuntarily
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have
have the power to enter into any con- ciation that season, as the number of
hercunto set my hand and affixed my
under the law, to an easement, the
tract or other agreement with the pro- shares owned by him shall bear to the
exercise of which does not interfere
official seal at the City of Phoenix,
per representative of the United States, whole number of valid and subsistwith the cultivation of the soil by
the Capitol, tnis 22nd nay of June,
or any individual, Association of in- ing shares then outstanding, such
the servient owner) shall operate,
A. U. 1905..
dividuals, or corporation, for the pur- w"ter to be delivered to and upon said
WESLEY A. HILL,
whether it be so expressed therein or
poses of accomplishing any of the lands at such times during such seanot, as a transfer to the grantee or
Territorial Auditor of the Territory
aforesaid purposes by means of the son as he may need for the proper
uccesoi in title, of all rights to the
of Arizona.
construction, acquisition or control of irrigation thereof.
use of watei• for the irrigation of said
appropriate works or structures, or in
Section 8. By subscribing to the
lands; also all iights arising from,
any other manner whatsoever.
stock of this Association each signer
Or incident to, the ownci'ship of such
Section 3. It shall have the power agrees that the right to any water
shares, as well as the shares themARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
to enter into any agreement with the theietofoi'e appropriated by him, or
selves; and upoii presentation to this
proper representative of the United DY his pi'edeeessors in interest, for the
Association of proof of any such tiansOF THE
States with reference to the collection irrigation of the lands described in
fer of land, the iroier officer shall
E I Paso Valley Water Users'
anl paynient of any and all chaiges said subscription, ni customarily used
made tinder the Federal statutes for thereon, sha
become appurtenant to
transfer such shares of stock III)on its
books to the successor in title to said
lands.
the works providing water for the such lands and be and remain incident
ASSOCIATION
lands of its shareholders.
to the ownership of the shares of
Section Ii.
Any transfer or atKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE ARSection 4. It shall have the power stock appurtenant to such lands.
teflhl)ted transfer, of any of the shares
to COnIPlY with the provisions of any 'l'here shall be further incident to
of this Association, made or suffered
'I'ICLES OF INCORPORATION,
1'ederal statutes applicable to the the owiieiship of such shares, the
by the owner thereof. unless simul'l'hat we, the undersigned, have aswork done by the United States in coil- right to have such water deilveicci to
tineoiis1y a traiisfei of the land to
-.-sC,cttC(1
thcr unfiei the
liectiull with Such syStelli of waler the owner thereof by the Associatiox.
Whit:Ii it is apliultenant is limde or
laws of the Territory of Arizona as a
supply, and any rules and regulations for the irrigation of said lands, as
suffered to or in favor of the same parbOdy corporate.
estai)lished thereunder.
the Association sh:,!l fr em ttm' t
ty, shall be of no force or effect for any
Section 5.
The Territory within time acquire or control means for that
purpose. and shall confer no rights
ARTICLE I.
which the lands to be irrigated as
provided that the whole
of any kind whatsoever on the person
The name of the corporation shall
or the persons to whom such transfer
aforesaid are situated, to be known amount of water actually delivered
be and is
as the El Paso Valley Irrigation (us- to such lands from all sources shall
may have been attempted to be made.
THE EL PASO VALLEY WATER
trict, includes all lands within the not exceed the amount necessary for
Section 1.2. No payments for the
USERS' ASSOCIATION.
valley of the Rio Grande lying be- the proper cultivation thereof.
shares of the capital stock of this AsSection 9. The records of the Assosociation shall be required, except
ARTICLE II.
tween the boundary line of Texas on
te north and Ft. Quitman on the elation and each and every certificate
in tle manner following:
The ilames of the incorporators are:
soith.
or other evidence of the ownership of
The shareholder shall, as prescribed
A. Coichesne, Felix Martinez, Z. T.
ARTICLE V.
the shares of stock of the Associain Section 3 of this Article, make apWhite, Horace B. Stevens, G. W. Huffplication to the proper representaSection 1. The capital stock of the tion, when issued, shall contain a deman, D. E. Doane, Royal Jackman,
tive of the United States for a water
Association shall be $1,800,000, divided scription of the lands to be irrigated,
G. N. Garcia, Jr., anO J. A. Smith, but
right, at the rate of one acre for each
into 45,000 shares, of the par value of and to which the aforesaid rights and
others may become members of this
shares shall be perpetually appurtenshare. Upon proper proof to the AsA.,sociation by subscribing the stock
$40 each.
sociation that such application has
Section 2.
Only those who are ant; and thereafter all rights, whatof this Association, or by the transfer
been accepted and that he has cornowners of lands, or occupants of pub- ever their source or whatever their
of stock to them in the regular course
plied with all the requirements in relie lands having initiated a right to nianner of acquisition, to the use of
of the administration of the affairs
acquire the same, within the area de Water for the Irrigation of said lands,
lation thereto, such subscriber shall
0. the Association.
be deemed to have paid on his stock
scriben in Article IV, shall be quali- L:'all forever be inseparably appurSUbsciiption the amount then paid
ARTICLE III.
fled to own shares of this Association. tenant thereto, together with the said
to or for the use of the United States
The principal place of business of
One share and no more shall be a l- shares of stock, and all rights and infor such right; and when all the paylotted for each acre of land or fraction ,terests represented thereby or ex1
the Association in the Territory of
isting or accruing by reason thereof,
ments requiied for such right shall
tiereof.
Arizona shall be at Phoeni x, Marlunless such rights shall become forhave been made, and when proper
copa County, and the principal place
Section 3.
As a condition of con- feited under the provisions of these
evidence of the perfection of such
of transacting the business of the
tintied ownership of said shares of articles of incorporation or of by-laws
water right has been issued, his stock
Association outside of Arizona shall
stock and participation in the benefits adopted in pursuance thereof, or by
shall he (leerned and held to have been
be at the City of El Paso, in the Counthereof, each subscriber therefor, oi operation of law, or by the voluntary
fully paid up.
t.y of El Paso, State of Texas, at
his transferee in pursuance of these abandonment thereof by deed, grant,
Section 13. If it should be deterwhich all meetings of the stockholders
articles, shall promptly make appli- or other Instrument, or by non-user
mined by the United States that the
shall be held.
cation to the proper authorities of t h e.o,. the term prescribed by law; but
amount of water available from the
United States for the lands repr es ented no such abandonment shall be for the
entire irrigation system as owned or
by his shares, and shall duly proceed benefit of any person designated by
controlled by it and by the AssociaSection 1. The purpose for which
to the perfection thereof, in full coin- such shareholder directly or indirectly,
tion shall be insufficient to properly
this Association is organized and the
pliance with the law applicable there- or to his use, noi' confer any rights
irrigate one acre of land for each
general nature of the business to be
to, and the rules and regulations es- whatsoever upon the holder of any
•
share of the capital stock, then no
transacted are:
tablished in pursuance thereof, as grant, release, waiver, or declaration
•
SOOn as official announcement shall of abandonment of any kind; proshares in excess thereof shall be is(2) To acquire, furnish, provide for,
sued and the number of shares shall
and distribute to the lands of the
be made that water for such lands is vided, however, that if for any reason
be reduced, by appropriate amendsLareholders of the Association, as
available from the works constructed,
should at any time become imowned or controlled by the United practicable to beneficially use water
meat to these Articles, as not to exherein provided, an adequate supply
ceed the flllflul)eI' of acres determined
of water for the irrigation thereof,
States.
for the irrigation of the land to which
by the United States as irrigable I ron,
to divert, store, develop, pump, carry
Section 4. Upon the failure of any the right to the use of the water is ap
the entire available supply of water.
and distribute water for irrigation
siareholder to make prompt applica- purtenant, the said right may be sevSec ion 14. If, when such determinand all other beneficial uses, deriving
.on for such water right for any land ered from said land and simultaneousation is made, the number of shares
the same from all available sources of
owned by him or to comply promptly ly transferred and attached to other
subscribed shall be in excess of the
supply; to construct, purchase, lease,
and in good faith with the law and lands to which shares of stock in this
number of acres so determined, an
condemn, or acquire in any manner
the rules and regulations applicable Association are or shall thereby be
allotment of shares shall be made to
whatsoever, and to own, use sell,
tnereto, he shall forfeit to the Asso- made appurtenant, if a request for
the subscribeis, equal to the number
transfer, convey, control, maintain and
elation the shares of stock appurten- leave to transfer, showing the necesof acres irrigable, giving preference
operate any irrigation works, structan.. to such lans and all rights mci- sity therefor, shall have first been
to cultivated land. The surplus of
ures, telephone systems, electric or
dent thereto or that could by any allowed by a two-thirds vote of the
sl.ares so subscribed shall thereupon
other power plants, and transportai:eans be claimed thereunder; and Board of Governors at a regular meet
he cancelled and shall not be retion and transmission lines, and propsuch person, his heirs and assigns, ing and approved by the Secretary of
issued. By-laws shall be adopted to
erty both real and personal of every.
shall thereafter have no right whatso- the Interior. All the provisions and
govern such allotment.
kind whatsoever necessary or approever as a member or shareholder of agreements of this section shall be set
Section 15. If the number of shares
OSE/LF.00003257
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cthese Articles, and the by-laws, and which It shall be levied, and said
ARTICLE XIV.
flict with any bederal statutes, or the
to the rules and reguiauons estab- Board of Water Commissioners shall
By subscribing to the stock of this rules and regulations established
lished by the Board of Governors, or recommend It In writing, endorsed on
Association, each shareholder grants thereunder, for the administration of
by the propêt representative of the said petition, it shall be the duty of
to the Association, or to the United water from any reservoir, or other
United States.
•
. .
the Board of Governors to levy said
States, as the case may be, such right. Works acquired, constructed or conSection 5. The Board of Water special assessment on all the shareo, way over the lands described in trolled by the United States, and
Commissioners in each Canal DIvisioi • holders in this AssociatIon owning
each subscription as may be - necessary Which may be used for supplying water
may appoint a Secretary of the Board lands in said Canal Division.
for canals, tunnels, and telephone and . to the lands of the shareholders of
of Water Commissioners and employ
ction 8. When so levied the said
transmission lines iequired in con- this Association.
a Divi.sion Superintendent, removable
sessment may, when collected, be
nection with the works constructed
at their pleasure.
ARTICLE XVII.
disbursed by the Board of Water Cornby the A.ssoclation, or by the United
Section a:
The Board of Water missloners of said Canal Division for
States, for the use and benefit of the
This Association may accept and
shareholders.
avail itself of, or subject itself to,
Commissioners may, at any time, call the purpose specified In its levy, and
.
.
.
a meeting of all the landowners in shall be paid out by the Treasurer on
the provisions of any law or laws entieir Canal Division, who are share- warants drawn on him by. the said
ARTICLE XV.
acted, or that may be enacted by Conholders In this Association, to cop-. Board of. Water Commissioners; pro.
This corporation shall endure for gress, or the Legislature of the State,
sider and determine whether an as- vided, however, that nothing in this
the term of twenty-five years.
which may be applicable to corporat1os organized for like purposes as
sessment or assessments for their . -ticle shall limit or abridge the
ARTICLE XVI.
•
this Association. Such acceptance or
special benefit should be levied right of the Association to make, levy
.
on the shareholders In said Dlvi- and collect assessments, as elsewhere
Section 1. These Articles of Incor- subjection shall be valid when ratision.
At lea.st ten . days' notice • In these Articles provided.
poration can only be amended by fled by at least two-thirds of the shares
of such meeting shall be given by the
•
the shareholders, at a regular annual reprented by the votes cast at any
Secretary of said Board, by posting a
ARTICLE XII.
.
election or at a special election called annuaI election, or at any special
notice thereof . ta , three public places
Nothing In these Articles of Incorfor that purpose by a majority of the election called for the ratification
In said Canal Division, and mailing a poration, or in the fact of becoming
number of votes cast. No proposed thereof.
amendment shall be submitted to the
Notice of such election shall be
copy of such notice, postage prepaid, a member of this Association, shall
to each shareholder residing in. said beonstrued
e.
as affecting, or intendshareholders until it shall have first given as prescribed in Article XVI,
Canal Division.
ing to affect or In any way interfere
received - the approval of two-thirds —stating the- purpose thereof.
Section 7. If a majority of such with the vested rights of any person to
of the Board of Governors at a regular
ARTICLE XVIII.
shareholders, who are holders of a the prior use, or delivery, of any
or duly called session thereof, nor
The seal of this Association shall
majority of the shares of tnis Associa- waters.
shall any such proposed amendment be a figure of two concentric circles,
tion appurtenant to lands in said
.
ARTICLE XIII.
be so submitted until It shall have the outer being two inches, and the
Canal Division, shall at said meeting
oeen published in full at least once in other one and one-half inches in diaapprove the levy of such special asSection
1.
. The individual property
each week for four consecutive weeks meter. In the space between the two
sessment or assessments and sign a of the shareholders shall be exempt
in at least two newspapers of gen- shall be the words "El Paso Valley
petition to the Board of Governors from liability for the corporate Ineral circulation within the territory, ,. ater Users' Association", and bearthat the same be levied on the share- debtedness of this Association, except
described in Article IV; the last pub- ing within the center space an unrolled
holders In this Association, owning as herein provided.
lication shall not be more than seven scroll with the words and figures
lands in said Canal Division, and
Section 2. The corporate indebteddays before any such election.
.
thereon, "Incorporated, 1905, ArIzona."
specifying the amount of said pro- ness shall not exceed two-thirds of
Section 2. These Articles shall not.
Witness our hands hereto, this 31st
posed assessment and the purpose for the amount of the capital stock,
be so amendeu as to in anywise con- day of March, 1905.
The said shares of stock, and all rights and interests represented thereby or existing or acáruiàg by reason thereof, or incident thereto, are to be
inseparablyappurtenanttothafollowingdescribedraalestate,thatistosay: ------------------------:
.................................
containing---------------------------------------------------------- - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ acres
and no more, of which I am the owner.
AndI---------------------------------------------------------------- thewifeofthesaid -------------------------------------------------------------do hereby join and agree to be bound hereby.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have hereunto subscribed our names this ----------------------------------------------- -------------- day
of------------------------------------------------------------------------ 190----[L.S.J
[L. S.
EL PASO PRINTING CO.. PRINTERS AND BINDERS.
---------------------------OSE!LF-00
3258
-"
--.

of irrigable land or the cost of the
vacancy shall be filled by the Board of
sistent with these Articles, or with
account of all moneys of the Associaworks of both, as determined by the
Governors, unless it occurs more than
the by-laws, or with the Federal
tion received and disbursed by him,
United States, shall exceed the number
six months prior to the time for the
statutes applicable thereto, and the
and shall present a report and account
of shares of the capital stock authorannual election, in which case a
rules and regulations established
thereof at every regular meeting of
iecl herein, appropriate amendment
special election shall be held to fill
thereundet.
the Board, and shall, at the expiration
of these articles as to the number of
the unexpired term. In case the office
Section 12. The Board shall keep,
of each cinarter, prepare and publish,
shares, the par value thereof, and
of President shall become vacant, or
or cause to be kept, a record of its
in such manner as the by-laws may
the capital stock shall be made in
the President be temporarily absent
transactions, which shall at all times
proscribe, a quarterly statement to
compliance with the laws applicable
or disqualified from acting, the Viceremain in the office of the Association
shareholders, showing all such rethereto.
President shall act as President for
and shall, during office hours, be open
ceipts and disbrfrsements during the
ARTICLE Vt.
the unexpired term, or during such
to the inspection of the shareholders,
last preceding quarter; and the TreasSection 1. Revenues necessara to
temporary absence or inability as the
or their properly authorized agents.
urer shall perform such other dutie.s
the accomplishment of the purses
case may be. In case the offices of
Section 13. The Board Shall hear
as may devolve upon him by the byof this Association shall be raised by
President and Vle-Pres1dent shall
and determine complaints, of sharelaws.
assessment from time to time as reboth become vacant, or in ease of a
holders of non-service, or of linproSection 7. The. Secretary shall act
Quired upon and against the stocktemporary absence or inability of
per service or distribution of water,
as the clerk of the Board of Governholders.
both, the Board of Governors shall
or of improper performance of duty
ors and shall keep a record of all their
Section 2. The Board of Governors
elect one of their number to act in
by any empioyee of the Association
proceedings. Immediately upon the
shall have the power to make and enthe place of the President, for the
relative to the distribution of water.
adoption of by-laws he shall record
force necessary by-laws for the makunexpired term or during such temSection 14. No by-law shall be
the same in a book of by-hews to he
ing, levying, collecting and enforcing
porary absence or inability, as the
passed or enforced which shall interkept by him in his office and such
of such assessments.
case may be.
lere witu or affect with any existing
book shall be open to the inspection of
Section 3. Assessments for the cost
Section 4. The annual election of
vested right of any member of this
any member of the Association, or his
of operation, maintenance and repair
Governors shall ba held on the first
Association to the use of water for
properly authorized agent at all times
01 the works owned, controlled or to
Tuesday in January of each year In
irrigation.
during business hours. And the Secbe maintained by the Association
such manner as the by-laws may proSection 15. All by-laws shall be
retary shall perform such other ditties
shall be equally assessed against the
vide. The President and Vice-Pi'esiof general application so far as genas may be devolved upon him by the
shareholders in proportion to the
dent shall be elected at the same time
eral laws can be made to apply.
by-laws.
number of shares held by them resand. in the same manner in alternate
Section W. The President, ViceSection 8. The Treasurer and the
years. The term of office shall In
President, Chairman of the Executive
Secretary shall give such bond as may
iectively.
Section 4. Assessments for the con
each case commence on the Monday
Committee, members of the Board of
be prescribed by the by-laws; provided
struction, acquisition, or control of any
following their election.
Governors, Secretary and Treasurer,
that neither the President, Vice-Presworks, property or rights, by the AsSection 5. Until the election in
snall receive such compensation as
ident, or any member of the Board of
sociation, or for renewing, replacing,
1906 and the qualification of those
may be prescribed by the by-laws.
Governors, or the Secretary shall be
or in any way improving, adding to,
Like!! e!eu!.eu
, Inc LUI!OW!115 bUd!! Ub
ARTICLE VIII.
accepted as a surety on the bond of
enlarging or increasing any of the
the President, Vice-President and
tho Treasurer.
Governors of this Association: PresiSection 1.
At all elections the
Section 9.
The Executive Coniworks, property or rights, or for the
electors
shall
possess the following
fulfillment of any obligations underdent, A. Courchesne, Vice-President
mittec and the Chairman thereof shall
J. W. Magoffin, Governors; Felix Marqualifications:
have such power and authority and
taken by it, or for the carrying out
(a) Shall be at the time of the perform such ditties as may be devolof any of its powers may be equally
tinez, Horace B. Stevens, Z. T. White,
Royal Jackman, C. 0. Coffin, J. A.
election
the
owner
of at least one
ved upon them by the by-laws.
assessed against all the shareholders
in proportion to the number of shares
Smith, G. W. Hufiman, G. N. Garcia, share of ca)itaI stock or this AssoARTICLE X.
and D. E. Doane.
ciation, and shall have been tIle ownei'
ucid by them respectively.
tliei'eof,
as
shown
by the
books of
SeCtion 1. The Board of Governors
Section 5. Assessments for expenSection G. The Board of Governors
may create such other offices as may
cliture for purposes that are of benefit
shall have the power to enact, adopt, the Association, for at least twenty be necessary tot' the carrying on of
and provide for the enforcement of by
days
befome
such election.
to a part only of the share holders
b) Shrill be of the age of twenty- the business and affairs of this Asmay be specially assessed against such
laws, not inconsistent with these art50cjatium, and may prescribe time manshareholders in proportion to such
ides, for the government of the mem- one years or more and of sound mind. nor of appointment, powers, duties
beis of the Association, for the manSection 2. At all elections each
benefits, but no expenditure to be
terms of office, elegibility and compenprovided for, or covered by, such
agement of its affairs, and to repeal, shareholder shall be entitled to one cation thereof by by-laws not inconspecial assessment shall be made or
modify and amend the same from vote for each share of stock owned by sistent with these Articles.
obligation to expend the same Incurtime to time. nut the Board of Gov- him, not however to exceed in the
Section 2. The Board of Governred, except upon the petition of the
ernors shall not have the power to aggregate one hundred and sixty iii. may remove from office, the Treas
adopt or enforce any by laws that in
votes
holders of two-thirds, at least, of
Section 3. The vote shall be by urer, Secretary, or the incumbent of
the shares to be so specially benefited.
any wise conflict with any Federal
any office created by toe Board, for
Section G. Assessments shall bestatutes or the rules and regulations wiitten or printed ballot, and be voted iriconapetence, neglect of duty, miscome, from time to time as they are
established thereunder for the admin- only by the electors at the polls in appropriation of funds of the Assomade and levied, a lien on the land of
istration of water from any reservoir, peison.
or other works, acquired, constructed,
Section 4. The Board of Governors elation, or for violation of any of the
.
the shareholder against which they
PI'OVISiOflS Of these Articles or of any
are levied, and upon the shares of
or controlled by the United States, and may make reasonable by-laws gov- by-law. Time Board shall adopt bywhich may be used for
supplying erning
the registration of voters and
stock appurtenant thereto, and upon
laws to govern the procedure of such
aU._.r1ght.ancL lnterests_.represented_
water to the lands of the shareholders thG ..
method of holding elections
.
•
ofihis Association.
Section 5.
Atall
-41
by such shares; and until they are
ARTICLE XI.
paid or otherwise discharged shall be
Section 7. Regular and special son receiving the highest number of
bectioii 1.
The land under each
meetings of the Board of Governors
for any
office shall be deemed
and remain a lien thereon. The manseparate distributing canal system
ner of fixing the lien and enforcing
shall be called and held in such man- elected to that office.
•
vithin the territory described in Ar'L.ie same shall be prescribed by the
ner and at such times and places as
ARTICLE IX.
tide IV of these Articles, shall, on the
by-laws.
may be prescribed by the by laws.
Section 1.
The President, Vice- petition of the owners of twoSection 7. Except for operation,
Section 8. Special meetings of the President, Treasurer, Secretary and
thirds of the shares of the capital
maintenance and repair, no work
Board of Governors may be called by Executive Committee shall perform
stock of this Association appsrtenant
shall be undertaken, purchase made,
the President, or by any six members such duties as are prescribed by these
to the land in such proposed Canal
or indebtedness incurred or be authof the Board. Such call shall be In Articles and by the by-laws, so far
Division, be formed into a Canal Diorized during any one year, whereof
writing and signed by either the Pres- as such by-laws shall not be moon- vision,
and the boundaries of such
the cost shall exceed fifty thousand
ident, or any six of the members, and sistemit with law or wito these Ardivision shall be fixed by the Board
nollars, until it shall have first been
shall state the time of the proposed tides, and shall receive such comof Governors. On the petition of the
ratified by at least two-thirds of the
meeting, and the nature of the busi- pensation as may be fixed by the byholders of a majority of the shares of
shares represented by the votes cast
ness to be transacted thereat. Such laws, which compensation shall neither
this Association owning the lands afat an election to be called and held
written call shall be filed with the be increased nor diminished during
féctcd thereby, or without such petifor such purpose. Special elections
Secretary, who shall thereupon imme- their respective terms of office.
tion, whenever in the judgment of the
may be called and held for such purdiately, and at least five days before
Section 2. The President shall be Board it will be beneficial, it may
pose and under such by-laws as the
the time fixed for the meeting, mail, the chief executive officer of the Aschange or modify the boundaries of
Board of Governors may prescribe,
postpaid, to the President and each sociation, and shall have general
any Canal Division.
not inconsistent with these Articles.
member of the Board, a copy of such srmpei'vision over all other officers of
Section 2. A Board of Water ComSection 8. The private property of
call, and shall publish the same in the Association in the performance
missioners to consist of three memthe stockholders of this Association,
some newspaper published and of gen- of theii duties as such, and of the
bars shall be appointed annually for
except as herein otherwise provided,
eral circulation, in the territory des- conduct of the business and affairs of each canal division by.the Board of
shall be exempt from the debts of the
cribod in Article IV of these articles, the Association. He shall preside at Governors.
Such appointment shall
corporation and shall not be liable
on three consecutive days before, and all meetings of the Board of Govern- be made in the month of January in
therefor nor subjected to the payexclusive of, the day fixed for such ors and shall perform such other
each year, and no one shall be elegiment thereof.
special meeting. If the Secretary fail duties as may be devolved upon him ble for such office, unless he be a resior refuse to publish such call or to by the by-laws.
dent within the Canal Division for
ARTICLE VII.
mail copies thereof, as above provided,
Section 3. All certificates or other which he may be appointed, and a
The exercise of the corporate
then either the President, if he issued evidence of the ownership of shares of
gualified elector as provided In these
powers of this Association and
ne call, or any of the members who stock in the Association, issued by Articles. The
term of office of the
the management of its affairs shall
issued the same, may make publica- the Association, shall be signed by the members of the Board of Water Cofflbe vested in nine Governors elected to
tion mail copies of the call, with
and Secretary of .the Asso- missioners shall bc._ane. yiu.r from the
serve one year; and a President add
effect as ii. done by the Secretary. ciation and shall have the seal of the time of their appointment, and until
Vice-President, each elected to serve
Special meetings or the Board of Gov- Association affixed.
their successors have been appointed,
two years. The President and Viceei'nOrS shall be held at the office of the
Section 4. All contracts and instru- and have qualified, and they may be
President shall be ex-afficio members
ssociatlon.
ments In wrIting executed for or in removed for cause by the Board of
of the Board of Governors. The
Section 9. The Board of Governors behalf of the Association, shall be
Governors, who may fill any vacancy
Board shall annually elect a Secretar,'
in the name of the corporation shall executed In the name of the Associa- in any Board of Water Commissioners
and a Treasurer, and the President
have the power to prosecute, defend tion, by the President and Secretary, for the unexpired term.
shall annually appoint from among
and compromise all law-suits; to make and shall have the seal of the AssoSection 3. If a petition signed by
the Governors an Executive Committee
all contracts, in the name of the ciation affixed.
of five members.
shareholders in this Association conAssociation, necessary and proper for
Sectiomi 5, The Treasurer shall re- stituting a majority of the qualified
Section 2. Each Governor and the
the conduct of the affairs and the ceive and be the custodian of all electors, residing in any Canal DlviPresident and Vice-President shall at
carrying on of the business of the moneys and other funds of the Asso- don, shall be presented to the Board
•
the time of his election be the owner
Association, subject. to all limitations elation. No moneys shall be paid out of Governors at their first
meeting
of lands situated within the irrigation
and m'egulations prescribed by these by the Treasurer unless upon war- after their election in January, namdistrict described in these articles, to
articles or the by laws.
m'ants drawn on him by the President ing not more than three persons elewhich shares of stock of this Associa'Section 10. The Board shall have and Secretary, except as provided in gible for appointment as Water Cornion are appurtenant, an i shall also
tOe power to estimate, make and levy Article XI, Section 8. No warrant missioners in said Canal Division so
be a resident of the district.
all assessments against the sharehold- shall be drawn on the Treasurer by named, and asking for their appointSection 3. If a person elected as a
era of this Association, to the extent the President and Secretary except ment to such office, the said person or
.overnor or as President or Viceand in the manner authorized by these upon the order of the Board of Gov- persons so named shall he appointed
i'resident should, at any time during
Articles and the by maws.
ernors, or of the Executive Committee as such Water Commissioners.
his term of office, cease to have any
Section 11. The Board shall have thereof, recorded in the minutes of the
Section 4.
The Board of Water
of the qualifications prescribed, such
the power to make, publish and en- board, and in a warrant' record to be Commissioners of each Canal Division
office shall thereupon become vacant.
force rules and regulations concerning kept by the Secretary.
shall control and manage the local
In the event of a vacancy in any of
the distribution, use and application
Section G.
The Secretary shall affairs of the canal system therein
said offices from said cause, or by
of the water works under its control, keep in books belonging to the Asso- and the distribution of water therereason of death or resignation, the
subject at all times to, and not incon- elation, a full, complete and accurate from, subject to the provisions of
OSE/LF00003259
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This project has been described in previous quarterly estimate.. No work has
been done during the last quarter and none is contemplated for the nexL quarter.
Niu' Mixico.
RONDO PROJECT.
Location and pad operationa.—Past operations are described in the second and third
innual reports and in former quarterly estimates.
Frese.t condiiion&—Work on the distributing system was commenced by T. F.
Cazier, March 5. Earthwork for embankment. No.. 1, 2, 21, 3, and 5 is completed;
that for No. 4 in about 25 per cent completed. Riprapping on embankments Nc.. 1
and 2 has been finished; that on No. 5 will be completed during March. All excavation on the inlet canal has been done. Scour gate No. I and spillways No.. 1 and
2 have been completed. Delay in the delivery of steel has retarded the completion
of scour gate. No.. 2,3, and 4 and of the silt weir, which it is hoped to finish in April.
Work on the outlet canal has been delayed by overflow from river, but it is expected
that It will be completed in April. The work on outlet pipes, tower, and gates and
bridge I. progreesiag satisfactorily.
Future worL—The remainder of the system will be completed during the next
qualter, the main features to be taken care of being the structures for the inlet canal;
the riprepping of embankment No. 4, the remaining earthwork in the latter; the
distributing system covered by Cazier's contract, and the completion by force
account of drops, gates, and diversion weirs. it ii' anticipated that the total coat of
this project will be greater than the allotment. This is due largely to the fact that
the bid of the Taylor-Moore Company for earthwork and riprap was very low, and
the work has actually cost the (Jnited States more than the contractor estimated,
due in part to delay incident to legal complications. The outfit and machinery of
the Taylor-Moore Construction Company was also inadequate In addition, the cost
of labor and forege has risen and the unusual floods of the Hondo River have
deposited large amounts of silt in the outlet canal. The extra expenditure at the
present time will not cause any notable extra coat, as it is covered by the bond of the
Taylor-Moore Construction Company.
CARLSBAD PROJECT.
General description, etc.—Paat operations are described in previous quarterly
estimates.
Present conditiona.—Owing to delays in perfecting title to the property purchased
by the Government, construction was not authorized until February 24, 1906. ProlC
t
posals on supplies, machinery, and equipment had previously been obtained, and
enewals were at once asked for. Orders have been placed with the Western State.
Portland Cement Company, Independence, Kin.., for 6,200 barrels of cement, and
with the Friestedt In: king Channel Bar Company for 12,236 square feet of steel
sheet piling. Ordersalsobeenplfor
ha
stone crusher,cncrete mixer, gasoine engines,centrifu mps,acrapere, lows, tools, and lumWork ha. been
ntthegatesofMillan dam, on eingand conreting of the Black
ver canal, and a storehouse for cement d other supplies. Work on the concrete
aqueduct is about to begin. Bids for Aon dam will be opened April 12. The
remainder of the work is to done by force account.
Rdure work.—During the next quarter work will be pushed vigorously by force
account on the gates at McMillan dam, the aqueduct, the creasing at Dark Canyon,
and the canals. Bids will be opened on April 12 for Avalon dam, and the contractor
will propably get to work with a full force and equipment early in June. No water
will be available for summer crops in 1906, nor would it be poesible to begin now
and do the work by force account in time to furnish water for crope this year. This
could not have been done without beginning construction with full force and equipment before January 1, 1906.
zio GRAND PROJECT.
—
Location and past operalions.—Theae are described in preceding quarterly estimates and in third annual report.
Present condilions.—During the present quarter the Secretary of the Interior has
modified the ternis of his prior approval of the Leasburg diversion dam, in such
manner as not to require a bond, but to accept a contract from the Water Users'
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Association as sufficient.security and to allow the usual ten years' time for repayment.. The Elephant Butte and El Paso Valley Water Users' Associations have taken
proper action and signed contracts as required. A map of the valley is being made
from a point, about three-fourths of a mile above Penaaco Rock to a point 2 milee
below the Leaaburg site to show recent changes in the river bed. and to furnish data
for a proper plan of river control, the object being to keep the river against the west
bluff in this part of the valley. The map will also furnish data for considering the
feasibility of making the diversion at Penasco Rock, as the Santa Fe Railroad is now
being removed from its location along the river bank at that point, allowing a canal
to be constructed on the ground which has heretofore been occupied by the railroad.
A consulting board will soon be called to approve plans and specifications preparato advertising for bids for construction of the diversion dim.
Mre work.—During the next quarter it is expected that a contract will 'be let and
construction begin.
URTON LAKE PROJEcr.
Location and past operationa.—Past operations are described in the seàond and third
annual reports and former quarterly estimates.
Present conditions.—No further work has been undertaken since the issue of the
last quarterly estimate, except stream measurempnta.
Future work.—lt is Improbable that any work will be undertaken during the next
quarter except measurements of flow of the Feces River above this project, which
will be continued in order to obtain dataas to water supiy and general investlga,
tion on the Peooe watershed.
LAS VEGAS PLOJECT.
Location and past operations.—Past operations are described in second and third
annual reports and former quarterly estimates.
Present conditions—No further work has been undertaken upon this projeet since
the issue of last quarterly estimate except stream measurements.
Future work.—Itis improbable that any work will be undertaken during the next
quarter upon this project, except the continuation of stream measurements and such
other investigations as may be ordered in getting the project ready for approval at
some fUture date when funds will be available.
LA
PLATA VALlEY
PEDJICT.
Thisproject has been described in the third annual report, second edition, pses
392 to 394, and in previous quarterly estimates. No field work has been done during
the present quarter, and with the exception of stream gauging none is contemplated
for the next quarter.
NozrH DAKoTA.
LowER
YILWWONE
PROJECT.
Location and past operations.—Past operations are described in the third annual
report, pages 420-427, and in preceding quarterly estimates.
Present condtiions.—Work at the headworks by Charles Stabern, contractor, is
prcessing slowly. The Widell-Fiflley Company, which was awarded contracts for
division 1, Schedule A, and for divisions 5 to 9, and laterals A to M and 0 and P,
passed into the hands of a receiver on February 15. This company had not started
work on divisions 5 to 9 or on the lateral system, but had made good progress on
division 1, Schedule A, having 29.2 per cent completed on February 15. The Secretary of the Interior on February 28, 1906, suspended the contract with Callahan
Bros., Phelan & Shirley, for Schedule A, dIvisions 2,3, and 4 since they refused to
on with the work. Plans and specifications have been readvertised and bids will
opened April 12. Bids for the Lower Yellowstone darn, opened on December 5,
were rejected and new bids will be asked in a short time. Bids were opened on
March 12 for steel for concrete reinforcement One field party has worked throughout the quarter reestablishing missing section corners and ascertaining the acreage in
each legal land subdivision.
Future work..-On April 12 bids will be opened for cement, for structures on divisions 5 to 9, and on laterals A to P, and for divisions 2, 8, and 4, main canal.
Construction work will be continued throughout the quarter on Schedule B divisions 1, 2, 3, and 4. Work on contracts of the Widell-Finley Company will be readvertised or carried on under force account. The routine work of the project will go
on as usual.
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0. Actual and continuous residence on the land is required, in accordance
with the homestead laws.
7. The entryman will be required to tale water from the Government irrigation system and to pay In annual Installments, not exceeding ten, the proportionate amount charged against the land included In his entry.
S. Before being entitled to a patent for the iand, the entrynian must pay the
entire charges for the water, and must show that he has reclaimed at least onehalt the total irrigabie area of his entry for agricultural purposes.
A failure to make any two payments when due shall render the entry subject to oonceliation, with the forfeiture of all rights under the act, as well as
all money paid thereon.
Until the construction of the irrigation system has advanced to such an
extent that water can be furnished for the irrigation of the lands, it will be
difficult, If not impossible, to make a living upon them; but those filing will
not on that account be excused from residing thereon, the homestead laws
requiring that actual bona fide residence be established within six months from
the date of the filing of the applications, and continuously maintained.
Failure to comply In good faith with the provisions of the law concerning
residence will render the entry subject to conceilatlon.
11 No specific rulings have been made concerning the modification , of the
homestead laws as applicable to entries under the reclamation act Except
where modified by the terms of this act, the entries will be made in accordance
with the general rulinks concerning the homestead laws. Information concerning them can be obtained from the circulara Issued by the General Land Office.
Ca&s. D. W&z.00yr, Director.
Approved, March 31, 1904.
11. A. HlTcncocx, Secretary.
DEPABTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR,
UNITW Sv*vzs GROLOOIC4U. SURVEY,
RECLAMATION Sznvicz.
Qseot urns and answers relating to the recla,i&ation law and its
operations.
The following questions and answers have been prepared for convenience In
replying to correspondents who seek Information concerning the reclamation law
and the operations under it.
The law Is general in character and leaves details to executive discretion.
Many important questions will not be decided until actual cases are brought to
the attention of the Department, it not being customary in governmental affairs
to give decisions in advance of the necessities of the case. Further, while
the law authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to promulgate rules and regulations, it has not been deemed wise to attempt to make these cover future
contingencies, but to permit progress to be made under the general conceptions
of the law and not to run the risk of hamperIng the work by attempting to give
definite instructions too far in advance; thus only such matters are passed on
as are necessary for current business. '
The questions given are such as are asked by most correspondents. The
answers are based upon present conceptions of the law and its requirements
and are. In many eases, not necessarliy final; It Is possible that In the future
some of them will be modified or reversed.
Cn aiilzs D. Wu.co-r, Director.
HouEs'rzAD ENtRIEs.
Q. In what way can jmblic land be taken under the reclamation law?
A. The only way In which land can be taken is under the terms of the homestead law, which requires actual settlement and cultivation.
Q. Can I take up a homestead under the reclamation law, and obtain title
when 1 am earning a living in a near-by city?
A. You an not obtain a homestead unless you livp on the land and make
DIcJM2ed bYGoogle
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it your home. Occasional absence is allowable if some good reason Is given.
but you can not live elsewhere and claim a homestead.
S. Q Is it necessary for me to live, on the land more than once in six months'
A. Yes; actual and continuous residence is required by law: you must establish your home on the land and live there for the full term required.
Q. Must I move onto the land at once?
A. You are given six months from the time of making your entry to establish a residence, and before the end of that time you must be actually living on
the ground.
Q. Is it sufficient to erect an ordinary claim shanty, with one door and
window?
A. No; the claim shanty and nominal residence which may have sufficed under
some conditions will not be sulfleient on the Irrigable land. An actual home.
where you sleep and take your meals habitually, will be required.
Q. Can I enter 100 acres and then sell off parts of it?
A. You can obtain title only to a certain piece of land, which may be 40. 86.
120, or 100 acres, and you can not convey any title to this or to any portion of it
until final certificate has issued for your entry. You may relinquish or give up
a portion of it. and in that event some other person can make a new homestead
entry, but you can not transfer to him any rights or privileges, and he mud
begin his term of residence as required in the case of a new entry.
Q. Must I live on the land if the water is not available?
A. Yes: after you make your homestead entry you tnust comply with the
terms of the homestead law. No excuse will be accepted because of lack of
water; if lands are entered before water is ready there is a presumption that
the person making the entry does it for speculative purposes rather than for an
actual home.
Q. How much land can I enter at first?
A. Under usual conditions there is no law to prevent your entering 160 acres
at first;. but this entry is merely preliminary, and will be cut down to 40. 80.
or 120 acres, according to the plans finally determined upon. The entry will be
subject to certain limitations, charges, and terms, which can not be stated until
the contracts for construction have been let.
Q. What assurance is there that the land which I enter will be irrigated?
A. You can have no assurance that the land will be irrigated until public
notice has been given. if you enter in advance of the public notice you make a
speculative entry, wholly at your own risk, and without any guaranty or safeguard that water will be supplied, and with a reasonable probability that you
may lose your homestead right.
WATER Ussas' AssocIATIoNs.
DUTIES AND POWERS.
Q. What are water users' associations?
A. They are associations of individuals claiming the right to the use of water
and owning lands within the area to be supplied by the works constructed by
the Government.
Q. Why are the associations formed?
A. They are formed in order to assure the Government that the landowners
will apply for water from the irrigation works, and that they will so adjust
the existing claims to the use of water that the administration of all the water
available for the lands under the project, whether supplied from private or,
from Government irrigation works, shall be under one control, viz, that of the
water users themselves. This organization is necesseary In order that there
may be supervision over the distribution of water to lands in private ownership, as contemplated by section Ii of the reclamation, act.
Q. What is the form of organization?
A. The form of organization may vary in different parts of the country in
accordance. with local needs. A general form has been prepared which can
be used in organizing such associattons. Its principles have been approved by
the Secretary of the Interior.
Q. What is required of persona joining such associations?
A. (1) They agree to turn over to the management of the association the
water which they have heretofore appropriated, to be administered in connection with the additional water supply furnished from the Government irrigaDigitized by
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tion system. (2) They agree to make their former water rights, as well as
the Government water rights, appurtenant to the lands irrIgated. (3) They
ssgree to pay the charges for water lights required by the reclamation act
(4) They agree that their land shall be security for the Government charge
for water, and that such charges shall be a lien on the land which the association may enforce if they do not pay for the water. (5) They agree to dispose
of the lands they own In excess of the limit of land in private ownership permitted to apply for water from the Government system.
Q. Bow is the association managed?
A. Directly by the water users themselves and through the officers elected
by them.
Q. What Is the connection between the association and the Government?
A. Before beginning construction the Government will make a contract with
the association, in which the latter will guarantee the payment for the Governnient construction, and will agree to enforce collection from its shareholders,
by means of the lien on their lands, if necessary.
Q. Does the shareholder derive any advantage from this lien?
A. Yes; it protects him against the possibility of being required to pay for
a shiftless neighbor's water right, for without the lien the association would
be required to assess each member for any deficiency.
Q. What is the form of organization contemplated by section 6 of the act,
to which the management and operation of the irrigation system is to be turned,
over when the payments have been made for the major portion of the lands
Irrigated?
A. This can not be decided until such period approaches In the first project
to be completed. The form of water users' association already discussed will
probably meet the necessary requirements. In any event it will require few,
if any, changes to meet the conditions contemplated In sectIon 6.
WATER SUPPLY.
i8.Q. 110w much water will be furnished to each water user?.
A. lie will receive his proportional part of the entire supply in the hands of
the association, not in excess of the amount necessary for the proper cultivation
of his land.
Q. What assurance has be of a sufficient supply?
A. The association is required to limit the lands represented by its shares to
the area. which the Government has determined can be cultivated, to the highest
efficiency.
Q. What will be the cost of the Government water light?
A. The smallest amount consistent with permanent work. Steel and concrete will be used where required. The largest part of the cost of ordinary
irrigation systems—that is, the maintenance, which goes on forever—will be
reduced to a minimum..
21.. Q. How are former water rights affected by joining the association?
A. The reclamation act expressly iuotects vested water rights. By joining
the association the owner of such water rights puts them in the care of the
association, and the water is to be delivered to him as before, being included in
the complete supply furnished from the Government system. His priority of
water right remains intact, is protected by the articles of the association, and
may be reasserted if ever there should be a shortage of water in the future.
Q. How are such prior water rights to be protected if the need should
arise fifty years hence?
A. These lights must be definiteiy ascertained and made a matter of record
as soon as the association can have the adjustment made. This adjustment
can be made by mutual agreement or in the courts.
EXCESS INDS.
Q. How soon, must a man dispose of his excess land?
A. He will not be required to do so before the Government i ready to furnish
the water, thus gaining the benefit of advanced prices resulting from the large
expenditures of the Government and the sure prospect of water, and having
without expense a good market for his land that he could have had under no
other conditions.
Q. What Is done to make certain that such excess lands are sold?
A.. The owner must agree that if be does not' sell them to a properly qualified
Digitized
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person by the time the Government water is ready the association shall have
power to do so.
Q. Will the land be sacrificed by the association?
A. No; for three reasons: (1) Every officer and member of the association Is
a landowner, and a depreciation, of land values is against his Interest; (2)
the time for making the sale is fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, who will
give due consideration to the interests of all concerned; (3) the demand for
land will probably be so great as construction approaches completion that
large prices can be easily realised by the owner himself, and there will be little, if any, land to be sold by the association.
STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Q. If a tract to be subscribed for contains lands which are not Irrigable,
how many acres should be included'.?
A. The subscription should Include the entire tract. The Secretary of the
Interior will, by careful and expert examination, determine the irrigable area
of each tract. The shares representing .nonirrlgable lands will be canceled,
and the Government will make no charges against them.
Q. Can a man subscribe for a part of his land and leave the rest out of
the Irrigation system?
A. No; the association will accept subscriptions only when they cover the
entire body of the land owned by the subscriber within the project No single
subscription should exceed 160 shares, but any person ma) make several subscriptions if he agrees to dispose of his excess lands located under the system.
LANDS in Paivarn OwnxasniP.
waTfl RIGHTS AND RLSIDENCE.
26. Q. If I own a tract of land to which water may be brought by a Government ditch, how can I obtain a water right?
A. It will be necessary to become a member of the local water users' association and subscribe to all of the requirements of membership in such association, and afterwards to make application to the Government for a water right
when it Is ready to receive such.
Q. For what amount of had can water be had?
A. SectIon 5 of the law states that no right to the use of water for lands In
private ownership shall be sold for a tract exceedIng 160 acres to any one
landowner.
Q. Can I obtain water for a full tract of 160 acres?
A. This matter is left to the Secretary of the Interior, and the acreage may,
in his discretion, be reduced to 120, 80, or 40 acres, according to the surroundlug conditions.
81. Q. Why can not water be had for more than 160 acres?
A. The object of the law is not merely to reclaim the land, but to encourage
the establishment of homes by the greatest number of persons, and to bring
about an Intensive cultivation of the soil. It Is necessary to cut down the laudholdings to such a point as will enable a large number of families to make a
comfortable living.
32. Q. Can I. while residing In some other locality, where I am earning a living, obtain water for a tract of land?
A. You can not obtain a water right for your land unless you are an actual
bona fide resident on such land, or occupant thereof residing in the neighborho
31 Q What is meant by "the neighborhood?"
A. It is probable that It will be held that a person must live within such
distance of the land that he can daily cultivate or care for It. This provision,
relating to an occupant residing in the neighborhood, was drawn originally
with reference to the conditions in Utah. where the farmers live in small coininunities and cultivate farms surrounding the villages.. In this case the farms
are all within an easy drive of the homes of the owners.
EXCESS LANDS.
34. Q. If I have a farm of over 160 acres for which I want water, what must
I do?
A. You can, by joining the water users' association, and afterwards applying
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to the Government, secure water for 160 acres or less, as the rule may be; but
the remainder of the land can not have water unless it is conveyed by a deed
duly recorded to some other persol.
Q. Can I convey this to a relative or friend, and can be obtain water and
then transfer the title back to me?
A. To secure a title to the water right the land must be conveyed by a deed
duly recorded, and remain in the ownership of some other person for ten years
or more. Such person must also be an actual bona Me resident on the land,
or an occupant thereof residing In the neighborhood.
Q. If I own a piece of land and put a tenant upon it, will not this corni, ly with the requirements of the law?
A. No; the law is explicit that• the landowner shall be an actual bona Me
owner and resident. It Is not the purpose of the law to encourage landlordism
or tenantry.
Q It there are several children in a family, can the land be deeded In
separate tracts to each of these children and water thus secured?
A. This might be done, if each individual is competent to be an independent
landowner, but he must have title of record in fee and have an actual residence
upon the land or in the neighborhood.
Q. What can be done in case of a man owning several hundred or thousand acres, or a trust company having large tracts?
A. Unless, the person Is an actual resident and occupant of the soil, he can
not obtain any water rights, and the land must be left without any water supply unless it is conveyed to an actual bona fide resident, who may then apply
for water.
30. Q. Can not any arrangements be made pending the. time of disposal of.
the land?
A. Subscriptions will be received by the local water users' association, and
the land can ultimately receive water when subdivided and sold.
Q. How can these lands be sold?
A.. The owner can sell at his own discretion; but he must by trust deed to
the association give it power to sell ultimately in small tracts to actual settlers
who are qualified to comply with the Reclamation Act, unless this has been
done by him when the Government is ready to furnish the water.
RAILROAD LANDS.
Q. In the case of railroad lands what arrangements can be made?
A. The railroads, as a rUle, have agreed to put their lands on the market in
small tracts, at a price of $1.25 or $2.50 per acre, to be sold on long-time payinents, and subject to all of the conditions of Government land adjoining, title
not to be passed until all of the terms have been complied with.
Q. What is the inducement to the railroads to dispose of lands in this
manner?
A. The railroad corporations are more Interested in securing immediate settlement and cultivation in small tracts than in obtaining a profit on the land;
and in this respect their object and that of the Government is identical, viz, to
bring about immediate settlement by the maximum population on the Irrigated
tract
SALE OR MORTO&QE..
Q. Suppose that I sell a piece of land, take a mortgage on It, and before
the expiration of ten years foreclose the mortgage and take the land, will not
the title to water remain with the land?
A. No. You can not complete the right to the use of water unless you afterwards live upon the land, and have not applied for water right for other lands in
excem of the limit fixed.
Q. How will these conditions be enforced?
A. By the articles of incorporation of the water users' association, that body
being responsible for enforcement of the law as to its shareholders; also by
contest before the land office, or through exercise of the power vested in the
Secretary of the Interior.
Q. If a person trying to acquire a water right sells his land, or if he dies,
does this forfeit the water right partly acquired?
A. Forfeiture does not necessarily follow, but the land must come into the
hands of a person who will live upon the land, and who is otherwise qualified,
and who does not already own rights to water for other lands.
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MIBCELL4IqEOUS.
48. Q. What is meant by "land in private ownership" is used In the act?
A. This includes all land not public at the date of withdrawal under the
Reclamation Act. The Secretary of the Interior has held that for the purposes
of this act a desert-land entry may be classed as land in private ownership; a
homestead entry not made under the Reclamation Act will probably be classed
similarly.
Q. May a desert-land entryman or his assignee apply for a Governmeet
water right?
A. Yes; but he must live on the land or In the neighborhood and relinquish to
the United States any excess land in the entry.
Q. Will the time for making final proof on desert-land entries be extended?
A. No ruling has been made, but the Department will probably decide in harmony with its ruling allowing a desert-land entryman to apply for a water right
This first gives briefly the location of the, irrigation projects, and
answers probably half of the general questions that come in. Several
projects have been approyed for construction since this circular was
issued. A new circular has been sent to the Printing Office, but is.
not in type. Another line of questions is covered by a circular regarding the withdrawal of land. Another circular, in the form of
questions and answers, gives information regarding entries, water
users' associations, and lands in private ownership.
Mr. KENNEDY. When the Secretary of the Interior was before the
committee the other day I asked him whether or not it was within
the power of the Department or the Reclamation Service to furnish
the committee with a clean-cut, concise statement showing the amount
of irrigable land in each State, and in the several counties of each
State, taking it rather as to States and counties than as to projects.
My request was based upon demands made upon me, and I presume
the same sort of requests have been made of other members of the
House, for detailed information touching the amount of irrigable
land in my own State and in the particular counties in the State, and
I would like to repeat that question to you, as being more directly
in charge of that work, as to whether you could furnish and put into
this record such a statement?
Mr. NEwEU.. It is possible; although to 'get it by counties would
require so many assumptions that I personally would not like to
attempt it. Thequestion is a good deal like the one that' is always
asked, What are the mineral resources of the United 5tates How
much mineral can we take out of the earth in each county? The
conditions shift so rapidly as regards surrounding conditions that
any anticipation of the future is extremely dangerous. The question
is not how much land there is, but how much water can probably be
obtained to put on that land. That, in turn, depends not on the
amount that we see in sight, but how much can be stored.
Mr. MARSHALL. Would it not require a survey to show how much
land you could reach with it?
Mr. NEWELL. We can store in certain places if it will pay to do so.
If it coits $50 an. acre-foot to store it. it would not pay now, and yet
it would pay for a town like Is Angeles.
Mr. KENNEDY. In reference to all your work here you have to make
estimates and assumptions from time to time?
Mr. NEWELL. Yes.
Mr. KENNEDY. And these are done more with reference to the projects in the States, or particular parts. of the States.?
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The CaURM&N. Has there been any considerable amount of opposition to the reduction of entries?
Mr. NEWELL. No general opposition on the part of the people..
Some have not understood the regulations and have simply refused
to modify the original entries.
The CHAIRMAN. The land office for this district is at Carson. City?
Mr. NEwELl. Yes, sir. It is unfortunate because it requires two
days' travel to go from the irrigated lands to the land office. Attempts, have been made to have the land office moved to a more accessible point.
Mr. KENNEDY. It is two days' travel by rail, do you mean?
Mr. NEWELL. Yes, sir. To get from Fallon, the center of the irri'gated district, around to Carson City requires a two days' trip.
Mr. KENNEDY. Two days each way.
.Mr. NEWElL. Yes, sir. As a whole, the project is very encouraging.
The public land is being cultivated rapidly, and with the excellent
markets afforded by the gold fields to the south, with which this land
is connected by rail, the outlook is for the development of a wealthy
agricultural community.
Mr. KENNEDY. What effect, if any, do you think the destruction of
San Francisco will have on this projects
Mr. NEWELL. None that I can see. We were very anxious to know
whether the structures in Nevada had been affected by the earthquake. The Southern Pacific Railroad will soon build a branch line
from Hawn into Fallon, which will bring the settlers directly into
the midst of the agricultural district.
NEW
MEXICO, OKLAHOMA, AND TEXAS.
The next district to be described is that under Mr. B. M. Hall, in
New Mexico; Oklahoma, and Texas. The work furthest advanced
is on the Hondo, a tributary of the Pecos, in the vicinity of Roswell.
That work is nearly done, irrigating about 10,000 acres of land. The
storage dam has been completed and the distributing system is under
way.
The Ca&IRMAN. You will irrigate a considerable portion of that
land this year?
Mr. NEWELL. Practically all of it will be put under water this
year.
The CHAIRMAN. That land is mostly in private ownership?
Mr. NEwElL. Yes, sir; practically all of it. Farther south on
Pecos River is Carlsbad. The old 1ecos irrigating system recently
destroyed by floods has been purchased and is now being' rebuilt to
save the orchards and crops in the vicinity of Carlsbad. That work
is being pushed ahead partly by contract and partly by force account,
in order to get the work finished before another season.
The CHAIRMAN. How much of a project is that?
Mr. NEWEu. That involves an expenditure of about $OOQ,000.
The CHAIRMAN. That covers mostly land in private ownership?
Mr. NEw1u. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is really the reinforcing and rebuilding of'
works already constructed?
Mr. NEwEU.. Yes, sir. There is a large amount of irrigable land.
If the irrigating system is' extended we can bring in as much land
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as there is water. One of the principal arguments for purchasing
that system was that the old company had the first rights on the
Pecos River and might have interfered more or less with other
pr9jects on the Pecos.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did that cost?
Mr. NEwElL. It has been agreed to pay $150,000 for the works and
property.
Mr. KEwcEnY. Do you know what amount the old company had
expended on the works?
Mr. NEWELL. The claimed to have expended over a million dollars.
The other work in New Mexico is on the Rio Grande, and ispart
of a very large interstate and international system. There have
been complaints from the Republic of Mexico that the old irrigation
works in the vicinity of El Paso on the Mexican side have been
interfered with by diversion from the Rio Grande in the United
States. On the part of the United States the claim has been made
by the Attorney-General that while that may be true, the water
legally belonged to us in spite of any claim that might have arisen
through ancient use. These controversies have increased to a point
where it has been deemed wise to take up the question of erecting a
large reseivoir on the Rio Grande sufficient to hold all the water in
the river. A place has been found about 150 miles above El Paso
where all the water can be held by a large dam and water provided
for 180,000 acres of land at a cost of upward of $40 an acre, or
$7,200,000. We have not that money in sight, but the Secretary of
the Interior has set aside $200,000 to begin the work on the upper
end of the Mesilla Valley above Las Cruces. This summer we propose to put in a diversion dam to restrain the Rio Grande at the
head of the canals.
The CHAIRMAN. That work is permanent and will in any event be
a part of the permanent work for the development of the lower Rio
Grande?
Mr. NEWELL. It is an essential part of the work. In the meantime
a treaty has been drawn and submitted to Mexico with a view to covering the conditions, that if the Mexicans will waive any claims they
may have in the matter of the international controversy or any other
rights, water will be furnished free to. them for about 20,000 or
25,000 acres.
The CHAIRMAN. How is the amount of water fixed in the treatyis there a given quantity?
Mr. NEWELL. A given quantitY, 55,000 acre-feet, to be delivered in
the Rio Grande at the head of the Mexican canal during certain
specific months of the year or such proportion as that may bear to
the amount of water in the reservoir; the remainder of the water is
to be used to the extent of 110,000 acres in New Mexico, and the
balance below El Paso on the Texan side of the river. New Mexico,
Texas, and old Mexico will divide the water in about the proportions
stated.
Mr. KENNEDY. What will be the additional expense of extending
that water into Texas under the law which passed the House this
session?
Mr. NEWELL. The law which relates to that particular project was
signed by the President on the 25th of February, 1905. The law
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which passed the House this session does not bear upon this, because
it is covered by pr'vious legislation.
Mr. KENNEDY. What relation does this project bear to the present
legislation?
Mr. NEWELL. None whatever.
Mr. KENNEDY. The water does not come from this project?
Mr. NEWELL. No, sir; the legislation which is pending relates
wholly to other parts of the State.
One essential of the Rio Grande project is, in my mind, that Congress shall provide the amount of money which is necessary for the
equivalent of the water furnished to Mexico, namely, if we furnish"
water for 25,000 acres.
The CHAIRMAN. How many acre-feet will that be?
Mr. NEWELL. From 50,000 to 60,000 acre-feet.
The Ca&IRMAN. What do you estimate the cost of the storage of
that amount of water?
\
Mr. NEWELL. We estimate that an equivalent fair charge would be'
/ $40 an acre, and on the 25,000 acres that would be $1,000,000. As an
essential preliminary we hope that Congress will appropriate
$1,000,000 specifically for that share of the work.
Mr. KENNEDY. Out of the reclamation fund?
Mr. NEWELL. No, sir; sothat the reclamation fund and these people
will not be called upon to pay the cost of water which is furnished to
Mexico; not for their benefit, but to adjust the international comity
with the4wo Republics.
Mr. KE.EDT. In other words, the whole people of the United
States should bear this expense of a million dollars, instead of charging it to the reclamation fund?
Mr. NEWELL. That is our contention, because the reclamation fund
does not get any benefit from it, and if we attempt to adjust the expeilse on the people there it will make the cost almost prohibitory.
The CHAiRMAN. With the present outlook it is not probable that
you Will have a sufficient sum available for a good long time to undertake that great enterprise in any event.?
Mr. NEWELL. No. sir; the main thing at the present time is to have
a definite plan looking to the future, one which Will stop the complaints of the Mexicans and which will enable the development to
proceed.
-The C1AIRMAN. What portion of the estimated cost of the construction will be involved in the dam?
Mr. NEWELL. The dam is the most expensive part of the work, and
will cost about $5,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. If we could secure an appropriation of a million
dollars from Congress to bear the Mexican end of the burden and
add another million available from the reclamation fund, you could
begin the construction of the work?
Mr. NEWELL. Yes, sir;• we could lay the foundation and take a
loflg step in advance.
"Mr. REEI*R. If they do not see fit., to settle things in that way the
/dam could be used to irrigate a larger amount of land on Amqrican j
soil, and thus get the money back?
f
Mr. NEWELL. Yes, sir; that would be one of the• arguments used
against giving any water to the Mexicans.
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The CHAIRMAN. But it is..true, on the-other hand,.thatUie.Meziçns
have a valid claim in iiiternational comity, if not in law, against us?
Mr. NEwELL. That is belived to be so. Some of our statesrnejijy:
We will pay any amount lo Mexico in money, but we will nogwe
them one drop of water. Water is too valuable.".
Mr. RzziER. Do you think that this reservoir which can be built
there will hold all the flood waters of the Rio Grands?
Mr. NEWELL. Yes, sir. If the dam had been built ten years ago,
not one drop of water would have passed the dam.
Mr. KENNEDY. Really the most of the work will be fixed when this
proposed treaty is made and ratified?
Mr. NEWELL. Yes, sir; the first step is to get it ratified.
Mr. REEDER. How much land could be irrigated with the reservoir
holding all that water?
Mr. NEWELL. One hundred and eighty thousand acres.
Mr. KENNEDY. On American soil?
Mr. NEwELL. Either.
Mr. REEDER. There is land enough on American soil to utilize all
the water?
Mr. Nnwr.LL. Yes, sir.
Mr. KENNEDY. If Mexico is allowed water for 25,000 acres, theu
you could irrigate 155,000 acres of American land?
Mr. NEwELL. Yes, sir.
There is one other locality to be considered, nameJy, Oklahoma.
This Territory has disposed of a large amount of land, and the contributions to the reclamation fund have been great. Nevertheless the
opportunity for development by irrigation has been extremely difficult, because the land lies well to the east toward humid conditions
and out on the plains, where the conditions for storage are puor.
It is an open rolling country, and most of the natural waters are
saline or alkaline. Many of the springs are salty, but the flood waters
are not notably so. The main supply must come from storage of
these flood waters, which tend to become salty on storage. It has
been a question as to whether we could afford to store somewhat salty
water at a cost of from $40 to $60 an acre, to be used on land which is
now valuable for farming, and where the chances are that the use of
the water will ruin the land unless irrigators use it with great skill.
We are pumping a small amount of the natural salty water to agricultural lands and endeavoring to get people to cultivate with the
water to see whether they can raise crops successfully.
Mr. KENNEDY. The land is benefited by a certain amount of salt?
Mr. NEwPIL. Yes, sir; a very small amount of earthy or alkaline
salts, such as result from the decay of the rocks.
Mr. KENNEDY. And it is a question whether or not the farmers
would be discreet enough so that they could use the water?
Mr NEWELL. That is just the question. The soil is now heavily
loaded with salt and alkali, and if more salt is brought in by careless
irrigation the farms may be ruined.
Mr. KENNEDY. Is there any way by which the saline properties of
the water could be reduced?
Mr. NEwELL. Yes, sir. There is a way by which the saline properties of the stored water can be reduced 50 per cent. We propose to
isolate the larger salt springs and pump the water out of the drainage
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Water Appropriations,‘
Rio Grande Project.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Reclamation Sertnpe.
-' Carlsbad, New Mexiooi Jan. 23, 1905.
Mr. David L. White,
Territorial Irrigation Engineer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sir:
The United states Reclamation Service, acting under authority of an Act of Congress known as the Reclamation Act, q>proved
June 17, l902‘(32 stat., 388), proposes to construct within the Ter~
ritory or New Mexico certain irrigation works in connection with the
scacalled Ric Grunde project. The operation of the marks in question
contemplates the diversion of water from the Rio Grande River.
Section 22 of Chapter 102 of the laws enacted in 1905 by
the 50th Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico - an
not entitled, "An not Greeting the Office of Territorial Irrigation
Engineer, to Promote Irrigation Development and Conserve tha,Waters
of New Mexico for the Irrigation of Lands and for other Purposes,"
approved March it, 1905 « reads as follows;
"Whenever the proper officers of the United States author—
ized by law to construct irrigation works, shall notify the territorial irrigation engineer that the United States intends to utilize
certain specified waters, the waters so described. and unappropriated
at the date of such notice, shall not be subject to further appropria~
tions.under the laws of New Mexico, and no adverse claims to the use
of such waters, initiated subsequent to the date of such notice, shall
be recognized under the laws of the territory, except as to such amount
of the water described in such notice as may be formally re-leased in
writing by an officer of the United States thereunto duly authorized".
In pursuance of the above statute of the Territory you are
hereby notifsd that the United States intends to utilize the following described waters, to-wit:'
A volume of water equivalent to 730,000 aoro~feet per year
requiring a maximum diversion or storage of 2,000,000 miner's inches
said water to be diverted or stored from the Rio Grande River at a
point described as follows:
Storage dam about 9 miles west of bugle, New Mexico, with
capacity for 2,000,000 aore~feet, and diversion dams below in Palomas,
Rinoon, Mesilla, and El Paso Valleys in New Mexico and Texas.
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It is,therefore, requested that the waters above described
be withheld from further appropriation and that the rights and inturests of the United States in the premises be otherwise protected
as contemplated by the statute above cited.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) B. M. Hall
Supervising Engineer.

Convention
between the
United States and Mexico
Equitable Distribution of the Waters
of the Rio Grande
Signed at Washington, May 21, 1906
Ratification Advised by the Senate, June 26, 1906
Ratified by the President, December 26, 1906
Ratified by Mexico, January 5, 1907
Ratifications Exchanged at Washington, January 16, 1907
Proclaimed, January 16, 1907
[SEAL of the Department of State]
By the President of the United States of America
A. PROCLAMATION
Whereas a Convention between the United States of America and the United States of Mexico,
providing for the equitable distribution of the waters of the Rio Grande for irrigation purposes, and to
remove all causes of controversy between them in respect thereto, was concluded and signed by their
respective Plenipotentiaries at Washington on the twenty-first day of May, one thousand nine hundred
and six, the original of which Convention being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for
word as follows:
The United States of America and the United States of Mexico being desirous to provide for the
equitable distribution of the waters of the Rio Grande for irrigation purposes, and to remove all causes
of controversy between them in respect thereto, and being moved by considerations of international
comity, have resolved to conclude a Convention for these purposes and have named as their
Plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States Of America, Elihu Root Secretary of State of the United States; and
The President of the United Sates of Mexico, His Excellency Señor Don Joaquin D. Casasus,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the United States Of Mexico at Washington; who,
after having exhibited their respective full powers, which were found to be in good and due form, have
agreed upon the following articles:
Article I.
After the completion of the proposed storage dam near Engle, New Mexico, and the distributing
system auxiliary thereto, and as soon as water shall be available in said system for the purpose, the
United States shall deliver to Mexico a total of 60,000 acre-feet of water annually in the bed of the Rio
Grande at the point where the head works of the Acequia Madre, known as the Old Mexican Canal,
now exist above the city of Juarez, Mexico
Article II.
The delivery of the said amount of water shall be assured by the United States and shall be distributed
through the year in the same proportions as the water supply proposed to be furnished from the said
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irrigation system to lands in the United States in the vicinity of El Paso, Texas, according to the
following schedule, as nearly as may be possible:
Acre feet per month
Corresponding cubic feet of water
January
0
0
February
1,090
47,480,400
March
5,460
237,837,000
April
12,000
522,720,000
May
12,000
522,720,000
June
12,000
522,720,000
July
8,180
356,320,800
August
4,370
190,357,200
September
3,270
142,441,200
October
1,090
47,480,400
November
540
23,522,400
December
0
0
60,000 Acre Feet
In case, however, of extraordinary drought or serious accident to the irrigation system in the United
States, the amount delivered to the Mexican Canal shall be diminished in the same proportion as the
water delivered to lands under said irrigation system in the United States.
Article III.
The said delivery shall be made without cost to Mexico, and the United States agrees to pay the whole
cost of storing the said quantity of water to be delivered to Mexico, of conveying the same to the
international line, of measuring the said water, and of delivering it in the river bed above the head of
the Mexican Canal. It is understood that the United States assumes no obligation beyond the delivering
of the water in the bed of the river above the head of the Mexican Canal.
Article IV.
The delivery of water as herein provided is not to be construed as a recognition by the United States of
any claim on the part of Mexico to the said waters; and it is agreed that in consideration of such
delivery of water, Mexico waives any and all claims to the waters of the Rio Grande for any purpose
whatever between the head of the present Mexican Canal and Fort Quitman, Texas, and also declares
fully settled and disposed of, and hereby waives, all claims heretofore asserted or existing, or that may
hereafter arise, or be asserted, against the United States on account of any damages alleged to have
been sustained by the owners of land in Mexico, by reason of the diversion by citizens of the United
States of waters of the Rio Grande.
Article V.
The United States, in entering into this treaty, does not thereby concede, expressly or by implication,
any legal basis for any claims heretofore asserted or which may be hereafter asserted by reason of any
losses incurred by the owners of land in Mexico due or alleged to be due to the diversion of the waters
of the Rio Grande within the United States; nor does the United States in anyway concede the
establishment of any general principle or precedent by the concluding of this treaty. The understanding
of both parties is that the arrangement contemplated by this treaty extends only to the portion of the

Rio Grande which forms the international boundary, from the head of the Mexican Canal down to Fort
Quitman, Texas, and in no other case.
Article VI.
The present Convention shall be ratified by both contracting parties in accordance with their
constitutional procedure, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington as soon as possible.
In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the Convention both in the English
and Spanish languages and have thereunto affixed their seals. Done in duplicate at the City of
Washington, this 21st day of May, one thousand nine hundred and six.
Elihu
Root
[SEAL.]
Joaquin D Casasus [SEAL.]
And whereas the said Convention has been duly ratified on both parts, and the ratifications of the two
governments were exchanged in the City of Washington, on the sixteenth day of January, one
thousand nine hundred and seven;
Now, therefore, be it known that I, Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States of America,
have caused the said Convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States and the citizens
thereof.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United States of America
to be affixed.
[SEAL]
Done at the City City of Washington, this sixteenth day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seven, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and thirty-first.
By the President:
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
Secretary of State
ELIHU ROOT
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THESE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT, made and entered int•o this 27th day
of June, 1906, by and between the United States of America, acting in
his behalf by Jesse E-. Wilson, Acting Secretary of the Interior, party
of the first part., and the Elephant Butte Water Users' Association of
New Mexico, a áorpor.ation duly organized and existing under the laws of
the Territory of New Mexico, and the El Paso Valley Water Users' Association, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws
Of the Territoty of Arizona, parties of the second part, their suc,. cessórs and assigns,
•.WITNESSETH, That whereas the Elephant Butte Water Users' Association of New Mexico is a corporation organized and existing under
the laws of the Territory of New Mexico, and the El Paso Valley Water
Users' Association is a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the Territory of Arizona, for the purposes mentioned in their
articles of incorporation and by-laws, copies of which are apended
to this agreement and are, for every purpose of the interpretation,
construction andi consideration of this agreement and of the rights of
the parties hereunder, to be deemed, held, read and considered as if
fully written out or printed herein, and deemed a part hereof; and
Whereas, the lands embraced within the area. proposed to be
irrigated, as described in said articles of incorporation or by-laws,
are naturally desert and arid and incapable of proper cultivation without irrigation, and will to a greater or less extent remain unclaimed,
unfit for habitation, and uncultivated, in which condition they, or
a great part thereof,now are, unless the waters of the Rio Grande in.
New Mexico, and its tributaries, be impounded and the f Low thereof
otherwise regulated and controlled, and,
Whereas, the said Secretaryof the Interior contemplates the
construction of certain irrigation works under the provisions of an
Act of Congress entitled, "An Act appropriating the receipts from
- 1 -
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the sale and disposal of public lands in certain States and Territories
to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid
lands", approved June 17, 1902, for the irrigation and reclamation
of the lands described in the said articls of by-laws; and,
Whereas, the incorporators and shareholders of said Elephant
Butte Water Users' Association of New Mexico, and El Paso Valley
Water Users' Association are, and under the provisions of their articles
of incorporation must be, owners and occupants of land in said area,
and in some cases are, appropriators water for the irrigation thereof, and in addition 'thereto such incorporators and shareholders and
their successors or assigns must in.itiate rights to the use of water
from the said proposed irrigation works, to be constructed by the
said Secretary of the Interior as soon as such rights may be initiated,
and thereafter complete the acquisition thereof in' the manner and
upon the terms and conditions to be prescribed theref or by the
Secretary of the Interior, which rights shall be, and thereafter continue to be, forever appurteniant to designated lands owned by such
shareholders; and,
Whereas, neither the relative priority nor the extent of the individual appropriations of such water heretofore, made by said incorporators and shareholders for the lands described in said articles
or by-laws, and which are •now vested rights, have been ascertained or
determined, but said incorporators and shareholders have agreed, among
themselves, by the terms and provisions of said articles of incorporation and by-laws, upon the rules and principles by and upon which.
the relative priority and the extent of their several 'appropriations
and vested rights to the use of such waters shall be determined:
Now therefore, it is agreed and understood by and between the
parties hereto,
- 2

VW
That if the Secretary of the Interior shall authorize and
cause the construction of said irrigation works, the said associations
will take prompt actions to secure the determination by the courts of
the relative rights of their shareholders to the use of water for said
lands, and that in the determination of such rights and of their respective rights to the use of water required under said Act of Congress,
the rules and principles set out in said articles of incorporation
and by-laws, for such determination, shall be deemed the established
rules and principles for that purpose.
That only those who are or who may become members of said
associations, under the provisions of their articles of incorporation
and by-laws, shall be accepted as applicants for rights to the use of
water available by means of said proposed irrigation works.
That.the aggregate amount of such rights to be issued shall,
in no event, exceed the number of acres of land capable of irrigation
by the total amount of water available for the purpose, being (1) the
amount now appropriated by the shareholders fo said associations, and
(2) the amount to be delivered fromall sources in excess of the water
now appropriated; and that the Secretary of the Interior shall determine the number of acres so capable of such irrigation as aforesaid, his determination to be made upon due and expert consideration
of all available data, and to be based upon, and measured and Limited by the beneficial use of water.
•That the payments for the water rights to be issued to the
shareholders of said associations under the provisions of said Act
of Congress, shall be divided into not less than ten equal annual
payments, the first of which shall be payable when the water is first
delivered from said works, or within.a reasonable time thereafter,
- 3 -
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and after due notice thereof by the Secretary of the Interior to the
associations, and that the cost of said proposed irrigation works shall
be apportioned equally per acre among those :acquiring such rights.
Provided, that the charges apportioned under the integral part
of the said irrigation works, known as the Leasburg Diversion Dam and
Canal, the construction of which is now proposed, shall be paid in ten
equal annual installments, upon the terms herein specified.
Provided further, that in the assessment of the charges under the
main Rio Grande Project, when constructed, the Secretary of the Interior shall apportion equitably the charges therefore against the
land irrigated under the Leasburg Diversion Dam and Canal, due allowance being made for the charges already paid under this agreement.
5.
That the said Water Users' Association hereby guarantee the
payments for that part of the cost of the irrigation works which shall
be apportioned by the Secretary of the ]nterior to their shareholders,
and will promptly levy calls or assessments therefore and for the
cost of maintenance and operation, as may be assessed from year to year
by the Secretary fo the Interior, and collect or require prompt payment thereof in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may
direct; that they will promptly pay the sums collected by them to the
receivers of the local land offices for the districts in which said
lands are situated; that they will promptly employ the means provided
and authorized by the said articles of incorporation and by-laws for
the enforcement of such collections,and will not change, alter or
amend their articles of incorporation or by-laws in any manner whereby such mess of collection, or the lien given to them by the shareholders to secure the payment thereof,. or of any assessment contemplated
or authorized thereby, shall be impaired, diminished or rendered less
effective, without the consent of the Secretary of the Interior.
-•4 -

That the United States shall in no manier be responsible
for the sums collected by said associations until they have been paid
into the hands of the receiver of the local land office, as provided
by the law, and in accordance with such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
That for the purpose of enforcing said collections the
associations will adopt and enforce proper by-laws, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and not change them so as
to in anywise impair .their efficiency for said purpose, and will otherwise do any and all things. they are authorized and empowered to do in
the premises.
That the associations will adopt and enforce such rules and
regulations as they are authorized by their articles of incorporation
and by-laws to adopt and enforce, concerning the use of wter by their
shareholders and concerning the administration of the affairs of the
associations, to effectually carry out and promote the purposes of
their organization, within the provisions of said articles of incorporation and by-laws, which rulesand regulations shall be subject
to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and that if the
associations fail to make and adopt such rules and regulations, then
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe them; but in such event
the Secretary of the Interior shall impose no rule or regulation
interferring with any vested right of the shareholders of the associations, as defined or modified by said articles of incorporation
and by-laws.
That persons who are not now members of the associations,
but who may be the owners or occupants of land to be irrigated, as
described their articles of incorporation or by-laws, or of added
lands as therein provided for and to whom rights to the use of water
from the proposed irrigation works may be issued by the United States,
may at the designation of the Secretary of the Interior, become
- 5 -
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members of the associations upon subscribing to the stock thereof
and upon compliance with the other conditions prescribed for such
member ship.
That in all the relations between the United States and
these associations and the members of the associations, the rights of
the members of the associations to the use of water where the same
have vested, are to be defined, determined and enjoyed in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act of Congress and of other Acts of
Congress on the subject of the acquisition and enjoyment of the rights
to use water; and also by the laws of New Mexico and Arizona, where
not inconsistent therewith, modified, if modified at all, by the provisions of the articles of incorporation and by-laws of said associations.
That nothing contained in this agreement, or to be implied
from the fact of its execution, shall be construed, held or deemed
to be an approval by the Secretary of the Interior, nor an adoption
by him of the articles . of incorporation or by-laws of said associtions
in all their details as the form of organization of water users, contemplated and authorized by Section 6 of the said Act of Congress of
June 17, 1902; but such approval and adoption is expressly reserved
until the conditions prescribed in said Act, authorizing such approval
and adoption shall have arisen; and that when the Secretary.of the
Interior shall make, approve and promulgate rules and regulations for
the administration of the water to be supplied from said proposed
irrigation works, such rules and regulations and such modifications
thereof as the Secretary may, from time to time, approve and promulgate, shall be deemed and held to be obligatory upon these associations as fully and completely, and to every inten.t and purpose
as if they were now made, approved, promulgated, and written out in
- 6 -

ful in this agreement, and the same are to be so read and construed.
12.
It is further understood and agreed that the charges
apportioned by the Secretary of the Interior for the construction
of the Le.asburg Diversion Dam and Canal against the lands irrigated
thereunder, shall be upon the basis of the water available from the
natural flow of the Rio Grande at said Dam.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have hereunto subscribed
their names and affixed their seals the day and year firsts herein
written.
(Signed) Jesse E. Wilson
Acting Secretary of the Interior
For and on behalf of the United
States of America,
PARTY OF THE FIRST PART.
Elephant Butte Water Users' Association of New Mexico,
edL H. B. Holt________
By___(Siz_n_
President
Attest: (Signed) N. C. Frenger
Secretary
El Paso Valley Water Users' Association,
By
j&ned A. C our che sne
PresLdent
Attest:jSigned) F.
tine!__
Secretary
PARTIES OF THE SECOND PART
ft
- 7 -
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Supplemental notice of the intention of the United States to use the waters
of the Rio Grande for irrigation purposes on the Rio Grande Project.
Phoenix, Arizona, April, 1908
Mr. vernon L. Sullivan,
Territorial Engineer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico. _;L
.Dear Sir:Claiming and reserving all rights under our former notice of
January 25, 1906, addressed to David L. White, Territorial Irrigation
Engineer of New Mexico, which said notice advised him of the intention
of the United States to use the waters of the Rio Grande for the purpose
of irrigation, and is now filed in yourcf_ice, I do now hereby give you
the following notice in addition to said former notice and supplemental
thereto.
The United States acting under authority of an Act of Congress,
known as the Reclamation Act, approved June 17, 1902, (52$tat., 388),
proposes to construct within the Territory of New Mexico certain irrigation
works in connection with the So-called Rio Grande Project. The operation
of the works in question contemplates the diversion of the water of the
Rio Grande River.
Section 40 of Chapter 49 of the laws enacted in 1907 by the 57th
Legislative Assemby of the Territory of New Mexico, an Act entitled,"An
Act to conserve and regulate the use and distribution of the waters of
New Mexico; to create the office of Territorial Engineer; to create a
Board of water Commissioners, and for other purposes", approved March 19,
1907, reads as follows:
Whenever the proper officers of the United States authorized by
law to construct works for the utilization of waters within the Territory;
shall notify the Territorial Engineer that the United States intends to
utilize certain specified waters, the waters so described and unappropriated,
and not covered by applications or affidavits duly filed or permits as required by law
at the date of such notice, shall not be subject to a further appropriation
under the laws of the Territory for a period of three years from the date of
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said notice, within which time the proper officers of the United States
shall file plans for the proposed work in the office of the Territorial
Engineer for his information, and no adverse claim to the use of the
water required in connection with such plans, initiated subsequent to the
date of such notice, shall be recognized under the laws of the Territory,
except as to such amount of water described in such notice as may be
formally released in writing by an officer of the United States thereunto
duly authorized; Provided, that in case of failure to file plans of the
proposed Work within three years, as herein required, the waters specified in the
notice given by the United States to the Territorial Engineer shall become
public water, subject to general appropriations.
In pursuance of the above statute of the Territory you are hereby
notified that the United States intends to utilize the following described
waters, to-wit:
All the unappropriated water of the Rio Grande and its tributaries,
said water to be diverted or stored from the Rio Grande River at a point
described as follows:
Storage dam about nine miles west of Engle, New Mexico, with capacity
for two million (2,000,600) acre feet, and diversion dams below;:alomas,
Rincon, Mesilla and El Paso Valleys 1i New Mexico and Texas.
It is therefore requested that the waters above described be wdthheld
from further appropriation and that the rights and interests of the United
States in the premises be otherwise protected as contemplated by the statue
above cited.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) Lotis c. Hill;
Supervising Engineer.
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' FUND FOR RECLAMATION 0F ARID LANDS.
MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
The act of Congress approved June 17. 1902 (32 Stats, 388), set
apart as a fund for the reclamation of arid lands the moneys received from the sales of public lands in certain of the States and
Territories, excepting the 5 per cent of the proceeds of such sales
theretofore set aside by law for educational and other purposes.
The receipts into the reclamation fund to June 30, 1909, were
$58,439,408.93, and the estimated total receipts to June 30, 1910, are
$65,714,179.06. The total amount accumulated in the fund to date
is estimated at $69,449,05876, of which all but $6,241,058.76 has been
allotted to the several projects.
011 June 30, 1910, the net investment in reclamation works amounted to $53,781,302.88, of Which
$52,945,441.03 had on June 30, 1910, been expended in the following
primary projects:
States.
Project.
Net investment.
Arizona-()alifomia.
Co or o ...........
o .............
Montana-North Dak
Nebraska-Wyoming
Nevada ............
New Mexico ,
Utah ........
Wasgngton ,
0 ......
Wyoming. . .
Total .............................................
. Salt River.
I: Yuma .........
Grand Valley..
. Uncompahg're..
. Garden City.
- Milk River
I i : Leash11rg..
. . Cimarron. . .
Central Oregon.
. Umatilla. . ..
. Yakima. _ .
Boise .....
Minidoka _
Snake Riv
Huntle _ _ _ _
Rio Grand
Buford-Tre
Williston .
Klamath. . . .
Beiiei‘ourche. . .
Strawberry Val
Okanogan. . .
Shoshone..............._....:::
. SS. 430. 959.16
44, 201.97
378. 603.11
3, 781,355.19
73,110.38
4.160.639.1141
9’3“.“
617, 665. 56
346, 024. 76
193, 418. 82
76, 0110. 58
278, 294. 441
528, 171. 31
s, 873. 17
40. 133. 44
1. 155, 933. 22
1, 830, 600. 39
2. 313, 525. 22
913, 177. 91
538, 231. 41
3. 116, 333. 48
3. 378, 887. 87
52, 945, 441. O3
In addition, there had been invested in secondary projects June 30,
1910, $587,390.71; in town-site development, $10,955.49; in Indian
Irrigatlon, $198,704.21; and for general expenses, $38,811.44.
9
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10 FUND FOR RECLAMIAIION 0F ARID LANDS.
The reclamation act requires the return to the reclamation fund of
the estimated cost of construction, and therefore entrymen and private landowners receiving water from such projects are required to
contribute their proportion of the cost of construction, operation,
and maintenance of the projects wherein their lands are located. The
total cash returns to the reclamation fund from water right building
charges to June 30, 1910, were $902,822.25, and from water right
operation and maintenance charges, $249,637 .19. In addition, there
was to June 30, 1910, an additional revenue of $2,080,173.73 derived
from sales of town lots, sales of water, leases of power, etc, which are
under the law credited as a reduction of the cost of the project from
which the receipts are derived. On June 30, 1910, the Government
was prepared to supply water in reclamation projects to 876,684
acres of land, and the area of lands included in the projects now under
construction amounts to over 3,100,000 acres. No new projects have
been undertaken since March 4, 1909, the efforts of the Government
having been directed toward the completion of the 30 primary projects theretofore undertaken.
The additions to the reclamation fund from the sales of public
land, while approximating between six and seven million dollars per
annum since 1902, were found to be insuf_cient for the completion of
existing projects with such expedition as the necessities of the settlers
and land owners within the projects undertaken seemed to require.
I accordingly recommended the issuance of certi_cates of indebtedness or bonds against the reclamation fund. The act of June 25,
1910 (36 Stats, 835), which authorized the issuance of not exceeding
$20,000,000 of certi_cates of indebtedness repayable out of the reclamation fund, made the appropriation subject to the conditions that it
should be expended upon existing projects and their necessary
extensions, and that no part of the same should be expended until
after the projects had been examined and reported upon by a board
of Army engineer of_cers of the United States-Army and approved by
me as feasible, practicable, and worthy. The board of engineers selected spent the summer in _eld examinations of the projects and has
submitted to me its report upon each of the projects heretofore undertaken, together with recommendations as to the allotment of the proceeds of the certi_cates authorized to be issued. In addition, pursuant to my request, the board has submitted its recommendations for
the allotment of that part of the reclamation fund derived from the
sales of public lands to supplement the $20,000,000 loan and to carry
on worthy projects not participating in the distribution of the loan.
The report of the board is based not only upon its _eld examination
of the various projects but upon information derived from personal
conference with the _eld o_iccrs and employees of the Reclamation
Service and data furnished by such of_cers and employees. In addition, settlers, landowners, and other parties interested in ‘the projects
were given an opportunity to be heard. _ The feaSibility of the
projects was considered from an engineering and economic standpoint, the board giving consideration to the character of the pr0jects,
whether international, interstate, or intrastate, the relative amounts
of public and private lands capable of irrigation, the money already
expended, the necessity of completion of the prOjects 111' order to
secure its return, the existing contracts or agreements .Wlth water
users’ associations and private individuals, and the protection of water
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rights. The board also points out the importance of certain addltional legislation authorizing the sale of surplus stored water and
the modi_cation of conditions of payments for water rrghts on certain
' projects which will otherwise fail of returning their cost to the reclamation fund. The Secretary of the Interior in his annual report to
me has recommended similar legislation.
The board recommended the allotment of the $20,000,000 provided
by the act of June 25, 1910, to the following—named projects: '
Salt River, Ariz ________________________________________________ $495,000
Yuma, Ariz. and Gal ____________________________________________ 1,200,000
Grand Valley, Colo _____________ 1, 000, 000
Uncompahgre, Colo ______________________________________________ 1, 500, 000
PayetteBoise, Idaho ____________________________________________ 2, 000, 000
Milk River, Mont ____________ ___ 1, 000,000
North Platte, Wyo. and Nebr ____________________________________ 2, 000, 000
Truckee-Carson, Nev ____________________________________________ 1, 193, 000
Rio Grande, X. Men, Tex., and Mex ______________________________ 4, 500,000
Umatilla, Oreg __________________________________________________ 325, 000
Klamath, Greg. and Cal __________________ 600,000
Strawberry Valley, Utah _______________________________________ 2, 272,000
Sunnyside . ‘ 1, 250, 000
Tieton-_-_}Yaklma’ WW] -------------------------------------- i 665, 000
Total _____________________________________________________ 20, 000, 000
and that the interest on the loan as provided by said act be charged
against the projects on the amounts contributed for their completion.
The recommendation of the board for the tentative allotment of the
general reclamation fund among the various projects for the years
1911 to 1914, inclusive, was as follows:
Yuma __________________________________________________________ $2, 380, 462
Grand Valley (conditional)__1_____-__________v ___________________ 500, 000
Uncompahgre _______________________________________________ p,“ 2. 0-15, 000
Mlnidoka _______________________________________________________ 528. 000
I'ayetteBoise ___________________________________________________ 4, 585, 435
Huntley ________________________________________________________ 110, 000
Milk River __________________________________________________ 2. 950. 000
Sun River ________________________________________________________ 3, 278, 000
Lower Yellowstone (conditional) _________________________________ , 578, 000
North Platte ____________________________________________________ 2. 185, 000
Truckee-Carson ___“,__ .1,1______-____,___ _' _________________ 1, 594, 000
Rio Grande ____________________________________________________ 1. 855, 000
Missouri pumping (conditional) _____ ; ____________________________ 270, 000
Belle Fourche __________________________________________________ 490, 000
Okanogan _______________________________________________________ 3. 000
Shoshone ______________________________________________________ 2, 000; 000
Total _____________________________________________________ 25. 351. 897
No allotments either from the loan or from the general reclamation
fund were recommended for the following projects, except for necessary'mamtenance and operation: Orland, Cal.; Garden Citv. Kans.;
lettitas, \Vapato, Benton (Yakima project). VVash.; Carlsbad,
N, Mex; Hondo, N. Mex. /
VThe last-named projects are, with the exception of the Kittitas,
W apato, and Benton units of the Yakima project, completed or nearlv
completed. VVlth respect to the said three units of the Yakima
pr0ject. the board recommended development of a general svstcm of
storage reservou's for the Yakima Valley. provided Congress authoriz'esthe sale of excess stored water, so that the return of the cost
of bulldlng of reservoirs may be secured, but did not; recommend any
e
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allotment of funds for the construction of reservoirs or canals speCi_cally for the said units.
After careful consideration of the report of the Board of Engi—~
neers, I approved the same, believing that it sets forth a plan for the
distribution of the loan and of the available reclamation fund, that,
from an engiiieerin and economic standpoint, will best secure the
speedy completion of those projects, which, because of their character,
the needs of the settlers, treaty or interstate relations, protection of
water rights, and prompt return to the reclamation fund of the
moneys invested, should be given the preference in construction and
completion over such projects or parts of projects which are more
remote and may properly wait until a later date for construction or may secure water through private canals in the event the
Government is authorized to dispose of surplus water to the owners of
such canals. My approval, however, is subject to the condition that
the amounts allotted to the various projects may be adjusted and
modi_ed from time to time, as is found necessary for the intelligent
and proper prosecution of the work and the advantage of the service.
I have authorized the Secretary of the Interior to call upon the Sec—
retary of the Treasury from time to time, as the same are needed, for
the funds provided for by the act of June 25, 1910, in accordance with
the allotments recommended by the board and approved by me.
Pursuant to the recommendations of the Secretary of the Interior
and of the Board of Army Engineers, I earnestly recommend the enactment of a law which will permit of the disposition of any surplus
stored water available from reclamation projects to persons, associations, or corporations operating systems for the delivery of water to
individual water users for the Irrigation of arid lands and the enactment of legislation which will give executive authority for the modi_cation of conditions of payment for water rights on certain of the
projects where. by reason of local conditions, the return of the cost
of the projects to the reclamation fund will not be secured unless
settlers are permitted to make payments on terms or conditions other
than those speci_ed in the public notices heretofore issued. In this
connection attention is directed to the provisions of Senate bill 6842
now pending. Attention is also directed to the other legislation pertaining to reclamation projects recommended by the Secretary of the
Interior, which legislation would aid in the administration of the reclamation projects.
With the funds now at our disposal and the enactment of the additional legislation suggested, it is hoped that the work upon the several
projects for which allotments have been made, may proceed to an
early completion and that the settlers and water users upon the projects upon being furnished with water for the irrigation of their-lands
may be enabled to return to the Treasury the. sums expended in the
construction of the projects. In accordance With the requirements of
section 2 of the reclamation act. the Secretary of the Interior has alreadv transmitted to Congress the ninth annual report of the Reclamation Service, and in order that CongreSS may be placed in possession of all the information at hand to date Wlth reference to the
reclamation projects and the estimated cost of their completion I
transmit herewith for its further information a copy of the said re9 Board of Armv Envineers.
port Of th ' b lVM. H. TAFT.
THE W’HITE HOUSE, J (mumy 5, 1.911..
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’ REPORT OF THE BOARD.
' SECTION I.
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
VVASHIVGTON, D. C., Nonember 325', 1970.
The board of of_cers of the Corps of Engineers of the United
States Army detailed to inspect the various reclamation projects
has the honor to submit the following report:
The board was convened bv Special Orders No. 1.36. \Var ,
Department July 6 1910 and directed to report to the Secretary
of the Interior. The duties oi the board as originally outlined. are
contained in the following letter of instructions:
DEPARTMENT or THE INTERIOR.
Washington, July 21. 1910.
Col. JOHN RIDDLE,
Corps of Engineers, United Slales Army.
President Board of Army Engineers on Reclamation Projects,
Washington, D. C.
Sin: I have the honor to instruct the Board of Army Engineers, constituted
under the provisions of an act of Congress, entitled “An act to authorize
advances to the. reclamation fund * * t and for other purposes," approved
June 25, 1910, as follows:
The act itself indicates the scope and functions of the board in the following language: “And provided further. That no part of this appropriation
shall be expended upon any existing project until it shall have been examined
and reported upon by a board of engineer of_cers of the Army, designated by
the President of the United States, and until it shall be approved by the
President as feasible and practicable and worthy of such expenditure: nor
shall any portion of this appropriation be expended upon any new project,"
and is interpreted by me to require such examinations of existing projects and
methods, and of works and layouts on the ground as will enable the board to
intelligently judge of the practicability of the project in an engineering sense,
and to report facts and opinions deduced therefrom, in sufficient detail, to
enable the President to judge _nally of the feasibility and worthiness of such
project in an economical sense.
The board will, at their meeting in Washington, consider such information,
including printed or written projects, maps, and oral statements, as may be
obtained by them, and will thereafter report on any projects that in their
opinion may be _nally reported upon without personally visiting the localities
involved.
It will visit as a board, or by subdivisions of the board, any and all projects
concerning which the information obtained is inadequate or unconvincing to
the board; and in making such personal visits, inspections, and investigations
the board, or its subdivisions, will _rst visit, preferably the projects upon which
work is most urgently demanded and in the order of urgency, Whenever in its
Eipirtiifon the time and expense required in the examination in such order may
us 1 y.
Final reports of the board on individual projects should be sent in as soon
as practicable after conclusions are arrixed at to me thiough Gen. Mal-.shnll
consulting engineer, who will indorse his views upon each report in forward;
ing it to me.
The board will determine for itself the projects to be actually visited and the
order in which they will examine them with least hindrance and delay to the
work of the Reclamation Service and of the War Department.
The members of the board will, when on duty under this detail be paid
their mileage from the reclamation fund All other necessary expenses \vlll be
paid them through the War Department.
13
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Such civilian clerks, quali_ed as stenographer and typewriter, as may be
necessary will be detailed to accompany the board. This order is in lieu of order approved J uly 6, 1910, which order is hereby
vacated.
Very respectfully, FRANK PIERCE,
' Acting Secretary.
Approved:
WM. H. TAFT,
July 28, 1910.
3. These written instructions were subsequently supplemented by
oral instructions to investigate all matters connected with the
Reclamation Service necessary to enable the board to report fully as
to the conditions and needs of each project: to make reconnnendations
as to the abandonment. continuation. or completion of each project;
and as to the allotment of funds for future work, both from the regular reclamation fund and from the $20,000,000 loan.
4. The board met in ll’ashington, D. C. July :20, 1910, and undertook a general study of the scope and conditions of the various
projects as set forth in the printed reports and records of the
Reclamation Service, supplemented by oral statements of the director
made at the request of the board. As a result of the preliminary
studies it was deemed advisable to inspect all of the projects before
submitting a report. These inspections were made between July 28
and October 22, 1910. and, with a few exceptions, all of the projects
were visited by all members of the board. Public hearings were held
on each project.
5. The board was accompanied by the consulting engineer to the
Secretary of the Interior and over most of the projects by the Director
of the Reclamation Service. In each of the six geographical divisions
into which the work is divided the board was also accompanied by
the supervising engineer in charge of the division. The inspection
of each project was made under the immediate guidance of the project
engineer and his principal assistants. Excellent facilities were fur—
nished by the Reclamation Service, or through it by the citizens liv—
ing on the projects, which enabled the board to examine thoroughly
and quickly all desirable features, including both the engineering
structures and lands. The various railroads passing through the
projects gave the board every assistance for proceeding rapidly from
point to point.
6. In its inspection the board was impressed with the ability of the
employees occupying positions of responsibility and desires to record
its appreciation of the assistance rendered by them.
7. At the requests of the board there was compiled for each project
a memoir containing a history and description of. the project and its
principal features and pertinent information relative to water supply,
lands, costs, and estimates. From these memoirs, supplemented by
the annual reports and certain special communications, the statistical
data in this report were obtained.
8. Before proceeding to the detailed consideration ‘of each project
attention will be invited to certain general features of the work of.
the Reclamation Service.
9. Twentylive projects have been undertaken, which involve, including extensions, the irrigation of 3,200,000 acres of arid or semiarid land, at a cost approximately estimated at $145,000,000. About
$60,000,000 have been expended to date andiabout 600,000 acres are-now
receiving water. Only part of this area has been formally Opened, the
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remainder receiving water from the Reclamation Service on a rental
basis or through private canals not yet absorbed in the pI‘OJBCtS. .
The reclamation fund to date aggregates $65,700,000, which includes $964,393 received to September 30, 1910, on account of repayment of building charges. The accretions to the reclamation fund
during the next four years, as estimated by the Reclamation Servme,
are as follows:
Years. Sale ngublie Repayments. Total.
$1,000, 000 S7, 000, 000
1,500,000 7. 000,000
2, 500. 000 7. 000,000
3, 000, 000 7. 000.000
11. Structures—The engineering structures are. as a whole. well
designed and well built». Some of them, as the Path_nder Dam, the
Shoshone Dam, the Roosevelt Dam, and the Gunnison Tunnel, are
monuments re_ectin great credit on both designer and builder.
12. Some of the h1g1] earth dams. such as the Belle Fourchc Reser—
voir Dam, which has a cross section approaching the limit. of safety;
the Bumping Lake Dam, the material of which is not entirely suit—
able; and the Lower Deer Flat Reservoir Dam, where the leakage is
considerable, should be kept under close observation.
13. In some cases, for example, as the-Lower Yellowstone Dam and
the Laguna Dam, it is believed that equally suitable structures could
have been constructed at less cost. At one or two places work has
been pushed to completion under difficulties due to _oods and weather,
when reasonable delay would have effected a considerable saving
Without great detriment to the project.
14. Modern irrigation being a relatively new art in this country,
much freedom was allowed local engineers in the design of minor
structures. While this was a wise policy in the early stages of this
work, it has resulted in some complicated and unnecessarily expensive
structures. With the present knowledge of the comparative merits
of the different types, it is believed that standard designs of the simplest satisfactory type should be adopted for all minor structures.
15. water supply—The most uncertain feature of nearly all the
projects is the water supply. This is under State control, and in the
prosecution of its work the Reclamation Service bears the same relation to the State as a private individual or corporation. In each
case the _lings have been made under State laws. and in some States
special legislation has been enacted to prevent future encroachments
on the _lings of the Reclamation Service. All of the _lings made
by the Reclamation Service are, however, subject to the prior _lings
made by individuals and corporations. Where the water rights have
been adjudicated the rights of the United States are well de_ned,
but elsewhere they are uncertain and may prove to be materially different from that assumed.
16. It is recommended that, wherever possible, steps be taken to
secure an early adjudication of water rights on all projects where
such adJudlcations have not yet been made, and that, pending such
gitipen, expenditures be kept within the probable rights of the United
a s. .
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17. On some projects there is a surplus of stored water, which could
be advantageously sold if that course were authorized by law. Legislation Wlth this object in view is now pending in Congress. If the
sale of surplus water were authorized, certain proposed’extensions to
cover private land by means of pumping could well be left to private
enterprise.
18. Land—In nearly all projects the land proposed to be irrigated
will, with proper cultivation and treatment, bear the construction and
operation and maintenance charges. In a few cases the payments will
be burdensome. In the Garden City and Missouri River pumping
projects it is asserted by the settlers that the cost of pumping is
prohibitive, but with better farming methods this condition may be
changed.
19. Some complaint was made that the adopted sizes of farm units
on public land are too small. These vary from 10 acres on part of
the Umatilla project to 40 and 80 acres on most of the others. The
size of the farm unit was fixed after consideration of the productiveness of the soil, the climate, and the value of the crops that could be
raised, the intention being to limit it to an area sufficient for the sup—
port of a family. In a few cases there appeared to be some justi_cation for the complaints, but further experience is desirable before
any general changes are made.
20. Several Government demonstration farms are maintained by
the Reclamation Service at the expense of the projects on which they
are located. As a rule, they are not self-supporting, and though
the cost to the settlers is not large they form a cause of discontent.
Except when self-supporting and needed to supply vegetables and
_ forage for Government use, it is believed that the maintenance of
such farms should be left to the Agricultural Department.
21. Costhhe actual cost of completed work has almost invariably
exceeded the original estimates, and in the case of some structures has
been two or three times as large. This increase in cost has been the
cause of much of the discontent among the settlers. It was partly
due to a general increase in the cost of labor and materials, partly
to underestimates and an insuf_cient allowance for contingencies, and
partly to the necessity of doing more work than was originally contemplated.
22. Estimates.—-—The estimates of cost for com letion adopted by
the board are taken from the reports submitted - y the supervising
engineers, supplemented by estimates furnished by the Director of
the Reclamation Service. These estimates are based on the experlence gained on work already done. In some cases they are approximate only, and will require modi_cation after further surveys and
studies are made.
23. Some increase in estimates may be necessary, due to insu_icient
allowance for drainage. This is an important feature of the reclamation work, particularly when the farmersare not experienced in the
economical use of water. The actual needs of the work in this respect
can seldom be foreseen with any de_niteness, and in consequence
drainage on many of the projects has been left to be developed as the
need arises. .
24. In only a few of the estimates submitted'by the Reclamation
Service has any allowance been made for an interest charge. As
interest at the rate of 3 per cent must, under certaln conditions, be
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paid on the whole or part of the $20,000,000 loan authorized by Congress to the reclamation fund, some additions to the estimates on this
account will probably be necessary. Assuming that expenditures
from this fund are made at a uniform rate during _ve years, that the
repayments to the Treasury are made at a uniform rate during the
following _ve years, and that interest mustbe pald for the entire
period, the total interest char would be equivalent to 3 per cent on
$10,000.000 for 10 years, or 33%;,000900. As it has not yet been determined whether this interest charge is to be spread over all the
projects or parts of projects upon which the building charge has not
yet been announced, or whether it is to be con_ned to projects upon
which the loan is used, it is impracticable to state its effect on any
particular project. It is believed, however, that the result of this
added charge, whichever method is adopted, Will not be su_icaent to
adversely a_’ect the feasibility of any of the prejects from an
economic standpoint.
25. Returns 250 the reclamation fund—The reclamation act contemplates thc return to the fund of the estimated cost of the di_'erent
projects and the work has been prosecuted on that basis. The estimated cost is held by the Reclamation Service to be that of_cially
announced by the Secretary of the Interior when the project is
opened, and not the preliminar ' estimates made when the project
was undertaken, as was assume by many of the owners of private
lands within the projects. On the assumption that the announced
building charge is the estimated cost contemplated by the act, the
losses to the reclamation fund, except on four of the projects, which
will be referred to hereafter, will be relatively small, though, by
reason of the number and large size of some of the projects undertaken, the repayments will extend over many years. If, on the
other hand, the term “estimated cost,” as used in the act, should
hereafter be judicially determined to mean the preliminary estimate
made when the project was undertaken, very large losses to the fund
will occur.
26. In many of the projects the announced building charge on certain units has been less than the actual cost, but it is expected to compensate for these losses by making the building charge on remaining
units correspondingly larger than the actual cost. In the case of
public lands such adjustments can undoubtedly be made, but in the
case of private lands it is questionable whether they can be required
to pay any more than the proper proportion of the actual cost of the
Work pertaining to the unit in which the lands are situated. If this
be true, the probable losses to the fund will be considerably greater
than is indicated in the detailed reports.
.27. On nearly all of the projects the Reclamation Service deals
with the landowner through a water users’ association. This is an
1ncorporatcd body, in which each member holds as many shares of
stock as he has acres of irrigable land. within theproject. In most
of the associations the par value of the stock was _xed at what was
apparently the originally estimated construction charge per acre.
The land covered by the stock subscriptions of its members is bound
léy means of a. contract between the association and the Reclamation
erv1ce.
72573—1—1. Dec. 1262, 61—3——2
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28. The associations being formed in different States, vary in character and the contracts are not all alike. In most of them, however,
it is provided that upon the formal opening of the project each holder
of stock shall make a water-right ap lication. If he does so, his land
becomes .bound for the repayment of) the announced building charge.
If he fails to do so, he can be dropped from the association and the
hen foreclosed, but the liability in this case is apparently limited to
the par value of the stock.
29. As the probable construction charges on many uncompleted
projects will exceed the ar value of the stock of the Water Users’
Association, due regard or the security of the investment requires
that the par value of the stock be correspondingly increased or other
means taken that will accomplish the same purpose.
30. A positive loss will occur on the lower Yellowstone project
even under the most favorable conditions of completion, and in the
Missouri River and Garden City pumping projects and in the Hondo
project large losses appear to be inevitable.
31. Under existing regulations the construction charges must be
returned to the reclamation fund in 10 equal annual payments.
This is regarded as a hardship by the settlers on some projects, who
expressed a desire for a series of graduated construction payments
increasing from 1 or 2 per cent the _rst year to 14 or 15 per cent the
tenth year. Should this suggestion be generally adopted, it would
mean a delay of several years in the return of the _rst half of the
investment and a corresponding delay in the completion of other
work.
32. On some of the projects in the semiarid regions such a modi_cation in the terms of payment may be necessary to prevent an absolute failure of the project, but the general adoption of a system of
graduated payments is not believed to be necessary or advisable.
33. Ownership of land—Table No. 1 shows the amounts of public,
State, and private land under the various projects. By public land
is meant land in Government ownershi , which has been or can be
_led on subject to the terms of the rec amation act. In some cases
land was entered shortly before withdrawal of adjoining land under
the expectation that the project would be undertaken. The title in
these cases did not become vested in the homesteader until several
years after work on the project had been started, and in a sense such
lands were quasi public. At that time, however, as the owners were
under no obligation to enter the project and as they could not be compellecl to reduce their holdings below the acreage SpeCI_ed for private
lands, the lands so held were essentially in private ownership and
have been so classed. It is stated by the Director of the Reclamation
Service that the area of land so entered is not large.
34. State lands included within a project are not, as a rule, bound
to repay the construction charge.- In many cases, however, the State
has agreed to dispose of its land in tracts of the 5126 adopted for the
farm units with the provision that the purchaser shall apply for
water and assume the building charge. There IS no method of enforcing the sale of such lands nor any assurance that they Will be sold
within a given time. In some instances, delays of this character may
adversely affect water rights-and delay or reduce antic1patcd returns
to the reclamation fund. Closer cooperation between the State and
the Nation seems desirable.
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35. In forming its opinion as to the merits of the di_erent projects,
the board has been guided by the following general considerations:
(1) Feasibility from an engineering and an'economle standpomt.
(2) Character from a geographlc standpomt, Whether international, interstate, or intrastate. _ _
(3) The relative amount of public land entered or subJect to entry
under the reclamation act. .
(4) The amount of money already expended and the necessmy of
completion in order to insure its return, regardless of the second and
third considerations. _
(.5) The protection of water rights pertaining1 to de51rab1e extensions as contemplated by the act of Congress aut orizing advances to
the reclamation fund. . _
(6) The existence of agreements with water users’ assoc1at10ns,
private individuals, and corporations. '
36. In making the amount of public land one of these cons1derations the board is actuated by the belief that the primary object of
the reclamation act was the reclamation of public land with incidental bene_ts to such adjoining private land as must, in nearly all
cases, be included in the project in order to make it feasible from an
economic or an engineering standpoint.
37. While the community as a whole will pro_t by the reclamation
of private lands, the greater portion of the bene_ts resulting from
such expenditures of Government funds accrues to the original owners, and this without any investment on their part. For instance, in
the Tieton unit of the Yakima project, which involves only 6 per cent
of public land, the inauguration of the project increased the value of
private holdings from a merely nominal sum to about $150 per acre.
These private holdings, some of which were large, are being divided.
up and sold to settlers, who will be required to pay the construction
charge of $93 in addition to the above price.
38. In undertaking projects where the direct Federal interests are
small it would seem no more than equitable to add an interest charge
to the cost of reclaiming private land or to require that a percentage
of the private holdings be deeded free of cost to the United States,
the areas so deeded to be subsequently thrown open to entry under the
homestead law as modi_ed by the reclamation act.
39. A description of the various projects containing the recommendations of the board follows. It is supplemented by Table No. 2,
givmg the total estimated cost of each project, the allotments to date,
and the suggested allotments.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHN BIDDLE,
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
W. C. LANGFITT,
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
WM. W. HARTS,
Major, Corps of Engineers.
C. . KUTz,
Major, Corps of Engineers.
tinenss,
Major, Corps of Engineers.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
(Through Consulting Engineer to the Secretary of the Interior).
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TABLE No. 1,—Lamls.
[To accompany Section 1.]
Projects.
Total area.
Public
lands
subiect
to rec amar
tion act.
. Lands
Private 82$?!)sz under
lands. lands irrigation,
' 1910.
Remarks.
Salt River.
Yuma.
Orland
Grand Valley.. . . . .........
Uneompahgre .
Miniduka. . ..
PayetteBoise .
Garden City.
Huntley. ..
St. Mary Milk R1ver
Sun River ..................
Lower Yellowstone .........
North Platte:
North Side (interstate).
Goshcn Park. . . . . . .
Truckee-Carson.
Carlsbad
Honda . .
Rio Gran .
New Mexico ......
Texas ........
Missouri pumping.
Buiord-Trenton . .
Williston .....
Umatilla. .
Klamath:
Lower project uplands.
$1110 Lnk_ ........
p r an project.
M0830 subproject.
Bellelourche. . . .....
Strawberry Valley
Okanogan ..........
Yakima:
100,000
322.000
02,230
129,270
210.000
200,000
20,047
10,000
110.000
45,000
12,035
11,147
25,000
Sunnyside
Tlcton . .
28,754
70,000
244,500
17,000
83,858
152.900
120,000
20
240
Area dependent on water supply.
Includes mesa lands.
Propose-d extensions not included. Partly under irrigation
from privately operated ditches.
Present irrigation largely from private ditches.
Part. of land irrigated with _ood water.
Area dependent on water supply. Irrigated at present with
_ood water.
Area may be largely reduced on account of water supply.
Area inde_nite, as surveys are incomplete.
Area dependent on water supply.
A small area irrigated with _ood water.
Irrigated lands lie both in Texas and New Mexico.
Does not include proposed extension.
Lower Klamatli Lake marsh lands omitted.
Does not include proposed extension.
Do.
In part under [loud irrigation.
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Kittltus ............................ 07,890 4,240 1 61,410 2,240 . . ..............
W aputo. .. 114,000 ............ , 114, K) ............ .. This ls all Indian land and partly under _ood Irrigation.
13911100.. 150.000 50,000 r 90. 000 10,000 . . .............. Land nnsurvr‘yrd and areas approximate.
Shoshone ............................... 104,000 153, 000 1,500 9, 500 15,000 14,347 Area may be largely reduced on account of water supply.
Totals ............................ 3,241,414 1,366,102 1 1,718,055 157,257 009,908 ............
'SGNV’I GIHV JO KOICLVNV'IDEIH HOE CHINE
1%
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TABLE 2.
[To accompany Section 1.]
l
Allot 1 Allotnhenlts r e c 09m . ‘ ‘ men e 1911—1 14, ,
Total “$11113; to merits inclusive. Required
Project. estimated D co 31 required to complete
cost. 1500 ' tocom— after 1914.
plate. 1 Fund, Loan,
Salt River ..................... 59, 665,000 (')
Yuma... . 7,700,462 (I)
Orland ........ 507, 335 (1)
Grand Valley. 3, 621, 663 1 $1,890,663
Uncompahgre. 9, 000,000 1. 000. 000
Minidoka ...... 4,505,000 1)
Fayette—Boise. 10, 852, 435 1)
Garden City... 410,000 (1)
Huntley.... 1,040,000 (1)
Mill: River. . 6,891,000 2,000,000
Sun River ........... 10,000,000 6,000,000
Lower Yellowstone ............ 3,523,000 0)
Noni]: Platte:
terstatc ............. . 5,070,000 \
Goshen Park.. 14,900,000 0,130,000 14,835,000 2,185,(XJO 2,000,000 10,650,000
Truckee-Carson. 7, 000, 000
Carlsbad ...... 005. 000
Honda ...... 359,000
Rio Grande ..... 9,605,131»
Missouri Pumping 1,195,000
Umatilla ........ 1,650,000
Klamath. . . . 4, 470, 195
Belle Fourche . . 3,150,000
Strawberry Valley. . , 3, 40?,(110
Okanogan ........... ‘ 590,000
Yakima:
Sunnyside. . . . 148,000
Tieton . . 185, 000
' ' 525,000 4,711,000 13,145,000 4, ,000
205, 000 4, 205,000
500, 000 7, 500,000
828,000 3,828,000 4,000,000 .. .. 2,000,000
Total ................................. 01. 885, 000 SS, 664, 755 25, 351,897 20, 000, 000 43, 312, 858
1 Completed. 1 Conditional. 5 Completed; conditional.
N om.—'l‘he'allotments to December 31, 1910, include allotments for operation and maintenance.
FINANCIAL SUMMARY.
Balance unallotted ........................................................... S3, 000,000
Estimated receipts 1911-1914. .
Loan .........................
, 1
Total .................................................................................. 51 , 000, 000
Allotments recommended ....................
Operation, mamtenance, and contingencies . . .
Total ................................................................................... 51, 000, (no
SECTION II.
SALT RIVER PROJECT, ARIZONA.
1. The board visited the Salt River project on October 8, 9, and 10,
visiting the Granite Reef Diversion Dam on October 8, the Roosevelt
Storage Dam on October 8 and 9, and the irrigated lands. in the
vicinity of Mesa and Phoenix on October 10. A public hearing was
held in Phoenix on October 10. _
2. Location and description—The Salt River project is one of
the larger projects of the Reclamation Serv1ce and involves many
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engineering features of magnitude and dii_culty. It is located on
the Salt River in the vicinity of the towns of Mesa and Phoenix,
Ariz., and contemplates the irrigation of about 230,000 acres of land,
mainly in private ownership.
3. From an early date e_'orts were made by private owners of
lands in the vicinity of Phoenix to divert water from Salt River to
their lands, and a series of canals and ditches were constructed both
north and south of the river headin from various diversion dams.
The earliest canal, called the “ Swil ing,” was commenced in 1868.
In the course of time many thousands of acres, _nally amounting
to 151,000, were irrigated in a more or less insuf_cient manner.
4. The present site of the storage dam was originally in the hands
of private owners, who expected to use it for the construction of
storage works at some future time. The frequent destruction of the
diversion dams by _oods and the lack of _nancial means among the
owners to build and maintain better structures and to provide storage
led the Reclamation Service to undertake this project.
5. The waters of the Salt and Verde Rivers are used for irrigation.
Owing to the large discharge during certain periods of the year and
the low discharge in others, storage was found to be necessary to regulate the _ow, the amount of water available being suf_cient to irrigate large areas if properly conserved.
6. The project includes, _rst, a storage darn; second, a diversion
dam to dlvert water into the canal system; and third, a system of
distributing canals, carrying the water over the project.
7. In operating the works stored water is released into Salt River
as needed and _ows for a distance of about 60 miles in the natural
channel to Granite Reef Diversion Dam, where the river _ow is
diverted both to the north and south sides of the river into the distributing system. This water supply is to be supplanted by electric pumping over a considerable area. The works of the project are
now nearing completion.
8. Transportation—Several railroads traverse the project, which
furnish facilities for the transportation of products, the most remote
points of the project being less than 15 miles from some railway
station. I
9. Construction features.—The most important feature of the
project, and the only one contemplated at the beginning, is the storage dam. This was formerly called the Tonto Dam, but is now
known as the Roosevelt Dam, and is located in the canyon of the
Salt River a few hundred feet below the mouth of Tonto Creek. It
is built in a narrow rock gorge, is 278 feet high, 235 feet long on the
bottom, and 1,080 feet long on top, including spillways, and 680
feet excluding them. It is curved in plan, with a radius of 480 feet,
and has a gravity section. It is built of uncoursed cyclopean rubble,
except the faces, which are laid in 2 and 3 foot courses. The material is a quartzite which was obtained from the excavation for the
spillways, one of which is located at each end of the dam. The spillways are crossed by reenforced concrete arch bridges, connecting the
top of the dam with the banks and providing a roadway across the
river alon the top of the dam.
10. In t e construction of this dam, which contains 341,244 cubic
yards of masonry, a number of preliminary steps were necessary. A
freight road to Mesa, 60 miles long, was built, one to Globe, 40 miles
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long, and one to the nearest body of timber, about 30 miles distant,
Where 3,000,000 feet of lumber were cut on the public forest reserve
for use on the project.
11. The high expense of transporting cement induced the reclamation engineers to build their own cement mill, after having found
satisfactory material near by. This mill was put in operation in 1905,
and supplied 338,452 barrels of cement. The total cost of this mill
and its operation is given as $1,055,146, or about $3 per barrel.
12. Owing to the scarcity of fuel, power was supplied from a power
canal about 19.5 miles long, taking water from the Salt River. The
capacity of this canal is 250 second—feet, and it utilizes a fall of 220
feet. It was built through very dif_cult country and has 21 tunnels
and 3,600 feet of twin concrete-steel conduits. It developes 4,400
horsepower.
13. The results seem to justify the wisdom of these steps. Considerable saving in the cost, of cement. is reported to have been made,
and the electrical power was almost wholly depended upon during
construction. When not needed at the dam site this power will be
sold in the towns of Phoenix and Mesa, thus diminishing the expense
of operation and maintenance after the completion of the system.
14. Sand for mortar and concrete was obtained by crushing the
quartzite and dolomitic country rock for which sand crushers were
installed.
15. “Tork on the dam under the contract was begun in 1905, and is
now nearly _nished. Its cost has been $3,009,991.33. The capacity of
the reservoir is 1,284,000 acre-feet. Its area is 16,320 acres. \Vater
may be released from the reservoir at three levels—_rst, through the
sluicing tunnel in the bottom of the dam, by which the reservoir may
be emptied; second, by the steel penstock, 10 feet in diameter, which
is to supply water for the power house; third, a tunnel on the right
bank at an elevation of 115 feet, to which water is to be admitted
through three cast-iron pipes, 5 feet in diameter.
16. The water released from the storage dam is diverted into the
distribution canals b r the Granite Reef Diversion Dam. This dam is
of mass concrete ant raises the water surface 20 feet. Tt is an ove1‘-'
_ow weir, 1,000 feet long, 26 feet high, and has an apron 75 feet Wide
and 18 inches thick. At each end are canal headworks provided with
sluicing gates in the main dam to remove silt from the canal entrance.
17. The canal system has practically all been purchased. The
canals on the north side were bought by the Reclamation Service for
$314,100.99, including the Arizona, Grand. Maricopa, Salt River
Valley, and Cross—Cut Canals. Of these, the Arizona and Grand
Canals are now being enlarged. 0n the south side of the river a new
canal, called the South Canal, was built for a length of about 2 miles,
to connect with the existing south-side system. Near its lower end
a temporary by—pass admits water into the Consolidated Canal, supplying a private system, which was purchased for $187,000. Thls
Consolidated Canal supplies the Utah and Mesa Canals and part of
the Tempe Canal, and is now being enlarged. The East Canal heads
in the South Canal near the bypass, and has been constructed by the
Reclamation Service. This was started under the “ Certi_cate ’7 plan
of compensation, but this method of payment was stopped after
$34,615.87 had been expended, and the canal was completed by the
contractor at his own expense, and then sold to the Government for
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$89,954.56. The minor structures now being built in the distribution
system are usually of concrete and are simple and effective. _In general, the engineering works on this project show careful de51gn and
construction.
18. ll’ater supply—“Tater is obtained for this project from the
Salt and Verde Rivers, and from wells. Salt River has a drainage
basin of 6,260 square miles, and the Verde River of 6,000 square
miles, the average rainfall bein 15 inches. The average annual
run-01f of Salt River at Rooseve t Dam is 800,000 acre-feet, and of
the Verde River at McDowell, 580,000 acre—feet. The run-off _uctuates Widely throughout the year, and the annual _uctuations are also
large. From the Verde River only the unregulated _ow is at present
available. On Salt River, as already stated, storage has been pro—
vided in Roosevelt Reservoir for 1,284,000 acre-feet.
19. Discharge measurements of these rivers have been made since
1889, and assuming the reservoir as built at that date studies have
been made by the Reclamation Service of the amount of water that
would have been annually available from the unregulated _ow of
the Verde River and the annual draft on storage water necessary to
supply an annual use of 700,000 acre—feet, this being the amount
required for 190,000 acres at the assumed duty of 4 acre-feet per acre.
20. These studies show that during 15 years of the. 20-year period
under consideration there would have been a su_icient supply of
water. During the remaining years, with an assumed evaporation
loss of 4.42 feet, there would have been shortages as shown in the
following table:
Per cent.
i
21. The evaporation loss of 4.42 feet per annum is that recently
determined by the director of the experiment station at Tucson, Ariz.,
and is the net loss after subtracting the rainfall. Former measurements extending over a number of years indicated an evaporation
loss of 7.58 feet. Had this loss been assumed, the sl'iortages above
indicated would have been correspondingly increased.
22. The above studies are also based upon the right of the United
States to impound in Roosevelt Reservoir for use in the project the
entire _ow of Salt River at this point. This right, however, will
not exist unless all of the irrigable land in the valley possessing prior
water rights becomes a part of the project. By an adjudication of
the, water rights in this valley, dated lVIarch 1, 1910, the various
claims to the _ow of the Salt and Verde Rivers are de_ned as to
amount and priority. These claims cover 151,000 acres of Class “A”
land and a diversion of 45,325 miners’ inches, equivalent to 1,133
secondfcet. This adjudication limits the right to impound water
in the Roosevelt Reservoir in the following terms:
The daily _ow in the Salt River shall not be impounded by the Government
by means of the Roosevelt Dam in the reservoir, except when the total intake
in such reservoir. including the estimated loss thereto by seepage and evaporation between such intake and the con_ux with the Verde River, added to the
_ow of the Verde River shall exceed the amount called for in Table 10 (45.325
miners inches) plus the amount to be added thereto for loss by evaporation
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and seepage in the canals, unless at the request or with the assent of the users
of such water whose land is entitled thereto; and no water user entitled thereto
shall be deDI'iyed against his consent of his proportionate share of the normal
_ow of the river by reason of such impounding dam. The Government, in
times of _ood water, shall not, by impounding water in the reservoir, lessen
the proportionate share of such _ood water of any individual landowner not
a member of the water users’ association and against his consent, nor shall
it lessen the proportionate share of the Tempe and San Francisco Canals, or
of either of them, to such _ood water available to such canals, so as to deprive
such canals of such proportion of such _ood water desired when the land lying
under such canals is in need of such water or any portion thereof and can
avail of it and when such canal company shall notify the commissioner of its
desire to divert such water or any portion thereof. The various parcels of
land in the valley in cultivation are entitled to share equally, according to
acreage, in the use of the _ood water available; the proportionate share in the
_ood water of the Tempe and San Francisco Canals is therefore to be measured by their relative acreage under cultivation, since the share of the land
under the other canals listed in the association in the _ood water in the Salt
River can now be stored for them in the Roosevelt Reservoir. The acreage
under the Tempe Canal is found to be approximately 16 per cent of the total
acreage in cultivation. The acreage under the San Francisco Canal is found
to be approximately 3 per cent of the total acreage under cultivation. The
amount of flood water to which the Tempe and San Francisco Canals shall be
entitled to receive, as above stated, is therefore 16 per cent and 3 per cent,
respectively, of the total amount of _ood water available.
23. A large ercentage of the users of water are members of the
Salt River Val ey Water Users’ Assoc1ation, and as such have agreed
to merge their water rights With those of the United States, but
as there are at least 20,000 acres of land under the Tempe and San
Francisco Canals not yet included in the pI‘OJECt, it is evident that not
all of the _ow at the Roosevelt Dam can be impounded.
24. To what extent a strict compliance With the court’s decree
will affect the storage pOSSlbllltle'S of the reservoir can not be determined from the information available, but it Will probably necess1tate reducing the area under the contemplated grayity unit by at
least 10,000 acres.« . '
25. In the adludication referred to above the duty of water at
the farm is assumed at 1 miner’s inch continuous _ow for each 160
acres, equivalent to about 5 acre-feet per acre per annum, To determine the amount to be diverted, seepage and evaporation losses
in the canals are added at the rate of 1 per cent per mile. The Reclamation Service assumes a duty of 4 acre-feet per acre, which, in
View of the character of the land and the length of the season, is
believed to be small. ' . .
26. The shortage that would have eXisted 1n the past had the entire
_ow of the Salt River been impounded, the necessary reduction in the
amount impounded to provide for prior rights, and the high. duty
of water assumed all lead to the belief that the water supply is insuf_cient for the proper irrigation of the 190,000 acres under the graVity
unit. , . ,
27. Lands—The proposed total acreage under this prOJect is
230.000 acres, the area to be irrigated depending upon the quantity of
thelwater supply available, which has not yet been fully determined.
There is more land suitable for irrigation than can be supplied With
water. All of the land is in private ownership, of which 14,000 acres
are school lands. It is expected by the Reclamation Service that
about 190.000 acres will be irrigated by grayity and the remainder by
pumping from wells. The power which is available at various pomts
of the project is to be developed and used for this purpose.
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28. Already some pumping from wells has been done under private
enterprise in the valley, lifting the underground water to the surface
for irrigation. The results are suf_ciently romising to warrant the
extension of this practice if the wells are su ciently free from salt to
be used for irrigation. Some of these wells are found to be decidedly
alkaline, but by mixing the well water with the canal water it is
hoped that it will be suf_ciently diluted to be suitable for irrigation.
29. The elevation of the irrigated lands is about 1,200 feet above
sea level. The range of tem erature is from 20 to 120° F., a mean
of about 70°, and the rainfal over the irrigated area varies from 3
to 10 inches, being entirely too small for any cultivation. The lands
have practically no value unless irrigated.
30. The duty of 4 acre—feet at the farm is small, in view of the
character of the land and the length of the season, but is acceptable
to people interested, who prefer irri ation on this basis rather than
having a greater quantity over a sma ler area. Two crops are often
raised in the same seasorr from the same area.
31. There are at present 127,000 acres under cultivation. This area
is largely made up of lands heretofore irrigated under private systems, which are now being furnished water under the present project. The land is very productive. Over 50 per cent of this land
IS planted to alfalfa, and returns from six to seven cuttinrrs annually,
varying from one to two tons a cutting per acre. Considerable success has also been met in raising citrus fruits and dates.
32. The land is valued at from $100 to $400 per acre, the average
being about $160 per acre. The higher price is asked for hearing
orange groves. The average value of land before the project was
commenced was about $45 per acre. There seems little doubt that
the land is able to return to the United States a reasonable expenditure for irrigation. This amount has not yet been determined, but
will probably be between $45 and $55 per acre.
33. Until recently, the lands of the project have been irrigated
under private canal systems. Those farmers who were formerly
furnished an inadequate supply of water were, in consequence, desirous of subscribing for the more reliable supply of the Reclamation
Service system, and formed the Salt River Water Users’ Association
in February, 1903, to facilitate the construction of the project. Those
who have withheld from subscribing their lands have generally
earlier water rights and a satisfactory supply. About 218,000 acres
are already under agreement to take water, but the land under the'
Tempe Canal, amounting to about 25,000 acres, has one of the best
water rights and, except about 7,000 acres, has been Withheld. About
5,000 acres under the San Francisco Canal have also not been subscribed, nor have the lands of the Indian reservation, lying at the
eastern end of the Arizona Canal, which have been allowed a prior
right to 700 miner‘s inches by court decision. It is expected by the
Reclamation Service that much of this land, both private and Indian,
will gradually come under the project.
34. Cost—The total cost of this project up to June 30, 1910, has
been $8,959,760.54. There has been allotted from reclamation funds
$9,170,000. The project is over 80 per cent completed.
35. Under an agreement with the property owners under this
pr0ject, an assessment of $4.50 per acre IS to be made for the completion of the power plants and the enlargement and construction of
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canals to expedite the work. This will avoid the necessity of obtain1ng more monev from the reclamation fund for this purpose. In
consideration of this contribution the opening of the project has been
delayed two years. The work to be done with these funds is as follows: First, the construction of the Salt Lateral, a lined ditch about
2; miles long; second, the completion and enlargement of the present
Grand Canal; third, the construction of the new Crosscut Canal connecting the Arizona and Grand Canals; fourth, the construction of a
power house to develop 6,000 horsepower between the new Crosscut
and the Grand Canals; _fth, the construction of a power house between the South and Consolidated Canals to develop 3,000 horsepower; sixth, the construction of a power house at the Arizona Falls
on the Arizona Canal to generate 700 horsepower.
f 36. The remaining work necessary and the estimate of cost are as
ollows:
Enlargement, Arizona Canal ________________________________________ $72, 000
Pumping plants and wells, Messa district ___________________________ 48, 000
Purchase Consolidated Canal _______________________________________ 87,000
Materials __________________________________________________________ 15, 000
Power substation, Mesa ____________________________________________ 10,000
Waste gates. Arizona Canal ________________________________________ 20,000
Wells and pumping plant, Tempe district __________________________ 60,000
High Line Canal for drainage ______________________________________ 65,000
Division gates, Consolidated Canal ________________________________ 8, 000
Miscellaneous ______________________________________________________ 35. 000
420. 000
If the Tempe Canal comes in, the following will be needed:
Wells and pumping plants for drainage _____________________________ $30,000
Power substation __________________________________________________ 25, 000
High Lille Canal for drainage ______________________________________ 20, 000
Total ________________________________________________________ 495. 000
This amount added to $9,170,000 already allotted will make the
total cost of the work $9,665,000. If the area to be irrigated be taken
at 230.000 acres, as now assumed by the Reclamation Service, the cost
of construction will be about $42 per acre. This does not include
$4.50 per acre voluntarily contributed by the water users’ association
to facilitate the completion of the project.
37. If the supply of water should be insuf_cient for the area of
190,000 acres assumed as the amount of land which can be irrigated
by the gravity system, this price would need to be raised. The
amount of water available for the areas to be irrigated by pumping is
unknown, and if this should fall short the charge per acre to cover
the cost of construction would need to be further raised. This in—
crease might be as much as 25 per cent.
88. Power.—\Vater power will _be developed at various points in
the project, as follows: _
(1) Roosevelt Dam, through reservoir, maxnnlun horsepower,
5.200.
’ (2) Tempe Crosscut, maximum horsepower, 6,000.
(3) South Canal, mammum horsepower, 3,000.
(4) Arizona Canal Falls, max1mum horsepower, 700.
At the dam the power canal now completed has a maximum horsepower of 4,400.
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39. In purchasin the existing canalsystem certain obligations
were assumed by t e Reclamation SerVice for the supply of electricity to the Phoenix Railway & Light Co. The power canal used
in the construction of the Roosevelt Dam is now applied to the generation of electricity for this company, with whom a 10-year agreement has been made, the electricity being furnished at_t.he rate of
11} cents per kilowatt hour for this period. No restrictions were
included in this agreement as to the amount this company should
charge the people of Phoenix. The receipts are used to diminish the
operation and maintenance of the canal system. '
40. The enlargement of the canals has been expensive, owmg to the
necessity of carrying on work while the ditches were in use, as the
irrigation season lasts throughout the entire year on this project.
41. Summary/.__) This project is located within the limits of
the Territory of Arizona.
(‘2) The area in the project amounts to about 190,000 acres under
the igravity system and about 40,000 acres by pumping. There is no
pub ic land subject to the reclamation act.
(3) It is doubtful whether the water supply is su_icient for the
whole area proposed.
(4) The total estimated cost is $9,665,000, of which about
$39,003,000 has been expended. The project is over 80 per cent comp ete .
(5) The land can readily return a cost of construction of from $45
to $55 per acre.
(6) The project is feasible both from an engineering and an economical standpoint.
(7) The large expenditures already made and the bene_t that will
follow completion make it desirable to continue work as rapidly as
economically practicable until _nished.
(8) Allotments: The following allotment is recommended for the
four years, 1911—1914, inclusive:
From the lee Ii ____________________________________________________ $495, 000
SECTION III.
YUMA PROJECT, ARIZONA-CALIFORNIA.
1. This project was visited by the board on October 7. 1910, and a
public hearing was held at Yuma in the evening of that day.
2. Location—The project lies along the Colorado River between
the Mexican boundary and a point 40 miles north of it, in Arizona
and California, It is, therefore, interstate in character. The Southern Paol_e Railway passes through the project from east to west,
about one—third of the project lying to the north and two-thirds to
the south.
3. Descm'ption.—_A portion of the project, comprising 16,000 acres
of Indian reservation land, lies in California, the remainder, 115,000
acres, lying in Yuma County, Ariz. Of this area, 55,000 acres are
bottom lands between. Yuma and the Mexicali boundary; 20,000 are
in the lower Gila Valley above Yuma; and 40,000 acres are mesa
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lands south and east of Yuma. The water for the project will
be taken from the Colorado River. The main engineering features of the project comprise a diversion dam in the Colorado R1ver about 15 miles above Yuma; two main canals leadlng from 1t, one on each side of the river; a siphon across the Colorado Riyer at Yuma; levees along the Yuma and Gila Rivers; and
the subs1d1ary distribution systems. The canal leading from the dam
on the California side of the river is the main canal of the project,
havmg a capacity of 1,700 second-feet. As this canal passes through
the Indian reservation laterals are led from it to irrigate the lands
belonging thereto. At one point in this canal there will be a drop of
12 feet, at which it is proposed to develop 1,000 horsepower, which
will be transmitted electrically and used to pump water for irrigating mesa lands. This canal is to be carried across the Colorado
River in a concrete siphon, after which it divides and supplies water
for the lands in the project below Yuma on the Arizona side of the
river. The main canal on the Arizona side covers that portion of the
project lying in the Gila Valley. The Laguna Dam, as the diversion
dam is called, is of the Indian weir type and raises the water surface
of the river at low water about 10 feet. In order to keep silt out of
the canals, arrangements are made at the headworks on both sides
of the river to admit only the 11 per layers of water and to sluice
into the river below the dam any deposits in front of the canal headworks. The siphon consists of two shafts about 100 feet deep, one
on each bank of the river, connected by a tunnel 14 feet in diameter,
the shafts being 17 and 23 feet in diameter on the California and
Arizona sides, respectively. There will be required 75 miles of levee
to protect the irrigated areas, and of this amount 40 miles have been
completed. A drainage system will also be necessary and is provided for in the estimates.
4. When this project was taken up there were in the valley four
inef_cient private irrigation systems, of which three were purchased
by the Reclamation Service on account of their rights of way and
the desirability of adding to the project the lands covered by them.
One of these systems was operated by pumping, one had an abandoned pum ing system, and one was a gravity system which had
silted up. gince their purchase both pumping plants have been put
in order and an additional pump added. The three pumps have
been operated by the Reclamation Service. The _rst cost of these
purchases was as follows:
Canal system and steam pumping plant __________________________ $63, 260.60
Canal system and scoop wheel pumping plant _____________________ 89,614.14
Additional pump _________________ 400. 69
General expenses, undistributed _________________________________ 4, 041. 99
Total ____ 157, 317. 42
5. Water supply—The water supply is obtained from the perennial _ow of the Colorado River without storage. Its dramage area
comprises approximately 300,000 square miles. The rivers of the
Colorado system receive their main supply from the melting snows
on the mountains in Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado. The low—water
discharge of the Colorado is from 3,000 to 4,000 second-feet, while the
_ood discharges, beginning in March and Apml and reaching the
crest in June, may amount to 150,000 second-feet. The duty of
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water is taken as 5.5 acre-feet per acre per year. The following table,
furnished by the Reclamation Service from records made by its
o_icials during 16 years, indicate the excess of water over that re—
quired by the project in the minimum monthly _ow of the Colorado
River at Yuma:
Minimum Area of osMonth. run-011 D llelet in sible unga(acre-Ieet). ‘ tion,
', 0. 2:0 927, (X10
132, 531 .25 730,000
307, 702 . 30 1, 220, 000
479, .41 1,170, 000
1,670,000 .52 3,200,000
2,550,000 .70 3,650,000
1,411,995 .90 1,570,000
598, 3 .80 750, 000
386, 456 .56 090, 000
494, 160 . 38 1, 300, (XX)
321,271 .26 1,230,000
206, 598 . 22 1, 210, 000
k Area in project, 131,000 acres.
The amounts in the second column are the minimum run-offs that
occurred during the months named in the 16 years of observation.
There will be, therefore, ample water for the project, after satisfying
prior rights, to cover 200,000 acres now irrigated under private enterterprise in the Imperial Valley below. The Imperial Valley Irrigation Co. has _led on 10,000 second-feet additional, but as bene_cial use
of it has not yet been made, the claim will probably not be allowed
in full, but restricted to an amount that will cause no interference
with the Yuma project.
6. Lands—The irrigable land in the different units is as follows:
Units. Public. { Private.
Gila Valley ........ . 10,000 K 10,000
Yuma Valley. , . ,. 10, 000 45, 000
Mesa lands ..... 38, 000 2, 000
Indian lands .................................................................... 16,000 . ............
Total ..................................................................... 74,000 j 57,000
The average size of the private farms in the project is 120 acres.
The average annual rainfall over the irrigable area is 2% inches and
its elevation above sea level is from 100 to 300 feet. Dry farming is
not possible. The climate is semitropical, though temperatures below
freezmg have occurred. All the lands in this pr0ject except the
mesa lands are “valley” lands of great depth and richness, and it is
expected that they will produce alfalfa, grains of all kinds, pears,
dates, _gs, apricots, melons, citrus fruits, vegetables, grapes, small
fru1ts and berries, and cotton. By proper alternation two or more
crops a year can be grown. From 5 to 7 cuttings of alfalfa per year
are usual. At the present time this is the only single crop of consequence, there being 1,500 acres devoted to it. In 1909 the gross value
of the crops on the 7,000 acres irrigated by pumping was $87 per
acre. Lands are now worth from $50 to $100 er acre Without water,
and land in alfalfa is selling at from $150 to 200 per acre. CitrusTX_00131875
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fruit lands will be much higher. The mesa lands are especially
adapted to these fruits. There would seem to be. no question but that
the land will be able to bear the construction cost, and this was
emphatically so stated at the public meeting, the main desire of all
being the early completion of the work.
7. Drainage is necessary in some, parts of the project, for which
the United States will construct only the main ditches. Levees, as
stated above, are necessary alon the Gila and the Colorado Rivers
to prevent over_ow. The cost 0% both the drainage and the levees is
included in the estimates of the cost of completion.
8. Lands 720w irrigatc(I.—In the Yuma Indian Reservation there
are 700 Indians. The law gives each Indian 5 acres, or a total of
3,500 acres, leaving 12,500 acres for settlement, but on account of the
possibility of an increase of the acreage allowed to each Indian, only
6,500 acres have been opened for settlement. This was done in March
last, and since then the land has all been taken up in 173 farms of
approximately 40 acres each. During this year 425 acres were irrigated, and this amount will rapidly increase in succeeding years.
The maintenance charge has been _xed at $1 per acre.
9. No part of the main system has yet been opened, nor has any
building charge been _xed nor any water supplied by gravity from
the dam, except to the Indian lands above noted. The two pumping systems purchased and the one small additional pump _tted up
and operated by the Reclamation Service furnish an inadequate supply to 7,000 to 10,000 acres. The charge for this service has been
about $1 per acre-foot. at which price, it is stated, the cost to the
landowners will be from $5.50 to $10 per acre this year.
10. Costa—The expenditures on this project to June 30, 1910, have
been $3,714,462.08, of which $441,513.71, or 11.9 per cent, was for _eld
engineering and superintendence; $87.607.42, or 2.5 per cent. for clerical services on the project; $24,787.72, or 0.7 per cent, for the supervising engineer’s of_ce: and $90,665.87, or 2.5 per cent, for the W'ashington and Chicago of_ces, expert engineers, etc. The estimate of the
additional expenditures required to complete the project is given in
the following table:
Siphon connections, etc ___________________________________________ $43, 000
Dam and main canal to Indian reservation ________________________ 230, 000
Main canal to siphon _____________________________________________ 540, 000
Indian reservation canal _________________________________________ 75,000
Colorado siphon and wasteway ___________________________________ 165,000
Main canal and laterals in Yuma Valley ___________________________ 800,000
Drainage systems ________________________________________________ 150, 000
Rights and property ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 175,000
Gila Valley main canal and laterals ......... ”W ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 340, 000
Levees _, _________________________________________________________ 368, 000
Mesa land pumping station _______________________________________ 500. 000
Mesa land main and lateral systems ______________________________ 600,
Total ______________________________________________________ 3, 986, 000
The total estimated cost of the project is, therefore, $7,700,462.08.
11. Returns to the reclamation fzmd.—So far only 6,500 acres have
been opened and construction char e for them has been _xed at $55.
The returns from this area will be 357,500. The estimated total cost
of completion is $7,700,462.08. Subtracting $357,500 from this leaves
$7 ,342,962.08 to be obtained from the remaming lands, amounting to
124.500 acres. The building charge for these lands must therefore
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be about $60 per acre, providing all lands, including the remaining
Indian lands, pay full construction charges and the estimates for
completion is not exceeded. There is no de_nite agreement with the
Indian Service, and any other course would result in either the
settlers paying an increased cost or the United States losing a portion of its investment. The mesa lands, comprising 40,000 acres, are
not de_nitely included in the project, although California Canal, its
head works, and the siphon have had given them, so far as constructed, suf_cient capacity to carry the additional water for these
lands. The omission of these lands will reduce the total cost by
$1,100,581, but will increase the cost per acre on the remainder from
$60 to $73. It would, therefore, seem desirable to include them in the
project. Only about 5,000 acres Within the project have not applied
or water under the reclamation act.
12. Comment.——The engineering structures are well designed and
constructed. The Laguna Dam diverting the water of the river into
the two main canals is especially noteworthy. Its cost, however, was
approximately $350 per foot of length, and it is thought that a less
expensive dam might have served the purpose equally well. This
was one of the _rst projects undertaken by the Reclamation Service.
The farmers have long been expectin water, and it was stated that
promises were made t at water woul be available by the time _rst
named in the contract for the completion of the Laguna Dam, July
19, 1907. The contractors _nally failed on this dam and it was com- pleted by force account on March 20, 1909. Water, however, can
- not be supplied to their lands until the completion of the siphon, now
under way, and the connecting canals. It is understood that the delay
has been due to lack of funds. The main problems have all been
solved. It is now simply a question of completion of more or less
minor works whose total cost aggregates nearly $4,000,000.
13. Summary.—(1) The Yuma project is feasible, both from an
economic and an engineering standpoint.
(2) It is interstate in character, lying in both California and
Arizona.
(3) Of the 131,000 acres in the project, 74,000 acres, or 56.5 per
cent, are public lands subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The water supply is suf_cient.
(5) The total estimated expenditures on this project are $7,700,462.08, of which $3,714,462.08 were expended to June 30, 1910.
(6) The construction charge, approximately $60 per acre, can
readily be borne. '
(7) The project is an important. one and worthy of early completion.
(8) The question of payment of construction charges by the re—
maining Indian lands should be determined.
(9) The mesa lands should be de_nitely included in the project.
(10) The following allotments are recommended for the four
years, 1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ___________________________ $2, 380, 462
From the loan ___________________________ 1, 200, 000
Total _____________________________ 3, 580, 462
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 614—3
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39. In purchasin the existing canalsystem certain obligations
were assumed by t e Reclamation SerVice for the supply of electricity to the Phoenix Railway & Light Co. The power canal used
in the construction of the Roosevelt Dam is now applied to the generation of electricity for this company, with whom a 10-year agreement has been made, the electricity being furnished at_t.he rate of
11} cents per kilowatt hour for this period. No restrictions were
included in this agreement as to the amount this company should
charge the people of Phoenix. The receipts are used to diminish the
operation and maintenance of the canal system. '
40. The enlargement of the canals has been expensive, owmg to the
necessity of carrying on work while the ditches were in use, as the
irrigation season lasts throughout the entire year on this project.
41. Summary/.__) This project is located within the limits of
the Territory of Arizona.
(‘2) The area in the project amounts to about 190,000 acres under
the igravity system and about 40,000 acres by pumping. There is no
pub ic land subject to the reclamation act.
(3) It is doubtful whether the water supply is su_icient for the
whole area proposed.
(4) The total estimated cost is $9,665,000, of which about
$39,003,000 has been expended. The project is over 80 per cent comp ete .
(5) The land can readily return a cost of construction of from $45
to $55 per acre.
(6) The project is feasible both from an engineering and an economical standpoint.
(7) The large expenditures already made and the bene_t that will
follow completion make it desirable to continue work as rapidly as
economically practicable until _nished.
(8) Allotments: The following allotment is recommended for the
four years, 1911—1914, inclusive:
From the lee Ii ____________________________________________________ $495, 000
SECTION III.
YUMA PROJECT, ARIZONA-CALIFORNIA.
1. This project was visited by the board on October 7. 1910, and a
public hearing was held at Yuma in the evening of that day.
2. Location—The project lies along the Colorado River between
the Mexican boundary and a point 40 miles north of it, in Arizona
and California, It is, therefore, interstate in character. The Southern Paol_e Railway passes through the project from east to west,
about one—third of the project lying to the north and two-thirds to
the south.
3. Descm'ption.—_A portion of the project, comprising 16,000 acres
of Indian reservation land, lies in California, the remainder, 115,000
acres, lying in Yuma County, Ariz. Of this area, 55,000 acres are
bottom lands between. Yuma and the Mexicali boundary; 20,000 are
in the lower Gila Valley above Yuma; and 40,000 acres are mesa
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lands south and east of Yuma. The water for the project will
be taken from the Colorado River. The main engineering features of the project comprise a diversion dam in the Colorado R1ver about 15 miles above Yuma; two main canals leadlng from 1t, one on each side of the river; a siphon across the Colorado Riyer at Yuma; levees along the Yuma and Gila Rivers; and
the subs1d1ary distribution systems. The canal leading from the dam
on the California side of the river is the main canal of the project,
havmg a capacity of 1,700 second-feet. As this canal passes through
the Indian reservation laterals are led from it to irrigate the lands
belonging thereto. At one point in this canal there will be a drop of
12 feet, at which it is proposed to develop 1,000 horsepower, which
will be transmitted electrically and used to pump water for irrigating mesa lands. This canal is to be carried across the Colorado
River in a concrete siphon, after which it divides and supplies water
for the lands in the project below Yuma on the Arizona side of the
river. The main canal on the Arizona side covers that portion of the
project lying in the Gila Valley. The Laguna Dam, as the diversion
dam is called, is of the Indian weir type and raises the water surface
of the river at low water about 10 feet. In order to keep silt out of
the canals, arrangements are made at the headworks on both sides
of the river to admit only the 11 per layers of water and to sluice
into the river below the dam any deposits in front of the canal headworks. The siphon consists of two shafts about 100 feet deep, one
on each bank of the river, connected by a tunnel 14 feet in diameter,
the shafts being 17 and 23 feet in diameter on the California and
Arizona sides, respectively. There will be required 75 miles of levee
to protect the irrigated areas, and of this amount 40 miles have been
completed. A drainage system will also be necessary and is provided for in the estimates.
4. When this project was taken up there were in the valley four
inef_cient private irrigation systems, of which three were purchased
by the Reclamation Service on account of their rights of way and
the desirability of adding to the project the lands covered by them.
One of these systems was operated by pumping, one had an abandoned pum ing system, and one was a gravity system which had
silted up. gince their purchase both pumping plants have been put
in order and an additional pump added. The three pumps have
been operated by the Reclamation Service. The _rst cost of these
purchases was as follows:
Canal system and steam pumping plant __________________________ $63, 260.60
Canal system and scoop wheel pumping plant _____________________ 89,614.14
Additional pump _________________ 400. 69
General expenses, undistributed _________________________________ 4, 041. 99
Total ____ 157, 317. 42
5. Water supply—The water supply is obtained from the perennial _ow of the Colorado River without storage. Its dramage area
comprises approximately 300,000 square miles. The rivers of the
Colorado system receive their main supply from the melting snows
on the mountains in Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado. The low—water
discharge of the Colorado is from 3,000 to 4,000 second-feet, while the
_ood discharges, beginning in March and Apml and reaching the
crest in June, may amount to 150,000 second-feet. The duty of
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water is taken as 5.5 acre-feet per acre per year. The following table,
furnished by the Reclamation Service from records made by its
o_icials during 16 years, indicate the excess of water over that re—
quired by the project in the minimum monthly _ow of the Colorado
River at Yuma:
Minimum Area of osMonth. run-011 D llelet in sible unga(acre-Ieet). ‘ tion,
', 0. 2:0 927, (X10
132, 531 .25 730,000
307, 702 . 30 1, 220, 000
479, .41 1,170, 000
1,670,000 .52 3,200,000
2,550,000 .70 3,650,000
1,411,995 .90 1,570,000
598, 3 .80 750, 000
386, 456 .56 090, 000
494, 160 . 38 1, 300, (XX)
321,271 .26 1,230,000
206, 598 . 22 1, 210, 000
k Area in project, 131,000 acres.
The amounts in the second column are the minimum run-offs that
occurred during the months named in the 16 years of observation.
There will be, therefore, ample water for the project, after satisfying
prior rights, to cover 200,000 acres now irrigated under private enterterprise in the Imperial Valley below. The Imperial Valley Irrigation Co. has _led on 10,000 second-feet additional, but as bene_cial use
of it has not yet been made, the claim will probably not be allowed
in full, but restricted to an amount that will cause no interference
with the Yuma project.
6. Lands—The irrigable land in the different units is as follows:
Units. Public. { Private.
Gila Valley ........ . 10,000 K 10,000
Yuma Valley. , . ,. 10, 000 45, 000
Mesa lands ..... 38, 000 2, 000
Indian lands .................................................................... 16,000 . ............
Total ..................................................................... 74,000 j 57,000
The average size of the private farms in the project is 120 acres.
The average annual rainfall over the irrigable area is 2% inches and
its elevation above sea level is from 100 to 300 feet. Dry farming is
not possible. The climate is semitropical, though temperatures below
freezmg have occurred. All the lands in this pr0ject except the
mesa lands are “valley” lands of great depth and richness, and it is
expected that they will produce alfalfa, grains of all kinds, pears,
dates, _gs, apricots, melons, citrus fruits, vegetables, grapes, small
fru1ts and berries, and cotton. By proper alternation two or more
crops a year can be grown. From 5 to 7 cuttings of alfalfa per year
are usual. At the present time this is the only single crop of consequence, there being 1,500 acres devoted to it. In 1909 the gross value
of the crops on the 7,000 acres irrigated by pumping was $87 per
acre. Lands are now worth from $50 to $100 er acre Without water,
and land in alfalfa is selling at from $150 to 200 per acre. CitrusTX_00131880
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fruit lands will be much higher. The mesa lands are especially
adapted to these fruits. There would seem to be. no question but that
the land will be able to bear the construction cost, and this was
emphatically so stated at the public meeting, the main desire of all
being the early completion of the work.
7. Drainage is necessary in some, parts of the project, for which
the United States will construct only the main ditches. Levees, as
stated above, are necessary alon the Gila and the Colorado Rivers
to prevent over_ow. The cost 0% both the drainage and the levees is
included in the estimates of the cost of completion.
8. Lands 720w irrigatc(I.—In the Yuma Indian Reservation there
are 700 Indians. The law gives each Indian 5 acres, or a total of
3,500 acres, leaving 12,500 acres for settlement, but on account of the
possibility of an increase of the acreage allowed to each Indian, only
6,500 acres have been opened for settlement. This was done in March
last, and since then the land has all been taken up in 173 farms of
approximately 40 acres each. During this year 425 acres were irrigated, and this amount will rapidly increase in succeeding years.
The maintenance charge has been _xed at $1 per acre.
9. No part of the main system has yet been opened, nor has any
building charge been _xed nor any water supplied by gravity from
the dam, except to the Indian lands above noted. The two pumping systems purchased and the one small additional pump _tted up
and operated by the Reclamation Service furnish an inadequate supply to 7,000 to 10,000 acres. The charge for this service has been
about $1 per acre-foot. at which price, it is stated, the cost to the
landowners will be from $5.50 to $10 per acre this year.
10. Costa—The expenditures on this project to June 30, 1910, have
been $3,714,462.08, of which $441,513.71, or 11.9 per cent, was for _eld
engineering and superintendence; $87.607.42, or 2.5 per cent. for clerical services on the project; $24,787.72, or 0.7 per cent, for the supervising engineer’s of_ce: and $90,665.87, or 2.5 per cent, for the W'ashington and Chicago of_ces, expert engineers, etc. The estimate of the
additional expenditures required to complete the project is given in
the following table:
Siphon connections, etc ___________________________________________ $43, 000
Dam and main canal to Indian reservation ________________________ 230, 000
Main canal to siphon _____________________________________________ 540, 000
Indian reservation canal _________________________________________ 75,000
Colorado siphon and wasteway ___________________________________ 165,000
Main canal and laterals in Yuma Valley ___________________________ 800,000
Drainage systems ________________________________________________ 150, 000
Rights and property ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 175,000
Gila Valley main canal and laterals ......... ”W ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 340, 000
Levees _, _________________________________________________________ 368, 000
Mesa land pumping station _______________________________________ 500. 000
Mesa land main and lateral systems ______________________________ 600,
Total ______________________________________________________ 3, 986, 000
The total estimated cost of the project is, therefore, $7,700,462.08.
11. Returns to the reclamation fzmd.—So far only 6,500 acres have
been opened and construction char e for them has been _xed at $55.
The returns from this area will be 357,500. The estimated total cost
of completion is $7,700,462.08. Subtracting $857,500 from this leaves
$7 ,342,962.08 to be obtained from the remaming lands, amounting to
124.500 acres. The building charge for these lands must therefore
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be about $60 per acre, providing all lands, including the remaining
Indian lands, pay full construction charges and the estimates for
completion is not exceeded. There is no de_nite agreement with the
Indian Service, and any other course would result in either the
settlers paying an increased cost or the United States losing a portion of its investment. The mesa lands, comprising 40,000 acres, are
not de_nitely included in the project, although California Canal, its
head works, and the siphon have had given them, so far as constructed, suf_cient capacity to carry the additional water for these
lands. The omission of these lands will reduce the total cost by
$1,100,581, but will increase the cost per acre on the remainder from
$60 to $73. It would, therefore, seem desirable to include them in the
project. Only about 5,000 acres Within the project have not applied
or water under the reclamation act.
12. Comment.——The engineering structures are well designed and
constructed. The Laguna Dam diverting the water of the river into
the two main canals is especially noteworthy. Its cost, however, was
approximately $350 per foot of length, and it is thought that a less
expensive dam might have served the purpose equally well. This
was one of the _rst projects undertaken by the Reclamation Service.
The farmers have long been expectin water, and it was stated that
promises were made t at water woul be available by the time _rst
named in the contract for the completion of the Laguna Dam, July
19, 1907. The contractors _nally failed on this dam and it was com- pleted by force account on March 20, 1909. Water, however, can
- not be supplied to their lands until the completion of the siphon, now
under way, and the connecting canals. It is understood that the delay
has been due to lack of funds. The main problems have all been
solved. It is now simply a question of completion of more or less
minor works whose total cost aggregates nearly $4,000,000.
13. Summary.—(1) The Yuma project is feasible, both from an
economic and an engineering standpoint.
(2) It is interstate in character, lying in both California and
Arizona.
(3) Of the 131,000 acres in the project, 74,000 acres, or 56.5 per
cent, are public lands subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The water supply is suf_cient.
(5) The total estimated expenditures on this project are $7,700,462.08, of which $3,714,462.08 were expended to June 30, 1910.
(6) The construction charge, approximately $60 per acre, can
readily be borne. '
(7) The project is an important. one and worthy of early completion.
(8) The question of payment of construction charges by the re—
maining Indian lands should be determined.
(9) The mesa lands should be de_nitely included in the project.
(10) The following allotments are recommended for the four
years, 1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ___________________________ $2, 380, 462
From the loan ___________________________ 1, 200, 000
Total _____________________________ 3, 580, 462
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 614—3
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SECTION IV.
ORLAND PROJECT, CALIFORNIA.
1. The board, by a committee of its members, examined this project
and the reservoir sites for the proposed extensions on October 3,
1910, and held a public hearing at Orland on the evening of the
same day.
2. Location—The irrigable area of the Orland project lies in Glenn
and Tahama Counties. and the storage reservoir in Colusa County,
Cal. The town of Orland is within the project. Adequate trans:
portation facilities are afforded by the Southern Paci_c Railroad, and
the Sacramento River, which is navigable in this vicinity, is also
within a short distance, '
3. Desmiptz'on.iThe approved project includes a storage reservoir
on Little Stony Creek at East Park, about 40 miles above Orland,
the utilization of the bed of Stony Creek to carry water to the diversion dam at Miller Buttes and two canal and lateral systems, one on
the north side to irrigate 6,000 acres and one on the south side to
irrigate 8,000 acres in the vicinity of Orland.
4. The reservoir. which has a capacity of 45,600 acre-feet, is
formed by a curved concrete dam of gravity section in Little Stony
Creek Gorge. The maximum height of the dam is 139 feet above
foundations and the length on top 250 feet. The foundations and
abutments are hard conglomerate. The maximum pressure on founda- .
tions is 9.5 tons per square foot.
5. There are three gaps in the rim of the reservoir, in one of which
the spillway is located. The remaining two are closed by low earth
embankments. The spillway is built of concrete. It is of the arch
and but-tress type and has a capacity of 10,000 second-feet.
6. The diversion dam is about 9 miles above Orland, and is only
artially completed. As planned, it will be a low concrete weir
ounded on sheet and round piling, the former driven through the
gravel bed into the clay beneath. Floods bring down large quan—
tities of heavy gravel, and the areas above those parts of the weir
already built are completely _lled. As this gravel will tend to choke
up the canal intakes, it is probable that more or less di_ieulty will be
encountered in maintaining a chea and satisfactory diversion.
7. Prior to the beginning of war on this project by the Reclamation Service two private irrigation companies were diverting water
to part of these lands. 0n the north side this was being done by the
Lemon Home Water, Power, and Light Co. and on the south side
by the Stony Creek Irrigation Co. The canals and ditches of both
these companies were purchased by the Reclamation Service and are
being enlarged, extended, and improved.
8. The north—side canal is to have a capacity of 92 second-feet and
the south-Side canal a capacity of 140 second-feet. The former will
contain a drop of 40 feet and the latter a drop of 28 feet. At these
drops 600 gross horsepower can be developed.
9. The principal structure in the distribution system thus far built
is the inverted concrete siphon across Hambright Creek. Minor
structures are also of concrete. .
10. All of the completed structures are well built and suitable for
the purpose intended.
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11. Water supply.——\Vater for the project is obtained from Stony
Creek, which has a drainage area above the diversion dam of 735
square miles and above the East Park reservoir of 102 square miles.
The average annual run-off at the diversion dam is 750,000 acre-feet
and at the reservoir 87,500 acree—feet, with a minimum at the latter
point of 30,000 acre-feet in the season of 1909«10.
12. The duty of water varies from 36 inches to 42 inches, depending upon the soil. The demand also is variable during the irrigation
season, nearly half of the total being required in July and August.
13. Discharge measurements have been made since 1901, and based
upon average conditions during that period 36,000 acre—feet of storage would have been required to supply water for the project in
accordance with the assumed demand. In this determination allowance is made for a 25 per cent loss in the creek bed and for a 20 per
cent loss in the distribution system. The capacity of the reservoir
exceeds the average requirement for stored water by 9,760 acre-feet,
so that a supply can usually be carried over to make up de_ciencies
in dry years, such as 1910.
14. Lands—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 225 feet
above sea level, the average rainfall 17 inches, and the range of temperature from 26° F. to 120° F. The soil is a sandy loam, containing more or less gravel and silt. Experience in this valley indicates
that 42 inches of water will be required on the gravelly, sandy land,
amounting to 3,200 acres, and 36 inches on the remainder. Much of
this land has been used in the past without irrigation for growing
wheat, but in recent years the wheat crop has been very small. On
the irrigated portions the principal products are alfalfa, citrus and
deciduous fruits, small fruits, and vegetables. It is said that alfalfa
yields SIX cuttings, or an average of 9 tons per acre per year, value at
$7 per ton. Almonds, oranges, and grapes also yield large returns.
15. At the time this project was approved all the land under it,
14,000 acres, was in private ownership, and 8,960 acres of this amount
was held by nine landowners. This land has been subdivided into
40vacre tracts and a large part of it sold. Before the project was
undertaken the average price of land under it was $17 per acre. It
is now about $100 an acre, not including the construction charge.
16. Gosh—The expenditures on the project to June 30, 1910, were
$397,335, and the estimated cost to complete, subsequent to that date,
is as follows:
Gravity system.
(1) East Park Reservoir--- -- $5, 000
(2) Diversion Dam_--- _-_ 20,000
(3) North Side Canal 58,000
(4) High Line Canal ______________________________________________ 19,000
(5) Excavation, distribution system, under contracts _________________ 15, 500
(6) Excavation, distribution system, to be contracted ---------------- 15. 500
(7) Structures for distribution system _ 30,000
(8) Special structures, Hambright Creek Siphon, Spillway, etc _______ 5,000
Add 25 per cent for engineering and contingencies ____________________ 42, 000
Total to complete gravity system of the _rst unit --------------- 210, 000
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This makes a total cost for the gravity system of 14,000 acres
$607 ,335, or $43.38 per acre. The estimated cost of developing power
at drops in. the canals to pump water for the irrigation of 3,000 acres
additional is as follows:
(1) Penstock and By-Pass ___________________________________________ $4, 000
(2) Power house and equipment _____________________________________ 10, 500
(3) Transmission line ______________________________________________ 11, 000
(4) Pumping plant _________________________________________________ 7, 200
(5) Development of wells ___________________________________________ 10, 000
(6) Distribution system ____________________________________________ 19, 500
Add 25 per cent for engineering, etc __________________________________ 15, 550
Total to develop power at drops, _rst unit ______________________ 77, 750
17. The power and pumping plants have not yet been built, and
are not an essential part of the project as originally undertaken. As
in the main project, the land to be irrigated by them is in private
ownership. This feature of the work is from an economic standpoint des1rable, but owing to the demand for reclamation funds on
other projects containing public land it is not advisable. Opportunity, however, should be a_'orded the Water Users’ Association
to do this work at its own expense, if it so desires. The construction
charge on this project has not yet been announced, and it will probably be somewhat less per acre than that indicated above if the power
and pumping plants are installed. If, the power development only
is undertaken and the power sold, the construction charge will be
slightly increased, but, on the other hand, the receipts from the sale
of power will reduce the annual cost of operation and maintenance.
In any event the construction charge is not likely to exceed $45 an
acre, which, considering the productiveness of the soil, is well within
What the land can bear.
18. E mtcnsz'ons.—The Orland Project, as now outlined, uses only a
small part of the run—off of Stony Creek, and investigations have
been made by the Reclamation Service with a View to utilizmg part
of the remainder. Three additional reservoirs have been considered,
each of which is to constitute. with the area to be irrigated from it,
an additional unit of the Orland Project. These are the Stony
Gorge, Stonyford, and Briscoe Reservoirs. _ - . .
19. Stony Gorge Reservoir.—Thc site of this proposed rcservmr is
on the main branch of Stony Creek, 3 miles above the village of Elk
Creek. Surveys made in 1910 ShOW a possible storage capacity of
104.700 acre-feet, estimated to be su_icient for 30,000 acres. Based
on a rock-_ll dam, with a reenforced concrete core wall, the cost is
placed at $1,123,782, equivalent to $10.70 per acre-foot. The total
estimated cost of the second, or Stony Gorge, unit is as follows:
(1 Cost of storage works _________________________ $1,150, 000
(2; Cost of diversion works _________________ 10,000
(3) Cost of canal system, at $6 per acre ____________ 180,000
(4) Cost of distribution system, at: $8 per acre 240, 000
Total, ———————————————————————————————————————————————————— 1, 580, 000
Or $53 per acre.
20. Stonyfo'rd Resemoir.——This reservoir is'to be located on the
main branch of Stony Creek, the dam Site being 4 miles above the
village of Stonyford. It has a poss1ble capaCIty of 50,882 acre-feet,
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estimated to be sul_cient for 15.000 acres. Based on an earth and
rock-_ll dam, the cost is placed at $667,039, equivalent to 813.10 per
acre-foot. The total estimated cost of the third, or Stonyford, un1t
is as follows:
(1) Cost of storage works ______________ _ __________________________ $667, 039
(2) Cost of diversion works _______________________________________ 10,000
(3) Cost of canal system, at $6 per acre ____________________________ 90, 000
(4) Cost of distribution system, at $8 per acre ______________________ 120, 000
Total _______________________________________________________ SS7, 039
Or $59.10 per acre.
21. Briscoc Reservoir.—This reservoir is to be located on Briscoe
Creek, a tributary of Stony Creek. The dam site is 2% miles above
its mouth. It has a possible capacity of 19,052 acre—feet, estimated to
be sullicient for 5,000 acres. Based on a concrete gravity dam, the
cost is placed at $282,359, equivalent to $16.30 per acre-foot. The
total estimated cost of the fourth, or Briscoe, unit is as follows:
(1) Cost of storage works __________________________________________ $282. 359
(2) Cost of diversion works _______________________________________ 5,000
(3) Cost of canal system. at $6 per acre___; ________________________ 30, 000
(4) Cost of distribution system, at $8 per acre ______________________ 40. 000
Total _______________________________________________________ 357, 359
Or $71.50 an acre.
22. The irrigable areas under the extensions adjoin the present
project and will require aboutvthe same quantity of water er acre.
Fifty thousand acres would therefore require the diversion 0 195,000
acre—feet. The combined storage capacity of the three proposed reservoirs is 174,634 acre-feet. Allowing the same percentage of loss in .
stream bed as is assumed for the _rst unit, only 141,000 acre-feet of
this amount could have been diverted, leaving 54,000 acre-feet to be
supplied directly from the river. An examination of the records of
average _ow of Stony Creek during the past nine years shows. however, that only 31,600 acre-feet would have been available from this .
source after supplying the needs of the _rst unit. If an additional
allowance is made for surplus reservoir capacity to tide over years in
which the _ow is insuf_cient to _ll them, it is evident that the proposed reservoir capacity is too small for the irrigation of 50.000 acres.
23. The costs per acre, as given above, must therefore be increased,
possibly as much as 25 per cent. The land under the proposed extens10ns is entirely similar to that under the existing project. It is of
good quality and capable of bearing a construction charge of $60
to $75 an acre. All of it is in private ownership.
24. The extensions are independent of the existing project except
that the same diversion dam and main canals would probably be
used, the latter being _rst enlarged. All of the extensions are
feamble from an engineering standpoint. The _rst two are feasible
1n that the probable cost would not exceed what the land can bear.
Because of high cost the feasibility of the third, or Briscoe unit, is
very doubtful._ These extension-J. do not include any public land,
nor are any interstate or international features involved. These
facts, together with the need of reclamation funds for the completion of other projects now under way, lead to the conclusion that
none of the extensions are advisable.
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25. Summ'czryf_) The Orland project lies wholly within the
State of California.
Sh_(2) It covers the irrigation of 14,000 acres, all in private ownerip.
(3) The water supply is ample for this acrea e.
(4) It is feaSible from an engineerin stan point, and the land
can bear the probable construction cost—- 5 per acre.
(5) Its completion is advisable, except for the installation of the
power plants, which are not an essential part of the project as
originally undertaken.
(6) Opportunity should be a_'orded the Water Users’ Association
to undertake this power installation at its own expense.
(7) The extensions known as the second, third, and fourth units
are feasible from an engineering standpoint, but the _rst two only
are economically feasible. None of them are advisable.
SECTION V.
GRAND VALLEY PROJECT, COLORADO.
1. The board visited the Grand Valley project on September 18
and 19, inspecting the lands now under irrigation and those to be
irrigated in the vicinity of Grand Junction on September 18, and the
irrigated lands and proposed line of new canals in the vicinity of
Palisade on the 19th.
2. On September 19 public hearings were held by the board at
Palisade and at Grand Junction, at which opportunity was given
those interested to express their views with regard to the prosecution of work on this project.
3. [momma—Grand Valley lies in the western part of Colorado
about 40 miles east of the Utah line. It was formerly a part of the
_ Ute Indian Reservation, but in 1881 the Indians were removed, and
in 1882 the Denver & Rio Grande Railway extended its line into»
Grand Junction. These events inaugurated a rapid settlement of
the valley, especially as a good water supply was available and irrigation was practicable over large areas at moderate costs. Between
that time and the present seven irrigation systems have been established, covering a total of about 60,000 acres of private land, most
of which has proved very productive and is now held at a high valuation. The water supply for the project and the areas proposed tobe irrigated lie within the limits of the State of Colorado. .
4. DescriptioniThe Grand River _ows for many milesun Colorado through a narrow deep canyon. At the town of Palisade the
valley widens, offering large areas of land suitable for cultivation
when supplied with water. On the left or south bank there are being
irrigated or being prepared for irrigation about 16,200 acres of land
lying in a narrow strip above and below the mouth of the Gunnison
River. On the right bank the bottom has 21 Width of two to four
miles, sloping up to grave-11y mesas and thence extending back to
broken adobe land at the foot of Little Book Cli_'s. There are on
this bank 97.000 acres of irrigable land, of which 44,000 acres are
now being supplied with water by private ditches, leavmg 53,000
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acres which are not at the present time reached by any irrigation
systems. The purpose of the present project is to supply water to
the 53,000 acres still unprovided for. .
5. This project early attracted private enterprise, but owmg to
the dif_cult nature of the ground in which a canal for this area must
necessarily lie and the distance upstream it must extend to obtam
su_icient elevation for a gravity canal, this prejeet was conSIdered a
very expensive one. It was the intention of the Reclamation Servme
in 1902 to commence work on this project among the _rst, but at the
request of individuals who stated that companies would undertake
the work, the project was temporarily abandoned until it was ascertained by the companies that the time was not propitious for securing capital. Request was made that the Reclamation Service resume
operations on this project and accordingly a camp was established,
a site for a diverting dam selected, a line of canal tentatively adopted,
and other plans made. At this tlme the work was stopped by direction of the Secretary of the Interior, pending the settlement of the
controversy over damages for rights of way through private property
in the vicinity of Palisade, and no further work has been done.
6. The project, as at present outlined, is con_ned to the irrigation
of the high land bordering the Little Book Cli_’s and areas farther
down the valley, all on the north side of the river. It will require
a diversion dam in the canyon several miles above Palisade, and a
canal partly in open cut and partly in tunnel, to conduct the water
down the canyon to the main canal line bordering the cliffs. This
canal line, as proposed, will have a capacity of 1,000 second-feet at
its upper end. ,
7. Transportation facilities.—The main line of the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad traverses the project from end to end. No farm
unit of the project is more than 10 miles from some railroad station.
In addition, an electric line between Grand Junction and Fruita will
be‘able to switch standard cars from the railroad, thus affording
additional facilities.
8. Water supply—The area of the watershed of the Grand River
above Grand Junction is 8,644 square miles, and the average annual
prec1p1tat10n over this area is 15 inches. Records of the _ow of the
Grand River have been kept at either Grand Junction, Glenwood. or
Palisade since 1897. From these records _gures for the _ow at Palisade have been developed. They show that in normal seasons a
minimum of about 1,450 second-feet may be expected, and that in
exceptionally dry years the minimum may drop to 950 second—feet.
1n August and September. A hydrograph showing the daily _ow
during the average or representative years 1903 and 1906, and the
years 1902, 1905, and 1910, which are years of low _ow, is appended
hereto: Thls hydrograph and the analysis of the water supply
therew1th were prepared by the Reclamation Service.
9: From them it appears that a suf_cient water supply for this
preject depends, _rst, upon an adjudication of water rights not
radlcally di_'erent from that assumed by the Reclamation Service;
second, upon the acquisition by purchase, by contract agreement as
to substltution of gravity water for pumped water, or by condemnatlon, of the right to use for irrigation the water now used in the development of power by the Palisades irrigation district, the Mesa
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County irrigation district, and Smith Bros. (Orchard Mesa Power).
These aggregate 1,091 second-feet.
10. Whlle the assumption as to prior rights is deemed reasonable,
the board believes that this project should not be undertaken until these
rights have been adjudicated. As such an adjudication is now in
progress, and as a decision is expected by March. 1911. there will be
a delay of only a few months, the disadvantage of which will be more
than offset by the advantage of knowing de_nitely what the prior
approprlators are entitled to. The right to condemn power water
for irrigation purposes has been sustained by the Colorado courts,
so there is no reason to assume that the second of the two conditions
can not be met. '
11. LandaiThe land which it is proposed to irrigate amounts to
53,000 acres, as above mentioned, of which 30,070 acres are public
land, 20,720 acres are private land, and 2,210 acres are homesteaded
public land not subject to the reclamation act. It is thus seen that
public'land is approximately 60 per cent of the total. It should be
added, however, that this public land fringes the cli_’s or lies at the
lower end of the project and includes the areas which are of lower
value for cultivation because of poorer soil or greater difficulty of
irrigation. It joins, however, land under cultivation which is now
returning the owners large pro_ts. Peaches are said to have yielded
as high as $700 per acre per year in the Vicinity of Palisade. Apples
are said to have yielded as high as $600 per acre. Cantaloupes and
melons are often pro_tably grown between trees in the orchards.
Sugar beets are extensively raised. A beet-sugar factory at Grand
Junction pays $5 per ton for beets delivered on the cars. Lands under cultivation in ordinary farm crops in the vicinity of Grand
Junction are held at $200 to $400 per acre. Lands planted with
bearing apple or pear trees sell at from $1,200 to $1,500 per acre.
12. The average elevation of the irrigable area is about 4.700 feet
above sea level. The average rainfall is 8 inches and the temperature ranges from a maximum of 100° to a minimum of 15° below
zero. Although nothing can be raised in the Grand Valley without
irrigation, it is so protected by the blu_s that large areas nov_v_ir_r1gated have been devoted to the raising of apples and. in the Vicinlty
of Palisade. to peach cultivation. The gravelly land of the mesa
seems well adapted to fruit raising. The lower bottom lands yield
good crops of grain. sugar beets, and alfalfa, but are not so well
adapted to fruit culture. . .
13. Under the various private irrigation systems now In operatlon,
the building cost per acre for water has reached from $66 to $150, and
from $2.50 to $6 for maintenance and operation. It seems clear that
the project lands can pay back the estimated cost of this project Without hardship. . '
14. Cost of p7~oject.——No constructlon work has been done on this
project. all expenditures having been for enununations andsurveys
except a small expenditure made for machinery and supplies after
work was authorized and prior to its suspensmn. The total expendltures have been $74,170.80. The total estimated cost of completion
of what is known as the “ low line ” is $3,621,663. or about $69 per
acre. which includes $200,000 for right of way through existing fruit
orchards in the vicinity of Palisades. The estimated cost of a line
of canal 25 feet higher up, selected to avmd IIIJIII‘y to these orchards,
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is $4.685,741, or about $89 per acre. The followingtable,'furnished
by the Reclamation Service, sets forth the comparative estimates for
completion of the project on the alternative locatlons:
Lower line Higher line
Items. through through
canyon. canyon.
Headworks ..................................................................... $200, 000 5200
Canal head gates to Palisades ......... 243.59? 1.631,?
Canal, Palisades to Little Salt, Wash. 12: Y0‘2.) 96 ,6
Remainder of main canal .............. 641,239 341,239
Laterals (43,560 acres) ...... 220,000 260,000
Power plant at Palisades -0.000 31%
Power plant at drop. . . _ ............ 120,
Right of way ......... 200,000 ............
Engineering ............. 180,000 190 000
Un nreseen cpntingencie 328(1):) 100 118
Admimstration. . . . .. 141 065 119 065
Pumping plants ..........................
15,000 15,000
3.2%.“??? bundmgandswmgeymIIIIIII ................................ 269,823 349,100
3. 621,663 4, 685, 731
Unit cost, 53,000 acres ..................................................... ‘ 68. 40 88. 50
15. Although estimate of damage of $200,000 has been included. the
difference between the costs of the two proposed lines is about
$1,000,000. If the high line should be built this di_’erence must be
paid by the owners of lands irrigated by it. This difference will
amount to nearly $20 per acre.
16. Comments—No engineering problems of special dif_culty present themselves in connection with this project. The diversion dam
in the Grand River can readily be constructed on the selected site.
The canal line down the canyon must pass through three tunnels,
requiring expensive construction, but in view of the character of the
material no special difficulties are expected. About 9,500 acres above
the high-line canal are to be sup lied by pumping. Electric power
is now being sold in the valley y private companies at moderate
prices, and this power is relied upon for operating the pumps. This
power may be supplemented by electricity generated in drops in the
mam canal.
17. The principal question to be decided in connection with this
project is which of the two canal lines shall be selected, the high line
or the low line. Both of these lines have been surveyed and are now
stakedbut on the ground. So far as the amount of land to he irrigated. is concerned, the two lines di_'er very little, the higher line
covering only a few acres more than the lower. The advantage of the
» low line is the large saving of approximately $1,000,000 which would
result. from its adoption. The high line was located with a View to
avmdmg the destruction of highly developed orchards. which would
be necessary if the low line were selected. At one time an agreement
was reached between the Reclamation Service and the owners of the
lands through which the low-line canal is to run, _xing the amount of
the damages to these lands at $154,000. This appraisal was not ap‘
proved by the department, and a later estimate made by the Reclamation Serv1ce placed the total amount of damages which the United
States was legally bound to pay at $75,138. A new appraisal was
then made by the owners, who increased their claim to $404.18825.
An estimate transmitted to the board by the owners on October 24,
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1910, again increased the estimate of the damages to $540,335. The
construction of the lower line involves the occu ation of about 150
acres oforchard, running in value from $350 to 3,500; but the right
of way 13 already vested in the United States in accordance with the
stlpulated condltions under which the land was opened to homestead
eptrl'yfi. Therefore no payment can be legally demanded for the land
1 se .
.18. From these _gures it appears that to avoid damages to the
hlghly developed orchard lands the land which it is proposed to
irrigate will have to pay an additional construction cost exceeding the
highest estimate for the damages by about $660,000, or over $12 per
acre for the 53,000 acres in the project. The board, therefore, is of
the opinion that the low line should be selected as the location for the
canal. The estimates of the owners as to the extent of damages to
be incurred appear to be high, and if negotiations do not result in
an agreement for a considerably smaller amount, then condemnation
proceedings should be resorted to for the determination of the
damages.
19. Summary—(1) The project is feasible from an engineering
and an economic standpoint.
(2) It lies Within the limits of a single State—Colorado.
(3) It contains 53,000 acres, of which 60 per cent is public land
subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The water supply will be su_icient for this project if the adjudication of water rights when made is not radically different from
what is assumed by the Reclamation Service and after the water now
used by certain private owners for power has been acquired for irrigation by agreement or condemnation. No extensive work should be
done until the water supply is thus assured.
(5) The estimated cost of completion of the high line is $4,685,741,
and of the low line is $3,621,663, of which $74,170.80 has been ex—
pended mainly in surveys and plans.
(6) The lower-line canal should be adopted, and if a reasonable
estimate of damages to permit this can not be obtained by agreement
then condemnation proceedings should be instituted.
(7) The productiveness of the land makes it probable that the construction cost of about $69 can be readily borne, or even $89, if the
high line should be adopted.
(8) The prosecution of this project is recommended conditional on
an adjudication of water rights not materially different from that assumed by the Reclamation Service.
(9) Subject to the above condition the following allotments are
recommended for the four years 1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ___________________________________________________ $500, 000
From the loan ___________________________________________________ 1,000, 000
Total _______________________________________________________ 1, 500, 000
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SECTION VI.
UNCOMPAHGRE PROJECT, COLORADO.
1. This project, including the proposed reservoir site at Taylor
Park, was inspected by the board as a whole, or by commltees, be—
tween September 20 and September 23. Public hearings were held
at Montrose on September 20 and at Delta on September 22.
2. Location—The Uncompahgre Valley lies in western Colorado
near the mouth of the Uncompahgre River, which is a branch of the
Gunnison River. This latter _ows into the Grand. The entire
project, including sources of the water supply, lie within the State
of Colorado; the lands are located in Montrose and Delta counties.
3. Early irrigation in valley—The Uncompahgre Valley was _rst
settled about 1882, and plans were made by private parties for irrigating about 100,000 acres from the Uncompahgre River. Ditches
were constructed, but it was found that there was not enough water,
and in 1904 only 30,000 acres were under cultivation, and these with
insuf_cient water. About the year 1900 the State Legislature of
Colorado appropriated $25,000 to bring water by tunnel from the
Gunnison River into the Uncompahgre Valley. The tunnel was
started, but the appropriation being exhausted the uncompleted work
-was turned over to the Reclamation Service. The location of the
tunnel was found unsuitable, and it was not used.
4. Description.—The project, as undertaken by the Reclamation
Service, provides for irrigating land lying in the Uncompahgre
Valley with the water of the Uncompahgre River, supplemented b
the water brought from Gunnison River. In case this does not su _ce, a storage reservoir at Taylor Park on the Taylor River has been
proposed. No suitable reservoir site has been found on the Uncompahgre River.
5. The water from the Gunnison River is diverted into the Gunnison Tunnel. On leaving the tunnel it _ows through the South Canal
for eleven miles and is dropped into the Uncompahgre River. By
laterals from the South Canal 13,600 acres will be irrigated. From
the Uncompahgre River, the water of that river, supplemented by
that from the Gunnison, will be diverted at different points into six
canal systems. The upper one, called the West Canal, irrigating
7,200 acres, is yet to be constructed. The Montrose and Delta Canal
system, covering 33,600 acres, and the Loutsenheizer system, covering 24,600 acres, have been acquired by the Reclamation Service and
are belng enlarged and extended. Negotiations are in progress to
acquire the Selig system, 9,000 acres; the Ironstone system, 26,000
acres, and the Garnet system, 4,000 acres. In addition, a new system, called the East Canal system, covering 22,000 acres, and
connected with the Loutsenheizer Canal, is to be built.
'6. Negotiations are also in progress to acquire a few additional
mlnor canals belonging to private parties. These canals will be
abandoned and the land irrigated by one of the above-mentioned
systems.
7. The Gunnison Tunnel is 6 miles long and has a capacity of
1,300 cubic feet per second. It is completed excepting the diverting
weir on the Gunnison River and the lining of the tunnel for 13,000
feet. It has been carrying water during the past season. The South
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Canal is practically completed. Final agreements as to the acquisition by the United States of the remaining private canal systems
have not yet been completed. It seems probable that these can be
satisfactorily arranged, as the sentiments expressed at the public
hearings were strongly in favor of the acquisition by the United
States, of all the canal systems. The secretary of the “Tater Users’
Assocmtion stated that all private land in the project, except about
5,000 acres, had subscribed for water, and, while the exact _ res
were not veri_ed, it is believed that less than that acreage wil re- .
main permanently out of the project.
8. Watch—A discussion of the water supply is appended. There
were numerous previous water rights aggregating 40 different
dltches, of which 10 were of considerable size. On the assumption of
the acquisition by the United States of the ditches within the pro'ect
limits with their water rights, and makin allowance for other rig ts,
it appears that there will usually be an cient water on the basis of
2;» to 3 acre-feet at the farm when the Gunnison Tunnel is runnnig
full—that is, about 1,300 second-feet. There will be years when
the supply will be scant, and to insure what is needed a storage
reservoir for Gunnison River water will, it is thou ht, prove necessary. The rainfall on watershed is from 7 to 20 inc es.
9. Land—The total irrigable area under the project is 140,000
acres. of which 106,000 are in private ownership and 34,000 acres'
public _land, subject to the reclamation act. The larger part of the
land withdrawn subject to the reclamation act has been entered for
settlement. It is possible that these areas may be somewhat modi_ed,
as all of the private land has not yet been signed up for water.
Most of the public land is generally on the higher benches and will,
therefore, be the last to be brought under irrigation.
10. The land irrigated this year has been about 40,000 acres, practically all under cultivation before. Water was sold at a _xed price
per second-foot. \Vhile the full quantity of water deSIred was not
supplied this year, it is stated that, due to the extra water from the
Gunnison River, an additional crop of alfalfa and larger crops of
fruits and vegetables were obtained. N0 crops can be raised withOut
irrigation.
11. Of the 140,000 acres under the project, about 60,000 acres are
of red disintegrated sandstone, a sandy soil particularly adapted to
the raising‘ of fruits and vegetables; 80,000 acres of adobe, or clay
loam, which gives good crops of alfalfa, grain, sugar beets, and other
farm products. Alfalfa is the main crop. Potatoes and onions have
been raised with marked success. It is claimed that the clay soil,
after several years of cultivation, develops into ood fruit land.
There is a considerable portion of waste land. A out 40,000 nonirri able acres of which 20,000 acres are private, are included within
the imits of the project. but not counted as irrigable area.
12. The bottom land ShOWS evidences of “ swamping ” in a number
of places, some of which have been reclaimed by the construction of
drainage ditches, and it is thought that all of it can be reclaimed.
The land lying on the benches is not so much subject to " swamping,”
butvit is probable that some drainage ditches Wlll be required. An
estimate of $210,000 is proposed .by .the Reclamation SerVice for
drainage. There are not many indications of alkali.
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13. Before the inauguration of the project lands. without water
were worth from $2 to $25 per acre. Lands under irrigation, used
for alfalfa, grain etc., were worth from $50 to $150 per acre. Prices
are now $40 for land on the outskirts of the project and up to #13800
for fruit-bearing orchards. _
14. The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad runs through the prOJect,
so that there is good railroad transportation. . .
15. Engineering structures—The Gunnison Tunnel 13 about 0' miles
long, and cost about $100 per running foot. This is rather a high price,
due to its great length, the di_iculties under Wh1ch 15 was constructed,
the failure of the contractors and the necessity of taking it up by
force account, the _ooding at different intervals, the large amount of
gas encountered, etc. .
16. The South, or main supply, Canal is for a considerable portion of its length lined with concrete, and at many pomts the earth
thrust has forced the lining out of place. This is not considered
serious. The drops in this canal are somewhat more costly than
would seem to be necessary, but apparently ful_ll their purpose.
There is some leakage, but it is expected that this will be stopped by
the gradual deposit of silt.
17. No work has been done at the Taylor Park reservoir site, and
no borings made, so that the cost of the dam is di_icult to determine,
and the estimate of $2,000,000 must be considered only as an approximation. The storage capacity is estimated at 105,000 acre-feet.
An examination indicates that a suf_ciently good reservoir site exists at this point, but that further investigations are desirable. As
a whole the engineering features seem to be well studied out and
carefully executed, economy being observed as far as conditions permitted. The proposed plan for completion appears satisfactory.
18. Cost—The total allotments to date aggregate $4,455,000, of
which about $3,000,000 was applied to the construction of the Grunnison Tunnel and the remainder to the purchase and enlargement of
private canals, construction of South Canal, and for minor features.
The cost of completion is estimated at $4,500,000, or an estimated
total cost of $0,000,000, including $2,000,000 for the Taylor Park
1Storage Reservoir. The detailed estimate for completion is as folows:
1. Gunnison River weir _________ __ ___ $40, 000
2. Gunnison Tunnel lining _______________________________________ 305,000
3. Betterments, South Canal _____________________________________ 50,000
4. South Canal lateral system ____________________________________ 25, 000
5. Betterments and lateral system, Montrose and Delta Canal ______ 135,000
6, Enlargements and lateral system, Ironstone Canal ______________ 260, 000
7. Cedar Creek lateral (part of South Canal system) ______________ 25, 000
8. West Canal and lateral system ________________________________ 350, 000
9. Enlargement and lateral system, Loutsenheizer Canal ___________ 325, 000
10. Enlargement and lateral system, Selig Canalmu. . 1,, ,. .,,,_-__ 45, 000
11. East Canal and lateral system ________________________________ 350, 000
12. Betterments. Garnet Canal _________________ _ 10. 000
13. Purchase of existing old rights and canals__ 225, 000
14. Taylor Park Reservoir ___________________ 10001000
15. Contingencies ____________________________ 1400,000
4, 545. 000
1This item covers possible drainage systems, extensive renewals, etc.
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19. Independently of the storage system, the estimated _nal cost
would be about $7,000,000, which for 140,000 acres would give a
building charge of about $50 per acre. It is desirable, however, to
include in the construction cost the reservoir, which is believed to be
necessary. Due'to uncertainties in the estimates, and possible increases in the unit costs, as well as to the uncertainty as to the amount
of land which can be included, it would seem safe to estimate on a
construction cost per acre of at least $70.
20. The fruit land could stand this charge of $70 per acre, and
probably all of the irrigable areas could do so in time. The cost of
operation, when completed, is estimated at $0.75 to $1. It was the
generally expressed opinion of the landowners that the land could
bear these costs, except that some homesteadcrs felt that the burden
would be heavy. This would seem, however, to be near the limit of
construction cost that the land can bear.
21. Returns to reclamation fund—No returns have been received
up to the present time except rent for water. Due to the large proportion of land now under cultivation and the probability of early settlement of public land when thrown open, practically all land should
begin to pay construction costs as soon as the different canals and
laterals are completed.
22. Summary—(1) The project is feasible from an engineering
and economic standpoint.
(2) All the project, including the water supply, lies within the
State of Colorado.
(3) The total irrigable area is 106,000 acres, of which about 32
per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act.
(4) On the assumption of the uni_cation of private water rights
and their acquisition by the United States, the water supply Will be
suf_cient, though a storage reservoir is robably necessary. _
5) The estimated expenditure, inc uding storage reservoir, is
$9,000,000, of which $4,455,000 have been allotted to December 31,
1910. .
(6) The land can bear the construction cost estimated not to exceed $70 per acre. _
(7) The board believes the preject to be worthy. All matters connected with the acquisition of private canals should be settled as
early as possible, and de_nite and binding agreements should be made
as to repayment of building charges before large additional expenditures are authorized.
8) The following allotments are recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund __________________________________________________ $2, 045, 000
From the loan __________________________________________________ 1, 500, 000
Total _____________________________________________________ 3, 545, 000
SECTION VII.
MINIDOKA PROJECT, IDAHO.
1. Inspection—The board inspected this project, except the storage
dam at Jackson Lake, Wyo., on September 10 and 11, including in
the inspection a private project on the south Side of the river at TWln
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Falls. Idaho. From September 12 to 14. inclusive. was spent by a
committee of three members of the board in going to. inspectlng, and
returning from the reservoir site at Jackson Lake. A public hearmg
was held on September 10 at Burley, Tdaho. .
2. Location—The project is located in Lincoln and Caseia ('Jounties, Idaho, and lies on both sides of the Snake River. The Mlnldoka
& Southern Railroad runs through the project, leavmg the main l1ne
at Minidoka, with terminus at Buhl. ‘ .
3. Description—The lands are to be irrigated partly by grav1ty
and partly by pumping, of which, under the latter method, there are
three units, all on the south side of the river. The main features
comprise a storage and diversion dam 6 miles from Mimdoka. Idaho,
called the Minidoka Dam, the storage lake being called Lake VValcott,
a generating power plant at Minidoka Dam, distributing canals, three
pumping plants for the pumping units, and a storage dam at Jackson
Lake, “7y0., about '275 miles above the Minidoka Dam. The essentlal
features of the dam and power plant at Minidoka Dam and of the
pumping plants are given in Appendix 1 to this section.
4. The distribution system takes its origin at Lake VValcott, two
main canals leading from it, one on each side of the river. The north—
side main ('aual extends westwardly from the dam and lake :1 distance
of 13 miles, where it divides into two systems, one covering the area
south of the railroad and the other the area north. This main canal
has at its origin a capacity of 1,400 second-feet and serves the 68,500
acres of the north—side gravity system. This distribution system is
almost completed. The south-side main canal, with a capacity of 850
second-feet, pursues a southwesterly course for 13 miles, minor laterals being taken out at intervals, serving 7,500 acres by gravity. At
the end of this canal is placed the pumping works for the _rst pump~
ing unit. These pumps lift 500 second-feet to the main canal for this
unit, which carries 110 second-feet in a westerly course 18 miles, irri—
gating 10,500 acres of land. Just beyond the _rst pumping unit is,
placed the second unit, lifting 375 second-feet to the main canal of
this unit, which in turn extends westerly 22 miles, carrying 160
second-feet and irrigates 16,000 acres. A short distance along the
main canal of the second lift is located the third pum ing unit, lifting 200 second—feet to the main canal of this unit. This canal has a
full length of 25 miles and irrigates 22,000 acres. The lift at each
plant 15 30 feet. On the north side of the river only the main laterals
are constructed by the United States, the construction of the farm
laterals being left to the landowners. 0n the south slde, however,
ow1ng to the more di_icult nature of the ground, the laterals are
carried to each farm unit.
5. During the winter months the pumping plants do not require
power, therefore arrangements have been made to dispose of the elec- ‘
trical power to the towns on the project. Transmission lines, substations,‘etc., are being put in and delivery of power is expected to
begin this fall. Additional charge is made for power and heat during June, July, and August. The returns from this sale of power
after reimbursement of cost of special installations therefor, and
their operation and maintenance Wlll go to reduce the operation and
maintenance charges.
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6. There are three Government town sites on this project——Acequia,
Rupert, and Hayward—on the north side of the river. There is a
private town Site—Burley—on the south side.
7. Water supply—The water supply for this project is taken from
the Snake River, having a watershed above the diversion dam of
22,000 square miles. The average elevation of the watershed is 6,000
feet above sea level, with an estimated average annual rainfall of
about 21 inches. The duty of water on this project is taken at 3
acre—feet per annum, measured on the land. The rainfall on the irrigable area averages 14 inches per annum, but on account of the character of the soil this amount is too small to allow pro_table cultivatlon without irrigation.
8. _Allowing for prior _lings, the natural _ow of the river is not
suf_c1ent to supply the needs of the project for irrigation during the
low water. This de_ciency is supplied by storage at Lake ‘Walcott
and Jackson Lake. At Lake VValcott storage for about 52,000 acrefeet is now provided, and at Jackson Lake works are now in process
of construction which will provide storage for 380,000 acre—feet, or
a total of 432.000 acre—feet. The _ood _ow of the river occurs during
the earlier half of the irrigation season. and therefore the storage will
not be drawn upon until the early part of July nor required after
the middle of October. It would appear, as shown in Appendix 2
to this section. that the storage provided is ample to supply the needs
of this project for the lands involved. As the low-water _ow of the
Snake River up to 3,400 second~feet must pass over the Minidoka
Dam, supplying the Twin Falls projects farther down the river. it. is
evident that the power rights at Minidoka Dani‘, for which _ling
was made January 30, 1909, for 2,500 second-feet, are amply protected.
9. Landa~The average elevation of the irrigable area is 11,200
feet above sea level and the average yearly rainfall 14 inches. D
farming is not successful. The total amount of land under this
project is 124,500 acres, of which 101,600 are public, 19,800 State, and
3,100 private. Under the gravity system are 76,000.acres, of which
68,500 are on the north side and 7,500 on the south s1de. Under the
pumping system are included three lifts covering 48,500 acres on the
south side. A fourth pumping unit, also lifting 30 feet, eomprlsmg
5,000 to 7,000 acres, was considered. If the lift in this unit is reduced to 15 feet, 2,500 acres could be covered. The lands in this
project are shown on theaccompanying map. Owing to the practicability of large extensmns to the power fac_ities at Minidoka
Dam, it is possible to irrigate by pumping about 100,000Iacres in
addition to the areas now included in the preject. This would
involve, of course, the construction of other reserv01rs. The Size of
‘t-he farm unit is 40 acres near town sites and 80 acres farther out.
The private-land unit is 160 acres. Of the State lands under the
pumping unit about 10,000 acres have been sold in [lo-acre tracts, but
the State is making no e_'ort to sell the remainder of its lands. It is
suggested that an e_'ort be made toninduce the State to dispose of
these lands. as otherwise the water rights of the United States may
be adversely affected through lack of bene_cial use. . The value of
the lands is reported to be $100 per acre under irrigation, and at the
public hearing it was stated that a construction charge of $50 per
acre could be easily carried. The $011 is clay, dis1ntegrated lava,
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sandy loam, and loose sandy soil underlaid with lava rock at depths
varying from 1 to 100 feet. The crops are alfalfa, grains, .corn,
vegetables, some fruits, with a probability thatsugar beets w111 be
found a pro_table crop. A demonstration farm is maintained by the
Reclamation Service on an unsold portion of the town Site of
Heyburn. .
10. On the south side the lands slope well toward the river and
possibly will not need drainage for some years. On the north Side
the land is undulating and disposal of waste water is more dif_cult.
A drainage ditch has been started, which will pass through the entlre
tract on this side if found necessary. Underlying these lands are
found porous beds of lava and gravel, and drainage of some of the
low basins has been tried by sinkin drainage wells to depths of 200
feet into these porous beds. These Iliave been fairly successful where
tried, but are as yet only an experiment.
11. Cost—The cost of the project to June 30, 1910, was $3,330,770
for irrigation and $42,955 for drainage. The estimated subsequent
expenditures are as follows:
General expense ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $47, 550
Diversion dam and headworks ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, . ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2‘2. 610
Main south side canal__ . ____________________________________ 88, 140
Power station _____________________________________________________ 67, 330
Pumping stations _________________________________________________ 193, 750
Transmission lines.” _______________________________________________ 17, 620
Telephone lines ____________________________________________________ 4.000
South side pumping and distribution system- _____________________ 44, 720
Of_ce buildings and quarters ____________________ 10, 700
Small extensions and miscellaneous _________ 50, 580
Commercial light and power- ,,,,, 14, 280
Lake Walcott storage __________ 21,000
Equipment and material in store ______________ 99, 650
Jackson Lake storage _____________________________________________ 281,000
Total _______________________________________________________ 774, 230
Waste water or drainage system ____________________________________ 357,045
The estimated total cost is, therefore, $4,105,000 for irrigation and
$400,000 for drainage. .
12. The. building charge for lands under the pumping system has
not yet been announced, but will probably be in the neighborhood of
$50 per acre. It is proposed by the Reclamation Service to _X the
charge so that the total expenditures on the. project will be returned
to the United States. The building charge for the gravity system
was _rst set at $22 per acre. This was found to be too low, and in
order to make up a part of the de_cit thus caused, on March 30.
1909, the Secretary of the Interior announced that for the gravity
unit on all public lands (including relinquishments) thereafter entered and on all unsold State lands the building charge would be $30
per acre. Data furnished do not enable a precise determination of
the amount of land that is affected by this advance, but it appears
that approximately 70,000 acres will pay $22 and 6,000 acres $30.
With these _gures and the estimated costs above given, it is evident
that the charge (not yet announced) to the lands under the pumping
. units must be over $49 in order to return to the United States the
total expenditures on the project. If the drainage system, estimated
to cost $400,000, be included in the construction charge for the 68,500
725734H. Doc. 1262, 6173—4
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acres on the north side served by it, $6 per acre should be added to
the charge for those lands. It would, of course, not be proper to add
any of the cost of this drainage to the construction charges for the
pumping units or to those for the south side gravity unit. It must
e collected from the 68,500 acres bene_ted, either as a supplemental
construction charge or in the form of increased operation and maintenance charge on them. If divided over 10 years, this extra cost
would be m. either case about 60 cents per acre per annum.
13. During the season 1909 about. 30,000 acres in the gravity unit
were actually irrigated and 3,600 acres in the pumping units. For
1910 the corresponding _gures are 48,000 and 4.000 acres. The charge
for operation and maintenance for 1910 is $0.60 and $1.50 per acre
for the gravity and pump lands, respectively. The total estimated
cost of operation and maintenance to December 31, 1910, is placed by
the project engineer at $132,105 (assuming the experimental farm to
be self—supporting) , and the accruals to the same date are estimated at
$130,600. In ensuing years there should be no de_cit in operation
and maintenance. At the public hearino a request was made for an
extension of the project to include a fourth pumping unit. This
unit had been considered in the earlier studies of the project, and
lands under it had been reserved under the reclamation act. Settlers
have taken up lands under the act and are naturally anxious to have
the works extended to cover them. but on account of the large construction cost the Reclamation Service decided that it would be impracticable to do so. The correctness of this decision is concurred in.
All of these lands should be released, if this has not already been done.
14. The construction of the Minidoka Dam necessitated the abandonment of the water wheels used in irrigation of the Howell ranch,
just below the dam site on the south side of the river. A contract has
been made with the owner by which the Reclamation Service agrees
to furnish water for 156 acres for $50 rental price yearly.
15. 00mments.~The engineering work on this project seems to
have been well done. At Jackson Lake a temporary crib dam was
constructed in 1906—7 to supply storage, pending design of permanent
works and decision as to whether the o_’er of private parties to combine in the construction of large storage dams to serve both their own
needs and those of the Government should be accepted. This dam
was washed out in 1909. and immediate replacement was necessary.
The design of the new structure, providing for the needs of the Government only, is well adapted to the site. The method of changing
the Minidoka Dam from a plain diversion dam to include storage is
somewhat unusual in design, but appears to be successful, the only
thou ht being that in the form constructed it may be subject to damage rom ice or drift. The construction of the power house over the
part of the dam containing the sluice gates, which were put in for the
purpose of draining the reservoir, renders it imposmble to use these
sluice gates without removing the draft tubes 1n front of the slulces
which it is desired to use. _ _ _ ‘ .
16. Summary—(1) The Minidoka preject 1s feas1ble from an
engineering and economic pomt of View. _ . . .
(2) This project is interstate in character In that, while the irrigable area lies in Idaho, a large part of the water for it IS stored in
another State, Wyoming.
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(‘3) Of the total area of 124,500 acres in the project, 101,600 acres,
or 83.2 per cent, are public, subject to the reclamation act.
4 The water supply is ample. '
£5; The total estimated expenditures are $4,505,000, of which
$3,373,725 had been expended to June 30, 1910.
(6) The land will bear the construction charges. In the case of
the pumping units, these charges approximate very closely the sum
Which the land can at present bear, but future increases in value and
better knowledge of irrigation methods may, perhaps, render this
charge more easily borne. For the gravity unit, the construction
charge has been announced at $22 per acre for 70,000 acres, more or
less, and at $30 per acre for 6,000 acres, more or less. For the pump—
ing units the charge, not yet announced, is estimated at $50, approx1mate] .
(7 )yThis project should be completed as rapidly as funds will
ermit.
p (8) None of the extensions should be undertaken until the project
as now de_ned has been completed.
(9) The following allotment is recommended for the four years
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund"; _________________________________________________ $528,000
SECTION VIII.
BOISE PROJECT, IDAHO.
1. The board visited this project by a committee of three members
on September 8 and 9. 1910, inspecting on those dates the principal
features. On September 8 a public meeting was held at Nampa,
Idaho, and on September 9 one was held at Caldwell, at both of
which great interest was shown in the early completion of the project.
A committee of the board inspected the site for the proposed storage
dam on the headwaters of the Boise River on September 25, 1910.
2. Location—The project is located in the southwestern part of
Idaho in the valleys of the Snake and Boise Rivers, in Ada and Can—
yon Counties. Its limits are wholly within the State of Idaho. The
project is served by the Oregon Short Line, the Idaho Northern Rail—
road, and by the Boise Valley and the Boise and Interurban electric
lines. The principal towns are Boise, Nampa, and Caldwell.
3. Description. The original Fayette-Boise project included an
area of 402,700 acres and was divided into four subdivisions, as
follows:
First. The Payette division, comprising lands in the Fayette Valley
and part of the Boise Valley, the total area being 72,000 acres, of
which 60,000 were desert and 12,000 under cultivation.
Second. The North Side Boise unit, comprising lands on the north
side of the Boise River under Farmers Union Canal, the total area
being 33,000 acres, of which 25,000 acres were desert and 8,000 cultivated.
Third. The South Side Boise unit, comprising 272,000 acres, of
which 109,000 acres were already irrigated or provided with canals
of suf_cient capacity therefor.
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_ Fourth. The Succor Creek division, comprising lands on the south
Slde of Snake River near the Idaho—Oregon State line, the total area
being 25,700 acres, of which 10,000 acres were to be served by reserv01rs on Succor Creek and 15,700 by pum ing from the Snake River,
gm ppwer for Wthh was to be obtained grom the proposed Fayette
ana .
4. meg to the lack of funds and legal complications, and in response to petition of settlers in the North Side and'Payette subdiVlSlOIlS, three of these subdivisions have been abandoned for the
present, as well as certain portions of the third subdivision aggregating 29,000 acres. Forty thousand acres of land, reserved for the
Fayette division, have been restored to entry, and settlers are proposmg to take up this work by private enterprise.
5. The project as now de_ned lies within the third subdivision
above enumerated, and comprises a total of 243,000 acres, of which
164,000 are new lands and 79,000 are old lands already under irriga<
tion from private ditches. The relationship existing between the
owners of these canals and the Government will be described later.
A, map of the locality showing the lands to be irrigated is herewith
appended.
6. The main works are: The diversion dam in the Boise River, the
Deer Flat Reservoir, the distributing system, and the proposed storage dam on the headwaters of the Boise River. The diversion dam
in the Boise River lies about 8 miles above the city of Boise, and from
it leads a small canal on the north side supplying a small area on
that side, and a main canal on the south side with a capacity of about
2,500 second-feet. This latter canal extends in a southwesterly direction and empties into Indian Creek. The waters _ow down Indian
Creek for a distance of 9 miles, where they are again diverted by
means of a dam and headgates to the second stretch of the main
canal 8 miles in length, terminating in the Deer Flat Reservoir, the
available capacity of which is 170,000 acre-feet. This main canal was
acquired from the New York Canal 00., and besides supplying the
reservoir irrigates the company lands and certain new lands. To
serve these purposes suitable enlargement is now being made. The
reservoir is formed in a natural de ression by two embankments
containing about 1,000,000 cubic yar 5 each. From it are led three
distributing canals to various parts of the project. A certain amount
of storage will be necessary on the headwaters of the Boise River to
fully irrigate the area comprised in this project. A brief description
of the Deer Flat embankments will be found in the ap )endices to
this section, together with the report of the committee oi the board
which inspected the storage site on the Boise River. . .
7. lVater supply—The. source of the water supply for this project is
the Boise River. the watershed of which, above the diversion dam, is
approximately 2,610 square miles, with an average rainfall of about
25 inches. The maximum run—off of the Boise River is' about
3,000.000 acre-feet. the mean about 2.000.000 acre—feet, and the. minimum 1,000,000 acre-feet. The _ood season rovers generally the months
of March, April, May, June, and a portion of July, and during these
months there is usually ample water for all purposes Without storage.
After the _ood season is past the normal _ow of the river must be
supplemented by storage. The duty of water istalgen at 25 acre-feet
per acre per annum measured on the land. “ itlun the progect are
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two private irrigation districts, as well as the land owned by the New
York Canal Co. The districts consist of the Pioneer irrigation dlstrict, controlling the Phyllis and Caldwell Canals, covering 36,000
acres, all irrigated, and the Nampa and Meridian distrlct, controlling
the Ridenbaugh Canal, covering 25,000 acres, irrigated, and 30,000
acres of unirrigated land. The latter will be irrigated through the
district distributing system by water furnished by the Government.
The New York Canal Co. owns 18,000 acres under irrigation lying
under the main canal of the project. All of these lands have adequate _ood—water rights, and the total low-water _ow of the river
has been appropriated many times over. The adjudication of water
rights in the valley has been before the courts and the total prior
appropriation was determined, amounting to 2,754.8 second-feet.
The Reclamation Service regarded this adjudication as excessive in
amount and appealed to the superior court. The case has been remanded for retrial and a temporary decree handed down _xing the
private appropriations at a total of (~10 per cent of this amount.
The _nal adjudication of these rights is important, inasmuch as upon
it will depend the amount of storage necessary on the headwaters of
the Boise River for a given amount of land, or will determine the total
acreage that can be irrigated under the Government project with the
storage now proposed.
8. The United States has acquired rights under Idaho State laws
to a _ow of 1,047 second—feet from the Boise River for the use of
the main south side canal and has applied for 3.553 second-feet additional water for use in the main south side canal, Deer Flat Reservoir, and Boise River Reservoir when constructed.
9. In making a study of the water supply the following assumptions are made by the project engineer, viz: That there is a 10 per
cent loss in _lling Deer Flat Reservoir; that there is a 30 per cent loss
in the lateral system above the reservoir and a 30 per cent loss in the
distributing system below the reservoir; that seepage losses are 0.5
acre-foot per month for each acre of submerged area in the Deer Flat
Reservoir; that evaporation losses equal 5.33 acre—feet for the entire
year; and that the rainfall is not considered. Based on these assumptions and on the measured discharges of the river, there is available
for storage on the headwaters not less than 200,000 acre-feet. The
amount required to be stored in this reservoir for the project for the
years given would have been as shown in the following table:
1895 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 184, 000
1898 ______________________________________________________________ 151. 000
1%: ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 167, 000
_______________________________________________________________ 144. 000
133% _________________________________________________________________ 100. 000
1_-________1-,_________________-__A,__________,,_____,,,,_____ 225,000
1906 ______________________________________________________________ 124, 000
1907 ______________________________________________________________ 97. 000
1908 ______________________________________________________________ 86, 000
1909 ______________________________________________________________ 40. 000
The mean of these amounts is 131,000 acre-feet. If a storage of
150,000acre-feet is provided, sufficient water would be available for
the project seven years out of the ten, and for the remaining three
years in only one, 1905, would the de_ciency have been serious, and
even for that year the lack of water would not have been suf_cient to
have prevented fair crops being grown. On account of the high cost
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of this storage, reservoir capacity beyond this amount does not seem
warranted.
10. Lands—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 2,500
feet above sea level, and the average rainfall is about 13 inches, an
amount too small to permit successful dry farming in this locality.
At the present time the distribution system is capable of delivering
water to 187,338 acres. Of these, 108,338 acres, comprising 1,237
farm units, are new land. There remain 652 farm units, comprising
an area of 55,806 acres, for which the distribution system is not completed. During the present season 30,000 acres were irrigated, of
which 18,000 acres are under the New York Canal, receiving water
under agreement described below, and 12,000 acres were new lands.
0f the 243,000 acres, 85,820 are entered subject to the reclamation act,
30,059 are State lands, and 127,180 are private lands.
11. With regard to the lands under the old canals, the status is as
follows:
(a) An agreement was made with the New York Canal 00., dated
March 3, 1006, by which the United States is to carry in its main
canal, which was the main canal of the New York Canal 00., 277.86
second~fcet of water, subject to the priority determined by the courts
for the stockholders of this company, as a consideration for the use
of the canal and its right of way. This water is to irrigate the lands
originally under the New York Canal and they are to pay an equitable portion of the annual cost of operation and maintenance of
this project, but otherwise receive their water Without cost, so far as
the United States is concerned.
(1)) An agreement was also entered into with the Idaho-Iowa Lat—
eral & Reservoir Co., dated March 3, 1906, based on the carrying
rights held by their company in the New York Canal, in consideration for which the Reclamation Service is to _ll annually from the
unregulated _ow of the Boise River certain reservoirs, total capacity
not to exceed 10,000 acre—feet, with speci_c allowances for seepage
and evaporation losses. The company is to pay lts proportionate
part annually of the cost of delivering water to the entire reserVOir
system along the main canals . . ‘ . _
(0) Another agreement, With the Nampa—Meridian Irrigation district, dated April 1, 1909, prov1des fonthe enlargement and construction of irrigation canals in that.district by the Reclamation
Service, for the delivery of the water into'thecanals of the district
by the Reclamation Service, and the distribution by the district of
this water to the Government users in the district. The, water users
are to pay the Reclamation Service for the. construction and the
eneral operation and maintenance charges and the _Rcclamation
ervice is to pay the district for its serv1ces in delivering water to
lands. _ .
tW12. Members of the Riverside, Pioneer, and Nampa-Meridian districts subscribed to stock of the Payette-Bmse Water Users’ Assomation under contracts allowing a credit to them of $14 per acre, or a
proportional part thereof depending on the water rights, as the
value of the works and water rights of the subscribers, who were in
due course to be supplied With full water from the project by the
United States. These credits and the method of proportionin'g them
were accepted by the department and appropriate provmon is to be
made in the public notice opening these portions of the pr0ject. DiirTX_00131903
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ing the present year the Riverside Irrigation was released from its
contract at its own request. Should the present arrangement be
carried out with the other two districts, it is estimated by the project
engineer that 30,000 acre-feet additional of stored water will be p
needed. Owing to the (li_iculty and higli cost of obtaining this additional storage, it would be advisable to terminate the contracts of
the Pioneer and Nampa-Meridian districts by mutual consent, if
practicable. For these reasons neither the lands concerned nor the
water supply for them have been further discussed in this report.
13. Cost—The expenditures on this project to June 30, 1910, have
been $3.10l,327.18. The estimated additional cost to complete is as
follows:
General expense _____________________________________________ $356, 000. 00
Examinations and reconnolssances _______________________________ 7, 000. 00
Diversion dam ________________________________________________ 8, 000. 00
Main south side canal ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 482,115.00
Distribution system from main canal ___________________________ 675, 414. 93
Storage, Deer Flat Reservoir _____________________________ 107. 000. 00
Distribution system, Deer Flat Reservoir 11111111111 382, 619. 00
Storage on Boise River--- ______________ 5. 200, 000. 00
Penitentiary Canalu_ 11111111111111111111 1, 980. 00
Irrigable lands __________________________________ 13, 000. 00
Operation and maintenance __________________________ 200, 000.00
Telephone system _____________________________________________ 15, 000. 00
Total ____________________________ , ____________________ 7, 448, 103. 93
The total estimated cost of completion is therefore $0,852,435.11.
This estimate contains an item for storage on the headwaters of the
Boise River which is approximate only, as full data regarding it have
not yet been obtained. Field parties are now at work investigating
various sites for this storage. From the information already gathered it is evident that this work will be costly per acre—foot of storage.
It may also be remarked that the storage required can not yet be
de_nitely determined as the _nal adjudication of the water rights on
the Boise River has not yet been made.
14. If we assume that this total cost is divided among 164,000
acres of land, the construction cost per acre will be about $66. This
expenditure will be divided approximately equally between the Boise
River storage and the remainder of the project. As this store e
contemplates a capacity of 150,000 acre-feet, it is seen that it Will
‘ cost about $35 or more per acre-foot. This high cost can not be
avoided, because of the unfavorable condition for storage existing on
the headwaters of the Boise River.
15. No amount has as yet been _xed by the Reclamation Service
for the construction charge, but from facts developed at the hearings
and from information received by the board during its inspection,
the board is of the opinion that the lands will be able to bear the con—
struction charge that may result. from the completion of the project
with reasonable economy. Lands in the project without water are
selling at from $50 to $75 per acre. Lands under cultivation with
fairly good water rights under the 01d canals are selling at from
$150 to $250, and even as high as $500 per acre. The soil is fertile,
easily worked, and the climate is well adapted to fruit raising, as
well as to the growing of grains and alfalfa. Large crops are the
rule, with suf_cient water for irrigation. Owing to the fact that
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_ood water irrigation under a rental basis is being taken up by the
farmersas fast as the distribution system is completed, these farmers
are raismg small crops and will have no di_iculty, with reasonable
foreSIght and care, in meeting the payments as they fall due.
10. As the construction cost has not yet been announced, there
should be no loss to the United States, as it can be _xed so as to return
to the fund the total cost. At present the operation and maintenance
charges are partially met by a rental charge of $0.75 per acre to
lands recelving water through the partially completed system, the
receipts for 1909 being $12,708.71 and the expenditures $40,327.52.
The de_cit is charged to construction account and an item of $200,000
is included in the estimate to cover such de_cit until the project
becomes self-supporting.
17. Uomrmntsr—(J‘renerally speaking, it is believed that the works
have been constructed with due regard to sound engineering principles. There is no serious engineering dif_culty to be overcome. and
the project is feasible. \Vhile neither of the Deer Flat embankments has as yet been subjected to any very great head of water, some
leakage is shown through or under the upper one, and it is believed
that they should both be watched with care as the water rises in order
to determine whether the leakage increases to any alarming extent.
Attention is also invited to the probability of leakage through the
bottom of the reservoir. The cost of the proposed storage on the
upper Boise Will be high, and the board believes that it will be wise
to defer the construction of this reservoir until the water rights have
been _nally adjudicated and until the quantity of water necessary
to be stored in this reservoir is determined with more exactness.
18. Summary—(1) The Fayette—Boise project is feasible from an
engineering and an economic standpoint. (2) It lies wholly within the limits of the State of Idaho.
(3) Of these lands, amounting to 243,000 acres, 35 per cent is public land Subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The water supply is suf_cient in all except very dry years,
during which there may be some lack of water.
(5) The total estimated cost is $0,852,435.11, of which $3,404,—
327 .18 had been expended to June. 30, 1910.
(6) The lands can bear the construction charges, approximately
estimated at $66 per acre. .
(7) The project is worthy of completlon at such rate as funds can
be allotted and the work economically performed.
8) The contracts 110W existing for supplying water to members
of the Nampa-Mcridian and of the Pioneer irrigation districts should
be terminated by mutual consent, if practicable.
(9) The following allotments are recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund _________________________________ ,7 _________________ $4, 585, 435
From the loan __________________________________________________ 2, 000, 000
Total _____________________________________________________ 6, 585, 435
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SECTION IX.
GARDEN CITY PRoqECT. KANSAS.
1. The board visited this project on October 19, 1910, inspecting
the power plant, one of the pumping units, the concrete condult, and
a portion of the irrigable lands. A public meetlng was held at
Garden City on the same day, at which the directors of the Flnney
County ‘Water Users' Association were present. . _
2. Location—This project is located on the Arkansas River, in
Finney and Kearney Counties, in the western part of Kansas. Trans' portation facilities are furnished by the Santa Fe Railway, and there
is also a short railroad connecting Garden City. the prmcipal town
in the project, with Scott City, Kans.
3. Descm'ptz'on.—Prior to the adoption of this project by the Reclamation Service there was already a cooperative irrigation system
which included most of the lands now in the project. This old
system consisted of a canal, called the Farmers’ Ditch, about 17 miles
long, heading in the Arkansas River about 1% miles east of Deer_eld.
During _ood stages in the river water was diverted into the canal and
from the canal was distributed by laterals to the lands. There was
no permanent diversion dam, but at low stages a temporary barrier
was built, when needed, to give suf_cient head for a _ow in the
canal. For the larger part of the irrigation season the _ow in the
river was insigni_cant. About 20.000 acres of irrigable land could
be reached by the ditches, but not all of it was included in the system,
only about 8,600 acres being served with the occasional irrigations.
4. The object of the works of the Reclamation Service is to supplement this insuf_cient irrigation by pumping from the underground _ow of the Arkansas. the pumped water being turned into
the Farmers” Canal near its head. The water users retain owner—
ship and direction of the distribution system and control of the water
after it is discharged into their canal. The works constructed by
the Reclamation Service consist of a central electrical power plant,
located near Deer_eld, and ‘23 electrically operated pumping units.
Oil is used for fuel. The capacity of the plant is 600 horsepower.
The 23 pumping units are located about 1,000 feet apart, along a
concrete-lined canal about 20,000 feet long. Ten of these stations are
on the north side of the river and 13 on the south side. Water from
the south part of the concrete canal passes under the river in a
wooden-stave pressure pipe. At each of 3 of the pumping stations
there 1s a group of twelve 15-inch wells, and at the other 20 stations
the groups consist of 9 wells each. At each station the wells are
connected by suction pipe to a vertical-shaft centrifugal pump driven
by a 25-horsepower motor. The power house is built of concrete and
pressed brick and the pumping stations of concrete. The power house
and the installations therein, the pumping stations, and the concrete
canal appear to be well built and in good condition. The farmers’
ditches were not inspected by the board. but the reclamation o_icials
state that they are in very poor condition.
5. Water supply—Each of the 23 pumps has a rated capacity of 5
second—feet under the maximum head expected, and the calculations of
the reclamation engineer indicated that the yield from each battery of
wells would more than supply the pump. The entire pumping plant
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was designed to supply 100 second-feet for an irrigation period of
150 days, or a total of 30,000 acre-feet. The duty of water is taken at
2 acre—feet at the farm, and allowing one-third loss for seepage, 30,000
acre-feet would su_ice for the 10,000 acres in the project even though
no water was obtained from the _ood _ow of the river. It was intended that the pumping should be discontinued whenever there was
su_icient water diverted from the river. So far as the board is aware,
no data were available when the project was undertaken to Show what
had been the average quantity of water diverted per irrigation season.
6. An appropriation of 200 second-feet of the under_ow of the
Arkansas at Deer_eld was made on July 7, 1905, on behalf of the
United States, and notice was duly _led and posted as required by the
laws of Kansas. Subsequent to this _ling the United States Sugar &
Land 00. installed at Deer_eld, above the Government line of pumping stations, a pumping plant to furnish water for irrigation of lands
owned or controlled by the company. As the pumping at this place
was apparently injuring the underground _ow to the Government
.pumps, suit was instituted against this company in the State courts.
It is understood that the suit has been withdrawn without having
come to trial.
7. The records of the Reclamation Service show that under contin—
uous operation the plant can not deliver the expected supply of water.
During the season of 1909 the amount of water supplied to the irri~
gated lands from the several sources is given in the following table:
>
Length of time i From From Ar- l
Months. pumps were ,3 pumping lransas l Fmgilli‘alnoperated. “ plant. River. l '
Days. ‘ Hours. 1 Acrefcct. Acre-feet. Inches.
22 12 l 227
A ril .......................................... . ............ 0.20
ay. 20 2 1,632 ............ 2.06
June... 12 17 1 1,036 1,265 , 3.23
Juiv.... 19 18 1,745 1,818 6.22
Aukust.... 19 4. 1,810 1,844 . .81
September .................................... 2 12 105 3,144 ‘ 1.20
Total ................................... 9:1 17 , 7, 555 8,071 l 13.77
This pumping represents an average rate for the 96.7 days of about
39 second-feet, but the available records do not show whether this
represents the maximum possible output for long periods of pumping. The Director of the Reclamation Service stated in one of his
printed reports:
With the available water supply, and without assistance from river water
or rainfall, it is believed that not more than 4,000 acres could be properly
irrigated.
From the above information the board concludes that the supply
of water, including both river and pumped water, will be insu_icient
in dry seasons for the full irrigation of the area included in the
ro'ect.
P 8.J Shortly after they were installed a test of the pumps Showed
that they had the rated capacity, and the shortage in the anticipated
output must be due to the failure _of the wells to furnish water to
the pumps. The continuous operatlon of the pumps soon lowers the
water level in the vicinity of the wells, and the _ow through the subTX_00131907
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soil is not suf_ciently rapid to prevent this. Whether the proximity
of the plant of the sugar company affects this supply to the_pumps is
not known; nor can it be stated What effect a more Widely distributed
location of the wells would have on the output. The indications are,
however, that the de_ciency is due to a much slower rate of underground _ow than was estimated when the plans for the prOJect were
adopted and that a wider dispersion of the wells would have produced better results.
9. The experiment has been made of operating the pumps in
roups, the object being to allow the water plane to recover its normal
ivel at the idle groups, the pumps actually operating thus having less
lift for a limited time. These experiments are reported as promisin better results than has been possible when all the pumps are
wor ring together. It is not believed, however, that _the present
plant when operated either on this plan or operated contlnuously can
deliver suf_cient water for the irrigation of the 10,656 acres in the
ro'ect.
p 10. Lambda—There are in the project 10,656.41 acres of irrigable
land, all of which is in private ownership. Only 9,625 acres of this
area is covered by the contract with the water users’ association for
the return to the reclamation fund of the cost of the project. The
project was opened by public notice of March 6, 1908, the construction charge being announced at $35 per acre and the operation and
maintenance charge at $2.75 per acre per year. On November 30,
1908, another public notice was issued, which raised the construction
charge to $37.50 per acre for land which had not made application
for water and for such lands which, having made application under
the _rst notice, desired to come under the second notice in consideration of a delay of one year in the collection of the _rst installments.
It has not been ascertained what proportion of the area is subject to
the $37.50 Charge and What to the $35 charge. The total number of
acres covered by water right applications is 6,976, divided into 75
holdings.
11. The average elevation of the irrigable area is about 2,900 feet
above sea level. The range of temperature is from —200 to 1050 F.
The average annual rainfall on the irrigable area is 20 inches, and
in normal years it is suf_cient to permit farming without irrigation.
The irrigations ordinarily obtainable during the summer reenforce
the rainfall, and it is only in the occasional very dry years that fair
crops can not be obtained without the aid of pumped water. Under
average conditions, however, additional water is necessary for a full
irrigation, and a full irrigation means larger yields from the land.
The pumped water therefore serves in ordinary years to increase the
yield per acre and in dry years is an insurance against failure of
crops. The rainfall during the season of 1910 has been above the
normal, and while no pumped water was supplied to the lands in the
pr0]ect'good crops were produced. The character of the soil in
the prOJect lS fertile, black, sandy loam. The principal products are
alfalfa, sugar beets, melons, sweet potatoes, small fruits, and grains.
Alfalfa can be depended on for from two to four cuttings per year
and sells at from $6 to $10 per ton in the stack. Sugar beets average
about 9 tons to the acre, and can be sold to the Garden City Sugar
Beet Factory at $5 per ton. i
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12. Present conditions—After the end of the irrigation season of
1909 only one irrigator paid the assessment for operation and maintenance, and therefore his lands were the only ones entitled to receive
water during the season of 1910. In January, 1910, a conference was
held between o_‘icials of the Reclamation Service and the directors
of the water users’ association, following which the directors stated
in writing to the supervising engineer that—
.it would be unwise for them to recommend any action without a further
consultation with the stockholders of the association: that they are not warranted, from the opinions expressed by the farmers, under the project in
recommending any further expenditure for the purpose of experimenting with
a View of increasing the water supply; and that in their opinion it is utterly
impossible for the farmers to pay the running expenses of the pumping plant
during the coming year for the amount of water which could probably be
furnished. ~
As the association failed to provide for operating the plant or
to agree to its operation on a rental basis, the plant was prepared for
nonuse and—
its operation discontinued until such time as the landowners made application for its operation and were willing to pay for the construction and operation
of same and made some arrangement for the proper distribution of water.
13. There is now pending in Congress a bill which, if passed, will
permit a readjustment of the terms of the contract with the water
users’ association. It is desired by the Reclamation Service that
such agreement shall provide for suf_cient Government supervision
over the fa 'iners‘ distribution system to insure less wasteful and
unequal distribution of pumped water, and for the continuous operation of the plant throughout the irrigation season. with the requirement that the farmers shall “take the water in steady volume, day in
and day out, whether it rains or not. and whether the river is in _ood
or not.” Concessions by the Government would doubtless include
the operation of the plant for several years, with assessments on the
lands only for ope ‘ation and maintenance and with no payments on
the construction charges until the plant had passed the e‘x’l‘mrimcntal
stage and the irrigation system was being successfully operated.
“’hether or not. the water users would accept the terms of a new
contract on that basis is uncertain. At the meeting which the board
held with the directors of the water users’ association there was submitted a copy of a resolution unanimously adopted by the stockholders at their animal meeting on October 5, 1910. The substance
of this resolution is that the “Government be asked to abandon the
said project so fa' as this association is concerned. and we ask that
all contract liens so far as the Government is concerned be released,”
Complaint was made to the board that the project has cost much more
for construction and for operation and maintenance than had been
promised; that the annual charges were more than the landscould
pay; and that the capaCIty of the pumping plant was wholly inadequate; but no desire was expressed for any other form of settlement
than the release of the lands from the hens and the abandonment
of the project. They stated that they did not believe it would be just
for the Government to make them pay for an experiment in pumping
which had failed so far as their lands were concerned: but which was
more or less useful as an experiment in the installation of pumping
plants elsewhere.
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14. Alternatives to the starting up again of this pumping plant,
are its sale by auction as it stands or the dismantling of the plant
and the transfer of the machinery to other reclamation prolects.
Either of these steps would make necessary the cancellation of the
contract with the water users’ association and would result in a large
loss to the reclamation fund. The board, therefore, considers that it
is advisable to allow matters to remain as they are now until de_nite
action has been taken by Congress on the bill referred to; and in the
event of its becoming a law that an agreement be reached, if prac—
ticable, with the association which would permit the resumption of
the operation of the plant, even though it be necessary in the agreement to provide for a considerable extension of the period in which
building costs must be returned.
15. Costa—The total of allotments on this project to December 31,.
1910, is $119,000, of which there was on Julie 30, 1910, a small balance; but this balance Will be exhausted during the lay—up of the plant
by the salary of the caretaker and small incidental expenditures. 0f
the total expended, $21,817.07, or 5.6 per cent. was for _eld engineering and superintendence: $19,262.38. or 5.2 per cent. for clerical
services on the project; $856.38 for the supervising engineer’s o_ice;
and $11,990.58 for the \Vasliington and Chicago of_ces, expert cngineering, etc. Since only $142.50 has been collected to date for
installments on building charge. and $104.50 for operation and maintenance, the total of the allotments, $419,000, approximately represents the investment of the United States. If the lien on the lands is
regarded as of value equal to the charges against the lands, then
the following table represents in an approximate measure. the _nancial standing of this project: v
Investment of the United States ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $419, 000
Building charges:
4.885 acres (estimated), at $35.00- ____________________ $170,975
4,740 acres (estimated), at $37.50 111111111111111111111 177, 750
Charges against lands for operation and maintenance 1111111 18, 466
———— 367. 191
Loss to fund _______________________________________________ .. 51, 809
16. If the entire 9,625 acres of land under agreement are bound by
the charge named in the second public notice, $37.50, the loss to the
fund will be about $40,000. Thus, there will be a loss to the reclama—
tion fund even though the lien on the land has a real value equal to
the charge against the land.
17. Summary—(1) This project lies entirely within the State of
Kansas.
h_(2) The entire irrigable area of 10,656 acres is in private owner—
5 1p.
_ (3) The power house and power installations, the pumping sta—
tions and the concrete canal appear to be well built and in good
condition.
(4) The capacity of the pumping plant under continuous operation
would [be su_iCient to supply the full amount of water needed for
irrigation, provided the _ow of water to the wells was suf_cient
to supply the pumps, but under the conditions actually existing the
pumping plant can not supply su_icient water to irrigate more than
a small part of the contemplated area. It can, however, be used to
supplement the _ood irrigations from the Arkansas River.
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(a?) The plant having been prepared for nonuse and its operation
having beendiscontinued, the board believes that it should be kept
in this conditionnntil de_nite action is had by Congress on a bill
now pending which will permit readjustment of the terms of the
agreement With the water users’ association, and that if this bill becomes a law, a new agreement should, if practicable, be reached with
the association, which will provide for the resumption of operation of
the plant, With suitable government supervision of the distribution
of_water, and for a delay in the collection of past assessments of
building charges until the system is in successful operation.
(6) There will be a loss to the reclamation fund even though the
lands repay all the charges assessed against them.
SECTION X.
HUNTLEY PROJECT. MONTANA.
l. The board visited this project on August 13. 1910. inspecting
the engineering structures, the distribution system, and the irrigable
lands. A public hearing was held at Huntley on the same day.
2. Location—This project is located on the south bank of the
Yellowstone River in Yellowstone County, Mont. Good transportation facilities are furnished by the Northern Paci_c and the Burling- .
ton Railroads, both of which traverse the project.
3. Description.—The water for this system is taken into the main
canal from the Yellowstone through concrete headworks, located
about 2 miles above Huntley, no diversion dam being required to
direct the necessary _ow into the canal. The main canal has an
initial capacity of 400 second-feet, is about 23 miles long, and supplies water for the laterals of the distribution system as well as for
the high-line canal, which heads at the pumping station 1 mile east
of Ballantine. Between the headworks and the town of H‘untley
the main canal passes through three concrete-lined tunnels, having
an aggregate length of 2,654 feet. At the pumping station, located at
a 34—foot drop in the main canal, there is installed an automatic
pumping unit, consisting of a. turbine wheel and a centrifugal pump
mounted on the same vertical shaft. The pumping unit lifts 56
second-feet to a height of 45 feet, the pumped water being discharged
into the high—line canal. This canal is 6 miles long and through
its laterals supplies the bench lands between Ballantine and Fly
Creek. The aggregate length of laterals in the system is 240 miles.
Other important engineering structures are the wasteway at tunnel
No. 3, the culvert carrying the main lateral under the new channel
of Pryor Creek, the Fly Creek Syphon, and the channel for Pryor
Creek. All of these works, as well as the headworks, the pumping
station, and the drops and turnouts on the main canals, are built of
concrete. The minor structures, on the laterals, are generally built
of wood. All of the engineering structures, as well as the distribution svstem, were found to be well designed and well constructed.
No evidence of leakage was observed in the main canals, and no
extensive leakage in the laterals. Such leakage as was observed Will,
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doubtless, practically disappear as the ditches become seasoned. The
project is stated to be 96 per cent completed. . _. .
4. Water supply—The Government _ling 18. for (50 cubic feet per
second, which is more than suf_cient for all 11'rigable lands which can
be reached by the present system and its extensnins, and the minimum
discharge of the-river at this point during the irrigation season is
suf_cient to render this _ling secure.
5. Lands.—’ ‘here is included in this project an irrigable area of
28,809 acres, all of which is public land subject to the reclamation act
except about 3,190 acres. The prOJect was_opened by public notice
dated May 31, 1907, the building charge being _xed at $30 per acre
and the charge for operation and maintenance at $0.60 per acre per
year. Ap roximately 6,000 acres of the public land is still open to
entry. All) of the land under this prOJect was formerly within the
ceded strip of the Crow Indian Reservation, and the public lands in
this area must pay, in addition to the building charge, $4 per acre to
the Crow Indians. One dollar of this is to be paid when the land is
entered and the remaining $3 in four equal annual installments. The
private land includes Indian allotments and lands purchased from
the Indians. The farm unit for the public land is 40 irrigable acres
and for the private land 160 irrigable acres. Water-right applications now cover 17,396 acres, but only 12,000 were actually cultivated
during the season of 1910.
6. The average elevation of the irrigable area is 3,000 feet above
sea level, and the range in temperature is from —35° to 100° F. The
average annual rainfall is 12 inches, which is so distributed during the
year as to permit dry farming, but only with very limited success.
The lands are easy to put into cultivation and to prepare for irrigation. The ground water level is rising and drainage ditches will be
required for part of the land.
7. The soil is of good quality and varies from sandy loam to clay.
The principal crops are grain. potatoes, alfalfa, and sugar beets, the
latter being one of the best paying crops and easily disposed of
near by at the Billings (Mont) sugar factory. Land not in reach of
water is valued at about $4 per acre, while sales of land included in
the project have recently been made at $50 per acre, with construction
charges still to be paid. The land values and crop returns indicate
that the land will readily bear the announced construction charge,
plus the $4 to be paid to the Crow Indians, and that the public land
would have been entered under the land laws even had the building
charge been as high as $35 per acre. '
8. The size of the farm unit appears generally to be satisfactory
and to be regarded as suf_cient for supporting a family, although
several statements were made that 40 acres was insu_icient for that
purpose and that for the least desirable lands in this project the farm
unit should be increased to 80 acres.
9. Operation and maintenance—Due to the fact that new canals
are usually more or less pervious, several years of operation are required before the canals are well seasoned, and therefore. the annual
cost of repairs is higher at _rst. The _rst. few years of operation
also develop, as a rule, the necessity for certain bettermentswfor
example, 'the necessity for the extension of concrete linings at drops,
for additional check weirs, for additional control n-ates, etc. This, so
far, has been the condition of the Huntley prOJect, and in conse«
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quence the annual cost. of operation and maintenance on the project
has cons1derably exceeded the collections therefor. Another reason
for t-hls annual de_cit is that only a portion of the irrigable area is
taken up and IS assessed for operation and maintenance, While the
actual cost of operating and maintaining the system is practically
the same whether or not all the lands are being irrigated. For 1909
the excess of cost over collections for operation and maintenance was
about $36,000, and for 1910 it is estimated at about $14,000 to $15,000.
Now that the ditches are fairly well seasoned and a large part of the
necessary betterments have been made, the total annual cost of operation and maintenance should hereafter be less, while the number of
acres contributing will increase from year to year. Since the project
has been opened, 60 cents per acre has been charged each year for
operation and maintenance. The Reclamation Service states that in
a few years the actual cost per acre per year will not be. more than
50 cents. and if the (iO-eent rate is continued the difference can be
applied toward. reduction of the de_cit for operation and maintenance.
10. Costa—The following table shows the probable de_cit on this
project at the end of the present calendar year:
Debits:
Building costs to June 30, 1910 _____________________________ $842, 887. 10
Operation and maintenance costs to June 30, 1910 ............. 89, 497. 86
De_cit for 1910 for operation and maintenance (estimated)--- 15, 000. 00
946, 644. 23
Credits: .
Building charges returnable, 28,809 acres, at $30- $864, 270.00
Sale of town sites _____________________________ 12, 657. 25
Collected or accrued for operation and mainte
nance to June 30, 1910 _______________________ 15, 795.15
__.____.__ 892. 722. 40
Difference _______________________________________________ 53, 921. 83
This probable de_cit may be reduced by additional sales of town
sites. On the other hand, it will probably be increased somewhat
during the next year or two by excess of expenditures over collections
for operation and maintenance.
11. Extensions“ It is proposed to extend both the high line and
the main canal to cover additional irrigable lands. The total area
to be added by the proposed extensions is 4,035 acres, of which all is ,
public land except about 900 acres of private land or Indian allotments. Since the intake, the main canals, and other works have
su_icient capacity for this increased acreage, the proposed extension
of the distribution system should be regarded rather as the completion of the project than as an extension. It is estimated by the Reclamation Service that the proposed work will cost approximately
$110,000. It is believed by the board that the irrigable lands within
the proposed extensions will bear a construction charge of $35 per
acre, or possibly more, plus the payment of $4 per acre to the Crow
Indians. If this area is opened at $35 per acre, the probable de_ed
on this project will be considerably reduced. This_extension 18 regarded by the board as feasible from both an engineering and an
economic standpoint, but it is not considered advisable that the work
be undertaken until the larger part of the remaining public lands are
taken up.
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12. Summary—(1) This project is entirely within the State of
Montana. . _ _ . .
(2) Of the 28,809 acres of irrigable land in the prOJect. about 89
per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act. '
(3) Of the 4,035 acres of irrigable land in the proposed extenSion
about 78 per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act. . .
(4) All of the engineering structures, as well as the distribution
system, are well designed and well constructed. _
(5) The Government _ling for water is more than suf_cient for. all
irrigable land in the project and its proposed extension, and the minimum discharge of the river at this point is sufHCient to render this
_ling secure. . '
(G) The lands within the project Wlll readily bear the announced
building charge of $30 per acre, and thosein the proposed extenSion
will bear a charge of $35 per acre, or pOSSibly more, plus the $4 per
acre required to be paid to the Crow Indians. ’
(7) The proposed extension is regarded by the board aSIfBEISIblC
from both an engineering and an economic standpomt, but it is not
considered advisable that the work be undertaken until the larger
part of the remaining public irrigable lands are taken up.
(8) The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ____________________________________________________ $110, 000
SECTION XI.
MILK RIVER PROJECT, MONTANA.
1. The board Visited the lower part of this project on August 18
and 19, 1910, inspecting the Nelson Reservoir Site, the Dodson Dam,
the Dodson South Canal, and the irrigable lands; and on August 24,
25, and 26 inspected the sites for the St. Mary Lakes Storage Dams,
that of the St. Mary River Diversion Dam, that of the Swift Current
Diversion Canal, and the line of the St. Mary Diversion Canal. Public hearings were held at Hinsdale, Saco, and Malta on August 18, and
at Harlem, Chinook, and Havre on August 19.
2, Location—The irrigable area of this project lies in a narrow
strip on both sides of the lower Milk River, in the counties of Valley
and Chouteau, Mont. The storage and diversion works for the water
supply from St. Mary Lakes are in the Blackfeet Indian Reservation,
in western Montana. The Great Northern Railway traverses the
entire irrigable area, and with its numerous stations gives short
wagon hauls for the farm products.
3. Description—The approved plans for the development of this
system provide for the diversion of a part of the _ow of the St. Mary
into the headwaters of the h_lk River. This diverted water is to
supplement the water in the Milk River in the irrigation of lands in
the lower valley of the latter stream.
4. River systems—St. Mary River has its source in the two large
lakes of the same name, whence it _ows north through Canada into
72573—H. Doc. 1262, sis—5
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Hudson Bay. .Milk- River has its sources near the St. Mary Basin, but
is separated therefrom by a glacial ridge. Milk River _ows north
into Canada, thence cast for about 200 miles, finally turning south
and reenterlng the United States. A treaty was signed in 1909 be«
tween the United States and Great Britain which provides for the
lelSIOII of the waters of the two river systems on the following
ba81s: These streams are to be treated as one stream for the purposes
of power and irrigation; the waters thereof are to be apportioned
equally to the two countries, but in order to afford a more bene_cial
use to each country, more than half may be taken from one stream
and less than half from the other by either country; the prior right
is recognized of the United States to 500 second—feet of the _ow of
the Milk River from April 1 to October 31 each year, or so much of
such amount as constitutes three-fourths of the natural _ow, and a
Similar prior right of Canada is recognized to the St. Mary flow ; and,
further, the United States may use the channel of Milk River lying
111 Canada for passing through Canadian territory the water diverted
from the St. Mary.
5. Diversion canal.-—VVater is to be diverted from the St. Mary
River to the North Fork of the Milk River, through the proposed St.
Mary Canal, which will be entirely within the United States. The
canal is to have a capacity of 850 second-feet, and will be 26-miles
long. The principal structures will be the headworks tunnel and
controlling works; Duck Creek crossing, Terror Creek siphon, and
sluiccway; Hall Coulee siphon, and the drop into the North Fork.
The formation through which the canal will be constructed shows
evidence of having slipped, and considerable dif_culty may be anticipated from slides. About 3 miles of the canal near its upper end
may have to be lined with concrete. Some work has been done on
this canal near the head and on another section a few miles from the
lower end.
6. Storage—The natural _ow of the St. Mary is not su_icient to
supply the prior rights of Canada and at the same time to permit the
diversion to the Milk River of the additional amount of water required in that stream for the irrigation of the contemplated acreage.
The approved plans, therefore, contemplate storage in the St. Mary
Lakes. These two lakes are about 1:} miles apart, and are connected
by a small stream, the difference in the elevation of the two lakes
being 12 feet. It is proposed to provide storage in the two lakes for
about 218,000 acre—feet. Several plans for such storage were proposed, but the one now regarded by the Reclamation Service as the
most desirable is the construction of a dam at the outlet of each lake,
and of a canal connecting the lakes suf_ciently low in elevation to
permit the drawing down of the upper lake to a lower level than is
now possible. The proposed storage dams are to be of.the earth-_ll
type, with surfaces covered With riprap. A spillway ls to be provided for each dam. It is the expectation that the construction of the
dams will be postponed until storage becomes necessary.
7. To increase the available water, it is proposed to divert Swift
Current Creek into St. Mary Lake above the storage dam by means of
a canal and a diversion dam in the Swift Current.
8. Milk Riven—This division of the project includes all works for
the utilization of the water ,for irrigation in the lower Milk River
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Valley. The works which have been under consideration for thls
division of the project are: _ _ . _ _
(1) Chain Lakes Rcaemvoir.—The Slte tor this reserv01r is at the
Chain Lakes on the Milk River. The earlier plans contemplated a
high dam, forming a reservoir with about 750,000 acre—fcct_capa01ty,
but examination indicated that the foundations are not suitable for
a high dam. It may, however, be safe and practicable to construct
a low dam at the foot of these lakes, if additional storage on Milk
River becomes necessary.
(2) Nelson Reservoir.~—This reservoir is to be formed by an earth
embankment across the outlet of a natural depression south of the
Milk River. The reservoir thus proposed will have an effective
storage capacity of 142,000 acre-feet, and will be _lled by water d1verted from the Milk River through a feeder canal. The embankment will have a length of about 15,000 feet and a maximum height
of 33 feet. The side slopes proposed are 3 to 1 upstream and 2 to 1
downstream; top width, 16 feet.
(3) Chinook Diversion Dam.—The proposed location of this dam
is in the Milk River, about 3 miles below Chinook. The dam has
not been designed, but is to be of the same type as the Dodson Dam.
(4) Chinook North and South Canals—These canals are to head
at the Chinook Dam, and are to supply water for the Chinook division. which lies on both sides of the river. The north canal is to be
38 miles, and the south canal 24 miles long.
(5) Dodson Diversion Dam and Headworha—The Dodson Dam is
located in the Milk River, about 3 miles above Dodson, and is completed except for the proposed automatic crest. The concrete headworks on the south bank have been completed, but no work has so far
been done on the headworks for the north bank. This dam is a rock—
_lled, timber-crib structure.
(6) Dodson North and South Canola—These canals are to head
at the Dodson Dam, and are to supply water for the Dodson division.
The north canal is to be about 28 miles long and have an initial capacity of 200 second-feet, supplying water for the Dodson north unit.
The south canal has been completed for 9.1: miles, and partially completed for an additional lenrth of 8 miles. It is to have a total
length of 42 miles, an initia capacity of 900 second-feet, and will
supply water for the Dodson south unit, for the Bowdoin Canal,
the Ash_eld Canal, and Nelson Reservoir. The Bowdoin and Ash_eld Canals are to carry water for their respective units. In the
Dodson south unit the system of laterals has been constructed for
about one—half the unit.
(7) Nelson Reservoir South and North Canals—Both of these
canals will head in Nelson Reservoir. The south canal is to be about
22 miles long and have an initial capacity of 250 second—feet. It
Will supply water to the Nelson Reservoir south unit, and, when
necessary, to the Milk River for use in the Vandalia unit. The north
canal Wlll have a length of 47 miles, and an initial capacity of 250
second-feet, and will supply the Nelson Reservoir north unit, which
lies on the north side of the Milk River. The canal will cross the
river in a reinforced concrete siphon.
_( 8) Vandalz‘a Dana—The site for the proposed dam is in the Milk
River, about 4 miles west of Vandalia. The dam has not been de—
SIgned, but will be of similar type to the Dodson Dam.
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(9) .Vandalz'a Canal—This canal will head at the Vandalia Dam,
and Wlll Supply water to the Vandalia-Glasgow unit. The canal will
be about 38 miles long, and will have a capacity depending on the
acreage of the unit, which has not yet been determined.
. 9. Comments on engineering struct'u'r'ea—The completed structures
in the Dodson division were found by the board to be well con.
structed. Most of the structures proposed for the complete system
are only tentatively designed at present, but no engineering works of
specxal dif_culty are contemplated. The St. Mary Diversion Canal
Wlll probably be di_icult to maintain on account of the expected
movement in the material in which the canal is to be cut. This re
mark applies especially to the second 3 miles from the head, where
considerable sliding has already taken place. It is proposed to prov1de good open drainage to prevent saturation of the slopes above the
canal and thereby reduce the tendency to slide.
10. Water supply—The Reclamation Service has made a comprehensive study of the water supply of the project, and a summary of
that study with comments thereon is appended to this report. It is
found that after satisfying Canada’s prior right 850 second-feet can
be diverted from St. Mary River for a period of seven months each
year if suitable storage is provided in St. Mary Lakes. The amount
of storage that would have been required to maintain this _ow during
_the period 1903—1909 varied from 75,000 acre—feet to 175,000 acre-feet.
The plans contemplate 218,000 acre-feet of storage in these lakes,
thus providing for even a lower _ow in St. Mary River than has
occurred since 1903.
11. The study also shows that during the same period the part
of the natural _ow of Milk River to which the United States is
entitled by treaty, augmented by the 850 second-feet from St. Mary
River, would have been suf_cient to provide water for 215,000 acres
at the assumed duty of 1% acre-feet per acre measured at the farm,
and that this amount of water could have been delivered to the land
through the canal and reservoir system as planned.
12. In this study a uniform rate of delivery of water to the lands
during a period of seven months is assumed. As the growing season
is only about _ve months it is questionable whether such deliveries
would meet irrigation requirements. The storage provided in Nelson
Reservoir would serve to regulate deliveries in accordance with the
demand so far as the lands below it are concerned, but this storage
must also serve to equalize the variable run-off of different years.
13. While the amount of water available is suf_cient for the needs
of the project, it seems probable that additional storage on Milk
River will be necessary if the delivery of water is to be limited to the
growing season. It further appears that the terms of the treaty will
be complied with, as the quantities of the combined _ow of St. Mary
and Milk Rivers proposed to be used in the United States both for
this project and to satisfy prior rights w111 not exceed one-half of
the combined flow of these streams as measured at the international
boundary. _ _ _ .
14. The superVISing engineer stated, “Before the United States
can safely undertake the construction of any extensive irrigation
works, it ”will be necessary2 that the rights of the various appropriators of water from Milk iver and its tributaries be de_nitely _xed
and made a matter of court record.” The board believes that neces—
sary steps to obtain such adjudication should be taken at once.
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15. Lands.—The irrigable lands of the'project logically fall into
three principal divisions and one smaller d1v71s1on.. In the table below
are given these divisions with their natural subd1v1s1ons, which, for
convenience, are designated as units. The acreage of 1rr1gable lands
has been variously stated, but the _gures given are those on which the
construction estimate is based. In the table is shown also the acreage
of lands now included in private and Indian irrigation systems, but
which, it is expected, will come into the Government pr0]ect:
Chinook division:
(1) Chinook north unit—
Under private canals ___________________ 16,000
Not under private canals _______________ 22,000
38, 000
(2) Chinook south unit—
Not within Indian reservation—
Under private canal ________________ 9, 000
Not under private canal ____________ 4,000
Within Indian reservation—
Under Indian canal ________________ 10,000
Not under Indian canal _____________ 20, 000
———- 43,000
-—-——— 81,000
Dodson division:
(3) Dodson north unit—
First half unit _________________________ 6, 000
Second half unit _______________________ 8, 000
—- 14, 000
(4) Dodson south unit—
Head to Malta divide ___________________ 15, 000
Malta Divide to Ash_eld Canal _________ 5, 000
—— 20, 000
(5) Bowdoin unit ______________________________________ 17, 000
(6) Ash_eld unit ______________________________________ 10,000
——~—— 61, 000
Nelson Reservoir division:
(7) Nelson Reservoir south unit ________________________ 20, 000
(8) Nelson Reservoir north unit ________________________ 20, 000
40, 000
Vandalia Canal division:
(9) Vandalia-Glasgow unit _____________________________________ 14,000
Total ________________________________________________ 196, 000
16. In the Dodson south unit about 8,000 acres are now in reach of
_ood water, supplied through the Dodson South Canal, but no land
has been of_cially declared open for irrigation.
17. The status of the lands as to ownership was furnished to the
board only for an assumed acreage of 248,000 acres. Assuming that
the relative proportions of the di_’erent classes of land is approxi—
mately the same for the reduced as for the larger acreage, the following represents the approximate classi_cation of the lands: Public
lands entered, subject to the reclamation act, 64,000 acres; public land
unentered, 12,000; State land, 10,000 acres; private land and Indian
land, 110,000 acres. In addition to this area of 196,000 acres, there
are other areas within the boundaries of the project now under private ditches taking water from Milk River or from Willow and Rock
Creeirs, but these can not be irrigated from the proposed Government
cana s.
18. The average elevation of the irrigable area is about 2,200 feet
above sea level and the range. of temperature is from —45° to 100° F.
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The average rainfall on the irrigable area is about 13 inches. Although (lI‘y farming is possible, it, is not usually successful. A single
_ood. irrlgatlon sometimes is suf_cient to insure a good crop. The
5011 1s a fertIle sandy loam, well adapted to raising hay, grain, alfalfa, and'vegetables. Some alkali is present in places, and drainage
ditches. Will be required for part of the area in order to prevent
swamping. Statements from local sources indicate a valuation of
land Without water of about $20 per acre and of land under irrigation of $75 to $100 per acre. None of the area has yet been opened
and no construction charge has been _xed. The water users’ associat1on, Wthh covers the lands below the Dodson Dam, has petitioned
for water at Whatever the necessary cost may be. It is believed by
the board that in view of the probable returns from the lands when
under full irrigation the land will readily bear any reasonable building charge.
19. Costa—To June 30, 1910, there has been expended on the St.
Mary storage and diversion $265,842.95, and on the Milk River irrigation system $538,396.74. The estimates for completion of this
project, as prepared for the board, are as follows:
(a) St. Mary storage and diversion:
Swift Current diversion ___________________________________ $30, 000
Temporary St. Mary Diversion Dam“ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 10,000
Out-take tunnel __________________________________________ 59, 123
Regulating works ________________________________________ 10, 810
Duck Creek controlling works _____ 9, 011
Division 1 of canal _______________ 613,700
Division 2 of canal _______________________________________ 107,700
Division 3 of canal _______________________________________ 126, 500
Division 4 of canal _______________________________________ 158, 200
Halle Coulee siphon ______________________________________ 55, 160
Bridges, spillways, drops, etc ______________________________ 59, 500
Storage dam, Lower St. Mary Lake ________________________ 238, 620
Department expense, engineering, and contingencies, 20 per
cent ___________________________________________________ 295, 665
Total __________________________________________________ 1, 773, 989
Deductions :
Work done on canal _____________________________ $150,000
Equipment on hauth ,, 1 ,, 1,1,1. . 1,1,1, 15.000
—-———— 165. 000
Additional expenditures required ________________________ 1, 608,989
(0) Milk River irrigation system:
Automatic crest Dodson Dani _____________________________ 10,000
Dodson North Canal, laterals, etc _________________________ 104,000
Dodson South Canal, laterals, etc _________________________ 344,000
Bowdoin Canal, laterals, etc ______________________________ 267, 000
Vandalia Dani, canal, laterals, etc _________________________ 475,000
Dodson South Canal extension, laterals, etc ________________ 303,000
Nelson Reservoir ____ __ 380, 000
Nelson Reservoir, south canal, laterals, etc _________________ 330, 000
Ash_eld Canal,.laterals, etc _______________________________ 155, 000
Dodson North Canal extensions, laterals, etc _______________ 160, 000
Nelson Reservoir, north canal, laterals, etc _________________ 435, 000
Chinook Dam — 75. 000
Chinook North Canal, laterals, etc _________________________ 470,000
Chinook South Canal, laterals, etc'. ________________________ 556, 000
. Total estimated future expenditures _____________________ 4, 124, 000
Allotments to June 30, 1910 ——————————————————————————————————— 593,000
Total estimated cost to complete ________________________ 4,717,000
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20. In the above estimate the proposed storage dam for the upper
St. Mary Lake is not included nor the amount already expended _for
surveys, etc., in connection with the St. Mary storage and diversion.
For these items approximately $400,000 should be added, maklng
the total estimated cost of the St. Mary storage and diversmn about
$2,174,000 and the total estimated cost of the whole project about
$6,891,000. The total of allotments to December 30, 1910, on the
project is $941,000, and therefore additional allotments to theamount
of about $5,950,000 are required for the completion of the pro]ect.
21. Since the above estimates are more or less approximate, and
since the irrigable acreage to be included in the project is more or
less uncertain, only a rough approximation can be made as to the
probable building charge per acre. Based on the above estimates
and on an acreage of 196,000, and assuming that the lands of the
present private irrigation system will come into the Government
project at one-half the acre building charge, then the probable building charge will be $38 to $39 per acre.
22. Commenter—Owing to the international features of this. project
it has just claim for national assistance. The large amount of money already expended, which would be lost if the project were not completed, the relatively large amount of public land, the productiveness of the land and its ability to pay the probable building cost, all
make it desirable to continue work on the project until completion.
Attention is invited to the fact that the par value of the stock of
the water users’ association is only $25 per share. As this amount
is said to be the limit of the recorded lien against the land, it would
render the security for the cost of the project more certain it the par
value of the stock is raised to a _gure which will cover the probable
building charge.
23. Summary—(1) The irrigable land of this project lies entirely
Within the State of Montana, but the project is international in character because of the division of the _ow of St. Mary and Milk Rivers
between Canada and the United States and the conveyance of the
water belonging to the United States through Canadian territory.
(2) Of the total area of 196,000 acres which it is proposed to include in the project, about 39 per cent is public land subject to the
reclamation act.
(3) The project is feasible, both from an engineering and an economic standpoint.
(4) The amount of water available, with the storage proposed, is
suf_cient for the needs of the proposed project, but additional storage
may be needed on Milk River if the delivery of water is limited to the
growmg season. The proposed use in the United States of the combined _ow of St. Mary and Milk Rivers, both for this project and for
satisfying prior rights, will not exceed one-half of the combined flow
of these streams, as measured at the international boundary.
(5) The total estimated cost of this project is about $6,891,000, of
which $941,000 has already been allotted.
(6) The land will bear the construction charge, which is estimated
to be about $38 to $39 per acre.
(7) In View of the international features of this project, the large
amount of money already expended, the large amount of public land
included, and the value of the land and its ability to bear the probTX_00131920
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able building charge, the project is a worthy one and work should be
continued at an economical rate until completion.
(8) The following allotments are recommended for the four years
1911—1914, 1nclus1ve:
From the fund _________________________________________________ $2, 950; 000
From the loan __________________________________________________ 1, 000, 000
' Total ___________________________________________________ 3, 950, 000
SECTION XII.
SUN RIVER PROJECT, MONTANA,
1. The board, on August 21, visited the Fort Shaw unit, Willow
Creek Reservoir, the lands on the Green_eld Bench, the line of the
High Line Canal and other proposed canals in that vicinity; on
August 22, the sites of the diversion dam at Sun River Canyon and
of the Warm Springs Dam; on August 28, the line of the proposed
North Supply and Teton Slope Canals, the site of the Pishkun Reservoir and the lands adjacent. Hearings were held at Fair_eld on
August 21, and Chouteau on August 23,
2. LocationiThe Sun River project is designed to irrigate lands
lying in the valleys of the Sun River and the Teton River in western
Montana just east of the Rocky Mountain divide. The lands and the
water supply are entirely Within the State of Montana.
3. A branch of the Great Northern Railway passes north and south
through the eastern part of the project. The nearest station to the
Fort Shaw unit is Vaughn, distant 6 miles. It is expected that a
branch will be constructed up the Sun River Valley and that probably a transcontinental road will within a few years cross the divide
by way of the valley of the South Fork of the North Fork.
4. Description—“7mm for this project will be taken mainly from
the North Fork of the Sun River. A storage reservoir will be constructed near Warm Springs on the North Fork of the North Fork.
The supply in this reservoir will be increased by water brought by
canal from the South Fork of the North Fork and by tunnel and
canal from Bowl Creek on the west of the Continental Divide. After
leaving the reservoir the water will _ow about 12 miles in the chan—
nel of the North Fork until it reaches the North Fork Canyon, Where
it will be diverted by a concrete dam built in the canyon. From this
point it will be carried in two canals, one on each side of the river,
called the North Supply and the South Supply Canals. Additional
storage capacity Will be provided by two reservoirs, the Pishkun
Reservoir at the end of the North Supply Canal, and the VViHow
Creek Reservoir, supplied by the South Supply Canal. The water
supply is to be augmented by various secondary streams, such as the
South Fork of the Sun River, WVillow Creek, and Deep Creek. The
Pishkun Reservoir will discharge—_rst, into the High Line-Green—
_elds Canal; and, second, by a di_erent opening and at alower level,
through Deep Creek into the Teton Slope Canal. ‘Villow Creek
Reservoir discharges into the SunRiver7 and the water is thence
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diverted into the Fort Shaw Canal. The water stored in the Willow
Creek Reservoir is to be used for the Fort Shaw unit and also _for
the private irrigation lands on the Lower Sun River, thus permitting
all of the North Fork water to be taken into the Government system
instead of allowing a portion of it to pass down the river to satisfy
these prior rights. A possible extension of the project is the use of
Lake Benton as a reservoir supplied from the Teton Slope Canal to
irrigate lands in the vicinity 0 Great Falls. It would use surplus
_ood water when available. Willow Creek Reservoir is now under
construction, with a temporary height of dam of 70 feet, to store the
waters of Willow Creek and tributaries. The dam will later be increased in height to provide for additional storage for the surplus
waters of the North Fork. The canal and lateral system of the Fort
Shaw unit is practically complete. No work has been done on the
other parts of the project, except the necessary surveys.
5. Water supply—The annual run-o_' of Sun River ranges from
500,000 acre-feet to 1,000,000 acre-feet. To provide for years of low
water, it is proposed to increase the supply of water by diversion
from Bowl Creek, on the west side of the divide, which has an estimated run-o_' of 8,000 to 9,000 acre-feet. Stream gaugings at a number of points have been made since 1905, but the data even for this
period are not sufficiently complete to warrant any de_nite conclusions as to the supply that can be made available for this project
through the reservmr and canal system as planned.
6. In an analysis, re ared by the supervising engineer, which is
appended, the run—o o certain parts of the watershed has been assumed, the assumptions being based on the size of drainage area and '
the character of the topography as compared with the known run—01f
of certain other areas. It has also been assumed that the winter _ow
of the South Fork of the North Fork can be diverted into the ‘Varm
Springs Reservoir during 10' months each year, and that that of the
North Fork below the ‘Varm Springs Reservoir can be diverted into
the north and south supply canals during the same period. It is
believed, however, that eight months’ use of these canals is all that
can be counted upon in this climate. Based on these assumptions, it
was found that, after satisfying prior rights and providing for the
Fort Shaw unit, there would have been available for north side lands
the following quantities of water:
Total available supply for north side lands.
1905 _______________________________________________________________ 322, 700
_________________________________________________________ 305, 500
784, 000
5-10, 000
7. The duty of water is assumed to be 1% acre-feet per acre measurerl at the farm corresponding to a diversion duty of 2 acre-feet per
acre. On this basis there would have been a su_icient supply in 1906
for 152,000 acres, while during 1907, 1908, and 1909 there would have
been su_icient for 350,000 acres.
8. The proposed reservoirs will permit a certain amount of water
to be carried over from years of high run-o_' to years of low run-01f,
but these reservoirs must also act as equalizers of the annual _ow.
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14 urther information as to the distribution of the run—off throughout
the year at_di_"erent points of the system is necessary before the‘holdover capacity of the reservoirs can be determined. As the limited
gauge readings show two successive years of low run—oil", only half of
the hold-over capaCIty can be relied upon to supplement the _ow
in such years. Assuming the hold-over capacity at 200,000 acre-feet,
it does not seem wise with the system as planned to count on an
annual supply of over 400,000 acre—feet, or suf_cient for the irrigation of 200,000 acres.
9. Land.—The rainfall on the irrigable area is about 12 inches.
The average elevation is 3,700 feet above sea level. The amount of
land to be irrigated has been variously estimated, and as there is
much more land of good quality than water available, it will depend
on the water development. The number of acres proposed in the
proiect is from 283,000 to 322,000, divided as follows:
Acres.
Fort Shaw unit, lying along south bank of the Sun River ____________ 16,000
High Line and Green_elds unit along north bank of the Sun River
and on divide between Sun and Teton Rivers _____________________ 94, 000
Teton Slope and Muddy Creek _______________________________________ 173, 000
Proposed extension in vicinity of town of Power ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 14. 000
Lake Benton system ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 25, 000
322, 000
These areas are not very de_nitely determined. The ownership
is distributed about as follows:
Acres.
Public land withdrawn from entry _________________________________ 138,000
Land entered under reclamation act _________________________________ D3, 000
State land _________________________________________________________ 25,000
Private land _______________________________________________________ 50, 000
Fort Shaw unit under irrigation ____________________________________ 16, 000
322,000
10. The land is of good quality, especially on the benches. The
soil is sandy loam, clay, gravel, and alluvium. Water is necessary to
insure good crops, dry farming giving uncertain results, though practiced in several localities. The land lies well for irrigation, includes
but few nonirrigable areas, and permits economical development of
canals and laterals. Drainage ditches will be necessary. Below the
Fort Shaw unit private land has been under irrigation for some years,
and large areas have become swamped due. to over irrigation and
lack of drainage. As this region is only semiarid, a duty of 14}
acre—feet at the farm is considered su_ic1ent. The crops are hay,
alfalfa, grain, vegetables, and in the future probably sugar beets.
11. Land without water is worth $5 to $20; With water, $75 to $100
an acre.
12. About 1900 the construction of a canal called the Kilmore Cooperative Canal was begun in order to irrigate the Green_elds bench,
and about 4 miles of canal were constructed. The Withdrawal under
the reclamation act in 1903 of the public lands caused a suspension
of this work. leaving the settlers without the antic1pated water.
13. F ort Show unit—The only land opened for settlement in this
project is the Fort Shaw unit, an abandoned military reservation,
opened May, 1908. This unit comprises 16,000 acres, of which 13,500
acres are public and 2,500 acres private land. There are 206 public
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farms, averaging 88 acres of total area and 61 acres of irrigable area.
There have been entered 163 farms, or 9,500 acres of public land, and
225 acres of private land have made water applications. In addltlon,
1,200 acres of Indian school reserve land receive water. .
14. The Government unit is 40 to 80 acres, dependent on location
and soil. While this land does not produce high-priced crops, there
does not seem to be any objection to the small-size farms, as 40 per
cent of the farms entered contain 40 acres or less of irrigable land,
59 per cent 60 acres or less, and only 10 per cent over 80 acres.
15. The assessed cost of construction for the unit is $30 per acre
and of operation and maintenance $0.50 per acre per year. .
16. Engineering stmzcturcs.—The only completed portion of this
project is the Fort Shaw unit. Water is taken through concrete
headworks from the Sun River and distributed by a system of canals,
of which one-third mile has a capacity of greater than 300 secondfeet, 17 miles of between 50 and 300 second-feet, and 88 miles less than
50 second-feet. The turnouts are mainly of timber. The drops areof concrete. The slope of several of the laterals is large and erosion
of the banks frequent. This can be readily corrected by insertion of
drops, or by other means.
17. The lVillow Creek Dam is now under (,tonstruction to a. temporary height of 70 feet, and side slopes of 3 to 1. When additional
storage is needed it will be raised to a _nal height of 110 feet, with
a top width of 20 feet, 11 stream slope of 3 to 1 and downstream
slope of 2 to 1. The spi lway for the lower dam will be through
a gap in the surrounding hills. This will be closed by a dike when
the dam is raised, and the spillway will be through another and higher
gap. The outlet is by a tunnel passingr around the end of the dam.
The subsoil is glacial drift, 15 feet or less in depth, lying over sandstone. Four cut-off trenches are excavated to the underlying rock
and _lled with selected puddled material. The storage capacity '
when the dam is completed to full height will be 84,000 acre-feet.
The capacity of the temporary reservoir is 16,700 acre-feet. .
18. The proposed Pishkun Reservoir Dam and other earth dams
are low and oll'er no dilliculties of construction.
19. The diversion dam in the Sun River Canyon will be of concrete
of about 72 feet maximum height, and a top length of 150 to 100 feet.
. 20. The site of the proposed dam for the lVarm Springs Reservoir
is located on the North Fork of the North Fork, about 12 miles above
the canyon. It is planned to be a rock-_ll dam backed with earth
placed by the hydraulic process. The upstream slope is 3 to 1. It
was _rst proposed to make the downstream slope 1 to 1, and the estimates were made by the Reclamation Service on that basis. It is now
proposed to make it 1% by 1. The outlet will be by tunnel. Ample
splllway is provided through a depression in the surrounding hills.
Rock is found at a small depth below the creek bed. The material for
constructlon is to be clay, coarse and _ne gravel, sand, and some
bowlders. The capacity is to be 156,800 acre—feet. '
21. Descriptions of Willow Creek and Warm Springs Dams with
estimates are appended.
22. Comments—The works in the Fort Shaw unit are well designed and constructed. '
23. thile it is at present proposed to raise the lVillow Creek Dam
from its present proposed height of 70 feet to a height of 110 feet,
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this increase Will not be needed for several years, and it is possible
that the full height of 110 feet may not be needed. The reason given
for adoptlng a rock-_ll dam at Warm Springs is the high cost of a.
masonry structure constructed at such a distance from the railroad.
As this dam. will not be constructed for several years, possibly better
railroad famlities will then exist, a further consideration is recommended of the type of this dam. The south side supply canal, as
proposed, 18 to have a capacity of 1,100 second-feet. As is shown in
Table 4 of the water-supply analysis, the maximum yearly amount
that would have passed through the canal during the period 1905—
1910 was 52,000 acre-feet, or only 24 days” _ow when running full.
As this amount can readilv be diverted during the nonirrigating
season With a canal of much less capacity, a further study is suggested.
24. Costs and estimatesiThere has been allotted to December 31,
1910, $672,000, which has been used in constructing the Fort Shaw
unit, in beginning the lVillow Creek Reservoir, and in surveys and
examinations for the complete project. The total estimate of cost,
including work already done, is as follows:
Fort Shaw unit, including share of storage cost and examinations____ $672, 000
Willow Creek Reservoir, to complete ______________________________ 206,600
Bowl Creek Canal “-1-11-,__1____—___________________-_____r ,,,,, 25,000
Warm Springs Reservoir _________________________________________ 664,100
Canyon Headworks ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 118,500
North Supply Canal ______________________________________________ 1, 157, 700
South Supply Canal ______________________________________________ 130, 300
l'ishkuu Reservoir _______________________________________________ 183. 600
High Line and Green_elils Canals and extensions __________________ 1. 529, 200
Teton Slope Canal and extensions _________________________________ 2.427.100
Muddy Creek extension ___________________________________________ 319, 900
Power extension _________________________________________________ 210, 000
Benton Lake system _____________________________________________ 432. 600
8, 135, 600
25. This estimate is for the completion of the proposed project of
322,000 acres. If the Power extension and the Benton Lake system
are omitted this will reduce the total estimated cost to $7,493,000 for
283,000 acres.
26. It is thought by the board that this estimate is too low. In the
lVal‘m Springs Dam the unit costs for rock _ll, earth _ll, and riprap
are all considered low, and in addition the proposed _attening of the
rock-_ll slope will increase the quantities. In the Canyon Headworks
and the Willow Creek Dam some of the estimates of unit costs are
also low. As the details of the project have not been worked out, the
size of canals are not determined, and estimates on the canal system
must be approximate. Having in View the uncertainties of much of
the work, an item of 20 per cent for contingencies would be better
than the 15 per cent adopted. It would be safer to make the estimate of the total cost as approaching $10,000.000 for the larger
project and $9,000,000 for the smaller. The chief engineer of the
Reclamation Service, in a communication dated October 29, 1910,
makes approximately this recommendation. '
27. These _gures would make the cost of_construction per acre
from $30 to $32. As stated above in the discussmn of the water
supply, it does not appear certain that over 400,000 acre-feet can be
counted 011. This is su_icient for about 200,000 acres of land, and it
may be necessary to reduce the project to this acreage. As the cost
of the storage system is relatively small, it may be taken as approXITX_00131925
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mately proportionate to the. amount of land, and as all the land lies
equally well for irrigation, the relative cost of the (11str1butnon system should be about the same for the smaller acreage. It. may be
assumed, therefore, that the building cost of 200,000 acres would be
about $35 per acre. It is thought that the land could bear a cost
not to exceed this amount. Further investigations with regard to the
water supply and further surveys of the land to be irrigated are
necessary before reliable estimates can be made. . _
28. Summary—(1) The project is feasible from an enginecrlng
and economic standpoint. _ . ' .
(2) The lands and the water supply he entirely Within the State of
Montana“ and to the cast of the Rocky Mountains, except that a small
proportion of the water may be diverted from the west side of the
Divide.
(3) The total amount of land in the project will vary from
200,000 to 322,000 acres, dependent upon the amount of water available. Of this, about 70 per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The amount of water is suf_cient for 200,000 acres, and it may
prove after further investigation that it is suf_cient for a larger area.
(5) The estimated cost may vary from about $7,000,000 to
$10,000,000, depending on the amount of land included in the project.
Of this $672,000 has been spent for the completion of the Fort Shaw
unit and for surveys and examinations.
(6) The land can bear the cost of construction, estimated at about
$35 er acre.
(7}) The project is considered worthy and should be continued as
soon as funds are available.
(8) Further examinations of the water supply and surveys of the
land will be necessary in order to determine the extent of the project.
(9) The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—4914, inclusive:
From the fund __________________________________________________ $3, 278, 000
SECTION XIII.
LOWER. YELLOWSTONE PROJECT, MONTANA AND NORTH DAKOTA.
1. The board visited this project on August 16 and 17, 1910, in—
specting the principal engineerin structures, the distribution system,
and the irrigable lands, and he d public meetings at Sydney and
Valley View, Mont.
2. Location—This project is located on the west bank of the Yellowstone River, partly in Montana and partly in North Dakota. It
lies between the Northern Paci_c and the Great Northern Railroads,
but the center of the irrigable area is about 35 miles from the nearest
railroad station. A new railroad is projected which, when built, will
give good railroad facilities to the entire project. At present the
railroad station for the southern part of the project is Glendive,
Mont, and for the central and northern parts, Mondak. Mont.
3. Description—The water for this project is taken from the Yellowstone Rlvcr through concrete headworks, a diversion dam giving
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the necessary head to cause a _ow in the canal at low water. The
dam and headworks are located about 17 miles below Glendive. The
structures are described in the appendix to this section. Through
the openings in the headworks the water passes into the main canal,
and thence through the laterals and sublaterals to the lands to be
1rr1gated._ The main canal has a capacity at its head of 847 secondfeet, and is now 62 miles long and ultimately will be about 70 miles
long. There are now about 138 miles of laterals and sublaterals,
With capac1ties of from 1 to 90 second-feet, and for the completion
of the system 63 miles additional will be required. Important structures along the line of the main canal are the _ume carrying the
waters of Linden Creek over the canal, the Burns Creek sluiceway,
the Burns Creek conduit, and the Fox Creek siphon and spillway, all
of which structures are of concrete. These structures, as well as the
canals and laterals, appear to be well constructed. Wood is the material ordinarily used for construction of turn-outs and other minor
works on the laterals. Generally the engineering structures seem to
have been constructed economically, although based on experience
elsewhere in the United States the cost of the diversion dam appears
to be high. It is thought that a dam equally secure and equally suitable could have been built for a more reasonable expenditure. The
completion of the approved project involves, in addition to the exten—
sion of the distribution system, the installation of a pumping unit
for raising water to the high-line lateral located at one of the drops in
the distribution system.
4. W ate)a supply—The water supply for this project is more than
ample, the minimum discharge being 4,500 second-feet, while the
maximum capacity of the main canal is about 850 second—feet. The
Government _ling, made on October 30, 1905, is for 1,000 second-feet.
The duty of water is _gured at 2:}— acre-feet per acre at the farm.
The average annual rainfall on the irrigable area is 16 inches.
5. Lands—Under the project as outlined and approved there is a
total irrigable area of 62,280 acres, of which about 2,000 acres are
State lands, about 5,000 acres belong to the Northern Pacific Railway,
about 17,000 acres are public, the remainder being in private owner—
ship. The railroad land is under agreement to be sold off in farm
units. All the land is to be irrigated by gravity, except 2,314 acres,
which are to be supplied by pumped water. Of the total acreage in
the project, 35,395 acres were opened under the public notice of December 21, 1908, the building 0 arge being _xed at $42.50 per acre.
Practically all of this area is deeded land or land which has been
taken up under the terms of the reclamation act, there being only
about 20 farm units still open, and these are in the poorest part of
the valley. The public land taken up in this project has been homesteaded in 160-acre tracts, which, under the terms of the reclamation
act, must be reduced to conform to the Size set for the farm unit——
that is, 80 acres. Acreage in excess of 80 1rr1gable acres must be returned to the Government and lands so returned will give further
opportunities to new settlers. .
6. Before the preject was started a large proportion of the owners
of the private land entered into an agreement With the Government
to take water from the system,_ and, in accordance w1th the law, all
public land included in the pr0]ect was so pledged. Since the Reclamation Service has been prepared to supply water for the 35,395
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acres 0' ened, only a small proportion of the farmers have _led aPRll‘
cation or water, there being now only about 13,000 acres for which
the applications for water have been perfected, of which only 7,000
acres were actually irrigated this year. This failure to utilize the
irrigation system is believed to be due partly to the fact that for several years the rainfall has been sumcient to produce fair crops, causing the farmers to postpone their applications; and, secondly, to the
dissatisfaction with the construction charges, which the farmers very
generally claim to have been promised would not be more than $80
per acre. The season of 1910 has been an unusually dry one, and
unirrigated crops were mostly total failures. Many of those not
using water would doubtless have applied for it this season had it
not been that before water would have been furnished it was requlred
that amounts due for operation and maintenance for 1909 must be
paid. For the next season this condition will be more severe, since
before water will be furnished one installment of the construction
charges and two years’ charge for operation and maintenance, a total
of $8.50 per acre, will be required. The large majority of the farmers
claim that few of them will be able to meet the installments of the
construction charges as now required, but state that under a system
of graduated payments they will be able to do so. It is understood
that a bill is now before Congress which, if it becomes a law. will permit 21 readjustment of the terms for repayment of building charges
after they have already been _xed by the Secretary of the Interior.
The situation of the farmers under this project appears to justify some
readjustment in this case. Dissatisfaction is also expressed with the
requirement that homesteaders must give up all of their holdings except 80 irrigable acres, many claiming that they did not so understand
the law when they entered their land. They state that they would
be satis_ed to sell the excess holding, but that it is unjust to require
them to give it up without. compensation for improvements. This
condition, however, seems to be a consequence of their ignorance of
‘the terms of the law.
7. The average elevation of the irrigable land is about 1,900 feet
above sea level; the range of temperature is from ——30° to 100° F.,
' and the average annual rainfall is about 16 inches. The land lies on
well—de_ned benches. is as a rule well adapted to irrigation. and is
easily drained. The bottom lands are more or less covered with brush
and are more liable to be uneven, and it is therefore more dif_cult to
prepare them for irrigation. The soil is a deep, sandy loam, apparently fairly uniform in quality and easy to work. There is little
alkali. The soil and climate are suitable for grain, alfalfa, etc, but
the long wagon haul to market greatly decreases the net returns from
these crops. Considering the certainty of a crop on irrigated land
in dry years, as well as the more bountiful crops in ordinary years,
the board believes that the land will bear the construction charges
which have been set, and more readily so after the projected railroad
is built. This charge of $42.50 per acre is, lmwever, considered to
be close to the limit of costs which the land will bear. Under present
conditions it does not appear to be probable that farmers who are
now two or more years in arrears for building charges and for operation and maintenance can perfect their applications for water. The
accumulation of back charges, the quality of the land, which at present produces only hay and grains, the distance to the railroad, the
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poverty 'dueto the failure of this year’s crop, have produced a condition which it seems can be remedied only by some modi_cation of
the present requirements which would permit the farmers to obtain
one irrigated crop prior to any demand for back charges, or which
would prov1de for a system of graduated payments.
8. The board believes that the farm unit of 80 acres is suf_cient to
support a. family if it is properly worked. While the actual cost per
acre for operation and maintenance has so far been much greater than
the charge, which has been set at $1 per acre per year, it is probable
that when the canals are well seasoned and when the bulk of the land
ls under irrigation that the cost per acre will not exceed $1, which
appears to be a reasonable charge.
9. Completion of the system.—No extensions are proposed, but it is
contemplated that the approved project shall be completed. The
completion will involve only the extensions of the present and the
construction of some additional laterals and the installation of the
pumping equipment. The board regards the completion of the system as feasible and practicable, but it does not regard it as desirable
that further large expenditures be made for this pur osc until it is
demonstrated that most of the acreage now in reach 0 the irrigation
water is actually being irrigated and with satisfactory results: and,
furthermore, that it will be Wise to await the completion of the railroad before completing the system so as to render more probable
successful results. .
10. Returns to the reclamation fund—The aggregate of allotments
to date is $2,910,000, and the supervising engineer states that addi—
tional allotments to the amount of $613,000 will be required to complete the work, making a total of $3,523,000. Since the costs of operation and maintenance are paid out of the allotments from the reclamation fund, and since collections to cover such costs are returned to the
fund through the land of_ces, the total of allotments for a project
must be decreased by the collections (or accruals) for operation and
maintenance in order to Show the amount properly chargeable to con!
struction. In the case of the Lower Yellowstone project, however, the
collections for operation and maintenance to date have been only
$12,067, which will probably be barely su_icient to cover the de_cit
for operation and maintenance for the next season. For this reason
it is believed to be advisable to take $3,523.000 as the probable total
construction cost of the completed system.
11. The 35,395 acres already opened at $42.50 should return $1.504,287.50. Subtracting this from the estimated total cost. the remainder
is $2,018,712.50. If it is assumed that the lands not yet opened are to
repay this amount, then the charge for construction would have to be
_xed at about $75 per acre. On the other hand, assuming that the
remaining area is to be opened at $42.50 per acre, the total expected
return from the 62,280 acres will be, $2,646,900. Under this assumption the loss to the reclamation fund will be $879,900 It IS. p0§Sible
that before the remaining area is opened conditions 'Wlll. Justify a
charge per acre above $42.50, but in any event it seems immutable that
there will be a large loss on this preject t0 the. reclamation fund.
Since for an estimated additional expenditure of $613,000 an area of
26,885 irrigablc acres will be added, the completion of the pr0ject
will, if the lands repay the charges, reduce the de_c1t from what it
would be if the project was restricted to the area. already opened.
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12. Sumnmry. (1) This project is interstate in character, being
partly in Montana and partly in North Dakota. . _
(2) Out of an area of 62,280 irrigable acres 1n the prOJect only
17,000 acres, or 27 per cent, are public, subject to the reclamation act.
(3) The engineering structures and the distribution system are
well constructed and economically designed and constructed, with the
possible exception of the diversion dam and headworks.
(4) The completion of the project as outlined is feasible. _
(5) No large expenditures should be made toward the completion
of the project until the area already open is utilized with success.
(6) In the event of such successful utilization the project should
then be. completed as outlined. ’
' (7) In the opinion of the board the farm unit of 80 acres is suf_cient. to supporta family.
(8) If permitted by law some modi_cation should be made in the
terms of the contract with the farmers on this project which will
enable them to obtain one irrigated crop prior to any demand for back
charges, or which will provide for a system of graduated payments.
(9) There will he a large loss on this prOJect to the reclamation
fund.
(10) The estimated _nal cost of the project is about $3,523,000, of
which approximately $2,900,000 had been expended prior to June
30. 1910.
[(11) The following allotment is reconmicnded for the four years
191171014, inclusive:
From the fund ____________________________________________________ $578, 000
SECTION XIV.
NORTH PLATTE PROJECT, WYOMING AND NEBRASKA.
1. The board visited the Path_nder Dam on August 1 and 2, the‘
proposed site for the new diversion dam at Guernsey on August 3, and
the line. of the proposed Goshen Park Canal on August 4 and 5. The
diversion dam at \Vhalen and the Interstate Canal were inspected on
August 6. Public hearings were held in Casper and Torrington,
W'yo., and in Mitchell and Bridgeport. Nebr. ~
2. Location—This project is located in eastern Wryoming and western Nebraska, and lies on both sides of the North Platte River. It
extends along the river from Whalcn, “7370., to Bridgeport, Nebr., a
length of 98 miles, and varies in width from 4 to 20 miles. Its main
water supply and the greater part of the irrigable lands under the
complete project lie in Wyoming. The lands in the unit now under
construction lie in Nebraska. A branch line of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad traverses the project from end to end, furnishing good railroad facilities. I '
3. Description—The project includes a storage reservoir above the .
Path_nder Dam, which is located 3 miles below the junction of the
Sweetwater and North Platte Rivers; the utilization of the channel
of the North Platte River for a distance of about 180 miles to conduct the stored Water to the area to be irrigated; diversion dams at,
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 61—3—6
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several pomts'in 'the lower river; and the main canals and laterals
necessary to distribute the water over the lands. Of this project the
completed portions are: The Path_nder Dam (nearly _nished), the
d1vers1on dam at Whalen, and the main canal, 95 miles long, heading
at the “fhalen Dam, known as the Interstate Canal, which with its
laterals is now largely in use irrigating the greater part of the _rst
unit on the north side of the river, The parts still to be built include a
d1vers1on'dam at Guernsey, to divert water into a proposed south
canal for lrrlgating the Goshen Park area, the extension of the Inter—
state Canal and its laterals, and perhaps the construction of a proposed south canal heading at the Whalen Dam, and known as the Fort
Laramie Canal.
4. Before this work was undertaken by the Reclamation Service
several canals had been built by private enterprise. The \Vhalen Falls
Canal, heading in the river near VVhalen, was built to irrigate about
28,000 acres, partly Carey Act lands, and the Tri—State or Farmers’
Canal, heading just east of the Nebraska—‘Vyoming State line. Other
prlvate canals were the Mitchell and Gering Canal, Castle Rock.
Hillside, Winter Creek, Bayard, and Alliance. The right of way of
the Whalen Falls Canal, about 45 miles long, was purchased by the
Reclamation Service and used for the Interstate Canal. The areas
irrigated under the Interstate Canal include, by special agreement,
the lands formerly irrigated under the canals which were absorbed
by the Government and the lands lying to the eastward included between the Tri—State and the Interstate Canals.
5. Engineering features—1110 main engineering feature of the
project is the Path_nder Dam and Reservoir. The dam is about 54
miles from Casper, VVyo., and is located in the bed of the North
Platte River in a narrow gorge having granite walls. It is of the
arch type, the radius of its center line being 150 feet, and is built
of uncoursed cyclopean granite masonry except the two faces, which
are laid in 2 and 3 foot courses. The height is 214 feet above the
river bed. It is 432 feet long on top and 80 feet long on the bottom.
The top width is 14 feet, providing a 10—foot roadway, and the bottom width is 90 feet. A spillway 700 feet long at the north end is
under construction. This spillway is being cut in the rock abutment
and will be provided with a low concrete weir. The area of the
reservoir at the level of the spillway is 21,774 acres, and its capacity
is 1,025,000 acre—feet.
6. It was the original intention to release all the water through
the tunnel cut in the natural rock on the north side used to pass the
river _ow during construction. This tunnel is 481 feet long, 10 feet
by 13 feet in cross section, and has a capacity of 7.000 second-feet
under full head. It is closed by four sliding cast-iron gates separated
by concrete piers, the tunnel being widened to maintain ample sectional area. These gates are under ISO—foot head when the reservmr
is full. Although this head has never been reached, the force of the
water while being discharged under less head was. such as to damage
the tunnel lining and an additional outlet_at a higher level was de—
cided upon. This will be 60 feet higher, -W1ll be 360 feet longr and 12
feet by 13 feet in cross section. Waterw_l be admitted by six needle
or balanced—pressure valves 5 feet in diameter. This tunnel is nearly
completed.
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7. The rock abutment of the dam on the left bank is continuous to
high ground, but on the right bank the rock surface drops and the
abutment is connected with the high ground by a long, _at ridge of
gravel and sand in layers, the rock surface not being found at depths
of 60 feet below the surface. This gravel ridge has a 1011 gap_wliich
is lower than the spillways. To close this gap an'earth ike is now
being constructed. This dike is strengthened by usmg a concrete core
wall, by the selection of impervious material for the interior, and by
heavy paving on the reservoir Slde. .
8. The VVhalen Diversion Dam is a concrete over_ow weir of the
ogee type with a height of 26 feet at the highest place and a length
of 300 feet. Head gates are provided at each end, one set of which is
in use at the head of the Interstate Canal, and the other set is intended
for the Fort Laramie Canal if it should be constructed.
9. The Interstate is the main canal. It has a calculated carrying
capacity of 1,400 second-feet for the _rst 28 miles, after which the
capacity is reduced. It was designed for a veloc1ty of 2.8 feet per
second, which was exceeded‘when the canal was put in operation, and
a system of check gates was necessary throughout its entire length.
Three reenforccd concrete siphons of the box type were constructed to
carry the canals under Rawhide, Spotted Tail, and Dry Spotted Tail
Creeks.
10. The plan of irrigation comprises three districts in addition to
the land formerly irrigated under private systems. A series of three
reservoirs is contemplated, having capacities of 13,000, 27.000, and
90,000 acre-feet, to enable more water to be saved from the _ood _ow
of the river.
11. Water supply—This project gets its water from the North
Platte River, which has a drainage area of 12,000 square miles, an
average annual rainfall over the drainage basin of 20 inches, and an
average run-o_' of 1,500,000 acre-feet. Many private canals using the
waters of the North Platte River have water rights that antedate the
_lings of the Government and an adjudication of these rights by the
State engineers of W'yoming and Nebraska has recently been made,
allowing 463 second-feet in Wyoming and 4,618 second-feet in
Nebraska. The Reclamation Service believes that the latter is excessive and that 3,000 second‘feet would more than cover the amount
of the priorities put to bene_cial use. A study of the water supply
has recently been made by the Chief Engineer of the Reclamation
Service, and is attached hereto. From the assumptions made therein
the conclusions are reached that the supply is ample for the irrigation
of the Interstate unit and the Goshen Park unit, with a surplus su_iCient for 30,000 acres additional, and as much more as the return
seepage can supply. The assumptions seem reasonable and the board
agrees with the conclusion that there will be suf_cient water for the
Interstate and the Goshen Park units. The acreage irrigable by the
available supply is so dependent on how much water can be legally
claimed by prior appi‘opriators that these assumptions may be inaterially changed when the prior rights are de_nitely known. Large
extensmns of the project should not be made until all the water rights
are settled by court decision.
12. Lands—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 4,100 feet
above sea level. the range of temperature is from 25° below zero to
100° Fahrenheit, and the average annual rainfall is 15 inches. Dry
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farming is usually not successful. The lands of the project are in
two main units, the Interstate and the Goshen Park units.
13. Lands in the Interstate unit—T he lands now under irrigation
extend along the North Platte from “Thalen to Bridgeport, much of
the land, amounting to about 90,000 acres, west of Red \Villow Creek
in the lower part being irrigated by private canals. The areas to
be supplied under the project are all north of the river and are
divided into four sections. The _rst includes about 17,870 acres of
land in “Wyoming formerly irrigated under a private system, partly
under the Carey Act, which land is now furnished with water under
speCial agreement without. charge for construction and with a _xed
c arge of 40 cents a year for 10 years for maintenance and operation.
The next two districts, known as the _rst and second lateral districts,
cover 30,760 acres and 34,100 acres, respectively. These areas are
now largely under irrigation. The next is the third lateral district
of 38,000 acres, in which the canals and laterals are now being built.
The total of the Interstate Canal unit, including several small areas
reserved, is 129,270 acres. Of this area 2,179 acres are under the
Carey Act, 3,369 acres are school lands, 34,864 acres are privately
owned, and the remainder are under the reclamation act. There are
88,716 acres ready for water, and 51,218 acres were irrigated in 1910.
14. The Interstate Canal as it _ows eastward approaches a privately owned canal known as the Tri-qtate, and the irrigable area
lying between is narrowed. At Red \Villow Creek the canals come
near enough together to permit the irrigation of the land lying east
of this creek by an extension of either canal.
15. The principal products are alfalfa. cereals, corn, sugar beets,
and potatoes. The soil is a light sandy loam and is easily drained.
But little trouble from swamping is expected.
16. The value of the land under this unit before irrigation was
from $5 to $25 per acre, and after irrigation from $75 to $100. From
a consideration of the land values and its productiveness, the board
believes that a construction charge of about $60 per acre can probably
be borne. This amount is near the limit which the land can bear
and with this charge the public lands will probably be slowly taken
up for settlement. The farm unit is 80 acres. ‘ '
17. Lands in the Goslmn Park unit.——All the lands of this unit lie
south of the river. The irrigable area is stated as about 210,000 acres.
No work has been done beyond land surveys and canal locations. To
irrigate this area it will be necessary to build a dam in the river above
Guernsey, about 100 feet high. This dam would divert the water
through a tunnel into a inaiu canal which would skirt the highlands
for a length of about 148 miles. Recent surveys show that a part of
the area of this unit can be irrigated more economically by a lower
canal heading in the river at the \Vhalen Dam. This proposed canal,
known as the Fort Laramie. would supply 60,000 acres.
18. About 75 per cent of the area of this unit is public land, 5 per
cent State land, and 2.500 acres are occupied under the Carey Act.
In 1908 all unpatented public lands were Withdrawn from entry to
prevent settlement until again opened. _ _
19. Some land on the south Slde of the river. amounting to about
40,000 acres, has been irrigated under private canals. Of this amount,
the Mitchell and Gering Canal irrigates about 28,000 acres.
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20. In general, the land is superior to that on the north side of the
river; as there is less sand. When irrigated it sells at from $100 to
$150. or acre. lVithout water it is worth only a few dollars per
acre 'or grazing. The land of this unit, in the main, lies well for
drainage, but some ditches for this purpose will probably be necessary in the lowlands near the river and occasionally elsewhere, as in
Cherry Creek Valley.
21. Cost—The cost of the reservoir has been $1,408,838.21 up to
Julie 30, 1910. There has been allotted to this work $1,610,000. It
will require for completion about $110,000 additional, as follows:
Completing dike _______________________________________________ $20, 000
Completing south side tunnel ____________
Completing north tunnel lining and spillw.
110, 000
This will make the total cost of the reservoir about $1,750,000.
22. The expenditures on the Interstate unit were $3,210,835.18 up
to June 30, 1910. Allotments amounting to $3,495,000 have been
made up to December, 1010. The estimate for completion is $1,075,000
additional, as follows:
' Dam of Reservoir No. 1 ___________________________________________ $00, 000
Dam of Reservoir N0. 1% _________________________________________ 35, 000
Extending main canals and laterals _______________________________ 130, 000
Dam of Reservoir No. 2 __________________________________________ 260, 000
Dam of Reservoir No. 3 __________________________________________ 300,000
Canal and lateral system, Dam No. 3 _____________________________ 200, 000
Lateral system for isolated tracts _____________________________ 1--- 30, 000
Total _____________________________________________________ 1, 075, 000
This will make the total cost of the unit about $4,540,000. If part
of the cost of the reservoir, amounting to $500,000, be added as the
proportionate share of this unit the cost will be $5,070,000, which is
the amount to be returned to the reclamation fund by payment of the
construction charges. Construction charges were announced on this
project under several public notices between 1907 and 1910. The
_rst price set was $35 and applies to a small area, but this was found
to be too low and was later changed to $45. Repayments are ex—
pected by the Reclamation Service under these notices as follows:
551 acres are to pay $35, or ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $19, 285
68,718 acres are to pay $45, or,,",",,,__"___,,,_,,,_,___.,_',,_‘ 3, 092, 310
69, 269 3,111, 595
There are 17,870 acres which pay no construction charge, leaving
the remaining land of the project, $2,131 acres, to repay about
$1,958,405, or about $46.48 per acre. Either the construction charge
on this unit will have to be raised to at least $46.48 or there will be
considerable loss to the reclamation fund.
23. Surveys for a high-line canal to irrigate 150,000 acres have been
completed, and the estimated cost of construction is about 33.12.000.000.
Surveys for the Fort Laramie Canal. to irrigate 00,000 acres, are not
yet completed. but it is estimated that the cost will not exceed '
$3,000,000. This would make a total cost for the irrigation of the
210,000 acres of $15,000,000, or about $70 per acre. Tt is thought
that under present conditions this is more than the land can bear, as
it is suitable only for ordinary farm products. Moreover, it is stated
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by the Reclamation Service that about 40,000 acres of this is secOndclass land and would cost about $20 per acre to bring it under cultivation, and that suitable provision will have to be made for drainage,
estimated to cost about $3 per acre. Under present conditions, therefore, it does not seem practicable to construct a high—line canal either
for the entire area or for 150,000 acres. The Fort Laramie Canal
Will cost- $3,000,000 for 60,000 acres, or not to exceed $50 per acre.
Of this 60,000 acres, 30,200 are public land subject to the reclamation
act, 6,000 acres State lands, and 23,800 private lands. It is recommended that the Fort Laramie Canal be constructed. If it is found
at a later date that the remaining lands in the Goshen Park unit can
stand a construction charge of $70 to $80 per acre, :1 high-line canal
can be subsequently built, or, if not, the surplus water from the Path_nder Reservoir can be sold to the various private canals along the
givelr that desire to make use of it should this course be authorized
y aw.
24. Since commencing irrigation the operation and maintenance
charges have amounted to $351,306.28 up to June 30, 1910. Except
for the collection of $2 per acre from 551 acres and 40 cents per acre
from 17,874 acres, the cost of operation and maintenance has been .
added to the construction charge.
25. The cost of operation and maintenance in 1908 was $175,430.88,
or an average of about $2 per acre for all the irrigable land Within
reach of water. This amount is high, but as additional areas are
brought under the system and as the canals and laterals become seasoned this unit cost, should be reduced.
26. Comments. At the public hearing at Bridgeport the landowners in the vicinity expressed a desire to have the Government extend the Interstate Canal eastward to supply considerable areas east
of Red IVillow Creek. If the development of the Goshen Park area
south of the river is determined on, such an extension would probably
not be practicable, as it is doubtful whether the water supply will be
su_icient for both. It would also require an increase in the carrying
capacity of the Interstate Canal and some of its structures. The area
in the Goshen Park unit is largely public land, and its irrigation is
regarded as preferable to that of the Bridgeport extension of the
Interstate unit.
27. The board believes that it is desirable to complete the Interstate unit for the full 110,000 acres of the three lateral districts, as at
present. proposed, that the water rights be adjudicated by court deci—
sion, and that 00,000 acres in the Goshen Park unit, under the Fort
Laramie Canal, be irrigated. . _
28. Summary—(1) The project is feasible from an engineering
and economic standpoint. . _ _
(2) It is interstate in character, lying partly in Wyoming and
partly in Nebraska. .
(3) The area in the part of the project at present approved, the
Interstate unit, is 129,270 acres, of Wthll about 64 per cent is public
land subject to the reclamation act. The area of the Goshen Park
unit (not yet approved) is about 210,000 acres, of which about 7 5 per
cent is public land subject to the reclamation act. . .
(4) The water supply available depends on the prior rights. There
is a su_icient supply for the present Interstate unit and probably for
the entire Goshen Park unit. Any c0ns1derable extenSion beyond the
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present approved unit should not be begun until the water rights on
this stream are adjudicated in the Federal courts and the rights of the
Government de_nitely known. _ .
(5) The total estimated cost of the Path_nder Reservmr is $1,750,000, of which $1,408,000 has been expended. That of the Interstate
unit is $5,070,000, of which $3,211,000 has been expended. The Interstate unit is about 80 per cent completed.
(6) The land in the Interstate unit can bear the construction charge
of about $46.50, and that in the proposed Fort Laramie unit can bear
the probable charge of $50 per acre. The large probable cost of $80
per acre for the remainder of the Goshen Park unit is believed to be
in excess of what the land can hear at present.
(7) Owing to the large expenditures already made, the comparatively large amount of public land, and the interstate character of the
project. the Interstate unit should be continued at an economical rate
of progress until completed; the Fort Laramie unit should be under—
taken, but the remainder of the Goshen Park unit should not be commenced at present. If this land should not increase in value suf_cientl y after the development of the Fort Laramie unit to warrant its
irrigation, the surplus water should be used on other irrigable areas
in order to repay the proportionate cost of the reservoir.
(8) The following allotments are recommended for the four years
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund __________________________________________________ $2, 185, 000
From the loan __________________________________________________ 2, 000, 000
Total _____________________________________________________ i4, 185, 000'.
SECTION XV.
TRUCKEE-CARSON PROJECT, NEVADA.
1. The ’l‘ruckee—Carson project was visited by the board on Sep—
tember 27 and 28. The head works in the Carson River near Hazen
and the irrigated lands in the vicinity of Fallon were visited on the
former date. Churchill Valley, the lower Carson Reservoir site and
the dam site for this reservoir, together with Truckee River diversion
dam and the main Truckee Canal, were inspected on the latter date.
On the evening of September 27 a public hearing was held in the
town of Fallon.
2. Location and description—The Truckee—Carson irrigation‘pro—
ject provides for supplying water over large areas of land, at present
barren, lying in the vicinity of Fallon, Hazen, and Fernley, Nev.
For this purpose it is proposed to use the waters of the Truckee and
Carson Rivers, which now _ow into natural depressions in the bed of
the primeval Lake Lahontan and disappear. The irrigating water
comes mainly from snowfall on the mountains of eastern California,
supplemented by rains in the drainage basin of the Truckee and Carson Rivers. The project is interstate in character, as part of the water
supply and much of the storage are within the State of California,
while the irrigated lands are in Nevada.
3. The project involves the diversion of a part of the natural _ow
of the Truckee River through a canal into the Carson River, together
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with such stored water as may be conserved in Lake Tahoe. In addition to the _ow from the Truckee River it is proposed to use the
water of the Carson River, collecting the _ow of both streams in a
reservon‘ to be formed by a dam in the Carson below the Outlet of the
Truckee Canal. From this reservoir the supply will be released
111to the Carson River and again picked up at. a diversion dam lower
downstream, where the main distribution system commences. The
completed work includes a diversion dam in the Truckee River, near
Clarks, diverting water into the main Truckee Canal; the construction of the main Truckee Canal, 31 miles long, having a capacity of
1,200 second-feet; borings and other investigations for the Carson
River storage dam and for the outlet works for Lake Tahoe: the
construction of the Carson River diversion dam, about 4 miles from
the lower end of the Truckee Canal; the construction of two irrigating canals, one of 1,500 second-feet capacity and the other of 450
second—feet capacity; the extension of laterals and minor ditches of
the distribution system. ‘
4. 'l'mnsportaz‘z'on far‘il'iti(8.—The main line of the Southern Paci_c Railway passes through Hazen, one of the towns of the project,
and a branch line to Fallon affords transportation facilities for the
greater part of the project. The most. distant farm unit from a railway station will require a 15—mile haul to place its products upon
railway cars.
5. C’onstrucfz'on features—The waters of the Truckee River are
diverted into the main Truckee Canal by a dam about 20 miles below
IReno. This dam is of concrete and is supplied with sluice gates, 16
in number for passing the river _ow and 9. for controlling the _ow
into the canal. There is no overfall section in the river portion, the
entire river passing;r through the sluiccways. The main Truckee Canal
empties into the Carson River a short distance above the site for the
storage dam to be built later. This dam will collect the waters of
both the Truckee and Carson Rivers. About 1 miles below this dam
site is the diversion dam for the distribution system. It is similar
to the Truckee Dam, but has headworks at each end for controlling
the two canals. The river _ow is passed through 23 sluiceways, the
dam having no over_ow section. The main distributing canal lies on
the right bank and has a capacity of 1,500 second—feet. The one on
the other bank has a capacity of 450 second-feet. These. two canals
with their smaller laterals cover an area of country extending about
25' miles eastward and about 20 miles north and south. There are
four tunnels on the main Truckee Canal.
6, Water supply.—\Vater is supplied from the Carson and Truckee
Rivers. the combined animal run-off amminting to about 1,000,000
acre-feet. The area of the drainage basin is 3,450 square miles. Its
average elevation above sea level is about 8,000 feet. The rainfall is
about 25 inches. The average annual discharge from Lake Tahoe
into the Truckee River for 10 years from 1900 to 1909 amounted to
317,000 acre—feet, the minimum being 112,730 acre-feet, and the maximum being 704,200 acre-feet. The average annual discharge of the
Truckeot River at Vista below the.town of Reno for 10 years was
865.840 acre-feet, the minimum being 301,000 acre—feet in 1900. and
the'maximum 1,813,000 acre-feet in _190(. The average annual discharge of the Carson River at Empire for nine years, 1901 to 1000,
was 397,797 acre-feet, the mammum 703,900 in 1901, and the mini—
o
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mum 141,650 in 1908. In order to utilize the large discharge of'these
rivers considerable storage capacity is necessary, and several suitable
sites are available. The most important of these is Lake Tahoe, one
of the sources of the Truckee River. This lake is situated at an
elevation of 6,230 feet above sea level and has an area of 193 square
miles. The drainage area above the lake outlet is .319 square miles,
and below its outlet the river receives the drainage of about 1,000
square miles more. , .
7. The storage capacity of the lake between the limits of natural
variation is upward of 600,000 acre-feet. By regulating the outlet
this lake is relied on to furnish storage capacity for at least 200,000
acre-feet for use on the project. lt is proposed to construct a storage
reservoir in the lower Carson River by building a rock-_ll dam.
This reservoir will have a capacity of 290,000 acre—feet. Another depression in the Carson River near the town of Dayton, known as
Alkali Flat, may be used for storage it later found necessary. Its
capacity will be about 228,000 acre-feet.
8. On this project it may be stated that the amount of land of suitable character is far in excess of What can be supplied with water.
There are about 40,000 acres of land irrigated under private canals
in the near vicinity of Reno. The water for this land is taken from
the summer _ow of the T ruckce River, and is probably a prior right
to that of the Government. but it does not include any stored water.
Some private land in the upper Carson Valley is also irrigated under
prior rights. The water rights on the Truckee River have not been
adjudicated. but it is stated that this is now in progress.
9. From the records there is apparently more water available than
is necessary for the present proposed acreage of the project, which
might permit. some expansion, but a study of the precipitation records shows that the years of recorded discharge were years of more
than usual rainfall, so that a considerable margin for safety is allowed by the Reclamation Service, 10. The adopted plan assumes a regulated _ow in the Truckee
River. Tn the absence of such regulation, either by means of Lake
Tahoe or other reservoirs on the Truckee River, not more than 150,000
acres could be irrigated in an unfavorable year as 1008, the year of
the minimum recorded _ow.
ll. Utilizing the storage capacity of Lake Tahoe and regulating
the Truckee River _ow both depend upon effecting some agreement
with the prior claimants to the waters of this lake. The principal one
of these is the Truckee River General Electric (70., which claims to
have prior rights to about 2400 second-feet of the _ow for power.
This company claims to own the outlet of the lake and desires to regulate the llow in its own interests. The company proposed last year
to construct a new outlet to the lake, build the necessary controlling
works, rebuild the old outlet works, and accept the responsibility for
all damages in connection therewith if the Reclamation Service would
pay one—half the cost of rebuilding the old works (this share amount—
ing to about $20,000), operate the headworks at both outlets, furnish the company with 475 second—feet daily through the new outlet,
and protect the company from suits after the new plant was installed.
They offered to furnish water from other sources than Lake Tahoe
for irrigating large areas around Reno, now being supplied partly
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from Lake Tahoe by private companies. They proposed also to construct a reservon‘ at \Vashoe Lake of about 168,000 acre-feet capacity
to hold the water used during the winter months for power development, \vhlch. under present conditions. is wasted. The old lake outlet
would be used only to regulate the _ow whenever necessary.
12.711115 agreement was not approved by the Secretary of the
Interior. The use of Lake Tahoe for storage. while not an essential
part of the project. is a very desirable one. The regulation of the
_ow of Truckee River. without. using Lake Tahoe, could possibly be
affected by storage elsewhere. but at a largely increased cost. A
fuller discussion of the water supply is appended hereto.
13. Lands—The amount of land under this project is 206,000 acres,
to which must be added 13,000 acres which have a vested water right
recognized by the Government and three or four thousand acres concerning which no agreement has been made. About (30 per cent of
the project is public land. Only the _rst unit of 92.018 acres has
been completed. of which 32,000 acres were furnished with water this
year. In this unit there are 46.110 acres of public land, 45.908 acres
of private land. of which 10.147 acres belong to the railroad and are
now being sold in small tracts with the requirement that water be
applied for under the reclamation act. There are included in the
irrigated portion 1.000 acres of Piute Indian lands. for which the
Indian O_ice pays the regular charge. The land is at an elevation
of about 4.000 feet and has an average animal rainfall of 4 inches.
It is worthless for cultivation unless irrigated. The duty of water
is 3 feet on the land. The temperature ranges from 00 to 105” F.
The farm unit is 80 acres it public land and 160 acres if in private
ownership. The land lies in the bed of an old lake and has a slight
slope suf_cient for irrigation. Drainage has been found necessary,
but where open drains are used swamping seems to be prevented.
Alkali is found in some localities.
14. The soil is sandy loam, clay7 and adobe loam. The crops are
alfalfa, sugar beets. grains. and vegetables. A beet—sugar factory is
under construction at Fallon. Land without a water right is practically valueless. but with a ood water right it is often valued at
over $100 per acre. Seventy- ve dollars per acre would be about an
average price. The public land is not being rapidly taken up, partly
due to the. undeveloped condition of the country. It, was stated by
the Truckee-Carson Farmers’ Association that $50 was about the
limit of construction charge that the land could bear. There is no
water users' association. the agreement as to the use of water being
between the Government and the individual farmer. The settlement
of land under this project has been slow but has now reached a point
where the adequate supply of water for greater area is not practicable
Without storage. _
15. Cost—The total expenditure under this pI'OJQCt up to June 30,
1910, was $4,082.23311. of which $187,000. or 3.4: per cent. was for
examinations and surveys; $442,700, or 10.8 per cent, was for superintendence, engineering. and clerical services on the project; $5068.55,
or 0.14 per cent was for the supervising engineer’s of_ce, and $167,070.10, or 4.9 per cent. was for the Washington and Chicago of_ces,
expert engineering, etc. The estlmated cost of the completed prOJect
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is $7,000,000, or about $3,000,000 in addition to expenditures up to
the present time. The items for this additional expenditure are:
Lake Tahoe Reservoir _____________________ $20. 000
Lower Carson Reservoir Dam-- _____ 1, 200, 000
District. 5, distribution system-_-_ _____ 61, 000
District 3, distribution system
District 4, distribution system
Carson Lake extension-Alkali Flat Reservoir_-Pyramid Lake extension_
Churchill Valley ________________
Total- -__- ,,,,,,,,,,,, 3, 000, 000
16. There has been allotted to this project $4,178,000 up to December
81, 1910. The construction charges were _rst set at $22 per acre. and
24.000 acres were taken up at this _gure. Later the charge was
raised to $30 and 6,000 acres were taken up. Thirteen thousand acres
pay no construction charges. There are, therefore, 43,000 acres which
are to return $708,000 to the reclamation fund. To return the cost to
the reclamation fund, the remaining 176,000 acres will have to return
$6,292,000, or an average of about $36 per acre, assuming that all the
land will be disposed of at this _gure and the estimates for completion
arenot exceeded. A later estimate for completion has been submitted by
the chief engineer, dated October 29, 1910, amounting to $3,500,000,
which it is thought will all be needed. On this basis the charge per
acre would be about $39 to return the cost to the fund The arrangement of charges suggested by the Reclamation Service is as follows:
First unit settled, 24,000 acres, at $22 ______________________________ $528, 000
Second unit settled, 6,000 acres, at $30 ____________________________ 180, 000
Area to be'opened before Alkali Flat Reservoir is constructed, 142,000
acres, at $35-_-- _____________________ 4, 970, 000
Area to be opened after constructed, 34,000 acres, at $40 ------------ 1, 360, 000
Total, per 206,000 acres ____________________________________ 7, 038, 000
17. The cost of operation and maintenance in 1909 was $39,452.12,
and the return was $20,920.90, leaving a de_cit of $18,531.22. The
charge for operation and maintenance has now been raised from 40
cents per acre per annum to 60 cents. The actual cost should be less
than 60 cents when a large area is under irrigation, so that the de_cit
may ultimately be reduced by retaining the higher charge after the
cost of operation is lowered.
18. 00mment.~The diversion dams at both the Truckee and Carson Rivers are constructed without spillway, the river _ow being
passed through a series of gates. In both cases accidents have occurred, due to the blocking of the high-water _ow by drifts or other
causes, the river cutting around one end in one case and both ends
in the other. This would indicate that the type was not particularly
well adapted to the purpose for which designed. With this exception,
the engineering features Visited by the board seem to be well suited
to the purpose for which intended.
19. Sgrmmarys (l) The project is feasible in an engineering and
economic sense.
(2) It is interstate in character, the water supply and storage being mainly in California and the irrigable area in Nevada.
78586
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(3) The total area involved is 206,000 acres, of which about 60 per
cent is public land.
(4,) The water supply is su_icient with the storage proposed.
(5) The estimated cost of completion is $7,000,000, of which
$4,032,233.11 has been expended.
(13) The land can return the construction charge, which is now esti—
mated at $35 to $40, but which may have to be increased.
( I) The project is a worthy one; is now more than 00 per cent com—
pleted, and should be continued at an economical rate of progress
until _nished. V
(8) The following allotments are recommended for the four years
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund____,,k,,,v,A"WWW",,__,,-___1,_1_RW_,,_-_ $1. 594, 000
From the loan ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1. 103, 000
2, 787, 000
SECTION XVI.
CARLSBAD PROJECT, NEW MEXICO.
1. The board visited this project on October 15, 1910, inspecting
the reservoirs McMillan and Avalon, the Dark Canyon Siphon, the
river aqueduct, the distributing system, and the irrigable lands. In
the evening of that day the board held a meeting with the water users’
association.
2. Location—This project is located on the Pecos River, in Eddy
County, N. Mex. The project is traversed by a branch of the Santa
Fe Railway, which gives good transportation facilities for the entire
irrigalole area.
3. Purchase—This irrigation system was constructed by the Pecos
Irrigation C0., which operated it until a _ood in October, 1904,
destroyed the dam at Lake Avalon. The company being unable to
’rebuild the dam, the people living on the project appealed to the
Government, and early in 1906 the property and rights of the irrigation company were purchased for $150,000 allotted from the reclama—
tion fund.
4. Description—~T he Pecos River supplies the water for the lands,
and since the low water discharge is insuf_cient for the area irrigated,
two reservoirs have been constructed for storage. These reservoirs,
Lakes McMillan and Avalon, with their dams and controlling works,
constitute the principal engineering structures of the system. Lake
McMillan is formed by an earth and rock-_ll dam across the old river
channel and is provided with two spillways and with concrete head
gates. The head gates discharge into a canal cut in rock. which in
turn discharges into the river bed a short distance below the dam.
The head gates were constructed since the United States purchased
the reservoir and the Reclamation Servme has also reenforced the
dam, reconstructed the spillways, and constructed a dike Within the
reservoir to prevent the stored waters from reaching the bordering
bed of gypsum where a large leakage had ex1sted. Lake Avalon is
also formed by an earth and rockr_ll dam across the river bed, the
dam being provided with a concrete and sheet_plle diaphragm or
cut-o_ wall. The combined head gates and spillway is a concrete
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structure, and there are two other spillways which spill over rock at
low places in the rim of the reservon'. The dam, head gates, etc, were
constructed by the Reclamation Service, the old darn havmg been
destroyed by a. flood prior to the purchase of the system by the United
States.
5. The main canal. of the system heads at Lake Avalon, on the east
bank of the river, and about 3 miles below it is carried across the
Pecos by a concrete _ame or aqueduct. This _umc was built prior to
the purchase, but has since been extensively repaired by the United
States. A main lateral, called the East. Canal. takes out a short dis-tance above the river crossing and covers the small irrigated area on
the east bank. The main canal covers the lands west of the river,
and after crossing the river it is called the Southern Canal. This
canal crosses Dark Canyan in a reenforced concrete inverted siphon
constructed by the United States. The minor structures of the distribution system are generally of wood. but where these have needed ‘
repairs by the Gtwcrmnent they have been replaced with concrete.
The main canals and laterals have been partially enlarged and improved by the United States. The main canal is designed for a max—
imum _ow of 500 second—feet, the Southern Canal for 400, and the
Eastern for 100 secondvfcet (the capacities of the Southern and Eastern being reduced in their lower portions). The assistant engineer in
local cliarge,,110\vever, under date of September 14, 1,910, in a report
to the supervising engineer, states: “The present sate capacity of
our main canal (Southern) to the siphon is 350 second—feet when the
channel is reasonably clean. “7e have found from the experience of
the past three seasons that the canal can not be expected to carry
over 200 to ‘250 second-feet with safety for more than 10 days at a
time during the hot summer, on account of the channel _lling up with
aquatic growth.” The lateral which supplies the so-called Black
River system; that is, the lands south of Black River, has been relo—
cated since the United States took charge, the new portion being partially concrete lined, the lateral discharging its waters into the Black
River Channel through a concrete drop.
6. The various engineering works done by the Reclamation Service
in the improvement. of the system appear to be well designed and
well executed. However. the entire system prior to its purchase by
the United States, as well as now, has been characterized by excessive losses by leakage, both in the reservoirs and in the ditches. The
dike constructed in Lake McMillan has greatly reduced the leakage
in that reservoir, but it is still large and evidently passes through the
gypsum beds in the bluffs on the east side, north of the dike. A larger
part of this leakage, it is believed by the Reclamation Service, reen—
ters the river above the Avalon Dam. But by far the most important and injurious leakage occurs in the distribution system, espe—
cially in certain portions of the Southern Canal and in the East
Canal. The excessive leakage in the distribution system is believed
to be due to the presence of gypsum in the soil, and it seems that the
only certain remedy for it is the lining of the canals 01' a large por—
tion of them with concrete. The comparatively clear water taken
into the canals from Lake Avalon does not contain suf_cient silt to
seal tlm porous canal banks, most of the material carried by the river
water hing deposited in Lake McMillan. The subject of leakage isdiscussed further in the following paragraphs. V
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7. Water supply—\Vater is obtained from the Pecos River, under
two approprlatlons, one made in 1888 by the Pecos Irrigation Co. for
approx1mately 75,000 to 100,000 acre—feet. and one made in 1905 by
the Reclamation Service for 300,000 acre-feet. During the period of
1905—1910 the average run-off of the river at Dayton, above Lake McMillan, was 330,000 acre-feet, with a maximum of 915,000 acre-feet
and a minlmuni of 154,000 acre-feet. The two reservoirs have an
estimated aggregate storage capacity of about 34,000 acre-feet. Lake
McMillan having a capacity of 29,000 acre-feet and Lake Avalon of
5,000 acre—feet. Since the hydrographs show a summer as well as a
winter peak, the available storage is more valuable than on a stream
Wlth only one period of high-water run-off. A third reservoir site
between lakes McMillan and Avalon has been under consideration
and is described on page 277 of the Fourth Annual Report of the
Reclamation Service. Doubt is there expressed as to the feasibility
of constructing a reservoir at this point, owing to the presence of beds
of gypsum and to questionable foundations at the proposed dam site.
Pending a more complete examination, no opinion can be expressed
by the board as to the feasibility or the cost of such a reservoir.
8. As stated above, the leakage losses in the system are very great.
During 1909—10 measurements showed a loss of 40 to 44 per cent
between the gauging station at Dayton and a station just below Lake
McMillan. Much of this loss, however, was returned to the river
above the Avalon Dam, so that the net loss between Dayton and the
head gates of the main canal was only about 10 per cent. Taking 10
per cent as the net loss by leakage in the reservoirs, the average annual run-o_' at the Avalon head gates is approximately 300,000 acrefeet.
9. Taking the combined safe capacity of the two branches of the
main canal at 275 second-feet, the canals in their present condition
can divert in an irrigation season of nine months only about 148,000
acre-feet. The discharge in the year of minimum recorded run-01f is
about 140.000 acre—feet at the Avalon head gates, so that in the minimum year (with no water held over in the reservoir from previous
years) the canal can receive at the Avalon head gates 140,000 acrefeet and in the average year 148,000 acre-feet. The measured losses
in the distribution system in 1909 averaged 64 per cent of the diverted
water. Applying this percentage to the above _gures, we have for
the delivery of water to the farms in the minimum year 50,000 acrefeet and in the average year 53,000 acre-feet. The lining of the main
canals, as hereafter mentioned, will probably reduce the losses from
all sources in the distribution system to not more than 25 per cent,
and at the same time will increase the safe carrying capacity of the
canals, so that, with the present storage capacity of the reservoirs,
probably 90,000 to 100,000 acre-feet could be carried to the farms in
the minimum year and up to 120,000 acre-feet in an average year.
10. This, however, brings up the question of the silting up of the
reservoirs. The capacity of Lake McMillan, and to a lesser extent
that of Lake Avalon, is being annually reduced by the accumulation
of silt brought down by the river. Measurements made by the Reclamation Service in 1904 show a silting up of Lake McMillan during
the preceding 10 years of 4 per cent per annum, and it seems fair to
assume that the same rate will be maintalned in the future, makin
the probable life of this reservoir about 25 years, with a materia
reduction of its usefulness long before that time. Without storage
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not more than 70,000 to 80,000 acre-feet can be diverted in» years of
low run-off. Applying the (34 per cent factor of loss in the distrlbution system, there would reach the farms only 2.3.000 to 29,000 acre—
fect, and applying a 25 per cent loss factor, there would reach the
farms 52,000 to 60,000 acre—feet. The above _gures indicate that
under present conditions of canals and reservoirs sufficient water in
an average year can be brought to the farms for the irrigation of
20,000 acres of land, and that even in a year of low run-otf there W111
not be a very serious shortage: and, further, that with a complete
silting up of the reservoirs. suf_cient water from the perennial _ow
can be delivered to the farms in years of low run—off for the irrigation p
of 20,000 acres, provided the canals are put in such condition that the
loss in the distribution system is reduced to not more than 95 per cent.
In other words, the area which can be irrigated from the system with
storage capacity and unlined canals does not differ materially from
that which can be irrigated through lined canals from the perennial
_ow without storage. It does not seem advisable, therefore, that any
increase. be made in the irrigable area unless provision is made both
for additional storage and for reduction of losses in the distribution
System.
11. Lands—In this project, as outlined and aliiproved, there is a
total irrigable area of 20.04? acres, all of Which is private land eXcept 20 acres (which has been taken up under the terms of the reclamation act). All of the private land had water rights from the appropriation of 1888 and was included in the project because it had
these rights. Not all of this area has applied for water, but about
114.000 acres are now under irrigation, and it is expected by the local
reclamation of_cers that at least 16,000 acres will be under irrigation
next year. The entire 20,047 acres are, of course. under agreement
to apply for water. and in the meantime the annual charges for op
eration and maintenance are being accumulated against them.
12. The average elevation of the irrigable area above sea level is
about 3.100 feet. and the range of temperature is from 0° 10 110° F.
The soil is of good quality and usually quite deep on most of the
prOJect. In other parts there are from 2 to 3 feet of soil over gypsum, and this also is considered good land. \Vhere the gypsum,
however, comes more nearly to the surface the land is of little value.
There is a considerable area of such land Within reach of water, but.
1t .15 not counted as part of the irrigable area. The average annual
rainfall on the irrigablc area is 15 inches, but farming can not be
practiced successfully without irrigation. The duty of water is based
on 3 acre—feet of water per acre per year, but it is not believed that
crops will suffer if, in occasional years, only a»;- acre-feet of water is
supplied. The leakage in the distribution system referred to above
has interfered during the past season with full supply of water to
the lands at the time it was desired, and this leakage is injuring the
system in another way—«that is, by the swamping of lands near them.
It is stated that before the destruction of the old Avalon Dam about
3,000 acres of irrigable land had been injured by seepage. The discontinuance of irrigation resulted in the lowering of the ground
water leyelin the swamped land; but the seepage from the canals is
again injuring this land, and if this seepage is not materially reduced
the area of swamped lands will become as large or larger than before.
The prevention of this excessive leakage is, therefore, one of the most
important reasons for lining the main canals.
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.13. The growing season at Carlsbad is long and there is a wide
divers1ficati0n of crops. Among the best paying crops are alfalfa,
cotton, grain. vegetables. and, probably, peaches. From statements
made to the board as to the average net receipts per acre from such
crops it seems to be quite certain that the land will readily bear the
announced building charge of $31 per acre. as well as an additional
assessment of $12 to 915 per acre to cover the estimated cost of improvmg the main canals by partially lining them with concrete.
Statements from local sources indicate that lands not in reach of
water are worth about $5 per acre; while lands having water for full
Irrigation are worth from $50 to $150 pe ' acre.
. 14. Proposed cwtension. and improwmnenf.—The outlined project
18 stated to be 99.8 per cent completed. The. area of good quality
land which can be reached by the present distribution system is,
however. considerably in excess of the 20.0{7 acres included in the
project, and, if the water supply justified. a considerable additional
area could be brought under water. It has been proposed by the
water users7 association that. the present distribution system be improved by lining the main -anals where necessary, thus greatly re—
ducing the leakage and bene_ting the present irrigablc lands by
eliminating the swamping and by preventing a shortage of water
when the demand is at the maximum. and at the same time securing
a suf_cient saving.r of diverted water to provide for the irrigation of
an additional 5,000 acres of land. The association has proposed further that the entire cost of this improvement. which is estimated by
the project engineer at $250000. be charged to the 5.000 acres to be
brought in. The board believes that. should the water supply justify,
the 5,000 acres so brought in would be bene_ted suf_ciently to enable
them to return a construction charge of $50 per acre. As stated
above, however. the uncertainty as to the effect the silting in Lake
McMillan will have on the amount of y'ater which can be made available for use during the irrigation season and the uncertainty as to
whether the third or intermediate reservoir is feasible. renders it
very doubtful if more than 20.000 acres can be given full irrigation
after silting in Lake BIL-Millan has left it with little storage capacity,
even though the losses in the distribution system have been reduced
to 2-5 per cent.
15. The lining of the main canals with concrete. wherever found
necessary, is nevertheless regarded by the board as a necessary im—
provement both to conserve water and to prevent the swamping of
land. It has been suggested that this improvement be gradually
made, taking up _rst the lining of those places where the leakage is
most serious and that it be paid for by assessments against the 20.047
acres now in the project. the assessments to be included in collections
for operation and maintenance and to be so distributed in the different Vears that the annual aggregate amount to be paid be not too
burdensome. This plan would bene_t the present irrigated lands at
the expense of such lands and would require no advance of money
from the reclamation fund. since the improvement could be carried
on only so fast as the actual collections of the assessment would
justify. By the water users thus assessmg themselves. say at the rate
of $2 per acre per year. they would secure. In FIX or seven years. free—
dom from water logging of lands by seepagefrom the canals. a more
certain supply of water at the farms, and pOSSIbly a surplus of madTX_00131945
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able water which could probably be disposed of on a water-rental
basis to lands now in reach of the present distributlon system or ex—
tensions thereof. but not now included in the project, the returns from
such rental partially offsetting the assessments for the improvement.
The cutting o_‘ of the seepage losses would keep pace With the gradual loss of storage capacity in McMillan Reservoxr and would possibly more than offset this. At the end of 51x or seven years much
more would be known as to the available storage capac1t1es otthe
system, and if conditions then justi_ed an additional area of 1rr1gable land could be permanently taken into the project. The board
regards with favor this method of carrylng 011 the work of lining the
canals. It does not regard it as advisable that an allotment be made
for this purpose from the reclamation fund.
16. Returns to the reclamation fund—The project was formerly
opened by public notice, dated December 17, 1907, the building charge
being announced at $31 per acre, and the charge for operation and
maintenance at. $0.75 per acre per year. The latter subsequently
(public notice dated June 2. 1909) being raised to $1.35 per acre per
year. There has been allotted to this project a total of $705,000,
which is practically all expended. Of this $604,738.62, or, say
$605,000, was charged to construction and the remainder to operation
and maintenance. Taking the irrigable area at 20,000 acres, the expected return from the building charge of $31 per acre is $620,000.
There has been charged to operation and maintenance about
$100,000, for which there has been collected (or accrued) to June 30,
1910, about $33,000. The excess of operation and maintenance over
collections therefor is due principally to the betterinents paid for
under that head. The construction charge already having been announced. betterments such as the dike in Lake McMillan, were made
under an agreement with the water users’ association, the substance
of which being that the cost of such betterments should not all
be included in the collection for a single year for operation and
maintenance, but should be held as an open account and gradually
returned at the rate of $0.35 per acre per year. This de_cit should,
under the agreement be returned in about nine years. The above _gures indicate that this project will return its entire cost to the
reclamation fund.
17. Summary—(1) This project, both as to lands and water supply, lies entirely within the Territory of New Mexico.
(2) Out of the 20,047 acres of irrigable land all is under private
ownership except 20 acres.
. (23) The various engineering works done by the Reclamation Servlce 1n the improvement of this irrigation system appear to be well
designed and well executed.
(4‘) The system is in good condition, except for the excessive leakage in the reservoirs and the distribution system, and for the reductlon in carrying capacity of the canals caused by the aquatic growths,
conditlons which are practically the same as before the purchase of
the system.
(5) The board believes that, under present conditions, in a year
of average run-off suf_cient water can be carried to the farms for
the 20,047 acres now in the project, and that even in a year of low
run-off there w111 not be an injurious shortage; and further that with
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 61—3——7
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a complete Silting up of the reservoirs there Will be suf_cient water
from the perennial _ow to irrigate 20,047 acres, provided the losses
in the distribution system are reduced bv lining the canals, to apprOXimately 25. per cent. ‘
(6)'The estimated _nal cost of this project is about $605,000, all
of which had been expended prior to June 30, 1910.
(i) This pI'OJeCt can reasonably be expected to return its cost to
the Reclamation Fund.
(3). In the opinion of the board it is not advisable to take an
additional acreage into the project unless provision is made both for
rfduction of losses in the distribution system and for additional
5 orage. '
({3} N 0 opinion can be expressed as to the feasibility of obtaining
additional storage until a more complete examination is made by
the Reclamation Service of the “ Third” reservoir site.
(10) The board believes that the lining of the main canals with
concrete, to reduce the leakage, is a necessary improvement; that
such work should be paid for by assessments by the water users’
association on the lands now in the project; and that no allotment
should be made for this purpose from reclamation funds.
SECTION XVII.
HONDO PROJECT. NEW MEXICO.
1. The board visited this project on October 16, 1910, inspectin
the reservoir, the inlet canal and controlling works, the outlet cana
and controlling works, a portion of the irrigable area and of the distribution system, as well as the Hondo River in the vicinity of the
point where the proposed canal is designed to take out from the river.
The board also examined the area east of Roswell, irrigated by artesian water. During the day and in the evening, at a meeting in the
rooms of the Commercial Club, informal discussions were held with
local people interested in the project.
2. Location—This project is located on the lower part of the
Hondo River, in Chaves County, N. Mex, the only town in the project
being Roswell. A branch of the Santa Fe Railway passes through
Roswell, giving transportation facilities to this project, the most
distant farm unit of which is less than 12 miles from Roswell.
3. Description—In the development of this system. the IIondo
River is the source of the water supply. The river in this portion of
its channel has no low-water _ow, and a reservoir was therefore necessary for the storage of the _ood waters of the stream. This reserVOir
is formed by six earth dikes, having an aggregate length of 16,500
feet, constructed to close the low places in the rim of a natural depression. A short earth—_ll diversion dam with rock-protectedslopes
diverts the water from the Hondo into the inlet canal, which is provided with concrete spillwa s, a silt-catch basm, and sluicmg gates
for the removal of silt. his canal discharges into the reservmr
through a rock cut. There are _ve spillways for the reservoir, both
being the natural rock at low places in the rim. _ The water is taken
out of the reservoir through the outlet canal, which connects the low
places in the reservoir With the old I'IVEI' Channel, the water passmg
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throu h the main dike or dam in two 36-inch cast-iron pipes embedde in concrete, suitable valves and operating devices being provided. From the river the water is diverted by three short diversion
dams into the four main canals of the system. The minor structures,
such as drops and turn-outs, are of concrete. The canals and laterals
are of the usual type of unlined earth ditches. The reservoir embankments, the outlet and inlet canals, and the earth-_ll diversion dam
appear to be well designed and well constructed. The soil about the
reservoir is in places impregnated with gypsum, the presence of which
within the reservoir has caused considerable expense in the repair
and maintenance of the bottom to keep it water tight. This expense
is not yet ended, as so far there has not been suf_cient water in the
reservoir to thoroughly test the bottom. The ef_ciency of the structures designed to keep silt out of the reservoir and to remove it from
the inlet canal has not been tested because of the very limited amount
of _ood water during the two seasons since the completion of the reservoir, and the board does not believe it to be certain that these devices
will be successful in accomplishing their object. While the diversion
dam and the minor structures of concrete do not show the economy of
design ordinarily noted on such works of the Reclamation Service,
they will undoubtedly serve their purpose.
4. Water supply—The drainage area of the Hondo River above
the reservoir is about 1,000 square miles, and much of it is said to be
rough and broken, with a correspondingly large run-off. The availabkl_e records of rainfall on the watershed are given in the following
ta e:
Years. Stanton, 1151051523113,
14.4
Hu—l
HHHHK’I—l
[‘9’555‘79999‘79
qmnoauocmowm
Norm—No records available for missing years.
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Fort Stanton is on the Bonito Branch of the Hondo, at an elevation
above sea level of about 6,000 feet, and Roswell is below the reservoir
near the mouth 'of the Hondo, at an elevation above sea level of about
32‘ 00 feet. It IS not known to what extent these records are representative of the rainfall throughout the Hondo watershed.
_ 5. Prior to 1869 the Hondo River had a perennial _ow through
its entire course, but due to increased use for agricultural purposes
In 1ts upper reaches the lower portion of the Honda became dry except during _oods. This was the situation at the time the project
was _rst investigated by the Reclamation Service. No discharge
measurements had been made and the only evidence as to the amount
of run-Off lay in the frequent _ooding of the town of Roswell. The
natural channel at this point is hardly more than 20 feet Wide and
from, 6 to 10 feet deep, and its carrying capacity is small.
6. Based on this evidence, the record of rainfall at Fort Stanton,
and the character of the topography of the watershed, the project
was undertaken in 1904, and the reservoir constructed with an available capacity of 40,000 acre-feet. It was completed in August, 1906.
Since that date the run-oil has not been suf_cient to permit the storage
of any water. In 1907 a small quantity was furnished from the
_ood _ow of the river directly to a small portion of the land under
the project. In 1908, 1,753 acre-feet were so furnished; in 1909, 731
acre-feet; and in 1910 a small amount. ,
7. \Vith the purchase of 800 acres of land for reservoir purposes,
the water rights appurtenant thereto were acquired, the date of the
appropriation being 188'? or 1888. In January, 1906, an additional
_ling for 80,000 acre—feet was made by the Reclamation Service.
There are numerous other water rights on this stream, most of which
antedate those of the Reclamation Service. Such of these rights as
pertain to land below the storage reservoir and within the limits of
the project are to be merged with those of the United States, under
the terms of the contracts between the United States and the Hondo
Water Users’ Association. Much of the _ow of this river is used in
its upper reaches under appropriations which also antedate those of
the United States. No adjudication of the water rights on the Hondo
or its tributaries has yet been made, though suit with this object in‘
view is now pending in the Territorial courts. ‘
8. At a point in the river about where the Diamond “A” gauglng
station was located there was observed by the board a considerable
_ow of water which was lost by seepage into the bed of the river, the
bed at the diversion dam being dry. This loss was measured by the
Territorial engineer and found to be, for the 12 months from May 1,
1908, to April 30, 1909, about 10,000 acre-feet, equivalent to. an average discharge of about 14 second-feet. In hlS report on this subject
he states that this loss is at times as much as 33 second-feet. The
suggestion to divert this water into the reservoir through a concretelined canal will be considered under the head of “ Betterments.” In
1909 an e_ort was made by the residents of the upper valley to _le on
this water which is now going to waste. ThIS. attempted appropriation has been temporarily held up by the Terrltorial engineer; but 1t
is urged by the Honda Water Users’ Association that unless steps be
taken by the United States to use it bene_c1ally 1t W111 be awarded to
others.
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9. The data at hand as to the water supply for this project, as set
forth above, is not su_icient to justify the board in _draw1ng any conclusions as to whether or not, under normal conditions, there Wlll be
a suf_cient supply of water for the irrigation of the 10,000 acres 1n
the project. , _
10. There are included in this project 10,000 acres, of which all is
under private ownership except 240 acres of public land. In the
Eighth Annual Report of the Reclamation Serv1ce it is stated “'Tcmorary water-rental contracts were entered into With indivnluals
during 1908, and about 1,200 acres were served with an inadequate
supply of water. No water has been available. in 1909. Some alfalfa,
head grains, and fruit trees are under cultivation and are being maintained with great trouble.” It is understood that the condltions In
1910 are about the same as in 1909. .
11. The average elevation of the irrigable area above sea level is
about 3,750 feet, and the range of temperature is from 0° to 100° F.
The average rainfall on the lands is about 16 inches, but this is not
distributed throu bout the year so as to permit successful dry farming. The duty 0% water is _gured at 2% feet delivered on the farm.
The lands under this project are of good quality, the soil being deep
and varying from sandy loam to adobe. The land requires very little
work to put it under irrigation and cultivation, and it is believed that
the slopes are such as to insure good drainage. The growing season
is long. The principal crops grown in this Vicinity are alfalfa, fruits,
head grains, etc. The returns from the irrigated lands in the artesian district adjoining Roswell on the east, as well as the values of
these lands, indicate that with a full supply of water the lands in the
Hondo project would readily bear a construction charge of $44 to $50
per acre.
12. Cost—There has been allotted to this project to date $359,000,
of which over $349,000 was expended prior to June 30, 1910. Of this
amount, $33,347.? 2, or 10 per cent, was for _eld engineering and superintendence; $3,900.52, or 1 per cent, for clerical services on the
project; and $12,280.55, or 3.6 per cent, for the Washington and Chi.
eago u_cices, expert engineering, etc. The balance, it is expected, will
be exhausted by the end of 1910. About $2,900 has been collected
from the sale of such water as was available, so that by the end of the
year the net investment of the United States will be approximately
$356,000. The project was completed by May, 1907, but, because of
the lack of water, it has not yet been declared open and no building
charge has been announced. The betterments referred to below are
roughly estimated to cost $60,000. Adding this to the net cost, we
have $416,000, to which should be added, say, 824,000, to provide for
operatlon and maintenance until the project is self—supporting. and
for contingencies. The total of these is $440,000, which for 10,000
acres Will give a building charge of $44 per acre.
_13. Proposed betterments.—It has been suggested that an imperv10us canal of approximately 60 second—feet capacity be constructed
connecting the inlet canal with the Hondo at or near the Diamond
“A” gauging statlon. Such a canal would be about 12 miles long, and
a short. diverSIOn dam in the IIondo would also be required to divert
water into it. The cost of this betterment has been roughly estimated by the project engineer at $60,000. The purpose of this canal is
to bring down to the reservoir the water now lost by seepage into the
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bed of the Hondo which, in the 12 months beginning with May, 1908
was found to be about 10,000 acre-feet. If the adjudication by the;
courts 1ndicates that this amount of water can be obtained annually,
the water so saved and brought down to the project lands will prob- '
ably serve to keep alive and render more or less productive the
alfalfa _elds and orchards now on the project lands. If this water
be sold to these lands at a _xed price per acre-foot, it will produce a
return probably more than suf_cient to pay for the maintenance of
the system while it is awaiting a formal opening. In case the rainfall in the watershed of the Hondo shall increase suf_ciently to justify the opening of the project, this canal will still be useful, as the
water saved by it will about make up for evaporation loss in the
reserv01r, and as this water, in years of shortage. may be suf_cient
to keep alive the larger acreage of perennial crops which may then
be on the project. The merit of the suggested betterment seems to
rest chie_y, therefore, on whether approximately 8,000 to 10.000
acre—feet can be secured after all prior rights (as determined by’the
adjudication now under way) are satis_ed. The board considers
favorably such a betterment under the conditions cited as to amount
of water expected to be saved and as to cost. An argument against
this expenditure is, that should it be necessary to abandon the project
altogether the amount of money 10st to the United States will be
increased by about $60,000. For this reason the board believes that
as a prior condition to the allotment of money for this work the landowners be required to make an additional contract with the Government to insure the return of this expenditure whether or not conditions justify the opening of the project as originally outlined. If
the landowners prefer to construct this canal at their own expense
rather than to enter into the additional contract with the Government,
the board believes that they should be permitted to do so, under such
conditions as will protect the rights of the entire body of owners
under the project as well as those of the United States.
14. Summary.—(l) This project, both as to the lands and the
water supply, lies entirely within the Territory of New Mexico.
(2) All of the irrigable land in the project is private land except
52.4 per cent.
(3) In general the engineering structures appear to be well designed and well executed, but the board does not believe it to be certain that the devices for handling the silt problem will be successful.
(4) At the time the project was started the data as to water supply
appear to have been insuf_cient to warrant the undertaking, and
such data are not now suf_cient to justify the board in drawing conclusions as to. whether or not under normal rainfall conditions there
will be suf_cient water for the irrigation of the 10,000 acres in the
ro ect.
p (i3) The returns from the irrigated lands in the artesian district
adjoining this project, as well as the values of these lands, indicate
that with a full water supply the lands in the Hondo project would
readily bear a construction charge of $44 to $50per acre.
(6) The construction of a small concrete-lined canal from the
inlet canal to the river at a point above theDmmond “A” gauging
station to save the water now lost by seepage is regarded by the board
as a desirable betterment, provided further examination, after the
water rights have been adjudicated by the courts, indicates that
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approximately 10,000 acre-feet can be saved thereby for use on the
lands of the project and that the cost of this additional work Wlll not
exceed $60,000 to $70,000. Under such conditions it is recommended by
the board that an allotment be made for this work, provided the landowners will enter into an additional contract with the United States
to insure the return of such an allotment independently of the success
or nonsuccess of the project as originally outlined.
(7) Pending the court adjudication, should the landowners prefer
to make this improvement at their own expense, the board recommends that they be permitted to do so under such conditions as Will
protect the rights of the entire body of landowners as well as those
of the United States. , ‘ . ‘
(8) The estimated _nal cost. of this pr0ject is about $359,000, 01'
Which over $349,000 was expended prior to June 30, 1910.
SECTION XVIII.
RIO GRANDE PROJECT, NEW MEXICO-TEXAS.
1. This project was inspected by the board on October 11. 12, and
13, public hearings being held at El Paso, Tex., and Las Cruces,
'N. Mex.
2. Location.——Part of the project lies in New Mexico and part in
Texas; and it includes the furnishing of water to the Republic of
Mexico. It is therefore international as well as interstate in character.
3. Transportation facilities are afforded by the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa. Fe, El Paso & Southwestern, Southern Paci_c, and Texas
8: Paci_c Railroads. The scope of the project and its relation to
the above railroads is shown on the accompanying map.
4. Description.——The project as outlined consists of a storage reservoir on the Rio Grande. about .9 miles from the town of Engle, with
a capacity of 2,368,490 acre-testy suf_cient to fully control the run-01f
of the river at this point: four diversion dams lower down in the
river; and four distributing systems heading at these dams and COVering the irrigable lands in the United States.
5. The international features of the. project are covered by a treaty,
dated May 21, 1906, between the United States and Mexico. which
provides that upon completion of the project the United States shall
deliver to Mexico a total of 60,000 acre-feet of water annually in the
bed of the Rio Grande at the headworks of the existing Mexican canal
above the city of Juarez. Mex. [In return the Mexicali Government
waives all of its claims to water in the Rio Grande above the town of
Fort Quitman, Tex., and all claims for past damages from shortage
of water. In 1907 Congress appropriated $1,000,000 toward the con—
struction of the necessary storage dam and provided that—_
The balance of the cost of said irrigation project over and ubme the amount
herein appropriated shall be allotted by the Secretary of the Interior as may be
needed and as may be available from time to time from the reclamation
fund, etc.6. One of the diversion dams. that at. the head of the Mesilla
Valley, in New Mexico, has been built, together with 6 miles of main
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canal leading from it. The dam is of rubble concrete, partly reen—
forced, and rests on a pile foundation. Its length is (300 feet and its
height 9 feet, as measured from a point 4: feet below the original
stream bed. The top which is 3 feet and the bottom width 30 feet, of
which 24 feet is in the form of an apron, 2 feet thick. It is built on
a bed. of gravel, 16 to 20 feet thick, underlaid with clay. Two rows
of triplerlap sheet piling, one row under each toe. prevents under_ow: Concrete headworks at the left abutment, founded on rock,
proVide for the diversion of 500 second-feet. This dam is well
built and suitable for the purpose intended.
_7. Reservoir sites on this river were _rst surveyed in 1889, and
since that date a number of dilferent projects for storing and utilizing
its _ood waters have been advocated. Comparative studies of these
prOJects, supplemented by additional surveys and investigations in
1903 and 1904, led to the selection of the Engle site as offering the
greatest number of advantages and the fewest disadvantages. It is
the only proposed reservoir large enough to utilize the entire _ow
of the drainage basin; it does not submerge any railroads nor any
area of valuable valley lands; it is su_icientlv low in the basin to
intercept practically all the water and su_iciently high to command
enough land for the available water supply.
8. The reservoir is to be formed by the construction of a masonry
dam near Elephant Butte. This reservoir when full will be 40 miles
long and have an area of 40,000 acres. Ownership of the area to be'
submerged has been acquired by condemnation and a construction
railroad is being graded from Engle to the dam site, but no work
of a permanent character has been done on the dam. A limited
number of borings have been made at the dam site and preliminary
designs of the dam prepared. These designs contemplate a straight
concrete dam of gravity section faced with concrete blocks. The dam will be 1,255 feet long on top, 280 feet high above foundation,
206 feet high above river bed, 200 feet thick at maximum point, and
will have a maximum pressure on foundations of 16.27 tons per
square foot.
9. The dam is to be founded on sandstone rock, which preliminary
borings in 1903 and 1904 showed at depths below the surface ranging from 50 to 65 feet. The abutmcnts are of similar material more
or less shattered and seamy on the surface. Additional wash and
diamond drill borings are now being made to develop more exactly
the contour of the rock foundations.
10. From the data available the proposed dam appears to be feasi—
ble, but further information is desirable concerning the foundations
and abutments, the crushing strength of the sandstone, and the crush-'
ing strength of concrete made from the available materials.
11. The large capacity of the reservoir is intended mainly for the
solution of the sediment problem. which is a dif_cult and serious
obstacle to the utilization of the _ood waters of this river. Observations of the silt-bearing capacity of this stream have been made
since 1897 under the supervision of the United‘States consulting
engineer of the International Boundary Commission, For the _rst
part of this period, 1897—1904:. the observations indicated that silt
formed 1.8 per cent of the total discharge. Since 1904, the measurements show an average of 1.2 per cent.
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12. If the higher percentage is assumed,togelher With an average
annual run-o_” of 1,000,000 acre-feet, the reservmr capacnzy would
diminish at the rate of 18,000 acre-feet a year. Slxty-_ve' years
would, therefore, be required to half _ll the reservoir and until that
condition exists its usefulness for storage and regulatlon would stlll
be large. , . .
13. Bv the construction of silt barriers above the reservoir, either
in the niain river or in some of the principal silt~bear1ng tributaries,
the life of the reservoir can be materially extended, but the need _for
such auxiliary structures is so remote that the burden of erectlng
them can equitably be left to the future. ' .
14. Water supply—The drainage area above the reservmr dam_ IS
30,000 square miles and the average annual run-off at this pomt
since 1895 has been about 1,000,000 acre-feet. The run—off 1s very
irregular, varying from a minimum of 200,000 acre-feet in 1902 to
a. maximum of over 2,000,000 in 1897'. The _ow durlng the year 1s
also very irregular, varying from no _ow to a maximum of 30,000
second-feet. Storage and regulation are therefore essential features
of the project.
15. The Reclamation Service has prepared service tables for the
proposed Engle Reservoir covering the period 1895 to 1909. One
of these tables is based upon an annual use of water for irrigation
of 750.000 acre—feet after 1896 and an annual evaporation on the
reservoir of 7.07 feet. The other is based upon an annual use of
water for irrigation of 800,000 acre-feet after 1896 and evaporation
on the reservoir of 5 feet. Both tables are based upon a deposit of
silt in the reservoir equal to 1.8 per cent of the in_ow and upon a.
variable demand for water during the irrigation season. The con—
tents of the reservoir at the beginning of each month of the period
is increased by the in_ow and decreased by use, evaporation, and
over_ow for the month to get the contents at the beginning of the
next month. The tabulated results show that with an assumed use of
750,000 acre—feet and an evaporation loss of 7.07 feet there would
have been a deficiency in 1903 of 5 per cent. and in 190—1 of 18 per cent,
with no deficiencies in other years. With an assumed use of 800.000
acre-feet and an evaporation loss of 5 feet, there would have been
a de_ciency in 1903 of less than 8 per cent, and in 1901 of 25 per
cent, with no de_ciencies in other years.
16. As recent obserVations in the Imperial Valley. Cal., and in
Salt River Valley, Aria, indicate that the evaporation loss on large
bodies of water in this part of the United‘States is more nearly
5 feet than 7 feet, there seems to be an assured annual supply of
750,000 to 800,000 acre—feet provided the _ow of the river at this
point is not decreased by an increased use above this point and provided the existing rights below the reservoir are merged With those
of the United States. The latter condition has practically been met,
as the owners of nearly all the land now being served by private
ditphes have signi_ed their assent. by joining the water users’ assocxa 1011.
17. To guard against increased use of water in the upper reaches of
the R10 Grande, particularly in the San Luis Valley, Colo, the Department of the Interior has prohibited the acquisition by residents of
this valley of reservoir sites upon Federal lands. Without such reservon‘s to store _ood waters no increased use is probable. The question
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of limiting the use of Rio Grande water in Colorado in the manner
above Vindicated will be referred to hereafter.
18. The duty of water is 3 acre-feet per acre measured at the farm.
Allowlng for a_ 20 per cent loss in the distribution system, there will be
required for diversion to lands in the United States 581,250 acre-feet,
to whlch must be added the 60,000 acre-feet required by treat to be
delivered'to Mexico, making a total of 641,250 acre-feet. In a dition
to losses in the distribution system there will be losses in transit between the reservoir and the diversion dams. With a 20 per cent allowance for the loss, approximately 800,000 acre-feet of reservoir water
would be required. The losses in transit, however, will be partly offset by'the return seepage in upper parts of the valley, which will
be avallable for diversion lower down. It, therefore, appears that the
available supply accords closely with the demand.
19. Lands.—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 3,7 00 feet
above sea level and the average annual rainfall 9% inches. The total
area in the project is 155.000 acres, of which approximately 12.000 acres
are public land subject to the reclamation act; 110,000 acres lie in New
Mexico, and 45,000 acres in Texas. All of the public land is in New
Mexico.
20. The soil is good. and is described as sandy loam and fertile
alluvium. Much of it has been irrigated in the past, but during the
last 20 years the area cultivated has gradually decreased from about
100.000 acres to 50.000 acres with an insuf_cient water supply for even
the present area. This decrease in acreage is due to decrease in the
_ow of the river and this in turn is alleged to be due to increased use
of the waters of the Rio Grande in San Luis Valley, Colo.
21. Three of the private ditches in the Mesilla Valley are receiving
water through the Leasburg Canal constructed by the Reclamation
Service. Pending completion of the project the deliveries are made
on a rental basis. The Franklin Canal, serving land below El Paso,
is owned by an English company, but the El Paso Water Users’ Association holds it under lease and has an option for its purchase.
22. These canals, as well as other private canals in the area covered
by the Rio Grande project, are to be absorbed and become a part of the
project, the existing water rights being merged with those of the
United States.
23. The principal products are alfalfa, corn, wheat, melons, fruits,
and vegetables, and with suf_cient water it is claimed that net returns
of $50 an acre can be secured.
24. Before the Rio Grande project was considered, unimproved agricultural land in this valley had an average value of from $5 to $10
per acre, and improved land $35 to $50 per acre. With an assured
water supply it is estimated that the value of the land will be $200
to $300 per acre. _
25. Cost—The. expenditures on this pr0ject to June 30, 1910. were:
General project (including plant) ________________ 7 ————————————————— $483. 930
Leasburg unit ————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 201: 079
665. 039
26. The estimated cost of completion is $9,000,000. This estimate,
as presented to the board, is very general in its terms, the details of
the project not having been determined upon. 'It 1ncludes $1,000,000
for electrical development, but until more detalled surveys are made
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and the amount of power that can be developed at di_’erent points is
determined no opinion can be expressed as to the adwsability of
this part of the expenditure. , '
27. Assuming the total cost at $9,665,000, and deducting $1,000,000,
the amount appropriated by the United States to cover the cost of
meeting its treaty obligations w1th Mexmo, there_ Will remain
$8,665,000 to be paid by the owners of the 155,000 acres in the prOJect,
equivalent to $56 an acre. The character of the 5011 and _its productivencss when irrigated are such that the land can bear this charge. .
28. Two water users’ associations have been organized on this
project, and the par value of the stock in each is $40 per acre. Provision is made in the by-laws for increasmg the par value of the stock
if the building charge per acre exceeds this amount. As this seems
probable and as the liability of the land for an amount greater than
the par value of the stock is questionable, the water users” assoc1a—
tions should be required to increase the par value of the stock to
not less than $56. 29. Comments—As stated under the heading “ lVater supply,” it
has been thought necessary in the interest of this project to interfere
with the extension of irrigation in the San Luis Valley. Cold, near
the source of the Rio Grande, by prohibiting the acquisition. under
the laws of the United States, of reservoir sites upon Federal lands
in this valley.
30. The peeple of San Luis Valley regard this as an unnecessary
interference with their rights and oppose the construction of the
Engle Reservoir on the following grounds:
(1) That a large part of the land to be reclaimed lies in Texas, in
which State the Federal Government owns no land: that Congress is
without authority to provide for the reclamation of any land within
a State in which the Government does not own any land. and that,
therefore, the act of Congress extending the reclamation act to Texas
is unconstitutional.
(2) That the proposed Englc Reservoir is needlessly large and
that its construction involves a waste of public funds.
(3) That it is not an economic proposition in view of the rate at
which it will be _lled with sediment. (4) That the irrigable land under consideration can be reclaimed
by the maintenance of a uniform _ow in the Rio Grande to be secured by the construction of several small and comparatively inexpensive reservoirs at di_’erent points along the river.
' (5) That the most effectual way of securing uniformity in _ow
is by encouraging irrigation in the upper reaches.
31. In reference to these objections it may be said:
(1) That this project is international as well as interstate in character;.that it has been speci_cally sanctioned by Congress; and that
there is no reason to assume that Congress is without power to ful_ll
its treaty obligations, even though incidental bene_ts are conferred
upon land in private ownership.
(2) That a study of the duty of the reservoir, assuming it to have
been built in 1895, shows it to be no larger than is necessary for the
irrigation of the lands within the project.
(3) That the rate of silting up will robably be less than that assumed by the Reclamation Service. an that by the construction of
silt barriers above the reservoir its life can be materially extended.
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, (1) That an equivalent amount of storage divided among a num—
ber of small reservmrs would probably cost more per acre—foot than
storage in Engle Reservoir.
(5)_ That while irrigation does tend toward uniformity of _ow,
experlence in a number of irrigated regions, indicates that the return _ow ls only a small percentage of the amount diverted.
32. The _ow of the Rio Grande at El Paso during the irrigating
season has gradually decreased during the past 20 years, with a corresponding reduction in the acreage irrigated in this vicinity from
this source, while the acreage irrigated in the San Luis Valley from
the Rio Grande has greatly increased. The proposed project Will restore and improve former conditions in the valleys to be reclaimed
Without damage to areas now being irrigated in San Luis Valley,
though to insure its success large additional developments in the San
Luis Valley are prevented. The board does not believe that the
objections of the San Luis Valley people are of suf_cient weight to
warrant a change in the plans of the R10 Grande project.
33. Smmnm-y.—(1) The Rio Grande roject involves the reclamation of 155,000 acres of land in the United States, of which 12,000
acres are public land. subject to the reclamation act.
(2) It provides for delivering water to Mexico in ful_llment of
treaty obligations.
(3) It is interstate as well as international in character.
(4) The water supply is su_icient for the pur ose.
(5) The estimated total cost is $9,665,000, 0 which $665,000 has
been expended.
(6) It is feasible from an engineering and economic standpoint,
and the land can bear the probable construction charge of $56.
(7) The water users’ association should be required to increase the
par value of its stock to not less than $56. _ _
(8) Assuming such action by the water users’ assoolatlon, the
project should be completed.
(9) The following allotments are recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ________ __ ________________ $1, 855, 000
From the loan __________________________________________________ 4, 500,000
Total ____________________________________________________ 6, 355, 000
SECTION XIX.
MISSOURI RIVER PUMPENG UNITS, NORTH DAKOTA.
1. The board visited these projects on August 17, 1910, inspecting
the power station, the coal mine, the _oating and secondary pumping lants, the settling basins, and a large part of the ditches and
the irrigible lands. Public hearings were held on the same day at
Buford and at VVilliston. _ _ ' .
2. Unity of projects—These prOJects are earned in the reclamation
records as two separate projects under the names of the Buford-Trenton and the 'Williston, and the Water users under each of these units
are organized into a water users’ assomatlon, Wlthleach of which the
Reclamation Service has made a contract for the 1rr1gation of lands
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owned by the stockholders. Physically, however, these projects constitute two units of a single project, and inthis report are so c0n~
sidered.
3. Location.——This project is located on the north bank of the Missouri River, just below the mouth of the Yellowstone, and hes
entirely within Williams County, N. Dak. The Great Northern Rail—
way runs through the project and gives it good transportation facili—
ties, the principal stations being \Vilhston, Buford, and Trenton.
4. Description—This is a pumping project, the water being lifted
by electrically operated pumps. For the generation of electricity
there is a central power plant near VVilliston from which high-voltage
transmission lines carry the current to the several pumping plants.
The present power installation is sufficient only for such pumps as
are now installed, but additions can readily be made to the power
plant when required. The power house is located at the mine from
which fuel is obtained. The fuel is lignirc, which is burned in special
furnaces. The United States owns the mine, the cost of the fuel to
the project being only the cost of mining. ‘
5. The Buford—Trenton unit in its present cOndition includes a
pumping plant mounted on a barge in the Missouri River, forcing
water through steel pipes into a settling basin located near Buford.
On the barge are mounted four electrically driven pumps having a
combined capacity of 120 second-feet for a 30-foot lift. At the
settling basin there is located a secondary pumping plant in which
are installed four electric pumps having a combined capacity of 64
second-feet. These force the water through a reenforced-concrete
pipe into the high-line canal, having an elevation of 50 feet above
the settling basin. This high-line canal has a capacity of 60 second:
feet at its head, and is designated to supply water for the higher
lands in this unit, including 4,0501 acres already Within reach of
water and 1,375 acres under the proposed extension of the canal.
From the settling basin a low-line canal is projected, to have at its
head a capacity of 80 second-feet, for the purpose of supplying water
to about 6,600 acres on the Buford Flats. From the high-line and
low-line canals laterals will distribute water to the farms. This unit,
it is stated, is 36 per cent complete. As originally outlined, this unit
included an area of about 3,000 acres on the Trenton Flat, which was
to be supplied with water by a separate _oating pumping out_t to
be located near Trenton. Apparently, however, this area is no longer
considered part of the unit.
6. The “rilliston unit in its present condition includes a pumping
plant, mounted on a barge in the Missouri River, to force water
through steel pipes into a large settling basin located near Williston.
On the barge are mounted three electrically driven pumps, having a
combined capacity of 90 second—feet for a. 30-foot lift. From the settling basin the water _ows to the power house through the main, or
“A” canal, having an initial capacity of 100 second-feet. One mile
from the river is pumping station No. 2, which supplies the “B”
canal, It contains two electrically driven pumps with a combined
capacity of 35 second-feet under a 28—foot lift. About 1 mile west
on the “B” canal pumping station No. 4 is located, in which one
electric pump lifts 20 second-feet into the “ C” canal, an additional
height of 28 feet. At the power house are two sets of steam~driven
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pumps. .One set has a lift of 56 feet and a capacity of 40 second-feet,
dischargmg into the “E” canal, which extends about 7 miles up
the Little Muddy Valley. The other set has a lift of 28 feet and a
capamty of 15 second-feet and supplies the “D” canal. From the
“A,” “ K” “C,” and “D” canals water is supplied to the lands
through laterals, the area now in reach of water being 8,047 acres.
{is at present outlined the VVilliston unit includes in addition the
1rr1gation of the west and east bottoms, an aggregate area of 3,100
acres. The irrigation of these bottoms will require the installation
of two more small _oating pumping out_ts, each of which will pump
into a settling basin, from which laterals will carry water to the lands.
The ~Williston unit is stated to be 64: per cent complete. This unit
originally was intended to include other irrigable lands in the Little
Muddy Valley, as well as lands west of Williston. Apparently, however, this work is no longer considered part of the unit.
7. The barges for the _oating pump plants and the houses thereon
are of wood. Some of the minor structures on the canals and laterals
are of wood, others of concrete. Concrete enters largely into the construction of the power house and the pumping plants. The examination of this project by the board showed well-designed and well-constructed power plant, pumping plants, pressure pipes, and settling
basins; and the canals and laterals, with the minor structures thereon,
seem generally to be good.
8. Water supply—The water supply for this project depends altogether on the capacity of the pumping plant, since there is always
an ample supply in the river. Low water in the river, however,
affects the capacity of the pumps by increasing the head against
which the _oating pumping units must operate. The average head is
28 feet. The pumping units were designed to supply 2 acre-feet of
water per acre when working continuously for a period of 80 days.
It appears, however, that the rated capacity of the pumping units as
installed is somewhat short of this, and that to supply the proposed
quantity of water the pumps must be operated practically continuously throughout the irrigation season of about 120 days. The sup<
plying of water at this uniform rate makes necessary equal uniformity in its use. The board does not believe that this condition of
uniform use, day and night, throughout the season can be ful_lled
in practice, and that the margin for contingencies is small. The need
for water on the irrigated land is not the same throughout the season,
and while the irrigators can come much nearer to uniformity in use of '
water than they now think possible, it seems to be very probable that '
at certain times during the irrigation season some of the crops will
suffer for lack of water. On the other hand, it should be stated that
the lands of this project lie in the semiarid belt, the average annual
rainfall bein 15 inches, and that 14; acre-feet of pumped water per
acre will pro ably suf_ce except for extremely dry seasons. It will
be during such very dry seasons, however, when the failure to supply
water when actually needed will be most severely felt. Additional
pumping capacity can readily be supplied, but only at an additional
expense to the lands.
9. Lands.#The approved plans, as stated by the supervising
engineer, provides for the irrigatlon of about 12,035 acres in the
Buford—Trenton unit and about 11,147 acres 1n the Williston unit.
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Of the total area of 23,182 acres, only about 2,100 acres are public
land subject to the reclamation act. _
10. Both subdivisons have been partially opened by public notice,
the area opened in the Buford-Trenton unit being 4,060 and in the
Williston unit being 8,047 acres. The farm unit for private lands IS
160 acres and for public land 80 acres. The announced buildlng cost
is $38 per acre, with an operation and maintenance charge of $0.70
per acre per year and $0.50 additional for each acre—foot of water supplied to the lands, making a total of $1.70 for operation and maintenance for 2 acre-feet supplied. So far only 2,968 acres in the BufordTrenton and 6,253 acres in the VVilliston have made application for
water, while the area actually irrigated in 1910 was only 400 acres in
the former and 2,000 acres in the latter. _
11. The average elevation is 1,900 feet above sea level. Thls project is in the semiarid belt and in some years Will produce. good crops
without irrigation. This is believed to be partly responsrble for the
small use made by the farmers of the. irrigation water, the year 1909
being a wet‘year and the pumped water not bemg needed. The present year, however, has been very dry and the crops on the nonirrigated
lands were, in general, failures. During normal years comparison
between the crop returns on irrigated and nonirri gated lands shows a
substantial increase in yield due to irrigation. The higher lands of
the project do not require clearing before being put under cultivation,
while on much of the bottom land considerable clearing is necessary.
In the VVilliston unit some of the higher lands are rolling and, therefore, are di_icult to prepare for irrigation.
12. The soil is generally of good quality, ranging from sandy loam
to a heavy clay loam. The principal crops are the small grains, but.
alfalfa can be grown with success, as probably. also can sugar beets.
Due to the high altitude the growing season is short, but two and
often three cuttings of alfalfa can be obtained.
13. Owners of lands under the ditches who have not perfected their
water-right applications nor made the required payments will, at the
beginning of the irrigation season of 1911. be in arrears for four
installments of the building charge and four annual assessments of
the _xed charge for operation and maintenance, a total of $18 er
acre. Under the terms of the reclamation act, these lands are subject
to the cancellation of the water application for private land and of the
entry of the land if it is public; but in the event that the land of_ce
does not enforce this cancellation these lands can obtain water for the
season of 1911 only by the prior payment of $13.50 per acre. The
farmers may be at fault for this condition, but it does not seem probable that many of them can make this payment.
14. There is general complaint that the annual charge per acre
amounting to $5.50 (including $3.80 for construction costs, $0.70 _xed
charge for operation and maintenance, and $1 for 2 acre<feet of
water) is nfore than the land will bear. It appears, however, that,
with good methods of farming, the difference in yield per acre on
irrigated and nonirri ated land is, in an average year, in value considerably more than 5.50 per acre, while in very dry years like the
present, it is a question of a crop or no crop. For this reason the
card believes that, while a charge of $5.50 may in many cases be
burdensome, the lands generally will bear this charge provided the
farmer can start in anew without the handicap of a requirement for
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an immediate payment of the accumulated back charges. There is
also general complaint from the owners that the annual Charges are
more than tw1ce what had been promised them; the statement being
that they were promised that the annual charge per acreiinclusive
of both construction and operation and maintenance, would not be
over $2130 $2.50. The par value of the stock of the water users’
assocxation 15 $20 for the Buford-Trenton and $24 for the Williston.
15. The. result of the dissatisfaction is that the farmers seem to
have no disposition to apply for the water. They are insistent that
some modi_cation be made in their contract, either to extend to 20
years the period in which construction charges are to be paid, to
arrange for graduated payments, or to waive temporarily the payment of all unpaid back charges and to arrange for collection of the
first annual installment of the building charge after the end of the
next crop year. The owners of private land within the proposed extensions very generally desire to be released from: their agreement
with the Government. The board believes that the conditions existing in this project make it desirable that some modi_cation be made
in the present requirements which would permit the farmers to obtain
one irrigated crop prior to any demand for back charges, or which
would provide for a system of graduated payments.
16. Operation and maintenance—«The cost of operation and maintenance is claimed by the farmers to be unnecessarily expensive; but
since the plant is operated for such a small area, and that area requiring the highest pumping lifts, the operation is necessarily expensive. ’l‘he shortness of the irrigation season also has a tendency
to make cost of operation high, since the plant must be cared for during the nonirrigation season, and since, when the season opens. a
large force of temporary employees has to be engaged not only for
the power and pump plants but also for the coal mine and for the
ditches. Such temporary employees must be paid at higher rates
than would permanent employees. and they are not as ei_cient. The
board does not see how the cost of operation and maintenance can be
materially reduced, except from the natural result of more lands
using the water, and especially from the farmers being educated to
use the water in rotation, according to an arranged schedule, instead
of all demanding water at one time and thus requiring the maXImum
output occasionally during the season with intervals between when
little water is used.
17. Costa—«There has been allotted to this project to date $963,000,’
of which there was expended to June 30, 1910, $806,465.71 for construction and $98.098.89 for operation and maintenance. There was
due the General Electric Co.. as balance on a contract, $10,326. Since
only $3,978.85 was collected for operation and maintenance, there was
a de_cit under that head of $94,120.04. The followmg table shows
the probable _nancial condition of this prOJect on December 31, 1910:
Construction cost to June. 30. 1910 _______________ $808. 465. 71
Balance due on contract _______________________ 10! 326. 00
De_cit on operation and maintenance to June 30, ____'___ 94, 120_ 04
Probable de_cit on operation and maintenance for remaind
1910 ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 14. 088. 25
Total cost to United States to Dec. 31. 1910 _______________ 925, 000,00
Returnable on building charge, 12.316 acres, at $38 per acre _______ 468. 000, 00
Balance ————————————————————————————————————————————————— 457, 000. 00
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Therefore, if no extensions are made, the United States will havea
loss on the project by the end of 1910 of about $457,000, even if
the lien on the lands is considered of value suf_cient to cover the.
amounts charged against them. The above estimated loss will probably be increased for several years to come by de_crts for operation
and maintenance. ‘ _ .
18. Completion and emtemion.i’l‘he supervising engineer, under
date of August 31, 1910, estimates that the pI'OJECt can be completed
practically as outlined for the followmg costs:
Estimate Irrigable
Subdivisions. Ior comple- acres
tion. added.
Buiord-Trenton subdivision .................................................... $160, 000 7,975
Williston subdivision ........................................................... 110, 000 3, 100
Total ..................................................................... 270. 000 11, 075
Thus the completion would reduce the estimated loss on the project
to about $300,000. Should conditions justify the opening of this
additional area at a higher construction charge than $38 per acre,
the loss to the reclamation fund would be further reduced. From this,
it appears that it will be advisable to complete the system in case
further experience with the irrigable areas already opened shows that
the owners of the irrigated lands are securing satisfactory results
and that there is a reasonable probability of the additional lands
being taken 11p. In the meantime, however, the board does not deem
the completion advisable.
19. Additional areas can be put under irrigation in this region by
pumping if conditions warrant. The supply of water is ample and
the lands are in easy reach of moderate pump lifts. At present, however, extensions of this project are not advisable.
20. Summary—(1) This project is entirely within the State of
North Dakota.
(2) Of the total area of 23,182 acres in the project only about 10
per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act.
(3) The power plant, pumping plant, and the distribution system
are well designed and constructed.
(4) While the supply of water in the river is ample, the capacity
of the pumping plant is. based on a continuous, uniform use of the
pumped water, a condition of use di_icult to attain in practice, and
there is therefore a probability that, with the small margin for contlngencies in the pumping capacity, there will be an occasional injurious shortage of water. ' _
.(5) Some modi_cation should be made in the terms of the contracts
with the farmers on this project which will enable them to obtain one
irrigated crop prior to any demand for back charges, or which will
prov1de for a system of graduated payments.
(6) VVhlle the annual charge per acre of $5.50 may in many cases
be burdensome, the lands generally, with good methods of farming,
Wlll bear this charge, provided the farmer can start anew Without
the handicap of a requirement of immediate payment of accumulated
back charges.
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 61—3—8
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(l) The completion of the project as outlined is feasible from an
engineering standpoint, but is not advisable until the area now in
reach of water is being irrigated with success and is repaving to the
reclamation fund the assessment made against it. ‘
(8) In the event of successful results from the present works, the
completion of the approved project is desirable. as the addition to
the irrigable area Will help reduce the loss to the reclamation fund,
and Will also tend to a reduction of the annual cost per acre of opera—
tion and maintenance.
.(9) Whether or not the project is completed it appears to be innev1table that there will be a large loss to the reclamation fund.
(.10) The estimated _nal cost of the project is about $1.195.000. of
$111511 approximately $911,000 had been expended prior to June'30,
(11) The following allotment is recommended for the four vears,
1911—1914, inclusive: '
From the fund ____________________________________________________ $270, 000
SECTION XX.
UMATILLA PROJECT, OREGON.
1. The board visited the Uniatilla project, near Hermiston. Oreg.,
September 7, and spent the day in examining the feeder canal, Cold
Springs Reservoir and Dam, the distributing system, and the lands to
be irrigated.
2. A public hearing was held on the evening of September 7,
in Hermiston, at which those interested were given an opportunity
to make statements and furnish information to the board. In general, they expressed their approval of the work under the project,
both as to progress and cost.
3. Location and description—The Umatilla project is located in
eastern Oregon in the near vicinity of Hermiston and lies wholly
within the limits of the State. Large areas of good land surround
this town, which depends for its prosperity upon the neighboring
agricultural areas now being irrigated. The project covers the irrigation of about 25,000 acres lying in the angle between the Umatilla
and the Columbia Rivers on the east side of the Umatilla, from which
river it takes its water supply at» a point several miles upstream.
The average elevation of the irrigated areas is 470 feet above sea
level. The temperature ranges from 28° below zero to 115° F. The
Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. partly traverses this project and
also follows its borders on two sides. The Spokane, Portland &
Seattle Railway on the other side of the Columbia River affords a
second line of transportation. . _ . ‘
4. The project includes a diversmn dam in the Umatilla River 2
miles above Echo. This dain produces the necessary head for the
feeder canal which supplies water to the Cold Springs Reservoir.
where 50.000 acre-feet may be stored._
5. The'Cold Springs Reservoir lies in a natural depression, about
6 miles east. of Hermiston, which is closed by an earth dam across
its outlet. Its area is 1,500 acres. The stored water is discharged,
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by means of a concrete conduit passing through the dam, into the
main distributing canal and thence into the system of laterals.
6. Taking the project as a whole, the engineering structures are
apparently satisfactorily designed and executed. The only important engineering structure is the earth dam closing the outlet to the
Cold Springs Reservoir. This dam has alreadyawthstood almost the
maximum head and appears stable, although its height of 98 feet
makes it one of the high earth dams of the country. Leakage under"
the dam, amountin to about 1.3 second-feet, was observed. It is
said that increase 0 head against the dam does not increase the _ow
materiallv. This is being watched and is not thought to be serious.
It is assuined by the Reclamation Service that this leakage is through
seams in the foundation under the dam and at its ends.
7. The main feeder canal, 24% miles long, has a capacity of 300
second-feet at the reservoir. There are 62 miles of laterals having
capacities less than 50 second-feet. The distribution system consists
of a main distributing canal, called the “ A” line, leading out from
the reservoir through a concrete conduit supplied with valvesp From
this “ A ” line all the remainder of the system is supplied. Water
is carried to the lower laterals through concrete pipes, the intention
being to generate electricity at some of the drops and use the power
for pumping for the irrigation of a small area lying above the
avity system. One concrete siphon is 9,831 feet long, 46 inches in
diameter, and is under 110-foot head.
8. Water supply.—The water supply is taken from the Umatilla
River and consists exclusively of _ood _ow. None of the low water
discharge is available for the project as all of it has already been
appropriated. The drainage area of this river is 1,600 square miles,
and the watershed has an elevation of 2,000 feet above sea level. The
average rainfall is 20 inches and the average normal run-off is
530,000 acre-feet per annuin. Discharge measurements have been
kept at Gibbon, Oreg., since 1897 and at Yoakim since 1903. The
water rights appear to have never been adjudicated, but application
has been made by the United States to the State board of control for
a. determination of the priority and amount of all claims. This
. determination is now in progress. The priorities as estimated by the
nglaniation Service and the river discharge for 13 years are as
o ows:
3 Maxi- Aere_'eejt
‘ mum require
Area. 1 rate of for full
:diveraion. supply.
_ 7 ,, l
Umtilla project: A . i t.
ligaiawcell Canal ....................................................... } £330 S“ {14 100 000
cc anal ........................................................... ' 350 i ’
WesternLanddzIrrigation(lo.................._: ....................... 110,000 125 25.000
Inland Irrigation Co ................................................. 1 8, 000 100 { 9328’ %
Oregon Land & W3 Co 1 ‘ .
Allen Ditch... 5 000 60 ”7000
MillDitch.,.. "1
Pioneer Ditch. . . U
Courtney Ditch. 2' 400 30 6’ 000
Slusher Ditch. . .
Taylor Ditch . . . .
Brownell Ditch ......... 1 1, 200 15 3, 000
Total ........................ ‘_ _____ ‘ .............................. 51, £300 794 172. 000
1 Estimated. 1 Flood. 3 Stored.
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The experience of this year (1910) indicates that the return _ow
to the river Wlll be suf_cient to supply the priorities of the Oregon
Land.& Water Co. and Brownell Ditch Co; This will reduce the
total'in the tabulation to 719 second-feet and 154,000 acre—feet, respectively. :Moreover, since the Maxwell Canal will not be operated
p‘I'IOI‘ to March 15 it is not likely that the maximum rate of diversion
of the Maxwell Canal and the feed canal will occur at the same
time, so it appears that priorities for existing project may be considered as a total of 154,000 acre-feet, and a maximum rate of divers1on not exceeding 670 second-feet.
Umatilla River, discharge since 1896 Mid assumed priorities.
Totaldis— Assumed i Unappmo
charge. priorities. } printed.
1
Year.
Acre-fut. Acrc~f¢eL i Acre-feet.
572,000 154,000 418,000
408,000 154,000 254,000
770,000 154,000 616,000
(1) 154,000 2200.000
616,000 154,000 462,000
507,000 154,000 353,000
534,000 154,000 1 380,000
093,000 1 154,000 1 539,000
250,000 1 154,000 96,000
369,000 104,000 , 215 000
439,000 154,000 ‘ ,
3 Incomplete. ! Probably.
It thus appears that the present supply is suf_cient to provide
water for the proposed project, with considerable surplus.
9. The duty of water is assumed at 2—1; acre-feet at the farm, requiring 62,500 acre-feet. If 33 per cent loss from evaporation and
seepage be allowed in the laterals and 5 feet evaporation in the reservoir, the total amount required would be about 101,000 acre-feet to
supply 2:} acre-feet on the land. The capacity of the reservoir is
50,000 acrefeet and it will be necessary, therefore, that 51,000 acrefeet to be supplied direct from the river. It is estimated by the Recla— .
mation Service from hydrographs that the prolongation of the _ood
period into the irrigation season will be suf_cient to supply this
quantity.
10. Lands—The total acreage under this project as above mentioned is 25,000. During the season of 1910, the area for which water
was available was 15,319. This leaves 9,454 acres stillto be furnished
With water under the present proposed extenswns. , Of the total acreage there were only 4,120 acres of public land subject to entry under
the reclamation act. The Northern Pam_c Rallway owned 1,980
acres, and other land under private ownershlp, or not subJect to the
reclamation act, amounted to 181,673 acres. Lands owned by the railroad are now bein sold to settlers under contract to apply for water
under the terms 0 the reclamation act._ About one-half of'the public
land is embraced in the proposed contlpuatlon of the prOJect which
would therefore not recelve water if present lans were interrupted.
11, The average rainfall on the pr01e0t_ls at. out 9 inches annually,
which is too little for crops without irrigation. .The land in this
project consists of sandy loam throughout, and is, in a large proporTX_00131965
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tion, volcanic ash. The top surface is underlaid with gravel which
assists materially in drainage, so that but little attention has been
paid to waste water in the upper portions. In the vicinity of Hermiston there are considerable areas now swamped which will require a
more or less extensive drainage system before the project can be
utilized to its fullest extent. This will not be dif_cult and provision
therefor has been included in the estimates. The high winds often
make necessary the replanting of grain crops when they are not protected by windbreaks. The farm units have been restricted to 10
acres in the close vicinity of Hermiston, to 20 acres in the more remote areas, and to 40 acres near the outer limits of the project.
Although the irrigated land in the Vicinity of Hermiston is still new,
it is now being planted with orchards, both peach and apple, and
alfalfa is also being seeded. Some vegetables are being grown and
berry bushes have been set out. The hopes of the settlers are that this
area will equal some of the VVenatchee and Yakima lands in fruit
products, such as apples, peaches, and grapes, and already land has
been sold for $200 per acre, exclusive of construction charges. Should
this hope of productiveness be realized, it seems plain that a high construction cost can be supported without hardship. The charge already
_xed by the Reclamation Service for this land is $60 per acre and
applies to 18,200 acres. The cost of operation and maintenance, as
_xed by the Reclamation Service, is $1.30 per acre.
12. Cost of the project—The amount expended on this project up
to June 30, 1910, has been $1,211,827 .71, which includes maintenance
and operation charges amounting to $61,624.91. The project is about
70 per cent completed. The cost of completion is estimated by the
Reclamation Service at $330,000, in addition to present allotments,
with which it is expected to irrigate new areas lying between the present completed portions of the system and the Columbia River. and,
also, a new strip of land lying between the feeder canal and the permanent lateral of the distributing system known as the “A” line. It
is also expected to drain some of the swamped areas.
13. Returns to the reclamation fund—The amount set by the Reclamation Service as a building charge is $60 per acre. This was originally believed to» be ample, but it was found later that increased
charges would be necessary. The $60 charge ap lies to 18,200 acres.
To. cover the cost it is now expected to charge 75 per acre for one
unlt of 3,130 acres and $100 per acre for one unit of 3,300 acres. At
these rates, if all the land is taken up, the return will be $1,656,750.
Asthe total estimated cost is $1,650,000, there will be no loss unless the
estlmates 'for completion are exceeded. It is doubtful whether the
hlgher-priced lands will be rapidly taken up. There is still a de_cit
on account of operation and maintenance of about $41,000, which it
is believed by the Reclamation Service will be returned to the fund
in 10 years by retaining the present charge of $1.30 per acre, which
will, it 15 expected, exceed the actual cost when the entire area is
irri ated. .In this connectiOn it is noticed that Ithe par value of stock
in t e water users’ association is $60. If the higher payments are not
fu_lly secured by a hen on the land under the present agreement with
thls assoc1at10n and its members, new agreements should be made
covering the higher-priced land.
14. West extension—The people of Hermiston and vicinity are very
deSII'OUS that the Government extend this project to the west side of
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the Umatilla River, where the reclamation of from 40,000 to 60,000
acres of land by a gravity system is roposed. This extension was the
main subject discussed at the public hearing. This development,
while bemg properly an extension of the Umatilla project, inasmuch
as 1t would receive its water from the same source and lie conti uous
to the areas at present being irrigated, yet is in the nature 0 new
work as its development bears in no way upon the completion of the
present unit of the project. The extension would require the construction of a reservoir of a capacity of about 135,000 acre-feet by
building a dam in the Umatilla River near the mouth of Butter Creek.
The water surface would be raised about 70 feet, and the supply would
then be distributed over the land by a gravity system. This gravity
plan could be supplemented to cover about 30,000 acres more by
electric pumping, should this further extension be deemed desirable.
Reservations on the Des Chutes River for a dam site with which to
develop power have been made, the power to be used in pumping
water from the gravity canals or from the Columbia River to the
areas not irrigable by any gravity system. If the water supply is
suf_cient, the total area of the proposed extension can be expanded to
about 100,000 acres, including the pumping project.
15. Experience on the Umatilla project and on private projects at
Irrigon and Kennewick indicates that the soil is abundantlv able to
produce fruits and alfalfa as well as vegetables and berries. The
climate is suitable thereto, and although the areas are swept by strong
winds throughout the spring of each year the soil can be protected by
cultivating windbreaks. Of the area under the proposed gravity system there are but 17,000 acres of public land. The remaining land
belongs either to the Northern Paci_c Railroad or is now in private
ownership through homestead and desert-land entries, or through
purchase from the railroad. Hydrographs for 12 consecutive years
indicate lhat there will be a surplus of over 200,000 acre-feet, making allowances for private rights and the requirements for the main
Umatilln project.
16. Alhm'ing 5 feet evaporation on the average area of the proposed reservoir 8,200 acres—and a loss of 5,000 acre—feet for a 6 per
cent loss in the distribution, a total loss of 21,000 acre-feet of storage
water is to be, provided for. The. use of concrete—lined distributaries
is proposed by the Reclamation Service, which it is expected W111 .redure the losses from seepage to the low amount stated. By usmg
_ood water direct it is calculated from the records by the reclamation
engineers that a surplus of 512 acre—inches only will need to be stored,
which gives a total of 112,000 acre-feet necessary in a season. allowing 23,000 acreefcet of stored water to be carried over if the reservou'
were _lled. It thus appears from these assumptlons that the water
supply will be suf_cient for 50,000 acres 1f the proposed reserv01r be
built.
17. The cost of this extension, exclusive of the pumping system, but
including the dam across the Umatilla River With its accessorles, estimated at about $1,000,000, amounts in all to nearly $1,000,000. This
is approximately $80 per acre for air-area of 50,000 acres. .
18. Swm-mam-—-(1) The pr0ject 1s fea51ble and practicable from
an engineering and economic standpomt. ' _
(2) The .project lies Wholly Withln the limits of the State of
. Oregon.
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(3) The total area of land to be irrigated is 25,000 acres, of which
about 16 per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act.
(4) The water supply is suf_cient for the area of the present
project. _ ‘ . _ ,
(5) The proposed west extension being entirely distinct should be
postponed for the present on account of the large amount. of money
needed for the completion of other projects to which the Unlted States
is committed by the large expenditures already made. .
(6) The total estimated cost of the work is $1,650,000, of which
about $1,212.000 has already been expended.
(7) The land can bear the cost of construction estimated at $60,
$70, and $100 per acre, although that subject to the higher charges
may not be rapidly taken up.
(8) The project as now adopted is worthy of completion in View
of the advanced condition of the work.
(9) The following allotment is recommended for the four years;
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the loan ________________________________ , . ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $325,000
SECTION XXI.
KLAMATI-I PROJECT, OREGON AND CALIFORNIA.
1. The board visited this project on September 30 and October 1
and 2, 1910. A public hearing was held at Bonanza on September 30
and at Klamath Falls on the evening of October 1.
2. Location—The landsof this project are located in Klamath
County, Oreg., and in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties, Cal. Transportation facilities at the present time consist of a branch of the
Southern Paci_c Railway, called the California & Northeastern
Railway. Upon completion, this branch will form a through line
between Portland and San Francisco. Surveys for two other lines
are reported as reaching the vicinity of Klamath Falls, one of which,
if constructed, will give an outlet to the east.
3. Historical—The original plans included what was known as
the “ upper” and “lower ’ pr0jects. The “upper” project, according to preliminary surveys, comprised an area of 48,350 acres, an
included Langells, Yonna, and Upper Poe Valleys. The “lower”
project, from the preliminary surveys, comprised an area of 188,045
acres situated in Klaniath and Lower Poe Valleys. This area included the marsh lands to be reclaimed around Lower Klamath Lake
and those to be uncovered by the lowering of Tule Lake.
_4. Before beginning work, the Reclamation Service purchased cer—
tain private rights and canals as follows: ’
(1) The property and rights of the Klamath Canal C0. .
(2) The property and rights of the Little Klamath Water Ditch
Co. (Adams Canal).
(3) The property and rights of the Klamath Falls Irrigaling Co.
(Ankeny Canal).
(4) The Keno Canal, belonging to Moore Bros. .
. 5. The Klamath Canal C0. and the Ankeny Canal controlled the
Sltuatlon on the east side of the outlet of the Upper Lake, the main
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source of the water supply. They owned certain essential rights
of way and irrigated asmall amount of land. The Adams Canal
was a private canal taking water from White and Lower Klamath
lakes and this'in‘terest prevented the lowerin of the latter lake, a
necessary preliminary to the reclamation o the Klamath marsh
lands. This canal occupied rights of way and irrigated lands which
it was desired to have in the roject. The Keno Canal controlled
the outlet on the west side of the Upper Lake and held certain
riparian rights which it was thought desirable to obtain. As a
part of the urchasc price of this canal, the Reclamation Service
agreed to deliver in perpetuity to the Moore Bros. at their power
plant 205 second-feet for power purposes. A part of the original
plan was the construction of a reservoir at Clear Lake, and for this
purpose the Carr ranch was bought. This purchase also extinguished
the riparian rights of the owners around Tule Lake, which was to
be lowered.
6. The main canal for the project was located on the east side of
the outlet of Upper Klamath Lake, and a capacity of 1,500 second—
feet was required. Before any radical changes were made in the
project this canal was constructed to its proposed length and dimensions. For irrigation and power purposes and to deliver to the
Moore Bros. the 205 second-feet due them by contract, the Keno
Canal was constructed to carry 650 second-feet. This canal terminates at the Moore Bros. power plant. Owing to changes in plans
this canal has not been extended.
7. The project at the outset was further complicated by the fact
that both Upper and Lower Klamath Lakes are navi able waters,
together with a portion of Klamath River between K amath Falls
and Keno. Navigation can not be carried on between the lakes, but
small craft can pass from Lower Klamath Lake to Klamath River.
Upper Klamath Lake lies wholly in the State of Oregon, while
Lower Klamath Lake lies tartly in California and partly in Oregon.
As the original plans of the Reclamation Service contemplated
changes in the channel of Klamath River, a poss1ble lowering of
Upper Klamath Lake, and the lowerin of the level of Lower
Klamath Lake, acts of the legislatures o the States of California
and Oregon were obtained, authorizing the United States to lower
or change the levels of the lakes in question, and ceding to the
United States any lands not previously disposed of which might be uncovered by the lowering. The Congress also passed an act (February
9, 1905) authorizing the Secretary of the_Inter10r_ to make such
changes in the levels of the lakes in_ question as might be deemed
necessary in carrying out any irrigation prOJect under the reclama—
tion act. Under these acts the Secretary of the. Interior entered into
a contract with the California & Northeastern Railway Company
by which the latter was to carry its railway across the upper portion
of Lower Klamath Lake in a manner prescribed by the Reclamation
Service. The United States is obligated-under this contract to
assume all responsibility for any interruption to naVigation. The
act of Congress, while authorizing the changing of the lake levels,
does not expressly authorize the closmg of the lakes to nav1gation.
The embankments constructed by the railway under this contract
interfered with navigation between the lake and Klamath River.
The board is informed that action is now pending for damages on
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account of the interference with navigation, in which the United
States is made defendant on account of the obligation assumed in
the contract with the railway. ' _
8. Owing to the construction chargeshaving proved higher than
was expected by the citizens, much dissatisfaction was expressed
and large areas of land subscribed to the preject as above outlined
were released. Other large areas of private land which it was exected would subscribe did not do so. The project has, therefore,
been materially changed in its outlines. .
9. Description of present project—The progect as now proposed
has three approved subdivisions and two which have not yet received
executive approval. All are described as follows: _
(a) Lower project uplands.—This portion of the prOJect, 37,000
acres in area, includes a strip of valley land extending northwesterl
and southeasterly between Klamath and Tule Lakes. together wit
Poe Valley. This valley and the easterly portion of Klamath Valley
are traversed by Lost River, a stream having its headwaters in
Clear Lake and discharging into Tule Lake. This river has so little
fall and is generally so far below the surface of the surrounding
land as not to be available, except to a limited extent, for irrigating
these two valleys. Water for this subdivision comes from Upper
Klamath Lake through the main canal and distributing system,
although 1,800 acres will be irrigated by water from Lost River
diverted at the proposed Wilson’s bridge dam.
(b) T ule Lake subdioision.—This includes 35,000 acres, all to be
uncovered by lowering Tule Lake. This lake covers 96,000 acres. It
is of fresh water and is fed by Lost River. It has no known outlet,
but a small amount of water escapes at the southerly end into the
crevices of the lava beds. By arti_cially enlarging some of the
crevices the discharge was temporarily increased from 10 second—feet
to 32 second-feet, but as the lake subsided the out_ow decreased;
and it seems probable, therefore, that no reliance can be placed on this
method for lowering the lake. In 1888 the Klamath River broke
through its banks at a point three miles south of Klamath Falls,
diverting a considerable amount of water through Lost River Slough
and Lost River to Tule Lake. This caused a rising of the lake until
the settlers closed the break by a levee. After a comprehensive study
of the situation it is proposed by the Reclamation Service to reclaim
from thirty-five to forty thousand acres of land around the northern
end of the lake by the following plan: First, the utilization of the
. reservoir at Clear Lake to regulate the discharge of Lost River.
This also provides water which can be used for the irrigation of
lands elsewhere. Second, construction of a diverting dam on Lost
River at ‘Wilson’s bridge and a diversion channel of ‘250 second-feet
capacity connecting Lost River with Klamath River. This capacity
of 250 second-feet provides for a constant discharge from Lost River
of 200 second~feet, and for 50 second-feet estimated return _ow from
lands along Lost River irrigated from Upper Klamath Lake. Third,
a dike to be built across the northerly end of the bed of Tule Lake
to prevent _ooding of the lands after being reclaimed. Fourth,
pumps at the dike to pump drainage water from behind the dike
to irrigate a narrow strip of land along the easterly side of the lake.
Fifth, a diversion dam near the present mouth of Lost River, together with a distributing system of canals and laterals, as well as
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drains, in the reclaimed area. By these means it is proposed to keep
all Lost River water out of Tule Lake except such _ood _ow as can
not be controlled by the reservoirs. The main canal from the Upper
Klamath Lake, now used only to water the _rst subdivision, was
constructed with a capacity suf_cient to irrigate these Tule Lake
lands. Attention is called to the fact that the successful use of these
tule landsafter being reclaimed depends largely on the prevention of
subirrigation from seepage from the higher irrigated lands around
them and upon the success of the plan to control Lost River _oods by
means of Clear Lake Reservoir, the diversion channel, and the dike.
(c) Marsh Mada—It was proposed originally to irrigate the reclaimed marsh lands by means of the main canal which was given
suf_cient capacit for the purpose as far as constructed. The drainage was to be e ected mainly by the construction of the Keno Cut
and tunnel, involving excavation in the Klamath River to lower its
level, the improved channel to lead to a tunnel cutting through the
bend below. Power was to be developed at the lower end of the
tunnel. As these plans proved, on more detailed investigations to be
too costly, they were abandoned. The construction of the embankment and trestle of the California & Xortheastern Railway across the
marshes will, when the embankment is made continuous, divide the
marshes and necessitate separate treatment of the two portions. Several plans for the reclamation of these marsh lands have been considered by the Reclamation Service. Inasmuch, however, as the
e_'orts of the Agricultural Department at its experiment farm near
Ady to cultivate these marsh lands after being drained have been
unsuccessful, the board does not consider it advisable to expend fur—
ther money on the reclamation of these lands until the agricultural
possibilities are better known. In connection with the marsh laud
subproject, request was made by parties interested that the Government require the railway to close its embankment across the marshes
and install the gates for the control of the in_ow and out_ow of
LOWer Klamath Lake in the concrete structures provided for the purpose; that the connection of the Adams and Van Bremmer canals
with White and Lower Klamath lakes be severed and the lands under
these canals receive water from the main canal as contemplated in
the _nal completion of the project; and that the Government makea small amount of excavation. estimated to cost $50,000, in the upper
part of Ankeny Falls, Klamath River. The parties then desire to be
released from their subscriptions and be allowed to experiment with
reclaiming their marsh lands which lie south and east of the railway ‘
embankment. In View of the conclusions of the board with regard to
this subdivision, any work in connection with these lands involving
additional expense to the United States is considered inadVisable. It
is recommended that private lands in this subproject be released from
their obligations. _ _ _ .
((1) Upper s11byrroy'ect.—It 1s proposedto irrigate certain lands on
the north side of Lost River, together With a small area to the south
of that river, and lands in the Yonna Valley. by water stored .in
Horse_v Reservoir, located on the headwaters of Miller Creek, a tributarv of Lost River. The lands at present 1ncluded in it were originallv subscribed to the main project in the belief that the construction
charge would be about $20 an acre. As it was subsequently found that
this cost would be much greater, the owners were released from their ‘
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agreement. Under the present plan and the estimated charge about
75 per cent of the landowners have again subscribed. This sub—
project has not received executive approval. The main features comprise the reservoir dam at the headwaters of Mlller Creek, a divertlng
dam in the creek in the vicinity of the lands to be irrigated, and
the necessary canals and laterals. ‘
(e) Modoc subproject.——As Clear Lake Reservmr could not be used
to irrigate lands in the lower Langell Valley, as origmally contemplated, it became desirable to develop some other use for these waters,
and a reconnoissance showed that this water might be diverted to
lands in Modoc County, Cal., and also to the narrow strip of
lands in Oregon on the east and north of Tule Lake, above the irrigating system under the _rst subdivision. It would appear from mvestigations now in progress that about 18,000 acres can be irrigated
at a cost of about $64 per acre. If this plan is adopted the land should
bear its proportion of the cost of Clear Lake Reservoir. ,
10. The main engineering features of the project comprise the
storage dam at Clear Lake, the main canal leading from Upper Klamath Lake on the east. side, the Keno Canal leading from Upper
Klamath Lake on the west side, the diversion dam in Lost River, the
diversion channel from Lost River to Klamath River, the dike in
Tule Lake, the laterals and subsidiary distributing system, and a
power plant and distribution of electrical power for sale and for
pumping water for irrigation and drainage in Tule Lake subdi—
vision. These features present nothing unusual or difficult in design
or execution. Those that are constructed appear to have been well
designed. The main canal will carry only 500 second-feet, but was
constructed. as stated above, with a“ capacity of 1,500 second-feet.
The Keno Canal will not now be used to supply water for irrigation,
though originally designed to do so.
11. W ater supply_The water supply for the project as herein
considered is to be obtained from three sources—Up er Klamath
Lake, Clear Lake Reservoir, and Horse_y Reservoir on lililler Creek.
Upper Klamath Lake has a drainage basin of 3,100 square miles, with
an average annual rainfall of about 20 inches. It has an area of
66,000 acres. A storage of 200,000 acre-feet can be provided at small
cost. This lake will supply all the water for the lower project
uplands and for Tule Lake reclaimed lands except 100 second—feet,
the total required for both subprojects being 720 second-feet. Lower
Klamath Marshes, if reclaimed, Will derive the necessary water from
Llnk River, diverted at a point below the power plants on the Keno
Canal. The upper subproject will receive its waters from Horse_y
Reservoir and the Modoc subproject from Clear Lake Reservoir.
There are certain unde_ned water rights claimed in Upper Langell
Valley that will have to be satis_ed. to the extent allowed. from ,
Clear Lake Reservoir. These rights are now being ad j udicated, but
are not believed to be large enough. even if found valid, to affect the
use. of the reservoir for the Modoc subproject. The adjudication,
however, should be completed before proceeding with this subprojec’t.
'An analysis of the water supply for the whole project is included
in the appendix to this section, and it is there shown that there Will
be su_icient supply for each of the subprojects. attention being called
to the water rig ts claimed in the Langell Valley affecting the Modoc
subprOJect.
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12. Intimately connected with this question of water supply is the
reclamation of the Tule Lake lands. This is to be accomplished
mainly by evaporation, the supply of water being cut o_ except in
times of _oods, by the storage reservoirs, the diversion channel connecting Lost and Klamath Rivers, and the use for irrigation of 100
second-feet of Lost River _ow which enters Lost River below the
Clear Lake Reservoir. The rate at which Tule Lake would recede
under the measures proposed is also discussed in the water-supply
,appendlx. From this study it would appear that about nine years
would be required to reduce Tule Lake so that 35,000 acres of land
could be reclaimed. The studies of the Reclamation Service relative
to this subject have been comprehensive, but there are many elements
entering the problem, such as run-off from the surrounding drainage
basln, future rainfall, seepage from lands now being placed under
irrigation, that are more or less indeterminate, and time alone can
decide whether the assumptions made are warranted. That 35,000
acres of these lands can eventually be reclaimed in the manner pro:
posed seems probable.
13. Lands—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 4,100
feet above sea level, and the average annual rainfall is 15 inches.
Dry farming is possible, and in years of more than average rainfall
is pro_table. The irrigable land under the _ve subdivisions is shown
in tabular form as follows:
Subdivision. Private. , State. 1 Public. Total.
‘,
Lower project uplands ......................................... 36. 300 l .......... I 700 l 37,000
'TuleLakelands .......... 3,100 131,000 35,000
Lower Klamath Marsha-5.. 27, 000 .......... 2 27,000 54,000
Upper subproject ......... 14,000 500 1, 500 16, 000
Mo 00 subproject ......... 3,000 1,000 9,000 18,000
Total .................................................... , 88, 400 l 1,500 70,100 160,000
1 These lands were originally practically all State lands, but were deeded to the United States by States
owning same for homesteads, under condition that the lands should revert to the State it not reclaimed.
* Fourteen thousand public and thirteen thousand State lauds ceded under conditions in note 1.
Of the 160,000 acres, 70,100 are public lands subject to the reclamation act, 88,400 are private, and 1,500 acres State. Omitting the
marsh lands, the total is 106,000 acres, of which 43,100 are public,
61,400 private, and 1,500 acres are State.
14. The soil in the _rst subdivision is generally decomposed basalt
of good fertility. In the lower part near Tule Lake there is much
_ne sand, making it dif_cult to cultivate. The soil is fairly deep,
‘but is underlaid’with diatomaceous ash, more or less impervious,
rendering drainage essential. The duty of water is 1.8 acre-feet per
annum at the farm. Under this _rst subdivision the _rst unit of
27,776 acres of subscribed land and 1,771 acres of land to which
water free of construction charges was to be furnished was opened
November 18 and December 7, 1908. At the present time 24,860 have
made application for water. Reports for 1910 are not available,
but in 1909 18,471 acres were irrigated, the total value of the crops
being reported as $327,220. There are two portions of this _rst unit
which require drainage and this 1s to be provided by .the Reclamation Service. An item of $10,000 is included in the estimate for this
purpose.
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15. The land in the Tule Lake subdivision is largely public, but
is Wholly covered at present by the lake. The soil immedlately
around the lake seems fertile, and much land now covered, due to
the rising of the lake in recent years, was formerly exposed. and
was then equally good. The indications are that the lands reclaimed
will prove fertile.
16. The marsh lands around Lower Klamath Lake are about half
public and half private. So far experiments with _this land have
not given favorable results. It appears to be very dif_cult to work,
is very much like peat, and several years are necessary before the
soil can be reduced to a cultivable state capable of growmg any crop. 17. The upper subproject lands a pear to be of'good quallty and
are easily drained. The owners are ' esirous of havmg water brought
to their lands.
18. The Modoc subproject lands likewise are of good quality and
easily drained. The settlers are very desirous of having this subdivision irrigated, as the lands included are high and they think
well suited to fruits.
19. The last two subdivisions are not as yet part of the approved
project, and whether the waters of Clear Lake Will be applied to
the Modoc lands or to the lands north of Langell has not yet been
decided. The Langell lands have not been included in any proposed subproject, as a large part of them are held in large tracts
whose owners decline to subscribe.
20. Costa—Expenditures to June 30, 1910, have been $1,905,715.37.
The estimated cost of completion of the _ve subdivisions is shown
in the following table:
(a) Lower project uplands:
Expenditures made and charged to this account ________ $857,288
Estimated to complete ________________________________ 199,980
Tota1___ ____ 1,057, 268
Acreage, 37,000; approximate building cost, $28.57; announced
charge, $30.
(1)) Tulc Lake reclamation:
Expenditures made and charged to this account _________ 621, 506
To complete _ ___ _ 854,000
Total _______ 1, 475, 506.
Acreage, 35,000; approximate construction charge, $42.16.
(0) Reclamation marsh lands:
Expenditures made and charged to this account ,,,,,,,,, 377, 420
To complete __ _____ 1, 432,242
Total ___ _1__ _ 1, 809, 062
Acreage, 54,000; approximate construction charge, $33.51.
((1) Upper subproject:
Expenditures made and charged to this account _________ 21, 379
To complete ___, 775,000
Total ________________ ___ 796, 379
Acreage, 16,000; approximate construction charge, $49.77. -,
(e) Modoc subproject:
Expenditures made and charged to this account _________ 12, 490
To complete __________________________________________ -1, 132,920
Total _______________________________________________ 1, 145, 410
Acreage, 18,000; approximate construction charge, $63.33.
Total to complete the _ve subprojects __________________________ 4, 394, 142. 00
Total estimated cost 6, 279, 857. 37
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In th1s_table the previous expenditures have been adjusted by the
Reclamation Serv1ce among the _ve subprojects in as nearly equitable
proportions as now practicable.
21. It is believed that the lands in all the subprojects, except the
marsh lands, can bear the probable construction charges.
22. The par value of the stock of the water users’ association has
recently been increased from $20 to $30. This new value will cover
the construction charges of the _rst subdivision. In the other four,
the estimated construction charges range from $33.51 to $63.33. It
is believed that these subdivisions should be dealt with independently
through new associations or trustees, the lands to be bound to the full
construction charges before large expenditures are made.
23. Comments. Due apparently to insufficient information as to
construction costs at the time this project was undertaken, radical
changes in the plans and scope of the project have been necessary.
The main canal and the Reno Canal were both constructed before
these changes were made and are much larger than needed in the
present proposed development, though the latter can be. made of use
in the development of power. The inclusion of the Klamath marsh
lands within the project and the expenditure thereon of about
$300000 without knowing their agricultural possibilities was unwise.
24. Summary. (1) This project is interstate in character, the
irrigable area lying partly in Oregon and partly in California.
(2) Of the total lands, 106,000 acres, exclusive of the marsh lands,
43,100 acres, or 40.6 per cent, are public lands subject to the reclamation act, of which 700 acres are in the lower project uplands, 31,900
acres are Tule Lake. lands. 1,500 are in upper subproject, and 9.000 in
the Modoc subproject.
(3) Water supply is suf_cient.
(4) The total estimated expenditures, exclusive of marsh lands, is
$4,470,195.37, of which about $1,500,000 was expended to June 30,
1910, as follows:
Lower project uplands ____________________________________________ $857, 288
Tule Lake ________________________________________________________ 621, 506
Upper subproject _________________________________________________ 21.379
Modoc subprojeet _________________________________________________ 12, 400
(5) The lands, exclusive of the marsh lands, will bear the construction charges estimated as follows:
Per acre.
Lower project uplands (announced) __________________________________ $30. 00
Tule Lake lands ____________________________________________________ 42.16
Upper suhproject ___________________________________________________ 49.77
Modoc subpl'oject ___________________________________________________ 63. 33
(6) (a) The lower project uplands or _rst subdivision is feasible
from an engineering and an economic standpoint and worthy of
completion. . . '
(b) The construction of the Tule Lake subd1v1sion should be taken
up tentatively to allow further study of the reclanned lands and the
efficiency of the proposed means of controlling the lake area.
(0) The upper subproject is an extension not yet approved. It is
feasible from an economic and an engineering standpoint, but owing
to the necessity of completing more important work elsewhere and
to the small amount of public land involved, it is not advisable to
prosecute it at the present time beyond such preliminary Work as will
enable de_nite plans to be made. '
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(d) The Modoc subproject is feasible from an economic and an
engineering standpoint. but it has not yet received Executlve approval.
Owing to the large amount of public land In this subprOject, and to
the fact that the water supply therefor 1s already ‘prov1ded 111 Clear
Lake Reservoir, it is regarded as worthy of completion as funds are
available. subject to the adjudication of water rlghts in Upper Langell
Valle .
(e)yT he development of the marsh land. subdivision around Lower
Klamath Lake should be postponed unt1l_1t has been shown that
the lands can be made productive when cultivated.
(7) Keno Canal power should be. developed as needed by the
project; the excess power should be developed in cooperation w1th
the water users’ association in such manner as to insure return of
cost to the United States. . . .
(8) The par value of the stock of the water users” assocmtion IS
suf_cient to cover the construction charge on the _rst subd1v1s1on
onlv. For the remaining subdivisions new arrangements should
be invade by which the land will be bound for the full building
Charge.
(9) The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the loan _____________________________________________________ $600, 000
SECTION XXII.
BELLE FOURCHE PROJECT, SOUTH DAKOTA.
1. The board Visited the Belle Fourche project on August 8 and 9,
inspecting the headworks at the town of Belle Fourche, the dam, the
reservoir site, and part of the distribution system on the 8th, and the
lands under irrigation and those which it is proposed to irrigate on
the 9th. An informal public hearing was held at. the railroad station
at Belle Fouche on August 9, at which time those interested were
given an opportunity to express their views with regard to the work
on the project.
2. The Chicago & Northwestern passes through the town of Belle
Fourche, and the Belle Fourche Valley 8:. Northwestern, a branch
line, runs diagonally through the irrigated land. Good facilities for
shipping products are thus provided.
3. Location. and description—The Belle Fourche project is located
on both sides of the Belle Fourche River in the northwestern part
of South Dakota, northeast of the Black Hills. The land and the
water supply are all within the limits of that State. The general
elevation of the land in the project is from 2,600 to 3,000 feet above
sea level and the temperature ranges from 25° below zero to 100° F.
The project consists essentially of a diversion dam in the Belle
Fourche River about 2 miles below the. town of Belle Fourche,
S. Dakq which diverts the greater part of the _ow of this stream
into an inlet canal. This dam. at its northern end, is provided with
headworks admitting water into the canal which supplies a large
storage reservoir formed in the bed of a small stream, known as Owl
Creek. This creek is closed by a high earth dam in which are'placed
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two_ concrete culverts with regulating gates, from each of which leads
a distrlbutlop canal carrying water to the farms through minor laterals. The inlet canal for supplying the reservoir from the Belle
Fourche River is a large one, having a capacity of 1,635 cubic feet
per second. It has a length of 64.} miles. The reservoir has an area
of 8,010 acres and a total storage capacity of 204,000 acre—feet. The
north distribution canal has a capacity of 650 second-feet and will
ultimately irrigate 60,000 acres; and the south distribution canal
has a capacity of 300 second-feet and will irrigate 40,000 acres.
4. Water supply—Owing to the fact that there are no prior _lings
below the diversion dam all of the water supply of the Belle Fourche
River Which reaches this dam is available for direct irrigation or
storage. Above the dam there is considerable irrigation, )articularly
on Red ‘Vater and Spear Fish Creeks, tributaries o the Belle
Fourche River, but no extension of this work can be made under
State law if it interferes with the Government project. The present
supply, therefore, seems to be amply protected.
5. A complete record of the _ow of the Belle Fourche River at
the diversion dam has been kept since June, 1903 (except during
1907, when the gaging station was destroyed), and an analysis of the
results to and including 1909 shows that the total quantity and its
distribution throughout the year were such as to have permitted the
diversion through the present inlet canal of the amounts shown by
the following table. These totals cover only nine months in each
year, excluding December, January, and February, during which
ice would probably obstruct the _ow.
Run-017 of the Belle Fourche River and Owl Creek.
REE—geld. R 3 fl
t e e e un-o 0
Year" . Fourche Owl Creekl Total.
River.
Acre-feel. Acre-feet. Acre-feet.
. 116 280 ' 000 I 151
v
261:470 38,000 299:470
290, 960 37, 200 328, 160
252,310 34,700 287, 010
2 240,000 39, 279,“
218, 710 18, 400 237, 110
217,8“) 31,000 248,8“)
Mean of 1903 to 1909 ................................................. 246, 875 33, 050 279,925
1 Part year only. 4 5 Estimated.
Norm—No recordfof run-on 01 Crow Creek. (Drainage area, 125 square miles.)
5. The run—off of the Belle Fourche River for the _rst part of 1910
was notably less than for the corresponding part of any previous year
of recorded _ow, the amount between March 1 and July 31 being only
40 per cent of that for the corresponding period of 1909.
6. The duty of water on this project is estimated at? acre-feet per
acre per annum, measured at the farm, and the area included in the
project is 100,000 acres. . .
7. Evaporation losses on the reservmr may be roughly estimated at
18,000 acre-feet and seepage and evaporatlon losses in the canals at
25 per cent, which would leave approx1mately 200,000 acre-feet for
delivery to the farms. Some of the above losses Will be o_’set by the
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in_ow from Crow and Indian Creeks, so it is apparent that in normal
years the water supply will be suf_cient for the needs of the project.
The partial measurements for 1910 indicate that there would have
been a shortage of water had the entire area under the project been in
cultivation, but an occasional shortage of this kind does not affect the
feasibility of the project, as the cost of providing for such abnormal
conditions would probably be greater than the resulting bene_ts.
8. Land—The irrigable area is about 100,000 acres, of which 50,000
acres are private land, 20,000 withdrawn from entry, 21,000 acres
entered subject to the reclamation act, 2,946 open to entry, and 5,515
acres State school land which will be sold to private owners. Practically all the public land thus far opened has been entered for settlement, there remaining but about 40 farms not taken up. The farm
unit on public land is 80 acres, except within 2 miles of town sites,
where it is reduced to 40 acres. On private land it is 160 acres.
There were 47,568 acres of land ready to be irrigated in 1910, leaving
the remainder to be brought under irrigation by extensions of the lateral systems. There were 23,500 acres actually supplied With water.
The soil on the north side of the Belle Fourche River is usu ally clay loam
of the gumbo type and dif_cult to work, several years being necessary
to subdue it, but it is productive when cultivated. The soil on the south
side is lighter, and the lands on this side are more sought after. The
rainfall is about 15 inches, and the region is therefore classed as semiarid. Dry farming is practiced to some extent, but the crops are only
one—fourth to one-half the crops on irrigated land, and are failures in
some years. The crops are grain, corn, alfalfa, potatoes, and possibly
fruit. Irrigated land sells at prices varyng from $40 to $50 for raw
land and from $75 to $100 when brought thoroughly under cultivation. The character of the land does not warrant high construction
charges for irrigation, but it is believed that the charge of $30 already
_xed for the _rst unit and the charge of $35 suggested by the Reclamation Service for the remainder can be easily borne, together with
charges for operation and maintenance of about $0.50 per acre per
year.
9. Distribution system.——The distribution system is in two units,
one being served by the north side canal and the other by the south side
canal. The north side canal has a capacity of 1,600 second-feet for a
length of about a half mile, and from there on a capacity of 650
second—feet. It has been completed and is in use for a distance of
9 miles to Indian Creek. It is now being extended for an additional
length of 36 miles. The south side canal is smaller, having at capaCIty of 850 second-feet, and has been completed to the Nine Mile
Creek, a distance of 45 miles, nearly its full projected length. It
crosses to the south side of Belle Fourche River in a concrete siphon
3,565 feet long and 5 feet in diameter. The distribution system now
completed covers less than one-half of the whole project. The remalning areas are to be covered by the extensions now being made,
and he mainly under the north side canal. Some drainage will
hkely be necessary to prevent swamping.
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 61—3 9
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10. Cost of the project—The total cost of the project up to June
{30, 1910, has been $2,394,157.01. The estimated cost of completion
15 $755,863, as follows:
Belle Fourche Dam _____________________________ ___ $05, 839
North canal and laterals ________________________ ___ 630,024
Nine-mile lateral _______________________________________ 30, 000
755, 863
11. Returns to the reclamation fund—The price of $30 per acre
to cover construction charges was set in 1907 considerably in advance
of the completion of the later units. This _gure is too small, but
11,293 acres were opened to settlement in June, 1907, under this
charge, and about 35,000 acres more were reached by the ditches in
1910, and were of_cially opened in February, 1910, for the same
building charge. For the remainder of the land it will be necessary
to set a new and somewhat higher construction charge if the total
cost is to be returned to the reclamation fund. The settlers who
were on the ground when the project was started, many of whom
were owners of patented land, applied for water under the reclama—
tion act under the agreement that charges over the entire project
were to be uniform. The price of $30 was set later, so that a higher
charge can not apply to areas covered by the early applications
Without modi_cation of the contract. It is expected by the Reclamation Service to charge $30 per acre for 70,000 acres and $35 per acre
for 30,000 acres, the total of which amounts to $3,150,000. If all
the lands under the project were to be _nally disposed of at these
charges and the present estimates for completion not exceeded, the
expected returns would just cover the cost. The cost of operation
and maintenance has exceeded the returns at the charge set of $0.40
per acre per annum, and a de_cit of about $4,000 exists in consequence. This charge has now been raised to $0.50, which it is exected will refund the de_cit in several years. Should drainage
be found necessary, it is believed that this should be paid for by
assessments against the land under operation and maintenance
charges.
12. Comments—In general the work seems well adapted to the
purpose for which designed. The earth reservoir dam has been
constructed with slopes somewhat steeper than is customary in dams
of this type and height. Some _ow is noticeable at the lower toe of
the dam, although but little water was in the rcservmr at the time
when the dam was inspected. The board believes that the dimensions of the dam should be made the subject of further study, and
that the leakage be kept under constant observation. A fuller .de' scription and discuss1on is appended. In general, the preject
appears to be feasible and practicable In an engineering and economical sense.
13. Summary—(1) This project with its water supply lies wholly
Within the limits of the State of South Dakota. ' .
(2) The area of the irrigable land 1n. the preject IS 100,000 acres,
of which the amount of pa lic land subject to the reclamation act is
b t 45 er cent. _ .
a (a) Th2 total estimated cost IS $3,150,000, of whlch about $2,400,000 has been expended. .
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(4) The project is feasible from an engineering and economic
standpoint and is worthy of bemg completed.
(5) The water supply is suf_cient for the area now proposed for
. irrigation. . .
(6) The land is productive and can readily refund the construc—
tion charge of from $30 to $35. _
(7) The advanced condition of the work, the promp‘tness w1th
which the land has been taken up by settlers, the relatively large
areas of fairly productive land, and the comparatively low cost of
irrigation render it desirable to continue the work at an economical
rate of progress until completed.
(8) The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive: From the fund, $480,000.
SECTION XXIII.
STRAWBERRY VALLEY PROJECT, UTAH.
1. The board visited this project September 15, 16, and 17 and met
the directors of the Strawberry Valley \Vater Users’ Association, at
Provo, on September 16.
2. Location—The project lies wholly within the State of Utah,
the irrigable area being on.the southeast shore of Utah Lake, about
60 miles south of Salt Lake City and surrounding the towns of Payson, Spanish Fork, and Salem. .
3. Excellent transportation facilities are afforded by the San Pedro
Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad and by the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad, both of which traverse the preject.
4. Description—T he project contemplates the irrigation of
60,000 acres of mesa and bottom land, all in private ownership, with
certain possible extensions, which will be referred to hereafter. Much
of the area under the project proper is now under cultivation, and
has been for many years. About 30,000 acres are now being partially
irrigated from Spanish Fork River and certain small creeks, and dry
farming is practiced on part of the remainder.
5. Of the land irri ated, it is estimated that in normal years about
8,000 acres receive a ull supply, and that occasionally there is a fair
supply for approximately 20,000 acres during the entire season.
6. The object of the work undertaken by the Reclamation Service
is to supplement the _ow of the Spanish Fork River by bringing an
additional supply through the rim of the Great Salt Lake Basin
from the Colorado River draina e. This involves the construction of
a reservoir in the valley of the trawberry River, a tributary of the
Duchesne River, and the diversion of the water thus stored by a
tunnel nearly 20,000 feet long through the rim of the Great Basin.
From the tunnel it will be discharged into the Sixth W'ater Creek
and _ow thence through Diamond Creek into Spanish Fork River.
7. The project includes the ultimate development of about 3,000
electric horse ower, to be obtained by dropping through penstocks to
some _of the ower distributing laterals part of the _ow diverted at
SpanishFork Dam. The diversion dam and the power canal, which
is 31 miles long, have been constructed, and 1,200 horsepower is
I
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now_be1ng .developed. This power development is primarily for
use in driVing the tunnel, but there is a surplus, part of which is
being sold to the town of Spanish Fork.
8. Work on the tunnel is in progress, and about 9,000 feet have
been excavated, nearly one—half of the total length. No work has
been done upon the storage reservoir nor upon the distribution
system.
9. Engineem'ng 3tm0tures.~The Strawberry Tunnel has an arched
top: It is 8 feet 6 inches high at the crown, 6 feet 6 inches high at the
spring line, and has a width of 7 feet. Its slope is 0.003 and its
capacity about 600 second-feet. It is being driven from a single
heading at a rate of 400 feet a month. No serious dif_culties have
been encountered and none are expected. Based upon work already
done the cost, including lining, will be about $45 per lineal foot.
The S anish Fork Diversion Dam is of concrete, well constructed
and su stantial in character. The arrangements, however, for keeping heavy silt out of the canal seem unnecessarily complicated and
expensive.
10. Water supply—The run-off of Spanish Fork River at the
mouth of the canyon has been measured since 1903, and the amount
that could have been diverted to the irrigable area during the irrigation season through the diversion canals as planned is shown in the
table below. There is also included in the table such information as
is available concerning the run-o_' of Strawberry Creek (including
Indian Creek, which is to be diverted into the storage reservoir) :
Available supply.
Years.
Spanish Fork. Strawberry.
Acrevfeet. Acre-feet.
125, 000
a 72, 600
Average .............................................................. 74, 262 ..............
l April 13 to December 31 1 January 1 to July 12, 3 To September 10‘
11. The Reclamation Service has _led on the waters of Spanish
Fork, but there are prior appropriations con_rmed by court decree
which aggregate 350 second-feet, or considerably more than the lowwater _ow. Under its contract with the Strawberry Valley Water
Users’ Association, however, these prior water rights will nearly all
be merged with those of the United States. Therefore, the maximum amount that can be diverted will be available for the project.
12. On Strawberry Creek a _ling was made for 100,000 acre-feet,
though the capacity of the reservoir as now proposed is 175,000 acrefeet. This _lmg expires in January, 1911, and when renewed should,
if practicable, be increased. There are no prior rights. . _ '
13. Duty of rattan—The average ralnfall on the prOJeet is 18
inches, and it is estimated by the Beclamation Servrce that 2.2 acrefeet per acre additional will be su_ieient for agricultural purposes. This
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is believed to be reasonable, though less than the average amount now
being used on a number of the irrigated farms. _ _ _ _ _
i 14. The evaporation loss on the reservmr, owmg to its posnion in
the mountains, will be slight, and the losses between the reserv01r
and the diversion weir will also be small. Assuming an evaporation
and seepage loss of 25 per cent in the distribution system, 33%; per
cent will probably cover the total losses on stored water. .On this
basis, 3.3 acre-feet of reservoir water, or 3 acre—feet of Spanish Fork
water, will be required for each acre irrigated. . .
15. The average run-o_’ of the Spanish Fork River is approximately 75,000 acre-feet, sufficient for the irrigation of 25,000 acres, and
the irrigation of the remainder of the outlined project will require
3.3 acre-feet on 35,000 acres, or 115,000 acre—feet from Strawberry
Valley. The discharge measurements of Strawberry Creek are so
meager that no de_nite conclusions can be reached as to its ability to
furnish the required amount of water. Certainly the data is insu_icient to justify the assumption that there will be any greater amount
than 115,500 acre-feet.
16. The usable run-o_’ of Spanish Fork Creek can be somewhat increased by the construction of auxiliary reservoirs on Diamond Fork,
for which an item of $100,000 is included in the estimate. No surveys
have yet been made of these sites, so that neither the amount nor the
cost of this auxiliary storage is known. As Diamond Fork Canyon
is relatively steep and narrow, the storage will probably be small and
the cost per acre—foot relatively high.
17. Based upon the above, it seems probable that there will be
suf_cient water in ordinary years from the Spanish Fork River
and Strawberry Creek for the projection as now outlined, but not
suf_cient for the irrigation from these sources of any of the proposed
extensions.
18. Lands. The irrigable area has an average elevation of 4,500 to
4,800 feet above sea. level, and is of good quality, the soil being a
sandy and gravelly loam, with deep black soil in the lowlands. Where
suf_ciently irrigated it produces abundant crops of alfalfa, sugar
beets, hay, cereals, and vegetables. Much success has been attained
with sugar beets, there being a factory and several slicing stations in
the valley. The era is usually worth from $70 to $75 per acre, wit-h
a net pro_t of from 5 to $40. Parts of the area are devoted to raising fruit and the success thus far attained indicates that a considerable
percentage of the area under the project may be suitable for this purpose. Estimates by interested persons place this as high as 60 per
cent. There is some trouble with frosts on the fruit lands, especially
Where there is no air drainage. Near the mouths of the canyons,
Where there is wind, frost is less likely to occur. In other places
owners are compelled to smudge occasionally at a cost of from $8 to
$10 per acre.
19. The land used for grain, alfalfa, etc., is worth from $60 to $150
per acre under irrigation. Fruit land with bearing trees has beensold at from $250 to $1,000 per acre, and is said to yield a pro_t of
from $200 to $600 per acre. Land for dry framing is worth from
$20 to $40 1' acre. In purchasing nonirrigated land for the high—
line canal, $0 to $45 per acre was paid.
20. A large part of the land is very low and _at, and the ground
water 1n many places is within from 4: to 6 feet of the surface. AlTX_00131982
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though large areas are at the present time swamped, very little work
has been done in the way of drainage. I
21. Costa—There has been expended to June 30, 1910, $909,000,
and the_est1mated expenditures to December 31, 1910, are $1,180,000.
lellle estlmated additional cost for the completion of the project is as
o ows:
Storage Dam 011 Strawberry River, height above foundations, 77 feet- $262, 000
lee between Indian Creek Valley and Strawberry Valley, height
above foundation, 35 feet _______________________________________ 225, 000
Indian Creek diversion. Diversion of all the small streams emptying
Into Indian Creek, into Strawberry Reservoirur _________________ 60,000
Completion of Strawberry Tunnel. 10.000 feet of excavation, 15,000
feet of lining. and controlling works east portal of Strawberry
Tunnel, gatekeeper‘s house, etc __________________________________ '695, 000
Read to Strawberry Dam and maintenance of tunnel road ___________ 25, 000
High-line canal, 26 miles long _____________________________________ 650,000
Improvements around Spanish Fork diversion dam, and work along
power canal ___________________________________________________ 10, 000
Siphon and small canal to supply high ground above East Bench
Canal _________________________________________________________ 50, 000
Rebuilding old canal system, rebuilding old diversion dams, widening
old canals, etc _________________________________________________ 100.000
Distribution system ______________________________________________ 100, 000
Auxiliary reservoirs in Diamond Fork Canyon _____________________ 100,000
2, 277, 000
Making a. total cost of $3,407,000, or a cost per acre of $56.80.
This unit cost may be considerably reduced should the proposed extensions to be described hereafter prove feasible.
22. At the time the Strawberry Valley Water Users’ Association
was formed the par value of the shares was placed at $40, which was
supposed to represent the building charge, As it now seems probable
that the building charge will be considerably higher and as it is questionable Whether the land owner can be held for an amount greater
than the par value of his stock. unless in making his water-right
application he voluntarily assumes the additional obligation, due consideration for the investment of the United States requires that the
par value of the stock of the water user’s association be increased as
provided for in the by—laws. Furthermore, this increase should be
made within a reasonable time and prior to any large additional expenditures on the project.
23. There are a number of private and State irrigation projects in
the vicinity. the cost of which has varied from $20 to $75 per acre.
Considering this fact and the quality of the land in the project, the
board believes that. even if the cost amounts to $56.80 an acre. it will
not be excessive for fruit land. For other land it will be burdensome
but probably not prohibitive.
24. In furtherance of this project 43,000 acres of land, covering
practically all of the Strawberry Valley drainage area above Strawberrv Dani. was acquired by purchase from the Indian Bureau. This
is now leased for grazing purposes at $0.20 an acre :1 year. and the
returns from this source, together with the retums from the sale of
surplus electric power, should make the net cost of operation and
maintenance low. ' . _
25. Proposed emtcnsions.—The pI‘O]eCt as outlined in the last annual report included only 60,000 acres, but recently consideration has
been given to a dike and drainage project which would reclaim apTX_00131983
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proximately 36,500 acres additional. It consists in (liking off two
arms of Utah Lake, draining these areas by means of pumps, and,
during the irrigatimgIr season, using the drainage water to irrigate the
lands drained. While this extension adjoins the original project and
would use power developed in connection with the original project,
it is in other respects entirely distinct. The (liking ott’ of these two
areaswas considered by the Reclamation Service in 1904 in connec—
tion with what was then known as the Utah Lake projects, and in
reference to these dikes a board of consulting engineers then reported:
Investigations indicate that the material in the bed of the lake is of such
character that this plan is not feasible.
26. It is understood that. no subsequent examination with a view
to _nding a suitable site for the dikes has been made. The character
of the soil in the bed of the lake is not known. No tests have been
made to determine the effect of pumping upon the ground-water
levels nor is it definitely known that the drainage water will be
suitable for irrigation. Doubt also exists as to whether the ownership of the bed of the lake is in the United States or in the State of
Utah. No detailed plans of this extension have yet been prepared,
so that the estimate submitted for it, $900,000, must be considered
as a mere approximation. Pending the collection of more physical
data no opinion can be expressed as to the feasibility of this extension.
27. There has also been under consideration an extension of the
gravity system across Santaquin Ridge to include 6,500 acres of
public land at the southern extermity of Utah Lake. This is contingent upon a water supply in Spanish Fork and Strawberry
Creek more than suf_cient for the 60,000 acres in the original project.
As this is improbable, the extension does not require further consideration. .
28. Summary—(1) The discharge measurements of Strawberry
Creek were not suf_cient at the time the tunnel was started to warrant so costly an undertaking, and they are not even now suf_cient
to justify a de_nite conclusion as to the amount of water that will
be available from this source.
(2) The entire area of 60,000 acres under the original project was
in private ownership when work was started.
(3) N0 interstate or international features are involved, the irriIglatbli} area as well as the water supply lying within the State of
a . '
(4) Except for the uncertainty as to the water supply, the project
is feasible from an engineering standpoint.
(5) Work has progressed so far that due regard for the investment
already made requires that the project be completed.
(6) The land can probably bear the building charge, but before
any large additional expenditures are made, the members of the
water. users’ association should be required to demonstrate their
faith in the project and at the same time guarantee the United States
agalnst possible loss by increasing the par value of the stock in their
assoc1ation from $40 to $60 an acre.
(7) Assuming such action by the water users’ association, the
board believes the project should be completed.
(8)The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, 1nc1us1ve: ‘
From the loan_c____________,,,___,_i,_; ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $2, 272, 000
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SECTION XXIV.
OKANOGAN PROJECT, WASHINGTON.
1. This project, except the reservoirs which were not visited, was
examined by a committee of the board on September 7, 1910, and a
public hearing held at Omak on the afternoon of that day. .
2. Location—The project, both as to the water supply and irrigable
land, lies wholly within the State of Washington. Transportation
fac111t1es are poor, the nearest railroad being 50 miles away, and the
nearest steamboat line 30 miles away, except for two months each
year when the Okanogan River, which bounds the project on the east,
is navigable for light-draft boats. The Great Northern Railway is,
however, now building a line through the Okanogan Valley which,
when completed, will furnish adequate transportation facilities.
3. Description—The project covers 8,650 acres. Water is obtained
from Salmon River, a stream which drains about 152 square miles
in the eastern foothills of the Cascade Mountains. Flood waters are
stored in two reservoirs adjacent to each other, one Salmon Lake
with a capacity of 2,000 acre-feet, and the other Conconully Reservoir
With a capacity of 13,000 acre-feet. In the latter the water is impounded by an earth dam, 60 feet high. The dam has just been completed and has not as yet been subjected to its full head. A spillway
of 5,000 second-feet capacity is provided, which is about ten times
the maximum recorded discharge. The outlet is through a reenforced
concrete conduit controlled by a cast-iron gate. From the dam the
water is discharged into the natural bed of Salmon River and _ows
thence 12 miles to a small diverting weir. There is a fall of over 800
feet from the outlet of the reservoir to the diverting weir. The
canal leading from this weir has a capacity of 100 second-feet. At
the end of the second mile it divides into two parts known as the upper main lateral and the lower main lateral, the latter diverting from
the main canal through a drop of 105 feet. The upper main lateral
also contains a drop of 58 feet at a point one and three-fourth miles
beyond the junction. These two drops afford opportunities for the
development of power in small quantities which have not yet been
utilized. The structures examined were well built and suitable for
the purpose intended.
4. T'Vatcr supply.—The run—01f of the Salmon River as measured
since 1903 is—maximum 56,000 acre-feet, minimum 22,000 acre-feet.
In 1908 and 1909 the runoff was less than 30,000 acre-feet and it is
probable that the run-off for 1910 will also be less than 30,000 acrefeet. As prior rights on this stream covering 1,350 acres must be
satis_ed in addition to the 8,650 acres in the Government project,
there is need for 30,000 acre-feet every year, the duty of water at the
farm being placed at 2 acre—feet and the seepage and evaporation
loss at 33 per cent. In 1909 seepage and evaporation losses in the distribution system alone averaged 40 per cent, but these losses will
robably decrease with further use of. the ditches._ It is therefore evident that the capacity of the stream is fully utilized and there probably will be times when less than 2 acre-feet per acre can be delivered
at the farms. . . . .
5. Landa—The irrigable area Within the prOject is 8,650 acres, of
which approximately 1,100 acres were Government land subject to
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the provisions of the reclamation act at the time the project was
undertaken. The remainder was in private ownership. The average elevation above sea level is 1,000 feet. The average annual rainfall is 8 inches, and without irrigation no crops can be raised. _
6. The character of the soil within the irrigable area 1s volcanic
ash, sand, and gravel. It is nearly all suitable for fruit, particularly
apples, and is valued at from $100 to $300 per acre. About 4,000
acres of the 8,650 in the project received water this 'year, and it is
probable that 70 per cent of the total Will be under irrigation 1n 1911.
7. Cost—The cost of the project to June 30, 1910, was $573,000,
and the estimated cost of completion at that date $17,000, a total of .
$590,000. The building charge was _xed in 1008 at $65 per acre,
except as to 499 acres, which were allowed credits of from $6 to $10
per acre in consideration of the owners constructing their own dltches
and carrying devices. The anticipated returns are $550,304, so there
will be a loss to the reclamation fund on this preject of about
$32,000, nearly $4 per acre. The charge for operationand maintenance in 1909 was $1.50 per acre. There is also a de_at under this
heading due to the small acreage under cultivation, but it is expected
that this will be made up in subsequent years.
8. E mtensz'om.—’ ‘he project as outlined by the Reclamation Service has been practically completed, but request is made by the Okanogan Water Users’ Association for an extension primarily for the purpose of increasing the size of the irrigable area and thereby reducing
the cost of operation and maintenance per acre. Two extensions have
been considered, one to utilize part of the power now going to waste
between the storage dam and the diversion weir, or the power that
can be developed at the two drops and transmit it electrically to a
point on the Okanogan River, and there pump water from the Okanogan River to lands adjacent to the left bank of the river and within
the Colville Indian Reservation. Another suggestion is to increase .
the size of the upper main lateral between the two drops and continue
it at the high level beyond the 58-foot drop. To provide water for
this purpose it is proposed to utilize part of the water now dropped
into the lower main lateral and to substitute for the water so withdrawn water pumped from the Okanogan River, utilizing power to
be developed either at the drops or in Salmon River above the diversion weir. The areas covered by the proposed extensions consist of
good fruit land, equal and probably superior to the low-lying areas
under the existing project. '
9. The cost of the extension to the Indian lands on the left bank of
the Okanogan has been approximately estimated by the Reclamation
Service at somewhat less per acre than the cost of the existing project.
No estimate has been made of the cost of irrigating the land between
the upper main lateral and J ohnsons Creek, but judging from the
super_cial examination made it would be in excess of $65.
10. Statements were made by interested persons that a building
charge up to $100 per acre would not be prohibitive, so there is no
doubt but that all of the land under the extensions will be able to
carry the construction charge. The proposed extensions are also
feasible from an engineering standpoint.
11. None of the land under consideration is public land subject to
hor_estead entry, though that on the east bank is unallotted Indian
an .
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12. Summer? .— 1 The Okano an ro'ect lies wholl within
State of VVashingthn). g p 1 y the
. (2) As constructed it is feasible from an engineering standpoint,
is practically completed, and the land can readily pav the construction charge placed upon it. v
23) The total cost will be approximately $590,000.
fl) The announced building charge, $65 er acre, is not su_icient
to_1nsure full returns to the reclamation und, the estimated loss
being $32,000.
(5) The proposed extensions are feasible from an engineering
standpoint, and the probable cost per acre will be well Within what
the land can stand.
(6) As there is no land under these extensions subject to homestead
entry, it is not advisable to undertake either of them with reclamation funds.
(7) If the Okanogan W’ater Users’ Association desires to do this
work at its own expense it. should be encouraged to do so.
(8)The following allotment is recommended for the four years,
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund ___________ ____ __ ____ $13, 000
SECTION XXV.
YAKIMA PROJECT, WASHINGTON.
1. The board inspected this project from An ust 29 to September 1,
inclusive, and held public hearings at Sunnysi e, North Yakima, and
Ellensbnrg. The examination included the proposed additional units,
, as well as those under construction. All the principal structures and
the sites of those proposed were visited either by the board as a whole
or by committees of its members.
2. Location. The project both as to water supply and irrigable
area lies wholly within the State of Washington. With the exception of the Benton unit. which lies in the Columbia Valley, all the
irrigable area is in the valley of the Yakima River, upon which river
with its tributaries it depends for the necessary supply of water.
North Yakima is the principal city within the project. The main
line of the Northern Paci_c Railroad passes through the entire
valley, affording with its branches adequate transportation facilities.
These are supplemented by the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
Railroad. which passes through Ellensburg in the Kittitas unit, and
by the North Coast Railroad, now under construction in the lower
valle .
3. yDescrz'ption.—This project as outlined contemplates the irrigation of over 400.000 acres of land, divided into a number of distinct
units. \Vhile these unitsare in a measure independent of each other,
they are, with the exception of the Tieton unit. all dependent upon a
common svsteni of storage reservoirs and by formal order of the Secretarv of‘the Interior. March 3, 1909, were consolidated into one
I t.
prgjean two of the units. the Sunnyside and the Tieton, work is now
in progress, the former being 60 per cent complete and the latter 80
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per cent complete. No work has been done on the Kittitas and ‘Vapato
units beyond the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of
cost. ‘On the Benton unit no work has been done except a preliminary
reconnaissance in 1905.
5. A sixth unit, known as the High Line, has recently been proposed by private interests‘and has been made the subject of investigation by the Reclamation Service. . .
6. Water supply—Before work on the Yakima pI‘OJECt was undertaken by the Reclamation Service the low—water flow of the Yakima
River was overappropriated and there were many' con_icting claims.
As a precedent to beginning work in the valley it was required that
these con_icting claims be settled. This was done by limiting agreements entered into by the users of water whereby the aggregate
amount of the claims was limited to approximately the low-water
_ow. These agreements do not have the binding force of a court
decree, but Will probably serve as the basis of an adjudication should
one be made in the future. In addition the State legislature by
enactment made it possible for the Reclamation Service to withdraw
from further appropriation all the unappropriated waters of the
watershed, thus permitting a maximum development. This control
of the unappropriated run-o_’ is dependent upon continuous progress
of construction and upon bene_cial use of water. .
7. As the development of this project depends primarily upon the
storage of _ood water, _ve reservoir sites have been selected, the
capacities of which are given in the following table. The _rst three
of these are at the headwaters of the Yakima River and the last two
at the headwaters of the Naches River, one of its tributaries:
Capacity.
Reservoir sites.
Present. ‘ Ultimate
A ere-feet. A ere-feet.
Lake Cle Elum ................................................................. 23,000 426, 000
Lake Keechelus. . .. . _ 15,000 142,000
Lake Kachess ...... . . . 56,000 1 210, 000
McAllister’s meadow. . ____________ 115, 000
Bumping Lake ....... . . 35,000 35, 000
Total ..................................................................... ‘ 129, 000 928, 000
8. _The present capacity of the reservoirs is only sui_cient to meet
ex1sting requirements on the Sunnyside and Tieton units. It will be
gr_dually increased as further work on the irrigable areas is undera en.
9. The water shed of the Yakima River has an area of 5,050 square
miles and an average annual run-off of 3,000,000 acre-feet. A com_ prehenswe study of the hydrographs of this river at different points
during the period of 1904—1910 has been made by the Reclamation
Serv1ce. Against the discharge curves has been plotted the demand
curves for the di_erent units and the storage requirement determined
for each year, due allowance having first been made for prior rights.
The results of this study are appended to this report and show the
proposed storage in connection with _ood _ow to be suf_cient for the
irrlgation of 417,000 acres. If to this be added the 64,000 acres in
the Sunnyside and XVapato units, to which low—water rights attach,
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the total area capable of irrigation becomes 481,000 acres. In the
followmg table are listed the acreages assumed in this study and the
corresponding storage requirements:
. Cost of stor_ Total L Acreage Storage age, assumProject. acres under requiring charge 515311311338;
project. storage. (acre-feet). and libiform
distribution.
Kittitas...”............._.._.,,_..~ __________________ 67000 67000 146000 54000
Benton, or High Line. . iaofooo 1001000 300:000 15338:!)00
letou............... 34,000} 34,000 59,000 264,000
Wapatq ............... 120,000 1 108,000 247,000 1,106,000
Sunnysxde .................. 100,000 ‘, 48,000 110,000 493.000
Total __________________________________________ 451,000 1 417,000 923,000 4,155,000
1
The assumptions upon which the analysis was made appear to be
reasonable and the conclusions justi_able.
nnsnnvoms. '
.10. Ole E lum Lake Reservoir is on the Cle Elum River about 7
milcs above its con_uence with the Yakima. The average annual
run-off at this goint is 575,000 acre-feet. A temporary crib dam
built in 1907 a ords capacity for 23,000 acre-feet. It is proposed
to develop an ultimate capacity of 426,000 acre-feet by the construction of an earth-_ll dam at the outlet of the lake, with concrete
outlet works and spillway. The foundations are suitable for such a
dam, and satisfactory material for its construction can be obtained in
the vicinity.
11. Keechelzzs Lake Reservoir is near the source of the Yakima
River, the average annual run-o_ at this point being 200,000 acrefeet. A temporary crib dam built in 1907 affords capacity for 15,000
acre-feet. It is proposed to develop an ultimate capacity of 142,000
acre«feet by the construction of an earth-_ll dam at the outlet of the
lake, with a concrete outlet conduit and controlling works and concrete lined spillway. The foundations are suitable for such a dam
and satisfactory material for its construction can be obtained in
the vicinity. Final plans for this dam have not _vet been made.
12. Kachess Lake Reservoir.—This lake lies between Keechelus
Lake on the west and Cle Elum Lake on the east. the dam site being
only 3 miles from the railroad. The lake has a drainage basin of
only 63 square miles, but the average run-oft Since 1901 has been
208,000 acre—feet. A temporary crib dam, constructed b) a private
company, Whose rights have Since been acquired, provides storage
for 16.000 acre-feet. During the past year this has been increased
by the, construction of a drainage channel, enabling the lake to be
lowered and thereby increasing its capacity to 56.000 acre-feet. It is
proposed to develop an ultimate capactty of 210,000 acre-feet partly
by increasing the depth of the drainage channel and partly by the
cbnstruction of a permanent earth dam of greater height than the
existing crib dam. The plans include_a spillway With a capacity
equal to the ureatest _ood of record—71,200 second—feetibut as the
reservoir provides for storing the niaXImuni run-o_. and as mammum
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_oods usually occur when the reservoir is at its low stage, the spill—
way will, probably, not often be required.
13. ilIc‘Allz'ster’s illeado'w Reservoir.—The site of this reservoir
is on the headwaters of the Tieton River and has an estimated capacity of 115,000 acre-feet, about one—third of the average annual run-off
at this point. This site was examined by a committee of the board
and its report thereon is appended. The dam site is suitable for the
character of dam proposed and the eneral plan as outlined is
feasible, though probably at greater cost t an is given in the estimates.
14. Bumping Lake Beservoz'r.——This reservoir is situated at the
headwaters of the Bumping River, a tributary of the Naches River,
about 46 miles from Naches. The reservoir has a capacity of 35,000
acre-feet and the run-elf above it is more than su_icient- to _ll it each
year. The reservoir is formed by an earth-_ll darn now under construction and nearing completion. The report of a committee of the
board which examined it is appended. In this report attention is
invited to inferior concrete in the spillway, and to the material used
and slopes adopted. It is believed that additional work on the dam
may be necessary.
15. The ultimate capacity, estimated total cost, and cost per acrefoot of the dillerent reservoirs are tabulated below:
1
Ultimate Already ex- Additional . Ultimate
Sites. capacity pended or allotment {Egg_i_d cost per
(acre-feet). allotted. required. ' acre—foot.
Lake Cle Elum .............................. 426,000 848, 834 $1, 050, 000 31,100, 000 $2. 58
Lake Keechelus. 142,000 44,955 850, 000 895, 000 6, 30
Lake Kachess. . . 210,000 138,000 574,000 703,000 3. 35
McAlllster’s Meado‘. 115,000 32, 654 900, 000 932, 000 8.10
Bumping Lake. . . . 35, 000 525, 000 ............ 525, 000 15. 44
Total .................................. 928, 000 789, 443 3, 374, 000 4, 155, 000 ..........
SUNNYSIDE UNIT.
16. Location and description—This unit lies in Yakima and Benton Counties and is based upon a private canal known as the SunnySide, which possessed one of the oldest and largest water rights in the
valley, amounting to 1,050 second-feet. Only 650 second-feet was being bene_cially used at the time of its acquisition, and in the limiting
agreements as to prior water rights, referred to above, the Sunnyside
Canal is accorded this amount. This canal with its appurtenances
was purchased in 1906 for $250,000. Water is diverted from the
Yakima River just below Union Gap by a concrete diversion dam
bu1lt by_ the Reclamation Service to replace an old crib dam. It is
:7 feet high and rests on a rock foundation. The main canal, which
is to be about 60 miles long, is now being enlarged to a maximum
capaeity of 1,076 second-feet. Other improvements undertaken by
the Reclamation Service were:
_ (a) The construction of concrete drops in the main canal, the original slope being too steep to admit of enlargement without danger of
excesswe eros1on.
. (b) The construction of additional culverts for the better protection of the main canal against storm waters.
(0) Reconstruction of turnouts, substituting concrete for wood.
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(a!) The construction of three wasteways, which also serve as main
drains for low-lylng areas. The most important of these is the
Sulphur Creek wastewa)’, 37 miles from the headworks, designed to
carry the full _ow of the canal at that point ~51?) second—feet. "
_(e) The construction of the Mabton siphon across the Yakima
River dealgned to water about 10,000 acres on the right bank of the
Yakima River in the Vicinity of Mabton.
17. lVater supply—The water rights acquired in the purchase of
the Sunnyside Canal are insuf_cient for more than 5.200 acres and
must be supplemented by‘storage. From the hydrographs of the
river the storage required has been determined at 110,000 acre-feet.
18. Lands—The irrigable area is about 100,000 acres, of which
1,346-is public and the remainder private land. The average elevation of the irrigable area is 700 feet above sea level. and the average
rainfall 7 inches.
19. The soil is deep volcanic ash and gravel. Without irrigation
farming is not possible. When irrigated the soil is very productive,
the principal crops being forage, hops, vegetables, and fruits. About
one-half of the area under the project is now being irrigated and
water will be available for 12,400 acres additional by December 31,
1910. Of the area under cultivation the largest part is used for raising hay and alfalfa. The higher lands are devoted to fruit and yield
abundant crops of peaches and apples.
20. The average value of lands under irrigation varies from $200
for alfalfa lands to $500 for fruit lands. The average returns from
irrigated land, as stated by the residents in this unit, are large, and
it can readily bear the construction charge. Considerable areas under this unit have been rendered temporarily useless by alkali, due to
subirrigation. The _rst step to remedy this condition has been taken
in the construction of the Sulphur Creek wasteway, which is to serve
also as the main drain for the Sunnyside Basin. The cost of this
main drain is charged against the unit as a whole. The cross drains
leading to it, which will be necessary to fully reclaim the alkali lands,
are to be constructed by the owners of the land directly bene_ted.
The Granger Basin in this vicinity is also in need of drainage, and
preparatory surveys have been made. .
21. Cost—The expenditures on this unit to June 30, 1910, including
storage, were $1,443,000, and the estimated cost of completion, ex—
clusive of storage, is $1,205,000. This cost of completionpincludes
$388,000 for pumping plants, the cost of which is to be repaid by the
lands to which the water is pumped in addition to the regular construction charge. The estimated cost of storage is $500,000, making
the total cost $3,148,000.
22. Retums to the reclamation fund—Under the terms of agreement by which the Sunn side Canal was acquired, 3_,080 acres was to
be provided with water ree of charge and theremamder of the land
under the canal was to bear no construction charge but an annual
operation and maintenance charge of $1 per acre. These lands, how—
ever, had no right to stored water and to put them on a parity With
new lands irrigated under this unit, the owners of the old lands were
permitted to purchase a sup lementary water right at cost of $10 per
acre. This not only entitle them to share In the bene_ts of the storage system but entitled them to o oration and maintenance at actual
cost instead of at a. _xed sum of 1 per acre. T1115 unlt also includes
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1,108 acres of land at Prosser, which, owing to prior partial development, is to bear a construction charge of $31 per acre. The remainder
of the irrigable area, 52,913 acres, is to bear a construct-ion charge of
$52 per acre. The estimated returns slightly exceed the estimated
expenditures. .
23. Comments—Less than 2 per cent of the land under this unit
is public land subject to homestead entry, but the expenditures already
made are so largely in excess of the returns that would be received
from the areas now irrigated that a continuation of the work is desirable ' at least to an extent suf_cient to insure the return of the
investment. . 24. The proposed extensions of the Sunnys1de unit include four
pumping plants to be operated electrically, power being developed at
a number of different drops in the distribution system. These pumping plants are designed to cover 14,310 acres of’land, the water being
pumped from laterals supplied through the main canal. The cost of
these pumping plants is to be borne by the land irrigated by them,
and in addition these lands must pay the regular construction charge
for this unit of $52. As 85 per cent of the land to be thus irrigated is
in private ownership, it would seem to be advisable to leave the in—
stallation of the pumping plants to the owners, the United States
merely delivering water to the pumps and receiving therefor the
regular construction charge. Such an arrangement while desirable
is contingent upon the passage of a law providing for the sale of surplus water.
TIETON UNIT.
25. Location—This unit, containing 34,500 acres, lies on the right
bank of the Yakima River between the Naches River and Atanum
Creek. It is all within 20 miles of North Yakima and is served by
the North Yakima and Valley Railroad and by an electric line.
26. Description—“Eta for this unit is taken from the Tieton
River about 15 miles above its con_uence with the Naches River. The
system consists of a concrete over_ow diversion dam founded on rock
and rock-filled cribs, concrete headworks, a concrete lined main canal
12 miles long with a capacity of 330 second—feet, and a system of distributing laterals diverting from the North Fork of Cowiche Creek,
into WhICh the main canal empties.
27. The main canal is lined with concrete throughout the entire
length of 12 miles, except for a short distance below the intake. It
is built through a rough country and 2 miles of it are in tunnel.
Concrete wasteways, approximately 2 miles apart, are provided and
are intended to operate automatically. Each is capable of discharg—
ing the entire _ow of the canal, a condition deemed necessary owing
to the danger of stoppage or breakage by rocks rolling down the
canyon Side.
28. The distributing system for the _rst subdivision of 11,000 acres
has been completed and that for the second subdivision of 9,000 acres
IS. under construction. No work .has been done upon the third subdivision, covering the remainder of the area, except the preparation
of plans and speci_cations.
. 29. The distribution system in the Tieton unit provides for deliver1ng water to each 40-acre tract, and since much of the area is broken
or undulating, _umes and pipe lines have been freely used. 011 the
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main laterals the _umes are of steel (Maginis type) with timber sub—
structures. and on the sublaterals all timber. The pipe line sublaterals are of cement and wood stave pipe 6 inches to 24 inches in
diameter. Eleven miles of _umes and 53 miles of pipe line are constructed or contemplated.
30. All‘the structures on this unit are well built and suitable for the
purpose Intended. All are of a permanent character except the
wooden _uInes. The latter, were estimated to cost less, including repairs and renewals, than if built of more durable material.
31. Water supply—Pending the construction of McAllisters
Meadow reservoir. this unit will be dependent upon the unregulated
_ow of the Tieton River. Measurements since 1900 indicate that the
Tieton low water will be taxed to its capacity to supply water for the
Tieton project and that full development may require some storage
on this river.
32. To satisfy prior water rights below the diversion dam, all of
which, except 5 second-feet, are in the Lower Naches and Yakima
valleys, the water diverted from the Tieton during the low water
_ow will be replaced in the Naches River from the Bumping Lake
Reservoir. If McAllisters Meadow reservoir is constructed the Tieton unit will draw on this reservoir, leaving the appropriated water‘
of the Tieton undisturbed, and Bumping Lake reservoir a part of
the general storage system.
33. Lander—The average elevation of the irrigable area is 1,700
feet above sea level and the average rainfall 9 inches. Dry farming
is impossible. The irrigable area is 34,500 acres of which less than
6 per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act.
34. The soil is volcanic ash. in places underlaid with hard pan,
and much of the _rst subdivision is rough and broken. Nearly all
of the land in this unit is suitable for fruit. Based on the character
of the soil and on the crops that will probably be raised, the duty
of water is assumed at 2.17 acre-feet per acre on the land. while on
the Sunnyside unit 3 acre—feet per acre are provided for. This duty
of water will require economic use. One thousand six hundred acres
of land in the _rst subdivision were partially irrigated from _ood
_ow this season.
35. The land in private ownership has been divided into tracts
ranging from 10 to 80 acres and is being sold at prices varying from
$125 to $175 per acre. the purchaser paying the construction charge
in addition thereto. Before the Government took up this project
the land was practicallv valueless.
36. Cost—T he total expenditures, including liabilities, to June 30,
1910, and exclusive of storage, amounted to $1,720,000, and the expected expenditures to December 31, 1910, will bring this total up
to $2,000,000. Approximately $660,000 will be required after that
date to complete the unit.
37. If to this amount is added the cost of the Bumping Lake storagcea$525,000——the total estimated cost will be $3,185,000, or about
$93 an acre. This may be somewhat reduced, if the entire project,
as outlined. is constructed and the total cost of the common store 3
system divided among the di_'erent units in proportion to their needs
of stored water.
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38. The land in the Tieton unit is not all equally good nor all suitable for fruit. Fruit land can readily bear the construction charge.
For other land, the charge will be high, but probably not prohibitive.
39. The par value of the stock in the Water Users’ Association IS
$60 a share. As it is questionable whether the land can be held for
any greater amount, unless in making their water applications the
owners voluntarily assume the added obligation, due regard for the
investment already made requires that the par value of said stock
be increased, as provided in the by-laws of the association, to not
less than $93 a share. . '
40. The project is feasible from an engineerlng and economic
standpoint, and though the direct interest of the United States is
small, due to the limited amount of public land, early completion is
desirable in order that the investment already made may be returned
to the reclamation fun’d.
KITTITAS UNIT.
41. Location—The proposed Kittitas unit lies in the Upper Yakima Valley in the vicinity of Ellensburg and partially surrounds an
area now under irrigation by private canals. Some of these canals
receive water from the Yakima. River and some from small creeks.
42. Descriptioa.—This unit was _rst investigated in 1905, and because of the relatively high cost and the relativel low value of irrigated land at that time, its feasibility was consi cred doubtful. In
1909 careful preliminary surveys were made and estimates prepared
based on the following general plan:
43. A diversion dam is to be built on the Yakima River above
Easton with a 500 second—foot canal heading on the right bank and
running down the valley 32 miles. At this point the _ow is to be
divided, the greater part bein carried over the river and railroads
in a wood stave pipe supported on truss bridges. From the crossing
to the irrigable lands the canal is to follow the left bank of the river.
44. Water supply/.4Water is to be obtained partly from the _ood
_ow of the river and partly from storage taken from the general
reservoir system. The storage charge for this unit is 146,000 acre-feet.
45. Lands.—There are 67,890 acres in this unit, of which less than
7 per cent is public land subject to the reclamation act. One—third of
this area now has a partial water right from creeks estimated at 25
per cent of a full water right. If these lands pay only 75 per cent
of the construction charges the returns to the reclamation fund will
be equivalent to full returns on 62,000 acres.
46. The average elevation of the irrigable area is 1,600 feet above
sea level, and the average rainfall 10 inches.
47. The higher lands under this unit are volcanic ash underlaid
with hardpan. The lower lands have more gravel.
48. The duty of water is placed at 25 inches. This seems to be low
and will require economical use.
49. The main produce of the area now irrigated is hay, with some
fruit and vegetables. Much of the land in the proposed unit lies
higher than that new irrigated, and 40 per cent of it is considered
good fruit land, While the remainder seems better adapted to hay or
alfalfa.
72573~H. Doc. 1262, 61~3—10
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50. Hay land is said to be worth $200 an acre. Fruit land will be
worth much more.
51. (Josh—The estimated cost of this unit is $4,525,000, which includes $527,000 for storage. This is equivalent to $73 an acre. As
the cost of storage is likely to be greater than that assumed above,
the unlt cost may be $75 an acre.
52. This cost is nearly 50 per cent greater than on the Sunnyside
unit, but from statements made to the board by interested persons,
1t ls belleved that the land can bear the charge.
'53. The project does not involve any unusual engineering dilliculties, though the main canal is expensive and for part of the distance
passes through dif_cult country. While this unit has by Executive
order been made a part of the Yakima project it is essentially a new
prOJect. It contains less than 7 per cent of public land and large
expenditures will be necessary before any part of the unit can be
1rrigated. For these reasons, together with the need of available
funds for the completion of projects in which the Federal interests
are larger, it does not seem advisable to undertake the irrigation of
this unit except to create and furnish the necessary stored water,
should the sale of surplus water be authorized by law.
WAPATO UNIT.
54. Location—The proposed \Vapato unit lies on the right bank
of the Yakima River, Just below Union Gap, and consists of land at
one time allotted to members of the Yakima Tribe of Indians. 0f
the 114,000 acres in the project, about 7.000 acres are now owned by
white settlers and about 24,000 acres additional is under lease to white
settlers. About 32,000 acres are now partially irrigated, 27,000 being
Indian allotment land and 5,000 acres being in white ownership.
The existing canals were largely built by the Indian Service, which
began work in 1903, though several small ditches had been constructed
prior to that date.
55. Description—A preliminary allotment for this unit was made
in 1906, but no construction work has yet been undertaken. Two
lans for irrigating this area have been considered. One provides
or an enlargement of the existing New Reservation Canal suf_cient
to carry all the water needed, and the construction of a diversion dam
at its head; the other provides for partial diversion at this point
without the aid of a dam and the diversion of the remainder and
larger part at the Sunnyside Dam. The _rst permits of a larger
power development. Estimates based on existing information show
little difference in cost. Under either plan 100,000 acres will be irri—
gated by gravity and 14,000 acres by pumping. The main laterals
are designed to follow the contours on proper grade, with sublaterals on each section line and suf_cient branches to reach each 80acre tract. An adequate system of drains is also provided for.
56. Water supply.—At the time the water rights in this valley
were settled by limiting agreements, 147 second-feet were being
bene_cially used on this reservation, and the Secretary of the In—
terior at that time limited the rights of the Yakima Indians to that
amount. As the total amount of water that will be required for full
development is 1,425 second—feet,_approx1mately 1,278 second-feet must.be furnished from storage durlng the season of low water. This
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amount with an allowance for losses in transmission is provided for
in the study of the water supply of the valley. '
57. lands—The average elevation of the irrigable area 15 850 feet
above sea level and the average rainfall _7 inches. 011 the higher
lands the soil is volcanic ash and on the lower lands a sandy loam with
loose gravel subsoil. The duty of water is placed at 3.6 acre-feet per
acre and is made higher than on the Sunnyside unit because of the
loose gravel subsoil over the greater part of the area. The high lands
will be valuable for fruit raising, while the low lands are better
adapted to raising hay and potatoes, though good fruit has been
raised on limited areas of low land.
58. Unimproved land has been sold at from $100 to $165 an acre,
and land with fruit trees 4 years old as high as $500 an acre.
59. In constructing the existing ditches suf_cient care was not
taken to keep them above the underlying stratum of gravel. As a
result the lower end of'the irrigated area is now badly swamped and
in need of drainage. An appropriation to do this work was recently
made by Congress, and preliminary steps have already been taken.
60. 00825.7 The estimated cost, exclusive of storage, is $3,100,000,
and the storage charge about $1,105,000, making the cost per acre
nearly $37. It is understood that this includes payment to the
Yakima Indian fund for the irrigation works heretofore constructed.
61. Uomments.—The irrigation of this unit is practicable from an
engineering standpoint, and the land is of such character that it can
bear the construction cost.
62. Under the Jones Act of March 8, 1906, the Indian allottees
are permitted to dispose of all land in excess of 20 acres, the proceeds
to pay for the irrigation of the area retained. The same act also
authorizing the homesteading of any irrigable surplus or unallotted
lands, but it is understood that there are no such lands in this unit.
63. While all the land involved is in private ownership, most of the
present owners are Indians who are still the wards of the nation. As
long as this condition exists the irrigation of this area in a comprehensive manner by private enterprise is impossible. For this reason
it is believed to be advisable for the United States to undertake this
work when funds become available.
BENTON UNIT.
04. This proposed unit includes from 120,000 to 150.000 acres of
land onIboth sides of the Yakima River near its junction with the
Columbia. This unit has never been surveyed, and while a recon—
“015$“??? made _ve or six years ago showed in a general way its
possibilltles, the cost of irrigation per acre can not be de_nitely stated.
Ad]o1ning lands both on the north and south sides of the Yakima
Rlver are now being irrigated from private ditches, and excellent
results are being obtained. Lands under these private ditches‘near
Kennewick are held at from $300 to $500 per acre, including water
right. As the lands under the proposed Benton unit are as good or
better than those now being irrigated, it is believed that they can bear
any reasonable construction charge. Included in this unit are approx1mately 50,000 acres of Government land subject to entry under
the reclamation act, a larger percentage of Government land than in
any other unit under the Yakima project.
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65. The original plan for irrigating the Benton unit was to divert
water from the 1 akima River near Presser, carry it down the valley
to a pomt some 32 miles below, and there divide the canal into
two branches, the larger leadin to the lands in the Columbia
River Valley above the mouth 0 the Yakima, and the smaller by '
Siphon across the Yakima River to the lands near Kennewick. A
second method is included in the plans of the Valley of the Yakima
Water Users’ Association, which recently submitted a proposition
looking to the purchase from the United States of stored water, to be
used in the reclamation of 200,000 acres on the left bank of the
Yakima River above existing canals. This request is made contingent
uppn the passage by Congress of an act authorizing the sale of stored
wa er.
66. If this proposition is accepted, the reclamation of the Benton
unit by water from the Yakima River would have to be abandoned,
as the supply would not be suf_cient for both the Benton unit and the
area named in the application of the Valley of the Yakima Water
Users’ Association. To meet this objection, it is proposed to utilize
the power developed at certain drops in the proposed high line to
pump water from the Columbia River on to 100,000 acres of the
Benton unit lying north of the Yakima River. The proposed high
line provides for the use in the Yakima Valley proper of all the storable water of the Yakima River, leaving the Benton project, which
geographically belongs in the valley of the Columbia, to be watered
from the Columbia River.
67. This plan interferes somewhat with the proposed Kittitas unit
in that the acreage under it will have to be reduced. The Benton
unit will also have. to be reduced, and the cost of placing it under
' irrigation, as well as the subsequent cost of operation and maintenance, will be largely increased.
68. The high—line plan was advocated generally by the residents of
the upper valley and opposed by those in the vicinity of Kennewick,
who claim that in the adjustment of low-water rights concessions
were made on the assumption that the Benton project as originally
outlined would be carried out.
69. The data available are not suf_cient upon which to base a de_nite opinion as to the feasibility of the high line either from an
engineering or economic standpoint. ‘
70. Even if found to be feasibile, its advisability is questionable, as
it will probably add 75 per cent to the cost of irrigating the public
land in the Benton unit and probably double the cost of operation
and maintenance. As the primary object of the reclamatlon act is
the irrigation of public lands, the interests of the Government would
seem to lie in irrigating the Benton unit in the cheapest poss1ble
manner, though, on the other hand, it may be advantageous to sacri_ee the interests of the United States in its own lands for the good
that may result to the Yakima Valley as a Whole.
SUMMARY.
1. The entire project, both water supply and irrigable land, lies
Within the State of Washington.
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2. As outlined it covers 481,000 acres of land, of which 13 per cent
is public land subject to the reclamation act. All but 13,000 acres of
this public land lies in the proposed Benton unit. '
3. The water supply as regulated by the proposed reservmr system
is suf_cient for the above acrea e if the assumed duty of water on the
di_’erent units proves to be su cient. There is an assured supply for
the Sunnyside, Tieton, and Wapato units herein recommended.
4. The Sunnyside unit contains 100,000 acres, of which 1,346 acres
are public land subject to the reclamatlon act. Tt 1s feas1ble from
an engineering and economic standpomt. The estimated total cost is
$3,150,000, the unit cost being $52 an acre. Sixty per cent. of the
work has been done and due regard for the investment already made
renders its completion advisable, except possibly the pumping plants.
If authority is granted by Congress for the sale of surplus water it
' may be advantageous to leave the installation of the pumping plants
to private enterprise, as only 15 per cent of the land involved is
public land. .
5. The Tieton unit contains 34,500 acres, of which 2,034 acres are
public land. It is feasible from an engineering and economic stand—
point. The estimated total cost is $3,185,000, the unit cost being $93
an acre. Eighty per cent of the work has been done. In order that
the investment already made may be returned to the reclamation
fund its completion is advisable. Such action. however. should be
contingent upon the water users’ association _rst increasing the par
value of its stock to not less than $93 an acre.
6. The proposed Kittitas unit contains 07.000 acres, of which less
than 7 per cent is public land. It is feasible from an engineering and
economic standpoint. The estimated cost is $4,600,000, the unit cost
being $75 an acre. Owing to the limited amount. of public land and
the large amount of uncompletcd work on other projects where the
Federal interests are larger, it is not advisable to undertake the Kittitas unit except to supply the necessary stored water should this
course be authorized by law.
7. The Wapato unit contains 114,000 acres of land all in private
ownership. Most of the owners, however, are Indians whose lands
can not be disposed of Without the consent of the United States. It is
feasible from an engineering and economic standpoint. The estimated cost is $4,205,000, the unit cost being $37 an acre. While there
is no public land in the strict sense of that term, most of the private
owners are wards of the nation, and for this reason it is advisable to
undertake the irrigation of this area when funds become available.
8. Information concerning the Benton unit is too meager to warrant a de_nite opinion as to its feasibility. Even if found to be feasible, its development can advantageously be postponed pending the
completion of work on the Sunnyside, Tieton, and Wapato units.
Surveys, however, should be made to determine the probable cost of
irrigating it by gravity from the Yakima River.
9. The proposed ngh Line as a private enterprise is dependent
upon the United States furnishing stored water for which there is no ,
present authority of law. The estimated cost of the High Line is
$26,000,000, and it is extremely doubtful whether the necessary capital can be raised for an irrigation enterprise of this magnitude; nor
with the great demand for funds on other projects, involving public
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land, Is it advisable for the United States to undertake this work
With reclamation funds. Further, until the cost of irrigating the
Benton unit, in accordance with the original plans7 is ascertained,
11: is recommended that no action be taken that will obligate the
Reclamatlon Service to furnish stored water for the High Line
prOJect.
10. A general system of storage in this valley should be developed
and controlled by some central power. even though the delivery of
water to the land in some of the units is left to private capital. Due
to the large interests of the United States in this valley, both by
reason of expenditures already made: as well as those herein recommended, a storage system as now planned should be developed with
reclamation funds at a rate that will keep pace With the demand.
11. The following allotments are recommended for the four years
1911—1914, inclusive:
For Sunnyside unit [from the loan)_,,_,iii-,",-i__ $1, 250, 000
For Tieton unit (from the loan), H . . 665,000
Total----_-_________________________________; 1.915.000
SECTION XXVI.
SHOSHONE PROJECT, WYOMING.
1. On August 10 the board inspected the Shoshone Dam and waterstorage system: on August 11 the lands under the high line and Garland-Frannie Canals, the Oregon Basin, diverting dam, tunnel, reservoir. canals, laterals, and other constructions. A public hearing was
held at Cody, lVyo., on the evening of August 10.
2. location—The lands to be irrigated lie on both sides of the
Shoshone River in northern Vl'yoming, east of Yellowstone Park.
The water is taken from the Shoshone River, a branch of the Big
Horn River, just below the junction of the north and south forks.
The land and water supply are entirely Within the State of Wyoming.
The general elevation is about 4,500 feet. A branch of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railroad passes through the north»side lands.
3. Description—The project as proposed and partially constructed
consists of a large dam and storage reservoir in the Shoshone Canyon
and of the diverting systems, tunnels, main canals, and laterals.
4:. The dam is practically completed. It is 328.5t feet above the.
lowest point of foundation. the width at bottom 108 feet, at top 10
feet. length at top 200 feet. radius of center line at top 150 feet.
There is a spillway 300 feet long. discharging through a tunnel ‘20
feet square and 400 feet long. excavated in granite: and the discharge
is regulated by tunnels and pipes at different elevations. The dam is
constructed of concrete in which large bowlders are embedded. In
case additional storage or additional head proves desirable. it is prosed bv the Reclamation Service to increase the height of the dam.
The cost of the dam to June 30. 1910. was $978,466.01. at which time
the dam was almost completed. These items do not include cost of
lands over_owed, amounting to $184.45823, nor the cost of the canyon
road. $105,191.51, necessary to the construction of the dam.
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5. The distributing system, as projected, consists of three main
canals, as follows: _ _ _ _ '
(a) The high-line canal starting at the. rescrvmr, irrigating lands
lying north of the river in the general v1c1n1ty of the towns of Cody,
Corbett, and Eagle Nest. No work has been done on this canal. .
(b) The Garland-Frannie Canal, irrigating land on the north side
of the river from the town of Ralston to Frannie. “Tater for the
Garland-Frannie unit is diverted at a point on the river 15 miles
below the reservoir by the Corbett Dam, a concrete structure 400 feet
long and 18.1 feet high. The water is then carried in a concrete—lined
tunnel, 17,355 feet long with a capacity of 1,000 second-feet, and
emptied into a basin formed by closing a natural depression with an
earth dam. At this point begins the main Garland—Frannie Canal,
which has a capacity of 1,000 second-feet and is completed for a dis—
tance of 18 miles. At about 7 miles from its head it passes through
the Ralston reservoir, which serves to equalize the _ow and will
probably also serve as a source of water supply for the town of
Ralston. It is expected that about 1,000 horsepower may be developed on this canal. This unit is about 75 per cent completed.
(0) The Willwood Canal, irrigating lands south of the river, will
take water by a diversion dam or other means at. a point about 21
miles below the reservoir. No work has been done on this canal.
6. lVater supply—The run»0_' of the Shoshone River above the
dam is relatively uniform as far as records g0, and varies from
975,000 to 1,506,000 acre-feet per annum. The storage reservoir will
impound 456,000 acre-feet. As the irrigation season includes the
times of maXimum run-o_', practi‘cally the entire _ow can be used for
irrigation. On the basis of a duty of 3 acre-feet at the reservoir
and 2 acre-feet at the farm, 344,000 acres could be irrigated, including
private irrigation projects. There are a number of private _lings
on the unregulated _ow of this river, some antedating and some sub—
sequent to those of the United States. There are no private _lings
0n the storage water and practically none on the North Fork, which
carries double the water of the South Fork. It seems assured that
there is su_icient water to irrigate the 164,000 acres of land included
in this project. A discussion of the water rights and _lings is
appended. The duty of water is taken as 2 feet at the farm. This
is thought to be suf_cient.
7.. Land—The total amount of irrigable land included in the project is given in the annual reports at 132,000 acres, of which 123,000
acres are public, 7,680 acres State and school, and 1,220 acres private
land. .The public land will not be opened to settlement until water
is available. The land has not been completely surveyed, and the
assumed amount of irrigable land is thereforeiapproxiimatc. In a
recent statement of the supervising engineer, based on later surveys
and relocation of some of the canals, he estimates the total amount of
irrigable'land in the project at 164,000 acres, including 7,500 acres to
be supplied by_pumping from the high-line canal. The proportion
of pub 10 land is about the same.
8._ In 1899 Col. W. F. Cody and Mr. Nate Salisbury prepared for
the irrigation, under the Carey Act, of land lying on the north bank
of the river immediately below the canyon, and applied for water to
irrigate 120,000 acres. This was subsequently limited by the State
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engineer to about 65,000 acres. No constructions were made, and in
1904 all water rights were transferred to the United States.
9. Under the high-line unit there are 36,500 acres to 40,000 acres,
under the Garland-Frannie unit 73,000 acres to 86,622 acres, and under the VVillwood unit 22,500 acres to 30,000 acres. Under the completed part of the Garland-Frannie Canal 30,989 acres have been
opened to settlement and about 3.200 acres near Ralston can be thrown
open within a few months. Of this area, about 15,000 acres have
been _led on and were under cultivation this year, leaving about
16,000 acres, or 200 farm units, not yet taken up. The rate of _ling
has been about 100 farm units a year. The Government farm unit
is 40 to 80 acres, dependent on location.
10. The soil is gravelly and sandy loam, and is generally shallow.
In the low, _at parts drainage is necessary. Results from the farms
cultivated in the Government project, and also under a rivate ditch
in the vicinity of Cody on the south side of the river, indicate that
good crops can be raised. The main crops are oats, wheat, potatoes,
alfalfa, etc., with a tendency toward the greater cultivation of alfalfa.
Greed prices have been obtained, and the settlers appear well satis_ed
with conditions this year. These crops are not of a nature to warrant
a high construction or operating cost. Dry farming is not successful.
The rainfall on the irrigable area is from 6 to 10 inches. There are
several Government town sites on the project. Powell is the principal
town at the present time.
11. In addition to the irrigable lands in the valley of the Shoshone
River, there lies some five or six miles to the south of the valley a
large area of good land known as the Oregon Basin, which can be
irrigated from the Shoshone and which has water rights on the
South Fork of that river. It is estimated to comprise about 125,000
acres of irrigable land held under the Carey Act. Some work has
been done in ditch construction by private parties, but the water
supply has never been suf_cient or satisfactory. no water having as
yet been obtained from the South Fork. Water can be brought by
tunnel from the Shoshone Reservoir. To do this work economically
the height of the Shoshone Dam should be increased. It has been
suggested that there be obtained from Congress the necessary authority to sell water to irrigate this basin, if detailed surveys show this
plan to be feasible. This will reduce the cost of construction and
Operation in the Shoshone Valley project.
12. Engineering stmctures.~—The constructions on the Shoshone
project are well designed and built, and of a permanent nature. For
the high dam special study by an expert engineer employed for the
purpose was made of the temperature and other strains, and based on
his conclusions its design was made by a board composed of engineers
of the Reclamation Service and consulting engineers. All the usual
precautions seem to have been taken to secure a stable and enduring
structure both in design and construction.
18. Gosh—The total amount allotted to December 30, 1910, is
$3,828,000. The estimated cost of completion, as submitted to the
board by the Reclamation Service, is $3,411,000, making a total cost
for the project of $7 ,239,000. The estimate of completion is divided
as follows:
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Garland-Frannic unit _________________________________ $650, 000
VVillWUOd unit , ___- ________ 1, 000, 000
High-line unit ________________________________________ 1, 500, 000
Contingencies, maintenance, etc ________________________ 201. 000
Total ________________________________________________ 3, 411, 000
14. The Garland-Frannie unit estimate, including simply extensions of ditches and laterals, may be taken as reasonably accurate.
Test pits have been dug along the high—line canal but the structures
necessary to bring water out of the canyon and the structures for the
Willwood unit have not been desioned, and these estimates must be
considered approximate. The chief engineer of the Reclamation Service has submitted a revised estimate of completion of $4,000,000. In
view of certain changes in the plan so as to include more land within
the project, it seems safe to adopt this increase, making the total estimated cost of the project $7,828,000.
15. On this assumption and of a land area of 132,000 acres under
the project, the cost per acre would be $59.23. If a total area of
164,000 acres can be irrigated, the cost would be $47 .70. The announced cost of construction on farm lands already thrown open is
$45 for 15,237 acres and $46 for 15,662 acres, a total amount of
$1,406,117, leaving a remainder of $6,421,883 to be borne by new units.
On the basis of a total of 132,000 acres of irrigable land in the whole
project, this would bring the cost of construction of each remainin
acre to $63.51. If the total amount of land is 164,000 acres it woul
be $48.20 per acre. It may prove possible to sell surplus water to
private companies, if allowable under the law, thus reducing the cost
per acre.
16. Having in View the nature of the soil and climate, and the kind
of crops raised, a cost of construction of over $50 per acre it is thought
would not lead to the rapid settling of this country. It would therefore be desirable to include as much land as possible in the project to
reduce the cost per acre. .
17. The cost of maintenance and operation has been $1 per acre.
It is expected when more land is opened to reduce this to about 75 cents.
The 1s thought to be reasonable and within what the land can hear.
The present annual cost of maintenance and operation is not now returned because of the small number of units opened; and the de_cit,
it is understood, will be charged against new units. The estimated
returns to December, 1910, are about $225,000.
_ 18. The cost of construction is in excess of the _rst estimates, due to
increase in price of material and labor, unforeseen dif_culties, damage
by _oods, etc. The high dam, the necessary length of tunnels and
supply canals make the cost per acre high.
19. Commenta—The completion of the Garland-Frannic unit will
open from 42,101 to 55,700 additional acres. The estimated additional cost, including the proportion of maintenance and contingencies, is from $700,000 to $800,000. As this relatively small additional
cost will bring a large area under irrigation, it is thought desirable
to do the work necessary to open the complete unit as rapidly as land
is taken up.
20. The construction of the high-line canal will irrigate, it is estimated, 36,500 acres to 40,000 acres, and the pumping unit an addiTX_00132002
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tiOIial 7,500 acres. The estimated cost is $1.620 000 to 2000 000
l: he land to .be irrigated by the canal lies on lthc’benchesssahove the
my er, extending from the canyon down. It appears to be of the same
general character as the remainder of the project. The irrigable land
hes well and can be readily drained. There will be. however. considerable waste land. . A reason for the early construction of this canal
hes in the fact of its being largely part of the Cody—Salisbury tract
turned over to the United States with a valuable water right. Part
of the Cod3=Sahsbury tract is now irrigated under the Garland Canal,
but much can be irrigated only by the high-line canal.
21. The “Ellwood Canal, when constructed, will irrigate 22,500 to
30,000 acres, at an estimated cost of $1,100,000 to $1,300,000. The
estimates are still inde_nite. The character of the soil is similar to
other tracts and the land lies well for irrigation and drainage.
92. The estimates both of area of land irrigated and cost of construction under the high line and Willwood Canals are not suf_ciently
de_nite for satisfactory comparisons of cost per acre. It appears
from the estimates of the Reclamation Service that the VVillwood
extension will be slightly more costly per acre than the land served
by the high line. It lies somewhat better and has less waste land.
23. It 15 thought that the high—line canal should be constructed
before the lVillwood on account of the conditions under which a large
part of the water rights were acquired by the United States, the better
existing railroad facilities. the approximate equal cost per acre, and
the fact that the seepage water from the upper unit that returns to
the river can be used on the lower lands.
24. While the cost of the project per acre will be larger than at _rst
estimated, and while. in order to recover the full amount, the cost
reaches an amount per acre which, it is thought, will but slowly
attract settlers, the board is of the opinion that the work should be
completed. It is considered that this completion should be gradual,
based on the rapidity with which the lands are taken up. That all of
the lands will be ultimately entered appears probable.
25. Summary—(1) The completion of the project is feasible from
an engineering and an economic standpoint.
(2) The lands and water supply are all within the State of VVyomm .
(3? The water supply is suf_cient for the Whole project.
. (4) The total amount of land is about 164,00 acres. One per cent
of this is private land and 10 per cent State or school land. The
remainder is subject to the reclamation act.
(5) Of the total estimated cost of $7,828,000, about one-half has
been expended. _ _
(6) The storage system for the whole amount of land is practically
completed. . . _ , _
(7) Further expendltures Will be used to extend the distributlon
system.
v (8) Only about 35,000 acres can be irrigated Without further exensmns.
t (9) The land can bear the cost of construction, estimated at about
acre.
$53 110931. The board believes the project to be worthy, and recommends
that the completion of the Garland-Frannie Canal system be _rst
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undertaken, followed by the hi h line and then the Willwood Canals,
and that the rate of work shoudd depend on the rapidity with which
lands are taken up. As the cost Will reach so closely what it is
thought the land can stand for construction charges, and as the water
supply is indicated as suf_cient, the full amount of 164,000 acres
should, if practicable, be brought into the project.
(11) The following allotment is recommended for the four years
1911—1914, inclusive:
From the fund $2, 000, 000
TX_00132004
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'APPENDIXES.
APPENDIX TO SECTION V.
GRAND VALLEY PROJECT.
WATER SUPPLY.
[By the project engineer]
1. The Central Colorado Power Co. contemplates the construction of storage
reservoirs to maintain the _ow through their power plant near Glenwood
Springs at 1,250 second-feet. The dotted line on the hydrograph shows the
estimated effect on the Palisade _ow due to such use of stored water in 1902.
This shows that 1,600 second-feet may be expected as a minimum when such
storage is developed.
2. There is now pending in the Mesa County courts the _rst adjudication of
the water rights of the irrigation ditches in this water district. No decrees
have been entered and only a few of the ditches have as yet _led their statements of claim. No report is expected from the referee before March, 1911.
From the records of the water _lings and data concerning the _ow in the
various ditches, and the acreage irrigated, the following liberal estimate of
the di_erent priorities which will probably be decreed has been formulated.
3. The ditches are listed in the order in which their head gates are located
along the river.
\
. IrrigaPriority Power ti on
No. water. water.
Sec-_, Sena-ft.
325 125
Orchard Mesa irri ation district ........................................... 7
Government high ine ................. 6 120 I 710
Mesa (‘nunty irrigation district. . 4 I 31
Palisades irrigation district. . . 4 2 90
East Palisades irrigation distri 3 5 _ 10
Grand Vailev Irrigation Co . . . 1 . 521
Rose Point ling ........... 3 I 6
Orchard Mesa power ................................... 2 214 10
Totals ........................................................................ 1, 636 1 , 453
I Fifty second-feet seepage returns to river above next head gate.
2 Power water based on 40 per cent total eiiicienoy of turbines and pumps.
3 Doubtful.
4 Abandoned to the United States.
4. The Orchard Mesa irrigation district power water is returned to the river
at the Grand Valley head" gates. and the high line power water will be returned
a short distance below the East Palisades intake. No other power water is
carried by the canal past any canal intake. .
5. With priorities as above the supply of water lawfully available for the
high line is estimated as follows for di_erent conditions:
6. First, assuming that the United States depends on its own _lings and
acquires no additional priorities, then the high line would draw a full head
until the _ow in the river fell to 1,798 second-feet. As the river continued to
157
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fall the head in the canal would decrease and be shut oi! entirely when the
river _ow was less than 1,018 second-feet.
7. This use of the river necessitates the wasting of 577 second-feet past the
last canal intake when all canals are running full capacity.
8. Second, either of the two locations proposed for the high line can supply
water by gravity to the canal of the Palisades irrigation district, and it is
generally believed that the courts will allow the United States to condemn and
use their power water for irrigation if the _ow in their ditch is maintained.
On this basis the high line would draw a full head until the river fell to 1.536
second—feet, and would be reduced to 90 second-feet when the river fell below
876 second—feet. It would be entitled to draw water for the Palisades district
lands with the river running between 866 and 776 second-feet. Under this
arrangement 1,788 second-feet would have to _ow to supply all priorities and
341 feet would be wasted.
9. Third, if the United States acquired the power water of the Smith
Bros.’ Orchard Mesa power canal in addition to that of the Palisades district, the high line would draw its full head with the river carrying 1,322
second-feet and cease to draw except for the Palisades district and Smith Bros.
when the supply fell below 662 second-feet; 301 feet of power water would be
wasted past the Grand Valley head gate in this case.
10. Fourth, in case the Government acquired the Mesa County district’s _ling
for power as well as those of the Palisades district and Smith Bros.’, the high
line would still draw water at the same times as noted in the third case, but no
water would be wasted, and the Orchard Mesa district could get a fuli head
when there was 301 feet less water in the river.
11. Some anxiety has been felt by the people interested in the Grand Valley
that eastern slope users might get a valid right to the use of some of the Grand
River waters which are required on the western slope during times of low _ow.
The four appropriations that have been _led to divert water from the Grand
River to the eastern slope amount to 3,876 second~feet. One claimant has built
capacity to divert 48 secondvfoet and is diverting 12. So far as known, the
remaining three appropriators have done no work. Investigation of available
data relating to the watershed and run-off from the drainage basins concerned
would indicate that it is impossible for these claimants to divert in excess of
6 per cent of the low _ow of the Grand River at Palisades. It is believed that
the feasibility of the Grand Valley project will be recognized, and that the
project will be completed and in operation, and an adequate water right perfected before the demand for land and water on the eastern slope will justify
the cost of building the necessary diversion tunnels to carry water from the
Grand River across the Continental Divide.
12. It is apparent that if the rights of the Palisades and Mesa County districts and of the Smith Bros. are turned over to the Government, that the
available water supply will be adequate to fully supply all canals at all times
except during July and August of exceptionally dry years. During those
months less water is demanded by the crops than earlier in the season, and part
of this demand is in normal years supplied by rainfall.
13. It is estimated that about 70,000 acres are under cultivation in the Grand
River watershed above Palisades. As a rule further development of irrigable
lands in this territory will necessitate the storing of water, and in consequence
a probable increase in the low-water _ow in the river.
DUTY OF WATER.
. 14. The duty of water used in estimating the project’s requirements has been
_gured at 100 acres per second-foot at the lateral head gate, or (allowing 20
per cent seepage and evaporation) 80 acres per second-foot at the controlling
works above Palisades.
15. Records of the daily _ow in the Grand Valley. Price, and Stub ditches
have been kept by the Reclamation Service for the last two years. At no time
has the duty been less than 80 acres per second-foot.
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APPENDIX TO SECTION VI.
UNCOMPAHGRE PROJECT.
VVATEK SUPPLY.
1. The water supply for this project is obtained from the {Incompahg‘re and
Gunnison rivers. part of the _ow of the latter being diverted through a tunnel
of 1,300 second-feet capacity.
2. Discharge measurements of the Uncompahgre at the southern boundary of
the project during the irrigating season are available for the period July, 1895,
to September, 1899, and show a _ow varying from 3,375 secondefect in May,
1896. to a minimum of 4 secondefcet in September, 1899. with mean discharges,
in secomtfeet. for the irrigating months as follows: April. 330: May. 670: June,
725; July, 360: August, 140: September, 103: October, 109.
3. Similar measurements for the period 1903—1910 are also available. and show
a maximum _ow of 1,870 second-feet in July, 1907. and a minimum of 67
second-feet in April, 1904. with mean discharges. in second-feet. for the irrigating months as follows: April: 250; May. 500; June, 890; July, 510: August,
340; September, 206; October, 155.
4. For 1902 one reading only is available. and this shows a _ow of 63 secondfeet on July 17, which probably decrEBSed to nothing during August.
5. Discharge measurements of the Gunnison River were made at Iola, (7010..
1900 to 1903, at Whitewater, 1902, at Cimarrou and Cory. 1903—1905. and at
the river portal of the Gunnison Tunnel, 190571910.
6. Iola is above the river portal andabove two important tributaries, the
Lake Fork and the Cimarron River. Cimarron is at the junction of the Gunnison and Cimarron rivers, below any considerable tributaries and above the
tunnel entrance.
7. Whitewater is over 100 miles below the intake of the tunnel, and Cory is
30 odd miles below the tunnel intake.
8, During the period 1905—1910 the _ow varied from a maximum of 14,660
secondfeet in June, 1905, to a minimum of 470 second-feet in September of the
same year. with mean discharges, in second—feet, for the irrigating months, as
follows: April, 2,174; May, 5,145; June, 7,704; July, 3,107; August, 1,562;
September, 940; October, 917.
9, There are numerous appropriations of the waters of these rivers that antedate those of the Reclamation Service. On the upper Gunnison, above the
tunnel portal. they aggregate 1.815 second—feet. It is not known whether this
amount is being bene_cially used, but owing to high altitudes (7.400 feet to
8,000 feet), which largely limit the crops to wild and timothy hay and to
restricted irrigable areas, no increased use of water above the tunnel is prob—
able even though authorized by decreed priorities.
10. On the Gunnison below the tunnel the prior appropriations aggregate
1,835 second-feet. Part of this amount will be supplied by return waters from
the project and the remainder, about 100 second-feet, Will have to be passed
blyl- the tunnel entrance, unless it can be supplied from tributaries entering below
t is point.
11. On the Uncompahgre, the appropriations below the point at which discharge measurements were taken aggregate 1,589 second-feet. but it is the
expectation that before completion of the project all of these _lings. together
with the lands to which they pertain, will be absorbed and become a part of
the project.
DUTY OF WATER.
12. The average rainfall at Moutrose is about 9 inches, and the project is
based upon supplying from the ditches 3 acre-feet of water per acre, which,
with a seepage and evaporation loss in the distribution systems of 30 per cent,
corresponds to a diversion duty of 4.2 acre-feet per acre.
13. The assumed, in acre-feet. demand for water measured at points of
diversion and based on an irrigable area of 140,000 acres, is as follows: April,
83,000; May, 105,000; June, 106,000; July, 107.000; August, 88,000; September,
57.000; October, 41,000.
14. Such a demand requires a minimum _ow of nearly 1.800 second-feet,
and can only be supplied when the tunnel is running full and when the _ow
in the Uncompahgre aggregates 500 second-feet.
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15. -As the July _ow of the Uncompahgre frequently falls below 500 secondfeet, it Will be necessary at such times to reduce the deliveries below that
assumed. This. however, will not occasion a serious shortage, as, in the opinion
of the board, a duty of 2.5 acre-feet per acre at the farm will ful_ll all reasonable requirements.
16. By plotting the combined supply curves of the two rivers against the
assumed demand curve, it is found that during the period 19034010, the following shortage would have occurred:
It 100
1231511333?" second-feet
Years. ' are passed
was: to may
' priorities.
32,000 41,000
18,000 24,000
18,000 35,000
10,000 16,000
7,000 16,000
1 To September 1, 1910.
17. These shortages are not serious, and if they represented the worst conditions it is questionable whether the expense of providing storage to overcome
them would be warranted.
18. It appears, however. that in 1902 the _ow of both the Gunnison and
the Uncompahgre Rivers was much less than in any year since. Unfortunately,
complete hydrographic data for 1902 are not available, but based upon the
measured run-oft of the Gunnison at Whitewater, 100 miles below the tunnel
intake, storage to the extent of 125,000 acre»feet would have been required to
maintain a constant _ow of 1,300 second—feet up to September 25, and considerably more would have been required to maintain such a _ow at _tho
tunnel.
19. Present plans contemplate the storage of 105,000 acre-feet in a reservoir
to be built at Taylor Park, in the headwaters of the Gunnison. This storage
will provide a full supply for all but years of abnormally low run-off. such
as 1902, and a reasonable supply for even very low years.
20. No suitable storage reservoirs have been found on the Uncompahgre.
APPENDIX N0. 1 TO SECTION VII.
MINIDAKO PROJECT.
1. Mintdoka Di/verting and Reservoir Dorm—The dam, which occupies the
main channel of the Snake River, is rock and earth _ll, with concrete cut-01!
wall of varying height extending from abutment to abutment. The crest
of the dam is straight in plan, with a maximum height as modi_ed of 86 feet
above the foundation and a length of 650 feet. The rock _ll forming the
lower or downstream portion of the dam is 10 feet wide on top, with upstream
side slopes of 1 0n 1 and downstream side slopes of 1; to 1. The earth _ll
forming the upstream portion of the dam is 10 feet wide on top, giving a total
width of the crest of 20 feet, the side slope of the reservoir side being 3 on 1.
The foundation is solid rock, and all loose bowlders, etc., were removed. This
dam is in process of completion and so far has shown but little leakage, which
apparently comes through a seam in the foundation rock.
2. The left abutment of the dam, of concrete, forms the beginning of the
concrete spillway, and the right abutment forms the left end of the regulating
works, 180 feet in length. These regulating works consist of _ve sluiceways,
each controlled by 8 by 12 feet sliding gates, the sills being 48 feet below the
spillway crest, the sluiceways being excavated in the rock. Above the sluicewavs in this section are the penstock openings for the power development.
To'the right of the regulating works are the headworks of the main canal
for the north side unit, while the head gates and regulating works for the south
side main canal are at the left end of the spillway. They are both controlled
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by sliding cast—iron gates of the usual pattern. There are 9 gates on the north
side, each 5 by 7 feet, with sills 9.5 feet below spillway crest. On the south
side there are 12 gate openings, each 5 by 6 feet, with sills 6 feet below the
original elevation of the spillway crest.
3_ The spiilway, lying between the main dam and the headworks of the
south-side canal. is 2,400 feet in total development. It consisted originally of
a concrete wier varying in height from 0 to 14 feet, following the high part
of the rock bottom of the river, and was designed to pass 50,000 second~feet,
with a maximum depth of water of 5 feet, over it. Owing to the fact that
the main storage of this project is to be at Jackson Lake, some 275 miles by
river above this dam, and to the fact that a large portion of the storage
water released from the storage dam at Jackson Lake might be diverted by
pri\ate users between the two points if their canals were staked too early
in the season, it became desirable to divide the storage between the two
points, thus enabling the river between the two points to obtain its natural
_ow and the private canals to be staked at low state of river before it becomes
necessary to draw water from the upper reservoir. To accomplish this the diverting dam was converted into a storage dam of about 52,000 acre—feet capacity
by raising the main dam. and by constructing on the crest of the spillway
piers 2 feet thick, 8 feet high, 7 feet from center to center, their tops being connected by a bridge, and having arrangements by which dashboards may be placed
on the crest, enabling the water surface to be raised 5 feet. The cost of this
work was $29,000. When the additional head of water was brought upon the
main dam, the material of which had been hydraulicked into place, additional
material and height had to be added to the darn. This work was in progress
at the time of the board‘s inspection, and its estimated cost is $22,000. On the
south side, the relatively low_ ground of the bank at the shore end of the
regulating works was raised by an embankment about 1,000 feet long, having
a maximum height of 16 feet. It is 20 feet wide on top, and constructed of
earth and rock _ll in the same manner as the main dam. Both the dam and
this embankment have a riprap protection on water slope where exposed to
wave action.
4. The plan for this project now contemplates pumping by electricity to three
different levels to supply high lands. the water to be supplied by the main south
side canal, the pumping plants to be located near its extremity. The power for
the pumping plants is to be supplied by a generating station at the Minidoka
dam. This power plant has been constructed in part and will be completed
during the ensuing year. It consists essentially of the following:
5. A hydro-electric power development having a capacity of 10.000 horsepower; 31 miles of 325,000-volt. three-phase transmission line. and 3 pumping
stations, where the power is used in raising water for the irrigation of approximately 50,000 acres of land. Power for general purposes will also be supplied
to the towns on the project some time before November 1, 1910.
6. Power house—The power house is of reenforccd concrete, 150 feet long
and 50 feet wide. and is built against the downstream side of the concrete structure or dam containing the regulating works across the diversion channel.
Extension to nearly double the present capacity of the plant can be easily made.
7. The buttresses of this concrete dam are built on 18~foot centers, forming
bays, in each of which is a 10-foot penstock opening. Five of these bays will be
utilized for the installation of the _ve 2,000 horsepower units of the present
equipment; another bay contains the two exciter units; and the remaining bays
included in the power house will be required in case of future extension.
8. Main mittsiEat-h of the main units consists of a 2,000 horsepower vertical turbine, direct connected to a 1,490 kilovolt-ampere, threephase alternator.
The turbines are placed on the lowest _oor 01' the power house, the center lines
of the runners being 16 feet above mean tail water surface.
9. The generators are located on the main or generator _oor of the plant.
They generate three-phase Current at 2,300 volts, 60 cycles, and have a rated
capacity of 1,490 kiloyoltamperes.
10. Emitters—Two 120 kilowatt exciters direct connected to 180 horsepower
turbines furnish 125-volt exciting current for the main generators. Each ex—
citer has its individual governor system, but all of the governors of the main
units get their oil pressure from a central oil system, which is provided with a
duplicate out_t of motor-driven gcur oil pumps and pressure tanks.
11. Transfornm'a—Each generator is provided with a 1,490 kilovoltampere,
2,300 to 33,000 volt. three-phase air-blast transformer, connected to the generator
72573—H. Doc. 1262, 61—3—11
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terminals by disconnecting switches so that each generator and its transform 1'
form a unit delivering 33,000-v01t, three-phase current to the high-tension bus. e
12. Switchboard—The plant is controlled from a switchboard located on an
extensmn of the transformer gallery across the north end of the plant. This
_giitfllllémtaé‘g $23131? aTEanel for each generating unit and line and one panel
. . . . e highest voltage brought to this board is that of the
excrters, Whlch is 110.
13. Transmission line—The present transmission line consists of a single circu1t of copper wire run on wooden poles spaced approximately 150 feet apart.
The llne runs southwest from the dam, following the general direction of the
mam north side gravity canal and the Minidoka 8: Southwestern Railroad, to the
Heyburn substation, a distance of 19 miles. From a point 10 miles from the
dam a branch runs due south to pumping station No. 1. crossing the Snake
River by a span 150 feet in length supported by steel towers. The poles on this
part of the line are spaced 250 feet apart. The second transmission line will be
built early in 1911. This line will cross the river near the dam and run directly
to the pumping stations.
14. Pumping stations—At the lower end of the south side gravity canal, is lo
cated the _rst pumping plant. having under the present plan a capacity of 500
second-feet. A portion of this 500 second-feet is diverted for use in the “ G”
canal, which supplies an area of 10.982 acres, while the remainder is elevated
a second time at station No. 2. This station has a capacity of 375 second-feet.
A portion of this water is diverted for use under the “H" canal, irrigating
15,922 acres, while the remainder is again lifted at a pumping station No. 3.
This plant has a capacity of 200 second-feet and delivers water to the “J ”
canal, which supplies 23,414 acres of land. The lift at each station is 30 feet.
15. The three pumping plants follow very closely the same general design so
that a description of one will suf_ce for all three. All of the buildings are
of reenforced concrete with reenforced concrete roofs.
16. Station No. 1.—Pumping station No. 1 has a total length of 121 feet, the
pump end of the building being 18 by 71 feet, and the part which covers the
electrical apparatus being 30 by 50 feet in plan. The pump end will contain
four 125 second-feet. double-suction. vertical. centrifugal pumps. each one
of which is mounted in a separate compartment or pit at such an elevation
that the top suction is normally submerged. Each pump is direct connected
to a GOO—horsepower vertical. 3—phase. 2,200-volt, synchronous motor operating
at 300 revolutions per minute. In each station space is provided for one additional pump of 75 second-foot capacity, this space to be utilized should such
additional capacity prove desirable or necessary.
17. Current is supplied to the motors by air—blast transformers, one 590 kilovolt~ampere transformer being provided for each pump. These transformers
receive current at 30,000 volts from the high-tension bus, and deliver it to the
low-tension bus at 2,200 volts. The wiring is so arranged that any one or all
the transformers may be used with any motor. Two induction motor-driven
exclters, either of which is of su_icient capacity to excite all of the motors,
are conveniently located close to the switchboard. The switchboard contains
one panel for each motor and one for the two exciters, besides panels for the
auxiliary apparatus.
18. Commercial—power substations—Provision has been made for supplying
power to distributing companies in Rupert, Heyburn, and Burley. A transformer station at Rupert will supply that town, and one on the Snake River
near Heyburn will supply both Heyburn and Burley. These two substations
are identical in design and are of reenforced concrete structure, approximately 20 by 30 feet in plan. The stations are designed to receive power at
30,000 volts and deliver it to local distributing circuits at 2,200 volts. Each
station contains three 75-kilowatt, oil-cooled transformers protected by expulsion fuses. A BWitchboard panel controls the circuit for each town, and
lightning arresters are provided for both high and low tension circuits.
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APPENDIX No. 2 TO SECTION VII.
MINIDOKA PROJECT.
1. Water supply.—The water supply for the project is taken from the Snake
River, having a watershed area above the diversion dam of about 22,600
square miles. The average elevation of the water shed is about 6,000 feet
above sea level, and the estimated average rainfall is about 21 inches.
2. The duty of water for the project is estimated at 3 acre-feet per acre
measured on the land. ‘
3. The mean annual runoff of the Snake River at the Minidoka Dam is about
6,000,000 acre—feet, the maximum being about 7,500,000, and the minimum about
3,800,000.
4. Below is given a table showing the mean discharge in second-feet of the
Snake River at the Minidoka Dam during the irrigation season for several
years prior to the time when stored water was turned down the river:
Mean discharge, in second—feet, Snake River, below American Falls.
Year. Apr. May. June. a July. Aug. Sept. Oct.
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Total run-017 in acre-feet.
Mean for eight years __ 5, 900, 000
Maximum _._ 7, 300, 000
Minimum _______ ____ 3, 800, 000
5. Of these amounts the South Side Twin Falls project is entitled to 30/34
up to 3,000 second-feet, and the North Side Twin Falls project to 4/34 up to
400 second-feet, after which the Minidoka project is entitled to 1,726 secondfeet under State engineer’s permit dated January 6, 1909 (date of priority,
Mar. 26, 1903). Other _lings made for the Minidoka project on which no
proof has yet been made are as follows:
August 6. 1908, 3,000 second-feet for irrigation and domestic use; January
30, 1909, 2,500 second-feet for power; March 10, 1910, 75,000 acre-feet for
storage; March 10, 1910, 400,000 acre-feet for storage, all in Idaho, and on
August 23, 1906, 300,000 acre-feet for storage in Wyoming, at Jackson Lake.
6. The natural _ow of the river is not suf_cient to supply the needs of the
project for the entire irrigation season during the low years, and this de_ciency
is supplied by storage at Lake Waicott and at Jackson Lake. At Lake Walcott
storage works for 52,000 acre—feet are now constructed. This reservoir, located
just above the diversion dam, also serves as an equalizing basin for the control
of the water turned down from Jackson Lake. At Jackson Lake a temporary
dam has been in use to store the necessary water for the last three years. Permanent works for the storage of 380,000 acre—feet are now being built at that
po n .
7. The low-water _ow of the Snake River up to 3,400 second-feet must pass
over the Minidoka Dam to supply the rights of the Twin Falls projects, which
are located farther down the river. This amply protects the power _lings for
the Minidoka project for all time.
8. In determining the storage required the following assumptions were made
by the Reclamation Service and the result computed in the manner indicated:
(1) That the minimum _ow in the Snake River occurred in 1905.
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(2) That at any time during the delivery of stored water the natural _ow
of the river can not be law fully determined within 500 second- feet.
(3) That 25 per cent of the stored water will cover the loss due to seepage,
avatporftion, and misappropriation of water by the Idaho Falls irrigation .
lS r1c
(NOTE—This assumption is based upon actual measurements taken during
summer of 1909.)
(4) That 132.000 acres of land are to be irrigated by the Government.
(5) That 1 second-foot per 80 acres of land must be delivered at the head
gates of the Minidoka project (a total of 1,650 second~feet)1
(6) That the South Side Twin Falls Co. have prior rights up to 3,000 secondfeet of natural river _ow and that the North Side Twin Falls Co. have prior
rights up to 400 second-feet of natural river _ow.
(7 ) That the reservoir at Lake Walcott will store 52,000 acre-feet of the total
storage required by the project.
(8) That 700 second- feet of water is returned to the river _ow by seepage
from the \Iinidoka project according to measurements made in 1909.
(9) That, though the legal irrigation season in Idaho extends from April 1
to November 1, no stored water will be needed after October 10.
9. Methods of computing.—The following lines were placed on the “Hydrograph” of the Snake River at Montgomerys Ferry, which is located about
6 miles bclow Minidoka diversion and storage dam:
(1) A line representing the minimum _ow at the Milncr Damathat is, 700
second—feet greater than the minimum _owvat Montgomerys Ferry—and extending over the time that the river _ow is less than 3,400 second—feet. Milner
Dam is the diversion dam of the South Side Twin Falls project (private), and
is located about 5 miles below the lower limits of the project.
(2) The 3,400 second~foot line which represents the lawfully natural river
_ow due the Twin Falls companies.
(3) The 2.900 secondloot line covering errors in stream measurements under
second assumption (3,400—500=2,900).
(4) The 5,050 secondvfoot line which represents the _ow required in the
river to supply the necessary 1,650 second-feet of water for the Minidoka project
and the 3,400 second-feet for the Twin Falls projects.
10. The 5050 line shows that stored water must be delivered to the Minidoka
project from July 11 to October 10, making 91 days. This shows a total of
353,600 acre-feet, 52,000 acre-feet in Lake Walcott. Therefore, 301,600 plus
25 per cent represents storage required in Jackson Lake Reservoir and equals
376.000 acre~feet, say, 380,000.
11. It will be noted—
(1) That the assumed acreage exceeds that in the project by 7,500;
(2) That the diversion of 1.650 secondfcet for 193 days. April 1 to October 10,
means the div crsion of 636. 900 ac1e- -feet, 01' suf_cient to provide 3 ac1efeet per
acre for 132 000 acres after deducting 371: per cent for seepage and evaporation
losses in the distribution system; and
(3) That p101 mom is made fora loss of 500 second-feet during the delivery
of stored water in addition to a 25 per cent loss for seepage, evaporation, and
misappropriation.
12. In the opinion of the board these assumptions are very liberal. In most
projects no effort is made to fully provide for the year of lowest measured runo_, but rather for a mean of the years of 101v run-off on the assumption that a
slight shortage in supply at infrequent intervals would be less objectionable than
the cost of providing storage for years of extreme low run—011‘.
13.111109 the storage provided on this project seems somewhat la1ger than
necessary, it will probabl1 pro1e to be a good investment if the project is extended or if congressional authority is eventually obtained for the sale of surplus
water.
14. Attention is invited to the fact that storage _ling in Wyoming is for
300000 acre-feet, while the capacity of Jackson Lake Dam is 380,000 acre—feet.
It is suggested that an additional _ling for 80,000 acre-feet be made.
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APPENDIX N0. 1 TO SECTION VIII.
BOISE PROJECT.
1. Deer Flat Reservoir cmba/nkments, upper and lumen—These embankmeuts
were visited by a committee of the board on September 9, 1010. By their construction a natural depression in the surface is converted into a reservoir with
a total capacity of 186,000 acre-feet and an available capacity of 170.000 acre-feet.
These embankments are both earth _ll, the upper containing 932,200 cubic yards
and the lower 936,600 cubic yards. The earth-_ll type was adopted because no
other suitable material was available and the foundations were not suitable for
masonry construction.
2. The general dimensions are as follows:
Upper Lower
’ embank- embankment. ment.
Height ....................................................................... feet. . 7'0 40
Length of crest ...do.... 4,000 7,200
Width of crest ............................................................... do. . . . 20 20
Side slopes:
Reservoir side ................................................................. 3:1 3:1
Outer slope .................................................................... 2:1 1t:1
3. The subsoil in the upper embankment is composed of about 4 feet of
ordinary soil. then 3 or 4 feet of hardpan, after which sand and gravel were
fcund to an inde_nite depth.
4. At the site of the lower embankment the soil is about 0 feet in depth with
a somewhat thicker layer of hardpan, followed by sand and gravel. In each
case a cutoff trench was constructed and _lled with puddled earth. the remaining original surface being plowed. in order to make good bond with the _ll.
The only arrangement for draining the reservoir is through the headwcrks of
the canals forming the distribution system. These dams are both straight in
plan; and the pnddled ditch was carried up into the end slopes forming the
abutmeuts. There is no spillway, as it is proposed to control the water entering the reservoir through the main supply canal. This reservoir is _lled by
the main supply canal. called the “ New York Canal,” leading from the diversion
dam in the. Boise River to where it discharges into Indian Creek. After following Indian Creek about 9 miles the water is again diverted into a supply
canal leading to the reservoir. The inlet works at the. reservoir end of this
supply canal is a concrete structure of the usual form, controlled by sliding
gates. riprap protection being placed around the discharge to prevent scour.
The outlet works to the distributing canals are located in both embankments.
The upper dam has two sets,ot' outlet gates. one set. near each end, in one of
these sets, a conduit is placed under the embankment and has the usual gate
tower at the inner end. The capacity of the sliding cast-iron gates, of which
there are four, is 650 second-feet. The outlet at the other end of the upper
embankment is a simple conduit running under the embankment, controlled by
a gate at the lower end, approximately 6 by 8 feet, with a capacity of 80 secondfeet. In the lower embankment the discharge conduit lies under the embankment and is of concrete with the usual tower, etc., in the reservoir. It is controlled by sliding cast—iron gates of the ordinary type. and the delivery is about
650 second-feet.
5. In both embankments the earth _ll was placed in layers. dampened and
rolled. IL is the purpose to place on the reservoir side (if each embankment
riprap protection, at present lacking. There will be needed to complete the
reservoir another small embankment, not yet constructed, for closing a 10W place
in the rim of the reservoir.
6~ The COSt 0f the Upper embankment was $302,777.51, and of the lower
$288,590.09. In both cases this is exclusive of the general expense charges. In
order to aid in irrigating lands during the season of 1910 water was diverted to
the reservoir to a depth of 7 feet. As a result of this head no leakage was
observed under the lower embankment. but leakage amounting to at least 14}
second-feet occurred under the upper embankment. To correct this leakage,
which seemed to come through the subsoil, a blanket of gravel, 200 feet wide,
12 feet thick at the toe of the dam and 4 feet thick at the outer edge, was
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placed below the embankment. At the miter edge of this blanket a row of sheet
piling was driven 16 feet into the ground. Tile drains were then laid each way
under this edge of the blanket to connect with the central drain, led out below.
In addition tile. drains were laid approximately at right angles to these col~
IBCUDE’ Slde drains, up to the drains previously laid under the toe of the dam.
The total cost of this work was $21,025. While it appears that the leakage at
the upper embankment comes through the subsoil beneath, it is believed that
the lealgage should be kept under constant observation. Experience with a small
reservoxr 1n the neighborhood, in which the bottom proved to be porous, indicates
that large seepage losses may be expected in the reservoir and its usefulness
correspondingly reduced.
APPENDIX No. 2 To SECTION VIII.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE THAT EXAMINED SITE FOR BOISE RIVER
STORAGE RESERVOIR.
1. The committee visited both of the possible dam sites for the proposed Hell
Gate Reservoir, i. e., at Hell Gate and at Arrow Rock. It appears from examination of data collected by the United States Reclamation Service that a
masonry dam can be constructed at either site to store 150,000 acre-feet (the
capacity proposed) ; but that the lower (Arrow Rock) site has some points of
superiority. The estimated cost of dams at the two sites are practically the
same, and each provides for storage of 150,000 acre-feet. The Hell Gate Dam
would have a maximum height of 303 feet, raising water 212 feet, and the
Arrow Rock Dam would have a maximum height of 318 feet, raising water 212
feet. The chief points of superiority of the Arrow Rock over the Hell Gate
site are the better quality of the granite on which dam is to be founded; the
lesser average thickness of overlying materials in bed of stream; the lesser
extent of volcanic capping; the somewhat more accessible site and the slightly
lesser cost. ,
2. The cost of storage on the Boise River will be high, but the examinations
of the Reclamation Service indicate that it will be less for the Hell Gate Reservoir (with dam at Arrow Rock) than for any other site or sites on the river.
Even this site requires a high masonry dam, which must be constructed 01'
gravity section. On account of the depth of rock in the bed of the stream much
di_iculty may be expected in the construction of that portion of the dam below
low-water level,
The following estimates are submitted by the United States Reclamation
Service:
Rough estimate cost Hell Gate Dam.
One hundred and _fty thousand acre-feet; rubble masonry, type A; raising
water 212 feet; dam, 303 feet high; crest elevation, 3,212; _ooding, 1,920 acres;
watershed area, 2,207 square miles.
Railroad, Barberton to Hell Gate, 20 miles, at $20,000 _____________ $400,000
Plant ____________ _-_- -_-_ ___________ 200, 000
Freight, exclusive of cement, sand, and gravel _____________________ 25, 000
Tunnel, 900 linear feet, at $80 ___________________________________ 72,000
Gates __ _- _________ 100, 000
Co_erdam __________________ i ________ 150, 000
Excavation in cofferdam:
20,000 cubic yards rock, at $3 _________________________ $60, 000
186,000 cubic yards bowlders, gravel, and sand at $2--_ 372, 000
—— 432, 000
Excavation above water for dam: '
33,100 cubic yards rock, at 81.10 --------------------- 36,100
27,000 cubic yards earth and loose rock, at 60 cents---- 16, 200
v 52. 300
Rubble masonry in dam, 412,200 cubic yards at $6.25 ______________ 2, 576, 300
Spillway ———————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 330, 000
Incidentals, 10 per cent of above items ____________________________ 433, 700
Engineering and administration ___ ------ 433,700
Total cost ; _______________ 5,205,000
Cost per acre-foot for 150,000 acre-feet, $34.70.
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Rough estimate cost Arrow Rock Dam.
One hundred and _fty thousand acre-feet storage; rubble masonry dam,
type A; raising water 212 feet; dam, 318 feet high; crest elevation, 3,180;
_ooding, 2,050 acres; watershed area, 2,207 square miles.
Railroad, Barberton to Arrow Rock, 17 miles, at $20,000 ___________ $340, 000
Plant __________________________________________________________ ,
Freight, exclusive of cement, sand, and graveL- 25,000
Tunnel, 900 linear feet, at $80 _________________ 72,000
Gates, $100,000; cofferdam, $150,000 ______________________________ 250,000
Excavation in cofferdam:
21,000 cubic yards solid rock, at $3 __________________ $63, 000
143,000 cubic yards gravel and bowlders, at $2 ________ 286,000
— 349, 000
Excavation above water for dam foundation:
52,000 cubic yards solid rock, at $1.10 _________________ 57, 000
10,000 cubic yards earth and loose rock, at 60 cents_-__ 6,000 63 000
Rubble masonry in dam, 432,000 cubic yards, at $6.25 ______________ 2, 700, 000
Spillway ___________________________________ s ..... 300, 000
Incidentals, 10 per cent of above items ____________________________ 430, 000
Engineering and administration __________________________________ 430, 000
Total cost __________________________________________________ 5, 159, 000
Cost per acre-foot for 150,000 acre-feet, $34.39.
APPENDIX TO SECTION XI.
MILK RIVER PROJECT.
WATER SUPPLY.
1. The _ow of the Milk River is not in itself su_icient for the irrigation of the
areas included within this project, and recourse is had to St. Marys River which
rises in the United States and flows north through Canada into Hudson Bay.
The Milk River also rises in the United States and _ows for about 200 miles of
its length through Canadian territory before returning to the United States.
2. The diversion of part of the _ow of St. Marys River into the Milk River
has been under consideration for the last 20 years, but recently, since the execution of a treaty between the United States and Canada, has this diversion
been equitably possible. The treaty, which was signed in 1909 and proclaimed
May 13, 1910, provides that these two rivers. the St. Marys and Milk, shall be
treated as one stream for the purposes of irrigation and power, and the waters
thereof apportioned equally between the two countries. t is also provided that
more than one-half may be taken from one river with a corresponding reduction
in the amount used from the other river. A further condition provides that
during the irrigation season, from April 1 to October 31, inclusive, the United
States shall be entitled to prior appropriation of 500 cubic feet per second of
the waters of the Milk River, or so much of such amount as constitutes threefourths of its natural flow, and that Canada shall have a similar prior right to
the flow of the St. Marys River.
3. Gaugings of the St. Marys River have been made annually since 1902. Most
of them were made at Cardston, Alberta, just north of the International Line.
Others were made at Kimball. Alberta. and near Babb, Mont, while still others
were made near St. Marys, the site of the proposed storage dam. From these
gaugings the average run-011' of the St. Marys River is-found to be approximately
740,000 acre~feet, varying from a maximum of 1,108,000 acre-feet to a minimum
of 516,000 acre-feet. A study of the hydrographs made by the Reclamation Service
also shows that it is possible by means of storage to satisfy Canada’s prior
right and still divert 850 second-feet during the irrigation season. April 1 to
October 31, inclusive. The storage that would have been required to furnish
such a supply during the period 1903 to 1909, inclusive, varies from a minimum
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of 74.800 acre-feet to a maximum of 174,700 acre-feet. As storage to the amount
of 218.000 acre-feet can be provided in St. Marys Lakes at reasonable cost a continuous diversion of 850 second~feet for 7 months, or a total of 360,000 acre-feet,
is assured without trespassing upon Canada’s prior rights.
4. Discharge measurements on Milk River have been made at Havre, Mont,
60 miles below the international boundary. since 1898. at Malta since 1902,
and I—Iinsdale since 1908. The discharge as measured at Havre is much less
uniform than that of the St. Mary River, showing an average discharge of
230,000 acrefeet, with a maximum of 700.000 acre-feet and a minimum of
30.000 m‘reifeet, with two successive years of low run—oft, namely, 1905, 30,000,
and 1906. 70,000.
5. Storage on the river is to be provided in Nelson Reservoir for 142,000
acre-feet.
6. Prior water rights in Milk River and its tributaries amount to approximately 500 second-feet. part of which will be merged with and become a part
of the project, and the _lings of the United States cover the remainder of the
_ow. Filings have also been made by the United States on all of the unappropriated waters of the creeks and coulees entering Milk River above the
lowest diversion dam.
7. The average rainfall at Havre since 1881 has been 13.6 inches, with a
minimum in 1905 of less than 7 inches. Nearly 50 per cent of the annual pre
cipitation occurs in May. June, and July. This fact. together with past experience in this valley. leads to the conclusion that 1% acre—feet per acre per
annum on the land will be a suf_cient allowance. if it can be delivered during
the growing season.
8. To determine the amount of water that could have been delivered to the
land during the period 1902 1910. had the system as now planned been completed, a comprehensive analysis. of the data available has been made by the
Reclamation Service. In making this analysis such portion of the daily _ow
of the Milk River at Havre as is secured by treaty to the United States, supplemented by the proposed diversion of St. Mary River water, has been compiled, together with the daily quantities that could have been diverted
through the Chinook diversion canals. The capacity of these canals is assumed
as 500 second-feet, the irrigable area under them being 100,000 acres.
9. To determine the daily amount available for diversion at Dodson Dam, the
second diversion point, there was added to the daily quantities remaining after
the Chinook diversion the daily accretious to the stream _ow between Havre and
Malta, the latter being for practical purposes coincident with the Dodson Dam.
These daily secretions were determined by subtracting from the daily discharge
at Malta the discharge at Havre of two days previous. It will be noted that
these accretions are net accretions and exclude from consideration the amount
that was being used for irrigation between Ilavre and Dodson Dam. The
Dodson canals are to have a combined capacity of 1.100 secondefeet, and the
amount that could have been diverted daily through them from the available
supply has been tabulated for each day of the nine-year period for which discharge measurements are available.
10. In a similar manner the daily quantities remaining in the river after
the Dodson diversion were tabulated and to them added the daily accretions
between Dodson Dam and Vandalia Dam, the latter being determined by subtracting from the discharge at Vandalia (Hinsdale) the discharge at Dodson
Dam (Malta) of one day previous From the daily quantities thus available
at Yandalia Dam the daily amounts that could have been diverted through
a canal of 200 second-feet capacity were determined.
11. In the following tabulated statement. prepared by the Reclamation Service, is presented a summary of the results that could have been obtained during the years 1902 to 1910, inclusive, for the Dodson and Nelson Reservoir
divisions. after, furnishing the canals in the Chinook division with 500 secondfect continuous _ow. From this table it appears that for all the years in the
period, including the extremely dry years—4905 and 1010—2111 lands in the
project could have been furnished with 1% acre-feet per acre per annum on
the land, delivery being made through a period of seven months, In the estimates allowance is made for a 25 per cent seepage and evaporation loss in the
canals, including the St. Mary diversion canal. and for an annual evaporation
loss in Nelson Reservoir of 5 feet depth of water. equivalent to 20,000 acre-feet.
No allowance is made for evaporation from that portion of Mill; River used in
conducting St. Mary water. as the additional supply will but slightly increase
the water surface exposed t0 evaporation.
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Supply available for Dodson a/ml Nelson Reservoir divisions.
[Acrefeeiz]
101,945 ‘ 21, 945 21,945
271.945‘ 149,945
‘ 164,436‘ 84,4355 106,381
321,237
244,224 122,224
105,472 43,472
231, 710 109, 710
336,318 214,318
202, 157 140, 157
317,024 195,024 175,024 , .,
172,023 50,023 30,623 10,783 17,217 13,400
— 66,594 752400
1 Accretions from drainage basin between Malta and Hinsdale not included for years 1902 to 1907, inclusive.
2 Proposed maximum capacity of Nelson Reservoir.
(1) Amount which could have been diverted at Dodson Dani after the diversion of a continuous _ow of 500 second-feet into canals in the Chinook division.
(2) Amount which could have been stored in Nelson Reservoir, 122,000 acrefeet having been used in the irrigation of the 61.000 acres in the Dodson divimen.
{3) Amount which could have been delivered from Nelson Reservoir, deducting 20,000 acrefeet for evaporation from the. reservoir.
(4) Amount which could have been delivered into Vandalia Canal by direct
diversion from Milk River after all diversions into canals above.
(5) Amounts which would have been required from Nelson Reservoir to have
given the Vandalia L‘nit its full supply of 28.000 acrefeet.
(6) Balance remaining in Nelson Reservoir for Nelson Reservoir North and
South Canals, and for storage for use in subsequent years.
(7) Amount which could have been carried over in Nelson Reservoir for use
in subsequent years after giving to lands under Nelson Reservoir North and
South. (8) Amount stored in Nelson Reservoir at end of season.
12. In making theSe estimates the supervising engineer in his analysis states:
“All water supply where not shown by records has been disregarded. The
_ow has been considered from April 1 to October 31 only, whereas a considerable quantity of water may be obtained frequently during other months. In a
number of instances 1cc0rds are lacking for parts of the period April 1, to
October 31, and in such cases the _ow has been disregarded for such times as
records are not available. The return seepage. which will undoubtedly be considerable and will augment the supply for lower diversions. has been disregarded. The quantity of water assumed to be available from the _ow of the
upper Milk River has been limited to such part of the _ow as is assured by
treaty. whcrcas any surplus above this quantity at any time not required by
Canada will enter the United States and be available for diversion. In determining the accretions to Milk River between Havre and Malta, the difference
in discharges of the river at the two points has been taken. This disregards all
diversions that were being made at that time between Huvre and Malta and the
full supply of 2 acre-feet per acre per annum was allotted the lands that were
using this water for irrigation. In fact, in all instances an effort has been
made to estimate not the probable supply, but the assured supply.”
13. This analysis has been reviewed by the board, and with the following exceptions it concurs in the assumptions made and in the conclusions reached:
(1) It is believed that speci_c allowance should have been made for seepage
and evaporation loss in the 26 miles of diversion canal between St. Mary and
Milk River, in addition to allowing a 25 per cent loss from this source in the distribution system. If the loss in this main diversion canal is placed at ‘10 per
cent, which is less than one-half of 1 per cent per mile. it would be equivalent
to 38,000 acre-feet in a year.
(2) Attention is called to the disproportion in the assumed capacity of the
Chinook Canals, 500 second-feet for 100,000 acres. and that of the Vandalia
Canal, 200 second-feet for 14,000 acres. The necessary changes in the capacities
would not, however, have unfavorably altered the result.
(3) It is questionable whether the delivery of 1% acre-feet per acre at a
more or less uniform rate during seven months of the year will meet irrigation
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requirements ill 31 region Whel‘e the growing season is only _ve months. While
the storage provided in Nelson Reservoir will serve in a measure to adjust the
annual supply to the demand it must also serve to equalize the variable supply
of diiferent years. Whether it is large enough to ful_ll both functions is a
matter about which there is reasonable doubt.
14, As additional storage can if necessary be provided in Milk River, the
“DOVE comments do not alter the conclusion that in normal years there will
be a sui_c1ent water supply for the 215.000 acres under the project.
.1.5‘ The only other point to be considered is whether the amount to which the
Lnlted States is entitled from the Milk River _ow added to the amount which
it is proposed to divert from St. Mary River will exceed-one—half of the total
_ow of these streams. One-half of the combined average annual discharge of
these streams is 480,000 acrofeet. Acrerfeet.
Proposed to be used by the United States. 215,000 acres, at 2 feet _____ 430, 0000
Evaporation loss, Nelson Reservoir __________________________________ 20,000
Total ________________________________________________________ 450, 000
16. Seepage from the main diversion canal is not included in the above, as it
will all drain into the St. Mary Basin and be available for use in Canada.
There will be added to the above, however, the amount to which the Bellmap
Indians are entitled under court dct-t‘coi__ secondifeet and also part of the
amount now being used by other prior appropriators on Milk River, as all of
them will not, probably, come in under the project. Assuming 75.000 acrefeet
as the amount necessary to satisfy prior rights, the total use of Milk River
water in the United States will aggregate 525,000 second-feet.
17. A comparison of the discharge measurements at Havre, Malta, and Hinsdale shows an average annual accretion between Havre and Malta of 40,000
acre—feet, and between Malta and Hinsdale of 35,000 acre-feet, a total of 75,000
acre-feet. or su_iclent to satisfy the prior rights above referred to. In other
words, the proposed use of these two streams is about 30,000 atrre~feet less
than the amount to which the I‘nited States would be entitled under the treaty.
APPENDIX No. 1 TO SECTION XII.
SUN RIVER PROJECT.
DAMS AND RES EBTOIRS.
1. Warm, springs rcscrroir and (lam—The Reclamation Service has furnished
the following description of this dam with proposed methods of construction:
“ This is located on the North Fork of the North Fork of Sun River some
12 miles Within the mountains. about a mile above the con_uence of the North
and South Forks. At this point the dam was planned to be constructed of
loose rock _ll, backed by earth placed by hydraulic process. About three-quarters of a mile below the dam site is a large talus of diorite, composed of rock
from 1 to 30 or more cubic yards in size, and a good portion will be from 1 to
6 cubic yards. This material can be cheaply transported by gravity tramway to the dam site and placed therein by cableway. Test pits were dug from
1 to 25 feet deep upon the hill sides above the dam site. and ample supply of
materials for making hydraulic _ll was developed within 2,000 feet of this
point of use. These consist of clay. coarse and _ne gravel, and some bowlders.
By placing the material in this manner it can be sorted by the water so that
the interstices between the stones of the rock till will be _lled with impervious
material, making that portion solid and water tight, as well as the backing.
Also the sorting can further be carried out to place the coarser material upon
the upstream face so that a paving will not have to be resorted to other than
the selection of stones during construction to act as baf_e rock to hold the
hydraulic material in place. Water can be delivered for this purpose by building a ditch of some 20 second—feet capacity about 4 miles long from Bear
Creek. Almost any desired heat] can be secured to give pressure at the nozzle.
If the supply of Bear Creek should not prove suf_cient for sluicing purposes
as well as disintegration purposes, ample supply can be secured from South
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Fork by a ditch about 7 miles long, which will catch the _ow of Elk, Goat, and
Bear Creeks en route. This could afterwards be used to supply an additional
amount of water back of the dam if needed. The economical height of the dam
is controlled by the occurrence of bed rock in the spillway, which is about
2,000 feet from the dam and behind the butte several hundred feet high. The
crest of the dam was made 10 feet higher than for the spiilway, so that it need
not be overtopped, but _oods will pass around the butte into the river. Top
of dam was placed at contour 4,980 and _ood line at 4,970, which will make
a dam 190 feet above stream bed with a capacity of 156,868 acre—feet. At the
dam site the foundation is of hard diorite where North Fork has cut through
Sheep Reef. Bed rock shows across the river. and diamond drill borings have
been made at three points to develop its continuity. The greatest depth of
bed rock below stream bed is 25 feet, which gives a total height of dam from
stream bed to crest of215 feet.
“The outlet work will consist of a tunnel approximately 900 feet long, 10
feet in size, with a slight arch, passing through the left abutment. being in the
solid diorite. The outlet gates will be controlled through a shaft rising from
this tunnel which would be through solid rock, but more economic construction
would probably necessitate the upper portion of the shaft to be of concrete in
order to shorten the length of tunnel. A tunnel of this size with a slope of 0.01
will discharge 2,200 second~feet. When construction is begun on this feature, it
will be necessary to construct the tunnel, shaft, and set the gates the _rst season
in order to take care of the spring _oods and provide a by-pass around the dam.
The _rst season the dam will be built some 80 feet above stream bed in order to
amply discharge the maximum flood, which probably does not exceed 4,000
second-feet.
“ The completion of the Great Northern Railway to Augusta will materially
assist in this work, and if the line is completed through the mountains it will
run within a mile of the dam site.”
2. While the board believes the cross section of a rock-_ll dam here of the
unusual height, 215 feet from the lowest point of prepared river bed, is feasible
and practicable, it believes that should the railway be completed to the point
near the site as suggested in the preceding paragraph it may be found that with
the transportation facilities thus afforded the cost of a masonry dam will be
but relatively little greater, and therefore that careful comparative studies and
estimates of the two types should be made before the adoption of either type.
As it will be several years before this structure is commenced, time is available.
The estimate of cost of the Warm Springs Reservoir is as follows:
Dam:
Rock _ll, 380,000 cubic yards, at 75 cents----'- ,,,,,,,,, $285, 000
Earth flll, 1,031,000 cubic yards, at 5 cents _____________ 51, 550
' Riprap, 38,500 square yards, 18 inches deep, at $1.25--_- 48, 150
Outlet tunnel, 900 by 10 by 10 feet, at $80 per linear foot_ 72. 000
Gates. shaft, and gate house __________________________ 50, 000
, ——— $506, 700
Gate tender-’5 house and barn ______________________________________ 2, 000
Telephone line to canyon, 10 miles, at $200___ 2, 000
Canyon road, 10 miles, at $2,000 _____________ 20, 000
Highway Bridge at Forks, 63»foot span ______ .
. Bear Creek hydraulic-pressure ditch _______________________________ 2, 000
South Fork hydraulic-supply ditch --------------------------------- 43, 300
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent __________________________ 86, 600
664,100
3. If the slope of the rock _ll is increased as proposed to one and one-half to
one, instead of one to one, the amount of rock will be increased about one-third,
necessitating an increase of estimated cost for work of $95,000, making the cost
of dam $601,700, and the total cost of reservoir $759,000.
4. Willow Creek Dam and Reservoir.gThis reservoir will when completed to
full height serve two purposes:
(1) To store the _ood waters of Willow Creek to supplement the _ow of Sun
River available for Fort Shaw Unit in dry years; and
(2) To store _ood waters of Sun River by means of canal connecting it
with the Sun River above the Canyon Diversion Dam.
5. For the _rst purpose the dam need be only 70 feet high, while to accomplish
both ends the height is to be 110 feet. It is the present intention of the ReclaTX_00132020
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mation Service to complete the dam for the _rst purpose only, leaving the additional helght for the larger storage to be added later when required for new
areas This additional storage will be used by private users belOW the Fort
Shaw Unit in exchange for which Sun River water can be diverted to the Fishkun Reservoir system and thus increase the irrigable acreage under it and which
otherwise would not receive water.
.6. The earth-_ll type is the most suitable for the locality. The dam is designed to be 20 feet wide on top with side slopes of three on one on the reservoir
Side and two on one on the outer slope. The subsoil is compact glacial drift on
top of sandstone and shale. The thickness of the material overlying this rock is
1:) feet at the bottom of the creel; and less on the hillsides. Four cut-o_
trenches are excavated to the underlying rock and _lled with selected paddled
ma erla .
7. The reservoir slope is to be faced with a layer of selected glacial bowlders,
2 feet thick, hand placed. An outlet tunnel 584 feet in length passes around
one end of the dam. It is circular in cross section, 4 feet 6 inches in diameter.
Its capacity under 10-foot head is 400 second-feet. It is controlled by a sliding
gate operated through a shaft, concrete lined, extending up to crest of dam.
8. The storage for Willow Creek is 16.700 acre-feet. The storage for the
higher dam will be 84,000 acre~feet, the difference to be supplied from the North
Fork of Sun River. as noted above.
9. The spillway for the lower dam is through a sag in the surrounding hills,
which will, for the high dam, be closed by a small embankment, Another higher
sag will form a spillway, if ever needed, for the higher dam. In each case the
over_ow discharges into a small creek about one mile away. The estimated
cost of the dam, complete. is as follows:
Outlet tunnel and shaft to elevation 4.140 completed and gate set. Camp
established, equipment and supplies assembled. Cutoff trenches practically
done and embankment begun. Paving rock on hand for face to elevation, 4,140.
Dam:
Earth _ll. 460,000 cubic yards, at 28 cents ______________ $128, 800
Supplying and placing 6.000 cubic yards paving, at 15, 000
$2.50 ______________________________________________ 15, 000
Placing 4,000 cubic yards paving, at $1 ________________ 4, 000
7* $147, 800
Dike, 210,000 cubic yards, at 35 cents _______________________________ 73, 500
Raising gatecontrol shaft 40 feet, 100 cubic yards concrete, at $12---_ 1, 200
Gate house _______________________________________________________ 500
Measuring weir in Willow Creek about 1 mile below dam, with diversion box for Floweree Canal to measure 400 second-feet (no design)_ 5, 000
One mile, 200 second-feet canal, measuring weir to head Flowerec
Canal. 21.000 yards earth, at 18 cents _____________________________ 3,800
Engineering and contingencies. 15 per cent __________________________ 34, 800
266, 600
APPENDIX N0 ‘2 TO SECTION XII.
SUN RIVER PROJECT.
WATER SUPPLY.
[Study of supervising engineer, H. N. Savage]
The irrigation plan of the Sun River project contemplates the construction of
a storage reservoir on the North Fork of Sun River controlled by the Warm
Springs Dam, storing the _ow of this branch of the Sun River; a diversion dam
on the South Fork of the North Furl; of Sun River diverting water into a supply
canal discharging into the Warm Springs Reservoir: a diversion dam on the
Sun River about 12 miles below the Warm Springs Reservoir diverting water
into two canals, one on the north side of the river, serving as the supply canal
to the Pishkun Reservoir. the other on the south side of the river, serving as a
supplv canal for the Willow Creek Reservoir; and the construction of the
Pishkun and Willow Creek Reservoirs, with their subsidiary-canal systems.
The water supplied to the Pishkun Reservoir will be taken out into a canal to
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be constructed so as to cover the high lands to the north of Sun River. A por
tion of the water of this same reservoir is to be discharged into Deep Creek, a
tributary of the Teton River, on which a diversion dam is to be constructed
diverting water into a canal and irrigating lands on the southern slope of the
Teton River basin. The water stored in Willow Creek Reservoir will be discharged into Sun River and will furnish partial supply for the Fort Shaw unit
and for prior private water rights on Sun River below the mouth of Willow
Creek, thus permitting a larger part, of the low-water _ow of the North Fork
to be utilized in the irrigation of lands on the north side of the river.
A reservoir may be constructed at the site of Benton Lake. about 8 miles north
of Great Falls, to which surplus water from the Teton Slope Canal may be conducted by means of a supply canal some 4 miles in length, and stored for the
irrigation of some 21,000 acres lying on the north side of the Missouri River
opposite Great Falls.
It is proposed to divert Bowl Creek, a tributary of Flathead River, into the
head of Sun River. Bowl Creek, above the point of diversion, has a drainage
area of about 9 square miles situated very near the continental divide.
The area of land to be furnished'with water is limited by the available water
supply and not by the area to which water can he delivered. The project could
be increased to include double the irrigable area at present proposed, were a
suf_cient water supply available. ‘
The _ood stage of the Sun River occurs during the period when there will be
large requirement for water for irrigation, the maximum _ood usually occurring
in June. Storage reservoirs are available for conserving the greater part of the
winter _ow and for regulating the summer discharge by the storage of the surplus waters during times of maximum _oods.
The annual run-off of the Sun River ranges from 500,000 to 1,000,000 acrefeet, with an average of about 700,000 acre-feet. It is believed that, this will be
su_icient for the irrigation of from 300,000 to 350,000 acres. On this basis lands
have been selected aggregating 322,000 acres, situated as shown in the following
table:
Acres.
Fort Shaw unit ____________________________________________________ 16, 000
North Side high-line unit-___ __ 15,000
Green_elds unit ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, __ 75, 000
Teton Canal lands ___________________________________________________ 195, 000
Benton Lake unit __________________________________________________ 21, 000
Total ________________________________________________________ 322, 000
STORAGE BESERVOIBS.
The areas and capacities of the principal storage reservoirs are given in the
following table:
Reservoir. } Area. .Capacity.
1
I A trees. A ore-fret.
6
Warm 5 rings .................................................................. 1,976 ,
Willow reek. . . 2,285 84, 320
Plshkun ........ 1.542 45,747
Benton Lake .................................................................... 9, 130 140,200
RECORDS OF BAINFALL AND RUN-OFF.
Records are available of the precipitation at. Fort Shaw, Mont, from 1867 to
1886, inclusive, and from 1907 to date, also of that at Great Falls, Mont, from
1892 to date.
Records are available of the run-01f of Sun River from 1906 to date, of the
South Fork of Sun River from 1905 to date, of the North Fork of Sun River
from 1905 to date, of Willow Creek from 1906 to date, and of Smith Greek, and
of Ford Creek, tributaries of the South Fork, from 1906 to date.
Tabulated statements of precipitation, and hydrographs showing the _ow of
the several streams accompany the report on the Sun River project, submitted
under date of August 10, 1910.
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DUTY OF WATER.
A consideration of the records of precipitation and of its monthly distribution,
as well as of the results of irrigation as practiced in the vicinity of the project,
leads to the conclusion that 1; acre-feet per acre per annum delivered on the
land, Will be an ample allowance. Losses from seepage in canals will be returned to a great extent to the river and will be available for diversions below,
reducing to such extent the quantity to he turned down the river for supplying
such diversions. It is believed that an allowance of 25 per cent will be su_‘icient
to cover _nal losses from evaporation and seepage in canals, and that 2 acrefeet per acre per annum delivered at the head of canals will be ample to supply
the total requirement. No allowance need be made for losses from evaporation
from the river, the records of stream _ow used to determine the available
supply showing net supply after such losses have occurred.
PRIVATE WATER BIG HTS.
Appropriations of water prior to _lings by the United States, stated in terms
of the acreages to be irrigated and classi_ed according to the various streams
from which diversions are made, are given in the following tabulated statement:
Susoe tiStream. Irrigated. ble oi - Total.
gation.
Acres. Acres. Acm.
North Fork at Sun River ................................................. 1.522 21, 350 22,882
Willow Creek and tributaries:
Willow Creek and Little Willow Creek ......... ‘ ..................... 1, 691 725 2, 416
Barr Creek ............................. . _. 288 242 530
South Fork and tributariesSouth Fork.. .. 4,659 3,471 8,130
G088 Creek. . 313 101 414
Blubber Creek. 19 .......... 19
Elk Creek ..... 121 235 356
Dubray Creek 689 1,456 2,145
Ford Creek. . .. 194 .......... 194
Smith Creek .......................................................... 207 478
Sun River below mouth of South Fork and its tributaries:
Sun River. . . ' 6, 661 7,844 14,505
424 41.5 839
15 38 53
16, 803 36,365 i 53,168
In addition to the above, 0. H. Campbell has a water _ling of 468 secondfeet on the waters of Sun River for power purposes, the power to be utilized
in pumping water for the irrigation of his lands. The location of the power site
is below all diversions by the United States and below practically all diversions
by other appropriators. However, the appropriator is willing to relinquish this
water right to the United States and receive in lieu thereof water right under
the Government canal.
The adjudication of the Sun River water rights is now pending before the
State court, and the tabulated statement of probable acreages is based upon
defendant’s answers and the referee’s report.
In the following discussion, the quantities which will be used by private
appropriators has been estimated on the basis of 2 acrefeet per acre per annum
delivered at the head of canals, it being believed that any quantities in excess
of these. if actually delivered to the land, will run 03 as surface drainage, or
will be by seepage eventually returned to the river and will be available for
diversion below.
AVAILABLE WATER SUPPLY.
The irrigation period may be assumed to extend from April ] to October 31
of each year. The winter _ow of the North Fork of the North Fork of Sun
River will be stored in Warm Springs Reservoir. A diversion canal will be
constructed of size su_icient to convey to this reservoir the _ow of the South
Fork of the North Fork, with the exception of the peak of _oods. It is expected
that ordinarily this canal can be operated during one-half of the winter period.
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In the following discussion it has been assumed that the winter _ow of the
South Fork of the North Fork, except during the months of December and
January, can be delivered into the Warm Springs Reservoir, and that that of
the North Fork below the Warm Springs Reservoir during the same period can
be diverted into the south or north supply canals and stored in Willow Greek
or Pishkun Reservoir.
Stream measurements for the North Fork of Sun River have been made at a
gaging station situated at a point about 9 miles below the proposed diversion
dam for the north and south supply canals. In order that the. quantities which
may be stored in Warm Springs Reservoir may be estimated, it has been necessary to estimate what portions of the stream _ow at the gaging station are derived from the North Fork of the North Fork, the South Fork of the North Fork
and of the North Fork below the reservoir site. The areas of these drainage
areas are approximately 208, 211, and 135 square miles respectively. The drain—
age area of the North Fork of the North Fork having a greater eievation, the
relative quantities of run-off per square mile from the three areas are assumed
to be in the proportion of 4, 3. and 3. On this basis the percentages of the total
run-off for the three drainage areas are 45 per cent, 35 per cent, and twenty
per cent, respectively.
Several appropriations of the waters of the North Fork have been made prior
to _lings by the United States. The total irrigable area covered by these prior
appropriations is approximately 23,000 acres, of which approximately 1,500 acres
have been irrigated. All of these _lings are situated below the gaging station
and the records of stream measurement show the stream _ow before the diversion of any water for supplying the lands irrigated. Table 1 shows, for the
years for which records are available, the estimated quantities of water which
would have been available from the three drainage areas tributary to the North
Fork and the balance available for use by the United States after deducting
46,000 acre-feet for supplying the prior rights for approximately 23,000 acres.
The total area of irrigable land for which appropriations of water have been
made from the South Fork of Sun [liver prior to _lings by the United States
is approximately 11,950 acres, of which approximately 0,200 acres have been
irrigated. All of these appropriations are above the South Fork gauging station,
and records of stream measurement show the _ow after the diversion of water
for the lands irrigated. For supplying prior rights it is necessary, therefore,
to deduct from the _ow as shown by the gaugings only 11,500 acre-feet per annum
for supplying the 5,750 acres of land not irrigated. Table 2 shows, for the years
for which records are available, the estimated run~o_ of the South Fork of Sun
River during the irrigation period and the amounts that would have been available for use by the United States after deducting 11.500 acre-feet for supplying
prior rights.
The total area of irrigable land for which appropriations of water have been
made from Willow Creek prior to _lings by the United States is approximately
3,000 acres, of which approximately 2,000 acres have been irrigated. All of these
appropriations are above the Willow Creek gauging station, and records of
stream measurement show the _ow after the diversion of water for the lands
irrigated. For supplying prior rights it is necessary, therefore. to deduct from
the _ow as shown by the gaugings only 2,000 acre—feet per annum for supplying
the 1.000 acres of land not irrigated. The remainder of the run-off for the
entire year can be stored in Willow Creek Reservoir and su_icient additional
water diverted from the North Fork and delivered through the North Supply
Canal to fill the reservoir. Table 3 shows. for the years for which records are
available. the estimated'annual run-off of Willow Creek, the amounts which
would have been available for storage and use by the United States after de—
ducting 2.000 acre—feet for supplying prior rights and the amounts which it
would have been necessary to divert from the North Fork to _ll Willow Creek
Reservoir to its full capacity of 84,300 acre—feet.
Appropriations of water from Sun River below the mouth of Willow Creek
prior ,to _lings by the United States embrace a total of approximately 14,500
acres, of which amount about 6,700 acres have been irrigated. The Fort Shaw
unit has an irrigable area of about 16.000 acres. There will be then a total
irrigable area below the mouth of Willow Creek of about 30,500 acres, for the
irrigation of which there will be required approximately 61,000 acre-feet of
water.
Table 4 gives, for the years for which records are available, the estimated
amounts of water which would have been available from the South Fork of Sun
River and from Willow Creek, after deducting su_icient quantities for supplying
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prior rsglits on these streams. and the estimated balance which would have been
required from the. North Fork of Sun River in order to supply the 61,000 acre~feet
59:19::de for the ll‘l‘its‘ation of lands on Sun River below the mouth of Willow
T313195 gives. for the years for which records are available. the estimated
supply from the North Fork of Sun River available for lands on the north side
of the river after deducting such quantities as would have been required to give
lower diversions a full supply.
_As heretofore stated, it is {opposed to divert Bowl Creek into the head of Sun
River. The drainage basin of Bowl Creek above the point of diversion has an
area of about 9 square miles ranging in elevation from 6.500 feet to 8,000 feet
above sea level. It is estimated that the average run-01f per square mile of this
area will be 25 per cent greater than the average run—oft“ per square mile of the
basin of the north fork of the North Fork. On this assumption, the probable
run-off for the years 1905 to 1910. inclusive. would have been as given in Table
0. The high altitude of the Bow] Creek drainage basin will bring its maximum
run-off considerably later than the maximum _ood period of the North and
South Forks of the North Fork. and will facilitate the storage of the run-off in
the Warm Springs Reservoir.
The winter _ow of the North Fork of the North Fork and of the South Fork
of the North Fork will be stored in the Warm Springs Reservoir. It is assumed
that the irrigation period will begin about April 1 and continue until about
October 31, with maximum requirement in June, July. and August. Records of
stream _ow of the North Fork show that, ordinarily, the natural _ow continues
comparatively low during April. If conditions indicate a large run—off, the
winter _ow may be returned to the river for diversion into the several canals
before the beginning of the _ood period, thus leaving the reservoir in condition
to retain the maximum quantity during the period of greatest discharge.
The proposed capacity of the north supply canal is 2,000 sccond»feet and that
of the south supply canal 1,100 second-feet. After April 1, then, the entire _ow
of the North Fork can be diverted into these canals except during such periods
as the discharge exceeds 3,100 second-feet and, in case no water is required for
the Willow Creek Reservoir, the entire _ow can be diverted into the north
supply canal except during such periods as the discharge exceeds 2,000 secondfeet. A comparison of the last columns in Tables 3 and 4 shows that a larger
quantity of water from the North Fork could have been stored each year in
\Villow Creek Reservoir than would have been necessary to supply the requirement. Any water furnished from the North Fork to Willow Creek Reservoir
will be delivered either during the winter season from accretions below the
Warm Springs Reservoir or during periods of. maximum _ood when Warm
Springs Reservoir is full and the North Supply Canal unable to handle the _ow
of the stream remaining after allowing suf_cient water to pass to supply the
rights of canals below. The inability to utilize any part of the available water
can result only from the Warm Springs Reservoir being full at such time as the
normal _ow of the stream at the diversion works of the supply canals, after
deducting water required for canals diverting below. exceeds the capacity of
the supply canals. or at such time as Willow Creek Reservoir is full and the
_ow exceeds the capacity of the North Supply Canal after providing for lower
diversions.
In Table 7 are given, for the year: for which records are available, the quantities from the _ow of the North Fork available for north—side lands, the quantities which could have been diverted into the North Supply Canal or stored
in the Warm Springs Reservoir. and the estimated surplus above storage and
diversion capacities which would necessarily have had to be diverted into the
South Supply Canal or would have passed on downstream.
The water supply from Bowl Creek will also be available for north-side
lands. However, during ordinary years the supply from this stream during the
_ood period can not be so utilized as the storage and diversion capacities Will be
exceeded by the _ood discharge of the North Fork. It will be in years of comparntively low _ow that, the Bowl Creek _ood supply can be best utilized and
will he most useful. In 1905. 1906. and 1910, the entire estimated annual runoff
of Bowl Creek could have been stored in the Warm Springs Reservoir for use
at such times as required. In 1907 to 1900, inclusive, it is probable that but: a
small part of the _ow could have been utilized, as the _ow of the North Fork
was in excess of the storage and diversion capacities, The estimated annual
run-011‘ for the years 1905, 1906, and 1910 is shown as supplied to north-side
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lands, while the estimated run—off for the years 1907, 1908, and 1909 is'omitted
for reasons stated above.
In addition to the water diverted through the North Supply Canal for north
side lands, there will be available for lauds under the Teton Canal and the
Benton Lake unit, the run- off of Deep Creek and its tributary, Willow Creek,
both of which are tributary to the Teton Rivzei
As no discharge measurements ha1e been made of the _ow of Deep Creek and
Willow Cieek, an estimate of the probable run- ~0fl’ has been made by a comparison of these streams with the South Fork of Sun River. Willow and Deep
Creeks resemble the South Fork as regards the situation, elevation, and topographic features. It would seem that their runoff would be approximately proportional to their drainage areas. The total drainage area of Willow Creek and
Deep Creek is approximately 240 square miles, while that of the South Fork is
approximately 87 per cent of this area. On this basis the probable run-oft" of
Willow and Deep Creeks has been estim1ted for the y eais 1905 to 1910, inclusive and the estimated quantities ale given in Table 8.
In Table 8 are given, for the years for which records are available, the quantities from the North Fork which could have been delivered to the north side
lands either by direct diversion of the normal _ower by storage in Warm
Springs Reservoir and subsequent diversion. the quantities from Bowl Creek
which could have been delivered to north side lands, the quantities available
from Deep and Willow Creeks for lands under the Teton Canal or the Bentbn
Lake unit, and the total quantities 11hich could have been deli1ered to north
side lands fiom all of these sonices. F1 0111 this table it will be seen that north
side lauds could ha1e been furnished with an abundant supply during the years
1901', 1908 and 1909,1111d with practically a full supply in 1910. Considerable
additional supply could have been obtained in the spring of 1910 from cross
drainage tributary to the long one-bank main canals. This amount is dif_cult
to estimate, but it is certain that it would have materially increased the available supply.
The yeais 1905 and 1906 were years of extraordinarily low run-1112f.)1ieasui1.L
ments of stream _ow ha1e not been made for a su_icient number of years to
show the probable recurrence of such years of low _ow. During such years
there would not have been a suf_cient supply, after providing water for the
Fort Shaw unit and for appropriations prior to those of the United States, to
have furnished a full supply to the 306.000 acres on the north side of Sun River.
It will be a number of years, however, before works can be constructed to cover
the entire area proposed for irrigation. In the meantime, measurements of
stream _ow can be continued and the lands for which works are constructed
can be limited to such area as may be decided most practicable. The minimum
year should not be taken as determining the amount of land to be irrigated
unless such minimum _ow is of frequent recurrence. It is believed that years
having _ow similar to 1905 and 1906 are of very infrequent occurrence and that
further stream measurement will show that the irrigation of approximately
300,000 acres on the north side of the river is feasible.
TABLE 1.7Estimatedv supply in acre-feet from the North Fork of ‘Sun River.
1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910
Estimated run-off oi the North Fork of the
North Fork for the carsl ............... 164,000 166,000 359,000 354,000 330,000 233,000
Estimated run—o_ 01 t e South Fork of the
North Fork, February to November, in—
clusiveu ............................... 122,000 111,000 269,000 266,000 246,000 2104110
Estimated run-off of the North Fork below i
Warm Springs Reservoir, February to i
November, inclusives ................... 1 70,000 64,000 134,000 152,000 141.000 120,1!)0
Water available for use by the United '
States after deducting 46.000 acre-1221:
for supplying prior _ghts ................ 310,000 295,000 716,000 726,000 655,000 567,000
I 45 per cent of the _ow at the gauging station to 1' like period.
2 3.5 per cent 01 the _ow at the gauging station to r like period.
a 20 per cent of the _ow at the gauging station to r like period.
72573—11. Doc. 1232, 61~3
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TABLE 2.—Estlmated supply in acrc~fc€t from the South Fork
Apr. 1 to Oct. 31.
of Sun River.
1905 1906 ‘ 1007 1908 1000 1910
Estimated run-011 ......................... 32,200 32,000 78,000 106,000 130,000 11,000
Water available for use by the United
States altgr deducting 11,500 acre-feet
for supplying prior rights ................ 20,700 20,500 , 66,500 94,500 118,500
TABLE 3.—Estlmated supply in acre—feet from Willow Creek and amount in.
acre-feet required from the North Fork of Sun River to _ll Willow Creek
Reservoir to its full capacity of 84,300 acre-feet.
‘11905 L 1906
1907
1908
1910
Estimated run-o_ for the year ............ 10, 000 I 8,000
Water available for storage and use by the
United States after deducting 2,000
acre-feet for supplying n'or rights ...... 8,000 0,000
BalanceofWillow Creek eservourca acity
which would have been available or the
storage oi water from the North Fork, 1
assuming all WVillow Creel: _ow to be ,
stored .................................. ‘ 76, 300 78,300
25, 000
23, 000
61,300
25,000
35, 000
23,000 33,000
01,300 51,300 ‘
11,000
9,000
75, 300
TABLE 4.—Es-tlimated available supply from South Fork and Willow Creek and
estimated balance required from the North Fork to supply 61,000 acre-feet for
lands for which water will be taken from Sun River below the mouth of
Willow Creek.
Estimated
Eigm_ged supply Balapce
£3311" 1mm required
Year. South Willow from the
Fork (1mm Creek North
Table 2) (from Fork.
' Table 3).
8, 000
6, 000
23, 000 .
23, 000
33, 000
9. 000
TABLE 5.—Estimatcd supply, i’xn acre»feet, from the North Fork of Sun River
available for lands on the north side of Sun River.
1905 1906 1907‘ l 1908 l 1909 I 1910
Total estimated available supply from the ‘
North Fork after deducting waf_e}? _; !
uired for rior r1 ms 011 Nort 0r _
21mm ’1‘13.‘r)lepl)....lZ ..................... 310,000 295,000 710,000 720000 035,000 567,000
Required for lands on Sun River below the
mouth of Willow Creek (Table 4)}; 'de . 32, 300 34, 500 ............ . ................. 52,000
allable for lands on non s e . _ .
33130131181307” ........................... 277, 700 260, 500 716. 000 126, 000 035, 000 515, 000
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TABLE 6.—Estimated supply in acre-feet from the North Fork of the Sun River
and from Bowl Greek available for lands on the north side of the Sun River.
1905 1006 1907 1908 1909 1010
Estimated supply from the North Fork ,
available for north-side lands (from 3
Table 5) ................................. 277, 700 200,500 ”6,000 725,000 655,0“) } 5:15,le
Estimated run-off from Bowl Creek ....... ,000 8,000 19,000 19,000 15.500 3 12,500
Total. ............................... 285, 700 268,000 735,000 745,000 670,000 1 527,500
TABLE 7.—Estimated supply in acre-feet from the North Fork of the Sun River
available for north-side lands, estimated quantities which could have been
diverted into the north supply canal or stored in Warm Springs Reservoir
for subsequent diversion, and estimated quantities which could not have been
so diverted nor stored owing to the limited capacity of reservoir and supply
canal.
1905 1906 ‘ 1907 1908 1909 1910
1
Estimated supply available from North ,
Fork for nor -sidelands from Table 9). 277,700 260,500 716,000 726,000 655,000 515,0“)
Estimated quantities whie could have
been diverted into north supply canal or
stored in Warm Springs Reservoir ....... 277,700 260,500 650,000 027,000 632,000 515,000
Quantities which could not have been so
diverted or stored ........................................... 66,000 99,000 23,000 ..........
TABLE 8.—Total available supply for north—side lands.
1905 , 1906 1907 1908 1909 1 1910
Quantities from the North Fork which
could have been diverted into the north
supply canal or stored in Warm Springs
Reservoir for subsequent diversion
(from Table 7) .......................... 277,700 260,500 650,000 627,000 632,000 515,000
Quantities from Bowl Creek which could
have been diverted into north supply
canal or stored in Warm Springs Reservolr for subsequent diversion ........... 3,000 8, 000 ______________________________ 12,500
Quantities from Deep Creek and V’Vlllow
Creek available for lands under the
Teton Canal ............................ 37,000 37,000 90,000 130,000 152,000 13,000
Total for north-side. lands ........... 322,7!» 305, 500 740, 000 757,000 784, 000 540, 000
APPENDIX TO SECTION XIII.
LOWER YELLOWSTONE DIVERSION DAM.
1'. Description.—This dam is a rock-_lled, timber and pile, overfall dam With
concrete abutments, one of which forms the head gates of the canal.
The crest
15 straight, measuring 700 feet between abutments; the width of base is 50 feet
4 inches; the maximum elevation of crest above the original river bed is about
12 feet, and above the low-water surface (of 1904) 3.5 feet.
the right bank is a straight buttressed wall of reenforced concrete.
The abutment on
From this
abutmenL a small earth dike with rock-paved slopes, was constructed to connect
the abutment with a hillock which is never under water. the object, of the dike
being to prevent the scouring of a channel around the abutment during ice jams.
The ordinary _oods will pass over the dam with a maximum depth on the
crest of about 8 feet, but at times, due to the formation of ice gorges below,
there may be a depth on the crest of 25 feet.
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2. The dam consists of seven rows of round piles and an upstream and a
downstream row of triple~1ap sheet piling. The piling is well tied together with
longitudinal and transverse timbers, and the space between the piles is _lled
w1th rock. The upstream face is sloping and has a decking of 12 by 12 inch
transverse timbers laid in contact. The top and front face of the dam form an
0§Oe_sectlon, the decking on this part of the dam being formed of 12 by 12 inch
longltudinal timbers laid in contact. To the decking on this face of the dam
1 by 4 inch iron straps, spaced 2 feet between centers measured longitudinally,
are secured. ' The decking of the apron is of 8 by 12 inch timbers laid in contact and perpendicular to the axis of the dam. The toe of the apron is higher
than its intersection with the lower face of the dam, the object of this arrangement being to retain a pool of water on the apron when the _ow over the dam
has ceased. Timber was selected as the material for the superstructure of this
dam, because of its being the cheapest and because it was known that the dam
would he constantly wet, for several years at least, and therefore the timber
would not be liable to decay, it being expected that when, by an increased use
of water higher up the river, the dam becomes exposed, the timber decking
must be replaced, which can be done with concrete slabs at a relatively small
cost.
3. Headworks.~The combined headworks and abutment is a massive concrete structure with a height of 45 feet 6 inches, 3 width at base of 31 feet 6
inches, and a width at crest of 11 feet. The work consists of a straight wall,
163 feet 4 inches long, and two return walls connecting with the high bank.
These walls have lengths respectivelycf 83 feet 9 inches, and 80 feet. There
are 11 circular culverts in the wall. each 5 feet in diameter, closed by sliding
cast-iron gates. The combined capacity of these openings with the water surface at the crest of the dam is considerably greater than the capacity of the
main canal, but the supervising engineer stated that “the area provided is only
su_icient to insure the _lling of the canal during the probable future low—water
discharge of the Yellowstone River, which will, in a few years, at the present
rate of appropriations, be materially less than at present. It is likely that
within 10 years the openings in this structure may not be much in excess of the
actual requirements.”
4. Pile [trimme_'l‘he subsoil of the dam is shale and sandstone, with some
gravel, and it proved to be a very dif_cult material into which to drive timber
piles. An average penetration of 20 feet was, however, secured. On account
of the dif_culty encountered in driving the triple-lap sheet piling and the small
penetrations obtained in some places, the timber piling at these places was
reinforced by steel sheet piling driven in contact with it. During the construction of the dam a large number of round piles had to he pulled on account
of drift collecting against them during a _ood in the river, causing considerable
scour in the bed of the river and endangering the work. After the _ood subsided these piles were redriven and the dam _nished.
5. Costa—The following is a statement of the costs of this work, as furnished
by the local o_ice:
Headworks, total cost __________________________________________ $66, 131. 33
Dam __________________________________________________________ 333, 105. 03
Total ____________________________________________________ 399, 236. 36
6, Based on experience elsewhere this cost appears very high. It is thought
that a dam equally secure and equally suitable could have been built following
some cheaper type for a much more reasonable expenditure. Possibly, also, a
location could have been selected that would have obviated the construction of
the dam, taking the water direct from the river by suitable headworks as in the
Huntley project.
7. It is stated by the supervising engineer that the fact that they were under
necessity of prosecuting the work in midwinter at temperatures of 45 degrees
at times, added perhaps 100 per cent to the cost, and that the combination
design was adopted as giving almost absolute certainty against being carried
away. He states also that the possibility of dispensing with the dam was con—
sidered but rejected mainly on account of the lower level at which the headworks would have to be placed, necessitating a much longer useless length of
main canal and much heavier excavation, as well as a reduction in the acreage
which could be reached by the canal.
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APPENDIX TO SECTION XIV.
NORTH PLATTE PROJECT.
[Duty of Path_nder Reservoir, by A. P. Davis. Chief Engineer.]
The available water supply for the North Platte Valley is indicated by existing records of stream _ow as follows:
Orin Junction, Wyo., 1896 to 1899, inclusive.
Guernsey, Wyo., from June, 1900. to 1908, inclusive.
Whalen, Wyo., for 1909 and 1910.
The above observations can be reduced to discharge at a common point with
small error.
Alcova, Wyo., 1004 and 1905.
Path_nder, Wyo., 1005 to 1910 inclusive.
The observations for Alcova and Path_nder may be taken as practically the
same point as there is little difference in drainage area.
An e_ort has been made to reach a comparison of percentages among these
various stations in order to complete un_lled portions of the record from 1896
to date.
Most of the observations of stream _ow omit the Winter months, but as these
are months of low _ow and little fluctuation the observations may be supplied
Without important error by inspection of the tables, and this has been done.
Rainfall observations have been compiled for Saratoga and South Pass City,
in the basin of the North Platte, and Waterdale. Laramie, Fort Laramie, and
Lander, outside of the basin but su_iciently close and representative to be of
some value as indicating the precipitation in the basin itself. The stations of
Laramie and Fort Laramie are in the basin of the Laramie River, which
empties into the North Platte below the lowest diversion of this river by the
Reclamation Service. Lander is to the north in the Big Horn Basin, and
Waterdale is in the basin of the South Platte. The records for Saratcga and
South Pass City are so badly broken that their utility is greatly impaired. The
rainfall observations have been tabulated by years, ending September 30, as
precipitation after that date affects the discharge of its own calendar year
much less than the year following.
In the years 1905 to 1908 coincident odservations of stream _ow were made
at Path_nder and at Guernsey.
During 1909 and 1910 coincident observations were made at Path_nder and
Whalen. and as the discharge was practically the same at Guernsey and at
Whalen the years 1905 to 1910 can be taken as indicating the relative percentage of run-off at Path_nder and at Guernsey.
The mean of these percentages by months is as follows. taking Guernsey as
100 per cent:
TABLE LiCompamtiire discharge at Path_nder and Guernsey.
Percenh
age Path—
‘ Months. Path_nder. Guernsey. _nder of
' Guemsey.
h
Acre-feet. Acre—feet.
January, 1910 . . . . . . . . ................................................ 37, 796 40, 474 9-1
February, 1910. . . .. . . .. 20,564 34, 506 59
March (3 years) ....... 90,038 115,933 78
April (4 years) ........ 137, 364 178,112 77
May (6 years). 308, 976 331, 427 93
June ( 6 years) 511, 858 559, 205 91
July (6 years) . . . 190, 976 270, 392 73
August (6 years) 59, 582 138, 318
September (5 years , 2 67, 410 57
October (5 years) . . .. 37, 353 75, 454 419
November, 1909 ....... 44, 688 60,114 74
December,1909.......1........................._..__.__..__ 33,572 47,268 71
Total .......................................................... y 1, 446, 249 1, 918. 703 7'6
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Using the above percentages the discharge for Path_nder is extrapolated for
the years 1896 to 1903, inclusive, and the observations at Alcova are taken
for 1904 as showing the _ow at Path_nder.
We thereby have discharge values from 1906 to 1910, inclusive, for Path—
_nder and Guernsey as shown in the following table, which also shows for four
successrve years the _ow of the Laramie River at Uva, near its mouth, for
the months of May and June. This _ow represents only a small fraction of
the _ow of the Laramie River, the major part being diverted above Uva.
The _ow given would be available for the satisfaction of prior rights below
the interstate canal.
The table also. gives for the _ve years of actual synchronous observations,
the difference for May and June, showing the run-off for those months of the
area between Path_nder and Guernsey.
This will be used later.
In each case the year ending September 30 is taken:
TABLE IL—Observed and estimated discharge of North Platte River.
Orin. Difference. Laramie, at Rain.l Rain.I
~m3eses
HHHHHWHMH
hOHmw
u_ohwm
8c
ass: . _ .
ua..sn.-..s
Hmo:0»—
onto
H HNHNH_
u
AE §§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
6
352, 000 ...................... i __________
I Mean of Lander, Waterdale, Laramie and Fort Laramie.
2 Mean of Saratoga and South Pass City.
3 76 per cent of observed discharge at Orin or Guernsey.
‘ At Guernse ‘.
5 Measured discharge at Alcova.
3 Between Path_nder and Guernsey, May and June only.
7 At Whalen.
it will be noted that six years in the record show less than 1,100,000 acrefeet runvotf at Path_nder and that the low years contained in this record never
occur consecutively. This condition is favorable for utilizing the surplus stor«
age capacity of the Path_nder Reservoir. The last year in the record, 929,000
acre-feet, is the year 1910, which is pronounced by settlers the driest year
ever known, and it seems to consider this near the minimum, although the
record indicates an estimated _ow for 1900 slightly lower, and the record at
Saratoga indicates a lower rainfall in 1902.
There are many claims to the waters of the North Platte that antedate
Government _lings, but only a portion of these have been actually applied to
bene_cial use.
An adjudication of these has recently been made by the State engineers of
Wyoming and Nebraska. amounting to 463 cubic feet per second in Wyoming
and 4.618 feet in Nebraska. The adjudication for Wyoming may be fairly
reasonable, but that for Nebraska is evidently excessive and sheds little light
upon the amount that must be allowed to pass the Government diversion dam.
For example, 1801 second-feet were adjudicated to the region east of Bridgeport, while only 100 second»feet were demanded there last year, the driest for
many years. Of the adjudicated areas, both above and below Bridgeport, a
large portion is swamp land in the North Platte Bottoms, andpart of the
necessary water is furnished by return seepage from the old irrigated lands.
From an intimate knowledge of the valley the project engineer expresses the
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opinion that 2,000 second-feet will cover all existing valid prior rights. The
Nebraska adjudication is of no force in Wyoming Where the proposed diversions are located, and the adjudication made would not stand in a Federal court.
Nevertheless, it would hardly be safe to ignore it at the present time.
Of the total adjudication it is believed to be very conservative to assume
that no more than 3,000 cubic feet per second will be actually demanded, and
this, of course, only during the time when the natural _ow of the river
is furnishing this amount. When it falls below this amount the later rights
must go short unless they arrange for stored water from the Government
reservoirs.
The following table shows the dates at which the river declined to speci_ed
discharges in the period of record:
Flow of Platte at Guernsey on dates mentioned.
Year 51000 3.000 2,000 '
' second-feet. second-feet. second-feet.
1902 ................................................................ June22...4 June 22... July 1.
. . JuneZB...1July11.... July16.
. . June27...i July 13.... July 18.
. . Juneso...iJuly11.... July22.
. June ”.1 July25_.__ July26.
. 2
. July 12 ..... July 26. . . . Aug. 7.
June 26. July 13
July 14 ‘ Aug. 5.
May 18 . June 20
On the above assumption the Reclamation Service may store at Path_nder
only such amounts as are in excess of the needs of the canals using 3,000 second»
feet in the height of the season. After the river discharge declines below 3,000
cubic feet per second, which usually occurs in July. the entire _ow of the river
must be allowed to _ow through the reservoir in addition to the draft for reclamation uses. The irrigation season usually closes about October 1, and the
little water needed after that date may be obtained from the run-off and seepage
below Guernsey. The amounts that would, under these assumptions, have been
released from storage as the river declined is given for _ve years in the following table:
TABLE III.~TVuter to release from, reservoir to satisfy prior rights after July 1.
1904 . 1905 1906 1907 1908 I 1909
July ........ 137,000 130,000‘ 122,000 150,000
August. . . . 41, 000 84,000 75,000 80,000
Septemb 39,000 35, 000 33, 000 70,000
Total .......... _ _ 217,000 299,000 230,000 ‘ 300,000
Less excess _ow above Guernsey. . ............... 70,000 90,000 10,000 ..........
Net amount ........................ 169,000 161,000 147,000 209,000‘ 220,000} 300,000
The item “Less excess _ow above Guernsey ” refers to the in_ow between
Path_nder and Guernsey while the _ow at Guernsey is above 3,000 second-feet.
The region furnishing water to the North Platte Valley above Gering may
be considered in four parts:
1. The region above Path_nder tributary thereto; drainage area 12,000 square
miles. Observations of stream _ow at or near this point cover seven years,
from 1004 to 1910, given in Table II.
2. The region below Path_nder and above Guernsey, with an area of 4,240
square miles, from which the runoff can be obtained by comparing the measure:
ments at Path_nder with those at Guernsey. By means of regulation at
Guernsey this can be made available. (See Table II.)
3. The drainage basin on Laramie River above Uva, with an area of 3,180
square miles, for which we have observations of the _ow at Uva for four
years, 1896 to 1899, inclusive. Most of the run-off of Laramie River is diverted
above Uva for irrigation, and the measured discharge is the residue and return
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seepage at that point, and is available for the satisfaction of water rights below
the mouth of the Laramie. (See Table II.)
4. The portion of the basin below Guernsey and above Gering, exclusive of
the Laramie above Uva. This area is 4,920 square miles. In this stretch of
the'river most of the ditches having prior rights divert water. The best
available data for the runoff of this region is by comparison with the discharge from the region between Path_nder and Guernsey. The measurements
at the latter points show by comparison the run-o_’ of this part of the basin in
excess of diversions The region between Guernsey and Gering is similar in
topography, but lower in altitude, with a lighter rainfall, but is known to contribute an important supply in the irrigation season. As the drainage area
is larger. it is believed, to be conservative, to estimate its drainage to be equal
, to that between Path_nder and Guernsey less the diversions in that region,
and this estimate is here used.
During the month of ’June it is expected that for prior rights the maximum
quantity would be required throughout the month, 3,000 second-feet for 30
days, or about 180,000 acre-feet. In May a less amount is required. say 160,000
acre-feet, making a total of 340,000 acre-feet required to satisfy prior rights
to June 30. This could be supplied from the following sources:
Water for prior rights in May and June:
From Laramie River, value for 1896 (Table II) ______________ 30,000
Other drainage below Guernsey (estimated) ____________________ 120,000
Run-off between Path_nder and Guernsey (Table II, 1906) ______ 120,000
Balance from reservoir ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,_ 70,000
Total supply for May and June priorities ____________________ 340.000
The draft of 70,000 added to the 220,000 (see Table III) passing through
the reservoir after July 1 gives a total of 290,000 acre-feet to be deducted
from the supply above Path_nder to satisfy prior rights.
From the above we may assume that the amount of water that must pass the
Path_nder Reservoir, which cannot on account of prior rights be held there, is
300,000 acre—feet per annum.
The large required amount indicated in Table III for the year 1909 is due
to the excessive _ow of that year, and would have been wasted in any event,
because of a full reservoir. It may, therefore, be disregarded. Aside from
this, the highest year is 1908, in which 220.000 acre-feet would have passed
through the reservoir after July 1. Little irrigation is done in April, and this
in the latter part. This period is one of rather large run-off frrm the low
country. and there would always be plenty of water for all prior rights in
April from the run-off below Path_nder. ,
The contracts on the North Platte project allow a water supply limited to
bene_cial use of not to exceed 2% feet in depth. As not all land with water
right is under cultivation at any one time, and as much grain and other crops
of short season will always be grown, it seems safe to assume that the actual
average consumption of water will be considerably less than 2; feet measured
on the land. To furnish this we may assume that it will be necessary to provide 3 acre-feet in the reservoir for every acre holding full water right.
In addition to prior rights above mentioned, it is desirable to provide a full
water supply to the following lands:
Acres.
Interstate Canal _________________________________________________ 115, 000
Goshen Park high line ____________________________ 150, 000
Fort Laramie Canal _____________________ , _________________________ 50, 000
Total _______________________________________________________ 315, 000
In addition to the above there is an inde_nite area of land in private ownership above Guernsey and under the Tristate Canal aggregating over 100,000
acres, which may or may not apply for reservoir rights in the future under the
terms of the reclamation act. The purpose of this discussion is to determine as
approximately as possible what acreage we can safely undertake to water in
order to proceed along a rational plan.
Of the above area under the Interstate Canal, 30,000 acres is to be watered
from small reservoirs to be constructed on the prOJect which will be _lled
partly by waste water from that canal, but mainlyfrom'the run-0K of the area
below Path_nder in the fall and early spring. It is believed to be safe, thereTX_00132033
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fore, to eliminate this area from that to be supplied from the Path_nder
Reservoir.
In the ultimate development there will be considerable return seepage from
the upper lands available for the Interstate Canal and for the prior rights be—
low, and though no data on this point is available, it seems conservative to esti—
mate that this will be sun_cient for the irrigation of about 30,000 acres. The deduction of this area leaves a total of 255,000 acres to be supplied with irrigation water from the contemplated Government Works.
The year ending September 30, 1900, as given in Table II, is the lowest in the
record, and is followed by a year of less than average supply, and this in turn by
one of the lowest in the record. This constitutes the most severe combination in
the record. .
The heavy discharge in the year 1899 insures a full reservoir June 30, 1900.
According to our assumptions, prior rights would have required after that date
220,000 acrevfeet of water, and 315,000 acres in the Government projects would
have required 60 per cent of a full supply, or 567,000 acre-feet. This would
have left 313,000 acrefeet in the reservoir. We would have had—
Remaining in reservoir Sept. 30, 1900 ______________________________ 313, 000
Run-off for 1901 __________________________________________________ 1, 333, 000
1, 646, 000
Evaporation _ - __ ___ 45, 000
Prior rights _ _ 300, 000
Irrigation draft ________________________________________ 945, 000
_— 1, 290, 000
Remaining in reservoir Sept. 30, 1901 ______________________________ 356, 000
Run-off for 1902 _________________________________________________ 942, 000
' 1, 298, 000
Evaporation _________ 50, 000
Prior rights __________ ' _ 300, 000
Irrigation draft__________'_ _____________________________ 945, 000
—— 1, 295, 000
Balance ___________________________________________________ 3. 000
According to the above we may safely construct both the Goshen Park line
and the Fort Laramie Canal and have sudicient water to supply 30,000 acres of
private land and as much more as may be supplied from the return seepage
water from the above systems. The demand for this is developed only to a very
small extent as yet.
If two or more years in succession should occur with discharge as low as that
of 1900, there would still be more than a 70 per cent supply. which would not be
disastrous, but is such a shortage as we should expect at long intervals under a
proper development. Also, the same acreage may be served if the minimum
year should furnish a supply much smaller than any new of record, provided it
does not occur two years in succession.
In case of a large private demand for stored water, or that some of the
above assumptions are more favorable than facts will justify, it may be found
desirable to omit the Fort Laramie Canal, or to build it of smaller dimensions
than now contemplated. In this there is such a margin that there can be no
doubt of the water supply being sufficient for the Goshen Park project if
desirable to use it there.
It is believed, however. that the greatest error in the above assumptions
is the large amount set aside for prior rights, namely, 3.000 cubic feet per
second. If this can be held down to 2,000 second-feet, according to the estimate
of the project engineer, it will add about 80,000 acres to the above duty.
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APPENDIX TO SECTION XV.
TRUCKEE-CARSON PROJECT.
1 WATER SUPPLY.
1. The water supply for this project is obtained from the Carson and Truckee
Rivers, a canal with a capacity of 1,200 secondfeet, diverting the _ow from
the latter to the Carson,
2. The project provided for the regulation of the _ow of the Truckee River
by means of storage at Lake Tahoe, and the construction of storage reservoirs
on the Lower Carson River, known as the Carson Reservoir, with a capacity
of 290,000 acre-feet, and Alkali Flat Reservoir. the capacity of which is at
the present time undetermined, but will be approximately 228,000 acre-feet.
3. ‘The following condensed statement of the available supply and irrigation
requirements for the TruckeeCarson project has been prepared for the board
by the supervising engineer:
“ The average _ow of the Truckee River at Vista, Nev., a gauging station a
few miles above the Derby Dam but below the irrigated lands at Reno, is
$80,000 acre—feet per annum during the period 1900 to 1907, inclusive. Excepting about 30 second-feet during the irrigation season. all of this _ow is available for diversion for the Truckee—Carson project.
“The average _ow of the Carson River at Empire, Nev., a point a few miles
above the proposed Carson Dam, is 364,000 acre~fcet per annum after making
deduction for all vested rights on the river. This amount is, therefore, all
available for use on the Truckee-Carson project.
“ By regulating the _ow of the Truckee River by means of storage at Lake
Tahoe it will be possible to deliver water through the main Truckee Canal
into the proposed Carson Reservoir to an annual amount of 710,000 acre-feet,
This is the net amount after making,r appropriate deductions for vested rights
along the Truckee River and the irrigation supply for lands under the TruckeeCarson project between the Derby Dam and the (‘arson Dani.
“ There will therefore be available in the Carson Reservoir an average
annual supply of 1,070,000 acre-feet, made up of 360,000 acre-feet from the
Carson and 710,000 acre~feet from the Truckee.
“ In order to irrigate 172,000 acres below the Carson Dam there will be
required 602,000 acre-feet of water, allowing 3.5 acre-feet per acre. Of this
amount 312,000 acre-feet can be turned directly from the Truckee main canal
into the Carson River and thence onto the irrigable lands without utilizing any
storage. The balance of 290,000 acre~fcet will have to be supplied from storage
on the Carson River.
“The 290,000 acre-feet of storage water can be derived from deliveries
from the Truckee main canal into the Carson Reservoir during the nonirri—
gating season, or from the natural _ow of the Carson River into the Carson
Reservoir, or both. In practical Operation it will probably be found advantageous to use Carson River water as far as it will go, making up the de_ciency by deliveries from the Truckee main canal during the nonlrrlgatlng
season. This will permit the service of the main canal to be discontinued
during a considerable portion of the nonirrigating season.
“ Hydrographic studies show that at no time during a nine-year period over
which records extend would the Carson River Reservoir have been seriously
depleted or reduced below a storage of 100,000 acre-feet.
“ The ultimate construction of a reservoir at Alkali Flat will utilize much
of the surplus _ow of the Carson River for irrigating lands in Churchill Valley.
“ It will be noted that apparently a considerable excess supply of the Truckee
and Carson Rivers exists. The period over which records extend apparently
includes a cycle of excessive precipitation. The California records show that
during the seventies a prolonged period of excessive drouth occurred much in
excess of anything that had previously or has since been experienced. The
apparent margin of safety in the supply works for the Truckee-Carson project
as at present designed need not, therefore, be considered as being in any way
excessive, as there is a distinct possibility that should a prolonged period oi?
drouth, as before mentioned, recur the supply will not prove more than adequ_f_gcompanying this statement is n tabulation entitled ‘ Table of requirements
and available supply for irrigating various areas of land below Carson Dam.’
The land below Carson Dam includes 172.000 acres made up of the _rst unit,
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districts 3, 4, and 5, and Carson Lake extension. The two remaining branches
of the project, viz, Pyramid Lake extension and Churchill Valley, would be
watered directly from the Truckee main canal or from the Alkali Flat Reservoxr
on the Carson River.” _
4. The above statement assumes a regulated _ow in the Truckee River.
About a year ago an agreement between the power company controlling the
outlet to Lake Tahoe and the Reclamation Service was drafted, under the
provisions of which the desired regulation of theITruckee River was to be
secured at a very nominal cost to the project, approximately $20,000. This
agreement has been before the Secretary of the Interior for some time, but has ,
not received his approval. The regulation of the Truckee River could probably
be accomplished by storage elsewhere than in Lake Tahoe, but at a largely
increased cost. Some agreement with this company, even at a greater cost
to the Truckee-Carson project, is desirable.
5. An examination of the hydrographs of the Truckee and Carson Rivers
shows 1908 as a year of minimum _ow, and the following table, based upon
conditions that year, indicates that, excluding Alkali Flat Reservoir and the
land that can be irrigated directly from it in Churchill Valley, only 150,000
acres could have been irrigated in that year had the _ow of the Truckee River
not been regulated:
Mean monthly _ow.
_____‘ Balance
l Monthl Mon ths Tmckee ‘ deman ‘ re rigged
2?ng 1 Carson Combined 102335000 3 Carson
058 in 1 River. _ow. / ' ‘ Reservoir.
canal. '
l
i
Second-feet. Second-feet. Second-fed. Second-feet. Secondfeei.
920 43) 370 882 ............
A ril ...................................... ,
3y. . . . 536 570 1,106 1, 537 431
June.... 496 410 906 1,941 1,035
July.... 272 150 420 1,878 1,458
August... 248 50 298 1,708 ; 1,410
September 216 50 266 529 |
October..
Being equal to 275,820 acre-feet.
6. As approximately 13,000 acres below Carson Dam has prior vested rights
in the unregulated _ow of the Carson River. the area under the project that
could have been irrigated in this year of low run-off would not have exceeded
140.000 to 145,000 acres, exclusive of Churchill Valley, as against 192,000
acres if the Truckee River had been regulated.
7. By increasing the capacity of Alkali Flat Reservoir above that required
for Churchill Valley it may be possible to secure suf_cient water for the needs
of this project without regulating the _ow of the Truckee River, but at greater
expense and with less certainty, particularly in view of the probability of a
prolonged period of drought such as is said to have occurred in the seventies
8. The regulation of the _ow of the Truckee by means of storage at Lake
Tahoe may not be an essential part of this project. but it is a desirable one,
as it will reduce the cost per acre and insure an ample supply of water under
all conditions.
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Table of I'equirenwnts and available supply for irrigating «various areas of land
below Carson Dam.
Avail~
able suply de— Monthl Balance Montbl Bah?“ Monthlv ”an?”
Months. _vered demon regggled deman “$355“ demand regruired
from for 85,000 Carson lor 100,000 Carson for 125,000 C831);
main acres. R‘ acres . , acres. ,
Truckee wer. Rn er River.
l
Canal. ‘
l
l
Sea-_.
January .................. .. 1 080 .
February. 1:080
arch 1,080
A ril. 953
8y" 902
June. 826
July—m 840
August ..... 849
September. 1,003
October. . . . 1,039
November.. 1,080 .
December ............ . .. 1,080 .
Total .......... nere—fcet.. 710,000 294,000} 37,000 352,000 77,5OOI 436,000 148,000
Balance ‘ Balance Balance
3:123:11 re uired 1.113;;th required 11:31:21,111 required
Months. om from from
for 135,000 for 150,000 for 175,000
acres Carson acres i Carson acres Carson
River. l River ' River.
Sec 41 i Sec-ft Sea-ft Sec -ft Sea-ft. Sea-_.
January. . .
February.
...acre-feet.. 467,000l 176.0001 525,000‘ 219.000 612,000 293,000
1 l
APPENDIX TO SECTION XXI.
WATER SUPPLY.
1. Water is obtained for this project from Link River and Lost River. Link
River, which is the outlet of Upper Klamath Lake. has a drainage area of 3,100
square miles. with an average rainfall ou the drainage area of about 20 inches.
2. Discharge measurements have been made continuously since August, 1904,
and the results show an average annual run-off of 1,700,000 acre-feet. The
mean monthly discharge for this period varies from 3,839 second-feet in April
to a minimum of 1,185 second-feet in September. The lowest average daily dis—
charge for any one month was 900 second»feet in September, 1908.
3. Upper Klamath Lake, with an area of 66,000 acres, constitutes a good
natural reservoir, and at, slight cost additional storage to the extent of 200,000
acre-feet can be provided.
4. An examination of the discharge measurements since 1904 indicates that
with such storage no dif_culty would have been had in maintaining a constant
_ow during the irrigating season of not less than 1,400 second-feet. There are
prior rights on this river amounting to 325 second—feet, all of which is used in
development of power. The requirements of the prOJect are analyzed as follows:
Area to be irrigated.
Acres.
Lower project uplands _________________ 37, 000
Tule Lake lands ___________________________________________________ 35,000
72, 000
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5. On the basis of 1 second-foot for each 100 acres. 720 second-feet will be
required for this area. of this amount 100 second—feet will be furnished from
Lost River, as described hereafter, and the remainder, 620 second-feet. from
Link River through the main canal. For the development of power by the
Reclamation Service there will be required 445 second-feet delivered through
the Keno Canal. making a total diversion from Link River for the project of
1,065 second-feet. This added to the amount to which prior appropriators are
entitled equals 1.390 second-feet, or practically the amount obtainable from
Link River after its _ow has been regulated as above described.
6. Lower Klamath marshes, if drained in accordance with the present plans.
will also be irrigated with water discharging from Link River. As the point of
diversion will be below the power plants there will be an abundance of water
for this purpose.
7. Discharge measurements of Lost River have been made since 1904 and
show an average annual run—off of 118,960 acrefeet below Clear Lake Dam. the
drainage area above this point being 600 square miles. To regulate the _ow of
this river, Clear Lake Reservoir has been built. It has an area of 25,000 acres
and an available capacity of 462,000 acre-feet. The primary purpose of this
reservoir was to store the _ood waters of Lost River and increase the evaporation loss therefrom] so as to permit the reclamation of part of Tule Lake by
evaporation, but it also serves to store water that can subsequently be used in
irrigation.
8. A study of the history of this reservoir. assuming it to have been built in
1904, and assuming that commencing with the season of 1906 an annual irrigation draft had been made upon it of 75,000 acre-feet (suf_cient for watering
30,000 acres) shows that during the entire period covered by the records the
reservoir would have been full at no time. and that during the past four years
there would. probably, not have been su_icient water for the full irrigation of
the 30,000 acres. As to the effect of this reservoir upon Tule Lake. an analysis
made by the Reclamation Service indicates that with a yearly evaporation of
4.65 feet the surface level of Tule Lake would have been reduced about 6 feet
in a little over _ve years, a rate of recession that would delay for an unreasonable length of time the reclamation of submerged Tule Lake lands. To hasten
this result, a diversion channel has been planned leading from Lost River to
Klamath River. As to the size of this channel the following is quoted from a
report by the project engineer:
“ The diversion of water from Lost River through a 200 second-feet capacity
channel would have lowered the surface of Tule Lake an additional 5 feet, or to
a total of 11 feet in the period under consideration. Additional diversion
through a 400 second-feet channel, instead of one of 200 second-feet, would have
lowered the lake surface but an additional 2 feet during the same time.
“ These computations may be considered as showing the most favorable conditions, as no correction has been made for the inevitable increase of discharge
of Lost River due to return water from irrigation on the lower project. and from
a similar source on the upper project in case the latter, eventually, should be
irrigated. It is considered. however. that the fact of this return water could
be offset by making the actual capacity of the drainage canal about 50 secondfeet greater than the _gures used for purposes of computing diversion. Some
further corrections would have to be made if the computations of amount
diverted through the Lost River diversion channel should be computed from
daily discharge measurements, rather than from monthly totals. Such computations have been made in part, but are found to have an inappreciahle effect
on the general result.”
9. The analysis as to what might have been accomplished during the past
_ve years has been continued by the Reclamation Service up to and including
1913 under the assumption that the rainfall conditions for the years 1906—1909
could be applied to the succeeding four years. from which it appears that at
the end of 1913 the surface of Tule Lake would have been at elevation 4,038,
equivalent to a total lowering of 18 feet and to the reclamation of about 35.000
acres. Under the assumptions made this work would have required nine years
from the completion of Clear Lake Dam and the Lost River diversion.
10. The studies of the Reclamation Service relative to the reclamation of Tule
Lake lands contain many elements entering into the problem. such as run-off
from the surrounding drainage basin, rainfall in the future. seepage from lands
now being placed under irrigation. that are more or less indeterminate, and
time alone can decide whether the assumptions made are warranted. That
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35,000 acres of these lands can, eventually, be reclaimed ill the manner proposed seems probable.
11. Water for irrigating Tule Lake lands may be obtained from Link River,
or from Lost River. If the Modoc Siibproject is built the bulk of it will be
obtained from Link River. In considering above the draft upon Link River,
it was assumed that only 100 second-feet of the amount required for the Tule
Lake lauds would be obtained from Lost River, this amount being available
in the lower reaches without trespassing upon Clear Lake storage.
12. The Modoc subproject. if constructed. will be watered from Clear Lake
Reservoir. It is estimated that there will be suf_cient water in this reservoir
for the irrigation of from 25,000 to 30,000 acres, and as the Modoc subproject
covers only 18,000 acres. there will be a balance probably suf_cient to satisfy
certain undetermined prior rights in Upper Langell Valley that are now in the
process of adjudication.
13. The upper subproject, if constructed, will depend for its supply upon
Miller Creek, the annual run-off of which averages 70,000 acre-feet, varying
from a maximum of 125.000 acre-feet in 1907 to a minimum of 19,000 acre-feet
in 1908. With the proposed Horse_y Reservoir, having a capacity of 55.000
acre-feet, it is reasonable to assume that there will be available not less than
40,000 acre-feet each year. Only 1; acre-feet per acre are deemed necessary on the land. Seepage and evaporation losses are assumed by the Recla.
mation Service at 40 per cent, thus requiring a reservoir allowance of 24} acre-feet
per acre. At this rate there will be sufficient for 16,000 acres. These allowances are liberal and it may be found possible to subsequently increase the “creage under this subpi'oject.
APPENDIX TO SECTION XXII.
BELLE FOUBCHE PROJECT.
1. Reservoir Dam._'1‘his is of earth _ll, without core wall, which type was
adopted mainly on account of the character of subsoil and the material available for the _ll. The general dimensions are: Length on top, 6,200 feet: width
on top, 19 feet; maximum height, 115 feet above stream bed; side slope, 2 to 1
on the inside, except that below the concrete toe wall the slope is 5 to 1, and for
the uppermost 15 feet is 1:} to 1. On the outside the slope is 2 to 1 except for
the uppermost 30 feet where it is 1.65 to 1. The downstream slope is strengthened by two berms, 8 feet wide, provided with concrete drainage gutters. The.
dam will contain, when completed, 1,600,000 cubic yards of earth and 45,000
cubic yards of gravel. A cut-off trench was excavated the full length of the
dam along its center line, and _lled with selected material. The earth _ll
was deposited in 6-inch layers, wetted, and rolled with a steam roller. A drawing showing the cross section of the dam is appended hereto.
2. There is considerable gypsum in the vicinity, and efforts were made to
exclude it from the material used in the body of the dam, borrow pits being
selected with this end in view. In the fourth annual report of the Reclamation
Service it was stated that the “ material of which it will be built is heavy clay
and gumbo, which weighs in some places 120 pounds per cubic foot." and “a
number of open borrow pits were sunk to bedrock under the proposed dam,
and it was found that the distance to shale under the body of the dam was
40 feet. No continuous gravel or water-bearing strata were encountered, and
the base under the dam will therefore be impervious. 'All borrow pits at
which carth or gravel is to be obtained were carefully investigated by open
test wells and borings. An examination and analysis of the. earth to be used
in the dam was made by H. Means, and his report showed only a small amount;
of soluble matter in the material from most of the borrow pits, but in two
pits there was a large percentage of gypsum, and this material will not be used.
3, The methods followed in preparing the site and in depositing the _ll are
those used in good engineering practice. The concrete block facing 0n the watep
side is especially substantial. It is made of slabs,_ 6 feet by 4 feet, and 8 inches
thick. molded in a yard and later placed on a 24-inch layer of screened gravel.
The facing is held in place at the foot by a concrete toe wall. The two concrete gutters on the upper and lower bermspn the. downstream Side are well
suited to their purpose. An ample spillway is prowded to take care of _oods,
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the crest being 15 feet below the top of the dam. This spillway is semicircular
in plan and 314 feet in length. The fall of the water over the crest is broken
by two concrete steps, after which the water _ows in a concrete-lined channel
on a 4 per cent grade to the foot of the slope, and there is discharged into the
river bed, which is protected against undue erosion by concrete work.
4. The capacity of the reservoir is 204,000 acre-feet. Two outlets are pro
vided, one for the north and one for the south main canal, with capacities of
650 and 300 second-feet, respectively. The gates in each are in duplicate, those
nearest the reservoir being of the piston type, while those in the rear are of the
sliding type. The clear opening of the gates is 4 feet by 6 feet. The proportions used in concrete were 1 cement. 2;} send, and 41. gravel.
5. Comment. The board deems it prudent to call attention to the relative
steepness of the side slopes for the dam. Usually these slopes, especially on
the upstream side, in dams of this height and character without core wall, are
not steeper than 3 on 1, to avoid sloughing when the reservoir is drawn down
and when under full head to keep the hydraulic grade line through the dam and
subsoil from coming to the surface on the downstream slope or too near the toe.
This may be accomplished with the steeper downstream slopes, but to assume
that it is satisfactorily done in any particular case necessarily places great
reliance on the results of the methods of construction followed and material
used to obtain water-tightness in the dam, a reliance not always justi_ed. The
best practice, therefore. while using every precaution in construction, also
usually adopts the _atter side slopes.
6. In the present instance, the dam has not been exposed to the full head; in
fact, the water has risen to less than half the projected height. While there
has been no appearance of seepage through the dam itself, there has appeared
some seepage apparently through the subsoil at a point about 100 feet to one side
of the maximum section and a short distance below the toe.
7. This indicates that there is some leakage through the dam or that the
subsoil is more permeable than as stated in the quotation above.
8. In view of this and of the great damage the failure of the dam would
occasion, it is thought that it should be carefully watched for several years to
detect any signs of weakness.
9. The total cost to date has been $950,231.46. and the estimated additional
cost to complete it is $166,000, or a total of $1,116,000 in round numbers. These
_gures include all overhead charges.
APPENDIX No. 1 To SECTION XXV.
WATER SUPPLY.
Summary of data and conclusions. _nal development Yakima project.
I. CAPACITY OF RESERVOIRS.
Name of reservoir. ($31033). Remarks.
Keechelus ............................................... i 142,000
5133:; : : : - - -- - - :1 $2, % Upper lakes, 773,000 acre-feet.
Bumping . . . 35: 000
MeAllister. . 115,000 Naches. 150,000 acre-feet.
Total ............................................... 928, 000
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Summary of data (11nd conclusions, _nal development of Yakima project—Con—
tinued.
11. ACREAGE AND ESTIMATED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS.
[Based upon an irrigation season from April to October 15, inclusive, and high line
acreage of 160,000. Storage movementvby years given below]
Mean August re—
quirement.
, D uty of
_ £3351 Acreage —-#—— Storage storage
Preject. Point 01 diversion. requiring charge water
‘ under storage | Duty Diver- (acre- (acre-feet
prmect. ' (second- sion (est) 9 er acre) 3
ieet per (second- ‘ p ‘
acre). feet).
Kittitas .............. Boston ........... 67,000 67, 000 1 84 800 146,000 2.18
High Line Teanaway. . . . 160, 000 160, 000 1 80 366.000 2.28
Tieton. . . Tieton River 34,000 34, 000 1 106 320 59,000 1. 73
VVapato. . Union Gap. . . 120, 000 108, 000 1 80 1,350 247,000 2.28
Sunnyside. . ... 0.. . 100,000 48,000 1 80 6 110,000 2.28
Total. _ _' ....................... 481, 000 417, 000 .......... 5, 070 928,000 2. 22
1 The Sunnyside project has 650 second-feet of natural river _ow. This is considered as serving 650 by
80, or 52,000 acres without storage. Also Wnpeto hes l50 scoond-ieet, considered as serving 12,000 acres
without storage.
3 This storage charge is computed on a basis of the acreage under each project which will require storage
and the diversion per acre for the project.
3 This may he termed the storage charge per acre.
III. PRIVATE CANALS.
All private canals above Union Gap are provided for on basis of past usage.
The private canals in the lower valley will receive a su_icient quantity for them
needs from return _ow.
IV. PLEDGED STORAGE.
Cascade County: An allowance of 17,000 acre-feet is provided fl'Om storage
as follows: July 20—31, 113 second~feetz August, 115 second-feet; September,
92 second-feet: October, 1—15, 58 second-feet.
Union Gay Irrigation 00.: The small quantity of Storage due this company is
considered as coming from Kittitas return _ow.
V. HOLDOVER.
As the two Naches reservoirs will always have a considerable excess run-off
available, no holdover should be stored in them. For the following summary
the holdover has been considered as stored as follows: Keechelus, 10 per cent;
Kachess, 40 per cent; Clealum, 50 per cent.
VI. KACHESS FEED CANAL.
For this scheme of development, no necessity for a feed canal from Keechelus
to Kachess has arisen during the past seven years of record. Conditions might
arise that would make such a canal operative; for example, if a year like 1908
had followed the year 1906. It would seem, however, that the probability of
such necessity is not very great.
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Smut/wry of storage movement, by years. _na'l development Yakima project.
[Basis of summary: Reservoir capacity and project acreage as noted on sheet 1: provision r01 private canals (sheet 2). Irrigation season April 1 to October 15. Storage
season starts November 1. Summary from hydrographs. ]
Storable
‘ Hold Total water Acreage $0101 .
- Stumble over quantity lost {or - to re» 5 orage
Hanson and reservmr. from stored iject. . (from
run-00.131111 of quu'ed ‘
e_a1' for reservoir. , storage. hydro
prev10us. season. capacity. raphy .
‘ 1
1904: 1 ,
67,000 71,000
Keechelus ........
h . .
Kittitas ...........
High line..... . .1.
Cascade County..
‘PassS. S. Dam...
To ta ............................... 928,000 ..........
Next season hold over. .................... 261 , ..........
1
Total used._._. .................... 007,000 .......... l
5: ‘
Keechelus. 130,000 26,000 142, 000 14, 000 ‘
Kucheas 155,000 104, 000 210,000 40, 000 1
270,000 131, 000 420,000 _ 1
......................... 150,000
T0 t0 ........... . . 261,000 928,000 38,000
Next season hold over. . . .......... 159, 000 ..........
Total used ......................... 769, 000 ..........
Tom 1. . ..
Next season hold over. . . .
Total used .....
1907:
Keechelus.. . .
Total........
Kittitas ...........
Sunnyside .
Wapnto.
T101011”
Highllne. .
Cascade County. .
PassS. S. D3111“
Total........
T0101........... , y. .. 17,000
Nexlseason hold over. .................... 113, 000 .......... Pass S. S. Dam. . . . . . 20, 000
Total used ..... ........... 815,000 .......... 1000......" 815,000
142. 000 39, 000 f K111111152: ......... 07, 000 60, 000
210. 000 23, 000 1
420, 000 78, 000 ‘1
150, 000 .......... ,
928, 000 . 140.000 Cascade County.
327, 000 .......... Pass S. S. D0111.
601, 000 .......... Total.... . .., 417,000 001,000
142,000 11,000 Kittltas...
210 000 67,000 Sunnysld
426; 000 44, 000 Wapato.
150 000 .......... Tieton
~ High line. 203, 000
Total.... . . . . . 122,11» Cascade County. .......... , 000
Next. season hold ove .......... .Dam. . . .......... ,
1010‘ Total used ............... . 168, 000 .......... Total.... . . .. 417,000 768,000
Keechelus.. .. . 227, 000 16. 000 142. 000 101,000 Kittitas ........... 7. 000 102, 000
Kachess. . , 000 2, Sunnyside . . .‘ ,. 000 ........
(1100.10.10. . . 000 ‘v 01101.0 108, 000 416, 000
h aches ........... Tiemn . . . .. 34, 000 ........
Highline. ....... . 00,000 360,000
Total .................... 160,000 928. 000 427,000 Cascade County. .......... 17,000
Next season hold over. .................... 13,000 .......... Pass S. S. Dam... .......... .000
Total used ..... 1 .................... 015,000 .......... Total.... . . .. 417,000 915,000
72573—H. D00. 1202, 61—3 13
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APPENDIX No. 2 in SECTION XXV.
M’ALLISTER MEADOWS RESERVOIR SITE.
The McAllister Meadows Stomge Reserv oi1 site was 1isited bv a committee
of 1the board on August 30,1910.
2. This rese11011 site is located on the headwaters of the Tieton River. At
the present time there is no water stored in this locality. the site consisting of
meadow land which it is proposed to _ood by the construction of a high dam
in the Tieton River. backing water up into the North and South Forks. It is
expected that a spillway can be placed in a low portion of the rim of this reservoir, now occupied by Milk River. a small stream _owing into the Tieton. This
site, however, has not been explored, and the construction of a spillway may
involve many engineering dif_culties, increasing the cost above what is now
estimated. If the present plans are carried out, McAllister Meadows will be
developed into the fourth reservoir, in point of size, in the Yakima project.
3. The dam site is in :1 narrow gorge of the Ticton River. where the width is
not over 300 yards between the high rock headlands on both sides of the canyon,
furnishing what appears to be excellent abutments for dam construction. Borings have been made in the dam site and drifts have been dug to develop the
underlying material. It appears from these, as far as now completed. that the
rock faces of the canyon on either side continue at about the present slope to
great depths. The intervening space across the bottom of the canyon is _lled
with bowlders, broken rocks. and disintegrated material. Some borings as deep
as 80 feet were made without striking any more solid material.
4. As this site is impracticable for a masonry dam, some sort of earth or
rock till dam will be necessary This const1uction, and the estimates of the
Reclamation Service have been based upon a structme of this type pe. is contingent on adequate spillway facilities, as no over_ow can be permitted to take
.place over a dam of the character suggested.
5. This estimate the committee believes to be somewhat low, and it may be
‘ desi1able to 1e11se these _gures after fuither examinations are made of the
possible spillw ay sites.
6. The capacity of the McAllister Meadows Reservoir is to be 115,000 acre’feet. The maximum height of proposed dam is 150 feet, length on crest 900
feet, and the estimated cubical contents about 450,000 cubic yards.
APPENDIX N 0. 3 TO SECTION XXV.
BUMPING LAKE RESERVOIR.
1. Bumping Lake is located in Washington, about 46 miles from Naches, the
‘ nearest railway point. The object of this reservoir is to store the _ood waters
of the lake for use in the Yakima project. It was visited on August 30 and
31 by a committee of the board.
2. The capacity of the reservoir is 34,000 acrefeet and the variation of water
Jevel 35 feet. The work consists in the construction of a dam across the
Bumping River about one-half of a mile below the lake, the spillway, and the
discharge conduit and accessories. At the time of the inspection the work was
approximately 75 per cent completed and it is proposed to _nish it this season.
3. The dam is of the earth—_ll type, 45 feet in total height and 3,500 feet in
length. The width on top is 20 feet. The side slopes are 3 to 1 on the reservoir
Ilde and 2 to 1 on the downstream side. This latter slope _attens out to 4 to 1
near the toe In plan the dam is slightly curved to follow the high ground and
reduce the embankment.
4. The materials for the iii] are excavated from a borrow pit by steam shovel,
loaded on small dump cars and hauled by horses on a railway to the dam site.
The line from the borrow pit branches at the end of the dam into two lines,
one of which follows each slope of the dam. The cars are dumped toward
the center of the dam, forming two parallel embankments. The _ne material is
then washed down toward the center by water from pressure nozzles, thus
forming a sluice-_ll core, leaving the heavier gravel and bowlders to form the
outside po1tions of the dam. The tracks me shifted as the dam iises and
the core thus becomes progressively thinner and the proper slope is given to
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the faces. The reservoir face is being paved with a 2»foot layer of bowlders
of more or less rounded shape and of varying sizes. These bowlders are obtained in part by selection of the larger ones exposed in sluicing down the _ner
materials, but mainly from the spillway excavation. The subsoil is gravel,
bowlders. and volcanic earth in varying proportions. Undisturbed it seems
fairly compact. but is thought to be somewhat porous. The earthy part is
easily eroded when exposed to water currents. Originally it was the intention to put in a core wall of puddle, but on account of the dif_culty in obtaining suitable materials, the sluicing method was adopted. In addition to the
excavation for the core wall. all vegetable matter was removed from the site
of the dam. The right abutment is the natural soil stripped as above described.
.The left abutment of the dam forms part of the spillway.
5. While it was designed to have the sluice-till core throughout the whole
length of dam. owing to failure of water supply last year a portion of the dawas constructed without a sluice core. This portion. however. lies near the
right end and forms the part of the dam with least height. The material as
a whole is not of the best for the purpose. The earthy part. being volcanic ash,
is very _ne. while the remainder, forming only a small proportion, is composed
of more or less rounded bowlders. none of which are very small. The water ,
tightness of the dam depends entirely on the sluice—_lled core. The embankments may be expected to wash more or less badly from rains and melting
snows, where not protected. Drift and ice may also damage the interior slope.
On account of the lightness of the material, seepage and erosion must be carefully watched and a protecting covering on crest and downstream slope may '
be necessary.
6. The outlet is through a concrete conduit under the dam near its center. It
is controlled by four gates, two of which are emergency and two for regular
operation. The maximum capacity of the outlet works is 1,000 cubic feet per
second. while the normal discharge is to be 400 cubic-feet per second. The
gates are operated by hand and are set in a concrete gate tower surmounted by
a wooden gatehouse. connected with dam crest by small foot bridge. The opening given by each gate is 5 feet square.
7. The spillway is 235 feet clear length, and is designed to pass 6,000 secondfeet with a crest depth of 4 feet. The cross section shows a vertical back
and ogee front face. the fall being 6 feet. The fore bay is paved for some
distance. and is level with the crest .of the spillway, which is 10 feet below the
crest of the dam. The abutments are of the buttressed reenforced concrete
type. The walls are carried downstream to join the concrete lining of the discharge channel. This channel narrows to 42 feet width. where it joins a wooden
_ume 115 feet long discharging into the river. The bed of the river where the
water falls will be protected by large bowlders. The _ume as designed is of
very heavy construction and is to be supported by three sets of piers, three piers
in each set.
8. The concrete of the gate tower seems excellent in every way, but that of
the spillway is poor. Both were made from the same brand of cement. The
proportions used were 1, 21}, and 44} of cement, sand, and gravel. The paving
of the spillway _oor showed effects of spring water coming up from beneath,
and much of the _oor is to be relaid.
9. The total estimated cost is $525,000.
APPENDIX TO SECTION XXVI.
SHOSHONE PROJECT.
WATER SUPPLY.
1. The water supply for the Shoshone irrigation project, Wyoming, is derived
from the Shoshone River, the _ood discharge being regulated by the Shoshone
Reservorr which, as now completed. has a capacity of 456,570 acre-feet.
2. The drainage basin above the reservoir contains approximately 1,250 square
miles. The rainfall records at one point in the basin are available for a period
of 20 years. and show an average precipitation of 18.8 inches. The precipitation
on the higher portions of the drainage basin is probably much larger.
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3. Gaugings of the discharge of the Shoshone River have been made at different periods and at diifcrent places, but the only continuous series of readings
was made at Cody during the years 1903 to 1909, inclusive, and the results are
shown in the following table:
Discharge.
Acre-feet.
1903 ____________________________________________________________ 975, 100
1904 _____________________________________________ 1, 305, 100
1905 ________________________ 97 7, 500
1906 ______________________________________________________ 1, 064, 700
1907__- ____ ___ _________________ 1, 596, 500
1908 _____________________________________________________________ 1, 202, 600
1909 _____________________________________________________________ 1, 413, 300
Average ___________________________________________________ 1, 219, 000
4. An examination of the hydrographs shows the following average percentage
of. discharge during each month of the year: ’
Per cent. Per cent.
January _________________________ 2 July _____________________________ 27
February ________________________ 1 August __________________________ 9
September _______________________ 4
October ______________ 3
November ____________ 2
June 1 ”11,111,." . 1,. 29 December ________________________ 2
5. It will be noted from the above that the period of maximum discharge
closely coincides with the period of maximum use, so that the storage provided
makes available for irrigation purposes practically the entire discharge of the
river, except during the periods of abnormally high run-0E.
6. Experience during the past three years indicates that an average of 2 acrefeet per acre per annum at the farm will be sut_cient and probably more than is
necessary for the best results. Allowing a loss of 33 per cent for seepage and
evaporation in canals and reservoirs, a gross quantity of 3 acre-feet per annum
will be required. The project contemplates the irrigation of approximately
164,000 acres, consequently 492,000 acre—feet, as mcasured in the reservoir, will
be required.
7. Prior rights—The State engineer of Wyoming, under date of October 1,
'1910, prepared a statement showing all appropriations of water, ditches, and
enlargements from the Shoshone River, and from this statement the following
table has been prepared:
Above reservoir. Below reservoir. Total area
. appriopriAppropriations. W13: h $.3Completed. Tirne. Completed. Time. ter must be
supplied.
A cm. Acme. .4 one. ‘ A tree. A ans.
1. To May 22, 1399 ......................... 2,192 ............ 24,711 ............ 24,711
2. Permit 2111* Cndy (S: Salisbury U. S. ’
Reclamation Service .......... '. . ‘. . . _ ............... 65, 803 (.5, 803
3. From May 22, 1899, to Mar. 5, 1904. . 1,746 120,789 15,909 , 13, 112 154, 810
4. Reservoir permit No. 492, res. Mar 1
1904 ....................... 1 159,500 ......... _.'..
5. Permit No. 1189, nl. Mar. 29,1904” 30.143
6. Permit No. 1191, 0111 ........................... . - - 8, 436
7. From May 2, 1904, to Sept. 7, 1905. .. 80 _ ‘ {303 :1 59
8. Permit No. 751, e111 ................................. 1 406,070 ,415
Total ................................ 4 018 120, 029 40, 723 117, 819 344, 049
/*,V v 1.
iii_ri_'éieg} U, S. Reclamation Service secondary permit No. 10138 and Supplemental permits under
N0. 492 resolution and No. 751. res. enl. Irrigates 59,415 additional acres, making approximately a total of
1114,0011 acres to be irrigated by the U. S. Reclamation Service.
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8. The _rst item represents _lings which antedate all rights of the United
States; second, a _ling acquired by the United States: third, _lings between
the date of the Cody-Salisbury _ling and the _rst reservoir permit; fourth,
_fth, and eighth represent permits for the storage of water and for enlargements from time to time, while the sixth represents a _ling acquired from the
Willwood Irrigation Co.
9. From this table it appears that the full development of the project to a
total of 164,000 acres can only be made if water in sul_cient quantity is assured
for 344,000 acres, though a large percentage of private prior rights can not be
fully availed of without resort to storage either in conjunction with the United
States or separately. Even assuming all prior rights to be perfected, it is
found that there will be a suf_cient supply of water for the project. Three
hundred and forty-four thousand acres at 3 acre-feet per acre aggregate 1,032,000
acre-feet. This is only 57,000 acre-feet more than the minimum discharge of
the river during the last seven years, and can readily be cared for by carrying
over this, or even a greater amount, in years of maximum discharge.
10. This statement, also, takes no account of waste water or return seepage.
Out of 164.000 acres of irrigable land on the Shoshone project, 100,000 acres
will drain toward the Shoshone River and discharge into it above where the
several canals take out, so that this return water will be available for use.
The amount of this return water is inde_nite, but it is believed that it will be
suf_cient to insure against a shortage should the run-off in future be less than
that heretofore measured.
(3
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wag macamaary to ovarhaul a very Za?g@ part of the mazarial fram
& _wy barwaw g_t, the _mamw h&ulin§ only a small quantiky af
2 : 1 2
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mmrlal m2} “WM:- ‘50 awm Emmi 1;. @ha 1mm half mile: at _lm
climb ma ammmw m watm- M‘ a» mam _epish a: we new mass
mammal ma gamma lwgwaly films am; am: quxak’samig 'mng that:
mm WW aim» mm _imicuxm
Wawtmammg_mw 4%. _. ‘3’ mid Gmmarigga 3623611 (322%;
Saka_ama an. £3. '3' anti ma rimming mark an the _mu
Ewan» imam {Emma War-a é__ml_hw by mama mzrpleyazi an mm mails;Maia. m amp mantainec‘i _rm $313 m we hams: of atmm ma
axgxeme am the wwwmant was ca‘smw‘by m9 maintainanm Of them
Max:293, 2m 1‘;th mm mam my and eyaxmmci by Mara 43f ma wax-k
“_ak. ‘Wmnt mm mm cm the: Mam a: $1.00 par 63w my fave?
Karma am. _ri‘mz’ am“ Maw 91W; @3st pew My my fear 2193mm
mei (trim? amd fivemfwt framing $532.00 pm: may for We: ham-w am
drivar azmi 933.1392 ammpw, or $hre$~f00t imam, mm 0mm: in mm
yramrtim. gm famge ma fmimhaéi and all rmim MM %3 the
ammx'a at“ %}m $110512, with ma mama tn the: ngammm. A fem-a
'm am. subfamm warm auppliaci and pair; by the gavarmem, as
m tha (mam amramr‘i cm the: mummy Ma_a. imam? manna mam
thino_ in we M133 away than in Mac; mmmy am», _ne: partly
m ism 13mm? alarm 63? mammal mimmmmraa, m1 partly in: the
met that in m 613.133 mm thaw mm m: Mia Mama: Mm, a
gamma factor in wag wathero mather mam» whim: maulw_
m Manager warm in the; amntmy emagm watt Wm mm mm; WWW
9f steak wzylayam an the; 310%th Maia c‘imaamm_ ma_a 1mm my.»
2:12

mama} Mis_ts.» and mm famggw 12mm WW wwiim‘t thm_alwm in
_lm mug empty.
Mmc_wm:
= .mwvazmmamww $Wm
Then amalgam at“ all Mme mme: mm mm M» and all
inapaotim 1mm: dorm from, 1:39 wax mum-m affine. We: am!“
a_m_im WW; wag all drama from the I'm mum affiam _. wwml
_reman, La .1!» wily. mm in eiaxgu‘gm of mm :‘mturm SEW; saga»
mm atmm mm @253; were mintaimim mm}: with aawkmm MM?»
want- ’ié‘hée basalt-g; {if a1 mtwml am: gaugaplie_. imitating mm,
gravel? rack, wmnm Amber am} Maze} mm mm a: aazswatm ._mv
tum wad wag largely {mm- as eight Mam” fem-“mm mam, cm
atmmtum gum, was ,1}: charge: 02:“ 22; can-wrem fox-amam “ha Whmm this
Mad cwwmw mptmtma arm £34:th gang magma siire__g W the
gamma 3%“:lesz faxmmm» {Ingmn later mm mm at We mm M
$1.35' in) $1.353C: par aw; amwmrtmm 1,49%..00 war my; am“; mmww
mam Ema engineam new “:39“! 13:93:“ day “at: £33.39 per month.
WMQillté__s
A. camp 291$}: 22a immanmmam Wm: mmmztmi by “We WWW!mm for 139.52%; a_rucmw @113. Wm mm; mad i‘mqmmeg with WMM:
mags: 4.3553398 mam 1m rmm_ rumma_ coats mm: mm; mm mm am.»
fi__b
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in axaavating for _truutmrea. taam work wna aged mm
mm M m‘smihm, fellwmsx by Mad work. mama manila“. mung}.
wax exaavaiad ta awat lineg caly, t9 amva furmln_. wnia. huw~
$ver, aalaam naenrrma, ax the sandy material anaouu$awe¢ woui_
n_t hmza ta ling. gafara axa&vating fur flwnaa it waa naeaaaary
ta aenatruut t_mpmrary m_ans o_ aupplying axi_ting dita_aa with
irrigating water. Thia Was acne ai_her By building waaaeu fzuma_
0? _y _xnavat_ng bymgaaa ditehsa arcand the sita of tha yarmanent
flame. Thia wag axpenalvgg but an _haciute nacasaihy, as tha
w&$ar aasrs imaiatad aaa dawandwé than $39 uarvie_ $_oula 89
buil_ the flumaa a3 not in gmtafara with their irrigatian watar.
in tha eamg af the {lama at d_gtiam Yaag in yartiaular, Which
wag built to marry Eh_ watar 0f th_ chambmrine _itgh over _ha
wamz Sida wana1§ thi_ extra Excavatinn amsuute_ ta ova! 100$
ankle yaraa, whare 1&‘was unaaaa_ry ta previda.a kyWQaaa arauad
tna ai_e cf t_a fluma to carry tna entire flaw 0f a community
_itoh. wamparary rea_ bybgaase_ ha_ to ba cona$rueted at the
Eitaa 6f 30mg cf aha briagaa.
Pmmyigg:
At yracticmlly all of the érapa _u“ at auma 0f tha
athar atrunturas, _r_an_ water anu quiakmand were aneémngaya_,
t0 & _apth varying frem _ne to thrge feete whaae eaa_itiona
\2 : 1 3
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mm W‘_mlmly mm M 03mm 1, _ow a, 9. 1% 361g 1'3 and We»
in main mam the awn mmamum waa bazlk-ohemcma am; a givinu mm
_riif_a_i may mam t2: mwumr. M timm mam We: $¢§=Wimg_1
W mum mat Mama mm mam, due to Max ”31mm” mm$,$.a£mmm
the; inflow bmrimg a Elm-g5 ammmt £25? firm Milt aw qu__kam_.
mm mama Was mm mm. 4:: largsa meant M’ Mani; W_ing WM
@119, _an, Mara water intermme} with _rm View. mt wast 1m
maf_a__im in quantity 1):) require: an angina—«apzam‘tmd mm;
_aw mum
_amgama 1mm 8213M piling; mm was: £03“ {minim mm:
Whit_ma _wing aha 9&1'12,’ part 0:? the work. wiping 1a» amw
sham 151112-13 mm mm? m_a_m_msian aoamm {if m Wm WM.
$13.1 gmm wailing: mm §m_ _rivem. (
4%mwm_gmwmm ‘ r;
Wm_ca_y all forms were built as? him mmam m 7 E
a?“ a: w m a“ 19.: t3" nudist 51 wall mmm_ at 35" ~13wa wag
mm. M m» m WMMM, mu 39mm fez-ma mm mm and emu
mat; ma! “mm m: mam: frim mm m Mimi: similar “runway. an
mm mm gamma m at: a pmmmd mam: ammum ea ma_a» them
mm: 131' mmwabla. {m may of the farm as mm matiw’ah mam
man at a emtml paint, mm- tam immune; mammmaj, were an
that; reinfamzng was am; aim.
13
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_oncmm
WW
gguipmant:
We Ho. 10 Keehyiug mlmrm rwunmd era ”was. were
____o fraugna far aonvwging acnerata wefa ussd whawaw%r possiblaa and whsalbarrawa wand for the rest» Vary littla hand
mixing was dam. 0m: fawn-inch eamtz‘i_zgigal pump; one _at-inch
_iapnragm pump; and two two-inch farm pumpa - &11 angina aperakv
ad, ware u___. wheya were also Bavmrml hund~pnmps a? éiffgrént
typ__.
_g___i.
@h_ uaual methada warm used in mixing 33a plaaing adm«
Graig. isotiagw were firat yugrsu, LAGA wall farma armataé, and
law? aeswx‘ate_. £53m: caraentm's mt all farms anti placed all m~
infareing.
Wagon-113333:
Eb? footzugg &nd athar planaa where ma_a monorate waa
rsquirad. tn» proportian_ aae_ Wara l;f:6. rwr walla? rlwora.
raimf‘m‘md Mamba. Mm, the; ‘prozyortions were 1:2_‘35.
ms: and ma
Roth «33:16: me: gravel were: imalmz from 1am w {any _lm
imam the foothills. All gravel mm thureugghly acreamzd hafam
hauling. ta mmve all dirt mm mm. .9; mmma impectian :3?
peaeihla gravml pita failed to reveal guys whore a aorrect prep_r~
tian 9f aan_ and graval could ha found, h_uce aha naeeasity af
2:14
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neruaning and ramasamblimgg
3mm
$11 nam_nt aged was karchmgad fwom the sawa_w_atann
‘a
$_rt1gnd Samant Qamgany a? “J iwmag vagaaa $hl$ wag thqraughly
in____$ei ga_ _w_tw_ $3 a rapraa* gtivw 0f the Raalmmatian
Eerwiaa bafare kqing rarwarda_ ta :ha fial_.
lgggbar; Praatiaally ail lumaer usa_ wag T_xg_ pinag @_ra_aaaa
_i_aa_ly fr_m th_ milla. in faat wax&ae
Gata3,am_‘§ragg§&
Eaterial for gata_ and framg_ wag furni_h__ by _ne
_a_lam_tian _erv_ce am_ fabricate_ at St. Paul, glam» @h_ra'w_ra
“We ____fal hgpma 0f gatms 31C framea: 0mm with w_o_gn _li_g
gates aué anrgw a$am 11fta; Bh_ _ner wi_h eglimé_v gatas and
2mm {mam blm_m was; Magnum. Lea-1mm fumes warar‘agad 2:331 (tar-v.mgata_ 3.39m; culverta, furumma by the: Eastem mml Wag-€30:
@f 51 _aaaa _axag. >
in bgakfillimgatua aar_i was placaé _at an_ tamga_a
chmvar“ 35 thara wag nu watar in _hw 3*na1 with whiah $0 thawou_hly gag alowly pu_dle thw matariaig it W&s naaaasary _e ax—
ercisa gra_t careuwhen water was firgm tuyaa_ intg tag aanaig ta
gag that aattlamgnt mi nha aarth _roan_ tug atracturaa Wag propgrly watwhad and a arg_ fara
2 :1,4
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v_ry hmrd, valmmmig T__k Was haula_ fram tha-hiii_ nggth
af _an Eigual far riprmye All drapa war_ ripraypad far a aiu_aaga
a? approximtazy far-t3; :t’raea‘i; 1292an the: bank walls. ’Eummzm ami
3mm: maximizing £11m warez ripm_pe_.
Eglntiggg
43.11 mm: 1mm}: was painted 2w: “oh black gmmmimm @133.“
mm all @xpwm‘i ymmr_nezzt timbar mm»; pm‘ntsc‘! with ammma Elwinmm 1G2; (3mg; .r
gagimaring mammary ~ i‘i‘azml
s s 2 YETGK'TK @313 z
,a .. ”Sk_aéfaagm_ we“. .1: m1"... .2. “_aw“ Em}; _Mn_gag a_k
: s z t « a
:Exeavatian. wat ;Gu. yam»: _ég___ s s
z ’4 (My 3 " "' : __‘h’f__ : t
x *’ atmatums z " '= 3 133340 3 :
:Sanmmte : " “ 2 1,9544 2 a
:_aimfwcmmt :Mmzda : 74,1553 3 :
:Eiprajga 36:11. ma. 2 1,1230% 3 a
mm mm mm. FE»; Xy_‘m : :
sléataal Flame 13,1121. FL: 5230 a 3
:fi‘el‘eayhcne Liner swim a 15:6 a 1
mm, ,._ ..... a £3
2 : 1 5
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umwzga _V _g
9. gmmw my _‘g’g_' 39;“ @Wi_m
.a _ .2? mam) * 6Z1 cm:
_ga. suhabgggare $$a15tant gggaaaer.
mun-u_h_ Laaabnrs 6&ua1 _xmaaaion extanaa {ram §%&.
316, Laa_burg Canal. :9 a ymint abuut fiva milas aauth,
whara it amptisa inta tha Lag Gruaas Canal. in or_ar he
give mare aample_a aantrmi aaa t9 unify the aparatéan»af
_ha beamhurg ayatamg tha E33 _rmsea and ins maaiila _ew",
mugiasrhava transfarrea ta _he Eaclamatica _arviaa ahamt
5,6Q_ fast of tnair gaint gang; balow this pain%, _e tha
_ivi_ian gata ta hha twe aammunitia_a Tha Lgagharg agaw
%a&, aa apératmd by the umalamaaian aarvice‘willg am aam~
pletiun cf the extanaiang camyriga abcmt zwalva milea of
main 0&__l, frmm the L_q_bmfg wiveraioa Lam to tha partiéa?
or _ivéaimn gate. Th8 ficaaha aramch _aual takaa aux frem
thw _aa_burg*7xténgian nine miie_ belaw tha éam. It 15
a_iefly insan_a_ _u aayplg the _lcachu pla_riste a tract
9f $59$ a_rga _n th_ we_t aiée 0: tag 31% Gr&n_a, Whiah
2 : 1 5
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has at gammm m ef_czwm: Manama m- irrigmtim mw_w.
Th9 earth wcrk was divi_a_ ints mawan $aha¢uiaa,
five an th® Laaaburg _xtenaion an_ twa an _ha Pieaaha Rwanah
9&na1. Bida ware apauad an _ovamhar 1?th an_ all sa?§n
naha_ulaa warm &wmrama ta wao_ey & Jannaun, a? yhaenix¢
_riaana, but tha enutrgat had met bsen axemuta_ at tha elasa
0f Chg year. Mark wm$ cammen_aé on alearin: ané gwmhbing,
an Eeaem%9r 25th. at the closa 0f the year tha g?&ding
outfit wag net Eat an the grmum_.
$31322}: wag commmcmi an macavaiim; fur strmtw_a
an _avemh$r Eatha at the clusa of the g_ar excavation ha_
ba@n cemyleted on chraa bfi_g__ aad gnu ayep, an_ canavaza
Ra_ “ma-311 camplowu‘, m: We bridgw.
2 : 1 5
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Th3 canatruatinn a? a t_laphona liua far the Eaat '
mm the mat Gamma mm m the) meburg mm, via ma Crmea,
uaa bagun Fab. 11, 1915? un_ar i_w snpmr_ision of Mr« W. E.
Bum", WNW, until my. 3522:: an; air. 12. 3. .3an tram
Efwah mm until mamlatien. There was; acme Ming“ awaiting
&rrival of ma_arial, But the aywtam was QDM§lated an aapt.
325th, 19153.
The length of _h_ agatam as canatrnetad 13 51
miia_ ana lg laoatga as fallawg: From Leaaburg Eam along
ah_ leaaburg Gang} to an_; thénea ala_g 353% Gaunty road t9
mama 13323;; mama the» 112m 'zzmnches and am brunch mamas
_ha _ag? Qa_al ta t e ané, a _istanae af 10.5 mil_i~ ané
a_othar the West Gang: to tha La anion Sana}, a diatane$ a?
35.6 milma. _h_ polas ara 25 feet with Ewineh tapa. Edah_
p_ma; amert at raa_ araagingg, whera thay are of extra
1mm?»
Tha conaection tnrnugh the tuwn of Lag Grunea to
tha _aeiamatian uervica GTfica ia hrcugh eahle ngir lagse_
fyam th§ fvuntain _tn_a_ faEaphona Cmmnany.
The wira ig 12 gaag_g gaivau_zcé staél wira,
mataiiia Giraaitw 0n $i£_ braaxauan

ma imtmmnts are ammw_ Mariam mammurm
murmn‘ha am Meatas: at the: follemng mama;
W_m_ mm, mar mildew, 3x1. 35;.
x Kill; 3% En
I Wilh_mas Rw_a_w
99m Jam Mgmmr
Mammy Rmpwm_w
W gnaw affim:
_lmi_maa in? Imigéamsza mparintenamt, mg
awai__o
Wank; m
w. Ma_a? _» 2;.
@MEberimg, 2:. an at £11m
_asquim, Ii. :27.
M 321161: wawmr
{aware {imi__m Sapmtadw
fawmmry gamma Emmet: {m 3301433 Mam cam-gm far
amexmmma an: nae_ea,
% was; mum:
Am. a 25%me eommm wags gamma mum 12m
E‘riatmta i__whtme Sammy f_l’ ”$22253 Emmi}: Sam} ‘tarz‘i_azqg,
the» ewatmaticm 9f mm W_tam mas peatpum_a
u 1,,
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gluiimm 2m. Um
mums? mm mm mmwmma
g}:
_g_gjggy_g_gth. _gyarintan_gnt of Ihré ;$men
m
ans-pug
ggg_gatinn Seagam: Praviwus 20 1915, $rri*
gatian wag practiee_ int®rmit_an_lyg watew being ma_a
for irrigating purgasea, whanav&r thare waa & Eugply
availab1& in _he His granda. Whil_ _hare waa n9 _afiai_g limi_a _g the irrig_tia_ aea_am, it W__ gear
aral_y a_auma_ an_ an ray_r_a_ that @he irrigatiem gag“
gen éx%enaa_ frem E_brgary 13% $0 Qata_ar a_ih. _nr~
ing the yaaw 1915. hawevarg _toraga watar wag available &md irrigatian water was _elivargé fram.®abruary
lat _n Bamambar Réth» Tka wmtar daiivariaa ma_a af_ar
_hm man_h af Ua_o%&r being mg_a at t_a raqu_at of the
_atar Eaera' Aaaueia_iona. Thawafara durxng tha ya&r
191%, _ne irrigatiem maaaan yraa_ically'uovar__ a par~
10% GE tam m_n_ha.
_aawrwoir canaitgana: Up _e £aau&ry 4ak,
1§1§, no wa_er ha_ been a_araa in tha Eagle resarvair.
an th__ _ata wator wommancea __ he a_ayea, _ha Elaphan%
JAN.1, 1989 2:17
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Butta _aw h&w_mg waan_a_ ammh a a_mge b_“th¢~§gg§_x_a*
tian wark _hat tha gate_ unnl_ ha ala_a_'a__ a g_r_
_ain amamn_ _mpaumaaa, 1% wag n_waaaagyv_’_a_ar.
_tting the am_irm aaa_an _m wamta a aa_$¢§§¥__$a~_m~
nugx 3% water awwm _he baa 0% _he Ric ana_éit_ _xa_
mm than maker 1mm ax“ 133m mmrw_r £15922; swam
_ha'unfimisha_ work. Ag the aamstr_w_ian waxk;prc%
grmaaa&, it W&E pammibla to a_ora mara W___f"3__ the
aantants sf thw weaarvmir a_aa_ily ineragga_ until
Ang_at, w_an the h_avy araf_w ef atoraga wa_gr far
irriga_imm _garaama_ the amaunt atora_. @hia u__é
aitian eontinna_ uhtil Daaambar whan a gain mi ____
aara*£eat waa rac@r&3_« Qha nammal fx_x 9% é_é'_im‘
Qwan_a W$m _nauffiaian_ 3% timaa for i '”g__i_g @é"
quir®ma_$a amé rawaryaix watam wag a_livgra_ggn _ha
fellamng aama: 3123.37 «cg-«m w 3231151, 157/
Bath, July 313%? _uguat Ema $0 $13_.‘igql_$iv_; aépt*
Emma? l__ ta ___hg inelugive, _eytamhar ____gw_ato%_r
13% tm 13th, im_lusiv_, an_ _emambwr 18$ £0 é_h ine$uw
aimw wha famlawimg tabla ahawa th$>a$aum_ in‘iha
wa_ax?@ir at _h_ _agimaimg 0f eaah manth, _hafgmaunt
reigaaea an_ t_a amgumt a_mraa @aah mom_h, all $3
aara_f_ate Kt will ka natiaa_ that at tha fimg_ af
: 17

1916 th_ra 1% $63,326 aaww-fea_ in _ha reaervaiw.
wmlnouwwmwmmmnmomma-wImu-u—mungmawmnmummmmumm‘_n‘nu______h”it
:Elava_ianzAara_faa_:Aere"f@$t agara—faet :
man_h zlst 9? 213% of : outflaw : atnred 2
:month :mon_h :_uring mun:&uring ma_a
a 1915 : : : : 2
January : 4£1&.%0 : 0 : £&,Q01 : 9.190 :
F_bruary : 423?.50 : 9,190 : 2?,510 : 8.168 :
_arah : é249.95 2 17,358 : %,54? : $3,232 :
@1611 2 {mismm : 50.5% ; '72,?92 : 2:31.316 :
_ay : $R$6w?_ : 361,895 2 1%?,é_? : 189,963':
June 2 __l_.1_ : é_1,?99 : 338.986 t 4§.513 2
July ; mamwé : 496,112 : 115,é§85§ 2 153,251 :
Augug_ : a_zlw__ : 515,5?5 ; £15,085 2 :
aggtamher : Q31§.2£ : $41,97é : $8,099 : :
_e a_e_‘ : é__@.09 : 3?5,165 : 31.186 : :
_cvambar : ___?.59 : 36%,33‘ : 14,13? : :
Daaamhar 2 &3av.39 : 358,28? : 24.156 : 5,959 :
1918 : z : : :
January ; dawn" : 5%,;325 ; : :
uauto-m«muumnnmnmmmnint-nun-m"neonatalmanna-mm_hhl‘hn_v-nh—wQDOQum
‘ $114
on; \
igg_ Irriga_g_$ Exam tha aanals ag_rateé
hy thg Peclamatimn Sarviea, _here waa irrigataa a
_aiai 9f $3,8V6 mereg, M9,_0? auyaa unéer tha Leaabuxg
Ganal an_ 1%,___ acrws um_ar _he Franklin _anal.
@ha lyrigablc an @agg un£or thag_ aanala a3 eoma_ruaw
ted is appreximw_aly ab;000 amras. In a__iticn t0
tha 1&n_ irriga_a_ from Savarnmani oparaia§ ea_al_,
apprmxima_aiy av,ems ugrau mi land un_er ind_pandgmt
cowmuuity ajtahe$, rweeived Staraga W_t$r at varimua
_lmem. The aommnni_y $itcha_ aging this a_armga
/
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wg$ar $10 all in _ha Raw M$xian portion of _ha pro“ jao_ am_ aompriwa the fallowing ammmuhl_ia_: Array,
Garfiala, Hatoh. Eiuaahn. San Migmal, San_o Tamaa, La
Ma_a, whamh_rinc, Thraa _aints am_ l_ Uniana
_a_h__a; Qhe méthodm of watar delivary have
diffaraé greatly un_ar tha two Qavarnmmmt a_ara_a_
aanal_. Ma_a? _he Lamabarg Ganal, watar was delivarw
ad t9 thraa communi_ias, _ne Eon& Ana, tha Lag Gruaaa f
&n& the Ma_illa valley. Kata? éalivariea frmm tha
f' Laasburg wgra ma_a an demamd of the cemmunity _eairH iug water an_ n9 attampt wag ma_a t0 ro_a_a un_ar thia
canal; Under the yramkiin mama}, watar w&a _elivera& 0% in_iviéual application. a number cf tug /
water agave _rawing aireutly from the canal. othara
} lying under acmmuni_y _itehe_ regaiveé water from
-W>‘; the canal a_ tha paint 9f divar_ion 0f €39 cammunity
‘ _itch and ecnvayad the wa_er through thair aommuni_y
_itah in ih$ 1&n_§ watar _eliveyiaa were ratataé
T a3 muah a3 poasibls in the _iffaren_ aanal aaa_iona.
Owing t0 _ns faat that _ha naalama_iaa _arviae aaaa
_at camixul tha lmtarmi sywtam ané tha la_arals $3
aanmtrmnta_ by _he watmr maera” ar_ ba_h inaffieiemt
amd small, it haa Egan impoaaiblm tm_adup_ a paxma»
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aant plan af xatatimn.
Im_g 9f natag; The autg 9f watar on the
£10 Gran_a Erajae_ is ex_ramaly law. @hi_ 13 e$p@a*
ially trua of landa irrigata_ in _h_ _ew _axiao par"
tian of tha prsj&ct. Th3 aauaaa a? thia aonéition
are varis_, the prgneipal anag being _he 91$, ant1~
qua_ga syatam of irrigatign, tha ineffiaien_ gn_ poor—
ly oanstrncte_ farm éitcha_ an_ 1m$mya1a, the tea_anay cf tha in_ivi_ual waiar uaar t0 over irxigata,
1aek _f eul_iva_ian an_ ahargetar of $611.
Tha agg_am of irriga_icn 13 the aama a_ waa
prgatiaaé in the ?allay avar 100 yaara age by tha En~
_iaaa &né _exiaamm and 33 ax_ramaly primitiva. An
yraatiaa_ _hig ay_t_m 1a ts take the watar whanavar
it 13 runni_g in tha _iteh, without rag&r_ $0 the
righta 0f ethara my the naeeaaity ef grrigatien and
run it nvar the lan_ as long a5 Poa_ibla. Th3
aitahee ara ganaxally $00 amall to carry an affimient
xea_ an_ are mlaaued when ii 1% impcaaible to gat
watar throagh tham %y Rexieans with ahavala Wi_haut
rsgar_ to maint_iming _he gra_a of tha _i_ch. S_rua~
tmrea in lateral _i_chaa &re aruao to the n_ma$t §a~
grew an_ in amal_ar _itahes no $tructuyaa are naeé
18
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aw a ganerai H213. @ha irrigating 1g _oaa almost
sniirely'hy magican labcr an_ almoa_ al_ orapa ara
ova? irrigat_a. Cul__vativm _g yrmetiae_ but very
1i_t1a an_ in magi 6&393 net at $11. fha character
wf the soil 1% ganarmlly a Bil_ 10am with a canaiéarahla &maunt 3f agnd ama abgarbs fregly, eageaially
_inae tha acmstruction 9f tha mlsphamt Butte Ham an_
tha canaaquen_ Ima_aning of light 311% in _ha irTi“
ga_iom watar.
Th9 _at; cf wa_ar un_ar t%a Laaaburg Gan&1
far 1915 vaa v.0 aar®*feet par acre, maa_urad at _he
point 9f wivursicn from €53 m___l. Unéer _he Eranm
klim Canal a higher _ufy wag chitine_ and amounta_
$6 4.4% aava faa% way acre in 191%, maaguraa a_ tha
paint 0? _iver_ion Eros thé Banal.
La_aa_: while 13a 103s mram avaporation
1m tha r@3@rvoir 13 high _ue £3 11¢ gmall par want
Qf humi_ity ané high win_a, tha yrinuipal resarvnir
laasa$ were cauga_ h? zaapage. ”his i$ _e be ex~
p.
“3
pac_a_ a: _he re$erv0‘ baa mag _ubmargaé for the
firat timg _m_ tha aa_Vr
in:
{WW
\
gunnerga_ wag generally
Ban_y Sil_ an? exir_nely purcuxa _ha _vapcratinu
at Els§hant Butte wag __tid____ at T_s_ feet par year
2: 19
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ma 1:323 a_tim‘isian was; ma_a from the» moat raliafhlm
_$tu @btnimahla and 1m baliava_ ta h_ nanaervatiV$n
runaways in aanala are mostly chargeable ta
iaaky ha_égataa am_ cheekm. _ame wmt_r wuatea at
aiffarant yain_s wag not muasnrsé and 1a ah_wn aa a
165% in 9&331. V@ry lit_la lees oeanrre_ in aanala
fram aaayaga. thia an acaeun_ of tha age &f the _an“
am am: the fact that far mvaml yeara the Gama“
raporta_ hava garria_‘axtrmmely ailty water which baa
piastare_ the aiéaa am_ pravmn_e_ parenl_tiana
2:19
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES RECLAMATIGN SERVICE
MONTHLY WATER DIVERSIONS
QUANTITIES
F3” “ma
\
IN ACRE-rEEET'
Years
1- .es
3: 2%
River
191$”3913’5
MONTH
January»
February ._...,., V. V
March...“ ,,
A pril .
YEAR
193.13 "
pl:
1392?$
M I"; an: *3 1’:
di_w 5 £113;
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5mm ______________________________________________________________________________ _A 29,?aa éés___ “
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________ “Lam _ MM” 9.1% 2mm:
November ________________________________________________________
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_ Total ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1
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23p4a2
Per acre magntexl' A _ _v m... _ H
5' ‘ A
b—«MB7
gumscrka :
z r ' . V: 1;;
did am,
2:
E‘s}:
. m r .,
‘5} “’ .é. e213 .2" 2.: 9
2O
* 1’ 9:35": i}
WWW
, ”5 w
. ,‘ ‘
haul-"Ls \Isw
EL 3Q 2»
Ea

INSTRUCTIONS.
l. The table of monthly water diversions for the last _ve years, or such part thereof as the
project has been operated, shall form a. part of the annual operation and maintenance report. A
record of five years is chosen as giving a convenient period for comparison.
2. The tohlo should Show the total amount of W11 or divertatd annually through the (38115113
of the project for its use, including diversions by canals for feuding reservoirs.
3. m- re'port. on this form shall ho mado out for each divonion works or point of diversion.
The diversion given for any point shall he the total amount of water diverted at that point, but
if this includes water previously diverted from another stream or at another point, attention shall
lie coiled to this fact under “Remarks,” giving an estimato for the year oi the amount thus diverted
a. second time. Where the, diversion is made to :L canal that serves both for irrigation directly
and as a, food noun}, or to deliver water to anothor stream to be again diverted, it may be imprac—
ticable to iiii in the two lowest lines on tho form giving the acreage irrigated and the diversion per
irrigated. In such cases, and Where reports are made for diversions from more than one stream,
no additional report should be made on this: form for the total diversions. for the project, eliminating,
by estimate if necessary, the portion of thr- Wotor diverted report-ed tmce on tho sepztrato reports
for the different diversions. On this ziinnmrv shoot, and on the others where. practicable, the
acreage irrigatod and the diversion per acre ‘ outed should be inriuded; i. 0., it is desired to Show
on this form, as for as practicable, tho diva-510:1 (luv? of water per ocro irrigated.
t1~4¢167
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Gra_ae
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES RECLAMA’J‘ION SERVICE
CANAL SEEPAGELAND EVAPORATION LOSSES
'Q_antiz‘y of Water (Acre—Feed
Turned In
‘ V ‘ I
’I‘_'rned Out . 1
Loss in feet per
CANAL Nature of Canal Loss day over wetted Irrigable irrigated
2 \ area.
Ex&_k1in gilt? imam 91“5?a 64.909 36¢GVB° asnmaa 1g.§a§
d O
5&1: imam
154,610
~154.6la
28.900
1%,50?
255,13a
REMARKS :
‘IZXTJ. 1,
Cmngiéayu._
wag
1 9 8 9 2 :
2 2
. artiou of
augusibla tn
_his amount wastaé _hrn
tat maaaurament.
_am__nitg’_ib_h_a aharga_ with
gh m&stewaya whara
it
am_nnt

was
“"3256
CANAL SEEPAGE AND EVAPORATION LOSSES
INSTRUCTIONS. I
1. The table of canal water losses shall form a part of the annual operation and maintenance
report.
2. The purpose of this table is to show the canal losses for some of the canals in typical
soils on the project in order that conditions locally may be understood, and that the informa—
tion secured may be used in obtaining a general View of the subject of water losses for designing
canal systems.
3. There should be given in the column for nature of canal bed, the character of canal lining
where lining is used and otherwise the nature of the soil through which the canal prism is cut,
such as clay, clay loam, loam, sandy loam, sand, gravel, etc.
4. To secure data that are comparable on all projects uniform units are desired and the
loss should be stated in feet per day over wettecl area. It will be noted that this unit of measure
is the same as that of loss in cubic feet per day per square foot of wetted area commonly used.
5. Under remarks any apparently excessive losses should be brie_y explained.
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2:37; gm (3 333$}. 1‘ I UN 53
_reg_: A Karga variaty 0? «may» van by
gxuwn an $he prmsamt, and if hnnélaa righ_ will raw
turn gwo_ profitm. The gyowing seamen 1a&ta far
nxma mentha of _hw 35am an_ irrigatian 1a practiced
far al_vam mom_hm¢ in 00n§1_aring the acwaaga culi_h-N; i»>~u;.<y&4.
_ivate_, alfalfa 1%, ma i9 ganarml thrmngheu_ _h_
wea_, fh_ laaéing wrap, ap_reximately 60% 9f tha irri“
, ”4.. “mm M“ . V
ga_e_ aavaage baing planta_ t0 _hia glawt. Ether
cr_ps inalnde graims of all aaria, b&&n_, aexn, war“ 3
gnaw, aantaleugea_ _aoiéaeua frulta, Email fruita,
grapes, awaa_ pw_ataae, psaa, mad nearly all tha
“Wu, .4“ku _ ..
at_ar preaua_g af tha tampar__a acna.
_he yiel_s am_ valugs 0f _ha arapa pre— g
émeaa _aring lgl_ wera axaellam_ but a larga numhex
af _h_ faxmara _i_ mat make _ntar__t 0n thair inva$tv
man_. Tmia wag an amnoun_ of the high 303% BE §r9~
_ucing arapa ehi_flg Qua $0 the amyi_ymw_t 5f maxi“
aan 13%0r far all werk aha lax anperviaian. _ f_w 3
9f the farmerm racaiva_ azcew_ionally high ra_arna
from thaix arewa am_ fully dammmatra_e_ _hat WhQT$ ?
carract farmiux an_ _uai_asg prj_oiplas ara fallmwa_
an misallwri: fimrzumz‘iszl 5'1330882‘; may}. be mama _rm}. "the
udxmu ,w ..W$Wu.mm.v
‘ . \\ ‘ H = ‘ ‘ .
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lan_a an the yrojemt.
Emyarimen$s ware ma_a in the El Eaao Vallay
wi_h the grewing af cat_on. A total a? aima_t _hxea
auras warn planta_, _art sf thig ts abort a_aple an_
gawk _n §g§p$i$n long ataple. @ha shart at_pla
cat_an §1d excaytianaxly wall and yiai_aé a_'__a rata
ef 3% $a1ea £9 tbs aaxa. The _gyp_i_n aa_tvm _aw
plan_a_ tooxa_e and m graat part ofgi_ did net m_ture.
Tka ballw of which aia mature was vary 330% with 93*
aag_innal leng Eihy_a it 1% beliava_, E$Wevwr. that
$ha Eaa_en _n tha xiv _xa_da Projaat.ia $99 _haxt far
_he grawing af long __mpl_ oet_on.
Eruiim yial_a_ _bun_antly i_ 1%15 hu_ thera
waa mo maxk_t far pagaha_ aha maat 0f tha awnaxa 0f
pgaah awah&r_m allowa_ _ha frnit ta rat an aha tr_eg.
E__r grawmya markm_a_ £heir grep in _aw Grleama an_
pe&r orchar_a gava th& higha__ raturna 9f any atop
grewn an tha prsjaat. gppleg alga fauna a ram_y
markai a_ geod yricaao
_he maximum yiel_s for a few af ihe eropa
ware; glfalfa, 5% tana par acra; baana, 20 ha. gar
acrw; gugar %aa%a, 10 iona; garn fa__er, lé~l/3 tona;
mantaloupwa. £50 crates; eat_, 10% ba.; mwae_ yotateag.
. ma_a};
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i__ _uw; Whaat. $0 bm.:
L_va _tnak: wha _lo _rmnaa _x_j_u_ 1% a_*
paeially a_apta_ tn the raiding a? livaataaka wha
ma_a wintaka with gwa_m f___ avaiimbla a graat par~
ticn af _hatgmaw. aaa gamma? waathar in whiwh _har_
ara am parim_m of axegaaiva haat, enmhima _a make _he
r_iaing 9f liva_tmak a maa_ prafiiahia u__artmk$ngg
_arato_ara, tha liveatack rai$ing ini__try hna baen
neglaetaa an aeuaun% af th_r_ n9$ haimg a _wyan_ahle
wgtar anyply, §_% with _hg mampla_ian gf __$ _l__h_n_
Bu__a Dam. ths watar ampply 13 aasura_ an_ wi_hnu_
&cubt, thin inaugtry will maka rapié a_r__ea an tha
prggact fram new an. Alraa_y, _aring _ha saas_n 9f
121$, thare wara g_vsral hun_rw_ hea_ 0f _airy a_au_
ahipga_ to _ne §rujae_ frmm _hn dairy meatiema af
Eowa, hiaemnain an_ Niahigmn, ané naaxiy evary yrs“
_re_givw farmar 13 atartimg a _airy kex_. Th_ aairy
.gtgak raeaivaé, ha$ for the most yart b_an high gra_a
Balatein, but amvaral a_hwr braméa have alga bean
intraémag_.
£t th& an@ of the irriga_ian waggan & larga
mymb@r 9f ca_tle fer faadaxa wara impar_e_ tn b6 fa_
an _he prgjaat _aring _ha win_ar. A graa_er part
2:23
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a? _haag ea_tlw were ohtainad fram M_aiaa am_ whan
réaeiva_ an tha gro_ae_ wave in anew ahayea .alraaéy
% num%@r Ff $_ama aatllw have hann f&__aae_ am_ gala
far haef, bringing guo_ primes an_ assuri_g the _ua»
aaag sf _he yrojaet a2 a faaaing poi_t.
Very few _haep are r&iwed my fe_ 0a _ha prQw
§®m$. &t _h_ lua_ mf thw y_ar, appraximataly 3.600
Sh__p ware an _h_ pfajmc_ %u% wewa Ewing yaatmre_ an
_ha unaul_ivatm_ land_. Humerous Engll hanéa Gf g_at_
‘ &ra yai_aa by Mexiean_, but data am _his in_ns_ry i3
; eb_ainabla.
:3
C}
«a
3&33 £0 wall ana anarly evawy _armgr ham a
few. Mayim: “him grmu‘, thaw 12:33.93 h_an m: 63161931265 anti
very geo_ raaalts warm obtaineé fram hagwraiging. It
_g believa_ that nax_ yaar tha _ambar an éha prejaat
will b_ greatly ingra_sa_ as 3$V@f&1 0f tha f_rmera
who ara getting _airy _taek, pla_ to _l__ raise haga
in commectimn.
faultry'fgrming ha“ haam profi_abla an_ in
many inatamaaa haw furniahaa _h_ raa_y maney _e aarry
on farming aperafions. 31 Page fuvniahag an& ex"
callen_ marke_ an_ ne_rly mllnof thw ymultry prw_na_$
warw marxets_ in aha cit? a_ gao_ pricma;
2: 24
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fer the ym&r hag eemaimt_a 9f thm naaaasary ragaira
ta canala mn_ m_rwa_nrma, tha remmval of‘ail_ fram
gangla. tha haeping aown vagmtmbla grow_h a_,%ha aan_l
b_nk_g the r_pmir in mama} hank_ fr_m hraaka, an_ _h_
primang af mam aamalgw
Eefnrw _he canals coul_ ha aparata_ in _ne
apring_ amnaiéara_la 351% had ta ha rampvad frnm the
aamal priame Thia wam aauomplimhe_ by the _ag 3%
t_ams wi_h frasna scraparag _aring $he irfigatibn
$aaann tha a&n&1a wara geoura_ by any exaaag water
av&1ia%la with the re_ux_ _ha_ the aanala a$ the an_
of tha yaar &re in axcallemt cundition am& no taam
“wark will be neaegagry thia wintexp
Vaget&b1a grawth an aanal hamka hag givan
aonsidarable trou_la e_paci_lly Johnaom graaa. All
W&®am graw rapi_ly'mn_ require eut_ing a_ frequen_
intervala. Whenavnr time woulé permit, _ha wa%i
@wswth waa eu_ wi_h hoaa gbgut a gnartar n£ an ia_&
balm; “aha surfaaa. Wham the gmwth wag ten mat
t9 paxmi_ of _eeing, geythaa wara usa_ £0 au_ haak
thw gyaw_h a_d pr_vant a@e_inga Q_ _ha baa__nrg
Gama; a mawing m&ching was {Wad offea_ively far this
24
{Q

wcrk.
_evawal braaka macarra_ 1m _ag Ewaaklin
Ganal Qua an_ixely $6 gaphar halaw in _he hank _%_ra
1% wag neea_a_ry ta chmak _ha water up ix the Q$na1¢
Ehe mas$ aariova hreaka meeurreé on _areh 89, April
10, am_ June 6. Thaae %raaka were tha Qmiy anaa
whax_ &amaga cacurre_ ta aa_oiniug prayerty $h_ a3 a
ragmlt a? theaa hreaka, sevnxaE aamaga elaima W_ra
_ila_ aha are nmw in pracasg a: ae_tlamantm Iwrigaw
$193 sarviaa wag imtarfare_ with $6 a amall ax_a_t
by the bra_k_ buk 1m nu mama wgg water eat uf _hm aanr
a}. lame? ”chem 9:8 Emur_.
Em é’mm an_ “am 231% _anaks‘i ware mama
_aring _ne y_ar am_ turae_ over to tha Qwera_ion an_
main_anancayfargg a_sut tha fir_t 9f w_va__er. _inae
_his timm m foxeh h_s been angmga_ in grimimg _hs ean*
als, riprapp_ng _ne _anka an_ pu_king _ha eamaia in
ahaye fer next maagcu'a irrigation. __n_ié_r_hg_ ; '3“?
_ramble was axperienna_ wiih hoih annala and a_ruaw
_uraa and numer¢w& rapuir_ §ava haan ma_a. Th_ ma“
ter_al _&roubh wh%eh theae eamala ara sonatrua_e_ 13
prinaimlly {zan_y‘ 5211?; am? “##me m 37;? 3134361131.
Strua_nra_ havw _mgha_ mat um_ hreaka have eaamr“a_
2: 25

in aanai %&nka. It h&3 hamn nao_aaary _» F___m
larga mmmun_w 6f ha_h Erna? aha mtcna xigxay Qua
“$0 ax_am manamn‘ta mx‘imi'f 'imlls of 3mm tiff “take
_truaturaa. . .
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Dunk-O
@hm hy_ragrmyhy of _ha Kim eram_e Ema_aa_ in
1915. sangiw_aa a_ tha maaauring 0f _ha flaw af _ha Rig
aran_e &t _ifferen_ paints, tha maaguring a? _ha a_eun_
af watar-éivartaé in %h& emnals af the Raalamg_&_n Ear“
visa. tha meawuring of _ha water dalivmreé fram aanaiai
aaé tha meaaurimg of water aaliveraé ta in_ivié_al‘__$ME
fyaa anmmuni_y canals. @hia laa_, hawevar, waa éi_“
aentinued aariy in _ne aaaaen an aeaaunt Q? the _am¥_~
iul value 0% _hg reamita an& the ehjaa_icns«a£ the wa_ar
uaera.
Rio Q ,Laa _e_marwm_nta. gaging ata_iana
wara maintainad an _hg Hie _ran_e at _an Earaial, _aw
meiaa, at tha.&eaabmr@ aivmraion. an_ _ua_ abova the
haaa sf tha _ranklin Qanal.
Tké atatien a% San Maroia_ i_ $&tuataa at
th_ ax_r_ma uppar and 0f the angle raaarvair an& the
imflcw in_o tha raaarvoir _g da_erminea fram maaaurav
2:25
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1177 ~ Manage - No. 9 Bucyrus Drag-line Excavator crossing the Rio Grande «two miles
above Mesquite Bridge, with normal flow in the river, on pontoon 165 feet long
made of 6" x 14" x 20' timbers clamped to cables“
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1185 - Drainage .. The new No. 15 Monighan EMT Dragline Excavator of the walking Type ‘
with 2-1/2 cmyd. Bucket, moving from Dona Station to work on the Upper Leasburg
Drain. .‘ ‘
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L162 - Standard Three—Sp
an Him‘y Bridge over Drains.
JAN. 2, 1989

(N '
1170 -- Standard Lateral Flume over Drains - side elevation showing sub-structure.
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1159 - Three Bay Timber Check of the tygglgsedlérlzgmesilla Valley Lateral Reconstruction . '
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.u 4 ‘.
1195 - Cotton Field on the he}; Dale
Valley - Yield about one and one half bales to the acre.
. . t
JAN. 2, 7:12
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1200 - Headwork for San Elizario atera '” ‘ M .' Canal.
Concrete with Bathal Gates.
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1157 -« El Paso Valley — Island Feeder Canal. Flume across
the Island Wasteway Gate in the foreground.

1‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ V
1171 -« Mesilla Valley, Timber Drop in 'a‘lastaway at end of Chamberino Easr. Lateral.
Note large stilling pool at lower end.
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PROJECT EIM‘ORY
RIG WEE 980.1303?
mm 1919
mmodmtian by L. M. mason, Pregame Manager
1. @3163 war 1919 was a. notabla one in the development a! mo
Rio Granule Prague» In no other may with the exception of that,
which ream-aw. the oompletion er the storage unit. were were mam
general prajoct mtivitios bath in con_rmation am: cpmratmn.
As in the previews year, the primiyal eanatmatim mark warmest
on was drainage. Two other _xtures, however, of importama ware
part of the yaar'a‘mrk. namely, the practical congletien of the
main canal suntan, mending «aversion diam. far the lands of the
New 311922100 and El Paso Gaunt}: Irrigation Districts; and amend,
the tmnafer to the Reclamation Service of all law ammunity
canals in the Emilia Valley. The serious aspaet‘wesent in the»
year 191?, anneal by extrame seepage oumlitions 9n projaat Tania.
was amnewha_ Manned in 1913. and gtgraatly remedied, in 1919 _x that
effectivemss of a large mileage of drains eonstnmtad, am toy the
institution at this acre feet; basis 91' water delivery in this New
Mac portion a: the prajact, made paaai‘ble by him assumptipn a?
neutral of uamniuy «inches by the aeolamation mama. Insidental to than agent-inns warm the aavelopment of construcman
forces, omratim argamimtion, and investigatinns for imam
wojact work. ’Bhua rise in wagas fer labor, anti _lm Momma in
wines fer materials and amppliaa «are mat with raaaanabla enemas
by the effimiemy anti «auanomy that kept unit prim-sat pmvious
raaards with the same quality in rssults.
2;. manage: manna—notion wax-mg the year under myim involved
the emavatian of ovmz- four and a quarter 21111333an (mum yam-d8 wet
mammal. mm year's work on this feature plazas a paroeniega
of gxcavatian complain 011 member :51, 3.919 9.1: 4'? per cent. In
funds axpeude_, him mmonmga en the same _am was :56 per gent.
In the 36531115; Vallay. where in 3.917 apprnximat-ely 55,0530 mama
were sawed anal waterlogged out of a total cf 88,700, 45,600 auras
mm protest“ by the camtrxwticm M amroximtely ninety rail“
of drain. in than £1 mac E731 May when the percentage of when»
logged land had Man practically the same as the upper valley,
37.000 auras. out cf :1 total 01' 45,000. ware drained, by that canatruction of fifty—«six miles. of drainage futon. The average mat
fer material excavated from drain, to member 31;, 1919. was Mg.
per cubic yard. fi’hia rapmwnta the) can to that date on all.
drainaga mrk aaeomplishsd. A similar (mat; w Daaamber 31, 1918
ms 9.5;! per cubic: yard. The cent per acre presented and drained
to Emaemhar 31, 1919 was $18.23. We: autim‘cad coat. based on
7:17
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repart of the Board of 3333112529”. is $22.75. Analysing the minus
coat: pa mun fur drainaga aonatwaum up 1.19 Bouamhor 51, 1919,
we find a “ball field an” 91' $236,541.00, 61' Which the mutation cost
was .13'500, this made» structure coat $31,013.00. tha mum“ strumtura 0031; $1,188.00, am the right of my $508.00
:5. At the beginnim; of 1919 the drainage canatruatinn aquimwat
ecnaisted 61’ «13111: Magma Glass 9-1/3 draglzlne animators. Later
W0 mow-3:11am walking mawunas, (lune aquipped with a 2-1/2‘ yard bucket.
and one with a 1 yard buckat; , mm raeaivad an the prajeat and
utilized; in amiwm construction. With the curtailment of aim-a»
titans, due: to 11mm: funds. We Bucyrus whines mm 2111mm! _lm
latter max-t of the year to the inverter: _ojeet. By nego_iat’iens
with the Elephant Butte Irrrigatmn District. a contraet was 019“th
which made mailman agvprnxmtely $10,000 a. month fer the ulna-anon
of We amamwrs mien amend.” mum haw Men transferrad or
waged warming.
4.. With the: completion 0: the ‘Rinmm Siphon practiaally all of
the main canal and diversion dam construction containment“ for tha
prejoct ma acmplatea. 0mm: irriggatien constma_on cansistsd
or the: sam_letion of the; Sam Elizario Headgate am: canal, and _ame ,.
1:0 601N657 water from the) main 31 £353.80 Distrmt to What is mm as
the 8am Ellsario Islam. Tim small amauznt of lateral recannrmv
tion was complicated in the El Pane Valley. in théjlj_éw maxim pertion
01‘ this prodaot raoanstmctim work an the 31:: enmity canals,
trausfermd to ”than Iiaclarunati cm Bervice for ammti_n, was completed
in the early swing. Sam clam-ya Mara experianoed in thaaarly
delivwies of water baeamm of the lag}: of time to prep’erlgy prim
the canals and structures. The work af recenatruetingg the 0m
community _nches, hawever, was well worth the mall indonvaninme
anal, considering the aim-mules.“ encounter-ad. was: aatis_aeterily
parfomad.
5. .7; mature of tha year’s program was Him inauguratiqm of
byway-alums work throughout. that modem. 9. rapurt an which is
covered in Chaptar VH1 by the: Prajaat Hydremapher. £0113
assumptmn at“ mantra}. by thaw Ramlammion Suarvica of 'pracatieally
all community d1tches.zmd the delivery 01" watar pa the acre font
basis, maria 1?. Feasible for the» first: time in pmjaat; histery to
attempt an awrmwn_iw stu_y m? the distribution of mm», the
193899, and meawrms. Etna data obtained durimgp‘she year 1919
(m tmse mibjauts Were of acumiaambm assiatame in the fall of
the amaze 32am to the High Linea Canal Bom_ 01’ museum in that:
investigations and in the mammtiou of the report severing pmjwt
limits, dismibution of available water, 21ml other summits par-f
taming t0 the warm @rojec‘t’_svelament. .Projee‘t hydragmphlc
work as cmtlzlnet_, has: mica it yoasi‘bm to tabulate monthly rayon:
7:17
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of the use amz disu'lbutinn m? water, and t0 RWI) a Hawk mac/rd.
m” amoumulatiana, infiltration emit rummage: reoords 91' dram
ma waters at the and. of the pregnant. Attention 1a “1196. with»
mseusaion er the enmicseal malyais m? rivar am: drain waters.
31mm this subjwt 1a 611’ eonmiaerable inmrwt at this times in
araihnm aewlopmnt.
6‘» Mammy at me tima in the project development have operation
m1 maintenance: matters been of mom interest or mum com‘ylm m
dii’fieultma in changing; the basis: of water deliver-1M from the
flat rate ta the» acre fem; Mame 1mm awn more accentuatad. on
this project than aslawhere. mm mm customs in vague for wall
a: long; perms: of the past, mm which had Mame aceapted policies,
were naturally mt ta M Ichanged without; cemiaerable canfusmn
and amnention. {333% the: Project Manager we! Irriggmian Savanntsnaant. Mama mm: WW on the administratiw (intimation. am;
still comment} with 1.129 present am} contribute to this “pan, is
no fault 9f the small but 10M. minouizy of landownars when-e um 91'
water remained undhangaé, but Wham water bills rose to larga
proportiona. Wi_hont doubt a gamma to the acre foot basis with
an inereasmi price for" avatar in amass of actual naeda Gena-_at“
largely to the bettarmnt of the magma awétitioa of law“. m
duty of water for the yaar at mm farms; aelimred by the Rsclmatian
Sartice aanala was 2.51 acre; £681: per 5mm.
7. The: tatal value: of tha are}; yiam for the maject was: a.
Mama” aver the» Praviaus yuaaau-e Tim mat value 93‘ yield par mm
for the yaw 1913 was .53: 66...:30, and for the war 193.9 5,35 55.9% .
This; clacreasa ia attributs_. tea a radtmtion in unit price am} in the
amount of crop yroémem Ema consiMsmbls arms. not provided with
drainage faallitiea. 7
8. Maintenancs of aamals ciaea not present the sauna problems as
191' pravimg game (m magnum a? the aocumlgtion of 631-0an sand.
’fha neeesaiw for eonservat'mn of norm water nausea the discharge
in the river to amallar quantities than had Mean mleaaed during
the previous; year. This tended to reduce the amaumulation of 3m
in ma diatribumim, and xvi-13.19 this airfiaulty was by no mam
animal}; autumn, the delivery 9:? water was acaempliahed thrvnghout
the irrigating 593mm with much mm mm than had. baen experiences:
in previ ous yearao 9. Manually all matings 0f the; Direatora of both irragatian
diatricts Mira animated by ma Madam; I_anagar. A whim“ spirit
of womratwn Miami: than in any previous war, and. operatiana
of tha Service were mterially maiutad by the» auction of bath
Beams of mmatorm 0f mrtiaulm‘ asaistanes was the “apex-M13:
work; of the Dow. Arm. and 3:11 PM“) 30mm Mm Bureaus. _u: lat”?
orgmzizatian, Mus-had by the m Pam chamber at“ Gamma, madame.
valuable am in 3011 .‘ anal water analyaes, and ma officials of thaw
organizations warn x'mquantly oananltad in raggar_ to prodact 96116198.
7:18
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1m 91»; follawiug chapters review emplatoly the: work an tho
project by variants aepartments, being prepares} by _m individuals
ézreetly‘ responsibla for the mmrvmmn a! ularical, automation,
mm oparatinn amt mintamnee warm
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0&4 ZG_L WORK.
by G. A. _uavsy « Chief Clerk.
EFFIGES any _R_kNIZAElON.
1. _ne progect offieeg ware 10aata& in El Ba_a,
mexas éuring all a_ 1919. @welve roomg an the 12th
£100: of the Mills Builaing Webe ocauyied un_il the
laat week.in May when the affieaa were moved ta th_
ground £196: e_ the Taitec Building which thay'oeau@*
lea for the ramainder of tha yaar.
a. Fiald offices wer$ maintained by th_ a0natrua~
tien farcea at Clint,T9xaa, at Barino,meW'Maxiaa, am&
after _bout June lat, at Las Grueas,_ew beieo. From
theaa points the Ehrniahing of material& and the time
ané eeat kweping for all aonetruction work,inelu&1ng
drainag&, was han_lea. The oyeration ___ maintananea a6partmen_ mgintained offices at Yslata,Taxaa,Laa Gruaea,
Eatéh, ana Engley_ew Mexico. A_ office was also maintainad at 31% $0.Laon street in El Fasa, in aounec_ion
with tha starehmuaa and machine Shays locataé thare.
_. Tha fallowing atatwmant gives the clariaal
organiaation ah _ne prajaet offiaa and at each cf the
l_ial_ affiee_ auring the year.
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Empleyad
name : Erma mu : Degigxmtion Batista : Locatim : Salary
$21M°nhér§g _rm! /Z2~1§w12/El~19 :Emir Water recordsgiiodr water racerdsihas Grams“, 3.66.209
Rater,- R. J. §/1—1a-9/11-19 :Storahousa Clerk :Starehousa clerk :Barino._,m 160.96
_ :9/11m19‘12/51-19 :Gsztkaepar :Gostksepér :La_ Grneaa : 110,923
vsgntargvm. :1/1-19—3/1-19 immakwper :Timekeaper :Yalata.mex 119.0%
Sway, R. E. :‘i/?~19~8/11«19 :Timekmper :Timekeaper :‘Zgla_a, Tex 90.00
_nk-mun R. hfzs-«w-lo—a_ 1* ‘ " :Las Gmaes 100.00
Smith, 31d :1/1-19~5/1~19 :Saimekeeper :Timekeaper :Slint, mama: 1302.023»
3958113633, 39hr: :1/1-19-5/12:~19 :S’Gorekaeyer , :Starekeepex’ :23]. Pasa,i‘$x ; 116.309
Tansy, H. M. :5/1*19~9/1°19 :S‘tm‘akousa Clerk istarehouse Clerk 2" " " . 90.00
- :9/1~1s>«12/31~19 : " " 2 ,, " z" 2' " : 160.620
Wa_ora, w. 13. :1/149-9/3-«19 :Costkeeper :CDS‘maeper Quinn. 13. M: 110.00

m ............
A statement of the farug emplayai luringwcalandar yaar 1919 follows:
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BOOKEEEEIRG
4. Beekkaepxng raaor_a were ourra_t u_ _h_ beginning
of 1919 and weww OO_tin__d an nhrcnghout tum yuhr. Ru
important changew in the bookkeeping caveman: ware mans:
_uring the year. In Baaemhar _ha work oi aayaruti_g
oparation ana.maintananea aaaruala and oolise_ion hyl
calandgr yaara W&9 begu_, and will ha aam_lakaa i an“
nary 1g20. No other large item of apeciai work w E’
dertaken in 191%. 'M
5. The total of th& aeeonnt_ t_k__ inte tha prgiagt
hawks during the yaar waa¢1,1eo,789.75 of‘whie_ §
$959,738.55 waa for aun_truation. ama @241,051.38:é£§r
oparation an_ main_ananea wswk. A tota_ of $_$3,_3£§63
waa aellaetad gram all aouroag, $190,133.85 efithig hbing
operation ané m_in_ena_c_ returns au_ $32,943w1? £39m
mi$callaneaum eaureea. The Value of transfara to _ka
yrejaa_ was $36,_54.?5,and cf completed unas fram,tha
yroject $2,3V9.9_; unecmyleteé tramsfera $&§,é&1.0§.
5. Mr. Jag. E. Ba_ar was projeat hemkkeeyer during
_ha eatira year. Ha ha& as &Eai£t&nt$ Mrs.$._.£$n_i_g,
Jamnary 1, to 61 inaluwive; Lu_hsr E.Kai_h1ey, Febru_ry
15 to _ugust a; and thereaftar Huwar_ Brawn.
7: 21

QOSEKEEPI_G
Y. _ne «as? keaying ayatam in$tmllea in 191a ,
waa continuaa during 1919. withaut baaio ehange. Elna:
ahangem t0 hatter thn ma_t aata obtainaa or facilitate
its aolleetion‘war_ made from tima he _ima, hawevar.
ana the eoa_ reabrd_ ana rayer_a ahowea stea$y impruva~l
mant. where wag a markaé hautarment in _he rawnlba
abtained.£ram the fiela affiaeg. the engineering fareaa
praa_ieally without exmap_imn oooyera_ing t0 tha fallaat
exvan_-wi$h tha‘aleriaal forcea in enéeavoring he imyruva
the coat data obtainad.
6. _r.‘_. a. smith euceaa_aa v.3. £11118 as aoat~
keaper on gang 83h ana _ha impravament im the eogtkaeying
work wae dua in no small maaaura ta hie effarta¢
PAY ROLL A_c___m_.
A gummary of 3&3 roll awanunt_ far 1919 18
given an the _bllowing paga.
JAJL 2, 19539 7: 21

HEQJH-‘ID’NI-JATIQM 01“ PAY BUILLS - Yaw 1919.
10,400.19 2 215.20 § 517.17 £ 301.21 Q 012.15 § 29,121.12 2 1110.5$
20,010.10 2 201.20 : 1,302.71 E 204.17 2 291.40 86,179.89 211.5%
a13.5§_i
.. u n
3 m_nc__tmg : _.
:m_a 110100111: :Oruam : :Eet Amemat ; 110111-4311‘”
., ,-:Emaa ‘ ,: $i§$8 : an $00130 : Rent : Hospital ; _ue w_n_m
f'j70.870.02 : 2,120.40 :' 2,014.55 : $29.01 ; 1,017.90 : 71,095.00 ; '
. 05,810.54 i 2,009.91 i 1,020.62 2 504.04 é 1,000.01 i 00.049.50 i ,1 ,1
L 14,141.99 i 1,910.40 : 1,012.14 : 002.02 2 1,110.07 é 10,010.11 é 0.191.011
v1,e11.01 : 1,505.02 : 1,111.21 5 230.10 2 1,000.10 : £7,365.82 : 2,111.31
52,221.55 3 401.57 § 001.52 2 110.29 § 711.00 2 50,961.57 : 3,315,11’
; 40,540.91 5 502.10 : 507.00 : 180.08 § 556.60 : 58,114.00 ; 0,110.0
;_;:§49.025.00 :§ 121.10 ; 061.09 9 211.02 § 090.00 £ 40,910.09 E a,0$§.0§l
i;1»483037‘8§ 5 110.80 5 722.14 E 225.70 § 591.05 g 45,111.94 g , 3,111,91;
$1 50,101.02 § 215.20 2 540.17 2 220.70 § 410.27 § 35.153-33 Q k1n1§?§5é’
u u n u
300.00 : 921.11 § 105.10 E 516.15 ; 20,317.98
n .21,902.00
. 515,001.51 210,388.85 1:10,000.10 : 2,003.11 ; 0,27v.51 ; 090.003.99 . 28 555 31
. , ..
1,, "y
1 I
‘ - *
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A s_atament of lea_ets granteét is given below:
_' ma. amuse} 13am“: grmtau’ 2‘79 Tatal Fm. Days: 619
" ' Sick " I? 23 u n ,4, £37
, IJBaV9$ without pay 8 J -I n 414
Elm 122913645 equipment Was; inventoried in April an_. oatobar and. the usual resz as
‘ {bf Ayril hit am (seminar lei: made to the chief of emwtruuuon. Auction azaleas: wa‘w 'h_ié
, ’1? Etch on Septamber when two homes aml three 3:111:35 wax-e: $015, and an November 39th;
flm‘ five harsaa and a quantity of tents, and other worn cut Bquipm_nt wag $013.. 3m
[Tsangt_l‘yment also mass said on a_vartisemnt, the only important imam being a gnaw-91, 86:23.2».if iné: plant which 11ml been uses: in the eaaatruction of the airmen awhen, and mum, mansion
' fo_ $9500.00 tn the Ore Erodmetian Co. of has Emcee. “Baa prinsigwal transferé ma_a-m Esther
I Qprgjeate wars two Lionighan, 3. 3mm capacity baakat 9mm; astuatad draglinw slap?“ ta 123m
iglge_r‘ar Yel‘lowetone pmjant and Wm Emcyrus, 1% ma yd buakat, .gaaolma powar, dragl‘in’gs #1941631:
_;1wre’ shimsc‘i he the Riven-“ban meme-1;.
AJLJe’Iontgomery egg-hm] as property inepector 13111511 343,131. in when 8.891112}: was as.
aligned to the wark. if
JAN. 2, 1989 7:22

JAJL 2, 1S389
FIRES & £§SHRAEOE.
an March 11th$ a %uilaing rente_ by the Reclamation
Service at Yalata and uaa_ by the Operation and Mainten*
anee Departmant as a $301 huusa an_ _br tha atering cf
automobiles at night wag deetruya_ by fire. Ewe Eard
automobiles and ana Fara l~_on Truck, also a quaniti_y
of small toclg and soma automobile supplies ané aaaaaaw
arias, tha _a_al value being $1556.92. were destreyed or
damaged in the fire. @ha twa automebilaa an_ _ne _runk
wars repaira_ by raplaaing the be§ies aha whaels and
game other miner part3, but all ohhar itmma ward a
total loss. mhe damaga was aypraieed an_ _he logs reportad to the of_ine af _ha Director, by letter Game_
Earoh 26, l§l$a
Inauranea survey reports gnawing canaitione of
iire riak on Deaembar $1, 1919, were made and trana—
mitted to the wa$hing_on Office.
7: 22
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£383 EQUSE GEE_AEIQHS.
Meassa worn operatea anly when it was n_qeaeary _e
provida buaraing iaailities in oraer no keep man on the
work. Whanever pasaible eontraats ware ma_a inatea_ of
operating mogaoa. Gentraotz of this kind were in faiae
during the year 1919 with:
Era. Laura Ablaa, _ssquite, N. M.
Era. Anna Winters, Barium. N. m.
Ere. _a Rx Eiahols, Rinacn Syphon
August Seherar, Clint, wexms
_rm. Winters cancallea her cantract at the and of
September and about One month later Mrs. Abléa moved t0
Berino and furnighea meals there during the rest of bha
year under her eantract. Th5 Kichols contract wag ter—
minamad on March _lat, the comatructian work at that
point bving aamplated.
Owing to tha amall numbar of men gubaiating at the
different messes, it wag found imyraetioable to operate
them exaapt at a loss un_er the method or_inarily used.
7:28
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\
Early in tha year,baaause uf thia,thn paliay of basing
tha charga {Dr meala on an actual coat basis, wag put in
farea. The Tarnillo Masa was operate& an thiw ba_im had
tharefcre ahewad a balaneaa accaunt.
distributaé t
All Gavexnment op@r&ted mnggea were cloae_ a_ tha
o the work»
an_ cf April 1919.
A gummary of the yaar'3 operation 1
fbkhawing s_at¢mant:
‘u gsm g
£2.13; a} :
sews: 3.033% mm all
n
a.
gimn in tha
: 1:511” ; 12:14:97. 1m; 5 13532::12350 : E30823 ILL!)
:Hear Fabems;mear Sana»:
Lows. man : E_-Xw : ”Sill 0 . ’39:: : aamzmmamemnl a
: ' 2 :
Earica Operateé : 2.x0 : a no ; 4 %D g 2 Ma
Length of haul, m 2 «20 E .1 , :35 : :57
vo_al coat,$anor ; 40E.UU ; lQQ.OU : 4E5.16 : 386.00
” " Fandatuffe: $81.15 : S;9.61 :l?é&.l& : 584.11
3 ” UthT pr ; BU.&6 : 35.11 : 116.6? : 65.8?
: ; : :
fetal Govt : 60?.0: : bu?.72 :2290.97 : 925.9%
Ec_al Aim 333$ : 535 ; XE? ; léaé ; ?81
Cost yer Jan any : . ~ ~
Laber : .50 z .42 ~ .50 z .56
Eac_atuffs: 1n10 ,90 : 1.35 ; ,V_
Dthar gxp ; .05 .J7 . .08 : .9?
T0$e_1 : 3.75 119.11} ' 1.61 : 1‘18
yragli__#§._®
7: 23
$8 comoinmd wish Barium _aga in Februaxy
191?.

wmwmm 39mm.
The only mero&ntila atarm opwrabad, aurimg _ha
yea: was located at._ineon Siyhon. w_ia a_ora wag awar—
atad from Ja_uary l_l_ kc _he 0103a of Marah 1919. It
wag mlaaaé _aring April, May, and Juna 1&19, and aperatu
ad an ayaniai aaya, _t intervala, for gala of appraiaad
steak only, {ram July _g _ha an& of tha year. @he gala
ufyagyraiaad 5103K waa praatically completaa at tha e__
cf thg yaar, _ne IBEi_u_ of tha atack being ahipye_ at
_hat tima to 31 Page. Thia @tcre was naeessarg &ur1ng
canstruatism, ma hol_ labor Q_ the work, as tha anly
pubiie $®0raa ware at gush a aietnncc 3% to ra_der them
unavailahla.
A statement $unmarizing the yaar'g oyera_imn
3011 mm:
MARC AHTIIE‘J .‘di‘cl'i_ ,
WWWA W
Paried apareted 3 mo.
E‘e_grth 9f haul :3 m1.
005%, Labor 35,59
" , Ease, incl Frt. 8?9.20
" , othar axpanea 4%.l_
Gain or 303$ *84.?&
32 " '* " "‘ 15.31;.
,
* Gain

JAJL 2,
1S389
$36? aé_ggmxgna
A maehine ehoy with autowenile r$pair ahap in
eonnao_ien,waa oparataé at 31$ So. imam $trea$ in El Ease?
Tuxg _uoy W__ aguipyaé for _oing, am_ _l_ Ru, all a_ the
repair an_ wth_r mauhine wark for tha yrojaot, axaep_
£ush amall rerairm, eta., as coulé raa_ily be done tn
the fialé, gnu $om$ very h__vy worm, requiring _ne nsa
of cra_a_, a_e. not availahla a3 thg the §0V9rnment
ehoy, which waa _en_ ta tug L1 2&80 Houn_ry.
A gystem of Envy wxaarw,permithing tha cost of
eaah piaoa of work done _e be eamyutea, wag in nae. &
aaraful cemyarison e_ thasa coata, with the prieas
chargsd by the faunary aampany, ana aVen with thoge
charged by manufacturara in the caaa of repaira whiah
mania be ma_a at the 31 Eaam _hop, aheme_ aavinga V_rying _rom fifteen to far_y per cent, the average being
araun_ hhixty per sent.
mha goat a_ operating these Shays for the yaar
is given in aetail in thm t_bl__ balew:
7: 24

1;. {26:30 MACH;
_agur, blaaksmith and helyers,
“ , machinigta ” “ 9.108»3%
w Jiacallmnaouwg ___.l&
«away, fualn lubricanta, é?$g_5
tuak (matarial$ and _‘ , f l$,l_¢.95
ligh_a _nal, “2". 1,02%.é4
@guiym@nt reynimg axi ‘* g‘ ;» __é.08
miaewll_neeu_ axy@nsa, 13910
m.amt chgrgs, 602.50
.Zguipmam_ ahmrga, 902.?5
m~41mymm
Avg_l aaet, é”,£$0.5?
h1&ek@m13_
fuel, l_bfi__
materiala a; 5 :r us! ?,5&é.gl
iigh_, fuel, _ '.- ?Vlu_h
{iaaallan :2 7;” ,% $?91$
" * $02.5Q
903.?&
1
q. x "QM... WWW-MW
i7§660a_é
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gmonmaog§§_arm_amxmma.
_torahauma_ waxa ogera_ad during all uf 1§1$ at Clint,
Yalata. and El ¥a_0, mwxas; an_ a_ Berina, maaquita,
xas Urueaa, Hauwh, and Elaphmuh autta, New waxiae. Also
for the firat faur menth_ mi the year a_ Rineam aiyhon and
a raeeiving at_tien in Eaten. Theaa etaaka _oge_her with
tha resié__ of-ana at Hatch Sipham, warm on camylation Q_
ounatruation wark at theaa ymin_s, twanafarrea ta and aam~
bined wi_h the Hatah a_arahau_a ateek. A atatament 91 _ha
laaatian, puryaga, e_n. af aach 9f thasa wtara_ausee 13
cantainea in tha yra_ea$ hithL_ for 1918. A gummary of
aturahauae aeeeun_m follaww;
W_______g_, Yaar of 1919.
value : Value 3
af _oa&& . of Goeaa :Jwat'_g
RaceAVad1
Iaaueé ; D§$ratpry
Sturahouaa :
$599V%.61n;l3$396.4_ 2
_;
6
9
El Page
Y_lataio & M)
has Gruaem("}
Yale_a {Qanatzk
Clint ( “ )zl_
56$6.6_, 545?.02
1455é.89 - 830%.85
108845.?5 : 35V61.@9
Hatch Siphon. :13 41?&;6? : 5&3.19
“ For_g. _ta :11 131_4.28 : 2$53%.9l
" Qanul :17r: 55$Q1.23.: B_l_wu?_
Eioaah_ Fluma :15 $31.94 : 308%.40
Rinoan _iphan :19 11445.30 : 35910.82 :
Barium 'zlé 15£8?1.18 :1298?5.65 :
mmaquite :31 193_1._5 : 49431.08 : ‘8861u2é: .052 :.032
Las Cruc$__h$}:? $606&.?0 : 3849?.%5 :
Ela_hant Eut__: ~ : 449.50 : ?90.51 ;
Watal_ : 2546581.%§ :é___l_.10 : $2?25.4é: .059 :.0?5
0’ n: 0- o
_mw
lOEla__:
8952.9af
€31
3
k
0
o
i
w
.
1
q
.
U
C
a
H
p
D
$524 ‘95:
-a a; n. I! ‘9' u- " um
y. vs ti 3%,”
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GGRRELS.
Ewe small mortals w_re operated, both by the operation Ra_ maintananau
aapartmont, to earn _riaaigglly for ditchridaxg barges. A statement aummaris1ng the aperations of _hgga two aorrals is given below:
Oysruting Costa
~
.
: Forage 2
Labgr : lna. Hauling : ether Elm.
Gust Unit: seat : unit: cast Uni
I 3
0
a
333
o nu n
Giana}. gram
1.
mana ‘
G &“M ' : : ,, i ;
“631:19. "Valley- $61.93 .356: 24:22.1?f. 1.02: 81.84 .034
g
O
U!
a. it u
a n: u u u u
" .,V x93: 58
31210011 Valley 465.85. .1“; 2955.342 1.04Evmaa .256 . Z 1.13:6; 2:52 9.0
. 4
.
u u n 9- u can u .o
,
on
8
I. u a. o. .330ml cast asasgloamal 2 5377.512
ma. unit cost: ; . .1962 21.0213
‘IZXTJ. 2, 1 9 8 9 7 : 2 5
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303.321) on aim. waving nmmmnm
who Boara of _ivil _erviaa Ex_minora aona1ntea of
U.A.Eaavay.$euretary; Ham 3. Kaek.v1oe-Saaratary; ana
W.N.3111,Memhmw. Misw Keck rewignaa,e£feot1va beeamber
lath, an_ mr$.E.&.Mon_gemary wag alggated by $ha romainw
ing mamb@r$ of _ne Bnar_ ta marVa in har $lasa.
A summary af _ha aparmtiona sf tha Boar_ fellows:
Ra waxed 1&6
“ yaaaed 155
" failaa name
” appointa_ 155
mm}? _guczamwmms .
Wm
A_praxima_aly 55 milea of govarnmant owned telapheua
linga were in age auring 1919, all of bheaa linaa bai_g in
Maailla Valley aa_ u_a_ by hha operation &na main_enan£6
aeparbmgnt in eyara_ing tha aanal aystem. The genaral aaa
lang aiatamea _arvica wag abtaina_ item tha Eri-atata melephona company i_ @3333, an& tha Hauntain _tataa Teleyhoas &
_alagraph company 13 Haw Maniac, unaer cen_xnat dated EQV~
amb$r 1,19183and item _h_ Vallwy Talaphena Gompany batwaen
gointe in tha lowar maailla Valley.un_aw asatraet aated
Fabruary'l_, 191%.
A contraat _aked _pril 1, 1919 with _hs Fabens Talughona Qomyany W_B alaa 1m f_ros for toll aarviae in the
visiniuy a: Fabena, Texam.
7:26

MQ9QR VERI_L99.
Meter vahiala oysxa_ion aoatg arm Gummari494 in
the fellowing ata_ament:
99909 VEKIGLE 099349109"
(Galenaar ywar 1919, unly)
: Milaga to Date :
Gos_ ; _iiles to Gal: Unit 303%
T0 Bate . metal :G43:2611 : @.9 Date
Ho. ; Vehiale
V$hi¢1$=Glass vi
,1 t) .4
580.81 : 6418 : 14 1 253 . .59
954.3? : 1530? . lo 996 » .0?
999.47 5709 ' 17 z 9?9 4.15
1509.44 : 24950 ~ 1': 2 270 = .05
1999.58 : 11983 : 15 2 294 : .11
1550.96 : 19651 : 10 : 931 : .129
1368.38 : 166?? : 18 . 350 : ‘.076
1916.69 : 15227 - 10 - 100 .10
1369.59 : 15004 : 18 : 560 : .091
1592.25 : 1479? : 12 - 599 .093
1194.90 . 10595 ' 15 ' 980 .103
399.13 : 5391 t 13 : 999 2 .123
79?.15 ' 54:32 1 16 . £393 .14
594.98 : 4765 : 14 x 150 .09
1139.99 : 10293 : 14 : 950 .11
849.53 : 11439 * 15 : 929 .0?
1159.71 : 2'7228 . 26 - 2584 .042
$43.50 : 8691 : l? . 387
959.88 : 9900 a 1? : 334
1019.62 : 1004B : 14 . 382
92?.69 2 14983 2'16 . 290 : .96
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January » braglina Excavatar _e. 40g working twu thirst. axoavatod
4,000 yarda
_vbruary - wna gataw at Ela§n&nt aunt» D&m wara npenad fer the
irrigation __a___ on Eabrumry 12th.
__rnhv~ _ne _antaya aiynom Wk_ ccmylatad on March lat.
Jams — wag amhankman_ yavipg &t El_gh__t Eutts waa aemplate_ an
Jane 16th“ araglina _xc_vatar EU, 35. working can
shift, axcavatad 132,000 yards duriug tha fwur months
@nding June 30th»
July « yruingge canatrnctian mark in tha Rinaan niviaion was elauad
dawn an aacwunt u? inauffiaisnt fum_a.
_ugust ~.& ulaudburst wacurred in the Rincon Valley an aaguat 17th
an_ 13th, fluading aha tcwn of Eaten, Raw waxxaea
October a Th9 rainfwre_d canar_ta aactiou of the s_illway chauail
wax ___yl_t_do T_m lcwar weat bal&;aqa valva plug
wag rammvwa in graparatiun for inatail_ttan of new plugs.
Rovambar w @n$ concratw wurx cu tam apillwaj an&nnal at _laphant
Suite wag uomplatad. Tna u&latrul‘patara1 ayatam in
tha._l Eaae Diviainn was nampluted.
2 : O 1
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Chaptar 1
133% mm; E‘xJiIY t‘. m; (EEK K; A;
Tna Ric éran_a Erngect 35 Law only Ee_erul irrigation prajaot
an the £10 Jranda. $0 January L, Aaza, Lna cost ”f the worka
provi_ad, incl4ding _toraja§ miver_iong nar$i&£e. u_atributian,
and drainagag amuuutg L_ hi_fMK‘V_t_$j egavom milling dollar_. ?ne
larguat single item i3 Luat Jovuting 3L0 canstruction of the B¢apnant
matte Mam. T2113 _ltul‘f_g_ fajéa‘bure nus, 313% in: summation in 193.6.
returnad in value as m_a .una awqers or ine pra_sct twice its cost.
whiah would atnarwiaa gava Gaan last9 once it furnishing a reliable
and amply supply _aring & drougut purio_ of aightaen manths, when
the value at crep_ praducad vaa in excaa_ cf $he canatruction
charges. &ad _g_in during aaa_gns Jr axtraordinary floods, in
atm‘ingg this nigh rivur disemujgm wlaimn if uncontrahad. would have
‘9;
dunmged grogact workag f&rm “an city imwruvamaats. in an ammunt
mv;n i_rgwr gnan its cast. Ewe _avelopment oi‘the canal and
lntgral ayate‘s 0f Lha {maggot hag mean Ssmewhat retarded by Lhe
umcawsity far a 2&r a annuax n? drainasw work. ?ha central of
seapaga aonaixiona Lid $0 far advancaé 1a 19;; that more fundw wara
avwzilablq for axmnsifm_ mu”! :J-mtar'rssmm m gamed until Mun-3,1,1 gystams,‘
The Lwa irrigation diatriats sf tum gr0;93t, 03a for Raw ¢axico, and
One far inw iuud_ in Tuxur, _nJiuda within szir limits m tnt&l of
155,uuo aarna” WHICH Laue“ with 135 aa,cJu ucras 0f laud in thy
2:01

_apublia of Moxtcu, monstisate tha datarmxned irrlgnblc aroa at
tna pragoat. At in» incaptian of tha project 50 par want a! this
aroa was in multivatian under a ag_tam of community and private
altohas. Tha inaéaquaay 0f Lho myatam existing at that time,
together with tna unralluhla normal river flow, gave reason for
ma yrasam projmt plans. Tm mum mtorlo,g;ging at" over two
thirda of tma,§r0$m area madw alabarata _ruiumga works neeassary.
Tan tetai prog_at aasba _urimg tna year 1921 fur xha principal
fauturas ef the work. subdivided into f9aturaa, ara aa rollaws:
_toraga g 434,453.61
pram 1233.156 £54m .878.19
Laterala $93,100.83
Ganala 243,418,60
§ota1 $1.301.851.23
This amoant with tha additian of expenditure& for ayeration and
maintenanaa. ragrenants tha largaat yaar'n costs with the axnaption
;f tha yuar 1914, whan eonatrnstion work wag in progress on both
the irrigation devalupmant uf tha project lands and tbs El_phant
_utta atorage unit. As alsb was tbs case in 1914, tha 1&rgoat
single feature exyanditura during 1921 was construction work at the
aam. In this tha incraaaa in atored wntar to nearly reaervoir
cagacity axpa_ltad Lraviuuwly planaaa slulcing opar&t10na at tha
apillway site and made any furthar yustponam_mt of tha work impoaaibLe.
1a &dditlon to tag cau_truution of & aplliwuy channal at the 6am {ram
the spiilwag t0 the rivar a rainforeed annotate pavamant was laid an
tha upmtream 816a of tha aarth ambunkmamt ta the wuat sf the dam. to
kwavant wava erosion at high water. uati_faatary unit casts were
JZXN} 4” 1 9539 2: O 1
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obtalho_ an bath these extan_inn works mud cmmyara favorably with
grivate or auryoration work in £ha lower project. whera material
and S_y§li88 require lasa maul.
Eraiuaga work in bath tna‘Mu$illa Mud g1 rmao Vallays
pragyesaad aatiafaatarily during the year. an anambar 31, 19a1,
this principal Warm-a for Hus gmngect ms M m:- 09m, wamplatad.
The total yardage, excavatad to date. 0f the en_ire _rainaga program,
is aggroxiamtaly 11.nou,000 cubic yards, or and lineal miles of main
drains at an averaga cost af $.58?? par eubia yard. in addition to
the diaenarge 9r water from tnaaa autlats a large tonnaga of a1ak&li
is steadily being takan frum aal$ araas and seepage an_ $911 canu
ditiona graatly imyrovwa, yartiaularly in Lna areas under cultivation.
?ne censtructiau 9f now lateral diatributariea _nd the recanstruatiou of exisning but inadaquate ditenaa raaeived particular
attenuan during 1921 and almm 3313.06.000 ms allatted and mean
in thim _amtura of gwo_wmt duveloymenta _ame 9f tha work was
raquirad in canaection with 11% lccatio_ uf drgins that made
uaeasgaxy changna in asurcws of water aupgly. ‘_ l_rge part Of
Lha mark w&5 rwoanatrustiga anu onlavgament 0f small community
or privana can_ls» b_mll draglin__ parfvtme_ Lhia wark with satisv
§aatany pragregs unu “git cesbso rarticularly 500a raaults wars
ahtainad with a small iaddar tyg_ a? excavutur wnich excavated and
sh$pa_ up both in crue_ aactiung and alignman_, o;u cammuuity canals
at $8 y_r cent of taam $9815 x__ wianout intarfaranca with irrigation.
a total of 8o?,i?7 unbic yaxda of aacavation was accamylished in a
Lwtaral axc&v&tlon b4 machine at a riald unit cast of $0.11 ya: cubic
yard. anaaaary team work in addition amauutad to $13,09? cubic
2 : O 2

v
yar_n at a cost of $.a8 per cable yard.
The diversiau {mailitiaa at aha Aut_rnmLional Dam uni the
heading 9f tna Franklin Ganal at E1 fuse waxm radically improved.
Hare tha cantar af Ema river is the international boundary with
_axinn, and wmrk way an affert ta Obtain an irrigation mupply with
laas sedin_nt and to mora yarfecbly central tna river flow at this
yaint. By tum de_ign and annatruation uf a controllabla skimming
wair and sluicawaya. sand accummlationx, whicn in the paat have
aarinumly rsuacaa the avail_ble aupylyg are largaly aliainatadn
_neof the mp_t satisfactory acammylishment_ of the yaar was
the ann_truatl_n of tag Montaya ziyhan, a fear foot munollthic
pi§e carrying the irrigaiinn suywly for the _entoya unit of tha
masilla Vallay under the Rio axan_aa Thi_ structure was aamplated
at lass than 56 par want nf the $$timated cost. in the _asilla
Valley two imyortant main aaual imprawem_nts ware _xannad, and conatrunzion wcrk yraetically camylvte_ bafura the and 0f the year.
Qua of tnn_e, _n extenainn of tha Laasburg canal, elimingtad saveral
mil_s 9f almoat parnilal cmm_unity canal$ un_ bringa tha main water
saurca for distributien near the Lunda to ma sarvea, radicing oyara»
Lian ana m_iulaumnca Ct$t_ and 1538 of iiziable land. The £982
Biae Q_n_l wms cancrwta lina_ at dangaruug filla cvar 31d rivmr bada,
and & aew alupe _st_hllshad 10 Pedu_e aadinant dapoaita~ In tha
El {mas Vallwy ¢0unautimn$ matw_en uaual gystoms, lung §l&nned.
were ecugtruét_d and now yarmit tug irrigatlun supply b_Emg _iaw
anargs_ from ona latar&l systam ts hnotna? thruughout the valley.
fag TOLlDwing is a mynopsls of this report in the Grier sf
shaytar arrangement. The alurical ugeratlonn. whluh include all
JZXN} 4” 1 9539 2 :C)2
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.flssul an_ aaocunting mattara, as well “a contkaeplng, are all under
the sup rvi_lun cf tha Chi_f Clerk. Thia work w&a carried on in an
axcelinnt m&nmer &nd, ma anown by examinar's reports. tho projact
clarical affairs _re in 300d candition. ;torenuuse. mvsa, and
auspital features ml} snow gaina for tna j_aru in apiim of in«
cre&sed amen L of uusimasag ruuuetion in ularid_l force was peaaible.
zmrchasing was gmrLicmlwrlg uoavy muting Lua earxy 9&rt of the yearo
§tudies uf imgruvanaata 1m meLnLds ;ere nude in the oostkeapiug.
bookkaeplng, guranagingaium atenagra;_ju uapartmonts, and changaa
9&1 inta effect tum; reaulz_d En incragggd aeonamy» Cooperatian
yith tan annatruczicu ¢ué dyarm_'zu'un_ naiumen&nce dagartmanta by
the yarsenual uf Lha alari0¢3 ‘urca rms Agrgeiy ra_yonaibla fer gocd
xasults Obtuima_a puvi_ga in caan gigs-mats for aha year amauutai :9
$4,245.55.
:urvsya gar Lug locaujun «f druina. Can&l$, and laterals, staking
”sum for asti_atae ware Handled at the
ya
at aLructuraa, and
o_ginnin; er tn_ gear _y f_df aajin axing n&riies. Tuasa wera r_duesd
ta twa in July. lazl. Bunsidarubia value is ontainad in surveya
”05$ i5 mere auan repala in mm ntaining
of diteh a;anniug wvrkghd_
anuaiu th Agtaraia L0 :Duti_uvu_ grades gag slopes ratuer than the
ruugn guaasa$ of former $wmcaicas, The aurvey a? farm progerties.
wnere limitw WBIQ _i_pa_édg w_ru t__ qurin; tne yaar, and elasnifiw
gating of uraag data: ina_ fur noticea 10 irrigation districts.
aarvays are sawmreu in Lug zavu;L by n__iéimni Enginear as M. Ain_werth
-$u r» M“ ”llama.
Leash u tion work at Alagnnnt _utta, ceu_istiug _f spilla_y
unusual and emb_nk_aat rmviu: was unumr Lam :h&rga 0f asaistunt
2:08
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Ragiuaar C. A. aurna. 7.785 cubla ymxda of plain and reinfoaod
aonarata wwwa pl&aad in tha rarmur atructura at an avarage coat of
gm_e__ per cubic yard” incLudiug form werk &nd rainfaruamunt. On
the amh&nkmant 31,310 square yards of rainfocced concreta was la1d
at $_.1_ gmr _qu_x_ garé, inaludlng rainfarcemaut. L&bar conditiona
wara pagr'until the wnrk at xhe dam wna naariug caM§1aLiou.
The niuaen, Laasbgrg, un_ gasillu Diviaiun cuuutruction wank
was undar aha supervi$imn rf aswiwtuut iu;inuor C. E. Ainaworzh.
_is naudling of tn_ Aentnyu Sigmon job 5&fvmnt_ special camwendation
&3 wall ma aha drainaga ané amuai wura Hf hi_ alvisién¢ D_tails of
tun varieus unawarustea wcrxa ara gqurad in reyart undar uhayters
V and VI.
in tha 31 Ease uiviaion umn_trustion work wan undur the super~
viaian mf inglneam _ii__ L. burr, until Jana 15%, and frcm that data
under £$$l__ant Engineer F. Ea diiscp. iu_&ddit1¢a to the ragular
aonsnruation yrggram fur drains $3_ canals, Jonsidorabla attantioa
wag divam flown gratectian mark brag? Jake, and anly anargetic and
wall yianned work emv&d uausaraatad drains ia the lower vallay from
deatruniimn. Ghaptar Vi cavern raparts uf Aakiat_nt Engineers on
drainage worxse
éruject hydragrzphia warn was :0m6Wnat reduced during 1921
nvar Lha furmar yaar. Suamri Lian my gaging stationa maintainnd,
and metnud3. ara 4ovarad by :haptar V11.
During tbs culundmr ga_r nu boar_ if comauating anginaer§
was sunvanw_ on tna yra;mctu A bwmru naatiu; wag nel_ to aansi&9r
muttsX‘ 0r proJeut &nd gwusral affgmxency and improvamonts in
businwaa mutnuda. Enia __atixg cf the heard was productive 0f
amcailuun raaultn» Th3 yrugwut wn_iuuera and onus! ampluyuaa
‘\
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warm impremaed with matxera of naunomy and afflcionoy. and the
officials of the 1rri;w¢ion districts. wnm sat at tha bcard meeting.
wera informa_ 0f prueedura and Paagnns for certain methods, and
had &m cypurtunity far 5n insight into Lye husineaa affairs of the
_grvice, which “ad nut bean :mavieualy out&1ned.
Agr¢amants yith watwr aaora of Lna progast are handled thru
the coust_utaé irrigaxiun district mirectwr&taa, and lwautically
all matter; sf lmpoernca are diucu$sed at board washings“ Tne
usual oparatlon and naint_nmnce notina, w&tnr chargaa, and similar
mattara wara discusaed with offigiula uf L_a irrigation districts.
A: Bh_ beginning uf th_ ywar 19:1 a aommittae was apgointed, can—
gigging af tha managers a! amch irricution district, and progact
officiule. for comaiaax__g nperatiun and maintananoe managements
and nests“ wna_e ccmmittuaa invegtigated tn_rou_hly tua field
and efflca mattara ana madm suggawtiona us to progaut polician
lagging toward tma hattwrment of irrigation service aha the raw
ductiau of wamt. Tna graund cmvarad ana tna work aucmnpliahad
during the gast yoay is mimilar in that xequa_teé by tha nfflca
_f the Cni_f En;1nuar for tna ywmsant Jaar's gvogram¢
Qiariea are kapt by mum truism; £m_&gat, irrigasion.ma&a§er,
Lula? _ler, $fri_a _nginaara quuatruct_on Engineers, __d gate?
bupurintamdantwa
unoyaragiva NDTK mas uaan _cutmgii_na_ with the siulugical
survey of _ns &&rinultmrul bagurtmuut in Lna aatarmlnatieg of gnyners.
and wlgb tna _amthar Burauu in the a_CAnga er r1V$r ugd climatolagiuml d_t_, wit“ the Jar we artw®nt in tag uaa of gquipmant without
nhaxga loanad from Fort $1155, with Lna “grl¢ultnra1 yagarnn_nt a!
JZXN} 4” 1 9539 2 :C)8
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the 51. Puma chamber 0f (tomatoes. and um Agricultural 001mm; of
Raw _exino.
in Ln_ maintauanca work uf Lha gmojecL racoguition n_a bean
givan the f&ct tmat adversa atop conditions necessitAte_ the
redustion uf axpanaea us far &m yozsibla, gnu onLy such maintenance
work us wax _bsulutely uacesaary was c&rri5a on in ordar that wntar
chargas mighs be in nagging with raw linas cf private expenditure.
Jgaranion and maintenance casts r_caivem g_rticular attention
during Lhe irrigation ya&r. n uat&i1 budgmt sy_tam was carried
out by the irrigation manager Wul_h ualottad aufinite amounts to
watar mascara and produced g0 u rusuxts. 3f the ustimataa cost,
$25é,u09. maia at the beginning .f th_ gea_on. $234,000 was
exyandad. Mora extenaive and ayatematic aluicing oparatiens wars
(arried an than aver befura¢ and these togatn_r with lower w_gas
and t_am hire, and the large ammunt :f mgchine slaaning work
raiuced cleaning agats low_r tn§n was eayaute_ an_ below greviuus
swans. an unubually rminny :ummar decraasau w§ter delivsriea
wnd aniasg and incrcuaaa nuinteaauca'ymrk. Tue showing _ada, in
spita uf Lnjm, was _mti_fmcturya Alb__dltura for pra_sct
spar_nion urd Mainta__n__ £5 naausaarilv affaated by the gtuudards
af servige fixad by tan Raciamation service. an_ thusa dam&nde_
by the water uamraw aith Lha average ”aiding 0n the £1» _randa
rrojact i$$$ tuna 5U auras» and tau di_tribution ayai_m baing
gracticglly rebuilt whila in 4&9, comparison uf casts with public
land progauts arm naraly $ypli__hl$a Axyariwents m&69 to anlarga
canal riders beata havw in aomw oasam inaraased damage claims from
canal braaks. neduutiun uf DQMEuerGntB n§da nade contantions in
oLnur ausas. Tha mantnly nard naLise miilad :9 water users showing
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use of wabar has buan aiscontinued, and a nutnod of "reaaipt on
dalivary" planned ua n aubutitutm for _ne Kga_ ae&san.
Notice of progest opening was given botn irrigation districts
in 19£0 , to be gmid in 1931. _ne to adverse crap conditions this
wag Sunpendad until 192$. thmr faaturas 0f the netice, inolu_ing
the caixactiun of oparutinn and mainLenamua minimum charges from all
lands in the opene_ Pweas, whether irrigatea UP not, remained in
affact uni n&d h banaficimry influenca on increasing cultivatiun
and alsa in rsducina coat_s
@wo reaaons exiytad far tug rnlstlvaly poor agricultural yaar;
~;a ;arm 01 an fruit crop, and tha
Lanw frusts wuinn xil¢ed g 1:
maul; returna fer éthar farm graducts. Rinancial aaslstanca ta
farmars was limitad &n@ diffisult ta Cut_i_w Lana V&luea alumped
in aanaequmnco.
_n SOV_EDMBGt expmrimmutal farm is o;mrahed an the pruject.
baring tne {_st twn gearg, thru Lna aganuiea of farm hurean_
and tnair locals a grabt ahanga in cum_uniny affairs gaa bean
acummglignad. Bath the Lcn_ Ada and d1 gnaw County F&rm Bur$3us
nave aétiuiy and succesaxuiiy awakanad and maintained tha cammuxity
spirit of tha farmers to anagarativa unde_vor.
Tag futura naeua of Law yroj_cxv insnfar as they relate ta
tha gmoJSJt workm, consiat af Lue cam,$atiu_ 01 the létaral &nd
drain&ge systama. Th: Stan_ardiaaziaa of irriga‘jun mathuds is
a slow preceaa, but yaurly improveawnta are go 53 round. yarming
aparationw are still suagaat tn much apportuniiy fur advancement.
Large arcag of aid haldlnga should bg relevallaé ana batter farm
ditch ayatems urn aaadedm Eadarul {arm lemma, not yat noJcmyllsbad.
but in the near futur_ Vlix musi_t in the dawelopmeut.
‘J
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613R WALL WWW.
by
{33 A. WWVB}?
m gimme imalvmi in the mum at the claim:
mm “mm 19:31 mm the mm «13 12mm») given in 1331: warm
magma. history. imamcmmmon 9f alumna wag, a? same
mam tmaw’gm_t the year, am to 3W3 in mmamel m 11)
away tum; mamas-s of may fww 659121131 be given ommrmity 1'02
éavalopémmh
very little cuffmalw ”ma angst-Mme} in remaining 6mm»
macaw emplayaws
WWW-mm yin-sum mg amylmd _aring; 1921 an Max-1m}.
writ in ma pmgaét affine. as «swarm with 23 sawing 1930‘
My 11 we: maplm_ on alarioal ka in mm pregnant af_ne on
Mags-war M .1931, m aways-rad with 19 on Number 31, 1520»
V ‘_- m annmotmn with We salariwll mm in the field attics“,
an camgawa_ with 15 _mimg 1WD“ an hammer :31, 19:91. than
mm 15 amplayaea magma ujpmz Maia work sand um mm mm): on
mam“? 31, 1920.
We alwioal argymimtiaa m Mama in imam, as fallow:
A“)
\E

a?
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Boumzmma
m boamomm mum: rmiwa in charge of J. B. miter, with
award _rm an “autism 9:. 0n aath 01’ tho tow _uctuations ‘
121 Ma 701mm of Emaima What, the tank was not only last
a? to date, but: m whammy out" this «pavement were able to
swam Minor reswmfnilitiea at £11!“th times during the yuan
m amount 91? gram cmahmction east mum: into the 9103901:
mutants m $1,321,956.61? and mm mm]. 0 and 1! MM ammtea to
W__um. Wham was “new“ from $13. 359%;me {samzm_m
at whim: $350,691.0_ mew far water z'enwla, 3m prim to 3.931,
$11,136.24 fox? {3 and M ”_gment“ gamma? 3.5531, mm $3,594.80
tar‘mawnmm. Fm mam M mx’m m that prawns mu
«:1th a: Naval axmmw amgw was: $5333.31 and at aompieted
am mm mm mm $3355.61” 35.x, mung in»: total a:
$151.70; rammed innumlom em member 31,, 1921.
1% Mama at {gamma}. 1111;6th were ma_a in “museum with
22m 13001:“me awtm warm baseman at the arid c: which math
curtain tramway mtriw were: We, 13a ardar that _rst: grade“
Mewaw my in mm warm: on an mmration and mintamae mm
130333.211:an January 1,, 1931.. Bank of Wm Wu fix-mews” Mattie!»
m 13111561 in Daum‘bar mm 1923. 0 and m cast. in accordance with
$319 .imarutm‘wla_m_imm 1mm 332mm of We» smatmction can am:
the £3 and 1‘13 mamm 1:; MW“: my mi‘ 3909121113? 51,, mm, on tin £91m
laying a WSW:
:05

SETWHT {IE (30555 mm i) Am} 51 ,ELGERUALS mm mmmlm_-mu (3%me MW?
051036133: 8% x 1300mm 3 {imam}! I W—
: :0 m z: a 0 and M x 0 M 2 x a
3mm : _rm a during a Public Mater rental Wall_u Netiwek‘iatar mealshbmotiaewhtnr Rthmb_o_m
”.429; , w ,. u 7.: . , 1‘ an: t m 3 mm a x ‘ I
s z x 2 a 3 s 3 s ,
1305i : 33,539.86: 2 a s 2 s a 3 .
190? : $41,486.18: $598.83 a z a 2 u a x 1908 : 153,563.87: 2400.51 3 a 15,000.00: 3 35030.00 3 a z ‘
1909 t 105.421.8535 1890.88 3 : 34,599.35a 3 14559.25 3 a a ‘
1910 a 334,599.30: “$5.18 a a 9,978.97; 3 9W3.” a s a ‘
1911 : “5.993.933 5305.18 .3 s 135,900.00: 3 13000.00 a a a
1913 1 $89,525.73: 5587.05 88 a 12.9%“5: : 13928.45 5 a x ‘r ,,
1918 : Maiwms: 25834.19 1 2 32‘7”“: : serum 3 a 8 -- »- 3
1914 32.999.393.2{3 39?“.25 : a 35,478.44: 3 3W8.“ a 2 z ,. s
1915 , a 901,476.03: 47770.61 : : 36,254.30: 3 35395.13 c a 151.“ s -, _,
1915- :‘ mirth”: was.“ 1 : 89.6%.‘2: 3 58845.55 1: 3 1076.16 x
1911 1 476.912.7135 ”78.73 s : 69,350.19: 3 88435641 : t 86%.” 8 _
"1913 31.0“.710Jni lane‘s.“ : a 127,143.72: 3 Wig! : I 39”.” s
'11. 11.203.718.56: 241981.58 a : 159,388.70: 3 15m2.m : 1 1858.46 I ‘
1929, 3‘ 634,541.”: 235372.44 : : 239,619J53 z 2121“.” a : 7454.94 2
n
‘ I ‘ ‘ I I :
Qua/luau $400.85, exam: of £3.5th $11in over mums collected on individual hula during 1921.
”3361131" of Msamnm, $14,359.99 and mmltim $13,739.54.
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mlmtim, _uid monounting muhoaa, «awaits of steak. «to...
and mm“ which my ammo 1n mthoda or auggostiom by the
mom ware human“ mum: manually in Max:123 the morale
at the _eld omin_om at a. wumv point.
M: my «low at the year a chart was prapmh by the Pro-—
.3631: Mammy”. 5310mm; tam grow “wtmation host tor 1921
mum 311w mum M the mammal imam-hm alga, was showing
me: (lawman of cmration anti mmmmme cost far the: Eiaphant
Butte: irrigation Dmtrim; 111159 this variant swat alassi_aauem
an a. "prom“:mmtawgm-twfwwhnaoim’° Mama copies at «mob.
at _lms mums (8w mummy page)
rmomn_
mm mm: ins mum waa mama by R. D _. airihhggwstatad
’by 1“ may. 1mm mature of m clarion}. wart ' [#11 aim.
was aompamtivaly 11mm mung this: i‘im_ Wemtha at 151*
gems, but _wma_a_. to a mm “that. tam them: a! the
year, 5% 22:: m mmpletihn of the mm at $14:th mast»
rm Dumb-ml 52!, 1931,, the “ability carried in the project awe
hunts! for aware plma but rmainim un_alivarad was $12,01'IJQ,
as: {mama-m with $376,863.31 m the and a! the prwioua 39mm
@121; w? a. newt 333’ mm gunman (Imam pl_tsed during 1921,
35% mm handled by firm in 13313 10ml mint.
Wmtmlm mmam Mam, were; handled in this days-tun
mm. is. Natal of 1914). Milan 0:? Mailing mm accomplished and
mum: into tma pm_mt magnum an liabilities: mm $ng to
w_gwm_m It: is: wizimta_ mm the aunt of this _re_ght and
06
\\

é'}
CD
exports“, 11' m. on oommial 13111:; at _lming, Vim“ have been
npprmtmmly $37,000»
EEFNLWWZ maxim mm 52.0mm
A mm'har mt ammxm in vmthadu amplnym 1n the variants «pat-n
mama were mm, manning 1n Manama mane many and com.
in the» atmagraphm and $1193 damn-fitment, whiah‘wus in Mama
0: mm: Am mm. a}. 60mins mvmmu at! aha project amoral
files mm mumplmhe_a
Mmagmph work ma uwtammm an: aunt: “taut that alumna
mat for farm 1mm! mutimmly WM twa_y fold“ am! guard
23.32%” mm}: mm mm firm was max-ad and am ind»: maintained.
‘ao tha_ thvs “Email mum be :19th rm_y. Mole” tam
3132.113003de an "soft—_nish“ paper were mad for intriguing
and for summary the: eta/nail: pm mail. ,
{frame Haatmn or mail going am from the maggot office
am: incoming mil _rm mm mm «Mm was: magma“, a1»,
through thin ”WW”. was united in a __idm_a sums
of amiopaa um: Mr _anamlmal at my.“ “man tho mam
am the _aw nfmma
Tm WWW anewwmm, by m a: 5. am in m mthnd
a: hmaling “b11111: 9f Emmy, Mano“. w a minimum the number or
complamta 13mm tranummatflan ammiu. A130, at m_ho_. m
immaed by that mwtmm fur 21m manning a: an drum rewiwa
fmm am whim“ to 03.1 umupm_w. _ppmim_aiy 3.000 drum mam
mam during; that war“, and manly two wow lost. '21::
:06
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in w Weaving mmrmmt. a study was m6 of the airemge mm» a! M333 an immaa 5.3 mm at: am}: claim in tho
may!” (swam: wmm pmaim through ism manna prwim to
mm. mm _ww was “aimed 12pm: an. team); a: 4.14 Mamas.
«Warm hamsem was pericd 393;) mbar 22:24 W 1:5er 15%.
Of this mm»:- 338 mm (sq-warm by local mmhaaa mam. :53
mm warm by Dewar affine: a_vartiwmm am 134 ware mt ~ ' " y
ammm by W wczma madam
A alum» was Mi? in the mathm of follimmg my granafera
WWW manta: am the: grown. M; the em in? the war 39 as
gush vmnhem mm mm; Ewan timer; mm the woman“ of both on:
”may and remaking atoreiwmas. we catamaran: with 58 on
3156mm» $1, mam
$W£m_ Maw-mm warms m mth mammas _i'mméthan With 113M maths-ping work. name: are “W155?“ We: can
heading as “Gmthmping.”
m tamer ax W mi? 193m: grantmi _aring the year is
mamarimé. m mums .
3w. 9:! manual EWMB grantad, 11335 total 11$th 9?. am mai2259. m: we»: 155mm granted, 427; w ,, 1° 1* 191%»
£43. m? lmwa witmmt. my, 33 W ” _ " 3?
M Waugh the: maker of 1%an Ema the: total number of W a:
mmml Mama magma during the; yew magma: 1m mm than mm; M
1mm in; «am “ma mam _rm! the: follmizm tabulation that upmarkmwly mm mm rammw wraazzmggm at“ mom; mm long; iaeria_ 395m
way-e mixamimm
07

m
“M... m
:39. of magma), 19mm mammal m 168
3530. far 5 My: car law “.33 $3
‘ _le. for m days 03' law M. 7?
149. m 18 day» or has :95 63
Lm OIVIL amvxm mmmm
m Ward Minimum of a. A. Emmy} _ewetw, (33% watch,
wen Searotmw. and. .1... R» Mosaic, manners. uneilraapmer 1915.
when am :6 the maimmman af tm Vim) Flam-wary, £9 E. 35m:
was: appamwi an mm Mara. . ‘ ‘ .
A 1:61:51 ml? 111 ayplimatiam mm rated. 12.3.1 _v_im_
mtad wand and mm apgzmntmi _nri_g the; war.
$5.133 M113 Ilt‘_EQm_
No firm, rwultim in Wage m gwormgt :Wamw 66m»
red shrug _lm ”We:
m manila“ Goatmyar, L. as amm, ma_a-metal;
waparty 2mm aurim ma yaw... aha amen-berg; atgali sequimimg 0:3,
awn-Mme. m m? A3391]. 11 19m, mam man, mQ'm‘cwn at sum
>
‘
pmperty mm tn the mm: Engimur.
I a in Emma” them was ”_amed, an tim- preject, rm ma
magma 6mm, :33th Miimnmag ‘é_’iammin, one anus mama
amvamrg 33:31-me mam: aontz‘awh Hm 6375, at a. 6031: at: $28,333.»
122 :wch, twa Maglim muavmmm, wit-manna manor nm_mt 38?,
an; a. com; 9% _ame: mega, mm wamm £27m m Paneling m
_wniaoh_mmm WWW; mmma, Wimmmin. am. Ruth mm
smim wumm franc: Us. E1. Kath, Lat?» W191, unclear Mmr
aff_me, Mwwuammm Mama, at, a mm cf $561?!) w rawiw_ in
in“,
1989 2:07
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PAT M. NEFF.
GOVERNOR
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
AUSTIN. TEXAS
September 20, 192.
Honorable Herbert Hoover,
Secretary of Connerce,
Washington, D.C.
Re: Uommission to Divide W
of the Rio Grande.
j
My dear Sir:
.
tecurring to the subject of ,.the-division oçthe
watrs of the Rio Graude, and the Comin'ission to'*rafa2
compact concerning the same, about. which I wrote ou. uhder
date of September 6th, 1924, upon,... further reflccto
it
seems to me that the Co issiánon the above subject., of
which I am informed you hav bn at es*nated as Chairman,
should not be organized or coenç
its study of the Rio
rande pxobicrn until the 'te dr exas has been accorded
the eae representation upon ht Corcnjssjon which is accorded to the States of New Jaexi'c.p 'n bolorado,.
You"ape-of curse awae,hat the Rio Grande forms
abourihary of thZ Stat' -of\I'exas, as well as of the United
States, for a iitancë
sne twelve hundred miles, but in
addition thereto thwateIs of the Rio Grande are being divértedf or purpses of.....irHat ion of several hundred thousand
acres.-bfnd in heatc'of Texas and a portion o' this
ds.'frgation is at least as ancient as any other in
oup ountry./\he proposal to. establish a Commission to
coisier thpr\blems and formulate an interstate pact coneeinthe ueof the watezs of the RI0 Grande was not
brought 'o.my"atention in time to be submitted to the Texas
iaagis1.tre at'its last session, and the interest 'of the
St,ite of i exas in the subject does not appear to have been
accorded full recognition by all those having the subjectin
charge in New idexico and Colorado, si -ice the logislat ion in
t ose States provides only for representation on the part h
of New Iexico and Colorado, and on behalf of the President.
In the present state of legislation, Iam Without authority
to designate a representative of the State of Texas with the
same legislative sanction which authorizes the appointment
of Cofj1a1iu5joterS on behalf of the other States, and the
-legislation enacted in those States does not accord representation to the State of Texas.
- OSE/LF-00021668

MRS. ESPA STANFORD.
SECRETARY
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p.2-herbert Hoover
.L am not unmindful of the importance of the questions
coming before this Commission for consideration, and if the
• organization of the Commission be deferred until the Legislature
of Texas convenes in Janwiry, 1925, I shall lay the matter before
•
'the Legislatuze with the recommendation that it take appropriate
action. 'In the meantime, J. assume that the Governors of New
Mexico and Colorado will call the attention of their Liegislatures
• •; ''
'
to the desirability of so amending their legislation as to accord
to my State'the same representatIon which is given to their own.
With this end in view, I am sending a copy of this
•
communication to the Governors of New Mexico and Colorado and at
the same time to the end that the other members of your Commission
may be advised of my position, I am sending a copy of this cornmuriicat ion to 'each of them.
Trusting and believing that upon mature reflection
your entire Commission will concur in the views herein expressed,
I have the honor to be
Yours very respectfully,
Governor of Texas
cc to Hon. J.F. Hinkle,
(overnor of New Eexico,
I,
Santa Fe,, New Mex.
cc to Hon. Win. E. Sweet,,
(iovernor of Colorado,
Denver, Cola.
cc to Hon. Delph E. Carenter,
Rio Grande Commission,
Denver, Cob.
cc to Hon. J.O. Seth,
Rjo Urande Commission,
Santa Fe, New Mex.
n-bw
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Fobrrt,olil 20,
1~26,.
I trro1Smi t hox-orr! tJI rrw rop· ;rt 0.0 tJl0 nonuo1' :l:or HO\!
L1ox:lco of "bLo 30Jn1; eon d.r~oion oClnotittitod by Cha;[>t(n~ J.12 of'
tl;o :::tonnion In\1f1 of 1923 for tJ~c PU:t.,,:pono of negotiatinG 0. Compaot or .I\.r;roonont f'izinr; [~nd do1;01'-;11' linG tho' rir~l(i;u of tho
:),f~~~'Lo::J of Colorado c.ml nov; 10(0::::100 to tho tWO, control and 0.1.0poo:itlon of tho \'l[l.toro uf tl~o n:1o G:z.",J.ndo nnu its tributarios.
Undor a.n.te of' Deeomboz- zu. 1924. I uroto Governor
Ei.rLklo. polntln[i ant oortcdn mtJ,. ttO!'D '\tJdoh l1.t that tL10 alTna .rod to rJ1<.1.lro 1mpomliblo fo.rthor n06ot1u.t:1.ol1e \'11 th Oolornllo. and
o..dvJ.l3inG him that my rOnort oho,1,l<:l bo tlolLl.yod nrrt f.L thoso
1!4'1tto,:,o v/ora adjustod. ~IJlO ooetuoloa in tho "(lay of furthor
".:::'
nOf;orl:J.tiono \71 th Coloro,<lo, J1C..VO, h0V10VO~~', boon romovod, ct
" .'
',-:"
lonnt ton1"jlo:r.'<.1r1ly und I unum! t rIr9 l'oprt accordincly.
Dinca m,.y ap-pointLlollt ao 0. membez of this oornmiasio.n
I liL'.,V~ had rll(,~ny moetil1r~o iii th !!r Delph u, Ca.rpentor the
Cammlsoionor ~or Oolorado, in an offort to arrivo
at
aome
v..grooDor~t.
UumorOttu oO.nf'oronoof:) hevo ulno beon hed wi tIl j:~ep~cooontv.tivoa of tho Hio Grl!!.ndo OOCl!)o.ct cmd of tho IH.d(Uo Hi-a G:r.c~ndo
Con,',inoion. In o.da.lt:i.on , em :i.nvontir:,-'.tiol1 of tho ;rJvor from
noar ito source to Ft. (2n.ltr1u.n in 1'0::1,1.),0 lIne boon made in cornIl8ny wJtl1 TTl'. George ?h 11001 of ti'o ~1tai>o Iinr;l!)oOl'4t o Of:fice.
lIon. IIorl>ort Eoovoj,', [\OOi.'otury of Oommoroe, rraB up-,
pointed
b~T
Prosidont Harding tho Hopl~escntutive of tho United
:)te.tE)fJ' on this Oommioo:ton.
Orr.lnr; to othor eme;',r,ononta of Hr.
Hoover, no'moeting of tho fuJI oo:::irmion could bo hold until
OctolJor BUt 1924, D.t whicl\ time tho oomriiOCi. on not at Ooloro..<.1.o
Dpr1nG's ana. organizod' by the olootion of 15r. Hoo'vor as OlmIrman. }\.t tIlis mooting, tho Dtnto of Te}~s D,ilpOared through
lIajo:r H•.11'. Du.rgel2lo and protested aeainot eIlY fn.rthor })rooeodinga baing ha.d U11.tll tho iJtato of Tox;lo }1M an OP!,ortunity
to armo:1nt 0. rop1'ooontativo on tho OonT1IaGion. As a. rorm.lt
the CO;::;'l!nsion o.dontod tilo f.ollot7iHf'7". rosoln.t5.on:
~
t1Thet in vic'\1 of t·~,o fact· tJi.C'.t tho st~~to of
TeXI.~e is not roprooontad. and ha.s indicatod
a dosiro to be r'lpreoontod on thio OOE1Llinsi ona
that hoI' intorosts \71J.1 bo lIo.rllally ai'footod
by any aotion which this OOtniso!on might
- 1 -
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Hon. A. T. IIo.nnott .. 2
tuJool tl'nt thoro ann bo 110 corr!llotG. doto:\:'r'linu·
tion of tho problom 'lvi thont tho partioipation
of TOJC::ta, thoroforo thin OommifJoion l?1"PI)OaOe
•
thut tho GOvornoro und loC:i.ol[~tll1"oS of Colorado.
How Ho:r.leo and To~o ohonld have an opportunity
to 1),.,ovido that tJlO COli1"id.':uton 1)0 Cou()l"laod of
roprosontativos from onoIl oi thoso staton, tor;othor
vlith tho :eonrolJonte,tivoo of tho :J1loc1ol'nl Govornment
authorizod
to
[~rr1vo
at
au
eQuitCtblo and propor
C........ 0" 0'1 __ t'l
o·r
3 j v ~J.~!J_.J
",,..,to,P('
,. -i",.t·,/,o
1)10· G·""''''''''0.0
J}.~,""'.1,' bv
n
~'<"'~."'''''') ,).~ ,I ~J...
.\.J
a
_l'
OOD1~()(..\ot fOj~ onml1iusion "'liO {,::m J.ogifJJ.Q:~l1roo and
COl1P:':L'O'Y"
' . • __
I'J'olild thq D"t'·l.+n
~J..,
r,
".).
..J"'J'" v.
(.•p mO·····jN -1"'11 ·i. o
.....
4,.
}_.J.
·,,.f--:.l\::.l
.~.f,.4f-'~
'"
to.1::o "Gho .uOOODOu..r;:r ti.otlOlJ. "tihon tho OO'il! licrd,oll
to procood 0..0 orlGim:,J.l;,;!' O(ltl1r~(Hl.lf
Ohr111tor 112 o'f the Hamdon Ii;lXTS od 1923 r~~koD no .Dro-a
viuiun t7l'O;Lovo,,' fO;l' a.ooo:t'ui.ng :k:o: ~I():-:J.O tho :d.C;ht of l~Qpl'OaO!1tution
on tI':,o Oor:ld.nr:1on.
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i.mdonlr!i(}(Uy 1)0 "'io:i:ooonto{l t),HU. I L~[;l
rOCOEllo.m1.itlf; that tho lTO\'! Eo:d.co
Il:)ciE'Jletu,-'o :OnfJe a l~::'~"l D,u.thor.ll.,4.,t'l'
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tho~ iliaommo<1 lcto~7 i11 tll.iiJ );·ol)ort.
Tho ~,~t[~to nngll'lOor. Hr. J'D.MOLl f,. li";r'O!!oh, lw.s· coupOl"'J.,tO('. VO~J tJlOrol1r,:hl;y' l.n tho 'ITorJr. o:~· the OOTfllll:t:?Jflion. .J..nd lIr.
Gt;orgo I.I~ lJoolof hiu offioo hr.a boon ospooiull;y doto.ilod to
tho ~:TOr!~. tir. Hool he:;; l'ondoT0(l VOTJ/ VUlui:1hlo s01'Vlces and
has ~Yi.;tendGa. praotioally 0.11 mootirttjO vr1 th -'liLo ulldorstgnod and
! 0,0 111 von f.l, gront
a.oal of (x;:port o.dv:1.Qo 0'1)1.(1 l~().ndor()d VO'rJ valu.able
asoia~lnoe.
Tho Blopll.u.nt Butto Hator Uu~ra' Aanooi~tion has t<:::.kon
an actiVO int.orent 1n th:J norJc of tl!O OOIJ1l::iionion, ;':11111 thrOug]l
ltD I'resident 'Ib... J It ·U. Taylor, han (Joopo:ro.toti vOr"-J ·offioient...
ly in tho work. This J\nsOolntion :h:.1Jl OT:1ployod Hr. D. O. Honny
as Oonsul tin~ Bni0inool' and 1dO l'Olwrtf~ and U(:lvioo have boon of
0, ~j'~{)a.t donI of asrdstnnco. '].lh:10 .,'I.nr.:iootntion hu.G a.l:road,.v 0::l)O!ltlod in 0::0000 ,oJ~ ~';(), 000 1n :fuxthol""t1.nCe of tHo work of tho
oOflliliss ion, u sum h1 oxeeon of. tho 'tiOti:),:!.' n 1 1 ' n r o p r l a t : t . o n m;.~~10 1>;'1
'tho TJor;iolatu~o :.roJ.' oaZ'""J... ;ring or\ ·:.. 110 'ImrIe,
~i!h:} ladUo lUo' Gr.).,ndo Oo-D:U:1hwion Qo:rnoood of tho
lr;!,to ':OHator C, T. B:rOVl1, CD.llt.ain ':1. C~ no:td nr.d ~'. n, ltoU111on
havo also OOO}1orotOd V(n~y fully und t1,o' advioo o::f: tho late :)onotor Brown has boon pa.!l1t1ouJ.D.l~ly l·oJ.}Jftil •
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It io to bo :t:o[jI'o·;;to(l, of courao
tl1ut no agroonont oould
1JO 0,1"1'1 voc1 at for onbmloo1on t "V}10 nroGt',mt :Jon-iol;.lturo and tl1et tho
LottOI' will have to bo (tolttynQ.. HO\lOV02', :1. t ia importrmt tlll.1t 0.11
otutco intorontotl join In tho D.-g!"oonont 0.11(1 it io bol1o"Vod tLo.t tho
Toz.:.'!.s IJocinlatu.l·o uil1o.ilthol~i~o tho o.'ppointmont of a j.ooprooontctivo
and .Jlelled:;· tho nuttor ann 1)0 brought to 0. f1\10.1 dotonnin[~tiol'l. un f'nr
no the CorID1icoion :1.0 conoeznod wi thl,n. tho nm:t fou months.
Tho omioeion of tho ntc~to of ~'O~1.S f2~om Chcl.ptcr 11~~ oJ:' t'110
Soc:;!on 1:0.\"'10 of 1923 can bo cccountied for only on tho th001'"i] that
tho IJ oe i ulr'·.t ul '<'-'1 cOl:umoc'l tho.t tho on.ly lu.m1.o in To;::as that wou.lel be
affcotocl by any Compact or ''\.g'l°oO[:lont u.:co thoSG ly1.nr; above Fort
(lP.! tanan ::.md vd thin the Hio Gl";.,;,ndo T:rojcat of tho Un:lto(1 t~tCttOfJ 1\oclo.Ration :lorvice hnd that all r:tr;hta to tJlO i7a.tOl'D <.iff th'J Ttlo Grondo
hula b~r' tltuuo 2ur!c10 rronl(l. bo ]JT.O-GootOd b;:r t1,.o Hcclc.m't."tJion, ::o3:"Vioo.
Howover. Wi? to tho timo of t: '0 j:oX"t}L1.1 O~C;[iJ1izatiol1 of .Jllihl Oomrdnoi011
;l,n Uetol)ol", Hh;'::'t no L.a"i.i;1Ql1 wha.to\roI' looldu;; towa.;rd unil :::~(1oquute
:t,)l"oDontu.tion 0:2 -G'1:l) ~t!.ghtu· :d: tj,o Hio 'Jl'fJ.J1cl0 i?l'ojoo-fj han bo on tCl,}:on
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o:q)ectod 'chat this l'fonJ.d '!JiJ ClOHG, Dc(:btlotm booaueo of tIdo o.ttl·bu.clc o'~ 'tlw HoolO"J;':u'tJo:'i :.;ervioo, '1,.1'.0 :O()(iiilo ti, SJOXi.,::'(l bocumo i\'1010~CFt t: '(I,t 'ijh~tt f)t[~"iiO 'bo r;l:von T.OrlJ:'ocont:.di1.o.n on -(;';'0 oor'1l1lnoion and
tj)oir L\tti1iUdo lU'l{lcr tho CLi'CtUWJtdllCOS \T',fl j of OOLll'"SO. t31 i .t l 1' ol y ,
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di.noo t}'o noot:i,nl} of t},o OOL1Y:l1union Ln OotollOl". hOiiJo"Vor,
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u.r~n. hiD ~tOp:):rt& ·'7ill 'JOin1 be c..vu.ilL~l)lo.
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Hon. A. T. IIa.nlJott - 4.
t1ppreoiahly offet3t tho righto of thono (Uvorting wator helot"! tho
cQ~yon abovo roforred to.
It ho.s' beon t'\V Utll\.orstatndil1G tha.t tho COtFlinoion 11gs notll:tnr, whatovor to do \71th the di~iuion of vrrdior botr,'oon various areaa
nithin tho stato. HOwovor. tho Ri.o Gl'L'..ndo Valloy in HoVi l:oxioo io
divided into tll~oo ptlr"co. . ~lh:.:.dj part of '~}10 "1 VOl" and 1to trlbu.ta.ries
above \illito nook Oo.nyOl1 Ul'O not lJori()uuly .).ffootod by tho Colorado
. do:vlotlons horoino.ftoX' ro£o1'1'od to, iur dooa tho usa of' wutor from
tho Hio Orc/,an 01" 1 tu t:r:l1n.1.tu.l"ion on tho arouo 1r,~i[;t:~tOll t1tjove rill! to
Hoa}r Oanyon o01"iou.. oly r~f?Qot t! '0 1:n.l0,noo o:r' tho ',owar J;ttyor. . ~o 0.
l;..:.3':C;o o:c'conJij 'l;lx} Tfi?:tOl' lUll'Hi. on t;Lo n.ppm:: Clw.mo. O~~ en i;Lo tl'~~bn.tu.r1oo
0:7 t:!.Q rUa OJ}c~r'(ln ::~l'l)tmd T..tl,OO p.~1(l :L>or!.c.lJCO ult;lnu.tol;v fjn<,.w 1 tn \lay
b.::~e!:. ~.:-t'n
the
~'i'Vo~c.
Illvoct
t.:toxw; ~~D,(:) 1'1// tho UnH.;od r:tc:t'.o~; nOOli:."lf.:.t1..on ~':OlV100, by Itl". llodko [md by tllO Nidl:lo Hlo Granda COf1Disoion have
sottled bo~ond u.onJJt tl:ut t]IO cloveloumcmt 02 tN.! Itio'<llo H10 Crn,ndo
'bunl,n lyl.ng l)otrlOon' rill1to Hool:: Cnr!yol1 and ~Jtm Hal"cial b;/ botl1 !r:cl,"",·t1..... 0' 11 <:\'1'1 (l~n"'·'p>'1r
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Bu:lito l~:OOOl""'VOi~. On tIlo oon'h!."J,'X"tJ * 0.11 thoDO rOj) ,!'to indiorl"'uo thnt
J.one ';'c.tor "Jill be consu:n::d.io(1 1(' l:r~:-1.(:::.tton u..n(to~r £nl1 dovolopmont
Of tho Hid{l.lo Hio G:t'undo than 10 nay! loot b~l soopage t1nd OVD.poI'£l.t1m
from tLc. ovo~:'i'lor/ of c.:~110~'.fJ :Ln thHl I>O:.tl(;· 0.:_' tho V.;,J.J.0,Y.
~~ho c1oplotiono of ·tiC) riV-Dl' :i..n Colo:t":idn D.ro hc,;vl.nE'; c~ vory
oorlons o:J:foot on th" hio G)."i1.ndo 11'. Huw UOX:lOO u!ld. ]);)..'_ tiolllo.:rl~ on
tl'o S.UtElo Hio
(h·L~lltte.
l'1wro can 00 no unoct5.or~. tlt!.t a l:j:'t;o ljc.:rt of tho l.':l.t:hts
of t1w Ui<.1Q.l0 Hio Ql~o.nda lXls:1n (~J.tl u, 1.L~rf::e rx~rt (.>:r:~ .}lQSO in tho
Jntl.rez 01' Til lJI1·co VC,lloy lop!: a.ntoJ..r:~to u.n:J athol:' na.tor rir,l.\tr.1 (terived 'from tJlO n10 Gril.ndo H:1.vo:r. It aoema to 1)0 so1itled b:'.r -the
h1[ito:rio.na tha.t mu.ny of tl·o l1:t tohoe in 1iho Mid.Olo Rjo tJrn,litlo Vallay
[~J:O
hlWd:l.'odEl of ~rot~m old c~n,d that i:rric:nt1on of aJmout tho ontiro
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Colorudo. Thol'O r:gO aleo 0. lnrr;o dovolopmont in tho Maaill!). Valloy
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Col0;t"uito.
tJ~o rn10 O.'1r10tmaOu by tho oupraro" Oourt of t110
UnclCl·
Unlto<l
'in tLo OGJ10 0:1: rf3rm>lint: v. OoloroAo, 2f5t) G,. G. ~),~.
ut;~.~too
tho})o oldor '\Jatar :rir,l;"t,s aro ontJ. tlod to nrlot1.ty ovor tho. moro
roco!'t dnvolonmont :Ln Ool()j~ado. Tho r.~t":n:ror:1e OOtt:1:'t 1.n t1"lt caoo ]1010.
1.1'1 uUl)sto.nco tlw,t the UP)Ol' ntato on (""n'" int.orotf:.to stroam (1000 not
l.'L~vo Hl?ch oii'morahip 01' centrol of tJ.o -ria-toro flow:l.ne theroin t~O
anti tlon 11,01" to dl ve:rt ml<l. uoo then, ro(-';o.rdlesn of any injury 0.1' projrW.1.cc to the rl[;htl~ of n lowoJ':" etc-to 5.n tho otr~o.m. That Ooul't
a1eo hold that whore two etr:Ltos hnve roooenir~od the dootr.lno of
tl.pprcpriv.t:t.on. 0.0 lf1 tLo 00.00 1.n Colora.d.o nnd FoVJ Hoxico, tl'.o rllle
of priority of ttPi}X'op:dat1on shouJ.<l proVo.11 in oont1"ovomioa batween
r1ghtn ar:lcirlC in tho (1i:ffe:l~or]t ntutos.
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Dovolopmont in tho Dan. Luif.JVaJ.loy in Oolorado bor,an
about 1050 und :tn the -8:)lfj anD. ·00'0 there Vla.a V0'r11 10.r£)& dovolopmonn in tlmt Valloy b:/ tll.o diversion of va,tors from tho Hio Grande
end reno:l:'voir oonGt~l1Qtion 011 tHO upno:r :Pm.·..~lon 01 "tho rlver.
As tllo Colora.uadovolopmont irlCrOH.so(l, 1'1;0 effeot
on tho IUa G:ra..:;·(do in Hovl Hoxieo und Te:;;j~F] '1)00::1,.'1110 vory .,notioaul.)10.
An enrl:s1' 0.8 1000. Mm·::loo bogan to ODr:1T>lain of thO ohortafjo of
water for t}·o 1:r1~iDutioH of ·hli.o JUU1'"OZ Val10y Hnd by lm.i6 tho protosto o:.i~ X;Iox.ico 1J,,(':<41 via1:; 1;J:o cloplot:tOll of tho Ilio GrGlJ:Hla becume
VG~T :i.nnlrJtil.mt h~:.d in t:!ll\t. ~lO~'~l~ :.2,"t ·til1O :t.·O(flWlJt o:i? 1.1:: .. 0 ;.>oerotury of
ntn.t'J ,tho ;;co)~otnr;v o:? ·/;J'.o Int o:ri 01' oLl'L;u~nlishod vl\c,t lu),8 e inca
boon (-1,·'J.lo( ·1;11o , ;H1i.C ,:tGO on "vho UT)~.Qj.: nla G:"f1,.)Hl0. ~hlo o1iluargo
UD.O o.n o;e(lm.' of tho D(loJ:.'otaj,.~! of' tho IrrtiOrioX' eli roo t11lf; tho Oom!'1iB!donol' of t>c Gu.nm·...~~J. I...:.md Offiuf! to cucpend v.c·hlun on 1.:1.11 <:~p)11ico.tlolln for ;clc;htc 01: 'V!'V;JI tl1.1·OllGh tl\c Imblie lu.ndo :fOl" tho 1,')11:1:°0
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noct yoo.ro fol' tho ir:i:,i(":utlon of tho IUdcllo Hio Gra.nde.
Hemover rrhen tho otro0111 flo\1 10 takon by morrths , it io fOtlnd that tho
6r(J~tor part Of tho W o.tor 1;>0.0000 Jolla moo.attr1.ilC otationo dnrifl-8 tho
opr:Lug ruJ'l-of'i' und that thoro 10 u.mplo water uouo.ll~ until lll)()l~t
tho first of Jtt:J.y. Aftar-tho spring £10040 have pnsaotl, and tho
natural ordl11Ul1T :flow of 'cho l'lvQ~ 110.(J to ;JO dop(}ndotl on for lrri6(l~ti0l1, tho offeot of tho Colorado dopletions baeome vor~r notiono.blo und in L'lfJ.ny yours tho ahor'he,r;e 0:1: '\lO.tor bocomoa vOr"J uGriouo
tho •ohortu.~o booominG grofl,tor tho further south you f};O in tho
lliddlo ilio Granda Valloy.
Tho Oolorado denlotiono o.ltJo nooooour11y affeot tho
Blephunt
nutto Hooorvoir.-thollgh, of couroo, tho effoots a.X'e not
00 notloea.blo in yoo.rU \"Thon thoro
ifl
a larr,Q spring run.-off.
Tll0 oondi t:t.Ontl 0. bovo ont).:tnod, nrn1. l?ttrt1ou.lat'ly the
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10n13 dro.\7fl out una vory exponsive and. in my opinion efforte
ohouhl be oontlnuo(l to :too.o11 an (\groof;1ont, if poeutblo.
'£ho cl'Oo.tor po.rt of tho onc;lnoo1"il1G do.tc. on bohnlf
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oe(HI~lrlg ull infoI"UD.t1on pocoi'blo ae to tJl0 (lu.too of in1 t in.t 1011
£U1d amount- "f wator involvod in tho vl),~ioun watoZ' 1"1r,JltO lnthe
R~o Grande. both 1n 110\1 1.1ox1.oo nnd Oolorado.
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FIRST
AliNtiliL
RLTORT
Or THE
RIO GRANbE
COWACT COMMITTEE
To
the
HonorsbleWilliesnH Adams Governor of Colorado
Honorable Arthur Se11921an Governor of New Mexico
Honorable Ross Sterling 6overnoi of Texas
In accordance
with
the provisions of
the Rio Grande
ompaet
the
followingannnsl
report
is respectfully
submitted b
theRIO Grande CompactCoranittce
The
Rio
Grande Compact
Committee
owes
its
existence
to
the
terms of aninterstate
Compact
sipped by
commissioners for the
States
Or Colorado Newliexico
and Texas
at Santa
Fe
New
on
the 12th
day
of
rebruary 1929 and thereafter
approved
Legislature
of the State of Colorado by act approved
April
1929 by the Legislature of the State of New Mexico by aettiepprov
ed March
9th 1929bythe Legislature or the State of Texas by no
npproved
Mayi22ndi4929and to
proval or
nartitsswasgiven
by
an
apt
of CongresiapprovseA
resident offithetnitedStates on the 17th day of line
Gompaots read
a 5 follows
r
The State of ColoradotheStete ofNew bleXico and the
State or Texasidesiringlto removeI all pause so f present
fit
pontroversy aomng these States and between citizens ofone or these
§tates and citizens or anotherState with respect to the use of thei
waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman
Texas and bein4 moor
od by considerations of interstate comity have resolved to conclude
a era6act for the attainment of these purposes and to that end
throus7h their respee t1c
have naraed as t heir respective
Commissioners
US0067590

Mexico
by
the
19th
end=

TX v. NM #141

New Mexico Exhibit

NM-EX-316

113365
For
the
State
of Colorado
Delph E
Carpenter
For
the
State
of New Mexico
Francis
CWilson
For
the
State
of Texas
T H
McGregor
who
after negotiations participated in by William
Donovan ap
Z
pointed by the President as the representative of the United States
of America have agreed upon the following articles to wit
State
a
The
State of Colorado the State of New Mexico the
the United States of America are hereinafter
of Texas
and
desiatedColorado ftNewMaxico Texas and the United States
reseectively
ritory
b
drained
The term Rio Grande Basin ricans all of the ter
by the Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado
New Mexioo and Texas above Fort quitman Texas
waters
0
of which
The term tributary means any water course the
naturally flow into the channel of the Rio Grande
d The Closed 13asin means that 1tiatt of the San tut s
Valley inColorado where the streams and waters naturally flow and
drain inta tbeSan Luis Lakes and adjacent
territory and the
waters of which are not tributary to the lila Greuide
e7 Domestiow use of water ha
the significance which
attaohesto the word domestic in that sense at common law
Idunioipal use means the use of water by orthroUgh water works
serving the publie
itAgrioulturaln use means the use of water for
the 1 Tri gation of
11LThetermrpowerf
water
uses of wateri direct
or indirect forthe
generation
Sbill or waste of water at a reqervoir means the
flowing of Water o7ver the spillway or the Tleaso of water throughC
outlet strucitures other than for domestic municipal or agricultural
uses and lo ass s 4ncident thereto
The provisions hereof binding eaeli7ffignatory Stateiha
include and bind its citizens agents and corporations
and all
others engaged in or interested in the diversion
storage or use
of water of the Rio Grande in Colorado or hew Mexico or in Temas
above Fort cultLan
OF
NEW
MEXICO
UNIVERSIIY
Aw
ifIRARY
I
ICtlna7ani

o
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Article
II
The
States
of Colorado New Mexico
and Texas
hereby
deolare
the
United
a
States
That
they recognize the paramount right and duty of
in the
interests of international peace and
harmony to determine and settle international controversies and
claims by treaty and that when those purposes are accomplished by
that means the treaty becomes the supreme law of the Nation
b
wiseexercise
That since the benefits
of that authority and the just
which flow from the
performance of that duty
accrue to all the people it follows as
a corollary that the Nation
should defray the cost of the discharge
of any obligation thus
assumed
c
That
with respect to the Rio Grande the United
States without obligation imposed by international law and being
H
moved by considerations of international comity entered into a
treaty dated May 21st 1906
24 Stat 2953 With the United States
of Mexico which obligated the United States of America to deliver
from the Rio Grande to the United States of Mexioo 60000 acre
feet of water annually and forever whereby in order to fulfill
that
promise the United States of America
in effect drew upon the States
of Colorado New Mexico and Texas a raft worth to them many millions
of dollars and thereby there was cast upon them an obligation WhiCh
should be borne by the Nation
d That for the economic development and conservation
of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin and for the fullest realiza
tion of the purposes recited in the preamble torthisCompact it is
of primaryimeortance thatthe area in Coloradoknown as the Closed
Basin be drained and the water thus recovered be added to the flow
of the river and that a reservoir be constructed
in Colorado upon
the river at or near the site generally described
as the State Iine
reservoir site
The installation of the drain will Materially
augment the flow or the river and the construction
of the reservoir
will so regulate the flow as to remove forever the principal causes
e
of the difficulties between the States signatory hereto
in alleviatiOnOfthe heavv burden so
That
laced
upon them it is the earnest oonviotion ofthese States thatfwith
out cost to them the United States should construct
Basin Drain and the State Line Beservoir describedin
the Closed
1
The
signatory States agree that aporoval
by Congress of
this Compact
shall not be construed as constituting
an acceptance
isnnR7cao

Kk4
or approval directly indirectly or impliedly
of any statement
conclusion appearing in this Article
Article
III
Its State
a
Colorado
Engineer
under the direction and administration of
shall cause to be maintained and operated an
automatic
recording
stream gauging station at each of the following
points
to
wit
1
On the Rio Grande near Del Norte at the
station now maintained known and
designated herein as the Del Norte Gaug
ing Station
the water records from this
station to include the flow diverted into
the canal of the Del Norte Irrigation
System
2
On the Rio Conejos near Mogote a station
known and designated herein as the Mogote
Gauging Station
3
On the Rio Grande at or near the Colorado
New Mexico Interstate line a station known
and designated herein as the Interstate
Gauging Station
4
Such other
necessary
station or stations as may be
to comply with the provisions of
this Compact
OlUI
11mvr4
under the direction and administration
ys=sw
ame07
of its State Engineer shall cause to be maintained and operated
an autamatie stream gauging station at each of the following points
to
wit
la
On the Rio Grande
at the station known
OnthiRto
Grande at SenMareieit
3
On the Rio Grande
Reservoir outlet
at the Zlephant
Butte
4
Such other station or stations as may be
necessary to comply with the provisions of
this Comeat

or

of its duly
cTexas under the direction and administration
constituted
official Shall cause to be maintained and
operated an automatic
stream gau4ng station at eace of the fol
lowing
points
to
wit
1
On
the
Rio
Grande
at
Courohesne
2
On the
Rio Grande
at Tornillo
3
On
the
Rio
Grande
at
Fort
litman
such
d
other
New Mexico and Texas shall establish and maintain
gauging station or stations as may be necessary for
ascertaining and recording the release flow distribution waste
and other disposition of water at all points between
the Elephant
Butte Reservoir and the lower end of the Rio Grande Project both
inclusive
Provided however that when the United States shall
maintain and operate through any of its agencies an automatic
gauging station at any of the points herein designated
it shall
not be necessary for the State within which said station is loeat
ed to maintain a duplicate gauging station at such point whenever
the records of such Government stations are available to the
authorities of the several States
eThe officials in charge of all of the gauging
stations herein provided for shall exchange records and date
obtained at such stations for monthly periods through the opera
tion thereof or at such other intervals as they may jointly
determine and said officials shall provide for check ratings and
such other hydrographic work at the designated stations as nay be
necessary for the accuracy of the records obtained at such stations
and to that end may establish rules and regulations from time to
time
Article IV
The
State Engineer of Colorado the StateEngineer
ofl
ofto
New Mexico and sunh
officer of Texas as the Governor thereof may
designate shall constitute a Committee which may employealch
engineering and clerical aid as may be authorized by the respectivee
State Legislatures and the jurisdiction of theCommitteeeShall
extend only to the ascertainment of the flow of the river and to
the prevention of waste of water and to findings of feet reached
only by unantmous agreement
It shall communicate its findings
the officers of the respective
states ehargedWithethe
performance of duties under this Oompact
Annual reports compiled

Pr0
transmitted
for each calendar year shall be made by the Committee and
the Governors of the signatory States on or before
to
February 1st following the year covered by such report
Article
V
It is agreed that to and until the construction or the
closed basin drain and the State Line reservoir herein described
unless
but not subsequent
to June 1st 1935 or such other date as the
signatory States raey hereafter fix by acts of their respective
State Legislatures Colorado will not cause or suffer the water
supply at the Interstate Gauging Station to be impaired by new or
increased diversions or storage within the limits of Colorado
and until such depletion is offset by increase of drainage
return
Article
VI
To the end that the maxim= use of the waters of the
Rio Grande may be made it
is agreed that at such times as the
State Engineer of New Mexico under the supervision and control of
the Comniittee shall find that spill at Elephant Butte Dam is
anticipated he shall forthwith give notice to Colorado and New
Mexico of the estimated amount of such spill
and of the time at
which water may be impounded or diverted above San Mexcial
and
thereupon Colorado and New Mexico may use in equal portions the
amount of such estimated spill so found by the State Engineer of
New Mexico
and on notice from the said State Engineer of New
Me7d co that the period of said spill
or entimated
spill is
terminated
Colorado and New Mexico shall desist froza such increas
edsuse
Article VII
On or before the corapletion of the closed basin
drain and the State line reservoir and in any event not later
than June lst
1935a commission of three members shall be
constituted to which the Governor of each of the signatory States
shall apPoint a cormeissioner for the purpose of conoludine a
Compact among the signatory States and providing for the equitable
apportionment of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande among
said States The Governors of said States shall request the President
of the United States to name a representatIve
to sit with said Com
mission
nb The Commission so named shall equitably apportion
the waters of the Bio Grande as of Conditions obtaining on the
river and within the Rio Grande Basin at the time of the signing of
this Compact and no advantage or right shall zoorue or be asserteA
11Cnnocnc
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r
y reason of construction
conditions
in
of works reclamation of land or other
use of water within the Rio Grande
hange
in
or
Sasin or the
Closed
Basin
during
the time intervening
between
the signing
of
this
Compact
and
the
coneluding of
such
subseluent
1empact
to the
end
that the
rights end
equitiee
of eacll
State may
be preserved unimpaired
Provide6 however
that
Colorado
hall
not be denied
the
right
to divert store andor
use water
in ad
ditional
amounts
equivalent
to the
flow into the river
from
the
drain from the Closed Basin
c Any Compact condluded by said Commission shall be
of no force or effect until ratifiee by the legislature of each
of the signatory States and approved by the Congress of the United
States
Article VIII
a
Subject to the provisions of this Article Colorado
consents to the construdtion and use of a Reservoir bythe United
States andor New Mexico andor Texas as the case may be by
the erection of a dam across the channel of the Rio Grande
at a
suitable point in the Canyon
below the lower state bridge and
exents to the United States andor tosaidStates or to either
thereof the right to acquire by purchase prescription or the
exercise of eminent domain such rights of way easements andor
lends as may be necessary or convenient
for the construction
maintenance and operation of said Reservoir and the storage and
b
release of waters
Said Reservoir shall be so constructed
and operated
ethat the storage and release of waters etherefrom and the flowage
of water over the spillway shall not impede or interfere with the
operation maintenance and uninterrupted use of drainage works in
the San Luis Valley in Colorado or with the flowand discharge
of
waters therefrom
1 The construction andor operation of said ifeservoir
end the storage and regulation ofeflow of waters therebefer
ee
beneficial ustes or otherwise shall not becOme the basis or here
after give rise to any claim or appropriation of waters or of any
prior preferred or superior right to theme of any such waters
The purpose or said Reservoir shall be to store and regulate the
flow of the river
d The United States or the signatory States
case may be shall
control the storage and release of water
asethee
from
said neservoir and the management and operation thereof subject
to a Compact between the signatory States
US0067596
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Colorado reserves jurisdiction und control over
said Reservoir for game fish and all other purposes not herein
relinquished
and
f
appurtenant
Colorado waives rights of taxation of said Reservoir
structures and all lands by it occupied
Article
IX
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting
the obligations of the United States of America to the United
States of Mexico
or to the Indian Tribes or as impairing the
rights of the Indian Tribes
Article
X
It 1 declared by the States sipmatory hereto to be the
policy of all parties hereto to avoid waste of waters and to that
end the officials charged with the performance of duties hereunder
shall use their utmost efforts to prevent wastage of waters
Article
XI
Subject to the provisions of this Compact water of the
Rio Grande or any of its tributaries may be impounded and used for
the generation of power but such impounding and use shall always
be subservient to the use and consumption of such waters for
domestic municipal and agricultural purposes
Water shall not
be stored detained nor discharged so as to prevent or impair use
for such dominant purposes
Article
XIL
New toxic° agrees with Texas with the understanding
that prior vested rights above and below Irlephant Butte Reservoir
shall never be impaired hereby that she will notScauseor suffer
the water supply of the Elephant Butte Reservoir to be impaired b
new or increased diversion or storage within the limits of New
4exico
ess and until such depletion is off set by increase
drainage return
Article xix
The physical and other conditions characteristic of the
Rio Grande and peculiar to the territory drained andServed thereby
and to the development thereof have actuated this Compact and
none of the signatory States admits that any provision herein
contained establishes any general principle or precedent applicable
to other interstate streams

Article
XIV
This Compact may be terminated
or extended at any
time by the unanimous legislative action of all of the signatory
States and in that event all rights established under it shall
remain and continue unimpaired
Article
XV
Nothing herein contained
shall prevent the adjustment
or settlement of any claim or controversy between
thesvStates by
direct legislative action of the interested States
nor shall any
thing herein
contained be construed
to limit
the right or any
State to invoke thejurisdiction
of any
court of competent
jurisdic
tion for the protection
of any right
secured
to such State by the
provisions of this compact or
to enforce
any provision
thereof
Article
XVI
Nothing in this Oompact shall be considered or constru
ed as reoognizingestablishing or fixing any status of the river
or the accuracy of any data or records or the rights or equities
of any of the signatories or as a recognition acceptance or
acknowledgment of any plan or principle or of any claim or assertion
RioGrande
made or advanced by either of the signatories or hereafter constru
ed as in any manner establishing any principle or precedent as
regftrds fLutur enlitable paortionment or the water of the
The signatories agreo that the plan horein adopted for
administration of the water of the Rio Grande is merely
a
temporary expedient to be applied during the Period of time in this
Compact specified is a compromise temporary in nature and shall
have no other force or interpretation and that the plan adopted as
a basis therefor is not to be oonstrued as in any manner establish
ing aoknowledging or defining any status condition or principle
at this orany other time
Article
XVII
The s14natories consent and agree to the extension o
time for construction of reServoirs on sites covered by approvedap7
plications during
the time pr thisaompaot and ror a reasonable
time thereafter
Article XVIII
ThIs 3omoaot shall become operative when approved by the
legislature of each of the signatory states and by the 3ongress of

tti
the United States
Notice of approval shall be given by the
Governor
of each State to the Governors of the other States and to
the President of the United States
and the President of the
United States is requested
to FAve notice to the Governors of each
of the signatory States of its approval by
the Concess of the
United States
INw1T11trS3
IIEEiia0170 the Commissioners have signed this
Compact
in
quadruplicate
original
one of which shall be deposited
In the archives of the Department of State of the United States
of America and shall be deemed
the authoritative original and of
which a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of
each of the signatory States
Done
the City of Santa Fe in the State of New
at
Mexico on the 12th day of February in the year of our Lord One
Thousand Nine Hundred and Twentynine
Delph
E
Carpenter
FrancisC
Wilson
McGregor
Approved
William
3
Donovan
By the
terms of Article
IV of the Compact
a
committee
was
constituted
to
consistof
the
State Engtneer of Colorado
State
Engineer
of New
Mexico
and
such other
officer or Texas
as
the
Governor thereat
may designate
to
execute
the terinsand provisions
of
the
Compact
The
legislature
of
Texas in the act referred to
authorized
the
Governor
to
appoint
arepresentativeo
Texas
to
be known
as
theItioGrandeCompaamMlasioliori
accordance
with whieh
act
the presentCommissionerfor
the State
Texas
was
appointed
Article IV of
the Compact
provides that
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Committee
shall
extend only to
the
ascertainment
of
the

the

o
flow

of the
river
and to
the prevention
of
waste
of water
and
to
findins
of fact
reached
only
by
Imanimous
agreement
It
shall
cm
munleate
its
findings
to
the
officers
of
the
respective
states
charged
7ith
the
performance of
duties
under
this
Compact
The
Compact
further provides
that
Annual
reports
compiled for
each
calendar
year
shall
be made
by the
Committee
and
transmitted to
the
Governors
of the
signatory States on or before
February
1st
following
the
year
covered
by
such
report
The
purpose
of
the
Comnact
is
to
maintain
the
status
quo
ofthe
in the
use
of
the waters
of
the Rio
Grande
to
provide
for
the
so
cumulation
and
preservation
of
such
data as may be necessary
to
a
final
and definite
apportionment
between
the
signatory
States
use
of
the
waters
of
the
Rio
Grande
and its
tributaries above
Fort quitman
Texas
and
for
the purpose
of
enlisting
the
Coopera
tion of
the
Federal Government
in augmenting
and
stablizing
stream
flow
on account
of
deliveries
of
water
to Usxico
under
treaty
obligations
That
portion
of all
three
States Served
by the waters
of
the
Rio Grande
falls
within
the
arid or
semi arid
region of
the
United
States
in which
irrigation ip
the
base and condition
of
profitable
agriculture
The
Rio
Grande
and its
tributaries are
fe1 by melting snows which
aceumulate
upon
the mountains
of
Colorado
and New
Mexico
during
the winter
seasons
varying greatlI
In
7o1ume
and
extent
from year
to
year
and
by
torrential
floods
oocurrini throughout
the basin
and
varyinR
even more from year
to
year
The
object
of
all
of
the
sinatory States is to prmit
the

maximum use
and future
development
of
the water
of
the
Rio Grande
consistent
With
the
rights of
the
respeetive
states
Accurate
information as to water
supply requirements and uses
thereof
in
the
basin of
the
Rio
Grande
above
Fort
Quitman Texas
and
its
cor
relation
is
necessary
to
the
maximum
beneficial
use of
the
waters
and
indispensable
in the formulation of
the
final
compact
to
which
the
present
compact
looks
In accordance
with
legislation of
the
respective
States
in question
a large volume of
data was
accumulated
covering
the
history and use of
the waters
of the
Basin
and these records
are
in the
archives
of the
respective
states
Subsequent
to
the organization
of
the
Committee
a
preliminary meeting
was
held in the
City of Denver
Colorado
on
the
27th
day of August
1930
to
consider
the
formulation of rules
for the
government
of the Committee and for
the
accumulation
of
required data1
A second
meeting
was held in the City of El
Paso
Texas
on
the 17th
day of September
1930
at which
apreliminarr
draft of rules was adopted1
of which the following Is eoopy
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Article IV of
the Rio Grande Compact among other thing
Provideis
that
TheState
Engineer of Colorado the State Engineer
of New Mexico and such other officer of Texas as the Governor
thereof may diisignate shall constitute a Committee the sduties of
which shall extend to the ascertainment of stream flow and other
facts relating to the use and wastage of water under the Rio Grande
Project
etc0
epursuant
to said Article and other provisions of the Rio
Grande
Compact
the
undersigned constituting the members of said
US0067601

Committee have prepared and subscribed to
the following articles
of Agreement providing for the collection
exchange and publication
of records and data contemplated to be collected
and provided by
the terms of said Compact
and herein promulgate the same for the
use of our respective offices until such time as the same may be
altered or modified by mutual agreement
FIRST
Gauging stations provided with recognized
standard equipment necessary for obtaining reliable data shall be
maintained at or as near as practicable
to the several points on
theRio Grande and Conejos Rivers
and at other points below the
Elephant Butte Reservoir vand within the Rio Grande Project and
also at the rating flume of the
main canal of the Del Norte Ir
rigation District all as provided for in
Article III of the said
Compact and more specifically mentioned below
e
COLORADO under
the provisions
of Article III of the
Rio
Grande
Compact
will
maintain gauging
stations at the follow
ing points
to
wit
On the Rio
Grande
near Del
Norte and at
the
Colorado
New
Mexico
Interstate
Line
Alsoon
the Rio Conejos near Leeote end at
the
head
of
the main canal
of the Del Norte Irrigation District
NEWMEXICO will maintain
gauging stations on the Rio
Grande
at Buckman San Maroial and
at the outlet of the Elephaat
Butte Reservoir
The state of TAXAS will maintain gaging stations on the
Rio Grande at Courchesne at Tornillo and at Fort quitman also
at the head of the Hudspeth Canal and at a point Wherethee
Tornillo Canal discharges into the Rio Grande
The State ofTexas
will also cause to be made weekly ourrent meter measurements of e
the Aiseharge in the outlet of the Tornillo Drain
t
all
Such points of measurement
there
a
shetll
be
maintained in proper operating eondition
necessary part of
a2
such equipment standard types of automatic
gage height recording
instrtumente together with staff or standard ehain gages the datum
of which sleall correspond with that of the automatic recorders
The datum of all gages and recorders shall be referred to bench
marke of a permanent nature which shall be so located as to be in
mune from floods or other destructive
agencies
A description of
tias natura location and elevation of such bench marks and the
covation of the zero mark of the gages and automatic recording
US0067602

instruments referred to such bench marks together with a careful
crosssection of the channel andor rating flume at each gagirg
station and aphotograph of the same shall be furnished to each
member of the Committee
7
The charts from all such recording instruments Shall be
placed removed and properly dated initialed and any need for cor
rections thereon noted by a designated representative
of the member
of the committee
in whose state such records are obtained or by
the representative
of the Federal Agency furnishing such data
The State Mngineer of Colorado shall also be furnished
by New Mexico semimonthly rpoords of the daily stage of storage
madeat
D
of water in Elephant Butte Reservoir and releases in acre feet
therefrom upon regular forms prepared for such purpose
eeeeleng
the
Fach member of the Committee shall cause to be
designated gaging stations or rating flumes in his
respective State aneeample number of discharge measurements dur
ing each calendar year to properly determine and maintain
representative discharge curves from which proper rating tables may
be compiled
The methods used in making such determinations shall
be those ordinarily adopted and used by the Hydrographic Branch of
the United States Geological Survey
THIRD
lech party hereto shall cause to be prepared and
tran6mitted to each of the othertem members of the Connittee blue
print or photostatie reproductions of all charts taken from all
automatic recording instruments not later than thirty days from
the data noted on sub charts
and shall likewise prepare and trans
mit in similar manner and in like form a list
of all measurements
of stream or ditch discharge
together with the gage height and
crosssection area of stream and diteh channelcorresponding to
such measurements
notice provided for under Article VI or the Compacts
flThe
respecting spill
At the Elephant Butte Dam shall be transmitted
by airs eollect to the IiebigationDivision EngineeratAlemosa
Colorado and a eopy of isuoh notices by mall
the State Engineer
of Colorado
FOURTH Where gaging stations with automatic gagehei
recording instruments are maintained and operated by the United
States Government or any of the DepartmentS
at points herein above
mentioned
data obtained
by such agencies shall be promptly secured
compiled and furnished
by the Connitteenember
of the State in which
such data are collects
to the other tm
members
of the Committee
and such data may
be considered
the same as if the
duly designated
agency of that state had compiled each records

FIFTH At the end of each calendar year each member
of the Committee shall cause to be prepared revised discharge
curves and capacity tables of all the gaging stations both on
streams end canals in his respective State at points hereinabove
mentioned blue print or photostatic
reproductions of which shall
be promptly furnished to theothertwo members of the Committee
The publication of all of
part of such records and data in the
name of or under the authority of the Committee shall be made only
over the joint signatures of all the members of the Committee
Since the Compact provides that Annual
Reports compiled
for each calendar year shall be made by the Committee and trensmitted
to the Governors of the signatory states on or before February 1st
following the year covered by such reportithere shell be a meeting
of the Committee in the City of Santa Fe New Mexico on the first
Tuesday after the 8th day of January of each year during the life
of the Compact
or as soon thereafter as possible
for the purpose
of compiling the reportof
the Committee
as required by the terms
of the Compeet
and for the
transaction of such other business as
may properly come
before the
Committee
SIXTHIT IS HILREBT UNDERSTOOD
AND AGRIEEDIthat the
members of the Committee shall
at all times
have the right to make
inspections observations and
checkmeasurements
of discharge at
canal stations
maintained
in the
any and all of the stream and
other two States and likewise
have access to all data 8ad records
compiled from time to time at such points
of measurement
SEIENTH The cost of establishing equipping and
maintaining
the
gaging stations and other points of measurement
designated herein
and of compiling reproducing and transmitting
all records and data obtained in each of the respective Statesfsll
be borneby
the office of the Committee memberofsucleStateAnye
costs incurred in connection with the compilation and publication
of the Annual Report of the Committee shall be equally divided
between
the
signatory States
EIGICA
These
rules shall remain in foree
until
the
annual meeting
in
January
3931
Siened
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and effect

In accordance
with
these
rules
a
meting of
the
Com
mittee was
heLl in the
City of Santa
Fe
New
Mexico
on the
15th
rind
16th
days of Zanuary
1931
At this meeting
voluminous
records
covering
the
descriptions of gaging stations
character
of
equip
rint
continuous
records of
river
stage
and daily
monthly and
annual
discharge
of
the
at
each
gaging
station
required
to
streams
be
maintained under
the
rulesfor
the
administration
of
the
Compact
were presented
which
records
prepared
in triplicate
were examinr
ed
exchanged
and
accepted
for filing
in the
archives
of
the
respective
members of
the
Committee
In connection
with
the 6uties
of
the
Committee the
respective
members have
made
a
personal
reconnaissance
of
the
physical
conditions
throughout the
Basin
TleCommittee adopted
an
anendment
to
the
second
paraaraph
FIFTH
of
the Rules
of AdmAnistration
as adopted
at
the El Paso
meeting
to
read
Since Compact provides that Annual Reports compiled
the
for each calendar year shall be made by the Committee and transmitted
to the Governors of the signatory states on or before February
1st following the year covred by such report there shel 1 be a
meeting of the Committee in the City of Santa FeNew Mexico unless
otherwise mutually agreed on the first Tuesday after the 8th day
ot Zanuary of each year during the life of the Compact or as
soon thereafter as possible for the purpose of compiling the report
of the Committee as requires ty the terms oithecompsotSnAIfor
the transaction of such other business as may properlyoome before
tile
Committee
Thereupon
by
resolution the rules as amended
were
continued
in force
until
the
annual meeting
in
1932
US0067605

1
I
employed
It
is
respectfully
recommended
that
charge
of
the
duties of
the
Committee
to
study
and
correlate
the
records
Respectfully
submitted
geze
Ctate
Engneer
of
aolorado
r
re
P
reyeer
ofiite7
414011Prildt
xesCOMrbissio
Grande
Compact
Committee
SANTA
FE
NEW MEXICO
January
16th 1931
US0067606

for the
proper
a hydrogrnpher
assembled
by
the

dis
should
Committee

be
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held
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December
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PROCEEDINGS
of the
RIO GRANDE CO:tviPACT C011MISSION
held in
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
December 2-3, 1935.
The meeting was called ·co order by the Chairman, Mr.
S. 0. Harper, at 2 P.M., in the Supreme Court Room of the State
Capitol Building at Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1935.
BY MR. Hi\.RPER: At this time I wish to welcome to the Commission,
the new member from Texas, Mr. Frank B. Clayton.
BY l\JIR. CL..I\.YTON:
Than."t you, Mr. Chairman.
BY MR. ~~RPER: The last meeting of this Commission was held in
this city on January 28, 29 and 30, 1935. At that meeting, the
Commissioners passed a resolution recornnending that the present
Compact be extended for a period of two years, to June 1, 1937.
This action was ratified by the Legislatures of the three States,
and also by the Congress of the United States, and the extension
of the Compact is now effective. A motion was also made at that
meeting to adjourn until the 18th of IIarch last, but for various
reasons, some of them beyond the control of the Commissioners, no
meeting has been held up to this time, and it is probably just as
well that we have not held meetings during the busy season as
everyone 1 s nerves were pretty well frazzled last spring ove~ the
water shortage of 1934, and with the fear of a similar shor.l:::::tge
in 1935, so the conditions were not particularly favorable :"'cJ.·
getting together on any reasonable agreement. At this time, •1re
have passed through the 1935 season without any very great suffering for lack of water, and with prospects better than a year ago,
we hope everyone will be in a much better frame of mind.
':re have present with us today, two representatives of
the National Resources Colilmittee, Professor Harlan H. Barrows of
the University of Chicago, and Professor Frank Adams of the University of California. One purpose of the calling of this me3'cing at this time was to give these two gentlemen a chance to confer with the Commissioners and present any matters which they may
wish to lay before us on behalf of the National Resources Committee. To give you a little of the background behind the pr8sence of these ~vo representatives, I wish to read an order issued
by the President under date of September 23, 1935:

THE H1UTE HOUSE ,
September 23, 1935.
1TA3HINGTON.
To Federal agencies concerned with projects or allotments
for water use in the Upper Rio Grande Valley above El
Paso:
From information secured by the National Resources Committee, it appears that in view of the practically complete
present appropriation of reliable w-ater supply in the basin
of the Rio Grande above El Paso, Federal investments in this
region which promote increased use of water tend to impair
the security of extensive prior investments of Federal
funds, to violate the terms of an Interstate Compact to
which the Federal Government is a party, and to promote
social insecurity in the region.
Please instruct appropriate officials of your agency
in Colorado and New Mexico, as well as in Washington or in
other supervisory offices, not to approve any application
for a project involving the use of Rio Grande waters without securing from tho National ltesources Committee a prompt
opinion on it from all relevant points of view.
(Signed)
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
On October 2, 1935, Mr. Charles vY. Eliot 2nd, Executive Officer of
the National Resources Committee, addressed to me tho following
letter:
/VTC~.IE-DJ
October 2, 193 5.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
through Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
U. s. Bureau of Reclamation,
Uustom House,
Denver, Colorado.
Gentlemen:
From an investigation recently made for tho National
Resources Committee by a special board of review, it appears
that projects in tho Upper Rio Grande Basin for which Federal
loans and grants have boon made or sought arc in violation
of, or threaten to violate, vested rights and tho interstate
agreements uhdor tho Rio Grande Compact. In order to avoid
further conflict of interest in the Upper Rio Grande Basin
tho President has requested this Committee to advise on all
current projects before action is taken by Federal agencies
toward their construction.
2

Tho National Resources Committee, in order to·o.dequatoly
o.dvise tho President in accordance with this order, is anxious
as promptly as practicable to stimulate constructive progress
towards tho development of an oquito..ble policy to guide Fodero.l allotments for wo..ter resource development in this bo.sin
o..nd to secure tho cooporo..tion of tho Rio Grande Compo.ct Commission in tho formulo..tion of tho.t policy.
Tho Committee believes that through a dotormino.tion of
needed bo.sic data and o.greoment on fo..cts by tho throe states
vnJ.ich arc members of tho compo..ct, and through prompt collection of such do..to. by procedure to be mutuo.lly o.grood upon as
equitable and impo..rtio.l, roo.l progress can bo made townrd
Federal and interstate o..groemonts. Tho Committee desires to
contribute its cooperation in this o.pproach.
To that end, it asks for a conference botvreon tho members of your Commission, together vvith such other State officio..ls as you doom o.ppropriate, o.nd two rcprosonto.tivos of tho
National Resources Committee, at a place to be designo.tod by
you ::md at the earliest time which will moot tho convenience
of your Commission.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Cho.rlos W. Eliot 2nd,
Executive Officer
For tho Cho.irman.
On receipt of those letters, I immodio..toly communico.ted vnth tho
throe Commissioners to ascertain whether it would be agrooo.blo to
moot vnth this Committee, and they wore unanimous in their expression
that i t vr6uld be so o.groon.ble. In addition to tho meeting 1vith this
Committee, o.nd listening to anything they ho..vo to present~ tho Commission should proceed vnth tho work of lo.ying a bo.so for o. permanent Compact to take effect at tho expiro..tion of tho present t:·0mporo..ry Compact hm yoo.rs hence, and I hope o.nd trust tho.t o.ll of tho
Commissioners o.nd ropresontativos of tho throe sto.tes vnll enter
into this conference vrith an open mind and with o.. willingness to
hoar whc..t tho other parties have to so.y, and if at o..ll possible to,
o.t leo.st, esto.blish o. base :J.t this ti111e for further investigations
which will eventually load to an agreement on this m:J.ttor which is
of so groo.t importance to all three of the sto.tos, as well as to
tho Federal govcr~~ont.
At this time, I will call upon each of tho Commissioners
in turn to sto.to tho ~~os of tho rcprosonto.tivos who o..ro present
hero, and who may take part in tho proceedings. l'.'lr. Hindorlidor,
will you name the roprosontativos of Colorado?
3

MR. HDIDERLIDER:
Mr. Chairman, a.nd Eombers of tho Rio Grande Compact-commission: By Executive Order of Governor Johnson of Colorado, I have boon heretofore designated ::cs the Commissioner representing the State of Coloro.do on the Rio Grande Compact Commission.
My legal c..dviser is Hon. Schro.der P. Hov7oll, Assistant Attorney
Gonero.l of Coloro.do. Tho other o.dvisers consist of Hon. George ri.
Corlett of lkmto Vista., Colorado; Ralph Carr, Esq., of Denver;
R. J. Tipton, engineering o.dvisor. In tho former mooting, ~rr. F.
B. Goudy was also a.n adviser to tho Commissioner, but he is not
hero today, a.nd I urn not advised if ho will o.ttend.
MR. McCLURE:
By Executive Order of Governor Tingley of Nev; Mexico,
I wa.s re-appointed us Rio Grande Compact Commissioner, under da.to
of November 27, 1935. Legal representative, Hon. A. T. Ho.nnett,
Attorney for the Interstate Streo.ms Commission a.nd Special Assistant Attorney General, a.nd engineering advisor John H. Bliss of tho
State Engineer's office.
l'IIR. CLAYTON: In addition to myself us Commissioner for Texas, my
legal advisors a.ro Major Richard F. Burges of El Paso,· Judge EdvJ"in
Mechem of Lo.s Cruces, )I.!Tr. Louis C. Hill of Los Angelos; the Engi.:.
neering advisors a.re }:fr. Roland Ho.rwell of El Paso, a.nd Mr. N. B.
Phillips of Lo.s Cruces.
MR. HARPER: At this time, I would like an expression from tho Commissioners us to the procedure which we should follow, particularly
with reference to tho roprosonto.tivos of tho No.tiona.l Resources
Committee; whether it is your pleasure to have them present to us
at this time the purpose of their visit, or whether you wish that
deferred until after each of the Commissioners has mr,de a presentation of his own.
MR. CLAYTON: Before we got to that point, I neglected to state in
addition to tho other engineering advisers mentioned, lVIr. W. A.
Laflin. J,fujor Burges is not hero todo.y, but >Ye expect him hec-o
tomorrow.
MR. McCLURE: Yfe have representatives of tho intormodia.to districts
and federal agencies that arc more or loss consultants in their
lines, both legal and from a.n engineering standpoint, and I would
like ·to n...'l..-rno them: R. H. Ho.nno., Esq., Albuquerque; Willia.m Brophy~
Esq., Albuquerque, Attorney for tho Indians; Peo.rco c. ~odey,.Esq.,
Attorney· for tho Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; C. A. ·
Anderson, Chief Engineer, Middle Rio Gro.ndo Consorvo.ncy District;
H. C. Neufor, Supervisor of Indian Irrigation Service, o.nd Dr.
Sophie D. Aberle of Albuquerque.
TY.ffi. HTNDERLIDER: I- should like to add tho na.mo of Hon. John I.
Palmer of Saguache, us one of the additional o.dvisers to tho Co~
missioner for Coloro.do. Judge Po.lmer attended our lo.st meeting.
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MR. HARPER: Tho record 1rill also show that H. J.
s.
DeVries, Esq.,
is present as legal adviser to tho chairman.
:lvffi. CL.liYTON:
In addition to those already mentioned for Texas, Hr.
Raymond A. Hill is present; ~~. Louis C. Hill may not be present.
:MR. HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman, in view of tho fact that it is my
understanding that the purpose of tho meeting hero today is t~ moot
with tho tvvo representatives of the National Resources Committee;
:lv'fr • .Barrows and Mr. lcdams, and to hear what they have to present,
I think it would be fit and proper at this time to invite these
gentlemen to present who.t they have to present, and to have a full
report from those gentlemen for the benefit of the Commission before
we determine upon any further procedure.
MR. McCLURE: I believe that that's a very good suggestion. Other
work after that can be taken up and we will more or less outline our
plans along vrhat they have to present.
:iYTR. CLAYTON: I fully concur in that suggestion.
I think that would
be tho advisable procedure to follow.
:lvffi. HARPER:
The views of tho Commission are unanimous, so we will
call upon you, Professor Barrows, o.t this time for any presentation
you may care to make.
PROF. B.L.RROWS: Mr. Chairman, Members of tho Commission, and gentlemen of the conference: The National Resources Committee appreciates
grco:tly your courtesy in affording its representatives, Prof. Ado.ms
and myself, an opportunity to moot with you today. Tho Committee
recognizes tho very great importance of tho wntor problems with
which you are dealing. It realizes that grave difficulties, of necessity, are inherent in such problems. It earnestly-believes that
these problems can be solved, and can best be solved, through
neighborly cooperation, by voluntary adjustment. It wishes to assist you in tho solution of tho problems insofar as it can, provided,
and only provided, you 1tvish it so to do. Not for tho briefest moment
does the National Resources Committee wish to appear to be in the
position of attempting to impose upon you any solution of its ovm;
to impose any plan which it has formulated with respect to tho solution of these prossing problems. I assure you it has formulated no
such plan. Obviously, the Federal govormnent has direct concern
and weighty interest in some of the prooloms of the middle and
upper Rio Grande drainage area. It has, for exrufrplo, largo investments in existing enterprises involving use of Rio Grande ;mters.
There is tho possibility that in due time it will have further inyestmonts of such a nature. It, no loss than your three states, is
a party to the existing Rio Grande Compact.· We come to you, thorofore, with what might be called a dual motive. First, it is our
desire to propa.ro·the vmy, as representatives of tho National Resources Committee, to assist you insofar as may bo practicable
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(I repeat, if you so desire) in working out your own problems.
Secondly, we como to you also in the hope that cooperative undertakings mo.y be lo.unched that will be helpful, which are, indeed,
almost indispensable, to a satisfactory carrying out of the assignment involved in tho· President 1 s executive order which Nir. Harper
road to you. And so, from both of these angles, Prof. Ado.ms and I
hope that you vvill think it wise to consider at tho very outset of
this conforonco, those throe questions:
1. ~nat additiono.l investigo.tions are needed to determine tho
fo.cts regarding (a) river flow, and (b) feasible additions·to the
available water supply by storage, tro.nsmountain diversion, drainage and reduction of waste? ·perhaps I should say, before proceeding vvith the other questions, that we realize various agencies al-.
ready have in hand a large body of relevant data. Perhaps those
data neod,-in some cases at least, rc-exo.mination, intcgro.tion, coordination, with a view to determining in particular what additional investigations along such lines as those indicated in the question arc, in your judgment, really needed.
2. ";'.Tho.t investigations arc needed to determine the extent
(o.) of the present usc of water in the area, and (b) of its use at
tho adoption of tho compact?
3. How mo.y those investigations be most effectively and most
satisfactorily organized, directed and financed?
Those, I repeat, arc throe basic questions in our own
minds concerning which we trust you will take counsel. Tho information sought by an investigation along these lines would not only be
tremendously helpful to tho Committee-in carrying out tho assignment
under tho President's executive order, but should help further to
pave the way toward voluntary adjustment n.."'long yourselves of the
troublesome problems with which you are confronted; and it is our
thought further, that o.n immediate investigation o.long those Jines
would likewise pave tho way for an ultL~te and comprehensive plan
affecting tho ontire·uppcr Rio Grande area. The matters of inmediate concern to you, undoubtedly, have to do with equitable allocations of water among tho several states, but we assume confidently that you arc looking fonvard also to complete utilization ultimately, to tho most efficient usc and effective control of the waters
of this groo.t o.rea. lJiJhat, in tho long run, will be your needs for
vmtor, not for irrigation simply, but for all other purposes, for
city o.nd town vm.tor supply, for industry, and tho like? lNho.t arc
tho prospects with respect to growth in population, and tho prospoets for now and greo.ter needs for vm.ter associated vnth that·
growth? ·what are tho possibilities for decentralized industry,
involving tho use of more or loss water? Vfunt are your prospective,
no loss than your existing, aggregate needs? To what extent can
these prospective needs be met effectively? Yfuo.t arc the possibilities of mooting them by smo.ll-scale storage and largo-scale transmountain diversion, by incroa~fed utilization of ground vmters, by
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drainage, by adjusting your nggregn.to irrigated ncrcngo more o~~cctivoly to the supply o~ vmter normally available, by putting
tho wnter in greater measure on tho best land nvailnblo ~or its
reception? ':'ihnt, ~rom that longer term view, arc tho rolo.tionships botvrocn tlic supply of wntortb.::.t :m.."i..y be rendered o.vailo.blo,
on the one hand, and tho needs ~or wntcr, on tho other hand? Precisely vn1at, in tho long run, no loss than at present, arc tho
problems which arc o~ mutual concern to the throe states? 1llin.t
problems o~ tho area arc of concern only to tho individual states?
Those last questions vvhich I hc.vo asked como to me on tho
spur of tho moment and they arc intended only to be illustrative.
Surely, you are concerned with that longer view, no loss than vrith
the problems that iJ.n.rnedic..toly and urgently ~nco you for solution.
I repeat that we thought such an investigation as proposed might be
useful in all three connections: (1) in tho solution of your immediate and urgent probl~s, (2) in tho facilitation of our work under tho executive order, (3) in tho procurement of data indispensable to sound, long-term planning for tho drainage area in tho
conunon interest of all tho people v'rho live thoro, and who nrc likely
to be there inn period, lot's say, of several decades. I think,
Mr. Chairman, tho.t's all I need to so.y at this time. Prof. Ado.ms
now vvill supplement it.
PROF. 1\.D;J.,'fS: lifr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Commission and o~ the
Conference: I do not think it is necessary for me to say anything
further at this time. Prof. Barrmvs has very fully outlined the
purpose of our coming hero, what's in our minds, o.nd what is more
important, what is in tho minds of tho Nntiono.l Resources Comnittee,
and he ho.s indicated tho lines along which, it seems to us, progress might be made. I think it is sufficient to let tho matter
stand nt this time and discuss specific pho.ses of tho problem as
they como up.
1ffi. lli~P~ER: I wish to thank you gentlemen, on behalf of the Commission, for your presence hero, and the presentation of tho situation with which those three sta.tos a.ro confronted. Do any of tho
Co:mrn.issionors vrish to question Prof. Barrows, or Prof. Ado.ms, furthor regarding any ma.ttors they vrish to discuss?
MR. I-IINDERLIDER: Mn.y I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that I, porsonc..lly,
would be glad to have an expression of opinion from tho rcprosontntivos o~ tho National Resources Committee of how they 1Nould procood
in this mnttcr, to more offoctivoly lend its cooperation so ns to
more efficiently conserve our time and your time at this meeting.
I take it that the principal purpose for this ~eating is to have
presented by you gentlemen what you·hnve to present, and from that
point on, to ontor into discussions, possibly ~or tho purpose of
laying a foundation for further studios a.nd discussions which I
suppose will have to como out of later meetings. I should personally like to have an expression of opinion fron the gentlemen as to
what you would recommend in tho vvny of procedure nt this time.
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PROF. BARROWS: 1.ffr. Chn.ir:mo.n, I think I spen.k for us both, when I
sn.y, in reply to Mr. Hinderlider 1 s suggestion thn.t wo would like to
hn.vo n.n expression of opinion fro:w. you as to whether or not you regard such n.n-investign.tion n.s we briefly hn.vo indicated dosirn.blo
n.nd feasible; n.n expression from you; if tho investigation be in
your judgment desirable and fon.siblo, concerning tho nature of tho
bn.sic data not now fully or n.dcquatcly in'hn.nd. In other words, if
we were to tn.ke these points en.ch in turn, n.nd get your ron.ctions to
them, I thi:nlc perhaps we would get n.long much more expeditiously
than 6thorvrise would be possible. It is conceivn.ble, in theory n.t
least, thn.t your n.n~vor to tho first question might be in the negn.tivo; thn.t you regard such n.n investigation us we propose undosirn.ble
n.nd L~prn.ctical, in vmich cn.se thoro would not be n.ny need of considering tho later questions. Would thn.t be your view, Prof. Adams?
PROF.
f~Dl''J.iS:
Yes.
MR. ffil.RPER~ I would like to cn.ll upon on.ch of tho Commissioners in
turn for n.n expression, first, n.s to his views of tho dosirn.bility ·
or practicability of such n.n invostign.tion as Prof. Barrmvs hn.s·outlined, n.nd, second, if ho is agreon.blo to such an investigation, n.n
outline of the general ground which such un investigation should
cover. Mr. Hinderlidor, :ma.y 'wo hen.r from you?
HilTDERLIDER: I take it, :Mr. Chuirmc.n, you n.re calling upon me
}lffi.
because Colorado heads the n.lphabeticn.l list. In reply to Mr.
Bn.rrows 1 request to be advised of tho n.ttitude of tho several states
in respect to his Committee pn.rticipn.ting with tho Rio Grande Conpact Cornnission in our further endon.vors to ren.ch an understanding
in this very L~portn.nt 1nn.tter, will stn.to-I have heretofore n.dvised
you, lvlr. Chn.ir:ma.n, of Colorado's n.ttitudo; that we welcome such a.n
opportunity to lay what we conceive to be the equities in this important mutter before n.n unbiased tribunal, which we tn.ke to bo the
National Resources Cor.nnittee 1 s status in those matters. Wo have
boon attempting now for many years, as n. representative of one of
the throe states in question, to reach some understanding with respect to this all-important problem. rTo feel that substantial progress has been made, in that at tho mooting in this room last December, when it appeared monontarily thn.t tho conference might go on
tho rocks~ wiser counsel prevailed, and by unanimous resolution tho
Commission agrood to continuo its efforts seeking a solution of this
probl01:1, vrith tho result thn.t tho Commission reconvened tho latter ·
part of last January,· at which tine tho representatives of Colorado,
by previous c,grooment, presented what wo conceived to be n. rather
oxhn.ustivo explanation of what we felt would be, n.nd still believe
to be, a b8.sis or formula for roaching a solution of this probl6T:J.•
As our Chn.irnan has just stated, duo to unforeseen difficulties,
tho Cormnission hn.s not mot since that time. As an additional reason vvhy we welcome this opportunity to ln.y before this tribunal
what we conceive to be n.n equitable solution of this problem, vre
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are pleased to comply With the request of the Chief Executive of·
the Nation in offering, through this Comoittee, his good offices,
to see if vre can come near to finally - as we hope we my do reaching a settlement of this problem. I believe, unless I stand
corrected by my legal and other advisers, this is the position
Colorado truces at this time.
1Ll.PcPER: Could you amplif'y a little· further your ansvver to tho
1vffi..
second question which~~. Barrows asked, as to tho nature of tho
investigations which you consider should be mdo under direction of
the National Pcesources Committee, if such investigation is authorized?
1ffi..HINDEPcLIDER: Being an engineer, or alleged engineer, we, of
course,·are strong for tho obtaining first, of all factual data pertaining, or-bearing, upon the subjects under-discussion. These data,
essentially, are of an engineering character, as Mr. Barrows has intimated, having to do with availability of water supply, the demands
upon those supplies, tho deficiencies, tho surpluses, whon·thoy occur, and, in fact, all matters pertaining to tho efficient, and I
believe, ultimate utilization of this entire natural resource provided by tho Rio Grande. In our studios of this problem, we have
attempted to go into, in groat detail, the engineering phases of
this matter. Ls a result of tho studies that Colorado has heretofore made and presented before this Corh~ission, based upon engineering data that 1 s comnonly available to the representatives of the
three states, we have reached certain conclusions; although we realize that tho representatives of the other tvro states, using tho
same basic data, wny arrive at other conclusions: Its conceivable
that tho-three Commissioners of tho three states, by continuous ·
noetings, by agreement n.:r.1.ong ourselves ·upon certain factual data,
upon which thoro can be no controversy, and by elimination of other
factors that may·bc more or less material, resolve this thing davin
to certain"fc.cts, or factors, which may be called, or termed, controversial, and on these factors it nay be an independent thought
entering at this time, would be most helpful. It nay well be that
those gentlonen, after reviovdng all of the factual data that has
been presented~ or that is in hand, and after having sufficient time
to go over the sruno~ and over the report which we presented hero,
prepared largely by ~ifr. Tipton representing my department, would
find that sufficient data is now in hand, which would eliminate tho
necessity of acquiring, through long months of efforts and study,
further data. It would seem to me, the"first thing to do vrould bo
to present those facts to tho Committee, that they nay have sono
ti111e to look tho1:1 over, and then, if it appeared necessary to them
to have further data, that matter would have to then have proper
consideration by the Co~~ission before we could reply intelligently.
MR. Hfl..RPER: ~~~. McClure, will you answer the hro questions propounded by Prof. Barrows?
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1\'!R. :McCLURE:
I think tho suggestion 6f bringing in this National
Resources Conmittee is very pra.ctica.l, a.nd its boon ~y opinion a.ll
a.long if fro could compile the ba.sic inform tion n.nd · da.ta. thn.t 1 s
a.vn.iln.ole, a.nd bring it before sono a.rbitra.ry boa.rd, or·a.mong oursolves, n.nd eliminate tho non-controversial pa.rts of it, thn.t we
would be a. long ways toward rea.chli1g some permanent a.groomont 6n
tho controversial questions. I believe if tha.t v~.s ca.rriod on, tha.t
no doubt this Committee ca.n give us groa.t a.ssista.nco, and with their
help, some program or pla.n, ma.y be developed in which tho question
of tho Rio Gra.ndo ca.n be settled. However, I do think tha.t thoro is
probably tho necessity of sono a.dditiona.l investigations. I think
othc:nviso ~ Mr. Hinderlidor ha.s covered the question very well in his
statement, a.nd I believe tha.t that's tho consensus of opinion of
pra.ctica.lly a.ll of New Mexico's wa.tor users in the vo.lloy. If I a.m
'VIJJ::Ong, I would like to be corrected,
MR. HL\.RPER: Mr. Cla.yton do you co.re to express tho views of Texas
on these questions?
MR. CLLYTON: :Mr. Cho.irmn a.nd Gontlonon: I concur vvi th tho two
other Commissioners in wishing to cooperate with those two gentlemen
representing the National Resources Cornnittee in every wn.y. Not
having lind tho benefit of tho experience of tho two other Commissioners, a.nd not being o.n engineer, I run a.t a. loss a.t this time to
venture a.ny opinion a.s to vn1a.t fonn tha.t investigation should take.
I t:u'Tl a.lso in nood, I!Ir. Chn.ima.n~ of conferring <vith my engineer a.nd
lega.l o.dvisers on tha.t question, ~nd I da.ro sa.y suggestions <vill'bo
no.dc from tine to time tha.t we ca.n heartily concur in. In brief, I
merely wish to so.y a.t this time tha.t Texa.s a.pprocia.tes very much the
a.id tho.t these gentlemen o.re offering us here. I'beliove we a.ro on
tho right tra.ck, a.nd to the extent of our ability, we a.ro going to
cooperate in tha.t undertaking.
MR. llillil?ER: Gentlemen, tho views of the Commissioners a.ro apparently uno.nimous in the acceptance ofyour kind offer of cooperation in
making these invcstigations,-a.nd reviewing tho investigations which
have boon ma.de. Do you have, Prof. Barrows, a.ny specific plan, or
progro..'Tl, in mind which might be followed in initiating and financing
such investigations, and in employing a field force of engineers,
or ha.ve your views crystallized to tha.t point yet?
PROF. B~·;.RRCJ~IS: In tho first pla.ce, I 1;ny say I a.m sure tho No.t iona.l
Resources Comnittee will deeply a.pprecinte your era.cious reaction·
to its suggestion. For·myself, however, I um sorry thn.t you have,
for the briefest moment, thought of the National Resources Committee
as being, in any sense, a. tribunal, or a judge. We will, very possibly, ha.vo to judge of certain individual projects in the relatively ncar future, projects thn.t Bny bo referred to the Committee under
the President's executive order, but with respect to the things that
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we a.ro considering together today, I am sure, wore we all present;
that we would much prefer to have you thillic of us us your helpers,
insofar us we can be, a.nd in no sense a trib~~a.l. I four that I
huvo not boon very happy in tho choice of words in which I attempted to express the spirit in which we come to tho mooting. It is
that of un oigor assistant, insofar us we can assist, and you want
us to assist, and in no sense that of n tribunal• S6 much for our
a.ttitudo in the mttor. I do not know, Mr. Chuirna.n, ·how· it will
be best for you to dotor.wino, tentatively and roughly, tho nature
and OA~ont of tho additional basic datu required for the purpose in
mind. I, for cxm-:1.plo, have us u background only datu that wore
brought to Tfo..shington during my service on tho Mississippi Valley.
Committee, predecessor to tho present \:Tutor Resources Co:tJ.nittoo, in
support of specific applications for particular projects, plus reports of your State Planning Co~issions, vo..rious materials from
your Engineering offices, and infornntion and datu supplied in
Washington by tho federal dopurtnents a.nd bureaus vrhich have to do,
in one way or o.nothor, fvith certain problems of this urea. I think
you -·fo.r better tho.n I, o.nd I suspect oven better than ny o.ssocio.to, Prof~ L.dcw."'TI.s - can fern o. judgln.cnt o.s to tho nature and extent
of the do.ta., if a.ny, which still need to be go.thored with respect to
vmtor resources, existent and potential, vvith respect to >m~or uses,
present a.nd prospective, o.nd tho like. Tho other thing, Mr. Chairmnn, is tho essence of our third question - 11 How mny these investigations be nost effectively o.nd'nost so.tisfo.ctorily orgnnizcd, directed c.nd fino.ncod? 11 I suggest, i.f it be o.grcoablo to you, that we
loa.vo·tho mutter of financing then, oven tho initial consideration
of it, to tho lo.st. How ca.11 tho invostigo.tions be most effectively
and most sntisfo.ctorily orgo.nizod and directed? Dontt you thiru~
tho.t the roo.ction of tho Commissioners to tho.t po.rt.of tho third
question would be distinctly helpful? I thilli~ Prof. Ldo.ms ha.d in
mind various theoretical possibilities which perhaps he vvill be gla.d
to indicate, o.t a.ny monont you 1:111y doom a.ppropria.to, Mr. Cha.irncm.
PROF. ADAT\ifS: I thi:n1t it would be well, assUm.ing cortai:ri investigations arc to be made, for the Commissioi10rs, thomsolvos,·to get together separately with their associates, and/or together, and explore the various possibilities of organizing an investigation of
that type. To vmat extent it should be under tho direction of-tho
Commission; to what extent it should be under federal agencies, or
federal agencies should participate; to what CA~cnt wo should sot
up an engineering board. I thiru~ it would be very desirable, before
we make any more progress on·that point, for you Commissioners to
give tho matter some thought, because you will vrant to do that anyway. I like to fool wo arc hero to fit in in any way we can, rather
than to roach out and propose. We have given those matters a good
deal 6f thought on a theoretical basis, and have some rather definite
ideas, but I should like you gentlemen to consider those questions
very carefully before we offer our suggestions. I take it, as far
as 1vator supply is concerned, you have tho basic data; if anything
is necessary, it is an analysis, although I may be in error. I am
11
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not sure to what CA~cnt you have gone into storage-possibilities as
they arc related to your problem. You, yourselves, realize the need
for full information in that direction. I am not sure how far tho
investigations you have already made have to do with tho usc of water,
and into what detail those investigations have gone; the reasonableness of usc hero and thoro arc involved; to what extent you have records of diversions; to what extent you have considered land needs in
tho different portions of tho basin. Thoro arc many details which
become clear to anyone when he gets to outlining-an investigation.
I thiruc a small group could, in a very short time, rough-draft out a
procedure-as to material that is to bo gathered, and have a general
agreement, and that will be fairly satisfactory. I don't think we
can make tho most progress by-trying to go into those details until
you gentlemen, for yourselves; have a chance to make up your minds
and consider among yourselves, just what you wnnt. That is for you
to determine; then we arc prepared to go ahead.
lffi. HARPER:
~~t
is tho pleasure of tho Commission?
NR. ClAYTON: It occurs to me, in tho interest of time, it would be
well for tho throe members of tho Commission to confer with their
respective legal and toclmical advisors,- ond be prepared tomorrow
to have some specific statement, perhaps, to nulico in answer to each
of those three questions or suggestions. Speaking for myself only,
I am fraruc to say I am unable to offer any suggestions which I thiruc
would be of any value to this Commission or to tho tvvo gentlemen
from tho National Resources Committee. I 11m.s somewhat in tho dark
as to tho specific nature of tho business before the Commission. I
have boon somewhat enlightened now, and I believe possibly something
of oonofit could be accomplished if we would rocos s for the time being, cons idor tho so throe quo stions, and moot tomorrow with- a viovr
to presenting some tangible suggestions which will, perhaps, be in
accord vnth your views.
PROP. BARROWS: Would it be helpful or desirable if copies wore made
of these throe questions? They should be thought of in terms of tho
obvious spirit involved, and not as to niceties of wording, because
they were written hastily.
IvlR. 1IA.RPER: I think that is a good suggestion, and the Secretary
vnll be glad to do it.
lffi. ClAYTON: Mr. Chairman, if it ·would be in order at this time ..
H'r. Harvvell has made a suggestion, y.;hich I· thiruc is pertinent, if
thoso·gontlmnon are in a position to do it, Prof. Barrows and Prof.
Adams, it would be helpful to the-commission, I think, in formulating their ideas on those subjects, for you to outline, generally,
at this time, any view·s that you may have with respect to the finetncing of the investigation that 1 s in contemplation, if you arc in a
position to do that.
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PROF. BARR01'JS: I i'V'D.s not authorized to make an offer of federal
financial aid in a.ny amount. The National Resources Committee
felt earnestly that this is primarily your problem despite the
large federal interests along the particular lines I earlier-indicated. Tney felt that tho investigation, however it may bo set up
in detail, should be a cooperative undertaking in which tho thr-ee
states, through their appropriate agencies, shall play a very fUndamental part. They ~olt, ~urther, that it is essential to ultimate success that tho three states assume, at the outset, an equitable share of the-requisite expenditure, either in terms of services, or in cash, or both. It vvns hoped that I could take back to
Washington, to the next meeting of the Water Resources Connnittee an
December 13th, a statement, i~ you vnsh thus to go ahead cooperatively, o~ the source o~ tho serVices and contributions which you
felt you respectively could :rruike, and that your initial connnitmEmts
would be sufficient, at least, to evidence your thorough interest in
tho matter and your cordial commitment-in principle to tho cooperative undertaking. Then, I v~.s assured, the National Resources Committee would use its earnest endeavors to secure, in some way, the
remainder o~ tho financial support :flooded. I have no ~ixed idea,
howuver, as to tho amount, all told, that would be needed, because
I do not know tho precise nature of the additional data required,
or the investigations requisite for tho procurement o~ this data.
If you do your equitable part, hmvever, as seems to you proper and
pructicable,-we vnll attempt to got tho remainder of tho money needed, vmcn you, and we, have ostimo.ted, in tho light 0~ tho investi- gat ion to be sot up, vmat tho total amount is. -I ~oar, :Mr. Clayton,
that that may not be a very satisfactory answer, but its all I am
authorized to say.
NlR. HINDERLIDER: I take it that it is tho desire of tho representatives here o~ the-National Resources Committee at this session,
insofar as possible, to obtain tho views of each state here represented.
PROF. BARROWS: If I could take back definite information and appropriate resolutions that you·may see fit to pass, your statements
of v,rhat you arc prepared to do, or can do, which would ciln.blo us
promptly to push this cooperative enterprise at that end, I would
be very happy, and I am sure the Committee would be happy. We
•~uld be sorry to sec tho matter - _and so would you - drag unduly.
HINDERLIDER: I possibly did not convoy to you tho thought I
}Jffi.
had in mind, Mr. Barrows, in my preliminary remarks. I feel its
highly essential that you gentlemen - and I think I would fool tho
sruno way vrere I u member of your Committee - to have tho viov~oints
of ouch of those states involving equities in this entire problem,
of which tho water supply is only-one factor~ Tho interests, relative needs -the Compact provides, of course, in no uncertain terms,
that thoro- shall be a.n equitable apportioruncnt of tho waters of tho
Rio Grande, Which we have all boon seeking to obtain. I am sure
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that 1 s Colorado's vie-wpoint. :No onc'knows at this time quite the
status of 11 equity"; its a broad term, but that's boon the vicvvpoint
of Colorado all tho time, that thoro should be an equitable usc of
tho benefits. That is ono of the fundnmcntals laid dovm by tho
Supremo Court in the case of Kansas v. Colorado, nnd we arc vvilling
to abide by that principle. That's v~1y, personally, I urged upon
my associates the extension of tho present compact so it may give us
further time to vrork out this problem on tho equitable basis the compact-provides for. In view of the fact I fool it is highly important, I agree that we recess soon in order that we may confer among
our respective delegations in response to your inquiry as to how
this investigation might best be conducted, and that on convening
hero tomorrow, each state may have an opportunity to present, for
tho benefit of you gentlemen, its position and the reasons therefor~
that you may take it buck with you, in connection with your other
matters, for careful consideration. I take-it this study you arc
going to make, not only of engineering data, but economic data, involves study of tho equities botv<oon these states, and that being
true, we fool each state ought to have an opportunity, tomorrow, to
be hoard before you gentlemen decide to leave. I offer that as a
suggestion, Hr. Cho.irman.
]J!R. HARPER: .Jmy other remarks? - Tho view· prevails that we should
adjourn the mooting until some hour tomorrow morning. If there is
nothing further to be presented by any of tho Commissioners at this
time, I vvill be glad to entertain a motion for such adjournment.
1ffi. CLAYTON:I move that tho meeting be recessed until ton o'clock
tomorrow morning. (Seconded by Mr. Hindorlidor, and unanimously
carried.)
DECEMBER 3 , 193 5.
10:15
A.M.
r.ffi. HARPER:Just before adjournment yesterday afternoon, a set of
three questions was drafted by Prof. Barrmvs, asking for certain
information from each of the Commissioners as to tho scope of a suggested investigation, and this morning tho Commissioners wore to be
prepared to answer those questions to tho best of their knowledge.
I vrill call on 11!-. Hinderlidor to ansvmr tho throe questions on behalf of his state.
llffi. HINDERLIDER:
Ivir. Chairman and Gentlemen: The first question
propounded was - what additional investigations arc needed to dotermine tho facts regarding, first, river flow, I took no active part
in tho negotiations in 1929 loading up to the adoption of tho Rio
Grande Compact, but its my understanding that all of tho members of
tho Commission from tho throe states at·that time agreed upon the
basic data covering stream flow records, and used such data in arriving at tho present compact. Follovnng tho adoption of the present Rio Grande Compact in 1929, there wore sot up, or carried into

effect r~thor, the requirements under t~t Comp~ct, providing for
the establishing of ccrt~in gauging stations for tho collection of
stre~ flow d~t~.
That vms pl~ced under the administr~tion of tho
Rio Grande Comp~ct Committee, which h~s continued to function ~11
of these ye~rs, ~d-hns c~rriod out that mandate for tho collection
of strerun flow d~ta, ~nd h~s mot regularly in January of every your
~d oxch~god that river flow data, and certain other data, collected in connection therewith. That data is all now available for tho
use of tho National Resources Committee. Thoro may be, possibly, a
lapse in there of one or two yours, in vmich wo have data. I think
that data is published in tho biennial reports of the State Engineers, and in that form is available to the National Resources Committee.
The second question, under (b), feasible additions. I
thinl-:: the determination of that would largely depend upon the vie1rs
of the National Resources Committee, ~d on their judgment of w~t
further datu would be necessary, if any, in addition to th~t just
mentioned. I may add that the inform~tion collected by the Rio
Grande Compact Committee includes also the records obt~ined by tho
Bureau of Reclamation at certain places on tho river, tho International Bound~ry Commission at ·El Paso, ~nd possibly other federal
agencies, ~d it is somcvil1at questionable to my mind if its fea~ible to onl~rge upon tho scope of tho field investigations, other
than what is already being collected by tho Rio Grande Compact Committee, in time to have tho same available for tho usc of the National Resources Committee, if their report is to be forthcoming
within the next few months. We would have to depend upon tho information nCNr in hand from various official sources.
Tho second'questi6n -what investigations arc needed to
determine tho extent, first, of the present use of water in the area there are official records available covering the use of water in
Colorado; Now Mexico and Tex~s in the various irrigated areas, most
of which, I think, is available in the form of biennial reports of
the State Engineers, investig~tions by the Bureau of Reclamation
~d other similar agencies, including, I understand, also, the use
of vm.ter in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, insofnr as
they hnvo used 1mter to date under recent development. In this
connection, Colorado has heretofore made an extensive study of nll
official records that arc available on tho stream, of tho uses of
;vater in tho areas in question, the probable interests of tho three
states in connection vvith the plan that hn.s heretofore been presented by Colorado to tho Rio Gr~de Compact Commission for consideration, and I take it, all 6f this data will be available to the
National Resources Committee, insofar as·Colorado has made a study
of the river situation. I take it~ nlso, insofar as New Mexico ~d
Texas, or agencies in those states, have made similar studies, investigations and reports, such data vvill also bo available to the
National Resources Committee. I think, up to the present time, in
tho deliberations of the Rio Grande Compact Commission, that Colorado
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has presented practically ull'of the datu that has boon presented
in that connection. I assume, hmvcvor, that Now Mexico and Texas
vdll have tho results of their datu in such shape that it will be
uvuilublo to tho National Resources Committee.
Tho third inquiry - how may those investigations be most
effectively and most satisfactorily organized, directed and financed - us has boon'statod, we feel Colorado has gone into tho mutter
very e)~ensivoly, and in that connection, Colorado has, through
legislative appropriations, contributed very substantially in tho
way 6f dollars and cents, to tho collection of basic fundamental
data, and analysis of tho same, which we are constrained to feel
may be of advantage to tho National Resources Committee in initiating their studios. How many thousands of dollars, I ~m unable to
say at this time. We have u very limited fund left out of tho appropriations by the lust legislature 11 out of which any costs in tho
further collection of data might be financed. Tho present appropriations available to my department are controlled by tho Governor
and Attorney General. I am unable at this tL~e to state whether or
not any further amounts in that fund would be available for assisting tho National Resources Committee in financing their study in
this connection. It is very questionable if they would be. We arc
rather inclined to fool that tho contributions of Colorado to date,
in tho way of basic fundamental data that the Committee will need,
vrould constitute a very substantial contribution in this regard, and
wo arc hopeful that tho National Resources Committee may be able to
finance its necessities out of federal allocutions for such purpose.
As to tho organization that might be set up, it has been
suggested that possibly one member from ouch state might servo on
such a committee to assist, and v-rork, v·.rith tho National Resources
Committee in tho formulation of its report. It was also suggested
that possibly tho designation of one man of outstanding ability,
as a result of his extensive experience in such matters, could more
effectively function, in connection with tho National Resources Committee, in perfecting tho organization and currying out its functions.
I am rather inclined to tho latter view, if the proper man can be ·
found, and he could be agreed upon by the representatives of the
three states. I think it would probably have the effect of expediting mutters. Certainly, there vvill have to be an enormous ~unt of
work done by the National Resources Committee. We are led to that
conclusion from the fact that Colorado has spent, to date, months and
months of time analyzing tho datu we have collected in order to arrive
at the conclusions we have arrived at. The studios of this problem
arc most intricate and require a largo amount of effort in order
that' a conclusion may be arrived at. Wo can all agree on tho basic
datu, but WB may not be able to agree-upon tho conclusions resulting
from a study and analysis of the datu, and how it may be applied. I
run ruther inclined to think if vre can get some outstanding man, and
that man could devote his entire t~mo to the matter, it vvuuld expedite matters, ruther than have a man appointed from each state, who
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would have to meet each state's vie-wpoint, which :mn.y result in
delay. I don't lcnovv that I have anything further to offer a.t this
time. It :mn.y be, after hearing from tho other cormnissionors, we
:mn.y have something to add.
MR. RA.RPER:
Mr. :McClure, will you present your a.nsvvor to tho questions?
l.!IR. McCLURE: Mr. Chair:mn.n, Prof. Burrows, Prof. Ada.ms and Members:
At tho meeting of this Commission yesterday, Professor Burrows and
Professor Adams of tho Nationul Resources Committee presented to
tho Commission tho reasons for their desire to cooperate with this
body in arriving at agreements in tho uses of the wntcr of the Rio
Grande within the throe states. An outline of tho various factors
and conditions v~.s udva.ncod by Professor Burrows pertaining to how
this problem should be attacked, und along those lines, he requested tho consideration of throe questions, a.nd expressed tho desire
of tho National Resources Cormnittoo, that ouch of tho Commissioners
submit unS\ivors setting out their attitude to the questions so udva.ncod. Tho questions so pla.cod before tho Commission yesterday a.ro
us follows:
1. Vf.hut a.dditiona.l investigations a.ro needed to determine tho
fa.cts rega.rding (a.) river flow, a.nd (b) feasible additions to the
ava.ilablo wa.tor supply by storage, trrL~smounta.in diversion, drainage
a.nd reduction of vvasto?
2. Vfua.t investigations nrc needed to determine tho extent (a)
of present usc of wa.ter in tho urea., nnd (b) of usc a.t the a.doption
of tho compa.ct (Fob. 1929)?
3. How :mn.y those investigations be most effectively and most
sa.tisfa.ctorily organized, directed and fina.nced?
As Cormnissionor for Now Mexico, I submit tho following
anmvors to tho questions, in tho order just mentioned:
1. (a.) Tho desirability of installing a.dditionul flovv'moasuring·dovicos on tho principal tributaries of tho Rio Gra.ndo,·including, but not limited, to the Rio Colorado, Jemez a.nd Sa.la.do, in Now
Mexico, a.nd such otnor a.s ·tho investigation might show urc necessary
in tho throe sta.tos! also, on tho Rio Grande proper, a.t some points
just a.bovo Cochiti und a.t Sun Acacia., in Novr Mexico.
(b) Da.ta. looking to feasible additions to the present supply
through stora.go, trunsmounta.in diversion, druina.go and tho reduction
of waste, is monger, a.nd a. thorough finding of facts along these
lines should be ma.do. Tho State of Now Mexico feels that n tra.nsmounta.in diversion of vva.tor from tho Sa.n Juan River is a vitnl factor in lool:L'1.g for tho nocossa.ry now vvn.tor to augment tho supply of
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tho Rio Grande in Now Mexico. In this connection, New Mexico feels
that a detail survey should be made of this project, not only from
the diversion standpoint, but as to the-effect such a diversion
would have on the area that now depends, or would depend, on a water
supply from the San Juan River in New Mexico.
II. (a) There is little accurate information available as to
the actual diversions waste and drainage returns. It is necessary
that data pertaining to diversions waste and drainage returns at the
present time be obtained for all areas irrigated within the three
states above Ft. Quitman.
(b) This part of Question ~~o can be answered the same as
in section (a) -there is very little accurate data available.
III. It is suggested that any program toward organizing, directing and financing the needed investigations include generally the
placing of all available facts at the disposal of the proper Federal
agency or agencies, such as the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering,
Division of Irrigation, United States Geological Survey, and Bureau
of Reclamation, who are properly equipped to compile all factual information. This state has no appropriation available at this time
to carry on such investigations as are necessary, but it has carried
on through several years, and vdll continue to carry on, extensive
studies, and has accumulated much data pertaining to the Rio Grande
and the use of its water.
Such data would be submitted for the purpose of obtaining
cooperation in the actual determination of facts only, with the understanding that the cooperative investigations would be restricted
to the facts bearing on the water resources and uses of-the water
for the area above Ft. Quitman, Texas. Along this line, I would
like, before the Connnission leaves, to have the feeling of the Commissioners, or attitude, tovvrtrds this transmountain diversion of the
San Juan vmters.
lffi. Hlh"l\PER:
Mr. Clayton, will you present your anmver.
1ffi. CLAYTON: I think I am reasonably safe in saying that Texas is
substantially in accord, in its answers to these questions, with the
views just presented by the Connnissioner from New Mexico, Nir. 1KcClure.
I am going to call in a moment upon }!fr. Hill, the engineering adviser
to the Commissioner from Texas, to state such reservations as he may
see fit. To come to the'third question, first, perhaps, with respect
to the financing of this, I regret to say that Texas has no appropriation for this purpose. YJe have, however, a.ccumulated a. large
~"ss of data which we will be glad to make available to such Committee
or investigating body as may go into the various points to be investigated. In addition to that, as,-in fact, we are called upon to do,
as I Ul~derstand it, by the Compact, we vvill continue to make the investiga.tions which are incumbent upon us by virtue of the terms of
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the Compnct, nnd which have been customary in the pust,·und this, in
tUrn., will be made uvuilublo to such committee, or body, o..s my be
charged with tho duty of :mo.king the investigation, whatever committee
or body that my finally be determined to be. I my suy, before asking ];Jr. Hill to present his stutemon:\::;, that we my have some reservation vvith rcspoct·to tho Snn Juan diversion- not with respect to
tho investigation, because we think that should properly be mde and I rno.y say this too, I thinl::: thn.t we would be in favor of any ·
means that would put ·addition.'1.l·wn.tor in the Rio Grande, provided, n.nd provided, alvmys, gentlemen, - that there is no string attached
to it in tho way of additional lands to be put under cultivation as
a result of that wn.tor coming in, and not coupled up witli diversions
from tho vmtorshed of the Rio Grande, but to be regarded, purely and
simply, as an addition to the available vmter supply for lands now
under cultivation, and porho.ps, definitely supplied with tho ~:-rater
in tho basin of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman. I my also say
that·tho investigation to be made should be confined to findings of
fact, as'distinguished from conclusions to be dravm from those fact
findings, and that'tho only power tnat's vested in tho Rio Grande
Compact Commission, in this respect, is under Article IV of tho Compact - that any investigation should'bo confined strictly to tho
terms of that Article. That Article, in substance, provides that
tho facts arc to be arrived at only by unanimous agreement, and arc
not to be deemed as conclusive in any judicial or other body. I believe vnth those preliminary romn.rks, I vnll ask Hr. Hill to present,
from an engineering standpoint, vrl1atevor modifications or rosorVations·ho may dosiro·to make to tho position taken by Now Mexico,
Yrhich, on tho vvholo, we concur with.
1ffi. HILL: ·1rrr. Chairmd.n and Gentlemen: Tho views of Texas on this
matter arc, primarily, that Now Mexico h._'1.s not gone far enough in
its statement. Tho river flow stations, for example, cited by tho
Commissioner from Now 1-Ioxico, arc only po.rt of tho stations which we
fool arc essential to any accurate and proper study of the problem.
Those stations he hD..s listed arc solely in Now Mexico. I am not in
a position to state v;hat·stations may be required in Colorado, but I
think its safe to assume, some of tho tributary streams in Colorado
should be mon.surod, particularly from which diversions arc made directly. In Now Mexico, thoro arc now no stations of proper quality
between tho old Buclana.n, or Otowi, station, and San Marcial. The
Commissioner suggests the dosirn.bility of u station at Cochiti n.nd
ut San Acacia. Thut 1 s u long stretch and u groat many streams como
in bc~-voen those points, and additional stations arc ossontiul for
un accurate study. As to tho records of usc, I thir~ I may say,
with some assurance, that they uro more evident by their lack than
they o.ro by their existence. Thoro is u very grn.ve shortage of real
records of usc of water in tho Rio Grande basin, oven in tho Rio
Grande project itself, vrhoro the Bureau of Rocla:rnn.tion has kept records. Detail records arc lucking, but their general records arc
available. The records of tho 'Middle Rio Grande area, between tlic
mountains north of Albuquerque, and tho Elephant Butte Reservoir,
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nrc woefully lacking, nnd to tho best of my information, tho records
of Colorado leave much to be desired. Those records, we fool, shouldinclude not only diversions, but actual measurements of surface vm.stc,
and records of drainage return, and whore such drainage return is roused. That is a very essontitil point, and tho data now available is
practically negligible. Then, a certain time must 6lapso. Tho Now
Mexico Commissioner did not mention any time period, but a far longer
length of time than a few months vrill be required to collect this
data, lot alone mnko an Qilalysis of it. Then; one point that has not
been covered, which we fool should be covered, is tho collection of
data to determine vmat arc tho natural losses in tho Rio Grande. As
we all know, ·natural losses arc actually greater than what might be
termed irrigation use, and such natural losses arc one of the most
vital clements in tho solution of tho problem of tho Rio Grande vmter;
and its our feeling that those questions should be given most thorough
study by tho investigating body, whatever tha.t body may be.
1ffi. CLAYTON: In order to got this in concreto form, I have a resolution to offer. Before doing so, I vvould like to call the attention
of the gentlemen representing tho National Resources Committee t6 certain provisions of tho Compact. Before doing that, Mr. Chair!Ih.'ln, I
·would like just a moment to confer vdth my co lleaguos • - - :Mr. Chairman, I offer tho follo1ring resolution at this time:
BE IT- RESOLVED that the states of Colorado, Now Mexico and
Texas, acting through their respective commissioners, members of tho Rio Grru~de Compact Committee under Article IV
of tho Compact, cooperate vdth the United States in a determination of all salient facts bearing on tho present and
potential vmter resources of tho Rio Grande Basin above Ft.
Quitman, and bearing on past and present uses therein; that
this factual investigation be directed by the Division of
Irri~ation, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, DepQrtment
of Agriculture, in cooperation vrith tho Geological Survey
and Bureau of Roclrunation of tho Department of the Interior,
and with such other federal agencies as mny be advisable.
That each· state contribute all fQctual data horotof'ore col.:.
loctod by, or on behalf' of each state, that each StQto continuo tho stream flow measurements and other findings of
fact vvhich ha.vo been custon1ary, and tha.t the United States,
in recognition of its major interest in projects along tho
Rio Gr~~do, bo hereby requested to contribute all other
services and costs in com~ection w~th this finding of facts
on the vmter resources and use of vmtcr in tho Rio Grande
Basin.
JIJIR. :HARPER:
Any discussion of this resolution?
I\ffi. HDIDERLIDER:
Of course, I have no v.m.y of Qscertaining what is
in tho mind of tho National Resources Committee definitely as to how
they shall proceed with this investigation, they have asked suggestions
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from the reprosonto.tivos of tho three states hero, and we have submitted certain suggestions. It is my impression, however, that it
is tho intention of the National Tiosourccs Co1mnittoe, o.s expeditiously o.s mo.y be, to go into this matter o.s ~~lly o.s Dk~Y be deemed
to be necessary o.nd to conclude their findings within tho reasonably
ncar future. I moan by that, covering a. period of possibly several
months, because such an investigation and report could not be forth~
coming shorter of such period. On tho other hand, to go into the
matter to tho extent vrhich has boon suggested by Mr. Hill, it v.rould
seem entirely impractical to involve a. delay of not months, but years
of tine. I think all engineers vnll concede that tho establishing
of strerun flow stations and tho keeping of records from yoc.r to·yoc.r
is a. matter which must cover a period of many years. Much do. to., as
I lLavo said, has-boon collected by all of those agencies mentioned,
and is o.va.ilablo, or should be nk~dc avo.ilo.blo, to tho National Resources Cormnittoo for its consideration. We all agree, I think,
that tho records in all throe states are not what vm vvould like to
have them, not as groc.t in detail both o.s to vm.tor supply avo..ilablo
every yen.r or O.s to tho demn.nds ind diversions mo.do out of those
vvutor supplies, but novortholoss, we think thoro is enough factual
data. available from all of those agencies upon which a report and
conclusions could be predicated by tho National Resources Co1mnitteo.
It seems to mo it will defeat tho very purpose of o.n early solution
of this problem by attempting to carry out a program as extensive as
suggested by r:Ir ~ Hill~ Therefore, I do not fool that we should burden the efforts, and delay tho activities, of the National Resources
Cormnittoo to tho extent t~~t would be necessary for tho program, as
suggested, to be undertaken Qlld carried out.
}lR. CLAYTON: Before passing on this resolution, it occurs to me the
gontlerwn representing the :National-Resources Committee mo.y have some
very definite ideas on this subject, and I suggest, therefore, before
pas sing one vmy or tho other on the resolution, and on tho quo stion
raised by Mr. Hindorlidor, we ask those gentlemen if thoy hcvo any
suggestion to lik~o o.t this t~~e.
HARPER: Before culling on Prof. Barravrs, I would like to l:novr
~.tffi.
if 11r. McClure has any remarks to make.
MR. McCLTJF..E: ~}[r. Chairm.O.n, I really thinlc, to arrive at any determination of facts n.t all, thn.t tho largest part of this investigation is absolutely necessary, in my opinion. I fool that th6:c·e is
considerable data that should be acquired in rogc.1~d to wc..sto ~ and
in tho usc. We have carried on investigations along those li"los
and we have accumulated a. groat deal of data,. but thoro arc }ots of
matters that should be gone into deeper before we absolutely f'.ttempt
to settle this question on the Rio Gro..nde.
MR. HA...crrr'ER: Inasmuch as this line of investigation has boon suggested by tho tvro members of the :National Resources Committee vrho arc
hero, n.nd in view of tho fact that tho responsibility for the carrying
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out of this invostigo.tion would be largely theirs, I would like to
hour from either Prof. Bo.rrows or Prof. Adn.ms, or both, us to o.ny
suggestions they mo.y have o.s to tho deto.ilod conduct of those invostigo.tions.
PROF. BARROVJS : i'Tr ~ Cho.irmnn, lot me mo.l:o o. brief sto.toment cone orning several points, ~~a then co.ll upon Prof. Adams to suggest our
view concerning o. possible orgo.nizo.tion of tho undertaking. In tho
first place; lot mo mruce it clear that this fact-finding inquiry, in
our opinion, should seck knowledge of o.ll relevant· facts in tho situo.tion. I did not intend, for tho briefest moment, to give tho nnprossion yesterday tho.t, in our opinion, tho items of fo.ct specifically mentioned in the first tvro questions wore the only ones that
·would be needed. We assume that if this cooperative inquiry should
be launched, those conducting it promptly would find the need of
addi..TJ.g to tho.t list of facts. ·we wore not intending to exclude other
things. Corto.inly, if this situo.tion is to be handled effectively
and to the mutuo.l so.tisfo.ction of all throe sto.tos, all-relevant
fo.cts must be taken into account. To nrocood othondso, it scorns to
mc;--1vouid bOUl1s-clc)ntific-und~:iTlogica.i. I therefore welcome, for
exetrn.plo, tho addition by Mr. Hill of tho item rolo.ting to natural
losses. I do not believe that is tho only addition which in duo
time should be mo.do to tho list. I said that we hoped you would
give ~iodia.to o.ttontion to tnoso throe things because we thought
that if you reacted fo.vora.bly, we could get the ball rolling, so to
say.
I believe that all of us have tho same general ultimate
objective in view. I believe thcd; 1-rc want, all of us, tho so.mo kind
of a.:r1 o.groomont in principle. I believe we vm.nt protection of existing rights and equities; I believe Yrc Ylant an equitc.blo apportionment
of tho available waters of the Rio Grande among these three states;
I believe Yro Tm.nt to increase to tho fullest o:A.'tcnt practicable the
available vm.tor supply in the basin; I believe vm 1;m.nt ultimo.toly to
make every available drop of -rm.ter d.o full service) I believe ·Tm vm.nt,
in tho futuro, harmony, not discord; security, not insecurity; tho
possibiUtios of a. higher sta.ndard 6f lifo in tho basin, not merely
mo.intona.ncc of the present sta.nda.rd, and certainly not a lovrcr standard.
Now, if those be our conunon objectives, I-think of tho
situa.tion - crudely, porh6.ps - in this -vriso: Thoro, at the end of
a long and difficult roa.d, is this multiple- goal, or objective,
which I have stated, a.s I soc it. You have, particularly through
tho medium of your admirable Compact Commission, boon mking prog.:.
ross a.long tho road'loading to that goal, but apparently, of late,
for various reasons, you have boon stopped. I have thought of you
as attempting to roll a ba.ll, representing your interlocking probloi'ls, along tho.t roo.d toward your objective. I have thought of tho.t
ball as being bogged dovm because of a depression in the roadway, if
you please. You have boon straining to move it. Now, if you can
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put - along 'tho lines we arc in general st1ggesting ·- your shoulders
to tho ball, a.nd ii' vro ca.n join you, then, perhaps, ·with our u.cJ.itod
strength, we will be able to again got it into motion. But the road
beyond, as I have thought of it, is mora or loss unovon - thoro arc
hills tho other sides of vrhioh fro cannot soc - and beyond so:r:1o of
then, if we got tho ball moving, wo vvill find streams difficult to
ford. We will i'ind s omo stroruns tl'l..<t t >'ro >'rill have to bridge. We
will roach barriers of other kinds, which, from·our present position,
we can...YJ.ot soc, across which it will be, perhaps, difficult to move.
Our tact, patience and skill all vrill be challenged, but in my ov~·
thinking in terms of such o. rough picture, I have not boon v~rriod,
particularly, about tho so things that lie ahead. I think· it would
be futile for us to try, in a single day, or several days, to envisr:.go all tho stroruns that cross tho roadvmy - all those difficult
stretches of tho ror:.d we vmnt to follow. If vro can begin to move,
if we work cooperatively and in good faith - and· I run sure vvo would
not wor~ otherwise·- then vro vrill be able to solve those difficulties as we proceed, n.nd every success as we r.16vo n.long vrill make
easier tho solution of the next unanticipd.tod, or now vaguely soondifficulty. So I have not worried o.t all, for ox~Bplo, about tho
adequate inclusiveness of those throe questions. Surely, they arc
fundrunental questions - key questions·- and if your decision -with
respect to them is mutually o.grcoablo, we can get -tho ball started.
But, I repeat, it seems to me absolutely ossentia~. ·that all relevant
facts, and not those merely, be taken, in duo time, into account. I
believe also - and I think this was tho opinion of tho National Resources Co:r.rrnittoc - that this should be exclusively a fact-finding
inquiry: It could not, tu~dcr tho legal sot-up of tho Compact Commission, be in any sense binding upon tho latter. You could not,
in advance, o.groo to any roco:r.rrnondntions which might be made on tho
basis of those facts by yourselves, or by anybody else. A factfinding inquiry ;,vn.s o..ll we contemplated at this stage.
Now, a 1;rord with respect t6 any actions which the National
Resources Conu:J.ittoe my have to take, under tho Executive Order T-rhich
Mr. Harper road to you yesterday. I assume that, if called upon for
recommend6.tionz at any particular juncture, tho National Resources
Committee, or the expert consultants whom it may call in for aid at
that particular moment, in connection vnth that particular problem,
will have to do tho best possible 1vith o.ll o.vailo.blc relevant informtion as oi' tho time in question. Such information vrill be used as
you may be able to supply (and tho Committee vrill greatly appreciate
your gracious offers of data in your possession), d.nd such relevant
data also as can be obtained from any other source, such as tho
Geological Survey, Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Agricultural
Engineering n.nd tho Bureau of Indian Affairs.
It vvould be futile, I venture to think, to plan o. factfinding inquiry that could be concluded in tvro months, or throe,
an inquiry tho. t would be of very much value. We had been thinking,
roughly, in terms of o. fact-finding inquiry that would last for
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o.pproximo..tely a. yoo..r; a. i'n.ct-i'indint; inquiry of' a. scope o..nd nn.ture
which we roughly estimated - of vo..rious engineers cstima.tcd for us vmulc.l cost somcthins like ~:~150 ,000. E.y fooling is that th...'l.t figure
is probably much too low ra. thor tha.n too high. Tihethor or not, if
you a.grco·tho.t o..n undertaking of tho.t scope a.nd of tho.t duration is
closiro.blo, you a.nd vm vrill be able to got tho ·requisite funds, is to
me cnt iroly unlm01,m. As I to let you yesterday, I ho..ve no a.uthorizn.tion to mo.l::o o.ny definite fino.ncia.l co1mn.itmont for tho Na.tionn.l Resources Colmnittoo. It wished to l:noTr iJha.t you coulc. do, 'whut you
could contribute, (1) in tho wo.y of do.ta. alroa.dy in hand, (2) in tho
wa.y of services for tho a.ccumulo..tion of a.dditiona.l da.ta. which it
might be a. greed vms noodod, and ( 3) in tho wo.y of funds. Then the
Na.tiono.l Resources Comittoo could soo more clearly vrho..t further vm.s
nocosso..ry, pa.rticulirly in tho wa.y of finn.ncio..l support, n.nd could
undorta.l:o ·co got it, if possible. The more·your contributions of'
one helpful sort or another a.re, the better, obviously, its chances
vrill be of getting the further sup:9ott thc.t is needed. The greater
your combined o.ggrec;ate contribution, the more evident it will-be in
TJn.shington that you o..re going into this mc.tter vrhole-hea.rteclly, with
determination to do your utmost to carry it through successf'ully.
The more you contribute, the more evident· it vrill be tho.t the federal
government is ·helping you help yourselves, ro..ther them assuming, in
undue mec.sure, a. ta.s1:: for you. Certo..inly I sha.ll do ·a.ll I ca.n to
get the requisite support over a.rid above tha.t, vrhich, in one form or
another, you are o.ble to provide; and, apparently, ;;;au -rrill be o..ble
to contribute much in one Yft'.y or o.nother. Prof. Adc.l"'TIS, vrill you
continue "..long the lines, po..rticulo..rly, of' the question concerning
possible orga.niza.tion?
PTIOF. Jl...DA.::IS: 1Jr. Cho.inil.o..n, there is e.n old a.dat:;e, that one well
lathered is h.<J.lf shewed, and its just-as true in connection Yrith a.ny
investigation- tha.t-one ·well plo.nnec., is ha.lf o..ccomplishocl. Prof.
Barrows ho..s, I think, very cloo.rly sh01'm you tha.t it ho..s not been our
conception the.t we could plan such o..n investigo..tion e.s we ho..ve in
mind in n. minute, and, as I tried to oxproos- to yo 1..l yestorda.y, it is
not our desire to clo so independently of those immediately interested
in the three sta.tes, There o..re two parts to ce.rrying out a.ny investica.tion, or even plo..nning one. The first, is the details of the
field to be covered, the oxa.ct clo..ta. to be sought. rTe feel very
gro..teful for the contributions of thought you have given on this
subj oct. It vro.s y;i th the feeling tho. t you vrould ma.ke contributions,th..a.t VJ'O sucsestod yesterdo..y tha.t beforo YVG presented our sugGestions,
you cet tocothor among yourselves a.nd roach your ovm conclusions.
As to ·who sho..ll fulderta.ko the vmrk, tho first thine is to find out
who is avo.ila.blc, Trha.t govornn10nto..l agencies mir:;ht undertake such
a.n enterprise; vrho.t indivicluals might be ava.ilo..blo to'unclerto.ko it.
It is our thought, tho.t in close cooporo..tion vrith you, a.nd consto..nt
touch vrith you, a.nd, of course, in line with the vrishos of those most
concerned, and in ha.rmony with your views, tho Hationn.l Resources
Comittoo should work out those details. So Prof'. Barrows a.nd I

hn.vc put in livriting who.t seemed to us might be n. dosirn.blc notion on
thc·pn.rt of tho Compn.ct Commission at this time looking to these ends~
n.nd, vnth your permission, I will read it:
Thn.t the Nationn.l'Rosourcos Committee, through tho Water Resources Committee, be hereby requested to arrange i~~diatoly for such investigation of tho v~tcr resources and of tho
irrign.ble n.nd irrigated ln.nds of tho Rio Grn.ndo Bn.sin above
El Paso, and of tho present n.nd prospective uses 6f 1vnter
for agricultural and other purposes in such bn.sin, as 1nny
be doomed necessn.ry for prompt action by tho No.tional Resources Committee under tho executive order of tho.Presi~
dent relating to tho Rio Grande dated September 23, 1935,
and as will assist in roaching n. satisfactory basis for the
oquito.blo apportimmont of the v~tors of the Rio Grande
above F~. Quitman, as contemplated by tho existing Rio
Grande Compact.
In making this request the-Rio Grande Compact Commission,
and its individual members, declare it to be their desire
to cooperate and assist in such invostign.tion in"all ways
within their po-rmr, and it further declares that, through
its individual members, it vdll sock to obtain tho allotmont of state funds, or services, or both, for tho purposes of tho investigation in such a..rn.oun.ts as w·ill equitably distribute tho costs thereof between ·tho Fodern.l government and the me1~1ber states of Colorado, :Novr 1\:lexico and
Toxn.s,
Tho action suggested is not ·very different from tlk'l.t of the Resolution offered by IJr. Cln.yton, except insofar as specifically designn.ting the agency to undertn.ke tho invostign.tion. It soons to us, I
would just like to ropea.t,·thn.t it is impossible to dotornino in a
minute, or at this 2:1eoting, just tho agency which should undertake
it. The availability of men a...."ld n.goncios, what they can contribute,
the funds available - all of those things need to bo tn.ken into consideration, so I think we should prefer to soc some such action us
this, ruther than tho notion suggested by l\tr. Cln.yton whore tho particuln.r agency is specified. Thoro·aro so mn.ny questions involved,
thn.t if, in futuro contn.ct with you~ n.nd after your ovm doliberitions,
tho national Resources Comrn.ittce should select some such agency, I
D.L1 sure it will work out in n. v~y thn.t vnll satisfy you.
I think,
I'.ffr. Chairnn.n, thn.t r s all I need to sn.y.
]:ffi. HARPER: In order to give the interested parties nero tine to ro~
view those two suggested pl~~s, it hn.s boon suggested thn.t we n.djourn
until this afternoon., so I vnll be glad to entertain a motion to thn.t
effect.
1ffi. Hil'JDERLIDER: I novo vVD recess until 2 P.M.
(Seconded by 1/Ir.
Cln.yton n.nd unn.ninously carried.)
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DECEMBER
3, 1935.
2:15P.M.
}Jffi. HARPER: The nooting vdll please come to order. To clear up the
parlirunentary procedure, I wish to state, as I understand it, thoro
is no 1:1otion before tho mooting at this tine. L'fr. Clayton road a
resolution Which he proposed, but did not novo its adoption. Prof.
Adans road a. suggested substitute for tho consideration of tho Cm:tnission. So vro will proceed fron horo 1-rith a clean slate.
IvJR. HINDERLIDER: ~.Jr. Cbairmn and :::1enbers of the Co:r:n:ri.ssion: With
the exception of one anendl:J.ent to the suggestions i1ade tl1is norning
by Prof. Adans, on behalf of the State of Colorado, I should like to
offer a substitute resolution for the one offered this morning by
the Coru~issioner fron Texas, and in order that there n1ay be no question about the vmrding of that Resolution, I should like at this tine
to read it:
That the National Resources C01:n:rittee, t:r.rough the Water
Resources Co:r:n:J.ittee, be hereby requested to arrange imediately for such investigation of the water resources and
of the irrigable and irrigated lands of the Rio Grande Basin
above El Paso, and of the present and prospective uses of
vvater for agricultural and other purposes in such basin,
as nay be deeued necessary for pronpt action by the 1Tational
Resources Co:·.1nittee under the Executive Order of the President relating to the Rio Grande d~ted Septenber 23, 1935,
and as will assist in reaching a satisfactory basis for the
equitable apportiorn:J.ent of the -rraters of tho Rio Grande
above Ft. Quitr.1an, as contenplated by the existing Rio
Grande Conpact.
In r.1aking this request the-Rio Gr~~de Conpact Comission,
and its individual nonbers, declare it to be their desire
to cooperate m1d assist in such investigation in-all vmys
vrithin their povrer, and it further declares that, through
its individual 1:1e::tbers, it -vrill seek to obtain the allotnent of state funds, or services, or both, for the purposes
of the investigation in such anounts as vrill equitably distribute tho costs thereof botwoon-the federal governnont
tmd tho ncnber states of Colorado, Nevlf Mexico and Texas.
The anondn.ont to the suggestion of Prof. Adans, •-rhich I have just
road, relates to a change, or substitution, in the fourth line, of
tho v-rords "El Paso rr for tho words !1Ft. Qui tv.n.n 11 • It nay be, that the
latter part of tho first paragraph ·which nontions Ft. Quitr.nn nay be
sufficient to correct vrhat we consider to be the deficiency above
nontionod. I thinl': it is the understanding of all of us that tho
duties of tho Rio Grande Conpact Co:r:n:-tission relate to that area of
tho Rio Grande Val loy above Ft. Qui tl:-tan. Certainly, tho investigation, if it is carried out, should include tho area between El Paso
and Ft. Quit.mn.
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I -vvnnt to say in this connection, Mr. Chn.irmn, Colora.do
is }wa.rtily in synpathy with tho plan suggested by Prof. Ada.r.1s. vYo
thin.."!;: it is oninontly fcl.ir; it is sufficient in its scope o.nd sufficiently conprohonsivo to o.ccmJ.plish tho purposes conte~.1pla.tod by
this study a.nd investigation. And in confornity with our vim·m, I
desire to nove the adoption of those suggestions by Prof. Adans vn"ich
I ho.vo just road, with tho h1.clusion of tho o.bovo n.ontionod o.nonclnont, a.nd offer tho sru:to a.s a. resolution for tho consideration of tho
Coru:tission, a.nd novo its adoption. - - It ha.s boon suggested that
thoro should be also o.ddod to tho proposed resolution a. lini ta.tion
of tho usc of tho 1ntcrs which wo1Ild definitely place tho sn.::to with-·
in tho United Stutes, a.nd to ·that end, it yrould soon sufficient to
incorporetto in tho lOth line, after tho ·words 11 Rio Grande n, the words
11
in tho United Statcs 11 •
1lR. IiA.RPlm:
Arc thoro o..ny renn.rks!
:NIR. McCLURE:
I hn.vo no ro:r.mrks a.t present to na.ko, i'Jr. Cha.irrmn.
HR. CLAYTON: Ii'fr. Chn.il'l.:mn, I don 1 t wish to nudely those waters hero
in a.ny vvuy. Thoro having boon no second to tho notion which I nn.do
this norning, I wish to vJithdrn.vr that resolution at·this tine. I
have prepared a. resolution hero which I thi:nk noots, in all ossontin.l particuln.rs, o..nd perhaps u little noro in dotn.il, than what you
gontlonon suggested this norning. Before introducing it, I vrould
like to show it to those gontlonon n.ncl have then road it and soc if
it doosn 1 t agree vlith tho spirit and intention of their ovm resolution. I think its noro specific.
PROF. BARROWS:
Suppose tho Chail'l.:J.a.n road it.
HR. HA.il.PER:
(roads)
RESOLUTION
Yrn:EREAS, tho Rio Grn.ndo Conpact Conr:lission is desirous of
obtaining all fn.ctun.l data. relevant to un equitable upportionnont of the wutors of tho Rio Grande, a.s contonplatod
by tho existing Rio Grande Conpn.ct, ru1.d
VrnEP~AS, tho President of the United Stutes, by Executive
Order on Soptonber 23, 1935, directed that tho National
Resources CoDDittoo investigate any proposed project
which .-rould iiwolvo tho usc of -rm. ter of tho Rio Grande
above El Paso, n....'1d
YffiEREAS, tho Rio Grande Conpn.ct Co:-J:rnssion holds that a.
thorough finding of o.ll facts rolovn.nt to tho ru:10unt of
-vro.tor now available in tho Rio Grande Basin above Ft.
Quitnan, o.nd which night bo nad6 etvailo.blo fron sources
outside of tho Rio Grando Ba.sin, and rolovo.nt to tho usc
of vmtor ~6r irrigation and other beneficial purposes in
said basin, and rclovo.nt to tho natural losses of vm.tor
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within said basin, is a necessary prelininary to any
equitable apportionttont of the ~aters of tho Rio Grande,
und to any investigation of projects involving no~ and
a.dditional storage or diversion of vm.tors, and
WHEREAS, representatives of tho Nutiona.l Resources Connittoo hn.vo suggested the Rio GrmJ.do Conpact Cm:n:lission
to n.dvise hovr such investigation of uator resources and
usc of '1?m.ter-r:1ight nost effectively n.nd sa.tisfn.ctorily
be organized, directed and financed.
BE IT RESOLVED, that tho J:Jn.tiona.l Resources Comittoo be,
and it hereby is requested to arrange for n.n invostiga.tion of tho wn.ter resources n.ncl uses of vm.tor in tho Rio
Grande Basin a.bove Ft. QuitlJUn in tho United States, to
assist tho Rio Grande Conpact Coru~ission in roaching a
satisfactory basis for tho apportioru~ont of tho vvutors
of tho Rio Grande; that such investiga.tion be restricted
to the findings of facts relevant to tho water supply
o..vaila.blo ins aid Basin, and which could be IJUdo a.vailablc
fron outside thereof, and relative to tho usc and consunption of 1vator within so.id basin; that so.id factual survey
be directed by tho Division of Irrigation, Bureau of
Agricultural Engineering, Dept. of Agriculture, in cooperation vrith tho Bureau of Hoclx_1ation of tho Departnont of
the Interior, Goo logico.l Survey, 6r ·with such other fedoral o.goncios o.s nay be adviso.ble, and tho.t tho individual ~::10nbors of this Comission usc -their best efforts
to s ocuro o.llotnonts of sto.-l:;o funds • or services, or
both, for tho purpose of tho aforesaid factual survey,
in such o..·r:10unts as will distribute oquito.bly tho cost
thereof botv'roon tho United Sto.tos- and tho nonbor states
of Colorado, Novr Hoxico o.nd Texas, o.ncl that so.icl factunl
survey be cloonod to be carried out under tho provisions
of Article IV of tho Rio Gro.ndo Conpact.
].rffi. ClAYTON:
I vrish o.t this tine to offer tho.t as a substitute in
lieu of tho one offered this norning.
1m.. HARPER: Wouldn't you care to discuss it 1-rith those wo gcntlonon
before proceeding vrith its consideration?
MJ.'t. ClAYTON: I would suggest that these gcntlonon J::J.akc some expression as to 1vhothor that resolution is not in keeping with tho spirit
and intention of tho one proposed this norning.
]:ffi. ru'\.ffi'ER: As I u..'1.clerstand tho parlio.nontary situation, you road
o. resolution o.nd dicl not nove its adoption; so there is nothing beforo tho mooting except :Mr. Hindorlidcrt s resolution.
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11R. CLAYTON: I had intended to novo tho c.doption of tho rosohltion this norni.ng, o.nd this resolution wc.s intended to be in lieu
of tha.t one. I thought thc.t this resolution vms norc in keeping
vrith tho suggestion tha.t 1"/D.S na.do by these gontlonon fron the
Nc.tiona.l Resources Cor.n:ritteo. !;Iy undorsta.:t.ding -rms tho.t tho po.por
you hc.ncled ·us this 1:10rning vris only intended to be o. suggestion~
or outline, for our guidance, ru1.cl this resolution YJt'.s drmm vrith
tho intention of nuking it noro specific.
}IJR. HARPER:
Hy only desire is to hc.vo those r:m.ttors discussed in
o.n orderly procedure. As I interpret tho present situc.tion, T.Ir.
Hinclerlidorts notion is before the nooting at this tine, and I
vrould prefer that you discuss this resolution with Prof. Barrows
a.ncl Prof. Adu.r:1s informlly, and then we will proceed in a.n orderly
vm.y to poruit you to introduce it if you still so desire. Will
tho.t be ugroon.blo?
HR. CLAYTON: 11n.y I no.ke this suggestion. I don't know ·who.t the
po.rlio..:.J.onta.ry rule is hero, but if this nrLy not be ir..:'croduced rLt
this tine us a. substitute for tho one I offered this ::10rning, then
I novo its o.doption o.s rL substitute for tho resolution offered by
],lfr. Hindorlidor, in order to got it ooforo tho house at this tir.1o.
I vrould prefer to ho.ndlo it that wuy, o.nd I ·will be plorLsod to hour
discussion o.ftcr they have o. oho.noo to digest tho tor:t:J.S of tho resolution.
:fuffi.. Hli.RPER:
Thoro uppears to be quito u divergence of oplnJ.on; I
think no.inly on tho dotuils, ~tnd pcrhrLps relatively uninp6rto.nt
points. We arc in a ruther c<mfusod situation at present, in thc.t
thoro arc throe resolutions - each of the Co:~TI".1issionors hus ·written
one. Two ho.vo boon presented to tho Comission, und I would like to
call on Prof. Barrovrs rLt this tine to give uny vio-rm that he nay hc.vc
to express, UL"'1.d sec if he cmmot clurify tho 1Nholc situation.
PROF. BARROWS: I don't vrint to shirk uny duty, but I do think tho.t
ny rLssocio.tc, Prof. Adru:1s, oew."'1. probably be nero helpful with respect
to tho nutter tho.n I coulcl.. If it is entirely ugrooa.blo to you, I
-vrould like to suggest tlmt he speak first, und I vrill follow hin.
1vffi. HbJl.PER:
Tho.t is ugrooa.blc.
PROF. ADJ.JJS: Hr. Chaii'!:1D.n and Gontlo:non: Prof. Burrows D.J."'1.d I o.ro
not oonoornod at nll in tho wording of tho resolution, or tho action
of tho Cm:nission, insofar as it docs not put us in tho e1:1.burrrLssing
position of going back to tho l'TrLtionnl Resources Con-r:J.ittoo and·f'..sking
then to undertake u ruther L"':l.portant, a.n exceedingly inporta.nt, investigo.tion, and puy, perhaps, tho 1nc.jor portion of tho cost, out not
to do certain things. Tho resolution presented by JiJr. Clayton, in
tho pren.:r.1blo, soe1:1s to :no to circl..L-r:J.scribe tho T.rork of vrhc.tovor ugoncy
should undertake this study in u ym.y which they do not intend shall
be tho co.so. It lh:1its tho invostigution to tho guthoring of factual
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natcrin.l relating to water supply and tho usc of vm.tcr vlithin tho
basin, or by tranm~ountain diversion fron other basins. I an not
prepared right hero to soc clearly all of tho things that would need
to be clone in such an investigation to mke it conploto and nost
helpful to tho Connission, and also noot tho needs of tho National
Resources C01mittoo in passing on nattors tlnt cone to it under tho
President's Executive Order. I knovr you vrould not intend to linit
tho Nn.tionul Resources Connittec to considering any particular facts
on :on.ttors coning before it. They nust cloul with D.n.tters in u broucl
vm.y on the basis of their best judgnont fron such facts as arc avuilablo, o.nd I huvo alYmys found you never ho.vo too 1~ny facts before
you when you arc dealing Trith a conplicated question.
So the first fear I have of tho resolution o.s presented by
Mr. Cla.yton occurs in connection lirith tho proanble, Trhdro it proposes
to linit tho investigation to certain specific things. I don't quito
see tho n.dvn.ntago of doing tho.t. One of tho linitations, which I
take it is intended - n.t loust I reud it that wo..y in tho wording is to confine tho investigations oftho usc of vro.tor to a study of
tho lo..nds tho.t uro no-w actually under vm.tor. I spent Suturdn.y in
tho HidcUo Rio Grande Conservancy District, o.nd tho urea farthnr clovm
it ho.s boon so:no yon.rs since I have been in tho Sun Luis Valley so I
have no distinct recollection us to thit - but purticulo..rly in tho
J'Jiddlo Rio Grande Conservancy District, n.t one tine thoro wn.s nuch
nero lo..nd irrigutod thoro tho.n is now irrigated. A large part of
that wont out of irrigation 1:5oco..uso of being flooded. With tho work
they have n.cconplishod thoro, that lund is gradually coning in. I
don 7 t knovr whore, under tho resolution o..s proposed by I.'fr. Clayton,
tho Comittoo would stop in tho study of tho so lands, and I don't
soc n.ny advantugo in attcr1pting to do so. Suppose thoro arc certain
areas on tho border of lands that arc now irrigated. They nay, or
nay not, hn.vo boon irrigated before. A knowledge of vrho.. t tho s i tuation is in o..ny portion of your Rio Gro.ndo Vo..lloy, n.s t6 lunds 1rl1ich
night be, or night have boon· and nrw not nm-.r irrigated, and as to
lands that arc now irrigo..tocl, would be pertinent, and alnost nocosso..ry,- for a thorough undorsto..nding of tho problor.1. Suppose it wore
found, for instn.nco, tho..t it would be possible to ori.11g noro >Yo..tor
into this bo.sin. :Must tho Connittoo think: of that, or those in charge
of this investigation thiri!:c of tho..t, in tcr:-:ls only of lo.nds irrigated
todo..y? Or should they think of it o.lso in tcr:ns of other arco..s that
night possibly be irrigated? Tho Cor:rr.1ittoo cannot decide o.ny of those
:r:m.ttcrs; but o.ll of tho facts would be sot forth as to VJho..t other
lands thoro arc, and you gcntlcnon, fino.lly, would lnvc to cone to
o..n o..grooncnt on hovr to decide tho so thint;s. I ca:nrlot conceive hovr
additional fo.cts ar6 going to onbo..rrass you at all, uncl they certainly vYould be helpful, o.nd aL-:tost csscntio.l to tho :N:itiono..l Resources
C~~ittoo in po.ssing on pending projects, and also, o.s I sto..tccl, at
sono futuro tb~o whgn a broudor study of this whole bo..sin problam is
undortrucon after tho ~uocliato troublcsono questions o.ro satisfactorily adjusted.
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So tho essential di~~oroncc between tho resolution presented by Prof. Barrows and nysol~, and those proposed by Hr. Clayton, is to liiJ.i t the scope o~ tho investigations. I thought it -vms
very clear that >'rha.t vm have in nind is a ~actual study. I~ it is
desired to state, going ba.cR to our original resolution, that no
conclusions arc to be dra-vm, tha.t ca.n be dono, but I think it would
be rather umriso ~or this reason: thn.t tho investigation vrould be
nade in the spirit o~ tho action o~ this Col:l!iission, and in tho· spirit
o~ those vmo vnll advise vnth the Connission, fr~~ tine to tine; that
is, i~ tho investigation is to be nn.do, it r:mst be nado in such a -r:ny
as is so.tis~actory to you, and'deal su~~iciently vvith tho nattors
that o.ro pertinent - othcrvnse, it will hn.vo very little e~~ect. It
would be n.s ~utile to unclortn.l::o· an investigation in which you arc
not heartily interested in all its aspects, as it would be ~or this
Cm:u:littee to cone out here and say you shall do this or that. Suppose we·disre;;arcl ~or the no:::1ent the wording o~ all o~ these'proposed
actions, and ~vo or three of us sit dovm together and see i~, vdthout
unduly interposing restrictions which seeEl to us alnost inpossible o~
acceptance by the National Resources Connittee, we can not vn-ite a
resolution on which vre all nir;ht agree. But the substitute resolution I have dif~ieulty in accepting in ny ovn1 nind ~6r the reasons
stated. :rr.x. McClure has proposed a resolution which, in spirit, is
very nuch the sane as the one suggested by Prof. Barrow·s and nysel~.
The only di~ficulty is in the second 11\'Thereas", but that is a detail
which could be ironed out.
1-ffi. HARPER: Will you read ]Jr. UcClure t s resolution?
PEOF. ADJJ:!SB: VJ1JERE.Li.S, the Rio Grande Conpact Cor:nJ.ission 1·ro..s
established ~or the purpose o~ f.1akin;; an oquitn.blc division
c~ the >·mtors o~ tho Rio Grande, and in conjunction -vrith
the representatives- of the President fornulato a Conpact
looking to that end, and
YJJillRE..\3, tho President has directed tho National Resources
Connittee to nuke investigations to that end, n.nd
VmEP~ill,the National Resources Connittoe has indicated its
desire to cooperate vvith the Rio Grande Conpact Connission,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, thn.t the Nn.tionn.l Resources
Cor.u~ittoe, through the Water Resources Co~iitteo, be hereby
requested to arrange ii~~odiately for sene investigation o~
tho w·ator resources and of th6 irrign.ble and irrigated
lands in the Rio Grande Basin~ nnd o~ the respective uses
~or agriculturnl and other purposes in such Basin, and o~
tho nouns· o~ augnenting the vro.tor supply, by diversion or
othe~viso, as nn.y be deoned necessary ~or pronpt action by
the National Resources Connittoe, under tho Executive Order
of tho President dated Scptonber 23, 1935, as Ydll assist
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tho Rio Grnndo Conpact Connission in roaching a satisfactory basis for tho equitable apportionment of tho vmtcrs
of tho Rio Grande as contonplatod by tho existing Rio
Grande Conpact.
l1lR. McCLURE: Thoro nrc one or tvvo ninor corrections that should. be
nado in that copy.
PROF. 1'illfJ/fS: (cent. rending) Next paragraph: Such factual survey
shall be conducted in the spirit of tho Rio Grand.c Conpact. It is
rccol~cnd.od that said factual survey be arranged by tho National Resourco.s Connittec for the proper fcdcro.l agency or ngoncios, and
when o. plan is evolved, said plan shall be subnittcd to the Rio Grande
Comnission for its approval. Thoro is no objection on our part to
having this brief paragraph inserted~ or something to that effect that tho survey shall be conducted in the spirit of i'i.rticle IV of tho
Conpact; I think thoro would bo no objection to that. Tho last parngraph: It-is rocorn~cndod thnt said facts shall be arranged, etc.
Tl1...1-t again,· is vrhoro tho action sought is contrary to tho thought vm
had in nind~ that tho Nationn.l Resources Co:r::L.':l.ittec could usc what is
finn.lly tho consensus of judgnont as to the best procedure. Sono
have suggested that thoro be an engineer enployod to take hold of
this thing; I don't lu10w vrhothor th.'1. t' s the v'1D.Y to do it or not.
That's generally tho custonary 1my, but it my not be tho best ;vn.y
hero~
I think tho National Resources Connittco would vmnt to weigh
that~ along with other nothods of procedure, before roaching n. decision. Now, you nontion.hore a plan- our thought is a plan is not
involved in this sot-up; we arc sLo:1ply nuking an investigation of
facts.- If the National Resources Conr:J.itteo is to a.ssist in nuking
a plan, I think it should cone by subsequent request.· Tho first essential is as conploto as possible gathering of fa.cts, and nll of
tho facts, unlinitod in scope, so far as this investigation has a.
direct bcarL~g on tho problon. The nn.ttor of a plan is not at present in the ninds of'Prof. Bn.rrmvs and nysclf, and I think tho National
Resources Co~~rittoo, when they consider these matters, vvould prefer
to postpone that phase of the rmttcr until they have all essential
pertinent facts before then.
lffi. McCLURE: Tho last clause is probably poorly worded. Tho idea
and intent of that clause is, vrhon your organization docs nake a
pln.n, that that plan be subiJ.ittod to the Cor:ruission for approval.
PROF. l~lu~: This is Deconber 3rd. How long did it take this Connission to cone together for a discussion of this problon'? I vronclcr if all bodies don 1 t r.1ovc slowly, especially when they arc scattered. It will take the National Resources Comittoo so:f.lo tine to
roa.ch their mvn conclusions. Do you know Yrhon they nect, Prof.
Barrows?
PROF. BAHROTTS: Tho lll'D.tor Resources Comitteo noots on tho 13th_, and
it is ncroly an advisory body to tho National Resources Connittoo.
The da.to of the earliest ncoting of tho latter, following Docenbor
13th, I do not know.
·
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PROF. AD!JJJS: I h.'l.Von 1 t any other idea than that the lJc.tionnl Resources Cor:n:1ittoo vvill vm._n.t to take· you people i'ully into its confidence in everything it docs; I can 1 t conceive oi' their doing
othorrrise. ~1n investigation vrl~ich docs not have your hearty approval and cooperation fron tho beginning is going to run on tho rocks
as to accor.1plish.r:J.cnt. Personally, I soc no objection to asking then
to subnit it to you_, but I think you can leave that to their good
judgnent; however_, Prof. Barrovvs is a nonbor of tho. t con..':littoc _, rmd
I an not. He night enlighten you nore tha.n I can. Pro£'. Ba.rro·ws
v.rill you ta.ke on from hero?
PROF. BAR."R.OTiS: I concur fully in o..ll tho. t Prof. Ada:r:J.s has said. I
1.v:is sure he could state our position initially nore effectively than
I, particularly because he Trould be able to illustrate concretely
certain points in vievr of his experience in tho last fovr days in tl1e
valley south of us. I franldy confess that I vm.s apprehensive -vdth
respect to tho substitute resolution along precisely tho two lines
which Prof. lLdn.T.ls ho..s indicated. I think that for various rea.sons
it vmuld be unvriso to uontion any po.rticula.r federal a.goncy or a.goncies tha.t should ha.vo hnodia.te supervisory direction of tho factfinding inquiry. I ru~ glad indeed that tha.t difficulty_, for it
so01~ocl to no to be a. real one o..s I looked fonro.rd to our pa.rticipa.tion in tho enterprise a.t tho Washington end, I ru:1 very gla.d that
that difficulty vms pronptly 6verconc. Prof. AclUJ.uS, in connection
vrith that phase of tho natter _, a.lludod to tho possibility that tho
Nationa.l Resources Connitteo night suggest to tho Conpa.ct Co:r.:JlJ.ission tho desira.bility of reta.ining·tho services of a single individua.l as a'directive engineer. Now, I can a.ssufe you, I can pronise
you_, vrha.t_, if that suggestion were !JD.do to you, tho procedure vmuld
be. L.s I have said to a few of you individually, such a nan would
have to be a nan of the highest tecl111ical qualifications for tho
particular duties involved; a nan absolutely L':lpartial; a~~ of
unquestioned integrity; a nan wi~o would co:r:riand the n:u~cdia.te respect and confidence of a.ll of you. I'b10iT, fror.1 experiences in
tho past along senovrha.t parallel lines 1 that ·tho Water Resources
Cer:n~ittee, if it wore deonecl v.rise to proceed, initially_, along tha.t
line_, with a'vicw to nuking appropriate representations or suggestions to you, ·would ca.nvass the wo.tter nost carefully, and vrould
then bring tho nano of this individual to tho Na.tional Resources
Comnittoc and its chairnan, I.Ir. Ickes,- for approval. ·would then
confer v.rith you_, through your Chairnan, to sec vmethor or not the
suggostccl individual was to you acceptable. If l!Ir. li. ·wore not acceptable for a.ny reason, then, with tho utr~ost pra.ctica.ble pronptness., IYO would suggest for your consideration l'.'fr. B. :No individual
would be chosen by us independently' of you. I bog of you to believe
1~e tha.t such ~ovould be the procedure, and that, therefore,. so far as
that point is co:accrned, your interests vrould be abundantly safeguarded.
I had the sano reserva.ti6ns which Prof. Ada.ns has voiced
with respect to paragraphs 2 ancl 3, and a. later paragra.ph, the nunbar of -vrl~ich I do not recall, in the substitute notion. Those
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parn.gra.phs to which he c.lludod, c.s he interpreted then, ·;muld tend
unduly to restrict tho invostiga.tion in a.dva.nco, to specify a.nd'dolinit tho a.ctivitios to be Ch"ldorto.l:on. I greatly doubt ·whether!> if'
that resolution were passed as -rrordod - I an expressing ny personal
view only·- it 1rould noot with tho approva.l of' tho Ho.tionc..l Resources
Con~ittoc; vmcthcr the Connittoo would doen it practicable to go
ahead on that ·basis.· Corta.inly it vmuld be hard to got approval.
l:..t that point, ugn.in, I bog of' you to think of' this undertaking vrith
us in ton~s of' tho spirit of' tho thing, tho obvious intent - not the
purticuln.r words or phrases involved, though they should not be u~
biguous, but ruther us clear and understandable as possible. Lot us
not tic tho thing up in adimnco with a rope. LOt us leave it reusonubly clustic. Let us have, a.s fully as you can, conf'idcnco in tho
desire of tho lhtiono.l Resources Co:rnnittoo to aid you, not to f'orco
anything upon you, not to restrict or lL~it you. Lot us leave it i
matter of' investigating a.ll relevant f'acts; lotfs have it, however,
distinctly understood that it is a f'act-f'inding inquiry sL~ply. I
believe, with Prof. J~do..r.ls, trot if' he and I could sit inf'on.mlly with
tho nm~bors of' tho Cm~ission, during a brief' adjournnent, 1vu very
probc.bly could cone readily to an n.groenent that vmuld involve only
a few ninor changes in tho vrording of' tho suggested resolution which·
was subnittcd to you this norning by us. I vnsh that thn.t procedure,
~Jr. CllO.ir:::m.n, night be follovmd.
HR. Rt•.HPER: 1Yould you nind repeating that, Prof'. Barrows; I vm.s onguged in a conversation just then.
PROF. BARROWS: I vvish tho procedure suggested by Prof'. Adons could
be f'ollowccl; that cluring·a recess of' proper length we night, if' such
procedure is appropriate, sit vnth you gontlonon of' tho Cm~ission as
a con.~ittoo which vrould undertake to reword our suggested resolution
in a. ,Nn.y tlnt night be agreeable all a.round. We could then bring· it
back to tho noeting. I thi~: it would be very easy, f'or insta.nco, to
introduce n. phrase or sentence to tho of'f'oct tho.t this 1-ra.s understood
to be a. f'act-f'inding inquiry only. Hi.th respect to tho other l~ttcr~
I thought of' a nodif'ication noar tho beginning that might acco~plish,
in part, i.'mat several of' you apyarontly have in !-:J.L'ld, vri thout a spccif'ic listing of' things. (roads) That tho No.tional Resources Connittce_, through tho Water Resources Comitteo, be hereby requested
to arrru~o L~~edio.toly f'or such an investigation of all relevant
f'a.cts rola.ting to tho v?Uter resources and tho irrigablo o.nd irrigated lands of' tho Rio Grande Basin above Ft. Quitno.n, and of' the present and prospective uses of' vmter f'or agricultural and other purposes
in such ba.sin, us nay be deenccl nocosso.ry, etc. A slight chango in
wording here and there would tighten tho thing up in tho way which
tho authors of' the substitute notion intended, without unduly ha.npering us~ c.nd without, in ef'f'oct, saying to tho National Resources Connittee, tho.t tho agency cr agencies cha.rgod with the vvork night investigate this, but night not investigate that.
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For- oxo..nplo, I night so..y thoro alroo.cly ho.vo cone to us for
consideration~
corto.in now :projects in this drainage aroo. tho.t did.
involve tho irrigo.tion of now lo.nd., a.nd those ho..d to be considorocl,
o.nd very possibly they vrill ho.vo to be considered o.gc.in UJ.:..dor tho
Executive Order. For us to·concur in·a. >vording >Yhich ·would soon to
preclude such consideration, would be, in tho very no.turo of tho case~
li~pro.ctico.blo. I o.ssuro you tho..t neither Prof. ~do..ns nor I ho.d o.ny
pride of authorship in tho wording of this, but we do desire tho.t it
sho.ll rev.n.in reasonably clastic. lJ1fc hope you ·will ho.vo confidence
tho.t your every interest will be so..feguo.rded to the utnost o.bility of
the lhtiono.l Resources Co1.1nittee if no proceed under such a. broo.d
o.uthorizo.tion.
IIR. HtJ.-:;_?EJ.: Tho Cho.in~ 1;vill to.ko tho ·responsibility a.t this tine
of recessing the nooting for 30 ninutos, lU~til 4:15, to pen~t tho
C01:n:J.issicnors to go into executive session with Prof. Bo.rrows n.nd
Prof. I~d::-1.-.TJ.s i:rl o.n ondoa.vor to work out a. vmrding of this resolution
so.tisfo.ctory to all concerned.
5:40
P.U.
UTI. HlUIPER: I vvish "to offer our sincere apologies for keeping everyone Yvo.iting so long_, and also our o.pprocia.tion for everyone sto..ying.
We ro.thor oxpoctod to fL'1.d this roon vo..co.nt. We ho.vo drn.ftod o. resolution l:rhich has boon tentatively o.grood to by tho Co:r:u~issioners,
subject to oxru~ino.tion ~'1.cl confin~tion by their respective o.dvis6rs.
It is our plo.n to ho.vo o. ncu~bor of copies of this resolution nude,
to be o.vo.ilo.ble for the advisors to· e:z:o.nine, o..nd we Trill then reconvene o..t La. Fonda. Hotel o.t 8 o'clock, o.ncl if no serious objections
o..re :wn.ni.fostod to tho resolution, we Trill be o.blo to ternino..to tho
nceting o.t tho.t tli:J.O. If not, we possibly ''rill hold over until tor.wrrOTu. IJ..s long o.s so mny of you o.ro hero, I ,-rill ask Pro.f. Ldo.ns
to roo.d the resolution before 1-ro o..djourn.
PROF. AD.Al'iS:
(reads)
HESOLUTIOlJ
TT.HEREAS, The Rio Grande C6npact CoJ:JDission 1vas created for
the purpose, anong others~ of naking equitable division of
the Y~ters o.f the Rio Grande'above Fort Quitr.mn, Texas, between the States o.f Colorado, New Mexico and Texas, and
Vf.tiEP.EAS, the National Resources Co:r:uTittee has expressed its
willingness to cooperate~ if practicable, vdth the Rio
Grande Conpact Connission in the collection of relevant
basic data,
NOW, THEHEFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Hational Resources
Go!:rnittee, through the Yfater Reso'l:trces Co:onittee, be requested, in consultation with the nenbers of the Rio Grande
Conpact Con"lission, to arrange i:o:r:J.ediately for such investigation of the vm.ter resources of the Hio Grande Basin in
the United States above Fort Quitnan; of the present and
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prospective uses of water for-agricultural and other beneficial purposes in such basin; and of opportunities for
conserving and·aug.c1enting such 1vater resources by all
feasible neans, as will assist the Rio Grande Conpact Connission in reaching a satisfactory basis for the equitable
apportionnent of the v~ters of the Rio Grande Basin in the
United States above Fort Quitr.mn as contenplated by such
Rio Grande Conpact.
:U1. naking this request the "Rio Grande C01:1pact Co:r:u:tission,
and its individual nenbers, declare it to be their desire
to cooperate m1.d assist in such investigation in"all vmys
within their povrer, and it further declares that, through
its individual nenbers, it will seek to obtain the allotnent of state funds, or services, or both, for the purposes of the investigation in such anounts as will equitably distribute the costs thereof betvveen"the federal gover:nn.ent and the nenber states of Colorado, Nevr Mexico and
Texas.
It is understood that the report of the investigation requested herein shall be lL~ited to the presentation of
the facts gathered and their analysis, and shall not include reconnendations for action except upon request of
the Rio Grande Conpact Cor:n:J.ission, based upon the unaninous approval of its ne1:1bers.
It is further understood that the said investigation
shall be in harnony with the spirit and intent of the
Rio Grande Conpact, and nothing herein contained shall
be taken to be a nodification or alteration of the terns
thereof.
l'.lffi. HARPER: We will adjourn until 8 P.l;I. in roon 101, La Fonda
Hotel, if available.
8:00 P.M.
11m. HARPER: I a:n advised that the three Conuissioners have infernally agreed to a final wording and revision of the Resolution which
1vas worked over in executive session this afternoon, and I will
leave the noeting open now to such action as the CoDnissioners see
fit to initiate.
};ffi. HTIIDERLIDER: On the convening of the neeting of the three Conmissioner$, with yourself, and the nenbers of the National Resources
Comittee, vre considered tho two resolutions which had been offered,
one by nyself and one by Mr. Clayton, and after analyzing both

resolutions we agreed upon this resolution subject to the approval o~
tho advisors of tho throe Connissioners, and with your pornission, I
will proceed to road this at this time so it ~y have ~urthor consideration.
P.ESOLUTION
Tn:IEP.EAS, The Rio Grancl.o Conpact Connission vvn.s created
~or the purpose, anong others, o~ m.o..king equitable divh·
sion 6~ the waters o~ the Rio Grande above Ft. Quitnan,
Texas~ between the Stutes o~ Colorado, Ne-vr £:Texico and
Texas, and
WHEREAS, tho National Resources Comittoe has expressed
its vnllingnoss to cooperate, i~ practicable, with the
Rio Grande Conpact Corn~ission in tho collection o~ relevant basic datu,
NOVT, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED th..'"tt tho Nn.tionul'Rosources
Corn~itteo, through tho rrutcr Resources Corn:1ittce, be requested, in consultation w~th the nonbers o~ the Rio Grn.ndo
Compact Connission, to arrange h~iodiately ~or such investigation of the water resources o~ the Rio Grande-Basin in
the United Stutes above Fort Quitnan; o~ the past, present
and prospective uses o~ v<ator ~or-agricultural and other
bonc~icial purposes in such basin; and o~ opportunities
~or conserving n.nd·augnenting such water resources by
all ~easiblo moans, o.s vnll assist the Rio Grande Conpact Connission in reaching a satis~actory basis ~or the
equitable apportiomont o~ the waters o~ tho Rio Grande
Basin in tho United Stutes above Ft. Quitnan us contcnpln.tcd by such Rio Grande Compact.
In nuking this request tho Rio Grande Cm:1.pact Corrrr:lission,
its individual ncnbcrs, declare it to be their desire
n.ncl
to cooperate and assist in such investigation in all wnys
within their power, and it further declares that, through
its individual nenb6rs, it vall sock to obtain tho allotmont of state ~unds, or services, or both, ~or the purposes o~ tho investigation in such amounts o.s will equitably distribute the costs thereo~ between tho ~edorn.l
govorment and the nonbor states o~ Colorado, Now Mexico
and Texas.
It is understood that tho cooperative investigation requested herein shn.ll be limited to the collection, correlation and presentation o~ ~actual data, and shall not
include recorn~endn.tions except upon request o~ tho Rio
Grande Conpact Connission, bn.sod upon the uno.nL~ous approval o~ its members.
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It is further undcrstooC. that tho said investigation
shall be in harnony vlith the spirit and intent of tho
Rio Gra.ndo Conpact, and nothing heroin contained shall
be ta.kon to be a. nodification or alteration of the
toms thereof.
Mr. Chairno.n, in order to got this r.mtter before tho Co::.:mission, I
1:1ove the adoption of this resolution. (Seconded by j':'fr. Clayton.)
PROF. BARROTJ'JS: Ivhy Hr. Hill raise a. point- concerning which he o.nd
I conferred and which I think vms, perhaps, not presented to the Conr,1issioners?
1m. HILL: I ra.iso the question roga.rding tho second iten in thethird pa.ro.gra.ph of tho resolution, which no1i:r rends: "of tho pa.st,
present a.nd prospective uses of water for agricultural and other oonofil!ia.l purposes in such ba.sin 11 • As discussed with Prof. Barrows,
that night be construed a.s onitting consideration of nc.turo.l losses,
which, as I sta.tod, is a. very l:J.a.jor fa.ctor"in any investigation, a.nd
Prof. Ba.rro-rrs in to.lldng over tho lo.ngua.go, l:la.de the suggestion thnt
it rca.d "of the pa.st, present a.nd prospective uses of 1vuter and other
consunption of wn.ter in such ba.sin 11 • Donostic uses, and then consunpti;n, which takes place naturally, striking out 11 for agricultural
a.nd other beneficial uses".
I~m.
HARPER:
Is tha.t o.grooa.blo?
PROF. BAJ.l.ROFS: I :::1orely said, IJr. Adcu:J.s concurring, that there wn.s
no objection to tho chango. It soencd to no ndvisa.blc. It olinina.tos nothing tha.t vm.s hero a.nd adds sonothing, tho onission of which
would be rogrotta.ble, a.nd vvl.'lich by o. strict rending of this night be
considc~od a. dolibora.to onission.
l':ffi. RILL:
Another point I.Ir. Burrows a.nd I suggested - his suggestion, for clarity tha.t"o.ftor tho word ninvostiga.tionn in the fourth
lino of that paro.gro.~h, you insert tho figure (1), a.nd then, successively, the figures (2) a.nd (3) a.t tho beginning of tho subsequent
clauses.
PROF~ BARll.OVfS: It sooned to·us, tho sentence being sonovmat conplox, tho.t those guide posts, or sign posts, together vdth the substitution of com1as for tho SOL"1i-colons, ·rrould nako tho statm:10nt
nuch o~sior to road.
~:ffi.
CLAYTON: So it will novr roa.d: NOTT,. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
tho.t tho National Resources Co~1nittoo, through tho ~~tor Resources
Cor:rr:dttoo, bo roquostccl, in c6nsulta.tion -vnth tho ncnbors of tho
Rio Grande Conpo.ct Corn:J.ission, to o.rra.ngo L~~edio.tcly for such investigation (1) of-tho vmtor resources of the Rio Gra.ndo Basin
above Fort Quit1~~. (2) of tho pa.st, present and prospective uses
and cons~~ption of ~~tor in such Basin, and (3) of opportunities
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for conserving and augmenting such vrntcr resources by all feasible
moans~'as ·will assist tho Rio Grande Compact C01nission in roaching
a satisfactory basis for tho equitable apportionr.10nt of tho vmt6rs
of tho Rio Gr~Ddc Basin in tho United States above Fort Quitnn.n,
as contcapla.tod by such Rio Grande Compact.
lJA.JOR BURGES: Huy I suggest tha.t under (2) ~ you insert !fin tho
United States!!; it night avoid sene international complications.
And since you a.ro trying to na.ko it road smoothly, don tt you think
you should cha.nge tho word 11 a.pproval 11 to 11 a.grconent 11 in tho last
line of tho next to tho last para.gra.ph.
tffi. HARPER:I suggest tha.t you roa.d that again, nmt.r, v.rith tho additional changes.
l!ill. HINDERLIDER:
It ho.s boon suggested by tho ChrtitmD.n that the
third paragra.ph of tho resolution be rc-roa.d: NOlJ, THEREFORE, BE
IT RESOLVED tho.t tho :Nationo.l Resources Co:r:ro.ittcc, through tho Yhtcr
Resources Cor~nittcc, be requested, in consultation v.rith tho nonbors
of tho Rio Grande Conpo.ct Corulission, to arr~~go ~~cdia.toly for
such investigation ( 1) of' tho -r.ra.tor resources of tho Rio Grande
Basin above Fort Quitnun, (2) of tho pa.st, present a.nd prospective
uses a.nd consur1ption of vrnter in such Basin in tho United States,
a.nd (3) of opportunities for conserving ru1d augmenting such vmtcr
resources by all fca.siblc nouns, a.s nill assist tho Rio Grande Conpact Co::n-.1ission in roaching a sa.tisfa.ctory basis for tho equitable
a.pportio:nr.1ont of tho vmters of tho llio Grande Basin in the United
States above Fort Quitr.mn, a.s contcnpla.ted by such Rio Grande Conpact.
PROF. 'BA.ll.ROrm: Before tho vote, o.nd while discussion is still in
order, na.y I =ukc o. very brief sta.tonont concerning ny understanding of tho rola.tion of this resolution to tho duties of tho National
Resources Cor:It:J.ittce under tho Executive Order to which refcronco wa.s
nn.dc this norning? I o..D sure ny'undorsta.nding is trot 6f tho CoLlnissionors a.nd of their Chnirnun, but I vmnt to be sure, in view of
a. question tha.t I vm..s asked in tho lobby a. few ninutos a.go. If this
resolution is a.doptod a.nd ca.rriod out, then tho ITa.ter Resources Connittoo of tho Ua.tional Eosourcos Comittoo, 1vill, in 6onsulta.tion
vvith tho nonbcrs of tho Rio Grru1do Conpa.ct Connission, arrange for
corta.in invcstigo.tions o.long specified lines.
It vvill' do that by
setting up, vrith you, a proper fact-finding organization, and that
organization ~:vill gather data -rrith a view to assisting the Rio Grande
Compact Co~lission in reaching a satisfactory basis for an equitable
apportionnent of the ;;raters of the Rio Grande Basin in the United
States above Fort Quit:r:la.n. As I understand it, that eli.Dinates entirely the question of activities of the National Resources C6u"J.ittee
in connection Trith that Presidential Order. ·under that Order, fron
tine to tb~e, very probably if not certainly, the National Resources
Co:r:ro.ittee will 15e requested to consider, and nake reconnendations
with respect to, specific projects in behalf of which applications
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will have been :oade, and vre vdll, at such tines, gather all relevant
data available to us. rfe will have the data subnitted by the appli.cants. We vdll gather relevant data fron every federal agency and
fron other sources, and Yvill, in accordance vdth the Presidential
Order, nake recoD!:tendations for action with respect to these specific projects. The question I was asked in the lobby seoned to L~ply
the possibility that we could cone dovm here and enter into an agrecnent under -rmich we would not be able to function as provided by the
Executive Order of Septenber 23, Tnthout the consent of the Rio Grande
Conpact Connission. I an sure that vvns not in anybody's nind, save
poss~bly the nind of ny friend who raised the question.
Is there any
doubt? An I stating rightly our connon understanding now concerning
it?
HR. HA.HPEll: It is ny understanding that you stated correctly the
relationship betrreen your v-mrk in cooperation Tdth the Conpact Connission and your work under the direct order of the President, vn1ich
has no connection vdth the operations of tho Conpact Co~nission, under this cooperative arrangcnent. Is that the understanding of tho
other Connissionors?
~:ill.
HINDERLIDER: I thinJ::: 2.Ir. Barrows has nade his position entirely
clear to Colorado's representatives.
11m. McCLurili:
That was ny understanding of the nceting.
hffi. CLAYTON:
This has nothing to clo with the Presidential order
whatever.
I.ffi. HA...TtPER:
I will now entertain a notion for tho adoption of this
resolution as revised.
1:ill.. HINDERLIDER:You have hoard read tho suggested corrections, to
which I understand we arc all agreed; that being tho fact, I nove
tho adoption of the resolution vrith the corrections as road. (Seconded by I'Ir. Clayton and una.ninously carried.)
1:1R. Hlu'1PER: Is there a.nything further to be brought before tho
noeting before we adjourn?
PROF. BARtl.OHS: I should -like to express to you, before you do.
adjourn, for Prof. Ad~~s, I~~ sure, no less than for nysolf, our
grateful appreciation of the friendly and gracious vvay in which
all of you have greetec_ us, and our a.pprcciation of tho good Ynll
and tho patience you ha.vc shoTm. If I, at any juncture, spoke unha.ppily, I assure you that at loa.st I spoke sincerely and fron the
heart, and I thank you very nuch.
lffi. HDIDERLIDER: On behalf of the nenbcrs of the Connission, I
should like to nove the adoption of a resolution to tho effect that
we extend to the IJCnbcrs of the 1Tater Resources Connittec of tho

National Resources Conoitteo, our sincere appreciation of the suggestions they ha-ve offered to us,- tho constructi-ve ncthod in which
these nuttcrs ha-ve been presented, their assurances to this Connission of their whole-hou~tod desire to cooperate in roaching a solution of our co::::u..'l.on problen, and -vnth tho hope that we Y.nf).y ncct again
in the futtiro when it is doened necessary by tho Chairnnn of this
CoLrr.lission, upon request of the nonbers of tho VIator Resources Connittoo of tho 1'Tutionul Resources Connittoo. (Seconded by l:Ir. Clayton and ununinously curried.)
HR. HTNDERLIDER:
tfu.y I suggest, it is rn.y understanding that copies
of this resolution, as prepared by tho stenographer, will be promptly nailed to you and you, in turn, vnll send then out to the Conmission, and I thhik it would be ad-visable if additional copies
night be !iJD.de at the sn:r:.1o tine so we night send then to our ad-vie..
crs.
lffi.. HA.rcPER: Yes sir, that arrnngoDent vnll be carried out. Tho
consideration of tho 1~ttor of paying for tho expenses of this neoting, stenographic and secretarial ser-vices, should be taken up at·
this time. The arra:n.gonont vrhich has heretofore boon carried out,
has boon that tho throe states ha-ve each contributed one-third of
tho ohQrgos of the secretary. Tho Recl~~ation Bureau hns absorbed
the expense of rn.il"J.oographing and furnishing each of tho Connissioncrs
15 or 20 copies of all proceedings. If that procedure is agreeable
to tho Cor.u~issioncrs, a notion is in order.
l:ffi. HINDEl1.LIDER:
I thi:rik it nay be assumed that that plan will be
carried out.
MR. F...AP.PER: TTo will assuno then, without further fomal action,
that that plan -,rill be carried out.
1m. HAill"JELL: Do you adjourn pcrr:1nnently tonight, or do you ha-ve in
nind further neotings?
HR. HARPER: As far as I an ad-vised; we nrc to adjourn this mooting
subject to the call of the clm.irnnn, c.s I think was stated in I'!r.
Hindcrlidort s re-solution - either upon request for conference in
tho futuro with representati-ves of tho National Resources Connitteo,
or upon request of any of tho indi-vidual connissioncrs if they ha-ve
any phases of tho natter "Which they wish to present.
1,ffi.JOR CORLETT: If New l1exico c.nd Texc.s ho.-ve c. concreto plan of any
kind~ vJ11.eroby we cn.n no.ke an n.djustl:1ont of this nost difficult problem., I think certainly tho representatives of Colorado would be
vnlling to continue this neoting.
lffi. HARWELL:
I norely inquired for information.
1,ffi.. HAPcPED.: I will be glad to ha-ve the -vievli"S of the Connissioners
on this point.

MR. CLAYTON: Spcal::ing for nysclf, I have no such plun in nind.
I vv:Lll be glad to discuss any such if one is suggested.
IJR. RA.il.PETI.:
Docs the Co:r:.n:tissionor .fron New Mexico have anything
further to present?
l.ffi. McCLURE:
Nothing at this time.
MR. FJU~ER: If no one else has anything to add to our discussion,
a motion to adjourn will be in order.
~ffi. HINDERLIDER: I move we adjourn, subject to tho call of the
Chairm..."'\.!1 of this Commission. (Seconded by I\Jr. NlcClure und unanimously co.rried.)
RESOLUTION
~~riliAS, the TI.io, Grande Compact Commission wns created
for the purpose, among others, of mking oquito.blc divi.:.
sion 6f tho ·waters of the TI.io Grande O.bovc Fort Quitman,
Texas, botl.·voen the Sto.tcs of Colorado, Now Mexico o.nd Texo.s,
and
T,~rrEAS .. tho National rresources Committee h:is expressed its vlillingness to coopcro.tc, if pro.ctico.blc, v.rith the
Rio Gro.ndc Compact Commission in tho collection of relevant basic do.ta.,
NOW, THEHEFOPili, BE IT rrESOLVED, that the National Resources Committee, tl~ough tho Uator Resources Committee,
be requested, in consultation vdth tho members of tho TI.io
Grande Compact Commission, to arrange immediately for such
investigation (1) of tho vmtor resources 6f tho Rio Grande
Basin o.bovo Fort Quitman, (2) of the past, present o.nd
prospective uses and" consumption of water in such Basin
in tho United States, o.nd (3) of opportunities for conserving and augmenting such ~.tor resources by all feasible
moo.ns, as will assist tho Rio Grande Compact Commission
in roaching a. satisfactory basis for tho equitable o.pportiorunont of the 1vuters of the Rio Grande Basin in the
United States o.bove Fort Quitmo.n, a.s contemplo.tod by such
Rio Grande Compact.
In·nk~ing this request tho Rio'Gro.ndo Compo.ct Commission, a.nd its individual members, docla.ro it to be
their desire to cooperate and assist in such investigation in all"wo.ys within their po't'ror, and it'furthor declares tho.t, through its individual members, it vdll sock

to ootain tho allotment of state funds, or services, or
both, for tho purposes of tho investigation in such
run.ounts as vlill equitably distribute tho costs thereof
bchvoon tho federal government and tho member states of
Colorado, How Mexico and Toxn.s.
It is understood that tho cooperative investigation requested heroin shn.ll be limited to tho collection,
correlation and presentation of factual data, and shall
not include recommendations, except upon request of the
Rio Grande Dompn.ct Cmmnission, bn.sed upon tho unanimous
agreement of its members.
It is further understood tho.t tho said investigation shall be in ho.rmony with tho spirit and intant of
the ilio Gro.nde Compact, o.nd nothing heroin contained
sho.ll be to.kon to be o. modification or alteration of the
terms thereof.
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PART I
SECTION l.—INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The Upper Rio Grande Basin
This investigation is concerned with the water problems of the portion of the Rio Grande drainage area
which lies above Fort Quitman, Tcx., situated about
80 miles southeast of El Paso. Known generally as
the Upper Rio Grande Basin, it comprises about 34,000
square miles. The total drainage area of the Rio
Grande is about 175,000 square miles.
Rio Grande is an interstate and an international
stream. It rises in Colorado and _ows southward for
more than 400 miles across New Mexico. After leaving New Mexico, it forms the boundary between
Texas and the Republic of Mexico for about 1,250
miles to its mouth. The total length of the river is
about 1,800 miles.
With respect to usage of water and the problems
concerned with that usage, the river is divided into
two distinct sections at Fort Quitman, or at the narrow
gorge a few miles below. Above this nearly all the
water of the river is being consumed by irrigation in
Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico. Below,
in the lower basin, the river develops its _ow mainly
from tributaries in Mexico.
In the Upper Rio Grande Basin, including parts of
Colorado and New Mexico, and a very small part of
Texas, more than 99 percent of the water supply comes
from Colorado and New Mexico in about equal amounts.
In accordance with natural divisions, the upper basin
comprises three principal areas: the San Luis section in
Colorado, the Middle section in New Mexico, and the
Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section in New Mexico,
Texas, and Mexico. These are indicated on the general
map, plate 1.
The San Luis section comprises the basin of Rio
Grande in Colorado, the principal agricultural area of
which is the San Luis Valley. This is a broad plain of
smooth topography, surrounded by mountains except
on the south near the Colorado—New Mexico State line,
where the river has cut an outlet for the southern portion
of the valley. The northern portion is not thus drained
and is known as the Closed Basin. The valley _oor
ranges in altitude from 7,440 to 8,000 feet and the
surrounding mountains from 10,000 to more than
14,000 feet.
The Middle section comprises the basin of Rio
Grande in New Mexico above San Marcial. Below
the Colorado-New lVIexico State line, Rio Grande
_ows through a canyon for about 70 miles to Embudo.
The “Middle Valley” comprises the long narrow terri—
tory adjacent to the river from Embudo south to San
Marcial, a distance of about 200 miles. It is a succession of narrow valleys separated by rock canyons or
merely short “narrows.” Of these subvalleys, Santo
Domingo, Albuquerque, Belen, and the northern twothirds of Socorro constitute the area of the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District. Altitudes in the Middle
Valley range from 5,590 feet in Espanola, the uppermost subvalley, to 4,450 feet at San Marcial, at the
lower end of Socorro Valley.
The Elephant Butte Reservoir of the Rio Grandc
Project, United States Bureau of Reclamation, occupies
the immediate river valley from San Marcial narrows
to Elephant Butte, a distance of about 40 miles. What
is here designated as the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman
section includes the reservoir area and the wide plains
and long strips of land adjacent to the river from
Elephant Butte to Fort Quitman, some 210 miles, of
which 130 miles are above El Paso. Like the Middle
section, Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section is a
succession of valleys separated by canyons and narrows.
Of these valleys, Rincon, Mesilla, and the northern half
of El Paso Valley on the Texas side of the river comprise the area of the Rio Grande project. Included in
the southern half of El Paso Valley, on the Texas side, is
the area of the Hudspeth County Conservation and
Reclamation District. The El Paso Valley area south-V
west of the river is in Mexico. Altitudes in the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section range from 4,200
feet at Elephant Butte to 3,710 at El Paso and 3,400 at
Fort Quitman.
Historical Background
The valley lands of the Upper Rio Grande Basin are
devoted almost entirely to agriculture. Because of
scant precipitation throughout all valleys of the basin,
irrigation is required for the successful growing of crops.
Irrigation along the Rio Grande goes back to an un—
known date when it was initiated by Pueblo Indians or
their ancestors.
Recorded history of the Rio Grandc Valley begins
with its discovery by Coronado in 1540. Later, in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Spanish coloni—
zation in the lVIiddle and Elephant Butte—Fort Quitinan
sections was accompanied by an expansion of irrigation.
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Irrigation by white men in San Luis Valley was begun
in the early 1850’s, but it was not until about 1880
that extensive development occurred. Then, in the
decade 1880—90, accelerated activity resulted in most
of the large canal systems and other irrigation works
that exist there today.
In the early 1890’s water shortages began to occur
along the Rio Grande in Mesilla and El Paso Valleys
and people near Juarez, across the river from El Paso,
complained to the Mexican Government. The latter
_led a claim for damages against the United States,
alleging that the water shortages were due to increasing
diversions from the river in Colorado and New Mexico.
The United States Department of State then instituted
an investigation of the situation through the International Boundary Commission, and the outcome was
the “embargo” of 1896 and the Mexican Treaty of
1906. The “embargo” was an order by the Secretary
of the Interior of the United States which prevented
further irrigation development of any magnitude in the
Rio Grande Basin in Colorado and New Mexico through
suspension of all applications for rights-of—way across
public lands in those States for use of Rio Grande water.
With some modi_cation in 1907, this embargo remained
in effect until May 1925, when it was lifted. Under
the terms of the hiexican Treaty, the United States
guaranteed to Mexico, in return for relinquishment of
all claims for damages, an annual delivery in perpetuity
in the Rio Grande at the head of the Mexican Canal
near El Paso, of 60,000 acre-feet of water.
Both to insure ful_llment of the Mexican Treaty and
to develop a reclamation project in the Elephant
Butte—Fort Quitman section, the United States provided
for construction of the Elephant Butte Reservoir by
the Bureau of Reclamation. This reservoir, with an
original capacity of 2,639,000 acre—feet, together With
other initial works for the Rio Grande Project, was
completed in 1916.
The embargo was opposed in Colorado, since even
by 1896 the irrigated lands in San Luis Valley used all
the available natural _ow of Rio Grande and its tributaries in that valley. Storage appeared necessary not
only for further development but even to maintain
existing developments. But storage of any magnitude
was impossible under the embargo. The effort of
Colorado to secure permission to build reservoirs thus
began early, and has continued to date.
About 1918, active interest developed in reclamation
in the Middle Valley. Much land there had become
badly seeped and it was affirmed that over a period of
many years there had occurred a serious decline and
failure of the irrigated acreage. This was attributed not
only to a decrease in the flow of the river and to a shortage of water for irrigation but also to resultant deposition of silt, aggradation of the river bed, and elevation
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of the water table under the valley _oor. It was
affirmed that the decrease in river flow was due to deple—
tions in San Luis Valley.
The Rio Grande Compact
With the interstate situation becoming increasingly
aggravated, it was suggested that a commission be
named to study the water supply and to draft a compact
between the States affected, under which an equitable
allocation of the waters of the upper Rio Grande would
be made. Accordingly the legislatures of Colorado
and New Mexico enacted statutes in 1923 under which
the respective Governors appointed commissioners.
The President named a commissmner to represent the
United States. Later, a commissioner for Texas was
designated by the Governor of that State.
Negotiations looking to a compact were started, but
they proceeded slowly, pending the outcome of engineering investigations instituted by Colorado and by New
Mexico. Finally, after an extended session of the commission in January 1929, a compact was concluded
which became effective upon its rati_cation, later that
year, by the legislatures of the three States and by the
Congress. This compact does not, hOWever, set up an
allocation of Rio Grande waters. It is, moreover, a
temporary measure. Its principal articles provide, in
effect, that during the period of the compact neither
Colorado nor New Mexico will cause or suffer the water
supply in Rio Grande to be impaired by new or
increased diversions or storage unless and until such
depletion is offset by increase of drainage return; that
the three States will maintain certain gaging stations
and exchange the records therefrom; and that before
the expiration of the compact a commission shall be
constituted to conclude a permanent compact providing
for the equitable apportionment of the water of Rio
Grande among the States. It sets up the desirability
of a drain to the river from the “closed basin” in
Colorado and of a reservoir on Rio Grande at or near
the Colorado-New lVIexico State line, as features in the
economic development and conservation of the waters
of the basin and as helpful factors in reaching an accord
among the States. In it the conviction is expressed
that the United States should construct the Closed
Basin drain and the State Line reservoir without
cost to the States by reason of its obligation under the
Mexican Treaty, in ful_llment of which it has, in effect,
made an annual draft of 60,000 acre—feet on Colorado,
New lV’Iexico, and Texas.
The original expiration date of this compact was
June 1, 1935, and before that time the commission
met to conclude, if possible, a permanent compact.
Although many proposals were made, no agreement
was reached; further basic data on the supply and use
of water were needed. As a result, the effective period
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of the temporary compact was extended to June 1, 1937.
Recommendation for its further extension to October 1,
1937, was made by the Rio Grande Compact Commission sitting in Santa Fe March 4, 1937.
Previous Investigations
Reference has been made to previous engineering
investigations of the supply and use of water in the
Upper Rio Grande Basin. With controversies over the
use of the water increasing with passing years, many
investigations naturally have been undertaken and a
mass of data and information has been accumulated.
Unfortunately, few of these investigations have been
reported in printed form. In many instances, the investigations were made to determine only the water
situation for particular localities and the results were
reported in typewritten form to some local, State, or
Federal agency. In the bibliography accompanying
this report as Appendix C there is a selected list of
published and unpublished reports that have been made.
Some previous investigations of basin—wide signi_cance
are noted in the following paragraphs.
In 1896 the International Boundary Commission
caused an investigation to be made of the water supply
and irrigation development in the Rio Grande Basin
above Fort Quitman, Tex. The report of this investigation, best known as the Follett report, after W. W.
Follett, who made it, covers comprehensively and in
detail the stream _ow, irrigated areas, canal systems,
ditches, and diversions for every section of the basin
from San Luis Valley to El Paso. This is published in
United States Senate Document 229, Fifty-_fth Con—
gress, second session.
In 1904 an investigation of the geology and water
resources of the San Luis Valley was made by C. E.
Siebenthal of the United States Geological Survey; the
results were published as Water Supply Paper No. 240.
In 1910 James A. French, engineer for the Bureau of
Reclamation, undertook an investigation to establish
the facts concerning the “past, present, and contemplated irrigation near the headwaters of the Rio Grande
in Colorado and to determine the effects of such
developments on the normal _ow of the Rio Grande
below the Colorado—New Mexico State line.” In the
same year, H. W. Yeo, also an engineer with the Bureau
of Reclamation, was assigned to a detailed investigation of the extent of irrigation in the Rio Grande
Valley of New Mexico. The reports of these investi—
gations were submitted to the Bureau of Reclamation.
In 1912 and 1913 Jay D. Stannard 0f the Bureau of
Reclamation and D. G. Miller of the Drainage Investigations, Department of Agriculture, made an investigation and reported on “Drainage and Water Develop—
ment in San Luis Valley, Cole.”
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In 1919 Engineers Harold Conkling and E B. Debler
reported to the Bureau of Reclamation on an extensive
investigation made to determine the water supply,
irrigation development, and possibilities of future development in San Luis Valley, in the Middle Rio
Grande Valley, and under the Rio Grande Project.
In 1924 Debler made an investigation and report to
the Bureau of Reclamation 0n the water supply and
requirements of the Rio Grande Project.
Under a cooperative agreement between the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District and the Bureau of
Reclamation, Engineers Debler and Elder carried on an
extensive investigation in the Middle Valley from 1926
to 1928. The primary purpose was to determine the
probable effect upon .‘he water supply for the Rio
Grande project of the construction and operation of the
proposed works of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District. A preliminary report was made in December
1927, and the _nal report in 1932.
The report of J. L. Burkholder, chief engineer of the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, covering the
district’s investigations and the _nal plan for _ood
control, drainage, and irrigation within its limits was
published in 1929.
Beginning soon after provision was made in 1923 by
Colorado and New Mexico for the appointment of their
representatives on the Rio Grande Compact Commission and continuing over much of the period to date,
investigations have been carried on under the direction
of the Colorado and New Mexico State Engineers. The
primary purpose has been the compilation of information and data needed by the commissioners in endeavor—
ing to work out a compact between the States. The
investigations of New Mexico covered the San Luis
section, as well as the lVIiddle section, and much of the
data and results is included in reports, unpublished, of
C. R. Hedke, 1924 and 1925; E. P. Osgood, 1928;
R. G. Hosea, 1928; and H. W. Yeo, 1928 and 1931.
In addition to the San Luis section, the investigations
of Colorado included a study of the use of water,
drainage, and wastes in the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section. The data and results of the work of
Colorado are largely covered in unpublished reports to
the State Engineer by R. I. Meeker from 1924 to 1928,
and by R. J. Tipton from 1924 to 1935.
In 1935 a committee of consulting engineers, O. V. P.
Stout, F. H. Fowler, and E. B. Debler, made an in—
vestigation and report to the Federal Emergency
Administration of Public Works on the probable water
yield, cost, and feasibility of the “sump drain”, a
project to conduct to the Rio Grande the recoverable
waters of the sump area in the Closed Basin of San
Luis Valley.
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The Present Investigation
Origin and History
During the last few years there has been much activity in the Upper Rio Grande Basin in the promotion
of .water utilization projects for which Federal funds
have been sought. In 1935, the irrigation and drainage
works of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
including El Vado Reservoir on Rio Chama, a tributary of Rio Grande, were completed and put in
operation. District bonds for this construction were
purchased by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The Rio Grande Project is a Federal project and a
con_ict of Federal interests developed. Moreover,
with the available water resources of the Upper Rio
Grande Basin apparently fully appropriated, the approval of any new projects involving additional drafts
upon these resources seemed to point inevitably to
further con_ict of Federal interests and to violation of
the Rio Grande compact.
Appreciating this situation and spurred by the need
for prompt action to avoid uncoordinated development
of water utilization projects, the National Resources
Committee appointed a board to review the situation
and to recommend an appropriate procedure. Pursu—
ant to recommendations of this Board and as an im—
mediate result of them, the President issued the following executive memorandum:
THE WHITE HOUSE,
I'Vrtshtngton, September 23, 1935.
To Federal agencies concerned with projects or allotments for water
use in [he Upper Rio Grande Valley above El Paso:
From information secured by the National Resources Com:
mittcc, it appears that in view of the practically complete present
appropriation of reliable water supply in the basin of the Rio
Grande above El Paso, Federal investments in this region which
promote increased use of water tend to impair the security of
extensive prior investments of Federal funds, to violate the
terms of an interstate compact to which the Federal Govern—
ment is a party, and to promote social insecurity in the region.
Please instruct appropriate of_cials of your agency in Colorado
and New Mexico, as well as in Washington or in other super—
visory o_ices, not to approve any application for a project in—
volving the use of Rio Grande waters without securing from the
National Resources Committee a prompt opinion on it from all
relevant points of View.
(Signed) FRANKLIN I). Roosnvnm.
Following out a further recommendation of the Board
of Review, the National Resources Committee proposed
a conference with the Rio Grande compact commis—
sioners and other representatives of Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas to see if there might be any way in
which the National Resources Committee and the
three States could cooperate in gathering the facts that
might be. helpful in arriving at a solution of the inter—
state water problem on the Rio Grande above Fort
Quitlnan.
This conference was held at Santa Fog
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December 2—3, 1935, and resulted in the adoption of
the following resolution by the Rio Grande Compact
Commission:
Whereas, The Rio Grande Compact Commission was created
for the purpose, among others, of making equitable division of
the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Tex., between
the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, and
Whereas, The National Resources Committee has expressed
its willingness to cooperate, if practicable, with the Rio Grande
Compact Commission in the collection of relevant basic data,
Now, therefore, be it resolved, That the National Resources
Committee, through its Water Resources Committee, be requested, in consultation with the members of the Rio Grande
Compact CommiSSion, to arrange immediately for such investi—
gation (1) of the water resources of the Rio Grande Basin above
Fort Quitman, (2) of the past, present and prospective uses and
consumption of water in such Basin in the United States, and
(3) of opportunities for conserving and augmenting such water
resources by all feasible means, as will assist the Rio Grande
Compact Commission in reaching a satisfactory basis for the
equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin
in the United States above Fort Quitman, as contemplated by
such Rio Grande compact.
In making this request the Rio Grande Compact Commission,
and its individual members, declare it to be their desire to
cooperate and assist in such investigation in all ways within
their power, and it further declares that, through its individual
members, it will seek to obtain the allotment of State funds, or
services, or both, for the purposes of the investigation in such
amounts as will equitably distribute the costs thereof between
the Federal Government and the member States of Colorado,
New Mexico, and Texas.
It is understood that the cooperative investigation requested
herein shall be limited to the collection, correlation, and pre—
sentation of factual data, and shall not include recommendations,
except upon request of the Rio Grande Compact Commission,
based upon the unanimous agreement of its members.
It is further understood that the said investigation shall be in
harmony with the spirit and intent of the Rio Grande compact,
and nothing herein contained shall be taken to be a modi_cation
or alteration of the terms thereof.
Pursuant to this resolution, funds were allocated by
the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works
to the National Resources Committee for the purpose
of the investigation, on condition that certain additional
funds would be contributed by the three States and by
certain other Federal agencies. At a. second Santa Fe
conference early in February 1936 the agreements for
contribution of funds were sucessfully consummated and
plans for the investigation were agreed upon. Field
work was started in April and continued throughout
1936. In connection with completion of studies of
storage and transmountain diversions, _eld work continued through July 1937.
Purpose and Scope
The prime purpose of the Rio Grande joint investiga—
tion was to determine the basic facts needed in arriving
at an accord among the States of Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas on an equitable allocation and use
of Rio Grande waters in the future development of the
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upper basin. In general, the essential facts sought are
those relating to the available water supply, the water
uses and requirements, and the possibilities of additional
water supplies by storage, importations and salvage of
present losses and wastes.
With respect to the supply of water, the investigation
has included measurements and records of stream _ow
at all essential points on the Rio Grande and its tribu—
taries, and on San Juan Basin streams as pertaining to
possible transmountain diversions to the Rio Grande
Basin. Many new gaging stations have been established.
As relating both to water supply and use, the investigation has included measurements of ground water
levels and fluctuations in San Luis Valley and throughout the l\liddle Valley, an inventory of the number
and discharge of wells in the artesian basin of San Luis
Valley, and a program of sampling and analysis of surface and underground waters throughout the basin to
determine their chemical quality.
The investigation to determine water uses and re—
quirements has included measurements and records of
canal diversions in three principal areas—San Luis
Valley, Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, and
Rio Grande Project; measurements of drainage and
waste in selected areas; complete mapping, classi_ca—
tion and determination in detail of acreages, according
to canal systems and geographic and political subdivisions, of the vegetative cover on all irrigated lands and
other water-consuming areas throughout the basin;
the preparation of base maps, ”both general and in
detailed units, covering all requisite geographic, arti_cial and hydrographie features for the entire upper
basin; measurements of the consumptive use of water
by crops and native or nonbene_cial vegetation by
means of experimental studies, including soil moisture
determinations, observation of ground water _uctua—
tions, and the growing of plants in metal tanks, and
by complete measurements of all in_ow and outflow of
water on selected representative areas in the San Luis,
Middle, and Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman sections;
a study of the consumptive use of water based on past
records; and a review of the history of irrigation development in the upper basin.
As to the possibility of additional water supplies by
salvage of present losses and wastes, determination of
the data needed resulted largely from the investigations outlined in preceding paragraphs. W'ith respect to
additional supplies by storage and importation, the
investigation has included the survey, examination,
analysis, and preliminary design of four major storage
projects and of four separate projects for diversion of
San Juan Basin waters to the Rio Grande Basin. The
storage projects include the Wagon Wheel Gap and
V ega—Sylvestrc on the upper Rio Grande, one or more
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sites on the Conejos River, the principal Rio Grande
tributary in Colorado, and the State Line site on the
Rio Grande near the Colorado-New Mexico State line.
The transmountain diversion projects include the
Animas-Rio Grande, VVeminuche Pass, and San JuanSouth Fork Rio Grande in Colorado, and the San J uanChama in Colorado and New Mexico. With reference
to the diversion projects, the investigation has in—
cluded a study of their effect on San Juan Basin development, and a survey of initial, terminal, and other
storage opportunities on the conduit lines.
To accomplish this investigation efficiently, expeditiously, and impartially within the period available, it
was proposed by the consulting board of the National
Resources Committee and approved by the State
representatives that the work should be assigned to
and divided among three major Federal agencies by
cooperative agreements between the National Resources Committee and those agencies. It was agreed
further that the consulting board and an engineer in
charge with headquarters at Santa Fe, N. Alex, should
be responsible to the National Resources Committee
for the general coordination and conduct of the work
and for the _nal report of the investigation.
In accordance with the cooperative agreements, the
Geological Survey has carried out the measurements of
stream _ow, drainage, waste, and diversions, the studies
of ground water, and the sampling and analyses in the
quality of water investigation; the Bureau of Agricul—
tural Engineering has carried on the mapping and
classi_cation of vegetative cover, the compilation and
segregation of irrigated acreages and other water-consuming areas, the study of consumptive use of water,
and review of the history of irrigation development;
and the Bureau of Reclamation has been responsible for
the investigation and report on storage and transmountain diversion projects.
Supplementary cooperative agreements were also
ell'ected for contributions of money or services, or both,
between the National Resources Committee and the
Bureau of Plant Industry, the Soil Conservation Service,
the Resettlement Administration, and the Of_ce of
Indian Affairs, between the Geological Survey and the
States of Colorado and New Mexico; and between the
Bureau of Agricultural Engineering and these States.
The cooperation of the Soil Conservation Service and
the Resettlement Administration has been largely in
the nature of mapping and the provision of maps and
data which tied in closely with the work of the Bureau
of Agricultural Engineering; that of the Of_ce of Indian
Affairs has been associated with the investigations of
both the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering; that ol the Bureau of Plant Industry has comprised the assembly and con'ipilation of
all analytical data of the quality of water investigation,
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together with preparation of the summary and interpretive digest of those data. Informal cooperation has
been extended by many other Federal, State, and local
agencies throughout the Upper Rio Grande Basin.
The reports of the data obtained and studies made by
the Geological Survey, the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, the Bureau of Plant Industry, and the
Bureau of Reclamation under the Rio Grande Joint
Investigation are incorporated in parts II, III, IV, and
V, respectively, of this report.
The Problem
The essential water problem of the Upper Rio Grande
Basin is the division of the water supply between the
San Luis section of Colorado, the Middle section of
New Mexico, and the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman
section of New Mexico and Texas, with due considera—
tion to past and present uses and requirements and to
future development. Elements involved are also the
salvage of recoverable wastes and, to the extent feas—
ible, the importation of water from outside the Rio
Grande Basin.
As stated by Colorado, its major problem is the pro—
vision of storage capacity sufficient to regulate stream
flow so that the supply of water may parallel and meet
the irrigation demand of the San Luis Valley lands that
are now irrigated and for which irrigation works were
largely constructed prior to 1890. Its contention has
been that the required major reservoir development to
equalize the water supply will not result in any sub—
stantial increased depletion of Rio Grande _ow at the
State line; that in conjunction with drainage development it may, indeed, bring about an increase in that
flow.
The major problem of the Middle and Elephant
Butte-Fort Quitman sections is the maintenance of an
adequate water supply for irrigation of the lands of the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District in the Middle
section and of the Rio Grande Project and Hudspeth
County Conservation and Reclamation District in the
Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section. With respect
to the latter section, there is the further problem of
maintaining satisfactory control of salinity in the irri—
gated areas. Texas and New Mexico have vigorously
resisted any major reservoir development in Colorado,
on the ground that it would deplete the stream flow to
an extent that would seriously jeopardize the water
supply in New Mexico and Texas. Moreover, since
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District began
operations, Texas has contended that the use of water in
the Middle district constitutes a menace to the water
supply of the Rio Grande. Project, which, it is asserted,
will become more serious with complete development
in the Middle district. In fact, on October 24, 1935, a
suit was initiated in the United States Supreme Court
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by the State of Texas for the districts in the Rio Grande
Project to enjoin the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District and the State of New Mexico from alleged depletion of the water supply of the Rio Grande Project
in violation of the Rio Grande compact.
The solution of these problems requires a comprehensive and adequate basis of fundamental facts~
facts which de_nitely establish the available and potential water supplies, the present uses of water, and the
requirements for it. With these facts in hand, reliable
estimates should be possible of future changes in the
water supply due to such developments as storage in
Colorado, the proposed transmountain diversions from
the basin of the San Juan, and the ultimate irrigation
in the Middle Rio Grande conservancy district.
This report presents a basis of facts which it is hoped
may prove adequate for the solution of these problems,
to the end that the water resources of the Upper Rio
Grande Basin may be put to maximum bene_cial use
and that all con_ict of Federal, State, and local interests
may be permanently dispelled.
Summary of Findings
Water Supply
Average annual precipitation in the Upper Rio
Grande Basin ranges from less than 7 inches to 40 inches
or more. The highest precipitation occurs in the Sangre
de Cristo and San Juan ranges and the lowest in the
central areas of the subvalleys of Rio Grande. With
only 7 to 10 inches in these valleys, irrigation is essential
for successful agriculture.
Mean annual lake—surface evaporation ranges from
about 2 feet at an altitude of 9,500 feet on Rio Grande
above San Luis Valley to about 6 feet at an altitude of
4,200 feet at Elephant Butte Reservoir.
Run—off in Rio Grande in the upper basin has been
measured at _ve principal gaging stations for a period
of 40 to 45 years. These stations are Del Norte and
Lobatos, respectively above and below San Luis Valley,
Otowi Bridge and San l\/larcial, respectively above and
below the Middle valley, and El Paso. The mean
annual run-o_' at these stations, together with the run—
off of maximum and minimum years in percent of the
mean, is shown in table 1.
TABLE 1.rAmmal run-01?" in Rio Grandc at 5 principal gaging
stations in the upper basin
I
Annual run-o_ in percent
M can annual of mean
u . , . run-off _____ #
(raging station 1890—19315,
acre-feet Maximum Minimum
year year
Del Norte ............ . . 707, 000 165 35
Lobatos.-...,.. .. ,, 550,000 2m 18
Otowi Bridge.” ,,,,,, , ,_ _ l, 350, 000 203 ‘28
San Marcial ______________ . , l, 128, 000 221 18
El Paso 1 ............................... 744, 000 270
‘ Regulated by Elephant Butte storage after 1015.
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Means of monthly run—off at the Del Norte and
Otowi Bridge stations show that 70 percent of the
annual run-off occurs between April and July, inclusive.
The total mean annual water production from run—o_',
1890—1935, in the upper basin, is estimated at 3,060,000
acre—feet on the basis of all available stream—_ow
/ records. Of this total, 1,570,000 acre-feet originate
in Colorado and 1,470,000 acre-feet in New Mexico.
The production in the two States accounts for more
than 99 percent of the total for the basin. Of the
Colorado production, about 12 percent originates in
the Closed Basin.
Depletion in San- Luis V alleyiAs shown by table 1,
the mean annual run—off, 1890—1935, of Rio Grande
at Lobatos was 550,000 acre-feet. Over a long period
of years ending about 1927, there occurred a more or
less steady increase in the depletion of stream _ow to
i the southwest area in San Luis Valley; since 1927, there
appears to have been little change in the depletion.
Practically the entire _ow of Rio Grande leaving San
Luis Valley comes from the southwest area. Taking
the average depletion, 1927—35, as representing present
conditions in San Luis Valley, it is estimated that the
mean annual _ow under these conditions of Rio Grande
at Lobatos, 1890e1935, would have been 448,000 acre—
feet, or 102,000 acre-feet less than the mean of the
recorded _ow.
_liddle Valley depletion—Accurate determination of
past stream-_ow depletion in the Middle Valley is not
possible because of the lack of adequate records of
tributary in_ow and uncertainty with respect to it.
An approximation has been derived, based on such
data as are available, in order to furnish a reasonable
basis for analyses of the effect upon the Elephant
Butte—Fort Quitman section of present and given future
conditions of irrigation development in the San Luis
I’and hiiddle sections. The mean annual stream-_ow
depletion, 18904935, Otowi Bridge to San Marcial, is
, I}!
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estimated to have been 586,000 acre—feet. The corresponding mean annual tributary in_ow derived as a
residual in the method of estimating depletion is 359,000
acre-feet. Corrected for present development in San
Luis Valley, the derived values for mean annual hIiddle
Valley depletion and San hfarcial _ow are 580,000 and
1,030,000 acre-feet, respectively.
Return_owiReturn _ow to Rio Grande in San Luis
Valley has, in 3 years, 1934, 1935, and 1936, averaged
17 percent of the total Rio Grande diversions, or 36
percent of those diversions which contribute return
_ow to the river (excluding diversions to its closed
basin). A return of 44 percent of diversions was indi—
cated on the Conejos River by the data available for
1936. Return _ow in the subdivisions of the lVTiddle
Rio Grande Conservancy District in the hliddle Valley
and the Rio Grande Project in the Elephant Butte—Fort
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Quitman section reaches the river above, and is available
to, the next division downstream, except for return
from the lowest divisions, Socorro in the Conservancy
District and the Tornillo unit in Rio Grande Project.
Return flow in the Conservancy District, as indicated by
the total measured discharge of interior drains in 1936,
was 28 percent of the gross diversions. Data were not
available on net diversions. On the Rio Grande Project, return _ow, represented by the total of measured
drain _ow averaged for the years 1930—36, was 50
percent of the average of total net diversions in the
same period.
Ground water.~There has been little utilization of
ground water as a basic source of supply for irrigation
in the Upper Rio Grande Basin. The extensive control
of ground water for the practice of subirrigation in
certain San Luis Valley areas is, perhaps, an exception
to this statement. The sources of recharge both to the
shallow and artesian ground water basins of San Luis
Valley are stream _ow (chie_y as it crosses the alluvial
fans bordering the valley), irrigation diversions, and
precipitation on the valley _oor. Depths to water in
San Luis Valley, as shown by July 1936 measurements,
were less than 5 feet over approximately 70 percent of
the Closed Basin and over most of the Bowen—Carmel
district and the general area east to the river. These
ground water conditions, especially in the central and
eastern portions of the Closed Basin, are favorable to
the disposal of large quantities of ground water by
evaporation and transpiration. A reconnaissance in
1936 of irrigation plants pumping from the shallow
ground-water basin in San Luis Valley showed 176, and
from discharges reported by owners or operators, the
total output of all the plants operating continuously
was estimated at 660 acre-feet per day. The number
and total annual discharge of artesian wells in San Luis
Valley were estimated from a 1936 inventory at 6,074
and 119,000 acre-feet, respectively. There is also an
annual discharge from artesian springs of about 47,000
acre—feet.
The sources of ground water in the Middle Valley are
under_ow from the mesas on either side and seepage
from the river, canals, and irrigated lands. In most
areas, seepage from irrigated lands is the principal
source, and the water in interior drains is largely
derived therefrom. On the other hand, the river is,
Without doubt, the source of most of the water in the
riverside drains. Meager data indicate a total annual
under_ow from the mesas of between 50,000 and 100,000
acre—feet. Depths to ground water in the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District in 1936, compared to
those in 1927 before drainage construction, show an
average lowering of the water table over the entire dis—
trict of 3 feet. October 1936 measurements showed
depths to water of less than 3 feet in 4 percent of the
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total valley area; depths of between 3 and 4 feet in 11
percent of the area; between 4 and 6 feet in 46 percent;
between 6 and 8 feet in 28 percent; and more than 8 feet
in 11 percent.
Average depths to ground water in hiesilla Valley of
the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section, as shown by
observations in January of each year, have been between 9 and 10 feet throughout the period 1925 to date.
Quality of watchalnvestigation of the quality of
water in the upper basin shows, in general, a progressive
increase in salt concentrations in the downstream direction in streams, drains, and subsoil. On Rio Grande the
data indicate a range in average concentration from
0.1 ten per acre-foot at Del Nortc to 2.75 tons per acrefoot at Fort Quitman. The latter is equivalent to
about 2,000 parts per million. In terms of electrical
conductance (K><105 at 25° C.) the indicated average
is 296. The average total quantity of salts carried
annually ranges from 50,000 tons at Del Norte to
650,000 tons at Leasburg, at the head of Mesilla Valley
on the Rio Grande Project. Below Leasburg the ton—
nage carried decreases to about 470,000 at Fort QuitInan, indicating the annual loss of about 180,000 tons
between those two stations. Changes in the down—
stream direction in composition of the constituent parts
of the dissolved solids are to higher percentages of
sodium and chloride and lower percentages of the other
four major constituents—calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate, and sulphate. In terms of conductance the
average salinity of irrigation water at El Paso and at
Tornillo Heading, the lowest of the Rio Grande Project,
is 127 and 212, respectively. Rough averages of the
conductances of drain water, as indicated by the 1936
data, are 450 in the upper El I’aso Valley and 500 or
more in the lower, Tornillo unit. Control of salt in the
soil solution of the root zone of plants and limitation to
a noninjurious concentration by an increase in the
amount of irrigation water applied is indicated for the
lower unit of the Rio Grande Project.
Water Uses and Requirements
The use of water for irrigation constitutes practically
the entire use in the upper basin. {so by cities, towns,
and Villages is relatively minor and that for water power
negligible.
The complete survey in 1936 of irrigated and other
water-consuming areas in. the basin covered 2,093,000
acres. A segregation of the mapped areas, by water—
use classi_cations and basin sections, is shown in
table 2.
Rio Grande Joint Investigation
Based on the 1936 acreage data, on a review of studies
of consumptive use and stream-flow depletion by previous investigators and on the results of research and
_eld work in 1936, estimates have been prepared of
the present consumptive requirements in the various,
subbasins of the upper basin. These estimates, summarized in table 3, take into account precipitation on
the consumptive areas and indicate a total consumption
in the basin, exclusive of tributary areas in the Middle
and Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections, of 3,860,000
acre-feet. By including the tributary areas and
reducing the estimates to give stream—_ow depletion
(by correcting for precipitatlon) a comparison of the
results with the water production in. the upper basin
affords estimates of water surpluses or deficiencies as
shown by table 4. For a year of normal water pro—
duction there is an indicated basin surplus of 177,000
acre-feet. The average annual _ow of Rio Grande at
Fort Quitman for the 13—year period of record is
211,000 acre-feet. Similar comparisons show a basin.
surplus of more than a million and a half acre—feet in
the maximum year and a de_ciency slightly greater
than this amount in the minimum year.
TABLE 2.~Irrigutcd and other water consuming areas in the
Upper Rio Grande Basin, 1.936
[I’nit 1.000 acres]
.
Agricultural and
other lands Otslggwater conarti_cial] . 1’15? are“
. y nomrrigated given water 7‘ a:
s:
E“
, ‘ ' b. - ~ - cu - up
Bislnunlt :% 3% in cm 8010 . E
E ‘5 E 3:” t» c: 5”? m D u 5,, 3 3‘;
'U “M +2: .2 t- 8 3 +3 ‘1’ "‘
3 ° G S; we k <9 co “.2: ~ “5
m a.“ g g D 53 2 >33 a) c) an >’ "‘
.50 E:-—- m“ ‘5 NM: 1.. w.” E
H a) o D 3: g a k H m as 1.. ;.. 3 c
t: E D Z 5 CC: 9
San Luis section—Colorado:
Closed basin-.. . .. , m... 278 9 1 404 4 37 733
Southwest area ......... 270 7 4 176 7 18 482
Southeast area“. 52 3 157 3 15 231
Total ........................ 600 19 6 737 14 70 1, 446
Middle section—New Mexico:
Above Otowi Bridge ___________ 6 _, , ,,,,,, 4 2 1 13
Middle Rio Grande conservancy district ................. 50 3 e 91 22 7 188
Middle Rio Grande conservancy district to San hiarcial. l , , . , , , . . . 13 3 ,, . ..... 17
Tributary areas _________________ 87 10 4 34 12 3 150
Total .......................... 153 13 10 142 39 11 368
Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman
sectioanew Mexico and Texas:
San Marcial to Rincon _. 1 ______ 1 29 5 1 l 37
Rio Grande project 154 11 2 30 8 5 210
Hudspeth County 14 2 _ 6 ______________ 22
Tributary areas. ._ 2 1 _ _ 4 3 ________ 10
Total ........................ l, 171 14 3 69 16 6 279
Upper Rio Grande Basia... ...... ‘1 924 46 19 948 69 87 2, 093
1 Does not include 10,700 acres of water surface in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
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TABLE 3.———Eslimat.es of consumptive water requirements in Upper
Rio Grande Basin 1
Main stem of
Main stem of Rio Grande
Item San Luis Rio Grande in Elephant
section in Middle Butte-Fort
section Quitman
section
Irrigated lends:
Area in 1,000 acre units ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 600 66 109
Consumption in 1,000 acrc~feei units. 1,043 172 468
Acre-feet per acre _____________________ 1. 7 2. 6 2. 8
Native vegetation:
Area in 1,000 acre units ___________ .... 737 107 66
Consumption in 1,000 acre-feet units" 1, 056 387 267
Acre-feet per acre ..................... 1. 4 3. 6 4. 0
Miscellaneous: 2
Area in 1,000 acre units _______________ 109 45 3 51
Consumption in 1,000 acret‘eet units" 135 147 190
Acre—feet per acre _____________________ 1. 2 3. 3 3. 7
Totals:
Area in 1,000 acre units ............... 1, 446 218 286
Consumption in 1,000 acre-feet uni 2, 234 706 925
Acre—feet per acre ____________________ 1. 5 3. 2 3. 2
1 Includes consumption of precipitation.
1 Cities, towns, and villages; lands temporarily out of cropping; water surfaces and
exposed beds; bare land, roads, rights-of~way, etc.
3 Excludes area of city of El Paso.
TABLE 4.~Watcr supply and stream-_ow depletion in Upper Rio
Grande Basin for a normal year and present use of water
Elephant Upper
San Luis Middle Butte-Fort Rio
section section Quitman Grande
section Basin
Item
Irrigated and water-consuming acreage, 1936 ___________________________ 1 1. 047. 000 367, 000 336, 000 1, 750, 000
Stream-_ow depletion in acre-feet..__ 2 1, 047,000 768, 000 885. 000 2, 700, 000
Water productionktotal natural runoff in acre-feet ______________________ 3 1, 379, 000 1, 333, 000 105, 000 2,877,000
Surplus or de_ciency ................. 332, 000 565, 000 —720, 000 177, 000
1 Excludes closed basin area except that irrigated from Rio Grande,
7 Excludes closed basin consumption except by area served from Rio Grande.
3 Excludes water production of closed basin.
Diversion requirements—Based on all available rele—
vant data and on. studies of consumptive use, stream_ow depletion, return _ow, wastes, salinity, and present
irrigated and other water—consuming acreages, estimates of the diversion requirements, or demands upon
the stream _ow of the major units of the upper basin
have been developed as shown in table 5. Those are
the demands for full development as represented by the
irrigated areas shown. The estimates of stream—flow
depletion in each unit, from which the demands were
derived, are. indicated. The demand for the Rio
Grande Project and for fulfillment of the Niexican treaty
obligation includes a. (SO—percent increase in the diversion
requirement for the Tornillo unit of Rio Grandc Project.
This is an estimated allowance for salinity control. It
is experimental and may be modi_ed as experience
dictates. '
The total annual stream—_ow depletion by cities,
towns, and villages in the upper basin, excluding El
Peso, is estimated to be 21,000 acre-feet. The annual
15
draft on deep wells supplying the municipal and industrial requirements of El Paso is about 14,000 acre-feet.
Storage, Importation, and Salvage of Water.
The present storage capacity of reservoirs in the upper
basin is 2,872,000 acre-feet. Of this, 309,000 acre-feet
is in Colorado and 2,563,000 acre-feet in New Mexico.
Of the Colorado storage, 131,000 acre—feet capacity is
in the upper Rio Grande drainage above San Luis Valley. Some 2,274,000 acre—feet or 89 percent of the New
Mexico storage capacity is accounted for by Elephant
Butte Reservoir.
TABLE 5,—Estimaled diversion demands upon stream _ow, major
units of Upper Rio Grande Basin
Irrigated 151:5;
Demand $53.23*}? streamupon _ _ dgvelo . _ow deBasin unit stream Source and required mentp pletion
‘ _ow location of supply maxi: upon
acre- mum in which
feet demand
any one is based,
year acre—feet
Rio Grande area of San 650,000 Rio Grande at DolNorte 350,000 455,000
Luis Valley. gage.
Conejos area of San Luis 230, 000 Conejos River at Mogote 80, 000 150, 000
Valley. gage and San Antonio
River at mouth.
Middle Valley, Otowi
Bridge to San Marcia]: ............................................... 550,000
Middle Rio Grande 580, 000 Rio Grande at Otowi 100. 000
Conservancy Dis- Bridge and divertiblc
trict. fribllitary in_ow beow.
Conservancy district 80,000 Rio Grande at San An- 1.000
to San Marcia]! tonio and tributary in_ow below.
Rio Grande project and 953, 000 Rio Grande at Sun Mar- .......... ‘ 180, 000
Mexican area.a cia .
773, 000 Elephant Butte Reser- 5 145, 000 5 441, 000
VOII‘.
I Tributary in_ow from Cochiti to San Felipe plus a portion of Jemez _ow. Mean
annual usable in_ow estimated at about 110,000 acre—feet, or 31 percent of total tributary in_ow to Middle Valley.
1 This area is largely native vegetation, swamp, and over_ow lands.
3 Hudspeth district not included as its water supply is derived from and entirely
dependent upon residual _ow drainage return, and waste from Rio Grande Project.
4 Estimated reservoir evaporation and seepage.
5 For Rio Grande project only.
Storage projects that have been proposed for the basin
and data. resulting from their investigations in 1936—37
are listed in table 6. Although primarily for irrigation,
incidental bene_t in the control of _oods is indicated for
the larger reservoirs.
Possible sources of additional water supplies for the
upper basin are importations from the San Juan
drainage of the Colorado River Basin and salvage of
present wastes and losses. Data developed by the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation with respect to possible
transmountain diversions from the upper San Juan
Basin are summarized in table 7. Existing developments in the San Juan Basin as far down as Shiprock
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would not be impaired by any of these diversions. In
the event of more extensive future development of
San Juan areas than now anticipated, some compensating storage on San Juan River or a tributary may
be required.
Of the upper basin water consumption shown by
table 3, 44 percent is accounted for by the irrigated
areas and 44 percent by the areas of native vegetation.
In other words, there is a nonbene_cial consumption
of water by native vegetation equal in amount to the
consumption by the irrigated lands. Reduced to terms
of stream-_ow depletion, native vegetation takes an
average annual toll from the basin of more than
1,000,000 acre—feet of water. The data are not developed to determine what portion of this amount might
be economically recovered, principally by proper drainage construction, but it is undoubtedly a fraction which
would signify a substantial saving of water. Thereis
still a great amount of undrained land in the basin.
The estimated mean annual yield of the sump drain, a
Rio Grande Joint Investigation
trunk drain proposed to collect the waters in the sump
area of the Closed Basin, San Luis Valley, and discharge them to Rio Grande, is about 40,000 acre-feet.
Chemical analyses of tributary stream _ow, drainage,
and ground water of the sump area indicate that the
salt concentration of the sump-drain water might be
as much as 1.5 tons per acre—foot initially, with a pos—
sible reduction, in time, to 1 ton or less, per acre—foot.
Availability and Use of Water under Given Conditions
Using the data developed by this investigation with
respect to water supply, its uses and requirements, and
opportunities for its storage, importation, and salvage,
analyses were made to determine the effect upon, and
conditions of water supply and use in, the San Luis,
Middle, and Elephant Butte-Fort. Quitman sections,
under 11 different given combinations or conditions of
storage development and draft. The salient features
of the various conditions are outlined in table 8, which
gives a summary of the analyses by showing for each
TABLE 6.»;Storage projects under investigation, 1936-37, Upper Rio Grande Basin
Estimated cost in
. dollars
Estimated
. , . , , , , Reservoir mean anProiect State Stream 1 3 pe of dam capacity nual runoff Per acreto reservorr Total foot of
capacity
. Acre-feet Acre-feet
Wagon Wheel Gap _______________________ R10 Grandc. . Concrete arch ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1,000, 000 473, 000 111,900, 000 1 11. 40
Vega Sylvestre 7.... _____ do ...... Earth and rock. 240, 000 344, 000 4,826,000 20. 10
Conejos No. 12 _____ Conejos -_._do ..................... 100.000 256, 000 3, 700, 000 37.00
Conejos Granite Site __________________________ do ............. do ..................... 100, 000 256, 000 {31231838 {Eggg
Upper Conejos No. 6 ___________________________ do ........... . Compacted embankment , 08 .
Mogote ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Off Coneios .............. o _____________________ '
State Line—Ute Mountain Sit _ Rio Grande _________ Concrete arch ________ ,__
1 Exclusive of railroad relocation and power installation.
2 Data are tentative.
TABLE 7.#Ti‘an.377i01t.n.ta.in diversion projects, Upper San Juan Basin to Upper Rio Grande Basin
Local drainage Reservoirs Clgggtlgtig‘gjg' Estimated cost
Esti—
i mated
ijcct State mean Per
annual acreFromm ’l‘0# Stream or name Capacity Tunnel Open Total yield Total foot of
diver~
sion
Acre-fret Acre-feet.
San Juan-Chama... Colorado-New East and west forks (Thama ,,,,,,,,, West fork, San Juan“ 70, 000 12.8 78.3 91.1 350, 000 l$20,000,000 $57
Mexico. San Juan, Turkey, East fork, San Juan”, 35, 000
Blanco, Navajo. Blanco ................. 15,000
Navajo _______________ 50, 000
Animas-Rio Grade. Colorado ........... Animas, South fork Headwaters Rio llowardsvillc on 54, 000 15. 5 11.1 26.6 2131,000 10,432, 000 80
Mineral, Mineral, Grande. Animas.
Cement.
Werninuclie Pass." _____ do. .. ......... Pine ................ A ..... (10.. _______ ............................. 7.5 7.5 220,400 264,000 13
San Juan - South _____ do ............. West fork San Juan, South fork Rio ....................... , ......... , 10.0 2.6 13.5 253,000 5,290,000 100
fork Rio Grande. Beaver, Wolf. Grande. 1
l
‘ Includes cost of 300,000 acre-feet of terminal storage.
7 Divertible run-off.
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Santa Fe, NeW'Mexico,
September 27, 1937.
2:00 P. M.
« The Rio Grande Compact Commission was called to order at
2:00 P.M., September 27, 1937, by the Chairman, in the Federal Court
Building, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, whereupon the following proceedings were had:
MR. HARPER, Chairman: This is the fifth meeting of the Rio Grande
Compact Commission as now constituted. It was called pursuant to a _
letter of the Chairman dated September 1, 1937, in which the purpose
is stated, "for considering the report of the Rio Grande Joint Inves—
tigation, conferring with the consultants of the National Resources
Committee, initiating the formulation and writing of a permanent com~
pact, and transacting any other business which may properly come be—
fore the meeting." '
As most of you know, the last meeting of this Commission,
which was held on March 3 and 4 of this year, was adjourned after the
‘ Commissioners had passed a resolution recommending to their respective
states that the present temporary compact be extended to October 1,
1937; It was the expectation at that time that the report of the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation would be available some time in June, but,
through the force of circumstances which no one could control, the re—
port was not completed until some six weeks ago and then could be made
available only in preliminary mimeographed form, of which a limited
number of copies were furnished to the Commissioners and to a few
others most vitally concerned; The engineering advisers of the Commissioners have, I understand, spent such time as has been available,
in analyzing the report, but the time has been too short for them to
secure the benefit of the advice of all of the interests in their respective states which are concerned in this matter.
Before proceeding with the regular business before-the Commission, I will ask the several Commissioners, for the benefit of the
record, to state the names of the different representatives of their
states who are here in an official capacity. mr. McClure, will you
speak for NeW'Mexico?
MR. McCLURE: mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission: Thomas M.
McClure, Commissioner for New Mexico; Governor A. T. Bennett, Special
Assistant Attorney General and attorney for the Interstate Streams
Commission; Fred Wilson, attorney for the Middle Rio Grande Conser—
vancy District; th 0. Oestrich, chief engineer, Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District; H. C. Neufer, consulting engineer, Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District; Edwin Mechem, attorney for the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District; N. B. Phillips, manager, Elephant Butte
Irrigation District; John H. Bliss, engineer in the State Engineer's
office; George M. Neel, consulting engineer for the State of New
Mexico; Judge R.,H, Hanna, attorney for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; Stanley Felipe, assistant chief engineer, Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District.
V 1
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WhangisClark Chairman of the_ Board of_ Water Engineers of the State of Texas
MR. HARPER: Mr. Hinderlider, will you state the names of the representatives of your State?
MR. HINBERLIDER: Mr. Chairman and Members of the CommisSion: M. C.
Hihderlider, Rio Grande Compact Commissioner of Colorado; Clifford M.
Stone, attorney for the Colorado water Conservation Board; Hon. George
M. Corlett, attorney and representative of the Rio Grande water USers
Association; Oscar Lindstrom, secretary of that Association; R. I.
Tipton, engineering consultant to the Colorado River Commissioner, and
consultant to the Rio Grande water Users Association. I may say, also,
Mr. Tipton is consultant for the Colorado water Conservation Board and
and'for the State Planning Board. we had expected Ralph Carr, attorney
for, and representative of the Conejos Valley water Users Association,
but thus far Mr. Carr has not put in appearance, but we trust he will
be here later. 'There are also present Mr. J. B. Frazey, Mr. Beers and‘
Dr. H. C. Myers, representing the water users of the Conejos valley in
the San Luis Valley in Colorado.
we regret to have to state that no official representative of
the Attorney General's office of Colorado is present. Attorney General
Rogers was compelled to be absent from Colorado at an important meeting in Kansas City, and Assistant Attorney General, S. P. Howell, who
has attended former meetings of the Commission, is likewise engaged in
the.taking of testimony at Lincoln, Nebraska, in the case of Nebraska
v. wyoming. I believe that constitutes the list of all those present
who are representing Colorado and the water users of that State.
MR. HARPER: nr. Clayton, will you give us the names of the representatives of Texas? .
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission: Frank B.
Clayton, Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas; Raymond A. Hill
of Los Angeles, consulting engineer for Texas; Allen nglin of Albu—
querque, consulting engineer for Texas; Major Richard F. MBurggs, of
El Paso, attorney for El Paso County Improvement District No. 1; Roland
g_arwell, manager, El Paso County Improvement. :istrict No. l; C. S.
at WAustin. There are also present Judge R. B. Renfro, pres1dent of
the water Conservation Association of the Lower Rio Grande Valley,
Brownsville, Texas; and Mr. F. S._ Robertson of San Ben1to,wTexas, Secretary of the water Conservation ASSOC1at10n of the Lower R10 Crande
Valley. "‘“MW ” k M ”
MR. HARPER: Professor Barrows, will you give us the names of the representatives of the National Rescurces Committee who are present?
PROF. BARROWS: Members of the Consulting Board of the Rio Grande Joint
Investigation, Professor Frank Adams and myself, H. H. Barrows; engineer
in charge of the Joint Investigation, Harlowe M. Stafford; consultant
to the Joint Investigation, nr. John C. Stevens; Member, water Resources
Committee, N. C. Grover; Chief Hydrological Fmgineer of the Geological
Survey, who supervised the work done by the Geological Survey in connection with the Joint Investigation.
2
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MR. HARPER: There are also present a number of representatives of the
Office of Indian Affairs, including Director Whthen.‘ I would like to
have him state for the record the names of the members of his organizaticn present.
MR. WATHEN: A. L. Whthen, Iirector of Irrigation in the Indian Office;
George Humphreys, Chief Field Counsel; Robert H. Rupkey, Engineer of
United Pueblos.
PROF. BARROWS: I did not name Mr. Debler on the National Resources
Committee. I understand he is your technical adviser.
MR. HARPER: Yes, I will add him. There is also present, as adviser
to the Chairman, E. B. Debler, hydraulic engineer of the Bureau of Rec~
lamation. As I stated in my opening remarks, the report of the Rio
Grands Joint Investigation has been available in a very limited number
of copies to the Commissioners and their immediate advisers, but a
great many of those present at this meeting have had no opportunity to
see the report or to learn anything concerning its contents or concluw
sions. Inasmuch as this meeting is convened primarily for the purpOSe
of reviewing the findings of the Rio grands Joint Investigation, and
attempting to write a permanent compact based on the findings and con—
clusions of that investigation, it is fitting at this time that we
call-on Professor Barrows, Consultant for the National Resources Com— .
mittee, who has had a large part in the conduct of this investigation
and the writing of the report, to make a general statement of the pres—
ent status of the report and the work accomplished, following which he
will call upon Mr. Stafford to review in some detail the work which has
been accomplished by his organization in the last year and a half.
PROF. BARROWS: mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I think that all of us may
derive much satisfaction from the completion of the Rio Grands Joint
Investigation. The scope of the investigation was fixed by the resolu—
tion~adopted by the Compact Commission on Becember 3, 1935, which, as
many of you doubtless will remember, read in part as follows:
"Now, therefore, BE IT RESOEVED: That the National Resources
* Committee, through its water Resources Committee, be requested,
in consultation with the members of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission, to arrange immediately for such investigation (1)
of the water resources of the Rio Grande Basin ab0ve Ft. Quit—
man, (2) of the past, present and prospective uses and con—
sumption of water in such basin in the united States, and (3)
of opportunities for conserving and augmenting such resources
by all feasible means, as will assist the Rio Grande Compact
Commission in reaching a satisfactory basis for the equitable
apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin in the
United States above Fort Quitman, as contemplated by such Rio
Grande Compact. "
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These statements, read from the Resolution, indicate in a general way
the scope of the investigation. The Rio Grande Joint Investigation
constitutes a unique approach to the underlying problemsof a serious
controversy over an interstate river. For the first time, I think, in
the history of the United States, the states involved in such a controversy undertook, in cooperation one with another, and with the Federal
government, to find a satisfactory basis fer the allocation of the
waters of a great river by assembling the factual data essential to
pauch an allocation. Other states in other parts of the country have
cooperated in various ways looking toward compacts of other types, but,
I repeat, this appears to have been a unique approach to the underlying
problems of this particular field.
1 The cordial willingness with which the official representa—
tives of Colorado, NeW'Mexico, and Texas entered into the undertaking
exemplified constructive statesmanship. Frem.first to last they have
displayed the spirit of the "good neighbor", about which President
Roosevelt and Secretary Hull have had so much to say. Each of these
states is properly concerned first of all with its own welfare, yet in
the Rio Grande Joint Investigation, each of them recognized an obligation to its sister states. Each of them tacitly accepted the principle
that the conflict of interests in this drainage area should, and must be
adjusted: Life in this valley, above Fort Quitman, obviously depends on
water. Obviously, too, the existing situation with respect to the lifegiving water of the valley is inimical both to public and private interests and it must be corrected.
It is unfortunate, as our Chairman indicated a few moments
ago, that the report on the Joint Investigation was not available sooner,
and that it was necessary to distribute it to the members of the Compact
Commission in mimeographed form. Unavoidable and uncontrollable circumstances occasioned unexpected delay{ It is now hoped that the printed
report will be available during the month of November next. It will
then lack, hOWever, numerous tables relating to surface water and qual—
ity of water, as well as the large maps that are to be published in
three colors.’ The tables, excluded from.the printed report because of
lack of funds, will appear next year in the water Supply Papers of the
United States Geological Survey,.and, of course, in the printed report
reference will be made to their present availability in that form.
Copies of the colored maps will be distributed next spring or early
next summer to all persons having copies of the printed report. The
publication of these colored maps is recuiring much more time than we
had anticipated. The low bidder for the map contract was the Geological Survey. In its hid, it asked for 150 working days before submitting
proof of the maps, and thereafter 40 working days to complete the under—
taking. If that seems to you an unduly long period, I may say that the
high bidder for the contract requested 250 Working days to show proof.
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The patience of the Compact Commissioners in awaiting the report is, I
assure you, deeply appreciated by the Consulting Board and by the water
Resources Committee. Perhaps I should add at this point that single
copies of the maps will be available to this meeting of the Compact CommissiOn in a form which we hope may serve all of your practical purposes.
The ConSulting Board, which was responsible to the water Rescurces Committee for the organization and conduct of the Joint Investie
gation, is deeply grateful to all who teck part in it. The agencies to
which major units of the work of the investigation were assigned cooperated superbly; and the field organization worked enthusiastically from
first to'last, apparently sensing in the enterprise a great Opportunity
rand an equally great challenge. Each of theSe Federal agencies to which
a major unit of the investigation was assigned wrote its own part of the
report;. The summary and synopsis of the reports thus provided was written by Mr. Stafford, engineer in charge of the investigation, was checked
by an eminent consultant, John C. Stevens, and was reviewed by the Consulting Board. '
The report, as some of you already know, and as all will later
discover, makes no recommendations for'action, and presents no concluSions as to what should be done or should not be done. That is in accord
with the promise which Professor Adams and I made to the Compact Commission - a very fitting one, we thought — at the conference in December
1935. The methods of analysis utilized in the report are intended merely
to be illustrative. They leave complete freedom for choice of other
methods based on other assumptions; Some of the material of the report
may'Very possibly, if not probably, be regarded as inconclusive because
of the limited period during which the observations upon which that ma—
terial is based were made, or perhaps for other reasons. The Consulting
Board earnestly holds the conviction, hGWever, that the report provides
a basis, a factual basis, for an allocation of the waters of the river
above Ft. Quitman that would be fair and just to each of the three
states and to its citizens dependent upon the river. Whatever the hmperfeotions of the report may be, whatever its utility may prove to be,
it represents on the part of the water Resources Committee and the other
Federal agencies involved a very earnest effort to contribute in a prac—
tical and useful way to the solution of the many intricate problerm associated with our great interstate rivers.
For three-quarters of a century the Western states have been
creating and perfecting, gradually and definitely, the legal principles
and social institutions needed where irrigation is the chief basis of
economic life. thh remains to be accomplished along those lines, but
no western state lacks authority for the adequate control and administration of intrastate waters, whether surface or underground waters.
On the other hand, the authority of a state to administer and control
interstate waters is limited; so also, is the authority of the Federal
government.‘ When the interests in such waters of two or more states are
in conflict, those states may attempt to compromise the situation, to
adjust and overcome the difficulties confronting them, through the negotiation of an interstate compact, or they may have recourse to the
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Supreme Court of the United States for adjudication of the questions at
issue. Public opinion decidedly favors the compact method. Mereover,
the Supreme Court repeatedly has taken an attitude friendly to the compact mode of action. The water Resources Committee accordingly feels
that it is acting in confomnity with enlightened public opinion, both
lay Opinion and judicial opinion, When it attempts to promote or to help
promote public welfare by aiding, through compacts, in the soluti-on of
interstate water problems. Let us not conceal from.ourSelves the patent
fact that no court decision possibly could provide for the orderly and
full development of the available and potential water resources ofthe
Rio Grande.
‘ ,Friendly negotiation, in the light of relevant facts, can open
the door to suehmievelopment, and conflicting interests in the drainage
area can thus be adjusted. The efficient and equitable utilization of
all the waters can thus be promoted. Whether the outlook, through many
years, for life in this part of the great drainage basin is bright or
dark, depends fundamentally on decisions to be reached and lines of ac—
tion to be adopted with respect to its waters in the immediate future.
Fortunate it is, gentlemen of the Commission, that your patience, fore—
bearance and fair judgment can confidently be counted upon in the fateful
negotiations which you are here and now undertaking.
Mr. Harper, our engineer in charge of the investigation, nr.
Stafford, will, if you Wish, informally and without Opportunity for pre—
paration, undertake an outline statement, or summary, of what he conceives
to be the outstanding features of the report. Is that your wish?
MR. HARPER: -Before Mr. Stafford proceeds, I want to take this opportunity to express, on behalf of this Commission, our deep appreciation
for the work which the National Resources Committee has done in completing this Rio Grande Joint Investigation. Regardless of whether or not we
eventually reach an agreement on a compact for the division of the waters
of this river, I think no one can ever say that the National Resources
,Gomuittee has not performed a work of tremendous value which “all be use—
ful for all years to come, and I, for one, confidently hope and believe
that their work will be used as a basis for reaching a compact for the
equitable division of the water of the Rio Grande. Now, Mr. Stafford, if
you will please come up here.
'MR. STAFFORD: Mr. Chairman, and members of the Commission, and of this
Conference: I thought when I had these data assembled, prepared and dis—
tributed, that my Work would be over, and I hardly expected to make a
resume of all these volumes (indicating stack of books). I think you
will recognize my difficulty. There are 1,700 mimeographed pages and a
summary and introduction of about 40 pages, so you can see it is going
to be rather difficult to summarize it very briefly. As stated in the
Resolution of the Compact Commission, under which this work was under—
taken, the National Resources Committee was asked.to conduct the investigation and determine factual data on the water supply, water utiliza—
tion and water requirements, wdth the possibilities of augmenting supplies to the basin by transmountain diversions or conservation by storage.
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In order to initiate the investigation and carry that out, as Professor
Barrows stated, it was made a cooperative undertaking with three major
, Federal agencies taking different parts of the work.
Under the heading of "Determination of water Supply", it was
necessary that stream flow, return flow, drainage and variOus other
hydrographic measurements be made throughout the Basin, and that part
of the investigation was given to the U. S. Geological Survey, and the
results of their measurements and studies comprise Volume 2. water Resources of the Upper Rio Grande Basin has to do with the utilization of
water, the consumptive use, the mapping of irrigated areas and water consuming areas, and to study to some extent the history of past irrigation,
and that part of the investigation was delegated to the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering. They brought in a very large force of engineers
and established experimental stations throughout the basin for investiga~
tion of consumptive use, and they had many field parties making maps show;
ing the water using areas, and the results of that investigation by that
Bureau are in Volume 3, water Utilization in the Upper Rio Grande Basin.
There was another element of great importance in this investigation, which was the investigation of the quality of water from the San
Luis Valley to the lower Ft. Quitman section, and that was conducted as a
cooperative investigation by the U. S. Geological Survey and the Bureau
of Plant Industry of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. All the sampling throughout the basin and the analyses were made by the Geological
Survey, and the assembling of the data was handled and the interpretative
report was written by the Bureau of Plant Industry, so Volume 4 is the
quality of water in the Upper Rio Grande Basin and contains everything
which was collected in connection with that feature. Then, as to the
possibilities of augmenting the supply to the basin by transmountain diversions and consarvation through storage, that part of the investigation
was delegated to the Bureau of Reclamation. That ran over the whole per—
iod and continued somewhat after the summary report was completed. ’There
was a preliminary report from the Bureau of Reclamation gotten out in
March which was included. we have now the final report of the Bureau's
investigation which has gone back to the printer at washington. They
investigated the transmountain diversion of the San Juan-Chama very thor~
oughly, and in Colorado, the San Juan south fork. They investigated
storage reservoirs at wagon Wheel Gap, the vega-Sylvester and various
sites on the Conejos. They had to extend that investigation much furs
ther than anticipated at first and try to determine every possible res—
ervoir that might be utilized, so there are quite a number of reservoirs
reported on. They investigated the State Line Reservoir on the ColoradoNew Mexico State line. So the report of the Bureau of Reclamation is
Volume 5.
Part 1, as Professor Barrows has said, is the part where we
endeavored to bring together the results of the facts presented in these
other reports in summary fashion and present studies we made concurrently
with these other investigations, so this Volume 1 gives you first an in;
troduction and summary that goes somewhat into the historical background,
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the.outline of previous investigations, purpose, scope, etc. Then we
included as an appendix to this report, all of the records of water sup—
ply, with an analysis, over the whole basin and determined means based
on_the’46-year period from 1890 to 1935. We took up runoff at key stations, return flow and groundwater and summarized the results of these
investigations. There is also a summary of the quality of Water, his—
tory of irrigation development, water uses and requirements, tables of
acreages or irrigated land, of native vegetation and miscellaneous water
consuming areas. we have summed it up in almost every kind of segregaw
tion we thought anybody could ask for;-by districts, sections, canal
systems” counties and every other way possible, There is a summary o__
the data the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering obtained an diversions
and major canals, and taking those data in this report, we have endeav—
ored to develop what we call diversion requirements of major units of the
basin;‘
These data we had gave us the consumptive use and strewn flow
depletion of major areas like the Rio Grande area in the San Luis sec—
tion, the Middle Rio Grande and below the Elephant Butte Reservoir, and
we then endeavored to convert that data into what we would consider the
major requirements for that unit. Uhder storage development We have
summarized the present development and proposed development, outlining
the projects, and the same thing for transmountain diversion. Then, as
the last section of this report, having all of these data together as
to water supply, Water nees and requirements, We endeavored to set up
purely illustrative examples of the strewn flow at the State Line, at
San Marcial, and what the distribution of that stream flow would be by
months and what shortages might occur in the San Luis valley, the Middle
Rio Grande and the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman sections under the operation of these hypothetical conditions which we set up. I could hardly
take the time to go into all of these conditions and the results - you
have the report before you, or the Commissioners have. I don't know how,
in a general way, to say much more mdthout going into some figures.
MR. HARPER; Let me suggest that you just read from.the summary, even
though you do read some of the figures, the high points of your conclusions as to acreage cf land and presant use of water in the different
v ,valleys — any of those pertinent figures, because no one here has seen
the report, except the Commissioners and a very few others.
MR. STAFFORD: There are three million acre-feet, on the average, of
water produced in the whole basin; 99 percent is produced in Colorado
and New Mexico, about equally divided between the two states. Then in
irrigated and water consuming areas we find something close to two mil—
lion acres in the whole basin; only 924,000 of that is actually irrigated,
with the balance taken up by areas temporarily out of crop and areas occupied by cities and towns and bare lands. I might read a section of
this table of the irrigated acreage.‘ Total for the basin 924,000;
600,000 in the San Luis section; 153,000 in the Middle Rio Grande sec-'
tion, which includes acreage in tributary areas; and 171,000 in the
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Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections. 0n the estimates of the require—
ments, or that is, results of the study of consumptive use and stream
flow dépletibn, the report shows a stream flow depletion in the whole
basin of 2,700,000 acre—feet. In other words, of the three million produced in the whole basin, there is about 200,000 surplus in a mean year
on a 46-year period. That's about what now flows at Fort'Quitman. That
stream flow depletion of 2,700,000 is divided about 1,047,000 acre-feet ,
in the San Luis valley, exclusive of the consumption in the closed basin;
768,000 in the Middle section and 885,000 in the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section. That comparison I gave you between water production and
stream flow depletion, which left a small surplus in’a mean year, compared with that in a minimum year ever the past 46 years, there would
have been a deficiency of a million and a half acre—feet, and in a maximum year a surplus of about the same amount. I might read the figures on
diversion requirements. 650,000 acreefeet would be the diversion demand
at Del NCrte; in the Conejos area 230,000; Middle Rio Grande area 580,000
at_0towi Bridge; between Middle Rio Grande and San Marcial about 80,000,
and Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section 953,000 at San Marcial; or, taking
out the estimate of seepage and evaporation, 773,000 acre—feet demand on
the reservoir. Those figures are set up on the basis of the irrigated
acreage as follows: In the San Luis section 353,000 acres; Conejos,
80,000; Middle Rio Grande, 100,000; Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section,
145,000 acres. That would not be total irrigated acreage, but the
maximum for any one year.
MR. HARPER: What is the pleasure of the Commission as to procedure from
here on?
MR. CLAYTON: When we were discussing it among ourselves a feW'moments
ago, it seemed to me that Governor Hannett had a suggestion that was
worthy of attention. As I understand it, he proposed that the Commissioners submit, in writing, to the Chairman, the views they entertain as
to the minimum conditions under which we would be willing to negotiate.
It strikes me that is about as good a place to commence as any, and in
order that the Commissioners might meet with their technical advisers
and prepare such written statements, I think it would be in order to recess.until some time tomorrow; I would say not earlier than 11 o'clock
in the morning.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I would suggest you make it after lunch.
MR. CLAYTON: I move then, Mr. Chairman, that the Commission recess at
this time to meet at 2:00 P.M. tomorrow afternoon, before which time the
Commissioners will have submitted to the Chairman written statements on
the order I just mentioned. (Seconded by mr. McClure).
MR. HINDERLIDER: May I ask this question - was it the intention of the
Texas Commissioner that this proposed outline be submitted by the Commissioner from each State to the Chairman only, or to the Commissioners of
the other states as Well?
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MR. HARPER: I suggest the outlines be made in quadruplicate so there
will be a copy for each state.
MR, CLAYTON: I amend my motion to include that. (Motion carried).
J Whereupon, at 4:00 P.M., the meeting recessed until 2:00 P.M.,
September 28, 1937.
Santa Fe; New Mexico,
September 28, 1937,
3:30 P.M.
MR. HAREER: The meeting was recessed yesterday until 2:00 o'clock this
afternOon to permit each of the Commissioners to prepare written statements of the views of their respective states. The Colorado Commissioner
was unable to complete his statement in time, so, at his request, the
calling'of the meeting was deferred until 3:30. I now have on my desk
copies of the three statements which have been prepared by the respective
Commissioners in consultation with‘their advisers. For the benefit of
those in attendance at the meeting, I will ask each of the Commissioners
to read his statement at this time, beginning with Mr. Hinderlider.
MR. HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Cmuuission: Colorado
presents this statement of the views as to the essentials for a permanent
compact on the Rio Grande: Article VII of the Rio Grande Compact, among
other things, provides: "That the Governors of each of the signatory
states shall appoint a Commissioner for the purpose of concluding a compact among the signatory states providing for the equitable apportionment
of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande among the said states, and that
the Commission so named shall equitably apportion the waters of the Rio
Grande as of conditions obtaining en the river and within the Rio Grande
Basin at the time of the signing of the Compact."
Colorado, therefore, assumes that this conference of necessity
is called in harmony with the aforementioned provisions of the compact."
It is the position of Colorado that an adequate supply of water exists in
the Upper Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman which, if properly regulated
and used, will meet the requirements of present irrigation development in
that Basin at the date of the signing of the Compact, and under present
conditions to the extent indicated by the report of the Rio Grande Joint
Investigation.
Facilities now exist in the Middle and Elephant_Butte—Fort
Quitman sections of the Basin to regulate the water in such manner-as to
provide a perfect water supply, except during very infrequent periods of
severe drouth. Such periods are so infrequent that it would be unecono—
mical to provide additional storage, or other means, to relieve shortages
due to such drouths. Inadequate facilities exist in the San Luis section
to regulate the water supplies required for the preper irrigation of lands,
the irrigation of which was initiated many years prior to the construction
of all present reservoirs in the two lower sections of the river.
10
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For more than forty years Colorado has been denied the right to
properly regulate the waters theretofore applied to beneficial use, which
has resulted in a direct 1035 and injury to Colorado and its citizens,
conservatively estimated at not less than $200,000,000. Colorado asserts
that eduitable apportionment of the USe of the waters of the Rio Grande,
as provided by the Rio Grande Compact, must include the necesSary regu—
lation of these waters for the most efficient use of the same. Sufficient
storage capacity can be provided and operated to furnish a water supply
for the San Luis section comparable to that which now exists in the Nud—
dle and Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections, without adversely affecting
the water supplies for those sections. As a matter of fact, the usable
mtall_llpply 129.: the Middle section widuldwlze:tinnitnnedwhxith ' structlon
and operation of the reservoirs requiredmin_thew_anWhN m”
_ Lv¢._...,u,.-.--A
All this is shown by the attached graphs which have been pre—
pared from certain tables appearing in Part I, Vol. I, of the report of
the Rio Grande Joint Investigation. The first graph hereto attached shows
shortages in irrigation requirements which exist under preSent conditions
of development in the San Luis valley section along the main river, and
in the N_ddle and Elephant ButteeFort Quitman sections. The periods cov:
ered are 1892 to 1904, inclusive, and 1911 to 1935, inclusive. Theperiod
1905 to 1910, inclusive, is not included since there was no critical per—
iod of water supply during those years. The second graph shows the
shortages which would exist in the three Sections of the Basin if the
Wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir were constructed and operated. The data from
which the graphs were prepared were taken from tables 114 to 116 of Fart
I, Vol. I, of the report of the Rio Grande Joint Investigation.
It will be noted from the first graph that shortages in irrigation reguirements would occur in the San Luis section in each of the
years covered by the graph. As a matter of fact, shortages would occur
during every single year of a 48—year period such as that of 1890 to 1937.
Many of such shortages would amount to over 50 percent of the irrigation
requirement. The shortage would aVerage more than 30 percent of the ir—
rigation.requirement for periods as great as 13 years. Similar shortage
would occur on the Conejos River also. 0n the other hand, it will be
noted from the graph that in the Middle section of the Basin there are
,only eight years during the entire period under consideration when shortage would have occurred, and only three years in the_E1ephant Butte—Fort
Quitman section. During four of the eight years in the Middle section
and one of the three years in the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section, the
shortages would have been negligible.
Attention is now directed to the second graph which shows con—
ditions which would obtain in the three sections if the wagon Wheel Gap
Reservoir were constructed and operated. Note that in the San Luis sec—
tion the shortage would have been eliminated for all years from 1892 to
1935, except in the five years from 1899 to 1902, and 1904. In the N_ddle
section the shortage during the years 1894, 1899 and 1931 would have been
entirely eliminated and other indicated shortages would have been.materiaIb
reduced. In the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section the operation of the
11
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wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir would have reduced the indicated shortage in
1902. The indicated shortage of 1904 would have been increased somewhat
by increased uses of water in the Middle section. Only those two years
of shortage, in addition to a negligible one in 1903; would have occurred
in‘this section during a period such as 1892 to 1935, and such shortages
would occur without the wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir being in operation_
Iart I, Vol. I, of the report of the Rio Grande Joint Investi—
3 gation under assumed condition No. 7, page 379, and Table 115, shows that
storage capacity at least equal to that of the capacity of the wagon Wheel
Gap Reservoir could be constructed and operated on the main stem of the
Rio Grande in Colorado, and stor.age in an amount of at least 162, 000 acre—
feet could be constructed and operated on the Conejos River without ad—
versely affecting the water supply of the lower sections of the Basin.
The above analysis, together with the attached exhibits, show the lack
of parity between the San Luis section and the two lower sections of the
Basin. Colorado suhnits that recognition be accorded its citizans to
conStruct and operate the reservoirs required in the San Luis section of
the Basin to place the water supplies of that section on a parity with
-the water supply of the Middle and Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections
of the‘river;
MR. HARPER: Mr. McClure, will you please read your statement.
NR. McCLURE: Mr. Chairman and Commissioners: NeW'Mexico is willing to
negotiate with Colorado and Texas for a permanent compact to equitably
distribute the waters of the Rio Grande among the states on the basis of
the following minimum requirements for the State of New Mexico:
First: New Mexico is willing to negotiate with Colerado for increased storage within the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado, provided that
pr0per safeguards for the rights of New Mexico shall be made to protect
the interests of the water users of New Mexico} and provided also that
the transmountain diversion from the San Juan River and its tributaries
to the Chama River is made an accomplished fact coincident with the con—
struction of such storage in Colorado.
Second: NeW'Mexico is willing to negotiate with the State ofTexas
as to the right to the use of water claimed by citizens of Texas under
the Elephant Butte Project on the basis of fixing a definite amount of
water to which said project is entitled. Provided, however, that upon
the completion of the All-American Diversion Dam and canal, Mexico shall
be limited strictly to treaty provision of 60,000 acre-feet per annum for
use in the Republic of Mexico.
Third: Provided, further, that New Mexico and the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District shall not be deprived of their rights to the full
development and operation of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
as shown by its plans on file with the State Engineer; for the develop—
ment, irrigation and cultivation of approximately 123,000 acres from the
waters of the Rio Grande.
12
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, Fourth: All existing rights to the use of water in the Rio Grande
Basin in New Nexico shall be recognized as having the right to an adequate supply of water from said river system.
-Fifth: New Nexico shall have the right to construct all necessary
flood protection Works to safeguard property, wdthin the Rio Grande Basin
in New Mexico, against flood damage.
MR. HARPER: MT. Clayton, please let us hear from you.
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman.and Commissioners: To Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman; and members of the Rio Grande Compact Commission from.Colorado and
New Nexico: Although the State of Texas feels that it should share in
the benefits from new works for the augmentation of the water supply of
the Rio Grande, it will not insist thereon, provided that the States of
Colorado and New Nexico will release and deliver at San Marcial a supply
of water sufficient to assure the release annually from.Elephant Butte
Reservoir of 800,000 acre—feet of the same average quality as during the
past ten years, Or the equivalent of this quantity if the quality of the
supply is altered by any developments upstream.
MR. HARPER: You have heard these three statements read. What is your
pleasure as to future procedure for considering these statements?
MR. NmCLURE: I move we recess for 10 minutes.
MR. HARPER: The meeting will 'be recessed for informal discussion by the
Commissioners and their advisors. (4:00 P.M.)
(In the next room).
MR. HARPER: (5:15 P;M.) _we want to thank you for your indulgence for
waiting so patiently. After a good deal of discussion We have reached
this decision on future procedure: That tomorrow at 10300 A.M., the
Commission will go into executive session, at which meeting each Commissioner is privileged to haVe present two advisers, who will be free to
enter into the discussions, and in addition three other representatives
of his State, who will be listeners and will not enter into any discussion
except through the Commissioner. In addition to theSe six representatives
of each State, we also wish to invite the representatives of the National
Resources Committee, Professor Barrows and Professor Adams, Mr. Grover,
mr. Stafford and Mr. Stevens, to sit in with us if they will have the
patience to listen. we will probably give them an opportunity, sooner or
later, to have plenty to say. If there are no other suggestions, the
meeting will be recessed until 10 tomorrow morning.
13
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Santa Fe, NeW'Mexico,
September 29, 1937,
10:30 A.M.
MR. HARPER: The Commissioners in informal conference this morning,
after further consideration of the deCision as to the attendance at
this meeting arrived at yesterday, decided that for the present we will
relax'somewhat the requirement of only six representatives of each state
to be in attendance, and we propose new to permit each Commissioner to
have one engineer and one legal adviser'to sit around the table, with
freedom to join in the discussions; and, in addition, each Commissioner
>Will be permitted to have present such other representatives of various
interests in his State as he wishes to include in the group. To check
up on this attendance, I wish to ask each of the Commissioners, in turn,
as quickly as possible, to give for the record a list of all those in
attendance here whom they are sponsoring.
MR. CLAYTON:~ wr. Chairman, will we be confined in naming observers to
residents of our State?
MR. HARPER: No. Are you ready, Mr. Hinderlider?
MR. HINDERLIDER: wr. Chairman, in response to your request, in addition ‘
to those gentlemen who were mentioned the first morning of our conference,
we would like to add the following list of names of people from our state
who.have a vital concern in the negotiations now pending before this Com—
mission, and in the water of the Rio Grande River; Corbyn wright, president, Rio Grande water Users Association; Oscar A. Lindstrom, Secretary
of that Association; J.'C. Schmittel, meber of the Board of that Asso—
ciation; Chris Wallrich, Vice President of the Colorado State water Conservation Board; Sen. Fred Christensen; James MCKelvey; James A. Reed,
Member of the Board of the Rio Grande water Users Association. These
latter four gentlemen live in the Conejos area of the Rio Grande Basin,
while the former members mentioned are water users more particularly under the main stem of the Rio Grande»
MR. McCLURE: Do I understand you want just the additional names, or the
names of everybody?
MR. HARPER: If you gave a complete list on the first day, just the additional names will be sufficient.
MR. McCLURE: I believe the only additional names that I have are Reginald
Laughlin, of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; and William Brophy,
attorney for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman, as my legal adviser I name Major R. F. Burges,
attorney for El Paso County Improvement District No. 1; Engineering ade
viser, Raymond A. Hill, consulting engineer for Texas; As observers, Ci
S. Clark, chairman, Board of water Engineers of Texas; Roland Harwell,
14
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manager; El Paso County Improvement District No. l; N. B. Phillips,
manager, Elephant Butte Irrigation District, who was named the other
day by Mr. McClure; Edwin Mechem, attorney for the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, who was also named by Mr. McClure; F. S. Robertson,
secretary of the water Conservation Association of the Lower Rio Grande'
Valley; R. B. Renfro, attorney for the same association; W. E. Anderson,
"‘ member of the executive committee of the same Association.
MR.-HINDERLIDER: It was my understanding there would not be a resubmission of the names of the official representatives of the various states,
,so'I‘failed to include the names of the official representatives of the
State of Colorado at this conference. I notice the Commissioner for
Texas did resubmit the names of the official delegates for his state.‘ I
want the record to show we were not changing at all the names of the official representatiVes in not having called their names at this particular
time.) I should also like to suggest that there may be other persons from
my State of Colorado, rightly interested in this discussion, who should be
permitted to sit in this conference as observers if they see fit, as they
arrive here, and we extend the same courtesy to the Commissioners from the
other states. Unfortunately, as a result of the order of the Commission
yesterday afternoon, some of our peeple, fearing they would not be per—
mitted to sit in on this conference, returned to the San Luis valley,
which we consider rather unfortunate, so we want to be in a position to
invite them back at a later date, and possibly increaSe the number of our
observers at any time we see fit.
MR. HARPER: we haVe with us the same five official representat1Ves of the
National Resourccs Committee who were named on the opening day, and their
names need not be repeated. The Chairman haS'as his legal adviser H. I.
S. DeVries of El Paso; as engineering adviser, E. B. Debler of Denver. In
addition, L. R. Fiock, superintendent of the Rio Grande Project at El Peso,
is present as an observer. Is anyone present whose name has not been
mentioned? If not, I believe the meeting is ready to proceed.
MR. CLAYTON: I believe I neglected to name Allen Laflin at this time,
assistant engineering adviser for Texas, in Albuquerque.
MR. HARPER: we propose to conduct this meeting from here on in a very infOrmal manner and we hope that will result in each of the Commissioners
and his accredited representatives feeling free to express themselves with
out restraint. No representatives of the press are presant so that there
is no danger of misquotations or glaring headlines being passed out for
home consumption. I would like to suggest that the Commissioners and thei:
two advisers gather around the table here to make it a little more conven—
ient for us to participate in these discussions. The meeting is now open
for your pleasure.
At 12:15 the meeting recessed until 2:00 P.M.
15
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MR. HARPER: (2:15 P.M.) When we recessed we asked Commissioner McClure
to submit in writing a statement of his position which we were discussing.
. He tells me he has not had time to get that in shape, so it seems we will
have to proceed along some other line of discussion meanwhile. Mr. Clay—'
ton, if you want to take up the matters you were discussing before recess,
perhaps We can put in the time profitably.
m Discussion folloWed until 3:30 P.M., when the meeting recessed
until'10:00 A.M. the following day. .
Santa Fe, New maxico,
September 30, 1937,
10:20 A. M.
MR. HARPER: we will resume our deliberations at the point where we left
off-yesterday. I presume Mr. Clayton and mr. McClure have now prepared
schedules which they will submit to the meeting. Mr. Clayton, may we hear
from you? '
MR. CLAYTON: I have handed copies of this to each of the other Commis—
sioners. If the Chairman desires, I will have Mr. Hill read it, with such
explanations as he desires to make.
MR. HILL: You all have copies before you, but by way of explanation, We
made an analysis of the relation between the historical flow at San narcial and the historical flow at Otowi, less the historical flow at Lobatos.
Owing to material changes in the amount of flow at Lobatos, we subtracted
the flow at Lobatos from that at Ctowi so that these changes in the
Lobatos flow mere washed out of the picture. we come, then, to the rela—
tionship which Governor Bennett suggested yesterday, that is, the relation
of the flow at San Marcial to the natural runoff above some point where
the runoff was not materially affected by any agricultural development,
storage release, or anything else. Most of the runoff originating above
the Otowi gage is from New Mexico, excepting the fl W'at Lobatos, and if
you deduct the flow originating in Colorado you get a factor which is a
good index, although not an absolute one, of natural runoff; in other
'words, a good index of the conditions which would affect the flow downstream. The relation between this-and the flow at San Marcial in individual years shows a wide variation. However, on account of storage in
Elephant Butte Reservoir, it is possible to consider groups of years. we
took five years as the longest time it was possible to anticipate in operating the reservoir, Taking then the five-year moving averages of the
flow at San Marcial, and comparing that to the five-year moving aVerage
of the difference between Otowi and Lobatos, We find the relation is rea—
sonably consistent, and particularly during the last ten or fifteen years
it has been very consistent. In fact, the variations are well within the
limits of accuracy of measurement. That curve which you could draw
through these points, in order to make it simpler of proportioning between
16
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successive points on the curve, has been represented by a series of
straight lines. The tabulation which you have before you is merely taken
from the curve, the points being angle points on each straight line.
1 In the first paragraph of the draft you have: "Over each period of sixty consecutive months the total discharge of the Rio Grande as
measured at_San Marcial shall be not less than that set forth in the fol—
lowing tabulation as corresPonding to certain amounts of full natural
runoff'of the Rio Grande at Otowi originating in New Mexico, and for other
’amounts of such natural runoff the corresponding total discharge at San
Marcial shall be equal to that corresponding to the next lower amount of
runoff plus the same proportion of the reSpectiVe increments between said
lower values and the next higher amounts set forth in the tabulation below;
Full Natural Runoff at Otowi, Corresponding Total Disoriginating in New Mexico,‘ charge at San Marcial over
over any period of 60 conse- same period of time.
3-cutive months.
1,000,000 ac. ft. 1,000,000 ac. ft.
2,000,000 u 2,000,000 a
3,000,000 N 3,500,000 n
4,000,000 n 5,500,000 n
5,000,000 n 8,000,000 u
6,000,000 n 10,500,000 .n
Thatis quite a few words to say merely you .are given these points on a
curve and that intermediate points shall vary along the curve in proportion. It’s merely expressing in words the curve which comes from histOr—
ical data. ‘
MR. DEBLER: You said points on the curve in the first part of your explanation, which led me to think that these points are not on the curve
but points outlining the angle line, the results of which are equal - —
MR. HILL: The values give a series of points on a general curve, and by
the language of the first paragraph between those points it's a straight
line.
MR. DEBLER: It's a broken line with a series of angles.
MR. HILL: Yes; however, in that distance it looks like a curve.
MR. DEBLER: The intention is to apply the broken line rather than the
smooth curve.
MR. HILL: That's right. (Reading from memorandum), "Said deliveries at
San Mhrcial may be made at any time within the sixty-month period."
In other Words, it is immaterial to Texas whether that water
comes into Elephant Butte the first, second, or third year, or in the
first month or the last month, provided it is not held back in the
17
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reservoirs above. This is covered by the clause: (Reading from memor—
andum), "Provided, that the total amount of water stored in reservoirs
in_the Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico above San Marcial shall at no time
exceed 30 percent of the quantities then in storage in reservoirs on the
Rio Grande between San marcial and Fort Quitman."
Except'for reservoirs in Colorado, and for the State Line Reservoir
which|W0uld be substantially in Colorado, 30 percent is well above any
physical reservoir capacity which they have today or contemplate.
MR_ DEBLER: It might be advisable to give that, as to how you Would
provide for the terminal storage. It might be constructed in the Rio
Grande watershed for regulation of imported water. You are not intending to include that water?
MR. HILL: No, we exclude that later. (Reading from memorandum), "Provided, further, that the amounts of water to be delivered at San Marcial
as set fOrth abOVe, shall be increased by five percent for each ten percent increase above 0.7 tons per acre-foot average concentration of dissolved Solids in the water so deliVered."
That 0.7 tons is a value somewhat above the average forthe
years preceding l93q, and below that in recent years during which, I believe we agree, the concentration in the river at San Mhrcial is above
its normal condition. (Reading from.memorandum), "All provided that each
incomplete sixty—month period shall be deemed ended whenever all reservoirs on the Rio Grande between San Marcial and Fert Quitman are filled,
and the next succeeding sixty—month period shall commence when water is
thereafter first withdrawn from storage in any of said reservoirs."
MR. CORLETT: _Is it assumed that the reservoirs will remain at spill until release starts? Is that the idea?
- MR HILL: If I may explain. The intent of that is that any period of
60 months - whether 30 or 40 has elapsed - shall terminate, and the re—
sponsibility of the upper states to pass water shall terminate when the
reservoirs are filled. Then the obligation to deliver water in accord—
ance with this schedule Shall not commence until there is draft on stor—
age from.any of the reservoirs, by withdrawal of the stored water and
not spillwater. V
MR. DEBLER: Your schedule is suspended SO long as spill continues?
MR; HILL:~ Exactly} and any obligation to deliver up to that time is
cancelled.
MR. HARPER: May I ask you if both the Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs will have to be filled? It seems to me, with the requirement at
Caballo for flood control; it might not be advisable to fill that reser~
voir.
18
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MR._HILL: Any flood, as a matter of fact, which would fill Elephant
Butte Reservoir - there is a 100 to 1 chance that any such flood will
ocpur only as Spring runoff, at which time there is no necessity for
leaving in the Caballo Resarvoir the capacity for local floods, and if
Elephant Butte started to overflow, I think it would be proper that
Caballo should be filled and the water not merely alloWed to run down
the river:
MR; DEBLER! You may recall that the contract with the State Department
provides_we must maintain 100,000 acre-feet for flood control at all
times._ You are going to get into this position sooner or later - where
you have a heavy runoff from the upper Rio Grande and the Elephant Butte
Spill.in July. Under our contract with the State Department We will
have to have in July 100,000 acre-feet available in Caballo for flood
control. we are under obligations under that contract to maintain an
open capacity at 100,000 acre—feet at Caballo although that results in
a spill down the river.
GOV. HANNETTE That's spill from.the Black Range.
MR. HIBBt_ The spill would have to be construed to be the filling of the
storage capacity as distinguished from flood capacity.
MR. DEBLER: That cannot be included in figuring spill.
MR. HILLz' That was not intended to apply to gross reservoir capacity
but Only storage capacity available.
MR.])EBLER: What you had in mind was available capacity.
MR. CORLETT: I understood there was no conservation space in Gaballo.
MR.TDEBLER: There is for this purpose, 250,000 acre-feet capacity.
MR. 00RLETT: we have been told Gaballo would not make any additional
charge on the river. That was the way it was presented to'Congress when
we asked for that.
MR. DEBLER: The 250,000 capacity in Caballo replaces, in part, the cape—
city losaes at Elephant Butte in silting.
MR. GORLETT: That isn't the way it was put up.
MR. DEBLER: That's the way it operates.
,GCV. HANNETT: Caballo is to take care of tributary flow from the Black
Range. It must be held available to control floods originating below
Elephant Butte.
MR. TIPTON: This is so written that the slate is wiped clean and under
that situation we would have spill from Caballo.
w
MR. HILL: Unavoidable spill.
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MR. TIPTON: Even though you have 100,000 acre-feet in spill, it wipes
the slate clean, and it could be so written that it would involve only
storage capacity.
MR. HILL: Exclusive of sterage for flood control - those words could be
put in.’ (Reading from memorandum), "For the purposes of this Compact,
the flow as measured at Otowi minus the flow as measured at or near
Lobatos, but below any dam near the State Line (if a state line reser—
voir was built, it would be measured below and not above) if such be
constructed, shall be deemed to be the natural runoff at Otowi originat—
ing in NeW'Mexico, rovided that the measured flow at Otowi shall be adjusted for the effect of any works constructed after October 1, 1937,
which alter the consumptive use of water in New Mexico above Otowi or
which increase the quantity at 0towi by importations from Without the
Rio Grande Basin."
A . The purpose of that was it seemed unnecessary to go back and
attempt to adjust conditions above Otowi to virgin conditions. The data
available to‘do that is uncertain — much of it — and it is of little
moment anyway, because we are concerned with the maintenance of the
‘ status quo and we can just as well accept the Lobatos-Otowi relationship
at San Mhrcial, provided only, if present conditions are changed, adjustments should be made. I don't know that there is likelihood of any new
irrigation above Gtowi in New Mexico, but if there were any which altered
present conditions, the flow at Otowi would be adjusted to take care of
that increased consumption. And if San.Juan water Was brought in — if a
million acre feet reached Otowi in these five years, from the total flow
at Otowi you would deduct that million before you entered the curve.
MR. TIPTON: First, what period was covered in setting up the relationship?
MR. HELL: we took all the historical years first and applied them. _They
were more erratic in the earlier years because of the inaccuracy of the
records. Then to enable the curve to be drawn more easily, the last 20
years were taken, from.l9l2 when Elephant Butte was started, up to the
last five years, inclusive; and the relationship is particularly accurate
as to the last 10 or 12 years. It becomes somewhat more erratic before
that time due to some question of the San Marcial and 0towi records in
earlier years. However, the curve which corresponds with this series
of points fits all of the historical data as well as it does more recent
data.
MR. TIPTON: The only question involved - if, during the period used,
you have established the relationship and there has been a change at
Lobatos, in other words, a gradual decrease, then the relationship might
reflect more water at San Marcial than actually would occur under present
conditions. That would have to be checked, and'it's easy to check. I
won't pursue the question any further until we do.
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MR. HILL: I don't believe it does, becauSe the effect on the consumption in New Mexico above San Marcial isn't affected.
MR.'TIPTCN: That's not the point. The change in the Lobatos flow is
gradually becoming less, and yet the Lobatos flow still appears in your
San Marcial tabulation.
ME. HIhL: Actually the consumption in the Middle Rio Grande area from
_ Otowi to San Mhrcial is, with few exceptions, in excess of the Lobatos
flow, so; for purposes of computation, you can assume Lobatoe water is
consumed and the'other.water comes down.
MR. TIPTON: I say it's subject to checking.
MR. HILL: The practical angle is this - that over the past ten years
the points representing progressiVe fiVe-year averages are almost
squarely on the curve with the maximum.departure, being 200,000 out of
four million. During that ten years the conditions at Lobatos have been
substantially frozen. For the larger years where points become more
erratic, if we were to get seven million acre-feet at San Marcial in
_ five years, there would be a period of spill that would interrupt it ’
anyway. If you go beyond the conditions prevailing from 1920 to 1935,
you run into conditions of spill, so the real curve is fixed by the
points for conditions from 1920 to 1935, during which time the flow at
Lobatos has not been materially affected.
MR. CORLETT: May I make a suggestion? They have repeatedly referred
to "historical" data relative to the Elephant Butte, but it should not
be confused with the data on the Rio Grande. In other words, history
didn't commen0e on the Rio Grande with the construction of the Elephant
Butte.
MR. HILL: I merely said the historical data as to runoff at Lobatos,
Otowi, and San Marcial had been used in this table.
MR. HINDERLIDER: we reserve the right to check this schedule presented
by Texas after Mr. McClure has presented the New Mexico schedule.
MR. HARPER: I will aschr. McClure to present the New Mexico schedule
at this time.
MR. MoCLURE: Before I take up the schedule I would like to make the
statement that the Chairman requested in regard to Condition 1 by the
State of New Mexico. New Mexico, having presented certain minimum.conditions under which she will negotiate with Texas and Colorado toward
reaching an agreement on the equitable_distribution of the waters of the
Rio Grande, now desires to make the following statement on the first
condition so submitted.
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New Mexico believes that in the meeting of this CommissiOn
on march 3 and 4, of this year, it was the concensus of opinion of the
Commissioners that the temporary compact should be extended for a long
enough period that the Rio Grande Joint Investigation report would be
available so that the basic data in this report could be used by the
Commission in arriving at a permanent compact on the Rio Grande. As
I understand it, this invitation included such surveys of transmoun—
tain diversion projects in both New Mexico and Colorado that the states
thought were pertinent to an investigation which would set up basic
data for_consideration by this Commission. New mexico feels that.the
consideration of the San'Juan—Chama transmountain diversion should be
-inc1uded in this compact, in order to stabilize the safeguards of her
rights in their relation to additional storage on the Rio Grande in
Colorado.
To obtain and place this project in a position for authorizatiOn there are certain statutory and other obstacles in Colorado to be
removed, which New Mexico believes she should have the cooperation of
Colorado in their removal. we believe that Colorado in this Compact
should take these conditions into consideration and through this Com\ pact remove such obstacles and place this project in the same position
for authorization as any storage projects they desire in Colorado. The
second part of the first condition, regarding the safeguard to our
rights in New Mexico is more definitely set out by the schedule set up
for the discharge of the Rio Grande to pass the New MBxico-Colorado
State Line. I am going to ask hr. Bliss to go into this schedule.
MR. BLISS: This schedule was made up by comparing the natural flow of
the Rio Grande at Del Norte. lhe hypothetical reservoir operation in
the San Luis valley would include only the wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir
construction, but an operation which would return to the state line
the same amount of water which presumably would be returned under present day conditions. That is, the present depleted flow of the river.
The relation is set out in the table here. I might read the first part
of this: Ihe aggregate discharge of the Rio Grande passing the New
Mexico—Colorado State Line in each period of sixty consecutive months
shall be not less than the quantities stated in the following table when
the aggregate discharge of the Rio Grande immediately above the first
point of diversion to lands in the San Luis Valley over the same period
of time is as follows:
Aggregate Discharge near . Corresponding Aggregate
Del Norte in 60 Consecu- Discharge passing N. Mex;—
tive months: Colo. State Line.
2, 000,000 ac. ft. l;200,000 ac. ft.
3, 000, 000 " 1,800;000 "
4, 000, 000 " 2,600;000 "
5,000,000 n 3,5005000 "
6,000,000 " 4,500,000 "
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Referring to the first point of diVersion, I think it must
include any diversions up to Del Norte and probably include the Del
Norte Irrigation District Canal; It is not intended to include moun—
tain diversions. Intermediate quantities shall be in proportion to the
respectiVe values in the above table. As Texas explained, their sched—
ule is merely an interpolation betWeen the control points set forth in
this table} Then there are two controls that we felt should be neces—
sary for the protection of New Mexico; one is the amount of water passing the state line in any given year, and the second is the minimum
flow which we feel should appear at the state line at any time. The
first provision is: Provided that the total discharge passing the New
Mexico-Colorado state line in any 12 consecutive months shall not be
less than 25 percent of the total quantity in the Rio Grande measured
immediately above said first point of diversion in the same period of
time, The 25 percent includes, of course, provision for construction
of reservoirs on the Conejos, and the saving to be effected which is
the,return flow to be accomplished by such storage. Provided, further,
that the flow passing the New Mexico-Colorado state line shall not be
less than 100 cubic-feet per second during the period of time from June
15 to September 15 of any year. That is merely to protect the State of
7 New mexico against unusual depletion which might be effected by'extravagant use in Colorado during the late summer period. Irovided, fur—
ther; that quantities set forth above shall be exclusive of any amount
of water which may be discharged into the Rio Grande from the sump
drain or other drains from the San Luis lakes.
MR. TIPTON: Any explanation of that last paragraph?
MR. BLISS: We feel that perhaps the sump drain water might not be as
desirable as it should be, and that no credit should be due Colorado
for such water.
MR. TIPTON: In other words, eliminate the provisions of the present
compact.
MR. BLISS: It would seem to in that reSpect.
MR. McCLURE: The sump drain isn't included in the studies they have
made into conditions.
MR. HINDERLIDER: The report of the National Resources Committee very
definitely says that the quality of water in that basin is very good,
doesn't it?
MR. McCLURE: It indicates 87 percent sodium content in the sump. I am
not talking about the whole closed basin, just the sump and the San Luis
lakes, The analysis shows an 87 percent sodium base and we don't consider that very good water, from that standpoint.
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MR..HILL: Speaking for the people at the lowar end of the valley,
that water is of a highly undesirable quality, and added to the Rio
Grande, it would be necessary for dilution at the lower end to offset
it, and we much prefer that it not be dumped into the river.
MR. TIPTGN: It's in strict violation of the provisions of the present
compact. "
l
MR. McCLURE: Does the present compact have anything to do with the permanent compact?
MR. ‘TIPI‘ON: No, not necessarily.
MR. McCLURE: A $900,000 allocation was made for the building of it and
it seemed like there were possible chances for it at one time.
NJR.'. TIPTON: It would have been built at one time had the San Luis Val—
ley been permitted to construct the reservoir.
MR. McCLURE: The proposal was made that New Mexico should help maintain‘it.
MR. HINDERLIDER: You are in error; the first requirement was that the
State of Colorado make arrangements as to the maintenance of the drain.
MR. McCLURE: You wanted us to help maintain it.
MR. HINDERLIDER: There Was so much opposition to us building reservoirs
we couldn't build them to utilize this Water that would become available
from the drain.
MR. TIPTON: I want just a few points cleared up. I presume the 60
consecutive months is put in due to that being the period covered by
the Texas schedule. You wouldn't care, as far as the Middle Rio Grande
is concerned, with respect to the time taken to make up delivery so long
as this low flow season was taken care of, except for the fact that if
you agree to the Texas schedule, you are limited to 60 months. That's
the purpose of that.
MR. McCLURE: Yes.
MR. TIPTC‘N: It would be your position also that by the wiping of your
slate clean from a spill of project storage that would naturally wipe
our slate clean. When Elephant Butte and Caballo spill, that wipes both
slates clean as far as delivery is concerned. You would be obligated
under the Texas schedule to deliver this water over a period of 60 months.
MR. McCLURE: We haven't accepted the Texas schedule.
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MR. TIPTON: No, but if during that period, any accumulated debits
would be wiped off the books and we would assume it would be wiped off
at the state line, and we would start all over again. We are not agree—
ing to the 60 months, but under that assumption.
MR. McCLURE: I don't think New Mexico can agree to that.
MR. TIPTON: You are not interested in over-all quantity in a period of
years; the main thing is seasonal quantity. .
MR. McCLURE: M_th a definite quantity on a period of years.
MR. TIPTON: Cnly insofar as you might be obligated to deliver at San
Marcial. we would have to meet your requirements as far as time is con—
cerned fer delivery at San Marcial.
MR.;HILL: There is one point in that - their delivery at San Marcial
will be accomplished in part by flood waters in the streams which New
Mexico is unable to divert and you might have the condition where Elephant Butte is full and that water largely originating downstream.
MR. TIPTON: That's true.
MR. HILL: And the fact Elephant Butte spills dOesn't have any bearing
on the amount of water available at the upper end of their irrigation
wmmks.
MR. TIPTON: It certainly does, by virtue of the same statement, the
flood water that fills Elephant Butte might go past Lobatos; and suppos—
ing; after a three-year period, Colorado, by bookkeeping processes, owed
200,000 acreufeet to the river; supposing at that time Elephant Butte
and'Caballo were full. It certainly would do nobody any good to release
200.000 acre-feet to pay up that debit,,because it would add to the spill.
Certainly would not do New Mexico any good — I am talking about the Middle Rio Grande - because it would add 200,000 acre-feet to the spill.
MR. McCLURE: It would all depend on the conditions of that spill. Supposing we needed water in the Middle valley itself — not to pass to the
Elephant Butte from the state line to the Spill.
MR. TTPTCN: That wouldn’t help the Middle Valley; after the spill was a
slug they couldn't use it.
MR. McCLURE: I don't anticipate any release like that.
MR. TIPTGN: It's very definitely an integral or major part of our idea
with reapect to the state line delivery that spill of Rio Grande Project
storage must come into the picture essentially in the same fashion as it
is in'this proposal of Texas. Ehese things, when we begin to go into de—
tails, will iron themselves out. I thought possibly New Mexico might
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make a statement at this time with respect to that; if they cannot with—
out further study all right, but we want to make our position clear.
That state line delivery, as far as We are concerned, must embrace that
principle in some fashion.
MR. McCLURE: That will depend on the construction of the State Line
Reservoir." .
MR..TIfTON: As to the schedule here, John, wouldn't it have been as well
to bring Conejos in as part of the yardstick as a method of determining
water supply as part of your first claim?
MR. BLISS: It perhaps would have; the only reason Del Nerte was used was
the fact the addition of Conejos didn’t seem to improve the correlation
in any respect.
MR. TIPTON: 'ihere's a long-time station on the Conejos and the flow of
the two of them constitute 25 percent of the total original water supply
involved, so it would seem better to take that into consideration. I presume there would be no objection to that.
MR. BLISS: No objection.
MR. TIPTON: YCu speak of natural flow. In other words, you are making
our reservoirs in operation a great many years subject to this schedule.
MR. BLISS: The natural flow is merely recorded Del Norte flow corrected
if reservoirs were in operation.
MR. TIPTON: But you didn’t correct Lobatos? we would have to object to
that. It would have to be on the basis of Del Norte recorded flow, not
corrected flow, because that would make our present reservoirs subject to
this schedule. we are visualizing status quo reservoirs in operation
many years.
MR. HILL: unless there is something beyond what the statement reads, the
flow at Lobatos is related to the actual flow at Del Norte, part of which
is regulated and part of which is not.
MR. TIPTEN: He has corrected the Del Norte natural flow:for reservoir
operation. 3
MR. Hm: I think the actual effect would be very slight_‘
MR. TIPTQN: It would be satisfactory to you to use recorded flow at
Del Norte? ”
MR. HILL: I don't think it would make any difference.
MR. DEBLER: In that connection, under future conditions, with wagon Wheel
Gap built, would you still in the left-hand column use the flow as actually
measured at Del N0rte?v
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MR. TIPTGN: No, that's corrected for new reservoir operation.
MR. DEBLER: In order to comply with your ideas; this column would be
corrected for reservoirs constructed after 1937.
MR. TIPTON: It would have to be on the basis of the flow after 1937,
and reservoirs constructed after then. That's the intent, isn't it?
MR. DEBLER: I don't know -VI am trying to find out.
MR. BLISS; The Lobatos flow is adjusted for all storage. '
MR. DEBLER: It is the recorded flow at Del Norte, otherwise there could
be no comparison for present runoff.
MR. TIPTON: I understood you to say it was corrected for future reservoir
operation.
MR. BLISS: Yes.
.MR. TIPTON: Cur point is it should be river flow.
MR.'DEBLER: May I ask, don't you want a provision that it Will not include any imported waters?
MR. TIPTON: Certainly imported waters would be subtracted. Provided
that the total discharge passing the New Mexico—Colorado state line in
any 12 consecutive months shall not be less than 25 percent of the total
quantity in the Rio Grande measured immediately above said first point of
diversion in the same period of time. we cannot comment on that until We
check it. Are there any years when the flow at Lobatos falls below?
MR. BLISS: I haven't checked that fully, but I don't believe many years.
MR. TIPTON: Are there any?
MR. BLISS: I don't know; I haven't checked that far.
MR. TIIEON} Provided, further, that the flow passing the New MexicoColorado state line shall not be less than 100 cubic feet per second during the period of time from.June 15 to September 15 of any year. The same
question applies to that.
MR. BLISS: I think the record shows there are four months of the entire
period in which that did occur.
MR. TIPTON: we will have to check on that further. we have already com—
mented on the last paragraph and that's subject to fUrther discussion.
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MR. HINDERLIDER: Colorado Suggests a recess until our delegation will
have time to analyze these statements. After discussing the matter with
my technical adviser, Colorado feels we will probably have time by three
o'clock to consider these schedules Sunnitted by Texas and New Mexico,
after which'time there will doubtless be fUrther observations on the part
of Colorado, and possibly further questions to be propounded in connection
with the data they have submitted.
MR. HARPER: WCuld it be possible meanwhile to confer informally with Mr.
McClure_and Mr. Hill to straighten out doubtful points in the interest of
economy cf time?
MR. TIPTON: I think we have straightened out most doubtful points. It
will resolve itself into consideration of majOr points and better be discussed with the Commissioners themselves. ‘There are some major points
that can be worked out very satisfactorily, I think, but I believe that
will have to be done first in a preliminary way and later undoubtedly with
the engineers.
MR. HARPER: The meeting is recessed until 3:00 o'clock.
MR. HARPER: (3:30 P.M.) If Mk. Hinderlider is ready to proceed with the
discussion of the schedules submitted by Commissioner McClure, the meeting
is at his diSposal.
MR. HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission: As I rather
anticipated when we recessed at noon, Colorado has had time only to give a
curSOry examination to the schedules submitted by New Mexico. There are,
however, certain things to which Colorado cannot accede.
1. To the proposition of eliminating the use of the water which may
be recovered from the Closed Basin in Colorado in arriving at a schedule
of deliveries at the state line.
2. Colorado must insist upon credits to Colorado for spills from
Elephant Butte Reservoir projects in like manner as that accorded New
Mexico by Texas.
3. Colorado must insist upon some definition of the capacity of reservoirs in the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section.
4. With regard to the requirement of the 25 percent delivery at the
state line, this figure may be acceptable, but requires further study.
5. With respect to the limitation or requirement of 100 second feet
at Lobatos, a consideration of past'years' records discloses that there
are many months in which such quantity is not passed at the state line;
and with respect to the schedule submitted by Texas, as I have heretofore
stated, lack of time has not permitted Colorado to give consideration to
such schedule and to determine how it may affect Colorado's interests.
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p I desire the record also to show that Colorado reserves the
right_to make a complete check in due time of the data submitted by both
New Mexico and Texas, and these statements do not in any way bind Colo—
radO/With respect to any future position she may take. we do feel, hows
ever,.that baSed upon the matter submitted by New Mexico and Texas the
way is Opén for further discussions at this afternoon's Session to see if
we can clarify some of these points and possibly arrive at a situation
which Will permit further discussions based upon a schedule of state line
deliveries.
_MR. BARBER: May I suggest if you are through with your general statement
_that we take up the several points that you brought out in their order
for diScussion.
MR. HINDERLIDER: That is agreeable to Colorado, and in that connection,
I will ask Mr. Tipton, my consultant, to continue the discussions for
Colorado.
MR. CLAYTON: I think in order to eliminate the third reservation Of
Colorado, we can stipulate now that in Texas' statement as to delivery at
San Marcial, the storage be limited not to exceed 2,638,000 acre-feet,
and'we can remove that from discussion hereafter.
MR. HARPER: The meeting will be in recess for 15 minutes.
MR.‘HARPER: we will now resume proceedings; do you have some further
matters to present?
MR. HINDERLIDER: we have just listened to some discussions with respect ‘
to the schedule of state line deliveries proposed by Texas and New Mexico,
and Colorado will state at this time that it is willing to submit tomorrow
morning a Schedule of state line deliveries, merely as a basis of discussion, it being understood that Colorado is noteat this time, and does not,
commit itself to the principle of state line deliveries. we will submit
a schedule tomorrow morning if it is the desire of the Commission for con—
sideration and discussion.
MR. CLAYTON: Did you have in mind this statement by Texas with respect to
the state line deliveries that we brought in this afternoon? I think that
is pertinent and should be considered in any schedule Colorado prepares.
Suppose we ask Mr. Hill to explain this statement first.
MR. HILL: (Reading from statement). "In order that no physical situation
should develop which would make it impracticable for Colorado to deliver
in the latter part of any sixty—month period, the remainder required under
the schedule suggested by New Mexico, the measured flow at Del Norte should
be the index of deliveries at the state line, and the accumulated delivery
throughout any part of a sixty—month period should‘bear the same relation
to the accumulated discharge at Del Norte, over the same period of time,
that the total required delivery at the state line over any period of 60
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consecutive months as set forth in said schedule bears to the total dis—
charge at Del Norte over the same sixty months".. The purpose of that
is merely to provide some yardstick of minimum delivery by Colorado to
the state line during the sixty~month period. If, for example, at the
end of one year a million acre—feet had passed Del Norte, with reference
to the Schedule presented by New Mexico, the value in that schedule of
New Mexico; would be 1,200,000 acre—feet; and if you went to the second
year, and by the end of that second year three million acre feet total
had-passed Del Norte from the beginning of the period of sixty months to
the end_of the second year, the total to the state line, the aggregate
passing the'state line, would be 1,800,000 acre-feet. At the end of the
_fourth year, if four million acre—feet had passed Del Norte, 2,600,000
would be the minimum to pass the station at Lobatos. The effect of that
is, taking for example, five million acre—feet passing Del Norte in five
years, the schedule suggested by New Mexico would provide 3%-million
should pass Lobatos, but nothing in the New Mexico schedule says whether
any of)that‘should pass in the first four years, excepting the qualifica—
tion that 25 percent of the flow at Del Norte, which might be only 200,000
acre—feet a year.
MR. TIPTON: It's providing an annual delivery based on a five-year
average.
MB. HILL: It isn't Quite that for this reason; if we take the five years,
that would be an average of one million at Del Norte and an average of
700,000 at Lobatos. If the first two million of that five happened in two
years - for discuSsion we’ll say, after the first two million came down,
instead of being required to pass Lobatos two times 700,000 acre-feet, you
would be allowed 200,000 debit.
MR. TIPTON: We will study this over.
MR. HILL: The intent of the provision is not to require you to pass in
each year the average set forth in the schedule but in the first years to
pass Something less than that and in the latter part of the period to make
it up, giving you a chance to accumulate some debit in the earlier part
but limiting you to the extent of the debit which you can accumulate.
We suggest this merely as a means of measuring the extent you can depart
from average delivery, with departures on the side of low and not high
deliveries. The whole point is, there must be some provision whereby
Colorado will not hold back water for several years to the minimum required by the other paragraph and then come to a condition in the last year
where a flood did not materialize and there wasn't the water to send down.
MR. TIPTON: In our set-up to be submitted, we will take care of the fears
that you have in a different way, and it might give Colorado more freedom.
MR. HILL: We don't care how it's worked out, but we suggest this as a
basis.
MR. TIPTON: We know what your fears are, and sympathize with them.
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MR. HAREER: Are there any other matters which any of you wish to discuss at this time?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I suggest we recess until 10:00 o'clock tomorrow.‘
MR. HARPER: we will stand recessed until 10:00 tomorrow.
(Recessed at 4:30 P.M.)
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
October 1, 1937.
1:00 P.M.
MR. HARPER: The meeting which was recessed yesterday afternoon until
10:00 o'clock this morning was postponed until 1:00 o'clock this afternoon at the request of Mr. Hinderlider, to give him more time to work
cut the reviSed schedule at the state line. I was worried for‘a little
while when I noted the date on the morning paper, October 1, 1937; so
‘ many people left for home last night that I thought possibly Governor
Corlett had his men on the way up to San Luis valley to build reser—
voirs, and that Tom was building a barrier so you couldn't get water
down to the Elephant Butte. But we are facing the fact today that we
have no compact. In any event, I am sure that is not going to nmke any
difference in our deliberations; I feel sure we will go right ahead
with these compact negotiations, regardless of the status of the expired
compact. Mr. Hinderlider has prepared a revised schedule for deliveries
at the state line. I think he has distributed copies to everyone here
and it will be in order now for NE. Hinderlider to explain this schedule
in detail and answer any questions in regard to it.
MR. HINDERLIDER: Colorado presents the following schedule and comments
for discussion, pursuant to an understanding had last evening at the.
time the Commission recessed: Deliveries of water shall be made by
Colorado at Lobatos gaging station near the Colorado-New Mexico state
line in accordance with the following schedule, which indicates the re—
lation, under present conditions (l928-l937)-of development, between the
recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging station near Del Norte,
plus the recorded flow of the Conejos at the Nbgote gaging station, and
the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the Lobatos gaging station.
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‘. Recorded flow of Rio Grande
near Del Norte, plus recorded Recorded flow of Rio
~ flow of Conejos at Nbgote Grands at Lobatos
‘ _ 400,000 ac. ft. 80,000 ac. ft.‘
- 500,000 " 120,000 g"
600, 000 N 17 S ; 000 'n
‘ 700,000 " 230,000 U
‘ 800,000 " 285;000 N
. '900,000 " 350,000 ,"
1,000,000 " ' 420,000 "
1,100,000 " 490,000 "
1,200,000 . " 565,000 H
1,300,000 " 650,000 N
1,400,000 " 745,000 H
1,500,000 " 840,000 "
‘ Delivery shall not be required on an annual basis in accordance with the above schedule, but credits and/or debits shall be allowed
\ to-accumulate over a period of years subject to the following conditions:
’l. At any time when accumulated debits exceed the unfilled effective
capacity of Rio Grande Project storage, that portion which is in excess
of the unfilled capacity shall be written off.
~2. Accumulated credits shall be reduced by the amount of actual
spill from Rio Grande Project storage during the periods when spill occurs.
3. The mean required releases from Rio Grande Project storage shall
be considered as 750,000 acre—feet per year.
.4. In calculating Colorado debits, cumulative debits shall be reduced
by an amount that the total releases from Rio Grande Project storage exceed
750,000 acre-feet per annum.
5. In the event that the contents of Rio'Grande Project storage shall
drop below 300,000 acre—feet on April first of any year, and Colorado owes
water to the river, the amount owed shall be released from reServoirs constructed after the consummation of a permanent compact, and delivered to
the state line.
6. Future reservoir construction and operation in Colorado shall
not impair the present flow at the Lobatos gaging station during those
periods when the flow at Otowi bridge gaging station WOuld be insufficient
under present conditions to supply the requirements of the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District as defined by the report of the National Resources Committee. '
New Mexico, and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy Project, Shall
agree not to deplete the flow of the river at San maroial. Any cumulative
shortage in the river flow at San marcial, caused by water uses above that
point in New Mexico, shall be supplied by New Mexico, should the contents
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of Rio Grande Project storage drop below the amount specified above.
In calculating the combined flow of the Rio Grande at Del Norte, and
the Conejos at Mbgote, for application to the above schedule, water im—
ported to the area above either, or both, of these gaging stations by
projects constructed after October 1, 1937, shall be subtracted from
the combined recorded flow at those stations, and the resulting indi—
cated flow shall be applied to the schedule to determine the amount of
'water that shall be delivered at the chatos gaging station.
When and if water is imported to the Upper Rio Grande Basin
below the Colorado-New Mexico state line at no expenSe to either of the
signatory states, the amount of water required to be delivered by Colorado at Lobatos gaging station, as defined by the above schedule, shall
be reduced in an amount equal to 50 percent of the imported water as meas—
ured eadh year. In the event water is imported from Colorado to the area
below Colorado-New Mexico state line by projects financed by New Mexico,
the amount of water required to be delivered by Colorado at Lobatos, as
defined by the above schedule, shall be reduced in an amount equal to 20
percent of the imported water as measured each year.
In the event that powar is developed by projects constructed to
import water to the basin below the Colorado-New beico state line, Colo—
rado shall not be discriminated against in the allocation of the powar
or the establishment of rates.
_ The provisions outlined above with respect to state line deliv—
eries, in accordance with the Suggested schedule, Shall not become effective until the contemplated storage in the San Luis section is con~
structed and placed in operation.
Now, gentlemen, any questions that may be propounded by New
Mexico and Texas, particularly of a technical nature, I would ask Mr.
Tipton, my consultant, to answer. It may be desirable, as Mr. Tipton
states, to offer some further explanation following the reading of what
Colorado has just submitted prior to the propounding of any questions.
MR. TIPTON: In general, this was designed with the idea of protecting
both lower basin states absolutely against any depletion at the state
line by reservoir construction which would adversely affect present uses
in those areas. As to the details of the method, I think we all realize
that anything that is finally accepted in principle by the conference,
must be worked out in considerable detail first by the engineers and then
by the Commissioners, and worked out on the basis of a long-time plan in
order to see whether it is going to afford the protection to the lower
'basin states it is intended to. No. 2 permits Colorado to do as she desires, so this is all set up on that basis. The schedule of delivery is
built on the relationship between recorded flows for the years 1928 to
1955. The last two years is not in that as that data was not available.
The schedule, as suggested, provides for delivery during low water periods as nearly the amount actually delivered as it is possible to arrive
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at.. During the recent period it's rather difficult to find out the
upper extremes of the curve due to the absence of high flow during those
years, As I say, this schedule, or any other that might be propOSed, we
all realize would have to be applied to the entire period of record and
to the operation in the various basins to determine how it would affect
them. I think poSsibly the conditions under which this suggested schedule would“operate, and suggested deliveries would be made, are explained
and need no further‘explanation. Conditions 1 and 2, that's a matter we
discussed yesterday, wiping the bodks clean in the event of spill at
Elephant Butte or spill by Rio Grande Project storage. Item 5 was ar—
rived at - —
MR. DEBLER: 0n item 3 you don't wipe off all the credits and debits at
the time of spill? '
MR. TIPTON: No.
I
MR; HILL: What do you mean by debit and credit?
MR. TIPTCN: The amount Colorado might owe the river, accumulated amount,
at any time, based upon this proposed schedule of delivery, or any other
schedule which might be adopted. Credits would be accumulated amounts
of water delivered at the state line by Colorado in excess of that rey
quired to have been delivered under whatever schedule is adopted. So
that in No. 1, you can visualize this situation: If Colorado owed the
river 100,000 acre-feet and the Rio Grande Project storage was up to with—
in 50,000 acre—feet of spilling there would be 50,000 acre-feet of debits
written off. In event of a spill, if Colorado had credits, the credit
would be reduced by the amount of the spill. In the former case, where
Colorado OWed water to the river, it of course would do no good to anyone
to release that entire amount if that amount would fill the Rio Grande
Project storage to overflowing and would be spill and that is the purpose
of writing that amount off.
Item.No. 3 was worked out on twa bases; the first being 800,000
acre—feet of releases from Elephant Butte, suggested the other day as a
mean release over a period of years, and deducting from.that all what
appears to have been over—diversions by Mexico in an amount of some
74,000 acre—feet, as I remember, in 1930, up to 1935, and then adding an
amount to that, 20 to 30,000 acre—feet, which brings it up around 750,000.
Another basis was taking releases from Elephant Butte Reservoir since the
signing of the former compact, eliminating the year of lOW'release in
1935, since the operation was materially curtailed that year, but not in—
cluding the last two years, that amounts to a mean of 783,000. That's
eliminating the IOW'releases of 1935, deducting 74,000 acre-feet of overdiversions and then bringing it back up to 750,000 by adding an additional
amount.
MR. HILL: Going back to No. l, suppose that on the first of May that
Elephant Butte, as you stated, was full to within 50,000 acre—feet of
capacity, and at the same time you had an accumulated debit of 100,000.
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I presume the principle you are considering is that the release of that
debit would result in.waste.
Ma. TIPTON: Yes.
MR. HILL: Actually in the month of June the releases from Elephant
Butte Reservoir in the order of 2,500 second-feet will be as much as any
release which you could physically make, so even if you did release the
100,000 acre—feet, by the time you did so the reservoir would be lower
than when you started.
MR. TIPTON: That's true.
MR. HILL: So why should you wipe out a debit which if you were to satisfy
that debit would not result in waste?
MR. TLPTQN: Supposing we did satisfy the debit, it would result in
waste — satisfy the debit say April 1. The date is immaterial; we fixed
April 1 as the date for which you should be protected against a shortage
during the oncoming'season by virtue of any accumulated debits that we
might owe the river, and so if we chose to release the debits as of that
date it is conceivable there would be waste.
MR. HILL: But under paragraph 1 you say, "At any time, etc." I don't
See the validity of that.
MR. TIPTON: There is not intended to be any joker in that particular
provision; there is only an attempt to eliminate debits which if releases were made would result in basin waste. That's the only intent.
If it can be worked out in a way that that is accomplished satisfactorily
to all concerned, I don't see any resecn why it should not be done.
MR. HILL: The debit might be 500,000 and you release up to 300,000 and
wipe off the other 200,000.
MR. TIPTON: I See your point. The intent is plain. we are not intending by that provision - —
MR. HILL: What you really mean, at any time when the release of accumulated debits would result in waste and spill at Elephant Butte you can
write that off?
MR. TIPTON: That's the underlying principle, but as I suggested, I think
the intent of the provision is plain and if it can be worked out in a way
that is satisfactory, the date can be set up.
MR. HILL: That's the principle you mean, that if release of debits would
result in waste, then the debit to that extent should be written off.
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MR. CORLETT: There is a further proposition — if we comply with the
schedule and maintain that supply there, there is no reason why it should
not be written off.
MR. TIPTON: The ironclad protection you have against us is in paragraph
5. In other words, by that provision we are insuring you against any
shortage which would result from our act.
MR._HILL;V I would object to the figure 300,000 and also to the date.
The date is so late in.the year, if you did release it the losses in
transmission would‘make it physically difficult to get the water down'
there, and the 300,000 is an unduly IOW'figure. ‘The project gets 300,000
long past the time they need water. If it was 500,000 on the first of
January,'I wouldn't quarrel. You are releasing the water for our benefit
so it's got to be released when losses from_transmission will be at a
minimum.
MR. TIPTON: ~I don't think there will be any argument about that. Your
suggestion as to getting down on the ragged edge, that, to my mind is
. neither here nor there. If We released the amount we owed the river it
would bring you to the stage you would be under present conditions.
MR. HILL: If you made it January lst, we can do it, but you realize
our planting season would have to be on that basis.
MR. TIPTON: There would be no advantage to us-to delay the date to April
1, in the hopes of materially increasing our storage during that interim,
because we would have very little increase at our location, so there is
no objection on our part to making the date at any time during the year.
January 1 would be all right.
MR. DEBLER: May I suggest that the dates for both the schedule and item 1
be January 1. In other words, the year controlling, whether or not you
have a debit or credit, would be determined as of January 1.
MAJOR BURGES: Ihere is an option to deliver at any time available,or
convenient to the upstream. Suppose they would deliver in excess, very
considerable excess,_in the first year of the period instead of being
distributed oter the period for some reason. Wbuldn't it then result in
the ensuing period in an excessive loss from Elephant Butte from evaporation? That would not be protected.
MR. HILL: There would be greater loss, but I don't believe that's an
element becauSe under natural conditions you would have a large reservoir
anyway. I don't think that would disturb the situation. In paragraph 5
the time in which that is released could be between January 1 and April 1.
MR.13EBLER: would you want it in April when they were irrigating in the
Middle Rio Grande?
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MR. HILL: Regardless of whether the Middle Rio Grande diverts it or
not, the channel losses and seepage are at a minimum in that period, from
January to April and there is no use of letting the water down in order
to have it dissipated.
MR. BLISS: What protection has New Mexico under that provision of writing off credits?
MR. TIPTQN: We are, in effect, insuring New Mexico against shortage.
we are suggesting here for discussion that you have a status quo condition in the Middle Rio Grande; I cannot see how you are interested in the
long—time debits or credits because it is not affecting your development
in any way.
MR. BLISS: The long time would be only in the surplus flow?
MR._TIPTON: Just supposing we do devise a plan whereby Middle Rio Grande
is protected against increased shortage by Colorado; isn't it true you
are not interested in time to time credits or debits?
MR. CORLEET: If we were to deliver that between January and April 1, especially up to march 15, anyway, the ice conditions up there might mean
we would pile a lot up in the channel. I don't believe we could deliver
at that time.
GOVERNOR HANNETT: If the Elephant Butte was down to 300,000 acre-feet
in April, it would indicate a long period of dry seasons antedating that
April 1, and it would mean that the Middle Rio Grande had been suffering
a shortage. Then when the valley was to be compensated by releases from
Colorado they would pass through in the winter although We had suffered
several dry years.
MR. TIPTON: Yes, but not by any act of ours. Those would be natural
shortages and not shortages during those dry years that would otherwise
have been by virtue of our acts.
GOVERNOR HANNETT: You don't have to release any water except when you
owe it to the river and you would have been storing water there; by some
reason or other we couldn't tell in advance, you would be releasing water
and teasing it through in the winter to Elephant Butte. Where would we
get any relief?
MR. TIPTON: Yen are not entitled to any relief from that particular
water. we don't owe that water to you; we owe it to the Rio Grande Proj—
ect. We owe you water seasonally during those periods at all times of
this discussion, but under this plan we would owe you water only on a
seasonal basis, month by month under present conditions. we would agree
that during a month when, under present conditions, you would not receive
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sufficient water at 0towi to take care of your demand, we would not do
anything to lessen that amount. We believe you would have more water.
GOVERNOR HANNETT: Whenever the flow at Otowi was low, you would com—
pensate us in that way.
MR. HINDERLIDER: we agree not to change the situation at the state
line. \
MR. TIPTON: When you would be short at Otowi, we would guarantee that
there would be no act of ours Which would reduce the flow at Otowi be'low.what it would be under presant conditions during those periods.
we are.not agreeing to status duo at Otowi through the seasons, but
only during periods during which you would be short. That's a matter
of detail that can be worked out.
MRa-B_ISS: Your curve is based on recorded flow, not assumed reservoir
operation?
MR. TIPTON: That's correct.
MR. BLISS: You admit the recorded flow would change the shape of that
flow?
MR. TIPTQN: we think it would. If our theory was correct, during low
water years there would be more flow at the state line. However, there
is this much about it, the operation being based upon recorded flow in
the future there is very small range of the curve that would be dealt
in. we would be dealing with controlled water at the yardstick end of
it and there would be just a small range of the curve ~ the only times
We would go outside of that range would be during periods of excess spill
in San Luis storage or when releases were curtailed due to shortages. As
I stated before, this schedule, or any other proposed schedule, will have
to be taken by all of us and applied to a long—time operation of the
river as a whole and see how it fits. If it don't fit someone's condition, we will have to adjust it so it will fit everybody's condition.
we think it can be done and we are willing to sit down and attemrt to do
that to see how it comes out.
MR. DEBLER: May I speak again on the point of the date in the schedule.
The reason I mention that is because with your preposed developments in
San Luis valley you will change the regimen of the river and there would,
of course, have to be some specific date set as to when the year ends.
MR. TIPTON: I think that's true. You mean in connection with provisions
1 and 2.
NR. DEBLER: I mean the schedule itself - what the beginning of the year
is. You won't be able under this plan to determine how much you are
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ahead Or behind the schedule during the year because nobody can say
what you are going to do, but it would seen there would have to be a
date of definite accounting.
MR. TIPTON: we realize this is a longetime operation. I think it
would be material that the date be set, as you suggest, inSofar as pro—
visions 1, 2, and 5 are concerned. That’s the only way the date would
be material.
MR. DEELER: When are you going to determine the point I am making?
It's true it's a long-time operation, but here comes'a time When Elephant Butte Reservoir is up fairly close to spilling, as you pointed
out, and that, we'll say, comes on April 17 of some year. How are you
going to determine at that time with respect to your debits or credits?
MR.;TIPTON: Those dates will have to be fixed.
MR. HILL: Going back to Bliss' question ~ if you take two years for
illustration, one in which the combined discharge at Del Nerte and
‘ Mogote is 600,000 acre-feet under present conditions, and another is
1,400,000, according to the values of your curve, for the first year
the flow at Lobatos would be 175.000 acre-feet and the second year,
745,000 acre-feet, which total 920,000 for the two years. If you were
to regulate that same volume of water so that in each of these years
you releaSe a million acre—feet, according to your curve, the value
would be 420,000 for each year, or a total of 840,000 - a difference
of 80,000 acre-feet, or a deduction in the Supply which, under present
conditions, reached Lobatos. I don!t believe that's your intention,
that the supply at Lobatos should be curtailed in any such manner. In
other words, your statement is correct, that the curve will have to be
adjusted, the concavity of the curve will have to be taken into ac—
count so under reservoir operation, Which is what you are contemplating, you would have one curve before you build and one after you do,
so that the total volume will not be altered at Lobatos.
MR. TIPTON: The intent is not to do anything to the detriment of the
lower basins. That goes back to the original statement - this will
have to be fitted in the operation so it will be satisfactory to all.
We will be dealing now under a controlled river within a fairly small
range of the curve, and if this does not fit that condition, if this
is such that it would operate to the detriment of the lower basin
states, we will have to make an adjustment.
MR. HILL: The point is simpler than that.
MR. TIPTON: I understand your point.
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MR.-HILL: Ybu have a curve which in itself would result in subtrac~
tion of’flow at Lobatos so that curve would have to be adjusted to
reflect conditions as they will be in the.future.
MR. TIPTON: The curve should be such that under contemplated operation,
we are accomplishing What we intend, the protection of the delivery at
Lobatos on an average of the same amount of water delivered under present conditions. Obviously, under conditions of spill by wiping off
the debits, it's conceivable there might be some benefit to both Colo~
rado and NeW'Mexico over a long-time period, and there might not be asl_uCh
water delivered by New beico at San Marcial, or by Colorado, and yet
the lower basin conditions would be absolutely protected.
MR. HILL: Except insafar as the water which you pass at Lobatos would
spill at Elephant Butte, the quantity which you will pass down to the
state line over a period of years should not differ from the quantity
which you do pass down to the state line under present conditions. If
that's the premise, We will not quarrel about the details.
_ MR. TIPTON: That's the intent - there isn't supposed to be any jokers
in this set-up.
MR. DEBLER: I would like to point out what I conceive to be a possible
result of item 2 — accumulated credits to be reduced by amount of actual
spill. ‘I can see where Colorado, for instance, in a period of fairly
high runoff would accUmnlate credits, we'll say, of three million acre—
feet; and the spills have been relatively small. You go into the year
1925, which was the beginning of a critical period, and Colorado comes
in with a credit of a million acre-feet. This provision would authorize
Colorado, in the critical period beginning with 1925, to reduce the flow
of the stream by one million acre-feet.
MR. idPTON: we can't build credits during periods of high runoff; only
during periods of low runoff.
MR. DEBLER: I don't know whether you can or not, but under this provi—
sion that might result, it looks to me. You could start in a critical
period for Elephant Butte with accumulated credit which has not been
wiped out by spill and the result would be a reduction in the supply
below San Marcial.
MR: TIPTON: But this is the point - during this particular period of
the building of this credit that you are suggesting, Elephant Butte
Reservoir is not under status quo condition but receiving benefit of
Colorado development to the extent of the debits.
MR. DEBLER: It can't receive any benefit during periods of spill.
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'MR. TIPTON: That's the point — You can't receive any benefit during
this period of'spill but we will wipe it off and you still retain re;maining credit, because it's built up the reservoir that much.
MR. EEBLER: At the beginning of this critical period, you go into any
critical period at the time Elephant Butte is full and that's the last
of the spill for 15 years. With any credit whatsoever, you are injuring
the project.
MR. TIPTQN:' we have built them up to the point where they do spill by~
the credits, and they have more water in the reservoir than they otherwise would.
MR. DEBLER: Bear in mind from.operation studies, maybe Elephant Butte‘
' will Spill in 1924 and not thereafter. Now, to the'extent that you can
carry any credit whatsoever through that last spill, to that extent you
are going to shorten the supply for that project thereafter.
MR. TIPTON: As a matter of fact, when you apply this to operation you
don't have that situation.
MR. DEBLER:. No irrigator can depend entirely on an engineer's analysis
that may or may not show credits carried through that year of 1925. What
would you suggest in lieu thereof in event of a spill?
MR;.TIPTON: That's the only thing that can cover that situation that I
can see. we might find something else.
MR.]3EBLER: I am just bringing that up as an illustration that this provision may not cover that problem.
MR. HILL: YOu could easily have this situation. If you take the histor—
ical record from 1915 to 1925, Elephant Butte Reservoir, without any releases above a million acre-feet, would have been full repeatedly and gone
back up full again. Now, during those years, if you could deliver more
water into the river than required, and build up a Credit, we come, as Mr.
Debler says, to 1924 and the reservoir fills, and the spill is actually
in that year, and the amount they released to avoid spill was around
100,000 or 200,000 acreafeet. If you would deduct only that amount from
the other, then the next ten years you could accumulate debits in the
amount of whatever credit you carried forward, and the water you passed
prior to that time, in the form of credits, would Serve no useful purpose;
the reservoir would have kept high and so the effect Would be to definitely deplete the supply during dry periods. So I say the simplest thing to
do is what is suggested in the schedule for New Mexico, that the obligation slate is wiped clean when the spill occurs, and the obligation
doesn't commence until the spill ceases, which seems to me to be the only
practical way to Consider it because nobody can anticipate now what con—
ditions may be 20, 30, or 40 years in the future.
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MR. TIPTON: to are willing to consider it further.
MR. HILL: (Quoting) "Delivery shall not be required on an annual basis
in‘accordanee with the above schedule, etc." Let us assume that we have
a series of dry years and Colorado should short-change the river 100,000
acre-feet a year, which would be entirely possible; if that runs for 10
years,_that's a million acre-feet, and our reservoir gets down to 300,000
~ acre—feet. we say we want a million; you say you don't have it; what are
We going to do about it? There must be some reasonable limit upon the
magnitude of accrued credits.
MR.-TIPTON: In the first plaCe, your basic assumption is wrong, because
low water periods We cannot deplete the stream any more than at present
' by using all the water available during thOSe periods. It's almost inconceivable we can build debits during low water periods. We cannot do it
by storing in our contemplated reservoirs; We cannot build them by increased use because we are using all the water available.
MR. HILL: I can only refer you to the project on Salt River, where in a
period of low years the Salt River Project very successfully dried up the
‘ river downstream. If they can do it, you can, and I think it's idle to
say you won't.
MR. TIPTON: I think we are as near doing it at the present time as pos—
sible.
/ MR..HILL:I You havenit exhausted the possibilities by a long ways. It is
physically possible to deplete that flow. It would be like the gage on
the Gila - it's 100 percent accurate - no water has passed it in 18 months.
MR. TIPTON: I think Mr. McClure accuses us of that right now.
:MR. HILL: Let me ask you this - if you contemplate you cannot accumulate
large debits physically, then there should be no objection on your part to
putting in a limit and it might satisfy us.
MR. TIPTON: If you can develop something which would take care of your
situation, We would be glad to consider it.
***********
At 3:30 P.M. the meeting recessed for 15 minutes. Upon recon~
vening: ’
MR. CLAYTON: It seems we have finished the discussion of the engineering
features and I suggest it would be a good time to hear from_Professor
Barrows, if he is prepared.
MR. HARPER: Is that agreeable to you? (Addressing ProfessOr Barrows).
If so, we will be glad to call on you at this time.
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PROF. BARROWS: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I an going to begin by
telling a story - that's a right which University professors always
reserve to themseIVes. A number of years ago I happened to be a meme
ber of a faculty committee appointed to nominate a new director of
our libraries. we interviewed men, carefully chosen to confer with
us, frOm various parts of the country and finally decided we wanted
to get, if possible, Dr. Raney, Director of the Library at Johns
Hopkins. 'He came to see us on three occasions ~ reluctantly on the
third.occasion. we had a dinner for him that night at the Faculty
Club, and‘at the conclusion of the dinner, the chairman of the committee hailed upon each man around the table to express himself, and
each man presented arguments as to why he thought Dr. Raney ought to
accept our invitation. Dr. Raney answered each one in turn, making
it repeatedly clear, I thought, that he had practically decided to
decline the invitation — he couldn't come. Finally they came around
to me — I happened to be almost the last member of the committee to
be called upon — and I said to him, "I am glad to know that you are
coming:to us and I congratulate you upon your decision". He looked
a little blank, but said, "What do you mean?" I said, "Yen have re—
peatedly told us that this is the most baffling library problem in
the United States, and I know a man of your ability couldn't decline
this challenge and ever be satisfied with his decision. I congratu—
late you, therefore, on the fact that you are going to accept it."
The next morning he reconsidered and the next noon he accepted, partly
because I had said that to him.
In the same spirit, I congratulate you upon the fact that you
are going to have a compact. Ever since December 1935, I have expressed to everyone with whom I have conferred on theSe problems in—
dividually, and I have repeatedly declared to most of you, my firm
conviction that you were going to have a compact. I am just as confident about it as I was about Dr. Raney. You have been confronted
with a great challenge - you could not be satisfied, any of you, if
you didn't successfully meet that challenge. You are confronted by
no insurmountable obstacles, howover, and you are men of reason; when
you have that combination, there can be only one outcome to your de—
liberations. I am happy for you, and with you, that you are going to
haVe a compact. I am happy especially for three reasons which may not
have been as clear in some of your minds as they have been in mine.
I have been eager to see the successful consummation of these
years of effort, partly because this is going to constitute a great
precedent. Right now, various public agencies in other parts of the
country, including the National Administration, and many, many indi—
viduals in all parts of the country, are hopefully and expectantly
awaiting the outcome of your deliberations. Certainly, this is one
of the moat baffling interstate water problems in the country, and
when it is solved successfully, it is going to promote profoundly,
I assure you, the successful solution of various other interstate
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problems. I hope that many years ago I got the western point of view
with reference to water problems, I think I succeeded in doing so, at
least in some measure, and I believe that I speak for the western
states when I say that they want to see state control over waters
maintained to the greatest practicable degree; or, to put it another
way, I think they would be loath to see any unnecessary extension of
. Federal control over water problems, interstate water problems parti—
cularly. .But I cannot escape the conviction that unless compacts are
made to work successfully, we will all see, as night follows day, a
material extension of Federal control over interstate waters, not
simply_in connection with navigation, in instances where they are sub—
_jects of international treaty and the treaty provisions have to be
{upheldg’and‘not only where the Government owns the land, but in all
(connections, and I believe that the successful conclusion of your work
.Will help to check that tendency, will contribute materially to success
in other instances.
The second reason why I am happy is because, if you had failed,
if the current suit had to be resumed, I confidently believe the scope
of that suit inevitably would be extended. It is entirely possible
that the United States would intervene in it, and I take it that is
something which all of you, with me, would deplore.
There is a third reaSOn Why I am particularly gratified. The
President has instructed us to revise the drainage basin report of
last year, with which probably most of you are more or less familiar,
Probably it will be revised annually hereafter, to bring it currently
up to date. In the first report, (1936) the upper Rio Grande area was
left blank; No recommendations were made for construction of projects
of any kind. The Compact Commissioners, as they themselves will well
remember, decided, with us, that it would be illegical to recommend
authorization for censtruction of projects until, in the light of the
Joint Investigation, we knew what was called for. Colorado wants
storage; New Mexico wants augmentation of supply through importation.
various gentlemen have asked me what would happen, in the unhappy event
a compact was not consummated. Could we, in revising the report, recommend these projects, and could the proponents of thesa projects go
to Washington in the expectation of getting help for them? I said_that
consideration had not been given to that possible angle of the situa—
tion as yet,‘and that I did not know what the water Resources Committee
might decide. That, to my'mind, the settlement of the long—standing
controversy among Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas over the waters of
the river is a prerequisite to the adoption of measures for conserving
and augmenting the supply of water, Personally, I think there would
be no chanCe for you to get Federal support for new and costly projects if these problems ware to continue in an uncertain status because
of litigation, at least until the litigation was ended. In my judgment, neither Colorado nor New Mexico would have a chance to get Federal backing if the Uhited States, in the absence of a compact,were
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forced to enter the field in case of a resumption of the suit. That
would mean years and years of intermittent litigation, at great cost,
and meanwhile, no development would be possible. Fortunately, it
seems reasonably certain that you will get a compact, and that you
shortly will find yourselves in a strategically streng position to
get help.
I have mentioned three reasons why I an especially delighted
at the outlook. When some weeks ago it was suggested that we sit in
with you on this occasion, a suggestion which shortly was followed by
an invitation so to do, it appeared to Professor Adams and to me that
we ought not to come without any preparation in advance, becauSe, if
we should be asked to express any views, or make any suggestions, we
obviously would not want to be in a position of attempting to pull a
rabbit out of a hat. It happened that several men with whom we wanted
to confer in preparation Were to be in Salt Lake City on September 3
and 4, so we arranged to devote four days preceding that meeting to
exploratory discussion of our various individual notions concerning
a compact, based on the report of the Joint Investigation. -There
were present, in addition to the members of the Consulting Board,
. Mrs Stafford, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Debler, Mr. McLaughlin, and Mr.
Grover, the last three representing the three Federal agencies to
which major units of the investigation, you remember, were assigned.
we put in feur long and busy days. we recognized that certain additional computations, in the light of our discussions, needed to be
made, and for that purpose, nr. Stafford and Mr. Stevens came to Santa
Fe last week, spending some four days here before Professor Adams and
I arrived last Saturday with mr. Grover.
The five of us took up again, on Saturday and Sunday, the
matters which had been discussed at Salt Lake City, considering them
in the light of the computations which Mr. Stafford and Mr. Stevens
made. we conceived that your objectives in planning a compact would
be of two types. We thought first that an understanding was needed
with reapect to the allocation of the waters of the river as of the
present, an immediate allocation on that basis. We thought, second—
ly, that you doubtless would be concerned with a longer view, with the
problem of augmenting the supply of available water'in the basin, and
of developing to the full, in orderly, equitable fashion, the potential resources, as well as those now available. In any 10ng view of
compact-planning, or any other type of planning for water development, we are concerned, of course, in the last analysis, with the
welfare of the people within the area involved; with maintaining,
or creating and maintaining, a satisfactorily high standard of living.
I almost heSitated on Monday to declare it was perfectly obvious that
in this area water is life, but assuredly, if you are going to promote the welfare of the people in the immediate future, and in the
long future, you must make possible the effective, equitable and full
use of the available and potential water resources.
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' What are the possibilities in terms of water? I do not need
to waste your time by painting in detail a picture of the future,
You are all as familiar with it as I; perhaps everyone of you is better qualified than I to attempt a picture. I conceive, however, and
I think my associates conceive, in the case of the San Luis valley,
of adregulated supply through storage to‘the end that the available
waters may be brought properly into step, in time, with the need for
water.‘ And frankly, I do not myself sympathiZe with the view expressed by some of the Coloradoans themselves, that they do not care
to irrigate more land. Taking a long range view, I am disposed to
envisage_a material increase in the irrigated acreage of San Luis
valley. Coming to the Middle Valley, here in New Mexico, it is almost superfluous to say that it is the heart of the State;'it always
has been, and always will be. Great in extent, New Mexico, through‘out much of its area, is inevitably doomed to a sparse population
because of lack of water. Here in the Middle valley you have one of '
the denser, if not the densest, rural population in the Uhited States,
and the irrigated acreage is much less now than formerly. Here I
envisage, in this long view, an augmented supply of water which will
make it possible to restore the irrigated acreage to, or considerably
beyond, its maximum figure in the past. Going to the lower valley, shall I say for the sake of brevity the El Paso District, meaning
the whole lower end, - what does it need if it is to realize, so far
as conditions of water and land are concerned, its potentialities?
Of course, it needs an adequate supply of water, a reliable supply
7 and_a Supply of good quality. Even there I envisage some extension
. of the irrigated acreage. Hudspeth has poor water and it ought to
have good water. There are possibilities for additional irrigation
.south of that, clear to the canyon - I don't know how many acres,
say 10,000 or 15,000. Now all of these things, gentlemen, are possible.
we have been thinking, as Mr. Harper probably has, of a
compact of two parts, two titles; title I would allocate the waters
now available; title II would provide for a long range development
that would bring to the three sections of the valley the possibili-'
ties, to which I briefly referred a moment ago. We outlined a plan,
in terms of principles for the most part, which it seemed to us constituted an essential framework'fOr the accomplishment of the ends
I have indicated. Subsequently, because of your work on the flow,
schedules, we deleted certain things in our original set-up and had
it retyped. I want first to read it through with you, without come
ment by me or question by you, and without discussion; then I want
to go back and comment very briefly perhaps on each of the paragraphs in turn, or at least on several, and then, having thus oriented
you with respect to our view, informal discussion can proceed to any
extent desirable. (reads)
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Suggestions fbr a Compact subn_tted by the Consulting Board,
Rio'Crande Joint Investigation.
‘ 1; Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas to cooperate in securing the
financing and construction of the San Iuan-Chama diversion, wagon
Wheel Gap Reservoir. (feasible storage on the Conejos), and StateLine Reservoir at the Ute Mountain site, and, if on further investigation found to be feasible, the enlarging and lining of the Franklin
Canal, all on the basis of an equitable apportionment of costs as be—
tween the Federal and State Governments and other agencies and the
water uSers to be benefitted.
. it is understood that construction of the San Juan-Chemo diver—
sion must be predicated on full protection of the rights of the people of San Juan Basin in both Colorado and New Mexico, and must be
subject to the terms of the Colorado River Compact as to division of
the water allocated by that Compact to the states of the Upper Basin
of Colorado River. '
2, Colorado to agree to maintain a schedule of state-line floWS,
and to be permitted to construct storage and alter Or increase devel—
opment at will within the limits of this obligation, and NeW'Mexico
to agree to maintain a schedule of inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir,
and within this limit to be allowed to utilize water at will.
3. When the San Juan-Chews Diversion is completed, Colorado to
be permitted to reduce the Soheduled flow at the state line by any
amount she is able to withhold concurrently with the importation from
the San Juan Basin, but not to exceed such fractional part as may be
agreed upon, and the remainder of the water made available by the San
Juan-Chama diversion to be available for use by New Mexico.
-~4. Subject to the control of releases of water from diversion
and storage works provided for in paragraph 5, the Compact to be administered by a Compact Commission composed of three state repreSentatives, to be appointed by the respective Governors of the three
.states, and one Federal representative, to be appointed by the Presi—
dent of the United States.
5. The Compact to provide for the appointment by the Compact
Commission of an Interstate water Supervisor (who might be designated
as the administrative officer of the Commission) with the following
duties and authority:
Duties:
(a) to maintain such records, to make such investigations,
and to gather such data as may be required for the effective
administration of the Compact, and for the cost of whichfunds
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shall have been provided by the Federal government, the compacting states, and other agencies.
\
(b) To advise with the members of the Compact Commission
in any matters relating to compliance with the Compact. .e MM“ M_f5ggpmmpe_w
‘3'" WW‘MWLJJ W _wklgvéw_gmwxw tear-*5“: {‘14
‘ ' (0) To Perform such other duties as shall be assigned re .hee«~etmm Np
to him by the Compact Commission. /\ f§:;mea 5% _'mwf532
g'Authori ty: ' " " WW,
5 5 (a) To control releases of water from diversion and stor—
f age works in the basin of the Rio Grande above Ft. Quitman,
l working of the Compact, provided he be appointed for that
purpose by the authority or agency vested by law with the
\hontrol of such works., wgwmwwiimerwWMwn
( ;§W( To exercise such other authority with reference tob;
V delegated to him by the Compact Commission.
6. The Compact to provide for temporary adjustments by the Compact Commission of the flow schedules agreed upon if there is surplus
or anticipated surplus of water at reservoirs below San Marcial.
. 7. The United States, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas each to
contribute one—fourth of the expense of administering the Compact.
8. The Compact to provide opportunity for revision of its terms,
on application of any two of the four Compact Commissioners, after the
expiration of an appropriate trial period.
9. The Compact to contain an agreement to submit to arbitration
controversies, not satisfactorily adjusted by the Compact Commission,
which may arise under the Compact. In determining the nature and the
methods of arbitration, the following may well be considered:
(a) Whether the agreement to arbitrate shall include an
agreement to abide by the arbitral award.
(b) Whether there shall be an agreement that arbitratiOn
shall be invoked prior to court action to enforce the terms
of the Compact.
(c) Whether arbitration shall be conducted by one or more
arbiters to be appointed by the Chief Justice of the United
States, or otherwiSe. '
(d) Whether the matters to be submitted to arbitration shall
be specified in the Compact and be limited to the following:
Interpretation of the Compact.
Compliance or non—compliance by any State with the terms
of the Compact.
The relative rights of the states under the Compact arising out of changed gonditions.
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subject.
‘ Now, before leaving the outline'of the plan with you for any
discussion which you may think it merits, let me go back please and comment briefly on successive paragraphs, or at least on some. we have been
disposed — and again I am taking the longer and larger View - to think of
the San Juan-Chane diversion and wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir as indispensa—
ble elements of the plan.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I do not like to break in and interrupt you, Professor,
but I.would like to call to your attention that you have inadvertently
left out reference to the Conejos Reservoir, and I think it should be in—
eluded because of the notes being taken down. Or you may have intended
to leave that out.
I'EROF..BARROWS:' We did. we thought the Conejos Reservoir should perhaps
be looked upon, so far as interstate problems are concerned, as one of the
various reServoir sites which, in due time, may be developed, both in
Colorado and New Mexico. That, of course, like many other things, is open
to difference in.judgment and, perhaps, to challenge, but the omission of
the Gonejos Reservoir in the first paragraph was not due to inadvertence.
I might say, since Mr. Hinderlider raised the question, that we feel reservoir development there to be highly important from the long range point
of view. we regret that investigation did not seem.to establish, certainly not definitely, the usability of the lower valley site at Which most of
us looked when we were up there a year ago last spring. we have not the
slightest intention of ignoring the Gonejos Reservoir, or other projects
in New Mexico, for example, which might fit effectitely into this picture
later.
we are disposed to think that the State Line Reservoir is an esSential feature of the plan, and that's another matter on which I do not
believe you will be of common mind. we think it is desirable, in part, fox
re-regulating purposes, and in part for the flood protection Which it would
provide for the Middle valley.
The concept with reference to the Franklin Canal — using that tern
in an inclusive sense - was first suggested to us during the course of our
Salt Lake City discussions by Mr. Debler. It seems to me that the value oi
enlarging, tieing up, extending, and cement lining the trunk canal through
much, if not all, of its length, is obvious, from the standpoint of augmenting the supply of water and particularly from the standpoint of the
highly troublesome salinity problem. If that were done, and if all of the
lower lands were served from the trunk canal, not from‘the river, and if
the river channel were used — shall I say - as a sewer, it seems to us thai
there would be substantial relief of the salinity problem.and that such a
procedure would effectively supplement any amelioration of conditions
through application of the contemplated volumes of water and through dilu—
tion. we are Sufficiently impressed with the qualitative relationships to
be highly desirous of having the best judgment as to their quantitative
value that we-can get with funds’unexpectedly remaining at our disposal.
There are left some $4,000 or $5,000 from the $50,000 Caballo Dam fund
which, you will remember, “as transferred to the Bureau of Reclamation for
use in the Rio Grande Joint Investigation. The Consulting Board proposed,
the Bureau cordially acquiescing, to spend that money in studies of this
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MR. HILL: Does that contemplate hy-passing the lower Mesilla valley
drains around the head of the Franklin Canal?
MR. DEBBIE: I am thoroughly familiar with those details. I would say
this: those drains could font a part of the flow that's given to -01d
Mexico at the International Dam; then they would be by—passed at this
canal head.
~ MR. HILL: I only raised the question because control of salinity in the
‘ El Paso valley would not be materially improved unless the lower Mesilla
Valley was by-passed around the head of the Franklin Canal.
MR. DEBLER: Even though it isn't by-passed, the entire El Peso, Tornillo
and Hudspeth Valleys wouldfsecure water which now is used by the upper El
Paso valley.. In other Words, the drain waters of the El Paso valley itself
would not be mixed into the water used for irrigation as they are now. The
detail as to these drains I have not thought about because it seems to me
it offers further possibility of improving the water supply of the El Paso
Valley I
PROF. BARROWS: You will remember how much we all regretted, no one more
~than Professor Adams and I, that we-did not have more money available
originally with which to study quality of water. we are glad that some
additional studies can now be made that may throw further light on the
situation.
may I direct your attention particularly to the closing part of
this-first paragraph. It is proposed that the various things there indi—
cated shall be brought about by cooperation between the three states and
Federal government on the basis of an equitable apportionment of the cost
between the Federal government, the states, and the water users. The pres—
ent estimate for the sen Juan diversion is'l7é-millions; wagon Wheel Gap
Reservoir, 11 millions; Ute Mountain Reservoir $2,600,000; and for enlarge
ing and extending the Franklin Canal - it's only a rough guess - three or
three and a half millions — or. Hill says $5,000,000. The cOmbined sum of
these items, if we assign five million to the Franklin Canal, would be
less than 37 million dollars. It has seemed to me that during the last
few days several of you have spoken of the prospective cost of these es—
sential undertakings in a half apologetic manner, as though you considered
it as a pretty staggering total. I don't agree with you. When you think
of the manifold interests involved, of the interstate relationships with
which you have been struggling, of'the related international questions,
and of all the rest of the program, that program would be justified, in
my opinion, if it cost twice as much.
Now with respect to the second paragraph under N0. 1, I think no
comment is necessary. It seemed to us that the need for such an understand—
ing is obvious.
I will frankly Say that we had flow schedules, or a table of suggested schedules of flow, worked out in cennection with our original meme
orandum and were happy when your progress made them irrelevant, According—
ly, reference is made to state line deliveries and to deliveries into Ele—
phant Butte only in principle, as in paragraph 2.
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_I observe there is a difference of opinion mdth respect to our
_ statement in paragraph 3. Participation by Colorado in the transmountain
diversion might be considered from two distinct points of view: (1) from
that of Colorado's interest as a party to the Colorado River Compact, and,
{2)efrom that of Colorado's interest entirely aside from.the Colorado
River Compact. In one case Colorado naturally mould participate as a man—
ber of the Upper Colorado Basin group and be charged udth any water carried
through the,San Juan-Chama diversion and made available, by exchange, for
her use. In the other case Colorado's interest in a supply originating
within her boundaries might be a factor. Howaver, the states concerned
may regard this analysis, the Consulting Board does not propose that New
Mexico be charged with water carried through the San Juan-Chama diversion
and credited, by exchange, to Colorado. Continuing my practice of utter
frankness, I am going to say, ndthout authorization by my associates, that
we had conceived of an-allowance to Colorado of approximately one-fourth
of the San Juan-Chama diversion as a possible basis for discussion. If
you Were to ask why one-fourth rather than one—fifth or one-third, I
couldn't put on the table factual data in support of it. I do feel, and
we all do, that colorado should have some recognition in the use of this
proposed diversion route, but we feel it should be definitely'minor.
In connection with paragraph 4,"I think I need to say nothing,
Lperhaps. We conceive that you will want, of course, and will need, care-‘
fully to consider your administrative machinery, the machinery of control,
and we discussed it at length in Salt Lake City. Subsequently, Professor_
Adams conferred with various men in washington who have had experience in
other fields with some of the things with which we think you would be cone
fronted in principle, and out of that consideration and those discuSsions
came the suggestions of item No. 5, and also of 9, I might add. No. 6,
you have already covered in principle in your discussions.‘ no. 7 seems
' to us fair and reasonable. If this Compact is consummated, and if there
is a federal representative on the proposed Compact Commission, it would
seem entirely fair that the united States bear one-fourth of the cost of‘
administering the Compact.
I think we all felt rather earnestly in connection with No. 8;
certainly I did, and perhaps I had better express myself with respect to
it, on a personal basis, lest I over—emphasize it from the point of view
of my associates. I do not know hOW it is here, but I do know that in
certain other parts of the country, the lay mind shrinks from the impli—
cations of the term."permanent" compact. You have a temporary compact
and all of us, therefore, naturally talk about a permanent compact, but
I Cannot conceive of a compact of indefinite duration that would not need
review, and possibly revision, from.time to time. It would seem desirable that the agreement specifically provide opportunity for revision
of its terms, after the expiration of a trial period.
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No. 9 seems somewhat important and is based on the Salt Lake
City discussions and the later interviews in washington to which I have
already referred. we believe that the Compact might well contain an
agreement to submit to arbitration any controversy that may arise and
may not be satisfactorily adjusted by the Commission. As the wording
of the memorandum.indicates, we have merely set down various items with
reference to methods of arbitratiou which we thought might well be considered. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that's all I need to say.
MR._HARPER: we are very grateful, I am sure, for your very lucid and
frank statement of the problems confronting us as you see them. I an
sure Professor Barrows will be glad to anSWer any questions which any of
'the'Commissioners, or those sitting around the table, wish to ask. If
not, I will be glad to have any suggestions from the Commissioners as to
procedure from here on.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I want to say on behalf of Colorado, we very deeply
appreciate‘the splendid work that has been done by Dr. Barrows and his
associates, not only with reapect to the Rio Grande Joint Investigation
and the fund of information that work has provided for use of the three
states, but also for the suggestions he has made, and also for the con—
structive views he has expressed. We, of course, do not say at this
time we would agree, in whole or in part, with any and all of the sug—
gestions, but I think they are such as we may all profitably take home
and give careful and serious consideration to.
MR. CLAYTON: I join in your remarks of appreciation for the interest
Dr. BarroWs and his a530ctates have shown, and I concur in what Mr.
Hinderlider has said about the suggestions that have been made by Dr.
Barrows, but it is, of course, something we will haVe to study." Off:
hand, speaking for myself, it seems to me that many, if not all, of
these suggestions have a great deal of merit. It occurs to me that
'the Commission would hardly be in a position to pass definitely upon
these proposals by tomorrow, as at that time, as I understand it, at
least one of the Commissioners, and perhaps two, and certainly some of
their advisers, have to leave. Therefore, unless there are-proposals
by the other two states which We can consider tomorrow, it would be my
thought that we should recess at this time for such period as would be‘
satisfactory to the Commissioners, in order that we can give careful and
mature consideration to Dr. Barrows' Very meritorious suggestions. we
have discussed, and we have exhausted, until further research is possible,
the engineering suggestions for deliveries at the state line and San
Mhrcial, and until the engineers have had an opportunity to check on
these figures, I think further discussion would be profitless. If the
other Commissioners concur with me in these views, I think it would per—
‘haps save time to recess this afternoon until some time in the future.
********
MR. HINDERLIDER: I offer a resolution that the suggestion made by Dr.
Barrows and his associates be accepted, and that copies of their proposal
be not handed to the press or made public.
MAJOR Honors: Shouldn't that also include our State's business?
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MR. HINDERLIDER: Yes, I will include that also.
_ f The resolution was seconded by Mr. MCClure and unanimously
adopted.
*******'*
‘ MR. CLAYTON: In line with the connersation had by'the Commissioners, I
move that one engineering consultant of each State, together with Mf.
E. B.'Dehler, meet in Santa Fe, or such other place as they may mutually'
electg.on October 25, for the purpose of discussing the engineering fea‘tures, particularly of the state line deliveries and deliveries at San
MarCial, in order to determine if they can arrive at a determination of
general principles and if possible agree on the details of the deliveries,
and the engineering factual data Which should underlie the comract. Also
that the meeting of the Commission itself be deferred to such date as may
be mutually agreed upon, pursuant to the call of the Chairman.
said motion was seconded by Mr. Hinderlider and unanimously
carried.
MR.-HARPER: If there is nothing else to come before this meeting at this
time, we will stand adjourned, subject to call of the Chairman.
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EXHIBIT N0. 1.
STATEMENT or THE VIEWS AS To THE ESSENTIALS
FOR A PERMANENT COMPACT ON THE RIO GRANDE,
Submitted by
«The Commissioner for Colorado at the Confer—
ence of the Rio Grande Compact Commission at
I Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 28, 1937.
Article VII of the Rio Grande Compact, among other things,
‘provides:
"That the Governors of each of the signatory states shall appoint
a Commissioner for the purpose of concluding a compact among the signa—
tory states providing for the equitable apportionment of the use of the
waters of the Rio Grande among the said states, and that the Commission
so named shall equitably apportion the waters of the Rio Grande as of
conditions obtaining on the river and within the Rio Grande Basin at
the time of the Signing of the Compact."
. Colorado, therefore, aSSumes that this conference of necessity
is called in harmony with the aforementioned provisions of the Compact.
, It is the position of Colorado that an adequate supply of water
exists in the Upper Rio Grande Basin-above Fort Quitman which, if properly
regulated and used, will meet the requirements of present irrigation development in that Basin at the date of the signing of.the Compact, and
under present conditions to the extent indicated by the Report of the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation. '
» Facilities now exist in the Middle and Elephant Butte-Fbrt
Quitman sections of the Basin to regulate the water in such manner as to
previde a perfect water supply, except during very infrequent periods of
drouth. Such periods are so infrequent that it would be uneconomical to
provide additional Storage, or other means, to relieve shortages due to
such drouths.
Inadequate facilities exist in the San Luis section to regulate
the water supplies required for the proper irrigation of lands, the irri—
gation of which was initiated many years prior to the construction of all
present reservoirs in the two lower sections of the river.
For more than forty (40) years Colorado has been denied the
V right to properly regulate the waters theretofore applied to beneficial
use, which has resulted in a direct loss and injury to Colorado and its
citizens, conservatively estimated at not less than $200,000,000)
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Colorado asserts that equitable apportionment of the use of
the waters of the Rio Grande, as provided by the Rio Grande Compact, must
include'the necessary regulation of these waters for the most efficient
use~of-the same.
' Sufficient storage capacity can be provided and operated to fur~
nish a water supply for the San Luis section comparable to that which now
exists in the Middle and Elephant Butte~Fort'Qnitman sections, without ad—
versely affecting the water supplies for those Sections. As a matter of
’ fact, the usable water supply for the Middle section would be improved by
the construction and operation of the reServoirs required in the San Luis
section.
. All this is-shown by the attached graphs which have been prepared
from certain tables appearing in Part I, Vol. I, of the Report of the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation.
-- ’ The first graph hereto attached shows shortages in irrigation
requirements which exist under present conditions of development in the
San Luis valley section along the main river, and in the Middle and Ele_phant.Butte-Fort Quitman sections.
' ‘ The periods covered are 1892 to 1904, inclusiVe, and 1911 to
1935, inclusive. The period 1905 to 1910, inclusive, is not included'
since there was no critical period of water supply during those years.
The second graph shows the shortages which would exist in the
three sections of the Basin if the wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir were constructed and operated.
The data from which the graphs were prepared were taken from
tables 114 to 116 of Part I, Vol. I, of the Report of the Rio Grande
Joint_Investigation.
It will be noted from the first graph that shortages in irri—
gation requirements.would occur in the San Luis section in each of the
years covered by the graph. As a matter of fact, shortages would occur
during every single year of a 48-year period such as that of 1890 to 1937.
Many of such shortages would amount to over 50 percent of the irrigation
requirement. The shortage would average more than 30 percent of the irrigation requirement fer periods as great as 13 years. Similar shortage
would occur on the Conejos River also.
0n the other hand, it will be noted from the graph that in the
Middle section of the Basin there are only eight years during the entire
period under consideration when shortage would have occurred, and only
three years in the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section. During four of
the eight years in the Middle section and one of the three years in the
Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section, the shortages would have been negli~
gible.
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Attention is new directed to the Second graph which Shows condit1ons Which would obtain- in the three sections 1f the wagon Wheel Gap
ReSerVOir were constructed and operated. Note that in the san Luis section the shertage would have been eliminated for all years from 1892 to
1935, except in the five years from 1899 to 1902 and 1904. '
In the Middle Section the shortage during the years- 1894- 1899,
and 193L would have been entirely_ eliminated, and other indicated shortages Would have been materially reduced.
“In the Elephant Butte-Fort» Quitman section the operation of the
~wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir would have reduced the indicated shortage in
71902} The indicated shortage of 1904 WOuld have been increased somewhat .
by increased uSes of water in the Middle sectidn. Only those tWO years
‘of shortage, in addition to a- negligible one in 1903, would have occurred
in this Section during a period such as 1892 to 1935,9-and Such shortages
would occur without the Whgon Wheel Gap Reservoir being in operation.
I
Part I, V01. L of the Repert of the Rio Grande Joint Investi' gation under aesumed condition No. 7, page 379, and Table 115 shoWs that
storage Capacity at least -equal to that of the capacity of the wagon Wheel
Gap Reservoir could be conStruCted and operated on the main stem or the
5- Rio Grande in Colorado, and storage in an amount of at least 162, 000 acre-.
feet could be constructed and operated on the Conejos River without ad'verSely affecting the water supply of the lower sections of the Basin.
The aboVe analysis, together with the- attached exhibits, Show
'- the lack of parity betWeen the San Luis section and the two lower sections
' of the Basin.
' Colorado submits that recognition be accorded its citiZens to
,‘conStruct and operate the _reserv01rs required in the San Luis _section of
_the Basin to place the water supplies of that section on a parity with
the Water supply of the Middle and Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman sections
’of the river._
(Sgd.) Ml‘C. Hinderlider,
Rio Grande Compact Commissioner
for the State of Colorado.
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_ UPPER RIO .GRAVNDE BASIN
SHORTAG‘ES ASSUM'ING WAGON WHEEL GAP
RESERVOIR CONSTRUCTED
SAN LUIS- SECTION- MAIN RIO GRANDE
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EXHIBIT NO. 2.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THOMAS M. MCCLURE,
COMMISSIONER FOR NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico is willing to negotiate with Colorado and Texas
. for a _permanent compact to equitably distribute the waters of the Rio
Grande among the states on the basis of the following minimum requirementszor the State of New México:
-First. New Maxico is Willing to negotiate with Colorado for increased storage Within the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado, provided that
"proper safeguards for the rights of NeW'Mexico'shall be made to protect
the interests of the water users of New Msxico; and provided also that
-the transmOuntain diversion from the San Juan River and its tributariesr
to the Chama River is made an aocomplished fact coincident with the con—
struction of such storage in Colorado. - Second. NeW'Mexico is Willing to negotiate with the State of Texas
as to the right to the usa of Water claimed b3 citizens of Texas under
the Elephant Butte Project on the basis of fixing a definite amount of
Water to which said project is entitled. Provided, however, that upon
the completion of the All—American Diversion ram and Canal, beico shall
be J.imited strictly to treaty provision of 60,000 acre—feet per annum
for use in the Republic of Mexico.
Third. Provided, further, that New MexiCo and the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District shall not be deprived of their rights to the full
deVelopment and Operation of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
as shown by its plans on file with the State Engineer, for the develop—
ment, irrigation and onltiVation of approximately 123, 000 acres from the
Waters of the Rio Grande. ‘iFourth. All existing rights to the use of_water in the Rio Grande
Basin in New beioo shall be recognized as having the right to an adequate supply of water from said River System.
Fifth. New MBxico shall have the right'to construct all necessary
flood protection works to safeguard preperty, within the Rio Grande Basin
in NeW'Mexico, against flobd damage.
(Sgd.) Thomas M. McClure,
Rio Grande.Compact Commissioner for New Mexico.
September 28, 1937.
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ECHIBIT No.7 3.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY FRANK B. CLAYTON,
COMMISSIONER FOR TEXAS. '
_ To Mr..s. 0. Harper, Chairman,
and'Mémbers of the Rio Grande Compact
3 00mmission from.Colorado and New be100.
Although the State of Texas feels that it should share in
'the beMefitS from. neW'workS for the augmentation of the water supply
of the Rio Grande, it Will not insist thereon, provided that the
.States of Colorado and New mexico will release and deliver at San
3Mareial a snpply of water sufficient to aSSUre the release annually
from_Elephant Butte ReserVOir, of 800,000 acre-feet of the same
aVerage Quality as during‘the past ten years, or the equivalent of
this qnantity if the quality of the supp Mris altered by any developments apatrean. _
r a (Sgdr) Frank B. Clayton,
Rio Grande Compect.Commis—
sioner for Texas;
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HEXHIBIT N0;_4.
; SCHEDULE SUBMITTED BY_GOLORADO.
” . Deliveries or Water Shall be made by Colorado at Lobatos Gaging ’
Station near the Colorado-NeW'MEXiCO State Line in accordance with the
_ ’folloWihg98chedule, which indicates the relation, under present conditions
1" (192841937) of development, betWeen the recorded flow or the Rio Grande at
> the gaging station near Del Norte, plus the recorded flow of the Conejos '
at the Mogote gaging station, and the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at
the Lobatos gaging station:
Recorded flow 0f Rio Grande V near Del Norte,_plus recorded Rec0rded flow_of Rio
flow of Conejos at Mbgotee . Grande at Lobatos.
7 . . 400;000 ac. ft. to 80;000 ac.'ft;
‘7 ’ 500;000 _ n 120;000 u ’
- 600;000 " - l75;000 n
700;000 " 230;000- "
800;OOO ~ H _ 285;ooo n
‘900;000 " ‘ 350;000 n
1;000,ooo « . 420;000 v
1;110;000 " 490,000 n
1;200;000 " . 565;000 u
15300;ooo n , ' 650;000 u
1;4oo;000 , "v - 745;000 n
'1,500,000 'n , ‘ 840,000 . u
Delivery shall not be required on an annual basis in accordancewith the above schedule, but credits and/or debits shall be allowed to accumulate over a period of years subject to the folloWing conditions:
‘1. At any time when accumulated debits exceed the_unfilled effeCtive
capacity of Rio Grande Project storage, that portion which is in excess of
the unfilled capacity shall be written off}
'j2. Accumulated credits shall be reduced by the amount of actual spil
from Rio Grande Project sterage during-the periods when spill oCcurs.
' 3. The mean- required releases from Rio Grande Project storage shall
be censidered as 750, 000 acre—feet per year.
.4.. In calculating Colorado debits, cumulative debits shall be reduced by an amount that the total releases from.Rio Grande Project stor—
age exceed 750,000 acre-feet per annum.
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5,V In the event that the Contents of Rio Grande Project storage
‘. shall drop be1ow 300, 000 acre—feet on April first of any year, and 0010—
rado 6wes water to the river, the amount owed shall be released from
reserVOirs censtructed after the consummation of a permenent Compact,
and delivered to the state line.
‘ 61.:Euture reservoir construCtion and operation in Colorado shall
not impair the present flow at the Lobatos gaging station during those
'» periods when the flow at Otowi Bridge gaging station Would.be insufficient under preSent conditions to supply the requirements of the Middle
.Rio Grande Conservancy District as defined by the report of the NatiOnal
Resources Cemmitte e.r .
NeW'Mexico, and the Middle Rio Grande Censervancy Project,
shall agree not _to deplete the flow of the river at San marcial.- Any
cumulative Shortage in the river flow at San Marcial, caused by water
uses above that pOint in New Mexico, shall be supplied by New Mexico,
should the contents of Rio Grande Project storage drop below the amount
Specified above.
‘ In _cal¢ulating the_ combined flow the Rio Grande at Del
Norte, and the Conejos at Mogote, for application to the above schedule,
Water imported to the area abOve either, or both, .of these gaging stations by projedts constructed after October 1,1937., shall be subtracted
from the conbined reocrded flow at those stations, and the resulting in—
»dicated flOW'Shall be applied to the schedule to determine the amount of
water that shall be delivered at the Lobatos gaging station.
When and if water is imported to the Upper Rio Grande Basin
below the Colorado—New Mexico state line at no expenSe to either of the
signatory states, the amount of water required to be delivered by Cole'rado at Lobatos gaging station, as defined by the above schedule, shall
be reduced in an amount equal to 50 percent of the imported Water-as measured each year. 'In the event water is imported from.Colorado to the area
‘belOW ColOrado-NeW'MeXiCO state line by projects finanded by New Mexico,
the amount of water required to be delivered by Colorado at Lobatos, as
defined by the abOVe schedule, shall be reduced in an amount equal to 20
percent of the imported water as meaSUred each year.,
In the'event that poWer is develOped by projects constructed
to import Water to the basin below the Celorado—New Mexico state line, .
Colorado shall not be diScriminated against in the allocation of the power
or the establiShment of rates. _
The provisions outlined above With respect to state line deliv~
cries, in accordance with the suggested schedule, shall not become effec— '
tive until the contemplated storage in the San Luis section is constructed
and placed in operation.
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EXHIBIT N0. '5.
SCHEDUIE OF RIO GRANDE 110w TO PASS THE
~ NEW MEXICO—COLORADO STATE LINE,
1 .4 ,, V. _ Submitted by New Nexico.
f p The aggregate.discharge of the Rio Grande passing the New
Mexico-Colorado state line in each period of sixty (60) consecutive
q, months shall be not less than the quantities stated in the following
' table when the aggregate discharge of the Rio Grande immediately above
the_ first point of diVersion to lands in the San Luis Valley over the
same period of time is as folloWs:
Aggregate Discharge Near Corresponding Aggregate-D_e1 Norte in 60. Consecu- .‘ Discharge PaSsing'N.Mex.tive Mbnths. _ ; Colo.-State-Line,
2 0'00 ,000 ac. ft. ' ' ’l;200',000 ac. ft.'.
” 3, 000,000 " l;8003000 W
4;, 000,000 n -. ' 2 ;-600-,000 I."
530003000‘ n ' 3;5oo;000 . . u
6 ,000‘,000 i! “ ' , 4, 500, 000 , n
‘ Intermediate quantities shall be in proportion to the respective values in the above table.
Provided that the total discharge passing the NeW'MexicoColorado state line in any twelve (12) Consecutive months shall not be
less than 25 percent of the tota1 quantity in the Rio Grande measured
immediately above said first point of diversion in the same period of
time.
Provided; further, that the flow pasging the-New MexicoCOlorado state line shall not be less than 100 cubic-feet per second
during the period of time from June 15 to September 15 of any year.
_ Provided, further, that quantities set forth above shall be
exclusive of any amount of water which may be discharged into the Rio
Grande from the sump drain or other drains from the San Luis lakes.
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EXHIBIT NO. 6‘
SCHEDULE SbBMITTED BY TEXAS.
‘DELIVERiEs Ar sAN'MARcinL,
Over each period of sixty consecutive months the total dis—
.charge ofGthe Rio Grande as meaSured at San Marcial shall be not less .
than that set forth in the following tabulatiOn as cerresponding to
Certain amounts of full natural runoff of the Rio Grande at Otowi orig~
inating in NeW'MexiCO, and for other amounts of such.natural runoff the
corresponding total discharge at San Mercial shall be equal to that cor—
responding to the next lower amount of runoff plus the same proportion
»Jof the respective increments betWeen said lower values and the next
higher amounts set forth in the tabulation below:IFuii Natural Runoff at Otowi, Corresponding Total bisoriginating in NeW'MexiCO, . charge at San Marcial .
, ever any periOd of 60 conse- » oVer same period of
‘ cutive months,; 7- time._
l;0005000 ac. ft.. l,000_, 000 ac. ft;
2,000;000 .n 2,000, 000 u _,.
3,000;000 n - 3;500;000 u”
4;000,000 u ' ' 5,500;000 n
'j5,000;000_ N . r _ 8,000;ooo "
, 6,000,000 . _ » ’ 10,500,000 n
Said deliveries at San Marcial may be made at any time within
the sixty-month period; prOvided that the total amount of water stored '
’in reservoirs in the Rio.Grande Basin in New Mexico above San MarCial,
shall at no time exceed thirty percent or the quantity then in storage
in reservoirs on the Rio Grande between San Marcial and Fort Quitman.
Provided further that the amounts of water to be delivered at
San Marcial as set forth above, shall be increased by five percent for
_ each ten percent increaSe above 0.7 tons per acre—foot aVerage conCen—
tration of dissolved solids in the_water so delivered.
All provided that each incomplete sixty-month period shall be
deemed ended Whenever all reservoirs on the Rio Gran-de between San Marcial and Fort Quitman are filled and the next succeeding sixty-month
period shall commence When water is thereafter first withdraWn from
storage in any of said reservoirs.
For the purposes of this Compact, the flow as measured at
- 0toud minus the flow as measured at or near Lobatos, but below any dam
‘near the state line, if such be constructed, shall be deemed to be the
natural runoff at Otowi originating in New maxico, provided that the
Vmeasured flow at Otowi shall be adjusted for the effect of any works
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constructed after OctOber 1,1937, which alter the consumptive use
of Water in New Maxi-co aDGVe Otowi or which increaSe the quantity at
Otowi by importations from without the Rio Grande Basin.
9 IN 'RE STATE LINE SCHEDULES
7 In Order that no physical situation should develop which
would make it impracticable for Colorado to_ deliver_ in the latter part
_of any Sixty-month period, the remainder required- under the schedule
suggested by New nexico, the meaSured'flow at Del Norte should be the
index of deliveries at the State line, and the accumulated delivery
throughout any part of a sixty-month period should bear the same relation to the accumulated discharge at Del Norte over the same- period
or time that the tetal Required delivery at the state line over any
period of sixty consecutive menths as set forth in said schedule bears
to the.total discharge at Del Norte over the same Sixty montth
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New Mexico Exhibit

NM-EX-320

UNIT:D STATES cents Tir-G5Al
DEPARTM:NT OF THE INTERIOR
BURC!U OF 88CL/M/TION
RIO GU NDE PROTUCT, NEY Mo AICO-$TeXKAE
Contract between the United States amd the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District adjusting construction charges abd for other purposes.
This agreement made this 9th day of hover.ber ' , 1937,
2
7 me
under ths provisions of the Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388) and ects
amendatory thereof and supplementery thereto, and eepecially the statutory provisions (quoted in Article 3 hereof) relsting to the Rio Grande
project and contained in the Bureeu of Reclametion part of the Interior
Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1958, approved Auge 9,198,
1937, (Public No. 2449, He Re 6958, 75th Congress), all said acts being hereinafter comprehensively referred to as the Reclamation Law, by
and betreen the United States of America, acting for this purpose by
end through Yathy A? Chapuuae® “eecrerary of the Interior, and
ths Elephant Butte Irrigation District, an irrigation district duly
organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Mexico.
WITNESSETH That:
Definitions
Article 2. As used herein the following abbreviated terms mean
the terms set out directly thereafter as follows:
United States - United States of smerica
Secretary - Secretary of the Interior
ohm
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District - Elephant Butte Irrigation District
Aggociation - Elephant Butte ater Users’ Association
Contract of June 27, 1906 as amended and supplemented . The following
contracts between the United States and the Elephant Butte Water
Users’ Association and the Elephant Sutte Irrigation District:
1. Joint contract with the Zlephent Butte Water Users’ Association
and the El Paso Valley “ater Users’ Association, dated
June 27, 1906.
2. Contract with fssrciation, dated July 6, 1917.
3. Joint contract with Association and District, dated June
15, 1918.
4 Contracts with District, dated October 11, 1919; July 1,
1922; February 21, 1924; July 16, 1928; August 20, 1928;
and pecember 20, 1929.
Power Privilege Agreement - Joint contract between the United States,
the Digtrict and the El Paso County “ater Improvement District No. 1,
dated May 10, 1928.
Storage system - Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir and appurtenant works
ieee
and the Caballo Dam and Reservoir and appurtenant wrks.
Power system - Power plants, transmission lines, etc., constructed for
development of powre
Irrigation end Drainage system - All project works except the Storage
and power systems.
Explanatory Recitals
, Article 3. Whereas, the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1958, under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation,” contains the following
provision in the item for the Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas:
es
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"Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
.. authorized to enter into a contract with the El Paso County
Water Improvement District Numbered 1 and the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District of New Mexico by which the districts will
be relieved of the obligation of making payment of the construction cost chargeable to the development of power of Elephant
Butte Dam in the amount determined as equitable by the Secretary
of the Interior in return for the conveyance by the said tro
districts to the United States of all the district's right,
title, interest, and estate in the use of said dam ard other
project works, including the project water supply, for the
devolop=snt of hydroslectric energy: Provided further, That in
such contracts it ahall be stated that ths use of the dan, ze
project works, and water supply for power purposos ehall rot
deplete or interfere with the use thereof for irrigation
purposes: Provided further, That the net earnings of the power
plant and system belonging to the United States and any other
available revenuss shall be applied, until the coet thereof
has beon met, upon the cost of the power developmnt, including
(1) the cost of power facilities, (2) the amount invested as
herein authorized, in the cost of Elephant Butte Dam, and (3)
the amount invested by the Bureau of Reclamtion in Caballo
Dam: Provided further, That after the cost of the power dovelopment has been mst the not earnings of the power plant and
system shall be disposed of as Congress may direct.” —
Article 4. Whereas, the District desires to receive (1) the benefits
of the provisions of the Interior Department Appropriation Act hercinbefore quoted and also (2) the bensfits of the provisions of other acto
of Congress releting to the repayment of charges in return for the con~
Yoyencs by the District, for itself and the landowmers thsroin, to tho
United States of all the right, title, interest, and estate of the District and its landowners in the use of said dem and other project works,
including the project water supply, for the development of hydroelectris
energy.
Now, Therefore, in consideration of the covenants herein contained,
it is agroed between the parties as follows:
-EBID148915 |
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frticle 5. Tbe ecviteble amount of bie asnetesecisn eost of the
storuge syster (exclusive of Catallo Das sal toservoir) chargecble to
power development, as determined by the Ssereterr sid sceerted by the
District, is 34,246,429.39, commiteé as fellous:
scst of Storace System
(exclusive of Caballo Dem and reservoir)
fSlerhant Butte Tam m2? reservoir -..ccsccccccrcce £5, 219,665.55
related Pectures - rors, abe. wet ccceececeeee — 76,744.36
“3,248 ,408.09
:
Less - Direct fprvopriction (Kor-reianturestle)
Act of Merch 4, 1907 (24 Ttote, 1357) .-.cceeee 1,000,000.00
balance cherresble te power levelormornt ......0 24,246,408.39
The United States, pursusnt te the provisiors of the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, fisesi yeur 1938, nereintevore voted, will and hereby
doses relieve the District of 56.7742 per ceatum of ina amount lerein
fixed as the equitable amount of the construction cost chargeable to power
devalomment, or <2,410,834.39, and will aud lereby coee reduce the '
District’s obligation far tne renayment of its share of the construction
cost of the project from :7,920,000, which the “istrict assumed and
agreed to pay to the inited States under contreet of Jina 27, 1906, as
emended and suprlemeitei, to “,509,137.61.
Operation amc Muintenance Gost vor Irriz.tion
and wrainvve Svateas, veleiagar Your 13¢7,
edied vo vtonstruetion Oblisiutica.
Article & The uotics issued Februcry 11, 1937, +: the TPistrict by
the Secretary, pursuunt to the orevisions of tho eontract of Jure 27, 1906,
*

as emended and supplemented, aznouncisg the estimated cost of operating
and maintaining that portion of the Rio Grende project irrigation and
@rainage system which: is utilized for tae beneTit of lends wttthin the
District for the irrigation season of 1937 (calendar yeer 1937), and requiring the payment of a reservoir or storage ciisrge for certain lands is
herety rescinded. In lieu thereof, the District's share of the cost of
operation and maintenance of the irrigation and drainege system (exclusive of the storaze system) for the calendar jeer iyo7, estimated st
£170,000 will be added to aru shail be payable witu the soduced construc
tion obligation fixed is Article 5 hereof. In the event that the
District's share of tne actual cost of operation and maintenance during
the calendar year 1957 as conelusively determined by the Secretary is
less than the estimated amount thereof, the excess of astimate over cost
will be credited as a reduction of the construction charge inate Xiectt
dua and payable by tue District to the United States, in the calender
yoar 1938; in the event that the District's share of the actual cost is
greeter than the estimated amount, the excess of cost over estimate will
be added to the construction charges installment due and payeble by ths
District to the United States in the czlendar yesr 1959. .
Interest cn Construction Charzes Daferred under the
Aet ci April 1, 1952, 6s Tmended and Suprlemented
padded to the Constructior Obligation.
Article 7. Pursuant to tue acceptance by the District of the Act of
April 1, 1932, (47 Stat., 75), as amended and supplemented, extending the
time of payment for all or part of construction eiarts installments for
-54
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ae nes amen mee os emma oman a +
the years 1939 to ani including 1926, the District is obligated to pay
the Usited States interest chargss in the amourt of 21,350.16. The
District agrees to pay such intereet charges to ths Uaited States as hereq{nafter provided as & part of tre adjusted conatructioa chargs obligation.
District Assumes Fayment of the Adjusted Construction
Obligation.
Artiele 8 Tue vistrict assumes erd agrees t jtr the adjusted
construction charge obligation of £5,700,965.77, being the total of the
{tems set forth in oxticle 5, 6, and 7, above. It is understood and
agreed that the District nas reid to the United ctates construction
charges aggregating 21,762,473.85, and will on or before the execution
by it of this contract, pay, with accrucd penalties, tae 1936 construction
charge installment of (154,800, due September 1, 1957, such payment to ts
made either by cast. or by aan and eredits. The ag --pegate amount of
a, 917,273.85 will be applied to the payment of the adjusted construction
obligation of $5,700 ,285.77, and the District agroes to pay the resulting
balance of the construction charge obligation, Vize, :3,783,711.92 in
fifty equal successivs gemi-aanual installuents, on| farch 1, and September
1 of each year commencing with the first peyment cue and payable wareh 1,
1938, and ending with the last payment due and pays ble on September 1,
1962, the installments for 1938 and 1939, nowever, peing Bub ject to
possible adjustments 8&8 provided in Article 6 hereot.
na cae eS
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Secregstion of Project Features for Furposes of Operstion
ard Maditenance - 1937 ari therectter. :
Article 9. The United 2tates will continue tie overation and
maintenance of the project until otherwise provided. Beginning with the
calendar year 1937, tue operation ond maintensnce of the project will
be segregated a8 (a) operation and maintenance of the storage system and
power system, and (>) operation end maintenance of the remainder of the
project, pereinafter re°erre. t2 eB Vhs irrivation a... .e image system.
Operation nnd Maintenance of Storage System for Delivery
of Irrigation Vater.
Article 10. For the calendar year 1937, end thereafter during the
period of tha repayment of the rem:ining coustruction obligation of ths
District as fixed ir ‘rticle 8 uereof, the District will pay to the
United States, in lieu of regular operetion and maintenance charges for
the storage system, and in lieu of the storcge water rental charges heretofore collected for lands not designated for payment of construction
charges, 1 reservoir gervice charge of ten cents (10 cents) psr acrefoot for each end every acre-foot of water, reasonably necessary for
irrigation, made available for the lands of the District at the turnouts
of the Zlephent Butte dam, until tie Caballo Dam is completed, thenceforth at the turnouts of the Caballo dam. Because 0: the requirement
for the psyment of t.ie reservoir service charges &5 herein provided, the
provisions of the contract vetween tne District and tra Unitel States,
os
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and of the notice of ebruary 11, 19¢7, ziven dv the First Assistent
Secretary to the District, requiring the poyment of an eanmual storegs
water rentel charge tor the calendar year 1937 of fifty cents (50
cents)per acre for the total area within the District of lands not designated for commencing payment of corstruction charges shall be inoperative for the calendar yesr 1937, and such apmnual storage rental cnargss
phall not be collected by the United States for subsequent yearse
The officer of the vurTea ot Beelan: tion in ech:rze of the Rio
Granda project will render on or before Uctober 15, 1937, and on or before
October 15 of each year thereafter, & statement to the District of tne
number of acre-feet turned cut of the reservoir for the lands within the
District ani tne anount due hereunder for the then preceding twelve
gonths, and the District will pay the amount stated in such notics on or
before the first dey of Marck following rendition of the statemnte Payments for such reservoir service shall continue for each year during the
period of repayment of the remuining construction obligation of ths
District as provided in Article 8 hereof. For the year immediately
following the year for which the last installment of the adjusted construction obligation is payable, and for each succeeding year thereafter,
the Secretary will make an equitable determinetion of the District's
share of the estimated cost of operating and maintaining the storage 8ystem for irrigation purposes and ths amount so determined annually ehall
be included in and combined with the annual estinste of operation and
maintenance of the irrigation and drainage system ani snall be dus and
—- ~ 4 BID148920 *

payable at the sase tine enc 1% like manner as proviled in Article 11
hereof.
Operation and Muintenurncs for 1938 and Thereafter Payable
in favence.
Article 11. The veriod during which the United “tates continues
after January 1, 1938, to operate and maintain tue Rio Grande project
for and within the District, will hereinafter be referred to 4s the
Government maintenancs period. The District will, during the Government
maintenuncs period, puy to tie United <tates in advence the estimated
cost of operating and maintcining toat portion of the project, other than
the storage and power systems, which is utilized for the benefit of
lands within the District. ‘Such astimsted cost for tie calendar year
1938 is $175,000, of which tie amount of 32,620 skull be dus and payable
on or before December 15, 1937 and the smount of ‘61,700 thereof shall
be duz and peyable on or before February 15, 1938, and the remainder
thereof in the amunt of 36C,680 shall te due and payeble on or before
july 15, 1938. Each year thereafter during the Government maintenance
period the annual estimted cost shall become due and payable in the
following manner: On or before September 1, 1938, and on or pefore
v
September 1 of each subsequent calender yeer during the Government maintenance period, the Secret«ry will notify the District of the amount of
the District's proportion of the estimeted operation and maintenancs cost
(including all necessary equirment, materials and supplies, proper overhead
and general charges) in operating and maintaining the project works, other
then the storage and power systems, during the calender year next pupsesding
the year in which the notice is siven. Such notice will state the District's
*

iz
share of sucit actimttea$) cack fa) dor the fivst two sms ot th: cslender
year next succecils,:, (>) Yor the fits next gucessdiny rpntha,” wd (ce) for
the renaining five montns 9. the calendir veer for wiieh notice 4s given.
The amount stated for the Cirst tio santho of the calender year shall be
due and payable on or hefore December 15.0f the year in which the notice
4
is given; tho amount eirted for the next suececdine five menthe shall bs
dus and payable or or before Fevruary 15 of the ezleudar year naxt succeeding the year in uv teh tho rotice is siven; snc the “nonnt stated for
be
the last five months of the oslendar vear shal
to ave snd peyabie on or
pefore July 15 of the eslender vear next suscseding bie year in whieh the
notico is given. “s Wor as npaciionble sfter the lose of the calender
year for which notice of tie estineted cost or apersvion and maintenance
is given, the District will ve furnishel . stoteneat of sotual cost of
such operation and maintenanes anc tie Oisipiet's rronmrtionate share
thereof, and any Sxcas ef veyment upon the Leaie of estimated costs over
actual costs shali be oredited upon the payment due ana payable by the
District on July 15 next gueseeding suci calendar year. If in toe
opinion of the Seeretary the estimate of suck operction and meirntenances
cost appesrs to be insutticient to meet the ectual cost thersof he shall
give notice of cuch threatened dofleteney anc xis estimate of the cmount
thereof und the District's Site thercof, oni the District shall pay to
the Urited States its propertion of the amovut of sue Ceficiency within
15 days from the acute ot such notice. Should tue Distrviet fail to make
payment of any operstion ani matutenancs cagege2 at the time aid in the
«it~
Se
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manner ebove provided, the United States will be under ao further obligetion to deliver water to any land wituin the District, peyond funds
available therefor.
District to Resetye Credit for sater ental Collections
from sudspeta County Conservation 8nd hKeclanatioBn District.
Article 12. Pursuant to subsection J of section 4 of the Act of
December 5, 1924 (28 Stites, 705), sollections of satsr rental charges
under the contract betieon tus Ucited States and the ndgpeth County
Conservation and Reclamition District Noe l, dated December 1, 1924, 48
heretofore or sereafter amended and supplemented, during the calendar
year 1937, and annually thereafter, will be credited to the vistrict's
obligations ss folloxs: Te District's pro rate share thereof 98
conclusively determine? by the Secretary will be segregated by coastruction component and operation and meintenence component as also con~
clusively determined by the Secretary. The construction component will
be eredited to the peyment of the District's construction charge install- Se
mont next due and pavable after the collection of such water rental
chargs is made from the Hudspeth District, ani the oreration component <
will be credited to the payment of the District's operation and mainten- |
ance payment next due and payable after the colleciion of such water
rental charge is mace from the Eudspeth District.
-ll‘EBID148923
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Irrigation use of Fro ject \.ater Supply is Primery Use.
Article 13. In sarrying cut the provisions of tris contract the
United States shall oparste tus Bleyhant Butte Daw end other power
works connected tuerawith, tucluding the project water supply for
power purposes so as ict to Geplete or interfere “it: tiie use tnereof
for irrigation purposes. ‘The storege xorks will be opsrated primarily
for irrigation purposes 2ne wetcr is not to be relensed trom Elephant
Butte reservoir sor tue Keveloy won
4
t of power exeept to tue extent
that such water msy be retsined in the Caballo reservoir until needed
and “released for irrig:tics rurposes. ‘ater thus intercepted and
stored in the C.ballo reservoir sinil not be raieusea inerefrom in
excess of releases astimited to be reasonably necess.ry to meet the
requirements for irrigction puTycsss, for trecty nllowuices to the
Republic of ilexico 4s provided in the troesty proclaimed Jenuary 16, 1907,
and for flood control NnESASe Pintidng in this contract shall ever be
construsd or interpreted so 55 “ee alter, dininisu, or impair the right
of project lad owners to sucu weter Tights ee may bo: oT necome appurtenant to their 1inas wider tie Federal Reclam tion Laws and under the
original contracts entered isto between the original vor users’ association on this project ard tio United Ltatebe
*EBID148924
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Designation of Areas Subject to Construction Cherges
No Longer Necessary.
Article 14. Beceuse of’ the change in the relntions between the
District and the United States as herein provided regarding the
payrsnt of the adjusted construction charge obligation, the parties
hereto hereby rescind the provisions of érticle 7 of the contract
of Juno 15, 1918, smong the district, the Elephant Butte Water Users
/seneiation ucd the “ritua Stetes, end similer provi: ions of later
contracts between the “istrict end tae United Sut.s 30 Tar as said
provisions rejuire tiat, fro: time to time, as the -vcretary may
determine that specified sarees of irrigable district lends, not
necessarily contigusvs, suould commences the peyment of the construction
charge of the irrigation works, ne siall render a statement to such
effect to the district, designating the areas of saii district lands,
stating the smount of tie construction charge payable Zor such designated
arease
Additional Construction Work
Article 15. The United States will continue with the construction of the irrigation anc drainage features of the project,
contingent upon aprropristions therefor teing made uvellable by
Congress, to the extent that the District's adjusted construction
charge obligation will permit. It is understood thst, if for amy
resson the total construction cost cusrgeable to District lanis is
-13- ~—s7EBID148925——
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ed
less tian the District's adjusted cons: ruction obligation, the District
Will be relieved of the payment of such excess through a reduction to
the extent of such 6 ® 44> construction churce installments payable
bs
O°
DV
G
2
©
at the end of the repovment period fixei hersin, such reductions being
applicable on said construction energe installuents in the inverse order
of due datese
United States to Perform York with Contributed Funds
Article 16. Pursuant to the ct of Congress of biarch 4, 1921 (41
Stat., 13567, 1494) 4ne United States during the Governmsnt maintenance
period will perform ith funds contributed by the Listrict such bettermont or additional maintenance work on the project as may be deemsd
necessary by the District and approved ty the Secretary. Before undertaking eny such work the United States will be furnished with the necessary contributed funds, in one or more installments as may be agreed upon,
accompanied by a certiried cory of a resolution of the board of directors
of the District, setting forth the nature of the work desired and autnordzing its performance with such contrituted funds. Upon the completion
of the work so authorized, the Vistrict will be furnished with a statement
of the cost thereof, and any unexpended balance of such contributed funds
will be refunded to the District or applied otherwise as the District
may directe
Cancellation of Power Frrivilege Agreement
Article 17. The District and the United States hereby rescind that
certain Power Frivileze Agreement described in srticls 2 hereofe
-14, EBID148926
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District Conveys Power Interests
Article 18. The District for itself, and its witer users
and land ommers and for its and their successors and. absigYS,
does hereby convey, and grant to the United States all of its and
their claims of right, title, interest ani estate, present and
prospective in the use of the Elephant Butte Dam and other project
works, including the project water supply, for the development of
hydroelectric enervy ty the Uritod States: iroviced t.xst the uce of
said dam, project works and walter zurpply for power nareoses Buell
not deplete or inter?sre witi the use tnereot for irvigation purposes:
and Provided further, Taut tne net earnings of the power plant end
systen belonging to the United States end any other available revenuss
accruing to the United States by reason of Goverument ownership of
the power plant end system siuil be eppliod in acvordance with the
provisions of the item in tne interior Depertment svpropriation sot,
fiscal year 1938, us set out in Article & hereof.
The validity of the convevence to the United States as
contained in this Articie, is of tie essence of this egreemente
A contract similar to this (hereinafter referred to ac the El Paso ~S
contract) is being made coincidently with tne =] Fe so County water
Improvement District ic. l, sontaining ths portion of the Rio Grande
Federal Reclamation project that lies in the ~tate of Texas,
-15EBID148927
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and the El Paso contract coiteins an article similar to Article
18 hereof. Should the conveyance to the United States in Article 18
hereof, or in the similar article of the E] Faso contract, ever be
held invalid or ineffective in whole or in part, a8 to either
district, or as to any water user or landowner or group of landowners
in either or both districts, the Secretary may, by notice to the | aps
District, terminate this agreement, whereupon the rights an! obligations of the purtion mereto site te relartatea, @ "Fr os practic.sble,
as if this ngveanant ‘iad rot bcen made. Any lendovrer of tne aistrict,
or any holder of a mortgace or lien upon land in the district, who
doss not object to the coufirmation of this contract by the courts
shall be estopped thereafter to question the validity of this conveyance. Likewise any landovmer of the district, or say holder of
a mortgage or lien upon land in the district, who eccerts tha benefits
of this sgreement in the reduced construction installments permitted
hereby, shall te deemed ccnclusivaly to Leve accepted this agreement
and to have accaded to the conveyance herein mede, co far as his lmd
or interest is concerned.
ieread Charges a General
Obliszstion of the District.
Artiele 19. The District is obligeted tc pay to tho United
States the full amounts herein agreed upon accordin:: to the terms
stated, notwithstanding any individual default in the payment of
any assessments, tolls or charges levied by the District to secure
funds to meet charges due to the United States.
-1l6=- ; 2
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District to Use All Fowers
to Collects
Article 20. All construction and operation and ms intenance
charges due to the United States herounder suall be paid as required by this contract +o tho proper fiscal officer of the United
States. The amounts due the United States shall be 8 first charge
upon the collections of seid district. The District agrees that it
will cause to be levied and collected all necessary nagesemante,
including a sum be covar (1) any ;ndividuel colisetion Jelinquency
for cast years and (2) estimated individual evlle:tion aslinquency
for the year for wuieh assessments 6ts baing levied, end will use
all powers end resources of the District, including the taking poxer
of the District and the power to withhold delivery of water, to collect and pay to the United States all charges provided for in this
contract in full on oF before the day that the same becoms due.
Ko tater to be Delivered
Without Tayment.
. Article 21. Pursuant to the provisions of Saction 6 of the Act
of Congress of August 13, 1914 (33 State, 686) no water shall be
a@elivercad to cr for any tract of lend receiving water through the
project works, the owner or holder of which shail be in arrears for
more than one (1) year for the payment of ary charge for operation
and maintenance, Or SDy annual construction charze, and penslties,
or any assessments levied by the District for the puryose of paying
construction oF operution snd mintenoance ehsrges, or who after
“ -17EBID148929
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ce oc . « ™ e- >
the beginning of tis yeor 1936 snell fail tc my in sivance the annual
operation sij moirtvenance QUET EOS 0
Yater Users iczepting Benefits of Contract Bstopped
Article 22. it is wderstood tixt the consideration heraof
running to the District is the benerit correrred uader the provisions
of ths act set out in Article 3 nereof and of the acts of Decembor 5,
1924 and May 25, 1926, on? ¢ .t eny Lendormer or .c wer “URer of the
District who aceapts any sucl. Lena?its ander tuo terns vereof shall
be estopned to disclaim exy part of ‘he obligetion of the district
hereunder. If (a) in ary sewrt setior at the Systange of the district
or of any of ite officars, lan) owners or woter users, this contract or
any of its provisions Are teld te be void, go that in the opinion of
the Secretary the contract paec.zs substanvially iucepable of perform
anes, or if (b) in any ecurt action at the instenze of El Paso County
Water Improvement, Pistcict ice 1 or of any of its officers, land owners
or water users, tia El Faso cen treet, as defined in Agtiole 18 hereof,
or any of its provisions are held tc be void, go thet in tia opinion of
the Secretary tizt combess% secomes substantially tneapabdle of performance, the district esc fits Land owners or water users sunll revert
to the terms and worditious °° the contract of Juce 27, 1905, as
amended snd supplemented with Like effect as shown. this contract had
never been executede
*
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Payment of Interest Charges. | 4
Article 23. Upon every sum of money rejuired to ve paid to
the United States by tuis contract and not paid when due, interest
at the rate of six (6) per cents ghall be added from the due
date until the date of payment, and the district hereby agrees to pey
guch interest.
Secretary "rbiter of questions of Fact
Article 24. “senever in this sereemeit a2 estinnt2 ox aetermiction
of fact is required or any question of ract is lefty unuetermined by
the provisions nereof, the Secretary
estimates and determinations of fact
shall make any sxc all such
and decisions upon any and all
questions of fact which msy srise hereunder, ani the Secretary's
estimate, determination or decisior %
yereoi or therect shall be binding
and conclusive upon the parties to this agreement.
Access to
Books ani fecords
Article 25. The proper officers or agents of the District
ghall have full and free access at all reasonable tims to the
project account books «nd official re
lating to the construction, acquisiti
cords of the United States reOn, Cars, oreration and
maintenance of tue irrigation and drainsge vorks, with the right
at any tims during office hours to make copies of, or from, the
game or any of then, and tne proper representatives or ths United
-19EBID148931
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States shall have sivilar rignts in respect +0 tue accounts books
end records of the District.
Eleetion and Confirmation.
Article 26. The execution of this contract shall be authorized
by the qualified electors of the district at an election held for
ket’ gurpose and thereafter the District shall prosecute to final
decree, proceedings in a vourt of competent jurisdiction for the
confirmation of this eontract. “he United .vates Shull not be required to proceed under tne terms of tis contract until (1) a
confirmatory final judgment in sueh proceeding shuil have been
finally rendered, and (2) the B1 Paso contract shall have been
authorized at an election end confirmed by the courts of the
State of Texas. Tne District shell furnish the United Ctates certified copies of all proceedings relating to said election and confimnation procesdings. |
Reversion to Contract of Jure 27, 1906 as Anended
and Supplenented on Failure of This Contracte
Article 27. In the event of a failure of the authorization of
this contract at aa election ealled for tat purpose or in conf irmation proceedings subiseqiantlly brought, this contract ena U1 be void
and of no effect eni the parties hereto shull revert to the contract
of June 27, 1906 as amended and supplemented with like eifect as
though this contract had uever been executede
ee
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Thig contract is also rot to become effective for any purpose
unless and until tue El reso contract, es defined An irticle 18
hereof, is voted and confirmed and becomes effective.
Provisions of the Contracts as fAmendec and Supplemented
Shall Renain Etfective.
Article 28. Tnis arreenent 4s supylemental to the contract of
June 27, 1906 as emended anu surplenented, and it is agreed that the
terms and conditiors thereof shn1l remain unaffected by the provisions
hereof, except as they are modified by said provisisuse
Remedies Saved to the Jnited Statese
Article 29. The mention of sry remedies of 12e United States
herein or in such contract ef June 27, 1305 es amended and
supplemented, for breach of any of said contracts shall not ve
understood to exclude the United States from any other remedy which
it may have, and it is further understood that all rights of action
for breach of this contract are reserved to the United States as
provided in Section 3757 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.
Officials Not to Senetit.
Article 30. No menber of or Delegate to Congress or Resident
Commissioner shall be admitted to any suvre or part of this contract
ox any benefit to srise therefrom. Nothing, however, herein contained,
EBID148933
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shall be construed %2 extend to any incorporeted comnany, if the
contract be for the gonersl benefit of such eorpor: tion or company.
IN ETTNESS WUUREOF, the parties have hereto subscribed their
names the day and year first above written.
Tin UNIT D ST.iny OF AMIRICS
laren, b Chey.
ee Assistant ah Ure itnous
ELETH NT BUPTE IlIG: TICK DISTRICT
Attest:
~— 7. ewe shes
Secretary
%
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EXCERPT FROli MINUTES OF MEETING HELD BY THRE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGAT‘'ON DISTRICT, TUESDAY, NOVEURBER 9, 1937
"The Board then proceeded to canvass tha returns of the election
held Novemver 6, 1937 on the new construction contract. The
results showed that there were 450 for the new contract and
4 against the new contrsct. ‘The vota by precincts was as
follows:
Precinct No. For A-ainst Total
lI az z 44
Zz 493 1 50
3 42 0 ' 42
4 66 1 67
5 102 0 102
6 28 0 28
7 oe 0 02
8 41 0 31 , “
9 _58_ 9 58
450 4 454
It was moved by Wright, secondea by Lois, thst the Board declere
the contract advertised in the election ot November 6, carried,
and the president and secretary be authorized to sign the contract
provided tor in the election between the Distriat and the United
States. Motion carried unanimously."
This 1s to certify that the foregoing 18 & true and eorrect Se
copy of en excerpt from the minutes of the méesting held by
the Board of Directors o: the Hlephant Butte District, Tuesaay,
Novenoer 9, 1937.
se kK, Lucero, Secretary
ephent Butte Irrigation Distrie
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RIO GRANDE PROJECT
C ONTRACT
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Symbol
Ilr-981
UNITED
STATES
DEPARTEENT OF TEE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
NEW NEXICO-TEDCAS
Contract between
the
United
States and the El Paso County Water
Improvement District
No
adjusting
construction charges and for other
purposes
This agreement made this 10th day of November 1937 under the pro
visions of the Act of June 17 1902 32 Stat 388 and acts aanendatory
thereof and supplementary thereto and especially the statutory provisions
quoted in Article
hereof relating to the Rio Grande project and con
tained in the Bureau of Reclamation part of the Interior Department Appropriation Act fiscal year 1938 approved August
1937
Public No 211.9
75th Congress 1st Session
all said acts being hereinafter comprehen
sively referred to as the Reclamation Law by and between
the United
States of America acting for this purpose by and through Oscar
Chapman
Assistant Secretary of the Interior and the El Paso County Water Improve
ment District No
an irrigation district duly organized
and existing
under the laws of the State of Texas
WITEESSETE
That
Definitions
Article
As used herein the following abbreviated
terms
mean
the
terms
set
out
direct
thereafter as ol lows
United
States
United States
of
America
Secretary
Secretary
of
the
Interior
District
El
Paso
County
Water Improvement
District
No
Association
El
Paso
Valley Water Users Association
Contract
of
June
27
amended and supplemented
1906
as
The following
contracts
between
United States and the El Paso Valley Water
the
Users Association and the El Paso County Water Improvement District
No
Joint
contract
with the Elephant Butte Water Users Association
and the
El
Paso Valley Water Users Association dated
June
27 1906

Contracts
with
AssoArion
dttei August
19 1916
and August
13
1917
Joint
cortact vith
so
ianion
and District
dated
December
29
1917
iiJoint
contract
with Association and District
dated
January
17
1920
Contracts
with District
dated July 1922 October 12 1922
August
1926
ly i6 1928 August Ii 1928 September
1929
and November
1932
Power
Privilege Agreement
Joint contract between the United States the
District and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District dated May 10
1928
Storage system
Elephant
Butte Den and Reservoir and appurtenant works
and the Caballo Dent
and Reservoir and appurtenant works
Power
system
Power plants transmission lines
etc
constructed
or
be constructed for development of power
Irrigation and Drainage
system
All project works
except
the
Storage
power systems
Recils
Article
Whereas the Interior Department Appropriation Act
iscal year 1938 under the caption
zeau of Reclamationtt contains the
following provisions in the item or the Rio Grande project
New MexicoTexas
Provided
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to
enter
into contract wth the El Paso County
Water
Improvement
District Numbered end the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District of New Mexico by wbirh the districts will
be relieved of the obligation of making payment of the con
struction cost chargeable to the development of power of Elephant
Butte Dent in the amount determined as eqpitable by the Secretary
of the Interior in return for the conveyance by the said two
districts to the United States of all the districtst
right
title interest and estate in the use of said dent and other
project vorks including the project water supply
for the
development of hydraclectric
energy
Provided
further
That in
such contracts
it shall be staed that the use of the dam
project vorks and water supply for pow..r purposes shall not
deplete or intemiere
with the use thereof
for irrigation
purposes
Provided frther
That the net earnings
of the power
plant and system belongng
to the United States and any other
available revrurs
lxi Ic appr ed until the cost thereof

to
and

has been
met apo
the
cos
the
we
development
including
the
cost
of
powc
facilities
the
amount
invested
as
herein authorized in sra
st of
Elephant
Butte
Dam
and
the amount invea ed
ftc
au
of
Pt
ciwnation
in
Caballo
Dam Provided_father
Than at
the cost of the power develop
ment has been met the itt earings of the powe plant and system
shall be disposed of as Congrcss may direcArticle
Whereas the
D9rift
desires
to
receive
the
benefits of the provisions of
be
Departuent Appropriation Act
Interior
bereinbefore quoted and also
the benefits of the provisions of other
acts of Congress relating to the repawent of charges in return for the
conveyance by the District fox itself and the landowners therein to the
United States of all the right title interest and estate
of the dis
trict and its landrners
in the nse of said dam and other project works
including the project water supply
for the development of hydroelectric
energy
Now
Therefore
in
consideration
of
the
covenants
herein contained
it
is agreed between
the
parties as follows
Distri2t Relieved
of
Jbligaton
for
Construction
Cost
chargeable
to Power
Article
The equitable
amount of the construction cost of the
storage
exclusive of Caballo Dam and reservoir
system
chargeable to
power development
as determined by the Secretary and accepted by the
District is $1121640839
computed as follows
Cost
of Storage
System
exclusive
of
Caballo
Dam and
reservoir
Elephant Butte Dam end reservnir
$5219663.53
Related features
roath etc
26 71186
52
.39
Less
Direct
Appropriation
Nonreinbursable
Act of
March
1907
3Li
Stat
1357
00.00
Balance
chargea
Ic
to
poer
development
...
$11-216ti-08.39
The
United State
purwtant to the Drovisions of the Interior
Department
Appropriation Ac
fi ai year 1938 bereinbefore quoted
will and hereby
es
aliens
the Distict of 13.2258 per centum
of the
amount herein fixed as the equ thb..e amount
the construction
cost
chargeable to power
de al pn if
$1835nI4itOO
and will
and hereby
does reduce the Disr rct
ob.%i gaior fo rue repayment of its share
of the constructio
osc
proier fom $6106 000.00 which the

District asscm
pa
in
td Staes
under
the contract
of June 27 19
ax
am
de
-r
Th
ax
to
$h2701t56000
Mrtciax cC
Irrigation
aid
ax
Cal or
fear
1937
Con
in
cinon
igation0
Article
The
-tin in
ax
1937
to the District by
the Secretary
par
the
ax
of the rontract
of June 27
1906 as amended ant
tppeaerteC
coin .a
the
estimated
cost of
operating and mainttinin
hin pcion
of
the Rio
Grande project irriga
tion and drainag sycten which
tiaxd for the benefit of lands with
in the District for he ro iganon teasn
1937 calendar year 1937 and
requiring the paymenoi of
rena
in
storagt
charge for certain
lands
is
hereby rescindeL0
In
Li
Lb
the
Dreticts
share
of the
cost
of
operation
arC
citenan
the
irriga ion
airS
di
image
system
exclusive
of
the
snrae cyst
th
calendar
year 1937 estimated
at
$156000
will
be
ddeS
an
aLa
payef1e
with the reduced con
struction obligation
fre
in article
nr
f0
In
the
event
that
the
Districts
share of to
no
tion
and maintenance
during
the calendar
year 1931 as
u3ivthv
da
nined
by the
Secretary is
less than the estimatd anoint he
the
cxceos
of
estimate
over
cost
will be credited
as
reduc
ion inructron
charge
installment
due and payable by the Diertc th
lasted
States
in
the
calendar
year 1938
in th event tha
te Di tniets mere of the actual
cost is
greater than th aetna
em ir
as
of cost over estimate will
be added to the count union
ha
jinta net due and payable by the
District to the Unied
the
as
cole ax year 1939
Interest
addS
on
19
Coninructrr
lax
Chasgec Lkfered under the
Amended and Supplemented
ati irr 0bata.on0
Arti le
nr
to
th
ax
epean
Ye
District
of
the
Act
of April
1932
Sin
an rded
pplemented
extending
the
time of
ion at
payrnt
pas
ons
inron
harge installments
for the yearo 1930 to and md
tug
s936
tie
District
is
obligated
to
pay the United States inercth
harge
the
amount
$16933 .14
of
The
District agnes
uia tot
cor
hrg
the
United States herein
after provided ax
pa of th
acLJstd
cnn
notion
charge
obligation
District_Assimes Paym
ci
he
Adju
cS
Construction
lnratrcr
Article
Is Di tst
an ne
id
ag
ax
pay thc adjusted
construction charge dnn na
ci
$k1i43389
14i
being the total of the
items
setftnen
to
rrsunaerstoodand
agreed that the Di
is
perd
the
ei
ti
in as
coninruction
charges aggaxg in
85
fore
he
execution
byitofthisitr
ja
dinthtrtbebalanceof
$l5Ifl75
of
ha
931
in
ge
mathax
due
erd payable

on March
93
arid
in
alundes
Thsh
the
Department
of
JUstice
has
paid
the
larati
huno
chalf
of the
Detention
Farm area
kC.O
an
cc
del
ha
ins portion of the project
the sum of $25OleO.0
she
gata
smoun
of $1 le3li5l56O will
be applied to bh aymen
of
the
adju
consruction
obligation
of
$1143389.44
and 4te Drain
eeer
in
pay the resulting
belance
of
the
constructi
hinge
blsgslo
ins
$3003873814
in fifty
equal
successive
seaniannu1
lrsin _me.ats
March
and Septem
ber
of
each
year
cctnaencing ..cth ira in in payment due and payable
on March
1938
aid erding
lab
payment due and payable
w.inb
ra
on September
l962
inc
ins mimer
tot 1938 and 1939 however
being subject
to possible adjustment as pinvided in Article
hereof
Segregation of Projecb Fea
In es
for
Purposes
of
Op erati on
thereafter
Article
The ihred Sates wiY
contanue the operation and
maintenance of the project urtil otherwise
provided
Beginning with
the calendar year 1937
the opeation
and maintenance of the project
will be segregated
as
rpinetion
ani maintenance of the storage
system and power
system and
operation and maintenance of the
remainder cf the project
hereinef
he
retorred
to
as
the
irrigation
and drainage system
Operation and_Main
eatS
ystem for Delivery
of
.igatioa
Water
Article 10
For the calendar
year 1937 and thereafter during
the period of the repaymen of the remaining construction obligation
of the District as fixed in article
hereof
the District will pay
to the United States
in lieu in ragular
operation
and maintenance
charges for the
torage cysten
at
in Lieu
the storage water
rental charge herev fort coll ad fer lanlr aot designated for pay
ment of construc.a Jr her
in rrir service
iharge of ten cents
10 cents per acre -foot
er
and
ery
arefoot of water rea
sonably necessary for iringation made available
for the lands
of the
District at the turnouts
of the ephant Bute dam until the Caballo
Dam is completed
thenceforth at the turnouts
of the Caballo
dam
Because of the re .irement for th
payment of the reservoir service
charge as herein provided
the provisions
the contracts
between
the District and the tihited States aid of the notice
of February 11
1937 given by the First Assitar Secretary to the District
requiring the payment nf ar anrnw
.n age water rental charge or
the calendar year 1937 of fifth
innl
50 cents per acre for the
total area within the di etri at
an
ro esignated
for conmiencing
..s
payment of cons n-ucaion
bar as shall ae inoperative
for the calendar
year 1937
and such annuel
to aye rental ha ges shell not be col
lected by the White
Stat.
years eaun
The
office
of
the
Itrea
aim
harps of theBio
Grande
projec
will
rnde
or
\t
ber
t5 1937
and on or

before
Octobe
aimnent
to
the
District
of
the
number
of
od
of
the
resev
ir
the
lands
within the Disric aid
or
the
then
preceding
twelve month0 an
ft
Dic in
the
amount
tated
in
such
notice on or tator the fr
iF
ollceLng
rendition of the
statement
Pa
me0
for an
se
ot.
a.
shall
continue
for
each
year dunug
the
period of rapa
of the
remaining construction
man
obligation of the Distnct an poiteI
faftole
hereof
For the
year iimnediately follr
ing tb
in- viii
the
last nstaUment
of
the adjusted consfructi
obJ
ation
payable
and for
each succeeding
year thereafter
the Secrine.JJ rikc
iuitable
determination of
the Districtts share of the eftima
en
operating
and maintaining
the storage
system
for
inigaaon pirposes
and
the amount
so determined
annually shall be
includ
an
and combiw.r
the annual
estimate
of
operation and maintena
of th
irrgallo
nd
drainage system
and shall
be due and payable at the
lint time aid in ...uke manner as provided in
Article
hereof
Operation
and Maintenance
for 1938 and
Thereafter
Payabin
in
AfLvan
Article
uho pcri di dining
hid the thuited States continues
after Jatsuary
to
198
air
flair
nt
in hc Rio Giande project
for and within the District nLl hereinll
be referred to as the
Government manr2enanLe period
Thc
Di sri ot will during the Government
maintenance period pa
the Dii ted State in advance the estimated
cost of operating and m0intainng
the
poinion of the project
other
than the storage and power
ens
whi
is utilized for the benefit
of lands within th
Dn tr
Sw
as ianated ost for the calendar
3year 1938 is $l56000
whi
iv
amouuf
of $37000.00 shall be due
and payable on or iefo December 15
1937
end the amount of $72900
thereof shall be dna and payd La on or
fore Fehauary 15 1938 and
the remainder Chore
wan at ed $l-uS
ball he due and payable
on
or beforo
Nh
15
938
Re
roe
thereat
during the Government
maintenance
pen
the
ar
no.1
-a
aaod
00
hall become due and payable
in
thefollowing mania
or before
Seprmber
1938 and on or
before Septemba
of ea
su ccjytent
casendar
ii
year during the Government
maintenance pen
the SanJar ifl noify tie District of the amount
of the DstrictDi prrn rti
the
ostiin ted operation and maintenance
cost including
nec ssary quipm
m0taials end supplies proper
overhead and general
hergas
pecaing and maintaining the project
works
other
than
tho
oage
ci
para
systa is during the calendar
year nert suocenling
the
in
ehca
the notice is given
Such notice
will state the Diti is
sher
tuna vi cost
for the first
two months of th
Jrnda
etc eding
for the five nert
succeeding monthe
and
fan
einaaning
five months of the
calendar
yearforwhichro
ci
Toan
.acIfthefirst
two
months of the
cc
ua
TI
payable on
or
before Decema
bar 15 of the
yr
iiH
grc
hc
arount
stated
for
the next su eoding
he
he
art payable on or before
February 15
of
th
n3
Thng the year in which the

notice
isgiven and the amount stated
for the last five months of the
calendar
year shall be due and payable
on or before July 15 of the
calendar
year next succeeding the year
in which the notice
is given
As soon
as practicable after the close
of the calendar
year for which
notice of the estimated
cost of operation
and maintenance is given
the District will be furnished
statement
of actual
cost of such
operation and maintenance and the Districtts
proportionate share thereof
and any excess of payment upon the basis of estimated costs over actual
costs
shall be credited upon the payment due and payable by the District
on July 15 next succeeding
such calendar
year
If in the opinion of the
Secretary the estimate
of such operation
and maintenance cost appears
to
be insufficient to meet the actual
cost thereof
he shall give notice of
such threatened deficiency and his estimate
of the amount thereof
and
the Districtts share thereof
and the District
shall pay to the United
States
its propbrtion of the amount
of such
deficiency within 15 days
fran the date of such notice
Should the District
fail to make payment
of any operation
and maintenance charges
at the time and in the manner
above provided
the United States will be under no further obligation
to deliver water to any land within the District beyond funds
available
theref or

District to Receive
Credit for Water Rental Collections
froznHudspe9i
County Conservation and Reclamation District
Article
12
Pu
suant
to
subsection
of
section
lz
of
the
Act of
December
l9211
1f3
Stat 703
collections
of
water
rental
charges
under the contract between the United States and the Hudspeth
County
Conservation and Reclamation District No
dated December
19211as heretofore or hereafter amended and supplemented during the calendar
year 1937 and annually thereafter
will be credited to the Districtts
obliagtions as follows
The Districtts
pro rata share thereof
as conS
clusively determined by the Secretary will be segregated
by construction
component and operation and maintenance component
as also conclusively
determined by the Secretary
Tne construction
component
will be credited
to the payment of the Districtts construction
charge installment
next due
and payable after the collection
of such water
rental charge is made
from the Hudspetb District
and the operation
component
will be credited
to the payment of the Districtts
operation
and maintenance
payment
next
due and payable after the collection
of such water
rental charge is made
from the Hudspeth District
Irrigation use
of
Project
Water Supply is primary Use
Article 13
In carrying
out the proVisions of this contract
the
United States shall operate
the Elephant Butte Dam and other project
works connected therewith
including
the project water
supply for
power purposes
so as not to
deplete or interfere
with the use thereof
for irrigation
purposes
The
storage
works will be operated primarily
for irrigation
purposes
and water
is not to be released from Elephant
Butte reservoir for the development
of power
except to the extent
that
such water may be retained
in the Caballo
reservoir until needed and
released for irrigati
purposes
Water thus intercepted and stored in
the Caballo reservoir shall not be released therefrom in excess of releases
estimated to be reasonably necessary to meet the requirements
for irri
gation purposes
for treaty allowances to the Republic of Mexico as
provided in the
treaty proclaimed January 16 1907 and for flood control
needs
Nothing
in this contract shall ever be construed or interpreted
so as
to
alter diminish
or impair the right of project land owners
to
such
water
may be or become appurtenant
rights
as
to their lands under
the Federal Reclamation
Laws
and under the original
contracts entered
into between the original
water users association on this project and the
United States
Designation
of Areas
Subject to Construction Charges
No Longer Necessary
Article
1k
Because of the change
in the relations
between the
District and
the
United States as herein provided regarding the payment
of the adjusted construction
charge obligation
the parties
hereto
hereby rescind the provisions
of Article
of the contract
of December
29
1917 and similar prvisions of later contracts
between the District
and
the United States
far as said provisions
require that from time to
time as the Secretary may determine that specified
areas
of
irrigable
district lands not nessanly contiguous
should
commence
the
payment

of
the
corst
-ii
it-f
tk
he
shall
render
statement
ipnawing
areas
ofthe
said
distr
L0
in
ti
ir
tie
nstnction
charge
payable
foxm
Artrlc
15
lb
Tnt-ta-1
tiauc
with
he
construction
of the
irrigali
ar
ciaat-aas
of
the
pra-ject
contingent
upon
apropriatons
theref
teng
aaole
Conress
to
the
extent
that
the
istrict
ste
cons2rn
chair
cbligation
will
permit
It
is
underst
ba-atke
total
construction
cost
chargeable
to
Distra
1and
iaan
the DistricVs adjusted conS
struction
obligata
the
Lit-Cr
wiiL
relieved of the payment of
such
excess
tbrot-gh
reiucrn
the
ea-2
nnL
-f such
excess
of
the
construcion charge 4nstalir
i-ta
psy1e
rt
i-c
end
cf
the
repayment
period fixed herein au-h
educt
i-s
ierng
applicable
on
said con
struction
charge
inftalm
the
ine
se
cter of
due
dates
Ui-i
ed
Sta
aPcrcrn
i-i
ft wi5b
Contributed Funds
Article
16
nan
thaAc
rnsess
cf
March
1f
1921
1ll
Stat
1367
Oi
thaas
ft
ng the
Government
maintenance
period will pe$form aitla
a4ibaiei
ithe
District such better
ment or addiicacl era-n
tna-k
nrrjec
as may be deemed
necessary by the Distuar
aft
.ari
the
Secretary
Before
under
taking ann si Ii wo-k Uta-i
SteU-es
rll be with the
furnished
necessary
nrthbu5ed
fan
ic cr ur installments as may be
aeed
upon
actmp
nsacac
ified copa of
resolution of the
board of direc
of
tbc
asU-ting
ntis
the
nature
of
the
work desired and
aalborT.bira
tts
arf nuance
with
such
contributed
funds
Upon the
rep
ca-1
ti-aso
aathorized
the
District
will
be furnished with
tinent
the
rat
tbre
and
any unexpended
balance of sucila
fanwCl
Tn
efunned
to
the
District
or
appl
a-ed
otherwise
an
4he
ji
a-nt
nan
-.t
Caiscellat
Power
fliva
1ge
Agreement
Article
17
the
Distt-a.c
and the
United
States
hereby rescind that
certain Fowes
Idnva.lege
Ag cment
desc
a.bed
in Article
hereof
Article 18
Iii
istr
for
itself
and
its
water users
and
landowners and fo
rnIc-arc
ccan.s
and
assigns
does
hereby
convey and gr
the
ttcs
all
its
and their
claims
of
right
title
inn-re
4-a
ant
and tr
spective
in
the
use
of
the
Elephant Butte
.n
a_s
thaiproject wo
projectka
including
the
water
suppl
sor
ft
a-nt
ba-theta-ic nergy by the United
States
PrcaiIed
tat
use
an
aa
dean or ject works
and water supply
for powr purp iSa-s cia
an nta- fere with the use thereof
for
irngatio purpoa-e
Pr
ftc
acci
What
the
net
earnings of
the
power
plant aaaa
it-itc
th
bar
tod States
and
any other
avail
able
reeen as
aiUs
aSta2
by reanon of
Government
owner

ship
of
tb
mu
siall
be applied in accordance with
the
prcv
nte
Dcpartment Appropriation Act
fiscal
at
fiyr
hereof0
The
the
Uiited States
as
contained
in
this
Prt
U-a
erL
agreement
1-aa
contract similar
this
ciri
alat
ci
the ELephant Butte contract
is
being ma
erl
rU-h
euhant Butte Irrigation
District con
tainine
thxv
Rio
1tanie Federal Reclamation project that
lies
in
thc
Mew
at
the
Elephant Butte contract
contains
an
arts
te
ss
Ar-ri
iS
Should the conveyance
to
the
United Stat
UUin
the
similar
article
of
the
Elephant Br
cc
vet
be
hel
invalid
or
ineffective
in whole
or
in
part
itb
xv6tr
Ct
any water user or landowner
as
to
or
oup -f laa
th
iUb
both districts
the Secretary may
by notice to t1e Dist
t-minato
this agreement
whereupon the rights
and obligatr
U- parHat heeto shall be reinstated
so for as
practicable
xvU-i
nmen ha aot been made0
Any landowner of the
distriU- or an
U-c
uortgage or lien upon land in the district
who does not rbjex On tAx coxfirmati
of this contract by the courts
shall be est pre
th eefta
luestion the validity of this conveyance
Likewise
an
rn
nix
be
tri9
any holder
of
mortgage
or
lien upon lan
iOn
mAx
cepLs the benefits
of this agree
ment in the
as
-r
-axe
tailments permitted
hereby shall be
deemed
rrtic1i-a
el
accetal
this
agreement
and
to
have
acceded
to
the
cc
anca
herein
mare
so
far
as his
land or interest
is
concerned
SEw gee
General
0h
the
District
Artile to
t2.e
is
obligated
to pay to the United States
the
full anovt
it
cal
upon
according to the terms stated
notwithstandn
U-thuai
cLefaart
in
the
payment of any assessments
tolls
or
cha
U-strict to
secure funds to meet charges
due
to
the
1L
5r
U-st
On
to
Use All Powers
Colla-t
ArtsI
20
All
nst
On
and operation and maintenance charges
due
tr
tbUnit
herninda
shell be paid as required by this
contract
to
th
cr
fiscal
officer of the United States
The amounts
due
ttr
Jnito
U-en
cnall
Ufirst
charge
upon the
collections
of
said district
T1Yja
iOn
as
that
it will
cause
to be
levied
and
collect
-as
as
asian
including
sum
to
cover
any
individual
Sir
past
years and
estimated
individual
U-i
fr
the
year for which
assessments
are
being
levis.nOn
tIp
Ucsources
of
the
District
inS
cluding
th
tax
4h
art tie
war
withhold
delivery of
to
the
United States all charges
provided iii
bafaae the day that the
sam
beconr

No
Water
to be Delivered
Article
21
Ptrsuaut
to
the
provisions
Section
of
of the Act of
Congress
ot
Auguct
1914
38 stat 686
no water shall be delivered
to
or
for
an
rac
of
land
receiving water through
the project works
the
owne
or
hoirer
which
shall be in arrears
for more than one
year
for
thc
payment of any charge for operation
and maintenance
or any
annual construc bra charge
and penalties
or any assessments
levied by
the District for the purpose
of paying construction
or operation and
maintenance charges
or who after the beginning of the year 1938 shall
fail to pay in advance
the annual operation and maintenance charges
Water Uses
Accepting
Benefits
of
Contract
Estpp
Article 22
it is understood that the consideration
hereof running
to
District is the benefit conferred
the
under the provisions
of the Act
set out in Article
hereof and of the Acts of December
1924 and May
26 1926 and that any landowner or water user of the District who accepts
any such benefits under the terms hereof shall be estopped
to disclaim
any part of the obligation
of the District hereunder
If
in any court
action at th instance
cf the District or any of its officers
landowners
or water users this contract
or any of its provisions
are held to be
void so that
in
the
opinion
of
the
Secretary
the
contract
becomes
substania1i
incapable
of
any court action
perfrmance
or at if
in
the instance of Elephant Butte
Irrigation District or of any of its officers
landowners or water
asers the Elephant Butte contract
as defined in
Article 18 hereof4
cr any of its provisions
are held to be void
so that
in the opinion
the Secretary that contract
becomes substantially
incapable of
rformanc
the District and its landowners
or water
users
shall revert to the terms and conditions
of the contract
of June 27 1906
as anended and supplemented
with like effect
as though
this contract
had
never been executed
Payment
of
Tnterest
Charges
Arti Ia
Upon 23
every sum of money required to be paid to the
United States
by this contract
and not paid when due interest at the
rate of six
per centum shall be added from the due date
until the
date
of payment and the Drstrict hereby agrees
to pay such interest
Secretary Arbiter
of
Questions
of Fact
Artice
24
Whenever
in
this
agreement
an
estimate
or
determination
of
fact
is
required
or
any question
of
fact
is
left
undetermined by the
provisions
hereof
the
shall make any and all such estimates
Sect etary
and
determinations
of
facb
and dcrsions upon any and all questions
of fact which
may arise hereunder
ard 5be Secretarys
estimate determination
or decision
thereof or theeor
chall bc binding and conclusive upon the parties to this
agreement
11

Access
to Books_and
Records
Artici
Thc
prope
fficer
agents of the District shall have
full
and ftc
cccss
all
reasonable times
to the project account books
and official
is of the United States relating to the construction
acquisii
ca
per tion and maintenance of the irrigation
and drainage
works with thc tight at any time during office hours to make copies of
or from
the saire
any of them and the proper representatives
of the
United Staes shall have similar rights in respect to the account books
and
records
of
thc
Distric
Election
and_Confirmation0
Article
26
The
execution
of
this
contract
shall
be authorized by
the qualified electors
of
theDistrict at an election held for that
purpose and thereafter
the
District shall prosecute to final decree
pro
ceedings
in
court
of
competent
jurisdiction for the confirmation
of
this
contract
The
TJhted
States shall not be required to proceed
under
the
terms
of
this
contract
until
confirmatory
final
judgment
in
such
proceeding
have been finally rendered
shall
and
the Elephant
Butte
contract
shall have been authorized at an election and confirmed
by the courts
of the State of New Mexico
The District shall furnish
the United States certified
copies of all proceedings
relating to said
election and confirmaton
proceedings
iontoContractofJune27l906asnded
An
Suu
lemented
on Failure of
This
Contract
Articse
27
In
tb
event
of
failure
of
the
authorization
of
this
contract
at
an
dc
tion
purpose
called
for
that
or
in
confirmation
proceedings subsequertly
brought this contract
shall be void and of no
effect
and the parties hereto shall revert to the contract
of June 27
1906
as amended and supplemented with like effect
as though this contract
had never been executcd0
This contract is also not to become effective
for any purposes unless
and until the El phant Butte contract as defined
in Article 18 hereof
is voted and nfirmed and becomes
effective
Provisions
of
the
Contracts
as Amended
and Supplemented
Shall
Remain
Effective
ArticlA
28
This
agreement is supplemental
to the contract
of
June
27 1906 as arnded and supplemented
and it is agreed that
the
terms
and conditions
thereof
shall remain unaffected by the provisions
hereof
except
as they ax
difled by said provisions
Rcmedns_Saqed
to
the
United States
Article 20
Th
mention of any remedies to the United States
herein
or
in
such
ort
Jine 27 1906 rs amended and supplemented
for
breach of any
ra
contracts shall
be understood to exclude
the
United Stotes ft
any
ther
remedy
which
it may
have
and
it is
further

understood that all rights of action for breach of this contract
reserved to the United States as provided in Section 3737 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States
Officials
Not to Benefit
Article
30
No
Member
of or Delegate to Congress or Resident
Commissioner
shafl admitted to any share or part of this contract
be
or any benefit to arise therefrom
Nothing however
herein contained
shall be construed to extend
to any incorporated company
if the con
tract be for the general benefit of such corporation or company
IN WITNESS WBEREOF
the
parties
have
hereto
subscribed
the
day and year first above
written
TEE
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
By
Oscar
Chapman
Assistant
Secretary
of
the
Interior
EL PASO
COUNTY WATER
IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT
NO
By
Porcher
president
SEAL
Attest
Idus
Gillett
Secretary
13

are

their

name

Appendix No. 1
REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERS
to
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSIONERS
December 2'? 193'?
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December 27, 1957.
The Rio Grands Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Mr. M- C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mr. T. H. McClure, Member for New Mexico,
Mr. F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen?
The Engineering Advisers of your Cemmission have held two
meetings, the first in Santa Fe from November 22 to 24, and the
other in Los Angeles from December 15 to 27. The first meeting
was largely devoted to consideration of the general factors
affecting the discharge of Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico
State Line and the delivery of water into Elephant Butte Reservoir.
At the second meeting more detailed consideration was given to '
these matters, and definite schedules of deliveries were developed.
we avoided discussion of the relative rights of water users
in the three States, and were guided throughout our work by the
general policy - expressed at the meeting of the Compact Commission
in October - that present uses of water in each of the three States
must be protected in the formulation of a Cempact for administration of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, becauss the usable water
supply is no more than sufficient to satisfy such needs.
The Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, which constitutes the part
of the drainage basin in which the Commission has primary interest,
is divided naturally into three sections:
(a) The San Luis Valley, comprising the drainage area above
the Lobatos gaging station on the Rio Grande near the Colorado-New
Mexico State Line;
(b) The Middle Rio Grande from Lobatos to Elephant Butte
Reservoir and the drainage basins of streams tributary to the
river in this section;
(c) The balance of the Rio Grande Basin between Elephant Butte
and Fort Quitman, including the Juarez valley in Mexico.
It must be recognized that precise determination of past condi—
tions and close estimates of future changes are not possible.
Accordingly, in submitting the following for your favorable consideration and inclusion in a permanent Compact, we suggest that
provision be made for review of these matters after five years and
‘for adjustments within the intent of the Compact.
SCHEDULED DELIVERIES AT LOBATOS
A consistent relationship has long been noted between the com—
bined inflow of the major streams to San Luis Valley and outflow of
the Rio Grande at Lobatos. This relationship, however, may be
#0
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disturbed in the future due to construction of storage reServoirs,
and we have therefore prepared separate schedules applicable to the
Conejos and Rio Grande stream systems. This is a departure from
previous plans but has up practical disadvantage and has certain
definite advantages; variations in discharge of the contributing
streams will automatically be taken into account, particularly if
storage reservoirs are constructed; and it will also enable the San
Luis valley water users to apportion among themselves their relative responsibility for meeting the obligation of Colorado.
The flow of Conejos River at its confluence with the Rio
Grande was found to bear a close relation to the combined discharge
of Conejos River near Mogote and its principal tributaries below
that point. The following values are from a smooth curve expressing that relationship for the past ten years, and it is recowmended
that these be used as a schedule of future deliveries.
SCHEDULE OF DELIVERIES FRGM'CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Menths (2)
100 O
150 ’20
200 45
250 76 .
300 111
350 150
400 191
450 255
500 , 280
550 ‘ 328
600 375
650 ‘ 424
700 480
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by prOportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River
at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Mogote for the calendar year,
plus the natural flow of Los Pines River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the
U.S.G.S. gaging station at Ortiz, both for the months of April to
October, inclusive. ‘ '
(2) Conejos River at its mouth is the combined discharge of
branches of this river at the U.S.G.S. gaging stations near La
Sauses (Los Sauces) during the calendar year.
When from the total discharge of Rio Grande at Lobatos there
is subtracted the contribution from Conejos River, a close relationship also is found to exist between that residual quantity and the
discharge of Rio Grande near Del Norte. The following values are
‘hl
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frOm a smooth Curve expressing the relationship for the past ten
years, and it is recommended that this be the schedule of deliveries for the future.
SCHEDULES OF DELIVERIES FROM RIO GRANDE ABOVE DEL NORTE
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos
Rio Grande athgerorte (3) ‘ less Conejos at Mouths (4)_
200 ' 60
250 55.
300 75
550 86
400 98
450 112
500 127
550 144
600 162
650 - 182
700 204
750 , 229 ’
800 “ 257
850 292
900 335
950 380
1 000 430
l 100 . 540
1 200 640
1 300 740
1 400 840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportiOnal parts. .
(a) The recorded flow of Rio Grande at the u.s.c.s. gaging
station near Del Norte during the calendar year (measured above
all principal points of diversion to San Luis Valley).
(4) The total flow of Rio Grande at the U.s.c.s, gaging
station near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River at its
mouths, during the calendar year.
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande
at the Colorado—New Mexico State Line would be the sum of the quan»
tities set forth in the above tabulations, except for Such dee
partures from normal deliveries as are provided for below. In the
application of either schedule, appropriate adjustments must be
made for any trans-mountain diversions, for any change in location
in gaging stations, and for any new or increased depletion of the
natural runoff at gaging stations above Lobatos.
SCHEDULED DELIVERIES INTO ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR
The relation between the amount of water in the Rio Grande
above the principal agricultural areas in New Mexico and inflow to
h2
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Elephant Butte Reservoir is quite erratic, due primarily to wide .
variations in the discharge of tributary streams. Your Committee
.tried many devices to eliminate the influence of such tributary
inflow. Finally, it was found that there was a reasonable rela—
tionship between the discharge of Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and
the inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir when the discharge at Otowi
Bridge and the inflow to the reservoir during the months of July,
August, and September were excluded. Such a relationship does not
reflect possible changes in consumptive use during the summer
months between these points, and tributary flow in other months
still results in considerable variation, but it is our opinion
that no more precise relationship can be developed from present information, and that its use as a schedule of deliveries will'be
practicable.
In order that all available data might be used in determining
the preper schedule, the flow of the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge,
exclusive of July, August, and September, was first compared to
_ the flow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial, excluding the same
months, and a curve was drawn which expressed most closely the
relationship which existed in the past. However, the gaging station at San Marcial is expensive to operate, and physical condi—
tions make it difficult to obtain accurate records, while water
released from Elephant Butte Reservoir can be measured with-considerable precision. The second step was to determine the normal
-net loss from the river below San Marcial and from the reservoir.
It was found that for more than ten years these losses have borne
a very clOSe and consistent relation to the discharge of the river
at San Marcial. The third step was then the subtraction of the
normal losses so found from the curve of relationship between the
flow at Otowi Bridge and that at San Marcial. The net result was
to give a curve which expressed the relation between the flow of
the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and the usable supply of water at
Elephant Butte, both exclusive of July, August, and September.
This curve was then shifted arbitrarily to compensate for increased
salinity of the Elephant Butte supply.
The final relationship which we recommend be used as the
schedule of deliveries is as follows:
DELIVERIES INTO ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY,,AUGUST, AND SEPEEMBER
Quantities in thouSands of acre—feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Index Supply (5)
100 ' 12
200 57
300 4 115
400 g 173
500 _ 237
600 505
700 378
800 455
‘ha
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DELIVERIES mo murmur BUTTE RESERVOIR
momenta or JULY, AUGUST, AND assumes (continued)
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
.Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Index Supply (6)
900 540
l 000 650
l 100 725
l 200 825
l 500 ' 935
l 400 l 0527
l 500 l 175
l 600 l 505
l 700 l 440
l 800 l 583
l 900 l 737
2 000 l 895
2 100 2 058
2 200 2 224
2 300 2 392
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(5) The natural flow of Rio Grande at the U.S.GtS. gaging
station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly station near
Buckman) during the calendar year, exclusive of the flow during the
months of July, August, and September.
(6) The usable supply at Elephant Butte during the calendar
year, exclusive of the months of July, August, and September, such
usable supply being equal to the actual release from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, plus any gain in the amount of water stored in that
reservoir and minus any draft on it over the same period of time.
The obligation of New mexico to deliver water into Elephant
Butte Reservoir in accordance with the foregoing schedule would be
subject to the provisions set forth below, and in the application
of this schedule appropriate adjustments must be made for any change
in points of measurements, for any new or increased depletion in
New Mexico of the natural runoff at Otowi Bridge, and for any trans—
mountain diversions into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Elephant
Butte.
l
ALLOWABLE DEPARTURES
There will be natural variations in the relationships between
the discharge at the control stations in the future, as in the past,
and reasonable departures must be expected. Furthermore, departures'
which are caused by storage of water in reservoirs at time of flood
should be permitted, subject to proper safeguards,
uh
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veils“: “P" -—.a.w:q- uThe following terms will be used repeatedly and are here
defined: '
(a) Annual Debits - are the amounts by which deliveries in
any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
(b) Annual Credits - are the amounts in any calendar year by
which actual deliveries exceed scheduled deliveries;
(c) Accrued Debits - are the amounts by which the sum of all
debits exceeds the sum of all credits over any common period of
time. '
(d) Accrued Credits - are the amounts by which the sum of
all credits exceeds the sum of all debits over any common period
of time.
(e) Normal Releasa from.Elephant Butte - is an average of
800,000 acre-feet per annum drawn out of Elephant Butte Reservoir,
adjusted for any gain or loss in usable water resulting from the
Operation of any reservoir belOW’Elephant Butte; provided that
this amount shall be reduced or increased by two—thirds of any
change in aggregate diversions and loss to Mexico between Courchesne
gaging station and the lowest point of diversion to lands of Rio
Grande Project. In determining the amount of such change, the
average annual diversion and loss to Mexico from 1928 to 1937,
inclusive, shall be used as a basis.
(f) Project Storage - is the combined capacity of Elephant
Butte Reservoir and all other reservoirs available for storage of
usable water between Elephant Butte and Courchesne, but not more
than a total of 2,638,860 acre-feet.
(g) Usable water - is all water in Project storage which is
available for release in accordance with irrigation demands, in—
cluding deliveries to Mexico.
(h) Unusable Spill - is the amount of water which is actually
spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir or released for flood control
in excess of the current demand for irrigation of Rio Grande Iroject
lands plus deliveries to Mexico and which is not stored in another
reservoir for subsequent release for such uses; provided that, if
the actual release frOm Elephant Butte Reservoir from the time of
previous spill has averaged more than the normal release, the time
of occurrence and amount of spill shall be adjusted by the difference ‘
between the total actual release and the accrued normal release. ‘p
Limitation on Debits
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit
shall exceed 100,000 acrewfeet, except as either or both may be
caused by storage of water in reservoirs-constructed above Lobatos
#5
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’shall be considered in a year of spill.
after 1937. Accrued debits which are caused by storage of water in
reservoirs not now constructed shall not be greater at any time
than the amount of water then in storage in such reservoirs.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed
200,000 acre-feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused
by storage of water in reservoirs in New Mexico. Accrued debits
caused by storage of water in reservoirs shall not be greater at any
time than the amount of water then in storage in such reServoirs.
In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or debits, annual
debits greater than 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to
that amount. ”
if in any year the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado and
New Mexico exceeds the difference between the total capacity of
Project storage and the amount of usable water then in storage,
such debits shall be reduced preportionally to an aggregate amount
equal to the minimum unfilled capacity in that year.
. If in any year there is unusable spill from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, all accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be
cancelled, and no debits shall be considered in that year, excepting debits caused by storage in reservoirs prior to the time of
spill.
Limitation on Credits
In the case of Colorado, accrued credits in excess of 100,000
acre-feet at any time shall be not considered, provided that larger
accruals may be applied to offset debits caused by storage in
reservoirs. In computing the amount of accrued credits or debits,
any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken
as equal to that amount.
In the case of New Mexico, accrued credits in excess of 200,000
acre-feet at any time shall not be considered, provided that larger
accruals may be applied to offset debits caused by storage in ,
reservoirs. In computing accrued credits or debits, annual credits
in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
At the time of unusable spill from Elephant Butte Reservoir,
the aggregate credits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be reduced
by the amount of such Spill at Elephant Butte in proportion to,
their respective credits at the time of such spill, and no credits
Other Limitations
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of
water in storage in reservoirs constructed since 1929 whenever there
. is less than 400,000 acre—feet of water in storage available for use
in the Rio Grande Project, and if this minimum stage is reached on
January first of any year Colorado and New Mexico shall each release
on demand, at the greatest rate practicable, water from reservoirs
146
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in an amount equal to the total debit of each which was caused by ‘7
storage of water in reservoirs.
Si 7 In event any works are constructed after 1957 for the purposa of
delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed Basin in San
-Luis valley, Colorado shall be credited with the amount of such water
delivered, provided the preportion of sodium ions is less than 45% of
the total positive ions in that water.
In the event that the normal release from.Elephant Butte Reser,1 voir is modified by any change in the amount of diversions and loss
‘a ' to Mexico, Colorado and New Mexico shall share equally therein, and
the accrued credits or debits of each shall be adjusted annually by an
amount equal to oneethird of such change in diversions'and loss to
maxico. ’
RECOWIENDAT IONS '
"pagumnw_rn -. j . 4
9 we are satisfied that no material expansion of the irrigated
3' area in the Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman will be practicable
' without importations from other watersheds. Good use could be made
of this water in each of the States, but we deemed that the allocation
of any supply so obtained constituted a matter of policy beyond our
province. Accordingly, no racemmendation is made.
‘ ‘1'51’34 :1
We do recommend that the normal release from Elephant Butte Reservoir be deemed to be 800,000 acre-feet per annum, adjusted for any
E‘ gain or loss of usable water resulting from the operation of any res? , ervoir below Elephant Butte. we also recommend that this normal
2 _ release be reduced or increased by two—thirds of any change in aggreE' ' gate diversions and loss to Mexico.
f', . ,We recommend that deliveries by New Mexico into Elephant Butte ,,,
;‘, ' Reservoir be in accordance with the schedule based on the flow at V g .f
§ _', Otowi Bridge and the usable supply at Elephant Butte, subject to proper '"”
;' limitations on departures.
We recommend that deliveries by Colorado be the sum of the» , '.5
amounts set forth in the schedules for the Conejoa stream system and 7
for the Rio Grande system, exclusive of Conejos River, both subject
to proper limitations on departures.
It is our-opinion that these schedules and provisions would per- ,
mit the maximum practicable use‘of the waters of the Rio Grande, and , ‘ 2;
would minimize unusable spill at Elephant Butte. Your favorable con— 4
sideration and inclusion of these in a permanent Compact is recommended.‘
Respectfully submitted, _
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(egd) E. B. Debler ..
E. B. DEBLER for the United States ‘ 7‘
(Sgd) Royce J. TiptOn / ,
ROYCE J. TIPTON for Colorado
(Sad) John H. BlissJOHN H. BLISS for New Mexico
, ‘ (Sgd) R. A. Hill
h RAYMONb‘A. HILL for Texas
7 r ‘
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and waste return flaws to dcterminc the exact amount to be relcaaed.
With even climatic conditions these releases can be figured very
accurately with a very small waste below the project limits. 1r,
howcver, during a heavy demand, a sudden change in tenmer_ture or a
heavy rain occurs to stop irrigationc, a heavy waste occurs below the
project limits. This 15 due to the distance of the reservoir from tho
diversion dams, the nearcct diversion dam is twelve hours fun from
Elcphanl Butte Dam and the farthest diversion dam is seven daya rnn.
Thoreforc, ac irrigationc suddenly ceasc seven day‘s water runs by
before a cut takes effect. A shortage of water sometimeo occurs by
reverse oonditiono. After a rainy spell the surface water evaporates,
crops begin to wilt and a sudden peak demand will develop and several
days will elapse before relief can reach the farthest diversionsa
9.329315.
Cotton 1c the principal crop grown on the Rio Grande Project.
0! the 81,795 acres irrigated under the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District in new Mexico, 56,742 acres were planted to cotton. The cotton
acreage was 59% of the total irrigated area. or the 63,218 acres
irrigate_ under the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
in Texas, 45,788 acres werc planted to cotton. The cotton acreage was
72% of the total irrigatea area" Of the 145,011 acres irrigated on
the project, 103,550 acres were planted to cotton which was 70% of the
total irrigated area“ The avorage yield was 195? bales per acre and
the price was $46.25 per bale,
Alfalfa, the second staple crop, occupied 12,889 acres under
the Elephant Butte Irrigation Distri ct, or 153% of the total irrigated
‘IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 2 2
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area and 12,622 auras under _he El Paso Water Imprcvament District No. 1,
or 20.0% of the total irrigataa area. The total area planxed to alfalfa
on the project was 25,511 acres at 18% or the total irrigated area.
Cotton showed a gain 0? 21,185 acres and alfalfa a loss of
4,452 acres compared with 1936.
1,173 acres were planted to cantaloups with an average yield
of 209 crates per acre at $0.32 per crateg
Sugar beeta far seed occupied i,008 acres and yieldsd an
average of 103 bushels per acre ai $1,51 per bushel. ‘
There was a poor crop of fi‘uitsz,
LIVESTOCK
The number of dairy cattle on the project was 7,102, including
sires, a decrease of 919 under 1936. The number of hogs, including
brood EOWS was 5,360 for 1937 and 5,552 for 1936, a decrease of 292.
She$§ in 1957 were 2,343 and in 1956 2,340, an increase of 3ii
METHOD OF IRRIGATION
Alfalfa, hay an_ grain cxops are iirigmted by tbs flooding of
comparatively large areaa between borders; corn, chili and vegetables
by the raw method and szme crops by a cambination of both.
Condition and gnape of land playa an important part in
beneficial and economical irrigation. Froperly leveled lan_ saves the
farmer in the amount of water‘usedg the expen_ituxe for labor and pre~
serves better the fertfaity of the soilo Some farmers do a little
leveli_g each year during tha winter mpbths, but much remains to ba acne
to obtain the most beneficial use 9f water,
‘IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 2 8
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‘unaez- thin; dilution is 1;-u1uded the work on 11,953 acres in
‘ were; abo‘fe E.‘L Pena.
1989
52.11 miles of canals and laterals were cleauad 109%, or
both Mnk_ by Ruth ditch cleaners, at a cost of $157.34 per mile and
'61:.951119: exclusive of 100%, er one bank, at a cost of _?&.62 per
1:119. This: work involved the removal or 185,665 (LY. of $111; at a gal":
of amass per yard.
4.31 muss of laterals were cleaned exclusive: 9f 100%, or one
bank, by special arain gleaming Ruth No. 29 at a cost of $226.74. per
mile. This maehine rammed 22,245 (LY. of silt and hem a1; a cost at
$0,044.1aer yard.
1.92 miles of lateral were cleaned by dragline a1: a cost at
$397.64 per mile. '7,594 0.3!. of earth were moved at a coat of $0.310 per
yard;
There were 25 breaks 1?. canal and lateral banks requiring 693
C. Y. 0f earth to replaae. 35931: of these breaks were of minor nature,
doing very little damage. 502 miles of canal and lateral banks were
cleane_. of means and brush. 5,891 CAN of silt ware removed Iran canals
and laterals by team and hand. 53,805 (LYi of earth were .replaaed on law
canal and lateral banks by team and hand. Weeds ware burned only on 28'!
miles of canal and lateral banks. There were 835 S.Y. of brush rip rap
placed. for channel proteation. Brush and debris were removed from 5340
311193 of canal and lateral channel. 32 farm turnouts were installed, 15?.
replaaed, 599 repaired, 5 removed, 2 reset higher and 285 fitted with new
gen-um. 359 cheeks were repaired. 12 screw lift gates were installed in
checks. ll chedks were replaced and 9 concrete checka'wore built; 1
f.”
e} K
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cheek rammed. Weeds were out from 54.5 checks and bride“. the
bridges were built, 17 repaired, 1 strengthened and 8 renewed. Seven
leeeral headga'ees were replaced. 8 lateral headings inetallod, 24
lateral headings repaired; l lateral heading was replaced. 11 1'1qu
replaeed; 35 repaired and 1 removed. One eeetien of Ina-burs Den In
temperarily raised with vertical timber held in place with cable. 746
m Vere used. 109 8.1!. of Generate lining were placed in lateral; 8
nesteways were repaired, 456 SE. of concrete lining were placed in thin
werkt; 5 gaging stations were repaired and painted. All metal work on
~ Heailla Dam and East Side and West Side Canal headings were 301313945 uni
painted 2. coats. 4‘72 gopher-s were caught. 2,827 (LY. of earth were
med by dragline in eenetruc’sing Wasteway 1 A.
Ruth meager Ho. 29 cleaned 47.43 miles of drain, 14.47 miles
of which were recut. Cost per mile was $188.00. 170,870 (LY. at earth
were moved in this operation at a coat of $0.052 per yerd. 'Dr’aglinu
clawed 8.56 miles of drain, .56 mile of which was meat at a cent of
$480.25 per mile. This work involved the removal of 47,295 0.1“. of
earth at a cost of $0.085 per (LY.
15.96 miles of drain channel were cleaned of mess with newer
and drag; 5.25 miles of drain banks were cleaned of brush; 2'7 beaver
dams were removed from drains.
The Town of Lee Gruces installed one inlet in the Earl: Drain
foretorm sewer and replaced the Park Drain culvert under the East
Side Canal with larger structure.
JAN. 8, 1989 5:28

CONDITIOE_QF SYSTEM
With the exaeption of some laterals which will nea_ cleaning,
the irrigation system is in fairly good condition. Only necsssary replacementz and repairs were made. The Grain cleaning during the year
greatly increased the efficiency of the drainage systsm.
COST OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Dis_ribution st_gg
land Classification $3 a, 285.43
Operation 155,815.99
Ehintemance 144:557og4
$288,437,41
321131513323
Qperation 5,078.16
_aintenance 51:636-7?
Total Operation and Maintananoe 345,152.34
Es_imate_ cos? of Operation and Maintamanca $540,000.00
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El Base Division 1937
309.613]; Gym-"atlas” and maintenance or this division is pottorltd
from a field office located at Yslota, Texas, where a looking shop
. and mistrial supplies are looated. Work in this division is super.
vised by on 1133061818 Engineer, asoisted by General Foreman and
Watermater‘. The total eost or operation and maintenance or this div1~
non during the year was $146,818 as compared with $127,595 for 1956,
The distribution system is suti‘i slant to provide service tOr 58,500
acres and the drainage system, when completely reconditioned by
cleaning. will serve about 59,000 acres, which will require the
cleaning of 80 to 100 miles of drains during the next two years.
durations V The total area subject to repay construction shaman Ill
58,113 aores and 52,959 acres were irrigated, including i 2559 «to:
of suspended land, which leaves 5,853 acres subject to repay construction charges that were not irrigated. There were 146,529 acre foot or
water dolivered, a duty of 2.78 acre—feet per acre. Water was in the
system beginning about February 10th and throughout the year except for
short periods during the lato fall and early winter, when water was
only run as demands required. In order to serve this divisioil there
were 207 miles of canals and laterals operated and maintained.
The total cost of operation activities including hydroutry,
taking crop reports and land classi_cation work, was $44,669.19 0.:
compared to $42,799.54 in 1956 or $0.79 per acre for land under
ropaymont classification for both years.
2?.”
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The operation forces, in addition to their regular duties,
obtained a preliminary crop report as of June lot, which was amondad as
other crops were planted in June and July. For El Paso Valley the June
report was as follows: Cotton 58,005 acres, alfalfa 10,515 acres,
miscellaneous crops 2,515 acres, total cropped 51,136 acres, not oropped
3,915 acres, total accounted for 55,051 acres.
Water was available for _elivery during nearly 11 months of
the your aha during the last three months, the natural flow of the
river from one to two hundre_ cubic feet per aeoon_ were rotatod so
that water was available for 5 to ? days twice each month in all parts
of the valley. The following gives the delivery records by months:
:Area Oonm d Area Data
A.F. Per Acre
:Irrigatod :A.F. r A4 : traoted
: Area A.F. : : l : for
MonthiDeliveries: Acres Delv'd.: Mo.:To-Date:Servioe
~ 2,151 .45: ‘45 4.3.1955
o
n
u u a
Mo.:To-Date
Fab D
.. n u o- n on .ii Cl
‘9 {53
l-' {37
Mar. 15,760 . mé4: .14 ' 51,526 :
"H
53,441 .: .49: .62 54,458 : :
o
a
' Apia
May 48,7154 , : .96' 55,051 51,135: 1.05
June 51,667 ' : ' 55,175 51,574: 1.42
n
a
July 56,056 E: . 55,284 : 51,574: : 1.91
n u u n. .0 n .n n n n .. u n. to
Aug. 78,799 . . : 55,7025 : 51,455: 2.48
.Sept. 8.49 . 57,615 . 51,455: 2.78
n
OOt. 2.84
2.53 . 57,618 51,455:
: (a) :
3.55 : 575618 : 52,959:
' :(2)
' 50
c:
F‘ a
2.77
\‘1
(D
N
Nov.
0.
.
1
<3
*3
Dec. 222 2.78
589: : 2.56 ' 57,618 : 52,939:
2.?8
Totals 37,94?
- or u n .o n ..
.. .- .9 no .- m. ..
14659923395: 2.56 $7,618 : 52,939
u o
. n
u n u .,
“ 1936: 58,474 : 350,802 :15&,861: .41: 2.48 : 54,371 : 58,462: 2.68
(1) Based on area contracted for irrigation.
(8) Actual cropped area as taken from crop reports.
* Exoeods all orevious records for the month, and August is the highest
month of record.
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During the nan-irrigating perio_s the operating tame:
were ongage_ on maintenance. Theae forces also enumerated 11:. annual
amp and livestook: report aux-ins Navember. Operating forces nonswtod
of ans watemater, em aaaistant, 14 ditchrmars, two gate «Mars
anal lo patralmen.
Manges of Diatribnjyn System Maintenance work in general commie” machine cleaning and
mum]. cleaning of the lateral system and miseallaneous repairs am“:
rsylaeementa of‘ltimber structures. Th3 tatal cost of mintename fer
the year was $50,631.89, or 88¢ per acre for the area classified to
rapay construction surges, as compared 'to $%,avo.52 in 3.955, or 78¢
per acre.
The mat important mintenance work consisted ef the open-aw
tion of two Ruth anal: elaanars tram January to July, aperating a tatal
or 148 shifts, cleaning 92.05 miles of lateral banks at a cost at $7,359,
in_uding equipmnt abate-gas, an avgrage coat of $80 per mile. Dragline
Ho. 51 of 1/2 0.3“. cameity bueket was also used to reeonditien part
0f the aystem. The: Guadalulae Lateral for 4.52 miles was rebuilt in '79
shifts at a cost of #33720, moving 16,634 GIL This lateral was
originally built at. an axaessiva capacity with the result that the
channel became very crooke_o Also this htaral was badly damaged by
flood waters in 19:55 am} was in Very poor operating condition in 1.936.
This éragline also worked 3 shifts in straightening the 1-316 Lateral,
moving 500 (LY. sf mterial.
A large pareem of miscellaneous maintenance work was per—
fomed duxing January and February, consisting 0.“? team and hand 3168111113
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or will laterals and alarming and burning needs. For this work the
topaz-Mien forces were used as foreman to clean mean am} brush from
33.3 miles of canal and lateral banks, moving 1,778 OJ. in removing
sea_arad hula plugs and cleaning under bridges, out willms from
10.74. miles of lateral banks as preparatory ta Ruth cleaning, mm
4,557 (LY. by hand mthmds *n cleaning 15.8 milea of small laterals,
anti 17,096 Gd. by teams in cleaning 9 miles of laterals. .65 miles
or! the»; left bank of tha Quadrilla Lateral was removed with teams,
slaving 3,100 OJ. and moved 2,9?8 6.7;“. in raising banks am! baakfilling
around structures. During October, November 83315. December thase forces
were again used on mxntananoa, acting as foreman {luring which 151m 58
timber turnouts, 49 timber ehecksa and one bridge were repaired. Tm
timber ehacka were replaead and 111 timber farm turnout heads were
manufactured.
mintenance farms performed the uaual stmeture, maintenance:
and other miscellaneoua work during the main part of the operating
semen. The work aacomplisheé consisted of r'epairlng 8'7 timber turn-v
outs, :52 timber checks, 4 lateral headings, 2 culverts, 9 generate
cheeky; and 17 bridges. The repairing of bridgea was all of a minor
natal-a anti mostly inaida the city limits of El Paso where the franchise
for right of may provides for bridge maintenance, remained 74 timber
turnouts, one timber aback, M timber turnouts with concrete or metal
pipe where the water user furnished the necesaary screw stem natal gates;
15 timber turnouts on canals: were raplacad with comrete pipe and screw
stem metal gates, placed 577 Sq. ‘R‘da. of brush rip rap, 510 03'. of
material an law banks, Gut. weeds, grass and tulies from 46.6 miles of
laterals and. mama 5,855 (LY. of sand and silt by hand mathods from
5:25
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scattered places in the lateral eystem, built 2 new briégee, one nomtal wipe; turnout with new stem gate and 6 timber turnout; to earn
‘ land that had net heretofore been provided with sue]: “_ies-,rémited
1989
a breaks, placing we cut. or material, placed metal locking ‘d_ieet
an 46 «new stem gate type cancrete cheeks.
During the summer fined waters damaged the tummy are”
at! the International Dan, the Hansen Dam, and washed out» the. need
channel dike at the Tornillo Heaaing, and to keep these in preps: acnditiem for the diversion of water for irrigation requirements, the
maintenance forces assisted by Camp Biz—4 placed 55,528 make er sand,
1,359 bundles of brush and 1,300 sacks of dry mixed semi-ate.
Brahma S: stem Maintenance
The prineiyal item or war}: on this feature eonsieted at
cleaning the drains. The work performed was very urgent, and in an
effort to perform the work mast needed it was neeessary to note the
maehines many miles. After this season's work was eonpletad, then
remained about 50 miles of drains which shwld be cleaned and cleaning
operations should have unntinued. throughout the year, but wing w tho
urgency of keeping within the budget, this work was diacontimled early
in Inns. Your machines were used, operating a total of 54‘? shirts.
moviiag 236,259 cubic yards of material from 41.55 miles of amine at
a cast or $14,915 or $3560 per mile. The following drains were aimed:
5:26
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:Mach.: : : z :
Name of Drain : No. :Shifts: Sta. ta Sta. : Miles: Cu. Yas. : Coat
Ina _ber Int. : 84 : 22 : 55 to 190 z 2.56: 15,930 :
Riverside Int. : 84 2 4.8 : 46 to 402 t 6.75: 51,660 :
Playa Int. : B& 2 55 : 0 to 868 ) : 3 z
: : : 281 to 536¢50) : 6.11: 39,005 :
Tornillo Int. . 84 : 3? : 6 to 146 : 2.65: 25,3?0 :
Sub—total : : 162 : : 18.0?: 111,865 a $6,550
Enhans : 34 : 45 : 0 t0 530 : 6.25: 29,250 : 2,553
mesa Spur : 87 : 4A : 0 to 5’71 : 7.02: 56,500 :
Mcsa Spur #2 : 87 : 2 : 0 to 15 : .28: 1,580 :
Mesa 2 87 : ?O : 680 to 1158 : 9.05: 52,270 :
Subwtotal : 87 : 126 : : 16.55: 90,150 : 5,209
Border : 51 : 7 2 32 to 55 : .43: 2,794 :
Tornillo Int. : 51 : : 0 t0 9 ) : : :
“ W A.: “g; : ? : 0 to 14 ) : .éS: 3,290 :
Sub-total 2 51 z 14 : z .86: 4,994 3 i833
T013211 : : 54'? : 2 41.55: 256,259 ‘. 14,915
Unit _oats 51 84 _§z _ggrages
Per 3111:» * $95? $552 $318 $360
Per Shift $58.85 39.20 41.40 43.95
28: CaY. .165 .057 .058 .065
*lncludes long moves.
Structure maintanance work canaisted of making minor
regairs 0a 16 metal flumas; _wo span _ype flumss were replaced with
vgrrugaka_ iran pipe. 8.9 miles, ona bank, 9f drains were cleared in
advance of drain claaning5 moved £00 C.Y. of material in filling wash~ins,
_laceé Qaaawe_a lining in twa fills over arain culverts, movad 75? G.Y.
9? material by hand metha_a in rmmoving plugs, eut tule channels in
13 @1133 sf drain channel and remove_ mags fram 1.? miles of the Island
Eai_ Trai_o
_n? International Boun_ary Commisaiangs extension of the outlat 0f the Tornillo Drain previéed a azeeper grade on the lower and of
this drain. Thia resulted in %h@ degrading of the drain for several
milas upstream. This degra_ing was finally controlled at a poin_ where
.IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 2 6

a culvert had at one tune been built but later removed. A part of
the 01:3 headwall remained, which was finally removed with dynamite.
This permitted ths water to cantinue to degrade this 61-3111 to the
outlet and of the drain syphon from the Island Drain under the Rio
Grande .
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There was one mall hyérocelactrio generator in operation
at Elephant Butte Dam. Thu plant is a General E1 ectrie of 150
K.V..A. sapacity and was converted into a aami—automa_ie control in
19:55. During 1915'? the plant was opsrated continuously with one
operator with very fcw‘intermptions. There was a total of 401,510
Kaitlin generated at a unit cost of .0056 per K.W,H.
5:27
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ECONOMIC DEVEIDMXNT
Sattlement
Development of tha project would appear ta ha increasing
rapidly when the total number of farms of 5,425 in eompargd to the
19556 total or 5,300. But actually the development is more or loss
due t0 promotion 01' home subdivisions rather than to an inereaae in
farms as a result or breaking up of large farm. That there is some
increaae in bona ride farms is wall known, but in all prcbability
the greater part of the incrsasa in "farms" is due to small ham
development from one—quarter to one acre: tracts, particularly in the
1med1ate vicinity of El Past) and Las CruceE. The greatest roam for
improvement in settlement on the project 15:, of coax-ea, subdivision or
the large farm 01? ranches, of which there are many. Very littlo
virgin land 13 left for _avelapment. But, if the Reélamtion practice
of limiting farms to 160 acres were to be enforced on the R19 Granda
Projact )our total farms would increase about ’?9 per cent over the
1937 total of 5,425, based upon an irrigable area of 155,000 acres.
Values, Sales and Taxatim:
A- a direct result of a fairly good year financially following the very gaod year of 1936, land values had a tendency to rise
until about the first 01’ Octobera On or about that date it is probable
that values began to drop somewhat as a result of the break in the /
cotton market during the fall of 1957..
Values par acre of land batman El Paso and Yaleta 1n the
El Paso County Watar Improvement District range from $500 to $150
5:27
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per acre. This area, or course, is highly developed and is essentially
a suburban home area or peeple who maintain business aenneotionu in
El Page“ The same prices are probably representative or the area
from El Pass to Canutillo, which also has a large suburban area in
what is locally lmown as the Country Club District. Mom Yelete to
Ethane or the east, the values per acre range from $150 to $250 an
acre, and from Fabena to the (we of the project, ox- the sent}: and»
east, the range is from $1553 to $200 per acre. Some heavy type seil,‘
or extremely sandy land of poor productive eapacity may be had from
time to time for $75.00 an acre in the El Page Valley. From Ganutilie
to Anthony the range of values 13 probably between $3150 to $250; and
from Anthony to lee 311669 yrobebly between $125 to $250 with certain
areas in this: _ietrict probably evening for lees when sales are made.
In the immediate vicinity of Les Graces em values again rise to
approximately a range of $150 to $2?5 an acre. From Les Graces to
Iaasburg Earn the range may he mid to be from $150 to $100 an acre,
clieregarding the ime_iate vicinity ef Lee Graces, For the moat
northerly division of the project around Hatch, the values are probably
from $?5 to $150 an acreo
Taxes remain virtually the Same as in the past with the
exception that censtruetion repayments new are approximately $2.00
whereee the set rate for meme years pee-t ha_ “been $5.60 an acre. In
El Paso Gounty the 'aseeeeec'i taxable value per acre of productive
land is from $50 to $75. The county rate wee 3?,77 and the state rate
$.49; while the average school district rate wee probably $1.00. The
probable average per $100 for El Paso County may be close to $2.25.
5:28
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In Dona Ana County the aaaoasod values for productive lands is from
$_0 to 375. Thu county and state rate is $1.75 and the aehool
district rate probably $1.00, making the average about 32.73. apermu
tion an_ maintenance charges shonl_ be added to the abnve rates to
obtain an average tax rate. The operation and maintenance rate far
the pro_eat in 1937 was $2.37 per each acre irrigated. Total average
tax for El Paao county is astimatad at approximataly $6.56 an acre
and for Dona Ana County $7.10. These figures are for all taxaa,
state, county, school district, canstruction charges and aperation
and maintenance chargea W
unrketa and Transportatien
El Paso, Las Cruces and other project towns absorb all of
the truck farm products 9f the valley. While Fort B1155 and several
large dairies consume an appreelable part a! the alfalfa grep. Cotton,
tha leaéing yrojeat crop, finds its way to the interior oo_ton canters,
or the gulf ports for axportv
Three main railroads provide outlets for valley produced
products. The Southern Pacific railroad to the southeast enters
San Antonio, Ebuaten and Raw Orleans, and to the west. Tucson, Phoenix,
Los Angeles and other calitornia and north Pacific cities. Th3 Southern
Pacific also has a line to the narthoast via Kansas City and St. Louia.
The Texas and Pacific paasas into tha eastern part of Texas via Ft.
Worth, Dallas and to the central part of tha midwaat by way of Little
Rack and St. Innis»
Several transcontinental trucking lines also provide quick
service to other parts of tha southwest and west.
5 : 2 8
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ggrioultural History or the Project
Irrigation in the Rio Grands Valley, particularly that
part now known as the Rio Grande Federal Irrigation Project, is
quite old as the age of the Unitsd States, or batter as the age
of the now world, is reckoned. At the time the Spanidh explorers
entered the valley during the middle years of the 16th century,
several Indian tribes were found practicing irrigation on small
areas Ldjacent to the river, probably quite close to what is now the
City of El Paso. As Indian agriculture was usually confined to grow—
ing corn and beans, it is probable that the Indian tribes in this
vicinity were at that time engaged in such agricultural practices
aiaea by waters or the Rio Grande. Colonization and missionary work
among the Indiana began abortly after the first Spanish explorer
entered the valley in 1535. During the next 144 years peace reigned
along the Rio Grande and colonias and churches were built by tho
Syanish padresu In 1580 Indian uprisings farther north around Santa
Fe drove the Spaniards and Christianized Indians South to that is
now Juarez, Mexico and Yslota, Texas“ From that period developmont
of this part of the river increased gradually and persistently even
though at times slowly. In 1880 Consulting Engineer Folletto of the
International Boundary Commission in one of his reports estimated
that probably 40,000 acres were being farmod in the vicinity of
El Paso, or probably in what is now the Rio Grande Project. The
supply of water was plentiful and no determent was present to hinder
inoroase_ agricultural and irrigation éevelopment. It has been said
that by 1890 water shortages began to be noticeable in the summer tins,
5 : 2 9
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and by 1980 seriuus water shortages were mocuring almost yearly
in the summor mnntha. Thesa shortages must have been direatly dug
t0 the aevalepmant in the basin and valley areas of the upyer Rio
Granda. The Fe_eral Governmant became interested in the valley and
as a result of the Reclamaticn Act of 1902 and the Treaty with
beico 0? 1906, investigations were concluded an& the construction
of a storage dam sacrum the Rio Granda was begun in 1911. Th8 nan
dam known as the Elephant Butte Dam {tha name being taken from a lava
capped hill onewhalf mile abova the dam, whinh is said to resamble
‘ an elaphant’s haad) was eomylated in 1915, while sterage actually
began in lBl_»
The total investment in the storaga _aw, diversion dams,
canals and drains hag beau approximately $16,000,000. This expendi—
ture was made to reclaim and irrigate 155,000 acras of land lying
along the R10 Gran_a from the Elephant Butte Storage Dam to the
El Paso~_u§spe_h County line, and to providm sufficient water fbr
year—around irrigation of such lands, theraby alleviating the damag—
ing water abor_ages, which were causing the abandenment of land
beginning about 1900.
Tha mgdern sra of _evalopmwnt in the present Rio Granda
Project araa must have begun about 1845 shortly after the treaty 0f
Eidalgo between tha Uhite_ Sta_es and Mexico was eoncluded, ending
the Americanu_éxiean War of 18%éalsé_n This treaty established the
R19 Grande as the southern boundary of the United States, theraby
opening to development and settlement the area along the river formerly davelope_ by the early Spaniards to a amall degree. This settlement and development was fquhBP advanca_ by the railroads entering
the valley between 1875 and 18800 From the time of the entrance of
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the railroads until the praoont, the va1;ay has advanced rapidly.
Irrigation development while slowed up as a result of the
decreasing summer flows of tho Rio Grande begin_ing about 1890,
again took a spurt forward at the time the storage of water began
in Elophant Butte, which, of course, was 1915. In 1915 tho area
watered from canals oysrated by the Reclamation Service was $§,GOO
acres; whila in 1957 it wan 145,011 acres. In 1937 in addition to
the 145,011 acres irrigated on the ?oderal project, 12,060 acres
were irrigated in the Endspeth County District and between 30,900
and 40,000 acres in beico. During the world wide economic disturoance of 1929—1955 crop control measures became necessary and ao a
roault of cotton acreago reductions only 120,075 aorog were irrigated
in 1955;
The loading crop growo on the project is cotton; the area
devoieo to ios production boi“: 102,559 acres. In 1917nonly 90 acres
were in cotton, but evidently that 70 acres or cotton demonstrated
to tho farmers that it was ohe money crap for the project. The
maximum acreage devoted to cotton production was 195,425 acres in
1929. While in 1935 as a result of the cotton acreage reduction
programs only 60,6oé aereo were planted on cotton and harvested.
Sooial Activities of the Project
The social life of farmers on the Rio Grando Project is
as full and complete as any one living in our towns and cities"
The automobile, radio, good paved roads have all brought tho city
to the farmer, or the farmer to the city. Social and business clubs
as typified by the Farm Bureau locals axe numerous on the project.
5 : 2 9
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Financial History or the Settlers
The general improvement in farm returne slipped somewhat
during 1957, although this condition is not reflected in the total
project return of $10,152,447, compared with $9,665,675 in 193$.
However, the average acre return of $71.79 in 1957 is several dollars
below the average acre return of $75.42 in 1956. The decrease is
due, of course, to the price of cotton, which decreased from an
average of $.1252 per pound in 1936 to an average of $.O925 per
pound in 1937. Local industrial business curing the months of
November, and December began to show a slight cecreaee over the some
period in 1936, indicating that the recession was beginning to be
felt in the southwest. Bank deposits on the other hand increased
from $32,995,240 in 19:36 to $55,543,879 in 1937.
Technical Aid to Settlers
The chief source of technical aid to farmers is probably
provided by the county farm agents of the Department of Agriculture,
Extension Service, also the State Agricultural College at Las Cruces,
New Marion, and the Agricultural Department Experiment Station at
the college also are excellent sources of up—to—dete methods of
farming, new crops, etc. The Department of Agriculture also has a
Bureau of Eutomology office in E1 Peso in connection with boll worm
and weevil control in the southwest»
The El Paso office of the Weather Bureau also provides
timely frost warnings for the farmers and fruit growers in the spring
months.
5 : 3 O
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WREAM MGM INSTWGTIONS AND ORDERS
The following natiees and instructions were lemma during
the year. For the mat part these are in regard to the project‘s
available water 3111)}:le anti give a very clear conception at the
situation as the yaar advances.
(See pages following)
5:80
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El Paso, Texas July 15, 1937
WOMDUM to Division Engineers D. C. Caylor and 3. W. Bainbri_ ge
and Hydrographer W. 1“. Reach
(Super-int endent )
1. Up to the present time water allotment has been stated
on Monthly Water Use Cards on the basis of three acre-feet per acre.
2. While it is probable that the average use of water by
the project as a whole will not exceed three acre-feet per acre for
the season, a number of individual water users have already exceeded
the three acre—feet ami othere will before the end. of the current
month»
3. Rather than announce any general increase in allotment,
the allotment basis will be disregarded for the remainder of the
season. When the next set of Monthly Advice of Water Use Cards are
prepared and mailed to the users, the alletment side of the postal
card should be left blank, and the notification given on the basis
of minimum charge as proviaed for on one end of the cards. It is
antieipeted that the discouragement of excessive use of water will
be accomplished through water rates established by the districts.
L. R. Fiock
ee-Mr. Roland Harwell, Manager
El Paso Co. Water Improvement Dist“ No“ 1
El Peso, Texas
cc-Mr. N. B. Phillips, Manager
Elephant Butte Irrigation Di strict
Les Cruaee, New Mexico.
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May 17, 1957
WRANDIM to Division Engineera D. C. Caylor and An W.
Bainbridge, Chief Clerk H. H. Berryhill and
Projeet Iivdrographer W. 1?. Beach
(Superintendent)
Subject: Allotment of water.
1. Project water supply and ccnditions‘ are now
such that allotment of three acre—feet for 1937 should now
be de_nitaly fixe_ or announced, It is an‘ticipated that
no mora formal announcement will be made of it than to Show
the allotment of three acre—feet on the monthly statement
cards. Accordingly on the next issue of the monthly statement
postcards to individual water users, the allotment basis of
three acre-feet per acre: should be stated anti used in the
vecmputations of balances.
l 9 R. Flock
cc-Mr. No B. Philups, Manager
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
caulk. Roland Harwell, Manager
El Paso County Water Impmvsment District Now 1
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ED. Peso, Texas September 18, 1937
Mr» N. 3.. Phillips, Manager
Elephant But te Irrigation District
Les Omces, New Mexico
and
31:. Roland Harwell, Manager
E1 Pesto County Water Imyrovemant District Noe 1
El Page, Tex-es
Gentlemen:
With the drawing to a close of the irrigation season consideration should be given to the program to bs- followed or adopted for the
(naming winter irrigation.
The program followed during the past. “we or three winters
seems to be entirely satisfactory, meeting the requirements; without
excessive waste of water. In gemerF-l this system has been to clcse the
gates at Elephant Butte e3 soon as the slacking; off,“ of the demand for
water will permit, which has been an or as soon after the first of
October as requirements weul_ permit. After closing the gates at Elephant
Butte “the available return flow has been rotate-{1 ever the distribution
system t0 make deliveries as orders require with monthly releases cu"
reservoir water being made eezeh month except awning January to make
deliveries in such quantities and over each periods as required to fill
amend for water not poeaible or practice). to be filled without the release of stored water. As this has worked out during the past two or
three Beasoas moclerete releases nave been made for periods of approximately
one week each month except J'anueryg The time of making the release vary—
ing according}; to orders and demand fer wetero
It is believed tnet the program which has been in effect during
the past two or three eeaaons has adequately meet requirements without
unnecessary waste of water, and it is believed can be followe_ _uring the
naming winter season with equally satisfactory results. This office would
be pleased tn have an expression from your distriete regarding the winter
program of irrigation which may best meet the requirements with minimum
waste.
Yours very truly,
(ac-Commissioner L. R. Fiock
Lac—Chief Engineer Superintendent
36-4). 0. Gayle):
cents. W» Beinbridge
cc—W. F. Reach
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OGTQBER, NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER IRRIGAETON SCHEDULE
El Paso valley, 195?
lime? Franklin, ' Lower Franklin fram : Lower Riverside,
Salatral Lateral and : Salatral Lateral to : San Elizario and
Tornille Gaga} - Fabens &; Upper Island : Lower Island
. Oct* 1 to 5 6 days Oct“ 1 to 6
Dot. 1 to 15 ‘ Oct. 15 to 19 5 " Oct. 20 to 24
Oct” 25 to 29 Data 50 to Nov“ 4 5 " . Nov. 5 to 9
Nov. 9 to 14 ~ Nov. 16 to 20 5 : Nov. 21 to 25
Nev. 25 to 30 . Dec“ 2 to 6 5 : Dec. ? to 11
Dec; 11 t9 1% " 2 Dec” 18 to 22 5 ” : Dec. 25 to 27
Dec. B?'to 31 ' :
.
v
lv A rotation irrigation program for E1 Paso Valley has been decided upon,
which is here outlined in detail for the n Jth_ of Catcher, November and Dacember,
giving dates inclusive that water will be available in the ditehrider's district
during these months. This schedule is subject to change, but if changed, these
having ordered water will be notified in advance of scheduled delivery date.
2. An endeavor will be ma_a to deliver water 0n oraers received not later
than above dates, but orders received during the perioa that the water 13 being
delivered will be dalivered on the next schedule date_.
3. Any water available will be delivered beyona the above dates in accordance with the damnnd, and dates will be established by the watermaster.
4. It is raquested that all water utera place orders with ditchriders for
water in advance of ths dates saheduled. For further information see your
Gitehrider.
A. W“ Bainbridge
Division Engineer.
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El Poso, Texas May 10, 193'?
Mr. N. 13. Phillips, Manager
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
Lao Graces, New Mexico
31:51
Mr. Roland Harwell, Manager
El Peso County We to:- Improvement District No, 1
El Pa 80, Texas
Gent]. omen :
There is _ronsmittod Horowith o copy of “Report on the Rio
Groo_o Pr_f”o, Water Supply as of May 5, 195?a“ There is also included
in tho report those portions of the Unload Stateo Woathor Bureau
reports of snowfall conditions as of Moron 51, 1937 pertaining to the
Rio Grando watershed in Colorado and New Mexico, the snow reports of
moron 31 being the finals for the ooason issue_ by the moather bureau.
Tho report shows the ototuo of the Rio Grande ?roject stored
water supply as of May 1, 1957, reviews the past performance of the
reservoir and gives comparative aota for other years, besides including
the final snow report of the weather bureau. The present status and
comparative _ata are given in tabulate_ and graph form.
From the present stage of the reservoir and the reports of
snow conditions in the drainage areas it seans quite hopeful for rogain~
ing a rooervo storage supply, particularly if the weather bureau reports
reflect a true iodioation of the conditions and the mdlbing occurs in a
manner to produce a satiofactory runoff: The reservoir at the present
time contains 908,500 acre—feet of water in storage, which can be
considered one full year's supplyo This and conoiderlng that the major
portion of the snow runoff 18 yet to be expected of normal or slightly
above normal proportions would indicate that there will be a safe carryw
ovor for 1938, and that the normal irrigation requirements for the season
of 1937 can be sorely met. However, a most careful regulation and close
control of _he releaSes and distribution as intensifioa during the past
few years will be moiotoined and oontinuo_ with every possible effort
ma_a to restrict tho rosarvoir releases to the aotimated safe mean annual
draft and to yromoto the most offioiont and economic use of the water in
its irrigation applicationa
Yours vary truly,
Encl.
oewcommiooionor L. R. Flock
Chief Engineer Superintendent
Division Engineers D. C, Coylor and A. w. Balnbridge.
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Departmnt of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
REPORT ON RIO GRANDE PROJECT WATER SUPPEY, MAY 3, 1957
Storage in Elephant Butte Reserveir on January 1, 193? wag
670,300 aere~feet or 1,500 acre—feet less than on January 1, 1936.
The average storage on Jenner? 1 since Elephant Butte Dam was completed
is 1,100,500 acre-feet and for the past ten year period 1,087,150 acrefeet. Using the average of the past ten years the storage on JEnuary
1, 1937 was 62 per cent of the average.
The storage at the beginning of 195? represented approximately
75 per cent of a full year's water supply, considering the mean annual
reservoir draft for the past ten years to be representative of a year's
supply. In order, then, to hava a full year's supply the inflaw during
195? will have to be 260,340 acre—feet, which is the difference between
the mean annual draft for the past ten years of 950,640 acre—feet, and
the storage on January 1, 195? of 670,300 acre—feet. The release to
be made from the storage at Elephant Butte is, of course, smaller than
the total reservoir draft which includes reservoir losses by evaporatian
and seepagea In fact, the average release during the past ten years
has been 780,640 acre-feet or 150,000 acre—feet less than the average
_reft of 9309640 acre-feet. The difference of 150,000 acre—feet represents losses in the reservair, as evaporation and seepage.
Should the 195? inflow be only 260,540 earewfeet, the reservoir
on January 1, 1958 will be _ry to begin the 1938 season. Therefore, if
the storage on January 1, 1938 is to be the same a3 on Junuery 1 of
this year, the inflow during 1937 will necessarily have to be 930,640
acreufeet or the same as the aterege draft on the reservoir during the
5 : 3 2
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past ten year period.
No consideration has been given in the above for encroachment on
capacity due to 5111;. Actually, a correction of between 20,090 and
30,000 acre—feet should ‘be taken into consideration in «>er to allow
for silt deposit since the 1935 survey, and probable silt inflow during
1956.
The inflow at Sen Marcial to May . nae been approximately 444,300
screw-feet *or the first four months of the year, thereby insuring that
on may 1 a full year's supply we available; This, of course, was not
known as of January 1, and consequently caution was necessary in making
an allotment for 335'? of 2 acre-«feet per acre. It in now possible to
raise the allotment in; as much as :5 acre—feet per acre if so desired.
Weeiher Bureau reports for New Mexico and Colorado indicate that
accumulated snow on March 51 was greater than in 1958. The report
indicates that the flow in Colorado will be approximately 3.59 per cent
of normal in comparieon to last year’s estimate of 88 per cent of normal.
The New Mexico report also in_icetes a flow considerably larger than
last year. The Coleman report also inciieatee that reservoir storage
on the Rio Grande is below normal. It iez believed. that storage capacity
of reservoirs in the Rio Grands: basin in Colorado is approximately
{500,000 acre—feet; while in New Mexico approximately 200,000 aareufeete
Precipitation in both Colorado and _ew Mexico during April is
believed to have been below normal on the Rio Grende drainage area.
This may have some bearing on the volume of water resulting from melting snow, since mm (in; weather increases evaporation and also induces
heavy plant use in the spring, while warm. rainy weather would result
in extremely large yields: of water from melting, snow.
5:32

All things considered, it appears at this time that the inflow
during 1937 will be sufficient to begin 1958 with approximately the
same storage as at the beginning of this year. At the some time, it
is probable that the outflow for irrigation might be greater this year
than during the past two years. This, or course, is problematioal and
aopende directly on the rainfall on the project during the rainy season
beginning in July.
As previously indicated, it might be possible at this time to
raise the initial allotment of water for irrigation from 2 acre—feet per
acre to 5 acre-feet per acre at my "53.1116 it might be nece'lsarys
The following exhibits are a part of this report:
Tabulation showing comparative reservoir data of 1935—1936 and 1957,
with the mean of the past 10 years, and covering the period
January 1, - May 1. Also, comparative reservoir status for
first four months of year and comparative inflow data.
Extracts from final snow bulletins of the United States Department of
Agriculture, Weather Bureau offices at Denver, Colorado and
Albuquerque, New Mexico, indicating conditions and probable
runoff of the Rio Grande for the spring of 1957.
A tabulation of Elephant Butte Reservoir operation, 1915—1935, inclusive,
with sub-means computed for the period 1927-1956, inclusive.
The "1956 Status of Water Supply" of the Rio Grande Project showing
graphically the reservoir storage and water distribution as
represented by river grapns at the gaging stations on the
Projectq
A graph showing subdivided flow at San Mareial 18954936, and depth
in inches of snow in Colorado on March 51 each year since
1915»
The "1956 Gorrelation—Weather-I-Iydrographic Conditions - Rio Grande
Project."
The "Elephant Butte Reservoir Hydrographic Record” — 1915-1936 with
storage to May .1, 1915'?a
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STATUS OF STORED WATER SUPPLY
EIEPHANT MTE RESERVOIR — RIO GRANDE PROJECT
Mean Past
10 Year-1935 1956 1937
Inflow San Marcial 887,880 1,029,900 869,900
Amount in Storage, Jan. 1 1,087,150 470,400 671,800 670,500 »
" " " , may 1 - 1,077,050 496,100 782,500 915,400
Ghangain Storage for period
or year ~ 10,100 «r 25,700 a» 20,300 $45,100
Total Reservoir draft 828,260 869,400
Outflow ~ Irrigation Release , 636,450 747,120
Reservoir Loss 189,810 122,280
Manama 815023833 (1932) 1,029,200 676,500 881,400
Minimum 81:0ng (1955) 421,600 421,600 553,400
Comparative Reaarvoir Status for First Four Mont_
Diff,
gggg 1950 1957 1956~1957
In_ow San Marcial first
four months 3.1“, 128,860 376,000 444,500 +68,000
Nomi Inflow Fimt Four
Months of Yr. '42 yra. , Au?“ 2'27,880 - 0
thru 1956
Normal Inflow first 4 M029.
01' Yr; 10 yrs. thru 1936 IMF, 258,740 ~ 0
Reservoir Elevation, Jan. 1. Ft, [1525,85 4341.9 4541a8 - 0.1
Rsservoir Elevation, May 1 102., 4534.3 43491.0 4556.9 + 7.9
Amount in Storage, Jan. 1 Amy. 470,400 671,800 670,500 ~ 1,500
Amount in Storage May 1 AJ‘. 456,200 782,500 908,600 $126,100
Storage change 3511.10an ,1 AJ‘, m 24,300 +110,?00 #238,300 +12'7,600
Reservcir Release Jan, 1May 1 A «F. 156,350 182,560 l?l,415 11,145
Cmgarajivs Inflcm Da ta
Janna rywa’une July—Decemb er Year
156,001) 88,400 244,400
In_ow " H 19:55 678,400 549,500 1,027,700
Inflow " ” 1936 609,780 258,120 867,900
1955 Compared with 3.955 90% 74% 84%
Mean Inflow Past 42 years 799,140 312,420 1,111,560
Mean ?‘ "" 22 years ”792,190 292,510 1,084,800
Mean " ‘9 10 years 570,080 31?,800 837,880
Mean W w 5 years 604,780 246,440 851,220
Inflow Sen Max-e151 1934:
37:9?
Mfg“?!
a
tbbhyb
Haw?
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SNOWFAIL, STORED mam, WATER comm-1: ON RIO (RANDE WATERSHED
AS REPORTED FOR MOI-I 31, 1937
BY U. S. DEPARW OF AGRICULTURE—nWEATm BUREAU
un- _.— _~.—.~—am~-.umm~.—_m~”——..___.~—_——~-—
WOWALL IN EIZEIVATED REGIONS OF COLORADO, MARCH 51, 193']
The accumulated snowfall on March Slat was somewhat below normal
on the Colorado drainage area and east of the Continental Divide, and
varied from 9 per cent above normal on the Yampa and White to 90 per
cent above normal on the San Juan and Dolores.
With normal Weather conditions hereafter, the seasonal flow in the
various rivers, expressed in percentage of normal, will be approximately
as: follows: —- — - Rio Grande, 159; n — —. As oompared with 1936, the
flow in the various rivers. this year will be as follows, in peroentages:
- -— - Rio Grende, 207; - - -.
At the close of March the average depth of snow, with water content,
both in inches, on the different watersheds was as follows: - ~ - Rio
Grande, 2'7 and 7.13; - - ~.
The water content, in inches, on the corresponding date last year
was as follows: - - ~ Rio Grande, 3.45; m - «.
SNOII‘JFAIL IN TEE E'IEVATED HEGXDNS OF NEW MEXICO, MARCH 31, 193'?
There was an average fall of 8.3 inches for tho State during March,
and 28,4 inches for the season. This is 4.3 inches above normal and
augurs well for stream flow and soil moisture in all districts, especially
the Rio Grando and the San Juan and Northwost. Snow oovor over the mountain regions in Southern Colorado and northern New Mexico is oonaiderably
greater than it was at this time last year, and conditions are favorable
for a heavy early runoff for the Rio Grando and San Juan River. A runoff, considerably more than occurred loot year, and somewhat above
norml, is indicated for these two streamst
lieu-thorn Bio Grando
Tho average monthly snow-fall was 15.5 inches” Seasonal fall averaged
77.2 inches or long inches above normal. The seetonal snowfall was
oonsiderably above normal on the higher districts, but somewhat below
normal on the lower portion of the watershed. The stored snow in the
mountain distmots is considerably more than at this time last year and
there in excellent snow moisture, therefore, a flow considerably greater
than loot year is oxpootod with probable flood conditions should high
temperatures or rains favor rapid melting.
Sout horn Rio Grando
The acomulatod snowfall for the season was 14.5 inches, or 70%
of the avoragol Snowfall was heavy in the Zuni Mountains, and conditions
are favorable for the Bluewater diatricto Only moderate precipitation
occurred ovox- the lower portion of the watershed.
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Bureau of Reclamation
Rio Grande Irrigation Project
EIEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR — STORAGE OPERATION
Inflow Amount in Storage AJ- Total Outflow Reservoir
Sgn llaroial Jan. 1 Decrease Increase Draft Helene Loss Remarks
1915 1,548,527 0 358,794 989,755 396,203 93,530 Storage began Janué, 1015
1916 1,651,596 553,794 500,592 1,146,004 1,025,292 120,712 Releases increased to
1917 1,054,328 864,186 329,001 1,585,529 1,305,575 77,954 avoid interference with
1918 400,728 535,185 $12,572 782,100 695,590 26,510 construction during 1915?
1919 1,579,401 222,813 818,490 760,911 674,412 85,499 1916.
' 1920 2,222,810 1,041,303 687,365 1,555,447 879,151 656,515 Inflew record, probably
“1921 1,526,051 1,728,656 97,778 1,528,283 900,051 518,222 1920~1921 not reliabla.
- 1922 ,960,672 1,026,444 485,560 1,349,032 1,013,014 556,018 Ditto 1922»
1925 1,218,091 1,441,084 120,569 1,094,522 844,275 250,847 No inflow record—11131077
3'1924 ,1,455,429 1,554,655 105,527 1,332,102 1,005,151 038,941 00mputed from Reservair
,, , 1925 418,652. 1,670,980 544,528 1,105,052 815,641 289,411 Stage, 1925.
\ Q5936” 11103919255. __ 1904 15.5.5.0 ________ ”110.,”2§0_ _ __ _9§6,6§_:5__ _‘ 7.. 161,17_ _ __ 175,.g81 Approximately 100,000 A1,!»
1927 1,550,515 1,097,850 288,808 1,061,705 879,102 182,605 flood water relented 1924
.1928 590,512 1,586,658 405,952 994,254 855,380 158,884 Capacity table roviasd
1929 1,451,056 982,685 558,547 902,509 701,909 200,600 to allow for accumulated
1950 751,000 1,541,205 268,583 999,585 793,232 206,551 silt deposit or 251,500
1931 490,000 1,272,650 548,674 358,674 751,000 87,674 11.11. in Sept. 1925 and on
1932 1,399,460 925,975 470,614 928,846 852,000 96,846 Jan. 1, 1935 for a total
1935 716,554 1,32%,590 269,108 985,672 826,500 159,172 accumulated silt deposit
1934 244,400 1,125,482 622,671 899,482 803,750 95,752 of 365,186 aore~feet since
1905 1,027,660 “170,400 168,909 826,260 850,450 189,810 original capacity surveys.
1956 867,900 671,800 201,400 859,400 747,120 122,280 1‘50 adjustments have been
1937 570,539 1,500 made for evaporation, preT0101 25,859,373 23,776,273 3,585,749 4,499,521 25,139,573 18,700,557 4,489,216 01111130171011, side inflow,
. Mean 1,084,540 1,035,750 1,054,070 850,020 204,050 bank storage, or seepage;
‘ Past 10 years the net of all these are
; Total 8,878,855 11,557,585 9,306,595 7,806,423 1,499,972 included in Storage,
Mean 887,890 1,155,760 930,640 780,642 149,997 Total Draft and Lana.
*Gorrected for 311% 08908112, surveys of 1925 and 1935..
JAN. 3, 1989
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) Ar ¥1‘\
J no he prepared DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERlOR Mgr-$8?”
11112 31‘ and D cembe 31 5
° ' BUREAU OF RECLAMATEON Sm«Baggagggmvmw
State of New "fw_ig___i? ____________________ P O Grands __ Project
, . 1 1 Rmults of Reclamation V 0710 from June 30, 1902?, to We( emoer 51 “'95?
Acres j Farms“ . Steel (33%;); Wood Concrete 1 Total
lstlmnted total for completed project fgsbb_ “$750 ‘ A- J l a J
(see Notes on back). 1JLCS§£¥ 6 1 7 346 2i 061
Area, for which the Bureau 02111 now _ ‘ 50 'ft
éupply water (501: Notes) 159000} 6800 B l {Length
Irrigable Under water— right applic tious (public - ‘ _ m €03 """ undm ‘
lands. notice), season of 193 2'9. __________________ 58800} $1975 INC 50 ff, ‘ 0, wvl_ .1752 30 1807
Under rental contmcls 01' ther ar- ’1 otal length l 4"
I'angements, 50511011 of 193% ,,,,,,,,,, 14.000 60 [of W. «L051 1 828 6311 723” l65716
‘Xc_i_glrngmei595130“ Of 19°? (sec 1145011! 54:33 Concrete, number _______ 523 ; length, ft. 29582
‘ Estimated whens data not available. I E MPt-al, number ,,,,,,,,,, ; length H 8260
‘ VT: ‘‘‘‘‘‘ I 1 . t.‘ 'l‘n ,- ll - 1 “ 559
0 (r 1 ‘ } 17 ’ f1 Lil-11W EJHLQOQ Cu 191 s 1- a cottu m1mber____ , angth
11 11111 21111131110 resezvoir capam 1 awe (6: “food numbm 4:4 ‘lcrgth H 2553.
W, WWW, 1 W _____
With capacities in second-feet V ,_ w T 511 . 41 4,0752
{ More than SOUWWWWW , ______ —In D J ”Tami; ' , length
.4. 1 .1 J From 301 to 801’) l 1’1’255111: J Culvert 117321" stglgl_csl Tom]
"3“‘a“‘“’” ""l' 1111111151111.) 300' ,,,,,,,,, W 77 , {unwwm ‘W, 1" 3570' 5:305 1379ng—
Lens 1115111 50W ,,,,,,,,, . Maul, _ ' 757 l 11515 90 44:18 1.88855
] P1170. , 1
l Tomi canals ______ , _ W {out ’ Term 01111111 I ":0 1 2684 .156 20 2900
hurl. w \ “j i
Waste Water 11111141215, 1111115 .......... H‘ "(1' ' '1 {N k i C 0 , O 0
rum, 1 1054 1 38009 5749 l 581'? 49209
211211 V. .. 1
371141 Hmi
EIZxIL-luuvu 1:1 1cmr0111 , __ 4 V [Q 0111 rr-Lr', number, V O ; length, ft. 0
“bad was‘ xwrgjrw‘ {l ((111).) :1" 1 11min; .__.___ “1111- 31:31:11, number ,,,,,, 59;). length; “ 534429
Grand to‘al 7,9“an Ma ‘rer 11-: J WWumL number. ._._____3"' ;lengtl1 “ __W1;@.5..
‘ h 1 T ‘ H " h J Total 525 ;length “ 551155
Tunnels, , J “UV WWW" ' ' V V _ _ 1'Concrete__._____...._.._.__,,,_,.., 20-4
”W Canal ‘111‘.(3:l,1111l1's H HVOOrl ‘ O
l 10
. r 15
l .111 ll’mscr plants _. W1, 1
’ " M ”A, ' 1.1211? ....(
1 ““4 ”IF’ 111111 I Pumping stm 1011s__”_._____“1 1
Burns and 511) ‘ehrmws, etc...rrmV_W_f_/1£
‘”“ ‘ 1 l ’l’otal _______________________ 62
‘ i 1:1 1 W<:lls,lrrlg11tiun £11111 oth {number} , ,_ ‘ 7 .7 2
lilvcrwmn 7 ' ‘ ' I aggregate (3311111 ([12) .................................. 224.liomls, L’Ullitl'llf‘llOH 31ml pornlunmlt, mllm ______ w. :35 ‘ . 6
Railroad 11::11l;,'W_ ,,,,,._______ 0
J1. 'lelcpl1011es,1111111l101' , 68
1011 li:1{:.~,, 0411151111 211111 pum 7miles ___________ 0
\\ 211121 11:1 1181' (1r 16111111111 4111111 >lm' H l’ ________________ 0
[Class 1W1 595 67181
Mat "1111111111, cubic yards, Class 2 7 1089?
1111! V .llllllk‘ln, dams, ‘ r H
(Jik , .ructm‘x 5', etc. 19‘1““ '3’ — r _T§_:77
'1 01:11 ......... 5 5'9 / 5O
"1- N 3.8123
Convrulir 1 “WM” """""""""""" V5955
‘ ; Il’m'ing, square Va. ___. , _____________ N
(. \l 0011 . 1 ‘ . J '3
{112111031 9“,, h mer , L- I Cnuutc, square yards“ . F. r _ . .___
9mm} 011 U ( (1‘ 5111110 111315011133 mbic yanls,,,__,,,,_ ____________________ 15298
' ' [M ”("1 ' J- 1: Cuncrctu, cubic yards ________________________________________ 354:6
1
,,,,,, ll (‘emuut 1' 'l l 1r1'els (imluding used in manul'gj , , 117881
Elm-11.017191):
JAN. 3,
Dunerintunc/eul.
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INSTRUCTIONS
TIME FOR RENDERING Burrows-«Reports on this form should be rendered promptly after June'30
and December 31 of each year, one advance “cop to be sent direct to the Washington Of_ce, and other
copies to accompany the material for the amine reports. Promptness in forwarding the advance
copy is of importance. In case of doubt as to the meaning of classi_cations or instructions,
(13 a should be transmitted with explanations so that classi_cation can be made in the
Washington Of_ce. GENERAL—N0 decrease should be reported in any construction data. This report should include
data. on all systems built or acquired.
ABANDONED FEATURnsimAbandoned canals and features should be_inc1uded in the total data
reported, anda footnote givmg features of same separately may be added, if deemed.
IRRIGABLE ‘LAanE—The areas reported should include all lands irrigable from canals constructed
' or purchased by‘the Bureau of Reclamation or incorporated into the project by contract. The area of
nonirrigeble lands should be excluded. Under “Estimated total for completed project,” report the
area that can limbably be irrigated when the project is completed. The “Actual irrigated” data for
December 31 s ould be the same as that in the current 0. and M. report and the data for June 30 should
‘ be an estimate for that season. The other _gures under “Irrigable lands” should be consistent with
this data. Under “Area for which the Bureau can supply water,” “Area irrigated,” etc., report the
area for the irrigation season of the calendar year for which the report is rendered. Give the number
of Farms, estimating where necessary. '
RESERVOIR CAPACITY, CANALS, AND STORAGE DAMSE—Quantities reported under “Original available
reservoir capacity,” “Canals,” etc., and “ Storage dams’,” etc, should include all such vvorks that have
been constructed or purchased by the Bureau of Reclamation or incorporated into the pI‘OJBCt by contract.
_ CULvnnrs AND Pirn.—-The length of pipe under “Culverts” and in closed drains should also be
included under “ Pipe.”
BUILniNosE—In reporting the number of buildings, minor permanent buildings costing less than
$200 each, and temporary camp buildings, should be excluded.
EXCAVATION.‘——Reports of “Material excavated” should include all excavation of every kind for
canals, tunnels, dams, dikes, levees, roads, structures, etc. Excavation for betterments should be
ifn_luded, but not reexcavation, as in cleaning canals. The classi_cation should be approximately as
‘o OWSI .
Class ]. Material that is loose and can be handled with scrapers and material that can be plowed
by a 6—horse team, each animal weighing not less than 1,400 pounds, attached to a suitable plow, all
well handled by at least three men; also loose rocks in pieces not exceeding 2 cubic feet in volume
occurring in loose material that can be thus plowed.
Class 2. All mateiial not included in classes 1 and 3.
Ohms 3_. Rock in place that can not be removed without the use of powder and detached masses of
rock exceeding 10 cubic feet in volume.
RIPRAP AND PAVING. All work of channel or slope protection by means of loose rock not hand
placed should be reported as riprap, and similar protection by means of rock placed by hand should be
reported as pairing, both groutcd and ungrouted paving being included.
CONCRETE.—The quantity reported should includeall concrete placed in dams, canal structures,
bridges, bridge abutments and piers, buildings, canal and tunnel lining, and structures of every kind.
”—7976
REMARKS
(1) By silt survey of 1955 original was 2,640,000.
(2) By Camps BIZ-=4 and Eli—59 in construction of flood detention dams.
(5) Reductions due to replacement of timber structures with concrete.
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Public notices an_ Orders
The following public notices were issued to the two irrigation districts of the project:
Notices to Elephant Butte Irrigation.Distriot
under date of February 11, 1957 notice was served on the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District covering operation and maintenance
charges as follows:
"Elephant Butte Irrigation.Diatriot,
lee Graces, New Mexico.
Gentlemen:
Pursuant to the provisions of contract acted June 15, 1918,
between the United States aha the Elephant Buttc Irrigation
District, notice is hereby given that the estimated coat of
operating and maintaining that portion of the Rio Grande project
irrigation and drainage system which is utilizeé for the benefits
of lands Within the district for the irrigation season of 1937,
including all proyer overhead and other general charges, is
$178,000, which amount, or such part thereof as is the actual
coat for the calendar year 1937, the district shall pay to the
United States in two equal installments, due march l and September
1, 1958.
In aadition to the sums in the preceding paragraph mentioned,
the district will collect and pay to the United States on March
1, 1958, a reservoir charge of 50 cents per acre for or on
account of each acre of land within the boundaries of the district
irrigated during the season of 1957, except those lands designated,
pursuant to article V’Of the contract of June 15, 1918, as subject
to payment of the annual installment of construction charges for
the year 1937.
The amounts mentioned shall be collected by the district from
land owners or water users through taxation, assessment, contract,
or in such other manner and on such schedule 0! rates as the
district may deem most feasible. Provided, however, that there
shall be imposed a minimum charge for operation and maintenance
upon each irrigable acre of land subject to construction charges,
whether water is used thereon or not; and such rates and conditions
of service shall not be in conflict with the provisions of the Act
of Congress approved August 15, 1914 (58 Stat., 636), known as the
Reclamation Extension Act, or other Federal laws applicable.
,IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 5 5

0n _he whole or such porticn of the sums abovs nontienod«
as shall not havs been paid within three months aftar the dun
dates the district shall pay the penalty reqniraa by segtion 6
of the said Reclazation Extension Act and later amsn_menta.
Any aefiait incurred hereunder in operation and maintenance
and rental chargas for the calendar ysar 1957 shall %a addad to
the operation and maintenance charge for the calendar year 1958.
All charges herein mentioned shall be paid by the distriat
to the Agent—Oaahier, Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Texas, 0r
to any other Agent—Cashier who may be designataa in his absence.
Sincerely yours,
(Signea) T. A‘ Walters
First Assistant Seeretary"
‘IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 5 5

" i" 'iv'T—i V-T ' '
thicca to E} Ease County Water Improvomont District No. 1
Under date or ycbruary 11, 1937 notice woo carved on the
E1 Paco County Water Improvement District No. 1 covering operation
and maintenance charges as follows:
"El Paso County Water Improvemont District No. 1,
El Paco, Texas.
Gentlemen:
Pursuant to the provisions of contract dated January 1?,
1920, botwccn the United States and El Paso County Water-Improvo~
meat District,Noc 1, notice is hereby given that the estimated
cost of opcrating and maintaining that portion of the Rio Grands
project irrigation and crainagc system which is utilized for the
benefit of lance Within the district for tho irrigation season
of 1957, including all proper ovcrhoad and other general charges,
is $162,000, which amount, or such part thereof as is the actual
cost for the calendar year 195?, the District shall pay to the
United States on or before torch 1, 1958.
In addition to the cum in the preceding paragraph mentioned,
the district will collect and pay to the United States on or
before March 1, 1938, a reservoir charge of 50 cents per acre for
or on account of each core of land within the boundaries of the
district irrigated during the season of 1937, except those lands
designated pursuant to article 11 of the contract cacao January
17, 1920, as subject to payment of tho annual installment of GOD”
struction charges for the year 195?”
The amounts mentioned shall be collectca by the diotrict from
landowners or water users through taxation, contract, or in such
other manner and on such schedule of rates as the district may
deem most feasible, provided, however, that there shall be imposed
a minimum charge for operation and maintenance upon each irrigable
acre of lama subject to conetruction charges, whether water is
used thereon or not; and such rates and conditions of service
shall not be in conflict with the provioicnc of the Act of Congress
approved August 15, 1914 (38 Stat“, 686), known as the Reclamation
Extension Act, or other Federal laws applicable.
On the whole or ouch portion of the sums above mentioned as
shall not have been paid within three months after the due date,
the district shall pay the penalty roquired by section 6 of the
said Reclamation Extcnoion Act and later amendmenta.
‘IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 5 5

JAN. 3, 1989
Any deficit incurma hareunder in operation and mintongnee
and rental aharges for tha calendar year 1915?, shall in added to
the cparation and maintenance ahargas for the calendar year 19:58.
All ch'argas herein manti mad shall be paid by the 1213131131: to
the Agent—Cashier, Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Texas, 01- to
any other Agant-Gashier who may be {Emignated 5.11 his absence.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) T. A. Walters
First Assistant Secretary)"
5:56

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNlTED STATES
‘1
7-381}
(December 1530)
BUREAU OF Racmmmuon W WEATHER CON EDITIONS W
****** :1
PROJECT_.._ RELEra_de STATION 1.1,.“ 5999?”: T6335 YEAR 195'?
TEMéERATURE—w. PRECIPITATION r Tom SKY
MONTH Max. Min. Mean (7:32;) 7 Am__fzs‘m_ 244101311 15211331613014 mgiéignt Nlmmm 011' DAYS
‘ 1 (inches) Date Clear Part Cloudy Cloudy
l
January, 777 go 14 58.7 .10 .10 51 7 77 7 7 as s 2
February, 75 18 48.1 .14 .097 71 7 7 14 a 6
March, 80 18 50.b .5371 77 7 .717677 77 7 4 7 18 10 5
April, 96 52 60.1 T7 7717'7 4 7 27577777“ _75__7 77L%
May, 98 447 5717.757 77.55177.2 i 5 7 1e 13 2
June, 101 51 70.77 77.7197 7 _7.09 717 25 L 15 15 o
1:»? July, 101 57 817.4 .52 .45 L 11W L__LL 5 26 0
August, 100 64 81.71 .647 .45 1 2 29 0
September, 91 7 L 53 757.57 .19 L .16 10 LL, 9 19,11 , 2
October, a? 49 6777.? 17.879 , .42 ASL _., 25 5 L 5
November, 82 50 _,, 759.5 .07 A L as 8 L L LL 22 7 1 L
December, 70 25 45.4 197 jL .43. _ L L L s 22 1
The yam, 191 L L14 119,18, 5.5.4 9 ,, , __ 180 1115.5. 2.211 _Date of 1,131 killing frost in Spring. “93,17, 2,2,, _, A , of _rst killing frost in fulL v November 17
Dates of serious rainfall 1*“...1. . .1, of hail storms, W .._.,_A__, of wind storms—1-..... . "w.-.” 7,. m__._ ____
Description of evaporation station: ......... 1, . . .. ._ , 1 _ . . , , _ 1 ,1
Remarks: mes-5131:4105 Change? fITnglim" t°_5?°‘3?179,1i°vembe? 1. 1 . ,1
Wm.
JAN. 3,
1989
5:56

‘ 5»
WEATHER CONDITIONS
INSTRUCTIONS~
_..__.. _
1‘ A table of weather conditions shall be _lled wt for each project and. included in the annual
operation and maintenance report.
2. In case weather records are kept on the project the data, from these records shall be used, but
in case no such records are kept the date. shall be taken from the weather report of any U. S. Weather
Bureau observation station or stations applicable to conditions on the project.
n. a. name mm ”12411311: emu: my 5—7324
JAN. 8, 1989 5:57

UNITED STATES
“5:32;;Y'jngsmmgm as WEATHER CONDITIONS
PROJECT Rio Grande STATION ‘ ”mam, , El_.lia1§9_.&x_§§.___ YEARWLW
TEMPERATURE-“T. PRECIPITATION SKY
‘ ‘ T 13211 GREATEST 2441mm Eigpolmtyn NUMBER OF DAYS
~ 0 mo lea
Max. Mm. Mean (inches) Amount D t Cl
(inches) ‘1 e 9‘“
‘ Part Cloudy Cloudy
Elm-_aw, ._ 42.4 ‘ .12
I ebrum'y, 49 0 5
March, 52,?
April, 64 . 4
May.
June,
July,
September, ,, ' 1 ,7 , a 18"
@__ __ , ,, 24
November, ‘ ‘ , W V , , 7 , ,, ,,., 22
December, ‘ 47.4 _ ‘ 115 3.2
The year, W , _ , ,,_..._ES,?,,1, .395 ,, _.. 73W, lC‘r~l]:-:37’7 , 7957:7677 ,, 232
Date of last killing frost in spring“ _.___, , ",7 Apriii ______________ 7 _,“ , of _rst killing frost, in fall November 18
Dates of serious rainfall_.i__< _ _, of bail storms,, ,, , , , l T, , W, of wind scnrmn
Description of evaporaf-igu stati011:_m ” , ,
Remarks: _
JAN. 8, 1989 5:57

WEATHER CONDITIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
1; A table of weather conditions shall be _lled out for each project and included in the annual
operation and maintenance report.
2. In case weather records are kept on the project the data. from these records shall be used, but
in case no such records are kept the data shall be taken from the weather report of any U. S. Weather
Bureau observation station or stations applicable to conditions on the project.
IL & ouvznnnmmmn omen: my 0—7324
JAN. 8, 1989 5:57

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR m WEATHER CONDITIONS w
BUREAU OF RECLAMATI 0N
PROJECT W__é_de WW, . STATION , ,, “$15.23, ,CQl19&Q._N9}V Mexico YEAR 19'5'7
TEMPERATURE—°F. PRECIPITATION T t l SKY
o a
I I GRE.\TE$T 24-11mm Evaporation wind NUMBER OF DAYS
1
A Total , (inches) movement
Max. Mm. Mean . i 4
(inches) 4 23319924“ Date (miles) Clear Part Cloudy
January, _ ' - _ W , ,, 5 ' 5,98, W
February, _ , 4 WW, W, , 4’480
Mmh' , .. ,,, ,, 6-489
Apr“: , , ., ,, , 10,852
May, ,,W,,,. W ,, :1 ,, “ 11,307
9
June, , ,_ ,,1, , 13,459 i‘
I
4 24
W
LL}. _‘ 4
MW» , . , , , _ , , . , , 34.92;, , lLWi, ,,,_J.§_W
July, ,, A W, W 12,28; ,, , . 5
Em W4 , ,,.f, ,, ,. ,Blziea , , 1:5 4 10
4
95.59%; , 7168 4 9 4
October, ‘ , LR , ,, _,,, , 7 5. 551 22
NW: -W , ,,,_, ,, , ,. , 4-384,,.
mm,” . _ ,W ,, W, W ,W 2,-5le , lé‘lWLW. ,10 1
5
8
1
1
Th°rai_x,;:, , ,W 7.7 , ,,,.,_,,,5r ,, ‘ lggll-EZ
Date of Last killing frost ”1.3131"ng , WWW .L. i, -W W , ,V ., , of _rst killing frost in fall. W, ADXBEIEZLEWW _,
Dates of serious rainfall—WW» ,,_,, ”V W, of bail stonnsW. W, , .. ,_,W, W, of wind storms—W,
Description of evaporation station:,W ,. , .. , ”119,521,131???”3:29,.1‘51, indie}; $1,159 : l9. imbes, 1.13m
Remarks:
0—7334
JAN.3, 1989 5:57

WEATHER CONDITIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
1. A table of weather conditions shall be _lled out for each project and included in the annual "
operation and maintenance report.
2. In case weather records are kept on the project the data. from these records shall be used, but
in case no such records are kept the data shall be taken from the west” ort of any U. S. Weather
Bureau observation station or stations applicable to conditions on the prowl
u. s. uevtlummr “mud emu: Mm 6—7324
JAN. 8, 1989 5:58

UNITED STATES
Vi. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR % WEATHER CON DHTIONS w
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
PROJECT _______§i_o_§_r§_nde STATION _ ., YEAR 1957
TEMPERATURE—“F. PRECIPITATION T t. 1 SKY
o a
‘ GREATEST 24-80173 Evaporation wind NUMBER OF DAYS
(inches) movement
(inches) 1833):; Date (miles) Part Cloudy Cloudy
Max. Min. Mean
January, I. .02 ,_ 4 4.577
February, \ _ _' v 4,7457
March. , ”_" , 7.822
April, mo“ , 7 14.018
M” n, , . , _ ,, 15.497
June, , ,, , L , 169770
a: i
31‘5“”: T 7,, . ’-‘ ,, A. 15.7359
August. 7 145,056,, 2773
September, 94 WA ,7 ' :7 ' ,7 , . I, 2556
0°“an 87 7 W17“? . 2555
November, '76 ,, , ,, _ _ H , 7 , , , , 72456 15
December: ,59 V ‘ 7, 5.005,, A 2278 W11
“03’9“” 101 i, _____ ‘ 7 119491 7777399§§WW 141
Date oflasc killing frust in spring. ‘ I" ‘ , or _rst killing frost in full November 23
Dates of serious rainfall 7777,77 , ,, 7 , m, of hail storms,, , , ,,,,A u , _ _.,__, of wind sfnrmq
Description of evaporativn stutiuuz_wmn. .Eieather imrPF-u Type 48 inr‘neq d 1‘ Hmpter, lO inrhm Map
Remarks :
JAN. 8, 1989 5:58

:‘ K7,
WEATHER CONDITIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
1‘. A table of weather conditions shall be _lled out for each project and included in the annual
iopemtion and maintenance report.
2. In'case Weather records are kept on the project the data. from these records shall be usedltbut
:in case no_euch records are kept the data shall be taken from the Weather report of any U. 8. Weather
Bureau obserfation station or stations applicable to conditions on the project.
11. a. mammal! ram-mm nvnan. m1 (iv-7324
r<..
JAN. 8, 1989 5:58

3mm} 01" mommmcm
Rio Grande Project
IRREGATION DUTY —- DWERSION, WASTE, LOSSES, DELIVERED
(As impel-tea)
: _eadgate :Ganal Wastemanal Losses a; :
Aorea : Diversion : or Return :Unaeemmted fer: Delivemti to Farm
Irriggtad: A.?. per A.: % ~ % : , :A.F. per gore
: : _ineun Véllsg :
' 43 : : 18
53 : : 1?
59 : : 24 1.97
55 2 : 28 2.22
35 : : 23 : 1.74
24 : : 27 2.0?
39 z ‘ 2 24 1.89
25 : . 29 . 2.51
23 : * : '55 : 1.98
23G . . 46 : 2.64
22 2 I - 2:45
o 1.! u o; oo .1.80
1.87
10,701
11,807
12,48Q
12 , V92
15,069
12 .463
12,283
12; 776
11,834
15, 528
14: ,452
u v x u c
#mmmwwmmamm
”an “an
I u a. n .0 on n
O
in.mammqquqmgw
G
Leasburg Divisigg
0 I
55 z
25 ~
29
35
35
30
52
23
19
14
16
e a
’
i a I’
wwww‘zijaaeomm
a ..
#m_mmqwmowm
8
Mesilla Divi 31 on_
26
22
19
25
25
19
lie.
a
_ery:
mmmqqmq_mmm
U
mamawwwm‘awe—a
JAN. 8, 1989 5:59

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Rio Grande Project
IRRIGATION DUTY - DIVERSION, WASTE, LOSSES, DELIVERED
(A_ Reported)
: . Beadgate :Canal Waste:Canel Losses & :
: Acres : Diversion : or Return :Uhacaounted forz-Delivered to Farms
:Irri_eted ng. per A.: % - % : % :E.F. per Acre
El Paso veiie
" ‘”EEF““T”J; 3.19
_ags
2‘7?
2.86
55 3.53
36 2e55
42 E 2995
40 . 5.15
33 “ 2.41
54 : 3.67
55 . 2. 98
Year
29
27
56
68
1927
1928
1929
1959
1951
1932
1955
1954
1955
1936
1957
55,558
54,093
52,071
52,122
50,455
48,277
49,862
47,711
46,066
50,460
52,959
0
op§pa
o
a
. u u an n .C
n .c n .c u u
o
u u n u u n n I.
45
n on .e u u n n n u n a.
mqaqqqqumq
U I
0334263033
0
.Rio Granée
25 ' 2.97
48 25 3.05
45 50 2.33
35 34 2.58
59 . 52 2.51
42 34 : 2148
40 55 2.51
40 58 5.05
: 59 41 2044
: 36 . 31 45 . 2.75
1 28 : 27 45 z 3.89
mwmq_w‘rqq‘amm
I
#e-cmmeweaqmw
1927
1928
1929
1950
1951
1932
1955
1954
1955
1936
1937
Agree Irrigated « El Faeo Valley adjusted to eliminate area contracted but not
irrigated by revising Irrigated Ne Yield on Crop Reports in
1928, 1929, 1930, 1951.
Diverted - Eeaeured at head of main canals ~ amount diverte_ for Hudspath
District eliminated.
Waste - Wasteway return eetim_te_ daily, probably yeported considerably 10w.
Delivered — Charged to farms, a few deliveries metezed, rest estimated by
ditehriders, prebebly lower than actually delivered.
Losses - Actual and unaccounted for, probably considerably higher than actual
on account of low eetimates of waste and deliveries.
157,555
141,957
141,525
141,197
140,243
157,449
159,205
129,092
120,075
158,801
145,011
can «can
u
u. n n .. u n u n u .. n
a
u u .- u u
Fete: Area irrigated in El Peso Valley has been revised for this tabulation.
Revision was made by adjusting areas "Irrigated no Yield" for years
1928, 1929, 1950 and 1951. 'Water earriea through Tornillo Canal for
delivery to Endepoth Canal has been eliminated from diversien in acreu
feet for El Peso Valley ané from waste El Paso Valley. Diversion at
head of Tornillo Canal for delivery to the Endspeth Canal was estimated
by assuming that the water actually deliverea to Endspeth Canal was 85%
or 86% of the volume diverted at head of Tornillo Canal to Rake this
delivery with 14% or 15% main canal less, In arriving at headsets
diversion water waste from Leasburg Canal to East Side Canal has been
included in order to yaks the operating figures of the Iaesburg District
comparable with other districts. This waste to the East Side Canal ranges
from a maximum of 26,000 acre—feet to a minimum of about 8,000 acre-feet a
981‘ i 5
Y a 0'
,IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 5 : 5 9

JAN. 3,
N. m 7 ‘1
a 4' 72—312 m
[JANUA ‘IY. 1913]
MONTHLY WATER STORAGE
Project Reservoir ..,E1 50h PM” -1957"
I QI77” 7;:1‘7717lgsulN AFT: . IN FE;
I 17I 7 Own I 7 I
I Deli ( 1 I 1 In Total I Immm 1wa (g_i‘l‘f_l) IEvnWl’minnI I , 777I77 , 105505 I “”00”“
I I I T-mzl I.‘\I‘I’1'S~llllln('!'"' I
-__..+ 1 WI— __ 11-1 ._ I.. ,,,,,,, _ .1 . ..I._ I- -1. 1, _ _, .m.____
m 5:"??00. .50, 3625<I 730 5950 93099 14993 I 3.14.. _________ {5. €5.59I 59.33299 ,,,,,, 4.3.. 4.515%.
Ebb I 71509 , 1450 I vzzaoI 7370 .4250 5-5450 15559 I .-_gaa ,,,,,, 15059 I 755900 ..é§%11a5
| I . I ,
Mm. _7_I1157_s7sgo 797780 I114—gaoI 49540 7380 -3850 161.80 '1' 7.75757 I 557572739_I7_7§Qg1999777__§9_,_g_
m“ 7I269§70 0 aeoevzoI 114090 1557970 ‘—-".7680I 16615 I 1.577 I 7175577277in 919;QQ7,7I_77:;7§5§,7§5
65% my . Iagoooo 16607 5817650 I7 98240 'Wam #15950 I7 19 :39 I 41.5.0 , I...20.5.Q€>_Q._Il285999.....$§.'?§..3.
J\,,,e__77__254909 500 7254qu 110620 24700 402901 95249 .741 I7___1517575007I1§95§QQ I.£:5._.?_9_9.9..
I ‘ I
Julwa_asvgo 7210 ‘ 93910 1:575:50 255120 17340 ”54.5: +7.29__ I 155410 Ilzzsgoo 45%;,
Ang.....I 3330.0. .. 40.0 I 2.35.700 14-2410 —7‘04C' $9350 259?“) v «4.3.. I...3.-.5.11.0.Q. Ill9§999.. .._45'5.'.7_3_._‘A._
Sum , .I 56200. 45D 355.50 7.22139 133-30 +3389 'f 567 .I....v....16_ ,,,,, I...8.J..Q5.Q Illéé_QQun___idz
m ...... I 420912.; lSO 423.80 .2310? ”330 P4690 1974.. I J32. I 1.6589 I¥l§9€§99 ...... 45‘? 193.5%.
Novn.v; 17699 .?Q I 17670} 19n4o I112§1QQ"..1§191§.
I I- ESLLSZEQL- I19*?....‘..- 11.697699..I.A§ZQ~.9§
’7 I
Menus" .
Maximum. Storage During Year
1989
. . 5.5.90 I1§.5I3}.79I
1-7.3539. . u ..
1,513,929
.I/uximum huge Height .V_..,,,..‘;§.80.2.7_....

JAN. 3,
7—321
(September, 1923)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DIVERSIONS
From RioGrfmfle ............... . ............................................. River
Project _. R10 GTBQdE.,... _ . . Years ..... 1955‘1957 _________________
3' QUANTITIES IN ACRE-FEET
YEAH
MONTH 19 53 19 34 I 1955 19 35 19 3'}
January _____________________________________ O 4268 ___________________ 6.12%? _______________________ 873375 ......
February.........._... _______________ 25.75.90. _________________ 6 2.32.2.1. __________________ E. $28.3“.-- . 22514 25355 ......
March __________________ 86200 9.95.5.9 __________________ 5 7555 ...._._..-.§?_?.QQ ____________________ 5 EMS}? ______
Apr-11 __________________ .._157_9_Qa_ 135782 _______ 91590 ________ 119800 _____ 132060..____
May __________________________________ 12000.0.............J:J.2§€s§ __________________ {5. 313.9? ....... ”$9021.39..- ...._.._...}9§§%§ ......
3mm _________________________________ gage _____________ $5250 1040].? 125110 _____ 119159
my .................................. 1.26.8200... .__.l.4.=f€?9%;1._.__ ___________ % .8.§l§9 _______________ £52.62??? ________ 144035 ......
August ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, MEI/Ob . ,,,,,,,,,, 1.5235235? ______ 41.59.99 _______________ 3.959.3:§9..................l§.79.4..‘.7 ______
September _________________________ £05.00. ........... {3.6.5.5990 .......... 5.62.126 ............ 28.9.69 ........... 9.929.? _
October ................ ._._........_&7000-.-. {520.3 ...... 12950 £6030 ____________________ E .8953 ......
November ............ 2:1217/94 , .......... 2. 19.5.0. .. 21838 .................... 8 3.7.0.6.? .....
prgcembe, ............ 36100 A0809, _. ............ 299.03.--- ._.__._.__._l_§5;2§ .................... '43. 5.9.3.»? ......
Total .............. ......_.9884:QQ...........,_.S?.9.9.lé5 ,. .. 71253.4-.."__........8.’3§2.§§§ ................... ?. 3.5.599 ......
Acreage irrigated ........ 15920 6. _ .......... 129092 1.290370 _._ -21.?233591 .................. 1. -.%§9}§ ......
Per acre irrigated... .. ................... '71»; ................... 3,sz ...................... 25:9 “"4 6“? .....
Remmks :
1989
6:00
\S .1
I
m:
5
§
1'
I
i
r
i
1

INSTRUCTIONS.
1. The table of monthlvaater diversions for the last _ve years, or such part thereof as the
project has been operated, shall form a part of the annual operation and maintenance report. A
record of _ve years is chosenas giving a convenient period for compan'son.
2. The table should show the tal amount of water diverted annually through the canals
. of the project for its use, including dive ions by canals for feeding reservoirs.
3. One report on this form shall be made out for each diversion works or point of diversion.
,The diversion given for any point shall be the total amount of water diverted at that point, but
it this includes water previously diverted from another stream or at another point, attention shall
be called to this fact under “Remarks,” giving an estimate for the year of the amount thus diverted
a second time. Where the diversion is made to a canal that serves both for irrigation directly
. and as a feed canal, or to deliver water to another stream to be again diverted, it may be impracticable to _ll in the t". 0 lowest lines on the form giving the acreage irrigated and the diversion per
, acre irrigated. In such cases, and where reports are made for diversions from more than one stream,
an additional report should be made on this form for the total diversions for the project, eliminating,
-' byi‘estimate if necessary, the portion of the water diverted reported twice on the separate reports
for the di_‘erent diversions. On this summary sheet, and on the others where practicable, the
acreage irrigated and the diversion per acre irrigated should be included, i. e., it is desired to show
on this form, as far as practicable, the diversion duty of water per acre irrigated.
JAN. 3, 1989 6:00

Form 7-822 (Apr_, 1928)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DISTRIBUTION
Project .011 _. 777%815 MISS: Area Irrigated 1 #1, 7,, léégll 7 Year,,, 1957 _
QUANTITIES IN ACRE FEET
Dimmmm mnow mom- 7 7 13717777777 77 I m: 5m”: M__‘Canul 11:13:03} I 3955:7227 29:55:15 77:72:11“ DELIVERED TD FARMS:
MONTH 5mm: 17777771077771; $73933??? 609mm"... 1‘0 £1532? Lassa icd‘%§%ei iid_eéa_; Waste Tum P7777770
wand;
bguary, 8'75 77 71 945; 541 368 612 71 612 0
ML ______ 7720;557:3777 7 77772790777 7 _ 2707661 13915 68511 168077777777 540 14285 2524 .02
@3577 w 77 77776246777777 7 891 675558 16927 77 54464 1101 18027 16457 .12
5%” "11 _ 7 77152060 3 710 10277 221.50. Y 9711531.. 892 2m 4" 74692 .51
LL77 7 77 7 7107478127 7 j 900 105712 7 23435 7 74131 1090 24525 49606 .34
7&wa 11915977 77 195 119952, 7 25024 7577:5192 86760 975 25997 60753 .42
L111,“ 7__ 7 144078577 8'71 1449 54 26475 4284" 7102106 982 7727457 74649 .51
Alig__L__., , 152047 928 157975 52575 , 35906 132003111120 35695 88574 .61
Simum__ 7979702 1109 1 100011 7 07256 , 307.06 120105 1825 59059 41046 .28 7
99:47:13,777“ 28051 7 7 706 i 28/ 37 71747584 7 7:521 77,21,75136 754 15148 6288 .04
71719390; ___________ 77727662 557777 7 I 23001.9 17931 7111 209700 557 18488 24.20 .02
December, 1.1 23917 ‘ 573 24290 15619 6015 18275 4'70 160% 2186 .02 1
7 7 Tom: 925200 7‘7 8700§77 931205 2453519 2557327 77675717391777 10130777__27§gs7:737372::__g1§g7§g 777_7__ 7:
_fggfggigggw A 5-37 7 7 .05 77 6.42 1.370 1.76 4.6§7777777_7 777.7777 777 1.77 2.789
EggniNet Supply, 77799.2 100 56.7 27.41 72.767 77 17 27,6 7.777115, 7 77
IDIVBI‘RIDH :mcunL 0*"I11\I\'3 hf wins“: at head sales In! sumI :IuItJ‘g. etc. ‘ Mensurud ill ‘ 7
‘ Ruser'VuIrs cmmeclml xx i121 . ibuLiug system only.
lDiversions11Iusirvuow :rum mumurs andothersmuces10531101007; 10 mew-min iML-mnmd ul 1 .1 a- 1, 11__1_, 1 __,H
A. — , :2»;

Form 1-322 (1an 1923)
Dlzr'ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DISTRIBUTION
El Paso Valley 753???? 7,
. V1_ Area Irrigated 1
QUANTITIES IN ACRE FEET
‘ “ ’ ' $0101 " Total Na sté ~ ‘ ”H
INFLOW FROMm— _ 1, DELIVERED TO FARMSD
‘ 34:55; am. m Canal ~
as 3
MONTH ”€33.39“ ‘iz_éi‘i'v__s‘? Nu Suvnly’ Losses W L “mew-E" LW
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Form 7-822 (April. 1928)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DISTRIBUTION
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Form 7-222 <Apr11,1923)
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DISTRIBUTION
Meailla Valley 77610
Project -1-m—-__._..w___. 1mm. . . .. 1 Area’ Irri ated 1111711111
Leasburg, East Side and West Side Canals in haw _exico and Texas
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Fox-1n 7-322 (Avril, ms)
‘ DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
MONTHLY WATER DISTRIBUTION
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This contract made and entered into by and between the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District of New Mexico and El Paso
1 of Texas, pursuant to reso uTorisFthe Boar oT
Directors ore respective Districts, authorizing the same, WITNESSETH
THAT:
WUEREAS, it is expedient that the acreage within each irrigation District
which is to be irrigated should be cushioned by allowing the distribution of water to a small excess of acreage over and above that allotted to the two Districts under the Rio Grande New Mexico-Texas Rec].amation Project, to the end that annual variations, within narrow limits,
shall be permitted, and so that, each year, there will be within the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District 88,000 acres of land, and within
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, 67,000 acres upon
which construction and operation and maintenance charges may belevied;
THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that either District may increase the
acreage, to be irrigated and to be subject to construction charges,
not to exceed three (3) per cent of the present authorized acreage
in each District, that Is to say Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
having an authorized acrea7e of 88,000' acres, may increase such acreage
to the extent of three (3
per cent thereof, amounting to not to exceed 2,640 acres; that El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1,
having a present authorized acreage of 67,000 acres, may increase such
acreage to three (3) per cent thereof, that is, not to exceed 2,010
acres, said additional lands, in any case, to be within the limits of
the present irrigation Districts, or any future extensions, thereof.
It is furthe agreed and understoOd that in the event of a shortage
of water for irrigation in any year, the distribution of the available
supply In such year, shall so far as practicable, be made in the proportion of 67/155 thereof to the lands within El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1,1 and 88/155 to the, lands within the Elephant
Butte irrigation .Distri ct.
It is further agreed and understood that the operation and maintenanCe'
costs of the project works (exclusive of the storage and power development) for the calendar 'year 1938 and thereafter shall be distributed
between the two Districts in the same manner as similar costs were
distributed f or the calendar year 1937, and that the same ratios for
the two Districts,, respectively, that were applied to said costs for
that year common to both Districts shall be used in 1938 and subsequent years.
This contract to be effective only during the period when the proposed
contracts under Public No. 249, Seventy-fifth Congress, 1st Session,
between, '(1) the United States and Elephant Butte Irrigation District
and (2) the United State's and El Paso County Water Improvement District
No. 1 are in force, and if either or both of said contracts should
terminate after both have become effective, this contract is also to
terminate.
APRIL-28 1 38
7 0 41 7
OSE/LF-00030367

TX v. NM #141

New Mexico Exhibit

NM-EX-324

COPY
ø.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the parties hereunto have caused the same to be
signed by the Presidents of their respective Boards of Directors, and
attested by the Secretary with the seal of said corporation,
this 16th day of February, A. D. 1938
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
OF NEW MEXICO.
By (Sigped) Arthur Starr
President
(SEAL)
ATTEST: (Signed) Jose R. Lucero
Secretary, Elephant Butte
Irrigation Distri Ct.
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT'DISTRIC'p
DISTRICT NO. 1 OF TEXAS
By (Si&ned) T. D. Porcher
President
(SEAL)
i
ATTEST: (Signed) Idu 6 T. Gillett
Secretary, El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1
APPROVED THIS 11th DAY OF APRIL, A. D. 1938
(Signed) Oscar L. Chapman
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TEE INTERIOR
OSE/LF-00030368
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Rio Grande Compact Commission
with its Legal and Engineering Advisers,
La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 18, 1958.
Seated, left to right:
GOVernor Teller Ammons of Colorado; M, C. Hinderlider,
Commissioner for Colorado; Frank B. Clayton, Commissioner
for Texas; S. 0. Harper, Chairman and Representative of
the United States; Thomas M. MoClure, Commissioner for
New Mexico; Governor Clyde Tingley of New Mexico.
Standing,_left to right:‘
John H. Bliss, Engineering Adviser, New beico£ Royce‘J.
Tipton, Engineering Adviser, Colorado; Raymond A. Hill,
Engineering Adviser, Texas; E. B. Deblsr, Engineering
Adviser to the Chairman; Clifford H. Stone, Legal Adviser,
Colorado; H. J. S, Devries, Legal Adviser to the Chairman;
George M. Corlett, Legal Adviser, Colorado; A. T. Hammett,
Legal Adviser, New Mexico; Fred E. Wilson, Legal Adviser,
New Mexico. Absent: Ralph L. Carr, Legal Adviser,
Coloradoix
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE
MEETING OF THE
RlO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
Held at
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 5rd to March 18th, inc.
1958 .
The Rio Grande Compact Commission was called to order at
2: 50 P. M., March ,, 1958, by'the Chairman, in the Council Chamber of
the City Hall at Santa Fe, New Mexico, whereupon the following proceedings were had:
MR. HARPER: The‘meeting will please come to order. Before pro—
ceeding with our order of business I will ask each of the commis—
sioners to state for the record the representatives of their respective states who are present at this meeting. Mr. Hinderlider,
may we hear from you? .
MR; HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman, members and advisers: For Colorado
there are present M. C. Hinderlider, River Commissioner, Attorney
General B. F. Rogers, legal adviser to the Commissioner; Judge
Clifford Stone, attorney for the Colorado State Water Conservation
Board; Royce J. Tipton, Engineering Adviser to the Compact Commissioner; Attorney George M. Corlett, representing the Rio Grande
Water Users‘ Association; Oscar Lindstrom, Secretary of the same
association; Ralph Carr, Attorney representing the Conejos River
Water Users‘ Association; F. B. Goudy, attorney representing certain
interests in the San Luis Valley. There will be other representatives
of the water users in the San Luis Valley with us tommorow. Do you
want to enter their names?
MR. CORLETT: J C. Smittel, one of the board of directors; Corbin'
Wright, President, Rio Grande Water Users' Associ-ation; F. Rigel,
also member of the board of directors; James A. Reed, member of the
board of directors; Omar Underwood of Del Norte and George Voss of
Del Norte.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I believe those who have been named will be all
who' will be here representing Colorado or its interests.
MR. HARPER: Mr. MbClure, may we have the names of your repre—
sentatives.
MR. MbCLURE: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission and
advisers: Representing New Mexico there are Thomas M. McClure,
Rio C ' 30mpact Commissioner; Frank H. Patton, Attorney General
of New Mexico; Governor A- T. Bennett, Spec. Asst. Atty. General,
counsel fer the Interstate Streams Commission of New Mexico;
co - 0061693

‘John H. Bliss, engineer adviser; R. H. Hanna, counsel for the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; Fred E. Wilson, counsel
for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; William Brophy,
counsel for Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; Edwin Mechem,
counsel for Elephant Butte Irrigation District; N. B. Phillips,
Manager of Elephant Butte Irrigation District; H. C. Neuffer,
engineering adviser for Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District;
Stanley Phillippi, Asst. Chief Engineer Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. There may be others who will come into the
meeting at a later date and they will be.named at the time they
arrive.
MR; HARPER: 'Mr. Clayton, may we hear from you.
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: For the State of Texas
there are present Frank B. Clayton, Rio Grande Campact Commissioner
for Texas; 0. S. Clark, Chairman Board of Water Engineers for the
State from Austin; Major Richard F. Burges, attorney for El Paso
County Water Improvement District No. 1, El Peso; Raymond A. Bill,
Los Angeles, consulting engineer for the state of Texas; Allen
Laflin, Albuquerque, engineer for the State of Texas.’ There will
be present at a later date Asst. Attorney General H. Grady Chandler
of Austin; Roland Harwell, Manager of El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1. There are also in attendance F. S. Robertson
of San Benito, Secretary of Water Conservation Association of the
Lower Rio Grande Valley; and A. L. Montgomery of San Benito,
attorney representing the Water Conservation Association of Lower
Rio Grande Valley.
MR. HARPERz' Professor Barrows, will you please state the names of
the representatives of the National Resources Committee present.
DR. BARRCWS: Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission: Frank
Adams and H. H. Barrows, members of the consultant board for the
Rio Grande Joint Investigation; Harlow M. Stafford, engineer in
charge of the Joint Investigatibn; J. C. Stevens, consulting
engineer for the Joint Investigation; N. C. Grovsr, Chief Hydraulic
engineer of the Geological Survey and member of the Water Re—.
sources Committee; Vincent M. Miles, assistant to Attorney General
Cummings, and legal Consultant of the National Resources Committee.
MR. HARPER: There are also present as advisers to the Chairman,
E. B. Debler, Hydraulic Engineer of Bureau of Reclamation and H. J.
S. Devries, district counsel of the Bureau of Reclamation. If
the name of anyone has been overlooked, I hope he will speak out.
At the last meeting of this Commission, which was held
September 27th to October 1, 1937, the decision was reached to
delegate to the engineering advisers of each of the Commissioners
and the engineering adviser for the Chairman, the task of preparing a report setting forth certain factual data bearing on the
state line flow schedules. A resolution was adopted, which I will
read to refresh your memories. (reads) "In line with the conversation had by the commissioners, I mOVe that one engineering
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consultant of each state, together with Mr. E. B. Dobicr, meet in
Santa Fe, or such other place as they may mutually elect, on October
25th, for the purpose of discussing the engineering features,
particularly of the state line deliveries and deliveries at San
Marcial, in order to determine if they can arrive at a determination of general principles and if possible agree on the details of
the deliveries, and the engineering factual data which should
underlie the compact. Also that the meeting of the commission itself be deferred to such date as may be mutually agreed upon, pursuant to the call of the chairman.“
The engineering committee held one meeting in Santa Fe
and a later meeting in Los Angeles, and submitted a report under
date of December 27, 1957, copies of which I believe have been
furnished the commissioners and all interested parties. I trust
that the representatives of each of the statesthe12are concerned
uin this matter have had time to analyze this report and that the
commissioners are prepared at this time to state whether this
report meets with their approval, and if not, to bring out any
‘ points on which they are not in agreement with the findings of the
report. If the commissioners have no other suggestion to offer,
I would suggest that we proceed to discuss this report and in
particular to give all of the representatives here an opportunity
to state whether the report is agreeable to them.
MR. CLAYTON: May I suggest that we proceed with the states in the
vorder they haVe been called on heretofore to get the views of the
commissioners.
MR. HARPER: Very well. Mr. Hinderlider, what have you to say in
reference to this report?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I will say that Colorado is satisfied with the
general conclusions arrived at by the engineering committee.
There are certain items, however, which we will want to discuss
at greater length a little later on, but in view of the fact that
the commissidner for New Mexico has heretofore, in writing, voiced
objections to the findings of the engineering committee, I feel ‘
.that the proper prosedure at this time would be for Mr. McClure
to present in more detail, than was done in correspondence with
the chairman and the other two members, those points which he does
not concur with in the findings of the engineering committee. I
apprehend such a procedure will open the entire report for general discussion, at which time Colorado probably will want to
present certain views as a result of the findings of the engi~
neering committee. ‘
MR. HARPER: Are you prepared to go ahead, Mr. MbClure?
MR. MCCLUBE: I don't remember the date of the letter I wrote to
Mr. Harper, but I believe it was about January 18th. After receiving the engineering committee report and making a preliminary
analysis of it, I came to the definite conclusion that from New
Mexico's standpoint that there should be one or two distinct
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. basic changes in the report and some minor changes that were
not quite so important. I will go through the major changes
which we consider should be made in the report. First, New
Mexico feels that the Otowi index supply in relationship to the
Elephant Butte usable water supply is not an accurate or good
basis on which to set up a schedule at San Marcial or Elephant
Butte. We feel that that schedule should be based on the
Otcwi index supply to San Marcial in that supply and not to the
Elephant Butte usable water supply. For the next change, it
was stated that natural flows would be used on these control
points or stations. We feel that recorded flow should be used
instead of natural flow. On page 8 of the report, second parse
graph, New Mexico feels that due to Indian rights there might
be some new development over which New Mexico has no control;
therefore that paragraph should be changed to include only development that New Mexico would have control over.. In regard
to the normal release from Elephant Butte, New beico is not
satisfied, and cannot be satisfied, with the figures set'up.,
At the same time we feel that there should be some definite
consideration or basis for Mexican diversions and losses, as
that paragraph refers to adjustments of saving or loss due to
Mexican uSe. Under project storage of the Elephant Butte, there
is an indefiniteness in that paragraph regarding the 2,658,860
acre-feet. As we understand it, there is flood control water
included in that, and that paragraph should be made definite in
regard to these flood control waters. On pages 11 and 12 of
the report, which deals with the limitatiin of credits in regard to unusable spill, we feel there should be a clarifying
of this paragraph in relation to what might be accomplished on
debit that Texas has over normal increase in regard to theoretical spill; Before that, on pages 10 and 11, the paragraph on reduction of debits, we feel that the word "actual"
should be added to the capacity of project spill. The first
line after the word 'total' on page ll. The first paragraph
under other limitatiins is very indefinite and a clarification
of that paragraph shOuld be made. Also, we feel that the
question of power should be considered in that paragraph, and
there should be included in the report a relatiOnship between
operation of El Vado in regard to the three summer months that
have been eliminated from this schedule. Those are the major
exceptions that New Mexico takes to the report.
MR. HARPER: May we hear from you now Mr. Clayton?
MR. CLAYTON: On the whole, we are satisfied with the report.
It may be that as this discussion proceeds we may have suggestions primarily for the clarification or phraseology of the
report in certain particulars. Most of them are of minor importance. I am not prepared to speak at this time with reference to the objections which the commissioner for New Mexico
has Just offered, but I would suggest that the commissioner
from New Mexico give us, in writing, the gist of the statement
he Just made so we can take it under consideration. I must
say, however, that Texas does not concur with the view expressed
u
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by Mr. MbClure in his letter to you, to which he has Just referred,
under date of January 25th, that the engineers representing the
several states and the United States exceeded their authority in
this report. As‘I see it, they did precisely what they were instructed to do, and in general the principles that they laid down
we believe to be sound. When we offered the suggestion at the
last meeting that the engineering advisers meet and try to work
out a basic formula, we had in mind definitely that they were to
work out a schedule of state line deliVeries based upon experi-1
ences in the past, and as I understand it, that's what they
attempted to do in this report. Texas is willing to proceed with
the negotiation for a compact based-upon the report of the engineers. As I say, if there are any suggestions for modification
of the report, we would like to have them in writing in order that
we can digest them and prepare to answer them. In particular I
should like a statement, either now or later, from the Commissioner
of New Mexico as to what he considers a proper figure for a normal
release from Elephant Butte or supply in the Elephant Butte.
MR. HARPER: Mr. McClure, could you arrange to furnish each of the
commissioners and the chairman, later in the afternoon but before
this evening, a written statement of your objections so they would
have time to consider them this evening?
MB. MbCLURE: I can furnish a partial statement on that, but I don't
think its necessary to go into the major details of working out
these various changes, or showing these changes by a written statement. My suggestion would be that the engineering committee meet
again and go into these discussions from that standpoint. I
would be glad to state now the major defects I think are in more
or less basic principles, or the basis that they laid their report
on, but as far as going into all the details of the other things,
I think it would save time and accomplish much more if the com—
mittee would meet again and attempt to clarify the indefiniteness
and see if they can arrivs at a basis which New Mexico has sug*
gested in regard to the two index supplies, Otowi against San
Marcial instead of Elephant Butte usable, and also on a basis of
relreases from the Elephant Butte Reservoir. Our main objection,
of course, is on the basis of Otowi to the usable water supply.
It doesn‘t show the past picture in any way, or even arrive at it
closely, and I think it can definitely be shown by engineering
data. In that case it might be that it would cast reflections on
the release, and-for that reason I would like to make the sugges- ‘
tion, and if necessary the motion, that the engineering committee,
do meet and arrive at a clearness of these paragraphs, as well as
see if they can reach an agreement. As far as the statement I
made that they exceeded their authority, I do think they did. If
they had tendered actual factual data in regard to these releases
and in regard to the relationship of the control points and
‘ stations, it would have been different. However, it was strictly
a compromise and I don't think any compromise or any division lies/
in the hands of the engineering committee but should be brought
before the commission. I certainly didn't understand at the time
the resolution was passed that that would be the condition. I
understood they would determine what had been done‘in the past and
t
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set up schedules accordingly and submit it to this commission.
That was not done either in releases from Elephant Butte or in
relationship between Otowi and San Marcial as the resolutio
requested. , '
MR. HARPER: Do you wish to make a formal motion?
MR. MCCLURE: I will be glad to make a motion that the engineering
committee meet again to clarify and reword the report that they
submitted to the commission. I might add it may not be necessary
to adjourn this meeting; there are other points on this compact
which might be taken up while they are in session. We might take
other phases besides the engineering phase, but I do think before
we can arrive at any definite conclusions from an engineering
standpoint, we will have to haVe more information from the committee.
MR. HARPER: My idea in making the suggestion that you furnish a
written statement is not that you should go into very much detail,
but only furnish a summary of any statement you had written when
you made your presentation so the commissioners could have before
them a precise statement of each of the points raised. I believe
that would be helpful in guiding them in their future procedure.
MR. CLAYTON? I confess I cannot see at this time the point of
having another meeting of the engineering advisers without the
compact commissioners. ,This report was agreed to unanimously by
the engineering advisers; they spent a great deal of time in its
preparation and when they signed it, I can see they believed that
they were recommending for adoption into the compact, or to serve
as a basis for a compact, the data, facts and figures which they .
believed to be reasonably accurate, within the limitations which
they express in the report itself. It seems to me it would reflect on these four engineering advisers to go into another conference by themselves for the purpose — as Mr. McClure Says - of
a clarification of their report, certainly until the matter has
been further thrashed out here in meeting of the commission and
the points of difference, if any, aired. My suggestion would be,
if there is anything in this report that needs clarification, that‘
the engineering advisers who prepared it be called upon by any of
the commissioners, or for that matter, by the representatives of
the National Resources Committee, for an explanation in order that
we may all have it. If they arrived at certain conclusions in
this report with which any of the commissioners take issue, those
points should be made known. In other words, since the committee
of engineers have met and gone over this thing thoroughly, and I
might say strenuously, I can't see that anything could be accoma~
plished by giving it back to them without specific instructions
as to what they are to do, and for that reason, Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen of the commission, my suggestion would be, in'opposition
to the motion made by Mr. MbClure, thathe take up the report for .
discussion here and now and if it needs clarification, let's get
the explanation here. ‘
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MR. HARPER: Mr. Hinderlider, have you anything to say on this
subject?
MR. HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman, Mr“ McClure has voiced the feeling
that the engineering committee has exceeded its authority given
under a resolution which the commission adopted at its last meeting, and has pointed out certain objectionable points or conclu»
sions which may have considerable weight. I would not, myself,’
be disposed to object to an immediate meeting of the engineering
ladvisers if such procedure would expedite the work of the commission. I do not personally think it is necessary, as Mr. Clayton
has Just stated. I think the commission could proceed to analyze
the report and all those objectionable points mentioned by Mr.
McClure could be discussed in detail at the same time. If, per~
chance, the business of the meeting will be expedited,.I see no
serious objection to adjourning this meeting until tomorrow to
give the engineers an opportunity to meet this evening to see if
they can reach common ground on some of these points. There are
a few items to which Colorado will later direct its attention and
raise questions which will need clarification and possibly some
alterations, but I think probably they are not of major consequence at this time. I suggest Mr. McClure present in more
specific form to the commission a statement of his objections so
if the engineering committee is called together this eVening to
give it further consideration, they will have specific points
before them for definite consideration. It may be such procedure
will result in saving some time rather than try to proceed at
this time before the whole commission. inther plan is agreeable
to me. ‘
MR..HARPER: In order to get this matter before the commission,
Mr. McClure has made a motion and unless a second is made to
that motion, the matter will have to die.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I am inclined to think that out of courtesy
we should accede to his request. I doubt if we can make much
progress as long as one of the commissioners is'dissatisfied.
MR. CLAYTON: I don't object to the engineers furnishing the commission with any clarification needed, but I am at a loss to
know what instructions we should give the advisers if they are
asked to go over this report.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I would suggest they consider Mr. MbClure's
objections. '
MR. MbCLURE: The first objection I made to the report would
automatically require a definite new schedule in the relation-‘
ship, and it would require work by the committee to compile that
new schedule. That is based on engineering data which have been
\checked and analyzed since the report was made andwerelnot checked
and analyzed in Los Angeles on the basis on which the report was
made. On that basis alone I would think the engineers would have
to meet in order to arrive at that new schedule on the new index
supply.
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MRy HARPER: It seems to me before we can instruct the engineers
as definitely as you imply in your statement in regard to revamping this schedule, we must in courtesy to them, give them a chance
for full expression of their views as to whether they are willing
to reconsider their findings and compilation of data on these
various points. It would seem to me all we could reasonably ask
the engineers to do at this time would be to ask them to review a
summary statement which you would make setting forth your objeci
tions and ask them to report back to the commission as to whether
they are willing to consider revamping their concluSions along the
line you suggestr If they report back they are willing to do it,.
then the commission may instruct them to go ahead; and if, on the
other hand, they are of the majority opinion that they could not
consider revamping the data which they have already submitted,
then the matter will be back to the commission as a whole to
decide. Would you have any objection, Mr. Clayton, to the engineering advisers meeting this evening after Mr. MbClure has pre—
sented a summary statement of his objections, asking the engineers
to report back to the commissiou as to whether they can see their
way clear to go into the questions which Mr. McClure has raised
to the extent of revamping their entire report? If their conclusion is in the negative then the commission tomorrow would
have to consider the objections in regular session.
MR. CLAYTON: Do I understand that you propose the engineering
advisers meet again with a view to determining whether some other
basis of allocation or deliveries can be arrived at?
MR. HARPER: Not precisely. It was my view they should meet again
with a view to determining whether they would feel Justified in
reconsidering any fundamental basis of their report in the light
of Mr. McClure' s obJections. If they are not so willing to do,
then the matter would have to come back to the commission and we
would have to take up Mr. McClure' s objections.
MR. CLAYTON: I cannot see any objection to that. I am.afraid
this report was the result of a great deal of strenuous labor and
I am afraid much more time will be consumed by the engineering
advisers which may turn out to be profitless discussion. I have
no objection to the engineering advisers meeting with the view
that you Just nentioned. ThatPS entirely satisfactory.
MR. HARPER: It might expedite the progress of the deliberations
of the commission if we give the engineering advisers an opportunity to get together for an informal discussion, having before
them these several points which Mr. McClure has raised.
\
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MR. CLAYTON: I think that's entirely all right.
MR. HINDERLIDER: They have submitted a report and it may be that
report should be considered upon its face rather than they meet
again and revise it.
MR. HARPER: They should certainly have their chance to express
their collective views as to whether the points raised had.any
bearing on their findings which they would care to reconsider.
We would not ask them at this time to go into the matter of revision of the report in any form. But I would be glad to ask
them for their individual views at this time.
MR. HINDERLIDER: May I ask first, Mr. McClure, have you available factual data, figures and analyses of such data which would
be available to the engineering advisers at this time to indicate
to them the effect of your objections on this schedule which they
worked out? '
MR. MbCLURE: We have an analysis of this in the office, of the
relationship of the control stations which we feel is the basis
the report should be made on.
MR. HINDERLIDER: Unless you already have such figuresit might be
a waste of time to open up the whole thing by the engineers.
MB. MbCLURE: We have the figures showing the difference it does
make. The relationship of Otowi to the Elephant Butte was not
accurateu We made a complete analysis of that.
MB. HARPER: The advisers should be given a chance to express
their views as to whether they feel their report should be reopened. In order to determine that question they must have a
statement from Mr. MCClure listing these points and they must
have a chance to consider these in a meeting of their own.
MR. CLAYTON: That's a much narrower scope than if they went into
new figures at this time. '
MR. HARPER: As to the suggestion that we ask the views of the
engineers at this time, do you think we should proceed to do that?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I think that certainly should be done, as a
matter of courtesy to our engineering advisers. I would ask
Mr. Tipton to express an opinion as to whether or not he would
be agreeable to go into the matter of the figures and the protests submitted by Mr. MbClure.
MR. TIPTON: This is an advisory committee of the commission and
I think should follow the wishes of the commission. If the commission thinks the report should be reviewed in view of Mr.
McClure's objections, I think the committee should do that. I
haVe no objection to meeting with other members of the committee
to determine whether or not there should be changes made. I
have no objection to taking Mr. McClure's objections and
9.
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considering them with a view to changing figures if they should be
changed. I think the text of the report in some places needs
clarification. ‘While basic datawerethoroughly analyzed certain
major premises were assumed, upon which the whole report was basad
and those premises I don't think should be changed. However, the
method of expressing certain of the sections of the report probably need Some change for clarification rather_than any change in
principle, but those are matters which the engineering committee
should take up with the commission. I am at the disposal of the
Commission. ~
MR. HARPER: Mr. Bliss.
MR. BLISS: I have had time since the Los'Angeles meeting to
analyze the various data and schedules together and agree that the
changes which Mr. MCClure has suggested should be made. I would
be willing to meet with the other members of the committee and
see if such changes can be made.
MR. HARPER: Mr. Hill.
MR. HILL: I think the engineering advisers should very properly
meet to discuss in committee what position they should take. So
far as expressing at this time as to whether any changes are desirable, the committee is in no position to make any such statement - we don‘t have the date upon which to base any statement.
MR. HARPER: Mr. Debler.
MR. DEBLER: As I see it this committee was organized for the purpose of assisting the commissioners, and as such I am sure every~
one of us is ready to consider anything the commissioners wish to
pass to us to work on. I have no objection whatever to this
meeting which has been suggested. I believe, however, we should
' have for consideration at this time the material on which Mr.
McClure has based his objections. Only by having such material
before us could we hope to arrive at any conclusion with regard
to consideration as to conclusions adopted by the committee.
MR. HARPER: The engineering advisers have all expressed themselves as agreeable to meeting in this preliminary way, and I will
be glad to entertain a motion to put that into effect if the com—
missioners see fit to do so. Mr. McClure's motion was too broad
for this purpose j that the engineering committee should meet and
revise the whole report. As I understand it our feeling now is
that the engineering advisers should meet and report back to the
commission tomorrow as to whether they feel they should undertake
the revision of the report.
MR. McCLURE: I'll withdraw my former motion and‘make the motion
that the engineering committee meet and decide whether they shall
take up the revision of the present report that has been submitted.
10
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MR. HINDERLIDER: That's exactly what the motion was before - to
revise the report. It is my understanding that was not the purpose; it was to meet and decide after receiving, in writing,
Mr. MCClure's objections and see if in the minds of the committee
they are well founded and if so, then entertain the question of
whether they would attempt a modification of the report in harmony with such suggestions, or report back to the commission.
MR. McCLURE: My motion is for them to go into the report and determine whether it is advisable to revise it.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Hinderlider and unanimously carriedMR. HARPER: Is there anything further to come before the meeting this afternoon?
MR. DEBLER: As these engineering advisers are to meet, I would
like to make the suggestion that the committee be authorized to
call before it any individuals it may desire to hear with respect to the objections which Mr. McClure has made.
MR. HARPER: I don't think there will be any objection to that.
I believe it should be understood that the meeting of the engineers is not to be public.,
MR. DEBLER: ‘Ihe engineers only, but that we be authorized to
call such witnesses as we may wish to hear.
MR. HARPER: You can take that for granted. If there is nothing
further at this time to come before the meeting I will entertain
a motion for adjournment. If there is, I will be glad to stay,
' MR. CLAYTON: I move that the commission recess until 10 o’clock
tomorrow morning to receive the committee of engineers report.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Hinderlider and unanimously carried. Whereupon at h P.M. the meeting recessed until
10 A.M. March A, 1958.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March h, 1958. ’
10:50 A.M.
MR. HARPER: I understand the engineers have completed a review
of the objections which Mr. McClure submitted yesterday and that
they are now ready to submit their report back to the commission.
I will ask Mr. Debler to present that report.
MR. DEBLER: Mr. Chairman and members of the commission: The
Compact Commissioners on March 5, 1958, in Open session, instructed this committee of engineer advisers to review a statement to
be submitted by the Compact Commissioner of New Mexico on New
Mexico‘s objections to the December 27, 1957, committee report
| 11
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and to report back to the commission whether Such objections
warranted the committee in reconsidering its report. The Compact
Commissioner of New Mexico thereafter submitted a statement,
copy of which is hereto attached, of such objections, and the
committee of engineer advisers report thereon as follows:
Opening Paragraph and Paragraphs 1 and 2:
New Mexico proposes a substitute plan for the control
of operations by'New Mexico interests above Elephant Butte
Reservoir. The committee has heretofore considered some alternatives to-the plan adopted by it but stands ready to give further consideration to the New Mexico plan upon submission by New
Mexico of its alternate plan, including applicable curves, tables
and other details and including a tabular comparison with the
committee plan, of resulting stream flows.
Paragraph 5:
New Mexico desires to be relieved of responsibility
for Indian or other operations beyond its control. The committee believes this matter is one of policy for determination
by the Compact Commission;
Paragraph M:
New Mexico claims that 800,000 acre-feet of water exceeds both past uses and requirements below Elephant Butte
Reservoir. The committee is agreeable to reviewing any data in
support of this claim not heretofore available to the committee.
Paragraph 5 and first sub-paragraph thereof:
New Mexico desires a figure adopted for present use by
Mexico. The committee has heretofore discussed this matter but
failed to reach common ground by reason of the meager data avail-‘
able. _It is suggested that New Mexico present.its conclusions,
together with all supporting data for review by the committee.
Second sub-paragraph of Paragraph 5:
New Mexico insists that treaty provisions be carried
out and that Texas or the United States be made responsible therefor. The responsibility for observance of the treaty with Mexico‘
is one of poliCy for determination by the Commission.
Third sub-paragraph of Paragraph 5:
New Mexico objects to a Judicial interpretation by
the committee on Mexican Treaty obligations. Since no inter—
pretation was made, this objection has no point.
Paragraph 6:
As explained to us by the New Mexico member, this paragraph aims to secure clarification. The committee is agreeable
to such clarification. '
12
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Paragraphs 7 and 8:
These paragraphs aim at revision of features governing
operation of Elephant Butte Reservoir. A further discussion may
show some changei warranted.
Paragraph 9r
New Mexico desires to oompel avoidance of power waste
‘ at Elephant Butte Reservoir. The committee is agreeable to preparing such a provision.
The committee stands ready to consider written specific
requests by any commissioner for clarification of the intent of
,any of the provisions of the committee plan.
Respectfully submitted,
Committee of Engineering Advisers
E. B. Debler, for the U. S.
R. J. Tipton for Colorado
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
' R. A. Hill for Texas.
Objections of New Mexico to the Engineering
Report Filed with the Rio Grande Compact,
Commission on December 27, 1957.
New MBXico objects to the use of the Otowi Index Supply and
Elephant Butte Index usable water supply as a basis for deliveries to San Marcial. This should be changed to a delivery to San
Marcial based on an Otowi Index supply to a San Marcial Index
supply, excluding the months of July, August, and September.
l. The best relationship which existed in the past is expressed by a curve showing the relationship of Otcwi to San
Martial. The numerous indeterminate factors that enter into the
picture of usable supply in the reserVOir will reflect greater inaccuracies than will the San Marcial method in using this as a
basis for deliveries. These factors are bank storage, withdrawal
of bank storage, the determination of silt content on an annual
basis, and losses occurring from the San Marcial gaging station to
the reservoir.
2. New Mexico objects to natural flow at the Otowi station
and insists upon recorded flow. Natural flow debits us with El
Vado storage during the spring months, with no credit when this
stored water is released during the months of July, August, and
September.
' 5. On page 8, second paragraph of the report, provision
should be made so that New Mexico would not be responsible for
any new diversions or use above Otowi over which she has no control,
such as Indian development.
15
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h. New Mexico objects to a normal release from the Elephant
Butte based upon 800,000 acreafeet of water annually. This is far
in excess of past and present average releases and is far in excess of their project needs.
5. New Mexico insists that a definite figure be set up as
the average quantity diverted to the Republic of Mexico during the
period 1928 to 1957, inclusive. This to be used as a basis for
determining'the quantity of water which will be saved so that due
credit may be given to New Mexico, Colorado, and Texas.‘
New Mexico likewise insists that a definite method of determining the amount of saving shall be fixed and established.
gNew Mexico insists that the treaty rights be carried out and
the responsibility of carrying out such treaty provisions be definitely placed either with the State of Texas or with the United
States.
New Mexico takes the position that it is no part of the duty
of the engineering committee to place a Judicial interpretation
upon the treaty obligations to Old Mexico. ‘
6. New Mexico insists upon a determination of the exact
elevation of water-in Elephant Butte Reservoir, which shall detere
‘ mine the maximum capacity of project storage.
- 7. New Mexico insists that, on pages 11 and 12, paragraph on
reduction of credits, the following clause shall be added:
"...provided that Colorado and New Mexico credits shall not be re—
duced by any quantity of theoretical unusable spill caused by the
adjustment of actual water in storage by the quantity by which
project releases exceed the normal release."
8- New Mexico suggests that the first paragraph under "Other
Limitations" be changed to read: "... that only sufficient water
shall be released from storage debits to bring project storage up
to hO0,000 acre-feet," or some other method for attaining the
same result.
9. .New Mexico believes that under "Other Limitations" a
paragraph should be included so that any water released from
Elephant Butte Reservoir for power development which is not stored
in another project reservoir for subsequent release for irrigatiOn
purposes-shall be considered as part.of the normal release.
MR. HARPER: What.is the pleasure of the commission in regard to
this report? Mr. Hinderlider, haVe you any suggestion to offer as
to procedure?
.MR..HINDERLIDER: It would probably be more proper for Mr. Clayton
' to reply to that.
MR. HARPER: Mr. Clayton, will you come to the rescue?‘
1h
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MR. CLAYTON: It seems to me the report here seeks to have the
commissioner from New Mexico furnish the data and other figures
on which they predicate their demands. _It would seem proper to
me, therefore, that the request of the committee be acceded to
if the commissioner from New Mexico wishes to insist upon their
demands in order that the committee of engineers can proceed
further.
MR. HARPER: Do you concur in that?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I concur.
MR. HARPER: May I ask Mr. Debler and the other members how long
you anticipate it would take to go into these Various matters
which you indicate a willingness to review?
MR. DEBLER: It is my impression it would take, on the first
matter, which is probably the most important, two or possibly
three days to consider the material which New Mexico might submit, for committee discussion and for the hearing of any others
whom we might wish to interrogate or to ask for guidance on the
alternate plan. There are no other matters for discussion by
the committee which I believe would take more than probably half
a day to reach a conclusion on. If I am wrong in my estimate,
I hope these other gentlemen will correct.me.
MR.‘HARPER: Mr. McClure, do you have your data in such shape
it can be submitted without delay to the committee of engineers?
MR. MCCLURE: It is, I think, yes sir.
MR. CLAYTON: I suggest in view of what Mr. Debler said, that
each of the engineer advisers representing the states express
their views as to how long they think it will take to review
the data to be submitted by New Mexico in order that we may have
the views of all the advisers.
MR. HARPER: That's a good suggestion. Mr. Tipton.
MR TIPTON: I believe Mr. Bliss could answer that because he
knows what shape New Mexico‘ s material is in.
MR. BLISS: I don't believe Mr. Debler has understated the time;_
it will take at least 2 or 3 days to consider this prOPOSed
schedule.
MR. HARPER. Would you estimate that by Monday morning you might
have the matter reviewed?
MR. BLISS: It might be possible.~
MR. HARPER: Do the other engagements of the engineers make it
convenient for them to stay with this over next week?
15
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MR. TIRTON: I haVe to be in Topeka on Tuesday or I might possibly
not have to be there until Wednesday. I will have to talk that
over with Judge Stone.
MR. HARPER: I haVen't discussed this particular question with the
commissioners, but I feel we should make every effort to carry on
our negotiations here Just as far toward a conclusion as possible
at this meeting and not turn this matter over to the engineers
with a View to having them report back to the commissioners at
some future date. If any of the commissioners have any view con—
trary to that I would be glad to have them so state.
\
MR. HINDERLIDER: I heartily concur in your statement.
MR. CLAYTONtr If we are going to compact, we ought to compact now.
We haVe delayed this thing as long as it should be delayed. We
have no way of knowing whether another report by the committee
won't be objected to. We should consider these problems as they
arise and reach common ground or find out we will not be able to.
I can see no advantage to further delay.
MR. MbCLUREz' I don’t feel New Mexico can consider the report as
part of a compact, or a basis to compact on as it is now. If
there are other things to be discussed and necessary in a compact
at this time, I think they can be taken up while the engineers
meet. On the basis of the engineers' report, as I stated in my
letter to you, it would be a waste of time for New Mexico to even
consider that report as a basis to arrive at a permanent compact on.
MR, HARPER: We understand your position clearly, but the point I
wanted to bring out was whether it was your View, after we get this
revised report from'the engineers, to stay right here to determine
whether or not we will be able to reach an agreement on the revised report, not the report as it now stands.
MR. MCCLURE: Absolutely so; my time is aVailable until the compact is reached or not reached
MR. HARPER: I will hold everyone here until we agree on a compact. '
MR. CLAYTON: Since our discussions so far have been taken up with
the committee of engineers report, I think it will be proper to
incorporate in the proceedings the report of the engineers and
correspondence had between members of the commission with reference to it prior to this meeting in order that they may all be
made a matter of record.
MR. HARPER: I will see that that's done. (The report and correspondence are included in the appendix). We have now agreed on a
course of procedure and it seems to me we should let the engi~
neers start immediately on a review of their report if that is at
all possible. I would like to have the views of the commissioners
as to whether the commission should go ahead and attempt to discuss some of these matters which are not to be Covered by the
16
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engineers report, or whether we should simply wait until the
engineers have completed their review. What is your pleasure?
MB. CLAYTON: It occurs to me that there are other matters which
might properly be considered by the commission during the deliber—
ations of the committee of engineer advisers. For instance, if
we agree upon an allocatiOn of the waters and program of deliveries, there will still be the question of setting up machinery
for the carrying out and enforcement of the provisiOns of the
compact, and general provisions of the compact that do not relate
to engineering matters, and those I should think could be profitably considered by the commission while the engineers are meeting, and probably we can get that matter out of the way.
MR. HINDERLIDER: It has been my feeling all along that the paramount question for arriving at a decision upon this compact is
the equitable division of the waters of the river, and I have
felt very strongly that that matter should be disposed of, if at
all possible to reaoh a decision, before other questions are inJected into our discussions which might, as we say, have the
effect of muddying the water. There may be certain points which
might profitably be discussed by the commission and their advisers pending-the further report of the engineering committee.
Before agreeing to the suggestion made I should like to have a
little time to discuss this point with my legal adviser, the
attorney general, who is present, and if posdible agree upon
such points as might be fruitful of further discussion by the
commission, possibly including some of those points referred back
to the commission by the engineering advisers. Therefore, before
committing myself on that, I would like to discuss the matter
briefly with my advisers.
MR. HARPER: I suggest the meeting recess for 10 or 15 minutes
to permit informal discussion. Meanwhile, the engineers could
get together and make preparations to start their work of review. (10 minute recess.)l
MR. HINDERLIDER: In view of the fact, Mr. Chairman, that the
question propounded will require considerable discussion between
the commissioners and their advisers, I suggest that we recess
until 2 o'clock this afternoon at which time we can report back
here as to the advisability of discussing further the questions
presented looking to the formulation of a compact outside of the
question of the equitable division of the waters of the river.
MR. CLAYTON: Do you propose the committee of engineers go ahead
with their deliberations?
.MR. HINDERLIDER: That, I feel; is paramount and must be settled '
one way or another.
MR. CLAYTON: Will you incorporate that in your motion?
17
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GOV. HANNETTi‘ Before a motion is put, I have a suggestion which
I think will save a lot of time. On the engineering committee
Mr. Bliss represents the State of New Mexico; the engineering
expert for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District is hr.
Neuffer.- Since that district is the most vitally interested area
in New Mexico as to the effect of this compact, we believe it
will save time if Mr. Neuffer is included in this engineering
committees Otherwise at the end of three days Mr. Neuffer will
probably have to spend three more days checking these figures,
and for that reason we make the suggestion that he be included
in the engineering committee.
MR. HARPER: I have no doubt the engineering committee will be
glad to keep Mr. Neuffer advised as negotiations proceed, but I
feel we should leave it to the committee as to what extent they
wish Mr. Neuffer to participate in their deliberations since
Mr. Neuffer is not a member of the committee. Gov. HANNETT: We will withdraw that suggestion then.
MR. HARPER: I am Just expressing my indivisual views. I will
be glad to hear from others.
JUDGE MECHEM: I would like to inquire whether the gentlemen
here represent the State of New Mexico or the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District. We have the largest interest in the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District of any of the subdivisions
in the State of New Mexico and Mr. Neuffer doesn't represent us.
GOV. HANNETT: As a practical matter, we all know that any compact entered into here would be absolutely futile unless the
legislatures of the various states ratify it. If the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District goes before the legislature and
objects to any compact we enter into here;-its Just as certain
as two and two makes four that it won't be ratified. For that
reason the engineering expert of that district has got at least
to have the opportunity to check our figures before we bind ourselves, and that's all we ask. If the committee wants to exclude him, that will be all right with us, but it will take an
additional two or three days‘ time.
JUDGE MECHEM: My only objection was to have him substituted for
the State' a expert.
MR. HARPER: This committee has been set up by formal action of
the commission and consists of the engineering advisers of each
of the three commissioners, in addition to the engineering ad—
viser to the chairman, and any changes in the make-up of that
committee of course would have to be accomplished through formal
action of the commission. What I stated a few minutes ago was
in the nature of a suggestion so as not to disrupt the committee
but at the same time accomplish what Governor Bennett is trying
to do. I am sure the committee will be glad to have Mr. Neuffer
confer with them as they go along so there will not be any time
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lost when their report is submitted in asking him then to go
over what they-have done. I would like to have Mr. Debler express the views of the committee. We are instructing them to
undertake a task and I think we ought to let them express their
views as to how they wish to conduct their meetings.
MR. DEBLER: I might say that this matter was presented yesterday when I suggested we have authority to call in anyone we
wanted at any time to consult with us on these matters. We have
no idea of excluding anybody, but at the same time there are discussions coming up where it is advisable that the participants
be, in the main, the official representatives of the commissioners
representing the states themselves. I believe, as has heretofore
been stated, that-would avoid loss of time which Governor Hannett
‘fears, and at the same time I believe it will avoid having too
large a committee as that always slows up operations. Its only
proper that if any one state or district has more than its
official representatives present, that privilege must be accorded
to all other interests and it might be an unwieldy committee.
MR. HINDERLIDER: May I suggest, without having heard from the
other commissioners, a happy solution might be for Mr. Neuffer
to be considered a witness before the engineering committee with'out.any authority to advise or formulate any policy or cast any
vote in the committee. I don't know whether that would be agreeable to Mr. Debler and the other members of the committee or not.
Its unfortunate, of course, that we find something of a division
among the water users in any one of our states, but I have felt
all along that the commission and engineering advisers could not
very well invite in and take the‘views of all‘the different
factions of the different states, or we probably will never get
anywhere. There must be someone to represent all interests,
but at the same time it might be possible to alleviate this
situation - or it may be the commissioner from Texas or New
Mexico might have.a better suggestion. '
MR. CLAYTON: I don't think we would have any objection to the
suggestion made by Mr. Hinderlider. We have no say as to who
shall constitute New Mexico's representation on that committee.
It seems to me the idea was to confine it to one representative
from each state and if we are going to enlarge it the chances
are we will_make it unwieldy. I think its entirely up to the
'committee to have observers or witnesses to the extent to which
they think they should take part in the deliberations - it would
be up to the committee-primarily. As far as Texas is concerned,
the suggestion made by Mr. Hinderlider is satisfactory.
MR. BARBER: Will that meet your requirements, Mr. MbClure?
MR. MCCLURE: The only thing in regard to that is that what we
desire is to have Mr. Neuffer with the committee, not as a
member, but if a question comes up that could be clarified as
to the attitude of the consarvancy district, why he would be present to do so. It would be an imposition on Mr. Neuffer to wait
around here for 2 or 3 days subject to call when these things
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imight be ironed out in a minute if honors in the meeting. We
don‘t intend him to be a member of the committee, but more or
less available to the committee for his suggestions when they
-want him. 7'
MR. DEBLER: That‘s what the committee had in mind. Whenever we
are discussing matters where we feel he is going to be helpful,
we could have him in the room with us.
MR. HARPER: ‘What do you have to say Mr: Neuffer?
MR..NEUFFER: I haven't any objection. I want you to understand
that all I want is information, to know what I‘ve got to consider, As the report was submitted I tried to get information
on it but I couldn‘t. I asked Mr. Bliss and I understood him to
say he wrote for the information, but we couldn‘t analyze the g
proposition. ‘nn item I asked particularly about was the Elephant
Butte water supply, the matter of the 800,000 acre-feet, I asked
him how they arrived at that with no basis of analyzing it and
he said they Just set up that figure. We have no closed door on
this but we do want to be able to analyze the date upon which
the figures are arrived at. Otherwise, we would have to go and
work out something of our own and we would like to save time.
I don‘t want to sit around here — I have other things to do and
it is quite a sacrifice to go into this matter at this time but
we want to help in every way we cani I don't want to tell the
committee what to do, but when they do arrive at a figure we
would like something tangible to make a study of. I will be
available if they want me but if they won't call me for a day or!
two I want to be_out of town. I haven't any pre-conceived ideas
on this entire matter. The report may be perfectly all right but
we haven't been able to analyze it.
MR. HINDERLIDER: As I understand it, the commissioners from
Colorado and Texas are in agreement on this, and I would like
to inquire if the commissioner for New Mexico is in accord with
the other two states with respect to Mr. Neuffer appearing be‘fore the committee.
MR. MbCLURE: As I stated, I am in agreement, but if it is a
case of holding Mr. Reuffer here for a’day or two and maybe not
calling him, I think it is an imposition. However, I do think
it can be arranged by having him available only in an advisory
capacity for suggestions or if he would want information on the
analysis of certain factors, he would know just what steps weretaken. Whether he can do that best by waiting around and then
going over it, I don't know. '
MB. HINDERLIDER: I move that the matter be left to the dis—
cretion of the engineering committee. (Seconded by Mr. Clayton
and unanimously carried.)
MR, HAREER: The matter will be left to the discretion of the
committee. I am sure the committee will.give Mr. Neuffer every
opportunity to learn what is going on and to get the full benefit
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of his views. Is there a motion for rehess pending?
'MBé FRED WILSON: As one of the attorneys for the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District I appreciate the courteSy.you have
shown in permitting us to be present and listen to your deliberations; I want to say our attitude is one of helpfulness and
hope. We are perhaps as anXious as anybody that a compact be
arrived at, but I want to say frankly that the attitude yOu have
taken here this morning is a matter I cannot understand and -I do
not think its a matter that can be explained successfully to the
average ordinary person in New Mexico. Just why a committee
should be appointed by this commission to hold secret meetings
is more than I can understand, and it seems to me that your
committee should welcdme the presence of Mr. Neuffer at all times
because it will save time. If you don't do that you will go
through the same thing you did this morning, and frankly I don't
understand, and I don't believe its fair, to haVe secret sessions
of this character with your committee. So far as I am conserned,
if Mr. Neuffer's serVices are not desired by the committee, I
will withdraw him as well as the legal representative.
MR. HARPER: I feel that we are magnifying unimportant matters
into something out of all proportion with the facts. I don't
think anything like a secret meeting is intended. The only
reason that the engineering committee was delegated to prepare
certain factual data in conference among themselVes was to permit
them to do that work without interruption, as it would be ime
possible for them to sit around a table and do that with unlimited
access by representatives of every interest here in this room.
There is nothing secret about any deliberations carried on here,
and I would like to correct that impression¢ The engineering come
mittee is not going to exclude anyone, I don‘t believe, but at
the same time they want to be free to Carry on their studies and
complete them in two or three days' time without too much interruption. I repeat what I said a while ago - I am .sure this com:
mittee, knowing them as I do, are going to be frank with Mr.
Neuffer and keep him informed as they go along about every detail
of their deliberations At the same time the committee is responsible for its report and we must give them freedom to conduct
the details of their meeting as they see fit in the hope that all
of those present can look at the matter in that light and not
with the impression that they are trying to exclude anybody or
any interest. Not only Mr. Neuffer, but there are other repre— '
sentatives from other states who no doubt will want to be
accorded the same privilege.
MRi WILSON: I think it should be.
JUDGE MECHEM: On behalf of the Elephant Butte Irrigation DisstriCt, we have no objection to Mr. Neuffer or any other repred
eentatiVe of any special interests being present; We don‘t object
to that at all; the only thing we did object to Was that Mr.
Neuffer should be substituted for a representative of the state
engineer‘s office to represent the State of New Mexico.
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MR. HARPER: If there is nothing further, I will entertain a
motion for recessing as Mr. Hinderlider suggested a moment ago.
MR; HINDERLIDER: If possible before voting on that motion, I
should like to state that so far as Colorado is concerned, we
have a multiplicity of problems in the San Luis valley — possibly‘
not as serious as appear to have arisen between the Middle Rio
Grande and the interests under the Elephant Butte Project. We
conceived that if every interest in our state had been permitted
to come in and inJect questions of what they considered their_
rights, it would have had the effect of clogging, or bogging
down, our deliberations. Personally I regret - I am not speaking
for Colorado at this time, but I personally regret any difference
between elements in any of our three states. We are faced with a
practical problem, however, and to the end that we may ultimately
reach a decision in this matter, which is devoutly hoped for by
all of us, I feel the commissioners should take a stand at this
time of not precluding the presence of any designated representative from any part of the basins in any of our states if
they want to he heard by any of this engineering committee. I
think it would be a mistake to make such representative a member
of the committee, but they certainly should have the opportunity
to appear before the engineering committee and submit any factual
data they have, and I so move if it is not already the consensus
of opinion of the commission that such opportunity be afforded to
Mr. Neuffer, or anyone else who represents an interest in New
Mexico as well as the other two states. The engineering committee is trying to ascertain the facts; they are a fact finding
body for the enlightening and advising of the three compact
commissioners in their deliberations, and we should, of course,
have all the facts as nearly as we can obtain them. The door
should not be closed to the ascertainment of all the facts
within reasonable bounds certainly.
MR. HARPER: Mr. Hinderlider made a motion; do you all understand
its import without repeating it?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I didn't intend to include all those statements in a motion, but it is my feeling it should be the sense
of the commission that the commission, through the engineering
advisers, was not seeking to close the door to anyone who has
the opportunity and capacity to submit facts for the information
of the engineering advisers. (Seconded by Mr. Clayton and unanimously carried.)
MR. HARPER: We now have up for consideration the motion which
Mr.'Hinderlider made previously to recess. (Seconded by Mr.
Clayton and unanimously carried.) .
Whereupon at 11:30 A.M- the meeting recessed
- until 2 P.M.
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MR. HARPER: (2:15 P.M.) Mr. Hinderlider, are you ready to
report on plans for the next day or two ?
MR. HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the commission:
The meeting this morning recessed until this afternoon for the
purpose of deciding whether or not it would be helpful and advisable for the commission to take up for consideration other
pertinent points or features of a proposed compact pending the
further report of the engineering committee. While Colorado has
no objection to a consideration at this time of other features
which doubtless will have to be considered before entering into
a compact, we believe that it would be in the interest of the
conserVation of time and energy, and probably eVentually expedite the conclusions of the commission if it were to recess
at this time until the engineering committee is ready to report
which, I understand, may be some time Monday. In making this
suggestion it is not the idea that the conference should adjourn,
or any of the parties who are necessary to this conference go
home, but that they remain here subject to the call of the
chairman for receiving the engineering committee's report, after
which time it may well be that the conference could give its
time and attention to the consideration of further points which
will have to be taken up evontually.
MR. HARPER: Do you concur in Mr. Hinderliderls remarks?
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: We have no objection
to the procedure suggested by Mr. Hinderlider so long as it is
understood that this, as he expressed it, is not an adjournment
but a recess only until the committee of engineers is ready
with their report. It may be, as he says, that=it will be in
the interest of conservation of time if some of the matters
that may come up before the commission are thrashed out within
the state delegations and perhaps informal meetings of the commissioners with their counsel. That is something that we can
take up among ourselves, but I should be very much opposed to
seeing this meeting adjourned indefinitely and called back at
some future time. I think while we are here, as long as there
is any possibility of settlement, we should thrash it out, and
with that reservation, we have no objections to Mr. Hinderlider's
suggestion.
MR. HARPER: Mr. McClure, do you have any objections to this
procedure? ‘
MR. MCCLURE: New Mexico has no objections to the program.outlined by Mr. Hinderlider. Since all of the members, under his
suggestion, are going to remain here, it might be they could
keep their mind on some of these additional things and iron them
out among their own constituents so they would be in a better
position when theSe matters do come up to take action immediately./
The only other suggestion I would like to make at this time
‘ would be, as Mr. Hinderlider intimated, there might be some minor
changes in the report. If he could get Mr, Tipton to bring
those out perhaps we could iron thOSe out during the present
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engineers meeting and expedite those, rather than waiting to take
them up at a later date after the report is finished. That's all
I would suggest.
MR. HARPERz‘ The feeling appears to be unanimous that we should
recess and hold ourselves in readiness to meet at any time. At
this time we will recess the meeting until not later than 10
o'clock Monday morning, and such earlier time as Circumstances
may Justify calling the commission together, but in any event
not later than 10 o'clock Monday. Meanwhile, I suggest that we
follow Mr. McClure's idea in having informal conferences to
crystallize the ideas of each delegation and possibly among the
different commissioners on various points. If there is nothing
further at this time, the meeting will be recessed until 10
o'clock Monday morning. (Recessed at 22h5 P.M.)
Santa Fe; New Mexico,
March 7, 1958.
At 10 o'clock the Committee of Engineering Advisers
not being ready to report, the meeting was postponed by the
Chairman to 10 o'clock Tuesday morning, March 8, 1958.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 8, 1958.
The Committee of Engineering Advisers not yet being
ready to report, the Chairman postponed the meeting to 10
o‘clock Wednesday, March 9, 1958.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 9, 1958.
At 10 o'clock the Committee of Engineering Advisers
not yet being ready to report, the Chairman postponed the meeting
to 10 o'clock Thursday, March 10, 1958.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 10, 1958.
MR. HARPER: (10:15 A.M.) The record, I believe, shows that
this meeting was recessed last Friday to meet Monday monring at
10 o'clock. As you know, we have postponed the meeting from day
to day until we could receiVe a unanimous report signed by the
Engineering Committee, and that report has now been submitted to
the Chairman and copies have been distributed to each of the
Commissioners. I think the expressed views of the Commissioners
is that the report be read at this time for the information of
those who haVe not yet had a chance to look it over. I will ask
Mr. Debler to read the Engineering Committee reportl
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MR. DEBLER: (reads) The report dated March 9, 1958 appears
in the appendix.
MR. HARPER: Thank you, Mr. Debler. I think I can speak for all
of the members of the Commission when I say We are very deeply
appreciative of the untiring efforts which the Engineering Committee has devoted to this very difficult task.~ I know they have
worked night and day and have been confronted with difficulties
which could only be surmounted by the broadest viewpoint of the
problems confronting each of their states. I also wish to ex—
press appreciation for the very fine assistance which Mr. Neuffer
‘gave.to the committee. What is the pleasure of the Commission as
to disposition of this report?
, MR. HINDERLIDER:’ Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact the Commisioner for Colorado received a copy of the report of the Engi—
neering Advisers Just before we came into this conference, I
feel it highly necassary that Colorado's delegation have an
opportunity to digest the results of the report. Unless the
Commissioners from the other two states, with their advisers,
at this time wish to have the report as presented more definitely
clarified on some of the points, I suggest the Commission now
recess until - let' s say, in the morning possibly, or whatever
time is mutually agreeable to the Commission, for a further study
of the report Just presented.
MR. HARPER: I will be glad to hear the views of the other
commissioners.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I might ask that additional copies of the Engineering Committee report be provided, not only to the commissioners,
but their respective delegations.
MR. HARPER: Yes, we will see to that.
MR. McCIURE: Mr. Chairman, New Mexico concurs in the suggestion
of Mr. Hinderlider. I don't believe there are any points which
are necessary to be cleared up now, at least, and I believa we
should recess.
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman, we are prepared to proceed at any
time. However, it is entirely satisfactory to recess until the
commissioners from New MexiCO and Colorado feel they are ready to
proceed.
MR. HINDERLIDER: May I also state it will be necessary for my
Engineering Adviser, Mr. Tipton, to be in Topeka, Kansas, Saturday
morning, to attend a hearing there on the Colorado-Kansas Interstate suit. It will be very necessary for Mr. Tipton to be with
us in our discussions of this report, and we hope that from the
'present moment to the time he has to ;eave, to proceed at least
with partial discussions.
MR. HARPER: May I suggest to Mr. Hinderlider that you inform the
Chairman at the earliest moment when you will be in-a position
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to resume deliberations. I take it you are asking for perhaps
more time than either of the other tWO delegations. I am not sure
about Mr. McClure's requirements, but if it is at all possible to
meet later in the day I will be glad if you will so advise me;
otherwise we will count on meeting tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
MR. HINDERLIDER: We will so advise you at the earliest possible
moment, but 10 o'clock tomorrow we think will be satisfactory.
MR. HARPER: Is there anything further to come up for discussion
before we recess?‘ If not, we will recess with the understanding
that we will meet not later than 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, and
earlier if circumstances permit. (llzh_ A.M.)
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March ll, 1958.
10 A.M.
MR. HARPER: We recessed yesterday to give the several state
delegations an opportunity to review the Engineering Committee
report, and I believe it istin order at this time to proceed with
disposition of this report. Therefore, I will ask if the commissioners have any action to offer on the diaposition of the
committee report?
MR. HINDERLIDER: Colorado moves that the report of the Engiv
neering Committee, under date of March 9, 1938, be received and
accepted as a basis for further discussions in the negotiationsr
looking to a permanent compact. (Seconded by Mr, MbClure and
unanimously carried.)
MR. HARPER: I will be glad at this time to have any suggestions
from the commissioners as to procedure in considering the formulation of a compact, or any other matters that you desire to
present in that connection.
MRI—HINDERLIDER: Mr. Chairman, having adopted the report Just
offered, I presume that the next order of business will be for
the Various commissioners to present any points contained in that
Engineering Committee report which may require further clarificatiOn or change. In that connection, may I suggest that this
be informal discussion, off the record, so we can all speak
frankly.
MR. HARPER: If that is agreeable to the other commissioners,
this informal discussion will be off the record.
* * * * * * * * * *'* *
At 12 o'clock the meeting recessed until 2 P.M.
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MR..HARPER: (2 P.M.) The meeting is now open for resumption
of the discussions. I understand Mr. Hinderlider wishes to take
up something further.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I stated before we recessed there may be other
items Colorado would want to present, but on second thought I think
there is nothing new that we-care to present in connection with
the Engineering Committee report.
MR. HARPER: Did the engineers go over these matters on which they
were asked for additional information this noon?
MR. DEBLER: We did. I think as long as Mr. Bill did the writing,
I will ask him to do the reading. ~-I will substitute for thet,-We have gone over these matters and have agreed on a redefinition
of some of these terms that were not so clear. There was one controversial matter at issue and that was this matter of the stage
of project storage when the upstream reservoirs ceased storing.
It has been determined to make that h00,000 acre-feet for the
entire use below Elephant Butte. In other words, for the prod:
ect and Mexico, this hO0,000 acre—feet in excess of the normal
release of 790,000 acre-feet of usable water. The whole thing
will be written up in the form of a report which will cover this
matter and the matter of clarification of several of these pro~
visions, specifying the intent of the committee with regard to
one or two minor matters, one of which was this question of losses
in upstream reservoirs on water belonging to the Rio Grande Project.
The committee intended, and will so state, that the Rio Grande
Project.share in the evaporation losses in these upstream reservoirs in the proportion of storage held in these reservoirs in the
same manner it was proposed to have them share in reservoir losses
‘at Elephant Butte.
MR. HILL: That last statement you made ~ as I understand it, the
principle adopted by the committee was that each state should
share in resorvoir losses in proportion to the amount of water in
those reservoirs belonging to the respective states regardless of
what reservoir.
MR. DEBLER: That's right. We have not arrived at any arbitrary
figure for these other reservoirs and we may not be able to do so
before two of us have to leave, but at any rate the committee now
recommends that that be done and be provided for in the compact.
MR. CLAYTON: Does the figure at Elephant Butte remain the same?
MR. DEBLER: While that was arbitrary, my idea is it will.not be
changed enough to talk about.
MR. HILL: The point I want to make clear - the figure of 10 percent which was figured on one and zero percent which was figured
on the other, the same principle applies to both.. You don't close
the door on the 10 percent and then change the zero.
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MR. DEBLER: I don‘t want to leave the inferencs that that 10 percent is very far away from what our idea is as to the actual storage. I want to avoid that impression, that the 10 percent is far
off, but we didn't determine what the percent should be but we are
agreeable and so recommend that it be determined for the others in
the same manner.
MR. CLAYTON: That‘s not something you determine each year, is it?
MB. DEBLER: I am not sure about that, because the situation is a
little different with regard to Elephant Butte. The change in
storage is not so big in any one year and the difference in losses
during the year does not vary much by reason of change in storage,
but with respect to the other reservoirs it is very materially
different. The El Vado ReserVoir fluctuates between full and
empty almost every year, and the Wagon Wheel Gap Reservoir will
also, so it will be a little different, but nevertheless the intention is they shall share pro rate on the basis of the capacity
used during the year in some way. Whether it will be one specific
figure to be applied at the end of the year, or a specific percentage, or whether it should be something different will be a
matter which we will think about a little more.
MR. HARPER: Are there any further matters for discussion in
connection with the engineers report?
MR. McCLURE: In paragraph (e) on page 8, there is some confusion over'that word 'average' of 790,000 acre-feet. I wonder
if we can get a little explanation from the engineers on that
release at Elephant Butte? '
MRttDEBLER: I would say we know that their releasas in some
years will exceed 790,000 acre-feet and in other years will fall
below that, so that's the reason the average is to be employed.
MR. McCLURE: What I am getting at, what would be the effect if
it would continue, say, at 850,000 acre-feet continuously? What V
safeguards are there on that? '
MR. DEBLER: TWO things come into play on that. One is that if
the reservoir is falling, then when the reservoir gets to a
stage of #00, 000 acre—feet at which the upper reservoirs must
cease storing, that #00, 000 acre— —feet is adJusted for excess releases. In other words, for a period of five years the project
has taken 10,000 acre-feet a year too much, then project storage
would have to come dOWn to 550,000 acre-feet before the upper
reservoirs would cease storing. The other point at which that
becomes important is when the adjustment of credits is brought
about at a time of approaching spill, because at that time if
there has been too much water drawn out, while it's a little
complicated and I don't want to expla in it in detail, but there
is a penalty right there.
MR. McCLURE: If your reservoir approaches an actual spill point
and it's short, say 100, 000 acre- feet, which has in turn been
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over released, from the normal, then it becomes spill. That
would remove any debits. !
MR. DEBLER: Those are the two point at which it becomes effective.
So long as the reservoir hits neither one, it has no effect, eXr
cept, of course - I will put it this way - if the United States is
still operating the reservoir, we are going to bear down awfully
hard so those boys down there don’t short themselves in low
periods as they have in the past.
MR. HARPER: Any further questions regarding the engineers report?
Apparently there is nothing further for discussion in regard to
the engineers report. Are there any matters which the Commie;
sioners wish to take up now as to general policy or administrative
provisions outside of the scope of the engineers report?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I suppose we will have the typewritten corrections of the engineers some time this evening?
MR‘ HARPER: Yes.
MR. TIPTON: I might state the suggestions we have to make are
to clarify these various matters and to remove all doubts which
were expressed this morning in respect to these provisions. I
think they will be entirely acceptable to the Commission.
(The revisions of the engineers report are contained in the
following letter.)
March 11, 1958.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mr. T. M. MCClure, Member fer New Mexico,
Mr. F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen:
At your meeting this morning you asked that we
clarify certain parts of our report of March 9th. We have
reviewed those features of the report and recommend the
following for your favorable consideration:
1. The definition of "Normal Release from Elephant
Butte" shall be disregarded and the following definition
shall be substituted:
Actual Release - is the amount of usable water
released from the lowest reservoir comprising
project storage.
2, The definition of "Uhusable Spill" shall be
modified to read as follows:
Unusable Spill - is the amount of water which
is actually spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir
or released therefrom for flood control in excess
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of the current demand on project storage, and which
does not become usable water by storage in another
reservoir; provided, that if the actual releases of
usable water from the time of previous unusable '
spill have aggregated more than an average of
790,000 acre-feet per annum, the time of occurrence
of'spill shall be adjusted by the difference between the total actual release and releases at such
average rate;
5. The recommendation on Page 15, dealing with normal
release, shall be changed to read as follows:
We recommend that the normal release of usable
water from the lowest reservoir comprising project
storage be deemed to be an average of 790,000 acrefeet per annum. '_
h. The first sentence following the caption "Other
Limitations” shall be changed to read as follows:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the
amount of water in storage in reservoirs constructed
after 1929 whenever there is less than h00,000 acre~
feet of usable water in project storage; provided,
that if the actual releases of neable water from the
time of previous unusable spill have aggregated more
than an average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum, the
time at which such minimum stage is reached shall be
adjusted by the difference between the total actual
release and releases at such average rate.
I 5. The intention of the second provision in the first
paragraph following the caption "Other Limitations" was that
debit water should be released at the greatest rate practicable
under the conditions then prevailing and that the aggregate release of debit water should be limited to the amount which would
enable a normal release to be made from project storage in that
year.
6. The provisions for reduction of accrued credits to
compensate for evaporation losses from Elephant Butte Reservoir
shall be eliminated, and in lieu.thereof the following general
provision shall be substituted:
\
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded
in reservoirs between San Marcial and Courchesne, and
to the extent that accured debits are impounded in
reservoirs above San Marcial, such credits and debits
shall be reduced annually to compensate for evaporation
losses in the proportion that such credits or debits
50
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bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs
during the year. '
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(Signed) E. B. Debler for the United States
" R. J. Tipton for Colorado
" John H. Bliss for New Mexico
" Raymond A. Hill for Texas.
MR. McCLURE: To exPedite matters in drafting a compact, I move
that two members from each state's attorneys be designated as a
committee to draw a tentatiVe draft of the compact, and meet as
a committee to which the commissioners or the states will be
available to sit in if they wish. Also, of course, the drafting
committee will havs use of the engineers or any other resources
they want to arriVe at a tentative draft of a permanent compact.
MR. HINDERLIDER: Does your motion also carry the provision that
any matter which any state wants to submit to this drafting com‘mittee would, of course, be received?
MR. MbCLURE: I think so, - yes.
MR. CLAYTON: As I understand it, the motion is that each commissioner appoint two legal advisers to a committee to prepare:
a tentative draft which will incorporate in substance the report
of the engineers and provide.administrative machinery, etc.;
that the commissioners are free to sit in with the committee and
can be called upon by the committee, and that the engineering
representatives of the commissioners are likewise subject to
call when engineering questions arise to a point on which members
of the committee desire advice?
MR. McCLURE: I would say a tentative draft of the compact, and
also, as Mr. Hinderlider suggests, any one from the states can
submit whatever they desire to this committee.
MR. CLAYTON: It's understood it won't be binding until passed
on by the Commission.
VMR. HARPER: 'You stated, Mr. Clayton, that this committee might
bring in a report similar to the repert of the engineers. My
understanding was that Mr, McClure had in mind that they submit
an actual draft of a compact in rough draft form. Is that right?
MR./MCCLURE: Yes sir, which they would recommend for consideration by the commissioners.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I would like to offer an amendment to that
motion. I feel that the arrangement should be such as first
suggested by Mr. McClure - that the drafting committee consist
of two attorneys designated by each commissioner and that the
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committee would actually make a preliminary draft of the compact
for final submission after it is discussed by all of the states
and the respective commissioners of the states. I have no objection to the commissioner of each state being called in by this
committee, but I do belieVe that the matter of drafting the preliminary compact should be left to this committee, with the
provision that if the committee members of any state desire_the
Commission to come in from time to time for advice, that might
be all right.
MR. CLAYTON: That's entirely all right.
MR. HARPER: I don't think it will be necessary to repeat the
motion, I think you all grasp the intent. (Seconded by Mr.
Clayton and unanimously carried.) Are you prepared to designate
your representatives on the legal committee? I! so, we will
proceed to name them.
MR. HINDERLIDER: For Colorado, George Corlett and Ralph Carr.
MR. McCLURE: For New Mexico, Gov. A. T. Hannett and Fred Wilson.
MR. CLAYTON: For Texas, Major Richard F. Burges and Judge
Edwin Mechem.
MR. HINDERLIDER: What is there that the commissioners can do.
pending submission of this tentative draft of the compact?
MRk HARPER: I don't know of any other business at this time.
MR. McCLURE; Should there be a representative of the United
States on that drafting committee?
MR. HARPER: Mr. Devries is the only legal representative here
and he will not be available, so I have no other representative.
The committee will report back to the Chairman when they are
ready to report to the Commission and I will call a meeting.
One question before we recess. Is there a complete understanding
in regard to administrative provisions which will go into this
compact? Will the attorneys be able to proceed and draft those
administrative provisions without further consultation with the
Commission as a whole?
MR. HINDERLIDER: I am inclined to think that's a matter we
’might well leave to the committee. It will not be final, I
assume.
MR. HARPER: If that's the understanding, it is satisfactory.
If there is nothing furthen we will be recessed subJect to the
further call of the Chairman. (21ho P.M. Mar. 11)
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Note by Chairman Harper:
During the recess between March 11 and March 17 the
Drafting Committee worked continuously on the drafting of a
compact. Several closed and informal meetings of the Commission
were held during this period at which controversial questions
were discussed with the Drafting Committee and the engineering
advisers, and differences resolved. No record of these meetings
was kept.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 17, 1958.
5:50 P.M.
MR. HARPER: The Commission is called together at this time for
the purpose of receiving the draft of proposed compact from the
Legal Committee. I will read a letter I have received from the
committee.
March 17, 1958.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mr. T; M. MbClure, Member for New Mexico,
Mr« F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen:
We, the undersigned Legal Committee appointed by
your Commission, beg leave to submit for your favorable con—
sideration the following proposed compact.
Respectfully submitted,
>LEGAL COMMITTEE
(Sgd.) George M. Corlett
(Sgd. ) Clifford H. Stone (For Ralph L. Carr}
Representatives of Colorado
(Sgd.) A. T. Bennett
(Sgd.) Fred E. Wilson
Representatives of New Mexico
(Sgd.) Richard F. Burges
LSgd.) Edwin Mechem
Representatives of Texas.
What is your pleasure?
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MR. HINDERLIDER; I move that the draft of compact be received
and taken under advisement by the Commission. (Seconded by
Mr. Clayton and unanimously carried.)
MR. HARPER: We will recess until 8 o'clock tonight in order to
‘give the commissioners time to go over the compact. (5;h5 P.M.)
8:00 P.MThe commissioners not having had sufficient time to
study the compact, the Chairman postponed the meeting until 10
A.M., Friday, March 18, 1938. '
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 18, 1938,
10:50 A.M.
The commissioners met, together with their engineering
'and legal advisers, and made certain changes in the draft of
compact heretofore submitted. Whereupon the meeting then recessed until the final draft of compact could be prepared.
(11:15 A,M.)
March 18, 1958.
5:15 P.M.
MR. HAREER: Before we proceed with our business, in view of the
number of distinguished governors present, the photographer has
stated he would like a picture of the Commission, together with
the governors. *<* * As most of you know, we have met here for
what we have hoped would be the concluding meeting of the Rio
Grande Compact Commission. We have had seven sessions here in
Y'Santa Fe during the last four years, and we, the members of the
Commission, are glad to know that we are now approaching the end
of our labors. The compact has been drafted, redrafted, checked
and double checked, referred to the engineers, to the drafting
committee of attorneys, back to the engineers and then to the
Commission. This afternoon we read it over carefully, checked
every word, and it is my understanding that each of the commis—
sioners is now ready to approve this compact which I have before
me and affix his signature thereto. I suggest that a motion is
in order at this time for the approval and adoption of this compact before the signatures of the commissioners are affixed.
MR. CLAYTON: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Commission:' I
move the adoption of the compact as it was discussed, and as it
is before us now, and that the commissioners affix their signatures in quadruplicate originals to the end that the master
original may be sent by the Chairman, Mr. Harper, to the Secretary
of State to be kept in the archives of the united States Government, and that one of the other three originals be sent to the
governors of the respective states. I further move that carbon
copies of each of the originals be signed by the commissioners
5h
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to the end that each of the commissioners may keep one in his
‘file. (Seconded by Mr. Hinderlider and unanimously carried.)
MR. HARPER: The commissioners will now proceed to sign the compact, beginning first with Mr. Hinderlider, Commissioner for
Colorado. * * * The compact has been duly signed by the three
state commissibners and by the representative of the President.
What is the pleasure of the Commission as to further procedure?
MR. CLAYTON: Before making a motion to adjourn, I think that
each of the states should be congratulated upon this compact. I
Know we all feel it is fair and equitable and represents a happy
solution of our common problems. I want to express my own very
deep personal appreciation to the Chairman of this Commission.
If it had not been for his moderating influence, it would have
been practically impossible, in my Judgment, to have arrived at
a compact, and I think I speak for the Commission when I say
that Mr. Harper is due the thanks of the Commission. It seems
to me that this compact we have signed today is an historic
document in that it ends the centroversies and disputes which
have existed between the signatory states for many years. We
all know during the progress of these negotiations at times our
tempers became hot and we said ihings perhaps we regretted later,
but on the whole, the officials and advisers who participated in
this, have viewed it from the constructive viewpoint of the
entire Rio Grande valley above Fort Quitman, and it is in that
light, and with that attitude that we are signing this today.
I should like to have the views of the other commissioners On
that, following which I move we adJourn.
MR. HINDERLIDER: I should like the opportunity to read into
the record a statement from the Commissioner for Colorado, if
I may do so at this time. First, I desire to express to
Mr. R. J. Tipton, my engineering adviser, throughout these
long years of negotiatiins, and to his able associate engineers,
Messrs. E. B. Debler, John H. Bliss, Raymond -A. Hill, and
H. C. Neuffer, my very deep appreciation for the splendid work
they have accomplished under most trying conditions which has
provided the formula for the accomplishment of the final objective of the three states; viz, the equitable division of the
waters of the Rio Grande, the chief obstacle all these years to
an interstate understanding. Without their work a compact between these states would not have been possible. To Dr. H. H.
Barrows and his associates, Prof. Frank Adams, Harlow M. Stafford,
N. C. Grover, and John C. Stevens, and their corps of able ~
assistants, our appreciation and gratitude for constructive
thought and effective effort in pointing the way, and providing
the factual data in an unbiased manner which was so essential
to a full understanding by each state of not only the physical
conditions within that state, but also those in our sister
states, without which factual information there would have been
no common fund of information upon which the three states probably could have agreed. To the legal advisers of the water users
and the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, Hon. George
M. Corlett, Hon. A. T. Bennett, Attorneys Ralph Carr, Burris Goudy,
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Fred Wilson,-William Brophy, may. Richard F; Burges,’ Edwin
Mechem,-and to Judge Clifford Stone, my personal legal adviser,
I desire to express my sincere appreciation for their wise counsel,
and the statesmanship shown by them in resolving the difficult and,
-at times, seemingly insurmountable questions of law and equity,
and fer their exercise of that fine spirit of tolerance, so essen~tial in the attainment of our objective - a permanent understanding
between these three states based upon equity and Justice - without
such wise and constructive work no such understanding was possible.
To Mrs. Ethel Stevenson, our most efficient and gracious secretary
who has had the responsibility of recording and typing in orderly
manner, the records of the deliberations of the Commission during
all these years of its labors, and now the final draft of this
momentous document which we have Just signed, I desire to extend
my personal thanks and apprediation for a Job well done.
And to Chairman Harper and my fellow commissioners I
desire to extend this expression of my respect and regard for your
eremplification of the principles of tolerance, fair play and
patience; I can only hope that in the:future when we may be called
upon to administer this.treaty, I may be so fortunate as to merit
the same feeling of confidence and esteem that I have long had
for you.» However, if we do not stand together now, we will most
certainly hang together later. Let us hope that in after years
our epitaph will not read as follows:
Although he was guiltless of intent atw wrong doing,
The signing of the Rio Grande Compact was his un-doing
(-Applause)
MR; MCCLURE: Mr. Chairman and Fellow Commissioners: I don‘t
know of any further ground to be covered that has not already been
covered by Mr. Clayton and Mr. Hinderlider in regard to appreciw
ation and thanks to all who have furnished information and participated in the drafting of this document. I do personally wish
to extend my appreciation to all those mentioned by Mr. Hinderlider
and Mr. Clayton and concur fully in all the remarks they have made.
I have spent almost five years in work on this document at the
various meetings. I have been Commissioner for New Mexico during
that time and it has always been a pleasure to negotiate these
meetings with my fellow‘commissioners.
MR: HAREER: Fellow Commissioners, you have left very little, I
am afraid, for the Chairman to say. I appreciate your kind expressions, which I am sure I do not deserve. I have serVed here
only in the capacity of a referee and enlooker, most of the time,
from.the sidelines, but I do want to here express my personal
appreciation for the fine consideration, patiende, and tolerance
which has been exhibited by each of you commissioners in your de—
liberations here during the last four years. After all we could
eliminate 99 percent of the misunderstandings in this world if we
,could only place ourselves in a position to See the other fellow’s
viewpoint, and I think that' 6 what this Commission has accomplished.
I also wish to express my sincere appreciation, and the official
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appreciation of the Commission, for the fine work which has been
accomplished by the committee of engineers. I am frank to say
that without the work which they did we never could have written
a compact. They gave unstintingly of their time, night and day,
and each one of them should be given a large portion of the
credit for the results we have accomplished here: Mr. Tipton,
Mr. Hill, Mr. Bliss, and Mr. Debler. I also wish to express my
sincere appreciation of the fine work which was accomplished by
the drafting committee of attorneys: Messrs. Corlett, Stone, and
Carr for Colorado; Messrs. Bennett and Wilson for New Mexico, and
Messrs. Burges and Mechem for Texas. Furthermore, I want to ex—
press a sincere word of appreciation for the fine assistance
which has been given us by the National Resources Committee,
particularly by Prof. Barrows, Prof. Adams,'and Messrs. Stevens,
Grover, and Stafford. Those of you who attended the last meeting when we were addressed by Prof. Barrows, I am sure received
a lasting impression from the talk which he gave us, and I, for
one, feel that, without the sincere effort he devoted to this
task, and the clear understanding which he brought to us, our
efforts perhaps would have failed. I feel that what we have done
here today is more than simply to sign a compact between these
three states for the division of this water - we have established
a precedent here which will stand in all history as a fine example of meeting the test of demOcracy successfully. We have
shown that three states can get together on a common meeting ground,
and work out their mutual problems in a spirit of understanding,
without invoking the assistance of any super-authority or submitting to dictation from any source whatsoever. I feel after all
that this will go down in history as perhaps the principal accom—
plishment of this Rio Grande Compact Commission.
Finally I want to say, that in spite of the fact that
we have had many discouragementsin facing what everyone looked
upon as a hopeless task, and that we were all ready to fold_up
and quit at different times, by your forbearance, patience, and
understanding you haVe turned defeat into victory. I will look
back on this experience as one of the finest in my life, and the
pleasant associations I have had here with each of you, I will
cherish always. (Applause. )
MR. CLAYTON: I now move that we adjourn sine die. (Seconded by
Mr. McClure and unanimously carried.) 5:h5 P.M.
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I am including in the record a gracious farewell
message from our faithful and efficient reporter and secretary,
Mrs. Ethel F. Stevenson.
S. O. H.
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES
(With apologies to the songwriter)
Thanks for the memories
Of the Rio Grande Comish
Hope it proves a merry dish
For Clayton and McClure
And Hinderlider sure
If the water Just stays pure
How lovely it was! ‘
Thanks for the memories
0f Carr's tight pants
0f Hannett's rants ,
Of Texas suit and salt
With not a drop of malt
Bow lovely it was!
Tipton, Bliss and Debler dissected
How the steno was affected
And Hill's commas neglected
We did have fun and no harm done
So thanks for the memories
‘Of Mr. Harper's patience
Cause he never did get sore
It sometimes was a headache
But it never was a bore,
So thank you so much.
By E,F,S.
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Appendix No. 1
REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERS
to
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSIONERS
December 2'? 193'?
———————.——-Z—_—.-—
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December 27, 1957.
The Rio Grands Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Mr. M- C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mr. T. H. McClure, Member for New Mexico,
Mr. F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen?
The Engineering Advisers of your Cemmission have held two
meetings, the first in Santa Fe from November 22 to 24, and the
other in Los Angeles from December 15 to 27. The first meeting
was largely devoted to consideration of the general factors
affecting the discharge of Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico
State Line and the delivery of water into Elephant Butte Reservoir.
At the second meeting more detailed consideration was given to '
these matters, and definite schedules of deliveries were developed.
we avoided discussion of the relative rights of water users
in the three States, and were guided throughout our work by the
general policy - expressed at the meeting of the Compact Commission
in October - that present uses of water in each of the three States
must be protected in the formulation of a Cempact for administration of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, becauss the usable water
supply is no more than sufficient to satisfy such needs.
The Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, which constitutes the part
of the drainage basin in which the Commission has primary interest,
is divided naturally into three sections:
(a) The San Luis Valley, comprising the drainage area above
the Lobatos gaging station on the Rio Grande near the Colorado-New
Mexico State Line;
(b) The Middle Rio Grande from Lobatos to Elephant Butte
Reservoir and the drainage basins of streams tributary to the
river in this section;
(c) The balance of the Rio Grande Basin between Elephant Butte
and Fort Quitman, including the Juarez valley in Mexico.
It must be recognized that precise determination of past condi—
tions and close estimates of future changes are not possible.
Accordingly, in submitting the following for your favorable consideration and inclusion in a permanent Compact, we suggest that
provision be made for review of these matters after five years and
‘for adjustments within the intent of the Compact.
SCHEDULED DELIVERIES AT LOBATOS
A consistent relationship has long been noted between the com—
bined inflow of the major streams to San Luis Valley and outflow of
the Rio Grande at Lobatos. This relationship, however, may be
#0
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disturbed in the future due to construction of storage reServoirs,
and we have therefore prepared separate schedules applicable to the
Conejos and Rio Grande stream systems. This is a departure from
previous plans but has up practical disadvantage and has certain
definite advantages; variations in discharge of the contributing
streams will automatically be taken into account, particularly if
storage reservoirs are constructed; and it will also enable the San
Luis valley water users to apportion among themselves their relative responsibility for meeting the obligation of Colorado.
The flow of Conejos River at its confluence with the Rio
Grande was found to bear a close relation to the combined discharge
of Conejos River near Mogote and its principal tributaries below
that point. The following values are from a smooth curve expressing that relationship for the past ten years, and it is recowmended
that these be used as a schedule of future deliveries.
SCHEDULE OF DELIVERIES FRGM'CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Menths (2)
100 O
150 ’20
200 45
250 76 .
300 111
350 150
400 191
450 255
500 , 280
550 ‘ 328
600 375
650 ‘ 424
700 480
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by prOportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River
at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Mogote for the calendar year,
plus the natural flow of Los Pines River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the
U.S.G.S. gaging station at Ortiz, both for the months of April to
October, inclusive. ‘ '
(2) Conejos River at its mouth is the combined discharge of
branches of this river at the U.S.G.S. gaging stations near La
Sauses (Los Sauces) during the calendar year.
When from the total discharge of Rio Grande at Lobatos there
is subtracted the contribution from Conejos River, a close relationship also is found to exist between that residual quantity and the
discharge of Rio Grande near Del Norte. The following values are
‘hl
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frOm a smooth Curve expressing the relationship for the past ten
years, and it is recommended that this be the schedule of deliveries for the future.
SCHEDULES OF DELIVERIES FROM RIO GRANDE ABOVE DEL NORTE
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos
Rio Grande athgerorte (3) ‘ less Conejos at Mouths (4)_
200 ' 60
250 55.
300 75
550 86
400 98
450 112
500 127
550 144
600 162
650 - 182
700 204
750 , 229 ’
800 “ 257
850 292
900 335
950 380
1 000 430
l 100 . 540
1 200 640
1 300 740
1 400 840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportiOnal parts. .
(a) The recorded flow of Rio Grande at the u.s.c.s. gaging
station near Del Norte during the calendar year (measured above
all principal points of diversion to San Luis Valley).
(4) The total flow of Rio Grande at the U.s.c.s, gaging
station near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River at its
mouths, during the calendar year.
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande
at the Colorado—New Mexico State Line would be the sum of the quan»
tities set forth in the above tabulations, except for Such dee
partures from normal deliveries as are provided for below. In the
application of either schedule, appropriate adjustments must be
made for any trans-mountain diversions, for any change in location
in gaging stations, and for any new or increased depletion of the
natural runoff at gaging stations above Lobatos.
SCHEDULED DELIVERIES INTO ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR
The relation between the amount of water in the Rio Grande
above the principal agricultural areas in New Mexico and inflow to
h2
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Elephant Butte Reservoir is quite erratic, due primarily to wide .
variations in the discharge of tributary streams. Your Committee
.tried many devices to eliminate the influence of such tributary
inflow. Finally, it was found that there was a reasonable rela—
tionship between the discharge of Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and
the inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir when the discharge at Otowi
Bridge and the inflow to the reservoir during the months of July,
August, and September were excluded. Such a relationship does not
reflect possible changes in consumptive use during the summer
months between these points, and tributary flow in other months
still results in considerable variation, but it is our opinion
that no more precise relationship can be developed from present information, and that its use as a schedule of deliveries will'be
practicable.
In order that all available data might be used in determining
the preper schedule, the flow of the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge,
exclusive of July, August, and September, was first compared to
_ the flow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial, excluding the same
months, and a curve was drawn which expressed most closely the
relationship which existed in the past. However, the gaging station at San Marcial is expensive to operate, and physical condi—
tions make it difficult to obtain accurate records, while water
released from Elephant Butte Reservoir can be measured with-considerable precision. The second step was to determine the normal
-net loss from the river below San Marcial and from the reservoir.
It was found that for more than ten years these losses have borne
a very clOSe and consistent relation to the discharge of the river
at San Marcial. The third step was then the subtraction of the
normal losses so found from the curve of relationship between the
flow at Otowi Bridge and that at San Marcial. The net result was
to give a curve which expressed the relation between the flow of
the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and the usable supply of water at
Elephant Butte, both exclusive of July, August, and September.
This curve was then shifted arbitrarily to compensate for increased
salinity of the Elephant Butte supply.
The final relationship which we recommend be used as the
schedule of deliveries is as follows:
DELIVERIES INTO ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY,,AUGUST, AND SEPEEMBER
Quantities in thouSands of acre—feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Index Supply (5)
100 ' 12
200 57
300 4 115
400 g 173
500 _ 237
600 505
700 378
800 455
‘ha
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DELIVERIES mo murmur BUTTE RESERVOIR
momenta or JULY, AUGUST, AND assumes (continued)
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
.Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Index Supply (6)
900 540
l 000 650
l 100 725
l 200 825
l 500 ' 935
l 400 l 0527
l 500 l 175
l 600 l 505
l 700 l 440
l 800 l 583
l 900 l 737
2 000 l 895
2 100 2 058
2 200 2 224
2 300 2 392
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(5) The natural flow of Rio Grande at the U.S.GtS. gaging
station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly station near
Buckman) during the calendar year, exclusive of the flow during the
months of July, August, and September.
(6) The usable supply at Elephant Butte during the calendar
year, exclusive of the months of July, August, and September, such
usable supply being equal to the actual release from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, plus any gain in the amount of water stored in that
reservoir and minus any draft on it over the same period of time.
The obligation of New mexico to deliver water into Elephant
Butte Reservoir in accordance with the foregoing schedule would be
subject to the provisions set forth below, and in the application
of this schedule appropriate adjustments must be made for any change
in points of measurements, for any new or increased depletion in
New Mexico of the natural runoff at Otowi Bridge, and for any trans—
mountain diversions into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Elephant
Butte.
l
ALLOWABLE DEPARTURES
There will be natural variations in the relationships between
the discharge at the control stations in the future, as in the past,
and reasonable departures must be expected. Furthermore, departures'
which are caused by storage of water in reservoirs at time of flood
should be permitted, subject to proper safeguards,
uh
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veils“: “P" -—.a.w:q- uThe following terms will be used repeatedly and are here
defined: '
(a) Annual Debits - are the amounts by which deliveries in
any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
(b) Annual Credits - are the amounts in any calendar year by
which actual deliveries exceed scheduled deliveries;
(c) Accrued Debits - are the amounts by which the sum of all
debits exceeds the sum of all credits over any common period of
time. '
(d) Accrued Credits - are the amounts by which the sum of
all credits exceeds the sum of all debits over any common period
of time.
(e) Normal Releasa from.Elephant Butte - is an average of
800,000 acre-feet per annum drawn out of Elephant Butte Reservoir,
adjusted for any gain or loss in usable water resulting from the
Operation of any reservoir belOW’Elephant Butte; provided that
this amount shall be reduced or increased by two—thirds of any
change in aggregate diversions and loss to Mexico between Courchesne
gaging station and the lowest point of diversion to lands of Rio
Grande Project. In determining the amount of such change, the
average annual diversion and loss to Mexico from 1928 to 1937,
inclusive, shall be used as a basis.
(f) Project Storage - is the combined capacity of Elephant
Butte Reservoir and all other reservoirs available for storage of
usable water between Elephant Butte and Courchesne, but not more
than a total of 2,638,860 acre-feet.
(g) Usable water - is all water in Project storage which is
available for release in accordance with irrigation demands, in—
cluding deliveries to Mexico.
(h) Unusable Spill - is the amount of water which is actually
spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir or released for flood control
in excess of the current demand for irrigation of Rio Grande Iroject
lands plus deliveries to Mexico and which is not stored in another
reservoir for subsequent release for such uses; provided that, if
the actual release frOm Elephant Butte Reservoir from the time of
previous spill has averaged more than the normal release, the time
of occurrence and amount of spill shall be adjusted by the difference ‘
between the total actual release and the accrued normal release. ‘p
Limitation on Debits
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit
shall exceed 100,000 acrewfeet, except as either or both may be
caused by storage of water in reservoirs-constructed above Lobatos
#5
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’shall be considered in a year of spill.
after 1937. Accrued debits which are caused by storage of water in
reservoirs not now constructed shall not be greater at any time
than the amount of water then in storage in such reservoirs.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed
200,000 acre-feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused
by storage of water in reservoirs in New Mexico. Accrued debits
caused by storage of water in reservoirs shall not be greater at any
time than the amount of water then in storage in such reServoirs.
In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or debits, annual
debits greater than 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to
that amount. ”
if in any year the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado and
New Mexico exceeds the difference between the total capacity of
Project storage and the amount of usable water then in storage,
such debits shall be reduced preportionally to an aggregate amount
equal to the minimum unfilled capacity in that year.
. If in any year there is unusable spill from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, all accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be
cancelled, and no debits shall be considered in that year, excepting debits caused by storage in reservoirs prior to the time of
spill.
Limitation on Credits
In the case of Colorado, accrued credits in excess of 100,000
acre-feet at any time shall be not considered, provided that larger
accruals may be applied to offset debits caused by storage in
reservoirs. In computing the amount of accrued credits or debits,
any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken
as equal to that amount.
In the case of New Mexico, accrued credits in excess of 200,000
acre-feet at any time shall not be considered, provided that larger
accruals may be applied to offset debits caused by storage in ,
reservoirs. In computing accrued credits or debits, annual credits
in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
At the time of unusable spill from Elephant Butte Reservoir,
the aggregate credits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be reduced
by the amount of such Spill at Elephant Butte in proportion to,
their respective credits at the time of such spill, and no credits
Other Limitations
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of
water in storage in reservoirs constructed since 1929 whenever there
. is less than 400,000 acre—feet of water in storage available for use
in the Rio Grande Project, and if this minimum stage is reached on
January first of any year Colorado and New Mexico shall each release
on demand, at the greatest rate practicable, water from reservoirs
146
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in an amount equal to the total debit of each which was caused by ‘7
storage of water in reservoirs.
Si 7 In event any works are constructed after 1957 for the purposa of
delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed Basin in San
-Luis valley, Colorado shall be credited with the amount of such water
delivered, provided the preportion of sodium ions is less than 45% of
the total positive ions in that water.
In the event that the normal release from.Elephant Butte Reser,1 voir is modified by any change in the amount of diversions and loss
‘a ' to Mexico, Colorado and New Mexico shall share equally therein, and
the accrued credits or debits of each shall be adjusted annually by an
amount equal to oneethird of such change in diversions'and loss to
maxico. ’
RECOWIENDAT IONS '
"pagumnw_rn -. j . 4
9 we are satisfied that no material expansion of the irrigated
3' area in the Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman will be practicable
' without importations from other watersheds. Good use could be made
of this water in each of the States, but we deemed that the allocation
of any supply so obtained constituted a matter of policy beyond our
province. Accordingly, no racemmendation is made.
‘ ‘1'51’34 :1
We do recommend that the normal release from Elephant Butte Reservoir be deemed to be 800,000 acre-feet per annum, adjusted for any
E‘ gain or loss of usable water resulting from the operation of any res? , ervoir below Elephant Butte. we also recommend that this normal
2 _ release be reduced or increased by two—thirds of any change in aggreE' ' gate diversions and loss to Mexico.
f', . ,We recommend that deliveries by New Mexico into Elephant Butte ,,,
;‘, ' Reservoir be in accordance with the schedule based on the flow at V g .f
§ _', Otowi Bridge and the usable supply at Elephant Butte, subject to proper '"”
;' limitations on departures.
We recommend that deliveries by Colorado be the sum of the» , '.5
amounts set forth in the schedules for the Conejoa stream system and 7
for the Rio Grande system, exclusive of Conejos River, both subject
to proper limitations on departures.
It is our-opinion that these schedules and provisions would per- ,
mit the maximum practicable use‘of the waters of the Rio Grande, and , ‘ 2;
would minimize unusable spill at Elephant Butte. Your favorable con— 4
sideration and inclusion of these in a permanent Compact is recommended.‘
Respectfully submitted, _
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(egd) E. B. Debler ..
E. B. DEBLER for the United States ‘ 7‘
(Sgd) Royce J. TiptOn / ,
ROYCE J. TIPTON for Colorado
(Sad) John H. BlissJOHN H. BLISS for New Mexico
, ‘ (Sgd) R. A. Hill
h RAYMONb‘A. HILL for Texas
7 r ‘
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Appendix No. 2 p ,rxwi_
STATE OF NEW1MEXIGO .-*5Tg
OFFICE OF‘ ”9":
EEATE ENGINEER ' ,-;c
SANTA FE
January 25th, 1958.
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Customhouse, ; . . y _ , ‘
Denver, Colorado. ‘ _ . 1:4?
Dear Mr. Harper:
0n the eighth day of January, 1958, I received a copy of
the report of the committee of engineers to the Rio Grande Compact
Commission under date of December 27, 1937, which you enolosad in
your letter of January 4th, 1938. The report has been submitted to
the engineers, attorneys and officials of the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District, the area in New Mexico most affected, and under
» ‘ date of January 15, I received a.letter from Mr. Neuffer, consulting
if engineer for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, a copy of
p which is hereto attached.
I have given the report additional study since receiving
Mr. Neuffer's letter, and I am-in thorough accord with the position
i taken by Mr. Neuffer in his letter. I have discussed these with
* ' others in authority representing the State of New Mexico, and we
have reached the conclusion that it would be a waste of time for the
compact commissioners to meet and accept the report as a basis for
negotiations of a new compact without clarification of-the provisions
of the report. It is too vague and indefinite in some respects; nor
does it set up sufficient of the data used by the committee to work
; out‘the relationship of the flow at various stations; likewise, the
; report fixes a basis for water supply to the State of Texas, which,
1 in my judgment and in the judgment of others in authority in New
, Mexico, is so far out of reason that it could not be considered as a
1 basis for negotiations.
r, Furthermore, the engineers in their recommendation plainly
exceeded their authority. I understand that their authority was to
present basic facts upou which the commissioners themselves might
,!; , arrive at a permanent compact. It appears that, instead of reporting ( a f
,1 accurate basic data. a compromise on basic data was reported. ' f’_
I believe that it will save time and further the reaching ' ,
of an ultimate agreement between the various states for the engineers
to reassemble at the eariiest possible moment and give this matter
further study.
very truly yours,
(Sgd) Thomas M. McClure
TMM: m = State Engineer.
cc: Mr. Frank B. Clayton ElIhso, Texas.
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider, . , - ‘ , "“
State Engineer, Denver, Colorado. , ‘f §*'
00- -Commissioner. 1
Prof. Harlan H. Barrows, Chicago, Ill . . .
Prof. Frank Adams, Berkeley, Calif. a ‘ -r,-‘
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Mr. Thomas M. McClure,
State Engineer, ,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Mr. McClure:
We have received a copy of the report of the Committee of
Engineers to the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners, dated December 27,
1957. Careful study has been made of this report and it is our conclusion that, in view of the statements and recommendations contained
therein, the State of New Mexico, in representing the various interests involved, should not accept this report as a basis for further Compact negotiations.
1’
r'
There are parts of the report which we have not been able to
check on account of lack of the availability of the data used by the
Committee in working out the relationship of the flow of the Rio
Grande at various statibns and we, therefore, cannot comment upon
them. There are, however, certain other items which we feel, if
agreed upon, would result in permanent damage to the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District and other water users in New Mexico above the '
Elephant Butte Dam.
it is suggested that the Compact Commissioners request the II,
-Engineers' Committee to give this matter further consideration before ‘ “i
it is submitted to the Commission as a basis for discussion of a new
‘compact. The District offers the services of its engineers to
assist this Committee with the hope that something more tangible and
workable can be prepared.
Very truly yours,
CC-Commissioner
-Prof. Harlan H. Barrows
Chicago,Ill.
-Prof.Frank Adams,
Berkeley,Calif.
2—12-38
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Appendix No. 3
LAW OFFICES
MCBROOM & CLAYTON
BASSETT TOWER
EL PASO, TEXAS
January 27, 1938
Mr. S. 0. Harper,
Chairman, Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Customhouse,
Denver.
Dear Mr. Harper:
I am in receipt of a copy or the letter written to you
by Mr. Thomas M. McClure, State Engineer of New Mexico, under date
of January 25, with which was enclosed copy of a letter to him
from.Mr. H. C. Neuffer.
I can not agree with Mr. McClure that the engineers, in
their recommendations to the Commission, exceeded their authority,
nor that their report is too vague and indefinite to serve as a
basis for negotiations towards a permanent compact.
Nor can I agree with Mr. McClure that the engineers‘
report "fixes a basis for water supply to the State of Texas which
. . . is so far out of reason that it could not be considered as a
basis for negotiation." It seems to me and to those interestedwith me in the protection of Texas' water supply that the report
contains no recommendations for the benefit of Texas than what she
is plainly entitled to. In fact, it makes concessions to the two
upper States about which we are somewhat dubious. But in the interest of an amicable settlement of our common problems, we are
willing to accept the report as a basis for further negotiation.
If there are points in this report that are not clear to
the commissioner for New Mexico and which the engineering repre—
Sentative for New Mexico can not make plain to him, we have no
objection to our engineer-representative's meeting with the other
engineering representatives for the purpose of clarifying these
points. ‘
In our judgment, the report presents a fairly workable
basis for the equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio
Grande, without permitting further encroachments upon Texas’
already inadequate supply. It was our understanding-that both
Colorado and New Mexico professed to have neither the intention
nor the desire to further deplete the waters of the Rio Grande system, and the engineering representatives of all three Emates and
of the United States, as well, apparently reached the conclusion,
after considerable research and negotiation, that the basis sug—
gested in the report will do no more than preserve the status quo
50
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as far as the water supply is concerned, while, at the same time,
pernutting New Mexico and Colorado to proceed with certain desired
developments.
It might be noted in passing that the commissioner for
New Mexico seems to lose sight of the fact that there is a very
extensive section of his own State lying below the Elephant Butte
dam, and that its large vested interests are likewise entitled to
representation and protection, along with the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District.
We tender our readiness to proceed with negotiations
towards a permanent compact, based upon the report of the committee
of engineers, and if there is any point needing clarification, we
believe this can be accomplished in connection with the negotia~
tions. we are unwilling to recede from what we conceive to be the
minimum requirements for the protection of Texas' water supply as
embodied in the report.
Yours very truly,
(Sgd) Frank B. Clayton
Frank B. Clayton
Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas
FBC:ESC
cc Mr. McClure
cc Mr. Hinderlider
CC-Commissioner
~Erof. Harlan H. Barrows
Chicago, Ill.
*Prof. Frank Adams
Berkeley, Calif.
2—12-38
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Appendix No. 4
STATE OF COLORADO
ENGINEERING-DEPARTMENT
DENVER
February 4, 1938
S.-0. Harper, Chairman
Rio Grande Compact Commission
Customhouse
Denver, Colorado
Dear Mr. Harper:
I have reviewed Commissioner McClure's letter to you
under date of January 25, 1958, from which it is noted that he
takes strong exception to the report of the Committee of Engineer
Advisers to the Rio Grande Compact Cummission, and is of the
opinion "that it would be a waste of time for the Compact commissioners to meet and accept the report as a basis for negotiations
ofva new Cempact, without clarification of the provisions of the
report".
Mr. McClure also asserts that the report in question is
too vague and indefinite, and does not set up sufficient data used
by the Committee to perndt a check of the relationship of stream
flow at various river stations, and concludes that, instead of
reporting accurate basic data, the conclusions of the Committee of
Engineers are based upon a compromise of basic data.
we. McClure reaches the conclusion that it is necessary
for the Engineer Advisors to give further consideration to their
studies prior to attempts at further negotiations.
,It seems to the writer that Mr. McClure should not ,
unqualifiedly accept the views of Mr. Neuffer; that the Committee
of Engineers should call in consultation the engineers of the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, for the reason that it was
agreed by the Compact Commissioners that the engineering phases of
the subject matter be referred to a Committee of Engineers, on
which each state had an engineering adviser. Such designation was
largely for the purpose of avoiding confusion and delays which
would result from a multiplicity of opinions between conflicting
interests in each state.
It is our feeling that any internal or intra-state.dif—
ferences with the views of the Engineering Adviser of any state
should be composed with such Adviser, I feel that it will be impos—
sible to reach an interstate agreement so long as every individual
group of water users is permitted to inject and insist upon individual points of view.
As has been repeatedly stated in previous conferences,
Colerado has taken the position that she is entitled to parity with
52 '
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the two lower states, in the development of her water resources in
the San Luis Valley. It is our understanding that the report of
the Committee of Engineers attempts to suggest a basis upon which
this could be accomplished without material injury to the interests
of any of the states involved, and, therefore, could be accepted in
principle as a basis of further discussions and negotiations by the
compact Commission, in its attempt to reach an interstate agreement.
It is felt that, prior to a further meeting of the Cemmittee of Engineers, as suggested by Mr. McClure, he should specifically and definitely point out the items in the.said report to
which he takes exception, and indicate the particular points upon
‘which he desires further information. Doubtless such information
may be obtained from Mr. Bliss, his Engineering Adviser.
When such information has been submitted by Mr. McClure,
the members of the Commission will be able to determine if further
meetings of the Committee of Engineers would be helpful.
Very truly yours,
(Sgd) M. 0‘ Hinderlider ,
Commissioner for Colorado
CC: Mr. McClure
Mr. Clayton
Mr. Carr
Mr. Corlett
Attorney General.
'CC-Commissioner
-Prof. Harlan H. Barrows,
Chicago, Ill.
—Prof. Frank Adams,
Berkeley, Calif.
2-12-38
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Appendix No. 5
February 12, 1958 ‘
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider,
Rio Grande Compact CommissiOner for Colorado,
Denver, Colorado.
ur. Thomas M. McClure,
Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mr. Frank B. Clayton,
Rio Grande Compact Cemmissioner for Texas,
El Paso, Texas.
Gentlemen:
I have received Mr. McClure's letter of January 25, Mr.
Clayton's letter of January 27, and Mr. Hinderlider's letter of
February 4, all commenting on the report of the Committee of Engi—
neers dated December 27, 1957.
Mr. McClure expresses the view that the engineers
exceeded their authority in not confining their report to a pres—
entation o_ basic facts, and suggests that they reassemble at an
early date and give the matter further study. Mr. ClaytOn ex—
presses disagreement with Mr. McClure's views and states that he
is willing to proceed with negotiations for a permanent compact
\ based on the report of the Committee of Engineers, leaving any
disputed points to be clarified in connection with the negotiations.
Mr. Hinderlider also expresscs disagreement with Mr. McClure's
views, and suggests that prior to any further meeting of the Committee of Engineers, he point out specifically the items in the
report to which he takes exception, and indicate the particular
points upon which he desires further information.
The resolution adopted at the meeting of the Compact
Commission on October 1, 1957, which authorized the report by the
Committee of Engineers, reads as follows:
"In line with the conversation had by the commissioners,
I move that one engineering consultant of each state, to—
gether with Mr. E. B. Debler,-meet in Santa Fe, or_such other
place as they may mutually elect, on October 25th, for the
purpose of discussing the engineering features, particularly
of the state line deliveries and deliveries at San Marcial,
in order to determine if they can arrive at a determination
of general principles and if possible agree 0n the details of
the deliveries, and the engineering factual data which should
underlie the compact. Also that the meeting of the Commission
itself be deferred to such date as may be mutually agreed upon,
pursuant to the call of the chairman."
After carefully considering the repert of the Committee
of Engineers, the resolution authorizing such report, and the come
ments of the Commissioners thereon, and after also discussing this
514
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matter with two of the engineers, it is my view that little would
be accomplished by another meeting of the Committee. The engineers
proceeded with the preparation and submission of their report in
accordance with their understanding of their instructions. The
question of whether they have exceeded their authority in not con—
fining their report to factual matters, is one-which can, in my
judgment, be best decided by the whole Compact Commission, which
can accept or reject any part or all of the report, as may, after
due deliberation, be considered advisable. The report of the Committee of Engineers is, of course, in no way binding upon the members of the Commission, either individually or collectively, but
it was hoped that such a report would be of material assistance to
the Commissioners in reaching an understanding and agreement on
the basic factual data, and the application of such data to a per»
manent compact.
Another reason why it appears inadvisable for the engi—
neers to attempt to hold another meeting is the difficulty of
fixing a date which will conform to all of their other engagements.
This might entail a delay of several Weeks, and it is also probable
that considerable additional time would thereafter be required to
get the Commission together for its next meeting.
I therefore suggest that consideration be given to holding
a meeting of the Compact Commission in the first week of March,
'which previous correspondence has indicated is the earliest date
which will be convenient for all of the members. If advisable, a
preliminary meeting of the engineers might be arranged just prior
to the deliberations of the Commission. I will appreciate your
early reaction to this suggestion, and if it is favorable, I will
issue a formal call for a meeting of the Commission at Santa Fe, on
February 28, or March 1.
Very truly yours,
S. 0. Harper,
.Chairman, Rio Grande
Compact Commission.
CC-Prof. Harlan H. Barrows,
Univ. of Chicago,
. Chicago, Ill.
Prof. Frank Adams,
Univ. of California,
Berkeley, Calif.
Commissioner
(With copies of three letters
to each.)
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Appendix No. 6
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
March 4, 1938.
REPORT To RIO‘ camps COMPACT COMMISSION Brian
ENGINEER ADVISERS on man MEXICO OBJECTIONS TO
THEIR REPORT OF DEC. 27, 1957
I
The Cempact Commissioners on March 5, 1958, in open
session, instructed this committee of engineer advisers to review
a statement to be submitted by the Compact Commissioner of New
Mexico on New Mexico's objections to the December 27, 1937, com?
mittee report and to report back to the Commissiou whether such
objections warranted the committee in reconsidering its report.
The Compact Commissioner of New’Mexico thereafter submitted a
statement, with a copy hereto attached, of such objections, and
the committee of engineer advisers report thereon as follows:
Opening Paragraph and Paragraphs 1 and 2:'
New Mexico proposes a substitute plan for the control of
operations by New Mexico interests abOVe Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The committee has heretofore considered some alternatives to the
plan adopted by it but stands ready to give further consideration
to the New Nexico plan upon'submission by New Mexico of its alternate plan, including applicable curves, tables and other details
and including a tabular comparison with the cemmittee plan, of
resulting stream flows.
Paragraph 3:
New Mexico desires to be relieved of.responsibility for
Indian or other operations beyond its control. The committee
believes this matter is one of policy for determination by the Compact Commission. Paragraph 4:
New Mexico claims that 800,000 acre-feet of water exceeds
both past uses and requirements below Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The committee is agreeable to reviewing any data in support of this
claim not heretofore available to the committee.
Paragraph 5 and first.sub—paragraph thereof:
New Mexico desires a figure adopted for present use by
Mexico. The committee has heretofore discussed this matter but
failed to reach common ground by reason of the meager data available.
It is suggested that New Mexico present its conclusions, together
with all supporting data for review by the committee.
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Second sub-paragraph of Paragraph 5:
New Mexico insists that treaty provisions be carried out
and that Texas or the United States he made responsible therefor.
The reaponsibility for observance of the treaty with Mexico is one
of policy for determination by the Commission.‘
Third sub—paragraph of Paragraph 5:
New Mexico objects to a judicial interpretation by the
committee on Mexican Treaty obligations. Since no interpretation
was made, this objection has no point.
Paragraph 6:
As explained to us by the New Mexico member, this para?
graph aims to secure clarification. The committee is agreeable to
such clarification.
Paragraphs 7 and 8:
These paragraphs aim.at revision of features gOVerning
operation of Elephant Butte Reservoir, A further discussion may
Show some change warranted.
Paragraph 9:
New Mexico desires to compel avoidance of power waste at
Elephant Butte Reservoir. The committee is agreeable to preparing
such a provision. ‘
The committee stands ready to consider written specific
requests by any Commissioner for clarification of the intent of any
of the provisions of the committee'plan.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING-ADVISERS
ngg) E. B. Debler
E. B. Debler for the United States
(Seal R. :r. Tipton _
R. J. Tipton for Colorado‘
(Sad) John H. Bliss
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
(Sad) R. A. Hill
R. A. Hill for Texas.
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‘Appendix No. 7
March 9, 1938.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
hr. M. C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mt. T. H. McClure, Member for New Mexico,
Mr. F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen:
The Engineering Advisers of your Commission have held
three meetings, the first in Santa Fe from November 22 to 24, 1957,
the second in Los Angeles from December 15 to 27, 1937, and the
third at Santa Fe from.March 3 to 9, 1938. The first meeting was
largely devoted to consideration of the general factors affecting
the discharge of Rio Grande at the Calorado-New Mexico State Line
and the delivery of water into Elephant Butte Reservoir. At the
second meeting more detailed consideration was given to these mat
ters, and certain schedules of deliveries were developed. Addi—
tional schedules were develOped and other features discussed at
the last meeting to consider matters referred to the committee by
the Compact Commission at its meeting of March 3, 1938.
We avoided discussion of the relative rights of water
users in the three States, and were guided throughout our work by
the general policy - expressed at the meeting of'the Compact Com—
mission in October - that present uses of water in each of the
three States must be protected in the formulation of a Compact for
administration of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, because the
usable water supply is no more than sufficient to satisfy such needs.
The Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, which constitutes the
part of the drainage basin in which the Commission has primary
interest, is divided naturally into three sections;
(a) The San Luis valley, comprising the drainage area above
the Lobatos gaging station on the Rio Grande near the Colorado-New
Mexico State Line; ,
(b) The Middle Rio Grande from Lobatos to Elephant Butte
Reservoir and the drainage basins of streams tributary to the river
in this section;
(c) The balance of the Rio Grande Basin between Elephant
Butte and Fort Quitman, including the Juarez Valley in Mexico.
SCHEDUEED DELIVERIES.AT LOBATOS
A consistent relationship has long been noted between
the combined inflow of the major streams to San Luis Valley and the
outflow of the Rio Grande at Lobatos. This relationship, however,
may be disturbed in the future due to construction of storage reservoirs, and we have therefore prepared separate schedules applicable
as .
,
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to the Conejos and Rio Grande stream.systemsr This is a departure
from previous plans but has no practical disadvantage and has certain definite advantages; variations in discharge of the contributing
streams will automatically be taken into account, particularly if
storage reservoirs are censtructed; and it will also enable the San
Luis valley water users to apportion among themselves their relative
responsibility for meeting the obligation of Colorado.
The flow of Conejos River at its confluence with the Rio
Grande was found to bear a close relatiOn to the combined discharge
of Conejos River near Megote and its principal tributaries below
that point. The following values-express that relationship for the
past ten years. ' .
DISCHARGE OF CONEIOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands ogwacre-feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100 O
150 20
200 46
250 76
500 111
350 150
400 191
450 255
500 280
550 328
600 575
650 424
700 V x 480
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River
at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Mogote for the calendar year,
plus the natural flow of Los Pines River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the
U.S,G.S. gaging station at Ortiz, both for the months of April to
October, inclusive.
(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge ofbranches of this river at the U;S.G.S. gaging stations near La
Sauses (Les Sauces) during the calendar year.
When from the total discharge of Rio Grande at Lobatos
there is subtracted the contribution from Conejos River, a close‘
relationship also is found to exist between that residual quantity
and the discharge of Rio Grande near Del Norte. The following
values express the relationship for the past ten years.
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXQEESIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre—feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos
Rio Grande at Del Norte (5}- less Conejos at Mouths (4)
200 60
250 55
500 75
550 86
400 98
450 _ ’ 112
500 127
550 ' 144
600 162
650 182
700 204
750 229
800 257
850 292' '
900 355
950 580
l 000 430
l 100 , 540
l 200 640
l 300 740
l 400 840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging statiou near Del Norte‘during the
calendar year (measured above all principal points of diversion to
San Luis valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs con—
structed after 1937.
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total
flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Lobatos,
less the discharge of Conejos River at its months, during the cal~
endar year.
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio
Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico State Line in each calendar year
shall be 10,000 acre—feet less than the sum of the quantities set
forth in the above tabulations, except for such departures from
normal deliveries as are provided for below. The application of
either schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereafter set
forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for: (a) any change
in location in gaging stations; (b) any new or increased depletion
of the natural runoff above inflow index gaging stations, and (c)
any trans-mountain diversions.
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SCHEDULED DELIVERIES INTO EEEPHANT BUTTE RESERVQIR
The relation between the amount of water‘in the Rio Grande
above the principal agricultural_areas in New Mexico and inflow to
Elephant Butte Reservoir is quite erratic, due primarily to wide
variations in the discharge of tributary streams. Your Committee
tried many devices to minimize the influence of such tributary inflow and found that there was a reasonable relationship between the
discharges of Rio Grande at the Otowi Bridge and San.Marcial gaging
stations when the months of July, August, and September were
excluded. '
. The following values express that relationship for the
period prior to 1930.
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF
JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER AT OTOWI
BRIDGE AND SAN MARCIAL
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) San Marcial Index Supply (6)
100 p o
200 65
300 141
400 219
”500 , 300
600 583
700 469
800 557
900 648
l 000' 742
l 100 859
l 200 939
l 300 l 042
l 400 l 148
l 500 l 257
l 600 l 370
l 700 l 489
l 800 l 608
l 900 l 750
2 000 l 856
2 100 l 985 _
2 200 2 117'
2 300 2 255
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts. '
(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San
Ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman) during the calendar year,
exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August, and
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September, corrected for the operation of resarvoirs constructed
after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos
and Otowi Bridge.
(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the gaging station at San Marcial during the calendar
year exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August, and
September. .
Although the foregoing relationship does not reflect
possible changes in consumptive use during the summer months between
Otowi and San Marcial, and tributary flow‘in other months still results in considerable variation, we recommend its use as a schedule
‘of deliveries. The obligation of New maxico to deliver water at
San Marcial in each calendar year exclusive of the months of July,
August, and September, shall thus be the quantity determined from
the relationship set forth in the above tabulation.‘ The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereafter
set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for: (a) any
change in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in
rNew Mexico at any time of the year of the natural runoff at Otowi
Bridge; (c) depletion of the runoff during July, August, and September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and San Marcial, by
works constructed after 1937; and (d) any trans-mountain diversions
into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial.
AllDWABLE DEPARTURES
There will be natural variations in the relationships
betwaen the discharge at the control stations in the future, as in
the past, and reasonable departures must be expected. Furthermore,
departures which are caused by storage of water in reservoirs at
time of flood should be permitted, subject to proper safeguards.
Definitions
The following terms will be used repeatedly and are here
defined:
(a) Annual Debits - are the amounts by which deliveries in ‘
any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
(b) Annual Credits - are the amounts in any calendar year by
which actual deliveries exceed scheduled delivaries.
(c) Accrued Debits - are the amounts by which the sum of all
debits exceeds the Sum of all credits over any common period of time.
(d), Accrued Credits - are the amounts by which the sum of all
credits exceeds the sum of all debits over any common period of time.
(a) Normal Release from Elephant Butte - is equal to an average of 790,000 acre—feet per annum; provided that this amount shall
be adjusted for any gain or loss in usable Water resulting from the
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Operation of any reservoir below Elephant Butte; provided, further,
.that water released from.Elephant Butte reservoir for the generation
of power which encroaches on flood control capacity of and which is
not subsequently released from another reservoir for irrigation of Rio
Grande project lands plus deliveries to Mexico shall be deemed to
have been released for such purposes, excepting only when such release
for power is made by an agency beyond the control of any of the States
contrary to the formal protest of New Mexico or Texas or any irrigatiOn district thereof.
(f) Project Storage — is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte
Reservoir and all other resarvoirs actually available for storage of
usable water between Elephant Butte and Courchesne, but not more than
a total of 2,658,860 acre—feet.
(g) Usable water - is all water in Project storage which is
available for release in accordance with irrigation demands, including
deliveries to Mexico.
(h) Unusable Spill - is the amount of water which is actually
spilled from.Elephant Butte Reservoir or released for flood control in
excess of the current demand for irrigation of Rio Grande Project lands
plus deliveries to Mexico and which is.not stored in another reservoir
for subsequent release for such uses; provided that, if the actual
releases from.Elephant Butte Reservoir from the time of previous une
usable spill have aggregated more than the sum of the normal releases,
the time of occurrence of spill shall be adjusted by the difference
between the total actual release and the accrued normal release.
Limitation on Debits
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit
Shall exceed 100,000 acre-feet, except as either or-both may be caused
by storage of water in reservoirs constructed after 1957 in the
drainage basin in the Rio Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical
limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shall
retain water in storage at all times to the extent of its accrued debit.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed 200 ,000 acre-feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused
by storage of water in reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial.
Within the physical limitations of the storage capacity in such res—
ervoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in storage at all times to the
extent of its accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of accrued
credits or debits, any annual debit greater than 150,000 acre— —feet
shall be taken as equal to that amount, plus all gains in the quantity
of water in storage in such year.
If in any year the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado
and New Mexico exceeds the difference between the total capacity of
Project storage and the amount of usable water then in storage, such
debits shall be reduced proportionally to an aggregate amount equal
to the minimum unfilled capacity in that year.
If in any year there is unusable spill from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, all accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be can—
celled, and no debits shall be considered in that year other than
gains in the amount of water in storage in reserVOirs prior to the
time of spill.
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Limitation on Credits.
' In the case of Colorado, accrued credits in excess of
100,000 acre-feet at any time shall be not considered, provided
that accruals in any amount may be applied to offset debits caused
by storage in reservoirs, and provided further that accrued credits
at the end of each year shall be reduced by ten percent to compene
sate for evaporation.lOSSes therefrom in Elephant Butte Resarvoir.
.In computing the amount of accrued credits or debits, any annual
credits in excess of 150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to
that amount. ‘
In the case of New Mexico, accrued credits in excess of
200,000 acre-feet at any time shall not be considered, provided
that accruals in any amount may be applied to offset debits caused
by storage in reservoirs, and provided further that accrued credits
at the end of each year shall be reduced by ten percent to compen—
sate for evaporation losses therefrom in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
In computing accrued credits or debits, annual credits in excess of
150,000 acre-feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
At the time of unusable spill from Elephant Butte Reservoir, the aggregate credits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be
reduced by the actual amount of such spill at Elephant Butte in
proportion to their respective credits at the time of such spill,
and no credits shall be considered in a year of spill.
Other Limitations
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount
of water in storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever
there is less than 400, 000 acre-feet of water in storage available
for.uSe inathe Rio Grande Project. On or about January first of any
year any authorized representative of the water users in the Rio
Grande Project may demand of Colorado and New Mexico the release
from storage reservoirs of accrued debits, and such releases shall
be made by each in prOportion to the total debit of each and in
amounts sufficient to bring the quantity of usable water in project
storage to 600,000 acre—feet by March first and to maintain this
quantity in storage until April thirtieth.
In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the
purpose of delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed
Basin in San Luis Valley, Colorado shall be credited with the amount
of such water delivered, provided the proportion of sodium ions
shall be less than 45% of the total positive ions in that water
when total concentration of salts in such water exceeds 350 parts
per million.
Gaging Stations
The difficulties and cost of securing reliable records
of stream flow at San Marcial are increasing and may become insur—
mountable. In order to be prepared for such an emergency, immediate
6h
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steps should be taken_to insure that reliable records of discharge
will be secured at or near San Acacia, San.Marcial and below
Elephant Butte reservoir to permit substitute schedules to be
adopted, if necessary.
The above gaging stations, together with other gaging
stations referred to in connection with the schedules set forth
herein, should be operated by the Commission, directly or in cooper—
ation with an appropriate Federal agency. At each gaging'station
the equipment, methods and frequency of measurements should be
such as to produce reliable records. Additional gaging stations
‘should be installed and operated where necessary to carry out the
intent of any Compact.
@00anan IONS
In submitting this analysis of conditions and our recommendations for your favorable consideration in the formulation of
a permanent Compact, we ask that you recognize that many of the
factors influencing our conclusions were not possible of close
determination and that the effect of changes of salinity of the
Elephant Butte supply since 1930 was left for future adjustment.
‘ AccOrdingly, we recommend that all of the provisions hereof be
reviewed five years hence.
we are satisfied that no material expansion of the irrigated area in the Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman will be practicable without importations from other watersheds. Good use
could be made of this water in each of the States, but we deemed
that the allocation of any supply so obtained constituted a matter
‘of policy beyond our province. .Accordingly, no recommendation is
made.
we recommend that the normal release from Elephant Butte
Reservoir_be deemed to be an average of 790,000 acre-feet per
annum, adjusted for any gain or loss of usable water resulting
from the operation of any reservoir below Elephant Butte.
We recommend that deliveries by Colorado and New Mexico
shall be in accordance with the schedules and applicable provisions
hereinbefore set forth.
It is our opinion that the application of all of the
recommendatidns and provisions set forth herein will be equitable
to each.State and will permit the maximum practicable use of the
waters of the Rio Grande.
Respectfully subcutted,
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING.ADVISERS
(Sgd) E. B. Debler
E. B. Debler for the United States
ngd) Royce I. Tipton
Royce I. Tipton for Colorado
(Sgd) John H. Bliss
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
I CONCUR:
ngd) H. C. Neuffer
H. c. Neuffer (Sgd) R. A. Hill
‘ éRaymond A. Hill for Texas.
‘ 5
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Appendix No. 8
March 11, 1938.
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper, Chairman,
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider, Member for Colorado,
Mr. T. M. McClure, Member for New Mexico,
Mr. F. B. Clayton, Member for Texas.
Gentlemen:
At your meeting this morning you asked that we clarify
certain parts of our report of March 9th. We have reviewed those
features of the report and recommend the following for your favorable consideration:
1. The definition of "Normal Release from Elephant Butte"
shall be disregarded and the following definition shall be substi—
tuted:
Actual Release — is the amount of usable water released
from the lowest reservoir comprising project storage. ‘
2. The definition of "Unusable Spill" shall be modified to
read as follows:
Unusable Spill ~ is the amount of water which is actually
spilled from Elephant Butte reservoir or released therefrom for
flood control in excess of the current demand on project storage,
and which does not become usable water by storage in another res—
ervoir; provided, that if the actual releases of usable water from
the time of previous unusable spill have aggregated more than an
average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum, the date spill would have
occurred shall be determined by taking into consideration the dif—
ference between the total actual release and releases at such
average rate, and the date so determined shall be adopted as\the
date of spill, and of the same effect as though the spill had
actually occurred on said date.
3. The recommendation on Page 13, dealing with normal release, shall be changed to read as follows:
we recommend that the normal release of usable water from
the lowest reservoir cemprising project storage be deemed to be an
average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum.
4. The first sentence following the caption "Other Limita—
tions" shall be changed to read as follows:
Neither ColOrado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of
water in storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever
there is less than 400,000 acre-feet of usable water in project
storage; provided, that if the actual releases of usable water from
the time of previous unusable spill have aggregated more than an
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average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum, the time at which such
minimum Stage is reached shall be adjusted by the difference between the total actual release and releases at such average_rate.
5. The intention of the second provision in the first paragraph following the caption "Other Limitations" was that debit
water should be released at the greatest rate practicable under
the conditions then prevailing and that the aggregate release of
debit water should be limited to the amount which would enable a
normal release to be made from project storage in that year.
6. The provisions for reduction of accrued credits to compensate for evaporation losses from Elephant Butte Reservoir shall
be eliminated, and in lieu thereof the following general provision
shall be substituted:
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs between San Marcial and Gourchesne, and to the extent that
accrued debits are impounded in reservoirs above San Marcial, such
credits and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for
evaporation losses in the proportion that such credits or debits
bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the
year.
Respectfully submitted,
ICOLMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(Sgd) E. B. Debler
E. B. Debler for the United States
(Sgd) R. J'. Tipton
Royce J. Tipton for Colorado
(Sad) John H. Bliss
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
JSgd) R. A. Hill
Raymond A. Hill for Texas.
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Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
1.
Page 6.
Page'V.
Appendix No. 9}
MEMORANDUM FROM COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERSIN RE MARCH 16th DRAFT OF RIO GRANDE
COMEEST 1 '
No comment. March 16, 1958.'
Suggest that phrase "in any calendar year" be placed in item
(h) in the same position as in item.(s); also that words
"actual deliveries" be used in both.
In items (1) and (3) insert word "annual" before the words
"credits" and "debits."
,Strike word "onlY" in last line of item (n).
Modify item (0) to read: "Actual Release" is the amount of
usable water released in any calendar year from the lowest
reservoir comprising project storage.
Correct typographical error in last line, changing word
"such" to "each." ‘
No comment.
In our reports of December 27, 1937, and March 9, 1958, we
stated that the values in the Conejos River schedule expressed
the relationship which had prevailed for the past ten years.
Upon further analysis we find that this curve was slightly
in error, and now recommend that the following values be used:
DISCHARGE OF CONEIOS RIVER _
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100 O
150 20
200 45
250 I 75
500 109
550 147
400 188
450 . ‘ 252
500 278
550 k 326
600 » 576
650 426
700 . 476
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by pr0portional parts.
No comment.
To avoid confusion between natural and recorded runoff, we
suggest elimination of word "natural" in line 4.
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Page 8.
Page 9.
Page 10.
Page ll;
Page 12.
To be more accurate technically, the last two lines should
read:
"....the total dissolved solids in such water exceeds three
hundred fifty parts per million."
No comment.
The wrong paragraph was apparently copied and the following
from our report of March 9 should be substituted:
"The application of this schedule shall be subject to the
provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments
shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico at any time of
the year of the natural runoff at Otowi Bridge; (c) depletion
of the runoff during July, August, and September of tribu~
taries between Otowi Bridge and San.Marcial, by works con—
structed after 1937; and (d) any trans-mountain diversions
into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial."
we suggest that the last paragraph be eliminated.
To cover the specific intent of the last paragraph on page 9,
we suggest the addition of the following:
"The Commission shall cause special studies to be-initiated
and continued to determine the relationship between the flow
of the Rio Grande at San Acacia, at San Marcial, and below
Elephant Butte reservoir, to the end that an equivalent
schedule may be substituted without delay should the neces—
sity arise. Similar studies shall be made elsewhere when
advisable.” I ' I
For clarification, in the third lines of the second and third
paragraphs, insert the word "holdover" ahead of the word
"storage."
Change last paragraph to read as follows:
"In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits
of Colorado and New Mexico, any annual credit in excess of
150,000 acre—feet shall be taken as equal to that amount."
Insert paragraph ahead of the above to read as follows:
"The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release
from storage of any amount of water which is then being held
in storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New
Mexico; provided, that such water shall be replaced at the
first opportunity thereafter."
Eliminate the first paragraph.
Change order of remaining paragraphs, as follows:
"In any year in which actual spill occurs..."
"In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water...”
"In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits..."
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Page 13.
Page 14.
Page 15.
Eliminate first paragraph as this is covered by definition
of "hypothetical spill."
Modify the first proviso to read in part as follows:
"...provided, that if the actual releases of usable water
from the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this Compact, or from the beginning of the calendar year following actual spill, have aggregated more..."
Add the following proviso:
"Provided further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or both, may
relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept
such relinquished water, and in such event the State, or
States, so relinquishing shall be entitled to store water in
the amount of the water so relinquished."
Amplify this_paragraph as follows:
"During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for
Texas may demand of Colorado and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of
water from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the
amount of the accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such release..."
In the next to the last line insert after the word "release"
the expression:
"...of 790,000 acre-feet."
Page 16. No comment.
Page 17. The intent of this provision is not clear to us.
Page 18, et seq. No comment.
The foregoing rec0mmended changes are within the intent of our
reports.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(Sgd) E. B. Debler E. B. Debler for the United State
(Sgd) R. J. Tipton
Royce I. Tipton for Colerado
(Sgd) John H. Bliss
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
I CONCUR:
(Sgd) R. A. Hill
(Sgd) H. C. Neuffer Raymond A. Hill for Texas.
H. C. Neuffer
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Appendix No. 10
Santa Fe, N. M., March 17, 1958.
~
The Rio Grande Compact Commission,
Mr. S. 0. Harper,
Mr. M. C. Hinderlider,
Mr. Thomas M. McClure,
Mr. Frank B. Clayton.
Gentlemen:
The Engineering Advisers of your Commission have reviewed
the draft of the Rio Grande Compact submitted to you by your Legal
Advisers on March 17, 1938. It is our opinion that this is in
accordance with the intent of our report of March 9, 1958, and we
recommend it for your favorable consideration and approval.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ADVISERS
(Sgd) E. B. Debler A
E. B. Debler for the United States
(Sgd) R. J. Tipton
Rbyce J. Tipton for Colorado
(Sng) John H. Bliss
John H. Bliss for New Mexico
(Sad) R. A. Hill
I CONCUR: ‘ Raymond A. Hill for Texas.
(Sgd) H. C. Neuffer
H. C. Neuffer
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' Appendix No. 11
RIO GRANDE COMPACT
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the
State of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of present and future
controversy among these States and between citizens of one of these
States and citizens of another State with respect-to the use or the
waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Qnitman, Texas, and being moved
by considerations of interstate comity, and for the purpose of
effecting an equitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved
to conclude a Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to
that end, through their respective Governors, have named as their
respective Commissioners;
For the State of Colorado - M._'c. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico — Thomas M. McClure
For the State of Texas - Frank'B. Clayton
who, after negotiations participated in by S. 0. Harper, appointed
by the President as the representative of the United States of
America, have agreed upon the following articles, to—wit:
ARTICLE I.
(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State
of Texas, and the United States of America, are hereinafter designated "Colorado," "New Mexico, " "Texas, " and the "United States,"
respectively.
(b) "The Commission" means the agency created by this Compact
for the administration thereof. '
(c) The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the territory
drained by the Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado, in New‘
Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Quitman, including the Closed Basin
in Colorado. ' ,
(d) The "Closed Basin" means that part of the Rio Grande Basin
in Colorado where the streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and
adjacent territory, and do not normally contribute to the flow of
the Rio Grande.
(e) The term "tributary" means any stream which naturally
contributes to the flow of the Rio Grande.
. (f)‘ "Transmountain Diversion" is water imported into the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of
the Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.
. (g) "Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries
in any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
A‘
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(h)! "Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year exceed scheduled deliveries.
(i) "Accrued Debits" are the amounts by which the sum of all
annual debits exceeds the sum of all annual credits over any common
period of time.. ' .
(j) "Accrued Credits" are the amounts by which the sum of all
annual credits exceeds the sum of all annual debits over any common
period of time.
(k) "Project Storage" is the combined capacity of Elephant
Butte Reservoir and all other reservoirs actually available for the
storage of usable water below Elephant Butte and above the first ‘
diversion to lands of the Rio Grande Project, but not more than a
total of 2,658,860 acre-feet.
(l) "Usable water” is all water, exclusive of credit water,
which is in project storage and which is available for release in
accordance with irrigation demands, including deliveries to Mexico.
(m) "Credit water" is that amount of water in project storage
which is equal to the accrued credit of Colorado, or New Mexico,
or both.
(n) "Unfilled Capacity"'is the difference between the total
physical capacity of project storage and the amount of usable water
then in storage.
(0) "Actual Release" is the amount of usable water released
in any calendar year from the lowest reservoir comprising project
storage.
(P) "Actual Spill" is all water which is actually spilled
from Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is released therefrom for flood
control, in excess of the current demand on project storage and
which does not become usable water by storage in another reservoir?
provided, that actual spill of usable water cannot occur until all
credit water shall have been spilled.
(q) "Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any year at which
usable water would have Spilled from project storage if 790,000
acre-feet had been released therefrom at rates proportional to the
actual release in every year from the starting date to the end of
the year in which hypothetical spill occurs; in computing hypotheti~ .
cal spill the initial condition shall be the amount of usable water
in project storage at the beginning of the calendar year following
the effective date of this Campact, and thereafter the initial con-.
dition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage at
the beginning of the calendar year following each actual spill.
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ARTICLE II.
The Commission shall cause to be maintained and Operated
a stream gaging station equipped with an automatic water stage
recorder at each of the following points, teewit:
(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal
points of diversion to the San Luis Valley;
(b) On the Conejos River near Megote;
(c) On the Los Pines River near Ortiz;
(d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
‘(e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces;
(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos;
(g) On the Rio Chama below Ei’Vado ReServoir;
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
(1) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(3) 0n the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
(k) 0n the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir;
(1) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated
below any other reservoir constructed after l929, and at such other
points as may be necessary for the securing of records required fer
the carrying out of the Compact; and automatic water stage record~
ers shall be maintained and operated on each of the reservoirs men—
tioned, and on all others constructed after 1929.
Such gaging stations Shall be equipped, maintained and
operated by the Commission directly or in cooperation with an appropriate Federal or State Agency, and the equipment, method and fre~
quency of measurement at such stations shall be such as to produce
reliable records at all times.
ARTICLE III.
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio
Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico State Line, measured at or near
Lobatos, in each calendar year, shall be ten thousand acre~feet
less than the sum of those quantities set forth in the two following tabulations of relationship, which correspond to the quantities
at the upper index stations:
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DISCHARGE OF CONEJOSjRIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100 O
150 - 20
200 , t ,45
250 75
300 109
550 147'
400 , 188
450 I 252
500 278
550 326
600 375,
650 426
700 476
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index'Suppiy is the natural flow of Conejos River
at the U}S.G.S. gaging station near Mogote during the calendar
year, plus the natural flow of Los Pines River at the U;S.G.S.
gaging station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River
at the U.S.G.S. gaging station at Ortiz, both during the months of
April to October, inclusive.
(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined diséharge of
branches of this river at the U.S.G.S. gaging stations near Los
Sauces during the Calendar year.
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of sore—feet
Rio Grands at Lobatos
Rio Grande at Del Norte (5) less Conejos at Mouths (4).
200 60
250 65
300 ' 75
550 86
400 ‘ 98
. 450 112
500 - '12?
550 144
600 162
650 182
700 204
750 229
800 257
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DISCHARGE 0F RIO GRANDE EXDLUSIVE 0F CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet (centinued}
Rio Grande at Lobatos
Rio Grande at Del Nerte (5) less Conejos at Mouths (4)
850 . 292
900 535
950 580
1,000 ' 430
1,100 540
1,200 . 640
1,500 740
1,400 _ 840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts. ,
(5) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio
‘ Grands at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Del Norte during the
calendar year (measured above all principal points of diversion to
San Luis Valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs 00nstructed after 1937.
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the totalr
flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Lobatos,
‘less the discharge of Conejos River at its Mouths, during the calendar year.
The application of these schedules shall be subject to‘
the provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments
shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging stations;
(b) any new or increased depletiOn of the runoff above inflow index
gaging stations; and (c) any transmountain diversions into the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lohatos.
In event any works are constructed after 1957 for the
purpose of delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed
Basin, Colorado shall not be credited with the amount of such water
delivered, unless the preportion of sodium ions shall be less than
forty-five percant of the total positive ions in that water when
the total dissolved solids in such water exceeds three hundred
fifty parts per million.
ARTICLE IV.
The obligation of New MBXico to deliver water in the Rio
Grande at San Marcial, during each calendar year, exclusive of the
months of July, August and September, shall be that quantity set
forth in the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds
to the quantity at the upper index station:
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DISCHARGE 0F RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI
BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL EXCLUEQVE OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) San Marcial Index Supply (6)
100 0
‘200 p 65
300 141
400 219
500 300
600 385
700 L 469
800 557
900 648
1000 742
1100 859
1200 959
1300 1042
1400 1148
1500 1257
1500 1370
1700 1489
1800 1608
1900 1750
2000 1856
2100 1985
2200 2117
2500 2253
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(5)“ The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the U.S,G.S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San
Ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman) during the calendar year,
exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and Septem—
ber, corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after
1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and
Otowi Bridge.
(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the gaging station at San Marcial during the calendar
year exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and
September.
The application of this schedule shall be subject to the
provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall
be made for (a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b)
depletion after 1929 in New Mexico at any time of the year of the
natural runoff at Otowi Bridge; (c) depletion of the runoff during
July, August and September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and
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San Marcial, by works constructed after 1937: and (d) any trans—
mountain diversions into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San
Marcial. .
Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the Rio
Grande at San Marcial, near San Acacia, and of the release frOm
Elephant Butte Reservoir, to the end that the records at these
three stations may be correlated. 1
ARTICLE V.
, If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and
determination of the Commission that because of changed physical
conditions, or for any other reason, reliable records are not ob‘tainable, or cannot be obtained, at any of the stream gaging stations herein referred to, such stations may, with the unanimous
approval of the Commission, be abandoned, and with such apprOval
another station, or other stations, shall be established and new
measurements shall be substituted which, in the unanimous opinion
of the Commission, will result in substantially the same results,
so far as the rights and obligations to deliver water are cencerned,
as would have existed if such substitution of stations and measurements had not been so made.
ARTICLE VI.
Commencing with the year following the effective date of
this Compact, all credits and debits of Colorado and New Mexico
shall be computed for each calendar year; provided, that in a year
of actual spill no annual credits nor annual debits shall be computed for that year.
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued
debit shall exceed 100,000 acre—feet, except as either or both may
be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed
after 1937 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos.
Within the physical limitations of storage capacity in such reser—
voirs, Colorado shall retain water in storage at all times to the
extent of its accrued debit.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall notl
exceed 200,000 acre-feet at any time, except as such debit’may be
caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed after
1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and
_sh Marcial. Within the physical limitations of storage capacity
in such reServoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in storage at all
times to the extent of its accrued debit. In computing the magni—
tude of accrued credits or debits, New Mexico shall not be charged
with any greater debit in any one year than the sum of 150,000 acrefeet and all gains in the quantity of water in storage in such year.
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the
release from storage of any amount of water which is then being
held in storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New
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Mexico; provided, that such water shall be replaced at the first
opportunity thereafter.
, In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued
debits_of Colorado or New Mexico, any annual credits in excess of
150,000 acre—feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the accrued
credits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of
the year shall be reduced in proportion to their respective credits
by the amount of such actual spill; provided, that the amount of
actual spill shall be deemed to be increased by the aggregate gain
in the amount of water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in
reservoirs above San Marcial constructed after 1929; provided,
further, that if the CommiSSioners for the States having,accrued
credits authorize the release of part, or all, of such credits in
advance of spill, the amount so released shall be deemed to consti—
tute actual spill.
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable
water, or at the time of hypothetical spill thereof, all accrued
debits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the
year shall be cancelled.
In any year in Which the aggregate of accrued debits of
Colorado and New Mexico exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of
project storage, such debits shall be reduced proportionally to an
aggregate amount equal to such minimum unfilled capacity.
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in res—
ervoirs between sen Marcial and Courchesne, and to the extent that
accrued debits are impounded in reservoirs above San Marcial, such
credits and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for
evaporation losses in the proportion that such credits or debits
bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the
year.
ARTICLE VII.
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount
of water in storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever
there is less than 400,000 acre-feet of usable water in project
storage; provided, that if the actual releases of usable water from
the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date Of
this Compact, or from the beginning of the calendar year following
actual spill, have aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acrefeet per annum, the time at which such minimum stage is reached
shall be adjusted to compensate for the difference between the
total actual release and releases at such average rate; provided,
further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or both, may relinquish
accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept such relinquished
water, and in such event the state, or states, so relinquishing
shall be entitled to store water in the amount of the water sorelinquished.
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ARTICLE'VIII.
During the month of January of any year the Commissioner
for Texas may demand of Colorado and New'Mexico, and the 00mmissioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of water ‘
from Storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of '
the accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and
such releases shall be_made by each at the greatest rate practicable
under the conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total
debit of each, and in amounts, limited by their accrued debits,
sufficient to bring the quantity of usable water in project storage
to 600,000 acre-feet by March first and to maintain this quantity
in storage until April thirtieth, to the end that a normal release
of 790,000 acre-feet may be made from project storage in that year.
‘ ARTICLE IX.
Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United
States or the State of New Mexico decides to construct the neces—
sary works for diverting the waters of the San Juan River, or any
of its tributaries, into the Rio Grande, Colorado hereby consents
to the construction of said works and the diversion of waters from
the San Juan River, or the tributaries thereof, into the Rio Grande
in New'Mexico, provided the present and prospective uses of water
in Colorado by other diversions from the San Juan River, or its
tributaries, are protected.
\
ARTICLE X.
In the event water from another drainage basin shall be
imported into the Rio Grande Basin by the United States or Colorado
or New Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State having the right
to the use of such water shall be given proper credit therefor in
the application of the schedules,
ARTICLE XI.
New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective date
of this Compact all controversies between said States relative to
the quantity or quality of the water of the Rio Grande are composed
and settled; however, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent
recourse by a signatory state to the Supreme Court of the United
States for redress should the character or quality of the water, at
the point of delivery be changed hereafter by one signatory State
to the injury of another. Nothing herein shall be construed as an
admission by any signatory state that the use of water for irrigation causes increase of salinity for which the user is responsible
'in law.
ARTICLE XII.
To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall
be_constituted a Commission composed of one representative from
each State, to be known as the Rio Grande Compact Commission. The
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State Engineer of Colorado shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande Com—
pact Cemmissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer of New Mexico
shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New
Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas shall be
appointed by the Governor of Texas. The President of the United
States shall be requested to designate a representative of the
United States to sit with such Commission, and such representative
of the United States, if so designated by the President, shall act
as Chairman of the Commission without vote.
The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande COM?
pact Commissioners for the three States shall be paid by their res—
pective States, and all other expenses incident to the administration of this Compact, not borne by the United States, shall be
borne equally by the three States.
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore speci»
fically conferred upon such Commission, and the members thereof,
the jurisdiction of such Commission shall extend only to the collection, correlation and presentatiou of factual data and the
maintenance of records having a bearing upon the administration of
this Compact, and, by unanimous action, to the making of recommendations to the respective States upon matters connected with the
administration of this Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ such engineering and clerical aid as may be
reasonably necessary within the limit of funds provided for that
purpose by the respective States. Annual reports compiled for
each calendar year shall be made by the Commission and transmitted
to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March first
following the year covered.by the report. The Commission may, by
unanimous action, adopt rules and regulations consistent with the
provisions of this Compact to govern their proceedings.
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive
in any court or tribunal Which may be called upon to interpret or
enforce this Compact. I
ARTICEE XIII.
At the expiration of every five year period after the
effective date of this Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous
consent, review any provisions hereof which are not substantive in
character and which do not affect the basic principles upon which
the Compact is founded, and shall meet for the consideration of such
questions on the request of any member of the Cemmission; provided,
however, that the provisions hereof shall remain in full force and
effect until changed and amended within the intent of the Compact
by unanimous action of the Commissioners, and until any changes in
this Compact are ratified by the legislatures of the respective
states and consented to by the Congress, in the same manner as this
00mpact is required to be ratified to become effective.
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ARTICLE XIV.
The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water
herein allocated shall never be increased‘nor diminished by reason
of any increase or diminution in the delivery or loss of water to
Mexico. '
ARTICLE XV.
The physical and other conditions characteristic of the
Rio Grande and peculiar to the territory drained and served thereby,
and to the development thereof, have actuated this Compact and none
of the signatory states admits that any provisions herein contained
establishes any general principle or precadent applicable to other
interstate streams.
ARTICLE XVI.
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting
the obligations of the United States of America to Mexico under
existing treaties, or to the Indian Tribes, or as impairing the
rights of the Indian Tribes.
ARTICLE XVII.
This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the
legislatures of each of the signatory states and consented to by
the Congress of the United States. Notice of ratification shall be
given by the Governor of each state to the Governors of the other
states and to the President of the United States, and the President
of the United States is requested to give notice to the Governors
of each of the signatory states of the consent of the Cengress of
the United States.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed this
Compact in quadruplicate original, one of which shall be deposited
in the archives of the Department of State of the United States of
'America and shall be deemed the authoritative original, and of which
a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of
the signatory States. ‘
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico,
on the 18th day of March, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand
Nine Hundred and Thirty-eight.
(Sgd.) M. c. Hinderlider.
(Sgd.} Thomas M. McClure.
(Sgd.) Frank B. Clayton.
APPROVED: (Sgd‘) So 0'. r I‘Iarpero
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Appendix No . 12
March 26, 1958.
The Honorable ,
The Secretary of the Interior,
washington, D. C. ,
Re: Rio Grande Compact.
My dear Mr. Secretary:
I have the honor to submit my_final report on the deliberations of the Rio Grande Compact Cammission.
On December 8, 1934, I received the following telegram:
"S. 0. HARPER, BUREAU OF RECLAMMION, DENVER.
"BY DIRECTION OF PRESIDENT YOU ARE DIREGEED TO ATTEND
MEETING SANTA FE DECEMBER TEN AS HIS REPRESENTATIVE TO
PRESIDE AT MEETING OF COMMISSIONERS REPRESENTING COLORADO NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS TO CONFER FOR PURPOSE OF NEGOo
TIATING-A.NEW INTERSEEIE COMPACT REGARDING WATERS OF THE
RIO GRANDE TO REPLACE TEMPORARY COMPACT TO WHICH THE
UNITED STATES IS A PARTY STOP PLEASE CONFIRM.
ICKES, SECRETARY. "
PUrsuant to your instructions, I have served as the representat ive of the United States and chairman of the Commission
authorized by appropriate action of the legislatures of the States
of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, to negotiate an interstate come
pact for an equitable division of the waters of the Rio Grande.
The other members of the Commission were M. C. Hinderlider, Thomas
M. McClure, and Frank B. Clayton, Commissioners for Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas, respectively.
Six meetings have been held, all at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
since the Commission was organized on December lO,v1934, the final
meeting lasting from March 3 to 18, 1938. The progress made in
the earlier meetings has been heretofore reported to you,-but may
be briefly summarized as follows: The temporary compact between
the three states, dated February 12, 1929, which expired on June 1,
1955, was renewed for a period of two years, ending June 1, 1937,
and was thereafter renewed for a further period of four months,
ending October I, 1937.
In December 1955, the National Resources Committee,
through its Water Resources Committee, represented by Consultants
Harlan H. Barrows and Frank Adams, met with the Commission and
suggested a plan of cooperation between the Committee and the
several States and Federal agencies concerned, under which there
might be undertaken a comprehensive investigation of the water re—
sources of the Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman, including
studies of the past, present, and prospective uses of Water in
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such basin, and the opportunities for conserving the water and land
resources, to assist the Commission in reaching a satisfactory
basis for the equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio
Grande between the three States. The Commission gladly accepted
,the offer of the National Resources Committee and the results of
its work, extendhmgover a period of 18 months, were made available
as the report of the Rio Grande Joint Investigation in June 1957.
The last extension of the temporary compact from June 1, 1937, to
October 1, 1937, was agreed to for the purpose of enabling the
Commission to make full use of the results of the Rio Grande Joint
Investigation in the formulation of a permanent Compact.
It is now my pleasure to report that at the meeting held
in Santa Fe from March a to ‘18, 1958, a final and complete agreement was reached by the Commission On an equitable division of the
waters of the Rio Grande, and a permanent.Compact was signed on
March 18, by the CommiSsioners representing the three states, and
by the representative of the United States. It will become effec—
tive when ratified by the legislatures of each of the signatory
States and consented to by the Congress of the United States.
The Compact, if ratified, will end over forty years of
controversy and dispute among the States, and it is the unanimous
opinion of the Commissioners and their advisers that it prOvides
an eminently fair and equitable solution of this troublesome problem. It is my belief that the interests of the United States are
fully safeguarded by (a) inclusion, in the State allocations, of
all water to which Federal irrigation projects are entitled, (b)
provision in Article XII for a representative of the United States
to serve on the permanent commission set up to administer the Com—
pact, and (c) by the provisions of Article XVI that "Nothing in
this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obligations of
the United States of America to Mexico under existing treaties, or
to the Indian Tribes, or as impairing the rights of the Indian Tribes."
The successful outcome of these negotiations may be ascribed in a large degree to the cooperative spirit which actuated
the Commissiouers and their advisers throughout the four-year period of negotiations and the patience, tolerance, and earnest effort
in evidence at all times. Special credit is due to the engineering
committee, consisting of E. B. Eebler, representing the United
States, R. I. Tipton, representing Colorado, John H. Bliss, repre—
senting New'Mexico, and Raymond A. Hill, representing Texas, who
Set up the factual data on which the Compact is based; to the committee of attorneys to which the duty was assigned of drafting the
Compact in appropriate legal form, consisting of George M. Corlett,
Ralph Carr, and Clifford Stone, representing Colorado, A. T.
Bennett and Fred E. Wilson, representing New Mexico, and Richard F5
Burges and Edwin Mechem, representing Texas and the lands in New
Mexico below Elephant Butte Reservoir; to all of the representatives
of the National Resources Committee, and in particular to Consultants
Harlan H. Barrows and Frank Adams, who rendered most valuable
assistance not only through the Rio Grande Joint Investigation, but
also in helpful advice and counsel during the progress of the
negotiations. '
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There is herewith transmitted the authoritatiVe original
Compact which, in accordance with the provisions in the concluding
article, is to be deposited in the archives of the Department of
State, and a duly certified copy thereof is to be forwarded to the
Governor of each of the signatory States. For the latter purpoSe
three additional copies are enclosed, which, it is respectfully
requested, be certified by the State Department and one copy torn
warded to the Governor of each-signatory State. Two copies are
also enclosed for the files of the Interior Department.
Respectfully,
S. 0. HErper'
S. 0. Harper,
Chairman, Rio Grande
Compact Commission.
Encls.
In dupl.
CC-Mr. M. C. Hinderlider
Mr. Thomas M. McClure
Mr. Frank B. Clayton
Commissioner of Reclamation
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This contract made and entered into by and between the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District of New Mexico and El Paso
1 of Texas, pursuant to reso uTorisFthe Boar oT
Directors ore respective Districts, authorizing the same, WITNESSETH
THAT:
WUEREAS, it is expedient that the acreage within each irrigation District
which is to be irrigated should be cushioned by allowing the distribution of water to a small excess of acreage over and above that allotted to the two Districts under the Rio Grande New Mexico-Texas Rec].amation Project, to the end that annual variations, within narrow limits,
shall be permitted, and so that, each year, there will be within the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District 88,000 acres of land, and within
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, 67,000 acres upon
which construction and operation and maintenance charges may belevied;
THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that either District may increase the
acreage, to be irrigated and to be subject to construction charges,
not to exceed three (3) per cent of the present authorized acreage
in each District, that Is to say Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
having an authorized acrea7e of 88,000' acres, may increase such acreage
to the extent of three (3
per cent thereof, amounting to not to exceed 2,640 acres; that El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1,
having a present authorized acreage of 67,000 acres, may increase such
acreage to three (3) per cent thereof, that is, not to exceed 2,010
acres, said additional lands, in any case, to be within the limits of
the present irrigation Districts, or any future extensions, thereof.
It is furthe agreed and understoOd that in the event of a shortage
of water for irrigation in any year, the distribution of the available
supply In such year, shall so far as practicable, be made in the proportion of 67/155 thereof to the lands within El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1,1 and 88/155 to the, lands within the Elephant
Butte irrigation .Distri ct.
It is further agreed and understood that the operation and maintenanCe'
costs of the project works (exclusive of the storage and power development) for the calendar 'year 1938 and thereafter shall be distributed
between the two Districts in the same manner as similar costs were
distributed f or the calendar year 1937, and that the same ratios for
the two Districts,, respectively, that were applied to said costs for
that year common to both Districts shall be used in 1938 and subsequent years.
This contract to be effective only during the period when the proposed
contracts under Public No. 249, Seventy-fifth Congress, 1st Session,
between, '(1) the United States and Elephant Butte Irrigation District
and (2) the United State's and El Paso County Water Improvement District
No. 1 are in force, and if either or both of said contracts should
terminate after both have become effective, this contract is also to
terminate.
APRIL-28 1 38
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the parties hereunto have caused the same to be
signed by the Presidents of their respective Boards of Directors, and
attested by the Secretary with the seal of said corporation,
this 16th day of February, A. D. 1938
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
OF NEW MEXICO.
By (Sigped) Arthur Starr
President
(SEAL)
ATTEST: (Signed) Jose R. Lucero
Secretary, Elephant Butte
Irrigation Distri Ct.
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT'DISTRIC'p
DISTRICT NO. 1 OF TEXAS
By (Si&ned) T. D. Porcher
President
(SEAL)
i
ATTEST: (Signed) Idu 6 T. Gillett
Secretary, El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1
APPROVED THIS 11th DAY OF APRIL, A. D. 1938
(Signed) Oscar L. Chapman
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TEE INTERIOR
OSE/LF-00030368
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PROVISIONS OF 'tHE
CO:MPACT
}:he Rio Grande Compact, entered into and signed by the Compact
Corm11issioners JIJiarch 18, 1938, represents a complete agreemen:t by
the Commission on the division of' the waters of the Rio Grande stream
system above F'ort Quitman, 'l'exaso
It is the unanimous opinion of the
Commissioners and their advisers t.hat the Compact provides an eminently
fair and equitable solution of a very troublesome problem and vvill end
over forty years of controversy and dispute among the three States ..
It ,vill become effective when :t•atif:l.ed by the legislatures o:f the
Ugnato17 States and consented to by the Congress of the United states"'
Schedu:Je s
The division of the waters of the Rio Grande be·tween the three
States is based upon two schedules: (1) at the Colorado-N,sw Mexico
State Line, and (2) at San Marcial at the head of t;lephant Butte
Heservoir o
'I' he measurement of the water e.t Ban Marcial rather than e.t
the
l~ew
Mexico-Texas line is necessary because the l:'llephant Butte Project
must be opera·bed as a unit.
The Colorado obligation is based upon two schedules of discharge, the
sum of which equals the oondi tion of flow of the Hio Gra.nde at the i:)tat;e
Line during the past 10 years,.
One schedule is based upon the index
inflow, above all major points of' diversion, of' three main streams comprising the Conejos River system and the resulting index outflow at the
mouth of the Conejos near Los Se.uces; the other is be.sed upon U1e index inflow
-1,
.·.
~,
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of the .:main stem of the ltio Grande above all major points of diversion
and the resulting index outflow at the State Line .minus the contribution
of the Conejos Rivero
In the application of these schedules appropriate
adjustments are to be :made for (a) any change in location of gaging
stations, (b) any new or increased depletion above the inflow index
stations, and (o) any transmountain diversion into the drainage basin ..
.Any water from the Closed Basin in Colorado made availab:IB to the river
by works constructed after 1937 shall be considered as imported water
and Colorado shall receive full credit for the S8Jne, provided
i.~he
quantity
and quaHty of dissolved salts therein do not exceed certain minimums ..
The obligation of New iviexico to deliver water at San Marcial is based
upon the index inflow of the Rio Grt:mde at Otowi at the head of the Middle
V>alle y end the index outflow at Se.n li/Ja.rcial a-t; the lower end thereof, the
:relationship between the two :representing conditions prior to 1930 when
reclamo.tion and drainage in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District was
started"'
The index flows in each case represent annual discharges reduced
by the d:i. scharges during the months of Ju.ly, August and September.
'I' he
inclusion of these three months seemed to be impracticable because of the
extremely variable tributary inflows between the two stations during these
periods and the difficulty of arriving at the amounts thereofo
il.lthough
the schedule takes no account of possible changes in consu.mption during
the three months period (except for cer·tain provisions elsewhere in the
Comra ct), it was the feeling of the Commissioners that such changes if'
any would be omall in amotmt.,
Should appreciable deviation in either
-2•,•,•
':•,~,
•,'

direction become evident in the :fluture, it is probable
tha~>
a supplementary
schedule wi 11 be dre:wn to eompensa:t;e for such change.
In the application
of the New Mexico schedule appropriate adjustments a:re to be me.de for (a)
any change in location of gaglng sta:bions, (b) addi-tional deple·bions after
1929 of the runoff between the StaJce Line and Otowi gaging stations, (c)
depletion of tributary runof'f during July, August and September between
Otovvi and San Marcial by works constructed after 1907, and (d) transmountain
diversions into the drainage basino
Although ·bhere is no schedule of releases from Elephant Butte Project
storage~ the normal release therefrom is considered to be an average of
790~000
acre feet per annU:m, when and if available..
8hould the stage of
1Uephant But"l:;e reservoir become low enough to involve storage in upstream
reservoirs, or high enough to involve the reduction of debits of' the upper
States - both as provided for in the Compac·t, and as discussed hereinafter ...
proper adjustments are provided for correcting the stage thereof by the
amount by which actual releases have exceed.ed the average norrnal release
of 790~000 acre feet.,
Debits or credits may be accumulated by Colorado or New Mexico by deliv·eries
at their respective outflow index s·batj_ons below or in excess of schedule
requirements..
No restrictions have been placed upon the amount of credit water
which may be e.corued by either i:ltate, excepting certain natural restrictions
mentioned hereinafter<>
The toJcal debit, however, which may be accrued by

either State has been limited~ excepting as such debit :rnay be ce,used by
sf.;orage in reservoirs corurbructed after 1929<>
A limit on deb:i:ts is
OJ':'
course neeessary ·to prevent additional depletions in one State to the
detriment of downstream users ..
Stor~~t3.
The Compact recognizes by im.p1:1.cation, in severs.l of its provisions,
that storage in J;;lephan:b I3utte reservoir is prior in right to storage in
reservoirs oonstruo·bed in the Rio Grande basin after 1929<>
·rhe efl'eot of
storage in small
res<n~voirs
constructed p:d.or ·to 1929 "are already reflected
in the schedules and therefore no restrictions are placed upon their
operations"
'l'he Compact provides for the unlimited storage in post-1929
reservoirs
exceptin€~
at such times as the :tilephant Butte
S 1.:tpply
may become
d.eficieJ.Yb by reason of such storage..
Credit water of Colorado and l\iew·
_t\ilexico may be stored in LBlephant Butte whenever there is available capacity ..
'l'he effect of- this arrangement is to allovr for the s·tore.ge of Elephant Butte
reservoir water in upstream reservoirs and for the storage of upstream water
in :iilephant Butte reservoir ·to the muJcual benefi-t; of all three States.
To protect each of the three Stat;es, 'the exchange of reservoir wa·ter is
ciro<.unsoribed. by several restrictions.,
'l'he cred:i. t -water belonging to any
State and stored in a:aother State 1 s reservoir must not crovrd out the second
Sta·be 1 s ovm, or what may be called Husable 11 , storageo
For this reason
-4-

credit storage is considered as riding on top of the
11 usable 1'
supply and
is of course ·bhe first to spill as a reservoir near capacity..
Again,
each State should share the losses of wa·ber from. another's reservoir in
which she may be storing
water~
each is therefore charged with evaporation
losses from ru other• s reservoir in which she tnay _have storage in the
proportion her W'ater bears ·bo the total amount in str>ragee
Whenever spill from Elepho.nJc Butte reservoirs is imminent and. water may
be lost to the entire basin, any deb3:ts of Colorado and lllevr Mexico shall
be reduced by the amount by which their der)lts exceed the unfilled
capacity,.
Should spill actually occur, all debits of the two upper States
are vri ped otr'c.
ln determining the occurrence of those periods when the
debits of the upper States are reduced or cancelled, adjustment shall h:l
made for any amount by ·which actual pro;jeot releases ha·ve exceeded the
11 normal 11
release..
At any time when spill from Elephant Butte seems
imminent~ the Commissioners of the two upper Sts:l:;es m.<1.y authorize the
release of any credit water they may have in 1Hephant Butte in order that
the actual duration of such spill may be lengthened in time and the best
possible use ofo i·b made on lends below the reservoir ..
A restriction to lllllmited storage in reservoirs above Elephant Butte
construc·bed after 1929 occurs at those times when .linephant Butte storage
(corrected for releases in excess of normal) become111 deficient duet o such
upstream storage.,
Hheneve:r the usable projeClt supply drops below 600 ,ooo
acre feet and it seems unlikely that
natu1~al
flows will make up the
deficiency, the Commissioner from Texas or from New Mexico may, on o:r near

the first of January, call for the release of l!llephaut Butte water in
storage in ups·tream reservoirs in amounts sufficient to bring projeet
storage up to 600 1 000 acre feet by the first of March anc.l to maintain it
there until April 30th.
'fo assure that such J:lJlephe.nt Butte water is
available to the project when needed the Compact provides -bhat withill
the physical limitations of their reservoirs, Colorado and New lVtexico
shall each retain water in storage at all times to the extent of their
respective accrued debits.
However, the Commission
by unanimous action
may authorize the release of any or all of the 1Hephant But:;te water so
held provided that it shall be replaced at the first opportunity thereafter..
'.l'his general provision allows for the fullest use of the available
storag;e supply and provides that only ·[;he minimum release of debit we.ter
need be made from upstream reservoirs to assure the project supply.
'l'he only ot11er restriction upon storage e,bove J:!!lephant Butte occurs
at the time_ when the usable project supply (again corrected for overreleases) drops below 400 1 000 acre fee·b.
During such periods neither
Colorado or Hevr Mexico is allowed to increase the amount of water in
storae;e in reservoirs construc-t;ed after 1929 until that minimum stage
is again
reached~
provided, however, that if either Colorado or New
Mexico has credit water in [1;lephant Butte she ll1..'W relinquish her olo.im
thereto and store ws,tEJr in her 01Nn reservoirs in the amount of the water
so
relinquished~>
It has been mentioned above that credits, or. credit water in l:;;lephant
Butte, may be accrued by Colorado or New lViexioo by deliveries in excess
of schedule requirements.
One of the chief sources of credit water,

particularly in the Middle Valley, is the saving effected by the
reclamation and drainage of seeped and swampy lands ·which formerly con..
s1..uned large quantities of water.,
In the e.mount by which any deliveries
exceed the scheduled deliveries at her outflow index station, either Colorado or
l~ew
Mexico may remove restrictions from water stored in her
reservoirs; i ..
e.,
that amount becomes her storage and is no longer
Elephant Butte we:l:;er<>
Another condition ·which permits upper reservoirs to
mm their water restriction-free
occm~s
whenever sp:i.ll is imminent or
actually occurs from ProJect store.ge.
If spill actually occurs, all water
in storage in upstreo.m reservoirs is freed of tcmy restric·l:;ii:ms; if spill
is imminent but does not actually occur, the debit$ or, practically, the
amount of Elephant Butte water in upstream reservoirs, is reduced in amount
to a quantity equal to the minimum unfilled capacity..
If either Colore.do
or New J,!le:x:ico produces credits sufficient at all times to wipe out any
debits caused by storage in reservoirs constructed after
1929~
the operation
of her reservoirs vvill, of course, never be restricted -- she will never
have any Elephant Butte water in storage,.
The engineering basis upon v.rhich the works of the Conservancy
District were predice.ted was that flood control and drainage thereof would
conserve large quantities of water forro.erly lost by useless seepage and
evaporation and would permit of complete agricultural development of the
entire area in the District.,
Analyses of the records of the past eie;ht
years shovr that substantial sav:inc;s have been made annually and indicate
that even under complete developrnent of the Distr:i.c·b the delbreries at
San Marcial should be substantially in excess of those required by the
schedule.
Because of these savings it is probable that the operation of
-7','.',','

El Vado Reservoir, based upon a series of years such as 1890 to
1938~
will be
obligated by ·the above restrictions on store..ge no more than once or ·brice in a
fifty-year period, and in these yea1·s which necessarily must be unusually dry
ones$ it is probable that the av13.ilable supply will be so limited that H·btle
water could be stored ..
At all other.times the Conservancy District should
be able to develop and operate her system in accordance with her Official
Plan with no restriction or hinderance whatsoever.,
General Provisions
Besides the engineering features, there are several general provisions
of the Compact, inclnding the administration thereof$ present controversies,.
and rights of the Federal Government..,
The rights of both Colorado and New Mexico to transmountain diversion
of San Juan River waters to the Rio Grande basin are recognizedll subject onl;y
to the safegue.rding of all water uses in the San Juan basin itself'.
All
present con-troversies betvyeen Nevr Mexico e.nd Texas regarding quantity and
quality of we.ter are deemed settledo
A further article states that no riglrl:;s
or oblic;ations of the Federal Govermr.ent shall be construed as being affected
by the provisions of the Compact.. The administrative e.gency of the Compact shall be a Compact Commission
consistin~;
of one Commissioner from each Stete, namely, the State Engineers
of Colorado and New Mexico e.nd a Conmlissioner from. Texas to be appointed
by the Governor.,
The chairman of the Commission shall be a representative
of the United Ste.tes e.ppointed by the President and shall have no vote,.
-s ..
'·'•'
'•"·'·'•''

'fhe salaries and expenses of the Compact Commissioners shall be borne
by their respectiye States; all other expense incident to the administration
of the Compact, not borne by the United 8tates, shall be borne equally by
the three States.,
'fhe Conm1issioners' general duties are (l) to collect,
correlate and present factual data; (2) to maintain stream gag inc; records
at stations required by the Compact; (o) b:'l unanimous action 9 to make
recommendations to their respeoti ve States upon matters connected with the
admi.nistration
.
of the Compact; ( 4) to employ engineering and clerical aid
reasonably necessary; (5) to compile annual reports to be transmitted to
the Governors of the three States on or before March lst of the year
following; and (t1) to a.dopt rules and regulations to go'llern the details of
administration.
At the end of each five-year period the Co:rmnission may
review any provision not substanti'lle in character and which does not
affect the basic principles upon which ·bhe Compact is founded.
AU previous
pro'llisions of the Compact shall remain in full force and effect until SXJ.y
such changes or amendments are ratified by the laglslatures of the respective
States and consented to by Congress ..
Swrnn~IJl
'l!he schedules of delivery, the provisions for storage, a:nd the system
of interchange of waters in the various reser'lloirs pro'lllde not only an
equitable division of the waters of ·bhe Rio Grande but provide for the re ...
duotion of spills from Project storage at which times water is lost
to
the entire
basin.
Colorado will be enabled to improve the regimen of flow of her streams
by storing spring runoff and releasing it in the late summer months when it is

baclly neeclecl; by storing water which would otherwise have spil1ed from
lillephant Butte, she ma,y improve her available supply from time to time
without adversely af'feoting the lo·wer States' supplies.
New l\lexico vvill
receive all the water she has been
accu~tomed
to receive in the past
whenever it is required for her uses and llvill receive credit for any
savinss which she may make due to reclamation and drainage of' the Middle
Valley..
Because of these credits her 1~1 Vado reserYoir will probably
not be restricted in operation more than once or tli'rice in a fifty-year
period.
I?.eservoir operation in Colorado should improvo the Middle Valley
'supply by providing additional return water during the late
smruner months.,
The Rio Grande Project, involving lands in both Texas and Nev\r .Mexico, will
receive all the water she has received in the past prior to 1900 whenever
it is required i'or her normal releases; she may make annual releases
averaging 790,000 acre feet whenever her available supply is sufficient
to do
so~
finally, if any upstream reservoir is storing Elephant Butte
water at the time the project becomes short of water, she may require the
release of such water to supply her needs.
'l'he Compact settles sncl composes all present controversies between New
Mexico and Texas, th<'lreby relieving both s·bates of an expensive, burdensome
su:tt.
It allows f'or tra.n.smoun:cain diversion of San Juan River water to
either, Colorado or :New Mexico without hinderance from the other o
Should any
present provision of the Compact prove unfair to any State, the article
providing for review and adjustment thereof allows an orderly way for
righting the wrong •
It is believed that the present Rio Gran.de Compact is not only fair and
equitable t;o all three S"Le;bes but provides the machinery by means of which

the best and fullest use rnay be made of the available water supply.
The provisions are simple and direct and little difficulty should be experienced in their administration.
In fact, v<ri th a future water supply
v
comparable to that of the past 48 years, there should be
ver~r
few occasions
.when the Commissioners need do more than keep routine records and make annual
reports to their respective Stateso
'l'he ratification of' the present Compact by the several Btate Legislatures
and its acceptance by Congress is earnestly recommended"'
Respectfully submitted,
JHB:mm
Santa Fe, N. M.,
.April 2, 1938 ..
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Deer _re Smith: _ag
This will acknowle_ge receipt of your letter of E 1
September 29‘ ‘1
The question of where the point of division of the E
waters of the Rio Grande as between Texas and New Vexico i
should be fixed has been the subject of a great deal of study I
ever since the original Rio Grande Compact Act was passed, in *
f 1928. It was decided prior to the signing of the temporary
* compact that New Eexico'e obligations ae expressed in the cons
pact must be with reference to deliveries at Elephant Butte !
\ reservoirs and this provision was inserted. in the temporary
compact. The reasons for it are numerous. In fact, the obstacles
in the-way of providing for any fixed flow at the Texas line
were considered insuperable.
The Rio Grande Project, as you know, is ooerate_ as
an edmlnlstratite.unit by the Bureau of Reclamation, and the
dem.en_ releases from the reservoir‘sre controlled by the
Bureau and will continue to be at least;unt$l the-federal
gpvernment is repaid its investmentyvand very probably even
beyon&.that time. Obviously, neithe_“€olora_gqnor*Neo'Mexico
coulo be expected to guarantee sny-fizo_wdellveries at the
Texas line when the operation of the dam in not within their
control but is in the control of an inuepandent government
agency. .
horeover, measurements of the onterSTpaesing the
Texas state line would be very difficult one expensive, if
not impossible. This, for the reason thet,1rrigntion canele’
ditches and laterals cross the linee-_hlch _e'of a very irregular contour, at many different pointee carrying water in add1~
tion to what is carried in the river; itsel£a’and it wou1d re~
quire.continual measurements in these varioue channels to make
any reasonably accurate camputatione of the total flow.
r J
However, the question of the division of the water
released from Elephant Butte reservoir is taken care of by
TX_00132868
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contracts betweee- the: districts under the Rio Grande Project
and the Mean of Reclamation. These contracts provide that
the lands within theaB‘r-oject have equal Irate rights. and the
water is allocgted aecordlng to the areas intolved in the two
States. By- vint_e: of the gontract recently executed, the total
area is "frozen” at the figure representing the acreage now
actually- 111 wlt_sye-tiiong approximately 88,006! acres for the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District; and 67,000 for the E1 Peso
county water Improvement District 1310. 1, with a "cushion” of
three per cent-z, foreeaeh figure.
I app'rehend'that there will never be any difficulty
about the allocation of this water.
The arrangement just mentioned is of course a priVate
one between the districts involved, and for that reason it was
felt neither necessary ror desirable that it be incorporated in
the terms of the Somerzct.
The lands above ort Quitm and below the Rio Grande
Project eastern boundary receive only "taileend" or waste water,
the lands in the Budsgeth County district. tskmag its water by
virtue of e oentract and the lanes privately owned below the
district lower boundary only by taking by gravity or pumpsr What
happens to be in the river- channel».
The deliveries to Izezdoo are of course governed by
treaty: ' "' .' ”7., .- .
I true-tA‘thi-fs: is"the;:i__omation you desire but if
there is any other: Which x]: can, supply. please feel free to
call upon £19,. . . ' " _ ' vizmbest regards personally, I am
Yours sincerely,
Frank B. Clayton
Rio Grande Compact Commie-b
sioner for Texas
6 It.
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State of Texas, desiring to
remove all causes of present and future controversy among these States and between citizens of
one of these States and citizens of another State with respect to the use of the waters of the Rio
Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas, and being moved by considerations of interstate comity, and for
the purpose of effecting an equitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude a
Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end, through their respective Governors,
have named as their respective Commissioners:
For the State of Colorado
M. C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico
Thomas M. McClure
For the State of Texas
Frank B. Clayton
who, after negotiations participated in by S. O. Harper, appointed by the President as the
representative of the United States of America, have agreed upon the following articles, to- wit:
ARTICLE I
(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of Texas, and the United
States of America, are hereinafter designated “Colorado,” “New Mexico,” “Texas,” and the “United
States,” respectively.
(b) “The Commission” means the agency created by this Compact for the administration
thereof.
(c) The term “Rio Grande Basin” means all of the territory drained by the Rio Grande and
its tributaries in Colorado, in New Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Quitman, including the Closed
Basin in Colorado.
(d) The “Closed Basin” means that part of the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado where the
streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and adjacent territory, and do not normally contribute to the
flow of the Rio Grande.
(e) The term “tributary” means any stream which naturally contributes to the flow of the
Rio Grande.
(f) “Transmountain Diversion” is water imported into the drainage basin of the Rio Grande
from any stream system outside of the Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.
(g) “Annual Debits” are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year fall
below scheduled deliveries.
(h) “Annual Credits” are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year
exceed scheduled deliveries.
(i) “Accrued Debits” are the amounts by which the sum of all annual debits exceeds the
sum of all annual credits over any common period of time.
(j) “Accrued Credits” are the amounts by which the sum of all annual credits exceeds the
sum of all annual debits over any common period of time.
(k) “Project Storage” is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte Reservoir and all other
reservoirs actually available for the storage of usable water below Elephant Butte and above the first
diversion to lands of the Rio Grande Project, but not more than a total of 2,638,860 acre feet.
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(l) “Usable Water” is all water, exclusive of credit water, which is in project storage and
which is available for release in accordance with irrigation demands, including deliveries to Mexico.
(m) “Credit Water” is that amount of water in project storage which is equal to the accrued
credit of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both.
(n) “Unfilled Capacity” is the difference between the total physical capacity of project
storage and the amount of usable water then in storage.
(o) “Actual Release” is the amount of usable water released in any calendar year from the
lowest reservoir comprising project storage.
(p) “Actual Spill” is all water which is actually spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is
released therefrom for flood control, in excess of the current demand on project storage and which
does not become usable water by storage in another reservoir; provided, that actual spill of usable
water cannot occur until all credit water shall have been spilled.
(q)”Hypothetical Spill” is the time in any year at which usable water would have spilled
from project storage if 790,000 acre feet had been released therefrom at rates proportional to the
actual release in every year from the starting date to the end of the year in which hypothetical spill
occurs; in computing hypothetical spill the initial condition shall be the amount of usable water in
project storage at the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this Compact,
and thereafter the initial condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage at the
beginning of the calendar year following each actual spill.
ARTICLE II
The Commission shall cause to be maintained and operated a stream gaging station
equipped with an automatic water stage recorder at each of the following points, to-wit:
(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal points of diversion to the San
Luis Valley;
(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote;
(c) On the Los Pinos River near Ortiz;
(d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
(e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces;
(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos;
(g) On the Rio Chama below El Vado Reservoir;
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
(i) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(j) On the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
(k) On the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir;
(l) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated below any other
reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as may be necessary for the
securing of records required for the carrying out of the Compact; and automatic water stage
recorders shall be maintained and operated on each of the reservoirs mentioned, and on all
others constructed after 1929.
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Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained and operated by the Commission
directly or in cooperation with an appropriate Federal or State agency, and the equipment, method
and frequency of measurement at such stations shall be such as to produce reliable records at all
times. (Note: See Resolution of Commission printed elsewhere in this report.)
ARTICLE III
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico
State Line, measured at or near Lobatos, in each calendar year, shall be ten thousand acre feet less
than the sum of those quantities set forth in the two following tabulations of relationship, which
correspond to the quantities at the upper index stations:
DISCHARGE OF CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Conejos Index Supply (1)
Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100
0
150
20
200
45
250
75
300
109
350
147
400
188
450
232
500
278
550
326
600
376
650
426
700
476
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Mogote during the calendar year, plus the natural flow of Los Pinos River at the
U.S.G.S. gaging station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station at Ortiz, both during the months of April to October, inclusive.
(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches of this river at the
U.S.G.S. gaging stations near Los Sauces during the calendar year.
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos less
Rio Grande at Del Norte (3)
Conejos at Mouths (4)
200
60
250
65
300
75
350
86
400
98
450
112
500
127
550
144
600
162
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER--Con.
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos less
Rio Grande at Del Norte (3)
Conejos at Mouths (4)
650
182
700
204
750
229
800
257
850
292
900
335
950
380
1,000
430
1,100
540
1,200
640
1,300
740
1,400
840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Del Norte during the calendar year (measured above all principal points of diversion to
San Luis Valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1937.
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total flow of the Rio Grande at
the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River at its Mouths, during
the calendar year.
The application of these schedules shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) any
new or increased depletion of the runoff above inflow index gaging stations; and (c) any
transmountain diversions into the drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos.
In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the purpose of delivering water into the
Rio Grande from the Closed Basin, Colorado shall not be credited with the amount of such water
delivered, unless the proportion of sodium ions shall be less than forty-five percent of the total
positive ions in that water when the total dissolved solids in such water exceeds three hundred fifty
parts per million.
ARTICLE IV
The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande at San Marcial, during
each calendar year, exclusive of the months of July, August, and September, shall be that quantity
set forth in the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
index station:
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Otowi Index Supply (5)
San Marcial Index Supply (6)
100
0
200
65
300
141
400
219
500
300
600
383
700
469
800
557
900
648
1,000
742
1,100
839
1,200
939
1,300
1,042
1,400
1,148
1,500
1,257
1,600
1,370
1,700
1,489
1,800
1,608
1,900
1,730
2,000
1,856
2,100
1,985
2,200
2,117
2,300
2,253
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman) during the calendar
year, exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and September, corrected for the
operation of reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between
Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging station
at San Marcial during the calendar year exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and
September.
The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth and
appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b)
depletion after 1929 in New Mexico at any time of the year of the natural runoff at Otowi Bridge; (c)
depletion of the runoff during July, August and September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and
San Marcial, by works constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmountain diversions into the Rio
Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial.
Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial, near San
Acacia, and of the release from Elephant Butte Reservoir to the end that the records at these three
stations may be correlated. (Note: See Resolution of Commission printed elsewhere in this report.)
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ARTICLE V
If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and determination of the Commission that
because of changed physical conditions, or for any other reason, reliable records are not obtainable,
or cannot be obtained, at any of the stream gaging stations herein referred to, such stations may,
with the unanimous approval of the Commission, be abandoned, and with such approval another
station, or other stations, shall be established and new measurements shall be substituted which, in
the unanimous opinion of the Commission, will result in substantially the same results so far as the
rights and obligations to deliver water are concerned, as would have existed if such substitution of
stations and measurements had not been so made. (Note: See Resolution of Commission printed
elsewhere in this report.)
ARTICLE VI
Commencing with the year following the effective date of this Compact, all credits and
debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be computed for each calendar year; provided, that in a
year of actual spill no annual credits nor annual debits shall be computed for that year.
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit shall exceed 100,000 acre feet,
except as either or both may be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed after
1937 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical limitations of
storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shall retain water in storage at all times to the extent
of its accrued debit.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed 200,000 acre feet at any
time, except as such debit may be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed
after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. Within the
physical limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in storage
at all times to the extent of its accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or
debits, New Mexico shall not be charged with any greater debit in any one year than the sum of
150,000 acre-feet and all gains in the quantity of water in storage in such year.
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release from storage of any
amount of water which is then being held in storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New
Mexico; provided, that such water shall be replaced at the first opportunity thereafter.
In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of Colorado or New
Mexico, any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the accrued credits of Colorado, or New Mexico,
or both, at the beginning of the year shall be reduced in proportion to their respective credits by the
amount of such actual spill; provided that the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to be increased
by the aggregate gain in the amount of water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in reservoirs above
San Marcial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Commissioners for the States
having accrued credits authorize the release of part, or all, of such credits in advance of spill, the
amount so released shall be deemed to constitute actual spill.
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water, or at the time of hypothetical spill
thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be
cancelled.
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In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico
exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of project storage, such debits shall be reduced proportionally to an aggregate amount equal to such minimum unfilled capacity.
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs between San Marcial and
Courchesne, and to the extent that accrued debits are impounded in reservoirs above San Marcial,
such credits and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for evaporation losses in the
proportion that such credits or debits bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the
year.
ARTICLE VII
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of water in storage in
reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever there is less than 400,000 acre feet of usable water in
project storage; provided, that if the actual releases of usable water from the beginning of the
calendar year following the effective date of this Compact, or from the beginning of the calendar
year following actual spill, have aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acre feet per annum,
the time at which such minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted to compensate for the difference
between the total actual release and releases at such average rate; provided, further, that Colorado,
or New Mexico, or both, may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept such
relinquished water, and in such event the state, or states, so relinquishing shall be entitled to store
water in the amount of the water so relinquished.
ARTICLE VIII
During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for Texas may demand of
Colorado and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the
release of water from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of the accrued debits
of Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such releases shall be made by each at the greatest
rate practicable under the conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total debit of each, and
in amounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficient to bring the quantity of usable water in project
storage to 600,000 acre feet by March first and to maintain this quantity in storage until April thirtieth,
to the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre feet may be made from project storage in that year.
ARTICLE IX
Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United States or the State of New
Mexico decides to construct the necessary works for diverting the waters of the San Juan River, or
any of its tributaries, into the Rio Grande, Colorado hereby consents to the construction of said
works and the diversion of waters from the San Juan River, or the tributaries thereof, into the Rio
Grande in New Mexico, provided the present and prospective uses of water in Colorado by other
diversions from the San Juan River, or its tributaries, are protected.
ARTICLE X
In the event water from another drainage basin shall be imported into the Rio Grande
Basin by the United States or Colorado or New Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State having the
right to the use of such water shall be given proper credit therefor in the application of the
schedules.
ARTICLE XI
New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective date of this Compact all
controversies between said States relative to the quantity or quality of the water of the Rio Grande
are composed and settled; however, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent
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recourse by a signatory state to the Supreme Court of the United States for redress should the
character or quality of the water, at the point of delivery, be changed hereafter by one signatory
state to the injury of another. Nothing herein shall be construed as an admission by any signatory
state that the use of water for irrigation causes increase of salinity for which the user is responsible
in law.
ARTICLE XII
To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall be constituted a Commission
composed of one representative from each state, to be known as the Rio Grande Compact
Commission. The State Engineer of Colorado shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande Compact
Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer of New Mexico shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande
Compact Commissioner for New Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas shall
be appointed by the Governor of Texas. The President of the United States shall be requested to
designate a representative of the United States to sit with such Commission, and such
representative of the United States, if so designated by the President, shall act as Chairman of the
Commission without vote.
The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners for the
three States shall be paid by their respective States, and all other expenses incident to the
administration of this Compact, not borne by the United States, shall be borne equally by the three
States.
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically conferred upon such
Commission, and the members thereof, the jurisdiction of such Commission shall extend only to the
collection, correlation and presentation of factual data and the maintenance of records having a
bearing upon the administration of this Compact, and, by unanimous action, to the making of
recommendations to the respective States upon matters connected with the administration of this
Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ such engineering and clerical aid
as may be reasonably necessary within the limit of funds provided for that purpose by the respective
States. Annual reports compiled for each calendar year shall be made by the Commission and
transmitted to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March first following the year
covered by the report. The Commission may, by unanimous action, adopt rules and regulations
consistent with the provisions of this Compact to govern their proceedings.
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any court or tribunal which may
be called upon to interpret or enforce this Compact.
ARTICLE XIII
At the expiration of every five-year period after the effective date of this Compact, the
Commission may, by unanimous consent, review any provisions hereof which are not substantive in
character and which do not affect the basic principles upon which the Compact is founded, and shall
meet for the consideration of such questions on the request of any member of the Commission;
provided, however, that the provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect until changed and
amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous action of the Commissioners, and until any
changes in this Compact are ratified by the legislatures of the respective states and consented to by
the Congress, in the same manner as this Compact is required to be ratified to become effective.
ARTICLE XIV
The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water herein allocated shall never
be increased nor diminished by reason of any increase or diminution in the delivery or loss of water
to Mexico.
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ARTICLE XV
The physical and other conditions characteristic of the Rio Grande and peculiar to the
territory drained and served thereby, and to the development thereof, have actuated this Compact
and none of the signatory states admits that any provisions herein contained establishes any
general principle or precedent applicable to other interstate streams.
ARTICLE XVI
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obligations of the United
States of America to Mexico under existing treaties, or to the Indian Tribes, or as impairing the rights
of the Indian Tribes.
ARTICLE XVII
This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the legislatures of each of the
signatory states and consented to by the Congress of the United States. Notice of ratification shall
be given by the Governor of each state to the Governors of the other states and to the President of
the United States, and the President of the United States is requested to give notice to the
Governors of each of the signatory states of the consent of the Congress of the United States.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed this Compact in quadruplicate
original, one of which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department of State of the United
States of America and shall be deemed the authoritative original, and of which a duly certified copy
shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory States.
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on the 18th day of March, in the
year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-eight.
(Sgd.) M. C. HINDERLIDER
(Sgd.) THOMAS M. McCLURE
(Sgd.) FRANK B. CLAYTON
APPROVED:
(Sgd.) S. O. HARPER
RATIFIED BY:
Colorado, February 21, 1939
New Mexico, March 1, 1939
Texas, March 1, 1939
Passed Congress as Public Act No. 96, 76th Congress,
Approved by the President May 31, 1939
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AT THE ANNUAL MEETING HELD AT EL PASO, TEXAS, FEBRUARY 22-24, 1948, CHANGING
GAGING STATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF
DELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION
Whereas, at the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission in the year
1945, the question was raised as to whether or not a schedule for delivery of water by New Mexico
during the entire year could be worked out, and
Whereas, at said meeting the question was referred to the Engineering Advisers for their
study, recommendations and report, and
Whereas, said Engineering Advisers have met, studied the problems and under date of
February 24, 1947, did submit their Report, which said Report contains the findings of said
Engineering Advisers and their recommendations, and
Whereas, the Compact Commission has examined said Report and finds that the matters
and things therein found and recommended are proper and within the terms of the Rio Grande
Compact, and
Whereas, the Commission has considered said Engineering Advisers’ Report and all
available evidence, information and material and is fully advised:
Now, Therefore, Be it Resolved:
The Commission finds as follows:
(a) That because of change of physical conditions, reliable records of the amount of water
passing San Marcial are no longer obtainable at the stream gaging station at San
Marcial and that the same should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(b) That the need for concurrent records at San Marcial and San Acacia no longer exists
and that the gaging station at San Acacia should be abandoned for Compact
purposes.
(c)
That it is desirable and necessary that the obligations of New Mexico under the
Compact to deliver water in the months of July, August, September, should be
scheduled.
(d) That the change in gaging stations and substitution of the new measurements as
hereinafter set forth will result in substantially the same results so far as the rights
and obligations to deliver water are concerned, and would have existed if such
substitution of stations and measurements had not been so made.
Be it Further Resolved:
That the following measurements and schedule thereof shall be substituted for the
measurements and schedule thereof as now set forth in Article IV of the Compact:
“The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande into Elephant Butte
Reservoir during each calendar year shall be measured by that quantity set forth in
the following tabulation of relationship which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
index station:
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE
SUPPLY
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Elephant Butte Effective Index
Otowi Index Supply (5)
Supply (6)
100
57
200
114
300
171
400
228
500
286
600
345
700
406
800
471
900
542
1,000
621
1,100
707
1,200
800
1,300
897
1,400
996
1,500
1,095
1,600
1,195
1,700
1,295
1,800
1,395
1,900
1,495
2,000
1,595
2,100
1,695
2,200
1,795
2,300
1,895
2,400
1,995
2,500
2,095
2,600
2,195
2,700
2,295
2,800
2,395
2,900
2,495
3,000
2,595
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(5)
The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S.
gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman)
during the calendar year, corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after
1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
(6)
Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the
gaging station below Elephant Butte Dam during the calendar year plus the net gain
in storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir during the same year or minus the net loss in
storage in said reservoir, as the case may be.
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The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging
stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico of the natural runoff at Otowi
Bridge; and (c) any transmountain diversions into the Rio Grande between
Lobatos and Elephant Butte Reservoir.”
Be it Further Resolved:
That the gaging stations at San Acacia and San Marcial be, and the same are hereby
abandoned for Compact purposes.
Be it Further Resolved:
That this Resolution has been passed unanimously and shall be effective January 1,
1949, if within 120 days from this date the Commissioner for each State shall have
received from the Attorney General of the State represented by him, an opinion
approving this Resolution, and shall have so advised the Chairman of the
Commission, otherwise, to be of no force and effect.
(Note: The following paragraph appears in the Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the
Commission held at Denver, Colorado, February 14-16, 1949.
“The Chairman announced that he had received, pursuant to the Resolution adopted
by the Commission at the Ninth Annual Meeting on February 24, 1948, opinions from
the Attorneys General of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas that the substitution of
stations and measurements of deliveries by New Mexico set forth in said resolution
was within the powers of the Commission”).
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF
THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT
A Compact, known as the Rio Grande Compact, between the States of Colorado, New
Mexico and Texas, having become effective on May 31, 1939 by consent of the Congress of the
United States, which equitably apportions the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman and
permits each State to develop its water resources at will, subject only to its obligations to deliver
water in accordance with the schedules set forth in the Compact, the following Rules and
Regulations have been adopted for its administration by the Rio Grande Compact Commission; to
be and remain in force and effect only so long as the same may be satisfactory to each and all
members of the Commission, and provided always that on the objection of any member of the
Commission, in writing, to the remaining two members of the Commission after a period of sixty
days from the date of such objection, the sentence, paragraph or any portion or all of these rules to
which any such objection shall be made, shall stand abrogated and shall thereafter have no further
force and effect; it being the intent and purpose of the Commission to permit these rules to obtain
and be effective only so long as the same may be satisfactory to each and all of the Commissioners.
GAGING STATIONS /1
Responsibility for the equipping, maintenance and operation of the stream gaging stations
and reservoir gaging stations required by the provisions of Article II of the Compact shall be divided
among the signatory States as follows:
(a)
Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grande Basin above the
Colorado-New Mexico boundary shall be equipped, maintained, and operated by Colorado in
cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey.
(b) Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grande Basin below Lobatos
and above Caballo Reservoir shall be equipped, maintained and operated by New Mexico in
cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey to the extent that such stations are not maintained and
operated by some other Federal agency.
(c) Gaging stations on Elephant Butte Reservoir and on Caballo Reservoir, and the
stream gaging stations on the Rio Grande below those reservoirs shall be equipped, maintained and
operated by or on behalf of Texas through the agency of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
The equipment, method and frequency of measurements at each gaging station shall be
sufficient to obtain records at least equal in accuracy to those classified as “good” by the U.S.
Geological Survey. Water-stage recorders on the reservoirs specifically named in Article II of the
Compact shall have sufficient range below maximum reservoir level to record major fluctuations in
storage. Staff gages may be used to determine fluctuations below the range of the water-stage
recorders on these and other large reservoirs, and staff gages may be used upon approval of the
Commission in lieu of water-stage recorders on small reservoirs, provided that the frequency of
observation is sufficient in each case to establish any material changes in water levels in such
reservoirs.
/1 Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
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RESERVOIR CAPACITIES /1
Colorado shall file with the Commission a table of areas and capacities for each reservoir
in the Rio Grande Basin above Lobatos constructed after 1937; New Mexico shall file with the
Commission a table of areas and capacities for each reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin between
Lobatos and San Marcial constructed after 1929; and Texas shall file with the Commission tables of
areas and capacities for Elephant Butte Reservoir and for all other reservoirs actually available for
the storage of water between Elephant Butte and the first diversion to lands under the Rio Grande
Project.
Whenever it shall appear that any table of areas and capacities is in error by more than
five per cent, the Commission shall use its best efforts to have a re-survey made and a corrected
table of areas and capacities to be substituted as soon as practicable. To the end that the Elephant
Butte effective supply may be computed accurately, the Commission shall use its best efforts to
have the rate of accumulation and the place of deposition of silt in Elephant Butte Reservoir checked
at least every three years.
ACTUAL SPILL /2, /3, /4
(a) Water released from Elephant Butte in excess of Project requirements, which is
currently passed through Caballo Reservoir, prior to the time of spill, shall be deemed to have been
Usable Water released in anticipation of spill, or Credit Water if such release shall have been
authorized.
(b) Excess releases from Elephant Butte Reservoir, as defined in (a) above, shall be
added to the quantity of water actually in storage in that reservoir, and Actual Spill shall be deemed
to have commenced when this sum equals the total capacity of that reservoir to the level of the
uncontrolled spillway less capacity reserved for flood purposes, i.e., 1,998,400 acre-feet in the
months of October through March inclusive, and 1,973,400 acre- feet in the months of April through
September, inclusive, as determined from the 1999 area- capacity table or successor area-capacity
tables and flood control storage reservation of 50,000 acre-feet from April through September and
25,000 acre-feet from October through March.
(c) All water actually spilled at Elephant Butte Reservoir, or released therefrom, in excess
of Project requirements, which is currently passed through Caballo Reservoir, after the time of spill,
shall be considered as Actual Spill, provided that the total quantity of water then in storage in
Elephant Butte Reservoir exceeds the physical capacity of that reservoir at the level of the sill of the
spillway gates, i.e. -1,830,000 acre-ft in 1942.
(d) Water released from Caballo Reservoir in excess of Project requirements and in
excess of water currently released from Elephant Butte Reservoir, shall be deemed Usable Water
released, excepting only flood water entering Caballo Reservoir from tributaries below Elephant
Butte Reservoir.
DEPARTURES FROM NORMAL RELEASES /5
For the purpose of computing the time of Hypothetical Spill required by Article VI and for
the purpose of the adjustment set forth in Article VII, no allowance shall be made for the difference
between Actual and Hypothetical Evaporation, and any under-release of usable water from Project
Storage in excess of 150,000 acre-ft in any year shall be taken as equal to that amount.
/1
Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
/2
Adopted at Fourth Annual Meeting, February 24, 1943.
/3
Amended September 9, 1998.
/4
Amended March 22, 2001; made effective January 1, 2001.
/5
Adopted June 2, 1959; made effective January 1, 1952.
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EVAPORATION LOSSES /6, /7, /8
The Commission shall encourage the equipping, maintenance and operation, in
cooperation with the U.S. Weather Bureau or other appropriate agency, of evaporation stations at
Elephant Butte Reservoir and at or near each major reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin within
Colorado constructed after 1937 and in New Mexico constructed after 1929. The net loss by
evaporation from a reservoir surface shall be taken as the difference between the actual evaporation
loss and the evapo-transpiration losses which would have occurred naturally, prior to the
construction of such reservoir. Changes in evapo-transpiration losses along stream channels below
reservoirs may be disregarded.
Net losses by evaporation, as defined above, shall be used in correcting Index Supplies
for the operation of reservoirs upstream from Index Gaging Stations as required by the provisions of
Article III and Article IV of the Compact.
In the application of the provisions of the last unnumbered paragraph of Article VI of the
Compact:
(a) Evaporation losses for which accrued credits shall be reduced shall be taken as the
difference between the gross evaporation from the water surface of Elephant Butte Reservoir and
rainfall on the same surface.
(b) Evaporation losses for which accrued debits shall be reduced shall be taken as the
net loss by evaporation as defined in the first paragraph.
ADJUSTMENT OF RECORDS
The Commission shall keep a record of the location, and description of each gaging
station and evaporation station, and, in the event of change in location of any stream gaging station
for any reason, it shall ascertain the increment in flow or decrease in flow between such locations for
all stages. Wherever practicable, concurrent records shall be obtained for one year before
abandonment of the previous station.
NEW OR INCREASED DEPLETIONS
In the event any works are constructed which alter or may be expected to alter the flow at
any of the Index Gaging Stations mentioned in the Compact, or which may otherwise necessitate
adjustments in the application of the schedules set forth in the Compact, it shall be the duty of the
Commissioner specifically concerned to file with the Commission all available information pertaining
thereto, and appropriate adjustments shall be made in accordance with the terms of the Compact;
provided, however, that any such adjustments shall in no way increase the burden imposed upon
Colorado or New Mexico under the schedules of deliveries established by the Compact.
TRANSMOUNTAIN DIVERSIONS
In the event any works are constructed for the delivery of waters into the drainage basin of
the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of the Rio Grande Basin, such waters shall be
measured at the point of delivery into the Rio Grande Basin and proper allowances shall be made
for losses in transit from such points to the Index Gaging Station on the stream with which the
imported waters are comingled.
/6 Amended at Tenth Annual Meeting, February 15, 1949.
/7 Amended at Twelfth Annual Meeting, February 24, 1951.
/8 Amended June 2, 1959.
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QUALITY OF WATER
In the event that delivery of water is made from the Closed Basin into the Rio Grande,
sufficient samples of such water shall be analyzed to ascertain whether the quality thereof is within
the limits established by the Compact.
SECRETARY /8
The Commission, subject to the approval of the Director, U.S. Geological Survey, to a
cooperative agreement for such purposes, shall employ the U.S. Geological Survey on a yearly
basis, to render such engineering and clerical aid as may reasonably be necessary for
administration of the Compact. Said agreement shall provide that the Geological Survey shall:
(1) Collect and correlate all factual data and other records having a material bearing on
the administration of the Compact and keep each Commissioner adviser thereof.
(2) Inspect all gaging stations required for administration of the Compact and make
recommendations to the Commission as to any changes or improvements in methods of
measurement or facilities for measurement which may be needed to insure that reliable records be
obtained.
(3) Report to each Commissioner by letter on or before the fifteenth day of each month,
except January, a summary of all hydrographic data then available for the current year - on forms
prescribed by the Commission - pertaining to:
(a) Deliveries by Colorado
(b) Deliveries by New Mexico
(c) Operation of Project Storage
(4) Make such investigations as may be requested by the Commission in aid of its
administration of the Compact.
(5) Act as Secretary to the Commission and submit to the Commission at its regular
meeting in February a report on its activities and a summary of all data needed for determination of
debits and credits and other matters pertaining to administration of the Compact.
COSTS /1
In February of each year, the Commission shall adopt a budget for the ensuing fiscal year
beginning July first.
Such budget shall set forth the total cost of maintenance and operating of gaging stations,
of evaporation stations, the cost of engineering and clerical aid, and all other necessary expenses
excepting the salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners.
Contributions made directly by the United States and the cost of services rendered by the
United States without cost shall be deducted from the total budget amount; the remainder shall then
be allocated equally to Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.
/8 The substitution of this section for the section titled “Reports to Commissioners” was adopted at
Ninth Annual Meeting, February 22, 1948.
/1 Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
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Expenditures made directly by any State for purposes set forth in the budget shall be
credited to that State; contributions in cash or in services by any State under a cooperative
agreement with any federal agency shall be credited to such State, but the amount of the federal
contribution shall not so be credited; in event any State, through contractual relationships, causes
work to be done in the interest of the Commission, such State shall be credited with the cost thereof,
unless such cost is borne by the United States.
Costs incurred by the Commission under any cooperative agreement between the
Commission and any U.S. Government Agency, not borne by the United States, shall be
apportioned equally to each State, and each Commissioner shall arrange for the prompt payment of
one-third thereof by his State.
The Commissioner of each State shall report at the annual meeting each year the amount
of money expended during the year by the State which he represents, as well as the portion thereof
contributed by all cooperating federal agencies, and the Commission shall arrange for such proper
reimbursement in cash or credits between States as may be necessary to equalize the contributions
made by each State in the equipment, maintenance and operation of all gaging stations authorized
by the Commission and established under the terms of the Compact.
It shall be the duty of each Commissioner to endeavor to secure from the Legislature of
his State an appropriation of sufficient funds with which to meet the obligations of his State, as
provided by the Compact.
MEETING OF COMMISSION /1, /10
The Commission shall meet in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the third Thursday of February
of each year for the consideration and adoption of the annual report for the calendar year preceding,
and for the transaction of any other business consistent with its authority; provided that the
Commission may agree to meet elsewhere. Other meetings as may be deemed necessary shall be
held at any time and place set by mutual agreement, for the consideration of data collected and for
the transaction of any business consistent with its authority.
No action of the Commission shall be effective until approved by the Commissioner from
each of the three signatory States.
(Signed) M. C. HINDERLIDER
M. C. Hinderlider
Commissioner for Colorado
(Signed)
THOMAS M. McCLURE
Thomas M. McClure
Commissioner for New Mexico
(Signed)
JULIAN P. HARRISON
Julian P. Harrison
Commissioner for Texas
Adopted December 19, 1939.
/1 Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
/10 Amended at Thirteenth Annual Meeting, February 25, 1952.
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Rio Grande Compact Commission
NEW MEXICO UNITED STATES SECRETARY
J0em M. RLae BERKELEY JOHNEON, Craiman RIG GRANDE COMPACT COMMIBSION
Tava thee POO? OFFICE BOX at7 Ont OFFICE BOK aTy
ANTS PE. mW CO SANTA PE. Nit mt WicG w0nTA FE, RW mesicG
bo Denver, Colorado
February 16, 1949
His Excellency, Thomas J, Mabry
Governor of the State of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
His Excellency, Beauford H. Jester,
Governor of the State of Texas,
Austin, Texas.
Hie Excellency, W. Lee Knoug,
Governor of the Stete of Colorado
Bo Denver, Colorado
Sire:
The Tenth Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission was held
in Denver, Colorade on Februsry 14, 15 and léth, 1949, at which time the Com
mission reviewed the records of stream flow at all Compact Index Stations and
found that:
1 Be
é (a) Om January 1, 1948, Colorado had an accrued debit of 18,890
acre feet. In 1948, Colorado earned an annual credit of
148,900 acre feet, resulting in Colorado having an accrued
credit of 130,100 acre feet on December 31, 1948.
(b) On January 1, 1948, New Mexico had an accrued debit of 176,800
acre feet. In 1948, New Mexico incurrad an annuel debit of
114,400 sere feet by reason of increases in the amount of water
stored in reservoirs, After required adjustments for evaporation
losses, New Mexico had an accrued debit of 286,400 acre feet on
December 31, 1948.
(c) Prior to January i, 1948, releases of usable water fram Rio
Grande Project Storage had amounted to 122,700 acre feet in
gS excess of the normal release of 790,000 acre feet vrovided by
fae . the Compact. In 1948, the release of usable water from Pro~
ject. Storage was 742,900 acre feet. After correction of a
minor error in the 1947 Report and after required adjustments
for evaporation losses, the accrued excess release of usable
. water was 63,900 acre feet on December 31, 1948.
US0597888
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Be It Further Resolved:
That the following measurements and achedule thereof shall
be substituted for the measurements and schedule thereof as
now set forth in Article IV of the Compeect:
"The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande
into Elephant Butte Reservoir during each calendar year shall be
measured by that quantity set forth in the following tabulation
of relationshi
indax station:
p which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI
BRIDGE AND ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE
SUPPLY
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Otowl Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply (6)
1006 57
200 Li,
300 L721
490 228
500 286
600 345
700 406
800 471
900 bd
1000 621
11600 707
- 1200 800
1300 897
1490 996
1500 1095
1600 1195
1700 1295
1800 1395
1900 1495
2000 1595
2100 1695
2200 1795
2300 1895
2400 1995
2500 2095
2600 - 2195
2700 2295
2800 2395
2900 £495
3000 2595
3
US0597889
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The expenses for administration of the Campect during the fiscel year ending June 30, 1948 were $20,400, of which $8,900 was borne by the United States
end the balence of 311,500 was borne equally by the three Stutes.
Be
p
i:
Factual date and records bearing on the administretion of the Compact are
avelleble in the files of the Commission.
Respectfully yours,
L. A. Scott, Rio Grande Compact
Commissioner for Texas
Nth rake.
M. C. Hinderlider, Rio Grande
Compact Commissioner for Colorado
Bate 2e, Vober
Berkeley Johnson, Chairman
US0597890
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RIO GRANDE COMFACT
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State of Texas, de~
siring to remove all causes of present and future controversy among these States
and between citizens of one of these States and citizens of another State with
respect to the use of the waters of tha Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas,
and being moved by considerations of interstate somity, and for the purpose of
effecting an equitable apportionment of such waters have resolved to conclude
a Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end, through their
respective Governors, have named-as their respectiva Commissioners:
For the State of Colorado ~ M. C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico - Thomaa ¥. MeClura
For the State of Texas ~ Frank B. Clayton
who, after negotiations participated in by S. 0. Harper, appointed by the President as the representative of the United States of America, have agreed upon
the following articles, to-wit:
ARTICLE I
(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of Texas
and the United States of America, are hereinafter desisnated "Colorado," "New
Mexico," "Texas," and the "United States," respectively.
(>) “The Commigsion"” means the agency created by this Compact for the ad~
ministration thereof.
(0) The term "Rio Grande Basin™ means all of the territory drained by the
Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado, in New Mexico, and in Texas above
Fort Quitman, including the Closed Basin in Colorado.
(a) The "Closed Basin” moans that part of the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado
where the streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and adjacent territory, and do
not normally contribute to the flow of the Rio Grande,
(e) the tern "tributary" means any stream which naturally contributes to
the flow of the Rio Grande.
(f) “fransmountain Diversion” is water imported into the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of the Ric Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.
(g) “Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year fall below acheduled deliveries.
(h) “Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any
calendar year exceed scheduled delivaries,
(1) "Acerued Debits" are the amounts by which the sum of all annual debits
exceeds the sum of all annual credits over any common period of time.
(3) “Acorued Credits” are the amounts by which the sum of all annual credits exceeds the sum of all annual debits over any common period of time.
US0597891
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(nh) Om the Rio Grande at Ctowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
(4) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(J) Om the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
(zc) Om the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte feservoir;
(1) Om the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
Similar gaging stations shal] be maintained and operated below any other
reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as may be necessary
for the securing of records required for the carrying out of the Compact; and
automatic water stage recorders shall be maintained and operated on each of the
reservoirs mentioned, and on a11 others constructed after 1929.
Such gaging stations shall te equipped, maintained and operated by the
Commission directly or in cooperation with an appropriate Federal or State
Agency, and the equipment, method and frequency cf measurement at such stations
shall be such es to produce reliable records at all times. (Notes See Resolue
tion of the Commission at page 17 ).
ARTICLE III
The obligation of Colerado to deliver water in the Ric Grande at the
Colorado-Hew Mexico State Line, measured at or near Lobatos, in each calendar
year, shall be ten thousand acre feat less than the sum of those quantities
set forth in the two following tabulations of relationship, which correspond
to the quantities at the upper index stations:
DISCHARGE OF CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100 0
150 20
2Q0 45
250 75
300 10s
350 147
400 i8é
450 232
600 278
550 326
600 376
60 426
700 476
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts,
US0597892
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nme
thane
oe In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the purpose of delivering
- water into the Rio Grande from the Closed Basin, Colorado shall not be credited
with the amount of such water delivered, unless the proportion of sodium ions
shall te leas than forty-five percent of the total Fositive ions in that water
when the total diasolved solids in such water exceeds three hundred fifty parts
per million.
siren
esa aeyeges
ARTICLE IV
EEE,
Bis ke
The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande at San Mareial, during each calendar year, exclusive of the months of July, Auzust, and
September, shall be that quantity set forth in the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the quantity at the upper index station:
DISCEAPGE OF RIO GRAUCE AT OTOWI BRIDGE
AND AT SAN WARCIAL EXCLUSIVE OF
JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
° Quantities in thousands of acre fest
San Marcial Index
Ctowl Index Supply (5) Supply (6)
100 0
206 &5
300 141]
400 219
500 300
600 383
760 469
800 557
900 648
1606 742
1100 639
1200 939
1300 1042
1406 1148
1500 1257
1600 1370
1700 1489
1800 1608
1900 1736
2000 1866
2100 1985
2200 ell?
2300 2255
intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
OS . (S) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the
~ Us S. Gs. Ss gaging station at Ctowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly station
near Buckman) during the calendar year, exclusive of the flow during the months
of July, August and September, corrected for the operation of reservoirs con=
structed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Ric Grande batween Lobatos and
Otowi Bridge.
US0597893
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of storape capacity in suoh reservoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in stor
age at all times to the extent of its accrued dabit. In computing the magnitude of aocrued credita or debits, New kexico shall not be charced with any
greater debit in any one year than the sum of 150,000 acre feet and all gains
2h the quantity of water in storage in such year.
The Commission by unamimous action may authorize the release from storage
of any amount of water which is then being held in atorage by reason of ac+
crusd debits of Colorade or New Mexico; provided, that such water shall be re+
Placed at the first opportunity thereafter.
In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of Colorado
or Kew Mexico, any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre feet shall be taken
ag equal to that amount.
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the acorued credits of Colorado,
or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be reduced in pro=
portion to their respective credits by the amount of such actual spill; provided,
that the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to be inerensed by the agsregate
gain in the amount of water in storage, prior to the tine of spill, in reservoirs
above San Marcial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Commis
sioners for the States having accrued credits authorize the release of part, or
all, of such credits in advance of spill, the amount so released shall be deemed
to constitute actual spill.
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water, or at the time
of hypothetical spill thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado, or New Mexico,
or both, at the beginning of the year shall be cancelled.
In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado and New
Mexico exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of projeot storage, such debits
shall be reduced proportionally to an aggregate amount equal to such minimum un=
filled capacity.
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs between San
Marcial and Courchesne, and to the extent that accrued debits are impownded in
reservoira above San Marcial, such credits and debite shall be reduced annually
to compensate for evaporation losses in the proportion that such cradits or
debits bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the year.
ARTICLE VIi
Neither Colorade nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of water in storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever there is less than 400,000
acre feet of usable water in project storase; provided, that if tha actual re=
leasea of usable water from the beginning of the calendar year following the
effective date of this Compact, or from the beginning of the calender year following actual spill, have aggererated more than an averare of 790,000 acre feet
per annum, the time at which such minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted
to compensate for the difference between the total actual release and releases
at such average rate; provided, further, that Colorado, or New Mexico, or both,
may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept such relin«
quished water, and in such event the state, or states, so relinguishing shall
be entitled to store water in the amount of the water so relinquished,
13
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ARTICLE XII
To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall be constituted
a Commission composed of one representative from each State, to be known as
thea Rio Grande Compact Commissions The State Entineer of Colorado shall be
ex-officio the Rio Srande Compact Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engi+
neer of New Mexico shall be exeofficio the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner
for New Mexico, The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas shall be ap~
pointed by the Jovernor of Texas. The Fresident of the United States shall be
requzsted to designate a reprecentative of the United States to sit with such
Commission, and such representative of the United States, if so designated by
the President, shall act as Chairman of the Commission without vote.
SPE,
The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Jrande Compact Commission=
ers for tha three States shall be paid by their respective States, and ail
other expenses incident to the administration of this Compact, not borne by the
United States, shall be borne equally ty the three States.
nptvenmetes,
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically conferred
, upon such Commission, and the members thereof, tha jurisdiction of such Come
miasion shall extend only to the collection, correlation and presentation of
factual data and the maintenance of records having a bearin. upon the adminis«
tration of this Compact, and, by unanimous action, to the making of recommen=
dations to the respective States upon matters connected with the administra~
tion of this Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ such
engineering and clerical aid as may be reasonably necessery within the limit
ef funds provided for that purpose by the respective States. Annual reports
compiled for each calendar year shall be made by the Commission and transmite
ted to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March first following the year covered by the report. The Commission may, by unanimous action,
adopt rules and rezutations consistent with the provisions of this Compact to
govern thelr proceedings.
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any court or
tribunal which may be called upon to interpret or enforce this Compact.
ARTICLE XIII
At the expiration of every five year period after the effective dete of
this Compact, the Commissicn may, by unanimous consent, review any provisions
hereot whieh are not substantive in character and which do not affect the basic
principles spon which the Compact is founded, and shall meet for the considoration of sueh questions on the request of any menber of the Commission; provizei,
however, that the provisions herecf shall romain in full feree and effect until changed and amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous action
of the Commissioners, and until any changes in this Compact are ratified by the
legislatures of the resnective states and consented to by the Consress, in the
same manner as this Compact is required to be ratified to become effective,
15
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TESOLUTICN AQLOFTED BY RIO GUANDE COMPACT
COMMISSION aT TIE AXRUAL MEETING HELE AT
EL FASO, TEXAS, FEBRUARY 22=24, 1948,
CHANGING GAGING STATIONS AND LEASUREMENTS
OF LELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO.
eS
f
Pee
RESOLUTION
Whereas, at the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission in the
year 1945, the question was raised as to whether or not a schedule for delivery
of water by New Mexico during the entire yeer could be worked out, and
Whereas, at said meeting the question was referred to the Engineering ade
visers for thair study, recommendations and report, and
Whereas, said Engineering Advisors have met, studied the problems and
under date of February 24, 1947, did submit their Report, which said Report con»
tains the findings of said Engineering Advisors and their recommendations, and
»
Whereas, The Compact Commission has examined said Report and finds that the
matters and things therein found and recommended are proper and within the
terms of the Rio Grande Compact, and
Whereas, the Commission has considered said Engineering advisors? Report
and all available evidence, information and material end is fully advised:
New, Therefore, Be it Resolved:
The Commission finds es follows:
(a) That because of change of physical conditions, reliable records
of the amount of water passing San Marcial are no longer obtain-~
able at the stream gaging station at San Marcial and that the
same should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(>) That the need for concurrent records at San Vareial and San
Acacia no longer exists and that the cezing station at San
Acacia should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(ec) That it is desirable nnd necessary that the obligations of
New Vexico under the Compact to deliver weter in the months of
July, August, September should be séheduled.
(d) That the change in saging stations and substitution of the new
measurements as hereinafter set forth will result in substantially the same results so far as the rights and obligations to deliver water sre concerned, and would have existed if such substi; tution of stations and measurements had not been so made.
Be j Be It Further Resolvedr
That the following measurements and schedule thereof shall be substituted for the measurements and schedule thereof as now set
: forth in Article IV of the Compact:
17
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between Lobatos and Otowi Eridge.
(6) Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply
is the recorded flow of the Kio Grande et the
gaging stntion telow Llephant Butte Dan during
the calendar year plus the net gain in storage
in Elephant Butte Feservoir during the same year
or minus the net losa in storege in said reservoir,
as the case may be.
ge
é
i
L
{brevesmpei
The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth and
appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any
change in location of gaging stations;
erent
(>) Cepletion after 1929 in New Mexico of the
4 natural runoff at Otewi bridge; and (c) any transmountain diversions into the Rio Grande between
Lobatos and Elephant Butte Reservoir."
, Be it Further Resolved:
That the gaging stations at San Acacia and San Marcial be and the same are
hereby abandoned for Compact purposes.
Be it Further Resolved:
That this Resolution has been passed unanimously and shall be effective
January 1, 1549, if within 120 days from this date the Commissioner for each
State shall have received from the Attorney Joneral of the State represented by
him, an opinion approving this Resolution, and shail have so advised the Chairman of the Commission, otherwise, to he of no force and effect.
(Note: The following paragraph appeers in the Minutes of the Annual Veeting of the Commission held at Denver, Colorado, Februsry 14-16, 1949:
"The Chairman announced that he had received, pursuant to the Resolution
adopted by the Commission at the Ninth Annual Meeting on February 24, 1948,
opinions from the Attorneys General of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas that the
substitution of stations end messurements of deliveries by New Mexico set forth
in said resolution was within the powers of the Commission").
sheereem,
oestrone,
19
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geet
be used upon approval of the Commission in lieu of water stage recorders on
small reservoirs, provided that the frequenoy of cbaervwation is sufficient
in each case to establish any material changes in water levela in such reser
voirs.
amir
first seve
RESERVOIR CAPACITIES
Colorado anall file with the Commission a table of areas and capacities
for each reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin above Lobatos constructed after
1937; New Mexico shall file with the Commission a table of areas and capacities for each reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin between Lobatos and San
Marcial conatructed after 1929; and Texas shall file with the Commission
tables of areas and capacities for Elephant Butte Reservoir and for all other
reservoirs actually available for the storage of water between Elephant Butte
and the first diversion to lands under the Rio Grande Project.
Whenever it shall appear that any table of areas and capacities is in
error by more than five per cent, the Commission shall use ita best efforts
to have 4 re-survey made and a corrected table of areas and capacities to be
‘ substituted aa soon as practicable. To the end that the records of flow of
the Rio Grande at San Marcial, at San Acacia, and below Elephant Butte Reservoir may be correlated, the Commission shall use its best efforts to have
the rate of accumulation and the place of deposition of silt in Elephant
Butte Raservoir checked at least every three years.
EVAPORATION LOSSES
The Commission shall encourage the equipping, maintenance and operation,
in cooperation with the United States Weather Bureau or other appropriate
agency, of evaporation atations at Elephant Butte Reservoir and at or near
each major reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin within Colorado constructed after
1937 and in New Mexico constructed after 1929. The net loss by evaporation
from a reservoir surface shall be taken as the difference between the actual
evaporation loss and the evapo-transpiration losses which would have occurred
naturally, prior to the construction of such reservoir. Changes in evapo-=
transpiration losses along stream channels below reservoirs may be disregarded.
ADJUSTMENTS OF RECORDS
The Commission shall keep a record of the location and description of
each gaging station and evaporation station, and, in the event of change in
location of any stream gaginz station for any reason, it shall ascertain the
increment in flow or decrease in flow between such locations for all stages.
Wherever practicable, concurrent records shall be obtained for one year before abandonment of the previous stetion.
NEW CR INCREASED LEPLETIONS
; In the event any works are aonestructed which alter or may be expected
to alter the flow et any of the Index Gaging Stations mentioned in the Com
pact, or which may otherwise necessitate adfustments in the application of
the schedules set forth in the Compact, it shall be the duty of the Cona
21.
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(4) Make such investigations as may be requested by the Commission
in eid of its administration of the Compact.
(5) Act as Secretary to the Commission and subait to the Commission at ite regular meeting in February a report on its
sotivities and a summary of al] data needed for determination
of debits and credits and other matters pertaining te administration of the compact.
Costs
In February of each year the Commiseion shall adopt a budget for the
ensuing fiscal year beginning July first.
Such budget shall set forth the total cost of maintenance and operating
of gaging stations, of evaporation stations, the cost of engineering and
clerical aid, and all other necessary expenses excepting the salaries and
personal expenses of the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners.
Contributions made direotly by the United States and the cost of services rendered by the United States without cost shall be deducted from the
total budget amount; the remainder shall then be allocated equally to Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.
Expenditures made directly by any State for purposes set forth in the
budget shall be credited to that state; contributions in cash or in services
by any State under a cooperative agreement with any Federal agency shall be
credited to such state, but the amount of the Federal contribution shall not
so be credited; in event any State, through contractusl relationships, causes
work to be done in the interest of the Commission, such State shall be cre=«
dited with the cost thereof, unless such cost is borne by the United States.
The Secretary shall present to each participating state through the
Commiseioner of such State, a certified statement of one-third of the cost
of his salary, traveling expense, the expense incident to the maintenance
of the offices of the Commission, and such Commissioner shall arrange for
the prompt payment thereof by the appropriate agency of his state.
The Commissioner of each state shall report at the annual meeting each
year the amount of money expended during the year by the state which he
represents, as well as the portion thereof contributed by all cooperating
federal agencies, and the Commission shall arrange for such proper reimbursement in cash or credits between states as may be necessary to equalize
the contributions made by each state in the equipment, maintenance and
operation of all gaging stations authorized by the Commission and established under the terms of the Compact.
It shall be the duty of each Commissioner to endeavor to secure from
the Legislature of his state an appropriation of sufficient funds with which
to meet the obligations of his stata, as provided by the Compact.
23
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{c} All water actually spilled at Elephant Butte Reservoir, or ree
leased therefrom, in excess of Project requirements, which is currently
Passed through Caballo Ryservoir, after the time of spill, shall be conSidered as Actual Spill, provided that the total quantity of water then
in storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir exceeds the physical capacity of
that reservoir at the level of the sill of the spillway cates i.e.+
1,830,000 acre feet in 1942,
(d) Water released from Caballo Reservoir in excess of Project requirements and in axcess of water currently released frem Elephant Butte
Reservoir, shall ba deemed Usable Water released, excepting only flood
water entering Caballo Reservoir from tributaries below Elephant Butte
Reservoir.
25
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Rio Grande at Ctowi Bridge near San Ildefonso, New Mexico.
Rio Grande at San Acacia, New Mexioo.
Rio Chama below El Vado Den naar Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico.
Storage in Carson Reservoir near Stong, New Mexico,
Storage in Nichols Reservoir near Sante Fe, New Hexico,
The U. 5. Geological Survey in cooperation with the New Mexico Interstate Streams Commission and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District
furnished the record of storage in El Vado Reservoir near Tierra Amarilla,
New Mexico,
The New Mexico Power company at Sante Fe, New Mexico furnished the
record of storage in NeClure (Granite Point) Reservoir near Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
The United Pueblos Agency, Albuquerque, New Mexico, furnished the
records of storage in:
Acomita Reservoir near San Fidel, New Mexico,
New Lagune Reservoir at Laguna, New Mexico.
Paguate Reservoir near Laguna, New Mexico
The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Texas, furnished the following
records:
Discharge of Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico,
Diacharge of Rie Granie below Caballo Dam, New Mexico,
Storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir,
Storage in Caballo Reservoir.
The Ric Grande Compact Commission acknowledges the cooperation ressived
from theese agencies and individuals.
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WONTIELY SUMMARY OF DISCRARGE
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b,
Hi GRARDE AT OTM BRIDGE NEAR SAN TLDEFOHES, NET NER ICO
Location ~ Water-atare recorder, Lat. 19752125", Long. 1OB*O8+7S", in Gan lidefonso Puabio Grant, 200 feet downstream
roa highway bridee, 1 2/L miles southweat of San Lidefonse Puable, 2h miles downjatraan from Rio Pojoaaue and 7 miles
wert of Pojoaque. Datum of gape in S,UGE.40 fent above mean sea level, datum of 1925.
poerenranig
Drainage area = 11,700 square miles (ingiudes 2,00 square miles in closed taain {n northern part of San Luls Valley,
wolareag)s
Records availiable - February i695 to Leoember 1005, June 1900 to December 15L8,
Extremes - Maximes discharge during year, 12,400 second-faat Kay 20 (gage helens 9.0) feet); minimum daily, 240 secondfeat (satinated} Saptember 21, 22.
: T930-L8, Maximum discharge, 22,500 second-feet Nay 16, 1911; maxteun gage netght H2.70 feet May 14, 1941) minteun
b. datiy discharge, 128 second-feet Jane 2), 154.
Q . Remarks - Records good oxtept these for periods of ne Bagecneight record, which ate poor, Flow partialiy regulated by
x » Ei Vado reservoir. Oiversions above ststion for irrigation,
*
T
Honth Second= Runoff in
feot-days Maximum it. . wigimun Evan. Acre-feet
Janusry << + = te ee >t 13,265 3 4 533 38,930
February = «2 se ee ee ee ee 22,939 1,260 S15 TiO dis 810
Maroh «= 6 re ee ee te 32,782 1,580 ahs 1,057 65,020
April <2 6 ee ee ee eee ee ee 86,100 8,160 1,340 2,870 170,800
Maye ee ee ee ee 158,200 11,800 1,840 5,103 313,800
Sane 6 Rm ee - 186,070 11,800 1,380 6,202 369,106
duly © 2 6 wee we we ee 27,663 1 ,L2o 565 9 55,270
AUgUSE + 8 mw ee 25,161 1,280 Shy m2 49,910
September + « - - ee ee we eee ee oe 1h, #9, 1,2alo ae 480 28,550
Ooteber + - 2 2 we ee ee ee 12,L3b 819 290 401 2, 660
: November - ee ee ne ee 15,493 647 388 516 30,730
2 December - + + - -- - 2 + = wm ee “we 18,796 AT 539 606 37,280
. (Year 1546 ~~ 4 - - - - + ne 619,261 11,809 210 1.82 1,225,000
RIO GHANDE AT SAN ACACIA, KEW MexIco
Location - Aater-gtage recorder, Let, 34°15'20", Long, 106"53'36", in wep Seo. 1, T. 1 9., 8.1 4,, 0.2 miles downstream
TFOR San Acacia diversion dam, } mile aast of San Acacia, and 2 ailes dowistream from Rio Saledo, Qutum of gape is
4660.16 feet above monn asa level, datum of 1925,
Drainage ares » 26,770 aquare miles (inciudes 2,910 squard miles in closed basin in northern part of San Luis Valley,
Toleraday.
Records available ~ April 1936 to December 1948,
een
Extremes = Maximum discharge during year, 11,000 second-feet May 28 Cgnge height 4.25 feet); miniwum daily, L ¢econd-foot
~~ Kuguet 2, 3, 5, 6, Saptember 11, 14, 17, 153 21-25.
1936-16: Maximo diacharge, 27,400 second-feat august 5, 1936 (page height 6.35 feet, datum of gage 4452.56), from
rating curve extended above 1&,00 eocond-feet by logarithmic plotting; ne flow June 22 to duly 7, oh6.
Remarks = Records good between 160 and 1,000 secend+feet, others fair, Diversions above station for irrigatians.
Sacond= fun-off in
e Booth footedays Masten itt n ime Mean Acre+feot
6 denuery <= = + + - Ate ee ee 21,812 aa, 255 Tok 43,280
Be « February > - - = = Se ee ee 27,16 1,718 350 S37 5F,.o60
March «oe 6 4 ee tem ee ee we 30, 75a; 1,356 ble og2 61,006
April «© se ene ww ee ee en &, 819 4.970 720 2,327 148, 500
Way 2 ee 184,850 16, 700 B6e 4,024 ec)
Gung oe me a ee ee ee 173,33 10,396 603 5778 343,800
vuby em ta Bole eee 13 139 8, 586
. Awgust o- - - e e wm 2,746 pe i 886 5,450
September + 5 4 + + ee ee ee eee “see 1 SOF 705 i 63.6 3,786
Ootober ~~ - - ee 2 2 ee ee ee ee ee 1,098 192 8 35 ads 2,160
Bovember - - - ew ee ee ee we ee ee . 18,005 1,149 3hé sg 35,710
Dasenber «6 2 ee ee ee ee 21 656 ie] ais 9 2,050
Hear 1948 = + - - .- - Sonatina | uot, 278 10,708 1 1,3 256,390
3g
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WONTHLY SUMMARY OF DISCHARGE
estore sag
RIC GRANDE BELOW CABALLO DAM, NEW MEXICO
Location - Rater-satage recorder, Lat, J2"HHtO5", Long. LOT UPA" tn we}emd Sec, 107. 16 5., 2. W., GOO feet upstrene
tom Hojarquer bridge, 4,200 feet dowmetream frow Caballo Dam, 1 1/5 miles Upstream from Percha diversion dem, 3 milea
northemst of Array and 5 miles south of Caballo, Datus of gage ia L£,180.9 feat abore wean gua level. Prior to January
2, 1GG6 at datum 5.00 foet nt ger,
prarraseme ae
on Records available = January 1538 to neosmber 1918,
Extremes - Maximum daily discharge during year, 5,030 second-feet June 2h; Minimum daily diasherge, 1.1 seoonud-feat
January 26,
1538-6; Waximum daily diacharge, 7,650 ascond-feat May 20, 1942; minimum daily discharge 1.3 second-fest Kovem~
ms ber 18-21, December 12-27, 1940,
eee senemese
yee eotng
Remaris ~ Records good. Considerable diversion above station for irrigation. Flow regulated by Gabalic Reservoir,
Seoonds Run-off in
Month footedays Maxie Minimus Mean Adte-fost
January < “+ ee ee ee ee 57.9 2.1 1.4 1g 110
February = 7 2 ee ee ee 47.1 2.6 2.6 2.3 130
March = 2 2 = 8 6 ee ew 31,192.5 2,660 2.4 2,006 61,870
Aprit se eee ee a 60,410 2,850 1,050 2,015 439,880
May tee ee ee 39,518 1,530 978 1,275 78,380
ume = ee we ee ee 57,265 3,030 613 1,509 113,580
duly «+ ee ee ee ee ee 78,870 2,850 1,640 2,473 reG70
Aagust se we ee 33,060 2,830 4,870 21592 1, 910
September - <2 + ee ee ee ee 25, 158.7 1,970 2h 56,500
Qetobar = + 6 4 ee ee ee 3,720.9 803 1.7 220 7,386
November = = 46-2 22 ee ee ee ee 3,575.6 863 Lel 119 7,090
December st ee ee ee 2,849.6 SOT 2.2 55 5,260
tear 3908 - 22 5 ee el oe 7S 3 080 tol 1,028 7,200
BORITA DITCH BELOW CABALLO TAM, NEW MEXICO
Logation «= This ditoh diverts direstiy from the reservoir for the irpigation of lands on the right bank of the river. The
EGEET release fron Project Storage, es used in computations of the Compact Commtesion, te the combined flow of Bonita
Titoh and Aico grende below caballo Dea,
Second- Runeoff in
Honth foot~days Maxinuns Winton Mean Aare-font
denuary = 4 6 ee we ee ee G
. February <2 +s se ee ee ee ew ee ¢
Marah 2 se ew ee ew sree 195
APPEL +e ew L138
May ee eee 156
WMG ee 306
duly see ee ee ee ee 588
August oe es ewe ew ee se ee 245
. September <6 «2 eu we ee y10
Osteber + - 6 we we we ee 26
Hovembar ~ 6 - ee ee we ee ee 18
December = - 8 eee ee ee o
Your 1908 + = ~~ - ee ee ee ee ee 2,780
35
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MONTHLY SUMMARY OF DISCHARGE
SAB ANTONIO RIVER AT ORTIZ, COLORADO
Location - Neter-stage recorder, Lat 37°00", Long. 106°02', in New Mexico tn Seg. 19, T. 32 We, Re 9 Buy d adhe south of
TolGrada-Hew Mexico State line, } mile south of Ortia, and ¥ mile upstroem Crom Loa Pines Creeks
Drainage area - 110 equare miles.
Records available = danuary 1 to Getober 41, 1915, May i, 1919 te Onteber 31, 1920, October 1, 192: te December 31, i9ld.
Sarena
Extremes ~ kaximun discharge during year, 395 aacond-feet April 30 (rege height 3.0 feet); no flow at times.
1915,1919420, 192-48: Maximum diechargs, 1,750 sscond-fest april 15, 1937 (gage hetght, 5.36 feet}, from rating
curve extended above 1,100 second feat; no flow wt times,
Accuracy » Records considered good. Ouring winter periods records ostimated based on discharge moseurenents and weather
aa &
Fecorde.
Remarks + Small diversions for irrigation above station.
Second- Rumeroff in
Wenth foot-days Marina ¥inimus Mean Acre-feet
January - = ee we ee ee 31.0 - - pe) 6h
February +--+ - ee ee ee ee ee 4 is.5 - - ie 8S
Marah s+ + 6 eee ew ee ee ee ee 77.5 - - 2.5 154,
April sss * = ww we ee ee ee 4,466 352 8 Lg 5,860
May we me ee ee 5,918 309 33 126 TeTTO
Pune + ee ee ee ee ee 83.7 65 3.5 17.8 1,0°%
Uaby + te me ee 12.2 244 o «39 mh
Augast «s+ 6-6 ee ewe wee ee eee ee 1.6 1.0 ° 05 3.2
September - - - 6 4 ee ee ee 3.0 «2 Qo 203 2,0
Detober = 6 6 - ww ee ee 36.5 T o 1,48 72
Nowembear 6 7 5 = = 5 #2 ee we 100.3 7 1 345k 199
December «ss ee ee ee ee ee ee 4a.3 - - 1.3 ao
Sear 1948 <= + - ew we ee we eee 9,260.6 se S 25.3 14,379
LOS PINOS RIVER REAR ORTIZ, COLORADO
Location ~ Water-etage recorder, Lat. 36°98", Long. 106°O%1, in Yew Mexico in Wh Sec. 34, 7. J2N., 2. 8 B., 1 mile
south of Colorado-New Mazico State line, 2 miles acuthwest of Ortir, and siles upstream from eouth.
Drainage area = 167 aquare miles.
Reoords available ~ January 1, 1915 to Hovember 30, 1920, Gctober i, 1924 to December 31, iGi8.
Extremes ~ Maximun discharge during year, 1,460 ancond-fest May 20 (gage height 4.67 feat); miniinwn daily discharge, 10
second~feet September 23, .
19Lle2G, 192hei8: Maxinum discharge 3,360 second-feet Kay 12, 1942 {guge height 5.77 feet); minimum daily discharze
5 second=feet Auguat Ll, September 19, 1934.
Accuracy = Records sonaiderad excellent axceyt those below 50 second feet, which are good and thoae during perteds of ioe
affect which are fair.
Rewarks - Diveraioos for irrigation above atation,
Seaond= Rune-off ia
Month foat-days Maxima Windia Moan acresfset
January cor oe ee ee L6s - - 15 922
February - - 6 se ee ew ee ee ee 493 - - iF 978
March = <6 4 4 a ew TI5 - “ ay 1
BPEEL «es 9,395 86h, 39 ote] 14,630
May sw . 1,230 380 787 48,370
Set ee ew 16,881 PS 120 3a 21,560
July ws tr tm we ee ee 1,537 116 3 49.6 3.050
AUugURe tw em 830 Ls 1a 20.3 1,250
September « - - - 6 + ee ee el 384, 2 30 12.8 ba
Oetober = - ee ee ee we ee ew ee S27 2k, mh 17.0 2,056
Bowember « ~ 6 wee ee ee me 652 3h 3 21.7 1,890
Decamber = 2 = 6 eee ee ee ee ee we Los « ” 23.0
Seer 4908 <n ee 50,526 Lach0 380 i36 100,200
37
US0597906
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Highly Confidential
PY ER REN RERAW SPER ARS
STORAGE IN RESERVOIRS
1948
SQUAW LAES RESERVOIR - Dem and staff gage loaated in approximate Seo. 12, T. 39 8, 2. 4 W., WWLE.M., on Squaw Lake.
3 aepacity cf reservoir, i56 acre-feet as detenmained by original survey. Water used for irrigation of lands below
the Del Horta geging station.
THOUTVALE. HO. 2 RESERVOIR ~ Dam and staff gage located in Sec. 16, tT. Li w., 2. 3 We, WiMa P.M, on Sowth Clear Creek.
capaclt} of reservoir, 435 scre-feet aa determined by original survey, Water ia ueed for fish culture with only
occasional dale for irrigation,
i FUCHS HESERVOIR - Demand staff gare located in Seas, 2 and 11, tT. 47 Bo, Re & Bi, NeW PiM., on Pinos Creek. Total capeaity of reservoir, approximately 219 acre-feet. Water used for irrigation of lands adjacent to Pinos Creek.
¥
f
g
&
z Last SQUAW EAEE TROUTVALE KO. 2 Frocm
S Dey
3 » of cage Gage Gage
i Height | Comtenta Chase Height : Coutente Change Height | Coxtente Change
2 Fe. | Aow*Pt. Aga+Ft. Phe AG. Ft, de ~Ft, Pt. Aca Pt. Aow- Ft.
- Deo?) §.5 95 7.6 287 9 80
: anh
a Feb.
: Mar,
Apr. 8.0 iho +hs 7.6 257 a Ped 237 +157
Mey 8.0 he a 7.6 257 6 17.1 237 a
June a0 Up 5 7.6 257 6 17. B37 8
daly | 6.7 416 ~ 2h 76 257 o 946 68 “Ug
Aug. 2.2 20 6 7.6 237 o a 6 - BB
Sept. LZ 2G 0 7.8 257 Q a Q Qo
Oot. 2 ao o 7 257 a G o 6
dor. 9
Tce.
Tear +20 6 6
GARSON RESERVOIR - Dam and water-stage recorder located in ewh Sec, 12, fT, 25 Ws, Re 10 E., on Aguaje de la Petasa, Total
2 “capacity af reservoir 5,68, acre-feet an deterained by eurwey of 1941. Water used for irrigation of lands of the Carson
Reclawetion District. Completed 1640.
EL YADO RESERVOIR = fem and. water-stege recorder (eteff gage only below slevation 6,876.0 Fest} located in sgt See. 4, T.
ta Ke +, Of Rio Cham. Total capacity of reservoir, 197,530 acre-feat at elevation 6,902.0 feet {top of epillway gatee) an detereined by survey of 19h),
MoCLURE (formerly GRANITE POINT) RESERVOIR ENLARGEMENTS ~ Dam and eteff cege in Swi Seo. 2k, 7. 17 We, Re 10 Be, da
Ventiage Wasire, Grant, ou Sante Fe Creck. Original reservoir, capmoity 561 acre-feet, was completed in 1926 and is
not wubjrot to Compact adwinistrati ary in 1935 permanent flash boards wore installed in spillway incremsing capacity
to 450 acre-feet; in 1947 beth dam and apillway were raised increasing total capacity to 2,41) acre-feet,
RICHOLS RESERVOIR ~ Dam, staff gage and water~etage recorder located in HE Seo, 21, 7. 17 W., BR. 10 8,, on Santa Fe
URES” Total “capacity of reservoir, 796 ecre-fest as determined by original survey in 1942, water is for mumicipal
use in Santa Fe. Completed 1942.
Last CARSOH KL Vapo MoCLUBE (GRANITE POINT) WICHOLS
. Dey gis ALES OL
af Gage Gage Gage Gage
Height | Contents Change Beight | Contents Change Height | Contents Changs Height | Contents Change
Lf Peed AGerPt. saan Rte Ft. AQs- Ph. AtszEts Ft Ago Ft, Adan Ph Pia Dia Ft Adee PE
t Des .L7 $ 3 OT7T 3 | 5,48 3765 167 123.9 22
ob . dan ei8 ° & $770.3: 5,820 +30 37.6 168 +1 - 17 -5
aS Feb. 9.5 24, +2 + ft 7,4do +1320 ies 183 +15 125,49 2 5
Mer. 16.4 333 +289 628.5 | 20,750 +13, 619 2.7 250 +67 139.6 135 +115
Apr. 20.8 és +462 6861.1. | 94,200 +73,450 &.4 1 1,030 +780 163.2 37 hha
May 6 “HS $903.1 POL, 200 ¥i07,000 93.5 | 2,410 Wi 380 166.3 66h, + 8F
June ° o 6902.6 199,500 » 1,700 97.2 2,678 + 26d 368.9 73 +S
duly 8 S 6896.9 181,506 - 18,000 56.3 | 2,619 - 140.9 515 228
. Aug. a o 6888.6 £55, » 26,100 92.8 | 2,369 - 160.5 sab, “ii
Sept. 8 o 6883.3 2L2,700 + 12,700 861) 1,920 be ie 163.0 57k + 6F
. Oot. 0 a 6882.0 239,300 » 3, B3.c0 1 4,7h0 1 180 163.5 586 + tk
rr Fow. o 8 6882.6 fio, k 4,600 B2.2 1 1,690 L $9 - 512 -T
Leos 2 o tia tO. B13. be mente = 531. +19
Year & p137 220 ha LT +59
39
US0597907
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Highly Confidential
AVR S SE SUES BEE SERED EE
TRAUSMOUNTAIN DIVERS 1OxS
1948
WEMINUCHE PASS (fast Diton) rocas WUCHS PASS (Neat Ditah) RABER-LORR
Bristol G-dey recorder and 3~foet wooden Parahail rietel Beteay recorder and %-feet wooden Parshall f lune.
fluse. Diteh crosses Continental Divide at Lat. 37°L\* Pitan creases Continental Divide at Let. 37*lG' M.,
R., Long 107°19'W., tn Seo. 4, tT, 9H, Re GW, Bong, 107° 19' W., ta Sean LT, 39 8, Bw, {pre
(pro jected survey}, 25 miles southwest of Creede, Colo- |seoted survey), 25 miles southwest of Creede, Colorado,
prado. Olvergion originates on Eorth Fork of the Rio Diversion originated on left bank of Rineon La Yaos
de los Pinos, a tributary to the Sen Juan River) emp- (Creek, a tributary of the Ric de los Pinos in the San
ties into teminuche Creek, 4 tributary of the Hio Grandabtuan River Basin; emptied into Neainuohe Creek, a triPivereion is trom Rio Grande above the Del Morte gag fowtary of the mio Grande. Diversion ie from Rio Grands
ing station. above the Del Norte Gearing Station.
} I i | :
Sedond~ ] Disoheree Second~ i ' i | Biacharge
Month Toot-daye | Maximum | Winders Meas jin acre-feet foot-days | Veximue = Ainiwer ; wean | in sore-feat,
May a a o i :
duns o 0 18.k 12 | oO 0.61 38
duly Ql 5.2 6 2.94 1a 35.9 uw : 15 Ll: 7Ok,
Auguet LB. 2.8 1.0 1.56 96 285.1 13 : &7 5.29 565
September 21.3 1,0 6 1.7 h2 U5.h 6.9 i 6 Ubu 2a8
i t
Total 140.8 5.2 a | - 339 iy | Oo 4 ~ | 3gg5
TABOR QUAN PASS
Brixtel Bedey recorder end 2-foot woden Parshall flume rhatel Bday recorder and @-foct wooden Parshal! flue,
Ditoh crosves Continental Divide at Lat, S7°56" K., tch orosses Continental Divide at Lat. 37°36'N., Longs
Long. 107*11"9., in Sec. 34, T. U3 Ha, Ro 3W., (proe LOT*LSW., 24 miles southwest of Creede, Colorade. D4.
jected survey), edjacent to Colorado State Highway No. frercion intersepta headwaters of Williams Creek, a tri
149, UU; miles aerthwest ot Creede, Colorado. DBirer~ butary of Huerte Creek in the San duan Basin; emptias in
Sion originates from right bank of Cabolla Creok, « co Squaw Creek, & tributary of the Ric Grande abore the
tributary to the Gunnison Eiver; @aptios into Beep el Norte gaging station. Diversion is from Rio Grande
Cresk, a tributary to Clear Cresk in the Rio Grands below the Del Korte gaging station.
Bagin, Diversion is from gic Grande above the Del
Norte gaging station.
r ] .
Second. Discharges Seqond= i i , Dkecharge
Meath foot=daya Maximum Minima: | Mean in aore-feet {| foot-days | Maxime | Kinin | Mean - in mere-fest
tay 9 i 6 G | a
dime ° { 0 oe ; : 3
duly Ob 16 Oo | e.ah 138 8.9 Se | ° 2.33 | 57
Auguat 12,7 1.7 o | hoo 5 2.2 241 | 0 1.86} 4a
Septenber o | oO 0 i ; Q
' ‘
i i
Total al | 4.6 o | 1 T5 ek Ba 9 = 1s
TREASURE Pass PIEDRA PASS
Bristol S-day recorder and 2-foot woden Parshall flume (iristol S-dey recorder and 2-foot metal Perehali flume.
Diteh crosses Continental Divide at Lat. 37*29'R., Long{Diteh crossea Continentel Divide et Lat, 37°25°R., Long.
1O6*LStW., in Sec. 32, 7. 38 Be, Re 2 2, (projested LOT*OOTN., in Sec. L, 1. 38 Ne, BR. tM, (projected aur
survey}, adjacent to . 5. Eighway No. 166 on the vey}, 20 wiles south of Creede, Colorado, Diversion
fmt of Wolf creek Peas, 17 wiles southwwet of South originates on the headwaters of tha Phledra fiver, a triFork, Colorads. Diversion originates on Wolf Creek, a fbutary te the West Fork of the San Juan River in the
tributary to the san Juan River; empties into Middle Sen Juan Besiny empties into South River, « tributary
Cresk, a tributery to Seuth For’ in the Rio Grande fa the Rio Grande. Diversion ta fron the Rio Grande
Basin, Diversion is fromthe Rio Grande below the Del abows the Dei Norte gaging atations
Norte gaging station,
Seoond= | Discharge Second= | Disoharce
Month Toot-days | Maximus | Miniowe | aan in acre-feet | footedaya | itaxianan Minus Mean [in acre-feet
kay a | i ° j
Jane o i ! o
duly 14.7 3.2 o i 0.47 a No flow during year
August 0 : 9
September o o
Total 1.7 ¥.2 of 2
41
US0597908
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Highly Confidential
EVAPORATION AND CRECLPITATION
1948
WAGON FEEL GAT, COLORADO - In Mineral County, BOSQUE DEL APACHE, KEN MEXICO - In Sosorre
aiewatian o,5 eet. Tat. 37°LAr, long. 106" Guity, elevation a, eat, ine, 33°h6', long,
UO’, near Creeda, Ccandard Class A pan ane- 106"5),: + 7 miles south of San Antonio. Stan«
Bometer, taximum and minimum thermometers, derd Class A pan, anemometer, maxima and mint~
standard O-inch mad recerding rain gages, mum tiermomitars, standard G-inch rain gage.
CORE SOS DAM, COLGRALO « In Conejos County, ale- SLEPHANT ROTTE DAM, NET WEXTICO + In Sierra
on 6, eet, Let. 37°0h, long, 1Oé*iér, Panty, SLevEtLOn fot, iat. 34°09", long.
15 miles west of Antouito, Standard Clasa A LOF*L1', iy miles northeast of Hot Springs.
pan, anemometer, maximum and minimus thermo- Standard Class A pan, asehometor, neaimun and
meters, and standsrd 6-inch rain gage. minimum thermometers and stendard G-ineh rein
gages
Sav LUIS LAKES, COLORA"O ~ In Alamosa County,
olavation 7, eat, t. 37°97, long. 105" Caen Le DAM, NE? MEXICO - In Sierra County, ele«
48*. Standard Class A pan, eanemometer, maxi- an wet, fae, 32°54, long. 1O7*1Sr,
man and minimum thermomstera and standard @ at Setalic Dem and $4 mikea south of fiet Springs.
inch Fain gage. Standard Class 4 pan, anenometer, maxinun aid
minimum tharnometera, standard S-inch snd record+
@E. ¥ADO DA, NOT MEXICO -In Rio Arribs County, ing tain gagss.
slevat {on eat, Tat. 36°36", long. 106*
it, at El tade Dam near Tierra Amarilia. Stas- AGRICULTURAL COLLEGF, NEW MEXICO - In Dons Ans
dard Class 4 pan, anemoneter, maximum and ini- County, elevation =, eat, iat, 32°17", long.
mun thermometers, stan‘ard &tnch snd racerding 106"L5', 3 miles south of Las Cruces, at State
rain gages. Colinge. Standard Ciasa A pan, anemometer,
saximum and minimum thermometera, standard @&
SANTA FS, NEY MEXICO ~ In Santa Fe Cou: ty, ale- inch rain gage,
vetTon eat, Tote 35°14, long, 1O5°'sé:,
2 miles southeast of Sante Fe. Standard Class
A pan, anemoweter, maximum and Hinimum there
momters and standard §-inch rain gage.
Station Jens Fob, | Mar. [april f tay Jane | July aug. | Sept. | Ont. | Kow. | fee, Total
EvaP, 7.68| 8.56 5.&} 6.08] 2.69
WAGON WHEEL GAP, COLG. |PRECIP. o.4af 1.50 | 0.70 OTE] Leth | 0.79) 2.4L 1.36] S.60F 1.13] 0.05 1 1.36 11.06
EVAR, 7.37 3 7.32, T.7h TOF G19] 7.18
CONE JOS DAM, COLORATO PRECIP. 0.33 | o.7a | o.14 O.21f o,62@f 1.27] a0 OA] 0.25] 1.23) 0.32 § 3.18 6.15
EYAP, 737] 9.00] 8.561 9.86 1 8.40] 7.53) bali ”
SAR LUES LAKES, COLO, femecgp, Fo owza! 1.13 | 0.31 1.234 1.77] 2.50} 0.18 - - 6.761 0.27 | 0.68 evar. 7.69 f + - 7.80) 6,48) Liza EL VA‘ BAM, 5. MEX, FRECIP. 0.52 | 0.89 7 1.27 9.80) 1.291 2.20], 1,02 1.691 2.4651 1.30] O.h7 ” EVAD, 20.80 7 10,16 9.48!) G.as? 5.58 SANTA FE, WEN cTxrco PRECIF. - - “ - “ 2.52, O05 1.70[ 3.92) 2.591 0.65 | 6.35 BYA>, - - - - - 12.90 112.72 | 11.92] 9.81) 6.72] hada f i.oh BOSQUE DEL APACHE, WoKex. [PRESEP. O.10 | 1.76 3 0.42 9.09 / 0.28) a.90[] 6.58 O.47| 1.03) 6.57] 0.04 [ 0.21 6.17
EVAP, 3.64) 4.52 | 9.28 | th.02 716-51 115.98 25.20 | 1h.66/ 12.17] 7.84] 5.59 | 4.52 123,93
SLEPHANT ANTTS Day, Nowe [PRECTP. 0.327 2.12 | G.o7 0.01 | 0.26 | 1.487 3.03 | 0.39] 0.6 9.27 t 0.63 Toth
wre 3.02) 5.32 1 8.49 1iL.20 711.76 745.58 113.82 wW.o7 pier 750, sh Pale TPs
CARALLO DAY, Noy wexrco [PRECIP. 0.40 | 3.72 § o.07 2.0L] G.16 | 0.76] 0.55 0.60) O57 7 0.85 t 1.0b 6.34
SWAN. | 5.83 f Lee 7.32 [21 h6 pib.ie pil.ge fil.oe | WT) Ss) 6.507 Lee Ba? IGE
AGRICULTURAL COLLETE, Saf PRECIP. G.18 | 1.AS-) o.8é @.07 | G.0h 1 6.64] 0.07 0.46] 0.39} 0.37 | 0.00 1 1.23 5.15
43
US0597909
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WATER SUPPLY ALLOCATION
PROCEDURES

Bureau

of

Albuquerque
El

Paso
El

Reclamation
Area Office

Field Division

Paso Texas

TX v. NM #141
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NM-EX-400
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RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES
REGRESSION ANALYSIS CURVE D1

Annual Data Used

YAxis

Sum

19511978

of Deliveries including

Acre Feet Delivered

to

Acre Feet Delivered

Internationally

Non Farm Deliveries

Farms

MI

in

to

Mexico

Acre Feet

X
Acre Feet Releases from Storage

Regression

Analysis Curve

D1

08260932

Slope

YIntercept

102305

Corr Coeff

09781202

Y

160375

X

Std

Std

Data

Dev

Dev

135448

One

1

US0167012

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES
REGRESSION ANALYSIS CURVE D2

Annual Data Used

Y Axis

19511978

Total Diversions

Total Acre Feet Diverted

X Axis

Total Releases

Water Supply Releases from Storage

Regression Analysis Curve

D2

13377994

Slope

YIntercept

89970

Corr Coeff

09754545

X Std

160375

Y Std

Data

Dev

Dev

219948

Two2

US0167013

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES

Full Allotment to

AFAc

3024

US

Farms and Mexico

x 155000

Full Allotment to

Mexico

Ac =

468720

+ 60000 AF

1906 Treaty

Use

Using

11

Curve Determine

= 08260932

Slope

08260932

X

Releases

AF

528720

AF

528700

AF

Release for Full Allotment

Y Intercept = 102305 AF

X + 102305 AF

528700

AF

= 528700 + 102305

763 842

AF

763840

AF

931841

AF

08260932

Use

Using

Slope

Y

D2

Curve

Determine Total Diversions

= 13377994

YIntercept = 89970 AF

= 13377994763840AF + 89970AF =

Three

3

US0167014

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOCATION PROCEDURES

Full

Water Supply Allocation

Total Allocation Diversions

931841

AF

Allocation to Mexico

60000

AF

871841

AF

494979

AF

Allocation to

US

Full Allocation to

EBID

1906 Treaty

Districts

US

Districts

88000155000871841AF
056774871841AF

EPCWID

=

67000155000871841AF
043226871841AF

=

376862

AF

Four

4

US0167015

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES

Example of a

100

Allocation

Allotment Letter

Mailed

Year

to the

IBWC

and

prior to irrigation

Full allocation is based

US

Full Allotment

From Curve

D2

Full Allotment

release

to

to

US

US

Mexico

from

storage is

Farms

Mexico

Full Allocation to

US

Full Allocation

EBID

Lands

468700

AF

+60000 AF

528700

AF

763840

AF

931841

AF

60000

AF

Mexico

diversions are

Full Allocation to

to

to

USFarms

total

Dec

on

Full allocation

D1

in

season

Full Supply to authorized

From Curve

Districts

Mexico

1906 Treaty

Districts

871841

AF

494979

AF

376862

AF

871841056774AF = 494982 AF
Full Allocation

to

EPCWID

871841043226AF = 376862 AF
Five

5

US0167016

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES

Example

Allotment for Less than Full Supply

Determine

Project

Water Supply Available

600000

Caballo Reservoir

+32000 AF
632000 AF

Evaporation Losses

AF
90000 AF

Available

492000 AF

Minimum

a

full

AF

Elephant Butte Reservoir

Total

492000

in Storage

AF

is

In storage

763840 AF which would
Farms and Mexico

less than the

supply to the

From Curve

50000

Pool

D1

US

492000

AF

release

would provide

provide

the

US

Farms

and Mexico with

Y
Mexicos

= 08260932492000

Allotment

= 113486

AF + 102305
of the

= 304133

total deliveries

to the

AF

U

Farms and Mexico

60000 AF528700
Mexicos

Allotment would

AF100

= 113486

be

304133 AF0113486 =

34515

AF

Six

6

US0167017

RIO GRANDE PROJECT

ALLOTMENT PROCEDURES

Example

Allotment for Less than

Deliveries to

US

Available

From Curve

Supply

=

492000

Diversions to the

US

Districts

49200013377994AF + 89970AF =
Delivery to Mexico

Delivery to

Allocations

to

EBED

EPCWED

Cont

Headings

in Storage

D2

full

US

=
=

AF

and Mexico

568227

AF

34515 AF
533712

AF

533712AF056774

303010

AF

533712AF043226

230702

AF

US

Headings

Districts

Seven

7

US0167018

Definitions

1

Water

Project
Butte

Elephant
waters

the

reaching
Dam
Diversion

2

Allocated

in

Article

by

the

E1

Improvement

bed

irrigation

releases

are

being

flows

and

after
other

water

which

sources

made

by

the

irrigable
districts
during

made

by

the

districts

waters

It

shall

not

be

the

be

areas

water

El

and

Paso

that

period

of

any

use

irrigation
when

year

irrigation

and

Water

County

during
a

defined

as

diversion

Mexico

storage

purposes

Grande during non irrigation
gates which originates from drain

diverted
within

the

by

non irrigation

season

the

non irrigation

season

Districts

districts

irrigation

boundaries

their

the

against

supply
for

Rio

Dam

the

from

Riverside

and

of

for

release

All

for

diversions

utilizing

return

flow

utilizing

return

flow

allocations

respective

Procedure
The

Grande
vers
and

following
Project

water

cedure

at

supply
the farms but
for

Mexico

1906

bed

of

consistent

with

Treaty

the

Rio

extraordinary

States

The

diminished

amount
same

in

system in the
States
was made in

AFacre
AFacre

x

acres

This

applied

1978

supply was

equations
the

is

used

Irrigation

to

to

proportion

as

the

water

States

1951

An

The

based

done

and

of

the

US

to
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FOREWORD
Thirty years have elapsed since the Rio Grande
Compact of 1938 was entered into by official representatives
of the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, and
approved by the representative of the United States of
America. Administration of the Compact since then has been
the responsibility of many different persons, few of whom
had personal knowledge of the circumstances that led to
negotiation of this Compact. Consequently, there has been
a growing tendency towards interpretation of some of the
provisions of Rio Grande Compact in a manner contrary to
the intent of those who participated in its negotiation.
Very few of those who did participate in the
negotiation of Rio Grande Compact are now living. I believe
that I am the only person who was intimately connected with
the investigations that led to the Compact and with the
'negotiations of the Compact itself, and who has continued
his connection in its administration throughout the years
since 1938. It is for this reason that I was asked, on
behalf of the Attorney General of the State of Texas, to
review the history of the Rio Grande Compact of 1938 and to
analyze its provisions for the benefit of all who may now or
may subsequently wish to clarify their-understanding of the
provisions of that Compact.
RAYMOND A. HILL
Consulting Civil Engineer
San Francisco, California
18 September 1968
CO - 002434
PO
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INTRODUCTION
The Rio Grande Compact of 1938 has to do only with
the porticnl of tlu' drai|u1ge busily of Ric)(2rande :H)ove 1H)rt
Quitman, located about 80 miles southeast of El Paso, Texas.
This division of the total drainage area of Rio Grande was
adopted in the Treaty of 1906 between the United States and
Mexico and has been used consistently since then.
Physical conditions in this upper portion of the
drainage basin of Rio Grande were well set forth in the
Report of the Rio Grande Joint Investigation submitted on
December 23, 1937, to the President by the National Resources
Committee. The introductory portion of this report is
quoted below:
Rio Grande is an interstate and an international
stream. It rises in Colorado and flows southward
for more than 400 miles across New Mexico. After
leaving New Mexico, it forms the boundary between
Texas and the Republic of Mexico for about 1,250
miles to its mouth. The total length of the river
is about 1,800 miles.
With respect to usage of water and the problems
concerned with that usage, the river is divided into
two distinct sections at Fort Quitman, or at the
narrow gorge a few miles below. Above this nearly
all the water of the river is being consumed by
irrigation in Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico.
Below, in the lower basin, the river develops its
flow mainly from tributaries in Mexico.
In the Upper Rio Grande Basin, including parts
of Colorado and New Mexico, and a very small part
of Texas, more than 99 percent of the water supply
comes from Colorado and New Mexico in about equal
amounts.
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In accordance with natural divisions, the upper
basin comprises three principal areas: the San Luis
section in Colorado, the Middle section in New Mexico,
and the Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman section in New
Mexico, Texas and Mexico.
The San Luis section comprises the basin of
Rio Grande in Colorado, the principal agricultural
area of which is the San Luis Valley. This is a
broad plain of smooth topography, surrounded by
mountains except on the south near the Colorado—
New Mexico State Line, where the river has cut an
outlet for the southern portion of the valley.
The northern portion is not thus drained and is
known as the Closed Basin. The valley floor
ranges in altitude from 7,640 to 8,000 feet and
the surrounding mountains from 10,000 to more than
14,000 feet.
The Middle section comprises the basin of
Rio Grande in New Mexico above San Marcial. Below
the Colorado-New Mexico State line, Rio Grande
flows through a canyon for about 70 miles to
Embudo. The ”Middle Valley” comprises the long
narrow territory adjacent to the river from Embudo
south to San Marcial, a distance of about 200 miles.
It is a succession of narrow valleys separated by
rock canyons or merely short "narrows." Of these
subvalley$ Santo Domingo, Albuquerque, Belen, and
the northern two-thirds of Socorro constitute the
area of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
Altitudes in the Middle Valley range from 5,590
feet in Espanola, the uppermost subvalley, to
4,450 feet at San Marcial, at the lower end of
Socorro Valley.
The Elephant Butte Reservoir of the Rio Grande
Project, United States Bureau of Reclamation,
occupies the immediate river valley from San Marcial
narrows to Elephant Butte, a distance of about
40 miles. What is here designated as the Elephant
Butte-Fort Quitman section includes the reservoir
area and the wide plains and long strips of land
adjacent to the river from Elephant Butte to Fort
Quitman, some 210 miles, of which 130 miles are
above El Paso. Like the Middle section, Elephant
Butte—Fort Quitman section is a succession of valleys
separated by canyons and narrows. Of these valleys,
Rincon, Mesilla, and the northern half of El Paso
Valley on the Texas side of the river comprise the
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area of the Rio Grande project. Included in the
southern half of El Paso Valley, on the Texas
side, is the area of the Hudspeth County Conservation
and Reclamation District. The El Paso Valley
area southwest of the river is in Mexico.
Altitudes in the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman
section range from 4,200 feet at Elephant Butte
to 3,710 at El Paso and 3,400 at Fort Quitman.
The valley lands of the Upper Rio Grande
Basin are devoted almost entirely to agriculture.
Because of scant precipitation throughout all
valleys of the basin, irrigation is required
for the successful growing of crops. Irrigation
along the Rio Grande goes back to an unknown
date when it was initiated by Pueblo Indians or
their ancestors.
Recorded history of the Rio Grande Valley
begins with its discovery by Coronado in 1540.
Later, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
Spanish colonization in the Middle and Elephant
Butte-Fort Quitman sections was accompanied by
an expansion of irrigation. Irrigation by white
men in San Luis Valley was begun in the early
1850's, but it was not until about 1880 that
extensive development occurred. Then, in the
decade 1880-90, accelerated activity resulted
in most of the large canal systems and other
irrigation works that exist there today.
In the early 1890's water shortages began
to occur along the Rio Grande in Mesilla and
El Paso Valleys and people near Juarez, across
the river from El Paso, complained to the Mexican
Government. The latter filed a claim for damages
against the United States, alleging that the water
shortages were due to increasing diversions from
the river in Colorado and New Mexico. The United
States Department of State then instituted an
investigation of the situation through the Interna—
tional Boundary Commission, and the outcome was
the ”embargo" of 1896 and the Mexican Treaty of 1906.
The "embargo” was an order by the Secretary of the
Interior of the United States which prevented
further irrigation development of any magnitude
in the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado and New Mexico
through suspension of all applications for rights—
of-way across public lands in those States [or use
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of Rio Grande water. With some modification in
1907, this embargo remained in effect until May 1925,
when it was lifted. Under the terms of the Mexican
Treaty, the United States guaranteed to Mexico, in
return for relinquishment of all claims for damages,
an annual delivery in perpetuity in the Rio Grande
at the head of the Mexican Canal near El Paso, of
60,000 acre—feet of water.
Both to insure fulfillment of the Mexican
Treaty and to develop a reclamation project in
the Elephant Butte—Fort Quitman section, the
United States provided for construction of the
Elephant Butte Reservoir by the Bureau of Reclamation.
This reservoir, with an original capacity of 2,639,000
acre-feet, together with other initial works for the
Rio Grande Project, was completed in 1916.
The embargo was opposed in Colorado, since
even by 1896 the irrigated lands in San Luis Valley
used all the available natural flow of Rio Grande
and its tributaries in that valley. Storage appeared
necessary not only for further development but even
to maintain existing developments. But storage of
any magnitude was impossible under the embargo. The
effort of Colorado to secure permission to build
reservoirs thus began early, and has continued to date.
About 1918, active interest developed in
reclamation in the Middle Valley. Much land there
had become badly seeped and it was affirmed that
over a period of many years there had occurred a
serious decline and failure of the irrigated acreage.
This was attributed not only to a decrease in the
flow of the river and to a shortage of water for
irrigation but also to resultant deposition of silt,
aggradation of the river bed, and elevation of the
water table under the valley floor. It was affirmed
that the decrease in river flow was due to depletions
in San Luis Valley.
With the interstate situation becoming
increasingly aggravated, it was suggested that
a commission be named to study the water supply
and to draft a compact between the States affected,
under which an equitable allocation of the waters
of the upper Rio Grande would be made. Accordingly
the legislatures of Colorado and New Mexico enacted
statutes in 1923 under which the respective Governors
appointed commissioners. The President named a
-1...
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commissioner to represent the United States.
Later, a commissioner for Texas was designated
by the Governor of that State.
Negotiations looking to a compact were started,
but they proceeded slowly, pending the outcome of
engineering investigations instituted by Colorado
and by New Mexico. Finally, after an extended
session of the commission in January 1929, a
compact was concluded which became effective upon
its ratification, later that year, by the legislatures of the three States and by the Congress.
COMPACT OF 1929
This Compact is of particular significance because
it required the appointment of a commissioner from each of
the signatory States for the purpose of concluding a new
Compact among them providing for the equitable apportionment
of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande and because the
principles set forth in the 1929 Compact were accepted as
guidelines by the commissioners who negotiated the Compact
of 1938. Many of the provisions in the 1929 Compact were
incorporated verbatim or substantially so in the Rio Grande
'Compact of 1938.
A number of these provisions had to do with
maintenance of the "status quo", that is, conditions
obtaining on the river and within the Rio Grande Basin at
the time of signing of this Compact. In Article V of the
1929 Compact, Colorado agreed to maintain the "status quo"
as follows:
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It is agreed that to and until the construction
of the closed basin drain and the State Line reservoir
herein described, but not subsequent to June 1, 1935,
or such other date as the signatory States may
hereafter fix by acts of their respective State
Legislatures, Colorado will not cause or suffer the
water supply at the Interstate Gauging Station to
be impaired by new or increased diversions or
storage within the limits of Colorado unless and
until such depletion is offset by increase of drainage
return.
New Mexico committed itself to maintenance of the "status
quo" by the provisions of Article XII of the 1929 Compact
which read:
New Mexico agrees with Texas, with the
understanding that prior vested rights above
and below Elephant Butte Reservoir shall never
be impaired hereby, that she will not cause or
suffer the water supply of the Elephant Butte
Reservoir to be impaired by new or increased
diversion or storage within the limits of New
Mexico unless and until such depletion is offset
by increase of drainage return.
FIRST ACTION OF TEXAS VS NEW MEXICO
On October 28, 1935, the State of Texas moved in
Um Supreme Court of the United States for leave to file a
bill in equity (leave granted on November 11, 1935) against
the State of New Mexico and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District, basing its suit, as it contended, on two grounds:
first, that New Mexico had violated the Compact of 1929 by
impairing the water supply in the Elephant Butte Reservoir
through excessive diversions and through injurious increase
of the salt contents of the water; and second, that such
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excessive diversions and increase of salt contents were in
violation of the rights of Texas water users, under the
general doctrines of the Supreme Court and of water law in
the southwust.
This action by Texas was precipitated by the storage
of water in El Vado Reservoir on Rio Chama in 1935, a year
of deficiency of the supply of water in Elephant Butte
Reservoir resulting from less than the normal runoff in the
Rio Grande in the years preceding. El Vado Reservoir had
been constructed pursuant to a plan developed by the Chief
Engineer of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District
following an extensive investigation of conditions in the
Middle Rio Grande Valley, made from 1926 to 1928 by the
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation under a cooperative agreement
with that District. This plan also provided for construction
of a system of drains in the Middle Rio Grande Valley to the
end that any new or increased diversions for irrigation or
storage of water in reservoirs within the limits of New Mexico
would be of_set by increases of drainage return.
The proceedings in this action are summarized in
the Ad Interim Report of the Special Master filed with the
Supreme Court on March 26, 1937, as follows:
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Master in this case by this Honorable Court.
On August 4, 1936, I held a conference in
Washington with counsel, to agree on dates for
hearings and on methods of procedure. Between
November 6, 1936 and March 23, 1937, I held
38 hearings at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and at
El Paso, Texas (including days spent in personal
inspections of the drainage and irrigation systems
involved, for a distance of about 400 miles up
the Rio Grande and 400 miles back). More than
3,000 pages of evidence by engineers, chemists,
and other witnesses have been introduced as well
as 267 documentary exhibits, graphs, maps and
charts. All testimony for the complainant, as
well as for the defendants, has been concluded,
except rebuttal testimony by the complainant.
The Ad Interim Report of the Special Master concluded
with the following statements:
On March 26, 1937, I received from counsel
for the State of Texas a stipulation signed by
William McCraw, Attorney General of Texas;
H. Grady Chandler, Assistant Attorney General of
Texas; Richard F. Burges and Frank B. Clayton,
Counsel for Complainants; and also signed by
A. T. Bennett, Assistant Attorney General of New
Mexico; and by Richard H. Hanna, Reginald S.
Laughlin, William A. Brophy and Fred E. Wilson,
Attorneys for Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District, copy of which stipulation is as follows:
"Subject to the approval of the
Supreme Court of the United States
or of the Special Master, New Mexico,
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District and the State of Texas, in
conformity with S.B. 234 of the Legis—
lature of the State of New Mexico,
stipulate that any further proceedings
in Original Cause No. 12, October
Term 1936, be held in abeyance until
the first day of October, 1937, without
prejudice to the rights of any party."
This stipulation, so signed, I am filing with this
Ad Interim Report.
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y a. Na ....,..».m. ,wmwmqoaa—meu, rawOne of the reasons which impelled the enactment
of the New Mexico Act appears to have been the fact
that the additional time until October 1, 1937,
might afford to the representatives of the three
States a further opportunity to conclude a permanent
Compact to provide "for the equitable apportionment
of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande" among
said States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas under
Article VII of the Compact as so extended. In my
opinion, it is highly desirable that, if possible,
nuch an equitable apportionment should be made by
agreement rather.than by litigation; and such
appears to be the view of the Governor of New Mexico
hihis Message to the Legislature of March 10, 1937.
Certainly, so far as the States of Texas and New
Mexico are concerned, the evidence thus far
presented in the present suit satisfies me that
the irrigation and drainage projects above and
below the Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir ought,
if practicably possible, to be considered and
treated as a unit, and not as two separate projects
only operable one at the expense of the other. If
so considered, it is possible that by improved
:cthods of operation, saving of water wastes,
and increase of drainage flow, the water needs
of both States may be equitably satisfied. I have
Hm impression that if the engineer witnesses who
have testified for the State of Texas and for the
State of New Mexico respectively would devote to
a consideration of the problem as a unitary one,
Um same signal ability and zeal which they have
nhown in presenting the phases of the problem as
separate and distinct, and if they would treat it
irom the standpoint of the joint interests of the
two States instead of from the standpoint of the
separate rights of the two States, some solution
nay be found - especially if they are given time
to study, digest and compare the voluminous and
intricate data thus far comprised in 105 exhibits
introduced by the State of Texas and in 162 exhibits
introduced by-the State of New Mexico, consisting
largely of graphs, maps, estimates, tests, and
ntatistics of a highly technical nature, testified
to by engineers, chemists and other experts.
Accordingly, I respectfully recommend as
follows:
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(1) That this Honorable Court enter an order
approving the stipulation herewith filed and that
the Attorneys for the State of Texas be directed
to transmit a copy of such order to the Governor
of the State of New Mexico.
(2) That this Honorable Court further
authorize me as Special Master to postpone
hearings in this case, at my discretion, until
such date after October 1, 1937 and prior to
January 15, 1938 as I shall determine.
It was also stipulated, just before trial of this
action was suspended, that the general program of measurements of streamflow, of canal diversions and canal waste, of
drain discharge, of the quality of river water, and of
groundwater fluctuations carried out in 1936 as part of the
Rio Grande Joint Investigation should be continued during
1937 and that:.
The abovementioned programs of measurement
shall be carried on under the general supervision
of a committee of engineers, one member of which
shall be named by New Mexico, one by Texas, and
the third by the United States Geological Survey,
and this committee of engineers shall have
authority, by unanimous agreement, to modify
such programs as to detail to the end that
proper basic data may be available to both States;
and representatives of each State shall have
access to any of the records of such measurement,
and copies of any records obtained by one shall
be promptly furnished to the other.
It is significant that one or more representatives
of the State of Colorado attended many of the hearings held
by the Special Master. One of them, George M. Corlett, was
heard as amicus curiae by the Master on one occasion.
CO - 002444
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Shortly before Texas initiated its action against
New Mexico and presumably in the light of the situation that
brought about this action, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
issued the following executive memorandum:
The White House,
Washington, September 23, 1935
To Federal agencies concerned with projects or
allotments for water use in the Upper
Rio Grande Valley above El Paso:
From information secured by the National
Resources Committee, it appears that in view of
the practically complete present appropriation
of reliable water supply in the basin of the Rio
Grande above El Paso, Federal investments in this
region which promote increased use of water tend
to impair the security of extensive prior invest—
ments of Federal funds, to violate the terms of
an interstate compact to which the Federal
Government is a party, and to promote social
insecurity in the region.
Please instruct appropriate officials of
your agency in Colorado and New Mexico, as well
as in Washington or in other supervisory offices,
not to approve any application for a project
involving the use of Rio Grande waters without
securing from the National Resources Committee
a prompt opinion on it from all relevant points
of View.
(Signed) FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
Shortly thereafter the National Resources Committee
proposed a conference with the commissioners designated by
the States pursuant to the Rio Grande Compact of 1929 to see
if there might be any way in which the National Resources
CommltLue and the three States could cooperate in gathering
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the facts that might be helpful in arriving at a solution of
the interstate water problem on the Rio Grande above Fort
Quitman. This conference was held at Santa Fe on December 2—3,
1935, and resulted in the adoption of the following resolutLon
by the Rio Grande Compact Commission:
Wheaeaé, The Rio Grande Compact Commission
was created for the purpose, among others, of
making equitable division of the waters of the
Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Tex., between
the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, and
wheneaa, The National Resources Committee
has expressed its willingness to cooperate,
if practicable, with the Pie Grande Compact
Commission in the collection of relevant basic
data,
Now, thehe_ane, be it neao_ued, That the
National Resources Committee, thrOugb its Water
Resources Committee, be requested, in consultation
with the members of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission, to arrange immediately for such
investigation (l)'of the water resources of
the Rio Grande basin above Fort Quitman, (2) of
the past, present and prospective uses and
consumption of water in such Basin in the United
States, and (3) of opportunities for conserving
and augmenting such water resources by all
feasible means, as will assist the Rio Grande
Compact Commission in reaching a satisfactory
basis for the equitable apportionment of the
waters of the Rio Grande Basin in the United
States abdve Fort Quitman, as contemplated by
such Rio Grande compact.
In making this request the Rio Grande
Compact Commission, and its individual members,
declare it to be their desire to cooperate and
assist in such investigation in all ways within
their power, and it further declares that,
through its individual members, it will seek
to obtain the allotment of State funds, or
services, or both, for the purposes of the
investigation in such amounts as will equitably
distribute the costs thereof between the Federal
Government and the mambe. States uf CGluxudu,
New Mexico, and Texas.
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It is understood that the cooperative
investigation requested herein shall be limited
to the collection, correlation, and presentation
of factual data, and shall not include recommendations, except upon request of the Rio
Grande Compact Commission, based upon the
unanimous agreement of its members.
It is further understood that the said
investigation shall be in harmony with the
spirit and intent of the Rio Grande compact,
and nothing herein contained shall be taken
to be a modification or alteration of the
terms thereof.
Pursuant to this resolution, funds were allocated
by the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works to
Hm National Resources Committee for the purposes of the
Investigation. Field work was started in April 1936 and
continued through July 1937. The final report of the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation, which was submitted to the
President on December 23, 1937, by the National Resources
Committee, covered 566 printed pages and is divided into five
parts; to wit:
Part I: General Report of Rio Grande Investigation.
Part II: Groundwater Resources; Report of the
United States Geological Survey.
Part III: Water Utilization; Report of the
United States Bureau of Agricultural
Engineering.
Part IV: Quality of Water; Report of the United
' States Bureau of Plant Industry.
Part V: Water Importation and Storage; Report
of the United States iureau of
Reclamation.
-13CCD-002447
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Throughout the period of investigation by these
several Federal agencies, numerous conferences were held in
which representatives of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas
participated. In addition, the engineering adviser to each
of the Rio Grande Compact commissioners worked closely with
those carrying out the Joint Investigation.
Preliminary drafts of sections of the report of the
Joint Investigation were made available from time to time
to representatives of each of the States. Many suggestions
were made by them for clarification of the report, questions
were raised as to the accuracy of some of the data, and
exceptions were taken to some findings deemed unsupported
by factual data. It was generally recognized, however, that
the final report of the Rio Grande Joint Investigation did
bring together and make available to those concerned all
essential data as to the sources and quantities of water
available for use in the several States, the needs for water
in these States, and means for development and use of those
Supplies.
M. C. Hinderlider, State Engineer of Colorado, was
the Compact Commissioner for Colorado and had been so for
several years. His engineering adviser was Royce J. Tipton.
a consulting civil engineer. Thomas M. McClure, State
Engineer of New Mexico, was the Compact Commissioner for
New Mexico, and he had been so for many years. His
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engineering adviser was John H. Bliss, an engineer in the
Office of the State Engineer. Frank B. Clayton, an attorney
of El Paso, Texas, was the Compact Commissioner for Texas,
and he had been so for several years. His engineering
adviser was Raymond A. Hill, a consulting engineer.
These Rio Grande Commissioners and other representatives of each of the States thus entered the negotiations
of the new Compact with adequate understanding of the problem
of equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande
Basin in the United States above Fort Quitman.
BASIC POSITIONS OF STATES
The first meeting of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission, after receipt of the final draft of the report
of the Rio Grande Joint Investigation, was held in Santa Fe
on September 27, 1937. The purpose of the meeting, in the
words of Chairman 8.0. Harper, who was the representative of
the United States, was
for considering the report of the Rio
Grande Joint Investigation, conferring
with the consultants of the National
Resources Committee, initiating the
formulation and writing of a permanent
compact, and transacting any other business
which may properly come before the meeting.
Statements were made at this meeting setting forth
the basic positions of the several States. The following
are quotations from the statements then made.
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COLORADO POSITION
The Commissioner for Colorado submitted a written
statement on September 28, 1937, defining the basic position
of Colorado. The following is quoted from that statement:
Article VII of the Rio Grande Compact
(of 1929), among other things, provides:
"That the Governors of each of the signatory
states shall appoint a Commissioner for the
purpose of concluding a compact among the signatory states providing for the equitable
apportionment of the use of the waters of the
Rio Grande among the said states, and that the
Commission so named shall equitably apportion
the waters of the Rio Grande as of conditions
obtaining on the river and within the Rio Grande
Basin at the time of the signing of the Compact."
Colorado, therefore, assumes that this
conference of necessity is called in harmony
with the aforementioned provisions of the Compact.
It is the position of Colorado that an
adequate supply of water exists in the Upper
Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman which, if
properly regulated and used, will meet the
requirements of present irrigation development
in that Basin at the date of the signing of the
Compact, and under present conditions to the
extent indicated by the Report of the Rio Grande
Joint Investigation.
Facilities now exist in the Middle and
Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections of the
Basin to regulate the water in such manner as
to provide a perfect water supply, except during
very infrequent periods of drouth. Such periods
are so infrequent that it would be uneconomical
to provide additional storage, or other means,
to relieve shortages due to such drouths.
Inadequate facilities exist in the San Luis
section to regulate the water supplies required
for the proper irrigation of lands, the irrigation
of whivh was initiated many years prior to the
construction of all present rest rvolr L5 in the two
lower sections of the river.
_'|(,..
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For more than forty (40) years Colorado
has been denied the right to properly regulate
the waters theretofore applied to beneficial
use, which has resulted in a direct loss and
injury to Colorado and its citizens, conservatively estimated at not less than $200,000,000.
Colorado asserts that equitable apportionment of the use of the waters of the Rio Grande,
as provided by the Rio Grande Compact, must
include the necessary regulation of these waters
for the most efficient use of the same.
Sufficient storage capacity can be provided
and operated to furnish a water supply for the
San Luis section comparable to that which now
exists in the Middle and Elephant Butte—Fort
Quitman sections, without adversely affecting
the water supplies for those sections. As a
matter of fact, the usable water supply for the
Middle section would be improved by the construction
and operation of the reservoirs required in the
San Luis section.
u
************
Colorado submits that recognition be
accorded its citizens to construct and operate
the reservoirs required in the San Luis section
of the Basin to place the water supplies of that
section on a parity with the water supply of the
Middle and Elephant Butte-Fort Quitman sections
of the river.
NEW MEXICO POSITION
The basic position taken by the Commissioner for
New Mexico reflected the controversy between water users
above and those below Elephant Butte Reservoir which had
resulted in the action brought by Texas against New Mexico
in the Supreme Court of the United States, but in which no
decision had yet been rendered. His position also reflected
the fact that Elephant Butte Dam had been built by the
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well as in Texas, and that it was not practicable to treat
these areas separately.
In brief, it was the position of the Commissioner
for New Mexico that, for the purposes of the Compact,
Elephant Butte Dam should be deemed to be the dividing line
between New Mexico and Texas. His statement is quoted in
full below.
New Mexico is willing to negotiate with
Colorado and Texas for a permanent compact to
equitably distribute the waters of the Rio
Grande among the states on the basis of the
following minimum requirements for the State
of New Mexico:
First. New Mexico is willing to negotiate
with Colorado for increased storage within the
Rio Grande Basin in Colorado, provided that
proper safeguards_for the rights of New Mexico
shall be made to protect the interests of the
water users of New Mexico; and provided also
that the transmountain diversion from the
San Juan River and its tributaries to the Chama
River is made an accomplished fact coincident
with the construction of such storage in Colorado.
Second. New Mexico is willing to negotiate
with the State of Texas as to the right to the
use of water claimed by citizens of Texas under
the Elephant Butte Project on the basis of fixing
a definite amount of water to which said project
is entitled. Provided, however, that upon the
completion of the All-American Diversion Dam and
Canal, Mexico shall be limited strictly to treaty
provision of 60,000 acre—feet per annum for use
in the Republic of Mexico.
Third. Provided, further, that New Mexico
and the Middle Rio Crunde Conservancy District
shall not be deprived of their rights to the
full development and operation of the Middle
-13CO - 002452
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Rio Grande Conservancy District, as shown by
its plans on file with the State Engineer, for
the development, irrigation and cultivation of
approximately 123,000 acres from the waters of
the Rio Grande.
Fourth. All existing rights to the use
of water In the Rio Crandc Basin in New Mexico
shall be recognized as having the right to an
adequate supply of water from said River System.
Fifth. New Mexico shall have the right to
construct all necessary flood protection works
to safeguard property, within the Rio Grande
Basin in New Mexico, against flood damage.
TEXAS POSITION
The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas, who
had been of counsel in the action Texas vs New Mexico in the
Supreme Court of the United States, likewise considered that
it was impracticable to separate the requirements of Texas
from those of the lands in New Mexico supplied by water from
Elephant Butte Reservoir. his basic position, therefore, was
stated to be:
Although the State of Texas feels that
it should share in the benefits from new
works for the augmentation of the water
supply of the Rio Grande, it will not insist
thereon, provided that the States of Colorado
and New Mexico will release and deliver at
San Marcial a supply of water sufficient to
assure the release annually from Elephant
Butte Reservoir of 800,000 acre-feet of the
same average quality as during the past ten
years, or the equivalent of this quantity
if the quality of the supply is altered by
any developments upstream.
-19_
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DEVELOPMENT OF SCHEDULES
Article VII of the Rio Grande Compact of 1929
provided in part that the Governor of each signatory State
should appoint a Commissioner for the purpose of concluding
a Compact among the signatory States, and that:
The Commission so named shall equitably
apportion the waters of the Rio Grande as of
conditions obtaining on the river and within
the Rio Grande Basin at the time of the signing
of this Compact and no advantage or right shall
accrue or be asserted by reason of construction
of works, reclamation of land or other change
in conditions or in the use of water within the
Rio Grande Basin or the Closed Basin during the
time intervening between the signing of this
Compact and the concluding of such subsequent
Compact to the end that the rights and equities
of each state may be preserved unimpaired.
(Emphasis added).
In its Fourth Annual Report issued in January 1934.
the Rio Grande Compact Committee (defined in Article IV of
the 1929 Compact) quoted from its First Annual Report as
follows:
The purpose of the (1929) Compact is to
maintain the status guo in the use of the waters
of the Rio Grande, to provide for the accumulation
and preservation of such data as may be necessary
to a final and definite apportionment between
the signatory States of the use of the waters
of the Rio Grande and its tributaries above Fort
Quitman, Texas, and for the purpose of enlisting
the cooperation of the Federal Government in
augmenting and stabilizing stream flow, on
account of deliveries to Mexico under treaty
obligations. That portion of all three States
served by the waters of the Rio Grande, falls
in the arid or semi-arid region of the United
States, in which irrigation is the basis and
condition of profitable agriculture. The Rio
Grande and its tributaries are fed by melting
-20CO - 002454
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snows which accumulate upon the mountains of
Colorado and New Mexico during the winter
seasons, varying greatly in volume and extent
from year to year, and by torrential floods
occurring throughout the basin and varying
even more from year to year. The object of
all the signatory States is to permit the
maximum use and future development of the
water of the Rio Grande consistent with the
rights of the respective States. Accurate
information as to water supply, requirements
and uses thereof, in the basin of the Rio
Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas, and its
correlation, is necessary to the maximum bene—
ficial use of the waters and indispensable in
the formulation of the final compact to which
the present compact looks. (Emphasis added).
The Rio Grande Joint Investigation resulted in the
assembly of all pertinent data as to the source and the
amount of the waters of the Rio Grande and of the magnitude
of historical depletions in flow of the Rio Grande in
Colorado, in the Middle Rio Grande Valley, and along the
reach between Elephant Butte Dam and Fort Quitman. It thus
became possible in 1938 to establish: (1) the relationship
between major inflows to the San Luis Valley and outflows
in the Rio Grande across the State line between Colorado
and New Mexico; and (2) the relationship between major
inflows to the Middle Rio Grande Valley and outflows into
Elephant Butte Reservoir; both as of conditions obtaining
on the Rio Grande at the time of the signing of the 1929
Compact.
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These relationships became the basis of the
schedules that are incorporated in Article III and in
Article IV of the Rio Grande Compact of 1938. These were
developed by the Engineering Advisers of the several
Commissioners pursuant to the following resolution adopted
at the meeting on October 1, 1937:
I move that one engineering consultant
of each State, together with Mr. E. B. Debler,
(Engineering Adviser for the United States)
meet in Santa Fe, or such other place as they
may mutually elect on October 25, for the
purpose of discussing the engineering features,
particularly of the state line deliveries and
deliveries at San Marcial, in order to determine
if they can arrive at a determination of general
principles and if possible agree on the details
of the deliveries, and the engineering factual
data which should underly the compact. Also
that the meeting of the Commission itself be
deferred to such date as may be mutually agreed
upon, pursuant to the call of the Chairman.
The first report of the Committee of Engineering
Advisers was submitted to the Rio Grande Compact Commission
on December 27, 1937. The opening statements in that
report were:
The Engineering Advisers of your Commission
have held two meetings, the first in Santa Fe
from November 22 to 24, and the other in
Los Angeles from December 15 to 27. The first
meeting was largely devoted to consideration of
the general factors affecting the discharge
of Rio Grande at the Colorado—New Mexico State
Line and the delivery of water into Elephant
Butte Reservoir. At the second meeting more
detailed consideration was given to these
matters, and definite schedules of deliveries
were developed.
7~22~
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We avoided discussion of the relative rights
of water users in the three States, and were
guided throughout our work by the general policy expressed at the meeting of the Compact Commission
in October - that present uses of water in each
of the three States must be protected in the
formulation of the Compact for administration
of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, because
the usable water supply is no more than sufficient
to satisfy such needs.
COLORADO SCHEDULES
At a meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission
on September 30, 1937 the Engineer Adviser for New Mexico
submitted a schedule for the delivery of water by Colorado
across the New MexiCOvColorado State Line. As stated in the
minutes of that meeting, his schedule was based on the
relation between'the natural flow of the Rio Grande at
Del Norte and the depleted flow of Rio Grande across the
State Line, based in each case on aggregate discharges over
periods of sixty consecutive months. The suggested schedule
also provided for minimum deliveries during periods of low
flow in Rio Grande.
On the next day, the Compact Commissioner for
Colorado presented a schedule which provided for deliveries
of water by Colorado at Lobatos Gaging Station near the
Colorado-New Mexico State Line, in amounts corresponding to
the relationship, under 1928—1937 conditions of development‘
between the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging
station near Del Norte plus the recorded flow of the Conejos
at the Mogote gaging station and the recorded flow of the
-23..
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Rio Grande at the Lobatos gaging station. This schedule
called for progressively increasing deliveries in the Rio
Grande at Lohatos, ranging from 20 per cent of the sum of
the recorded flow of Rio Grande near Del Norte and the recorded
flow of Conejos ut Mogote in very dry years up to 56 per
cent of these flows in very wet years. It was provided in
this Colorado schedule that such deliveries should not be
required on an annual basis, but that credits and/or debits
should be allowed to accumulate over a period of years
subject to several conditions. Among these were the
following:
1. At any time when accumulated debits exceed
the unfilled effective capacity of Rio
Grande Project storage, that portion which
is in excess of the unfilled capacity shall
be written off.
2. Accumulated credits shall be reduced by
the amount of actual spill from Rio Grande
Project storage during the periods when
spill occurs.
3. The mean required releases from Rio Grande
Project storage shall be considered as
750,000 acre-feet per year.
There was then extended discussion of these proposed
schedules, which resulted in a resolution of the Commission
directing that the Engineering Advisers meet as a Committee
and report back to the Commission. Pursuant to this
resolution, they held two meetings, the first in Santa Fe
from November 22 to 24, and the second in Los Angeles from
December 15 to 27, 1937. The following statement appears
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in their report, dated December 27, 1937, with respect to
scheduled deliveries at Lobatos.
A consistent relationship has long been
noted between the combined inflow of the major
streams to San Luis Valley and outflow of the
Rio Grande at Lobatos. This relationship,
however, may be disturbed in the future due to
construction of storage reservoirs, and we have
therefore prepared separate schedules applicable
to the Conejos and Rio Grande stream systems.
This is a departure from previous plans but has
no practical disadvantages and has certain
definite advantages; variations in discharge
of the contributing streams will automatically
be taken into account, particularly if storage
reservoirs are constructed; and will also enable
the San Luis.Valley water users to apportion
among themselves their relative responsibility
for meeting the obligation of Colorado.
The flow of Conejos River at its confluence
with the Rio Grande was found to bear a close
relation to the combined discharge of Conejos
River near Mogote and its principal tributaries
below that point. The following values are from
a smooth curve expressing that relationship for
the past ten years, and it is recommended that
these be used as a schedule of future deliveries.
This statement was followed by a schedule of
deliveries of water from Conejos River which differs only
in detail from the schedule set forth in Article III of the
Rio Grande Compact of 1938.
The December 27, 1937, report of the Engineering
Committee then went on to say:
When from the total discharge of Rio Grande
at Lobatos there is subtracted the contribution
from Conejos River, a close relationship is also
found to exist between that residual quantity and
the discharge of Rio Grande near De] Norte. The
following values are from a smooth curve expressing
the relationship for the past ten years, and it is
recommended that this be the schedule of deliveries
for the future.
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.Jtement was followed by a schedule of deliveries of
a
ngr. in the Rio Grande, exclusive of the Conejos River
'l‘llx
which was identical with that incorporated in
contribution:
Ar11Llp III of the Compact of 1938.
Certain objections were raised to this report of the
Ennincering Advisers, but primarily with respect to the
obligations of New Mexico. Accordingly, on instructions from
the CommiSSion, the Engineering Advisers again met in
March 1938, and submitted a revised report to the Commission
on March 9, 1938. The scheduled deliveries of water from
Conejos River and from the Rio Grande exclusive of Conejos
River were not altered at that time, but some of the text
of the prior report'was changed for clarity.
On March 11, 1938, the Engineering Advisers
submitted a supplemental report to the Compact Commissioners
recommending certain modifications of their prior reports,
but these changes did not affect the schedules of deliveries
applicable to Colorado. On March 16, 1938, when the draft
of Rio Grande Compact was approaching completion, the
Engineering Advisers reported that they had found that a
curve of relationship used in the prior reports was slightly
in error and recommended a new schedule for deliveries of
water from Conejos River. The differences were very minor,
however, being generally less than one per cent downward.
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The schedules recommended in the March 16 report
of the Engineer Advisers were incorporated in Article III of
the Rio Grande Compact, as executed two days later, but the
overall obligation of Colorado to deliver water at Lobatos
was then reduced by 10,000 acre feet per annum. This was
done to avoid an impasse arising out of a conflict between
water users along Conejos River and users of water from the
Rio Grande.
NEW errco SCHEDULE
On September 30, 1937, the Engineering Adviser to
the Commissioner for Texas submitted a schedule of deliveries
of water at San Marcial based on a relationship between the
full natural runoff at Otowi originating in New Mexico and
the total discharge at San Marcial, both for periods of sixty
consecutive months. The minutes of that meeting reflect the
following explanation:
We made an analysis of the relation between
the historical flow at San Marcial and the
historical flow at Otowi, less the historical
flow at Lobatos. Owing to material changes in
the amount of flow at Lobatos, we subtracted the
flow at Lobatos from that at Otowi so that these
changes in the Lobatos flow were washed out of
the picture.
**********
Most of the runoff originating above the
Otowi gage is from New Mexico, excepting the flow
at Lohutos, and it you deduct the flow originating
in Colorado you get a factor which is a good index,
although not an absolute one) of natural runoff;
in other words a good index of the conditions that
would affect the flow downstream. The relation
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between this and the flow at San Marcial in
individual years shows a wide variation. However,
on account of storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir,
it is possible to consider groups of years. We
took five years as the longest time it was
possible to anticipate in operating the reser—
voir. Taking then the five—year moving averages
() f fllt‘ l l (ivv :it :4;iii bl;1x‘(‘ i:| l , :lll(l ('(llnllil r ill); L li;|l
to the five—year moving average oi the difference
between the Otowi and Lobatos, we find the
relation is reasonably consistent, and particularly
during the last ten or fifteen years it has been
very consistent. In fact, the variations are
well within the limits of accuracy of measurement.
There was only limited discussion thereafter of any
New Mexico schedule until the Engineering Advisers met in
Santa Fe from November 22 to 24 and then in Los Angeles from
December 15 to 27, 1937, pursuant to the resolution of the
Commission on October 1, 1937. In their report to the
Commission dated December 27, 1937, the Engineer Advisers
stated with respect to scheduled deliveries into Elephant
Butte Reservoir; the following:
The relation between the amount of water
in the Rio Grande above the principal agricultural
areas in New Mexico and inflow to Elephant Butte
Reservoir is quite erratic, due primarily to
wide variations in the discharge of tributary
streams. Your Committee tried many devices to
eliminate the influence of such tributary inflow.
Finally it was found that there was a reasonable
relationship between the discharge of Rio Grande
at Otowi Bridge and the inflow to Elephant Butte
Reservoir when the discharge at Otowi Bridge and
the inflow to the reservoir during the months of
July, August, and September were excluded. Such
a relationship does not reflect possible changes
in consumptive use during the summer months
between these points, and tributary flow in other
months still results in considerable variation,
but it is: OlH‘ opiiii(ni tlult ntiiuort: prC(:isc
relationShip can he developed from present'
informaLion, and that its use as a schedule
of deliveries will be practicable.
—28—
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In order that all available data might be
used in determining the proper schedule, the
flow of the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge, exclusive
of July, August and September, was first compared
to the flow of the Rio Grande at San Narcial,
excluding the same months, and a curve was drawn
which expressed most closely the relationship which
existed in the past. However the gaging station
at San Marcia] is expensive to operate, and
physical conditions make it difficult to obtain
accurate records, while water released from
Elephant Butte Reservoir can be measured with
considerable precision. The second step was to
determine the normal net loss from the river
below San Marcial and from the reservoir. It
was found that for more than ten years these
losses have borne a very close and consistent
relation to the discharge of the river at San
Marcial. The third step was then the subtraction
of the normal losses so found from the curve of
relationship between the flow at Otowi Bridge
and that at San Marcial. The net.result was to
give a curve which expressed the relation between
the flow of the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge and
the usable supply of water at Elephant Butte,
both exclusive of July, August, and September.
This curVe was then shifted arbitrarily to
compensate for increased salinity of the Elephant
Butte supply.
These statements were followed in the report of
the Engineering Advisers by a tabulation showing the relation—
ship between the Otowi Index Supply and the Elephant Butte
Index Supply; the latter was defined as the actual release
from Elephant Butte Reservoir plus any gain in the amount
of water stored in that reservoir and minus any draft on it
during each calendar year, exclusive of the months of July,
August, and September
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mw'am .n-J it r.CI’_“r.-“Shortly, thereafter, the Compact Commissioner for
New Mexico advised the Chairman of the Commission that the
report of the Committee of Engineers was unacceptable to
New Mexico and to the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District.
Considerable correspondence followed before the Chairman
reconvened the Rio Grande Compact Commission on March 3,1938,
and stated:
At the last meeting of this Commission, which
was held September 27th to October 1, 1937, the
decision was reached to delegate to the engineering
advisers of each of the Commissioners and the
engineering adviser for the Chairman, the task
of preparing a report setting forth certain
factual data bearing on the state line flow
schedules. A resolution was adopted, which I
read to refresh your memories: "In line with
the conversation held by the commissioners, I
move that one engineering consultant of each
state, together with Mr. E. B. Debler, meet in
Santa Fe, or such other place as they may
mutually elect, on October 25th, for the purpose
of discussing the engineering features, particularly of the state line deliveries and deliveries
at San Marcial, in order to determine if they can
arriVe at a determination of general principles
and if possible agree on details of the deliveries,
and the engineering factual data which should
underlie the compact. Also that the meeting of
the commission itself be deferred to such date
as may be mutually agreed upon pursuant to the
call of the chairman."
The engineering committee held one meeting
in Santa Fe and a later meeting in Los Angeles
and submitted a report under date of December 27,
1937, copies of which I believe have been furnished
the commissioners and all interested parties. I
trust that the representatives of each of the
states that are concerned in this matter have
had time to analyze this report and that the
commissioners are prepared at this time to
state
wlietllcr' tlnis rrq)01‘r [nut-ts \Jildl
lhoir approval,
and if not, to bring out any points on which they
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are not in agreement with the findings of the
report. If the commissioners have no other
suggestion to offer, I would suggest that we
proceed to discuss this report and particularly
to give all the representatives here an oppor—
tunity to state whether the report is agreeable
to them.
Considerable discussion of the objections of New
Mexico then took place; finally the Engineering Advisers
were requested by the Commission to review their report of
December 27, 1937, and to report back to the Commission as
quickly as practicable. The Engineering Advisers were also
requested to collaborate with H. C. Neuffer, a consulting
engineer to the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, to
obtain his views and to minimize the time required for him
to review any new report and to submit his comments to the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. The Commission then
recessed.
The Committee of Engineering Advisers submitted its
revised report on March 9, 1938, but the Commission did not
reconvene until March 11, 1938. Colorado then moved that
this report of the Engineering Committee be received and
accepted as a basis for further discussions in the negotia—
tions looking to a permanent compact. This motion was
seconded by the Commissioner for New Mexico and unanimously
carried.
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This report of the Committee of Engineering
Advisers resulted from protracted conferences extending
from March 3 through March 9, during which time the discussions were largely directed towards the schedules of
deliveries of water into Elephant Butte Reservoir. With
respect to this the statement was made in the revised report
that:
The relation between the amount of water
in the Rio Grande above the principal agricultural
areas in New Mexico and inflow to Elephant Butte
Reservoir is quite erratic, due primarily to
wide variations in the discharge of tributary
streams. Your Committee tried many devices to
minimize the influence of such tributary inflow
and found that there was a reasonable relationship between the discharge of the Rio Grande
at the Otowi Bridge and San Marcial gaging
stations when the months of July, August, and
September were excluded. ‘
This statement was followed by a schedule which was identical
with that incorporated in Article IV of the 1938 compact.
Subsequent Modification of Schedule
The Rio Grande Compact Commission in 1945 directed
the Engineering Advisers to make a study to determine whether
or not a schedule for delivery of water by New Mexico during
the entire year could be worked out. The Engineering
Advisers had to meet many times and it was not until
1947, that their report was submitted to the
February 24,
Commission. They than recommended that the obligation of
New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande into Elephant
-32CO - 002466

Butte Reservoir during only nine months of each year be
superseded by a schedule of deliveries for an entire calendar
year corresponding to the relationship between the flow of
Rio Grande at the Otowi gaging station and the effective
supply in Elephant Butte Reservoir. These two indices were
defined as follows:
The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow
of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station
at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly
station near Buckman) during the calendar year,
corrected for the operation of reservoirs
constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply is
the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging
station below Elephant Butte Dam during the
calendar year plus the net gain in storage in
Elephant Butte Reservoir during the same year
or minus the net loss in storage in said reservoir,
as the case may be.
This schedule and other recommendations of the
Engineering Advisers were incorporated in a resolution
adopted by the Rio Grande Compact Commission on February 24
1948, to be effective January 1, 1949, if within 120 days
the Commissioners for each State shall have received from
the Attorney General of the State represented by him, an
opinion approving this resolution. Such opinions were
received within the time stated and the schedule set forth in
this resolution has been used by the Rio Grande Compact
Commission to determine the amount of annual debits or annual
credits of New Mexico in each year since then.
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ALLOTMENT TO TEXAS
..
No allotment to Texas was included in the statement
of the basic position of Colorado on September 28, 1937, but
the Commissioner for Colorado, quoting a pertinent portion
Iof Article VII of the 1929 Compact, said:
That the Governors of each of the signatory
states shall appoint a Commissioner for the
purpose of concluding a compact among the
signatory states providing for the equitable
apportionment of the use of the waters of the
Rio Grande among the said states, and that the
Commission so named shall equitably apportion
the waters of the Rio Grande as of conditions
obtaining on the River and within the Rio Grande
Basin at the time of signing of the Compact.
New Mexico did not designate any specific amount of
water for Texas, but the Commissioner for New Mexico in his
opening statement on September 28, 1937, said in part:
New Mexico is willing to negotiate with
the State of Texas as to the right to the use
of water claimed by citizens of Texas under the
Elephant Butte Project on the basis of fixing a
definite amount of water to which said project
is entitled. Provided, however, that upon the
completion of the All—American Diversion Dam and
Canal, Mexico shall be limited strictly to treaty
provision of 60,000 acre-feet per annum for use
in the Republic of Mexico.
The Commissioner for Texas in his opening statement
said that he felt the State of Texas should share in the
benefits from the new works but it would not insist thereon
provided that:
-34CO - 002468
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The States of Colorado and New Mexico will
release and deliver at San Marcial a supply of
water sufficient to assure the release annually
from Elephant Butte Reservoir of 800,000 acrefeet of the same average quality as during the
past ten years, or the equivalent of this
quantity if the quality of the supply is altered
by any developments upstream.
On October 1, 1937, Colorado presented a schedule
subject to several conditions, one of which was:
The mean required releases from Rio Grande
Project storage shall be considered as 750,000
acre-feet per year.
The Engineer Adviser for Colorado in discussion of
this schedule stated in part:
Item No. 3 was worked out on two bases;
the first being 800,000 acre-feet of releases
from Elephant Butte, suggested the other day
as a mean release over a period of years, and
deducting from that all what appears to have
been over-diversions by Mexico in an amount of
some 74,000 acre—feet, as I remember, in 1930,
up to 1935, and then adding an amount to that,
20 to 30,000 acre-feet, which brings it up to
around 750,000. Another basis was taking releases
from_Elephant Butte Reservoir since the signing
of the former compact, eliminating the year of
low release in 1935, since the operation was
materially curtailed that year, but not including
the last two years, that amounts to a mean of
783,000. ‘That's eliminating the low releases
of 1935, deducting 74,000 acre-feet of overdiversions and then bringing it back up to 750,000
by adding an additional amount.
The report of the Committee of Engineering Advisers,
submitted December 27, 1937, stated with respect to the
water supply to be provided for all uses downstream of
Elephant Butte Reservoir:
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We do recommend that the normal release from
Elephant Butte Reservoir be deemed to be 800,000
acre-feet per annum, adjusted for any gain or '
loss of usable water resulting from the operation
of any reservoir below Elephant Butte. We also
recommend that this normal release be reduced or
increased by two—thirds of any change in aggregate
diversions and loss to Mexico.
This report was not acceptable to the Commissioner
for New Mexico. The value of 800,000 acre—feet per year as
a normal release from Rio Grande Project storage reservoirs
was among the items objected to by him. The Committee of
Engineering Advisers was then instructed to review their
report and to submit to the Commission, as quickly as
practicable, any amendments found desirable.
On March 9, 1938, the Committee of Engineering
Advisers submitted a report embodying certain modifications
of its December 1937 report, among which was:
We recommend that the normal release from
Elephant Butte Reservoir be deemed to be an
average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum, adjusted
for any gain or loss of usable water resulting
from the operation of any reservoir below Elephant
Butte.
Two days later, following a request for clarification
I
the Committee of Engineering Advisers stated:
We recommend that the normal release of
usable water from the lowest reservoir comprising
project storage be deemed to be an average of
790,000 acre-feet per annum.
This value, 790,000 acre—feet per year was accepted
by the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners, but it was only used
in Rio Grande Compact, as executed, in the following places:
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In Article 1, paragraph (q):
"Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any '
year at which usable water would have spilled
from project storage if 790,000 acre-feet
had been released therefrom at rates proportional
to the actual release in every year from the
starting date to the end of the year in which
hypothetical spill occurs;...
In Article VII:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall
increase the amount of water in storage in
reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever
there is less than 400,000 acre—feet of usable
water in project storage; provided, that if the
actual releases of usable water from the beginning of the calendar year following the effective
date of this compact, or from the beginning of
the calendar year following actual Spill, have
aggregated more than an average of 790,000
acre-feet per annum, the time in which such
minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted
to compensate for the difference between the
total actual release and releases at such
average rate;..:
In Article VIII:
During the month of January of any year,
the Commissioner for Texas may demand of Colorado
and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New
Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of
water from storage reservoirs constructed after
1929 to the amount of the accrued debits of
Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such
releases shall be made by each at the greatest
rate practicable under the conditions then
prevailing, and in proportion to the total
debit of each, and in amounts, limited by their
accrued debits, sufficient to bring the quantity
of usable water in project storage to 600,000
acre-feet by March first and to maintain this
quantity in storage until April thirtieth, to
the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre—
feet may be made from project storage in that
year.
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It is apparent from the foregoing that the Rio
Grande Compact Commissioners, at the time of executing the
Rio Grande Compact of 1938, anticipated that compliance by
Colorado with the schedules of deliveries set forth in
Article III of that Compact and compliance by New Mexico
with the schedules set forth in Article IV would result in
'enough water entering Elephant Butte Reservoir to sustain
an average normal release of 790,000 acre—feet per year from
Project Storage for use on lands in New Mexico downstream
of Elephant Butte Reservoir and on lands in Texas and also
to comply with the obligations of the Treaty of 1906 for
deliveries of water to Mexico. It is also clear that the
restrictive provisions quoted above were designed to protect
Colorado and New Mexico from the adverse effects of releases
from Project Storage at any greater average annual rate.
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OTHER PRCVISIONS OF COMIACT
Although the several schedules of deliveries set
forth in Rio Grande Compact were of primary concern to the
Rio Grande Compact Commissioners in effecting an equitable
apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort
Quitman, the Compact contains many other provisions of
importance, some having to do with administration, others
defining Special rights of separate States, and others
placing limitations upon the separate States.
It is significant that the Committee of Legal
Advisers to the Commissioners followed the language of the
1929 Compact insofar as they could do so in preparing the
drafts of the 1938 Compact. The preamble is much the same;
many of the definitions in Article I are the same; Article XV
and Article XVI of the 1938 Compact are almost verbatim
copies of Articles XIII and IX, respectively, of the 1929
Compact.
GENERAL AdD ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Article V provides for abandonment of stream gaging
stations and the substitution of other stations and the use
of new measurements which, in the unanimous opinion of the
Commission, will result in substantially the same results,
so far as rights and obligations to deliver water are
concerned, as would have existed if such substitution of
-19CO - 002473
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stations and measurements had not been so made. The current
schedule of deliveries by New Mexico, which has been in use
since January 1, 1949, was adopted by the Commission in 1948
pursuant to this Article.>
Article iX provided for the contingency that water
would be diverted from San Juan River, a tributary of Colorado
River, into the Rio Grande Drainage Basin for use in New
Mexico. The San Juan-Chama Project of the U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation is now under construction for the purposes set
forth in Article 1X. The provisions of Article X will become
operative when the San Juan—Chama Project is completed and
water is diVerted into the Rio Grande basin from San Juan River.
Impairment of the quality of the waters of the
Rio Grande reaching Elephant lutte Reservoir was one of the
causes of the action brought by Texas against New Mexico in
the Supreme Court of the United States in October 1935.
Trial of this action was suspended in March 1937 by the
Special Master, leaving this allegation undecided. The intent
of'Article Xi was to terminate this controversy, but with
the provisos that:
Nothing herein shall be interpreted to
prevent recourse by a signatory State to the
Supreme Court of the United States for redress
should the character or quality of the water,
at the point of delivery, be changed hereafter,
by one signatory State to the injury of another.
Nothing herein shall be construed as an admission
by any signatory State that the use of water for
irrigation causes increase of salinity for which
tile iir;e r i s l't‘Slltlll_ ilil e i n l:iw .
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Article XII provides procedures for future adminis~
tration of Rio Grande Compact and the division of costs of
such administration. It also limits the jurisdiction of the
Commission, as follows:
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically conferred upon such Commission,
and the members thereof, the jurisdiction of
such Commission shall extend only to the collection,
correlation and presentation of factual data and
the maintenance of records having a bearing upon
the administration of this Compact, and by unanimous
action, to the making of recommendations to the
respective States upon matters connected with the
administration of this Compact.
This Article further provides that:
The findings of the Commission shall not
be conclusive in any court or tribunal which
may be called upon to interpret or enforce
this Compact.
Article XIII provides that the Compact Commission
shall meet at the request of any member of the Commission
at the expiration of every five—year period after the
effective date of the Compact to review any provisions which
are not substantive in character and do not affect the basic
principles upon which the Compact is founded. The Commissioner for New Mexico, pursuant to this provision, requested
in 1945 review of the schedule of deliveries by New Mexico.
No other action has been taken under Article XIII.
There were repeated and sometimes acrimonious
arguments among the Commissioners and their Advisers during
the negotiations of Rio Grande Compact with respect to
diversions of water for use in Mexico in excess of the 60,000
-41CO - 002475
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acre feet per year allocated to Mexico under the Treaty of
1906. Colorado and New Mexico demanded that such diversions
be kept down to the amount prescribed by the Treaty and that
each of them share in any such reduction in diversions by
Mexico. Texas, on the other hand, asserted that it had no
control over such diversions and could not be responsible
for them. Article XIV, which reads as follows, was thus a
compromise:
The schedules herein contained and the
quantities of water herein allocated shall
never be increased nor diminished by reason
of any increase or diminution in the delivery
or loss of water to Mexico.
Article XV provides that Rio Grande Compact shall
not be a precedent applicable to other interstate streams.
This provision, taken from the 1929 Compact, was universally
desired because each of the three States was involved in the
allocation of water in other interstate streams.
Article XVI, also taken from the 1929 Compact, was
incorporated to meet the requirements of the United States.
This reads as follows:
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed
as affecting the obligations of the United States
of America to Mexico under existing treaties,
or to the Indian Tribes, or as impairing the
rights of the Indian Tribes.
Article XVII merely provides the procedure for
ratification of the Compact and defines the time at which
it shall become effective. Inasmuch as all computations
under the schedules apply to calendar years, the Compact
-42_
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actually became operative on the first day of January
following its effective date. The initial operative date
was January 1, 1940, as the Public Act in ratification of
the Compact, as passed by Congress, was approved by the
President on May 31, 1939.
ARTICLE VI 0F COMPACT
The provisions of Article VI were discussed in great
detail by the negotiators of Rio Grande Compact and the
intent of these provisions was clearly understood at the
time the Compact was executed in 1938. Administration of
the Compact since then, however, has been the responsibility
of many different persons, few of whom had personal knowledge
of the circumstances that led to negotiation of the Compact.
Consequently, there has-been a growing tendency toward
interpretation of some of the provisions of Article VI in a
manner contrary to the original intent.
The provisions of Article VI must be read in the
light of the definitions set forth in Article I of the
Compact. It must also be recognized that the Commissioners)
their Legal Advisers, and their Engineering Advisers were
well aware: (I) that the historical relationships between
stream flows at upper index stations and those at lower
index stations reflected normal increments or decrements
to the water supply; (2) that there had been and would be
substantial variations or departures from these normal
_43_
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relationships in individual years in the future; and (3)
that neither Colorado nor New Mexico could increase its
beneficial use of water except by storage of floodwaters
that would otherwise be spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The first unnumbered paragraph merely provides
that credits and debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall
be computed on a calendar year basis, because this was the
basis upon which the schedules of deliveries were developed.
Years of actual spill were logically excluded because any
over-delivery or under—delivery of water in a year of spill
would have had no effect on the supply available from
Elephant Butte Reservoir for use downstream.
The intent of the first clause in the second
unnumbered paragraph of Article VI might better have been
stated as follows: "Colorado shall not incur an annual
debit nor an accrued debit in excess of 100,000 acre-feet,..."
Similarly, the opening clause in the third unnumbered para—
graph could better have read: "New Mexico shall not accrue
debits in excess of 200,000 acre-feet at any time,..."
It was found by the Committee of Engineering
Advisers that departures from the relationships set forth
in the schedules would have been substantial in individual
years under the conditions of development existing at the
time of execution of the 1929 Compact, but that such depar~
tures and accrual of any debits would have been within the
-44CO - 002478
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limits stated in these two unnumbered paragraphs of
Article VI. These limitations on departures from the
schedules thus take into account natural variations in
stream flow and other factors beyond the reasonable control
of the affected States. Annual debits or accrued debits
in excess of these stated amounts would presumptively be
due to causes within the control of the affected States
and hence were prohibited.
It was also recognized by the Committee of Engineers,
and accepted by the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners, that
there could be wider variations from the schedules in the
future than any during the period of records on which the
relationships incorporated in the schedules had been based.
The provisions quoted below were incorporated in the Compact
in recognition of such possible conditions:
In computing the magnitude of accrued credits
or debits, New Mexico shall not be charged with
any greater debit in any year than the sum of
150,000 acre—feet and all gains in the quantity
of water in storage in such year.
In computing the amount of accrued credits
and accrued debits of Colorado or New Mexico,
any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre
feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
It having been accepted by all concerned that
storage of water in upstream reservoirs was desirable to
the extent that this could he done without adverse affect
on the users of wuLer In New Mexico and Texas below
Elephant; 'wultu Rum-rvulr. [1 mm: gun-uhlnd I." pl... engunq
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unnumbered paragraph of Article VI that Colorado could incur
an annual debit or an accrued debit in excess of 100,000
acre feet if the excess were caused by holdover storage of .
water in reservoirs constructed after 1937, Subject to the
condition that, within the physical limitations of storage
capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado would retain water in ;
storage at all times to the extent of its accrued debit.
In like manner, New Mexico was authorized to exceed an
accrued debit of 200,000 acre feet, provided that such
debit was caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs ,
constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio
Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial subject to New Mexico
«I
retaining water in storage at all times, within the physical
limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, to the
extent of its accrued debit.
The year 1929 was used in the case of New Mexico
because between the time of execution of the first Rio Grande
Compact and the negotiation of the second, El Vado Dam had
been built on Rio Chama. The year 1937, referred to in the
paragraph regarding Colorado, was used at the request of
Colorado because it was the year in which negotiations of
the 1938 Compact were commenced. Actually, the year 1929
could have been used in both of these provisions, because
no new storage reservoir of material capacity had been
constructed in Colorado between 1929 and 1937.
-46—
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The fourth unnumbered paragraph in Article VI was
incorporated in Rio Grande Compact to provide for the release
of debit water from an upstream reservoir or reservoirs for
either of two purposes: (1) to mitigate the effects of a
temporary shortage of supply in an upstream State having an
accrued debit; or (2) to augment the supply in Elephant
Butte Reservoir then available to downstream users in New
Mexico and Texas. This provision of the Compact has been
invoked many times by the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners
during the years of operation of the Compact.
Cancellation of Credits and Debits
It was recognized by all involved in the negotiations of Rio Grande Compact, that expansion of beneficial
uses of water in Colorado and in New Mexico would have to
stem from the storage of water in upstream reservoirs-that
would otherwise be spilled from Project Storage at rates in
excess of releases for beneficial use downstream in New
Mexico and Texas and for deliveries to Mexico pursuant to
the Treaty of 1906. The sixth, seventh, and eighth unnumbered paragraphs‘of Article VI were incorporated to this end.
It was assumed for purposes of the Compact, that
accrued credits, if any, of Colorado or New Mexico, or both.
were stored in Elephant butte Reservoir and were floating
on top of usable water in that reservoir. Consequently, in
event of actual spill the credit water would be the first
-47CO - 002481
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water to pass downstream. This concept is set forth in the
sixth unnumbered paragraph as follows:
In any year in which actual spill occurs,
the accrued credits of Colorado, or New Mexico,
or both, at the beginning of the year shall be
reduced in proportion to their respective credits
by the amount of such actual spill: provided, that
the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to be
increased by the aggregate gain in the amount of
water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in
reservoirs above San Marcial constructed after
1929; provided, further, that if the Commissioners for the States having accrued credits
authorize the release of part, or all, of such
credits in advance of spill, the amount so released
shall be deemed to constitute actual spill.
Cancellation of part or all accrued debits was
provided for in the eighth paragraph as follows:
In any year in which the aggregate of
accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico
exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of
project storage, such debits shall be reduced
proportionally to an aggregate amount equal to
such minimum unfilled capacity.
This provision stemmed from the premise that each of the
upstream States would retain water in storage to the extent
of its accrued debit, and that there would be actual spill
and thereby waste of water if an amount of water equal to
such accrued debits were added to the supply of usable water
then in project storage.
Minimum Unfilled Capacity
The term "minimum unfilled capacity of project storage"
used in the eighth unnumbered paragraph of Article VI, should
be interpreted in the light of discussions during the time
of neonfizlrinn nF Rim Crnrulr. (‘nmn-Ir-t'
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"Unfilled Capacity” is defined in Paragraph (n)
of Article 1 as "the difference between the total physical
capacity of project storage and the amount of usable water
then in storage.”
"Usable Water," a term which is used frequently in
the Compact, is defined in Paragraph (1) of Article I as:
.....a]l water, exclusive of credit water,
which is in project storage and which is
available for release in accordance with
irrigation demands, including deliveries to
Mexico.
The total physical capacity of project storage was
stipulated by the Commissioner for Texas to be 2,638,000
acre-feet at a meeting of the Commission on September 30,
1937. A slightly larger value was used in Paragraph (k) of
Article I, where project storage is defined as:
.....the combined capacity of Elephant Butte
Reservoir and all other reservoirs actually
available for the storage of usable water
below Elephant Butte and above the first
diversion to lands of the Rio Grande Project,
but not more than a total of 2,638,860 acre-feet.
The total physical capacity of Elephant Butte
Reservoir in 1938 plus 350,000 acre feet of capacity to
I
be provided in Cahalio Reservoir was about equal to this
initial eapavity of project storage. in this connection,
E. B. Debler, Engineer Adviser to the representative of
the United States, stated on September 30, 1937:
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You may recall that the contract with
the State Department provides we (U. S. Bureau
of Reclamation) must maintain 100,000 acrefeet for flood control at all times. You are
going to get into this position sooner or later —
where you have a heavy runoff from the Upper
Rio Grande and the Elephant Butte spill in
July. Under our contract with the State
Department, we will have to have in July
100,000 acre-feet available in Caballo for
flood control. We are under obligations
under that contract to maintain an open
capacity at 100,000 acre feet at Caballo
although that results in a spill down the
river.
On October 1, 1937, during a discussion of the
schedule proposed by Colorado, the Engineering Adviser for
Colorado stated in part:
If Colorado owed the river 100,000 acre-feet
and the Rio Grande Project Storage was up to
within 50,000 acre-feet of spilling there
would be 50,000 acre-feet of debits written
off. In event of a spill, if Colorado had
credits, the credit would be reduced by the
amount of the spill. In the former case, where
Colorado owed water to the river, it would of
course do no good to anyone to release that
entire amount if that amount would fill the
Rio Grande Project Storage overflowing and
would be spilled and that is the purpose of
writing that amount off.
Shortly thereafter, the following colloquy was
recorded in the minutes of the meeting:
MR. HILL: Going back to No. 1, suppose that
on the first of May that Elephant Butte, as you
stated, was full to within 50,000 acre-feet of
capacity, and at the same time you had an
accumulated debit of 100,000. I presume the
principle you are considering is that the release
of that debit would result in waste.
MR. TIPTON: Yes.
L1
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MR. HILL: Actually in the month of June the
releases from Elephant Butte Reservoir in the
order of 2,500 second—feet will be as much as
any release which you could physically make, so
even if you did release the 100,000 acre-feet,
by the time you did so the reservoir would be
lower than when you started.
MR. TIPTON: That's true.
MR. HILL: So why should you wipe out a debit which
if you were to satisfy that debit would not result
in waste?
MR. TIPTON: Supposing we did satisfy the debit,
it would result in waste — satisfy the debit
say April 1. The date is immaterial; we fixed
April 1 as the date for which you should be
protected against a shortage during the oncoming
season by virtue of any accumulated debits that
we might owe the river, and so if we chose to
release the debits as of that date it is conceivable
there would be waste.
MR. HILL: But under paragraph 1 you say, "At any time,
etc." I don't see the validity of that.
MR. TIPTON: There is not intended to be any joker
in that particular provision; there is only an
attempt to eliminate debits which if releases
were made would result in basin waste. That's
the only intent. If it can be worked out in a
way that that is accomplished satisfactorily
to all concerned, I don't see any reason why it
should not be done.
MR. HILL: The debit might be 500,000 and you
release up to 300,000 and wipe off the other 200,000.
MR. TIPTON: 1 see your point. The intent is plain.
We are not intending by that provision -MR. HILL: What you really mean, at any time when
the release of uvvumulnlcd debits would result
in waste and spill at Elephant Butte you write
that nl'l'.’
"’1‘
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MR. TIPTON: That's the underlying principle,
but as I suggested, I think the intent of the
provision is plain and if it can be worked
out in a way that is satisfactory, the date
Can be set up.
MR. HILL: That's the principle you mean, that
if release of debits would result in waste,
then the debit to that extent should be written off.
It is evident from the foregoing that the contrac—
tual allotment of 100,000 acre feet of capacity to the State
Department for flood control purposes in Caballo Reservoir
does not automatically lessen the unfilled capacity of
project storage during the months of June, July, August
and September of each year. The extent to which accrued
debits of Colorado or New Mexico are cancelled should be
measured by the quantity of water that would have to be
released from project storage in excess of irrigation demands
and deliveries to Mexico if there were added to the supply
physically in storage a quantity of water equal to the
aggregate of the accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico.
In brief, it was the intent of the next to the last
paragraph of Article VI that accrued debits, irrespective of
how incurred. should he reduced by the amount of water that
would be wasted if such debit water were added to the water
physically in storage in reservoirs of Rio Grunde Project.
HAULLERLLL
Actual spill is defined in Paragraph (p) of
Article l as:
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.....all water which is actually spilled
frOm Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is released
therefrom for flood-control, in excess of
the current demand on project storage and
which does not become usable water by storage
in another reservoir; provided, that actual
spill of usable water cannot occur until all
credit water shall have been spilled.
This clause was interpreted and expanded by the
Engineering Advisers in a report which was accepted by the
Rio Grande Compact Commissioners and incorporated in the
Rules and Regulations of the Commission on February 24, 1943,
as follows:
(a) Water released from Elephant Butte
in excess of Project requirements, which is
currently passed through Caballo Reservoir,
prior to the time of spill, shall be deemed
to have been Usable Water released in antici—
pation of spill, or Credit Water if such release
shall have been authorized.
(b) Excess releases from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, as defined in (a) above, shall be
added to the quantity of water actually in
storage in that reservoir, and Actual Spill
shall be deemed to have commenced when this
sum equals the total physical capacity of that
reservoir, to the level of the uncontrolled
Spillway, i.e.-2,219,000 acre-ft in 1942.
(c) All water actually spilled at Elephant
Butte Reservoir, or released therefrom, in
excess of Project requirements, which is currently
passed through Caballo Reservoir, after the time
of spill, shall be considered as Actual Spill,
provided that the total quantity of water then
in storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir exceeds
the physical capacity of that reservoir at the
level of the sill of the spillway gates, i.e.1,830,000 acre-ft in 1942.
In
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(d) Water released from Caballo Reservoir
in excess of Project requirements and in excess
of water currently released from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, shall be deemed Usable Hater released,
excepting only flood water entering Caballo
Reservoir frOm tributaries below Elephant Butte
Reservoir.
It is significant that the Engineering Advisers to
the Commissioners at that time were the same persons who
were Engineering Advisers to the Commissioners at the time
of negotiation of the Rio Grande Compact of 1938.
Hypothetical Spill
The seventh unnumbered paragraph of Article VI is in
part redundant. Obviously, if there were actual spill of
usable water there would be no unfilled capacity of project
storage and all accrued debits of Colorado or New Mexico,
or both, would have been reduced to zero.
Hypothetical Spill was referred to, but not so
designated, in the December 27, 1937 Report of the Committee
of Engineering Advisers, under the heading of Unusable Spill,
as follows:
.....pr0vided that, if the actual release from
Elephant Butte Reservoir from the time of
previous spill has averaged more than the
normal release. the time of occurrence and
amount of spill shall be adjusted by the
difference between the total actual release
and the accrued normal release.
This provision was expanded in the March 9, 1937,
Report of the Engineering Advisers, under the same heading,
as follows:
-54CO - 002488

.....provided that, if the actual releases
from Elephant Butte Reservoir from the time
of previous unusable spill have aggregated
more than the sum of the normal releases,
the time of occurrence of spill shall be
adjusted by the difference between the total
actual release and the accrued normal release.
This statement was further modified by the Committee
of Engineering Advisers on March 11, 1938, by the proviso
under the heading Unusable Spill, as follows:
.....provided, that if the actual releases
of usable water from the time of previous
unusable spills have aggregated more than an
average of 790,000 acre feet per annum, the
date Spill would have occurred shall be
determined by taking into consideration the
difference between the total actual release
and releases at such average rate, and the
date so determined shall be adopted as the date
of spill, and of the same effect as though the
spill had actually occurred on said date.
These recommended clauses were finally consolidated
into a definition of hypothetical spill set forth in
Paragraph (q) of Article I, as follows:
"Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any
year at which usable water would have spilled
from project storage if 790,000 acre feet
had been released therefrom at rates proportional
to the actual release in every year from the
starting date to the end of the year in which
hypothetical spill occurs; in computing hypothetical
spill the initial condition shall be the amount
of usable water in project storage at the beginning
of the calendar year following the effective date
of this Compact. and thereafter the initial
condition shall be the amount of usable water
in project storage at the beginning of the calendar
year following each actual spill.
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ARTICLE VII OF COMPACT
It was recognized from the beginning of the negoti«
ations of Rio Grande Compact that lands in New Mexico and
Texas supplied with water from Elephant Butte Reservoir had
a superior right to storage of flood waters of the Rio Grande;
further that, maintenance of the "status quo” as of 1929
conditions of development required that flood waters be not
intercepted by storage in new upstream reservoirs whenever
the supply in Elephant Butte Reservoir was insufficient to
meet the needs of those lands downstream.
The appropriate minimum quantity of water in Project
at
Storage was discussed at length in the Committee of Engineering
Advisers. They recommended in their report of December 27,
1937, that:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase
the amount of water in storage in reservoirs
constructed since 1929 whenever there is less
than 400,000 acre-feet of water in storage
available for use in the Rio Grande Project....
The same language was used in the second report of
the Committee of Engineering Advisers, dated March 9, 1938.
I
In each of these recommendations there was further
language regarding the release from upstream storage
reservoirs of accrued debits to bring the supply of water
in Elephant Butte Reservoir up to the quantity required to
permit a normal release. The propriety of combining these
provisions was questioned by the Commissioners and there was
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a demand by the upper States for protection against the
chance of the water shortage in Elephant Butte being due to
over—releases from that reservoir in prior years. The
Engineering Advisers accordingly recommended on March 11,
1938, that:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase
the amount of water in storage in reservoirs
constructed after 1929 whenever there is less
than 400,000 acre-feet of usable water in
project storage; provided that if the actual
releases of usable water from the time of
previous unusable spill have aggregated more
than an average of 790,000 acre-feet per annum,
the time at which such minimum stage is reached
shall be adjusted by the difference between the
total actual release and releases at such average
rate.
rThis recommendation was accepted by the Commissioners
with the further proviso that an upper State could relinquish
credits and store water to that extent. The final wording
of Article VII is as follows:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall
increase the amount of water in storage in
reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever there
is less than 400,000 acre—feet of usable water
in project storage; provided, that if the actual
releases of usable water from the beginning of
the calendar year following the effective date
of this Compact, or from the beginning of the
calendar year following actual spill, have
aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acrefeet per annum, the time at which such minimum
stage is reached shall be adjusted to compensate
for the difference between the total actual release
and releases at such average rate; provided, further,
that Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, may relinquish ,
accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept
such relinquished water, and in such event the
State, or States, so relinquishing shall be
entitled to store water in the amount of the
wafer an relinquished.
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The first proviso in Article VII and the provisions
in Article VI having to do with Hypothetical Spill have
been without substance and probably never will become
applicable in administration of Rio Grande Compact. The
supply of water available for release from Elephant Butte
Reservoir has been much less than 790,000 acre feet per
annum; even if there should be another series of wet years,
it is almost certain that there would be curtailment of uses
of water in the Rio Grande Federal Reclamation Project which
would limit the average release of usable water to some
amount less than 790,000 acre feet per year.
ARTICLE VIII OF COMPACT
The Report of the Engineering Advisers, dated
December 27, 1937, provided for the release of debit water
stored in upstream reservoirs, as follows:
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase
the amount of water in storage in reservoirs
constructed since 1929 whenever there is less
than 400,000 acre-feet of water in storage available
for use in the Rio Grande Project, and if this
minimum stage is reached on January first of any
year, Colorado and New Mexico will each release
on demand, at the greatest rate practicable, water
from reservoirs in an amount equal to the total
debit of each which was caused by storage of
water in reservoirs.
This recommendation was modified in the March 9,
1938 Report of the Engineering Advisers. The provision for
releases of debit water was separated from the prohibition
against storage in any new upstream reservoir whenever there
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was less than 400,000 acre feet of water in project storage.
The recommendation then made was as follows:
On or about January first of any year any
authorized representative of the water users
in Rio Grande Project may demand of Colorado
and New Mexico the release from storage reservoirs
of accrued debits, and such releases shall be.
made by each in proportion to the total debit
of each and in amounts sufficient to bring the
quantity of usable water in project storage to
600,000 acre—feet by March first and to maintain
this quantity in storage until April thirtieth.
This provision was expanded slightly by the
Committee of Legal Advisers and a statement was added setting
forth the purpose of such releases of debit water. The final
wording of Article VIII is quoted below:
During the month of January of any year,
the Commissioner for Texas may demand of Colorado
and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New
Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of
water from storage reservoirs constructed after
1929 to the amount of the accrued debits of
Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and Such
releases shall be made by each at the greatest _
rate practicable under the conditions then prevailing,
and in proportion to the total debit of each, and in
amounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficient
to bring the quantity of usable water in project
storage to 600,000 acre~feet by March first and to
maintain this quantity in storage until April
thirtieth,‘to the end that a normal release of
790,000 acre—feet may be made from project storage
in that year.
SUMMATION
The Rio Grande Compact of 1938 has been condemned
by some as being unduly complicated, poorly written, and of
uncertain intent. If read, however, in the light of the
history of Irrigation developments along the Rio Grande in
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Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas and with appreciation of the
antagonisms among these States and between segments of them
at the time of negotiation of that Compact, its apparent
complications are reconciled, the language is clarified, and
the intent of the negotiators becomes evident.
Long before 1938, it had become obvious that the
quantities of water obtainable for the Rio Grande were not
sufficient to satisfy the demands on this Supply for
irrigation of all of the areas under canal systems in
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. Elephant Butte Dam was
built by the Federal Government to capture flood waters and
thereby relieve the acute shortages in supply below that
.point that had been caused by expansion of irrigation
agriculture in Colorado. In addition, an embargo was placed
on further developments in Colorado.
Water resource developments in New Mexico above
Elephant Butte were dormant during this period of expansion
in Colorado. In 1926, however, a study was undertaken by
the Federal Government, in cooperation with local interests,
which had as its objective rehabilitation of the Middle Rio
Grande Valley by construction of storage works, new canal
systems, and drainage of the valley lands.
The reaction of Colorado to this program was adverse
because of the resentment of the embargo on new developments
in Colorado. The reaction among the water users in Texas
~60—
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and in New Mexico below Elephant Butte was also adverse
because they feared that any expansion of use upstream would
impair their water supply. It was in this atmosphere that
the Rio Grande Compact of 1929 was negotiated.
The Middle Rio Grande Project was constructed.soon
thereafter, unfortunately just as a drouth began and the
natural flow of Rio Grande became insufficient to maintain
an ample supply of water in Elephant Butte Reservoir. This
condition brought about, in 1935, the action in the Supreme
Court of the United States of Texas vs New Mexico. This
action intensified the antagonisms that had long existed
between water users in the Rio Grande Federal Reclamation
Project and those in the Middle Rio Grande Project.
Colorado had insisted on the inclusion in the 1929
Compact of provisions intended to result in the construction
of the Closed Basin Drain by the Federal Government. If
this drain had been built, Colorado would have been entitled
to expand its consumptive use of water by the quantity so
salvaged. This drain was not built, nor were any other
works built in place of it. Colorado thus entered the
negotiations of the 1938 Compact with the feeling that it
had been treated unfairly by the representatives of New
Mexico and Texas.
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The Rio Grande Compact Commissioners, during
their meetings in 1937 and 1938, thus had to divide an
insufficient supply among three groups of water users, each
of which was antagonistic to the other two. Their solution
was to hold to the principles of the 1929 Compact and to
depart as little as practicable from its provisions.
The Committee of Engineering Advisers was
instructed to prepare schedules of deliveries by Colorado
and by New Mexico that would insure maintenance of the
relationships of stream inflow to stream outflow that had
prevailed under the conditions existent when the Compact
of 1929 was executed. The Committee of Engineering Advisers
was also instructed to provide for freedom of development
of all water resources in the drainage basin of Rio Grande
labove Elephant Butte subject only to compliance with these
schedules. Both tasks were accomplished, but only after.
much time ahd etfort and argument as to the wording of each
phrase in their reports to the Commission.
The Committee of Legal Advisers, who prepared the
draft of the 1938 Compact, used the language of the 1929
Compact where possible. They also adopted almost verbatim
the wording of the reports of the Engineering Advisers to
avoid renewal of controversies that had been resolved.
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The Rio Grande Compact of 1938 should thus be
looked upon as an expansion of the Compact of 1929, designer
to provide for the maximum beneficial use of water in the
basin of Rio Grande above Fort Quitman without impairment
of any supplies beneficially used under the conditions
prevailing in 1929.
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APPENDIX A
RIO GRANDE COMPACT
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and
the State of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of present
and future controversy among these States and between citizens
of one of these States and citizens of another State with
respect to the use of the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort
Quitman, Texas, and being moved by considerations of inter—
state comity, and for the purpose of effecting an equitable
apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude a
Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that
end, through their respective Governors, have named as their
respective Commissioners:
For the State of Colorado - M. C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico — Thomas M. McClure
For the State of Texas - Frank B. Clayton
who, after negotiations participated in by S. 0. Harper,
appointed by the President as the representative of the
United States of America, have agreed upon the following
articles, to—wit:
ARTICLE I.
(a). The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico,
the State of Texas, and the United States of America, are
hereinafter designated ”Colorado," "New Mexico," "Texas,"
and the "United States," respectively.
(b) "The Commission" means the agency created by
this Compact for the administration thereof.
(c) The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the
territory drained by the Rio Grande and its tributaries in
Colorado, in New Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Qultman,
including the Closed Basin in Colorado.
(d) The "Closed Basin" means that part of the Rio
Grande Basin in Colorado where the streams drain into the
San Luis Lakes and adjacent territory, and do not normally
contribute to the flow of the Rio Grande.
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(f) "Transmountain Diversion" is water imported
into the drainage basin of the Rio Grande from any stream
system outside of the Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the
Closed Basin.
(3) "Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual
deliveries in any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.
(h) "Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual
deliveries in any calendar year exceed scheduled deliveries.
(i) "Accrued Debits" are the amounts by which the
sum of all annual debits exceeds the sum of all annual credits
over any common period of time.
(j) "Accrued Credits" are the amounts by which the
sum of all annual credits exceeds the sum of all annual debits
over any common period of time.
(k) "Project Storage" is the combined capacity of
Elephant Butte Reservoir and all other reservoirs actually
available for the storage of usable water below Elephant
Butte and above the first diversion to lands of the Rio Grande
Project, but not more than a total of 2,638,860 acre—feet.
(l) "Usable Water" is all water, exclusive of credit
water, which is in project storage and which is available for
release in accordance with irrigation demands, including
deliveries to Mexico. '
(m) "Credit Water" is that amount of water in
project storage which is equal to the accrued credit of
Colorado, or New Mexico, or both.
(n) "Unfilled Capacity" is the difference between
the total physical capacity of project storage and the amount
of usable water then in storage.
(0) "Actual Release” is the amount of usable water
released in any calendar year from the lowest reservoir
comprising project storage.
(p) "Actual Spill" is all water which is actually
spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is released there—
from for flood control, in excess of the current demand on
project storage and which does not become usable water by
storage in another reservoir; provided, that actual spill of
usable water cannot occur until all credit water shall have
been spilled.
(q) "Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any year at
which usable water would have spilled from project storage if
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790,000 acre—feet had been released therefrom at rates
proportional to the actual release in every year from the
starting date to the end of the year in which hypothetical
spill occurs; in computing hypothetical spill the initial
condition shall be the amount of usable water in project
storage at the beginning of the calendar year following the
effective date of this Compact, and thereafter the initial
condition shall he the amount of usable water in project 5
storage at the beginning of the calendar year following each |
actual spill. j
ARTICLE II.
The Commission shall cause to be maintained and
operated a stream gaging station equipped with an automatic
water stage recorder at each of the following points, to-wit: g
(a) 0n the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the
principal points of diversion to the San Luis Valley;
(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote;
(c) On the Los Pinos River near Ortiz;
(d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
(e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los
Sauces;
(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos; '
(g) On the Rio Chama below El Vado Reservoir;
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San
Ildefonso;
(1) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(j) On the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
(k) 0n the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte
Reservoir;
(1) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and
Operated below any other reservoir constructed after 1929,
and at such other points as may be necessary for the securing
of records required for the Carrying out of the Compact; and
automatic water stage recorders shall he maintained and operated
on each of the reservoirs mentioned, and on all other constructed
after 1929.
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Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained
and operated by the Commission directly or in cooperation with
an appropriate Federal or State Agency, and the equipment,
method and frequency of measurement at such stations shall be
such as to produce reliable records at all times.
ARTICLE III.
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the
Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico State Line, measured
at or near Lobatos, in each calendar year, shall be ten
thousand acre—feet less than the sum of those quantities set
forth in the two following tabulations of relationship,
which correspond to the quantities at the upper index stations:
DISCHARGE 0F CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre—feet
Conejos Index Supply (1) Conejos River at Mouths (2)
100 0
150 20
200 . 45
250 75
300 109
350 147
400 188
450 232
500 278
550 326
600 376
650 426
700 476
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of
Conejos River at the U.S.C.S. gaging station near Mogote
during the calendar year, plus the natural flow of Los Pinos
River at the U.S.C.S. gaging station near Ortiz and the
natural flow of San Antonio River at the U.S.C.S. gaging
station at Ortiz, both during the months of April to October,
inclusive.
(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches of this river at the U.S.C.S. gaging
stations near Los Sauces during Lhe calendar year.
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE 0F CONEJOS RIVER
Quantities in thousands of acre—feet
Rio Grande at Lobatos
Rio Grande at Del Norte (3) less Conejos at Mouths (4)
200 60
250 65
300 75
350 86
400 98
450 112
500 127
550 144
600 162
650 ' 182
700 ' 204
750 229
800 257
850 292
900 335
950 380
1,000 430
1,100 540
1,200 640
1,300 ‘ . 740
1,400 840
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow 3f
the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station near Del Norte
during the calendar year (measured above all principal points
of diversion to San Luis Valley) corrected for the operation
of reservoirs constructed after 1937.
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths
is the total flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River
at its Mouths, during the calendar year.
The application of these schedules shall be subject
to the provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate
adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of
gaging stations; (b) any new or-increased depletion of the
runoff above inflow index gaging stations; and (c) any
transmountain diversions into.the drainage basin of the Rio
Grandc above Lobatos.
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In event any works are constructed after 1937 for
the purpose of delivering water into the Rio Grande from the
Closed Basin, Colorado shall not be credited with the amount
of such water delivered, unless the proportion of sodium ions
shall be less than forty-five percent of the total positive
ions in that water when the total dissolved solids in such
water exceeds three hundred fifty parts per millon.
ARTICLE IV.
The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the
Rio Grande at San Marcial, during each calendar year, exclusive
of the months of July, August and September, shall be that
quantity set forth in the following tabulation of relationship,
which corresponds to the quantity at the upper index station:
DISCHARGE 0F RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI ‘
BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL EXCLUSIVE
OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply £5) San Marcial Index Supply (6)
100 O
200 65
300 141
400 219
500 300
600 383
700 . 469
800 557
900 648
1,000 742
1,100 839
1,200 939
1,300 1,042
1,400 1,148
1,500 1,257
1,600 1,370
1,700 1,489
1,800 1,608
1,900 1,730
2,000 1,856
2,100 1,935
2,200 ‘2,117
2,300 2,253
Intermediate quantities shall be computed
by proportional parts.
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(S) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of
the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge
near San Ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman) during the
calendar year, exclUSive of the flow during the months of
July, August and September, corrected for the operation of
reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of
the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
(6) San Marcial index Supply is the recorded flow
of the Rio Grande at the gaging station at San Marcial during
the calendar year exclusive of the flow during the months of
July, August and September.
The application of this schedule shall be subject
to the provisions hereinafter set forth and appropriate
adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of
gaging stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico
at any time of the year of the natural runoff at Otowi
Bridge; (c) depletion of the runoff during July, August and
September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and San Mareial,
by works constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmountain
diversions into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial.
Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the
Rio Grande at San Marcial, near San Acacia, and of the
release from Elephant Butte Reservoir, to the end that the
records at these three stations may be correlated.
ARIICLE V.
If at any time it should be the unanimous finding
and determination of the Commission that because of changed
physical conditions, or £0; any other reason, reliable
records are not obtainable, or cannot be obtained, at any
of the stream gaging stations herein referred to, such
stations may, with the unanimous approval of the Commission,
be abandoned, and with such approval another station, or
other stations, shall be established and new measurements
shall be substituted which, in the unanim0us opinion of the
Commission, will result In substantially the same results,
so far as the rights and obligations to deliver water are
concerned, as would have existed if such substitution of
stations and measurements had not been so made.
ARTLCLE VI.
Commencing with the year following the effective
date of this Compact, all credits and debits of Colorado
and New Mexico shall be computed for each calendar year;
provided, that in a year of actual spill no annual credits
nor annual debits shall be computed for that yeart
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In the ease of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued
debit shall exceed 100,000 acre-feet, except as either or
both may be caused by holdover storage of water in reserVOLrs
constructed after 1937 in the drainage basin of the Rio
Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical limitations of
storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shall retain
water in storage at all times to the extent of its accrued
debit.
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall
not exceed 200,000 acre-feet at any time, except as such
debit may be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs
constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio
Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. Within the physical
limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, New
Mexico shall retain water in storage at all times to the
extent of its accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of
accrued credits or debits, New Mexico shall not be charged
with any greater debit in any one year that the sum of
150,000 acre—feet and all gains in the quantity of water in
storage in such year.
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize
the release from storage of any amount of water which is
then being held in storage by reason of accrued debits of
Colorado or New Mexico; provided, that such water shall be
replaced at the first opportunity thereafter.
In computing the amount of accrued credits and
accrued debits of-Colorado or New Mexico, any annual credits
in excess of 150,000 acre—feet shall be taken as equal to
that amount.
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the
accrued credits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the
beginning of the year shall be reduced in proportion to
their respective credits by the amount of such actual spill;
provided, that the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to
be increased by the aggregate gain in the amount of water in
storage, prior to the time of spill, in reservoirs above
San Marcial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that
if the Commissioners for the States having accrued credits
authorize the release of part, or all, of such credits in
advance of spill, the amount so released shall be deemed to
constitute actual spill.
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable
water, or at the time of hypothetical spill thereof, all
accrued debits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the
beginning of the year shall be cancelled.
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In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits
of Colorado and New Mexico exceeds the minimum unfilled
capacity of project storage, such debits shall be reduced
proportionally to an aggregate amount equal to such minimum
unfilled capacity.
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in
reservoirs between San Marcial and Courchesne, and to the
extent that accrued debits are impounded in reservoirs above
San Marcial, such credits and debits shall be reduced annually
to compensate for evaporation losses in the proportion that
such credits or debits bore to the total amount of water in
such reservoirs during the year.
ARTICLE VII.
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the
amount of water in storage in reservoirs constructed after
1929 whenever there is less than 400,000 acre—feet of usable
water in project storage; provided, that if the actual
releases of usable water from the beginning of the calendar
year following the effective date of this Compact, or from
the beginning of the calendar year following actual spill,
have aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acre~feet
per annum, the time at which such minimum stage is reached
shall be adjusted to compensate for the difference between
the total actual release and releases at such average rate;
provided further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or both, may
relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept
such relinquished water, and in such event the State, or
States, so relinquishing shall be entitled to store water in
the amount of the water so relinquished.
ARTICLE VIII.
During the month of January of any year the
Commissioner for Texas may demand of Colorado and New Mexico,
and the Commissioner of New Mexico may demand of Colorado,
the release of water from storage reservoirs constructed
after 1929 to the amount of the accrued debits of Colorado
and New Mexico, respectively, and such releases shall be
made by each at the greatest rate practicable under the
conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total
debit of each, and in amounts, limited by their accrued
debits, sufficient to bring the quantity of usable water in
project storage to 600,000 acre—feet by March first and to
maintain this quantity in storage until April thirtieth, to
the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre-feet may be
made from project storage in that year.
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ARTICLE IX.
Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the
United States or the State of New Mexico decides to construrt
the necessary works for diverting the waters of the San Juax
River, or any of its tributaries, into the Rio Grande, Colorado
hereby consents to the construction of said works and the
diversion of waters from the San Juan River, or the tributaries
thereof, into the Rio Grande in New Mexico, provided the
present and prospective uses of water in Colorado by other
diversions from the San Juan River, or its tributaries, are
protected.
ARTICLE X.
In the event water from another drainage basin shall
be imported into the Rio Grande Basin by the United States
or Colorado or New Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State
having the right to the use of such water shall be given
proper credit therefor in the application of the schedules.
1-!
ARTICLE XI.
New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective
date of this Compact all controversies between said States
relative to the quantity or quality of the water of the Rio.
Grande are composed and settled; however, nothing herein
shall be interpreted to prevent recourse by a signatory State
'to the Supreme Court of the United States for redress should
the character or quality of the water, at the point of delivery
be changed hereafter by one signatory State to the injury of
another. Nothing herein shall be construed as an admission
by any signatory State that the use of water for irrigation
causes increase of salinity for which the user is responsible
in law.
ARTICLE XII.
To administer the provisions of this Compact there
shall be constituted a Commission composed of one representative
from each State, to be known as the Rio Grande Compact Commission.
The State Engineer of Colorado shall be ex-officio the Rio
Grande Compact Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer
of New Mexico shall be ex—officio the Rio Grande Compact
Commissioner for New Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner
for Texas shall be appointed by the Governor of Texas. The
President of the United States shall be regatgzcd to designate '_
a representative of the United States to sit with such Commission,
and such representative of the United States, if so designated
by the President, shall act as Chairman of the Commisaion
without vote.
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The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grange
Compact Commissioners for the three States shall be paid by
their respective States, and all other expenses incident to
the administration of this Compact, not borne by the United
States, shall be borne equally by the three States.
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore
specifically conferred upon such Commission, and the members
thereof, the jurisdiction of such Commission shall extend
only to the collection, correlation and presentation of
factual data and the maintenance of records having a bearing
upon the administration of this Compact, and, by unanimous
action, to the making of recommendations to the respective
States upon matters connected with the administration of the
Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ
such engineering and clerical aid as may be reasonably
necessary within the limit of funds provided for that purpose
by the respective States. Annual reports compiled for each
calendar year shall be made by the Commission and transmitted
to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March
first following the year covered by the report. The Commission
may, by unanimous action, adopt rules and regulations con—
sistent with the provisions of this Compact to govern their
proceedings.
on
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive
in any court or tribunal which may be called upon to interpret 3
or enforce this Compact. ’
ARTICLE XIII.
_ At the expiration of every five year period after the
effective date of this Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous consent, review any provisions hereof which are not sub
substantive in character and which do not affect the basic
principles upon which the Compact is founded, and shall meet
for the consideration of such questions on the request of any
member of the Commission; provided, however, that the provisions
hereof shall remain in full force and effect until changed and
amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous actior of
the Commissioners, and until any changes in this Compact are
ratified by the legislatures of the respective states and
consented to by the Congress, in the same manner as this Compact
is required to be ratified to become effective.
ARTICLE XIV.
The schedules herein contained and the quantities ;
of water herein allocated shall never be increased nor diminished
by reason or any increase of diminution in the delivery or loss
of water to Mexico. '
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ARTICLE XV.
The physical and other conditions characteristic
of the Rio Grande and peculiar to the territory drained and
served thereby. and to the development thereof. have actuated
this CumpacL and none 01 the signatory States admits that
any provisions herein contained establishes any general
principle or precedent applicable to other interstate streams.
ARTICLE XVI.
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as
affecting the obligations of the United States of America to
Mexico under existing treaties, or to the Indian Tribes, or
as impairing the rights of the Indian Tribes.
ARTICLE XVII.
This Compact shall become effective when ratified
by the legislatures of each of the signatory States and
consented to by the Congress of the United States. Notice
of ratification shall be given by the Governor of each
State to the Governors of the other States and to the
President of the United States, and the President of the
United States is requested to give notice to the Governors
of each of the signatory States of the consent of the Congress
of the United States.
rl
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed ;
this Compact in quadruplicate original, one of which shall '
be deposited in the archives of the Department of State of
the United States of America and shall be deemed the authori—
tative original, and of which a duly certified copy shall
be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory States.
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New
Mexico, on the 18th day of March, in the year of our Lord,
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty—eight.
(Sgd.) M. C. Hinderlider.
(Sgd.) Thomas M. McClure.
(Sgd.) Frank B. Clayton.
APPROVED:
(Sgd.) S. 0. Harper. }
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APPENDIX B
RESOLUTION ADOPTED EY RIO GRANDE COMPACT
COMMISSION AT THE ANNUAL MEETING HELD AT
EL PASO, TEXAS, FEBRUARY 22-24, 1948,
CHANGING CAGING STATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
OF DELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO
EEEQEHEEQE
Whereas, at the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission in the year 1945, the question was raised as to
whether or not a schedule for delivery of water by New
Mexico during the entire year could be worked out, and
Whereas, at said meeting the question was referred to
the Engineering Advisers for their study, recommendations
and report, and
Whereas, said Engineering Advisers have met, studied the
problems and under date of February 24, 1947, did submit their
Report, which said Report contains the findings of said
Engineering Advisers and their recommendations, and
Whereas, the Compact Commission has examined said Report
and finds that the matters and things therein found and
recommended are proper and within the terms of the Rio Grande
Compact, and
Whereas, the Commision has considered said Engineering
Advisers' Report and all available evidence, information and
material and is fully advised:
Now, Therefdre, Be it Resolved:
The Commission finds as follows:
(a) That because of change of physical conditions,
reliable records of the amount of water passing
San Marcial are no longer obtainable at the stream
gaging station at San Marcial and that the same
should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(b) That the need for concurrent records at San Marcial
and San Acacia no longer exists and that the
gaging station at Sun Acacia should be abandoned
for Compact purposes.
-76~
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(c) That it IS desirable and necvssnry that the ob!)gations of New Mexico under the CpWPPCC to deliver
water in the months of July, August, SepLemhcr,
should be scheduled.
(d) That thu rhanwr in ga;;ng stations and substi"
tution of the new man uremvnts as hereinafter
set forth will resulL in substantially the same
results so tar as the rights and obligations to
deliver water are concerned, and would have
existed if such substitution of stations and
measurements had not been so made.
Be it Further Resolved:
That the following measurements and schedule
thereof shall be substituted for the measurements
and schedule thereof as now set forth in Article
IV of the Compact:
"The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water
in the Rio Grande into Elephant Butte Reservoir
during each calendar year shall be measured
by that quantity set forth in the following
tabulation of relationship which corresponds to
the quantity at the upper index station:
DISCHARGE 0F RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND
ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE SUPPLY '
yQuantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Effective Index
SUPP 1)’ (6)
100 57
200 l 114
300 171
400 228
500 286
600 , 345
700 406
800 471
900 542
1,000 621
1,100 707
1,200 800
1.300 897
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND
ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE SUPPLY-~Continued
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply (5) Elephant Butte Effective Index
‘ SUPply (6)
1,400 996
1,500 1,095
1,600 1,195
1,700 1,295
1,800 1,395
1,900 1,495
2,000 1,595
2,100 1,695
2,200 1,795
2,300 1,895
2,400 1,995
2,500 2,095
2,600 2,195
2,700 2,295
2,800 2,395
2,900 2,495
3,000 2,595
Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of
the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging station
at.0towi Bridge near San Ildefonso (formerly
station near Buckman) during the calendar year,
corrected for the operation of reservoirs
constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
I
(6) Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply is the
recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging
station below Elephant Butte Dam during the
calendar year plus the net gain in storage in
ElephanL Butte Reservoir during the same year
or minus the net loss in storage in said
reservoir, as the case may be.
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The application of this schedule shall be
subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for
(a) any change in location of gaging stations;
(b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico of the
natural runoff at Otowi Bridge; and (c) any
transmountain diversions into the Rio Grande
between Lohntos and Elephant Butte Reservoir."
Be it Further Resolved:
That the gaging stations at San Acacia and
San Marcial be, and the same are hereby abandoned for
Compact purposes.
Be it Further Resolved:
That this Resolution has been passed unanimously
and shall be effective January 1, 1949, if within 120
days from this date the Commissioner for each State
shall have received from the Attorney General of the
State represented by him, an opinion approving this
Resolution, and shall have so advised the Chairman
of the Commission, otherwise, to be of no force and
effect.
(Note: The following paragraph appears in the
Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the Commission held
at Denver, Colorado, February 14-16, 1949:
"The Chairman announced that he had received,
pursuant to the Resolution adopted by the Commission
at the Ninth Annual Meeting on February 24, 1948,
opinions from the Attorneys General of Colorado,
New Mexico and Texas that the substitution of stations
and measurements of deliveries by New Mexico set forth
in said resolution was within the powers of the
Commission").
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RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY HATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCT 1985
ACRE-FEET
COMPUTED CHARGES TO MESILLA VALLEY,
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARAIE wASIEuAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
Géoss TOTAL
CREDIT TO DISTRICTNET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT BALANCE
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
19652
75445
‘27835
186133
283305
7765
275540
363963
( O /? A5" {5 C 7 [r /J COFU I
TX_00045223

TX v. NM #141

New Mexico Exhibit

NM-EX-402
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RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
IRRIGATION SEASON WATER DELIVERIES
OCT 1986
ACRE-FEE!
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
------------------~ _,~
\'
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY,
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
, ."
'
I
'
CITY OF EL PASO
21458
~ ~
. .:.~
'
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERS IDE CANAL
------------GROSS TOTAL
•
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
------, . ~- ~
0 { \
------0
'X
NET DELIVERIES
,'
.-. .
;
. .. i ' ..
~
0'
~
'3 " 3
'.I
:·
~
••
~
-.r.F
~
L.S ? - 7
,.
. ,..
'·
!
•
: '/.(:.:_ ·. > {'/t_
~
t
,·<.. •.-~
t
•
1
/'"'"
r
;
!
.' r 1

o I
2066

1111;

47650

I

1726
298
10499

89566
34238
265304

15104

389740
0

15104 . '·

•

389740

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO.
WATER DELIVERIES
ocT 1987
1987 IRRIGATION SEASON
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY,
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
CITY OF EL PASO *
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
GROSS TOTAL
BYPASS WATER (CREDIT)
NET DELIVERIES
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
* DATA IS FOR CALENDAR YEAR ONLY.
(INCLUDES ALL CONTRACTS)
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
46626.
17683.
91885.
32173.
310431.
434452.
125602.
308850.
363963.
~sslt3
at
nda
*

_<< US0375413 >>
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER DELIVERIES
OCT 1988
ACRE-FEET
DELIVERIES TOTAL
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY,
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 758. 46451.
CITY OF EL PASO 901. 21811.
FRANKLIN CANAL 1932. 89590.
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY 83. 19765.
RIVERSIDE CANAL 3425. 249858.
GROSS TOTAL 6933. 387945.
CREDIT TO DISTRICT 732. 47371.
NET DELIVERIES 6201. 340574.
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT S363963.
US0375413

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY,
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
GROSS TOTAL
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT BALANCE
OCT 1989
ACRE-FEET
—----c—--—TOTAL
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
49550.
22514.
88970.
19076.
209518.
333183.
359165.

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT No.1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1990
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 195 45540
CITY OF EL PASO 0 26815
FRANKLIN CANAL 0 81203
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY 0 22189cr
RIVERSIDE CANAL 0 174652
' GROSS TOTAL 195 306021
CREDIT TO DISTRICT 0 232720r
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 195 282749
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 359165
DISTRICT BALANCE ‘ 76416
TX_00044606

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT no.1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1991
ACRE—FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
To DATE
DELIVERIES To MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 1495 38335
CITY OF EL pASO 0 24390
FRANKLIN CANAL 3550 90545
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY (-) 2029 34059
RIVERSIDE CANAL 9072 159533
GROSS TOTAL 12097 278745
CREDIT T0 DISTRICT (-) 7655 44442
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 4442 234303
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 376862
—-.—-———--—
DISTRICT BALANCE 142559

_<< US0378584 >>
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO.1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1992
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 3893 58921
CITY OF EL PASO 2568 31475
FRANKLIN CANAL 8136 105179
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY (-) 1073cr 16243cr
RIVERSIDE CANAL 17615 210395
GROSS TOTAL 31139 389727
CREDIT TO DISTRICT (-) 0 42285
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 31139 349435
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 376862
DISTRICT BALANCE 27427
NOTE: CHARGES INCLUDE 1993 A.F ADJUSTMENT TO CHARGES, SEE JUNE 1992
REPORT
US0378584

semi-I193 RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT #1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
SEPTEMBER, 1993
ACRE FEET
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
(LU.E., LU.W., 3 SAINTS LATERAL)
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY 3,358
RIVERSIDE CANAL
GROSS TOTAL
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
TOTAL ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT BALANCE
DELIVERIES
4,501
5,738
9,905
18,633
35,419
8,904
26,515
TOTAL ALLOTMENT
LAST MONTHS DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES TO DATE
285,976 312,491
376,862
64,371

RIO GRANDE
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISRTICT NO. 1
MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS DELIVERIES
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
ASCARATE WW. CREDIT
RIVERSIDE CANAL
GROSS TOTAL
OTHER CREDITS
NET CHARGE TO ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
ALLOTM ENT BALANCE
WATER ALLOTM ENT
CHARG ES
ACRE-FEET
OCTOBER 1993
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH TO DATE
2659 54203
1 756 45663
3045 92337
1 049 20266
1 221 2 233744
1 8623 405681
0 O
1 8623 405681
376862
" 928319 '

<< US0379193_0014 >>
, EPCHG
MONTH EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DIST #1
TOTAL ALLOTMENT CHARGES
AND
DISTRICT'S BALANCE FOR 1993
TOTAL ALLOTMENT CHARGE EPCWID#1 BALANCE
1993 1992 1993 1992
376,862 376,862
JANUARY 6,741 10,590 370,121 366,272
FEBRUARY 19,615 13,663 350,506 352,609
MARCH 47,957 44,366 302,549 308,243
APRIL 33,221 32,034 269,328 276,209
MAY 36,340 34,155 232,988 242,054
JUNE 48,896 49,658 184,092 192,396
JULY 49,869 50,133 134,223 142,263
AUGUST 43,337 44,626 90,886 97,637
SEPTEMBER 26,515 39,064 64,371 58,573
OCTOBER 0 27,421 64,371 31,152
NOVEMBER 0 0 64,371 31,152
DECEMBER 0 0 64,371 31,152
GRAND TOTALS 312,491 345,710 64,371 31,152
US0379206

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT no.1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1994
ACRE-FEET
DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 2,380
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX) 2,079
THREE SAINTS LATERAL 405
CITY OF EL PASO 6,647
FRANKLIN CANAL 3,739
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY 793cr
RIVERSIDE CANAL 25,636
GROSS TOTAL 37,609
CREDIT TO DISTRICT 4,548
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 33,061
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT BALANCE
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
TO DATE
—--—-———47,562
83,854
24,119cr
203,708
--——————306,247
376,362

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1995
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
L.U.E. & LU.W. (TX)
1,686
THREE SAINTS LATERAL
575
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
--- ---------·----- -GROSS TOTAL
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
... ___
82,356
-------- -· NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
-- --------DISTRICT BALANCE
- See wat1!Jf charges for June thru August credits due to excess releases.

48,514
5,660
3,467
0
21,925
0

56,041
97,241
20,164
279,455
3,068

33,229
____ __4,520

464,156

28,709

279,723
376,862
97,139

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLCTMENT CHARGES
SEPTEMBER 1993
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELNERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH To DATE
DELIVERIES To MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 4.914 47,373
L.U.E. 3 L.U.W. (TX) 4,353
THREE SAINTS LATERAL 779
CITY OF EL PASO 5.544 44,414
FRANKLIN CANAL 10.292 96.224
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY 4.435 35.347
RIVERSIDE CANAL 19.222 152.355
CABALLO DAM RELEASE 0 12.512
GROSS TOTAL 36.487 345.532
CREDIT To DISTRICT 4.940 31.531
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 31.547 315.001
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 376,862
DISTRICT BALANCE 61,861

R|O GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRTCT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1997
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 2351 45,687
L.U.E. & L.u.w. (TX) 2,412
THREE SAINTS LATERAL 409
CITY OF EL PASO 2.615 53,840
FRANKLIN CANAL 3.638 94.259
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY -1 .454 27,701
RIVERSIDE CANAL 15,858 194,957
CABALLO DAM RELEASE o 3.444
GROSS TOTAL 23,358 364,632
CREDIT TO DISTRICT 4.725 29.956
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 18.633 334,751
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 376.862
DISTRICT BALANCE 42,111

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1998
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS B)' BOTH DISTRICTS
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
1,827
THREE SAINTS LATERAL
435
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
-------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
----------DISTRICT BALANCE

2,170
1,630
3,189
0
7,817
0

43,873
51,475
72,536
(9,289)
209,052
2,354

14,806
3,306

370,000
23,219

11,500

346,782
376,862
30,080

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO.1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 1999
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
2,138
THREE SAINTS LATERAL
477
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
.. -------- .... ------GROSS TOTAL
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
-------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
-----.----DISTRICT BALANCE

2,509

39,480

3,352
3,092
0
11,078
0

204,236
8,852

20,031
a
4,502
15,528

54,479
60,171
0

367,217
12,732
13,758
340,727
376,862
36,135

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2000
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS 1,636 40,658
L.U.E. 8: L.U.W. (TX) 1,251
THREE SAINTS LATERAL 448
CITY OF EL PASO 230 41.914
FRANKLIN CANAL 2.977 57,836
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY D 0
RIVERSIDE CANAL 5.347 193,388
CABALLO DAM RELEASE 0 0
GROSS TOTAL 10,690 333,796
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT 0 10,700
CREDIT TO DISTRICT 2,579 16,721
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE 8,112 306,375
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT 376,862
DISTRICT BALANCE 70,487

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2001
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
1,602
THREE SAINTS LATERAL
395
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
~------------------GROSS TOTAL
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
DISTRICT BALANCE

1,917
1,290
3,562
0
5,177
0
11,946
0
2,418
9,528

46,074
47,677
73,872
(1 ,587)
201,844
12,042
379,923
11,360
25,199
343,365
376,862
33,497

DECEMBER
...,...... '7
~
•
0
z
~
diversion
Gross
Diversions
Diversions
DECE:rvffiER
To Date
Diversions
To Date
Diversions
u
·s
......
tZl
L UE Canal- TX
95% ct"tct.al =
LUW Canal- TX
- -95% oftc:Jtal =
~
=
Total L U E & L U W
(1)Three Saints Lateral
- -a(1)
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
>
0
Umbenhauer!Robertson Water Treatment Plant
~
Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant
.§
Total PSB-Water Treatment Plants
~
(1)
Franklin Canal
ttj
Ascarate Waste Way
~ FrankJin less Ascarate Waste Way
~
Riverside Canal
Haskell R. Street effiuent
0
u
Total Gross Water Diversion
0
~
Charge including Release
~
_....
~
Credit to District
Total Diversion
District Beginning Allotment
Previous Allotment Balance
District Allotment Balance
*RF = Return Flow
9-Jm..03
page 1

2002
Net(AF)

Previous

-

Total (AF)

31,588
8,060

31,588
8,060

39,647
Q

39,647

5 174

-

44,821

27,372

-

30472

27,372
30,472
57,844

-

57,844

1,849
1,849
664 *RF

75,229
845
74,384
212,291

74,384
212,291

2,513 *RF

378,496

378,496

2,513 *RF

5 174
44,821

-

376,926
-64

77,078
845

1,570
376,926
376,862
-64
-64

1,570

'- 7, 57H
-e’——.=;—_-r-- , _T___- , 27:?
im- —_1_r,,;_"i
. . , 7‘ —..-- _,
" , , ,-- ' ' :1
- %= :‘ .3721.
I 91'0“?) Prevous Total (
c5 , _ . .
z diversmn Gross Diversmns To Date To Date
3 Diversions SEPTEMBER Diversions Diversions
E I L U E Canal - TX 2,387 95% oftotal= 2,267 10,611 12,878
.2 LU W Canal -TX 125 2mm 119 3,215 3,334
e Total L U E & L U W 2,512 2,386 13,826 16,212
5 Three Saints Lateral 75 g 2 033 2,109
8 Total Mesilla Valley (Texas) 2,461 15,860 18,321
D = = m
g Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant 2,651 8,645 11,295
'5“ Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant 3,287 10 280 13 567
E Total PSB-Water Treatment Plants 5,937 18,925 24,862
29‘ Franklin Canal 4,919 33,289 38,208
:6 Ascarate Waste Wax - _ _- 3 Franklin less Ascarate Waste Way 4,919 33,289 38,208
E Riverside Canal 9,356 57,025 66,381
0 Haskell R. Street ef_uent 1,263 8,333 9,596
D Total Gross Project Water Diversion 21,410 1 16,765 138,176
8
c6
9-1 ._
LTJ
137,249
l 3-0c1-03
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From Bert Cortez, USBOR, to Nabil Shafike, NM ISC, in 2010
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
SEPTEMBER 2004
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
---------- ----------DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
4,334
THREE SAINTS LATERA
254
CITY OF EL PASO
FRANKLIN CANAL
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
-------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT*
Conservation Credit
DISTRICT BALANCE
* Final 2004 allocation.

4,372

21,102

6,648
6,063
0
14,342
0
0

29,357
31,168

31,426
1,620
0

156,687
10,759
1,925

29,806

0
74,995
0
65

144,005
141,240
13,025
10,260
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From Bert Cortez, USBOR, to Nabil Shafike, NM ISC, in 2010
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2005
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
----------- ----------DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
1,448
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
1,311
THREE SAINTS LATERA
202
CITY OF EL PASO
3,551
FRANKLIN CANAL
2,017
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
0
RIVERSIDE CANAL
5,355
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
0
DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
0
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
,
12,371
,
257,530
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
0
CREDIT TO DISTRICT
0
-------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
12,371
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT
----------DISTRICT BALANCE

28,871
50,723
50,005
0
127,864
0
67

9,923
0
247,607
376,862
129,255

5/16
From Bert Cortez, USBOR, to Nabil Shafike, NM ISC, in 2010
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2006
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
---------- ----------DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
805
19,642
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
816
THREE SAINTS LATERA
30
CITY OF EL PASO
2,057
42,948
FRANKLIN CANAL
1,549
35,443
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
0
0
RIVERSIDE CANAL
3,487
95,681
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
0
0
DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
0
89
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
7,898
193,943
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
0
10,347
CREDIT TO DISTRICT*
0
6,412
------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
7,898
177,183
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT**
227,146
(Conservation Credit)
14,511
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT BALANCE
49,963
* Credit given to the district for divesions above the order into Riverside and Franklin canals due to
flood water in the system.
** Final 2006 allocation.

6/16
From Bert Cortez, USBOR, to Nabil Shafike, NM ISC, in 2010
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2007
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
---------- ----------DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
2,073
29,836
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
2,062
THREE SAINTS LATERA
114
CITY OF EL PASO
6,320
58,792
FRANKLIN CANAL
4,858
51,656
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
0
0
RIVERSIDE CANAL
10,270
156,179
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
0
0
UNITED STATES SECTION - IBWC ((Construction Water))
0
23
DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
0
200
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
23,521
296,663
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
1,270
11,038
CREDIT TO DISTRICT*
3,086
7,173
------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
19,165
278,252
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT**
390,105
(Conservation Credit)
13,386
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT BALANCE
125,239
* Credit given to the district for diversions above the order into Riverside and Franklin canals and
deliveries to the City of El Paso.
** Final 2007 allocation.

7/16
From Bert Cortez, USBOR, to Nabil Shafike, NM ISC, in 2010
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2008
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH
TO DATE
---------- ----------DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS
2,954
29,274
L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
3,000
THREE SAINTS LATERA
104
CITY OF EL PASO
6,063
58,624
FRANKLIN CANAL
3,993
48,472
LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
0
0
RIVERSIDE CANAL
11,197
155,901
CABALLO DAM RELEASE
0
,
3,132
UNITED STATES SECTION - IBWC (Construction Water)
0
6
DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
0
91
-------------------GROSS TOTAL
24,206
295,500
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT
1,146
11,625
CREDIT TO DISTRICT*
1,415
7,070
------------------NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
21,645
276,806
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT**
500,637
(Conservation Credit)
16,818
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT BALANCE
240,649
* Credit to District for diversions greater than order and not used (returned to river).
** Revised allocation as of end of September.
*** Includes the accrued Conservation Credit.

US0480491.xls Oct_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for October 2008

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance
Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month
Volume
Month
Totals
Deliveries
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

End-ofMonth
Totals
ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

1,924

95%

1,828

17,970

19,798

L U W Canal - TX

1,064

95%

1,011

6,833

7,844

89

100%

89

1,297

1,386

2,928

26,101

29,029

Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

2,401

100%

2,401

21,572

23,972

Franklin Canal

3,993

100%

3,993

44,480

48,473

100%

0

91

91

0

100%

0

6

6

3,398

100%

3,398

30,989

34,387

Riverside Canal

11,197

100%

11,197

144,706

155,903

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent

-1,143

100%

-1,143

-10,479

-11,622

-971

100%

-971

-3,228

-4,199

Totals

21,803

254,238

276,041

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

21,803

257,370

279,173

Diversion Allocation

495,174

495,174

Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation for
Conservation Credit

269,370

279,173

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement
United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)
Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso
Valley)

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

16,881

Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

16,881

Total Diversion Allocation

511,013

512,055

District Allotment Balance

253,643

232,882

Estimate of Balance of 2008 Allocation at End-of-Year

232,882

Extracted from Shafike_4-20-11.xls, Spreadsheet sent from F. Cortez (USBR) to N. Shafike (NMISC) in April 2011 in
responce for a request for RGP Accounting Data

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for

Diversion

Location

L U E Canal - TX
L U W Canal - TX
Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant
Franklin Canal
United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement
United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)
Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant
Riverside Canal
Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)
Totals
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
Diversion Allocation
Release of Diversion Allocation for Conservation Credit
Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
Total Diversion Allocation
District Allotment Balance
Balance of 2009 Allocation at End-of-Year
Maximum Amount of Allocation Carried Over to 2010
Est. of 2nd Transfer of Allocation per OA Section 1.11

Metered
Volume
ac-ft
1,751
311
240

Adjustment for
Conveyance
Losses for NM
Deliveries
ac-ft
95%
95%
100%

1,755
2,594
0
0
2,234
5,322
-824
0

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

October 2009
Diversion
Allocation
Charges for Beginning-of- End-of-Month
Month
Month Totals Totals
ac-ft
ac-ft
ac-ft
1,664
21,376
23,040
296
7,114
7,410
240
1,635
1,875
2,200
30,125
32,325
1,755
22,074
23,828
2,594
53,146
55,740
0
91
91
0
23
23
2,234
35,073
37,307
5,322
180,350
185,671
-824
-10,772
-11,597
0
-3,307
-3,307
13,280
306,803
320,083
13,280
306,803
320,083
601,094
615,878
320,083
17,998
17,998
598,348
633,876
291,546
313,794
313,794
232,915
80,879

US0480492.xlsx Oct_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for October 2009

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month
Volume
Deliveries
Month
Totals
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

End-ofMonth
Totals
ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

1,751

95%

1,664

21,376

23,040

L U W Canal - TX

311

95%

296

7,114

7,410

Three Saints Lateral

240

100%

240

1,635

1,875

2,200

30,125

32,325

Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

1,755

100%

1,755

22,074

23,828

Franklin Canal

2,594

100%

2,594

53,146

55,740

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

0

100%

0

91

91

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

100%

0

23

23

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

2,234

100%

2,234

35,073

37,307

Riverside Canal

5,322

100%

5,322

180,350

185,671

-824

100%

-824

-10,772

-11,597

0

100%

0

-3,307

-3,307

Totals

13,280

306,803

320,083

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

13,280

306,803

320,083

601,094

615,878

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)

Diversion Allocation
Release of Diversion Allocation for Conservation Credit

320,083

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

17,998

Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

17,998

Total Diversion Allocation

598,348

633,876

District Allotment Balance

291,546

313,794

Balance of 2009 Allocation at End-of-Year

313,794

Extracted from Shafike_4-20-11.xls, Spreadsheet sent from F. Cortez (USBR) to N. Shafike (NMISC) in April 2011 in
responce for a request for RGP Accounting Data
EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for
Adjustment for
Conveyance
Losses for NM
Deliveries
ac-ft
95%
95%
100%

September 2010

Diversion
Allocation
Metered
Charges for Beginning-of- End-of-Month
Diversion Location
Volume
Month
Month Totals Totals
ac-ft
ac-ft
ac-ft
ac-ft
L U E Canal - TX
3,342
3,175
18,814
21,989
L U W Canal - TX
1,114
1,058
6,431
7,489
Three Saints Lateral
243
243
1,336
1,579
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
4,476
26,581
31,057
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant
3,529
100%
3,529
17,649
21,179
Franklin Canal
6,738
100%
6,738
43,933
50,670
United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement
0
100%
0
91
91
United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)
6
100%
6
0
6
Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant
5,100
100%
5,100
28,560
33,661
Riverside Canal
17,830
100%
17,830
152,872
170,702
Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
-1,683
100%
-1,683
-8,558
-10,240
-365
100%
-365
-1,586
-1,951
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)
Totals
35,631
259,544
295,175
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
35,631
259,544
295,175
Diversion Allocation
505,901
516,614
Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation for Conservation Credit
305,000
303,175
Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
17,566
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
17,102
Total Diversion Allocation
520,890
533,716
District Allotment Balance
261,346
238,541
Estimate of Balance of 2008 Allocation at End-of-Year
230,541

US0480493.xls Oct_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for October 2010

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance
Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month
Deliveries
Month
Totals
Volume
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

End-ofMonth
Totals
ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

1,184

95%

1,125

21,989

23,114

L U W Canal - TX

506

95%

481

7,489

7,969

Three Saints Lateral

107

100%

107

1,579

1,686

1,713

31,057

32,770

Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

1,166

100%

1,166

21,179

22,345

Franklin Canal

1,985

100%

1,985

50,670

52,656

100%

0

91

91

0

100%

0

6

6

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

1,847

100%

1,847

33,661

35,507

Riverside Canal

3,600

100%

3,600

170,702

174,302

-586

100%

-586

-10,240

-10,826

-66

100%

-66

-1,951

-2,017

Totals

9,659

295,175

304,834

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

9,659

295,175

304,834

Diversion Allocation

516,614

524,820

Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation for
Conservation Credit

303,175

304,834

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement
United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso
Valley)

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

17,610

Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

17,610

Total Diversion Allocation

516,614

542,430

District Allotment Balance

238,541

237,596

Proposed Transfer for 2001 Contract Issues

-9,990

Adjustment for Overallocation to Mexico

-2,873

End of Year Allocation Balance

224,733

US0480494.xls Sep_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for September 2011

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Allocation BeginningConveyance
Metered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month End-of-Month
Totals
Totals
Month
Deliveries
Volume
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

95%

0

L U W Canal - TX

95%

0

100%

0

Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)

ac-ft

0

Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

100%

0

Franklin Canal

100%

0

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

100%

0

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

100%

0

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

100%

0

Riverside Canal

100%

0

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent

100%

0

Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)

100%

0

Caballo Release Sep 1 through Sep 10

18,490

100%

18,490

Mexico Deliveries

-2,213

100%

-2,213

Total

16,278

100%

16,278

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

16,278

Diversion Allocation

242,494

258,772

250,397

262,677

Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation

262,677

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

16,363

Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation*

9,058

Total Diversion Allocation

262,677

District Allotment Balance

3,905

Estimate of Balance of 2010 Allocation at End-of-Year

0

Mexico Diversion Charges

3,809

19,776

23,585

Total Release from Caballo

18,490

378,553

397,043

0

59,771

59,771

EBID Allocation Charges
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
Accounting Diversion Ratio (EBID, EPCWID and Mexico)

* Credit for ACE only based on amount diverted as of July 7 but not available till 2012 season

342,128
86.2%

US0480495.xls Sep_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for September 2012 - Estimated

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month End-of-Month
Volume
Deliveries
Month
Totals
Totals
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

0

95%

0

13,262

13,262

L U W Canal - TX

0

95%

0

2,049

2,049

152

100%

152

166

318

0

100%

0

692

692

152

16,169

16,321

Upper Valley Pumps (estimated)
Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)

152

Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

0

100%

0

9,350

9,350

Franklin Canal

0

100%

0

16,007

16,007

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

0

100%

0

111

111

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

100%

0

0

0

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

0

100%

0

12,650

12,650

Riverside Canal

0

100%

0

40,190

40,190

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent

0

100%

0

-5,401

-5,401

Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)

0

100%

0

0

0

Adjustment for 2001 Contract NW WWTP Deliveries
Caballo Release Sep 1 - Sep 13
Mexico Deliveries
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
Diversion Allocation
Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation
Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation*
Total Diversion Allocation

598

598

13,266

100%

13,266

28,481

41,747

0

100%

0

-4,536

-4,536

14,016

116,780

130,796

136,380

136,380
136,380
11,106
0
136,380

District Allotment Balance

5,584

Estimate of Balance of 2010 Allocation at End-of-Year

5,584

US0480496.xls Jul_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for July 2013

Diversion Location

Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month End-of-Month
Volume
Deliveries
Month
Totals
Totals
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

1,677

95%

1,593

3,245

4,838

L U W Canal - TX

380

95%

361

1,263

1,625

Upper Valley Pumps

183

100%

183

121

304

Three Saints East Lateral

146

100%

146

159

304

2,284

4,788

7,071

10,990

0

Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Caballo Release
West Side (Tx Only)

1,004

Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

1,183

100%

1,183

1,771

2,954

Franklin Canal

2,097

100%

2,097

4,267

6,363

0

100%

0

87

87

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

1,825

100%

1,825

3,122

4,947

Riverside Canal

7,432

100%

7,432

14,384

21,817

-461

100%

-461

-1,242

-1,703

0

100%

0

0

0

26,353

27,177

53,530

43,233

43,223

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
Diversion Allocation
Estimated Release of Diversion Allocation

43,223

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation*
Total Diversion Allocation

47,043

District Allotment Balance

-6,487

Percent Used

US0480497.xls Aug_Summary

FINAL - EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges through August 2014

Diversion Location

Normal
Adjustment for Diversion
Allocation Beginning- End-ofConveyance
Month
Metered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month
Totals
Totals
Month
Deliveries
Volume
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

2,482

95%

0

8,545

8,545

L U W Canal - TX

255

95%

0

2,566

2,566

Three Saints Lateral

101

100%

0

551

551

0

11,663

11,663

Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

2,488

100%

0

6,369

6,369

Franklin Canal

3,527

100%

0

10,477

10,477

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

0

100%

0

99

99

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

100%

0

0

0

Upper Valley Groundwater Pumps (Not Used in 2014)

0

100%

0

0

0

624

100%

624

0

624

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

4,134

100%

0

10,503

10,503

Riverside Canal

9,697

100%

0

33,005

33,005

-1,097

100%

0

-2,489

-2,489

0

100%

0

0

0

624

69,627

70,251

624

69,627

70,251

Adjustment for Step 5 of Exhibit F of 2001 Contract (12/8/2014)

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)
Totals
Total Allotment Diversions Charges
Diversion Allocation

22,212

92,618

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

7,485

Total Diversion Allocation Balance

100,103

Caballo Release from 7/30/2014 through 8/22/2014

-29,231

EPCWID Diversion Charge for 8/1/2014 0:00 - 06:00

-338

Adjustment for Mexico

2,402

End of Season Allocation Balance

2,685

US0480498.xls Sep_Summary

DRAFT - EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for September 2015

Diversion Location

Normal
Adjustment for Diversion
Conveyance
Allocation BeginningMetered Losses for NM Charges for of-Month End-of-Month
Volume
Deliveries
Month
Totals
Totals
ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

ac-ft

L U E Canal - TX

3,207

100%

3,207

10,962

14,169

L U W Canal - TX

1,886

100%

1,886

3,156

5,042

317

100%

317

654

971

5,411

14,771

20,182

Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

3,008

100%

3,008

9,936

12,944

Franklin Canal

4,973

100%

4,973

16,735

21,707

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

0

100%

0

107

107

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

100%

0

0

0

5,353

100%

5,353

14,685

20,038

Riverside Canal

14,565

100%

14,565

55,592

70,156

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent

-1,428

100%

-1,428

-4,032

-5,461

0

100%

0

-1,438

-1,438

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)
August Allocation Charges for ACE Credit Calculation

36,917

Total Diversions for ACE Credit Calculation

31,882

115,433

147,314

44,791

15,016

59,807

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

106,065

165,872

Diversion Allocation

188,117

188,117

Net Charges for Release from Caballo (Aug 23 @ 1100)

44,791

100%

Est. Annual Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

11,651

Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

11,651

Total Diversion Allocation

199,768

District Allotment Balance

22,245

EOY Allocation Balance

33,896

US0480499.xls Sep_Summary

EPCWID Diversion Allocation Charges for September 2016 - Final

Diversion Location

Westside Canal Less WW32 Spill Charge

Metered
Volume

Adjustment for
Conveyance
Losses for NM
Deliveries

ac-ft

ac-ft

Normal
Diversion
Allocation BeginningCharges for of-Month
Totals
Month
ac-ft

ac-ft

End-of-Month
Totals
ac-ft

3,094

100%

3,094

12,786

15,880

345

100%

345

757

1,102

L U E Canal - TX

1,106

95%

1,051

13,565

14,616

L U W Canal - TX

128

95%

122

1,905

2,026

0

100%

0

31

31

93

100%

93

453

545

4,705

29,496

34,201

Eastside Canal

EPCWID Upper Valley Wells
Three Saints Lateral
Total Mesilla Valley (Texas)
Caballo Release Allocation Charges for April 2016

15,042

100%

15,042

3,862

18,904

Umbenhauer/Robertson Water Treatment Plant

1,075

100%

1,075

15,467

16,543

Franklin Canal

1,728

100%

1,728

30,562

32,289

United States - Ysleta del Sur Agreement

0

100%

0

83

83

United States Section - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

100%

0

2

2

Jonathan W. Rogers Water Treatment Plant

1,803

100%

1,803

26,003

27,806

Riverside Canal

3,725

100%

3,725

82,609

86,334

-712

100%

-712

-7,000

-7,712

7,859

0

7,859

0

0

0

Totals

35,225

181,085

216,309

Total Allotment Diversions Charges

35,225

181,085

216,309

268,386

268,381

Haskell R. Street WWTP Effluent
Proposed 2016 CWF Resolution and NWWTP Flow
Credit for Diversions greater than Orders (El Paso Valley)

0

100%

Diversion Allocation
Accrued Conservation Credit Diversion Allocation

0

Total Diversion Allocation

268,386

268,381

Adjustment for Mexico Allocation

-1,893

-1,893

District Allotment Balance

87,301

50,179

0

50,179

EOY Allocation Balance
Allocation
Caballo Shutoff
EPCWID End of Season at American Canal (66 hour later)
EBID Shutdown
Start of EPCWID Charges at Caballo (30 hours prior)
End of Diversion Charges at Mesilla
End of Diversion Charges at American
Mexico Shutoff
Start Release Date
Number of Days in Season
Final Diversion Ratio

9/27/2016 13:30
9/30/2016 7:30
9/13/2016 15:30
9/12/2016 9:30
9/13/2016 15:30
9/15/2016 3:30
9/9/2016 8:00
3/26/2016
186

Charges

268,386
180,695

216,309
175,199

46,497

43,787

495,578

435,295

544,172
0.79992
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Steve Reynoids
New WExico State Engineer
Bataan Memoriai Building
Santa Fe, New thico 87501
Dear Mr. Reynoids:
Enclosed for your information is a copy of the recentiy completed
Operating Agreement for the Rio Grande Project. this Agreement
has been impiemented for 1985. Required changes to the Agreement
wi11 be made foiiowing the 1985 irrigation season.
Sincerely,
Q [Q
atterson
Project Superintendent
Enclosure

Date
OPERATING AGREEMENT
ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
EL PASO COUNTY HATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
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Rio Grande Project
New Mexico — Texas
Operating Agreement
Between
The United States of America, Department of the Interior,
United States Bureau of Reclamation;
The Elephant Butte Irrigation District;
and
The El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
I. GENERAL
A.' Purpose of Agreement
The purpose of this agreement is to establish standard water delivery and
accounting procedures between the operating parties within the Rio Grande
Project in the States of New NExico and Texas. These procedures are
established pursuant to Article 6 of Contract No. 9-07-54-X0554 between the
United States and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and Article 6 of
Contract No. 0-07—54—X0904 between the United States and the El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. 1.
8. Project Description
A description of the Rio Grande Project is provided on the Project Data
sheet enclosed as Exhibit No. 1
C. Project Authorization
Construction of the Rio Grande Project was authorized by the Secretary of
the Interior on December 2, 1905, under the provisions of the Reclamation
Act, and funds were allocated to initiate construction of the first
diversion unit. The Reclamation Act was extended to the entire State of
Texas on June 12, 1906, following a partial extension for Engle (Elephant
Butte) Dam in 1905.
Congress authorized the construction of Elephant Butte Dam on February 25,
1905, and on May 4, 1907, $1 million of non—reimbursable funds were
appropriated as the State Department‘s share for allocation by treaty of
60,000 acre-feet of water annually to Mexico.
A contract was executed December 1, 1924, and amended April 1, 1951, between the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation
District No. 1. The contract and amendments allowed the District to rent the

waters available at the downstream terminus of the Rio Grande Project fOr
irrigation of some 20,014 acres in Hudspeth County. The rental of these waters
is secondary and inferior to the right to use water on the lands of the Rio
Grande Federal Irrigation Project.
The Acts of August 29, 1935, and June 4, 1936, authorized the construction,
operation and maintenance of a canalization project to regulate and control
the available water supply, and resulted in the construction of the Caballo
Dam. Non—reimbursable funds for the flood control features of this
structure were advanced by the State Department in the aggregate sum of
$1,510,654. Plans were completed during this same period for Elephant Butte
Powerplant.
The Act of August 9, 1937, provided for the transfer of the district's interest in
development of hydroelectric energy at Elephant Butte Dam to the United States.
On February 16, 1938, a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior and
signed by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (E810) and the El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. 1 (EPCNID) redefined the allocated irrigable area
of the Districts. The water rights acreage of £810 is 90,640 acres. The water
rights acreage of EPCNID is 69,010 acres.
The Act of October 27, 1974, provided for the establishment of a 50,000 acre—feet.
(AF) minimum recreation pool at Elephant Butte Reservoir using San Juan-Chama
Nater.
D. Rio Grande Compact (1938)
The Rio Grande Compact became the law of Colorado, New WExico, Texas and the
United States when it was ratified by the Congress of the United States in 1939.
The purpose of the compact is to equitably divide the waters of the Rio Grande
between Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas above Fort Quitman, Texas. The schedules
provided in the Compact allow for variances in available water supply by varying
the proportion that must be delivered to the respective downstream states. The
available supply to the three compact states is determined at key gaging stations
as the river exits the snow melt production areas in the Mountains of Colorado and
New Nbxico with_deliveries measured at the Colorado, New NExico Stateline and
Elephant Butte‘Reservoirs,
- a} it”?
"Texas“ for Compact purposes includes Sierra and Dona Ana Counties in New PExico,
as well as El Paso and Hudppeth Counties in Texas. This unique feature of the
Rio Grande Compact was dig_ated by the logic of New anxico making its deliveries
to Elephant ButteEBeservoirland treating the Rio Grande Project as a unit rather
than dividing Texas and NeijEXico at their stateline.
The schedules in the Compact determine the amount of water to which each state
is entitled. Over deliveries are carried as credit water in Elephant Butte
Reservoir and can be relinquished by the respective upstrean states. Debits are
created when an upstream state fails to deliver as required by the Compact
schedules. Water in upstream reservoirs must be retained to the extent of the

respective debits and under certain conditions is subject to call by the Texas
and/or New Mexico Commissioners. A ”spill" at Elephant Butte eliminates all
debits and can cause the loss of credits to the extent of the spill. A normal
release for "Texas" water users is 790,000 AF of usable water. Usable water is
that water available to meet irrigation demands exclusive of credit water and
interbasin (transmountain diversion) waters.
E. Definitions
1. Project Water Supply , stored water legally available for release in the
Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs and including the legally apprbpriated
waters reaching the bed of the Rio Grande between Caballo Dam and Riverside
Diversion Dam.
2. Allocated Hater - that portion of the project water supply, as defined
in Article E.1. above, which is determined to be available for diversion and use
by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID), the El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1 (EPCNID) and the Republic of Mexico during any
irrigation season. The irrigation season is defined as that period of a year:
when storage releases are being made from Caballo Reservoir for irrigation
purposes.
3. Non-Allocated Water — water in the Rio Grande, during non-irrigation
season and after the closing of Caballo Dam, which originates fron drain flows and
other sources which may be diverted by the irrigation districts fer application to
irrigable land areas within their boundaries (also known as return flows). All
diversions made by the Districts during the nonirrigation season utilizing return
flow waters shall not be charged against the Districts' respective allocations.
II. ALLOCATION
A. Procedure
This procedure is used for the allotment and control of the Rio Grande Project
water supply. It is required because the Bureau no longer delivers water at the
farms, but rather at the Districts' river headings. The procedure provides for
an equitable distribution of project water between the U.S. and Mexico
consistent with historic Operations.
The 1906 Treaty with Mexico requires that Mexico be provided 60,000 AF/yr at the
International Dam except in times of extraordinary drought or serious accident
to the irrigation system in the United States. The amount delivered to the
Mexican Canal (Acequia Madre) shall be furnished in same proportion as the water
delivered to lands under said irrigation system in the United States. The first
allocation to lands in the United States was made in 1951. An analysis done at
that time established 3.024 AF/acre as a full supply to 0.5. farms or 482,800 AF
(3.024 AF/acre x 159,650 acres) for the full project acreage of 159,650 acres.
This analysis was based on the period of 1946 - 1950 during which a full water
supply was available and deliveries were considered "normal".
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Statistical evaluations of operational records for the period of 1951 through
1978 inclusive have been made. These evaluations have provided graphs,
equations, and data that can be used to ensure that future allocations to Mexico
and the allocations to the 0.3. maintain the historical relationship between the
delivery of water to U.S. farms and Mexico. The historical period or relationship
is defined as the years 1951-1978 inclusive.
Curve D-l, enclosed as Exhibit No. 2, illustrates the historic relationship
between the water released from storage and the corresponding delivery to farms
in the United States and to the heading of the Pbxican Canal.
Prior to application of Curve D-l, it is necessary to determine the amount of
*gzwater in storage available far release. This determination takes into account
lgminimum pool requirements, other non—project waters in storage, and estimated
‘reservoir losses. Reservoir losses include evaporation, bank storage and
seepage.
The amount available for irrigation to 0.3. river headings is determined from
Curve D-2, enclosed as Exhibit No. 3, which shows releases at Caballo vs. Net
Diversions from the river (U.S. + Mexico). Mexico's allotment is subtracted
from Net Diversions to obtain the amount available to the U.S. The division
between the 8.3. districts is based on acreage.
It should be noted that Curves D-1 and 0-2 are to be used as guides and
adjustments may be necessary due to current conditions. A review of the data
base will be made annually using the preceding year's data.
The Bureau will make the initial allocation of project water each year by
December 1. In years of less than a full allotment, the allocation will be
reviewed and updated as determined necessary. A review of the allocation will be
made on a monthly basis and in conference with officials of the EBID and the
EPCMID no later than the 10th of the following month.
B. Determination of Allotment for Full Supply
This procedure is based on a full supply of 482,800 acre-feet to authorized
irrigated lands in the 0.3. and a full allocation to Mexico of 60,000 AF fer a
total of 542,800 AF.
Curve D-l can be used to determine the historic release requirement necessary to
deliver a full supply to 0.8. authorized lands and Mexico (542,800 AF). From
0-1, the required release from project storage is 780,000 AF. The release for a
full supply is not limited to 780,000 AF.
From Curve 0—2, the historic Net Diversion at Headings (US and Mexico) for a
release of 780,000 AF is 902,000 AF. '
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Allocation for a full supply:
Delivery to U.S. Headings and to Mexico
Delivery to NPXlCO
Delivery to 0.3. Headings
EBID Delivery to Headings = 56.774% of 842,000 AF
EPCWID Delivery to Headings = 43.226% of 842,000 AF
902,000 AF
60,000 AF
ll ll
842,000 AF
478,037 AF
363,963 AF
II II
C. Example for 100% Allotment
Historic Net Diversion requirement for a full supply to authorized irrigated
lands in the U.S. and Mexico has been found to be 902,000 AF.
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
From Curve D—2, determine Caballo release required to meet Net
Diversion at Headings of 902,000 AF.
Determine amount of water in storage available for release.
Total Storage
-Estimated Reservoir Losses
—Minimum Pool
-Storage for Others
=Water in Storage Available for Release
Storage for others is the City of Albuquerque which is limited
to a maximum storage of 50,000 AF.
If amount of water in storage available for release (from step 2)
equals or exceeds release the requirement (tron step 1), then the
allotment is 100%.
Available for Diversions at Headings:
Mexico 60,000 AF
EBID - 478,037 AF
EPCNID 363,963 AF
Example of Allotment for Less than Full Supply
Note:
Final details for determination of allotment during times
of less than a full supply are being developed and will be provided
upon completion.
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III. Water Delivery and Accounting
A. Ordering of Water by the Districts
1. Diversion Points
The diversion points used for the districts are as follows:
EBID
Percha Lateral
(Percha Diversion)
Arrey Canal
(Percha Diversion)
Irrigations from Leasburg Canal
above Gaging Station
(From Leasburg Canal)
Leasburg Canal
(Leasburg Diversion)
California Extension
(From Rio Grande)
Del Rio Lateral
(Mesilla Diversion)
East Side Canal
(Mesilla'Diversion)
West Side Canal
(Mesilla Diversion)
Pumps
gaging
East Side Canal if
(Mesilla Diversion)
La Union East Canal 1/
(From West Side Canal)
La Union West Canal 1/
(From west Side Canal)
Franklin Canal
(American Diversion
City of El Paso
(From Franklin Canal)
Riverside Canal
(Riverside Diversion)
‘l/These are diversion
points for the EPCNID.
These irrigation facilities
are within and are Operated
by the E810.
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2. Normal Orders
Each District operating official will determine the water requirements, in
cubic feet per second, for the respective headings and delivery points for
each individual District. These requirements will be furnished to the
Bureau by 10:00 am each Tuesday and Friday of the irrigation season. The
Bureau will tabulate and evaluate these orders, considering river losses or
accretions, by no later than 11:00 am. Before 11:30 am of each order day,
the Bureau will notify the operating officials of each District of the
change in the release rate of flow at Caballo Dam.
3. Sgecial Orders
Special orders resulting from emergencies or other unforeseen events which
require adjustment of deliveries to District diversions may be Submitted
as desired by the Districts to the Bureau. The District operating
official will specify the change in cfs and give the time for the change.
Releases will be adjusted as required to meet the order and the Districts
notified. Cuts requested by the EBID will begin when diversions are
adjusted, but water charges will continue until the travel time from the
Caballo Dam to the particular diversion is met unless the EPCID can use the
water. Changes in orders will not be made for amounts less than 50 cfs.
B. Delivery of Water by the Bureau
1. Release Determination
As outlined in Article III., A., 2. and 3., the Bureau will determine the
rate of flow to be released from Caballo Dam for regular orders. For special orders, the Bureau will determine the adjusted rate of flow from
Cabalio Dam and notify the Districts of the change in rate of flow and the
time of such change. The Bureau will notify the Districts when the rate of
flow at Caballo Dam is changed for Mexico giving the time and rate of flow
of such change. An example of water ordering procedure is shown on Exhibit
No. 4
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2.
Travei Times
Approximate travel times to diversions are shown on the table beiow (Based on
450 cfs reiease):
Travei Times to
Rio Grande Diversions
Cabaiio Dam Release
To: ‘
i
Percha
Diversion
(One (1) Hour)
Leasburg
Diversion
20-24 Hours
Mesiiia
Diversion
(32—38 Hours)
Rio Grande
at Canutiiio
(48w54 Hours)
American
Diversion
§65-72 Hours)
Note: Travei times wili be greater
for initiai reieases. Riverside
Diversion
(74-82 Hours)

as...
3. Sharing of Shortages
Flows at Riverside Heading occasionally drop below the order of the EPCWID.
When this flow is lOO CFS or more below the District‘s order and the District
cannot tolerate the shortage, the fbllowing method of sharing the shortage
between EBID and EPCHID will be implemented.
As directed by the Bureau, the EBID will release additional water through
wasteways equal to one half of the amount short at Riverside. The Bureau will
release an equal quantity at Caballo for diversion by E810. E810 will be given
credit for the additional Water released at the wasteway to help relieve the
shortage.
Example: EPCHID order = 500 CFS
Conditions Conditions
at time of after
shortage changes
Flow at Riverside Heading 300 CFS 400 CFS
Flow in Hasteway #32 20 CFS 120 CFS
Release at Caballo 1200 CFS 1300 CFS*
* Change required to reconstitute the EBID order. Additional release to meet
EPCHID order may be required.
C. Measurement Stations
The location of water measurement stations for the Rio Grande Project is shown
on the strip maps attached as Exhibit No. 5. A written description for each
station-is provided as Exhibit No. 6. No changes in the number or Operation of
water measuring stations relating to water accounting for the Districts will be
made by the Bureau without prior consolation with the District or Districts that
are involved.
D. Accounting
Water accounting is done by the Bureau generally following procedures as outline
in USGS water supply paper 2175.
Rating tables for metering stations are determined annually from current meter
measurements or more frequently if necessary.
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1. EBID
Charges to EBID are made using the following diversion points:
Arrey Canal
Percha Lateral
Irrigations from Leasburg Canal above gaging station (provided by
EBID) ‘
Leasburg Canal
California Lateral (provided by EBID)
West Side Canal (NM portion)
East Side Canal (NM portion)
Del Rio Lateral
Duran Pump from River
Greenwood Pump from River
Credit will be given for sluice water ordered far enough in advance so that
it can be used to meet downstream deliveries. The District must specify the
canal, wasteway, quantity, and time period to be utilized for the sluicing.
The sluice water request will be part of the normal order.
An example written notification of allocation charges for EBID is attached_as
Exhibit No. 7a.
Charges to the Districts from the West Side Canal will be computed as
follows:
west Side Canal Heading = A
La Union Nest Heading = B
La Union East Heading = C
EPCWID Portion of B = 37
EPCHID Portion of C = CT
The EPCWID portion of B and C is based on the ratio of EPCWID's order to the
total order. This percentage is then applied to the actual flows at B and C
to derive BT and CT
A 15% transportation loss is used between A and the state line of which 1/3
or 5% is used between B and C and the state line.
BT+CT' 5% (BT+CT)
A - (BT+ CT) -1574 (31+ CT)
EPCHID
EBID
10
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2. EPCNID
Charges to EPCHID are made using the following diversion pointsréxgd
g far.- :‘ -""
~ East Side Canal (Texas portion)d’§§§@““_”_h f1
Franklin Canal
City of El Paso Water Treatment Plants
Riverside Canal
Ascarate wasteway discharges to the Rio Grande are subtracted from allocation
charges made at the diversion points.
An example written notification of allocation charges for EPCNID is attached as
Exhibit No. 7b.
3. Explanation of Stateline Charges
a. East Side Canal - A measurement station was constructed by the
Bureau on the Three Saints Lateral near the New Mexico-Texas state line. Flows
past this gage will be charged against EPCWID. The District reserves the right
to evaluate this measuring device or others that may be installed for
accuracy.
EBID charges for East Side Canal will be as follows:
EBID charges for East Side Canal = Flow at East side Canal Heading —
Flow at Stateline in Three Saints Lateral (charged to EPCWID) - Transportation
loss of 20% X EPCWID charge.
b. West Side Canal - Diversions made into the Nest Side Canal are fbr
both the EBID and the EPCNID. Flows are measured at the headings of the West
Side, La Union East and La Union Nest Canals by the Bureau.
4. Diversions by the City of El Paso
The City of El Paso diverts water from the Franklin Canal fer use in the William
Elvius Robertson and B.J. Umbenhauer Water Treatment Plants (NTP). The City's
water rights are based on 2,000 acres of land owned and approximately 3,720
acres of land leased by the City. The allocation to the City of El Paso is made
by the EPCWID under the terms of the several contracts between the City and the
District.
11

In addition to the water allocation described above, the City is entitled to
divert any water in the Rio Grande which is excess to project needs and cannot
be diverted by Hudspeth, as determinded by the Project Superintendent.
If the City is diverting less than their full capacity of about 70 cfs, and if
there is a spill below Riverside Dam or Riverside Canal Nasteway Nos. 1 and 2,
the City wil be notified by the Bureau of Reclamation and the diversion at the
HTP can be increased by an amount not to exceed the amount spilled. The Bureau
of Reclamation will notify the City when the spill has ceased and the water is
no longer available. iThe additional amount of water diverted in this manner
will not be charged against the allotment for the City of El Paso.
5. Transport of Water to Hudspeth
The amount of water at Riverside Diversion Dam is occasionally in excess of the
EPCWID's order. This is due to a number of factors including climatic
conditions, arroyo flows, and over release by the Bureau. The EPCHID will not
be charged for water exceeding their order by amount set forth in the following
table unless they choose to divert it for their use. Otherwise, the excess
water (up to system capacity) will be transported through the EPCHID'S system
and delivered to Hudspeth, less system losses of 20%. This will result in more
beneficial use of the water than if it were left in the river to be diverted by
Hudspeth. The designated route for such water will be from Riverside Diversion
Dam through the Riverside Canal and Riverside Extension Canal and into The
Fabens Haste Channel at the Tornillo Canal Heading. The water will be measured
at Riverside Heading and at the point of discharge to the Fabens Waste Channel.
A travel time of 14 hours will be used.
The table below shows allowable deviations fron requested water order at the
Riverside Canal diversion:
EPCNID Permissible
Order Departure from Order
{CF52 (Range CFS)
100 50—150
200 150-250
300 250—350
400 350~450
500 450-550
600 540~650
700 630-770
800 720—880
900* 810-990
*Canal Capacity
Any deviation from the Franklin Canal or City of El Paso water orders will have
an effect on the amount of water arriving at the Riverside Canal Heading.
12
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Under contract dated April 27, 1951, with the Bureau of Reclamation, the Hudspeth
District is entitled to the use of return flows, operational waste and drainage
flows leaving the Rio Grande Project through the Tornillo Canal, the Fabens waste
Channel at the diversion point of the Hudspeth Feeder No. 1, and the Tornillo Drain
outlet. Payment for the rental of said water is based upon the acreage irrigated in
the Hudspeth District modified if the amount of water available for diversion
during the period March 1 - September 30 is less than 5.0 acre-feet per acre of
land actually irrigated in the Hudspeth District during the year.
6. Early Water Order by One District
When one District orders water earlier than the other, charges to that District
will be the Caballo Dam release plus drains and sewage effluent or at the normal
diversion points, whichever is the larger amount. Once the irrigation season
starts for both Districts, charges will be made as described by paragraphs III-D-l
and III~D-2, above. In years of less than a full allotment, the districts will
make every effort to start the irrigation season at the same time.
7. End of Irrigation Season
After the gates at Caballo Dam have been closed, allocated water will be charged to
the Districts until such time that the stored water is no longer available at
their respective headings. This time interval will be limited to the actual run
down time, but in no case will exceed the upper time limits as given in Article
III.B.2.
IV. Exchange of Information
A. Allocation Water Charges
The Bureau will provide the EBID and the EPCNID written notification of allocation
water charges by the 10th of each following month. A sample notification for each
District is attached. (Exhibits No. 7a and No. 7b.)
Monthly hydrographic data on the use of allocated water are to be given to each
District by the 10th calendar day of the following month. Any subsequent correc~
tions or adjustments to these data will be furnished promptly to the Districts by
the Bureau. Upon requests by either District, the Bureau will furnish copies of
current meter measurements, rating tables, water stage recorder charts, meter
readings, computations or other information requested to evaluate the accuracy of
charges. Annual tabulations of water records, including reservoir information,
will be furnished by the Bureau to the Districts, in final form, by the lst of
March of the following year.
B. Communications
1. The Bureau will provide timely information of any unusual circumstan—
ces which could affect the water deliveries to the Districts or Mexico.
2. The EBID and EPCWID will immediately notify the Bureau concerning
ditch breaks, unusual operating conditions, climatic conditions, or other major
disruptions to orderly irrigation operations.
13
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3. The Bureau will provide river status information daily to the Districts
(see Exhibit 8 Daily Operational Status). Additional information or
assistance may be requested anytime during the Bureau‘s operating hours. Any
requests for information or assistance during nonoperating hours should be
limited to emergencies and not routine items.
4. The project water operations office and field operating hours during the
irrigation season will be as follows:
Office Field
Weekdays 6:00 am to 4:30 pm NM: 6:00 am to 6:00 pm
TX: 6:00 am to 2:30 pm
Weekends (None) NM: 6:00 am to 2:30 pm
TX: 6:00 am to 2:30 pm
5. Information or assistance is available anytime during operating hours or in
emergency situations during nonoperating hours at:
(915)541—7745
(Phone calls to this number are automatically transferred after operating
hours to the home of the river operations manager).
If unable to obtain assistance in emergency situations during nonOperating
hours at (915)541—7745, please telephone the following individuals, in order:
lst Max Sierra (915)751—3398
2nd Rey Sanchez (915)598-8708
3rd David Overvold (915)592—5168
0. Information from EBID to Bureau
EBID will provide the Bureau the following:
1. Water orders on Tuesday and Friday by 10:00 am
2. Precipitation and waste data daily by 10:00 am
3 Irrigation deliveries from Leasburg Canal above gaging station and the
California Extension Lateral by 5th of each month
4. Crop report information by December 15, each year
5. Water charges to the farms by December 15, each year
0. Information from EPCWID to Bureau
EPCHID will provide the Bureau with the following:
. Water orders on Tuesday and Friday by 10:00 am
Waste report by the 5th of each month
Crop report information by January 15th, each year
Water charges to the farms by January 15th, each year.
poorer—J
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E. Meetings of Natermasters
The watermasters from the Districts and the Chief of the Bureau Hater Operations
Branch will meet at least monthly or as mutually determined during the irrigation
season to discuss operations.
These meetings may be attended by other personnel from the District or Bureau as
necessary. These meetings are intended to maintain open lines of communication
and provide more efficient operation of the system .
F. Annual Operating Plan
The Bureau will prepare an annual operating plan (ADP) each year for the Rio 1
Brande Project. The ADP will summarize data on the past year's operation and forecast for the upcoming year. Such data will include reservoir inflows and outflows
and contents, river diversion by each District and Mexico, acres irrigated and
and farm deliveries, and river and distribution system efficiencies. A draft will
be provided by the Bureau to the Districts by February 1 of each year for review
and comments. District comments will be due by February 15. The final document
will be distributed by March 15 to:
EPCHID
EBID
HCCRD
IBHC
Bureau
Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas
UIU‘l-lthI—l
G. Monthly Hater Distribution Sheets
Each year the Bureau prepares monthly water distribution sheets summarizing water ‘
operations by each District. These forms will be completed and a copy provided to
EBID, EPCWID and HCCRD by February 1 of each year.
H. Monthly Water Supply and Condition Report
Beginning the lst of the month after adaption of this agreement and continuing on
a monthly basis, the Bureau agrees to issue a written notice concerning the water
supply conditions on the Rio Grande Project and the Upper Rio Grande Basin. This
notice will include, but not be limited to, the following:
1. Storage in Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs
2. Amount of non~project water storage
3. Amounts of project water stored above Elephant Butte in the Upper Rio
Grande Basin
4. General watershed conditions as to snowpack and soil moisture assessments
during the winter season
5. Current release from Elephant Butte Caballo Reservoir
5. Current inflow to Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoir
1R
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I. Updating of Operating Agreement
The E810 and EPCHID and the Bureau will meet annuaily, or more frequently if
requested by one of the three parties, to review this operating agreement. The
agreement may be modified as determined to be necessary. No unilateral departure
from this agreement is permitted.
Should there be a significant change in hydroiogic parameters affecting the aiiote
ment computations and/or procedures outiined in this agreement, any party to the
agreement may request reevaiuation of hydrologic conditions with changes made to
the method of determining aliocations as mutuaily agreed.
16
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_ ___:_Rio Grande Project
New Mexico: Dona Ana, Sierra, and Socorro Counties
Texas: El Paso County
Southwest Region
Bureau of Reclamation
The Rio Grande Project furnishes a full irrigation water
supply for about 178,000 acres of land, and electric
power for communities and industries in the area. Drain—
age water from project lands provides a supplemental
supply for about 13,000 acres in Hudspeth County, Tex.
Project lands occupy the river bottom land of the Rio
Grande Valley in south-central New Mexico and west
Texas. About 60 percent of the lands receiving water are
in New Mexico; 40 percent are in Texas.
Physicai features of the project include Elephant Butte
and Caballo Dams, 6 diversion dams, 139 miles of canals,
457 miles of laterals, 465 miles of drains, and a hydroelectric powerplant. The project is operated as two divisions: The Water and Land Division. and the Power and
Storage Division.
PLAN
Storage for the project is provided in the Elephant Butte
and Caballo Reservoirs. Water used for winter power
generation at Elephant Butte is held in Caballo Reservoir
Mcsilla Diversion Dam
Iii-pin" lit'iisinn ill HZ
[From Project Data Hunk]
for irrigation use during the summer. Diversions for project irrigation are made at four points on the Rio Grande
heiow the storage reservoirs.
Elephant Butte Dam, Reservoir, and Powerplant
Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir loriginaliy calied
Engle Dam) on the Rio Grande, 125 miles north of El
Paso, Tex., can store 2,210,298 acre-feet' of water to
provide irrigation and year-round power generation. This
is a concrete gravity dam 301 feet high and 1,674 feet
long including the spillway. It contains 618,785 cubic
yards of concrete. The dam was completed in 1916, but
storage operation began in 1915.
The power system consists of a 24,300-ltilowatt hydroelectric powerplant at Elephant Butte Darn. A system
consisting of 490 miles of IIS-kilovolt transmission line
and 11 substations totaling 81,750 kilovolt-amperes,
which was developed and operated by the Rio Grande
Project until 197?, has been sold to a private electric
company.
Caballo Dam and Reservoir
The Caballo Dam and Reservoir are on the Rio Grande
25 miles downstream from Elephant Butte Dam. The
dam is an earthfill structure 96 feet high and 4,590 feet
long, and has a capacity of 343,990 acre-feet of water.
Water discharged from the Elephant Butte Powerplant
during winter power generation is impounded at Cabalio
Dam for irrigation use during the summer.
Percha Diversion Dam and Canal System
Percha Diversion Dam is on the Rio Grande, 2 miles
downstream from Caballo Darn. It diverts water into the
Rincon Valley Main Canal. The dam is a concrete ogee
weir with embankment wings.
The Rincon Valley Main Canal, which carries water for
the irrigation of 16,260 acres in the Hint-on Valley. is
ll9iil sill surmy correction.
FXHIRIT l
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Rio Grande Project
28.1 miles long, and has an initial capacity of 350 cubic
feet per second. The canal crosses over the Rio Grande
in the Garfield Flume and under the river in the Hatch
and Rincon Siphons.
Leasburg Diversion Dam and Canal System
Leasburg Diversion Dam, on the Rio Grande 62 miles
north of El Paso at the head of Mesilia Valley, is a concrete ogee weir with embankment wings. This structure
diverts water into the Leasburg Canal for the upper
31,600 acres of the Mesilla Valley irrigation system.
Leasburg Canal, which conveys irrigation water to
Mesiila Valley, is 13.7 miles long and has an initiai
capacity of 625 cubic feet per second. Picacho North and
Picacho South Dams provide flood protection to part of
the Leasburg Canal system by blocking two arroyos
northwest of Las Cruces, N. Mex.
Mesilla Diversion Dam and Canal System
Mesilia Diversion Dam, on the Rio Grande 4—0 miies
north of Ei Paso, is a low concrete weir, radial gate
structure, 22 feet high, flanked by ievees. This structure
diverts water into the East Side and West Side Canals for
the lower 53,650 acres of the Mesiila Valley irrigation
system.
East Side Canal is 13.5 miles long and has an initial
capacity of 300 cubic feet per second. West Side Canal is
23.5 miles long and has an initial capacity of 650 cubic
feet per second. Near its terminus, the West Side Canai
system crosses under the Rio Grande in the Montoya
Siphon.
American Diversion Dam and Canal System
American Diversion Dam, on the Rio Grande 2 miles
northwest of El Paso and immediately above the point
where the river becomes the internationai boundary line,
diverts irrigation water to El Paso Valley. The 18-foothigh dam is a radial-gate structure between earthiill
dikes. It is operated by the American Section of the In—
ternational Boundary and Water Commission to regulate
delivery of water to Mexico in accordance with treaty
provisions.
American Canal, also constructed and operated by the
American Section of the International Boundary and
Water Commission in connection with the American
Diversion Dam, carries water 2.1 miles from the dam to
the head of Franklin Canal. The canal capacity is 1,200
cubic feet per second.
Franklin Canal. which conveys water to El Paso Valiey.
is 28.4 miles long, has an initial capacity of 325 cubic
Leasburg Diversion Dam
feet per second, and serves 17,000 acres in the upper portion of the valley. It was privately constructed about
1889, and was acquired by the Bureau of Reciamation in
1912 to become one of the project’s main canals.
Riverside Diversion Dam and Canal System
Riverside Diversion Dam, the southernmost project
diversion point, is on the Rio Grande 15 miles southeast
of El Paso, and diverts water into the Riverside Canal.
This 17.5-foot—high, radial‘gate concrete structure has a
flood bypass weir and is flanked by river levees.
Riverside Canal is 17.2 miles long, has an initial capacity
of 900 cubic feet per second, serves 39,000 acres in the
lower portion of the valley. and carries any available
surplus through to the Hudspeth District. Tornilio
Canal, a continuation of Riverside Canal, is 12 miles
long and has an initial capacity of 325 cubic feet per
second.
DEVELOPMENT
Early History
There is evidence that the mild climate, rich soil, and
easily accessibie irrigation water of the Rio Grande
Valley have attracted human habitation for many hundreds of years. When the Spanish expiorers arrived in the
valiey in the first half of the 16th century, the Pueblo
Indians were irrigating crops, using primitive methods
which continued until the eariy part of the 20th century.
Between 1840 and 3850. various areas ol the valley were
irrigated by constructing canals and simpie diversion
structures at strategic points along the Rio Grande.
These structures could not withstand the river in flood.
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Caballo Dam
and were a source of continual annoyance until they were
supplanted by more modern diversion structures.
Investigations
About 1890, extensive settiement and irrigation development in southern Colorado, in addition to that which had
already taken place in central New Mexico, depieted the
normal summer flow of the Rio Grande, causing the river
to be dry at El Paso for more frequent and longer
periods. Several small and local storage developments
were proposed, but conflicting interests, including Mexico’s claims for loss of water based on ancient prior right,
prevented the culmination of any of them. These conflicting interests were resolved in 1904 when it was
reported that a reservoir could be created by construction
of a dam at Elephant Butte which would provide sufficient water to meet all requirements.
Riverside Diversion Dam
The Rio Grande Project was among the first to receive
attention after the passage of the Reclamation Act in
1902. Investigation surveys were begun on the project in
1903 and a feasibility report was made in 1904-.
Authorization
Construction of the Rio Grande Project was authorized
by the Secretary of the Interior on December 2, 1905,
under the provisions of the Reclamation Act, and funds
were allocated to initiate construction oi the first diversion unit. The Reclamation Act was extended to the entire State of lTexas on June 12, 1906, following a partial
extension for Engle (Elephant Butte! Dam in 1905.
Congress authorized the construction of Elephant Butte
Dam on February 25, 1905, and on May 4, 1907, $1 million oi nonreimbursable funds were appropriated as the
State Department’s share for allocation by treaty of
60,000 acre-feet oi water annually to Mexico. Additional
project works authorized under congressional action include Caballo Dam, ai‘combined flood-control and powerreglating structure, and the Elephant Butte power
development.
Construction
Construction was begun in 1906 on Ieasburg Diversion
Dam and Canal. The dam and 6 miles of canal were
completed in 1908.
Construction of Elephant Butte Darn was begun in 1908
but progress was delayed when diiiiculty in obtaining
reservoir land developed. Construction of the darn began
again in 1912 and was completed in 1916; storage operation began in January 1915.
The Franklin Canal was constructed in 1889-90 by El
Paso Irrigation Company, was purchased by the Bureau
of Reclamation in 1912, and was enlarged in 1914—15.
Additionai project works, consisting of Mesilia Diversion
Dam and the East Side and West Side Canals, Percha
Diversion Dam and Rincon Valley Canal, and an extension of Leasburg Canal were constructed during 1914-19.
In 1917-18, contracts were entered into for the construction of distribution laterals and a drainage system in addition to storage and diversion works; A critical seepage
condition had developed because of the rising groundwater table, and construction of the drainage system,
which was begun in 1916, was expedited. During
1918-29, reconstruction and extension oi old community
ditches, and construction of new laterals to form a complete irrigation distribution and drainage system were in
progress. Improvements have been added from time to
time since 1930. é
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Elephant Butte Dam
Caballo Dam was included as a flood control unit in the
Rio Grande Rectification Project and part; of its cost was
allocated to that purpose. It made year-round power
generation at Elephant Butte Darn possible and part of
the cost was allocated to that purpose. but it also provided replacement for storage lost at Elephant Butte due
to silt deposition. This darn was built in 1936—38, followed by construction of the Elephant Butte Powerplant
in 1938-40. Construction of the power transmission
system, begun in 1940. was completed in 1952.
Operating Agencies
Operation and maintenance in the New Mexico portion
of the project area is directed liy the Elephant Butte
irrigation District. The Bureau's Rio Granule Project
Office directs operation and maintenance of Elephant
Butte Dam and l’owerplant. Cahailo Dam. l’ercha
Arroyo Dike. Picacho North and South Dams. and reserved works consisting of l’ercha. Leashurg. Mesilla,
and liiwrsidc Diversion Dams. El Paso County Water
improvement District No. l operates and maintains the
Texas portion of the project area.
BENEFITS
Irrigation
The project is divided into some large family-owned and
many small farming units. Principal crops are cotton.
alfalfa. vegetables. pecans. and grain.
Recreation
Elephant Butte Reservoir has a surface area of 36.897
acres at conservation poof water surface elevation 4407.0.
Located midway between Albuquerque. N. Mex" and I'll
i’aso. Tex” in scenic semidcscrt mountain terrain. it is
popular throughout the entire Southwest for hunting.
fishing. and swimming. Caliin sites. heat rental. and
fishing tackle are available.
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Caliallo Reservoir has a surface area of about 11,500 Cross Power Generation g
acres. 111 rough desert terrain 17 miles south of Truth or ,. , .. .
~(. _ ‘ , - v \1 VI ) _ . 1‘ I __ II- x . . ‘ , l‘iseal [aft-pliant Butte literal Ith‘phant Butte
_nbtqllclltLb, 1 . 1 tie, it prout u: an a year recreation \cnr l’owcrplunt (kWh) ‘teur l'owerplant (k‘tt h)
program of pieniciting, boating, and fishing. i968 45,409,300 i976 73,502,500
1909 47,616,700 ‘ 19,591.500
1970 68,594,000 i977 34,095,000
PROJECT DATA 1971 54,367,200 1970 30,335,100
,, 1972 21,287,500 1979 01,923,000
1973 45,450,000 I980 92,404,500
i Land Areas (198 1) £974 81,840,600 1901 85,389,900
‘ I975 59,000,500
lrrigable area: *Transition Quarter
;”_"§I"ttll irrigation service ..................... l78,l90 acres
ESupplemental irrigation service provided Irom
E project drainage water under Warren Act ENGINEERING DATA l
contract .............................. 18.342 acres
5 =Tmal .................................. 190,530 acres water Suppiy
I” Number of irrigated farms ................. 4,927 R10 GRANDE
_ Drainage area at San Marciai, N. Mex ....... 24,700 mi2
5:”: Area 1mgaled and Crop Value Elephant Butte Reservoir ................. 25,960 mi1
, . \ Caballo Reservoir ........................ 27,260 mi1
Your Art-23331011, ”33001:“ Annual discharge at San Marcial. N. Mex;
‘ Maximum (19413 ........................ 2,331,000 acre-ft
I968 147,512 41,077,177 Minimum {195“ ......................... 114,100 acre-ft
1909 152,369 38,958,946 Average ................................ 905,700 acre-ft
i970 155,416 35,112,514 Average annual diversion, 1930-78a ......... 617,000 acre-ft
i9? i £48,650 38,763,356 dam—.—
1972 ”9,956 42,006,232 aNormal annual release from Cabalio Reservoir in accordance with Rio
i973 £48,270 59,410,412 Grande Compact is 790,000 acre-ft.
1974 150,723 62,409,624 ,
1975 151,162 66,879,431 Storage Facilities
1970 152,727 88,025,016
I977 147,012 36,560,215 ELEPHANT Burn-1 DAM‘
' I978 “59,544 90,976,372
1979 146,073 102,000,345 Type: Concrete gravity
l980 145,785 136,670,577 Location: On the Rio Grande 4 mi east of
293] 146,728 143,024,963 Truth or Consequences, N. Mex.
Construction period: 1912-16. Spillwa}.r
channel below darn added in 1921 and
g 1: F ,1, . , 0 , ' modified in 1947, service outlet deflectors
3‘01 _les "1 peratton added in 194-4, powerplant added in 1940.
Date of closure {first storage}: I915
- Storage dame ............................ 2 Reservoir, Elephant Butte:
:_ Diversiton dams .......................... 6 . Average annual inflow. £395.1955 ,,,,,,,,, 905,700 acre-ft
t. Canals ------------------------------ 139 "‘1 Totai capacity to El. 44075 ............... 2,310,298 acre—ll
Lalerala """"""""""""""""" 4‘5? mi Active capacity .......................... 2,060,000 acre-ft
grains ' ' ' """"""""""""""" 463 mi Surface area at HE. 4407 ................. 36,897 acres
mterplantt. ............................ 1 Dimensions:
Structural height ........................ 303 it
Hi Hydraulic height ........................ 197 it
Ciimalic Conditions 'I'op width ............................. i8 ft
-' Maximum base thickness ................. 228 ft
. Annuai precipitation ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 7,3 in Crest length ............................ 1,674 ft
0;; Temperature: Crest elevation .......................... 4414.0 [1
Maximum ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 111 0F Total volume ........................... 618,785 yd1
Minimum .............................. — 16 °F Spillwaw Uncontrolied concrete ogee weir
Mean .................................. 64 °F and concrete—lined chute at right end 01
: Growing season .......................... 247 days dam. with four iO-Il—diameter circular
, Elevation of irrigable area ................. 3500-41000 it Openings throueh base 0f weir, 9361'! 0011'
trolled by one cylindrical gate Crest length ............................. 295 it
Settlement Crest elevation .......................... 4407.0 it
Capacity at El. 4415:
Number of persons served with project water Weir ................................... 26.000 {la/8
(19:11); Conduits ............................... 8,750 it’ls
Farm irrigation Hort lt‘t' ................. 17,12I Outlet works: All located through dam near a
I - Municipal Water sen-ire (est) ............. 426,700 19“ abutment.
Uthcr hater aeniee2 ..................... 3L369
‘otal .................................. 475,190 —-~——
_ ‘All elevations refer to project datum; add 43.3 feet for sea level.
“Urban and suburban, residentiai, commerciai, and industrial lands. 30riginal total constructed capacity.r 2,634,800 acre-ft.
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Service: Four conduits. each controlled by one
(JO-in balanced valve.
Sluicing: Two conduits. each controlled by one
47- by 60-in slide gate.
Power: Six penstock openings leading to TS-in
steel penstocks that join in pairs at the face
of the dam to form three 96-in penstocks
leading to powerplant.
Capacity:
Service at El. 4407 ......................
Sluicing at F1431? .....................
Power at El. 4407 .......................
Foundation: Hard. sound, fissured sandstone
in irregular beds. containing pockets and
interbedded strata of friable shale and
numerous small springs throughout foundation area.
Special treatment: Cement grout curtain beneath upstream cutoff trench. special
grouting of fissures and springs.
Mass concrete: Crushed rock and rock screen»
ings blended with sand for aggregate; cement a blend of portland {52%} and puiverized sandstone 148% l; natural
temperature control; quarried stones
amount to 15% of total volume.
Volume excluding spiliway ................
Maximum size aggregate ..................
Massive rock. maximum weight 8 tons per
piece placed in green concrete.
Average net water—cement ratio by weight:
Interior concrete .........................
Exterior concrete ........................
Cement content:
Interior concrete .........................
Exterior concrete ........................
Contraction joints: Transverse joints spaced at
30- to 160-ft intervals below and 35 to 56.5
ft above El. 4312; faces coated with heavy
oil. alternate blocks poured after initial
cooling of adjacent blocks.
CABALLO DAM‘
Type: Zoned csrthfill
Location: On the Rio Grande 17 mi south of
Truth or Consequences, N. Mex.
Construction period: 1936-38
Date of closure [first storage): 1938
Reservoir. Caballo:
Ate-rage annual inflow. l93li-55 ...........
Total capacity to til. 4182 ................
Active conservation capacily ..............
Surface area at El. 4182 . . . . . . ..§ ..........
Dimensions: .
Structural height ........................
Hydraulic height ........................
Top width .............................
Maximum base width ....................
Crest length ............................
(Ircst elevation ..........................
'l'ot'al volume ...........................
Spillwuy: Concrete-lined open channel in
left abutment. controlled by two 50- by
22.5-fl radial gates.
Elevation top of gates (includes 1.5—ft splash
plate) .................................
Crest elevation ..........................
(inpacity at El. ~li82 .....................
Outlet works: Concrete-lined tunnel through
left abutment controlled by two 6- by 7.5-0
high—pressure slide gates. A 30—in-diumeter
steel pipe located below tunnel invert and
extending from gate chamber. controlled
by one 30-in gate valve. serves the Bonita
Lateral.
5.300
2.200
2.400
605.200
3.5
739.340
343.990
183.990
11.613
96
86
35
660
4.590
4190.0
1.24.3.6”4103.5
4161.0
30.000
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Capacity at E1. 4182 ...... ' ................
Foundation: Gorge cut in compact red claybound conglomerate refilled with river
deposits.
Special treatment: Cement grout curtain beneath cutoff walls; supplemental grouting
of abutments.
PICACHO Nonrn DAM
Type Zoned earthl'iil
Location: On the Norlh Branch of l’icacho
Arroyo about 5 mi northwast of Lus
Cruces. N. Mex.
Construction period: 1954
Reservoir. Picucho North:
Total capacity ..........................
Dimensions:
Max. structural height ...................
Top width .............................
Maximum base width ....................
Crest length ............................
Crest elevation ..........................
Total volume ...........................
Spillway: Open cut emergency spillway.
about 560 it west of south and of dam.
Crest length ............................
Crest elevation ..........................
Outlet works: Uncontrolicd Allin-diameter
concrete conduit through base of dam.
Capacity at El. 3938 .....................
PECACHO Sourn DAM
Type: Zoned earthfill
Location: On the South Branch of Picncito
Arroyo about 5 mi northwest of Late
Cruccs. N. Mex.
Construction period: 1953-54
Reservoir. l’icacho South:
'i'otul capacity ..........................
Dimensions:
Max. structural height ...................
Top width .............................
Maximum base width ....................
Crest length ............................
Crest elevation ..........................
Total voiuntc ...........................
Spiilwny: Emergency spiliwuy consists of
uncontrolled. riprup-lincti open channel in
right end of dam.
Crcsl length ............................
Crest elevation: ..........................
Outlet Works: Uncontrolled lib-ilt-iiiumclcr
concrctc conduit through base of dam.
Capacity at El. 39” .....................
Lucsao Duo;
Type: Random earthfili
Location: On the Lucero Arroyo 14 mi north
of Las Cruces. N. Mex.
Construction period: 1951
Capacity ...............................
Dimensions:
Mus. structural height ...................
Top width ..............................
Maximum base width .....................
Crest length .............................
Crest elevation ..........................
Total volume ............................
Spillway: Rectangular chute at west end of
dike.
Crest length .............................
Crest elevation ..........................
5.000 ft3/s
790
4-2
20
209
1.600
3942.0
155,200
200
3938.0
283
460
'39
1:3
1-1-5
1.600
3945.0
86.920
100
3942.0
170
10
3930.0
acre-ft
it
n
1‘ 1
1‘ t
It
ydJ
il
ft3/s
acrc- fl
[1
h
n
it
it
yd3
Et
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:5” Outlet works: Uncontrolled concrete conduit
through base of dike.
Capacity at El. 3930 ...................... 140 lt‘Vs
' Diversion Facilities
:- E’mutnAtttunuth-z"
W Type: Rock-faced earthiill
' Location: On Percha Arroyo. 1 mi west of
1' _ Caballo Dam.
Year completed: E939
Dimensions:
"" 'Structural height ......................... 29 it
I Hydraulic height ............... . ......... 10 it
Totalcrestlength..............L ......... 2.489 it
Crest elevation .......................... 4200.0 it
Volume ................................ 193.000 yda
Spiliway: None
- Headworks: Flood diversion channel. no gates.
highway bridge and drop chute into Ca—
balio Reservoir.
V Diversion capacity .......................
30.000 it’ls
connection with irrigation system.
Psacus DIVERSION DAM
L" ‘ Type: Concrete ogee weir. embankment wings
Location: On the Rio Grande. about 2 mi
south 0! Cahallo Dam.
_ Year completed: 1918
Dimensions:
Structural height ......................... 18.5 it
__ 'Hydraulic height ......................... 8 it
':_§Weir crest length ......................... 350 it
tTotai crest iength ........................ 2.720 it
“""erest elevation .......................... 4103.0 lt
Volume ................................ 43.200 yd’
,- . » Spillway: Overflow weir. 2 radial sluice gates.
each 20- by 8-0.
3.“.Headworks: Bincon Valley Main Canal headworks at west abutment: 8 slide gates. each
4.3 by 3.75 n.
’ -' Diversion capacity . .' ..................... 350 lt’ls
'- Lasssuac DIVERSION DAM
- Type: Concrete ogee weir. embankment wings.
Location: On the Rio Grande. about 15 mi
4- _ northwest of Las Cruces. N. Mex.
' Year completed: 190?. Crest raised L25 it in
1919.
' Dimensions:
‘ _ Structural height ......................... 10 it
:- Hydraulic height ......................... 7 ft
Total crest length. dam. including weir ...... 2.865 It
Weir crest length ......................... 600 ft
Weir crest elevation ...................... 3922.25 ft
Volume ................................ 22.500 ydJ
Spillway: Over_ow weir. 3 slide sluice gates.
each 5 by 8 it.
’2: gCapacity" ....................... 17.000 lt’ls
‘_ 'iHeadworks: Leasburg Canal headworks at
' ' abutment; 7 slide gates 5 by 6.75 it.
Diversion capacity ....................... 625 {ti/s
I iMESILLA DIVERSION DAM
i” Type: Concrete weir. radiai gate structure
Location: On the Rio Grande. 6 mi south of
3; Las Cruces. N. Mex.
char compieted: 1916. Crest raised 3.66 ft in
.i 1940.
1).. °Dilce constructed to divert storm runoff into Caballo Reservoir; no direct
. 3 Rio Grande Project
Dimensions:
Structural height .................. . ...... 22 it
Hydraulic height ......................... 10 it
Weir crest iength ......................... 303 it
Crest elevation .......................... 3819.83 it
Volume ................................ 2.900 yd3
Spillways: Nine radial gates. each 21.58 by
0 it; 4 radial gates. each 21.58 by 8.4-2 It.
Cnpacity‘ ...... . ........................ 15.000 ft’ls
Headworks: Canal headworks at each abutment. 8 slide gates. each 4.33 by 3.75 It at
west end: 6 slide gates. each 4.33 by 3.75
it at east end.
Diversion capacity
West side ............................... 650 lt’ls
East side ............................... 300 {13/5
AMERICAN Dlt’l-ZRSEON DAM"
Type: Radial gate structure between river
levees
Location: On the Rio Grande at Ei Pnso. Tex.
Year completed: 1938
Dimensions:
Structural height ......................... 18 it
Hydraulic height ......................... 5 it
Weir crest length ......................... 286 it
Crest elevation .......................... 3683.5 l't
Volume ................................ 2.900 yd’
Spillway: Thirteen radial gates. each 20 by
7.5 it
CapacityT ............................... 12.000 ft‘ls
Headworks: American Canal headworks at
east abutment: 2 radiai gates. each 20 by
11 ft.
Diversion capacity ....................... 1.200 ft’ls
RIVERSIDE DIVERSION DAM
Type: Concrete weir. radial gate structure
Location: On the Rio Grande. 15 mi southeast of El Paso.
Year completed: 1928
Dimensions:
Structural height ......................... 17.5 ft
Hydraulic height ..................... . . . . 3 ll
Weir crest length ......................... 267 It
Crest eievation .......................... 3621.07 ft
Volume ................................ 2.500 yd3
Spillway:Six radial gates. each It) by 8.17 it.
overflow weir.
CapacityT ............................... 11.000 It’ls
Headworks: Riverside Canal headworks at
east abutment: 5 radial gates. each 16 by
s it.
Diversion capacity ....................... 900 it‘ls
’Thcse are the flood discharges which the International Boundary and
Water Commission is using for the Rio Grande Channelization Project at
the indicated oints and are not necessarily the maximum which the dams
wiil pass safely. nor which they were designed to pass.
IAmerican Diversion Dam and Canai constructed and operated b American Section. International Boundary and Water Commission. nited
States-Mexico. for the diversion and allocation of water in accordance
with treaty between the United States and Mexico.
Carriage F acilitics
RINCON VALLEY MAIN CANAL
Location: From l’ercha Diversion Darn generally southeast along Rio Grande.
Construction period: 1916-19
Length ................................. 28.1 mi
Diversion capacity ....................... 350 its/s

Rio Gra ride Project
g Typical maximum section in earth: Cruces, generally southeast along the river.
‘ Bottom width ........................... 22 it Construction period {_rst 14.4111“: 1914.15
SIde slopes .............................. 2:1 Constructed to present iength and capacity
W Water depth ............................ 4.2 it in 1920.
5 Typical maximumsectinnvconcrele lined: Length ................................. 23.5 mi
Bottom Wi‘ilh ------- . ------------------- 14 _ Diversion capacity ....................... 650 Wis
Side slopes .............................. 1.5:1 Typing] maximum section in earth:
Water depth ---------------------------- 4-2 ft Bottom width ........................... 52 it
i" Lining thickness ------------------------- 4 in Side slopes .............................. 1.5:1
" Water depth ............................ 3 it
GARFIELD FLUME ERINCON VALLEY MAIN CANALi Typical maximum section, concrete lined:
‘ _ . Bottom width ........................... 52 it
In Location: Rm Grande. about 4 m1 south 9' Side slopes .............................. 1.5:1
E Ferd“ Diversion Darn. Water depth ............................ 3 it
‘ Description: Steel trues structure carrying Lining thickness ......................... 4 in
twin barrels.
Construction period: 1917-18
Length ................................. 800 ft AMERICAN CANAL
Diameter: No. 156 Hess {tome
Capacity ............................... 320 itJ/s Location: From American Diversion Dam near
El Peso. southeast along the Rio Grande to
HATCH SlPl-ION [RINCON VALLEY MAIN CANAL} beginning of Frankiin Canal.
Construction period: 1937—38
Location: Rio Grande. about 13 mi south of Length ................................. 2.1 mi
Percha Diversion Dam. Diversion capacity ....................... i.20i) it’ls
Description: Reinforced concrete Typicai maximum section, concrete lined:
in . Construction period: 1918 Bottom width ........................... 12 it
" Length ................................. 650 it Side slopes ....................... L ...... 1.5:1
Diameter ............................... 6 it Water depth ............................ 8.75 ft
Capacity ............................... 200 it’ls Lining thickness ......................... 3 in
RlNCON SIPHON (RINcoN VALLEY MAIN CANALl FRANKLIN CANAL
Location: Rio Grande. 21 mi south of Percha Location: From end. of American Canal, near
Diversion Dam. El Peso, generaiiy southeast along the Rio
Description: Reinforced concrete Grands.
Construction period: 1918-19 Construction period: Privately constructed in
Length ................................. 550 it ' i889-90. Purchased by Reclamation in
Diameter ............................... 5 it l912 and enlarged in 1914-15.
Capacity ............................... 150 it’ls Length ................................. 28.4 mi
g 3 Diversion capacity ....................... 325 it’ls
f i LEASBURG CANAL Typical maximum section in earth:
\ ,l Bottom width ........................... 24- ft
Location: From Leasburg Diversion Dam on Side slopes .............................. l.5:l
the Rio Grande about 15 mi northwest 01 Water depth ............................ 5 ft
i Las Cruces, N. Mex.. generally southeast Typical maximum section, concrete lined:
; j along the river. Bottom width ........................... 16 it
4' Construction period [first6mil: 1906-08. Side slopes .............................. 0.5:1
Extended to 11 mi in 1915-16. Constructed Water depth ............................ 5 it
to present length and capacity in i921-22. Lining thickness ......................... 4 in
Length ................................. 13.7 mi
Diversion capacity ....................... 625 113/3 RIVERSIDE CANAL
Typical maximum section in earth:
Bottom width ........................... 34 it ; Location: From Riverside heading on the Rio
Side slopes .............................. [:1 ! Grande near Ysieta. Tex” generally
Water depth ............................ 4 it southeast along the river.
Construction period: i927~40
EAST SIDE CANAL Length ................................. ”.2 mi
Diversion capacity ....................... 900 [ti/s
Location: From Mesilla Diversion Dam on Typical maximum section in earth:
.; , the Rio Grande about 6 mi south of Las Bottom width ........................... 84 ft
Cruces. generaily southeast along the river. Side slopes .............................. 1.5:!
Construction period {first 10.5 mil: 1914-15. Water depth ............................ 4 it
Constructed to present length and capacity
5 in 1018-19. TORNILLO CANAL
Length ................................. 13.5 mi
Diversion capacity ....................... 300 it’ls Location: Front end of Riverside Canal near
Typical maximum section in earth: Fabens. Tex" generaliy southeast along the
Bottom width ........................... 24 it Rio Grande.
Side slopes .............................. 1.5:1 Construction period: 1923-24Water depth ............................ 3.2 it Length ................................. i2 mi
.. Diversion capacity ....................... 325 [Fla
3 5 WEST SIDE CANAL Typical maximum section in earth:
g3 Bottom width ........................... 26 it
Li Location: From Mesilia Diversion Dam on Side slopes .............................. 1.5:]
the Rio Grande about 6 mi south of Las Water depth ............................ 3.4 it
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Rio Grande Project
Power Facilities Year ofinilinloperalion: i940 §
3 Year [331 generator placed in operation: 194-0 '
- ELEPHANT Burr}: Powgnrmm Nameplate capacity ...................... 24.300 kW
Number and capacity oI generators ...... [3| 8.100 kW
“111063150“: At [03 0f Elephant Butte Dam. Maximum head .......................... 203 [l
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DATA FOR CURVE D-l
m0mmE 70m1
YEAR RELEASE DELIVERED
" (ACRE FEET) - (ACRE F557)
1951 459,450 327,595
52 543,975 388,333
53 528,528 354,155
54 244,155 114,159
55 219,157 90,719
55 245,140 78,324
57 397,103 195,552
58 737,125 457,249
59 587,414 ‘480,543
1950 705,152 459,247
51 551,597 . 379,540
52 551,941 477,711
53 517,172 355,527
54 205,085 72,559
55 505,598 275,292
55 510,341 359,427
57 . 455,517 259,119
3 68 505,691 302,873
5~ 59 ‘ 557,559 434,375
1970 551,125 458,284
71 498,375 309,559
72 250,911 141,448
73 517,451 409,519
74 540,843 425,245
75 580,517 419,283
75 579,575 449,035
77 415,495 223,277
78 355,850 130,972

TOTAL ANNUAL DISCHARGE IN ACRE FEET
FRANKLIN ASCARATE RIVERSIDE
YEAR CANAL WASTENAY CANAL
1951 87,830 ~~~~~~ 110,020
52 86,580 —————— 124,124
53 86,050 —————— 113,153
54 43,330 —————— 27,687
55 38,615 2,233 19,209
56 36,128 2,054 19,298
57 69,081 6,233 44,021
58 113,100 43,620 198,304
59 135,530 39,695 _194,896
1960 145,100 52,285 202,906
,, 61 130,170 53,970 139,183
62 132,823 55,380 205,265
1- 63 113,912 46,655 130,637
64 47,337 5,634 23,160
65 71,274 13,787 106,199
66 105,903 30,675 159,568
67 99,786 42,395 131,601
68 79,752 24,161 124,394
69 7 105,523 39,875 206,300
1970 117,830 50,596 200,998
71 82,983 32,845 155,920
72 45,406 20,207 84,474
73 72,937 19,194 190,250
74 86,319 19,878 235,980
75 81,093 25,742 228,020
76 83,973 19,422 259,470
77 67,550 26,340 134,900
78 51,522 19,676 97,180
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Data for Curve D«2
Year Release From Net Diversion
Stora-e at Headin s
‘7—1—L4F
1951 469,300 552,921
52 544,700 595,965
53 529,100 583,127
54 244,100 260,125
55 219,100 170,787
56 246,100 179,539
57 397,600 311,814
58 736,600 779,288
59 687,100 796,726
60 705,500 785,993
61 561,700 ' 645,102
62 651,900 764,848
63 517,200 653,062
64 206,100 220,484
65 505,600 452,822
66 610,300 649,992
67 456,500 501,058
68 - 505,700 552,308
69 667,700 757,759
70 661,200 763,173
71 498,500 569,558
72 200,700 —1555340 271,477
73 617,300 693,030
74 641,000 716,796
75 580,700 706,064
76 679,700 831,325
77 417,500 461,345
1978 356,200 320,173
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Rio Grande Project
Metering Stations
The metering stations described below are used by this project for water
measurement and accounting:
Rincon Valley
R1 - Rio Grande Below Caballo - located on the east side of the river and
approximately 0.8 mile downstream of Caballo Dam. This measurement station contains a metering cart and cable across the Rio Grande and a CMP shelter with
recorder.
Measurements are done as requested by Water Operations, and flows are con—
tinuously recorded.
R2 - Arrey Canal - The metering bridge is located just downstream of the canal
heading an the CMP shelter and recorder are located just downstream of the
Percha State Park bridge crossing.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded (when
canal is in use). R3 - Percha Lateral - The lateral water flow is measured just downstream of the
lateral heading and the CM? shelter with recorder are located downstream of the
metering RC Box culvert.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded (when
lateral is in use).
R4 - Hasteway No. 5 at Hatch Siphon — This wasteway is located upstream of the
Hatch Siphon at the Rio Grande. The station includes a metering bridge and a
CMP shelter with recorder.
The flow is metered when the wasteway is in use and continuously recorded during
the irrigation season.
R5 — Garfield Drain - located north of the US Hwy 85 bridge, three miles north
of Hatch, New Mex1co, and west of the highway on the drain channel. This sta—
tion contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done once/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
R6 — Rio Grande at Hatch - located approximately three miles north of Hatch,
New Mex1co and west 0? US Hwy 85 bridge on the right side of the river channel.
The station contains a CMP shelter with recorder.
The flows are continuously recorded. No metering is done.
Exhibit #6
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R7 - Wasteway No. 16 at Rincon Siphon - located downstream on the river channel
from the A.T. & S.F. Railroad crossing the Rio Grande approximately two miles
east of Hatch, New Mexico.
Measurements are done when M.H. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
R8 — Hatch Drain - located on the drain upstream of US Hwy 85 approximately 2%
miles east of Hatch, New Mexico. This station contains a metering bridge and a
CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
R9 — Wasteway No. 18 from Rincon Lateral — located approximately eight miles
east of Hatch, New Mexico, north of US Hwy 85, and on the left side of the Rio
Grande. The station contains a metering bridge and a CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
R10 - Rio Grande at Hayner Bridge — located approximately eight miles east of
Hatch, New Mexico on the Rio Grande just upstream of the Tonuco River crossing.
Station contains a recorder and CM? shelter.
Flows are continuously recorded.
R11 - Rincon Drain — located approximately eight miles east of Hatch, New
Mexico, one mile north of the Tonuco River crossing, and downstream of the
intersection of the Rincon Lateral and Rincon Drain. Station contains a
metering bridge and a CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
Mesilla Valley
Ml — Leasbur Canal , located approximately 1% miles from the canal heading and
approximately E mile east from the intersection of Fort Selden Road (from US
1—25) and US Hwy 85. Station contains a metering bridge and a CMP shelter with
recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are recorded when the canal is in
use.
M2 - Rio Grande at Leasburg Canal — located approximately 1% miles downstream of
Leasburg Diversion Dam on the river channel just downstream of w.w. No. 1.
Station contains a metering cart and cable across the river channel, and a CMP
shelter with recorder.
Measurements are made twice/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
M3 - Selden Drain — located approximately 3.5 miles south of Radium Springs,
New Mexico and just east of U.S. Hwy 85, immediately upstream of the intersection of Kerr Lateral with the drain. Station contains a CMP shelter (no
recorder). Metering is done from the existing adjacent bridge.
This station is £23 being used at this time due to lack of flows.
_.~‘—H.m.....——.,.‘._ .......'...u. ““3”..." ....-...,.,_ ,.., ‘ , ,.... .

M4 — Nasteway No. 5 — located approximately five miles north of Las Cruces,
New Mexico and one mile south of the intersection of NM Hwy 430 and US Hwy 85,
on the left side of the river channel. Station contains a metering bridge and a
CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done when N.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M5 - Wasteway No. 8 » located approximately three miles west of Las Cruces,
New Mexico on the left side of the river approximately two miles west of US Hwy
85. Station contains a metering bridge and a CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done when N.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M6 ~ Picacho Drain — located approximately 2.0 miles northwest from Mesilla
Diversion Dam, west of the Rio Grande, and just downstream from the Nusbaum
Lateral inflow into the Picacho Drain. Station contains a metering bridge and
CMP shelter (no recorder).
This station is £93 being used at this time due to lack of flows.
M7 - Mesilla Diversion Dam - located on the Rio Grande approximately six miles
southwesterly from Las Cruces, New Mexico. Station is upstream of the dam and
contains a cinder block shed with a stilling well and recorder. Station is on
the right (west) side of the river channel. An electronic digital encoder is
also available. (Tel: (505)526-0985) .
Recorder only.
M8 - Nest Side Canal - located west off the Mesilla Diversion Dam. Station is
located approximately a mile downstream of the canal heading and contains a
metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded.
M9 - East Side Canal - located east off the Mesilla Diversion Dam. Station is
located approximately l mile downstream of the canal heading. Station contains
a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded.
M10 — Del Rio Lateral — located east off the Mesilla Diversion Dam. Station is
located approx1mately % mile downstream of the lateral heading and contains a
metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded.
M11 - Rio Grande Below Mesilla - located approximately 3/4 of a mile downstream
of Mesilla Diversion Dam on the Rio Grande. Station contains metering cart and
cable across river channel and CMP shelter with recorder. This is also an IBNC
station.
M-12 - Nasteway No. 15 - located approximately 200 feet upstream of the left
(east) of the river levee and 1.6 miles downstream from the New Mexico State Hwy
No. 28 bridge crossing of the Rio Grande. Station contains a metering bridge, a
42-inch diameter CMP pipewell and a recorder. This is also an IBNC station.
Measurements are done when N.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.

M13 - Santo Tomas River Drain — located approximately 3.4 miles downstream of
the New Mexico State Hwy No. 28 bridge crossing and 0.8 miles upstream of the
Mesquite—San Miguel Road bridge crossing the Rio Grande. The station is on the
west side of the river on the Santo Tomas River Drain upstream of the culvert
through the levee. Station contains a meter bridge, a 12uinch diameter PVC pipe
well and a recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements will be done upon flow changes or at least twice a month (except the
initial three months of operation). Flows are continuously recorded.
M14 - Masteway No. 25 - located approximately 3.5 miles downstream of the New
Mexico State Hwy No. 28 bridge crossing and 0.7 mile upstream of the
Mesquite-San Miguel Road bridge crossing the Rio Grande. The station is on the
west side of the river on the taii end of theeSanto Tomas River Lateral on the
river side of the lateral embankment. Station contains a metering bridge and a
12—inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when N.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M15 — Masteway No. 26 - located approximately 1& miles west of Mesquite,
New MeXico on the right side of the river off the Upper Chamberino Lateral and
just downstream of the river crossing the Mesquite-San Miguel state road.
Station contains CMP shelter with recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when N.M. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M16 — Brazito River Lateral Nasteway - located on the east side and 0.7 mile
downstream of the Mesquite-San Miguel Road bridge crossing the Rio Grande. The
station is on the tail end of the Brazito River Lateral and is downstream of the
river levee. Station contains a metering bridge, a 12-inch diameter PVC pipe
well and a recorder.
Measurements are done when N.M. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M17- Hasteway No. 18 - located approximately 1% miles northwest from Vado,
New Mex1co on the ieft (east) side of the river. This station is just upstream
where the wasteway crosses Del Rio Drain and downstream of the railroad tracks.
Station contains a metering bridge, a CMP sheiter and a recorder. This is also
an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when M.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M18 — Rio Grande at Vado Bridge - This is presently an IBMC station measured by
their 8.8. Section.
M19 - Del Rio Drain « located approximately three miles south of Mesquite,
New Mexico and north of Vado, New Mexico. Station is just west off US Hwy 85
and 125 feet downstream of the Vado Mesquite Road crossing Del Rio Drain.
Station contains metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder. This is also an
IBMC station.
Measurements are done twice/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
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M20 - Hasteway No. 19 - located between a fork formed by the river on the west
and the K.i. E S.F. railroad and approximately 2.0 miles northwesteriy from
Berino, New Mexico. The wasteway station is approximately 500 feet from the
Three Saints Lateral and wastes this lateral into the Rio Grande. Station con—
tains a metering bridge and a CM? recorder shelter. This is also an IBWC
station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M21 - Masteway No. 30 — located downstream of the New Mexico State Road 226 from
Berino, and downstream of the river levee between the Chamberino East Lateral
and the Rio Grande. Station contains a metering bridge and a 12~inch diameter
pipe well.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M22 - La Mesa Drain u located approximately 2% miles west of Berino, New Mexico,
west oi the river, and % mile from w.w. No. 31. Station contains a metering
bridge, CMP shelter and recorder. This is also an IBWC station.
MeaSurements are done twice/monthly. Flows are continuously recorded.
M23 - Hasteway No. 31 ~ located approximately 2% miles southwest of Berino,
New Mex1co, west of the river, and 3 miles downstream from the intersection of
the river with State Hwy 226 (Berino to Chamberino). Station contains a CMP
shelter, recorder, and metering bridge. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements and water flows are recorded during irrigation season.
M24 - Hasteway No. 20 - located on the east side of the Rio Grande and wastes
the Three Saints West Lateral. This wasteway is approximately 1.5 miles
upstream of the Anthony bridge crossing the Rio Grande. Station contains a
metering bridge and a 12~inch diameter PVC pipe well. This is also an IBWC
station.
Measurements are done when H.M. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M25 - Masteway No. 318 — located approximately 0.5 mile upstream of the Anthony
bridge crossing and on the west side of the Rio Grande. This wasteway is on the
tail end of the Jimenez Lateral and is upstream of the river levee. Station
contains a metering bridge, a 12—inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder.
This is also an IBNC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M26 - Nasteway No. 21— located approximately 0.5 mile upstream and on the east
side 0? the R10 Grande. This wasteway is on the tail end of the Three Saints
West Lateral and is 300 feet upstream of the river levee. Station contains a
metering bridge, a 12—inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also
an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.

M27 — La Union West Canal - located approximately three miles west of Anthony,
New Mexico just downstream of the canal heading. Station contains a metering
bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded when
canal is in use.
M28 — La Union East Canal - located approximately three miles west of Anthony,
New Mexico just downstream of the canal heading. Station contains a metering
bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly and flows are continuously recorded when
canal is in use.
M29 - Three Saints East - located approximately 0.3 mile upstream of the intersection of the Three Saints Lateral and FM1905 from Anthony. Station contains a
ramp flume, CMP housing and recorder.
Measurements are done weekly and flows are continuously recorded during irrigation season.
M30 - Nasteway No. 32 — located approximately two miles west of Anthony,
New Mexico, on the right side of the river, and just downstream of New Mexico
State Hwy 225. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with
recorder. This is also an IBHC station.
Measurements are done when N.N. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded
during irrigation season.
M31 - Nasteway No. 23A — located approximately 1.4 miles upstream of the Anthony
bridge croSSing and on the east side of the Rio Grande. This wasteway is on the
tail end of the Texas Lateral and downstream of a culvert in the wasteway.
Station contains a 12-inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also
an IBNC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are recorded continuously.
M32 - East Drain - located approximately two miles south of Anthony, New Mexico
and west of US Hwy 80A. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with
recorder.
Measurements are done twice/monthly. Flows are continuously recorded.
M33 - Nasteway No. 32A — located 2.0 miles upstream of the Anthony bridge
crossing and on the west side of the Rio Grande. This wasteway is on the tail
end of the Rowley Lateral and just upstream of the river levee. Station contains a metering bridge, a 12-inch PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also
an IBWC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M34 ~ Rio Grande at Vinton Bridge — located 0.7 mile north of Vinton. Station
contains a 42-inch diameter CMP pipe well and recorder. This is also an IBNC
station.
Measurements are done from the bridge weekly and flows are continuously
recorded.
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M35 — Masteway No. 328 — located west and downstream of the Vinton bridge
crossing the R10 Gran e. Station is on the tail end of the Vinton Cutoff
Lateral and just downstream of the river levee. Station contains a metering
bridge, 12-inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an IBMC
station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M36 — Hasteway No. 34 — located just downstream of the Montoya Siphon and is on
the tai en 0 the Canutillo Lateral. Station contains a metering bridge, a
12-inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is being used. Flows are continuously recorded.
M37 — Masteway No. 34A - located approximately 0.6 mile upstream of the Combined
La Union Latera an on the west side of the Rio Grande. Station contains a
metering bridge, a 12~inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is an
IBMC station.
Measurements are done when w.u. is being used. Flows are continuously recorded.
M38 - Mastewa No. 35 — located 3% miles downstream from Canutillo, Texas on the
right Slde (west) at the Rio Grande. Station contains a metering bridge and CM?
shelter with recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M39 ~ Hasteway No. 35C - located just downstream and on the west side of the Rio
Grande. Station is on the tail end of the Schutz Lateral and upstream of the
river levee. Station contains a metering station, a 12-inch diameter PVC pipe
well and a recorder. This is also an IBMC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M40 - Wastewa No. 36 — located at the tail end of the Montoya Lateral A and on
the east side 0? the Rio Grande. Station contains a metering bridge downstream
of the river levee, a 12—inch PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an
IBHC station.
Measurements are done when w.w. is in use. Flows are continuously recorded.
M41 - Monto a Brain ~ located in the Upper Valley, Texas, approximately two miles
downstream 0? Country Club Road on the Montoya Drain. Station contains a
metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
M42 ~ Hastewa No. 38 - located just downstream of the Sunland Park Road on the
Montoya Main Lateral. Station contains a metering bridge, a 12-inch diameter
PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an IBWC station.
Measurements are done twice/monthly during irrigation season. Flows are continuously recorded when lateral is in use.
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M43 — Montoya Intercepting Drain — station located on the east side of the Rio
Grande and downstream of the race track road. Station contains a metering
bridge, a 12—inch diameter PVC pipe well and a recorder. This is also an IBWC
station.
Measurements are done twice monthly and flows are continuously recorded.
M44 — Rio Grande at El Paso (Courchesne Bridge) - This is an IBwC station run by
the U.S. Section.
M45 - Rio Grande at Canutillo - located approximately 1.0 mile north of
Canutillo, Texas and on the right and west side of the Rio Grande. Station con—
tains a CMP shelter with recorder.
No measurements are done. Flows on the river are continuously recorded.
El Paso Valley
El - American Canal — located off Paisano Drive on canal concrete lined channel
just downstream o? the Paisano Siphon and ASARCO plant. Station belongs to the
IBNC. Station contains metal housing with metering structure. An electronic
digital encoder is located upstream of this station and across Paisano from the
ASARCO plant. (Tel: (915)544-9799)
Measurements are done once/weekly by the IBHC hydrographers and flows are continuously recorded.
E2 — Franklin Canal , located parallel to the Rio Grande and adjacent to the
Stanton Street International Bridge. Station contains a metering bridge, CMP
shelter, and a recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E3 - Ascarate Hasteway - located on the wasteway channel between the Franklin
Canal and Alameda Avenue. Station contains a metering bridge CMP shelter with
recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E5 — Riverside Canal ~ located on the right side (south) and approximately 800
feet downstream of the canal heading. Station contains a metering bridge and a
cinder block house with stilling well, recorder, and electronic digital encoder.
(Tel: (915)859-6424)
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded when canal
is in use.
E6 - Riverside Canal Hasteway No. l — located on the right side of the canal
just south of the Bosque Park. Hasteway is from Riverside Canal to the Rio
Grande. Station contains a CMP shelter and recorder. The channel of the
wasteway south of the river levee contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter
with recorder.
Measurements at the channel in the river are done when wasting. Flows are
recorded when wasting.

E7 - Riverside Canal Wasteway No. 2 - located downstream from Riverside Canal
Wasteway No. 1, at a point where the canal channel departs from the river levee,
approximately 2% miles northwest of Cuadrilla, Texas. Station contains a
metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder on the Rio Grande Channel. A
recorder is attached to the canal wasteway.
Measurements are done on the wasteway when in use. Flows are continuously
recorded.
E8 - Waste Drain - located on the Waste Drain Channel just west of U.S. Hwy 20
at Fabens, Texas. Station is downstream on the waste channel Fabens—Island Road
crossing. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E9 - Fabens Waste Channel - located southeast of Fabens, Texas, downstream on
the waste channel from the Tornillo Canal Heading and the Cook—Schultz Lateral
inlet intersection. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with
recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E10 - Haste Channel Below Tornillo Nasteway - Located on the Fabens Waste
Channel below the Tornillo Canal Wasteway and the Tornillo-Caseta Road. Station
contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly (when in use). Flows are continuously
recorded.
E11 - Island Drain Connection - located on Island Drain Connection just upstream
of Tornillo Drain Interception and off Henderson Road. Station contains a
metering bridge and CMP Shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E12 - Hudspeth Feeder Canal No. 1 - located on the HudSpeth Canal No. l approxi—
mately six miles downstream from the Guadalupe—Caseta Road and International
Bridge into Caseta, Mexico. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shedter
with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/weekly. Flows are continuously recorded.
E13 - Tornillo Canal at Alamo Alto - located approximately one mile east of
Alamo Alto, Texas on the canal channel adjacent to U.S. Hwy 20 Alternate.
Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done when necessary. Flows are continuously recorded.
E14 - Tornillo Drain ~ located on drain channel just downstream and 800 feet
from the Alamo Alto Drain inlet, approximately i mile southeast of Alamo Alto,
Texas. Station contains a metering bridge and CMP shelter with recorder.
Measurements are done twice/monthly. Flows are continuously recorded.
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OCT 211983
Mr. Bill Saad, Treasurer—Manager
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
P. 0. Drawer A
Las Cruces; New Mexico 88001
Dear Mr. Saad:
Enclosed is the tabulation of the water charges and the net deiiveries to
the Elephant Butte Irrigation District for the 1983 irrigation season.
The aliocation water charged for the season was 414,069 acre-feet, which
left a baiance of 383 acre-feet.
Sincereiy yours,
@aMRQK/m_d
Roger K. Patterson
FOB Project Superintendent
Enclosure
EXHIBIT 7A

bummw‘
Water Allocation Charges to the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
1983 Irrigation Season
Acre—feet
Gross Diversions Deliveries to Texas Net Deliveries to £810
Month To Date Month To Date Month To Date
Arrey Canal 7,800 82,320 0 0 7,800 82,320
Percha Lateral 91 691 0 O 91 691
Leasburg Canal* 17,498 126,629 0 0 17,498 126,629
Eastside Canal 9,638 63,579 609 4,344 9,029 59,235
Del Rio Lateral 490 3,388 0 O 490 3,388
Hestside Canal** 27,659 187,693 6,345 45,237****21,314 142,456
Pumped from River*** 16 426 0 _ O 16 426
TOTAL 63,192 464,726 6,954 49,581****56,238 415,145
Credited Waste to District 0 1,076
Net Allocation Charge ' 4147069
Allocation 414,452
Balance . 383
*Includes charges for the irrigations above the metering station and for the California
Extension; also, included are two days' charges in October.
**Includes diversions through October 7 for E.P.C.N.I.D.#1 water order.
***Greenwood pumpage. Duran pump is not included in monthly charges, only in “to date"
column.
****Includes bypass and sluice water through w.w. #32.
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OCTBI 1983
Mr. Edd Fifer, General Manager
El Paso County Water Improvement
District No. 1
294 Candelaria
El Paso, Texas 79907
Dear Mr. Fifer:
Enclosed is a tabulation of the water charges and deliveries to the
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 for the 1983 Irrigation
Season. Also enclosed is a preliminary waste report from September 1
through October 7, 1983.
The allocation water used for the season was a total of 256,034 A.F.
Of the 315,548 A.F. allocated to your district, 59,514 A.F. were not
used.
Sincerely yours,
FOB Roger K. Patterson
Project Superintendent
Enclosures
EXHtBtT 7B
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water Allocation Charges to the
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
1983 Irrigation Season
Acre—Feet
September 1 through Total Deliveries
October 7 Deliveries To Date
Charges for Initial Release
(Our letter dated March 2, 1983) 8,259
Deliveries to Mesilla Valley, Texas
by both Districts 6,954 37,965
City of El Paso 2,300 17,475
Franklin Canal 13,120 82,807
Riverside Canal 27,340 155,633
Less Ascarate Hasteway 6,160 I 38,290
Total Deliveries '43,554 263,849
*Socorro Ponds into Riverside Canal 0 — 3,480
Gross Allocation Charge 43,554 260,369
Credited Waste to District - 2,690 - 4,335
Net Allocation Charge 40,864 256,034
Allocation 315,548
Balance 59,514
*This figure is to be deducted as this was previously charged as
allocated waters and included 409 A.F. charged as part of the initial
release.

waste Report for the
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
September 1 through October 7, 1983
Age-Lest.
Allotment Operational Haste from El Paso Valley Irrigation System
Total to Date
Station Haste Credit Haste Credit
Riverside 0am (Estimated) 1,838 863 4,817 1,593
Riverside w.w. #1 0 0 0 0
Riverside w.w. #2 232 24 1,418 284
Tornilllo Canal Heading Haste
into Waste Channel 0 0 0 0
Tornillo w.w. #1 2,101 889 13,192 1,948
Tornillo Canal at Alamo Alto 5,560 2,510 17,026 3,562
1-341 to Waste Channel 0 0 0 0
Guadalupe to Border Brain 0 0 0 0
T—216 to Hudspeth Feeder Canal No. 1 0 0 0 0
T-520 to Hudspeth Feeder Canal No. 1 0 0 0 0
Mesilla Valley & El Paso Valley
Total 9,731 4,286 36,453 *7,387
Surface Water Leaving the Project
‘ Total to Date
Riverside 0am (Estimated) 1,838 .817
Riverside N.W. #1 0 0
Riverside v.4. #2 232 1,418
Hudspeth Feeder Canal No. 1 7,460 40,127
Tornillo Canal at Alamo Alto 5,560 17,026
Tornillo Drain 3,758 20,011
7—216 Lateral 0 0
T»520 Lateral 0 0
Total 18,848 83,399
*Includes 1,596 acremfeet credited to City of E1 Paso
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.1985
PROJECT
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Daily Operational Status
DETAILS
A- ReservoirS‘(AF)‘
Date Elephant Butte Caballo Combined EB
Storage Elev. Storage Elev. Storage Rel.
Diff.
Precipitation Net Capacity Unfilled Cap. Water Debt
Rincon
' EB Comb.S. Debt
Mesilla Cab SJ/Cha. Un. C.
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Ell’aso Flood Net C. D.Pd,
_ Net C. _ Un. C.
13. Project Water .Order(CFS)= Caballo Dam
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Rio Grande Project
At the twentieth century‘s _rst light, just as the Rio Grande Project reached completion,
the mythic legend of the American West was beginning to wrap its two _sts around the
collective national conscious. Over the succeeding decades, the words "Rio Grande" still
inspires images to most Americans of badlands, badmen, and the last stand of the law before
crossing the United States-Mexico border. The reality of the Rio Grande Project demonstrated
federal involvement in the development of the modern Western United States. Claiming and
controlling this storm-water stream was a dream of engineers and settlers before the Bureau of
Reclamation was ever imagined. A little more than a decade into the twentieth century, the
recently minted US. Reclamation Service built the Rio Grande Project and succeeded in
capturing spring runoff and summer rains, created one of the world's largest man-made lakes,
and led the _rst international civil engineering effort to allocate water between the United States
and Mexico.
Unfortunately, the people living along the river still wait for the harmony planners saw as
the ultimate bene_t of the Rio Grande Project. For people living on both sides of the border, the
Rio Grande is a portal. It can be a path to employment, or it can lead down a road to oblivion, or
death. Historically, the river is a tumstile, as Indian planters, Spanish conquistadors, Mexican
tenant farmers and migrants, and Anglo homesteaders all have contributed and taken away
during each of their intervals of control. In a place where there has been four centuries of
confrontation, Reclamation wrote the _rst page of the Rio Grande's modern chapter. The
Bureau's mission along the Rio Grande was not to erect paradise, but to introduce a measure of
productivity where turmoil has often been the norm.
Project Location
Never a peaceful crossroads, the valleys of the Rio Grande, stand as islands of green
growth bracketed by the stony soil, sagebrush, and rattlesnakes of the surrounding desert.
Running linear to the Rio Grande River in New Mexico and Texas with a maximum width of 4.5
TX_00175494

miles, the Project extends 165 miles north and forty miles southeast of El Paso, Texas, The
water system for this narrow oasis features Elephant Butte and Caballo Dams, six diversion
dams, 141 miles of canals, 462 miles of laterals, 457 miles of drains, and a hydroelectric plant.
The Rio Grande _ows through narrow gorges requiring diversion and canal systems for three
valleys, the Rincon, Mesilla, and El Paso. This necklace of fertility blankets 178,000 acres in
Dona Ana, Sierra and Socorro Counties in south-central New Mexico and the City and County of
El Paso in west Texas. Sixty percent of Project lands are in New Mexico and the remaining 40
percent are in Texas. Supplemental drainage provides water for 18,000 acres in the Hudspeth
County (Texas) Conservation and Reclamation District. An international treaty between Mexico
and the United States guarantees an annual allowance of 60,000 acre—feet of water for diversion
to Mexico at the city of Juarez.1
Over millennia, mud, silt and alluvial soils gathered and recessed along the banks of the
Rio Grande. This alluvium supported sagebrush and mesquite for centuries before modern
comprehensive irrigation designs introduced alfalfa, cotton, and grazing cattle. The source of
modern irrigation in the proj ect is Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir some 124 miles north of El
Paso, four miles east of Truth of Consequences, New Mexico, and a half mile from a lava capped
hill for which it is named. Elephant Butte's companion structure, the Caballo Dam and
Reservoir, is 25 miles downstream. The lower Rio Grande offers a 247 day growing season
where temperatures can shoot up to 111 degrees Fahrenheit, and plummet to -16 degrees. Twothirds of the annual precipitation of 7.8 inches is packed into the late summer and early fall when
drought years have been sometimes suddenly interrupted by a torrent.2
Historic Setting
Spanish entradas into the interior of the United States were led by Alvar Nunez Cabeza
de Vaca in 1536. He was a shipwreck victim wandering inland in search of a way to Mexico.
Cabeza de Vaca’s small group did find its way back to Mexico, but in the process the group
1. US, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 69,
1980 2.
Barbel Hannelore Schonfeld LaMar, Water and Land in the illesilla Valley. New illexico. Reclamation and
its Effects on Property Ownership and Agricultural Land Use Ph. d. diss. University of Oregon, Eugene 1984, 21.
3
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discovered an unexpected surprise. Near the present site of Juarez, Mexico, they found Indians
irrigating and cultivating almost 30,000 acres of maize, beans and calabashes. The Spanish
arrival instigated a hundred year test of wills between the Europeans and the Pueblos. At the
dawn of the seventeenth century, a mission established by fathers at El Paso del Norte, (modern
Juarez), began schooling the Indians in more advanced methods of growing crops, aided by
water provided by the Acequia Madre (Main Canal). In 1680, an Indian revolt drove the Spanish
and Christianized Indians south from New Mexico to present Juarez, Mexico, and Yselta, Texas.
Don Diego De Vargas began the reconquest of New Mexico twelve years later, and the Spanish
influence over the Rio Grande was cemented into place.
In the following 150 years, up to 40,000 acres of land were tilled along the river, most on
what would later become Mexico. Once Mexico achieved its independence from Spain in 1821,
Mexican settlers dug modest canal and diversion structures, and built a loose boulder dam. On
the left bank of the river, Juan Maria Ponce de Leon in 1827 found modern El Paso. Almost
immediately, colonists diverted water from above the boulder dam with no complaint from the
residents of Juarez. At the close of the nineteenth century, 25,000 people lived on the US. and
25,000 on the Mexican sides of the Rio Grande.3
The New Mexican story on the lower Rio Grande began when Don Juan de O_ate led a
party ofcolonizing Christians up the Rio Grande. O_ate's expedition _rst inhabited northern
New Mexico in 1598. The events leading to development along the lower Rio Grande can be
traced to 1805, when the Mexican government gave Don Juan Garcia a land grant near modemday Las Cruces. Garcia's deed contained most of the land where the Rio Grande Project would
unfold a century later.4
Relations between the United States and Mexico simmered and eventually boiled over in
the Mexican War of the late 1840s. The signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848
ended the fighting between Mexico and the United States, and the U. S. took the northern frontier
3. B. M. Hall, A Discussion ofPast and Present Plans for Irrigation ofthe Rio Grande Valley, (United States
Reclamation Service. Nov. ,1904), 2— 4, 6, El Paso Times, 2 January 1890, p. 4— 5.
4. Willis C. Boegli, "The Miracle of the Rio Grande, " in The Reclamation Era, (March, 1953), 59-60.
4
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of Mexico as the war's principal prize. However, settlers from the rest of America did not rush
into west Texas and the New Mexico territory for a generation. Sparked by the construction of
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad from Albuquerque to El Paso in 1880, a few
individuals populated the land along its line. Concurrently, the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
track expanded through the San Luis Valley in Colorado. By the mid—1890s, at the headwaters
of the Rio Grande, settlers in southern Colorado constructed extensive irrigation systems to
reclaim thousands of acres of land.5
The United States Geological Survey, (USGS), _rst investigated the Rio Grande in 1888.
For the remainder of the nineteenth century, few streams in the West were studied more than was
the Rio Grande above El Paso. During the 1890s, a series of of_cial reports con_rmed what was
common knowledge along the borderlands -- the river was going dry by the time it reached El
Paso. Incoming settlers and irrigated farming at the headwaters of the Rio Grande in Colorado,
and settlements in central New Mexico, meant more dry summers for southern New Mexico and
west Texas. In Colorado, an estimated 925 ditches were drawing water out of the Rio Grande
before it left the state. In 1896, an International Boundary Commission report estimated the _ow
of the Rio Grande had decreased by 200,000 acre-feet a year since 1880. By the time it reached
El Paso, one sardonic wit suggested the Rio Grande was the "only river with its bottom side up.”6
Different types of storage works were proposed and discussed among the citizens,
governments, and businesses of New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico. Instead of working together,
conflicting interests, notably Mexico's claims for loss of water based on ancient prior right,
prevented any of the plans to progress. At the turn of the century, the Rio Grande Dam &
Irrigation Co. (RGD&IC) proposed to build a low dam with a limited storage capacity to serve
only a few subscribers with no surplus diverted to Mexico. The lack of regard for Mexican
water claims was shaping into an international crisis. One New Mexican settler wrote, the
5. US, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Record Group 115, (Hereafter RG 1 15), Report on
Floods and Drainage at San rMarcial, New Alexico, Elephant Butte Reservoir, (October, 1925), BOX 718, File 500-25
RG.
6. Hall, A Discussion ofPast and Present Plansfor Irrigation oftlze Rio Grande Valley, 2—4, 6', Clint G.
Smith, "Las Cruces Celebrates — Taming a Wild River,” in Reclamation Era, (September, 1949): 206', Schonfeld La
Mar, Water and Land in the Mesilla Valley, New Mexico, 33.
5
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Mexican government's claim to the water was "so insistently urged as to cause some
embarrassment to our Department of State." The State Department blocked RGD&IC with
lawsuits, before the Supreme Court ruled against the dam promoters. RGD&IC's work halted in
April, 1897, because of the burdens of too much litigation, an inability to receive construction
permits, and dwindling funds.7
As the State Department shut out the RGD&IC in the courts, a door opened for the
possibility of a federally built dam. The birth of the United States Reclamation Service (USRS)
in June of 1902 propelled construction of a storage system on the Rio Grande to the top of the
Federal government's must do" list. Surveys of the bedrock in south-central New Mexico began
in March, 1903, and a year later, the USRS settled on a site near Engle, New Mexico, where it
would build a dam accomplishing "much for Mexico, and a great deal more for the United
States."8
Below the conical peak of Elephant Butte, the Reclamation Service conceived a reservoir
175 feet deep at its lower end, and 40 miles long. With a storage capacity of 2 million acre feet
the dam could furnish 600,000 acre feet a year of water for irrigation. Armed with a library of
reports and a drafting table piled with designs, Reclamation captured the Rio Grande, but the
voices of legislation and diplomacy still had to speak — in both Spanish and English.
Project Authorization
In 1905, it seemed all branches, and every agency of the federal government, wanted a
dam to cross the Rio Grande. Congress rati_ed the construction of the Engle Dam on February
25, 1905. Later that year, both the Elephant Butte Water Users' Association, based in Las
Cruces, New Mexico, and the El Paso Valley Water Users' Association, (later the El Paso
County Water Improvement District No. 1), headquartered in El Paso, were formed. President of
the El Paso association, Felix Martinez, led the drive for a federal storage project. Martinez was
a important _gure in El Paso's financial and political scenes, and through his newspaper, the El
7. US, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 1,
through 1912, 5', H. B. Holt, Early History oft/1e Elephant Butte Dam or Rio Grande Project, (Las Cruces, New
Mexico: Bronson Printing Company, 1946), 1', Smith, ”Las Cruces—Taming a Wild River," 204.
8. A Discussion ofPast and Present Plansfbr Irrigation oft/1e Rio Grande Valley, 6-7.
6
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Paso Daily News, supported a Federal project on the Rio Grande as early as 1899. An active
1905 concluded on December 2, when Interior Secretary Ethan A. Hitchcock authorized the
project. Six months later, the authority of the Reclamation Act was extended to Texas on June
12, 1906. Previously, the state of Texas owned all its public land, exempting Reclamation from
constructing irrigation projects. Two weeks later, the government signed a contract with the two
water users' associations.
The Project would never be a success unless the United States and Mexico found a
mutually agreeable water diversion plan. Negotiations over the Rio Grande produced the _rst
civil engineering works to affect international allocation of water between the two nations.
Under the terms of the treaty signed on May 21, 1906, Mexico received 60,000 acre—feet of water
annually from the Rio Grande. In return, Mexico waived all claims to the river above the town
of Fort Quitman, Texas, and all demands for past damages from water shortages. Providing
initial seed money, Congress on March 4, 1907 appropriated $1 million under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior toward Project completion. The million dollars provided a start to a
proposition estimated to eventually cost $7.2 million.9
Construction History
If one man can claim both parentage and mid-wifery of Elephant Butte Dam, it would be
the second Director of the Reclamation Service, Arthur Powell Davis. Few men in Reclamation
history have personally discovered the location of a future damsite, named the spot, and many
years later, spoken at the dam's dedication. Before Reclamation‘s birth, the USGS sent the fortyone-year-old bespectacled and studious-looking Davis to lead a reconnaissance party in to the
wilds of the territory of New Mexico to survey potential damsites. Davis's inspiration for the
dam's eventual name came soon after his arrival at Engle, New Mexico. Recalling that day in
April 1902, Davis said, "I had never seen this portion of the river, but as soon as I came in sight
of the mountain there I at once said that that was Elephant Butte, as it looks so much like an
9. U. S. ,Dcpartmcnt of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Annual Project History, Rio Gr ande Project, through
1912, Vol. 1, 10', "Elephant Butte Dam, " in Dams and Control Works, (U. S. Government Punting Office,
Washington, D. C. ,1929), 40', "Felix Martinez, Rio Grande Project, New Mexico, in Reclamation Record, (April,
1915): 150-1.
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elephant's head."10
A month later in his report to Washington, Davis stated that due to upstream diversions,
the Rio Grande's yearly _ow was impossible to predict. Further, the river conveyed so much silt,
a large, deep reservoir was necessary to minimize evaporation. Also, a structure would have to
provide ample capacity for holding surplus water over from wet to dry years. Like an illness, silt
could shorten the life of any storage project. In spite of all the problems of getting the Rio
Grande Project off the ground, control of the sediment _owing in the water quickly became the
"most dif_cult and serious obstacle" in designing a reservoir. Despite whatever troubles lay
ahead, one wishful thinker predicted this operation would be "more than a reclamation project.
It is a great opportunity for constructive statesmanship and empire building." Consulting
Engineer Louis C. Hill supervised the team responsible for the engineering and political success
of the Project. Hill served from the commencement of operations until March 1, 1915. Homer J.
Gault was the original construction engineer, succeed by E. H. Baldwin in October, 1912.
Designing Engineer Fred Teichman oversaw the execution of the dam and outlet works.11
In the Reclamation Service's original plans, the storage dam stood 185 feet. However,
following Davis' report, the height of the dam and capacity of the reservoir were both increased.
Raising the dam's height meant the construction of a secondary earth and rock-fill embankment,
and a more expensive spillway. First crews dug down a hundred feet below the riverbed to
remove debris and ensure the stability of the foundation. During that excavation, crews dealt
with cramped spaces and the danger of falling rock. At the time of the dam's completion, the
dam rose 306 feet above the foundation.12
The Leasburg Diversion Dam was the _rst structure completed on the Project. It was
built 62 miles north of El Paso at Leasburg, New Mexico, to replace the previous diversion dam
which was "an obstruction built of poles, interwoven with twigs with stones for ballast." For
10. ”Address of Arthur P. Davis, Director and Chief Engineer of the Reclamation Service, at the Dedication of
thc Elcphant Buttc Dam, New Mexico, Octobcr 19, 1916,” inReclamation Record, (Dcccmbcr, 1916): 554.
1 1. Dams and Control Works, 40, 43', RG 1 15, Proposalfor the Completion oft/1e Rio Grande Project, Box
7 1 ', Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 1, through 1912, 7.
12. Dams and Control Works, 40.
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years a community ditch at the head of the upper Mesilla Valley had served Spaniards,
Mexicans, and Americans. Work commenced on the new diversion November 20, 1906.
Designed as a 10 foot high, 600 foot long rubble concrete weir, with a 1,500 feet earthen dike
extension at the dam's west end, Reclamation built the weir is built on piling driven 20 to 25 feet
into the silt of the riverbed. A reinforced concrete apron, 23 feet wide and two feet thick, directs
water _owing over the weir away from the dam. The Leasburg Diversion Dam, built at a
construction cost of $210,000, diverted its _rst water in 1908. The 13.7 mile long canal with an
initial capacity of 625 cubic feet per second (cfs) provided water to 31,600 acres. The Picacho
Flume, nine miles south of Leasburg Diversion Dam, is a 502 foot long steel truss structure
carrying water on the Leasburg Canal over the Rio Grande. Two support structures, the Picacho
North Dam and Picacho South Dam, were both added to the system in the early 1950s. The two
zoned earthfill dams are on the north and south branches of the Picacho Arroyo, five miles
northwest of Las Cruees.13
The rapid mobilization of the Leasburg system was soon overshadowed by a showdown
over the Elephant Butte Dam. Haggling over money threatened to halt Reclamation from
proceeding with the dam and reservoir. In the spring of 1909, the Reclamation Service and the
Vietorio Land & Cattle Co. of Bakers_eld, Calif, could not agree on the value of 33,640 acres of
land composing three—quarters of the proposed Elephant Butte Dam, Reservoir, and allocated
railroad right-of—way. Vietorio Land & Cattle asked $600,000, while Reclamation offered
$65,000. The standoff between both parties halted work on May 1, 1909. A series of prolonged
condemnation hearings over the next three years in a New Mexico court resulted in the land
company receiving $200,000 for 30,000 acres.14
In the three years while lawyers and landowners argued, Reclamation built the Elephant
Butte workers camp, and 12.8 miles of railroad to connect with the Santa Fe Railroad at Engle.
13. ”The Engle Dam and Reservoir, Rio Grande Project, U.S. Reclamation Service," in Engineering News,
(August 18, 1910): 168', Annual Project Histoty, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 69, 1980, 2', "Las Cruces Celebrates —
Taming a Wild River," 203', Arthur Powell Davis, Irrigation Works Constructed by the United States Government,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1917): 236.
14. Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 1, through 1912, 15-7.
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Surveys for the railroad began in 1908, with track _rst laid in December 1910 and the _nal spike
driven in early 1911. The train carried supplies to the camp from Engle three times a week. The
rolling stock included two sight-seeing cars for visitors interested in watching progress on the
dam. Workers also built 19 miles of roads and a 300 foot highway bridge across the Rio
Grande.15
Rubble concrete with a smooth concrete face, better known as Masonry, served as the
surface of the Elephant Butte Dam. The dam's _rst concrete was poured on June 3, 1913. From
that day forward all operations were timed to produce the greatest possible pouring of concrete
in the shortest amount of time. Due to the wild fluctuations of temperatures, engineers believed
the seams would open over time in the dam's foundation. The Reclamation Service decided to
conduct masonry operations paralleling the foundation excavation. Trying to avoid cracks in the
dam's upstream face, a coat of commercial mortar known as "Gunite" was _rst shot out of a
cement gun in March 1914. A team of six men sprayed the oatmeal—thick material through a
1.25 inch rubber hose. A mixture of 48 per cent pulverized sandstone obtained from three
nearby quarries was blended with 52 per cent commercial Portland cement combined to form the
611,000 cubic yards _nishing the completed dam.16
Fixed 350 feet above the heads of those clearing the foundation and pouring concrete in
the riverbed, a three cable system carried concrete to the steadily rising dam. The cableway
spanned 1,400 feet, and delivered an average of 125 1.75 cubic foot buckets of concrete during
an eight-hour shift. Power was provided by a 300 horsepower electric motor.17
The dam's original height was 306 feet with its crest spanning 1,674 feet, a base width of
228 feet narrowing to a top width of 18 feet. Concrete lampposts stand watch over the dam's
downstream side along the 16 foot wide road at the dam's crest. The straight gravity, thick
concrete design did not initiate any radical departures in engineering practices common in the
15. Dams and Control Works, 40', L. J. Charles, "The Elephant Butte Railroad," in Reclamation Record, (July,
1916): 323.
16. E. 11. Baldwin, "Placing Masonry for the Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico," in Engineering News,
(September 30, 1915): 645, 648', RG 1 15, Reports on Cement Gun and Grouting Operations, Elephant Butte Dam,
Jane 30, 1916, Box 720', Joseph E. Sater, "Interesting Comparisons of Elephant Butte and Arrowrock Dams," in
Reclamation Record, (October, 1917): 474.
17. Dams and Control Works, 41.
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early twentieth century, During construction, the Rio Grande was diverted through a lumber
flume built on a bench excavated on the right bank. Concrete replaced timber once the _ume
crossed the dam site and was incorporated into the dam.
In the summer of 1914, on the upstream side of the dam, blocks of masonry about 100
feet long of different heights grew up from the riverbed. Contraction joints between the blocks
provided frequent vertical off-sets to discourage the passage of water. A block grew to a height
of 20 feet before the contraction joints were coated with heavy oil to prevent adhesion, then a
new block started against it. This con_ned expansion and contraction from changes in
temperature, avoiding cracks in the dam's face. Teams of four and five men spaded the concrete
against the forms and sides of imbedded large rocks, known as plumstones. When a layer of
concrete reached sufficient thickness, plumstones were embedded in the material with the aid of
a derrick. Eventually, plumstones accounted for 15 percent of the dam's volume. While
construction on the main dam proceeded, work continued a mile to the west on the Elephant
Butte Dike. The Dike plugs a saddle in the spur of hills running northwesterly across from the
main structure. The earth and rock fill dike is 59 feet high and 2,000 feet long and cost $266,086
to complete.18
The dam's spillway evolved rather than soared in one rapid movement. The crest and
gate outlets were finished in 1916, but construction on the transition channel and downstream
chute concluded six years later. The delay occurred, in part, when engineers discovered better
foundation rock, and a potential savings, if the chute was rerouted.19
As Elephant Butte went into service, other important diversion works on the Project
formed arteries moving water irrigate to lands. Reconstruction of the Franklin Canal led the
way, followed by the construction of the Mesilla Diversion Dam, the East and West Side Canals,
the Percha Diversion Dam, and the Rincon Valley Canal.
The oldest feature in service, the Franklin Canal, was originally constructed by the El
Paso Irrigation Company, a private firm, in 1889. Reclamation acquired the canal in 1912, and it
18. Ibid., 42—3; Baldwin, "The Construction of Elephant Butte Dam," 264.
19. Dams and Control Works, 40.
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presently extends 31 miles with an initial capacity of 325 cfs to cover 18,500 acres of the upper
El Paso Valley. Twenty-_ve miles below Elephant Butte, the reinforced concrete Percha
Diversion Dam is 350 feet long, required 15 months of work before its completion in 1918, and
cost approximately $139,000. The dam's base is set six feet below the riverbed, and when raised,
eight radial or "Taintor" gates lift the level of the river six feet above its normal elevation.
Rincon Valley Canal travels twenty-seven miles southeast from Percha Diversion Dam with a
capacity of 350 feet to water 16,260 acres in the Rincon Valley. The canal was completed in
1919.20
Although more than a year's work remained before completion of the Elephant Butte
Dam, by January 1915 farmers on the Project received their _rst deliveries of water. The
visually intriguing Mesilla Diversion Dam diverted water into the East and West Side Canals for
54,000 acres in the central and southern Mesilla Valley. Mesilla Diversion Dam is a low
concrete weir, twenty—two feet high and 303 feet long carrying a highway bridge. The striking
feature of this dam are the thirteen Taintor gates installed on the concrete crest, extending the
full length of the dam. The bridge is buttressed by 13 concrete spans giving the entire structure a
clean, linear design. The East Side Canal runs for 13.5 miles with an initial capacity of 300
cubic feet per second (cfs), and was completed to its current specifications in 1919. Brought into
service a year later, the West Side Canal, reached its present length of27.9 miles in 1920, and
boasts of a capacity of 650 cfs. Almost 33 miles southeast of Las Cruces, the West Side Canal
crosses under the river in the Montoya Siphon. The siphon travels an additional 468 feet.21
The _rst fifteen years of the twentieth century were the lowest point in relations between
the United States and Mexico since the Mexican War. The Mexican Revolution erupted in 1910,
just as Reclamation was progressing on construction of the Elephant Butte campsite. Events for
six years were contained within the borders of Mexico, until March 9, 1916, when only 60 miles
southwest of El Paso, a band led by Pancho Villa crossed the border and killed 16 American
20. L. M. Lawson, "Percha Diversion Dam," in Reclamation Record, (May, 1918): 234', "Diversion Dams on
the Rio Grande," in Dams and Control Works, 6.
21. Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 69, 1980, 2', Dams and Control Works, 6-7.
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citizens in Columbus, New Mexico. Nine days later, on March 18, a letter from Acting Chief of
Construction L. J. Charles, to Construction Engineer E. H. Baldwin, detected a ripple of tension
in camp resulting from Villa‘s activities. Charles wrote, "Conditions on the border are beginning
to be felt in the labor here. There is no danger of trouble unless some drunken specimen of
either race should start it, then it is difficult to tell just where it would end. " Fortunately, much
of the work on the dam concluded by the time of Villa's raid.22
Anxiety between the Rio Grande's Mexican-Americans, Mexicans, and Anglo-Americans
existed before the Project was imagined, but the opportunity for steady work exacerbated
relations between all groups. Reclamation decided Elephant Butte would be completed by force
account to prevent delays common with contractors. The secretary of El Paso's Central Labor
Union, E. D. Skinner, feared a large number of American citizens would be "begging for food on
our streets" while the contractors would hire "cheap, imported, foreign paupers" from across the
border. Skinner, and his membership, were in frequent contact with the state's Senators and the
Secretary of Labor, William B. Wilson throughout 1914. The growing dissatisfaction among
Anglo workers prompted Director Frederick H. Newell to look into the matter. Newell wrote to
Texas Senator Morris Sheppard, advocating any man, "claiming American citizenship, whether
speaking English or not, is eligible for employment, as it is obviously impossible to discriminate
between the different classes of Americans. The only discrimination exercised has been to
employ local labor and teams of water users as much as possible."23
Reclamation staffers met with the Central Labor Union in El Paso to clear up the
"misconception of our operations and methods," but resentment against Mexican labor continued
throughout construction. The jobs workers of both nationalities wanted paid $1.25 to $1.50 a
day for concrete, mixing, placing and finishing jobs. Skilled laborers made from $2.00 to $2.50.
Jobs on the damsite‘s periphery, like blacksmith, plow driver, teamster, and carpenter, averaged
from $1.25 to $4.00 per day. An aggregate of twelve hundred men were employed at Elephant
22. U.S., Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Rio Grande Project, RG 115, General
Correspondence, Box 1 178, File 251', Dams and Control Works, 40.
23. RG 1 15, Rio Grande Project, General Correspondence, Box 1 178, File 251.
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Butte from 1914 to 1916. The overall population of the camps _uctuated between 2,500 to
3,000. The arena of chaos that is the border between Mexico and the United States, Reclamation
safely claimed almost two-thirds of the population of the Elephant Butte camp were of "Mexican
stock." Work went on day and night, with Sundays reserved for rest, except the unfortunate few
assigned to repair machinery. After sunset, a lighting system cast the laborers' long shadows
against the canyon and concrete.24
In a time and a place divided by a border, culture and language, it followed the laborers'
camps were segregated. The "Upper Town" was home to the engineering and office force,
featuring two churches and a movie theater. The "Lower Town" housed the foremen, mechanics,
laborers. Within the Lower Town existed a further division between the American and Mexican
quarters. A Mexican family ran their own boarding house, furnishing meals at a price lower than
the 25 cents charged at the Reclamation Service mess. A Service commentator noted the family
provided food "more agreeable to the Mexican laborers." The Upper Town's main of_ce, mess
hall, chemical laboratory, and management cottages were of adobe. A one-room school housed
ten or twelve children, taught by Chief Engineer Baldwin's daughter, Mabel. Housing, other
structures in the Lower camp were of canvas, wood, adobe, or a combination of the three.
Mexican workers and their families in the Lower Town were described as "illy (sic) clothed, and
a high percent illy (sic) fed." Water for the camps and construction was even—handedly
distributed from wells sunk in the sands of the river bottom.25
A detailed record of survival in the federal bivouac is found in the reports and articles
written by the camp doctor, J. Dale Graham. From 1914, until the dam's completion two years
later, he dealt with and chronicled his attempts to _ght disease in a land where communal living
24. RG 1 15, Rio Grande Project, General Correspondence, Box 1178, File 251', Dams and Control Works, 401; U. S., Department of Interior, United States Reclamation Service, History of Elephant Butte Storage Unit, Jan. I
to Dec. 31, I914, 19; E. H. Baldwin, "The Construction of Elephant Butte Dam," in Reclamation Record, (JulyAugust, 1914): 264.
25. J. Dale Graham, "Construction Camp, Elephant Butte, New Mexico," in Engineering News, (Dec. 31,
1914): 1300', History ofElepliant Butte Storage Unit, Jan. I to Dec. 31, I914, 70', Baldwin, "The Construction of
Elephant Butte Dam," 264', Sophie M. Hedrick, "Memories of Life at Elephant Butte, 1911-6,” Bureau of
Reclamation, Southwest Region Office, Amarillo, Texas: no date, 1', US, Department of Interior, United States
Reclamation Service, Report on Construction of Embankment, Elephant Butte Reservoir, Rio Grande Project, (April
30,1916),15.
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was a risky prospect. As measles and diphtheria reached epidemic levels, fourteen people died
from a variety of illnesses during Elephant Butte's construction. Measles, with complications
killed many children in the Mexican quarter. Dr. Graham regarded the Mexican population as
"well-housed," but he felt ”their method of living. . . did not tend to promote good health."
Drinking the water from a nearby hot springs was discouraged, so a character named "Burro
Jim" sold water he gathered from a spring near the town of Williamsburg at a nickle a bucket.
The moral and physical well-being of the worker‘s town was kept on a tight rein. Exercise was
encouraged, and excessive drinking by an employee would result in dismissal. Another
continual battle was the removal of stable, human, and kitchen wastes and the flies they would
bring. A sanitary of_cer responsible to Dr. Graham policed the camp daily. Graham defined his
role in military terms, "The price of good sanitation is an eternal _ght -- a continuous
campaign."26
After four years of non—stop work from 1912 to 1916, the cost of the dam and reservoir
came to a little over $5.2 million. Reclamation's Statistician, C. J. Blanchard, characterized the
Rio Grande Project as ”The Peacemaker," upon its completion. He prophesied the dam would
end international and interstate bickering over water shortages which "often resulted in personal
violence." Blanchard was correct in so far as the new dam cooled a good deal of friction from
any possible international incidents, but the immediate result of the dam's opening irritated a
wound between two groups trying to abide together in this country.27
Post-Construction History
Two surprises typify the trial-and-error nature of both the early reclamation efforts and
the Rio Grande Project in its _rst decade of service. In the first two delivery seasons, farmers,
not used to plentiful water, _ooded their acreage, requiring the digging of an extensive drain
system. Some over-irrigated their _elds with as much as six to eight acre-feet of water per acre,
believing the greater the applications of water, the greater the yields. Additionally, the lands
26. RG 1 15, Hospital Operation and Camp Sanitation, (June 30, 1916), Box 728; Graham, "Construction
Camp, Elephant Butte, New Mexico," 1303—4.
27. Reclamation Record, (June, 1916): 245.
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along the river were also cursed by a high water table. In the Mesilla Valley, croplands rose
nearly nine feet between 1905 and 1917. Reclamation's plans for a drainage system was initially
met by angry farmers unwilling to pay for construction out of their own pockets. Authorities,
like the local Farm Bureaus and county agents, persuaded a stubborn few there was no other way
to regain and maintain their acreage. Digging began in 1917, and three years later, there was
noticeably less standing water in the Project's _elds. A 45 7-mile network of open drains,
covering all of the valleys, was completed in 1925.28
As soon as the drainage situation was under control, a massive _ood called upon the
people along the Rio Grande, and the federal government, to further modernize their water and
power gathering capabilities. In arid lands, rain brings welcome surprises. However, in the late
summer of 1925, floods arrived like unwanted guests. In August and September 1925, _ash
_ooding west of the river submerged residential southeastern El Paso and crop land in the
Mesilla and El Paso valleys. Texans and New Mexicans realized it was time to build a second
storage dam to catch the runoff from the nearby Black Range. They also wanted to supply yearround electric power from Elephant Butte Dam, and provide extra storage to replace any
capacity of Elephant Butte Reservoir lost to silt. A decade would pass before an allotment from
the State Department through the Public Works Administration (PWA) furnished Reclamation
with the funding for a _ood control unit. In October, 1935, Reclamation brought $1.5 million
back to the Rio Grande.29
Previous to construction of a second dam on the lower Rio Grande, additional features
were completed between the 1920s and the 1940s. Finished in 1928, the Riverside Diversion
Dam, the southernmost Project diversion point, is 15 miles southeast of El Paso, and diverts
water into the Riverside Canal. The dam stands 17.5 feet high, and is a radial—gate concrete
structure _anked by river levees. The accompanying canal is 17.1 miles long, serves 39,000
acres in the lower portion of the valley, and delivers surplus to the Hudspeth County
28. Water and Lana1 in the Alesilla Valley, New Alexico, 102, 104.
29. ”The Rio Grande Floods of 1925," in New Reclamation Era, (November, 1925): 173—4; Ruth Ellen
Ballmer, "Caballo Dam, New Mexico," in The Reclamation Era, (December, 1936): 284-5.
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Conservation and Reclamation District, southeast of El Paso. The Tornillo Canal extends 12
miles from the Riverside Canal with a 325 cfs capacity. Riverside Canal took from 1927 to 1940
to complete, while construction on the Tornillo Canal was a comparatively brief two year period
from 1923-24.30
Beginning in the summer of 1936, giant diesel shovels, carryalls, and caterpillars pushed
at and dug in the foothills of the Caballo, "Horse" Mountains. Mittry Bros. Construction Co. of
Los Angeles received the contract for construction of Caballo Dam on May 2, 1936, and work
began a month later. The 96 feet high earth and rockfill dam is composed of clay, sand, and
gravel compacted in layers six inches thick. The 4,558 feet long upstream face is protected with
riprap and the downstream face with rockfill. The dam's right abutment rises so gradually that it
has the appearance of being on level ground. Reclamation placed Caballo Reservoir downstream
from Elephant Butte Dam and planned for water released for winter power generation at
Elephant Butte Powerplant to be stored in the 343,990 acre—feet capacity Caballo Reservoir for
irrigation in the summer.
The dam's spillway is located on the left abutment and features a concrete-lined inlet
channel. Flow is controlled by two 50-by-21 foot automatic radial gates. The channel provides
overflow capacity for flood waters if a large _ood occurs at a time when the reservoir is at
capacity. An outlet tunnel provides irrigation water to _ow down to the canals and laterals
below the dam. The tunnel is 13 feet, siX inches in diameter and 18 inches thick. The spillway
is 108 feet wide and 21 feet deep at its gates. On the north slope of a small hill between Hatch
and Hot Springs, New Mexico, the Caballo camp town was less wild and wooly, but a lot more
hygienic, than its Elephant Butte predecessor. Twelve residences of various sizes housed the
engineers, and a dormitory held bunks for 200 laborers. Work concluded in September 1938
with the final cost of the Caballo Dam and Reservoir totaling a little over $2.1 million.31
30. US, Department of Interior, Water and Power Resources Service, Project Data, (Denver: United States
Govcrnmcnt Printing Office: 1981), 1051, 1057.
31. RG 1 15, Rio Grande Project, General Correspondence, Box 1177, File 251', "Caballo Dam on Rio Grande
to Store 350,000 ac. ft.," in Western Construction News, (September, 1936): 294', US, Department of Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation,Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 27, 1938, 43.
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Completion of Caballo Reservoir also resulted in the construction of a full-time power
plant at the Elephant Butte damsite. During Elephant Butte's construction, gates and six
penstock openings were built into the dam for hydroelectric power. However, demand among
rural consumers was non-existent, so hydroelectric plans were shelved. As irrigation lured new
landowners, interest in electrical power grew, and plans for a powerplant located next to the
downstream face of the dam were approved. Funding for Elephant Butte power development
came twenty-one years after completion of the dam in the Interior Department Appropriation Act
of 1937. The modern power system consists of a 24,300-kilowatt hydroelectric plant, and
service is provided over 490 miles through 1 lS-kilovolt transmission lines assisted by l l
substations. Final cost of the Elephant Butte powerplant totaled $1.5 million. The government
operated the system from 1940, until its sale to the Plains Electric Generation and Transmission
Cooperative, Inc, in 1979.32
A mile—and—a—half downstream from the Caballo Dam is the rock—faced, earthfill Percha
Arroyo Diversion Dam, named for a stream joining the Rio Grande from the west. Usually dry,
but potentially dangerous in rainy years, the Percha Arroyo's _ow is diverted by the dam through
an open channel which _ows into the Caballo Reservoir about 3/4 miles upstream from the
dam.33
Constructed in 1938 to satisfy a Rio Grande treaty between the U. S. and Mexico, the
American Diversion Dam sits two miles northwest of the city of El Paso and diverts water to the
El Paso Valley. It is operated by the American Section of the International Boundary and Water
Commission (IBWC) to regulate delivery of water to Mexico in accordance with treaty
provisions. The radial gate structure is 18 feet high and 286 feet long with earth fill dikes. The
American Canal carries a maximum 1,200 cfs for 2.1 miles from the dam to the head of the
Franklin Canal.34
32. "Elephant Butte Power," in The Reclamation Era, (April. 1940): 109', Project Data, 1049', "Las Cruces
Celebrates — Taming a Wild River," 204, 206.
33. US, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, SEED Report on Caballo Dam, (Denver: 1982), 1-2,
4', "Caballo Dam to Store 350,000 ac. ft," 295', Ballmcr, ”Caballo Dam, New Mexico," 284-5.
34. Annual Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 69, 1980, 2', US, Department of Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation, Repayment of Reclamation Projects, (United States Government Printing Office: Washington, DC,
(continued. . .)
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The value of Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs revealed themselves in the turbulent
1940s. The decade began on a high note, as water splashed for the _rst time over the Elephant
Butte spillway in late June 1941, twenty-five years after the pouring of the last barrel of
concrete. In a period of six months, from December 1940 to June 1941, the Elephant Butte
Reservoir went from a near record low to record high storage. El Paso newspapers made the
run-off big news, as the story competed with Nazi Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union on
the city's front pages during the last week of June, 1941. The surplus did not last long, since a
lingering drought lasted from 1943 to 1952. Little snow in the Rocky Mountains meant
minuscule run-off, and only a remaining trickle by the time the river entered southern New
Mexico. During nine straight years of drought there was a shortage of over a million acre—feet.
Farmers responded by planting crops requiring little water, drilled 700 wells, and practiced
through strict conservation. Using only 50 percent of the usual water supply, members of both
water districts raised $45 million worth of crops in 1951 —— $3 million more than the previous
year.35
In spite of the drought, work was channeled into maintenance activities during the 1940s
and 1950s. A few years before excess water gushed over the spillway, engineers identified that
it could not withstand a _ood. Reclamation built a redesigned spillway between 1947 and 1949,
featuring permanent training walls and channel covers to force the _ow to change its direction
and not pile against the walls. Patching of the cracks in the spillway structure and tunnels, and
an elaborate foundation grouting were all completed during the same period. Operating at low
water conditions for most of its life has kept Elephant Butte Dam in satisfactory condition
despite almost 80 years of use. The only visible signs of age are gaps left by thin broken chips
of concrete, known as spalling, marring the dam's downstream face.36
Settlement of the Project
3 4. (. . .continued)
1972), 393.
35. El Paso Times, 30 June 1941, p. 1', 1 July 1941, p. 5', Ralph Bristol, "Defeating the Rio Grandc Drought,"
in The Reclamation Era, (June, 1952): 139—40.
36. U.S., Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, SEED Report on Elephant Butte Dam, (Denver:
1981), 5, 8, 34.
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Struggling to keep himself and his ship from burning up during re-entry into Earth's
atmosphere, the first American to orbit the Earth, John Glenn, allowed himself a moment for an
observation. As his capsule passed over the North American continent, he noted "a green
ribbon" separate from the white-brown barrenness of the U.S.-Mexican border. Glenn's
comment in 1962, certi_ed the development of the Rio Grande had made an impact on the earth's
surface.37
However, within that green ribbon, few beneficial milestones touched many of the people
who tilled the valley before space travel was ever contemplated. Elephant Butte‘s completion
signaled a wave of land speculation that shoved Mexican-Americans to second class status. In
1905, the largest valley on project —— the Mesilla —— was almost totally in private ownership with a
third of the land under irrigation. In the valley, approximately 80 percent of the population were
former Mexican-Americans, and the remaining 20 percent were Americans of European descent.
Within a decade, however, claims to the land were changed by an in_ux of twentieth century
promoters with different values. The Secretary of Immigration for the Elephant Butte Water
Users Association, H. B. Link, captured the mood of the time and place when he stated, "We are
not here to 'sell land to suckers, but many of his fellow Anglo landowners, "have tired of
renting to Mexicans, and these are listing occasional tracts for leasing to good American
farmers."3g
A number of Hispanics found themselves as "tenant farmers, farm laborers, or menial
urban workers. " A few years after Elephant Butte's completion, many former Hispanic
landholders were paid $1 to $1.50 for a day in the _eld. Old attitudes caused one source to sniff,
"Mexican laborers when handled right are as good as any common labor that has been available
in other parts of the United States." The unexpected popularity of growing cotton on Project
lands in the 19205, introduced sharecropping on farms of several hundred acres. In addition to
victimization by cultural prejudices, most picking cotton had faced foreclosure, tax sale, or
37. "Elcphant Buttc Dam," in Reclamation Era, Vol. 64, nos. 1 and 2, 22.
38. H. B. Link, "Helping the Farmers to Help Themselves," in Reclamation Record, (November, 1915): 512',
H. B. Link, "Cooperation Under the Elephant Butte Proj ect," in Reclamation Record, (October, 1915): 462', Water
and Land in the Alesilla Valley, New Alexico, 268.
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recently escaped the poverty of Mexico. Occasionally, some fortunate Hispanic landowners
made the switch from growing alfalfa and beans to cotton with great success, and from the 1920s
forward, planted most of their acreage in cotton. Unfortunately, for most Mexican-Americans
during the decades when cotton was king of the Rio Grande, it was if the Old South found a
home in the New Southwest.39
The _rst wave of Anglo landowners were for the most part lured by advertisements and
feature stories in publications as diverse as the Farmers'Mail and Breeze of Topeka, Kansas, the
St. Louis Globe Democrat, and Scienti_c American. However, interest across the rest of the
nation was slow to build. Speaking in El Paso in 1923, David W. Davis, a few months away
from becoming the Commissioner of Reclamation, chastised locals for a decade's failure of
colonization efforts stemming from land prices "unduly in_ated" and settlers not receiving "fair
treatment" from developers. The economic mastery of Rio Grande's white landowners would
become noticeable only after the completion of Caballo Dam. By the 1940s, many Anglo
farmers were able to afford farm machinery to clear and cultivate larger pieces of land. Another
sign of cultural transformation and prosperity was fewer new dwellings built of plastered adobe,
as modern houses of wood, pre-fabricated brick, and double insulated building board sprang up - materials not readily available in the local biosphere.40
After World War I, the Las Cruces headquarters of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
got the promotional jump on other areas of the Project. Calling the surrounding farmland the
"Temple of Agriculture," some outsiders made the pilgrimage to southern New Mexico.
Promoters in and around El Paso took longer to form their own booster group, the Gateway
Club. One observer of the Gateway Club's efforts groused that among the people of El Paso
there was as much interest in the Rio Grande Project as "in the addition of a wing to the local
post office." El Paso's nonchalant attitude changed by the 1920s, as the city's political and
economic masters realized the importance to the city's development of sound cattle and
39. Water and Land in the Alesilla Valley, New Alexico, 227, 282.
40. lbid., 259', RE. Bassett, "Advertising and Immigration Work," in Reclamation Record, (October, 1914):
374', "The Valleys of Elephant Butte," in Reclamation Record, (September, 1921): 419-20.
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agricultural industries in outlying areas. At the start of World War II, an in_ux of war jobs, and
the growth of Fort Bliss, made it necessary for the city to purchase Project lands in order to
obtain water rights for its increasing domestic needs. The two largest cities on the Project, Las
Cruces and El Paso, were sucked into the suburban maelstrom of post-World War II America,
and some original Project lands are now part of subdivisions.41
The fractious life of the Rio Grande continued to ebb and _ow into recent times. The
migration of undocumented Mexicans into the United States captured America's attention in the
1970s and has not let go since. An increase in illegal crossings forced Reclamation in 1980, to
warn employees of "possible danger" as they worked along the Rio Grande border, due to
"several angry confrontations" between refugees from Mexico and border patrol agents.42
After almost a hundred years of migration from other parts of the United States, the
demographic scales in the Project's four counties were altered in the late twentieth century. In
three rural New Mexican counties of Dona Ana, Socorro, and Sierra, whites outnumber those of
Hispanic origin by 144,111 to 85,884. In El Paso County, Texas, the figures are much closer
(452,512 White to 411,619 Hispanic), but this re_ects more the makeup of the city of El Paso
than who is farming the valley.43
Uses of Project Water
Centuries of sediment provided the Rio Grande's fertile soil. Unfortunately, the river's
_ow carries so much fine brownish-gray silt, that over time, islands of mud have piled against
the Project's dams. A 1925 Reclamation study determined that the river carries 1.65 per cent silt
in its annual _ow. Over Elephant Butte Reservoir's _rst 25 years, the lake lost 16 percent of its
total capacity to silt, or enough water to irrigate 5,000 to 7,000 additional acres of land each
year. Ignoring the potential damage of mounting sediment, supporters boasted the water in the
completed reservoir could cover "Massachusetts to a depth of six inches." However, by 1980,
41. F. E. Schmitt, "Through the Reclamation Country," in Engineering News-Record, (December 6, 1923): 919.
42. Annual Project Histoty, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 69, 1980, 8.
43. US, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Mountain
Division, Summary Tape File 1A, (Washington, DC: 1991); 1990 Census ofPopulation andHousing, Texas,
Summary Tape File 1A, (Washington, DC: 1991).
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the reservoir's surface area had shrunk from 42,000 acres to 36,987 acres and its capacity dipped
from 2,63 8,000 acre-feet to 2,110,298 acre-feet. The situation was first traced to flash _ooding
along untimbered tributaries in central New Mexico after Elephant Butte's completion, and later
advanced mechanized farming methods breaking up larger areas of soil previously tilled by stone
hoes. The Reclamation estimate from the mid—1920s predicted the world's then largest man—
made reservoir to last 233 years. In making good that forecast, the Bureau will have to
implement innovative methods of regulating silt and mud brought by the river in the future.44
Concurrent with the rise of the Elephant Butte Dam, prices for unimproved land shot up.
At the beginning of construction in 1906, land averaged $17.50 an acre. Seven years later, the
value of the same unimproved ground was $50 to $75 an acre. A few years later, developed
orchard and garden tracts within 10 miles of El Paso sold for $650 to $1,200 an acre. In the
early days of the Rio Grande Project, nearly three-fifths of the land was in large tracts held by a
few owners, necessitating excess acreage to be sold under the l60—acre limit of the Reclamation
Act. All the descriptions and advertisements in mid-western publications could not avoid the
stories reaching back east of over-in_ated prices for Project property. Prospective landowners
faced amortization, interest on land purchases, and irrigation construction costs. Eventually, the
government purchased land and under a system of organized aid and direction offered low
interest rates with long—term credit. Repayment for all construction totaled $6.4 million for the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District, while El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 was
billed $7.3 million.45
Forage covered 77,880 acres during the early 1920s. Easily grown, an overabundance of
alfalfa, corn, and wheat pushed Reclamation to suggest that Project farmers grow new crops for
the good of both local producers and consumers. Before 1915, most people associated with
agriculture felt the soil along the Rio Grande would not support cotton, but a successful 600 acre
44. Victor A. Koelzer, and Luna B. Leopold, " Science Against Silt," in The Reclamation Era, (Febiuaiy, 1947):
40', US, Depaitment of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Elephant Butte Reservoir: I980 Sedimentation Survey,
(Denver: July, 1983), 1, 6', Frederick Simpich, "Along Our Side of the Mexican Border," in The National
Geographic Alagazine, (July, 1920): 65.
45. "Report of the Central Board of Review on the Rio Grande Project, New Mexico—Texas," in Reclamation
Record, (February, 1917): 82—6; "The Valleys of Elephant Butte," in Reclamation Record, (September, 1921): 421',
US, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Repayment ofReclamation Projects, 393.
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experiment in the El Paso Valley proved otherwise. In the spring of 1918, 600 acres of cotton
were in the ground, and forage swiftly fell out of favor. Within a few years, every Rio Grande
farmer knew good money could be made from cultivating cotton. Ninety percent of irrigators in
the Mesilla Valley grew the crop, despite the cash required for labor and the unreliability of its
price in the commodities market. Ten years after its introduction, nearly 110,000 acres of proj ect
land were in cotton which returned almost $90 an acre.
Down river after the armistice, ninety-thousand people called El Paso home. Despite its
proximity to fields capable of supporting livestock and almost any variety of plant, three-fourths
of its fresh vegetables, fruit, poultry, and dairy products came from California or East Texas, a
distance of 600 to 1,000 miles away. Only 4,200 dairy cows serviced El Paso and nearby farms
provided only an average of a little more than a half-pint a person a day. Beginning in the late
1920s, enough fruits and vegetables were grown in the area to support the residents of El Paso,
and now the city is a shipping crossroads for fruits and vegetables sent to the rest of the United
States and Mexico.46
In the last decade of the century, a little more than 145,000 acres were irrigated out of a
potential 196,557 acres tied to the Project. Irrigated acreage contained a total of 4,349 farms,
some 27,000 farmers, and an overall number of 66,000 people. The gross value of the 28
different varieties of crops harvested on the project totaled $204 million. As cultural change
progressed on the Project, crops also evolved. Where alfalfa and cotton once ruled, pecans are
valued more than any other crop. In 1991, nearly 22,000 acres of pecans brought $62.2 million
to project growers. Cotton still reigns, covering some 57,000 acres bringing in $32.8 million to
its growers. After pecans and cotton, green onions, peppers, and alfalfa bring the greatest return
to Rio Grande producers.47
Sadly, one of North America's most fabled rivers is now a running cesspool. In 1993, a
conservation group listed the Rio Grande as the country's most imperiled river, fouled by
46. ”The Valleys of Elephant Butte," 419-20; U.S., Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Annual
Project History, Rio Grande Project, Vol. 3, 1915, 149.
47. U.S., Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, 1991 Summary Statistics: Water, Land and Related
Data, (Denver: 1991), 233.
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nitrates, phosphates, and human and animal wastes that "make any skin contact with the river
dangerous." City officials in Juarez estimate 55 million gallons of raw sewage and industrial
pollutants leave the city of 2 million each day. While most of the treatment nightmare is on the
Mexican side of the border, the organisms that carry hepatitis, dysentery, typhoid and cholera,
presents a problem that should bring both the United States and Mexico together in the same way
they solved the water rights dispute ninety years previous.48
Conclusion
After four hundred years of harvests along the Rio Grande, the Rio Grande Project
accelerated developments in both agriculture and population. However, the conflicts along the
borderlands have overshadowed the technical and agricultural accomplishments brought by the
Project. History tries not to estimate possibilities, but it is fair to say the border between the
United States and Mexico would have been much more tense if someone had not stepped in and
built a water storage facility providing an equable distribution of the Rio Grande's _ow. In a
land where the river, the weather, and even the shifting of the earth has conspired against man,
Reclamation could only offer balance.
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We have been asked by Ken Salazar Chairperson and Federal Representative to the Rio Grande
Compact Commissionto prepare report on the Rio Grande Project irrigation operatipns during
January and February of this year Attached is draft of the narrative portion of the report including
list of the enclosures which will be sent out by the end of this week If you have any questions
Please call Bert Cortez at 915 534-6309
Thank you
David Allen
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Summaryof Rio Grande Project Irrigation Operations
During January and February 1996
The Rio Grande Project was authorized by Public Law 8-104 The Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation entered into repayment contracts with the El Paso County Water Improvement
District Number EPCWID1 and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District EBID Inherent to
the authorization and supporting contracts is the provision that Reclamation will store and release
water for beneficial use consistent with pertinent state law contractual water delivery
requirements and Reclamation laws and policy
In letter dated May 14 1996 Mr Kenneth Salazar Federal Chairman of the Rio Grande
Compact Commission requested that Reclamation prepare report on facts and issues pertinent
to Rio Grande Project operations during January and February of 1996 In preparing this
document Reclamation has reviewed operational events district water management records and
other pertinent data Reclamations intent is to summarize factual information for use and
consideration by interested entities Should the reader have questions or require additional
information please contact Reclamations El Paso Field Division at 915-534-6301 or the
Albuquerque Area Office at 505-248-5357
BACKGROUND
The final 1995 March through July runoff forecast received for the Rio Grande Project
was 182% of 30-year average or 1250000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at Otowi
bridge and 200% of 30-year average for the Rio Grande at San Marcial The heavy
snowpack and subseqtent voluminous spring runoff resulted in more than 103000 acrefeet
of Rio Grande water being locked in storage at Abiquiu Reservoir in accordance with
the Flood Control Act of 1960 P.L 86-645 Based on the planned evacuation of the
flood control storage Reclamation reservoir operation plans for Elephant Butte and
Caballo Reservoirs projected that conservation storage at both reservoirs would be
exceeded by the end of February 1996 and excess water would have to be released from
Caballo Reservoir
During the September 14 1995 interagency meeting held in the International Boundary
and Water Commissionconference room there was discussion of the possibility of spill
from Rio Grande Project storage occurring in February of 1996
The Rio Grande Compact Commission issued resolution recommending that the Corps
of Engineers begin releases from Abiquiu Reservoir in November and continue until the
100000 acre-feet of flood control storage at Abiquiu was moved to Elephant Butte and
Caballo Under this operation Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoir forecast operation
plans still indicated release of excess water but in quantity less than previously
estimated
The EPCWID initially requested their project water supply order to start January
1996 but then delayed their request to January 12 The requested water was reported by
EPCWID1 to be used to prepare their irrigation system and begin irrigation of early
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crops which included winter wheat pecans and vegetables and to improve water quality of
return flow water in order to make deliveries to the City of El Paso water treatment
plants The EBID requested their first project water supply order to start January 30
1996 for similar early crop irrigation
The stream runoff forecast in January of 1996 indicated dismal snowpack and March
through July runoff for the Rio Grande Project The January forecast indicated 36% of
30-year average runoff or 245000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at Otowi bridge and 20%
of 30-year average or 101000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at San Marcial The
February forecast was 39% of 30-year average or 270000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande
at Otowi bridge and 24% of 30-year average or 120000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at
San Marcial The March forecast remained unchanged from the February forecast The
April forecast was 34% of 30-year average or 230000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at
Otowi bridge and 17% of 30-year average or 85000 acre-feet for the Rio Grande at San
Marcial
The Colorado State Engineer by letter dated December 1995 to Reclamations Area
Manager expressed concern about the operation of the Rio Grande Project He inferred
that the only reason EPCWID1 forecast January releases was to prevent spill of Project
water in February of 1996 Reclamation stated in reply letter that it was not uncommon
for the irrigation districts to order water in January
The Colorado State Engineer in second letter dated January 11 1996 stated that
Article VIII of the Rio Grande Compact defines irrigation releases as beginning in March
and that the practice of starting irrigation releases in January or February was
fundamental change in the historical operation of the Rio Grande Project He further
stated that the proposed releases in January and February would deprive Colorado and
New Mexico of the benefits of spill of usable water and the benefits of debt reduction
under Article VI of the Rio Grande Compact request was submitted that no releases
should be allowed in January and February of 1996 Reclamation responded that the
releases were for district irrigation of early winter crops Further Reclamation stated that
there were no restrictions within the Rio Grande Project authorizing legislation or existing
district contracts which either prohibit winter irrigation releases or specify irrigation
season dates
The Colorado State Engineer in third letter dated February 16 1996 stated that it was
apparent that water had been wasted and requested the records from EPCWID1 to
determine these amounts Reclamations records were provided although at the time
EPCWID1 had not provided their farm irrigation delivery records Reclamation also
provided computer runs for hypothetical operations of Elephant Butte and Caballo
Reservoirs These estimates of adjusted releases from Project storage assumed later
release from Caballo and estimated the amount of water that could be placed back into
reservoir storage from January 12 through February and thus could be used by the
Compact Commission to adjust their accounting of project storage as they deem
appropriate This constituted only one several alternatives and not Reclamation position
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as to estimated waste or determination of spill or no spill
Reclamation made additional efforts and finally acquired district irrigation records These
records were reviewed and summarized and provided to the Rio Grande Compact
Commission copy of this summary is included as Attachment
Summary of Events
EPCWID1 issued notice that releases for irrigation would begin on January 1996
to make deliveries to the City of El Paso Public Service Board water treatment plant
Reclamations Area Manager and El Paso Field Division staff met with EPCWIID1 officials on
January 12 1996 to reaffirm that the district needed the release of water
EPCWID1 changed their start date to January 12 1996 with request for releases from
Caballo Reservoir at rate of 300 cfs The purpose of releases was stated by the district to
improve quality of return flow water in order to make deliveries to the City of El Paso Texas
water treatment plants and to make irrigation deliveries to newly germinated crops
First release of allotment water for EPCWID1 from Caballo Reservoir started on January 12
1996 First irrigation deliveries using allotment water started January 18 1996 with diversions
into the Franidin and Riverside Canals
Reclamations Area Manager and El Paso Field Division staff met with EPCWID1 officials on
January 22 1996 to reaffirm that the district needed the release of water
First release of allotment water for EBID and the start of their irrigation season occurred on
January 30 1996
Steve Vandiver Engineer Advisor for Colorado and Dwayne Hilton Engineering Consultant
for Southern Colorado irrigators toured the Rio Irande Project from January 31 to February
1996 They also visited EPCWID1 on February and met with Edd Fifer
EBID cuts back their water order on February 1996 to 150 cfs due to low demand for
water
Reclamation staff field checked district operations on February and took water quality
samples Garry Rowe and David Allen from the Albuquerque and El Paso Reclamation offices
visited Edd Fifer to discuss district water operation procedures on February 1996
10 EPCWID1 cut their releases from Caballo completely on February 1996 because of low
demand and no requirement for delivery to the City developed during this period They continued
to divert and irrigate with return flows
11 EBID increased their order to 650 cfs on February 13 1996 and has since continued with
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normal irrigation schedule
12 EPCWID1 ordered water again on February 22 1996 and has since continued with
normal irrigation schedule
13 Mexico in coordination with the International Boundary and Water Commission began their
irrigation season on March 15 1996 with diversions at Acequia Madre
Deliveries to EPCWID1 lands indicate low efficiency of less that 20% of diverted water
reaching the farm head gates for January and early February prior to the EPCWID1 cut back on
February 1996 Even though releases from Caballo for EPCWID1 were at rate just
sufficient to improve water quality the total water that was reaching their system was increased
due to drain return flow waste from EBID and water being pumped into the river by the City of
El Paso from highway dewatering project All water reaching the bed of the Rio Grande is
Project water and is used to make the allotment deliveries to project water users as per Rio
Grande Project water accounting procedures All of the water in the river was diverted into the
irrigation system and most of it was passing through the system and back to the river
Summary
Reclamation considers early releases from Project storage for the irrigation of winter crops to be
appropriate when the water is used beneficially for project purposes Based on the existing
contracts Reclamation considers the districts operational records to be public information and
they will be made available upon request Reclamation will continue to provide appropriate
information to the Rio Grande Compact Commission as requested Given the available
information spill determinations and other such interstate compact matters will have to be
decided by the Rio Grande Compact Commission
The irrigated acreage summary developed by Reclamation and based on records received from
EPCWID1 shows that between January 12 andFebruary 1996 14297 acre-feet were
recorded as being diverted into the irrigation system During this same period 2480.57 acre-feet
were delivered to the farm turnouts
Reclamation is working with EPCWID1 and EBID to identify additional operation parameters
for water scheduling study is in progress to evaluate water quality requirements for cropping
patterns and soil conditions in the district This data will provide information to be used for
economic crop production and improvement of soil and water quality Reclamation will also
continue to work with the irrigation districts in water planning and scheduling to ensure future
effective delivery and beneficial use Reclamation recommends that Annual Operation Procedures
be prepared for the Rio Grande Project by the districts and Reclamation and distributed to
interested entities including the Rio Grande Compact Commission This will assist in clear
communication and understanding of operating procedures with Project water users
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List of Attachments
Reclamation summaly of irrigation water deliveries to farm turnout furnished by EPCWID
Summary of Januaiy and Februaty water orders and deliveries to district headings dated
6/14/96
Letter from EPCWID1 summarizing Januaiy operations
Letters from Colorado State engineer dated December 71995 January 11 and February 16
1996 expressing concerns over district irrigation operations
Letter dated February 28 1996 from New Mexico State engineer expressing concerns over
district irrigation operations
Faxed responses dated March 25 and April 12 1996 from Albuquerque Area manager to Rio
Grande Compact Commissioners which included hypothetical computer runs of various
operational scenarios
Reclamation Reservoir operations Actual Historical Data
Table of conductivity readings taken at various stations on the Rio Grañde on February
1996
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MAR 3 l l999
RESOLUTION ‘ Ex- OF MMI DIVISION OF WATER
RIO G E COMPACT CO SSION RESOURCES Do
REGARDING STATE OF
THE NEED FOR CAREFUL EVALUATION OF THE
WATER SUPPLY AND SOCIOECONOMIC IlVIPACTS
OF ANY DESIGNATION OF CRITICAL HABITAT FOR THE
RIO GRANDE SILVERY MINNOW
March 25, 1999
Santa Fe, New Mexico
WHEREAS, the 1906 Treaty between the United States and Mexico apportioned 60,000 acrefeet per year of the waters of the Rio Grande above Ft. Quitman, Texas, to Mexico; and
WHEREAS, the Rio Grande Compact was approved by the States of Colorado, New Mexico,
Texas, and the United States Congress in the 19305 to apportion the remaining waters of the Rio
Grande above Ft. Quitman, Texas, between the three states; and
WHEREAS, the Rio Grande Compact as a requirement of state and federal law requires New
Mexico to deliver to Elephant Butte Dam a variable amount of the in_ows to New Mexico
leaving a variable amount of the waters of the Rio Grande for use in New Mexico from the New
Mexico state line with Colorado to Elephant Butte Reservoir; and
WHEREAS, New Mexico’s compliance with its delivery obligations under the Rio Grande
Compact is necessary to meet the United States treaty obligation to Mexico and provide the
majority of water supply for Southern New Mexicans and Texans living along the Rio Grande
downstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir and above Ft. Quitman, Texas; and
WHEREAS, over half of New Mexico’s population is located within the Rio Grande basin and
depends on New Mexico’s allocation of Rio Grande water under the Rio Grande compact; and
WHEREAS, all Rio Grande water allocated to New Mexico both upstream and downstream from
Elephant Butte Reservoir is fully appropriated under New Mexico state law; and
WHEREAS, the history of water deliveries by New Mexico to Elephant Butte Reservoir shows
that operation and maintenance of water salvage and conveyance facilities in the Middle Rio
Grande Valley and maintenance of the channel of the Rio Grande are important to New Mexico’s
compliance with its Rio Grande Compact delivery obligations; and
WHEREAS, the designation of critical habitat for the Rio Grande silvery minnow may affect the
maintenance of the channel of the Rio Grande and the continued operations and maintenance of
CO - 01 5027
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water conveyance and water salvage facilities and therefore may directly impact delivery of water
to Elephant Butte Reservoir; and 3
WHEREAS, the protection of the health and safety of the people who live in the Rio Grande
basin require that the channel of the Rio Grande be maintained to avoid or reduce the adverse
impacts from _oods; and
WHEREAS; the imposition of restrictions on the maintenance of the channel of the Rio Grande
may interfere with _ood control and other water management programs; and
WHEREAS, the designation of critical habitat for the Rio Grande Silvery minnow may affect
existing and _iture uses of water within the Rio Grande basin; and
WHEREAS, the imposition of restrictions on existing and future uses of water in the Rio Grande
basin has the potential, if actions are undertaken without adequate understanding of associated
impacts or due concern to compliance with law, to con_ict with the requirements of existing state
and federal laws regarding the allocation and use of the waters of the Rio Grande; and
WHEREAS, the imposition of restrictions on existing and future uses of water in the Rio Grande
basin may cause a number of environmental, sociological, cultural, and economic impacts which
are signi_cant at the individual and cumulative level, and which extend beyond the geographic
boundaries of the Rio Grande basin.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Rio Grande Compact Commission judges 3
any designation of critical habitat for the Rio Grande silvery minnow by the United States Fish
and Wildlife Service to be a major federal action with potentially signi_cant impacts on the natural
and human environment; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service is requested to consider
in any designation of critical habitat for the Rio Grande silvery minnow the impact on water
supply for New Mexico, Texas, and Mexico and the socio-economic impact of water supply
impacts; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Rio Grande Compact Commission directs its Engineer
and Legal Advisers to closely monitor endangered species issues that have the potential to
increase water depictions and reduce conveyance efficiencies; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any designation of critical habitat must be based on materials
and information collected in the course of the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement;
must _Jlly consider and avoid or otherwise mitigate potential adverse environmental, sociological,
cultural, and economic impacts which would result from such restrictions on existing and future
CO - 01 5028

uses of water or the maintenance of the channel of the Rio Grande and associated water salvage
and conveyance facilities; must comply with state and federal laws regarding the allocation and
use of the waters of the Rio Grande; and must not impact the Rio Grande Compact.
Ka/V;
Harold D. Simpsoh, Commissioner for Colorado
’/
Joe G. Hanson, Commissioner for Texas
may K’mm
Thomas C. Tumey, Comm'g_ioner for New Mexico
CO - 015029
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MEMORANDUM
OF
UNDERSTANDING
between the
RIO
GRANDE
COMPACT
COMMISSION
and the
UNITED
STATES
BUREAU
OF
RECLAMATION
To formally describe the duties, roles and responsibilities of each agency in the water
accounting, reporting and documentation of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin above
Fort Quitman, Texas, in accordance with the Rio Grande Compact.
1.0
RECITALS AND PURPOSE
WHEREAS, the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas are signatory States to the
Rio Grande Compact (the Compact) with an effective date of May 31, 1939; and
WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States gave consent to the Compact with the
passage of PL 76-96; and
WHEREAS, the President of the United States approved the Compact on May 31, 1939;
and
WHEREAS, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) owns and/or operates several
project works in the Rio Grande Basin including Platoro Reservoir of the San Luis Valley
Project on the Conejos River, the Closed Basin portion of the San Luis Valley Project on
the Rio Grande, Azotea Tunnel and Heron Reservoir of the San Juan-Chama Project on
the Rio Chama, E1 Vado Reservoir of the Middle Rio Grande Project on the Rio Chama,
and Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs of the Rio Grande Project on the Rio Grande;
and
WHEREAS, PL 87-483, which authorized the initial stage of the San Juan-Chama
Project, required the development of the details of San Juan-Chama Project operation
essential to the accounting of diverted San Juan and Rio Grande flows; and
WHEREAS, all works constructed and/or operated by Reclamation in the Rio Grande
Basin are required to be operated at all times in conformance with the Compact; and
WHEREAS, strict and accurate water accounting of both native Rio Grande water and all
transmountain diversions is necessary to ensure that all Reclamation project works are
operated in conformance with the Compact; and
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WHEREAS, such accounting procedures were developed by Reclamation, the Rio
Grande Compact Commission (the Commission), the signatory States and other affected
parties and agencies and approved by the Assistant Secretary of Interior on March 8,
1963, and published that same year by Reclamation in the report entitled "Accounting of
Water San Juan-Chama Project, Colorado-New Mexico"; and
WHEREAS, the accounting procedures were further refined in Reclamation's report of
March 18, 1974, entitled "San Juan-Chama Project, Colorado-New Mexico Water
Accounting and Operational Plan, Rio Grande Basin," and formally transmitted to the
Commission by Reclamation's Regional Director by letter of March 19, 1974; and
WHEREAS, such accounting procedures were successfully implemented and performed
by Reclamation and the signatory States for many years; and
WHEREAS, numerous modifications to the accounting procedures have been authorized
by the Commission and implemented by Reclamation since 1974, and
WHEREAS, there is currently no organized documentation of these accounting
modifications nor is there a comprehensive documented description of the current
accounting procedures used by Reclamation.
NOW, THEREFORE, the purpose of this agreement is to clarify and formally articulate
the details of the duties, roles and responsibilities of each party for the water accounting,
reporting, and documentation of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman,
Texas, in accordance with the Compact.
2.0
Pertinent Data
2.1
Definitions
The following definitions provide clarification on the data and procedures used for
Compact accounting.
Raw Data: Raw data are the description, measurement, and quantification of water
volumes and fluxes. Table 1 contains a list of raw data required for current Compact
accounting. Examples of raw data include stream flow gage readings, pan evaporation
measurements, precipitation gage readings, reservoir elevations, etc.
Accounting Data: Accounting data is information describing and quantifying the
delivery, use, movement, transfer, and storage of water within the Rio Grande Basin.
Examples of accounting data include deliveries of San Juan-Chama (SJC) water from
Heron Reservoir to a downstream storage pool, deliveries by Colorado to New Mexico at
the Colorado-New Mexico state line, and deliveries by New Mexico to Texas at Elephant
Butte Reservoir. Most accounting data are usually calculated values derived from an

approved method.
Calculated Values: Calculated values are numerical results of approved accounting
methods. Examples of calculated values include, but are not limited to, tributary inflow
above Heron Reservoir, demand for the permanent San Juan-Chama recreation pool at
Cochiti Reservoir, the amount of San Juan-Chama water required at Otowi gage to offset
the effects of storage at Nambe Falls Reservoir, the Conejos Index Supply, the Otowi
Index Supply, and the Elephant Butte Effective Supply.
.Approved Method: An approved method is a method of performing a calculation or
accounting procedure formally.approved by the Commission. The adjustment of New
Mexico's and Colorado's Compact Credit water stored in Elephant Butte Reservoir for
loss due to evaporation is an example of an approved method.
Constant Value: A constant value is a value used in a calculation defined by an approved
method. The constant value typically represents a portion of a physical system or reflects
a value used in an accounting calculation defined by an approved method. An example of
a constant value is the 2.0 percent loss factor currently used to describe losses in San
Juan-Chama water transported from Heron Reservoir to the Otowi Index gage. The
Commission must approve constant values prior to their use in an approved method.
2.2 Raw Data Sources and Responsible Collecting Agency
Compact accounting of native Rio Grande water and San Juan-Chama Project and other
transmountain diversions incorporates raw data from a number of different sources. This
section describes the types, sources, and the agency responsible for collecting and
providing the raw data required for Compact accounting. A number of state, federal and
local agencies that are not party to this agreement are responsible for collecting and
providing raw data used in Compact accounting. This agreement does not in any way
address how such raw data is collected, reviewed, maintained or made available for
Compact accounting by other agencies not party to this agreement, except to note that the
U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), acting as Secretary to the Commission per the Rules
and Regulations for Administration of the Rio Grande Compact as amended February 22,
1948, is responsible for preparing a summary of the raw data needed to perform the
Compact accounting.
Table 1 attached,to this Memorandum of Understanding provides a listing of all raw data
required for Compact accounting and the agency that is responsible for its collection.

Roles and Responsibilities
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
The roles and responsibilities of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation as related to
Compact accounting and the Commission are to:
• Collect, compile and provide various data required for Compact accounting as
indicated in Table 1.
• Prepare the annual water accounting report to the Engineer Advisers to the
Commission that provides details on water accounting for the San Juan-Chama
Project, the San Luis Valley Project, and information on the Upper Rio Grande
Water Operations Model (URGWOM) and other related water accounting matters.
This report will be submitted to the Engineer Advisers as a draft for review and
comment no later than three weeks prior to each February's regularly scheduled
meeting of the Engineer Advisers.
• Meet with the Engineer Advisers at their annual meeting to resolve any questions
regarding the accounting and assist the Engineer Advisers to prepare the annual
Compact accounting for Commission approval.
• Disseminate to the Commission and all interested parties, on a monthly basis,
provisional San Luis Valley Project and San Juan-Chama Project water
accounting data throughout the year.
3.2 Engineer Advisers/Rio Grande Compact Commission
The Engineer Advisers to the Commission, as representatives of their respective States,
are responsible for collecting and providing various data as indicated in Table !. As a
collective body, the Engineer Advisers are responsible for reviewing and preparing the
annual Compact accounting for Commission approval. This includes review of both the
annual water accounting report produced by Reclamation and the draft compilation of
Compact accounting prepared by the USGS. The Compact accounting is then presented
to the Commission for formal approval as part of the annual report of the Engineer
Advisers. Upon approval, the accounting is then published in the annual report of the
Commission to the Governors of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.
4.0
Communications and Coordination
4.1
Protocols
Reclamation and the States will review the adequacy of the processes for water
accounting information exchange and the sufficiency of the information exchanged, on a
regular basis, but not less than annually. This review will evaluate the amount and
frequency of information provided by each entity, with the goal of adjusting information
exchange to meet the needs of all parties. Agreed-upon outcomes of the reviews will be

documented in writing. All raw data and water accounting data required for Compact
accounting that is collected or produced by any of the signatories to this agreement will
be made available to the other signatories upon written or verbal request.
Reclamation and the States will work on establishing more face-to-face and/or phone
communications in between the regularly scheduled yearly Engineer Advisers and
Commission meetings. The goal of such communications is to address questions and
concerns on a more frequent basis.
4.2 Water Accounting Documentation Report
Reclamation and the States will cooperatively conduct a Compact water accounting
documentation project during the 2002 calendar year. This project will concurrently
review and document the basis for both native Rio Grande and San Juan-Chama Project
water accounting, and will thoroughly detail and describe all the accounting data,
calculated values and constant values, and approved methods that are involved in the
water accounting. The goal of the project will be to present a comprehensive final report
to the Commission at its annual 2003 meeting. The report will include a section on
quality assurance/quality control protocols for all future Compact water accounting.
Reclamation and the States will ensure that all agreed-upon actions related to water
accounting are documented. Such documentation will be specific for water accounting
for the Compact. All parties will agree to water accounting documentation before
finalization.
5.0 Protocols for Implementing Future Changes to Approved Methods
The details of the approved methods for water accounting may require adjustments
predicated upon changing conditions, changes in project plans, operations and water
usage, and improvement in engineering and hydrologic knowledge and data. When the
necessity of such an adjustment to an approved method is identified, Reclamation and the
Commission will investigate and study the technical basis for the adjustment. A report or
technical memorandum detailing the adjustment will be prepared by the agency proposing
the adjustment and submitted to the Engineer Advisers to the Commission prior to the
annual meeting of the Advisers in February. The Engineer Advisers will review the
adjustment, and, if deemed appropriate, shall recommend approval of the adjustment by
the Commission. No accounting adjustments will be implemented without the priorapproval of the Commission.
Review of Compact water accounting procedures will be performed both informally and
formally. Reclamation and the signatory States will meet every five years from the date
of Commission approval of this Memorandum of Understanding to formally review all
Compact accounting procedures and will document the results of this review. This
Memorandum of Understanding will be revised as necessary at those times.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this instrument to be duly executed.
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
Hal D. Simpson v'5
Commissioner for Colorado
Date: March 21, 2002
Thomas C. Turney
Commissioner for New Mexico
Date:
March
21,
2002
O. Hanson
Commissioner for Texas
Date:
March
21,
2002
U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
.....
Ken Maxey
Area Manager, Albuquerque Area Office
Date: March 21, 2002

RESOLUTION
OF THE
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
REGARDING
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPROPRIATE METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING
THE ANNUAL ALLOCATION OF USABLE WATER IN RIO GRANDE PROJECT STORAGE
March 21, 2002
Santa Fe, New Mexico
WHEREAS, the states of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas entered into the Rio Grande Compact,
signed in 1938, regarding the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas; and
WHEREAS, Article VI of the Rio Grande Compact provides for annual computation of all credits and
debits of Colorado and New Mexico; and
WHEREAS, the Rio Grande Compact obligates New Mexico to deliver water to Elephant Butte Reservoir
for use by the Rio Grande Project according to an in_ow-out_ow schedule based on the Otowi Index
Supply; and
WHEREAS, the waters of the Rio Grande Project are used to meet the United States treaty obligation to
the Republic of Mexico and provide a water supply for Southern New Mexico and Texas downstream of
Elephant Butte Reservoir and above Ft. Quitman, Texas; and
WHEREAS, Reclamation determines the annual allocation for Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID)
and El Paso Water Improvement District No. 1 (EP No.1); and
WHEREAS, Reclamation’s current procedure for determining the annual allocation for EBID and EP No.
1 does not include all parameters necessary to accurately determine projected reservoir storage; and
WHEREAS, the dissemination of inaccurate allotments causes unnecessary hardships to the water users
of Southern New Mexico and Texas along the Rio Grande downstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir and
above Ft. Quitman, Texas.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Rio Grande Compact Commission hereby requests
that the Bureau of Reclamation work cooperatively with the Engineer Advisers to develop procedures for
determining the annual allotments of water supply in accordance with the Rio Grande Compact.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Rio Grande Compact Commission transmit
copies of this resolution to the Commissioner, Regional Director, and Albuquerque Area Office Manager
of Reclamation.
#Jz; ,£_
U
Hal D. Simpson
Commissioner for Colorado
7W z ,, «7
Thomas C. Turney ,
Commissioner for New Mexico
; A _/
i
0e G. Hanson
Commissioner for Texas
CO - 01 4987
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Treers - Reply to Phill King's questions on the allocation procedure
Page 1
From:
Filiberto Cortez
To:
Chris Rich; Gwen Easterday; Mary Cook
Date:
4/12/02 4:20PM
Subject:
Reply to Phill King's questions on the allocation procedure
I intend to forward the attached to Dr. King in responce to his latest e-mail on the allocation process.
Please give me your comments.
Thank you
Bert
CC:
Jesus Grajeda; Wayne Treers
We have to start with the main premise that under the 1906 Convention with Mexico,
during a severe drought the deliveries to Mexico and U.S. lands will be diminished in the
same proportions. Therefore in determining an allocation procedure it was necessary to
define a full allocation to U.S. lands. This was determined to be 3.024 1 ac-ft/ac, based on
the deliveries made from 1946 to 1950. During this time period the Project was fully
developed and the U.S. irrigators were calling for the water they needed to make a crop.
The average yearly release during this period was 741,545 acre-feet.
This delivery to lands was then determined to be a full allocation and was linked to the
60.000 Ac-ft allocation to Mexico.
We next needed to determine what release from Rio Grande Project storage needed to be
made to meet this delivery to U.S. lands and to Mexico. Statistical analysis of operation
during 1951 to 1978 determined that to make a full allocation delivery required a release
of 763.842ac-ft from storage. Fortunately this is less than 790,000 ac-ft.
As you know the 790,000 is not an allocation but it is the accounting number used in the
Rio Grande Compact water credit and debit calculations. It is a normal or average release
for the Rio Grande Project under the compact accounting procedures used to calculate
water delivery credits and debit for the three Compact states, not a required release or an
allocation.
Prior to the transfer of the operation and maintenance of the Project to the districts,
Reclamation released from storage the amount of water required to irrigate the authorized
lands under cultivation. Under a less than full allocation, delivery efficiencies resulting
from physical and climate conditions existing at that time were used to determine how
much water could be delivered to !ll the authorized acreage on an acre-foot per acre with
the water available for release. Mexico's allocation is directly linked to the delivery to
U.S. lands and was also calculated using the efficiencies used to calculate the delivery
that could be made to the rest of the Project lands.
Because the irrigation districts wanted to have control of the water for deliveries to lands
within their respective areas they wanted to be able to take control of the water at the
river headings. D-2 was developed to calculate the amount of water that was needed at
the main canal headings to make the 3.024 1 ac-ft/acre deliveries to the lands.
Thus, the 790,000 acre-foot number from the Rio Grande Compact is not used in the
allocation process and should not be used to extrapolate the delivery that could be made
if 790,000 acre-feet were to be released from storage. The requirement is to use the water
released as efficiently as possible to make the delivery to Project lands in the United
States and to the Acequia Madre Heading at the International Dam for Mexico. The
physical and climate parameters that effect the delivery efficiencies change continuously.
Some years it may require a release of more than 763,842 acre-feet to deliver the
allocation to each district and Mexico and some years it may take less.
We realized this when the operating agreement was drafted back in the early 1980's and
we built into the agreement language which allowed us to re-evaluate curve D-2
periodically in order to take these parameter changes into account. It maybe time to recalculate curve D-2 and determine what allocation at the canal headings can be made
with the release of 763,842 acre-feet.
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STATE’S OF COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO REQUESTED AGENDA FOR RIO
GRANDE PROJECT OPERATION MEETING IN EL PASO
AUGUST 16^”, 2002
Requested Presentations by USBR staff:
1. Describe the current operations of the project and anticipated operations thni the
irrigation season
2. Describe projected Rio Grande project storage at the end of irrigation season, probable
winter fill estimates, and resulting possible project allocations for 2003.
3. Explain how, and how much, water reaches Hudspeth County through the three primary
sources (Tomillo canal, Tomillo drain, and Hudspeth feeder)
4. Describe monitoring data (sources) available of flows into and out of Hudspeth and
whether/how USBR uses that information in Rio Grande project operations
5. Explanation how flows out of the two districts are managed.(which two? EP No. I and
Hudspeth or EBID and EP No. 1?)
6. Describe USBR attempts, if any, to manage flows that arrive at Hudspeth County Line
7. How are orders processed by USBR and describe the analysis that occurs in order for the
USBR to calculate the reservoir release needed to meet the orders.
8. Explain how the amount of usable Project Storage is calculated and how the allocation to
the Districts is made throughout the irrigation season.
9. Explain calculation of evaporation of different pools in Elephant Butte Reservoir? Not
sure what you are trying to get at here? How evap is taken into account in calculating
usable water or determining when Article VII went into affect?
10. Describe the USSR’s position regarding the impacts of current Rio Grande project
operations on New Mexico and Colorado '
US0212529

United States Department of the Interior by}; M "‘4 i/ .,
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WTR-4.10
Mr. William A. Paddock
Attorney at Law
1700 Lincoln St., Suite 3900
Denver, CO 80203-4539
SUBJECT: Bureau of Reclamation’s Rio Grande Project Water Supply and Allocation
Process (Your Letter dated February 14, 2002)
Dear Mr. Paddock:
Thank you for your letter dated February 14, 2002 concerning questions about the
Bureau of Reclamation’s (Reclamation’s) Rio Grande Project water supply and
allocation process. We apologize for the tardiness of this response to your letter.
We would like to take this opportunity to elaborate upon the reference in your letter to a
“normal release from Project storage.” The Rio Grande Compact does not formally
define a normal release from Project storage, as evidenced by definitions contained in
Article I. However, there is a minor reference to 790,000 acre-feet (AF) being released
from Project storage in the same proportion to actual releases to determine the time of a
hypothetical spill from Project storage. Article VII mentions actual releases aggregating
more than an average of 790,000 AF since the last spill from Project storage for which
an adjustment to the minimum stage of Project storage occurs in determining when the
400,000 AF of usable water in Project storage is reached. Article VIII mentions a normal
release of 790,000 AF may be made from Project storage when the Commissioner for
Texas calls for release of post-1929 upstream reservoirs storage up to the amount of
accrued debits by New Mexico, and likewise the Commissioner of New Mexico calls for
release of post-1929 upstream reservoirs storage up to the amount of accrued debits by
Colorado.
Finally, contained within the Rio Grande Compact accounting procedures is a
worksheet entitled “Release and Spill from Project Storage." At the lower right hand side
of the sheet is a calculation entitled “Accrued Departure from Normal Release," of which
Item P3 is entitled “Normal Release for Year” and begins the accounting procedure with
a credit of 790,000 AF. The _nal calculation is the accrued departure from a normal
A Century of Water for the West
1902 - 2002
“Wmmua
Km_ co - 001429
w"
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yearly release from Project storage of 790,000 AF since the last spill from Project
storage. Reclamation interprets this accrued departure from normal release as a
measure of how the Rio Grande Project is complying with its obligation to meet yearly
demand from the water users of the Rio Grande Project and at the same time comply
with the Rio Grande Compact intent to recognize a yearly average of 790,000 AF
release from Project storage to satisfy water users within the “Texas portion” of the
Compact.
ln mathematical principles, norms! and average simply are de_ned as the sum of a
number of items divided by the number of items. Reciamation applies the same
mathematical principie to the “average or normai” ?90,000 AF release from Project
storage. in some years, irrigation demand (due to dry conditions, less precipitation, and
greater crop demand) wilt dictate a release from Project storage greater than 790,000
AF. Other years, irrigation demand will dictate a release from Project storage less than
790,000 AF. However, by summing those yearly releases from Project storage, since
the last Rio Grande Compact spill, and dividing by the number of years since the last
spill, we can arrive at the average yeariy release from Project storage. if you subtract
that average yearly release from the normal yearly reiease of 790,000 AF, you will
determine the accrued departure from a normal release. A negative number simply
means that it is a debit (the average release since the last spill is greater than 790,000
AF). Conversely, a positive number is a credit (the average release since the last spill is
less than 790,000 AF). Reclamation believes as long as the accrued departure from a
normal release from Project storage since the last spill is at zero or an accrued
departure credit, than it is meeting the obligations and intents of both the Rio Grande
Compact and the Rio Grande Project. A good example of this is the action that
Reclamation took to reduce the accrued departure from a normal release in early 1999,
when it became apparent that the three years following the spill of 1995 resulted in an
accrued departure from a normal release of 15,400 AF debit. Since the end of 1998, we
now have an accrued departure from a normal release of 77,900 AF credit (per the _nal
accounting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission for the year ending 2001).
To further sUpport our interpretation of an average yearly release of 790,000 AF from
Project storage and compliance under the Rio Grande Compact and Rio Grande
Project, we quote from Mr. Raymond Hill’s testimony and report entitled “Development
of the Rio Grande Compact of 1938,” dated October 8, 1968. Concerning the
negotiation and discussion between the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas to
determine the average yearly release from Rio Grande Compact Project storage, Mr.
Hill stated: “It is apparent from the foregoing that the Rio Grande Compact
Commissioners, at the time of executing the Rio Grande Compact of 1938, anticipated
that compliance by Colorado with the schedules of deliveries set forth in Articie iii of that
Compact and compliance by New Mexico with the scheduies set forth in Article A! would
resuit in enough water entering Eiephant Butte Reservoir to sustain an average normal
release of ?90,000 AF per year from Project storage for use on iands in New Mexico
downstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir and on lands in Texas and also to comply with
the obligations of the Treaty of 1906 for deliveries of water to Mexico. it is also clear that
the restrictive provisions quoted above were designed to protect Colorado and New
CD - 001 430
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Mexico from the adverse effects of releases from Project storage at any greater average
annual rate.”
Concerning your questions about Reclamation’s Rio Grande Project allocation process
and water supply. we offer the following response. Reoiamation’s allocation procedure
for the water supply of the Rio Grande Project determines yearly allotments to the Rio
Grands Project water users canal headings on the Rio Grands (which are downstream
of Cabailo Dam), rather than the Caballo Dam yearly release. The water users of the
Rio Grande Project are: Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) in southern New
Mexico; El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 (EP#1) in far west Texas;
and Mexico (through the U. 8. International Boundary & Water Commission (lBWC)).
These allotments, at the water users canal headings, not only include releases from Rio
Grande Project storage, but also include any rainfall runoff from tributaries to the Rio
Grande (downstream of Cabalio Dam), return flows from agricultural drains of the Rio
Grande Project irrigated lands, and any operational wastes and spills from the Rio
Grande Project irrigation distribution systems.
These annual allotments are determined based on the historical relationship of
deliveries of the Rio Grande Project water supply to the U. S. irrigation districts (EBID
and EP#1) canal headings & authorized U. S. irrigated lands versus deliveries to
Mexico’s canal heading near El Paso, TX. Beginning December 13‘ of each year,
Reclamation begins the allocation process of the Rio Grande Project water supply for
the upcoming irrigation season. Reciamation’s initial ailocation during December of the
Rio Grande Project water supply includes existing Rio Grande Project reservoirs
storage (excluding Rio Grande Compact credit waters, non-Project storage such as San
Juan—Chama water, and reservoir evaporationllosses for the Rio Grands Project
reservoirs for an irrigation season), and a calculation using regression equations (which
utilize historical data from 1951-1978, and include rainfall runoff, return flows, and
operational spills of the Rio Grande Project irrigation distribution system) to determine
Mexico’s allotment and the U. S. irrigation districts allotments for an entire irrigation
season at their respective canal headings. Please see a cepy of the enclosed
document, which summarizes Reclamation‘s allocation procedure for the Rio Grande
Project for more details.
Therefore, the _gures mentioned in our letter dated January 18, 2002 to the U. 8. Army
Corps of Engineers (concerning Reclamation’s Rio Grande Project monthly reservoirs
plan) refer to our initial (first) allocation of the Rio Grands Project water supply for the
2002 irrigation season which was transmitted to both U. S. irrigation districts and to
Mexico (through the lBWC) on December 17, 2001. The initial allocation for the 2002
irrigation season is summarized as follows.
CO - 001431

RIO GRANDE PROJECT WATER SUPPLY
INITIAL ALLOCATION FOR THE 2002 IRRIGATION SEASON
Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) 392,?15 acre-feet (AF)
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 299,002 AF
Mexico 46 422 AF
Total Water Supply Allocation 738,139 AF
(20.79% reduction in full supply) *
* a fuli supply for an irrigation season for the Rio Grande Project water users is: EBlD —
494,9?9 AF; EP#1 - 376,862 AF; and Mexico —- 60,000 AF. The total full supply
allocation for the Rio Grande Project is 931,841 AF. To determine the reduction in a full
supply, calculate 1-(present allocationlfull supply allocation).
The final allocation was issued (which was full supply allotments to each water user) on
April 8, 2002 based on gains in storage of both reservoirs between Dec. 1, 2001 and
Mar. 31, 2002. Again, the Rio Grande Project allocation process allots a yearly water
supply to each of the water users at their respective canal headings, not just releases
from Caballo Dam.
If you have any other questions, please contact me at (915) 534-6301.
Sincerely,
re (a?
Filiberto Cortez
Manager, El Paso Field Division
Enclosure
CO - 001432
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RESOLUTION
OF
TI-IE
RIO
GRANDE
COMPACT
COMMISSION
CONCERNING
FEDERAL
AGENCY
OPERATIONS
OF
TI-IEIR
WATER-RELATED
FAC]LITES
ON
THE
RIO
GRANDE
AND
COMPACT
ACCOUNTING
March 25, 2004
Alamosa, Colorado
WHEREAS, the states of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas entered into the Rio Grande
Compact, signed in 1938, regarding the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman
Texas; and
.
WHEREAS, the Rio Gra~ide Compact was passed as Public Act No. 96 by the 76t~
Congress of the United States and approved by the President on May 31, 1939; and
WHEREAS, Article VI of the Rio Grande Compact provides for the computation of all
credits and debits of Coiorado and New Mexico for each calendar year; and
WHEREAS, Article XIII of the Rio Grande Compact provides for the Rio Grande
Compact Commission to review any provisions of the Compact which are not substantive
in nature and which do not affect the basic provisions upon which the Rio Grande
Compact is founded; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with Article XII of the Rio Grande Compact, annual reports
are compiled by the Rio Grande Compact Commission for each calendar year and â€¢
transmitted to the Governors of the signatory states; and
WHEREAS, such annual reports include Compact accounting sheets documenting the
compliance of each signatory state with the Compact; and
WHEREAS, from time to time given technological advances, non-substantive changes
have been made by the Engineer Advisers to the Compact accounting sheets; and
WHEREAS, the agencies of the United States 6perate numerous reservoirs and other
water-related facilities in the Rio Grande basin; and
WHEREAS, all such facilities are required to be operated in compliance with the Rio
Grande Compact; and
WHEREAS, changes to water operations at federal facilities may affect the accounting of
debits and credits and potentially cause harm to one or more of the signatory states; and
WHEREAS, the Engineer Advisers, as part of the Compact Accounting Documentation
Project, are reviewing and documenting current Compact accounting and reporting
practices.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Rio Grande Compact Commission
hereby requests those federal agencies that operate water-related facilities within the Rio
Grande basin to advise the Rio Grande Compact Commission prior to changing operation
of any of those facilities and when deemed necessary by the Rio Grande Compact
Commission, seek its unanimous consent for changes prior to implementation; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Rio Grande Compact Commission directs its
Engineer Advisers to evaluate the impact of such accounting and report back to the
Commission their findings; and
BE IT FURTHER RESi)EVED, that the Secretary of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission transmit copies of this resolution to the Secretary of the Interior; the
Commissioner, Regional Director, and Albuquerque Area Office Manager of the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamatidn; the New Mexico and Colorado District Chiefs of the U. S.
Geological Survey; and the Commander, Division Engineer, and Albuquerque District
Engineer of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Hal D. Simpson
Commissioner for Colorado
J/ot~ R. D'Antonio Jr
ZCommissioner for New Mexico

REPORT OF THE ENGINEER ADVISERS
TO THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSIONERS
March 4, 2005
COMPACT ACCOUNTING
The Engineer Advisers to the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners have reviewed the
streamfiow and reservoir storage records and other pertinent data and have determined the
scheduled and actual deliveries, and release of Usable Water during calendar year 2004. As
determined by the Engineer Advisers, scheduled and actual deliveries, release of Usable Water
for the year 2004, and balances as of January 1, 2005 are as follows:
(a)
Deliveries by Colorado at the Stateline:
I
Balance as of January 1, 2004
1,200 acre-feet
Scheduled delivery
221,800 acre-feet
I
Actual delivery at Lobatos plus 10,000 acre-feet
Accrued credits relinquishment to Project Storage
226,200 acre-feet
on March 31, 2004
1,200 acre-feet
I
Accrued credit January 1, 2005
4,400 acre-feet
(b) Deliveries by New Mexico at Elephant Butte Dam:
I
Balance as of January 1, 2004
Scheduled delivery
54,000 acre-feet
371,500 acre-feet
1
.Actual deivery..
Reduction of credit on account of evaporation
407,000 acre-feet
900 acre-feet
Accrued credits relinquishment to Project Storage
I
on March 1, 2004
Accrued credit January 1, 2005
53,000 acre-feet
35,600 acre-feet
(c)
Project Storage and Releases:
Accrued departure (credit) as of January 1, 2004
215,500 acre-feet
Actual release of Usable Water
400,500 acre-feet
s.
Nonnal.release-fqr year
.
. 790,000 acre-feet
Under Release in excess of 150,000 acre-feet
239,500 acre-feet
I
Accrued departure (credit) as of January 1, 2005
365,500 acre-feet
.
While there was some improvement to streamfiow due to above average precipitation in
I
2004 in parts of the basin in Colorado and New Mexico, streaniflows in general continued to be
substantially below normal due to ongoing drought. Usable Water in Project Storage remained
1•
I
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I
below 400,000 acre-feet for the entire year. Consequently, Article VII of the Compact was in
effect during the entire year.
1
The Engineers Advisers met in Santa Fe and Albuquerque from February 28 through
March 4 to prepare the 2004 Compact water accounting and to discuss continuing and new issues
I
in preparation for the 2005 annual meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission
(Commission). The Engineer Advisers requested and received the participation of the U.S.
I
Geological Survey (USGS), the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps), the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC), the
I
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) to discuss
.
in detail their specific water-related activities in the basin. Bill Ruth, the Federal Chairman of
I
the Commission attended the federal agency presentation portion of the meeting.
I
The New Mexico Engineer Adviser, as in 2003, declined to sign the 2004 Compact
accounting sheets because of a disagreement that arose during the fall of 2002 regarding the
I
monthly reduction of accrued credit water in storage in the Rio Grande Project. Although
accrued credit water evaporation has been calculated on a monthly basis since the early 1990's,
I
prior to that time evaporation calculations and credit and debit reductions for evaporation
occurred annually. New Mexico reports it became concerned in November 2002, upon learning
I
that Reclamation planned to change its 2003 Rio Grande Project operations from those
conducted in the 1940's, 1950's, 1960's, 1970's and 1980's due to the change in reporting on the
•....... 'Cdhj,ãct a&ountinglieets that began in 1990. The Engineer Advisers agreed that a resolution
of this issue may be reached after additional discussion and will explore this issue further in
1
2005.
I
New Mexico - Texas Relinquishment Agreement
In 2003 New Mexico offered and Texas accepted a relinquishment of a portion of New
I
Mexico 's accrued credits then held in Project Storage in Elephant Bptte Reservoir. On April 23,
2003 the two states reached agreement for New Mexico tO1elinquish to Texas a total of 217,500
I
acre-feet of accrued credits, with 122,500 acre-feet of that amount accepted at that time, and the
balance (up to 95,000 acre-feet if available) to be accepted on March 1, 2004.
I
Due to under-delivery and evaporation, the total relinquishment over the two years
actually totaled 175,500 acre-feet. The relinquishment allowed the storage of a like amount of
I
2
i

V
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I
water in post-1929 reservoirs in New Mexico upstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir over as
many years as necessary to capture it when the storage prohibition of Article VII is in effect.
I
A total of 146,143 acre-feet of relinquished water was stored in 2003 and 2004 (88,270
acre-feet in 2003; 57,873 acre-feet in 2004), leaving a balance of 29,357 acre-feet to be captured
I
in future years. At the end of 2004, 20,218 acre-feet of relinquished water remained in storage in
El Vado Reservoir and 253 acre-feet in Nichols Reservoir.
.
Colorado
Texas Relinquishment AEreement
I
Colorado began 2004 with 1,200 acre-feet of accrued credit. Native water was stored in
Platoro Reservoir, a post-Compact reservoir, when storage was prohibited under Article VII of
I
the Compact. This storage occurred during the period November 5, 2003 through March 24,
2004 while the release from the reservoir was reduced for normal winter operations. The
I
maximum release possible through the bypass valves under the reservoir head conditions at that
I
time is approximately eight cubic feet per second. The inflow to the reservoir exceeded this
release resulting in a gain of approximately 1,200 acre-feet before the gates were opened in
I
March. Colorado relinquished 1,150 acre-feet to Project Storage on March 31, 2004 making a
like amount of water in Platoro Reservoir available to meet irrigation demand on the Conejos
I
River. On the 2004 accounting sheets, this amount was rounded to 1,200 acre-feet.
CONTINUING ISSUES
This section of the report summarizes issues previously addressed by the Engineer
I
Advisers or the Commission. It reflects information obtained by the Engineer Advisers
subsequent to the 2004 Commission meeting including information obtained in the reports of
I
federal agencies at the 2005 Engineer Advisers meeting.
I
Compact Accounting Documentation Project
At the 2002 meeting of the Commission, the Commissioners and Recl amati on signed a
I
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that formally describes the duties, roles, and
responsibilities of each party in the accounting, reporting, and documentation of the waters of the
I
Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman, Texas, in accordance with the Compact. The MOU
provides that the Engineer Advisers and Reclamation will prepare a manual describing thç.
I
i

historic and current accounting procedures and that Reclamation and the Engineer Advisers will
formally review the accounting and reporting procedures for potential modifications and
enhancements every five years, or more frequently if necessary. The Engineer Advisers have
prepared a draft of the documentation manual and will continue to work in 2005 to refine the
manual as specific issues related to Compact accounting are addressed.
Closed Basin Prolect
The total production of the Closed Basin Project in 2004 was 14,340 acre-feet with
10,845 acre-feet of that amount being delivered to the Rio C3rande. All deliveries to the Rio
Grande met minimum water quality standards. Biofouling problems continue to plague the
production wells of the Closed Basin Project. Reclamation replaced six wells in 2004 that were
most affected by the iron bacteria and altered operational procedures to minimize bacterial
growth. The new well design and operations show promise to restore the production of the
project. Wells will continue to be replaced as budgetary constraints allow. The Closed Basin
operating committee continues to monitor groundwater levels and groundwater production and
adjust project operations pursuant to the enabling legislation.
URGWOM Accountin2 Model (Nambe Falls
The Commission approved a resolution in 2001 that provided approval for use by
ReclamatiOh of the Upper Rio Grande Water Operations Model (tJRGWOM) accounting module
for Rio Grande Compact accounting, subject to several conditions that the Engineer Advisers
found to be substantially fulfilled at their 2002 meeting. The URGWOM accounting model does
not include water accounting associated with Nambe Falls Reservoir and San Juan-Chama (SJC)
Project water return flows from the Pojoaque Valley Irrigation District (PVID); instead, prior to
2004, this accounting was performed separately using Reclamation's FORTRAN programs. The
Commission apDoved the Nambe Falls RIVERWAR.E model for use in Compact accounting at
the 2004 meeting, contingent upon Reclamation providing documentation of the model to the
ill
Engineer Advisers for review. Reclamation provided a partial draft model documentation report
at the 2005 meeting of the Engineer Advisers, and committed to completing the documentation
prior to the 2006 meeting. Reclamation plans to eventually merge the Nambe Falls
RIVERWARE model into URGWOM.
4

I
Uer Rio Grande Water Operations Accounting Module and Hydrologic Data-Base
The Corps presented the latest developments and updates to URGWOM. Signi fi cant
I
progress was made on developing and implementing new methods for modeling target flows in
the middle Rio Grande valley and linking the results of the New Mexico Interstate Stream
I
Commission's (NMISC) San Acacia reach surface water-groundwater model with URGWOM.
The San Acacia model simulates the interaction between the Rio Grande, the Low Flow
I
Conveyance Channel and other surface canals and drains and shallow groundwater in that reach.
I
At the 2004 meeting of the Engineer Advisers, Reclamation was requested to perform a
comprehensive evaluation of the method for incorporating model output into the reporting
I
spreadsheets. Reclamation reported that they are in the process of implementing a generalized
relational database management system (Hydrologic Database, or 11DB) for storing and using
I
hydrologic data, including the data used for performing Compact accounting. Water accounting
data output from URGWOM will eventually be ported directly into HDB using an automated
I
data loader and used for preparation of the annual Compact accounting reports.
Due to the fact that the RiVERWARE code continues to be refined, the Engineer
I
Advisers continue to request that the URGWOM team provide adequate documentation of any
changes and keep the Engineer Advisers completely informed as to all model developments and
I
updates in a timely manner.
I
Compliance by Federal Agencies with State Water Law and Re!ulations
The Commission approved resolutions in 2001 and 2002 that requested the Corps,
I
Reclamation and Service comply with state law by obtaining permits from the appropriate state
agencies for any water related actions that result in new or additional river depletions. Federal
I
agency representatives have acknowledged the need to comply with applicable state laws
regarding these projects.
I
New Mexico reports that the NMISC and Reclamation are collaborating to implement
several habitat improvement projects in the Albuquerque reach of the Rio Grande to conduct
I
NEPA on those projects. The NMISC has submitted the Environmental Assessment to the
Office of the State Engineer for review of depletions and determination as to whether the project
I
requires a permit or an offset of depletions. The U.S. Section of the IBWC, in its Canalization
I
Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), has recognized the need to secure water to offset
5
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I
depletions from its proposed habitat restoration projects. The Corps presentation indicated they
are in the planning stages of numerous habitat restoration projects within the Middle Rio Grande
I
and will comply with the requirement of no new net depletions. New Mexico reports that the
Corps has not yet submitted permit applications or met with the Office of the State Engineer on
I
these projects.
Water Resource Development Act Section 729 Comprehensive Plannin! Stud
The Corps and NMISC provided an update of the Section 729 water resources
I
investigation in the reach of the Rio Grande between San Acacia and Elephant Butte Reservoir to
characterize the interaction of surface water and shallow groundwater. The Corps reported work
I
under the study is nearly complete and that the Corps and NMISC are completing financial
I
accounting for the project. New Mexico reports that surface water stage and groundwater levels
as well as water quality have been measured at multiple sites during 2003 and throughout 2004 to
I
document the hydraulic interaction of surface water and groundwater, that New Mexico
anticipates continuing data collection in conjunction with the New Mexico Institute of Mining
I
and Technology and that New Mexico has developed a linked surface water/groundwater model
for the reach based, in part, on data collected from the Section 729 study.
I
Low Flow Conveyance Channel Desian Construction., Operation and Maintenance
I .
. ..
i
Reclamation again discussed ts proposed project to relocate the nver channel, and the
adjacent Low Flow Conveyance Channel (LFCC), to the west side of the valley floor
I
downstream from San Marcial. Reclamation indicated that the project is on hold due to lack of
funding. Environmental issues and the results of New Mexico's modeling of the reach will be
I
critical in determining whether the project should move forward.
The New Mexico Engineer Adviser reported on the NMISC's linked surface
I
water/groundwater model analysis of alternative LFCC operations using the MODBranch model
of the San Acacia reach. Results from the modeling indicate that the impact on New Mexico of
I
not fully operating the LFCC are on the order of an additional depletion of 15,000 to 20,000 acrefeet of water in an average river flow year. Further, the modeling indicated partial operation of
I
the LFCC may result in increased water depletion throu61iie reach when compared to no
operation of the LFCC. New Mexico indicated it would continue to refine the modeling analysis
I
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in 2005 and meet with Reclamation and the Service to fully evaluate the impact of not
recommencing LFCC operations as well as the potential impact of realigning the LFCC and river
I
below San Mareialby Reclamation.
Elephant Butte Pilot Channel Project
The Commission approved resolutions in 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003 requesting that
I
Reclamation continuously extend and maintain a constructed pilot channel from San Marcial
through the sediment delta to the active reservoir pooi in Elephant Butte Reservoir as the
I
reservoir recedes. The Engineer Advisers assert that maintaining an active river channel from
San Marcial through the sediment delta to Elephant Butte Reservoir is important to New
I
Mexico's ability to make Compact deliveries. The active pool of the reservoir has receded more
I
than 20 miles over the past several years and is below the Narrows. Without construction of the
pilot channel little or no defined river channel would exist.
Reclamation and New Mexico have worked cooperatively to complete required
environmental permitting and clearances for the project and report that a defined channel remains
I
open for a distance of over 20 miles and is connected to the active reservoir pooi. Reclamation
and New Mexico have independently estimated that between 8,000 and 17,000 acre-feet of water
I
will be saved annually when the pilot channel is open.
The New Mexico Engineer Adviser indicated New Mexico has spent over $6 million
since 2000 to àonstruct and maintain the channel and that he antic1jates the need to reconstruct
portions of the channel as sediment accumulates in 2005 and beyond. In 2004, Reclamation and
I
New Mexico worked cooperatively to complete the required environmental permitting to
maintain and extend the project as necessary below the Narrows. Work will be conducted in that
area as funding availability and reservoir levels allow.
I
YEAR 2004 OPERATIONS
Platoro Reservoir Operations for 2004
I
Platoro Reservoir, located near the headwaters of the Conejos River in Southern
Colorado, is a post-Compact reservoir subject to the storage prohibition of Article VII. Colorado
I
reported that under three different scenarios, for two distinct reasons, Colorado increased storage
in Platoro Reservoir during 2004.
I
I

During May and June of 2004, the Conejos Water Conservancy District stored preCompact direct flow water by exchange in Platoro Reservoir by shorting ditches that were
entitled to that water less return flows. This pre-Compact water was re-regulated within 2004 to
better meet the crop irrigation requirements under those ditches. This operation is done routinely
pursuant to decrees of Colorado's District Water Court. All of this re-regulated water was
accounted for and released in 2004, therefore not affecting the Conejos Index Supply. The
Colorado Commissioner had discussed this possibility in previous Compact Commission
meetings.
For dam safety reasons, the main gate valve in the dam is normally closed during the
winter. This allows the downstream butterfly valves on the end of the outlets to be left open and
not operated during the winter. Spray from the outlet will freeze and totally encase the operating
arms of these valves and risk damage if they are operated during the winter. The bypass valve
passes water around the main slidegate for winter operation. From January through April 2004
I
this bypass valve was fully open to attempt to pass the late winter inflow to the reservoir.
Because of heavy fall precipitation, the bypass valve was again unable to pass all the inflow to
I
the reservoir through February 2005. Therefore, approximately 900 acre-feet was stored in
November and December of 2004. This water accumulated because of the difference in the
I
outlet capacity at the existing low reservoir head and the inflow. This water will be either be
released as soon as the river and weather conditions allow and delivered to the state line or it will
I
be retained pursuant to relinquishment of credit water in Elephant Eitte Reservoir.
I
EmerEency Drou2ht Water A2reement (EDWA) Operations
In 2003, the State of New Mexico entered into the EDWA with the United States (acting
I
through the Corps and Reclamation). Under the agreement New Mexico made available to the
United States up to 70,000 acre-feet of relinquished water (also termed Emergency Drought
I
Water), up to 140,000 acre-feet to the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District (MRGCD), and
up to 7,500 acre-feet to the City of Santa Fe over the ten-year term of the Agreement. The
I
EDWA provided that the United States could release a maximum of 30,000 acre-feet in 2003 and
I
up to 20,000 acre-feet in any subsequent calendar year. The MRGCD could release up to 46,667
acre-feet in any calendar year. New Mexico further agreed that the United States, the MRGCD,
I
and the City of Santa Fe shall have the right to carry over for release in a future year any
8
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I
unreleased portion of a particular year's allocation of the Emergency Drought Water.
Carryover storage of Emergency Drought Water from 2003 included 24,379 acre-feet in
I
El Vado Reservoir, 764 acre-feet in McClure Reservoir, and 273 acre-feet in Nichols Reservoir.
During 2004, New Mexico stored a total of 57,873 acre-feet of relinquished water under the
I
EDWA, all of which was stored in El Vado Reservoir. Of this water, a balance of 20,471 acrefeet was left at the end of the year, 20,218 in El Vado Reservoir and 253 in Nichols Reservoir.
1
Supplemental Water Program Onerations
Reclamation's supplemental water program is intended to provide additional water,
I
primarily through the voluntary leasing of SJC Project water, for endangered species needs. In
2004, Reclamation leased a total of 30,385 acre-feet for its supplemental water program. Of this,
I
13,710 acre-feet was SJC Project water and 16,675 acre-feet was EDWA water. Water leased by
Reclamation was released during the irrigation season to assist in meeting flow targets at the San
I
Marcial and Central Avenue gaging stations specified by the March 2003 Programmatic
Biological Opinion (BO). SJC water leased for the program is released for diversion and use by
the MRGCD which, in turn, allows an equivalent amount of native Rio Grande water (less
conveyance losses) to remain undiverted. The total amount of water released under the program
I
totaled 27,153 acre-feet. Of the released water, 2,990 acre-feet was SJC Project water for which
no contract has been executed as required by the authorizing legislation (PL 87-483). The New
I
Mexico and Colorado Engineer Advisers continue to object to thirelease of uncontracted SJC
Project water. Of the 16,700 acre-feet of SJC Project water, 10,478 acre-feet was released. The
I
remainder was carried over for use in 2005.
Reclamation éontinued to operate portable diesel driven pumps at four locations in the
I
San Acacia reach during 2004 to pump an estimated (by Reclamation) 13,170 acre-feet of water
from the LFCC to the Rio Grande under a permit issued by the New Mexico Office of the State
I
Engineer. Reclamation reported that they were in compliance with the BO.
REPORTS OF THE FEDERAL AGENCIES
Representatives of Reclamation, the Corps, the Service, the BIA and IBWC presented
I
reports to the Engineer Advisers on March 1 and 2, 2005.
I
I

I
Cochiti Reservoir Baseline Study
The Corps reported on an ongoing study of Cochiti Reservoir operations. The study,
I
initiate d in 2003, is now scheduled to be completed in 2009. The Engineer Advisers are
concerned with the continuing delays in completing this study and request that the Corps
I
complete this project within the originaliy scheduled timeframe.
Jemez Canyon Reservoir Operations
The Corps reported on Jemez Canyon Reservoir operations. The reservoir is now
I
operated as a dry reservoir as all storage was released in 2001 and there were no flood operations
1
during 2004. The Corps is conducting studies on managing sediment in the reservoir including
storing or passing sediment. D(ring 2004, a low head weir was completed at the upstream end of
the reservoir to control erosionaintain water table levels. This weir failed and a new design
rL
was completed in 2004 with construction scheduled for 2005. The Corps is also investigating
I
design alternatives for modifications of the reservoir gates and gate structure for sediment
management.
I
San Juan-Chama Prolect ShortaEe Sharin2
I
Shortage sharing between the San Juan-Chama Project and the San Juan basin was not an
issue during 2004.
Rio Grande Cutthroat Trout
I
On February 25, 1998 the Service received a petition to list the Rio Grande cutthroat trout
as an endangered species. The Service completed a candidate status review for the Rio Grande
I
Cutthroat Trout (June 11,2002) indicating that listing of the species was not warranted. A
lawsuit was filed in 2003 seeking to overturn the Service's most recent candidate status review
and decision not to list the Rio Grande cutthroat trout as endangered. The lawsuit is ongoing.
New Mexico reported to the Engineer Advisers that the New Mexico Game and Fish
I
Commission halted the use of piscicides by the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish. The
Engineer Advisers are concerned that that decision could adversely affect Rio Grande cutthroat
I
trout reintroduction and restoration efforts.
10
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Upper Rio Grande Basin Water Operations Review and EIS
Reclamation, the Corps, and NMISC signed a Memorandum of Agreement in January
I
2000 to conduct a review and EIS of water operations in the upper Rio Grande basin. This
project is a five-year effort that is evaluating alternatives for more efficient operations of Federal
I
water storage and flood control facilities under existing authorities to meet the increasing
demands on the upper Rio Grande. Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
I
(NEPA) and the ESA will be provided. The three joint lead agencies developed multiple
possible alternatives for analysis and implementation of decisions about coordinated water
1
operations in the upper Rio Grande that seek to promote positive benefits, consistent with their
I
individual missions and operating rules and guidelines. The draft programmatic EIS is currently
being reviewed by the joint lead agencies and is scheduled to be released to the public during
I
2005. The Record of Decision (ROD) is scheduled to be published during 2006.
I
Prior and Paramount Stora2e for the Six Middle Rio Grande Pueblos
Reclamation provided details on 2004 Prior and Paramount storage and release activities.
I
Reclamation reported they stored 20,000 acre-feet in El Vado Reservoir to guarantee delivery of
irrigation water to the Prior and Paramount lands of the six Middle Rio Grande Pueblos in 2004.
I
These are lands recognized as being prior and paramount to other lands of the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District. The approximately 11,400 acre-feet of storage remaining at the
I
end of the irrigation season was subsequently released in Novemb and December for delivery
to Elephant Butte Reservoir before the end of the calendar year.
I
The BIA Designated Engineer expressed concerns regarding the procedures used by
Reclamation to calculate the amount of storage and subsequent releases of water for prior and
I
paramount operations. Discussions are continuing between the BJA and Reclamation regarding
the appropriate accounting for this water. An independent team within the Department of
ped to vestigate anev pçcedres computing the storage and
release of water to satis& the prior and paramount demand. The team consists of three
I
representatives, one each from Reclamation, BIA and the USGS. Each representative is from
outside the basin.
I
The Texas Engineer Adviser remains concerned about the storage of native Rio Grande
I
water in El Vado Reservoir by Reclamation when the Article VII storage prohibition is in effect.
11
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March 17. 2003 Middle Rio Grande Pro2rammatic Biological Opinion
The Service provided updates on compliance activities with the March 17, 2003 BO
regarding the actions of the Corps and Reclamation in regards to the Rio Grande silvery minnow
and southwestern willow flycatcher. Water operations during year 2004 were consistent with the
I
Rio Grande Silvery Minnow
Rio Grande silvery minnow salvage operations were conducted from June to September
with a total salvage of 12,865 minnows. About 92.5 percent of those fish survived transportation
to the Albuquerque reach where they were released. Incidental take as a result of the water
operations in the Middle Rio Grande numbered 521, which was within the limit established by
the BO. Approximately 68 miles of the Rio Grande went dry in the Isleta and San Acacia
reaches at some time during 2004.
The Service continues to propagate silvery minnow at the Dexter National Fish Hatchery
and the City of Albuquerque Biopark to augment the population. During 2004 a total of 180,651
minnows were released in the Rio Grande near Albuquerque. The next release is planned for
March or April 2005 when about 80,000 minnows will be released at or near the same site.
During 2004, catch rates for the silvery minnow increased substantially from those of
2002 and 2003. The 2004 catch rate was similar to that of 2001. However, in 2004 the area of
highest concentration was in the Angostura reach as opposed to the San Marcial reach in 2001.
The Engineer Advisers are encouraged by these results.
The Service discussed reintroduction of the silvery minnow in the Big Bend region of the
Rio Grande in Texas and above Cochiti Reservoir. The Service plans to reintroduce the silvery
minnow in the Big Bend area as an ESA Section 106) experimental, non-essential population.
The Service also indicated that reintroduction above Cochiti would be an ESA Section 106)
experimental, non-essential population. If these segments are designated per Section 106), they
cannot be designated as critical habitat for the minnow. Reintroductionper Section 106) will
require the conductance of an environmental assessment in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act. The Service has initiated meetings with local stakeholders regarding
the reintroduction in the Big Bend area and plans to initiate the NEPA process in 2005. The
12

I
Service is in the process of completing studies above Cochiti Reservoir to determine if the
available habitat warrants reintroduction of Rio Grande silvery minnow and initiation of the
I
106) process.
The ongoing activities of the silvery minnow recovery team were discussed. The team
I
was directed in December 2002 by the Service Regional Director to update the current Recovery
Plan and revise recovery criteria to address needed actions for downlisting and delisting. The
I
Engineer Advisers are active members of the recovery team. A draft of the revised Recovery
Plan is scheduled for completion by September 2005. The Engineer Advisers believe that the
I
current processes of the recovery team provide adequate opportunities to address issues.
Bospue Restoration Projects
The Corps reported that they are in the process of planning or implementing several
bosque restoration projects in the Rio Grande from Santa Ana Pueblo south to El Paso. These
projects range from the removal of non-native trees to fire rehabilitation to the installation of
gradient control structures (small dams) and open water ponds. NoW Mexico indicated its
general support of these projects but reminded the Corps that habitat restoration permit
applications need to be submitted to the Office of the State Engineer to ensure the projects do not
cause water right impairment or increase depletions of water. The Corps acknowledged that
these projects will need to provide for the offset of any additional depletions of water.
Middle Rio Grande Project Channel Maintenance
Reclamation personnel provided a presentation regarding the status of Reclamation's
Middle Rio Grande channel maintenance program. In summary, Rclamafion representatives
said that 27 priority levee sites remain of concern. Reclamation indicated that at the current
funding levels these sites would be reduced to about five sites by 2013 if it is assumed that no
new sites would develop. The Engineer Advisers raised concerns with Reclamation relative with
their emergency plans to address these priority sites during the spring 2005 snowmelt runoff.
The Engineer Advisers recommended that Reclamation and the Corps coordinate to evaluate
these sites and other locations as the runoff progresses to ensure adequate flood control
operations throughout the basin.
Other Middle Rio Grande river maintenance activities includes mowing of reaches along
13
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the Low Flow Conveyance Channel, riprap and road base development for San Acacia priority
sites, Elephant Butte Reservoir pilot channel work, and the acquisition of color mfra-red aerial
imagery of the Bernalillo to Bernardo reach and LIDAR topography data of the Elephant Butte
Reservoir delta.
San Acacia Levee Prolect
I
The San Acacia Levee project would rehabilitate 55 miles of levee between San Acacia
and the San Marcial Railroad Bridge by removing the existing spoil bank levee and replacing it
I
with an engineered levee. The project includes raising or relocating the railroad bridge at San
Marcial. The Corps initiated a re-evaluation study, expected to be completed by the third quarter
I
of 2005. The study team's goal is to comply with the endangered species ruling and initiate
construction for the new bridge by 2008. The Corps indicated that they have relied on
I
Congressional add-ins to conduct this work and that there are currently no funds for this project
in the FY 2006 executive budget.
Southwestern Willow Flycatchers
I
The Southwestern willow flycatcher was listed as an endangered species on February 27,
1995. Critical habitat for the flycatcher was designated by the Service on July 12, 1997, and
1
subsequently challenged in the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals. The critical habitat designation
I
was, set-asjdç iv1ay 11, 2001. On October 12, 2004 the Service again proposed designation of
critical habitat for the flycatcher. The proposed critical habitat in the Rio Grande basin includes
I
areas in the San Luis Valley of Colorado and the Espanola and middle Rio Grande valleys in
New Mexico. It does not include areas within the Elephant Butte R servoir pool. The comment
I
period for the proposed critical habitat designation closes March 31, 2005. The Service indicated
this comment period may be extended.
I
At the 2004 meeting of the Engineer Advisers it was recognized that a potentially critical
issue maj' exist rëlat&Ytb the filling of the Elephant Butte Reservoiff5bol, and the effect of that
I
.
filling on the flycatcher habitat that has developed in the pool area. The Engineer Advisers met
with Reclamation and the Service in June and September 2004 on this issue. Reclamation
I
indicated it will initiate consultation on the effects of specific operations of Elephant Butte
14
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I
Reservoir on flycatcher occupied habitat in 2005 and has invited the Engineer Advisers to
participate.
I
Rio Grande Project Onerations and Stora2e Prolections
Reclamation reported delivery of a final allotment of 38 percent of a full supply for all
three Rio Grande Project water users (Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBB)), El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. 1 (EP No. 1), and Mexico). Mexico and EP No. 1 requested
release of and diverted all of their allotted water. EBB) used all but 21,000 acre-feet of their
allotment.
Reclamation reported the lowest storage volume for Elephant Butte Reservoir was
94,615 acre-feet on September 24, 2004. The lowest volume for Caballo Reservoir was 15,883
acre-feet on September 28, 2004.
Reclamation discussed their Rio Grande Project water allocations for 2005. At the time
of the Engineer Advisers meeting, Reclamation indicated that the current allocation is 19.7
percent of a full allotment. However, Reclamation estimated the allocation at the end of 2005
would approach 100 percent based on the February 1 forecast of 105 percent of average inflow to
Elephant Butte Reservoir as measured at San Marcial for the March through July runoff period.
Reclamation indicated that Usable Water in Project Storage is expected to exceed 400,000 acrefeet in middle to late June for a couple of weeks and again in late December.
Ve2etatlOn Man aEement at Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs
Salt cedar and other phreatophytes continue to grow within the exposed reservoir areas.
Reclamation has continued vegetation management efforts during 2004; 5,110 acres were mowed
at both reservoirs. Herbicide (Arsenal) was applied to 918 acres atoth reservoirs. New Mexico
annually provides cooperative funding for the vegetation management program at Caballo
Reservoir and a portion of Elephant Butte Reservoir.
.
Canalization Project
IBWC presented information regarding the Canalization EIS. The final EIS was released
in June 2004 and the Record of Decision is currently on hold. IBWC is in the process of
conducting a Programmatic EIS (PEIS) regarding projects of the Rio Grande and Tijuana Rivers
that will include all proposed activities. A draft PEIS is anticipated by late 2005.
15

IBWC also discussed reconstruction of the Hatch and Rincon Siphons and the Riverside
Dam removal. These projects were completed in 2003 and 2004.
BUDGET
I
The Engineer Advisers reviewed the Cost of Operation for the year ending June 30, 2004
and the Budget for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2006. The Engineer Advisers found that the
I
expenses for the administration of the Rio Grande Compact for the year ending June 30, 2004
I
were $168,668. The United States bore $ 54,111 of this total, with the balance of$1 13,957
borne equally by the three states. The proposed budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2006
I
indicates a total of$175,658 will be spent for administration. The proposed contribution of the
USGS for 2006 is $54,430.
Steven E. Vandiver
Engineer Adviser for Colorado
Es evan R. Lopez
I
I
I
I
I
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT - DELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO AT ELEPHANT BUTTE
YEAR 2004
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT - RELEASE AND SPILL FROM PROJECT STORAGE
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2007 Rio Grande Project Allocation
Updated Allocation - End of August, 2007
(letter issued September 18, 2007)
Mexico 56,769 AF
Elephant Butte irrigation District 311,517 AF
El Paso County Water improvement District# 1 390,105 AF
[81.60% ofatull supply] 760,391 AF *
* Project water supply available for diversion at the authorized canal headings.
2006 Rio Grande Project Allocation
Final Allocation - End of October, 2006
(letter issued November 21. 2006)
exico 33,695 AF
ephant Butte irrigation Drsinct 211,385 AF
Paso County Water improvement Districtii 1 227,146 AF
[50.70% ofatuli supply] 472,426 AF *
* Project water supply available for diversion at the authorized canal headings.

TX v. NM #141
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NM-EX-500

I WORKSHEET TO DETERMINE UPDATED ALLOTMENTS FOR RIO GRANDE PROJECT WATER USERS
AUGUST 31, 2007 Rio Grande Pro|ect Ree-weir: Storaie
I D-1Imodl_edD-2 REGRESSION EQUATIONS ALLOCATION PROCEDURES I WTreers
D1: Y = 0.0200932 “ X - 102,305
9/7/2007
[ 02: v =1.3377904 . x . 00.91'0
(acre-feat)
ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOlR 396,590
CABALLO RESERVOIR 33,037
Total Rio Grande Project Storage I 429 635
Ad uetmente to Total Pro‘ect Storage
Rio Grende Compact Credit Waters -1 95,300
in Elephant Butte Reservoir
(data from 2006 RGCC accounting. and
CO retinguiehment of 300 AF on 3/31/07)
San Juan-Chemo Water Existing in 4.258
Elephant Butte Reservoir (evaporation
data available to 8/31/07)
Estimated Rio Glenda Project Reservoirs 0
Evaporation and Other Losses/Gains for
1 Month
Total Adjustments to RGProject Storage | -199 556
Irrigation Release: from Cabello Dem 520 629
(from March 7 - August 31, 2007)
Net Storage in RGP Reservoirs and irrigation
Releases Available for Allocation
750,700
EBID Unused 2006 Allotment 623
EP#1 Unused 2006 Allotment 36,200
Total 2006 Unused U. S. Allotments 36 823
NET STORAGE LESS 2006 U. 8. UNUSED 713 503
ALLOTMENTS
acre-feet
W
Water to u. s. Lands 8. Mexico’s 517 848 a Y = 0.8260932 * 750.706 - 102,305
Canal Heading
lMexico's Canal Heading Allotment | 50,760 l = 517,540 ~ 0.113405
W
Water to U. 5. Canal Headings & 914 324 = Y = 1.3377994 ‘ 750,706 - 89,970
Mexico‘s Canal Heading
Water to U. S. Canal Headings 655 556 = 914,324 - 50,769
Water to U. 5. Canal Headings less 2006 818,733 = 855,556 - 36,823
U. S. Unused Allotments
EP#1 2007 Portion 353,905 = 616,733 ' 0.43226
EP#1 2006 Unused Allotment 36,200
lEPltl 2007 Canal Heedinqe Allotment 300,105 = 353,905 + 36,200
River Losses based on 2007 Rio Glands -9 685 = 750,706 * 00129011
Proiect Diversions/Releases Ratio
(Gross Efficiency)
EBID 2007 Portion 310 894 = 750,706 - 36,623 - 58,769
- 353,905 + 9,685
EBID 2006 Unused Allotment 623
EBID 2007 Canal Headings Allotment 311,517 = 310,894 + 623
Total Rio Grande Frolect Allocation 760.391 = 58,769 + 390,105 + 311,517
% of Full Supply Allocation 01,6009 = 760,391 I 931,841
Status Check of 1906 Treatv Obligation to Deliver Proportionetely the Same
Amount ofWater Supply to the U. S. Lands 3 Mexico's Canal Heading
! 5 lil' . E . l D l' l
Water Supply to U. S. irrigation Districts’ Lands = 517 646 - 56 769 = 459 050
Current Allotments as Percentage of Full Supply Allotments to U. 8. Land =
459,080 I 155,000 =
2.96180 I 3.024 =
Mexico's Acequia Madre Heading Allotment = 56,769
CurrentAIIotment as Percentage of Full Supply Allotment lo Canal Heading a
u,
2.96180 AFIecre
97.94%

Extracted from Shafike_4-20-11.xls (Excel
Spreadsheet provided to Nabil Shafike (NM ISC) by
F. Cortez (USBR, El Paso), in April 2011.

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1
WATER ALLOTMENT CHARGES
OCTOBER 2007
ACRE-FEET
TOTAL
DELIVERIES DELIVERIES
FOR MONTH TO DATE
---------------------

DELIVERIES TO MESILLA VALLEY
TEXAS BY BOTH DISTRICTS

2,073

29,836

CITY OF EL PASO

6,320

58,792

FRANKLIN CANAL

4,858

51,656

0

0

10,270

156,179

CABALLO DAM RELEASE

0

0

UNITED STATES SECTION - IBWC (Construction Water)

0

23

L.U.E. & L.U.W. (TX)
THREE SAINTS LATERAL

LESS ASCARATE WASTEWAY
RIVERSIDE CANAL

DELIVERIES TO TIGUA PUEBLO (Jun. 13-14)
GROSS TOTAL
HASKELL ST. PLANT CREDIT

2,062
114

0
200
--------------------23,521
296,663
1,270

CREDIT TO DISTRICT*

11,038

3,086
7,173
---------- ---------19,165
278,252

NET ALLOTMENT CHARGE
DISTRICT ALLOTMENT**
(Conservation Credit)

390,105
13,386

DISTRICT ALLOTMENT BALANCE

125,239

* Credit given to the district for diversions above the order into Riverside and Franklin canals and
deliveries to the City of El Paso.
** Final 2007 allocation.

From US_0535717

Alloc_2008_US0480510.xls

1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Allocations (End of irrigat season, 2008)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

582,902

End of October data

17,272

End of October data

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage

600,174

5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

(65,500) End of October data

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

(27,730) End of October data

7 Water Released from Storage

674,724

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release
9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio
10 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation
11 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
12 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
13 EBID Estimated Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

1,181,668
106,982
790,000
106,982
-

14 EPCWID Estimated Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

138,000

15 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Estimated Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

138,000

16 Estimated Release of Current Usable Water

758,982

17 Estimated End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

675,090

18 D1 Delivery

524,685

19 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
20 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation
21 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit

60,000
958,055
16,818

22 Net D2 Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

898,055

23 D2 Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

388,192

24 EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

495,174

25 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

357,174

26 Diversion Ratio
27 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

1.0
-

28 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

758,982

29 EBID D2 Diversion Allocation

509,864

30 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

-

31 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

324,990

32 EBID Diversion Allocation

324,990

33 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

324,990

34 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

495,174

35 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

880,164

Alloc_2009_US0480511.xlsx
1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Allocations ( EOM OCT 2009 Project Data)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

454,530

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage
5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

26,100
480,630
-126,600

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

-37,298

7 Water Released from Storage

693,289

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release
9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio
10 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation
11 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
12 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
13 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

1,010,021
235,960
774,061
-4,304
232,882
40,343

14 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

232,915

15 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

276,869

16 Current Usable Water

733,152

17 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

693,289

18 D1 Delivery

470,416

19 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
20 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation
21 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit

53,386
942,117
17,998

22 Net D2 Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

888,731

23 D2 Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

384,161

24 EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

617,043

25 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

384,128

26 Diversion Ratio
27 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

0.986956
-9,563

28 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

723,589

29 EBID D2 Diversion Allocation

504,570

30 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

0

31 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

268,077

32 EBID Diversion Allocation

268,077

33 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

263,773

34 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

635,041

35 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

82,044

36 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

345,817

37 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

552,997

38 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

952,200

39 EPCWID 2009 Allocation Charges (calculated)

320,082

40 EBID 2009 Allocation Charges (calculated)

305,474

41 EPCWID 2009 Allocation Charges (actual)

320,083

42 EBID 2009 Allocation Charges (actual)

305,475

43 Mexico 2009 Allocation Charges (actual)

58,688

44 Difference in Mexico's Charges and Allocation

-5,302

45 EPCWID Share

-2,292

46 EBID Share

-3,010

Alloc_2010_US0480512.xlsx 2010 Allocation
1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Allocations ( Data as of 10/31/ 2010 Project Data) (WY 2010)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

372,460

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage
5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

18,380
390,840
(101,300)

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

(60,796)

7 Water Released from Storage

659,679

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

888,423

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio

278,835

10 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation
11 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
12 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

609,588
40,343
232,915

13 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

14 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Current Usable Water

888,423

17 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

659,679

18 D1 Delivery

442,651

19 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
20 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation
21 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit

50,235
725,537
0

22 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

675,302

23 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

291,905

24 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

524,820

25 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

524,820

26 Diversion Ratio

0.98

27 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

(17,768)

28 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

870,655

29 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

383,397

30 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

0

31 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

255,257

32 EBID Diversion Allocation

255,257

33 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

295,600

34 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

524,820

35 District to District Allocation Transfer **(See foot note below)

10,271

36 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

305,871

37 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

514,549

38 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

870,655

39 EPCWID 2010 Allocation Charges (calculated)

514,549

40 EBID 2010 Allocation Charges (calculated)

305,871

41 EPCWID 2010 Allocation Charges (actual)

304,937

42 EBID 2010 Allocation Charges (actual)

282,082

43 Mexico 2010 Allocation Charges (actual)

56,883

44 Difference in Mexico's Charges and Allocation

-6,648

45 EPCWID Share

-2,874

46 EBID Share

-3,775

** Proposed Transfer for 2001 Contract Issues

Alloc_2011_US0480513.xlsx 2011 Allocation
1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Allocations ( Data as of Oct. 31, 2011)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

208,055

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage

10,141

4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage

218,196

5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

(132,038)

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

(55,781)

7 Water Released from Storage

396,444

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

426,821

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio

281,459

10 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation

145,362

11 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

20,015

12 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

224,348

13 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

14 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Current Usable Water

426,821

17 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

397,426

18 D1 Delivery

226,006

19 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation

25,649

20 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation

104,495

21 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)

0

22 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

78,847

23 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

34,082

24 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

258,430

25 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

258,430

26 Diversion Ratio

0.868

27 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

(56,255)

28 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

370,566

29 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

44,765

30 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

21,708

31 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

66,473

32 EBID Diversion Allocation

44,765

33 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

77,104

34 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

267,814

35 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

0

36 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

77,104

37 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

267,814

38 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

370,566

39 EPCWID 2011 Allocation Charges (calculated)

-

40 EBID 2011 Allocation Charges (calculated)

-

41 EPCWID 2011 Allocation Charges (actual)

-

42 EBID 2011 Allocation Charges (actual)

-

43 Mexico 2011 Allocation Charges (actual)

-

44 Difference in Mexico's Charges and Allocation

-

45 EPCWID Share

-

46 EBID Share

-

Alloc_2012_US0480514.xlsx 2012 Allocation
1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Prelimanary Allocations ( Data as of Nov. 1, 2012)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

114,212

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage

5,775

119,987

4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage
5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

(65,189)

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

(44,420)

7 Water Released from Storage

371271

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

381,649

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio

33,463

10 Estimate End-of-Season Adjustment of Project Water Due to Evaporation

-

11 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation

348,186

12 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

17,333

13 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

9,042

14 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

17 Current Usable Water

381,649

18 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

371,271

19 D1 Delivery

204,399

23,196

20 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
21 Multiyear Extreme Drought D2 Correction Factor

0.88

22 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation

330,733

23 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)

0

24 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

307,536

25 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

132,935

26 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

141,977

27 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

141,977

28 Diversion Ratio

0.788

29 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

(80,842)

30 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

300,807

31 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

174,601

32 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation
33 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

118,300

34 EBID Diversion Allocation

118,300

35 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

135,633

36 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

141,977

37 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)
38 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

135,633

39 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

141,977

40 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

300,807

41 EPCWID 2012 Allocation Charges

136,380

42 EBID 2012 Allocation Charges

133,060

43 EPCWID 2012 Allocation Charges EOY Balance

5,597

44 EBID 2012 Allocation Charges EOY Balance

2,573

45 Mexico 2012 Allocation Charges

23,187

46 Difference in Mexico's Charges and Allocation
47 EPCWID Share

-

48 EBID Share

-

Alloc_2013_US0480515.xlsx 6-2013 Allocation
1 Rio Grande Project Diversion Allocations ( Estimated Data as of June 20 2013 Midnight)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

120,399

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage

22,370

142,769

5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

(24,100)

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

(33,224)

7 Water Released from Storage
8 Total Usable Water Available for Release
9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio

82,939
168,384
10,882

10 Estimate End-of-Season Adjustment of Project Water Due to Evaporation

(10,196)

11 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation

147,306

12 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

2,021

13 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

5,176

14 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

17 Current Usable Water

162,940

18 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

168,201

19 D1 Delivery

32,299

20 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation

3,665

21 Multiyear Extreme Drought D2 Correction Factor
22 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation
23 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)

0.78
83,535
0

24 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

79,869

25 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

34,524

26 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

39,700

27 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

39,700

28 Diversion Ratio

0.661

29 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

(55,178)

30 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

107,762

31 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

45,345

32 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

17,030

33 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

62,375

34 EBID Diversion Allocation

45,345

35 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

57,035

36 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

47,061

37 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

0

38 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

57,035

39 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

47,061

40 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

107,762

Alloc_2014_US0480516.xlsx Sheet1

1 Rio Grande Project Final Annual Allocation (Storage Data as of July 1, 2014)
2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage
3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage

ac-ft
225,985
30,608

256,593

5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

-73,078

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

-24,642

7 Water Released from Storage

164877

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

323,750

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio
10 Estimate End-of-Season Adjustment of Project Water for Reservoir Evaporation/Dead storage
11 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation
12 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)
13 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

4,235
-5,600
313,915
3,008
-6,487

14 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

17 Current Usable Water

318,150

18 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

318,150

19 D1 Delivery

160,517

20 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
21 Multiyear Extreme Drought D2 Correction Factor
22 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation
23 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)
24 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

18,216
0.75
247,489
7,485
229,273

25 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

99,105

26 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

92,618

27 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

92,618

28 Diversion Ratio

0.710

29 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

-92,171

30 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

225,979

31 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

130,168

32 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

0

33 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

104,651

34 EBID Diversion Allocation

104,651

35 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

107,659

36 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

100,103

37 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

0

38 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

107,659

39 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

100,103

40 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

225,979

Alloc_2015_US0480517.xlsx Allocation

1 Rio Grande Project Allocation for 2015 (Data as of June 30, 2015)
2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage
3 Caballo Reservoir Storage
4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage
5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters
6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

ac-ft
342,023
17,310

359,333
-15,760
-3,363

7 Water Released from Storage

175,756

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

515,966

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio

14,393

10 Estimate End-of-Season Adjustment of Project Water for Reservoir Evaporation/Dead storage

-15,000

11 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation

486,573

12 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

8,652

13 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

2,685

14 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

17 Current Usable Water

500,966

18 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

500,966

19 D1 Delivery

311,540

20 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
21 Multiyear Extreme Drought D2 Correction Factor
22 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation

35,355
0.83
465,603

23 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)
24 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

430,248

25 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

185,978

26 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

188,663

27 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 30)

188,663

28 Diversion Ratio
29 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

0.7877
-106,355

30 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

394,611

31 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

244,270

32 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

0

33 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

161,940

34 EBID Diversion Allocation

161,940

35 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 30)

170,592

36 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 30)

188,663

37 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

0

38 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

170,592

39 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

188,663

40 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation

394,611

Alloc_2016_US0480518.xlsx Final_Allocation

1 Rio Grande Project Allocation for 2016 (Data as of July 11, 2016)

ac-ft

2 Elephant Butte Reservoir Storage

261,682 ^

3 Caballo Reservoir Storage

47,580 ^

4 Total Rio Grande Project Storage

309,262

5 Estimated Rio Grande Compact Credit Waters

-14,659 *

6 Estimated San Juan-Chama Water

0 **

7 Water Released from Storage

330,206 ^

8 Total Usable Water Available for Release

624,809

9 Carryover Obligation using Estimated Diversion Ratio
10 Estimate End-of-Season Adjustment of Project Water for Reservoir Evaporation/Dead storage
11 Total Usable Water Available for Current Year Allocation

71,352
-5,000 /
548,457

12 EBID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

24,602 -

13 EPCWID Allocation Balance (Previous Year)

32,473 -

14 EBID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

15 EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

16 Storage for EBID and EPCWID Allocation Balance (End-of-Year)

0

17 Current Usable Water

619,809

18 End-of-Year Release for Diversion Ratio

619,809

19 D1 Delivery

409,715

20 Mexico's Current Diversion Allocation
21 Multiyear Extreme Drought D2 Correction Factor
22 Gross D2 Diversion Allocation

46,497
0.92 //
592,255

23 EPCWID ACE Conservation Credit (evaluation postponed until EOY)
24 Net D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EBID and EPCWID

545,758

25 D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation for EPCWID

235,908

26 Total EPCWID Diversion Allocation (w/o Conservation Credit)

268,381

27 EPCWID Diversion (w/o Conservation Credit or 67/155ths of Row 32)

268,381

28 Diversion Ratio

0.79991 +

29 Diversion Ratio Adjustment

-124,019

30 Sum of Release and Diversion Ratio Adjustment

495,790

31 EBID D2 Current Year Diversion Allocation

309,850

32 Difference between EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation and D2 Diversion Allocation

0

33 EBID Diversion Ratio Allocation

156,310

34 EBID Diversion Allocation

156,310

35 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (includes 88/155th of Value in Row 32)

180,912

36 Total EPCWID Allocation (includes Row 21 and 67/155th of Value in Row 32)

268,381

37 District to District Allocation Transfer (OA 1.11 Excess Carryover Balance)

0

38 Total EBID Diversion Allocation (After Transfer)

180,912

39 Total EPCWID Allocation (After Transfer)

268,381

40 Total EBID, EPCWID, and Mexico Allocation
^ Figures Current as of July 11, 2016
* Estimated per URGWOM Model - NM Credit = 8,778 AF CO Credit = 5,881 AF July 11, 2016
** Estimated per URGWOM Model San Juan Chama water as of July 11, 2016
+ Estimated DR for 2016
All numbers preliminary and subject to review
// Figure Based on Multiyear Drought Analysis

495,790
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNORS
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
The Commission reviewed the.cost of operation and found that the expenses of the administration
COLORADO
TEXAS
NEW MEXICO
or the Rio Grande Compact were $173,989 in the fiscal year ending June 30. 2005 . The United
States bore $55,286 of this total; the balance of $118.703 was borne equally by the three States
rarty to the Compact.
March 23, 2006
morable Bill Richardson
Respectfully,
1or of the State of New Mexico
;e, New Mexico
inorable Rick Perry
,or of the State of Texas
Texas
,norable Bill Owens
,or of the State of Colorado
Patrick R. Gordon, Commissioner for Texas
, Colorado
.ble Governors:
:h Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission was held in El Paso, Texas on
23, 2006.
mmission reviewed its prior reports and the current reports of the Secretary and the
~r Advisers relative to streamflow at Compact gaging stations and storage in reservoirs in
fhe Commission found that:
eliveries of water at the Colorado-New Mexico state lim: ny Colorado amounted to 458.000
:re-feet in 2005 and the scheduled delivery for the year was 455,400 acre-feet. Note: 102
:re-feet of non-creditable Closed Basin delivery were deducted from gaged delivery to the
ate line.
eliveries of water into Elephant Butte Reservoir by New Mexico, as measured by the
lephant Butte Effective Supply, amounted to 957,100 acre-feet in 2005 and the scheduled
!livery for the year was 949,500 acre-feet.
he actual release of usable water from Project Storage was 677.100 acre-feet.
olorado relinquished 2,000 acre-feet of credit water to Texas on March 31. 2005.
mmission agreed to the accounting of accrued credits for 2005 . as follows:
he Commissioners found that the accrued credit for deliveries by Colorado at the
olorado-New Mexico State Line was 4.600 acre-feet on January I. 2006.
he Commissioners found that the accrued credit for deliveries by New Mexico at Elephant
uttc Dam was 37.100 acre-feet on January I. 2006.
he Commissioners found that the accrued departure from normal release from Project
.orage as of January I. 2006 was a credit of 478.400 acre-feet.
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(I) ·usable Water" is all water, exclusive of credit water, which is in project storage and
RIO GRANDE COMPACT
which is available for release in accordance with irrigation demands, including dertveries to Mexico.
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State of Texas, desiring to
(m) "Credit Water" is that amount of water in project storage which is equal to the accrued
ie all causes of present and future controversy among these States and between
citizens of
credit of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both.
f these States and citizens of another State with respect to the use of the waters of the Rio
le above Fort Quitman, Texas, and being moved by considerations of interstate comity, and for
(n) "Unfilled Capacity'.' is the difference between the total physical capacity of project
irpose of effecting an equitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude a
storage and the amount of usable water then in storage.
ad for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end, through their respective Governors,
,amed as their respective Commissioners:
(o) "Actual Release" is the amount of usable water released in any calendar year from the
lowest reservoir comprising project storage.
For the State of Colorado
M. C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico
Thomas M. McClure
(p) "Actual Spill" is all water which is actually spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is
For the State of Texas
Frank B. Clayton
released therefrom for flood control, in excess of the current demand on project storage and which
does not become usable water by storage in another reservoir; provided, that actual spill of usable
after negotiations participated in by S. 0. Harper, appointed by the President as the
water cannot occur until au credit waler shaH have been spilled .
.entative of the United States of America, have agreed upon the following articles, to- wit:
(q)"Hypothetical SpHI" is the time in any year at which usable water would have spilled from
ARTICLE I
project storage if 790,000 acre feet had been released therefrom at rates proportional to the actual
release in every year from the starting date to the end of the year in which hypothetical spill occurs; in
(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of Texas, and the United
computing hypothetical spill the initial condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage
1 of America, are hereinafter designated "Colorado,""New Mexico," "Texas," and the "United
;," respectively.
at the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this Compad, and thereafter the
initial condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage at the beginning of the
(b) "The Commission" means the agency created by this Compact for the administration
calendar year following each actual spill.
>f.
ARTICLE II
(c) The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the territory drained by the Rio Grande and
The Commission shall cause to be maintained and operated a stream gaging station
)Ularies in Colorado, in New Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Quitman, including the Closed
equipped with an automatic water stage recorder at each of the following points, to-wit:
in Colorado.
(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal points of diversion to the San
(d) The "Closed Basin" means that part of the Rio Grande Basin in Colorado where the
Luis Valley;
ns drain into the San Luis Lakes and adjacent territory, and do not normally contribute to the
,f the Rio Grande.
(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote;
(e) The term "tributary" means any stream which naturally contributes to the flow of the Rio
(c) On the Los Pinos River near Ortiz;
le.
(d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
(f) "Transmountain Diversion" is water imported into the drainage basin of the Rio Grande
1ny stream system outside of the Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.
(e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces;
(g) "Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year fall
(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos;
• scheduled deUveries.
(g) On the Rio Chama below El Vada Reservoir;
(h) "Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries in any calendar year
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
!d scheduled deliveries.
(I) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(i) "Accrued Debits" are the amounts by which the sum of all annual debits exceeds the
>f all annual credits over any common period of time.
0) On the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
0) "Acmied Credits" are the amounts by which the sum of an annual credits exceeds the
(k) On the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir;
>f aH annual debits over any common period of time.
(I) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
(k) "Project Storage" is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte Reservoir and all other
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated below any other
11olrs actually available for the storage of usable water below Elephant Butte and above the first
;ion to lands of the Rio Grande Project. but not more than a total of 2,638,860 aae feet.
reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as may be necessary for the
securing of records required for the carrying out of the Compact; and automatic water
stage recorders shall be maintained and operated on each of the reservoirs mentioned,
and on all others constructed after 1929.
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Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained and operated by the Commission
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER--Con .
f or in cooperation with an appropriate Federal or State agency, and the equipment, method
~quency of measurement at such stations shall be such as to produce reliable records at all
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
(Note: See Resolution of Commission printed elsewhere in this report.)
Rio Grande at Lobatos less
ARTICLE Ill
Rio Grande at Del Norte (3)
Conejos at Mouths (4)
The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico
650
182
Jne, measured at or near Lobatos, in each calendar year, shall be ten thousand acre feet less
700
204
,e sum of those quantities set forth in the two following tabulations of relationship, which
750
229
pond to the quantities at the upper index stations:
800
257
850
292
DISCHARGE OF CONEJOS RIVER
900
335
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
950
380
1,000
430
Conejos Index Supply (1)
Conejos River at Mouths (2)
540
1,100
100
O
1,200
640
150
~
1,300
740
200
45
1,400
840
250
75
lntennediate quantities shaH be computed by proportional parts.
300
109
350
147
(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
400
1~
station near Del Norte during the calendar year (measured above all principal points of diversion to
450
232
San Luis Valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1937.
500
278
550
326
(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total flow of the Rio Grande at
600
376
the U .S.G.S. gaging station near Lobatos, less the discharge of Conejos River at Its Mouths, during
650
426
the calendar year.
700
476
The application of these schedules shall be subject to the pmvi:-,ions hereinafter set forth
lntennediate quantities shaH be computed by proportional parts.
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change In location of gaging stations; (b) any
new or increased depletion of the runoff above Inflow index gaging stations; and (c) any
(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River at the U.S.G.S. gaging
transmountain diversions into the drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos .
near Mogote during the calendar year, plus the natural flow of Los Pinos River at the U.S.G.S.
I station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the U.S.G.S. gaging station at
In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the purpose of delivering water into the
>0th during the months of Apri to October, inclusille.
Rio Grande from the Closed Basin, Colorado shal not be credited with the amount of such water
delivered, unless the proportion of sodium ions shan be less than forty-five percent of the total
(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches of this river at the
positive ions in that water when the total dissoh1ed solids in such water exceeds three hundred fifty
.S. gaging stations near Los Sauces during the calendar year.
parts per million.
DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER
ARTICLE IV
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande at san Marcial, during
Rio Grande at Lobatos less
each calendar year, exclusive of the months of July, August, and September, shan be that quantity
Rio Grande at Del Norte (3)
Conejos at Mouths (4)
set for1h in the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
index station :
200
60
250
65
300
75
350
86
400
98
450
112
500
127
550
144
600
162
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL
ARTICLEV
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and determination of the Commission that
Quantities in thousands of acre feet
because of changed physical conditions, or for any other reason, reliable records are not obtainable,
or cannot be obtained , at any of the stream gaging stations herein referred to, such stations may,
otowi Index Supply (5)
San Marcial Index Supply (6)
with the unanimous approval of the Commission, be abandoned, and with such approval another
100
station, or other stations, shall .be established and new measurements shall be substituted which, in
0
200
the unanimous opinion of the Commission, will result in substantially the same results so far as the
65
300
rights and obligations to deliver water are ooncerned, as would have existed if such substitution of
141
400
stations and measurements had not been so made. (Note: See Resollil!on of Commission printed
219
500
elsewhere in this report.)
300
600
383
ARTICLE VI
700
469
Commencing with the year following the effective date of this Compact, all credits and
800
557
debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be computed for each calendar year; provided, that in a
900
648
year of actual spill no annual credits nor annual debits shall be computed for that year.
1,000
742
1,100
839
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit shall exceed 100,000 acre feet,
1,200
939
except as either or both may be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed after
1,300
1,042
1937 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical limitations of
1,400
1,148
storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shaU retain water in storage at au times to the extent of
1,500
1,257
its accrued debit.
1,600
1,370
1,700
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed 200,000 acre feet at any
1,489
1,800
time, except as such debit may be caused by holdover storage of water in reservoirs constructed
1,608
1,900
after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. Within the
1,730
2,000
1,856
physical limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, New Mexico shall retain water in storage at
2,100
1,985
all timeli to the extent of Its accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or debits,
2,200
2,117
New Mexico shall not be charged with any greater debit in any one year than the sum of 150,000
2,300
acre-feet and au gains in the quantity of water in storage in such year.
2,253
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release from storage of any
lntennediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
amount of water which Is then being held in storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New
(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
Mexico; provided, that such water shall be replaced at the first opportunity thereafter.
m_ at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso (fonnerfy station near Buckman) during the calendar year,
1s1~ of the flow during the months of July, August and September, correded for the operation of
In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of Colorado or New
Mexico, any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.
vo1rs constructed after 1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and
riBridge.
In any year in which actual spill ocaJrs, the accrued credits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or
both, at the beginning of the year shall be reduced in proportion to their respective aedits by the
(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging station
amount of such actual spill; provided that the amount of actual spill shall be deemed to be increased
m Marcial during the calendar year exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and
ember.
by the aggregate gain in the amount of water in storage, prior to the time -of .spill, in reservoirs above
San Marcial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Commissioners for the States having
. The _application of this schedule shall be subjeCt to the provisions hereinafter set forth and
accrued credits authorize the release of part, or all, of such credits in adw>nce of spill, the amount so
:,pn&U: adJUStme~s shal be !'lade for (a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion
released shall be deemed to constitute actual spill.
1929 in New MeXlco at any time of the year of the natural runoff at otowi Bridge; (c) depletion of
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water, or at the time of hypothetical spill
unoff during July, August and September of tributaries between otowi Bridge and San Marcial,
thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be
Jrks constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmounlain diversions into the Rio Grande between
tos and San Marcial.
cancelled.
Concurrent records shall be kept of the flOYt of the Rio Grande at San Marcial near San
ia, and of the release from Elephant Butte Reservoir to the end that the l8COfds at
these
three
,ns may be correlated. (Note: See Resolution of Commission printed elsewhere in this report.)
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In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico exceeds
recourse by a signatory state to the Supreme Court of the United States for redre~s should the
ninimum unfilled capacity of project storage, such debits shall be reduced proportionally to an
character or quality of the water, at the point of delivery, be changed hereafter by one signatory state
3gate amount equal to such minimum unfilled capacity.
to the injury of another. Nothing herein shall be constr_u~d as an_ admission ~Y any sig~ato~ state
To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs between san Marcial and
that the use of water for irrigation causes increase of salinity for which the user IS responsible m law.
chesne, and to the extent that accrued debits are impounded in reservoirs abow san Marcial,
ARTICLE XII
credits and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for evaporation losses In the
,rtion that such credits or debits bore to the total amount of water in such reservoirs during the
To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall be constituted a Commission
composed of one representative from each state, to be known ~s the R_io Grande Compact
Commission. The State Engineer of Colorado shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande Compact
ARTICLE VII
Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer of New Mexico shaD be ex-officio the Rio Grande
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shaU increase the amount of water in storage in
Compact Commissioner for New Mexico. The Rio GrarKfe Compact Commissioner for Texas shaH
voirs constructed after 1929 whenever there is less than 400,000 acre feet of usable water in
be appointed by the Governor of Texas. The President of the United States shaH be requested_ to
·ct storage; provided, that if the actual releases of usable water from the beginning of the
designate a representative of the United States to sit with such Commissio~, arKf such represe~ta~ve
Klar year foUowing the effective date of this Compact, or from the beginning of the calendar year
of the United States, if so designated by the President, shaH act as Chairman of the Comm1ss1on
ving actual spill, have aggregated more than an average of 790,000 acre feet per annum, the
without vote.
at which such minimum stage is reached shaU be adjusted to compensate for the difference
The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners for the
een the total actual release and releases at such average rate; provided, further, that Colorado,
three States shall be paid by their respective States, and all other expenses incident to the
ew Mexico, or both, may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may accept such
administration of this Compact, not borne by the United States, shat! be borne equally by the three
1uished water, and in such event the state, or states, so relinquishing shall be entitled to store
States.
r in the amount of the water so relinquished.
In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically conferred upon such
ARTICLE VIII
Commission, and the members thereof, the jurisdiction of such Commission shall exter'Kf only to the
During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for Texas may demand of
collection, correlation and presentation of factual data and the malnl.enance of records having a
rado and New Mexico, and the Commissioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the
bearing upon the administration of this Compact, and, by unanirl'lo~ action,
t?
_the ~aking ?f
se of water from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of the accrued debits
recommendations to the respective States upon matters connected with the adm1mstration of th1S
>lorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such releases shall be made by each at the greatest
Compact. In connection therewith, the Commission may employ such engineering and clerical aid _as
practicable ur'Kfer the conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total debit of each, and
may be reasonably necessary within the limit of funds provided for that purpose by the respective
1ounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficient to bring the quantity of usable water in project
States. Annual reports compiled for each calendar year shaU be made by the Commission and
ge to 600,000 acre feet by March first and to maintain this quantity in storage until April thirtieth,
transmitted to the Governors of the signatory States on or before March first following the year
~ end that a normal release of 790,000 acre feet may be made from project storage In that year.
covered by the report. The Commission may, by unanimous action, adopt rules and regulations
consistent with the provisions of this Compact to govern their proceedings.
ARTICLE IX
The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any court or tribunal which may
Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United States or the State of New
be called upon to interpret or enforce this Compact.
co decides to construct the necessary works for diverting the waters of the san Juan River, or
>fits tributaries, into the Rio Grande, Colorado hereby consents to the construction of said works
ARTICLE XIII
:he diversion of waters from the San Juan River, or the tributaries thereof, into the Rio Grande in
Mexico, provided the present and prospective uses of water in Colorado by other diversions
At the expiration of every five-year period after the effective date of this Compact, the
the San Juan River, or its tributaries, are protected.
Commission may, by unanimous consent, review any provisions hereof which are not substantive in
character and which do not affect the basic principles upon which the Compact is founded, and shall
ARTICLEX
meet for the consideration of such questions on the request of any member of the Commission;
provided, however, that the provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect until changed and
In the event water from another drainage basin shaH be imported into the Rio Grande
amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous action of the Commissioners, and until any
1 by the United States or Colorado or New Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State having the
changes in this Compact are ratified by the legislatures of the respective states and consent~ to by
to the use of such water shall be given proper credit therefor in the application of the schedules.
the Congress, in the same manner as this Compact is required to be ratified to become effective.
ARTICLE XI
ARTICLE XIV
New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective date of this Compact all
The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water herein allocated shall never be
oversies between said States relative to the quantity or quality of the water of the Rio Grande
increased nor diminished by reason of any increase or diminution in the delivery or loss of water to
omposed and settled; however, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent
Mexico.
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
AT THE ANNUAL MEETING HELD AT EL PASO, TEXAS, FEBRUARY 22-24, 1948, CHANGING
ARTICLE XV
GAGING STATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF
DELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO
The physical and other conditions characteristic of the Rio Grande and peculiar to the
y drained and served thereby, and to the development thereof, have actuated this Compact
RESOLUTION
,ne of the signatory states admits that any provisions herein contained establishes any general
le or precedent applicable to other interstate streams.
Whereas, at the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission in the year
1945, the question was ra~ as to whether or not a schedule for delivery of water by New Mexico
ARTICLE XVI
during the entire year could be worked out, and
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obligations of the United States
Whereas, at said meeting the question was referred lo the Engineering Advisers for their
irica to Mexico under existing treaties, or to the Indian Tribes, or as impairing the rights of the
study, recommendations and report, and
Tribes.
Whereas, said Engineering Advisers have met, studied the problems and under date of
ARTICLE XVII
February 24, 1947, did submit their Report, which said Report contains the findings of said
Engineering Advisers and their recommendations, and
This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the legislatures of each of the
1ry states and consented to by the Congress of the United States. Notioe of ratification shaU
Whereas, the Compact Commission has examined said Report and finds that the matters
,n by the Governor of each state to the Governors of the other states and to the President of
and things therein found and recommended are proper and within the terms of the Rio Grande
lted States, and the President of the United States is requested to give notice to the Governors
Compact, and
1 of the signatory states of the consent of the Congress of the United States.
Whereas, the Commission has considered said Engineering Advisers' Report and all
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed this Compact in quadruplicate
available evidence, infomiation and material and is fully advised :
I, one of which shaU be deposited in the archives of the Department of State of the United
of America and shaU be deemed the authoritatille original, and of which a duly certified copy
Now, Therefore, Be it Resolved:
a forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory States.
The Commission finds as follows:
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on the 18th day of March, in the
(a) That because of change of physical conditions, reliable records of the amount of water
· our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-eight.
passing San Marcial are no longer obtainable at the stream gaging station at San
(Sgd.) M. C. HINDERUDER
Marcial and that the same should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(Sgd.) THOMAS M. McCLURE
(b) That the need for conrurrent records at San Marcial and San Acacia no longer exists
and that the gaging station at San Acacia should be abandoned for Compact
(Sgd.) FRANK B. CLAYTON
purposes.
)VED:
(c)
That it is desirable and necessary that the obligations of New Mexico under the
Compact to deliver water in the months of July, August, September, should be
(Sgd.) S. 0 . HARPER
scheduled .
IEDBY:
(d)
That the change in gaging stations and substitution of the new measurements as
Colorado, February 21 , 1939
hereinafter set for1h will result in substantially the same ;esulls so far as the rights and
New Mexico, March 1, 1939
obligations to deliver water are concerned, and would have existed if such substitution
Texas, March 1, 1939
of stations and measurements had not been so made.
:I Congress as Public Act No. 96, 76th Congress,
Be it Further Resolved:
ted by the President May 31, 1939
Thal the following measurements and schedule thereof shaR be substituted for the
measurements and schedule thereof as now set forth in Article IV of the Compact:
"The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande into Elephant Butte
Reservoir during each calendar year shaH be measured by that quantity set forth in the
foUowing tabulation of relationship which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
index station:
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,CHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE
The application of this schedule shan be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth
SUPPLY
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico of the natural runoff at Otowi
Bridge; and (c) any transmountain diversions into the Rio Grande between
Elephant Butte Effective Index
Lobatos and Elephant Butte Reservoir."
Otowi Index supply (5)
Supply (6)
Be it Further Resolved:
100
57
200
114
That the gaging stations at San Acacia and San Marcial be, and the same are hereby
300
171
abandoned for Compact purposes.
400
228
Be It Further Resolved:
500
286
600
345
That this Resolution has been passed unanimously and shaH be effective January 1,
700
406
1949, if within 120 days from this date the Commissioner for each State shall have
800
471
received from the Attorney General of the State represented by him, an opinion
900
542
approving this Resolution, and shall have so adlmled. !he Chainnan of the
1,000
621
Commission, otherwise, to be of no force and effect.
1,100
707
(Note: The following paragraph appears in the Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the
1,200
800
Commission held at Denver, Colorado, February 14-16, 1949.
1,300
897
1,400
996
"The Chairman announced that he had received, pursuant to the Resolution adopted
1,500
1,095
by the Commission at the Ninth Annual Meeting on February 24, 1948, opinions from
1,600
1,195
the Attorneys General of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas that the substitution of
1,700
1,295
stations and measurements of deliveries by New Mexico set forth in sakl resolution
1,800
1,395
was within the powers of the Commission1.
1,900
1,495
2,000
1,595
2,100
1,695
2,200
1,795
2,300
1,895
2,400
1,995
2,500
2,095
2,600
2,195
2,700
2,295
2,800
2,395
2,900
2,495
3,000
2,595
Intermediate quantities shaH be computed by proportional parts.
(5) The Otowl Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S. gaging
station at Otowi Bridge near San ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman) during the
calendar year, corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.
(6)
Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the
gaging station below Elephant Butte Dam during the calendar year plus the net gain in
storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir during the same year or minus the net loss in
storage in said reservoir, as the case may be.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF
RESERVOIR CAPACITIES
L1
THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT
Colorado shall file with the Commission a table of areas and ·capacities for each reseJVOir
In the Rio Grande Basin above Lobatos constructed after 1937; New Mexico shall file with the
A Compact, known as the Rio Grande Compact, between the States of Colorado, New
Commission a table of areas and capacities for each reservoir in th& Rio Grande Basin between
> and Texas, having become effective on May 31, 1939 by consent of the Congress of the
Lobatos and San Marcial constructed after 1929; and Texas shall file with the Commission tables of
States, which equitably apportions the waters of the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman and
areas and capacities for Elephant Butte Reservoir and for all other reservoirs actually available for
s each State to develop its water resources at wm, subject only to its obligations to deliver
the storage of water between Elephant Butte and the first diversion to lands under the Rio Grande
in accordance with the schedules set forth in the Compact, the following Rules and
Project.
Itions have been adopted for its administration by the Rio Grande Compact Commission; to be
,main in force and effect only so long as the same may be satisfactory to each and all
Whenever it shall appear that any table of areas and capacities is in error by more than
ers of the Commission, and provided always that on the objection of any member of the
five per cent, the Commission shall use its best efforts to have a re-survey made and a corrected
isslon, in writing, to the remaining two members of the Commission after a period of sixty days
table of areas and capacities to be substituted as soon as practicable. To the end that the Elephant
,e date of such objection, the sentence, paragraph or any portion or all of these rules to which
Butte effective supply may be computed accurately, the Commission shall use its best efforts to have
1ch objection shan be made, shal stand abrogated and shall thereafter have no further force
the rate of accumulation and the place of deposition of silt in Elephant Butte Reservoir checked at
feet; it being the intent and purpose of the Commission to permit these rules to obtain and be
least every three years .
,e only so long as the same may be satisfactory to each and al of the Commissioners.
ACTUAL SPILL !J,. Q. M
m STATIONS l1
(a) Water released from Elephant Butte in excess of Project requirements, which is
Responsibility for the equipping, maintenance and operation of the stream gaging stations
currently passed through CabaUo Reservoir, prior to the time of spin, !lhaU be deemed to have been
servoir gaging stations required by the provisions of Article II of the Compact shall be divided
Usable Water released in anticipation of spill, or Credit Water if such release shall have been
1the signatory States as follows:
authorized.
(a)
Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grande Basin above the
(b) Excess releases from Elephant Butte Reservoir, as defined in (a) above, shall be
do-New Mexico boundary shall be equipped, maintained, and operated by Colorado in
added to the quantity of water actually in storage in that reservoir, and Actual Spill shall be deemed
•ation with the U.S. Geological Survey.
to have commenced when this sum equals the total capacity of that reservoir to the level of the
uncontrolled spillway less capacity reserved for flood purposes, i.e., 1,998,400 acre-feet In the
(b) Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grande Basin below Lobatos
months of October through March inclusive, and 1,973,400 acre- feet in the months of April through
bove Caballo Reservoir shall be equipped, maintained and operated by New Mexico in
September, inclusive, as determined from the 1999 area- capacity table or successor area-capacity
•ation with the U.S. Geological Survey to the extent that such stations are not maintained and
tables and flood control storage reservation of 50,000 acre-feet frCJ1'1 April through September and
ed by some other Federal agency.
25,000 aae-feet from October through Mardi.
(c)
Gaging stations on Elephant Butte Reservoir and on CsbaHo ReserYOir, and the
(c) All water actuaHy spitted at Elephant Butte Reservoir, er rtl!eased therefrom, in excess
1gaging stations on the Rio Grande below those reservoirs shall be equipped, maintained and
of Project requirements, which is currently passed through Cabello ReseNoir, after the time of spill,
ed by or on behalf of Texas through the agency of the U .S. Bureau of ReclamatlOn.
shall be considered as Actual Spill, provided that the total quantity of water then in storage in
The equipment, method and frequency of measurements at each gaging station shall be
Elephant Butte Reservoir exceeds the physical capacity of that reservoir at the level of the sill of the
mt to obtain records at least equal in accuracy to those classified as "good" by the U.S.
spillway gates, i.e. -1,830,000 aae-ft in 1942.
Iical Survey. Water-stage recorders on the reservoirs specifically named in Article II of the
(d) Water released from Cabalio Reservoir in excess of Project requirements and in
Ict shall have sufficient range below maximum reservoir level to record major fluctuations in
excess of water currently released from Elephant Butte Reservoir, shall be deemed Usable Water
3. Staff gages may be used to determine fluctuations below the range of the water-stage
released, excepting only flood water entering CabaHo Reservoir from tributaries below Elephant Butte
ers on these and other large reservoirs, and staff gages may be used upon approval of the
Reservoir.
ission in lieu of water-stage recorders on small reservoirs, provided that the frequency of
ation is sufficient in each case to establish any material changes in water levels in sudl
DEPARTURES FROM NORMAL RELEASES I§.
,irs.
For the purpose of computing the time of Hypothetical Spill required by Article VI and for
ended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
the purpose of the adjustment set forth in Article VII, no allowance shan be made for the difference
between Actual and Hypothetical Evaporation, and any under-release of usable water from Project
Storage in excess of 150,000 aae-ft in any year shall be taken as equal to that amount.
l1 Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
{g Adopted at Fourth Annual Meeting, February 24, 1943.
!.:J. Amended September 9, 1998.
~ Amended March 22, 2001; made effective January 1, 2001.
/~ Adopted June 2, 1959; made effective January 1, 1952.
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
RULES AND REGULATIONS
ORATION LOSSES @,
11., ~
QUALITY OF WATER
In the event that delivery of water is made from the Closed Basin into the Rio Grande,
The Commission shall encourage the equipping, maintenance and operation, in
sufficient samples of such water shall be analyzed to ascertain whether the quality thereof is within
ration with the U.S. Weather Bureau or other appropriate agency, of evaporation stations at
mt Butte Reservoir and at or near each major reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin within
the limits established by the ~ ompact.
,do constructed after 1937 and in New Mexico constructed after 1929. The net loss by
SECRETARY ~
ration from a reservoir surface shall be taken as the difference between the actual evaporation
ld the evapo-transpiration losses which would have occurred naturally, prior to the constructi?n
The Commission, subject to the approval of the Director, U.S. Geological Survey, to a
h reservoir. Changes in evapo-transpiration losses along stream channels below reservoirs
cooperative agreement for such purposes, shall employ the U.S. Geological Survey on a yearly
basis, to render such engineering and clerical aid as may reasonably. be necessary for administration
3 disregarded.
of the Compact. Said agreement shaH provide that the Geological Su_~Y shaft:
Net losses by evaporation, as defined above, shall be used in conecting Index Su~lies for
eration of reservoirs upstream from Index Gaging Stations as required by the provisions of
(1) Collect and correlate all factual data and other recor!ls h~ving a material bearing on
the administration of the Compact and keep each Commissioner adviser thereof.
Iii and Article IV of the Compact.
In the application of the provisions of the last unnumbered paragraph of Article VI of the
(2} Inspect aH gaging stations required for administration of the Conipact and make
,ct:
recommendations to the Commission as to any changes or Improvements in methods of
measurement or facilities for measurement which may be needed to insure that reliable records be
(a} Evaporation losses for which accrued credits shall be reduced shall be taken ~s the
obtained.
,ce between the gross evaporation from the water surface of Elephant Butte Reservoir and
(3} Report to each Commissioner by letter on or before the fifteenth day of each month,
on the same surface.
except January, a summary of all hydrographic data then available for the current year - on forms
(b}
Evaporation losses for which accrued debits shaU be reduced shall be taken as the
prescribed by the Commission - pertaining to:
s by evaporation as defined in the first paragraph.
(a} Deliveries by Colorado
.TMENT OF RECORDS
(b} Deliveries by New Mexico
(c} Operation of Project Storage
The Commission shall keep a record of the location, and description of each gaging station
aporation station, and, in the ewnt of change in location of any stream gaging sta'!'>" for any
(4)
Make such investigations as may be requested by the Commission in aid of its
, It shall ascertain the inaement in flow or decrease in flow between such locatiDns for all
administration of the Compact.
Wherever practicable, concurrent records shall be obtained for one year before
mment of the previous station.
(5) Act as Secretary to the Commission and submit to the Commission at it~ ":9Ular
meeting in February a report on its actMties and a summary of all data needed for determination of
>R INCREASED DEPLETIONS
debits and credits and other matters pertaining to administration of the Compact.
In the event any works are constructed which alter or may be expected to alter the flow at
COSTS
l1
the Index Gaging Stations mentioned in the Compact, or which may otherwise necessitate
1ents in the application of the schedules set forth in the Compact, it s~all be ~e duty o~ !fie
In February of each year, the Commission shall adopt a budget for the ensuing fiscal year
ssioner specifically concerned to file with the Commission all avaHable information pertaining
beginning July first.
, and appropriate adjustments shall be made in accordance with the terms of_ the Compact;
Such budget shall set forth the total cost of maintenance and operating of gaging stations ,
d, however, that any such adjustments shall in no way increase the burden imposed upon
of evaporation stations, the cost of engineering and clerical aid, and all other necessary expenses
lo or New Mexico under the schedules of deliveries established by the Compact.
excepting the salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande Con:ipact Commissioners.
;MOUNTAIN DIVERSIONS
Contributions made directly by the United States and the cost of services rendered by the
In the event any works are constructed for the delivery of waters into the drainage basin of
United States without cost shall be deducted from the total budget amount; the remainder shall then
Grande from any stream system outside of the Rio Grande Basin, such waters shall be
be allocated equally to Colorado, New Mexico and Texas .
ed at the point of delivery into the Rio Grande Basin and proper allowances shaft be made for
n transit from such points to the Index Gaging Station on the stream with which the imported
mThe substitution of this section for the section titled "Reports to Commissioners" was adopted at
!Ire comingled.
Ninth Annual Meeting, February 22, 1948.
•nded at Tenth Annual Meeting, February 15, 1949.
l1
Amended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
nded at Twelfth Annual Meeting, February 24, 1951 .
nded June 2, 1959.
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
REPORT OF THE ENGINEER ADVISERS
Expenditures made directly by any State for purposes set forth in the budget shall be
TO THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSIONERS
:ed to that State; contributions in cash or in services by any State under a cooperative
tment with any federal agency shall be credited to such State, but the amount of the federal
March 3, 2006
ibulion shall not so be credited; in e11ent any State, through contradual relationships, caU&es
to be done in the interest of the Commission, such State sha0 be a-edited with the cost thereof,
s such cost is borne by the United States.
COMPACT ACCOUNTING
Costs incurred by the Commission under any cooperative agreement between the
The Engineer Advisers to the Rio Grande Compact Commissioners have reviewed the streamflow
nisslon and any U.S. Government Agency, not borne by the United States, shall be apportioned
ly to each State, and each Commissioner shaU arrange for the prompt payment of one-third
and reservoir storage records and other pertinent data and have determined the scheduled and actual
of by his State.
deliveries, and release of Usable Water during calendar year 2005. As determined by the Engineer
The Commissioner of each State shall report at the annual meeting each year the amount
Advisers, scheduled and actual deliveries, release of Usable Water for the year 2005, and balances as of
Iney expended during the year by the State which he represents, as well as the portion thereof
buted by all cooperating federal agencies, and the Commission shall arrange for such proper
January 1, 2006 are as follows:
,ursement in cash or credits between States as may be necessary to equalize the contributions
· by each State in the equipment, maintenance and operation of all gaging stations authorized
(a)
Deliveries by Colorado at the Stateline:
1 Commission and established under the terms of the Compact.
Balance as of January 1, 2005
4,400 acre-feet
It shan be the duty of each Commissioner to endeavor to secure from the Legislature of his
Scheduled delivery
455,400 acre-feet
an appropriation of sufficient funds with which to meet the obligations of his State. as provided
Actual delivery at Loba1os plus 10,000 aae-feet
458,000 acre-feet
i Compact.
Reduction of credit on account of evaporation
400 acre-feet
r!NG OF COMMISSION {1, l1Q
Accrued credits relinquishment to Project Storage
on March 31 , 2005
2,000 acre-feet
The Commission shall meet in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the third Thursday of February
Accrued credit January 1, 2006
4,600 acre-feet
:h year for the consideration and adoption of the annual report for the calendar year preceding,
'or the transaction of any other business consistent with its authority; provided that the
(b)
Deliveries by New Mexico at Elephant But1e Dam:
nission may agree to meet elsewhere. Other meetings as may be deemed necessary shall be
1t any time and place set by mutual agreement, for the consideration of data collected and for
Balance as of January 1, 2005
35,600 acre-feet
msactlon of any business consistent with its authority.
Scheduled delivery
949,500 acre-feet
AciUal delivery
957,100 acre-feet
No action of the Commission shall be effecti11e until approved by the Commissioner from
Reduction of credit on account of evaporation
6,100 acre-feet
of the three signatory States.
Accrued credit January 1, 2006
37,100 acre-feet
(Signed) M. C. HINOERLIOER
(c)
Project Storage and Releases:
M.C. Hinderlider
Accrued departure (credit) as of January 1, 2005
365,500 acre-feet
Commissioner for Colorado
Acb.Jal release of Usable Water
677,100 acre-feet
Normal release for year
790,000 acre-feet
(Signed)
THOMAS M. McCLURE
Accrued departure (credit) as of January 1, 2006
478,400 acre-feet
Thomas M. McClure
Commissioner for New Mexico
There was significant improvement to streamflow levels in 2005 due to above average
(Signed)
JULIAN P. HARRISON
precipitation in parts of the basin in Colorado and New Mexico. San Juan-Chama Project diversions into
Julian P. Harrison
Heron Reservoir totaled 155, 195 acre-feet Usable Water in Project Storage rose above the 400,000
Commissioner for Texas
acre-feet Compact Article VII trigger level on May 20 at the height of the snowmelt runoff and fell back
ed December 19, 1939.
below that level on August 26. It rose above 400,000 acre-feet again in late December 2005.
1ended at Eleventh Annual Meeting, February 23, 1950.
Consequently, the upstream storage restrictions of Article VII of the Compact were in effect for most of the
mended at Thirteenth Annual Meeting, February 25, 1952.
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New Mexico - Texas Relinquishment Agreement
Nell above-average winter snowpack throughout the basin resulted in one of the best spring
1 the last ten years. Flood issues arose in a number of areas. No serious flooding occurred due
ble weather conditions and intensive management by those agencies with flood control
bilities.
rhe Engineers Advisers met in Santa Fe and Albuquerque from February 27 through March 3,
:irepare the 2005 Compact water accounting and to discuss continuing and new issues in
ion for the 2006 annual meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission (Commission). The
• Advisers requested and received the participation of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the
eau of Reclamation (Reclamation), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the International
y and Water Commission (IBWC), the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the U.S. Fish and
3ervice (Service) to discuss in detail their specific water-related activities in the basin. BiH Ruth,
,ral Chairman of the Commission attended the federal agency presentation portion of the meeting.
rhe Engineer Advisers expressed concern with the apparent discrepancy in the mass balance of
Reservoir in 2005 and with the accuracy of stream gages below Elephant Butte Dam. In
1ce with the Rules and Regulations for Administration of the Rio Grande Compact, the Engineer
recommend that the Commission direct the Secretary to inspect those stream gaging stations
for administration of the Compact and provide recommendations to the Engineer Advisers at their
eting for any changes or improvements in methods of measurement or location of equipment that
ieecled to insure that reliable records are obtained. The Engineer Advisers recommend that the
sion request the USGS and Reclamation cooperatively evaluate the procedures for measuring
1tifying streamflow at the gaging stations below Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs.
The Engineer Advisers corrected an error in the last three months of Column 11 of New Mexico's
mpact accounting sheet Those errors result from the inadvertent use of provisional and
;ited storage data for the Compact accounting of the various pools in the City of Santa Fe's
and Nichols Reservoirs for those months. The error did not change New Mexico's 2004 end-ofrued credit balance. See the attached memo for additional details.
The Engineer Advisers have reviewed the issue of credit water evaporation from Elephant Butte
ir. They have prepared and presented a memorandum and recommendation to the Commission
action. The New Mexico Engineer Adviser signed the 2005 Compact accounting sheets based
, recommended resolution.
Fort Quitman, Texas, in accordance with the Compact. The MOU provides that the Engineer Advisers and

In 2003 New Mexico offered and Texas accepted a phased relinquishment of a portion of New
Mexico's accrued credits then held in Project Storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir. The relinquishment
totaled 175,500 acre-feet. The relinquishment allowed the storage of a like amount of water in post-1929
reservoirs in New Mexico upstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir over as many years as necessary when
the storage prohibition of Article VII is in effect.
A total of 146,143 acre-feet of relinquished water was stored in 2Cib3 and 2004 (88,270 acre-feet
in 2003; 57,873 acre-feet in 2004), leaving a balance of 29,357 acre-feet to be captured in future years.
No relinquished water was stored in 2005. At the end of 2005, 19,054 acre-feet of relinquished water
remained in storage, all in El Vada Reservoir.
Colorado - Texas Relinquishment Agniement
Colorado began 2005 with 4,400 acre-feet of accrued credit. Because the release from Platore
Reservoir was reduced for normal winter operations, native water was unavoidably stored in the postCompact reservoir, despite the storage prohibition of Article VII of the Compact. This storage occurred
during the period November 2004 through March 2005. The maximum release possible through the
bypass valves under the reservoir head conditions at that time was approximately eight cubic feet per
second (cfs). The inflow to the reservoir exceeded this release resulting in a gain of approximately 2,000
acre-feet before the gates were opened in March. Colorado relinquished 2,000 acre-feet to Project
Storage on March 31, 2005 making a like amount of water in Platoro Reservoir available to meet irrigation
demand on the Conejos River.
CONTINUING ISSUES
This section of the report summarizes issues previously addressed by the Engineer Advisers or
the Commission. It reflects information obtained by the Engineer Advisers subsequent to the 2005
Commission meeting, including information obtained in the reports of federal agencies at the 2006
Engineer Advisers meeting.
Compact Accounting Documentation Project
At the 2002 meeting of the Commission, the Commissioners and Reclamation signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that formally describes the duties, roles, and responsibilities of
each party in the accounting, reporting, and documentation of the waters of the Rio Grande Basin above
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ation will prepare a manual describing the historic and current accounting procedures and that
Reclamation reported that they continued the process of implementing a generalized relational
ation and the Engineer Advisers will formally review the accounting and reporting procedures for
database management system (Hydrotogic Database, or HOB) during 2005. Water accounting data
,I modifications and enhancements every five years, or more frequently if necessary. The
output from URGWOM will eventually be ported directly into HOB using an automated data loader.
tr Advisers met regarding this issue in early 2006. The services of a technical writer have been
Reclamation is also planning on using Excel and Crystal Reports to automatically generate reports.
d by New Mexico to facilitate completion of this project. Previously prepared drafts of portions of
The Engineer Advi~rs continue to be concerned with the potential for Compact accounting
,rt are being reviewed and updated as necessary and data gaps identified for further work. The
changes to occur from the transition to new databases and report generators. The Engineer Advisers
tr Advisers anticipate completion and circulation of a revised draft document for review.
encourage Reclamation and the Corps to coordinate so that all Compact accounting is conducted using
one database.
Basin eeo11ct
The total production of the Closed Basin Project in 2005 was 14,666 acre-feet with 10,822 acreCompliance by Federal and State Agencies with State Water Law and Regulations
'181 amount being delivered to the Rio Grande. Of lhe delivery to the Rio Grande, 10,720 acre-feet
The Commission approved resolutions in 2001 and 2002 that requested the Corps, Reclamation
ditable under the Compact and 102 acre-feet was non-creditable due to exceedence of Compact
and Service comply with state law by obtaining pennits from the appropriate state agencies for any water
Jality provisions. Biofouling problems continue to plague the production wells of the Closed Basin
related actions, induding habitat restoration, that result in new or additional river depletions. Federal
Reclamation replaced six wells in 2005 that were most affected by the iron bacteria and altered
agency representatives continue to acknowledge the need to comply with applicable state laws regarding
,nal procedures to minimize bacterial growth. To date, 30 of 150 wells have been replaced. The
these projects.
I design and operations show promise to restore the production of the project. Wells will continue
The Corps of Engineers indicated they are designing habitat res!or::1tion projects such as the
olaced as budgetary constraints allow. The Closed Basin operating committee continues to
Ecosystem Revitalization at Route 66 Project and the Rio Grande Nature Center Habitat Restoration
groundwater levels and groundwater production and adjust project operations pursuant to the
Project so as not to increase river depletions. New Mexico reports that the Corps has not yet submitted
1legislation.
permit applications or met with the Office of the State Engineer on these projects.
The U.S. Section of the IBWC indicated they recognize water rights need to be secured for habitat
>M Accounting Model INambe FaUsl
restoration projects. They are coordinating with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBIO) and nonReclamation continued to use the Nambe Falls accounting model during 2005. Partial draft
governmental organizations on proposed habitat restoration projects within the Canalization Project to
ntation of that model was delivered during the 2005 meeting of the Engineer Advisers.
ensure compliance with New Mexico law.
iltion is planning to merge the Nambe Falls model into Upper Rio Grande Water Operations Model
New Mexico reported that the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission (NMISC) submitted a
OM) and finalize its documentation. Reclamation is planning to complete the documentation prior
plan for Phase I of its Albuquerque Reach Habitat Restoration project to the Office of the State Engineer
)07 meeting of the Engineer Advisers.
for review of permit requirements or depletion offsets. Neither a permit nor offset of depletions were
required because the project is located within the active channel of the Rio Grande where no additional
OM Accounting Module and Hydroloqic Data-Base
water depletions are expected to occur.
The Corps presented the latest developments and updates to URGWOM, including updates to the
model, which have resulted in significant improvement of model performance. In addition, the
Water Resource Development Act Section 729 Comprehensive Planning Study
)M team is developing a new approach for modeling surface water/ groundwater interaction using
The Corps and NMISC provided an update of Water Resources Development Act (WROA)
ire. These changes do not impact the URGWOM accounting module.
Section 729 water resources investigations in the Upper Rio Grande Basin. The Corps began a feasibility
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1h the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality as the local sponsor, in the Forgotten River
reservoir enabled the Article VII restriction to be lifted earlier than otherwise would have occurred so that
om Fort Quitman to Presidio, Texas in 2005. The study, which is scheduled for completion in
significant amounts of native water could be stored in upstream reservoirs. The New Mexico Engineer
investigating invasive species removal and ecosystem restot ation alternatives.
Adviser indicated New Mexico has spent nearly $8 million since 2000 to construct and maintain the
-lew Mexico reported on the WRDA study between San Acacia and Elephant Butte Reservoir to
channel.
rize the interaction of surface water and shallow groundwater. Collection of surface water stage
ndwater levels as well as water quality monitoring, which began in 2003, continues at multiple
YEAR 2005 OPERATIONS
1e data is being used to update the linked surface water/groundwater model for the reach and for
ing URGWOM revision.
Flood Operations
nie Engineer Advisers participated in a meeting in February 2006 hosted by the Corps, the World
The 2004-2005 snowpack was well above average throughout the basin resulting in very high
'und and the National Audubon Society regarding proposed WRDA legislation that would provide
streamflows. Peak flows in some areas stressed the existing levee systems above Elephant Butte
:>n annually for restoration activities within the Rio Grande basin. As a.imintly proposed, the
Reservoir.
n would limit the work to New Mexico, however, proposals exist to amend that legislation to the
In Colorado, the Colorado Division of Water Resources engaged the Corps and Reclamation prior
J
Grande basin, including Colorado and Texas. The Engineer Advisers suggest that the
to and during the runoff over concerns on the Conejos River below Platero Reservoir and the Rio Grande
n include provisions requiring compliance with state water law, the Rio Grande Compact and
through the Alamosa area. Flows approached bank-full stage in several areas in the basin in Colorado,
vith Mexico.
but no significant damage was sustained. It was not necessary to initiate flood control operations at
Platoro Reservoir.
w Conveyance Channel Design, Construction. Operation and
Maintenance
In New Mexioo, the NMISC, the New Mexioo Office of Emergency Management, the Middle Rio
~eclamation again discussed its proposed project to relocate the river channel, and the adjacent
Grande Conservancy District (MRGCD), the Corps and Reclamation coordinated on water operations and
t Conveyance Channel (LFCC), to the west side of the valley floor downstream from San Marcial.
flood-fighting efforts throughout the runoff period. It was necessary for the Corps to conduct flood-control
mon indicated that the project is on hold due to lack of funding.
Environmental issues, the results
operations at Abiquiu Reservoir on the Rio Chama from approximately mid-April through mid-June and at
,per Rio Grande Water Operations Review (URGWOPS) and EIS process, and of New Mexico's
Cochiti Reservoir on the Rio Grande from roughly mid-May through the end of June. Releases from
1of the reach will be critical In determining whether the project will move forward.
Abiquiu Reservoir reached the maximum safe channel capacity of 1,800 cfs from April 20 through midJune. The Corps reported that the Rio Chama channel carried the flow without significant damage. Inflow
t Butl8 Pilot Channel Project
into the reservoir peaked at about 4,800 cfs. Peak storage at Abiquiu Re:;erw1r reached 193,000 acre~MISC reported that its contractor and Reclamation maintained the constructed pilot channel
feet, with about 80,000 acre-feet of that being flood control storage. Releases from Cochiti Reservoir
1Marcial through the sediment delta to the active reservoir pool in Elephant Butte Reservoir
peaked at about 6,850 cfs, which was less than the 7,800 cfs maximum that would result in maximum
>05. The active pool of the reservoir has receded more than 20 miles and remains below the
channel capacity flows at Albuquerque of 7,000 cfs. Peak storage at Cochiti Reservoir reached 95,000
Narrows. Without construction of the pilot channel little or no defined river channel would exist.
acre-feet. with about 46,000 acre-feet of that being flood oonlrol storage. Inflow into the reservoir peaked
~eclamation and New Mexico have independently estimated that between 8,000 and 17,000 acreat about 8,900 cfs. There was no flood carryover storage in either Abiquiu or Cochiti Reservoir from 2005
ater is saved annually when the pilot channel is open. Additionally, New Mexico reported that the
into 2006.
1t channel and Reclamation's maintenance of levees in the San Marcial area have been
Two reaches of the spoilbank levee system in the middle valley experienced significant stress
ntal in delivering water to the reservoir in recent years. The improved delivery efficiency into the
during the runoff, the reach below the lsleta Diversion Dam on the east side of the river and the San
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each on the west side of the river. Portions of the spoilbank levee system are deteriorated and at
ilure due to lack of maintenance. The Corps reported that they have received funding
cing in 2005 to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the levee system in the Albuquerque
the Rio Grande, including formulation of a plan on which sections of the system require
,·
IClion and which sections simply require maintenance.
·he Engineer Advisers are concerned with the ongoing lack of maintenance of the spoil bank
the middle Rio Grande. New Mexico intends to wOf1c with the MRGCD, the Corps and
lion to address these concerns.
·he Engineer Advisers would like to commend the flood.fighting efforts by Reclamation and the
ring the runoff including Reclamation's emergency levee maintenance activities.
Supplemental Water Program
Operations
~,wvoir Operations tor 2005
::>latoro Reservoir, located near the headwaters of the Conejos River in Southern Colorado, is a
1pact reservoir subject to the storage prohibition of Article VII. P1atoro Reservoir was
operated
restrictions of Article VII during portions of 2005. Article VII restrictions were lifted on May 20,
Jd on August 26 and lifted again in late December. Colorado reported that, for two distinct
Colorado increased storage in Platoro Reservoir during 2005.
or dam safety reasons, the main gate valve in the dam is normally closed during the winter. This
, downstream butterfly valves on the end of the outlets to be left open and not operated during
·. Spray from the outlet win freeze and totally encase the operating arms of these valves and risk
f they are operated during the winter. The bypass valve passes water around the main slidegate
operation. Because of heavy tan precipitation in 2004, the bypass valve was again unable to
,e inflow to the reservoir. Therefore, approximately 900 acre-feet was stored in November and
r of 2004 and an additional 1,100 acre-feet by the end of March 2005 for a tolal of 2,000 acre, water accumulated because of the difference in the outlet capacity at the existing low reservoir
the inflow.
t the request of the Colorado Commissioner, Texas accepted the relinquishment of 2,000 acre!dit water in Elephant Butte Reservoir on March 31, 2005 in return for the water stored in Platoro
while under Article VII restrictions.
uring May and June of 2005, when no restrictions were in place, the Conejos Water
ncy District stored and re-regulated pre-Compact water rights in Platoro Reservoir.
eleases from Platoro Reservoir were limited to flows through the bypass valves in November

2005 when freezing conditions dictated. During late November and December approximately 400 acrefeet of water was stored in Platoro Reservoir before Usable Water in Project Storage reached 400,000
acre-feet and the Article VII re11biction on storage in post-Compact reservoirs was lifted. This water will
either be released as soon as the river and weather conditions allow and delivered to the state line or it will
be retained pursuant to relinquishment of credit water in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
Emergency Drought Water Agreement (EDWAI Operations
No EDWA operations occurred in 2005. A balance of 29,357 acre-feet of the original 175,500
acre-feet of relinquishment remains to be captured in future years.
Reclamation's supplemental water program is intended to provide additional water, primarily
through the voluntary leasing of San Juan-Chama (SJC} Project water, for !mdangered species needs and
compliance with the 2003 Biological Opinion (BO). In 2005, Reclamation released a total of 7,780 acrefeet (all leased SJC Project water) for its supplemental water program, Supplemental water was released
solely to conduct river recession operations after June 15.
SJC water leased for the program is released for diversion and use by the MRGCD, which, in tum,
allows an equivalent amount of native Rio Grande water (less conveyance losses) to remain undiverted.
Reclamation continued to operate portable diesel driven pumps at four locations in the San Acacia reach
during 2005 to pump an estimated (by Reclamation) 4,761 acre-feet of water from the LFCC to the Rio
Grande under a permit issued by the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer. Reclamation reported that
they were in compliance with the BO during 2005.
REPORTS OF THE FEDERAL AGENCIES
Representatives of Reclamation, the Corps, the Service, the BIA and IBWC presented reports to
the Engineer Advisers on February 28 and March 1, 2006.
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promote positive benefits, consistent with their individual missions and operating rules and guidelines.
Bnf,yoir Safety of Dams Operations Rntnction
Each joint lead agency was originally scheduled to formulate and issue a se_parate Record of Decision
tion reported that due to concern over structural conditions, releases through the El Vado
(ROD) in 2006, however Reclamation reported that they did not anticipate issuing a ROD for the project.
r spillway will be limited to 2,500 cfs. Reclamation is assessing whether there should be a
The draft programmatic EIS was released for public comment in Januar; 2006. Reclamation reported that
eslriction on reservoir operations.
they planned to conduct a second phase of the project that would review r.dditional potential reservoir
operations not currently authorized by Congress.
g,yoir Baseline study
"he Corps reported on an ongoing study of Cochiti Reservoir operations. Potential changes to
Stmge for the Six Middle Rio Grande Pueblos' Prior and Paramount Lands
perations management include options ranging from increasing conservation storage to
Reclamation provided details on 2005 Prior and Paramount storage and release activities.
ly draining the reservoir. Study areas include surface and subsurface hydrological analysis,
Reclamation reported they stored 12,000 acre-feet in El Vado Reservoir for delivery of irrigation water to
:1 sediment quality and hazardous risk assessment and biological, cultural and economic
the Prior and Paramount lands of the six Middle Rio Grande Pueblos in 2005 in the event that natural
evaluations. Activities completed to date include data collection, analyses and interpretive
flows were insufficient These are lands recognized as being prior and paramount to other lands of the
1< for each of the study areas and mapping of the clam, lake and surrounding area, including
MRGCO. Of that amount, 7,000 acre-feet was stored while the storage restrictions of Artide VII were in
napping of the lake bottom. The completion of the study is contingent upon available funding.
effect and the remaining 5,000 acre-feet was stored after the restriction was lifted.
is
reported that the study would not be completed before 2009. The Engineer Advisers continue
It was not necessary to release any of that water to meet irrigation demand during 2005. The
cerned with the delays in completing this study.
7,000 acre-feet stored while Article VII was in effect was released in November and December for delivery
to Elephant Butte Reservoir before the end of the calendar year. The 5,000 acre-feet stored after May 20,
1de Cutthroat Trout
2005 remained in storage and was reallocated as normal Rio Grande storage available for release to
1
February 1998 the Service received a petition to ~st the Rio Grande cutthroat trout as an
satisfy future MRGCD irrigation demand.
·ed species. The Service completed a candidate status review in June 2002 Indicating that listing
An independent team from within the Department of Interior is expected to finalize their
~es was not warranted. A lawsuit was filed in 2003 in federal District Court for the District of
investigation and issue a final report providing recommended procedures for computing the storage and
ico seeking to overturn the Service's decision not to list the Rio Grande aJ!lhroat trout as
release of water to satisfy the prior and paramount demand. The team
COO!',!Sts
of three representatives,
·ed. On Deoember 19, 2005 the Court ruled in favor the Service.
one each from Reclamation, BIA and the USGS. The Engineer Advisers :.>re concerned with Prior and
Paramount water supply and demand issues as well as the related conflict between Reclamation and BIA.
,o Grande Basin water Operations Review and EIS
teclamation, the Corps, and NMISC signed a Memorandum of Agreement in January 2000 to
The Texas Engineer Adviser remains concerned about the storage of native Rio Grande water in
1 review
and BS of water operations in the upper Rio Grande basin. This project is a multi-year
El Vado Reservoir by Reclamation when the Article VII storage prohibition is in effect.
: is evaluating alternatives for more efficient operations of Federal water storage and flood control
Jnder existing authorities to meet the increasing demands on the upper Rio Grande. Compliance
March 17, 2003 Middle Rio Grande Programmatic Biological Opinion
lational Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Endangered Species Act (ESA) will be
The Service provided updates on compliance activities with the March 17, 2003 BO regarding the
The three joint lead agencies developed multiple possible alternatives for analysis and
actions of the Corps and Reclamation in regards to the Rio Grande silvery minnow and Southwestern
1tation of decisions about coordinated water operations in the upper Rio Grande that seek to
willow flycatcher. Water operations during year 2005 were consistent with the BO.
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develop a revised draft plan. The revised Recovery Plan was submitted to the Fish and Wildlife Service
dt snvery Minnow
1
Regional Office in October 2005. The Regional Office is currently reviewing the draft.
:io Grande silvery minnow salvage operations were conducted from July through September with
lvage in 2005 of over 600,000 minnows. The 2005 salvage far exceeded the combined salvage
Middle Rio Grande Project Channel Maiot,nance
vious five years. Incidental take as a result of the water operations in the Middle Rio Grande
Reclamation person~! provided a presentation regarding the status of Reclamation's Middle Rio
i 5,640, which was within the take limit Approximately 35 miles of the Rio Grande went dry in
Grande river channel maintenance program. In summary, Reclamation representatives said that work
th of lsleta diversion dam with the primary drying occurring within the san Acacia reach.
was performed on eight primary sites, six of which consisted of locations where the river was encroaching
he Service continues to propagate silvery minnow at the Dexter National Fish Hatchery and the
upon the levees. Additional work was done to repair areas along the river that were damaged during the
>uquerque BiOPBrk to augment the population. During 2005 over 250,000 minnows were
high spring runoff. A post-runoff review conducted by Reclamation identified siX new sites where high
n the Rio Grande. The majority were released in the Albuqueque reach with approximately
flows created new river channel maintenance needs. Reclamation reported they had not received
leased each near Bernardo and Lemitar. To date over 500,000 minnow have been released to
additional funds for this work.
rande since augmentation activities began.
uring 2005, catch rates for the silvery minnow inaeased substantially from the 2000 through
Tiffany Sediment Plug
-period. The Service indicated the 2005 catch rate was equivalent to catch rates experienced at
A sediment plug fanned in the river in the Tiffany area during the snowmelt runoff that completely blocked
1e silvery minnow was listed as endangered in 1994. The Engineer Advisers note that the silvery
the main channel of the river and which resulted in overbank flow and impacts to the spailbank levees in
as not listed due to a lack of fish in the middle Rio Grande, rather because of the r&duction of
that reach. The plug formed 1.5 miles upstream of the San Marcial railroad bridge and reached a total
iabitat within the entire Rio Grande basin. In 2005 the area of highest minnow concentration
length of about three miles. Excavation of a pilot channel through the plug began in October and was
lsleta reach with substantial numbers of minnow observed throughout the middle Rio Grande.
completed in December 2005 by crews from Reclamation and a contractor of the NMISC.
eer Advisers are encouraged that the minnow augmentation activities are proving successful.
1e Service reported on sampling activities for silvery minnow within Elephant Butte Reservoir
San Acacia Levu Project
ot channel. Both of these areas are located outside of the designated aitical habitat for the
The san Acacia Levee project would rehabilitate 45 miles of levee between San Acacia and the
san Marcial Railroad Bridge by removing the existing spoil bank levee and replacing it with an engineered
ie
Service discussed reintroduction of the silvery minnow in the Big Bend region of the Rio
levee. The project includes raising or relocating the railroad bridge at San Marcial. The Corps initiated a
Texas. The Service plans to reintroduce the silvery minnow in the Big Bend area in late 2007 or
Limited Reevaluation study in 2005 which is expected to be completed in 2008. The study team's goal is
1ESA Section 100) experimental, norH!SSenlial population. If these segments are designated
to comply with the 2003 Biological Opinion and initiate construction for the new bridge by 2008. The
, 10(j), they cannot be designated as critical habitat for the minnow. The Service held scoping
Corps indicated that they have relied on CongressiOnal add-ins to conduct this work and that there are
~ilh local stakehokfers regarding the reintroduction and is preparing the draft Environmental
currently no funds for this project in the FY 2007 executive budget
nt
e 2005 activities of the silvery minnow recovery team, of which the Engineer Advisers are active
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
were discussed. The team was directed in December 2002 by the Service Regional Director to
In October 2005 the Service designated critical habitat for the flycatcher. Critical habitat in the Rio
current Recovery Plan and revise recovery criteria to address needed actions for downlisting
Grande basin includes areas in the Espanola ·and middle Rio Grande valleys in New Mexico. It does not
1g. The Recovery Team met approximately every siX weeks during the summer of 2005 to
include areas within the Elephant Butte Reservoir pool.
Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service indicated the number of Southwestern willow
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Reclamation continued vegetation management effor1s in 2005 through a Cooperative Agreement funded
territories in the Middle Rio Grande valley was relatively stable and greater than required for
by the NMISC. A total of 5,636 acres were treated in 2005 at both reservoirs under the program. A total
{ithin the recovery unit, with 147 known territories in 2005 and 150 in 2004.
of 4,880 acres were treated by mowing and 756 acres were treated with herbicides.
the 2004 meeting of the Engw1eer Advisers it was recognized that an issue may exist related to
If the Elephant Butte Reservoir pool and the effect of such filling on the flycatdlers in the pool
IBWC Operation,
Engineer Advisers have met with Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service periodicaRy to
IBWC discussed their Flood Control Projects Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
1 issue.
In 2005, all known flycatcher territories in the Elephant Butte Reservoir delta were
(PEI$). On December 20041:he IBWC issued a notice of intent I!> prepare a PEIS on management of the
:hin the top seven feet of the reservoir pool.
IBWC Rio Grande and Tijuana River Flood Control Projects. Scoping comments wete received through
February 7, 2005. In June 2005, former Commissioner Duran cancelled the PEIS contract. The current
It Project Operations and Storage Proiections
IBWC management team will re-initiate the PEIS in the spring of 2006.
iclamation reported delivery of a final allotment of a full supply for all three Rio Grande Project
During the 2005-2006 non-irrigation season, the IBWC initialed a five.year channel maintenance
s EBID, El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 (EP No. 1), and Mexico. EBID
plan along the Canalization Project. The purpose of the channel maintenance is to maintain efficient
and diverted 356,690 acre-feet (138,300 acre-feet less than their full allotment). EP No. 1
water deliveries to the U.S. irrigation districts, the City of El Paso, and Mexico, and improve operations at
and diverted 247,610 acre-feet (129,260 acre-feet less than their full allotment). Mexico
Mesilla and American Dam. The types of maintenance activities include bank stabilization, arroyo
their full allotment of 60,000 acre-feet, and diverted 58,600 acre-feet. City of El Paso diversions
sediment removal and re-alignment, and in-channel sediment removal.
ere 50,720 acre-feet Reclamation reported the capacity at Elephant Butte Resenioir rose
The IBWC received the final levee assessment report in June 2004. A cooperative agreement
400,000 acre-feet Article VII storage restriction value on May 20. Aocording to Reclamation,
provides for the Corps of Engineers to conduct ground-truth sampling, ~ismlc investigations, and
Elephant Butte Reservoir dropped below 400,000 acre-feet again on August 26, 2005, and due
trenching for selected sites in the Canalization reach. This work is exp.:--cted to commence this summer, if
inflows, storage at Elephant Butte Reservoir rose above 400,000 acre-feet again on December
funds are available. Finafty, a test pond was constructed in the tower Mesilla Valley to monitor actual
Storage at Elephant Butte Reservoir peaked at 560,920 aae-feet on June 26, 2005 and
seepage through the In-situ levees under simulated flood conditions, to t,,,-.!p determine necessary
Cabello Reservoir peaked at 51,390 acre-feet on June 2, 2005. End-of-Year storage at
remediation measures for the levees When they are raised.
IBWC presented information regarding the Canalization EIS. The final EIS was released in June
utte Reservoir was 428,000 acre-feet, and End-of-Year storage at Caballo Reservoir was
2004 and the Rec:orcl of Decision is still on hold.
:1-feet.
clamation discussed !:heir Rio Grande Project water allocations for 2006. At. the time of the
Paso dat Norte Wattmbed Study
dvisers meeting, Reclamation indicated that the current allocation is 46 percent of a tun
The Corps reported they continue development of a ooordinated database and GIS for water
Reclamation forecasts call for considerably lower than nonnal inflows. They currently estimate
related resources in the Rio Grande watershed ~ Elephant Butte ReseMJir and Ft Quitman using
nt Butte Reservoir could reach a low storage level near 54,000 acre-feet in September 2006.
a RiverWare conceptual model.
n expects to begin Project releases for the 2006 irrigation season March 6, 2006, with releases
lo to begin March 10, 2006, and Mexico diversions beginning March 22.
~
The Engineer Advisers reviewed the Cost of Operation for the year ending June 30, 2005 and the
Management at Elephant Butte and Cabano Reservoirs
Budget for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2007. The Engineer Advisers found that the expenses for gaging
t cedar and other phreatophytes continue to grow within the exposed reservoir areas.
stations and administration of the Rio Grande Compact for the year ending June 30, 2005 were $173,989.
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!d States bore $55,286 of this total, with the balance of $118,703 borne equally by the three
,e proposed budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2007 indicates a total of $186,788 will be
;iaging stations and administration. The proposed contribution by the United States for fiscal
is$62,305.
~1Michael i'suitivan
To:
From:
Rio Grande Compact Commissioners
, ~ $fl~ (t,
Engineer Advisers to the Rio Grande Compact Commission :Jofl
0
J/~/
iio'
Engineer Adviser for Colorado
Date:
March 23, 2006
Subject:
Accounting of Accrued Rio Grande Compact Credit Water in ~ject
Storage
In late 2002, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) indicated, as part of its
planning for Rio Grande Project Storage releases in 2003, that it' s methodology included
reducing New Mexico's and Colorado's accrued Credit Water in Project Storage monthly
to account for evaporation losses as shown on the annual accounting of Rio Grande
Compact water deliveries each year since 1990. New Mexico raised the question as to
whether or not the Reclamation had discretion to release water accounted under the Rio
Grande Compact as accrued Credit Water. Reclamation indicated its belief that the
change in the Compact accounting tabulation in 1990 gave them that discretion. New
Mexico disagreed, indicating that Article I and VI precluded such operation and that no
Article XIII request had been made or consented to by the Compact Commission to allow
for releases of accrued Credit Water.
The New Mexico Engineer Adviser declined to sign the 2003 and 2004 Compact
accoWlting sheets because of the disagreement. This memorandum further describes the
issue, provides relevant background infonnation, describes historic and current Credit
Water accounting history, outlines implications of Reclamation's current methodology,
outlines conclusions, and provides recommendations to resolve the issue.
Relevant Background
The Rio Grande Compact
The states of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas signed the Rio Grande Compact in 1938.
It was subsequently ratified by the respective legislatures of the three signatory states and
enacted as Public Law 76-96 by the U.S. Congress in 1939.
Under Article [ of the Compact, "Credit Water" is defined as:
"that amount of water in Project Storage which is equal to the accrued credit of
Colorado, or New Mexico or both," and
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Reclamation presented its plan for allocation of Project water in 2003 to the Engineer
"Usable Watt:r'' is defined as:
Advisers in early spring of that year. The plan included teducing Colorado and New
Mexico accrued Credit Water on a monthly basis whereas in years prior to 1990 Credit
"all water, exclusive of Ctedit Waus, which is in Project Storage ... ". (By
Water Wll'i held constant t'hroughout the year. Upon questioning by New Mexico,
Resolution of May 3, 1974, this definition was amended to exclude any San JuanReclamation indicated they incolJ)Orated the change after the Compact Commission
Chama Project water stored in Elephant Butte Reservoir.)
approved the I 990 Compact accounting. The accounting sheets included a change in the
Article VI of the Compact states:
t
manner accrued Credit Water was tabulated. However, the Cormnission did not talce
explicit action regarding thi, issue as provided under Article XIII of the Compact.
" ... that accrued credits ... shall be reduced annually to compensate for
f
2002 Rpolutiop oftlle Commipion
evaporation losses... ".
On March 21, 2002 the Rio Grande Compact Commission passed a resolution that
Article VII of the Compact states:
" ... hereby requests that the Bureau of Reclamation work cooperatively with the
" ... Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, may relinquish accrued credits at any time,
Engineer Advisers to develop procedures for determining the annual allotments of
and Texas may accept such relinquished water, and in such events the state, or
water supply in accordance with the Rio Grande Compact."
states, so relinquishing shall be entitled to store water in the amount of the water
so relinquished."
Hiator&gl Accotuldn1 of Cndit wuer
Article XIII oftbe Compact reads as follows:
Figure I provides a graphical representation of total Credit Wakr and toll!l Rio Grande
"At the expiration of every fiv~ycar period after the effective date ofthi,
Project Storage, 88 compiled from the annual "Project Storage" accountmg sheets for the
Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous consent, review any provisions
history of the Compact The difference in Credit Water accounting methodology is
hereof which are not substantive in character and which do not affect the basic
illustrated by two curves: The first curve is the sum of the accrued credici tabulated on
principles upon which the Compact is founded, and shall meet for the
the Colorado and New Mexico accollllting sheets (lines CI and NM!) held constant
considerations of such questions on the request of any member of the
throughout the year. The second curve, from Column 9 oft:he "Project Storage"
Commission: provided, however, that the provisions hereof shall remain in full
accounting sheets shows monthly Credit Water status including monthly reductions for
force and effect until changed and amended within the intent of the Compact by
evaporation after 1990. Several observations can be made from examination of this data:
unanimous action of the Commissioners, and until any changes in this Compact
are ratified by the legislatures of the respective states and consented to by
I. There are essentially three periods when Colorado and New Mexico accrued
Congress, in the same llUlllJlet' as this Compact is required to be ratified to become
significant amounts of ctedit storage - in the 1940s and early 1950s; in the mid to
effective."
late l 970s, and from 1990 through 2003.
2. For the first two of these periods, the Credit Water accounting curves defined
Reclamllttog'• Cpmp.t Appal Allogtiet Progdurg for !he Rio Gngde Proiee1
above are generally identical. Credit Wat« was accounted on all three Compact
accounting sheets as being held constant throughout the year. There are a few
In the fall of every year, Reclamation conducts an assesmient to determine the allocation
exceptions to this observation:
of water to downstream water users (the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, the El Paso
Irrigation District No. I, and the Republic of Mexico) in the following year. The
•
In 1942 Actual Spill in an amount sufficient to spill all accrued Credit Water
allocation process begins in November with Reclamation producing an allocation
commenced in May.
forecast. This allocation forecast is updated monthly as necessary until the end of the
irrigation scasoJL In most of the last 25 years, Elephant Butte Reservoir contained
1ufficient water to provide a full release to Project users. Commencing in 2002, however,
:he amount of Usable Water in Project Storage at the beginning of the year was
l
•
In 1950, Colorado relinquished a portion of it accrued credit in increments:
25,000 acre-feet (AF) on July 31; 20,000 AF on August 31; and I5,000 AF on
September 30.
nsufficient to provide a full release.
i
3
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•
In 1951, the Rio Grande Compact Commission, by unanimous action at its
o Except as described above, Credit Water has not been released from Rio
Twelfth Annual Meeting passed the following motion:
Grande Project Storage.
".. . that the release of Credit Water from Project Storage during the year
o The Compact Commission. by unanimous action, may take extraordinary
1951 be authorm,d, provided that such water is replaced at the first
measures to affect the release of Credit Water if they so desire, as was
opportunity thereafter, and provided further that, in application of the
done in 1951. The motion passed by the Commission at that meeting
provisions of the last paragraph of Article VI, it shall be assumed that the
provides one possible means of doing so.
proportions of Credit Water and usable water released from time to time
are the same as the proportions of Credit Water and usable water then in
o The relinquishment clause of Article VII of the Compact provides the
Project Storage." 1
legal means for release of Credit Water, at the discretion of Colorado or
New Mexico and upon acceptance by Texas.
3. Commencing in 1990, the accounting of Credit Water as shown on the Project
Storage accounting sheets (see Figure 1) incorporated monthly evaporation losses.
It is not clear why this change in Compact accounting reporting occurred. It is not
Recommendation
discussed in either the transcripts of the meetings of the Commission or in the
annual reports of the .Engineer Advisers for this time period. It is possible the
After review of the available information the Engineer Advisers recommend that:
change occurred with the advent of the use of electronic spreadsheets by
Reclamation and the USGS.
o The Commission diJCCt that accrued Credit Water be held constant during
the year.
4. In the fall of2003 (Figure 2), the Rio Gmnde Project Storage curve dipped below
the sum of the accrued credits for Colorado and New Mexico in 2003.
o
The Commission direct the Engineer Advisers to meet if the total
combined accrued Credit Water exceeds 150,000 acre-feet and Usable
5. Prior to the fall of 2003 (Figure 1), the Rio Grande Project Storage curve never
Water is less than a full allocation or if the combined accrued Credit
dipped below either of the two Credit Water curves - in other words, "monthly
Water exceeds SO percent of Project Storage and make a recommendation
evaporated Credit Water" had never been released prior to that time and
to the Commission regarding optimum use of water in Prc:iect Storage for
consequently this issue had never come up.
Commission approval.
lmp)ications of Credit Water Acs;ountjng
o
The Commission direct Reclamation to allocate or release Credit Water
only as directed by the Commission.
Reclamation's methodology for forecasting and managing annual irrigation season
allocations for the Rio Grande Project has the potential to affect the benefits that accrue
to each state. The methodology could affect the timing of Article VII and hence the
amount of water that can be stored in upstream reservoirs constructed after 1929;
relinquishment of accrued Credit Water by New Mexico or Colorado; as well as debit
water accounting.
Conclusions
o Prior to 1990, Credit Water was held constant through the year on the
Release and Spill from Project Storage accounting sheet with evaporative
losses charged at the end of the year.
o Commencing in 1990, Credit Water was reduced on a monthly basis on
the Release and Spill from Project Storage accounting sheet
' Excerpted from the Minutes or the Twelfth Annual (Twmrty-Second) Meeting of the Rio Grande
Compact Commil&ion, Santa Fe, New Mexic:0, February 23 & 24, 19151
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FIGURE 2 • CREDIT WATER AND PROJECT STORAGE THROUGH TIME
FIGURE 1 • CREDIT WATER AND PROJECT STORAGE THROUGH TIME
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RECORDS OF DELIVERIES ANO RELEASES
lt the annual meeting of the Compact Commission on March 23, 2006, the records of deliveries and
and computations of debits and aedits for calendar year 2004 -,-a reported. The records and
:ions as approved by the Commission are reproduced on the next three pages.
"he delivery of water in the Rio Grande at the Colorado-New Mexico State line was obtained from the
streamflow near Lobatos, Colorado; the scheduled delivery was computed as prescribed in Article Ill.
"he delivery of water by New Mexico to Elephant Butte was compulBd from the record of streamflow
!phant Butte Dam and the record of operation of Elephant Butte Reservoir; the scheduled delivery was
:I as prescribed in the Resolution of the Commission adopted at the Ninth AMual Meeting held
22-24, 1948, and published in this report.
"he actual release from Project Storage during the year was measured at gaging stations below
>am . On March 1, 2005 New Mexico relinquished a total of 2,000 acre-feet of accrued credits. During
Commissioners found that the actual release of usable water was 677,100 acre-feet This resulted in
iK:I credit of 478,400 acre-feet as of January 1, 2006.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
COST OF OPERATION AND BUDGET
This report wu prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey, ,ecretary to the Rio Grande Compact Commission The wa1'rsupply data contained in this report have been provided by various Federal and Stat< agencies,
The office of the Stat, Engineer of Colonido provided records of tnmsmountain dive Bi ans and of storage for the
BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2009
foll0W1ng:
Borne by
Bomebv
Squaw Lake
Jumper Creek Reservoir
Mill Creek Reserv01r
Item
Total Cost
United States
Colorado
New Mexico
Texas
Rito Hondo Reservoir
Big MeadoM Reservoir
FuchsReservotr
Hermit Lakes Reservoir No. 3
Alberta Park Reservoir
Platoro Reservoir
GAGING STATIONS
Trujillo Meadows Reservotr
Troutvale No. 2 Reservoir
Shaw Lake Enlargement
In Colorado
$60,902
$7,474
$53,428
In New Mexico, above Cabello
The office of the State Engineer of Colonsdo provided records of dischllfll" for the following:
Reservoir
$54,970
$34,415
$20,555
Rio Grande oear Del Norte, Colo.
Los Pinos River near Ortiz, Colo.
In New Mexico, Cabello
Conejos River below Platoro Reservoir. Colo.
Conejos River near Lasauscs, Colo.
Reservoir and below
$24,140
$6,390
$2,250
$15,500
Conejos River near Mogote, Colo
Rio Grande near Lobato,, Colo.
San Antonio Ri- at Oniz, Colo
Subtotal
$140,012
$48,279
$53,428
$22,805
$15,500
ADMINISTRATION
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Albuquerque, N. Mex., provtded the following records:
U.S.G.S. Contract
$30,902
$7,007
$7,965
$7,965
$7,965
Azotea Tunnel at Outlet, near Chama, N. Mex.
Storage m Heron Res.ervo1r near Los Ojos, N. Mex
Other expenses
$3,075
$1,025
$1,025
$1 025
Willow Creek above Heron Res., near Los Ojos, N. Mex.
Willow Creek below Heron Darn, N. Mex.
Horse Lake Creek above Heron Res., near Los Ojos, N. Mex
Storage in El Vado Reservoir near T,erra Amarilla, N. Mex.
Subtotal
$33 977
$7007
$8,990
$8990
$8,990
GRAND TOTAL
$173,989
$55,286
$62,418
$31 795
$24,490
The U.S. Geological Survey, in coopention with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Albuquerque, N. Mex, provided the
EQUAL SHARES
$39,568
$39 568
$39,568
following records:
Storage in Narnbe Fall, Reservoir near Narnbe, N. Mex
Rio Narnbe below Narnbe Falls Dem, near Narnbe, N Mex
The U.S. Geoiosical Survey supplied the record for Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Jlo,n, and in coo))ODbon with the New
BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2007
Mexico Interstate Stream Commission, also provided the following:
Rio Chama below El Vado Dam, N. Mex.
Santa Fe R1ve1 n!.'.~r Santa Fe. N Mex.
Bomeby
Bomebv
Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge, near San Ildefonso, N. Mex.
Storage in Nic:h~ls Reservoir near Santa fe. N. Mex.
Item
Total Cost
Untted States
Colorado
NewMeXico
Texas
Storage in McClure Reservoir near Santa Fe, N. Mex.
GAGING STATIONS
The U.S. Geological Survey, in coopention with the Corps ofEngineers, Albuquerque, N. Mex., also provided the following
In Colorado
$65,588
$8,240
$57,348
records:
In New Mexico, above Cabello
Reservoir
$60,470
$39,575
$20,895
Rfo Chama below Abiquiu Darn, N. Mex.
Rio Grande below Cochiti Dam, N. Mex.
In New Mexico, Caballo
(ialisuoo Creek below Galisteo Darn, N. Mex.
Reservoir and below
$25,060
$6,380
$2,280
$16,400
Jemez River below Jemez Canyon Dem, N. Mex.
Subtotal
$151,118
$54,195
$57,348
$23175
$16,400
The Corps ofEngjneers, Albuquerque, N. Mex., provided the following records of slof08e'
ADMINISTRATION
Abiquiu Reservoir
U .S.G.S. Contract
$32,440
$8,110
$8,110
$8,110
$8,110
Galisteo Reservoir,
Other expenses
$3,230
$1,077
$1,077
$1,077
Jemez Canyon Reservoir
Subtotal
$35,670
$8,110
$9,187
$9,187
$9187
Cochiti Lake.
GRAND TOTAL
$188,788
$62,305
$66,535
$32,362
$25,587
EQUAL SHARES
$41 ,494
$41,494
$41,494
The Laguna Agency, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Laauna, N Mex., supplied the record, of storage in Seama Reservoir.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Texas, provided the following record,·
Storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir at Elephant Butte, N. Mex.
Storage in Caballo Reservoir near Arrey, N. Mex.
Rio Grande below Caballo Darn, N. Mex.
Bonito ditch below Caballo Dam, N. Mex.
The 2005 report wu compiled by Robert Gold (U.S Geological Survey), Secretary to Rio Grande Compact Commission
The Rio Grande Compact Commission gratefully acknowledges the cooperatiofl received from the agencies hsted above

STREAMFLOW
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
Rio Grande near Del Norte, Colo
ACCURACY OF RECORDS
~ - - Water-stage recorder, lat 37°41'22", long 106°27'38", in NW 1/4 sec. 29, T. 40 N., R. 5 E., on right bank, 20 ft
downstream &om county highway bridge, 6 mi west of Del Norte, and II mi upstream from Pinos Creek. Datum of
The Rules and Regulations of the Commission state that the equipment, method, and frequency of measurement at
gage is 7,980.25 ft above mean sea leve~ dalum of 1929. Prior to May 16, 1908, stufgi,ge at site 4 mi downstream.
,sch gaging station shall be sufficient to obtain records at least equal in accuracy to those classified as "good" by the U.S
Records me equivalent.
,eological Survey. Within the physical limitations of stream gaging, the agencies obtaining the records at Compact gaging
Drainage area. - 1,320 sq mi, approximately
tations have complied with these regulations.
Average discharge. - 116 yean {1890-2005), 894 ft'/s (648,000 acre-ft per year).
~
- - 1889-2005: Maximwn discharge, 18,000 ft'ls Oct. 5, 191 I (gage height, 6.80 ft), from rating curve extended
The accuracy of sticamflow records depends primarily on(\) the s1ability of the stage- discharge relation or, if the
above 12,900 ft'/s; minimum daily. 69 ft'/s Aug. 21, 1902.
:ontrol is unstable, the frequency of discharge measurements, and (2) the accuracy of observations of stage, measurements
~ - - Records good except those for winter 111011tbs, which are fair. Flow n:gu)ated by four rescrvoiJS, tolll capacity
,f discharge, and interpretation of records.
126,100 acre-ft, and by several smaller ones. Six tnnsmoumain diversions import water into besin ab<wc station.
The station description states the degree of accuracy attributed to the records. "Excellent" means that about 95
,erccnt of the daily discharges are within 5 percent of the true value; "good" within IO pcroent; and "fair" within 15
Monthly and yearly discharge. in cubic feet per second
,ercent. Records that do not meet the criteria mentioned are rated "poor." Different accuracies may be attributed to
lifferent parts of a given record. The probable error in a monthly or annual mean discharge depends more on the
SecondMaximwn
Minimum
Runoff in
listribution of the daily ~rrors between the limits than it does on the limits themselves. For this reason, monthly and
Month
foot-<lays
daily
daily
Mean
aae-fcet
\llllual records are more accurate than most daily records.
Jammy
6,320
240
170
204
12,540
Febnmy
5,505
213
180
197
10,920
March
7,925
350
189
256
15,720
April
30,098
1,970
2J5
1,003
59,700
May
120,830
7,200
1,240
3,898
239,700
June
122,610
5,570
3,250
4,087
243,200
July
45,319
3,220
499
1,462
89.890
August
15,460
734
292
499
30,660
September
9,792
671
214
326
19,420
October
22,240
1,050
486
717
44,110
November
8,098
462
122
270
16,060
December
5,980
220
160
193
11,860
Calendar year 2005
400,177
7,200
122
1,096
793,800
Con,ejos River below Platoro Reservoir, Colo.
~ - -Water-stage recorder and concrete control, lat 37°21'18", long 106°32'37", in NW l/4NW 1/4 sec. 22, T. 36
N., R. 4 E., on left bank 1,100 ft downstream from valve house for Plaloro Reservoir, and 0.7 mi nor1hwcstof Platoro.
Dalum of gage is 9,866.60 ft abov,: mean sea lev,:l (levels by Bureau of Reclamation).
Drainage !IJtL - 40 sq m~ approximately.
Average djscharge. - 53 years (1890-2005), 92.2 ft3/s (66,780 acre-ft per year).
~ - - 1952-2005: Maximwn discharge, 1,160 ft'/s Nov. I, 1957; maximum gage height, 4.29 ft June 15, 1958; no
flow Oct. 16-20, 1955.
&!I!lrl!i-- Records good except those for winter months, which are fair. No diversions above stalion. Flow completely
n:gu)ated by Platoro Reservoir (capacity, 59,570 acn,-ft).
Monthly and yearly discharge, in culm: feet per second
SecondMaximum
Minimwn
Runoff in
Month
foot-<lays
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
January
265
8.6
8.5
8.6
526
February
236
8,5
8.3
8.4
468
Man:h
256
8.3
8.2
8.3
508
April
3,771
387
8.2
126
7,480
May
4,800
439
36
155
9,520
June
14,079
701
284
469
27,930
July
9,262
396
183
299
18,370
August
3,595
150
80
116
7, 130
September
3,384
263
55
113
6,710
October
6,008
360
64
194
11,920
November
2,525
263
8.0
84.2
5,010
December
246
8.0
7.3
7.9
487
Calendar year 2005
48,427
701
7.3
133
96,050
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STREAMFLOW
Conejos River near Mogote, Colo
Los Pinos River near Ortiz, Cole~ - - Water-stage rc<:order, lat 37°03'14", long 106°11'13", in SE l/4SE 1/4 sec. 34. T. 33 N .. R. 7 E.. on right bank
~ - - Water-stage recorder. lat 36°58'56", long 106°04'23", in New Mexico on line between secs. 26 and 27, T. 32
25 ft upstream from bridge on Sblte Higbway 174, 0.4 mi downstream from Fox Creek, and S.3 mi west ofMogote.
N., R. 8 E., on left bank 0.9 mi south of New Mexico-Colorado State line, 2.1 mi southwest of Ortiz, and 2.9 mi
Datum of gage is 8,271.54 ft above mean sea level.
upstream from mouth. Altitude of gage is 8,040 ft.
Drainage area. - 282 sq mi.
sq
Drainage area. - 167 mi.
Average discharge. - 95 years (1904, 1912-2005). 323 ft3/s (234.000 acre-ft per year}.
Average discharge. - 87 years (1915-20, 1925-2005), 118 ft3/s (85,370 acre-ft per year).
.El!!cmci. •· 1903--0S, 1911-2005: Maximum discharge, 9,000 ft'is Oct. S, 191 I (gage height, 8.S0 ft), from rating curve
~ - - 1915-20, 1925-2005: Maximum discharge, 3,160 ft3/s May 12, 1941 (gage height, 5.77 ft, site and datum then
e><tendcd above 3,100 ft'ts; minimom daily determined, 10 ft'ls July 18, 1904.
in 115C), from rating curve extended above 1,600 ft3/s; minimwn obser,ed, 4.0 ft 3/s 0cc. 17, 1945.
~ - •· Records good e><cept those for winter months, which are fair. Diversions above sbltion for irrigation of about
Remarks. - Records good except those for winter months, which are fair. Diversions above sbltion for irrigation.
SOO acres. Since 1951 flow partly regulated by Platoro Reservoir.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
SecondMuimum
Minimwn
Runoff in
S<condMIXilllum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-<lays
daily
daily
Mean
acre,,feet
Month
foot-days
dail:z:
dail:z:
Mean
acre-feet
January
674
29
14
21.7
1,340
January
1,598
58
40
SU
3.170
Febnwy
716
31
18
25.6
1,420
February
1,458
56
48
52.1
2.890
March
743
34
18
24.0
1,470
March
2,083
88
S4
67.2
4,130
April
8,029
675
25
268
JS,930
April
13,806
1,060
59
460
27,380
May
28,461
1.560
244
918
56,450
May
41,171
2,430
357
1,328
81,660
June
10.937
705
141
365
21,690
June
43,816
1,880
882
1,461
86,910
July
1,743
143
28
56.2
3,460
July
15,647
780
281
505
31,040
August
920
66
14
29.7
1,820
August
6,815
297
150
220
13,520
September
440
22
10
14.7
873
September
5,583
389
120
186
11,070
October
834
53
14
26.9
1,650
October
10,036
445
213
324
19,910
November
514
20
13
17.1
1,020
November
4,657
388
33
155
9,240
December
454
19
II
14.6
901
Occember
1,515
60
38
48.9
3,010
Calendar year 2005
54,465
1,560
10
149
108,000
Calendar year 2005
148,185
2,430
33
406
293,900
Conejos River near Lasau.ses, C,>\o
San Antonio River at Ortiz, Colo
~ - - Water-stage n:corder, lat 37°18'01", long 105°44'47", in secs. 2 and I I(two channels), T. 35 N., R. 11 E., on
~ - - Water-stage recorder, lat 36°59'35", long 106°02'17", in New Mexico in NEI/4SEI/4, sec. 24. T. 32 N., R. 8
left bank of main channel 125 ft downstream from brid!jC on Stale Highway 158 and on left bank of secondary channel
E., on left bank 800 ft sooth of New Mexico-Colorado Stale line, 0.4 mi southeast ofOrtir., and 0.4 mi upstream from
230 ft upstream from bridge, 1.0 mi upstream from mouth, and 2.1 mi north oflasauses. Datum of gage on main
Lo• Pinos River. Altitude of gage is 7,970 ft.
channel is 7,495.02 ft and on secondary (south) channel is 7,496.89 ft above main sea level (levels by Bureau of
Drainage area. - 11 o sq mi.
Reclamation).
1
Averuc discharge. - 65 years (1941-2005), 25.1 11' /s (18,160 acre-ft per year).
Drainage area. - 887 sq mi.
~ - - 1920, 1925-2005: Maximum discharge, I, 750 ft3/s Apr. 15, 1937 (gage height. 5.38 ft), from ranng curve
Average discharge. - 84 years (1922-2005), 176 ft'/s (128.300 acre-ft per year).
eJctcndcd above I, I 00 ft3/s; no flow Ill times.
E><tremcs. - 1921-2005: Maximum discharge, 3,890 ft'ts May 15, 1941; no flow at times in some years.
~ - - Records good C><Ctpt thnse for winter months. which are fair. A few small diversions above station for
Remarlcs. •• Records good except those for winter months, which are fair. Diversions above sbltion for irrigation of about
irrigation.
75,000 acres above station.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
SecondMaximum
Minimmn
Runoff in
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-days
dail:z:
dail:z:
Mean
acre-feet
Month
foot-da)'.'
dail:z:
daily
Mean
acre-feet
January
115
5.4
2.2
3.7
229
January
2,460
108
61
79.4
4,880
February
186
12
4.2
6.6
369
Febrwuy
2,640
121
68
94.3
5,240
March
238
11
5.4
7.7
473
March
3,195
148
73
103
6,340
April
4.486
304
7.3
150
8,900
April
16,456
1,2!0
91
549
32,640
May
5,753
355
48.0
186
11,410
May
29,511
1,850
268
952
58,540
June
342
41.0
1.6
11.4
679
June
24,870
1,270
465
829
49,330
July
4.9
1.5
0.0
0.2
9.7
July
6,073
383
73
196
12,0S0
August
28.2
3.9
0,0
0.9
56
August
1,373
105
6.2
44.3
2,720
September
30.3
4,8
0,0
1.0
60
September
22.2
5.0
0.0
0,7
44
October
94.9
5.6
2.0
3.1
188
October
3,050
285
0.7 '
98.4
6,050
November
66.2
3,0
1.4
2.2
131
November
4,987
324
45
166
9,890
December
33.8
1.7
0.5
I.I
67
O.Cernber
1,842
80
46
59,4
3,650
Calendar year 2005
11,380
355
0.0
31.2
22,570
Calendar year 2005
96,479
1,850
0.0
264
91,400
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STREAMFLOW
Rio Grande near Lobatos, Colo
Horse Lake Creek above Heron Reservoir, near Los Ojos, N. Mex.
~-··Water-stage recorder, lat 37°04'42", long l05°45'22", in sec. 22, T. 33 N., R. 11 E.• on right bank at highway
Location.·· Water-stage recorder, lat 36°42'24", long 106°44'42", in Tierra Arnarilla Gran~ on right bank 3. 7 mi northwest
bridge, 6 mi nonh of Colorado-New Mexico State line, 10 mi cast of Lobatos, and 14 mi cast of Antonito. Datwn of
of Heron Dam, 7.8 mi downstream from Horse Lake, and 9.9 mi west of Los Ojos. Datum of gage is 7,188.85 ft above
gage is 7,427.63 ft above mean sea level, datum of 1929.
National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Prior to July I, 1971, al site 1, JOO ft upstream.
Draio•g,, area. - 7,700 sq mi, approximately (includes 2,940 sq mi in closed basin in San Luis Valley).
Drain1111e area. - 45 sq ini, approximately.
3
Average djschargc. - 3 I years (1900-30), 846 ft'ls (612,900 acre-ft per year); 75 years (193 I-2005) 440 ft /s (318,400
Average discharge. - 12 years (1963-73,1986), 1.17 ft'ts (848 acre-ft per year).
acre-ft per year).
Extremes. - 1963-2005: Maximum discharge, 3,960 ft'ts July 30, 1968 (gage heigh½ 4.9 ft); no flow most of time.
~ - - 1899-2005: Maximum discharge observed, 13,200 fY/s June 8, 1905 (gage heigh~ 9. I ft); from rating curve
Remub. - Records good. Diversions above station for irrigation of meadows and for off-clwmel stock tanks.
extended above 8,000 JY/s; no Oow at times in 1950-51-51, 1956.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet-per second
~ - •• Records good except those for winter months, which arc fair. Narural flow of stream affected by
transmountain diversions, storage reservoirs, ground-water withdrawals and diversions for irrigation, and return flow
SecondMaxirnwn
Minimum
Runoff in
from irrigated areas.
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
January
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
February
March
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
April
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
May
253
44.0
0.0
8.2
502
January
9,450
350
230
305
18,740
June
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
February
10,171
439
290
363
20,170
July
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
March
12,479
535
338
403
24,750
August
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
April
26,429
1,570
367
881
52,420
September
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
May
58,306
3,950
678
1,881
115,600
October
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
June
59,820
2,580
1,520
1,994
118,700
November
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
July
20,801
1,470
301
671
41,260
December
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
August
4,181
263
39
135
8,290
Calendar year 2005
September
821
39
20
27.4
1,630
Octobcr
4,104
309
28
132
8,140
November
Willow Creek below Heron Dam. N. Mex.
11,077
541
180
369
21,970
December
8,265
320
2IO
267
16,390
Calendar year 2005
225,904
3,950
20
619
448,100
Location. -Totalizing flowmeters, lat 36°39'56", long 106°42'12", in Tierra Arnarilla Gran~ in outlet conduits at Heron
Dam, 0.2 mi upstream from Rio Chama, 5.1 mi northeast of El Vado Dam. and 8.7 mi southwest of Los Ojos.
Willow Creek above Heron Reservoir, near Los Ojos, N. Mex.
Drainage ~•- - I 93 sq mi.
Average discharge. - 35 years (1971-2005), 127 ft'ts (91,980 acre-ft per year).
~ - - Water-stage recorder, lat 36°44'33", long 106°37'34", in Tierra Amarilla Gran~ on right bank 200 ft
~ - - 1971-2005: Maximum daily discharge, 2,780 ft3/s Dec. 18, 19, 1982; no flow at limes each year.
downstream from bridge, 0.2 mi dowmtream from Iron Spring Creek, 3.3 mi west of Los Ojos, and at mi 9.7. Datwn of
~ - - Records excellent. Flow completely regulated by Heron Dam.
gage is 7,196.29 ft above mean sea level. Prior to Apr. I, 1971, at site 900 ft downsteam.
Drainage area. •· I 12 sq mi.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Average discharge. - 7 years (1963-{;9), I 1.5 ft3/s (8,330 acre-ft per year) prior to completion of Azotea hmnel; 35 years
SecondMaximwn
Minimum
Runoff in
(1970-2005) 134 ft3/s (97,120 acre-ft per year) subsequent 10 completion of Azotea tunnel.
Month
foot-days
daily
dai~J
Mean
•=-feet
Extremes.·· 1962-2005: Maximum discharge, 1,610 ft3/s Mar. 12, 1985 (gage heigh½ 6.65 ft); no Oow at times.
January
763
30
0.0
24.6
1,510
Remarks. - Records good except those for winter months, which are fair. Subsequent to Nov. 16, 1970, flow affected by
February
3,979
270
29
142
7,890
transmountain diversions through Azotea hmnel. Flow in Rutheron Drain included prior 10 Apr. I, 1971.
March
1,385
120
0.0
44.7
2,750
April
4,929
200
120
164
9,780
Monthly and yearly disclw-ge, in cubic feet per second
May
2,742
200
0.0
88.5
5,440
June
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
SecondMaximwn
Minimum
Runoff in
July
3,917
400
0.0
126
7,770
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
August
3,900
400
0.0
126
7,740
January
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
September
783
300
0.0
26.I
1,550
February
128
27
0.0
4.6
253
October
906
250
0.0
29.2
1,800
March
1,637
123
2.5
52.8
3,250
November
7,500
250
250
250
14,880
April
18,216
1,030
49
607
36,130
December
7,750
250
250
250
15,370
May
23,485
968
405
758
46,580
Calendar year 2005
38,554
400
0.0
106
76,470
June
24,183
916
558
806
47,970
July
6,912
530
20
223
13,710
August
2,500
323
5.0
80.6
4,960
September
1,634
358
1.5
54.5
3,240
October
2,426
202
31
78.3
4,810
November
325
44
0.0
10.8
645
December
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Calendar year 2005
81,444
1,030
0.0
223
161,500
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
STREAMFLOW
Rio Chama below El Vado Dam, N.
Mex
Rio Nambe below Nambe Falls Dani, near Nambe, N. Mex.
~ - - Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry, lat 36°34'48", long 106°43'24", in Tierra Amarilla Grant, on left
Location. - Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry, lat 35°50'46", long I05°54'17", in NE l/4SWl/4 sec. 29, T. 19 N .•
bClk U mi downslJam from El Vacio Dam. 2.8 mi upslmllD from Rio Nutrias, and 13 mi southwest ofTiem A.marina.
R. IO E., in Nambe Indian Reservation, in outlet conduits at Nambe Falls Dam, 300 ft upstream from Nambe Falls. 2.6
Datum of PllC is 6,696.12 ft abow Nlllional Geodetic V011ical Datum ofl929. Prior to October 1935, at site 1.5 mi
m, upstream from confluence of Rio Nambe and Ria En Medio, 4.4 mi southeast ofNambe Pueblo, and 5.4 mi southeast
upstream and October 1935 to September 1938, at 5ite I.I mi upstream at different datums.
ofNambe. Datum of'gage is 6,840 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929, from topographic map.
Qpin•s- ma. •· 877 sq mi, of which about 100 sq mi is probably noncontributing.
Drainage area. - 34.1 sq mi.
Average djschatge. - 4 years (1914, 1921-23), 444 ft'/s (321,700 acre-ft per year). prior to completion of El Vado Dam;
Average discharge. -- •• 27 years (1979-2005), 13.8 ft'is (10,010 acre-feet per year).
3
35 years (1936-70), 372 ft'is (269,500 acre-feet per year), prior to release of transmountain water; 35 years (1971-2005)
Extremes. - 1979-2004; Maximum discharge, 312 11 /s June 9, 1979 (gage height, 1.96 ft), at site I, I 00 ft downstream; no
468 ft'/s (338,800 acre-feet per year).
flow December 31. 1994.
·
~ - 1914-16, 1920-24, 1936-2005; Maximum disdllrge obsen,ed, 9,000 tt'is May 22, 1920(pge heigh~ 12 ft); no
Remarks. - Records good. Flow completely regulated by Nambe Falls Reservoir.
flow Mar. 25, 26, 31, 1955.
.!!m!m. - Records good. Diwrsions above station for irrigation ofabout 10,600 acres. Since 1935 flow regulaled by El
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Vado Reservoir and since October 1970 flow partly regulated by Heron Reservoir. Subsequent to May 1971 flow
affected by releases of tnnsmounlain wucr from Heron Resenoir.
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
January
22.5
0.8
0.6
0.7
45
Monthly 1111d yearly discharse, in cubic feet per second
February
16.6
0.9
0.5
0.6
33
March
167
8.0
0.6
5.4
331
SecondMaximwu
Minimum
Runoff in
April
823
46
8.0
27.4
1,630
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre•feet
May
1,748
98
29
56.4
3,470
1anuary
2,407
104
51
77.6
4,770
June
1,172
61
22
39.1
2,320
Februazy
5,247
400
82
187
10,410
1uly
657
32
9.3
21.2
1,300
March
3,488
235
98
113
6,920
August
312
29
4.0
10.1
618
April
43,029
3,080
IOI
1,434
85,350
September
333
17
4.4
II.I
660
May
60,153
4,290
99
1,940
119,300
October
231
9.9
2.9
7.4
458
lune
3,094
106
100
103
6,140
November
SI. I
2.9
I.I
1.7
101
1uly
8,324
682
81
269
16,SIO
December
145
4.9
3.4
4.7
288
August
14,395
762
88
464
28,550
September
15,428
762
119
514
30,600
Calendar year 2005
5,677
98
o.s
15.6
11,260
October
3,707
274
42
120.0
7,350
November
316
Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge, near San Ildefonso, N. Mex.
9,482
351
262
18,810
December
10,452
365
257
337
20,730
Calendar year 2005
179,206
4,290
42
491
355,500
bll£l!!i.Qn. -- Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry, lat 35°52'29", long 106°08'30", in SWl/4SWl/4 sec. 18, T. 19
N., R. 8 E., in San Ildefonso Pueblo Grant, 400 downstream from bridge on State Highway 502, 1.8 mi southwest of San
Rio Chama below Abiquiu Dam, N. Mex.
Ildefonso Pueblo, 2.5 mi downstream from Pojoaque River, and 6.8 mi west of Pojoaque. Datum of gage" 5,488.48 ft
. above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Prior to May 19, 1904, and 1uly 25 to Oct I, 1904, staff gage at site
~ - - Water-stage reconler with saiellite telemetry, lat 36°14'12", long 106°24'59", in SEl/4SEl/4 sec. 8. T. 23 N.,
180 ft upstream at datum 2.02 ft lower.
R. SE., on right bank 0.8 mi downstream from Abiquiu Dam and 5.9 mi northwest of Abiquiu. Altitude of gage is 6,040
Drainage area. -- 14,300 sq mi, approximately (includes 2,940 sq mi in closed basin in San Luis Valley, Colo.).
ft above Nlllional Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (from river-profile map and topographic map).
Average discharge. -- 106 years (1896-1905, 1910-2005), 1,514 ft'is (1,097,000 acre-feet per year).
P@inu• area. - 2,147 sq mi, of which about 100 sq mi is probably noncontributing.
~ - - 1895-1905, 1910-2005; Maximum discharge, 24,400 ft3/s May 23, 1920 (gage height, 14.1 ft); minimum daily
Ayerue disclwac. -9 yean (1962-70), 376 ft'is (272,400 acre-ft per year), prior to release oftransmountain water; JS
60ft'is1uly4,5, 1902.
ye,n (1971-2005), SIB ft'is (375,300 acre-feet per year).
Remarks. -- Records good. Flow partly regulated by Heron, El Vado, and Abiquiu Reservoirs. Diversions above station
~ - - 1961-2005; Maximum discharge, 2,990 tils 1uly 1, 1965 (gage height, 6.69 ft); minimum, about 0 .S ft'/s Mar.
for irrigation of about 620,000 acres in Colorado and 75,000 acres in New Mexico. Subsequent to May 1971 now
17, 1966, Jan. 28, 1972.
affected by releases oftransmountain water from Heron Reservoir.
~ - - Reconls good. Flow rqulated by Heron, El Vacio, and Abiquiu Reservoin. DiVCISions above stalion for
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
irrigation of about 17,600 acres. Subsequent to May 1971 flow affected by the release of transrnountain water from
Heron Reservoir.
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
Monthly and yearly dischuge. in cubic feet per second
1anuary
22,041
797
613
711
43,720
February
25,162
1,340
652
899
49,910
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
March
28,232
1,070
749
911
56,000
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
April
96.441
5,480
926
3,215
191,300
1anwuy
3,348
185
77
108
6,640
May
188,000
8,970
3,450
6,065
372,900
February
5,674
618
72
203
11,250
June
132,890
6,980
2,850
4,430
263,600
March
4,011
338
79
129
7,960
1uly
38,318
2,480
826
1,236
76,000
April
33,404
1,910
115
1.113
66,260
August
28,065
1,590
619
905
55,670
May
50,820
1,720
1,320
1,639
100,800
September
24,681
1,290
629
823
48,950
June
36,971
1,700
185
1,232
73,330
October
19,286
740
478
622
38,250
1uly
7,594
471
89
245
15,060
November
24,561
952
706
819
48,720
August
15,116
789
111
488
29,980
December
22,246
835
584
718
44,120
September
IS,947
717
83
532
31,630
Calendar year 2005
649,923
8,970
478
1,781
1,289.000
October
3,940
306
74
127
7,810
~OVl"'fflhr.r
i o,i;n
11R
70
10?
~Mil
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STREAMFLOW
RJO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
Galisteo Creek below Galisteo Dam, N. Mex.
Santa Fe River near Santa Fe, N. Mex.
~
- - Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry and concrete control, lat 35°41' 12", long I05°50'35', in
l.&£ali!m. - Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry, lat 35°27'53", long 106°12'49', in NEl/4NEl/4 sec. 8, T. 14 N.,
R. 7 E., in Mesita de Juana Lopez Gnmt, "" right '-k 0.4 mi downstream from Galisteo Dam, 5.3 mi northwest of
NEl/4SEl/4 sec. 23, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., 0.4 mi downstream from McClure Dam, and 5.3 mi east of Santa Fe. Ahitude ol
Cerrillos, and at mile I J.4. Elevation of gage is 5,450 ft abo>e National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929, from
gage is 7,720 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929, from topog,aphic map. Prior to Nov. 4, 1930, at site
topographic map. Priotto Dec. 21, 1981, at site 1,200 ft downstream at different datum.
l.S mi downstream, and Apr. 11. I 931 to Sept. 30, 1947, at site 0.3 mi upstream, each at different datum.
Drainage area. - 18.2 sq mi.
Drainage area. - 591 sq mi.
3
Average djscharge. -- 93 years (1913-2005), 8.04 ft /s (5,800 acre-feet per year).
Average discharge. - - JS years (1971-2005), S.SS ll'ls (4,017 acre-feet per year).
~ - - 1970-2005; Maximum discharge, 3,460 f(/s Aug. 24. 1997 (gage height, S.51 ft); no flow many days each
~ - - 1913-2005; Maximum discharge, 1,500 ft3/s Aug. 14, 1921 (gage height, 5.17 ft); from rating curve extended
year.
above 150 ft 3/s; minimum, no flow Aug. 2-10, 2000.
Rem!!!ks. - Records good. Flow regulated by McClure Reservoir, completed in 1926, raised in 1935 and again in 1947.
~ - - Records poor. Flow partly regullled by uncontmlled oudct in Galisteo Dam. Capacity of outlet, 5,000113/s
when reservoir is full . Diversions for irrigation of about SO acres abo>e reservoir.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-days
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
January
53.9
2.0
1.7
1.7
107
Month
footjiaYs
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
February
154
8.2
1.4
5.5
305
January
54.0
27.0
0.0
1.7
107
March
500
23
7.5
16. 1
992
February
410
85.0
0.0
14.6
813
April
895
46
21
29.8
l .780
March
343
50.0
0.0
II.I
681
May
1,158
66
17
37.4
2,300
April
82.5
6.6
0.0
2.8
164
June
639
42
8.8
21.3
1,270
May
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
July
321
19
8.7
10.4
637
June
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
August
337
17
6.0
l0.9
668
July
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
September
255
12
6.2
8.S
506
August
0.8
0.4
0.0
0.0
1.6
October
172
6.5
3. l
S.6
341
September
1.9
1.9
0.0
0. 1
3.8
November
52.8
3.7
0 .1
1.8
105
October
1.8
I.I
0 .0
O.l
3.6
December
3.0
0.2
0.0
O. l
S.9
November
0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
Calendar year 2005
4,541
66
0.0
12.4
9,010
December
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Calendar year 2005
894
85.0
0.0
2.4
l,770
Rio Grande below Cochiti
Darn, N. Mex.
Jemez River below Jemez Canyon Dam, N. Mex.
~
- -- Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry, lat 35°37'05', long 106°19'24', in SWl/4NEl/4 sec. 17, T. 16 N.,
R. 6 E., in Pueblo de Cochiti Grant, 320 ft upstream from bridge on State Highway 22, 700 ft downstream from Cochiti
~ - - Water-stage recorder with satellite telemec,y, lat 35°23'24", long 106°32'03", in NEl/4 sec. S, T. 13 N .• R. 4 E.,
Dam, and l .4 mi northeast of Cochiti Pueblo. Datum of gage is 5,226.08 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of
0.8 mi downstream from Jemez Canyon Dam, 2.0 mi upstream from mouth, and 6 mi north of Bernalillo. Datum of gage
1929. Prior to Nov. 14, 1973, at site 2.4 mi downstream at altitude 5,210 ft, from topographic map. Nov. 14, l 973 to
is 5,095.60 ft abo>e National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Prior to April 24, 1951, at site three-quarters mi
Jan. 8, 1976, at site 320 ft downstream at datum 1.79 ft lower.
upstrelln at datum 24.51 ft higher. April 24, 195 l to June 25, 1958, atsite 37 ft upslre11Jn at datum 4.40 ft higher.
Drainage area. - 14,900 sq mi, approximately (includes 2,940 sq mi in closed basin in San Luis Valley, Colo.).
Drainage w,a. - 1,038 sq mi.
Average djscharge. -- JS years (1971-2005), 1,352 113/s (980,000 acre-feet per year).
Average discharge. - 63 years (1937, 1944-2005), 61.6113/s (44,620 acre-feet per yC11r).
3
Extremes. -- I 971-2005; Maximum discharge, I 0,300 113/s July 26, 1971 (gage height, 7.90 ft) at site 2.4 mi downstream
~ - - 1937, 1944-2005; Maximum discharge, 16,30011 /s Aug. 29, 1943 (gage heigh~ 5.62 ft); no flow at rimes.
3
3
prior to closure of Cochiti Dam; from rating curve extended above 2,600 11 /s; minimum discharge 0.51 11 /s Aug. 3-5,
~ - - Records good. Flow regulated by Jemez Canyon Dam since October 1953. Divasions for irrigation of about
1977, Aug. 27-28, 1978.
3,000 acres abo"" station.
Remarks. -- Records good. Since Nov. 12, 1973, flow completely regulated by Cochiti Darn. Cochiti Eastside Main Canal
on left bank and Sili Main Canal on right bank bypass station.
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
footjiaYs
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
January
593
3S
10
19. 1
1, 180
Month
daily
daily
Mean
acre-feet
February
2,012
194
IS
71.9
3,990
foot-days
January
23,438
860
591
756
46,490
March
2,804
127
71
90.S
5,560
February
27,662
1,490
736
988
54,870
April
7, 166
649
SI
239
14,210
March
29,422
1,490
728
949
58,360
May
10, 158
569
81
328
20,150
April
90,047
4,980
859
3,002
178,600
June
1,831
209
0.0
61.0
3,630
May
163,560
6,270
4,010
5,276
324,400
July
0.7
0.6
0.0
0.0
1.3
June
151,420
6,670
2,530
5,047
300,300
August
10.0
6.6
0.0
0.3
20
July
33,440
2.350
716
1,079
66,330
September
792
664
0 .0
26.4
1,570
August
22,737
822
630
733
45, 100
October
283
)70
0.0
9. 1
561
September
19,711
892
552
657
39, 100
November
174
13
2.5
5.8
345
October
16,370
718
413
528
32,470
December
425
80
l.8
13.7
843
November
21,911
992
534
730
43,460
Calendar year 2005
26.•248
664
0.0
71.9
52,060
December
21,573
889
392
696
42,790
Calendar year 2005
621,291
6,670
392
1,702
1.232,00\l
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STREAMFLOW
Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Dam, N. Mex.
Bonito Ditch below Caballo Dam, N. Mex.
~ - -Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetry. lat 33°08'54', Ions 107°12'22". in SWl/4 sec. 25, T. 13 S., R. 4
Records available. - January 1938 to current year. Published as supplemcntuy data with Rio Grande below Caballo
W. (projected), in Pedro Annendariz Gran~ 1.0 mi downscream from dam and 1.5 mi upstream from Cuchillo Negro
Dam in U.S.G.S. Water-Supply Papers and Water-Dala Reports beginning with October 1947.
River. Datum of gage is 4,241.09 ft above notional Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Prior to April 23, 1942, at several
different sites and datums.
Drainage ma. - 29,450 sq mi approximately (includes 2,940 sq mi in closed basin in San Luis Valley, Colo.).
Grande below Caballo Dam.
Average dischanle. - 91 years (1915-2005), 1,002 ft3/s (726,100 acre-feet per year).
~
- •• 1915-2005; Maximum daily discharge, 8,220 ft3/s May 22, 1942; no flow at times prior to 1929 and March 2·
Diversion, in acre-ft
4, 1979.
~ - - Records good. Flow regulated by Elephant Butte RCICl'YOir. Diversions for irris-tion of about 800,000 acres
above station.
February
40.3
March
69.0
Monthly and yearly discharge, in cubic feet per second
April
133.3
Second•
Maximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Mouth
Mean
acre-feet
foot-<lays
daily
daily
January
242
12.0
4.7
7.8
480
February
356
16.0
8.8
12.7
706
March
24,8~
1,610
14
802
49.300
April
46,726
1,930
966
1,558
92,680
May
56,440
2,340
1,440
1,821
111,900
June
63,300
2,820
1,.580
2,110
125,600
July
69,420
2,360
1,970
2,239
137,700
August
47,814
2,460
614
1,542
94,840
Calendar year 2005
%g.l
September
42,440
1,850
1,010
1,415
84.180
October
11,734
1,330
4.6
378
23,270
November
95
19.0
1.2
3.2
188
December
.59
2.2
1.6
1.9
117
Calendar year 2005
363,479
2,820
1.2
996
721.000
Rio Grande below Caballo Dam, N. Mex.
~ - •• Water-stage recorder, lat 32°53'05", long 107°17'31", in NEl/4SWl/4 sec. 30, T. 16 S., R. 4 W., 2,000 ft .
upstteam from Interstate Highway 25, 4,200 ft downstream from Caballo Dant, 1.3 mi upstream from Percha diven,on
dam, and 3 mi n011heast of Arrey. Datum of gage is 4,140.90 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Dam of 1929.
October 13, 1938 to December 31, 1945, at datum 5.0 ft higher.
Drainage area. - 30,700 sq mi. approximately (includes 2,940 sq mi in closed basin in San Luis Valley, Colo.).
Average dischan!e. - 68 years (19311-2005), 931 f'r/s (674,400 acre-feet per year).
~ - - 1938-2005; Maximum daily discharge, 7,650 ft3/s May 20, 1942; minimum daily, 0.1 ft'is Oct.31 to Nov. 14,
1954,Nov. 7toDec.31, 1955,Feb. 15-29, 1972.
~ - •• Records good. Row regulated by Elephant Bunc Reservoir and Caballo Reservoirs. Diversions for irrigation
of about 800,000 acres above station.
Montbly and ycaly discharge, in cubic feet per second
SecondMaximum
Minimum
Runoff in
Month
foot-<lays
daily
daily
Mean
acrt•fcct
January
53.8
1.8
1.6
1.7
107
February
33.6
1.8
I.I
1.2
67
March
24,791
1,780
I.I
800
49,170
April
43,290
1,720
1,120
1,443
85,870
May
42,690
1,940
1,130
1,377
84,680
Jw,e
60,150
2,440
1,300
2,005
119,300
July
69,070
2,370
1.930
2,228
137,000
August
50,500
2,060
1.170
l,629
100.200
September
38,960
1,900
1,050
1,299
77,280
October
11.258
1,330
1.0
363
22,330
November
30.0
1.0
1.0
l0
60
December
31.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
61
Calendar year 2005 340,8.57
2.440
1.0
934
676, 100

Bm!w. - Ditch diverts direcdy from Caballo Reservoir for irrigation of lands on right bank of river. The total release
from Project Sto~e, a& used in computations of Compact Commission, is the combined flow of this ditch and Rio

January

May

0.0

159.J
Jw,e

189.7
July
August
September
October
November
December

168.6
130.7
77.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
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STORAGE fN RESERVOIRS
STORAGE fN RESERVOIRS
Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in Colorado
(constructed or enlarged since 1937)
Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in Colorado
(constructed or enlarged since 1937)
Jumper <:""'k Reservoir. - In sec. 5, T. 39 N., R. 2 W., on Jumper Creek, tributary to Trout Creek. Completed in 195 I;
capacity, 38 acre-ft. Capacity table based on elevation above bottom of outlet. Sloragc omitted from accotmting by
Squaw Lake. - Staff gage in sec. 12, T. 39 N., R. 4 W., on tributary to Squaw Creek. Completed in 1938; capacity. 162
action of Commission on Feb. 15, 1962.
acre-ft by 1953 survey. Water is used for irrigation below gagina station on Rio Grande near Del None.
Month-end gage height, in feet, and conten1;;, in •ore-feet
Month-end gage beisf,I. in feet. and contenls, in acre-feet
Calendar Year 2005
Calendar Year 2005
Month
Jan.
Feb. Mar. ~ - M!l'. June J!!!):
A!!II:
~
Oct.
Nov. Dec. Cal. Yr.
Gage height 10.0
10.0
Month
Gage height
Jan.
9.1
Feb.
9.1
Mar.
9.1
~9.1
M~
9.1
June
9.1
Jul:r:
9.1
Aul!:
9.1
~9.1
Oct.
9.1
Nov. Dec. Cal. Yr.
9.1
9.1
Contents
38
38
l0.0
38
10.0
38
l0.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
10.0
38
Contents
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Bjg Meadows Reservoir. -In NWl/4 sec. 17, T. 38 N., R. 2 E., on South Fork about 0.9 mi upstream from Hope Creek.
Rito Hondo Reservoir. - Staff gage in sec. 22, T. 42 N., R. 3 W., on Rito Hondo {Deep Creek) tributary to Clear Creek..
Completed in 1967; capacity, 2,437 acre-ft. Capacity table based on elevation above outlet. Water is used for fish
Completed in 1957; capacity, 561 acre-ft. Originally filled during May and June 1958 with ttansmountam water. storage
culture. Includes 140 acre-ft oftransmountain water, by exchange, in 1967; 838 acre-ft, by exchange, in 1968; 347 acrci• not in debit status. Water is used for fish culture.
ft, by exchange, in 1969; and 1,112 acre-ft, by exchange, in 1983, for a total of2,437 acre-ft.
Month-end gage beisf,I. in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Month-end gage height, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Calendar Year 2005
Calendar Year 2005
Month
Jan. Feb. Mar. ~r.
M!l'. June Jul:r: A!!a. S9:!I. Oct. Nov. Dec. Cal. Yr.
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Ai!.
M!!:!'.
June
J~
Aul!:
SeJ!:!.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. Cal. Yr.
Gage height
45.0
Gage height
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
45.0 45.0
45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
561
Contents
2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437 2,437
Contents
561
561
561
561
561
561
561
561
561
561
561
0
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Hcnnjt Lakes Reservoir No.3. - In sec. 25, T. 41 N., R. 4 W., on South Clear Creek. Completed prior to 1960; capacity,
Alberta Pan; Rcseryoir. - In sec. 34, T. 38 N., R. 2 E., on Pass Creek. Completed in 1953; capacity, 598 acre-ft. Capacity
192 acre-ft. Capacity table based on elevation above bottom of outlet. Water is used for fish culture. Includes 169 acre•
table based on elevation above bottom of oudet. Storage prior to June 30, 1983 included 24-4 acre-ft oftransmountain
feet oftransmountain water by exchange in 1984 and 23 acre-ft ofttansmountain water by exchange in 1985.
water imponed in 1963. By a 1983 resolution of the Rio Grande Compact Commission, the reservoir was drained for
repairs in July 1983; recovery was completed in 1984. The reservoir also comains 100 acre-ft oftransmountain water
Month-end gage beisf,I. in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
stored by exchange in 1983 and 254 acr.,.ft of transmountain water stored in 1984.
Calendar Year 2005
Month-end 11"8" height, in met, and contents, in acre-feet
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
AJ:!r.
M!!X
June
Jul:r:
Aul!:
~Oct.
Nov. Dec. Cal. Yr.
Calendar Ycar 2005
Gage height
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
Contents
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Aer.
Ma;r:
June
Jul:z:
A!!a.
~I.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. Cal. Yr.
Change.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Gage height
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
Contents
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
598
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Troutvale No. 2 Reservoir. - Staff gage in El/2 sec. IO, T. 41 N., R. 3 W., on South Clear Creek. Completed in 1940;
capacity, 435 acre-ft. Condition ofspillway limited storage to 168 acre-ft after May 1942. Repairs to spillway in 1947
incrcascd capacity to 257 acre-ft. Water is used for fish culture with only occasional sale for irrigation. Storage omitted
Shaw Lake Enlargomcnt. - sec. 5, T. 38 N., R. 2 E., on tributary to Lake Creek. Capacity, 638 acre-ft by 1916 decree;
from accounting by action ofCommissioo on Feb. 15, 1962.
enlarged in 1955 to 681 acre-ft. Only the storage in excess of638 acre-ft is subject to terms of Rio Grande Compact.
Includes 42 acre-ft oftransmountain water imported in 1965.
Month-end gage height, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Month-end 11"8" height, in feet. and contents, in acre-feet
Calendar Year 2005
Calendar Y.,_ 2005
Month
Jan.
Feb. Mar.
Aj!r.
Ma:z: June
Jul:r:
Aus. Seet. Oct.
Nov. Dec. Cal. Yr.
Gage height
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Aer.
M">'.
June
Jul;i:
Aul!:
~t.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. Cal. Yr.
6.9
Cootents
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
Gage height
213
213
213
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Contents
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in Colorado
Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(constructed or enlarged since 1937)
(constructed or enlarged since 1929)
Mill Cr:eek Rewyoir. In sec. 16, T. 39 N., R. 3 E., on Mill Creek. Completed in 1953; capacity, 43 acn,.ft. Capacity
Heron Reservoir
-Water-stage recorder with satellite telemetty, lat 36°39'56", long 106°42'13", on Willow Creek. Storage
based on elevlllion above bottom of owlet. Includes 43 acre-ft of tnmsmountain waler, by exchange, in 1976.
began in October 1970. Capacity, 401 ,300 acre-ft at elevation 7,186.1 ft (low point on crest of spillway); dead storage,
1,340 acre-ft at elevation 7,003.0 ft. Datum of gage is National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (levels by U.S. Anny
Month-end gage height. in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Corps of Engineers). Used for storage of transmountain water.
Calendar Year 2005
Month-end elovation, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Month
Gage height
Jan.
0.0
Feb.
0.0
Mar.
0.0
~0.0
~
0.0
June
0.0
J!!!l:
0.0
~
0.0
~I.
0.0
Oct.
0.0
Nov.
0.0
Dec. Cal. Yr.
0.0
Date
Elevatioo
Contenb
Change in contents
0.0
Dc<:ernber 31, 2004
7,118.00
111 ,005
Contonts
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Change
0
0
0
0
January 3 I, 2005
7,118.08
111,213
+208
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
February 28
7,116.59
107,381
-3,832
March31
7,117.38
109,399
+2,018
Fuchs Reseryoir. - Staff gage in sec. 2. T. 37 N., R. 4 E., on East Pinos Creek. Completed in 1939; capacity, 237 acre-ft
April 30
7,127.14
136,352
+27,453
with 2 ft of flash boards in spillway. Prior to calendar year 1999, contents reported as 238 ac=-ft were actually 237
May31
7,139.88
179,761
+42,909
aero-ft. Pinos Creek enters Rio Grande below station near Del Norte.
June30
7,152.15
228,731
+48,970
July 31
7, IB.06
232,650
+3 ,919
MontlH,nd gage height. in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
August 31
7,151.94
227,832
-4,818
September 30
7,152.05
228,303
+471
Calendar Year 2005
October 31
7,152.75
231,3JO
+3,007
Month
Gage height
Jan.
15.4
Feb.
16.1
Mar.
17.2
~r.
17.2
M!l
17.2
June
17.2
J!!!l:
17.2
A!!a.
17.2
~17.2
Oct.
17.2
Nov.
17.2
Dec. Cal. Yr.
17.2
November30
December 31, 2005
7,148.97
7,144.85
215,340
193,729
-15,962
-16,619
Contents
197
213
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
237
Calendar year 2005
+87,724
Change
+12
+16
+24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+40
E! Vado Reservoir. Water-!llage rccordor and surface follower, lat 36°35' 39", long 106°44'00", on Rio Chama. Storage
Platoro Reservoir Watcr-stase recorder in NWl/4 sec. 22, T. 36 N., R. 4 E., on Conejos River. Completed in 1951;
began in January 1935. Capacity, 186,250 acre-ft at gage height 6,902.0 ft (crest of spillway); dead storage, 480 acrecapacity, 59,570 acre-ft at crest of spillway. Reservoir is used for irrigation and flood control. Storage affects Conejos
ft, below gage height 6,775.0 ft (invert of outlet works), as determined by survey in 1984. Datum of gage is 8.21 ft above
Index Supply. Contents include 3,000 acre-ft of transmountain water stored by exchange in April 1985 on behalf of the
National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Storage includes both Rio Grande and transmountain water.
Colorado Division of Wildlife.
Month-end gage height, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Month-end elevation, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Change in
Transmountain
Date
Elevlllion
Contents
Change in contenta
Date
Gage Height
Contents
contents
water
December 31, 2004
9,960.92
9,152
December 31, 2004
6,820.21
25,823
5,244
January 31, 2005
9,962.17
9,683
+531
January 3 I, 2005
6,820.63
26,234
+411
5,531
February28
9,962.70
9,908
+225
February 28
6.823.47
29,108
+2,874
5,556
March31
9,963.30
I0,166
+258
March 31
6,827.50
33,467
+4,359
5,545
April 30
9,956.71
7,449
-2,717
April 30
6,826.75
32,632
~35
5,526
May31
9,988.10
23,068
+15,619
May31
6,876.80
115.241
+82,609
3,471
June 30
10,000.80
31,533
+8,465
June30
6,892.48
156,841
+41,600
3,448
July 31
9,989.74
24,094
-7,439
July 31
6,891.25
153,252
-3,589
2,914
August31
9,934.67
21,006
-3,088
August 31
6,885.38
136,899
-16,353
4,585
September 30
9,978.13
17,332
-3,674
September 30
6,874.60
110,129
-26,770
2,053
October 31
9,964.68
10,776
~.556
October31
6,874.18
109,174
-955
2,249
November30
9,956.16
7,326
-3,450
November30
6,873.88
108,496
~78
4,536
December 31 , 2005
9,956.85
7,504
+178
December 31, 2005
6,872.96
106,437
-2.059
6,196
Calendar year 2005
-1,648
Calendar year 2005
+80,6 14
Trujillo Meadows Reservoir - In sec. 5, T. 32 N.• R. 5 E., on Los Pinos River. Completed in 1957; capacity, 869 acre-ft,
effective Jan. I, 1999. Water is used for fish culture. Storage is transmountain water, by exchange, in 1959.
Month-end gage height, in feet, and contents, in acrc-feet
Calendar Year 2005
Month
Gage height
Jan.
30.0
Feb.
30.0
Mar.
30.0
~ 31.0
~
31.0
June
30.8
Jul:t:
29.6
~29.7
~29.9
Oct.
29.5
Nov.
29.5
Dec. Cal. Yr.
29.5
Contents
803
803
803
869
869
856
777
783
796
770
770
770
Change
0
0
0
+66
0
-13
-79
+6
+13
-26
0
0
.33
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Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(constructed or enlarged since 1929)
(constructed or enlarged since 1929)
Abiquiu Reservoir. - Water~ recorder, lat 36°14'24", long 106°25'44", on Rio Chama. Completed in February 1963;
McClure (Granite Point) Reservoir - Water-stage recorder, lat 35°41' 18", long 105°50'06". in NE l/4SWl/4 sec. 24, T. 17
capacity, 1, 192,800 acre-ft at elevation 6,350 fcet(CRSI of spillway) by 1998 survey. Datum of 888" is National
N., R. 10 E., on Santa F~ River. Original reservoir completed in 1926, capacity, 561 acre-ft; in 1935, permanent flash
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (levels by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). Reservoir is operated by Corp, of Engineers for
boards were installed iri spillway increasing capacity to 650 acre-ft; in 1947 !,,,th darn and spillway were reconstructed
flood control and sediment storage. A resolution granting permission to store tnmsmountain waten was approved by
increasing capacity to 2,61 S acre-ft (gage height, 96.6 ft, crest of spillway) lu 1953 spillway was equipped with radial
Rio Grande Compact Commission on May 3, 1974. Storage includes both Rio Grande and transmountaio water.
gates that opened automatically, increasing capacity to over 3,000 acre-ft. In 1972, radial gates were removed decreasing
capacity to 2,615 acre-ft. In 1989, modifications to the dam and spillway mcreased capacity to 2,813 acre-ft. In 1995,
Month-end elevation, in li,c:t, and contents, in acre-feet
modification to the dam and spillway increased capacity to 3,257 acre-ft. No dead storage. Elevation of gage is 7,790 ft
Change in
Transmountaio
above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929, from topographic map. Water is for mwucipal use in Santa Fe.
Date
Elevation
Contents
contents
water
Storage includes both Rio Grande water and transmountain water by exchange. Capacity includes 561 acre-ft for preDecember 31, 2004
6,200.15
112,234
110,277
Compact St0f88e and additional capacity as may be available to accomodate up to a total of 1,061 acre-feet of preJanuary 31 , 2005
6,200.02
111 ,821
-413
110,746
Compact Slorage in McClure and Nichols Reservoirs combined.
February 28
6,200.24
112,523
+702
111,394
March 31
6,200. 12
112,140
-383
I I0,921
Mouth-end gage heigh!. in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
April30
6,209.01
142,349
+-30,209
115,264
Mlly31
Change
Pre-C'ompact
Transmountaio
6,218.00
175,936
+33,587
116,460
Date
G~beis!!t
Contents
in contents
water
water
June 30
6,201.46
116,436
-59,500
114,718
December 3 I, 2004
7,863.20
1,690
0
1,690
July 31
6,201.12
115,339
-1 ,097
113,205
January 31, 2005
7,886.43
1,890
+200
28
1,691
August31
6,200.63
113,766
-1,573
112,061
Febnlll)I 28
7,893.97
2,380
+490
476
1,733
September 30
6,200. 17
112,298
-1,468
110,175
March 31
2,070
-310
146
1,753
October31
6,199.92
111,503
-795
109,777
April 30
2,490
+420
476
1,843
November 30
6,203.43
122,933
+11,430
121,367
May3I
3,260
+770
503
2,543
December 3 I, 2005
6,206.68
134,119
+-11 ,186
131,732
June 30
7,905.60
3,240
-20
489
2,543
Calendar year 2005
+21 ,885
July 31
7,900.32
2,850
-390
118
2,543
August31
2,270
- 580
0
2,270
NIQlbeFalls Reservoir. - Water-ms< recorder, lat 35°50'%", long 105°54'17", in NEl/4SWl/4 sec. 29. T. 19 N., R. 10 E.•
September 30
1,880
-390
0
1,880
in Narnbe Indian Reservation, on Rio Nambe. Completed in 1976; capacity 1,920 acre-ft at elevation 6,826.6 feet (CRSI
October 31
7,886.12
1,850
-30
0
1,850
of spillway) by 2004 survey, dead storage 121 acre-ft at elevation 6,760.9 ft. Datum of gage is National Geodetic Vertical
November 30
7,887.02
1,910
+60
0
1,910
December 31, 2005
7,888.35
1,990
+80
0
1,990
Datum of 1929 (levels by Bureau of Reclamation). Storage is transmountain water by exchange ( see resolution adopted
Calendar year 2005
+300
March 27, 1975).
Mouth-end elevation, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
Njcbols Reservoir - Watcr-stase recorder, lat 35°41 '24", long l05°52'46", in SF.li4NEl/4 sec. 21, T. 17 N., R. JOE., on
Date
Elevation
Contents
Change in contents
Santa Fe River. Completed in 1942; capacity, 685 acre-ft at gage height ]6"l .i'.> feet (crest of spillway), dead storage, 14
December 31, 2004
6,801.17
876
acre-ft et gage height 121.1 feet. Datum of gage is 7,313.2 leet above Nari<>nal Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Water
January 31 , 2005
6,808.75
1,067
+191
is for municipal use in Santa Fe. Storage includes both Rio Grande water and transmountein water by exchange. Capacity
February 28
6,821.02
1,617
+550
may include pre-<:ompact storase such that total pre-Compsct storage in McClure and Nichols Reservoirs combined
March 31
6,826.70
1,925
+308
does not exceed 1,061 acre-ft.
April 30
6,826.81
1,932
+7
May 3 1
6,826.81
1,932
+o
Month~ gage height, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
June 30
6,825.01
1,829
-103
July 3 1
6,812.86
1,234
-595
Change
Pre-Compact
Tmnsmountain
Date
Ga!f heill!!!
Contents
in contents
water
water
August 31
6,813.49
1,261
+27
December 31 , 2004
150.03
279
7
IOI
September 30
6,810.98
1,155
-106
January 31, 2005
148.65
258
-21
158
100
October3I
6,820.82
1,606
+451
Febnwy28
167.12
685
+427
585
100
November 30
6,825.25
1,843
+237
March 31
167.21
685
0
585
100
December 31, 2005
6,825.79
1,873
+30
April 30
167.23
685
0
585
100
Calendar year 2005
+997
May3I
167.30
685
0
551
100
June 30
166.37
667
- 18
529
100
July31
162.49
557
-110
400
100
August 31
161.45
530
-27
0
373
September 30
161.24
524
-6
9
515
October3I
158.93
466
-58
0
466
November 30
153.68
349
-1 17
5
344
December 31 , 2005
145.09
202
- 147
4
198
Calendar year 2005
-77
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Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(constructed or enlarged since 1929)
Coehiti Lake. - Water-stage recorder with satelli~ telemetry. lat 35°37'01 •, long 106° 18' 58". in NW l/4SWl/4 sec. 16, T. 16
N.. R. 6 E., in Pueblo de Cochiti Grant, on Rio Grande. Completed in 1975; capacity 491.259 acre-ft at elc,vation 5,450.0
ft (=st of service spillway); zero storage at elevation 5.255.0 from 1998 swvcy. Datum of gage is National Geoderic
Vertical Datum of 1929 (levels by the U.S. Anny Col]ls of Engineers). A 50.000 acre-foot permanent pool was
authorized by Public Law 88-293, 88th Congress. March 26, 1964. Reservoir is operated by Col]l• ofEngineers for flood
control, sediment storage, and recreation. Storage began Nov. 12, 1973.
Month-end elevation. in feet, and contcuts, in acre-feet
Change in
Transmountain
Date
Elevation
Contents
contents
water
December 31 , 2004
5,340.35
49.562
47,401
January 31, 2005
5,340.78
50.083
+521
48,017
February28
5,340.98
50,329
+246
47,955
March 31
5,340.95
50,293
-36
48,526
April30
5,346.72
58,470
+8,177
48,188
May31
5,364.30
94,531
+36.061
47,597
June 30
5,340.50
49,743
-44 ,788
46.780
July 31
5,339.66
48,747
-996
46.011
August31
5,339.32
48,357
.390
45,515
September 30
5,340.52
49,767
+1,410
45,581
Octobcr31
5,339.43
48,483
-1,284
45,571
November 30
5,339.59
48,666
+183
45,761
December 31, 2005
5,339.58
48,655
-11
45,660
Calendar year 2005
.907
Galistco Reservoir - Watcr-stqe recorder above elevalJOn 5,500.3 ft, noarecording below, lat 35°27'44", long 106°12'30",
in NWl/4 sec. 9. T. 14 N., R 7 E., on Galistco Creek. Datum off!88e is National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929
(levels by U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers). Storage records begin in October 1970. Capacity 88,990 acre-ft at elevation
5,608.0 ft (crest of spillway). No dead storage. Reservoir is operated by Col]ls of Engineers for flood control and
sediment storage.
Month-end contents, in acre-feet
Month-end contents, in acre-feet
Calendar Ycar 2005
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Aj:!r.
Month
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Aj:!r.
Ma;i:
June
Jul;i:
Au~
~t.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. Cal. Yr.
Contents
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Change
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Scama Reservoir. - In sec. 36. T. 10 N., R. 7 W., off channel &om Rio San Jose. Completed in October 1980; capacity
approximately 400 acre-ft. Water is used for irrigation on Laguna Indian Reservation.
No storage during 2005 .
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Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(constructed or enlarged since 1929)
Jemez Capyon Re,qvoir. - Water-stage n:cordcr, lat 35°23'40", long !06"32'50", in SWl/4SWl/4 sec. 32, T . 14 N., R 4 E.,
on Jemez River. Completed in I953; capacity. 259,423 acre-ft at elevation S,271.20 ft. Datum of eage is National
Gcodcric Vertical Datum of 1929 (levels by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). Maximum controlled capacity at elevation
5,232.0 ft (floor of spillway) is 97.425 acre-ft by 1998 survey. Reservoir is operated by Corps of Engfoccrs for flood
control and sediment storag,:. A sediment pool of about 2,000 acrc•ft of transmountain water has been maintained since
August 1979.
MondHlld elevation, in feet, and contcnts, in •=-feet
Change in
Tranomountain
Date
Elevation
Contents
contents
water
December 31, 2004
5,\SS.00
0
0
Januaty 31, 2005
5, ISS .00
0
0
0
Febnwy28
5,155.00
0
0
0
March31
5,155.00
0
0
0
April 30
5,155.00
0
0
0
May3I
S,155 .00
0
0
0
June 30
5,155.00
0
0
0
July 31
5,155.00
0
0
0
August 31
5,155.00
0
0
0
September 30
5,155.00
0
0
0
October 31
S,155.00
0
0
0
November30
5,155 .00
0
0
0
December 31 . 2005
5,155 .00
0
0
0
Calendar year 2005
0
t,comita Reservoir. Staff gage in SEl/4 sec. 29, T. 10 N., R. 7 W., on San Fidel Arroyo; water for reservoir is diverted
from Rio San Jnsc. Completed in 1938; original capacity, 850 acre-ft; present capacity 650 acre-ft on basis of 1956
sediment survey. Water is used for irrigation on Acoma Indian Reservarion. Storage omitted from
accounting by action of Commission on March 23, 2000.
Calendar Ycar 2005
May
June
July
Aug.
· Contents
Change

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec. Cal. Yr.
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Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(project storage)
Elcpbpl Butte Reservoir. Watc:r-stase R>CO<da, lat 33"09'15", longl07°11'28", in NWl/.4 sec. 30, T. 13 S., R 3 W., oo
Rio Grande. Storage began Jan. 6, 1915; capacity, 2,023,400 acre-ft at gage heigbt4,407.0 ft (crest of spillway). by survey
of 1999 with flood control storage reservation of 50,000 acre-ft from April throush September and 25,000 acre-ft from
October throush March in accordance with Sept. 9, 1998 resolution of the Rio Grande Compact Commission. Datwn of
gage is 43.3 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. Water is used for power development and irrigation in
New Mexico and Texas. Records furnished by Bureau of Reclamation. Delivery of transmountain water for minimum
rccreatiou pool was initiated in Dcccmbcr 1975. Beginning Jan. I, 19TI gage readings an, midnight n:adings.
February 28
331,000
+<i2,750
Month~ 888C height, in feet, and contents, in acre-feet
March 31
April 30
351,170
+9,490
Change in
Transmountain
503,260
May31
Date
Gage Height
Contents
contents
water
June 30
December 31, 2004
4,309.78
193,240
5,890
July 31
January 31, 2005
4,315.82
241,740
+48,500
5,860
August31
423,090
Fcbnaary28
4,321.84
297,720
+55,980
5,850
March31
4,323.10
310,270
+12,550
5,820
Octobcr3I
362,060
April30
4,323.90
318,370
+8,100
5,750
Novembcr30
May31
4,335.92
452,920
+134,550
5,680
December 31, 2005
June30
4,344.04
558,720
+105,800
5,600
Calendar year 2005
July 31
4,337.04
466,800
-91,920
5,520
August31
4,331.72
403,000
~3.800
5,470
NOTE. - Values of combined coutents may not agn,c with sum of individual values because of rounding.
September 30
4,326.22
342,440
~0.560
5,420
October 31
4,326.88
349,450
+7,010
5,280
November 30
4,330.22
385,980
+36,530
5,250
December 31, 2005
4,333.92
428,740
+42,760
5,220
Calendar year 2005
+235,500
Caballo Reservoir. - Water-stage recorder, lat 32°53'47", long 107°17'30", in SEl/4SWl/4 sec. 19, T. 16 S.. R. 4 W., on
Rio Grande. Storage began Feb. 8, 1938; capacity, 326,700 acre-ft (by 1999 re,urvey), at gage height 4. 182.0 ft (above
which spillway gates open aulomarically). Datum of gage is 43.3 ft above National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929.
Mouth-end 888C height, in feet, and conteots, in acre-feet
Date
Gage height
Contents
Change in contents
December 31, 2004
4,137.58
23,390
January 3 I, 2005
4,138.84
26,510
+3,120
February 28
4,141.30
33,280
+6,770
March 31
4,140.66
31,410
-1870
April 30
4,141.14
32,800
+1,390
May31
4,146.20
50,340
+17,540
June 30
4,145.62
48.060
-2,280
July 31
4,141.80
34,790
-13,270
August 31
4,136.14
20,090
-14,700
September 30
4,131.50
11,150
-8,940
October 31
4,132.34
12,610
+1,460
Novembor30
4,133.20
14,170
+\,560
December 31, 2005
4,133.94
15,570
+1,400
Calendar year 2005
-7,820
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STORAGE IN RESERVOIRS
Reservoirs in Rio Grande Basin in New Mexico
(project storage)
Project storage. - The combined total storage in Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs.
Month.-end contents, in acre-feet
Date
December 31, 2004
January 31, 2005

Contents
216,630
268,250

341,680

Change in contents
+51,620
+10,680

+152,090
606,780

+103,520
501,590

-105,190
-78,500

September 30

353,590
400,150
444,310

~9,500
+8,470
+38,090
+44,160
+227,680
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EVAPORATION AND PRECIPITATION
RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION REPORT
The last paragraph of Article VI of the Compact states. m p:irt, --- "such crcdit5 and debits shall be reduced mu1ually to compensate for
e\'8porarion losses in the prop onion that such crcdit5 or debit5 bear to the total :unou.nt of water in such reservoirs during the year."
TRANSMOUNTAIN DIVERSIONS
To provide the data needed for the computation of such evaporatioo losses. the Commission hm encouraaed the establishment and
Pine River - Weminuchc Pass ditch {Fuchs ditch). Water-stage r«:arder and 3-n Parshall flume in sec. 33, T. 40 N., R. 4 W.• at
operation of evaporation stations near each major rcsef\loir in the basin and at other selected locations.
Wcminuche Pass in Colorado Diversion is from Nonh Fork Los Pinos River in San Juan River Ba.sin into Wcminuche Creek in Rio
Grande Basin. Second enlargement was completed in 1936. Diversion for irrigation is from Rio Grande above the Del None gaging
Evaporation and other cli~ological data collected at the severol stations in Colorado and New Mexico are: Utbulated on the next page.
At some of the stalions, it was not possible to obtain evaporation records throughout the winter period.
station.
The measurements of evaporation were made in accordance with standard practice for the 1YJ>e of pan in u.se. Mcuurements of
Weminuchc Pass ditch (Raber-Lohr ditch).- Water-stage recorder and 4-ft rectangular flume in sec. 33, T. 40 N., R. 4 W., at Weminuche
precipitation were made in standard 8-inch rain gages, which were supplemented at 50me of the stations by recording rain gages.
Pass in Colorado. Diversion is from Rincon la Vaca Creek in San Juan River Basin into Weminuche Creek in Rio Grande Basin
Second enlargement was completed in 1936. Diversion for irrigation is from Rio Grande above the Del Norte gaging station.
Record5 for the evapor.uion stations at the Stale University, Elephant Butte Dam. Dnd El Vado O:un antedated the creation of
the Commission; the stations at Abiquiu Dam, Cochiti Dam, and Jemez Canyon Dam were emblished by the Corps of Engineers. AU
others were established at the request of the Commission.
Wjlliams Creek - Squaw Pass ditch. Water-stage ra:crder and 2-fi Panhall flume in sec. 21 . T. 39 N.• R. 3 W.• at Squaw Pass in
Colorado. Diversion is from Williams Credc in San Juan River Basin into Squaw Croelc in Rio Grande Basin. Constructed in 1938,
The Rio Grande Compact Commission gn1cru11y acknowledges the coopenlion or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Diversion for irrigation is from Rio Grande bdow Del Nerte gaging station.
Administration, U.S. Anny Corpo or Engineers. and U.S. Bweau or Reclomation for rwnishins the climatological n,cords contained in
this report.
~ - - - Water-stage recorder and 3-ft Parshall flume in sec. 35, T. 43 N., R. 3 W.• at Spring Creek. Pass in Colorado. Diversion is
Alamosa Aimon.-UU 37°27', long 105°52', in Alamosa County at airport near Alamosa, Colo. Standard elm: A pan, anemometer,
from Ccbotla Creek. in Gunnison River Basin into tributary of Clear Creek in Rio Grande Basin. Completed in 1910 or 1911 . Diversion
Jltl.'<lmwn and minimum thermometers, standard 8-inch and recording rain gages at ele;•:ition 7,536 fl
for irrigation is from Rio Grande below Del Norte gaging station.
~ - L a t 37"21 ' , long I 06"30', in Conejos County neat Plaloro, Colo. s....i.d c!Ji<s A r»n. anemometc<, maximum and
Don La Font No I & 2 ditches IPiecjn, Pass djtchl.- Wate<-stage recorder and 2-fi Panhall Hume in sec. 4, T. 38 N., R. I W .• at Piedra
minimum thermometers, fan type psychrometer, standard 8-i:nc:h and recording rain gagt::: at elevZltion 9,326 ft.
Pass in Colorado. Diversioo is from tributaries of Piedra River in San Juan River Basin to South River in Rio Grande Basin. Original
~ - - L a t 36°40', long 106°42', in Rio Arriba County about 4 mi. northeast ofHcror. Dam ncnrTierraAmarilla, N. Mex
ditch completed in 1938, fir,t enlargement oompleted in 1940. Water is imponed by Colorado Game and Fish Dcpanmen~ beginning
Standard class A pan, ma.'(imurn and minimum thermometers, and standard 8-inch rain gage at elevation 7,310 ft.
in 1959, to offset losses from fish culture reservoirs.
IDl!l2..lam.-Lat 36"36', Ions 106°44'. in Rio AnibaCoWlty at El Vado Dom neat Tiena Amarilla. N. Me,. Standud class A pan,
Treasure Pa.,s diversion ditch. Water-stage recorder and 2-ft Parshall flume in sec. 31, T 38 N., R. 2 E., at Wolf Creek Pas5 in Colorado
anemometer, maximum and minimum thermometers, standard 8-inch and recording rain gages at elevation 6,750 ft.
Diversion is from WolfCred< in San Juan River Basin toa tribuwy of Sooth Forte Rio funde. Completed in 1923 or 1924. Watt, is
diverted f« irrigation from Rio Grande above the Del Norte gaging station, beginning in 1959. Prior to 1959 it was diverted below
~ - - L a t 36°14' , long 106°26', in Rio Arriba County at Abiquiu Dam neM Abiquiu. N. Me.,. Standard class A p:in, ma.rjmum
gaging station.
and rrurumum thennometers, standard 8-inch :md recording rain gages at elevation 6,380 ft.
Nam.be Falls Dam.-Lal 35°51 ', long 105°54', in Sarna Fe County at Nambe Falls Dam. N. Mex.
Standard class A pan, ma.Xlmum and
Azotea tunnel--- Water-stage recorder and IO.ft Parshall flume., lat 36°~1 •1r. long 106°40'18", at south portal of Azotea tunnel, San Juanminimum thermometers, recording thermograph. standard 8-inch and recording rain gages at elevation 6,840 ft.
Chama Project. Diversion is from Rio Blanco, Little Navajo River. and Navajo River in the San Juan River Basin in Colorado
and discharge is through the Azotea tunnel into a tributary of the Rio Chama in the Rio Grande Ba5in in New Mexico. Construction
~ - - L a t 35°38', long 106°19', in Sandoval County at operations building. at Cochiti O:un, N. Mex. Standard class A pan,
completed in 1970.
anemometer. ma.'Umum and minimum thermometer,, sl3ndnrd 8-inch .ind recording rain gages nt elevation 5,560 n.
Je,ne.,. Canyon Dam.-Lal 35°23' , long 106°3r. in Sandoval County at Jemez Canyon Dam. N. Mex. Standard c1us A pan, anemometer,
Imported quantities, in acre-feet, 2005
ma.'Omum and minimum thermometers, standard 8-inch and recording rain gages at elevation 5,388 ft.
Elephant Butte O.µn.-Lat 33°09', long 107°1 l '. in Sierra County at Elephant Butte Dam, N. Mex. Standard class A pan, anemometer,
Pinc RiverWilliam5
Treasure
ma.'Omurn and minimum thermometers, and standard 8-inch rain gage at elevation 4,576 ft.
Wcminuchc
Weminuche
CreekPass
~ - - L a l 32°$4', long 107°18', in Sierra County at Cabal.lo Dam. N. Mex. Standard class A pan, anemometer. ma:omum and
Pass
Pass
Squaw Pas5
Tabor
Don La Font
diversion
Azotea
minimum thermometers, standard 8-inch and recording rain gages at elevation 4, 190 ft.
Month
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditches
ditch
tuond
January
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
New Mexico State Unirmitv--Lat 32°17", long 106°4S', ln Dofta Ana CoWlty ill University Part,;, N. Mex. Standard class A pan,
Februa,y
0
0
0
0
0
0
93
anemometer, ma:Wnum and minimum thermometers, smndud 8-mch and recording rain gages at elevntion 3,881 ft.
March
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,930
April
0
0
0
0
0
31,720
May
0
0
0
291
0
0
45,140
June
261
1221
225
481
0
235
50,2IO
July
169
929
273
149
53
102
13,350
August
0
481
107
75
0
0
3,780
September
25
75
27
44
0
3.420
October
19
0
0
33
0
0
4,870
November
0
0
0
0
0
736
Decembc,0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Calendar year
474
2706
632
1073
53
337
155,249
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EVAPORATION AND PRECIPITATION
Evaporation and precipitation. in inches
2005
Station
Jan
Feb.
Alamosa
Evap.
Nrport
Prccip
I 09
0 38
Platoro
Evap.
Dam
Precip.
Heron
Evap.
Dam
Precip.
2. 87
3. 15
El Vodo
Evap.
Dam
Precip.
2.17
2.22
Abiquiu
Evap.
Dam
Precip.
1.47
0.62
Nambe
Evap.
Canyon Dam
Precip.
2.33
2.17
Cochiti
Evap.
Dam
Precip.
2.06
1.56
Jemez
Evap.
Canyon Dam
Precip.
1.31
1.49
Elephant
Evap.
3.83
3.31
Butte Dam
Precip.
0.93
1.34
Caballo
Evap.
3.44
3.35
Dam
Prccip.
1.23
1.54
State
Evap,
3.73
3.74
University
Prec1p
0.90
2.55

Mar
0.79

l.49
0.98
1.09
0.41
1.86
1.26
7 96
0.71
7.12
0.48
9.05
0.15

Aer.
0.78
5.28
1.93
5.65
1.65
7.03
I.OS
7.46
I.SO
8.07
1.59
8.23
0.96
12.05
0.50
10.03
.33
11.62
0.23

M!!l·
0.38
7.47
1.26
7.78
0.84
9.88
0.43
9.47
0.74
10.76
0.73
15.27
0.21
15. 19
0.38
13.50
1.30
12.17
0.52

lune

lulv

"!!II

~

0.36
9.44
1.09
8.11
0.32
8.76
0.21
12.23
0.28
11.47
0.87
12.60
0.13
15.27
0.67
18.41
0.0
16.44
.02
14.69
0.0

0.17
9.13
0.69
10.98
0.51
10.18
0.33
13.40
0.11
11.77
0.64
14.17
0.06
15.55
0.12
18.28
0.01
16.73
0.30
13.98
0.45

1.59
4.11
3.38
8.27
1.63
7.4-0
2.25
9.45
1.28
8.11
2.54
10.67
1.83
11.27
1.28
10.89
1.81
10.84
2.12
10.11
1.38

1.12
5.45
326
6.42
1.20
6.26
1.18
7.97
2.16
7.38
3.77
8.84
3.23
10.70
1.94
11.29
0.52
10.72
0.31
9.34
3. 11

Ocl
1.18
3.20
3.99
3.46
2.50
3.32
2. 12
4.53
0.70
3.45
1.69
4.70
1.23
5.11
1.33
7.29
0.34
6.84
1.52
1.57

No..·.
0.08

Dec.
0.04

Annual
1.%

0.06

0.31

17.23

0. 16

0.25

14.36

0.05

0. 11

9.35

0.12

0.01

16.79

0.0

14.28

0.0
0.0
6.59
0.0
5.10
0.0
5.26
0.0

0.0
10.57
5.32 120.41
0.0
6.54
4.46 109. 17
0.0
9.15
0.0

10.86
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D3 Allocation of Project Water to EBID, EPCWID, and the Republic of Mexico
.'
April 24, 2006
,i
The impact of ~oundwatcr withdrawals hi the New Mexico portion of the Rio Grande
Project (RGP) h, ave raised issues regarding the equitable allocation of Project Water
between EBID a~nd EPCWID. Recognizing that tile surface water and grotmdwater of the
Rio Grande havi~ a close hydrologic connection, EBID proposes the following method of
allocating water, among the three Project Water users to ensure the allocation to EPCWID
and Mexico is plrotected from excessive groundwater withdrawals in New Mexico.
!
This allocation concept is based on histt-~rical operations of the II.GP during the prcvit~us
droughl period ~f t!)51 through 1~)78. Groundwater use in both Districts was part of the
co~jtmctivc ma~agcntcm response to that drou~. Ttus ptopo~f does not speci
operational detdjls; EBID believes ~at if ~ allocation melhod c~ be a~eed ttpom the
operations ~d ~ccounting c~ be jointly develop~ by the Districts. ~e objective here
~s Io d~scuss the,allocauon of water only dunng the p~ of the ye~ when rele~es are
being made rro~ Cabailo Rese~,oir, typically late Febn~au, or March through September;
allocation of water in the off-season will be ~other issue to negotiate. ~fis method is
intended to be a~plied over a wide r~ge ofrele~e levels, but in extreme cases (annual
release less thm~ about 200,000 acre-I?et) the parties will have to develop special disaster
management m~asures.
This method is ~ascd upon the D t and D2 curves proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation
in their draft 1986 operating plan. The major difference is that lhis method ensures the
D 1 iD2 allocatio'n to EPC Wl D and M ex ico, and any devi ations from the D2 di versi0n-torelease ratio (so, metmaes referred to as "river efficiency," though fl~at terminology is not
adopted here) aie assigned to EBID's allocation. Therefore, any effects of excessive
New Mexico gr}~undwatcr pumping on Project Water supply will be confined to New
Mexico. The method works as follows:
.1
I.
The :Districts and the United Stales quantify the water available [br release.
This'water is equal to the total water in Project storage less waters reserved by
the Rio Grande Co,npaet. Adjustments may be made to account for
fore'casted reservoir losses or inflow as agreed upon by the three parties. The
amo~mt of water determined to be available tbr release is R, expressed in acrefeet.j
Basted on the 1906 Treaty. Mexico's allocation is a maximum of 60,000 acre[cet.~ If the release o[" Project Water from Caballo is reduced due ~o drought or
damhge to the system, the allocation ~o Mexico will be reduced pursuant to lhe
190~ Treaty. B~scd on the D I curve, the allocation ~o Mexico is 60,00(I acrefeet,t~w release levels above 7(,3,842 acre feet, and zero tbr release levels
bclo'w 1232842 acre-feet. The rcsuhing linear relationship for lhe allocation to
Xle.x~ico (MX, acre-li~cU itlld R is:
':
MX---0.9375-R -- I1 ,(~10. nmxinutm 60,000 acre-lk'ct
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3. ~Tt~tialloeaiion to EPC~iID is 67/155ms ofszfi/e O2-estimated total allocation
/..l'~ss)b,e alloc,'ition to Ivtbxico ~.LX. This, i~ m~xilnum ot" 376,885 at 763,84"~
!i"acre~f'~t and 32,724 at' 123,842 acre-f~t. This yields the follo~ving linear
/i relationship for the allocation to EP,.t~WID (EP1, acre-feet)
/i'
i
/
i/'i/ EPII~'i 0 537,75'R.,, -J3,872,:,
...'n'~imum 376,885 acre-feet
4/! The actual ratid,£fidiversl~o~ls ofProjcct Watc,r, t6 Release from Cabalio R
1/'
(RD,!dimensiortle~.) wiJl~be estimated by ro/ettiods to be agreed upon by the
~'/
parttbs. Based oi~ t'l%isobstimate, EBID ~yil| be allocated the available diversion
1
................ 7.
that is not alloe~egio'tcl Mextco or EP~. WID. The resulting formula for EBID s
I
.,' ,.. ----alloc.a_tton (Ell,,.~re-Ieet) is:
//
~ .......... ",Y
'\
i
!i
"
-~Z ......... ', /'
!i~
,/.:
EB ~ R'RD/!t'IX -- E P-1--~¢:'~: .......
i',1
:
"" :
."'., ........... "
.,.!
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i;
,.>,,
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i
i
I
Ii The D3 allocatl?il.,tficthpd is stu~lfiiarizcd'i.n the figure below. In the allocation for EBID,
/i' indicated by the)tashe4' hne~:tt~e D2 d~vcrsr~n-to-release ratio ts assumed; in fact, EBID's
/ ." allacation is ,y~i~tever,ts !~f~ ~er Mexico's ~d EPCWID's allocation.
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Nov. 6 pre -brief, 3:00 pm, Rm 7658
Nov. 7 meeting, 1:00 pm â€” Dale Hall, Mark Limbaugh, Bob Johnson, NM ISC, Atty. General office, Rm 3256
Nov. 7 meeting, 3:00 pm, Bob Johnson, NM ISC, Atty. General office, Rm 7658
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
BRIEFING FOR: ASWS Mark Limbaugh DATE: November 2, 2006
Robert W. Johnson, Commissioner
PURPOSE OF PAPER: To update the status of the Rio Grande Project (Project) operating
agreement negotiations between Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID), El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1 (EP#1), and Reclamation for the United States.
CURRENT STATUS: Reclamation has been meeting monthly with the two districts to finalize an
operating agreement for the Rio Grande Project. After years of negotiations, the three parties have reached
a consensus on the amounts of water to be delivered and the data set to be used to determine those amounts.
There is still a difference of opinion from each district as to the sources of the water in New Mexico to be
delivered to the district in Texas. In April 2006, EBID began to guarantee the historical amounts of water
delivered to Texas by using water from its allotment. Reclamation has kept the respective state agencies
involved in order to prepare for any approvals that may be required from the states and the Rio Grande
Compact. EP#1 wants to carry over unused allotment from one year to the next and use more water
directly from Caballo and Elephant Butte reservoirs. During the most recent meeting with the two districts,
on October 10, 2006, EP#1 expressed frustration that the carry over proposal was not going to be adopted
in its entirety.
BACKGROUND: The Project supplies water to lands located in New Mexico (60%) and Texas (40%),
and delivers water to Mexico by way of the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC)United States Section. Operation and maintenance (O&M) of the Project was transferred to the Districts in
the early 1980s; title to some Project facilities was transferred in 1996. Project operating procedures were
developed but never formally approved by the Districts. Reclamation has used the unapproved operating
procedures to determine water allocations and to make and account for water deliveries. In 2000, EBID
filed suit seeking development of an operating agreement. A lawsuit was re -filed and stayed by the District
Court in 2004 to allow for discussions between Reclamation and the Districts to continue. The new
operating agreement would reflect the change in operations and allocation process resulting from the 1996
title transfer. Because one district is located in New Mexico (EBID) and the other is located in Texas
(EP#1), the operation of the Rio Grande Project has a bearing on each state's claim to the waters of the Rio
Grande and groundwater aquifers affected by the flow of the river. Rio Grande Project allocations and
operations also affect the yearly allocation of water made to Mexico under the 1906 Convention between
the United States and Mexico.
POSITION OF INTERESTED PARTIES: EP#1's carry over proposal advocates carrying unused
allotment over from one year to the following year and an allocation process that would allow use of more
water directly from Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs. EBID acknowledges that carryover is beneficial
in promoting water conservation but they are not in agreement as to when and how this should be
implemented. EBID does not agree that water in reservoir storage should be allotted and accounted for
separately for each of the districts as opposed to the current method of accounting for water as it is
delivered to each district's respective diversion points on the river. Mexico and the IBWC want to
maintain the historical delivery amounts when there is a less -than -full allocation.
RECOMMENDATION: Reclamation should continue to advocate and facilitate the development of an
operating agreement in coordination with the Districts and complete the agreement. Reclamation will
attempt to finalize an agreement by January 1, 2007.
PREPARED BY: Filiberto Cortez, El Paso Field Division, 915-534-6301
US0461692
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United
States
Department
of the Interior
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
EL PASO FIELD
DIVISION
700
E SAN ANTONIO
AVENUE SUITE
710
EL
PASO TEXAS
799017020
IN
REPLY REFER
TO
NOV
2
1
2036
EP 431
Mr
Gary Esslinger
Manager Treasurer
Elephant
Butte
Irrigation
District
PO
Drawer 1509
Las Cruces
NM
880041509
Subject
2006 Rio Grande
Project
Water Supply
Final Allocation
Dear Mr Esslinger
The
following
is
the final allocation
of the Rio Grande Project water supply for the
2006
irrigation
season
ACREFEET
Mexico
33895
Elephant
Butte
Irrigation
District
211385
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
No
1
227146
TOTAL
472426
This final allocation
represents
only
5070
of a
full
irrigation
season supply for
the entire Rio Grande Project
Project
Due
to
heavy
rainfalls
during
this
summers
monsoon
further increases
in
the allocation
were
not
This
final
allocation
required
is
same
the
allocation
that
was
issued with our
letter
dated July
25 2006
Last years
final
allocation
was 931841
acre feet
AF
or
100
of a
full
supply
To review
modifications
in
the allocation
procedures
for
2006 and
calculations
for the final allocation
see
enclosures
1a lb and
2 of our
letter
dated July
25 2006
The combined
total
Rio Grande Project water storage
at Elephant
Butte and
Caballo
Reservoirs for the end of October 2006
was 436953 AF
Not
all
of this
combined
Rio
Grande
Project
storage
is
available
for allocation
this
year due to the existence of Rio
Grande Compact
Compact
credit waters
41300
AF and San JuanChama water
4585
AF
in
Elephant
Butte Reservoir
On November
6 2006
the Rio Grande
US0169483
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Compact
usable water
in
Elephant Butte and Caballo
Reservoirs
went above 400000
AF
That
means
that Article VII
of the
Compact
which
restricts
Colorado and
New
Mexico from
storing
in
their post 1929
reservoirs
when
the Compact
usable water
is
below 400000
AF
is
now
lifted
Both States have
begun
storing
native
Rio Grande
waters
Reclamation
anticipates
a substantial
increase
in
the
total
amount
of
Compact
credit
waters
in
Elephant
Butte Reservoir on January
1 2007
This
is
due
to the high flows at
both Lobatos and
San Marcia during
July
November
2006
Reclamation
will
adjust
for the estimated
higher Compact
credit
water amount with the beginning
of the
Projects 2007 allocation
process
in
December
2006
This
will
ensure that
we
are not
over allocating
the Project
water supply
We
will
know the
final
Compact
credit water
amount when the Compact
Engineer Advisors
meet
in
late
February
2007
For planning
purposes for the 2007
irrigation
season please
find
enclosed
Enclosures
No la and lb Summary of the 2006 allocation process
Enclosure
No 2 Worksheet of the Rio Grande Compact credit waters
and San
JuanChama
water
in
Elephant
Butte Reservoir
Enclosure
No
3
Latest
2006 Rio Grande
Project reservoirs operational
plan
Enclosure
No
4
Summary
table
of
2007
projected
allocations
based on the
latest
Rio Grande
Project reservoirs operational
plan
The Bureau
of Reclamation
continues
to promote
and emphasize the wise and
efficient
use
of
all
water resources
As the Rio Grande
Project continues
in this
current
drought
we encourage
all
water
users to conserve
water by adopting
and implementing
policies
and procedures
within their jurisdictions to
promote
the efficient
use
of the water
supply
If
we
can be of any assistance
in
developing
or facilitating
any water conservation
efforts
please dont hesitate
to contact
me
at
915 5346301
We
look forward
to continued
cooperation
and coordination
with
you concerning
Rio
Grande
Project water
supply and operations
Sincerely
Filiberto
Corte 2
L
Manager
Enclosures
4
US0169484

CC
Mr
Jesus Reyes
General Manager
El
Paso County Water Improvement
294 Candelaria
El
Paso TX
799075599
Mr
Carlos
Mann
Commissioner
IBWC
U S
Section The
Commons Bldg C
4171 N Mesa Suite
310
El Paso TX 79902
Mr
Kenneth
Rakestraw
Acting Principal
Engineer
IBWCUS Section The
Commons Bldg C
4171 N Mesa Suite 310
El Paso TX 79902
Mr
William Finn
Acting
Chief
Water Accounting
Division
IBWCUS Section The
Commons Bldg C
4171 N Mesa Suite 310
El
Paso TX
79902
Mr Herman
Settemeyer
Engineer Advisor
Rio Grande
Compact Commission
TCEQ MC 157
PO
Box 13087
Austin
TX 787113087
Mr
Patrick
R
Gordon
Commissioner
Rio Grande
Compact Commission
PO
Box 1917
El
Paso TX 799501917
all
bcs wencls
US0169485

District

for

Texas

for

Texas

No

1

bc
Albuquerque
Area
Office
ATTN ALB 100
EB600 EB620 EB608 EB624
EP 431 EP 433 EP 434 EP 435 EP 112
All
bcs wencls
US0169486

ENCLOSURE
NO
1a
2006
Rio
Grande
Project Allocation
Initial
Allocation
End of November 2005
letter
issued
Dec
16 2005
Mexico
Elephant
Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
1
3773
of
a
full
supply
351560 AF
Updated
Allocation
End of December 2005
letter issued
Jan 18 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
1
4254
of
a
full
supply
396401
AF
Updated
Allocation
End of January 2006
letter issued
Feb 14 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
1
4648
of a
full
supply
433112
AF
Updated
Allocation
End of February 2006
letter
issued
Mar
132006
Mexico
Elephant
Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
1
4815
of a
full
supply
448643
AF
Updated
Allocation
End of March 2006
letter issued
Apr 14 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
1
4993
of a
full
supply
465312
AF
Project
water
supply
available
for diversion
at
the authorized
canal
US0169487

headings

23816
186074
141670

AF
AF
AF

26854
209807
159740

AF
AF
AF

29340 AF
229238
174534

AF
AF

30393 AF
237457 AF
180793

AF

31522
246280
187510

AF
AF
AF

ENCLOSURE
NO
lb
2006 Rio Grande
Project Allocation
Updated
Allocation
End
of April 2006
letter
issued
May 12 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
5040
of
a
full
supply
469643 AF
Updated
Allocation
End
of
May
2006
letter
issued
June
14 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
5077
of
a
full
supply
473076 AF
Updated
Allocation
End
of
June 2006
letter
issued
July
25 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
5070
of
a
full
supply
472426
Final Allocation
End
of October 2006
letter
issued
November
20 2006
Mexico
Elephant Butte
Irrigation
District
El
Paso County Water Improvement
District
5070
of a
full
supply
472426
Project
water supply
available
for
diversion
at the authorized
US0169488

31815 AF
248573
189255 AF

1

AF

1

32048 AF
250389 AF
190639 AF

33895
211385 AF
227146 AF

AF

1

33895
211385 AF
227146 AF

AF

AF

1
AF
canal

headings

ENCLOSURE
NO
2
WORKSHEET OF STATUS OF RIO GRANDE COMPACT CREDIT WATERS
SAN JUAN
CHAMA WATER IN ELEPHANT BUTTE RESERVOIR AND ACCRUED DEPARTURES
2006
ELEPHANT
BUTTE RESERVOIR
CABALLO
RESERVOIR
Rio
Grande
Rio
Grande Compact
Compact Accrued
Credit
Waters
San
Juan
Departures
Chama
Colorado
New Mexico
Pool
Texas
AF
AF
AF
AF
Beginning
of
2006
derived
from
2005
4600
RGC Accounting
Relinquishment
of Credit
Water
by
CO
to
400
TX on March 31 2006
Estimated
Evaporation
from
Jan
1
to
Oct
31 2006
derived
from actual
data
Adjustment
for
Depletion
By Winegrowers
Caballo
Reservoir
Releases
actual data
thru
Oct
31 2006
Bonita
Lateral Releases
actual data
thru
Sep 19 2006
2006
Departure from
Normal Release
at Caballo
Reservoir
thru
Oct
31 2006
Preliminary
Status of
RGC
Credit
Waters
SJC
Water
Accr
Deps
to
Oct
31 2006
4200
US0169489

WTreers
11202006

37100

5220

478400

477
158
432789
894
150000
I

37100

I

4585

I

I

628400

ENG
os keE
No
31
RIO
GRANDE PROJECT RESERVOIR OPERATIONS
PRELIMINARY
SUBJECT TO REVIEW
16
Nov
JULY WATER
SUPPLY OUTLOOK
REPOR
1
BASED ON 2006 MARCH
THROUGH
Jun
1
2006
MARJUL
SAN MSRCIAL NRCS
forecast
6
35
KAF
2006
MARJUL
SAN MARCIAL regulated forecast
9
52
KAF
2006
MARJUL
SAN MARCIAL present conditions
16
93
KAF
Based on 30yr 19712000avg
of
573000 Acrefeet
ACTUAL
HISTORICAL
COCHITI
NET
SAN
<====
ELEPHANT BUTTE====>
<===
CABALLO
IRRIG
EXCESS
TOTAL
CABALLO
YEAR
RELEASE
LOSSES
MARCIAL
LOSSES
EVAP CONTENT RELEASE EVAP
LOSSES DEMAND
RELEASE
RELEASE
CONTENT
2005
JAN
46
3
49
2
2
242
0
1
4
0
0
0
FEB
55
2
53
5
2
298
1
1
7
0
0
0
MAR
64
1
62
5
5
311
49
1
2
49
0
49
APR
185
68
117
11
7
319
93
2
2
86
0
86
MAY
330
59
272
16
10
453
112
3
8
85
0
85
JUN
302
54
249
2
14
559
126
4
5
119
0
119
JUL
76
38
38
22
14
467
138
3
11
137
0
137
AUG
54
39
15
24
8
403
95
2
7
100
0
100
SEP
47
36
11
19
7
342
84
1
15
77
0
77
OCT
39
13
28
10
5
349
23
1
2
22
0
22
NOV
46
13
33
7
4
386
0
1
2
0
0
0
DEC43
2
41
6
4
429
0
1
2
0
0
0
TOTAL
1288L321
969
71
81
721
20
33
676
0
676
AVG
Total
Mar Jul
I
380
7961
iiol
738
129°701
COCHTTT
NET
SAN
<====
ELEPHANT BUTTE====>
<===
CABALLO
IRRIG
EXCESS
TOTAL
CABALLO
YEAR
RELEASE
LOSSES
MARCIAL
LOSSES
EVAP CONTENT RELEASE EVAP
LOSSES DEMAND
RELEASE
RELEASE CONTENT
2006
JAN
38
7
45
0
5
469
0
1
2
0
0
0
I
FEB
33
2
35
2
6
499
0
1
2
0
0
0
MAR
42
18
23
11
9
453
71
1
9
58
0
58
APR
55
45
10
23
11
386
89
2
8
65
0
65
MAY
63
55
8
19
13
305
95
4
11
62
0
62
JUN
73
66
7
16
10
218
101
4
11
91
0
91
JUL
48
3
45
24
8
189
90
3
11
78
o
78
AUG
50
102
152
29
332
21
32
32
5
33
2
0
64
AUG
SEP
41
5
36
8
6
352
2
2
16
34
0
34
OCT
57
14
44
7
5
398
1
1
6
12
0
12
NOV
59
21
38
15
3
447
0
1
2
0
0
0
DEC
26
21
47
2
490
2
0
2
0
1
0
42
DEC
TOTAL
6831
94
489
134
80
481
23
1
433
0
433
AVG
L
Total
Mar Jul
I
378
39
AVi
G
L
279
187T
93
161
COCHITI
NET
SAN
<====
ELEPHANT BUTTE====>
<===
CABALLO
IRRIG
EXCESS
TOTAL
CABALLO
YEAR RELEASE
LOSSES
MARCIAL
LOSSES
EVAP CONTENT RELEASE EVAP
LOSSES DEMAND
RELEASE
RELEASE
CONTENT
2007
2007
JAN
40
7
47
1
3
535
0
1
4
0
o
0
FEB
44
4
48
2
3
582
0
1
2
0
0
0
MAR
75
15
60
2
6
516
122
2
2
119
o
119
APR
157
I
37
120
2
8
546
83
2
2
79
0
79
45
APR
MAY
250
55
195
5
12
639
95
3
2
90
0
90
JUN
197
67
130
8
14
622
142
3
2
131
0
131
JUL
119
51
68
10
14
551
135
3
1
133
0
133
AUG
78
34
44
10
10
482
113
2
3
124
0
124
SEP
1
55
23
32
6
8
454
58
1
2
78
0
78
20
SEP
OCT
47
17
30
2
6
456
25
1
2
35
0
35
NOV
52
7
59
2
4
508
0
1
2
0
0
0
DEC
53
7
60
2
4
563
0
1
1
0
0
0
T TOTAL
1167
2717
45
894
92
774
22
8
790
0
790
TOT AI
AVG
Total
Mar Jul
531
J
35
AVG
i
798
225
I
573
100
j
i
US0169490

96

DA

27
33
31
33
50
48
35
20
11
13
14
16
28

2005
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
TOTAL
AVG

17

2006
JAN

18
21
35
53
48
45

FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL

46
39
41

SEP
OCT
NOV
TOTAL

I

45
46
45

JAN
FEB
MAR

45
50
50
40

MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG

11
12
13

OCT
NOV
DEC

I
ENCLOSURE
NO
6
W
Treers
SUMMARY
TABLE
OF PROJECTED
11202006
ALLOCATIONS
FOR 2007
most probable
Average
normal
runoff
volume
at
San
Marcial
gauging
stations
Mar Jul
is
573000
AF
2007
RUNOFF
FORECAST
100
of Average
ED
month
storage
figures
based
on Reclamations Rio
Grande
Project
reservoirs
operational
plan
made
573000
An
developed
on November
102000
Allotments are
to
the
Rio
Grande
Prolect
canal
headings
FORECASTS
ADJUSTED
FOR
A full
supply
allocation
for
an
Irrigation
season
is
494979
AF
to
EBID
canal
headings 376862
AF
AF
Mexicos
Madre
heading
under
the
1906
Treaty
a
of
UPSTREAM
REGULATION
EP1
headings
and
60000
to
Acequla
for
931841
AF
acrefeet
a
Assumed no relinquishment of Rio
Grande
Compact
credit
waters
occurring
in
2006
for
New
Mexico
Ea NOVEMBER
2006
EBID
Colorado
relinguished
400
AF
on March
31
2006
Excludes
New
Meidcos
and
Colorados
136580
a
EP1
121796
estimated
Rio Grande
Compact
credit
waters
in
Elephant
Butte
Reservoir
of
190000
AF
accrued
MEXICO
15528
through
2006
as
well
as San
JuanChama
water
of
4585 AF
through
Oct
312006
TOTAL
273905
2939
b
Assuming
100
efficiency
of delivering
Project
water
supply from Caballo
Dam
to
Project
canal
headings
by June 2007 so EBID
will
not
incur
river
losses at
that
point and
anal supply
available
E0 DECEMBER
2006
EBID
151024
for
release
from Caballo
Dam
of 790000
AF
a
EP1
148016
MEXICO
20100
TOTAL
320040
3434
00 JANUARY
2007
EBID
166247
a
EP1
172491
MEXICO
24366
TOTAL
363105
3897
00 FEBRUARY
2007
EBID
179064
9
EP1
194393
MEXICO
28185
TOTAL
401641
4310
00
MARCH
2007
EBID
194373
a
EP1
220553
MEXICO
32745
TOTAL
447672
4804
E0 APRIL
2007
EBID
228293
a
EP1
278514
MEXICO
42850
TOTAL
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TEXAS
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CERTIFICATE
OF
ADJUDICATION
CERTIFICATE OF ADJUDICATION NO. 23-5940
Names of
Holders:
Priority
Dates:
Purpose:
United States of America
E1 Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1
July 6, 1889
and January 1, 1918
Agricultural, Municipal,
Industrial, Mining, and/or
Recreational Uses
Address:
Bureau of Reclamation
505 Marquette NW, Suite 1313
Albuquerque, NM 87102-2162
294 Candelaria Street
E1 Paso, TX 79907
Counties: E1 Paso and Hudspeth
Watercourse: Rio Grande
(above Ft. Quitman, Texas)
Watershed: Rio Grande Basin
WHEREAS, in 1905, the United States enacted the Rio Grande Reclamation Project Act
of February 25, 1905, 33 Stat. 814, authorizing the construction of storage facilities on the Rio
Grande in the Territory of New Mexico for storage of water of the Rio Grande for irrigation of
lands in New Mexico and Texas for the Rio Grande Reclamation Project;
WHEREAS, in 1905, the State of Texas enacted House Bill 588, 29th Legislature, Chapter
101 (as amended, now Section 11.052 of the Texas Water Code), which authorized the Secretary
of the Interior to make all necessary examinations and surveys for, and to locate and construct
reclamation works for irrigation purposes within the State of Texas, and to perform any and all
acts necessary to carry into effect the provisions of the Reclamation Act of 1902 (38 Stat. 388,
now 43 U.S.C. § 371, et seq.) as to such lands, subject to all the provisions, limitations, charges,
terms and conditions of the said Reclamation Act;
WHEREAS, Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902 (now 43 U.S.C. §§ 372 and 383)
provides in part: "Nothing in this Act shall be construed as affecting or intended to affect or to
in any way interfere with the laws of any State or Territory relating to the control, appropriation,
use, or distribution of water used in irrigation, or any vested right acquired thereunder, and the
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Secretary of the Interior, in carrying out the provisions of this act, shall proceed in conformity
with such laws, a'nd nothing herein shall in any way affect any right of any State or of the'Feder~
Government or of any landowner, appropriator, or user of water in, to, or from any interstate
stream or the waters thereof.";
WHEREAS, in 1906, the United States entered into the Convention with Mexico for the
Rio Grande providing for the equitable distribution of water of the Rio Grande for irrigation
purposes (34 Stat.2953). The Convention also provides that the delivery of said amount of water
to Mexico shall be assured by the United States, and shall be distributed through the year in the
same proportions as the water supply furnished from said irrigation system to lands in the United
States in the vicinity of E1 Paso, Texas, and in case of extraordinary drought or serious accident
to the irrigation system in the United States, the amount delivered to Mexico at the Acequia Madre
shall be diminished in the same proportion as the water delivered to lands under said irrigation
system in the United States. Under Article IV of such Convention, Mexico waived any and all
claims to the waters of the Rio Grande for any purpose whatever between the head of the Acequia
Madre and Fort Quitman, Texas;
WHEREAS, in 1906 and 1908, pursuant to the Reclamation Act of 1902, the Reclamation
Service notified the Territorial Irrigation Engineer for the Territory of New Mexico of
reservations by the United States of Rio Grande water for the Rio Grande Reclamation Project in
accordance with the laws of the Territory of New Mexico;
WHEREAS, in 1910, Congress approved an Act (36 Stat. 559) which enabled the people
of New Mexico to form a constitution and state government and to be admitted to the Union on
an equal footing with the original States. Section 2 of such Act provided in part, "that there be
and are reserved to the United States, with full acquiescence of the State [New Mexico], all rights
and powers for the carrying out of the provisions by the United States of an Act of Congress
entitled 'An Act appropriating the receipts from the sale and disposal of public lands in certain
States and Territories to the construction of irrigation works for the reclamation of arid lands'
approved June seventeenth, nineteen hundred and two, and Acts amendatory thereof or
supplementary thereto [43 U.S.C. Â§ 371 et seq.], as to the same extent as if said State had
remained a Territory";
WHEREAS, in 1911, the State of Texas adopted what is now Section 11.005, Texas Water
Code, which provides as follows: "This chapter applies to the construction, maintenance, and
operation of irrigation works constructed in this state under the federal reclamation act, as
amended (43 U.S.C. Sec. 371 et. seq.), to the extent that this chapter is not inconsistent with the
federal act or the regulations made under that act by the secretary of the interior.";
WHEREAS, the United States stores water in two reservoirs, Elephant Butte and Caballo,
located in New Mexico, for use throughout the Rio Grange Reclamation Project and for delivery
to Mexico. The United States releases water from such storage and supplements such released
water with return flow to the Rio Grande and water in the Rio Grande from other sources, and

diverts such water at a series of diversion dams on the Rio Grande in New Mexico and Texas;
WHEREAS, the United States purchased lands, canals and water rights in Texas for the
construction of the Rio Grande Reclamation Project, and such purchases included, without
limitation, the Franklin Canal and the lands and water rights identified in the Loomis affidavits
of 1889, later embodied in Certified Filing No. 123, using Reclamation funds which were subject
to reimbursement to the United States by Rio Grande Reclamation Project water users;
WHEREAS, in 1939, the United States, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas entered into
the Rio Grande Compact (53 Stat. 785; Section 41.009, Texas Water Code), which constitutes
statutory law of the United States and the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas and by the
terms of the Compact cannot be modified without the approval of all four parties to the Compact;
WHEREAS, the United States releases stored water from Elephant Butte and Caballo
Reservoirs to supply water to the Elephant Butte Irrigation District in New Mexico and the E1 Paso
County Water Improvement District No. 1 in Texas. The first two diversion dams downstream
of Caballo Dam (Percha Diversion Dam and Leasburg Diversion Dam) are used by the United
States to deliver water to land in New Mexico. A substantial amount of water diverted by these
two diversion dams for use in New Mexico is returned to the Rio Grande for use downstream of
the dams. The next downstream diversion dam is the Mesilla Diversion Dam, which is located
in New Mexico but is used to divert water to both the Elephant Butte Irrigation District and the
E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1. The American Diversion Dam is the next
diversion dam downstream on the Rio Grande. It is the first diversion dam in Texas, and divides
water in the Rio Grande between Mexico and the United States. Water for Mexico is provided
by the United States and delivered to Mexico at the International Diversion Dam, in the Rio
Grande downstream of the American Diversion Dam. Water for the E1 Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1 is presently diverted by the United States into the American Canal at
the American Diversion Dam, but for many years the United States diverted some of such water
at the Riverside Diversion Dam, which is presently not functional but may be rebuilt in the future;
WHEREAS, approximately 2.3 miles downstream from the American Diversion Dam is
the International Diversion Dam. The International Diversion Dam is used to provide and deliver
60,000 acre-feet of water per year to Mexico pursuant to the 1906 Convention, and is the only
diversion location authorized by the 1906 Convention or any other treaty between the United
States and Mexico for diversion of water from the Rio Grande upstream of Fort Quitman, Texas.
The Riverside Diversion Dam is the last downstream diversion dam on the Rio Grande below
Caballo Dam and upstream of Fort Quitman, Texas. The Riverside Diversion Dam is presently
not functional but may be rebuilt in the future;
WHEREAS, the United States entered into a contract dated December 29,1917, with the
E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 and the El Paso Valley Water Users'
Association. Thereafter, the E1 Paso Valley Water Users' Association was dissolved;

WHEREAS, the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 ("District") is a
political subdivision of the State of Texas, organized and existing under Article XVI, Section 59
of the Texas Constitution, and is subject to Chapter 55 of the Texas Water Code and other
provisions thereof. The District is authorized by statute to enter into contracts or other obligations
with the United States (§ 55.185, Texas Water Code). By statute the District is required to
"...distribute and apportion all water acquired by the district under a contract with the United
States in accordance with acts of Congress, rules and regulations of the secretary of the interior,
and provisions of the contract" (Section 55.364, Texas Water Code). The El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. I includes 69,010 acres within its boundaries that are classified by the
United States and the District as irrigable;
WHEREAS, in 1920, the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 merged with
the E1 Paso County Conservation and Reclamation District No. 2, with the merged districts
thereafter known as the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1;
WHEREAS, in 1924, the United States entered into a contract (the "Warren Act Contract")
with the Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation District No. 1 ("HCCRD"), pursuant
to the Warren Act of 1911 (43 U.S.C. §§ 523-525), and the parties amended such contract in
1951. HCCRD holds Texas Permit No. 236 as amended by Permit No. 236A. Such permit
authorizes HCCRD to divert water from the Rio Grande at two grade control structures, located
at latitude 31.413 degrees north 106.096 degrees west in E1 Paso County, Texas and at latitude
31.318 degrees north and longitude 105.936 degrees west in Hudspeth County, Texas;
WHEREAS, in 1996, the United States conveyed to the E1 Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1 certain facilities and rights-of-way within the District's boundaries
but reserved ownership of the American Canal, the American Canal Extension, and the American,
International and Riverside Diversion Dams;
WHEREAS, pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 521, which allows the Secretary of the Interior to
authorize conversion of water used in the Rio Grande Reclamation Project from irrigation to other
uses, the United States entered into contracts with the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District
No. 1 and the City of E1 Paso in 1941, 1944, 1949, 1962, 1999, and 2001 for the supply of Rio
Grande Reclamation Proj ect irrigation water for municipal and industrial uses by the City. The
United States, the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, and the Lower Valley
Water District entered into similar contracts in 1988 and 1999 pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 521 as
well;
WHEREAS, in 1991, the District applied for a permit and asserted in its application that
without waiving any, and while still preserving all, of its legal and "equitable" rights under federal
and state law, (including, without limitation, the Rio Grande Compact; the 1906 Water
Convention, May 21, 1906, between the United States and Mexico; contracts between or among
the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 and other entities, including the United
States and New Mexico or its agencies; the Reclamation Laws of the United States and those
4

acquired in New Mexico by virtue of the reservation of water rights by the United States as
provided by notices from the United States to the New Mexico Territorial Engineer in 1906 and
1908), The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (the "Commission") recognized
that the E1 Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 had those rights to that portion of the
facilities and water of the Rio Grande Reclamation Project and the Rio Grande and its tributaries
which have been reserved for or appropriated by or for the benefit of the District and its
predecessors and beneficial users or which otherwise have been provided to them by law, equity
or contract;
WHEREAS, pursuant to such application, the Commission issued to the District Permit
No. 5433;
WHEREAS, by final decree of the 327th Judicial District Court of E1 Paso County, Texas,
in Cause No. 2006-3291, In Re: Adjudication of All Claims of Water Rights in the Upper Rio
Grande (above Fort Quitman, Texas) Segment of the Rio Grande Basin, dated October 30, 2006,
rights were recognized authorizing the United States and the E1 Paso County Water Improvement
District No. 1 to impound, divert, and use waters of the State of Texas as set forth below.
NOW, THEREFORE, this certificate to appropriate waters of the State of Texas in the Rio
Grande Basin is issued to the United States of America and the E1 Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1, subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.
IMPOUNDMENT AND USE
ao
bo
Certificate Holder United States is authorized to impound 2,638,860 acre-feet of
water in Elephant Butte Reservoir and Caballo Reservoir in New Mexico.
Certificate Holders United States and E1 Paso County Water Improvement District
No. 1 are authorized to divert and Certificate Holder E1 Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1 is authorized to use an aggregate amount of water from
the Rio Grande not in excess of 376,000 acre-feet per year from the following
sources:
ii.
all rights which Certificate Holders acquired or perfected pursuant
to Certified Filing No. 123;
67/155 of all water stored in Project Storage (as defined in the Rio
Grande Compact) and legally available for release to the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District and the E1 Paso County Water Improvement
District No. 1, plus any additional share of Project Water obtained
by Certificate Holders, or either of them, through allocation,
purchase and/or operation rules, "Project Water" being defined as
all water legally dedicated to the Rio Grande Reclamation Project;

iii.
and
any" waters entering Texas in the bed of the Rio Grande from New
Mexico, including, but not limited to, return flows from New
Mexico's use and groundwater discharged into the Rio Grande.
In addition to the water diverted pursuant to paragraph 1.b above, Certificate
Holders are authorized to divert from the Rio Grande up to 234,022 acre-feet per
year of measurable surface-water based effluent, groundwater based effluent, or
groundwater discharged into the Rio Grande by the District or any other entity with
whom the District has entered into legal contract for such water. "Effluent" as
used in this Certificate of Adjudication means any and all water that reaches the bed
of the Rio Grande from agricultural drains, sewage treatment plants, or storm water
runoff.
do
In addition to the water diverted pursuant to paragraphs 1.b. and 1.c. above,
Certificate Holders are authorized to divert from the Rio Grande an average of
1,899 acre-feet of water per year, when averaged over any five-year period, from
tributary inflows of the Rio Grande between the Texas/New Mexico state line and
the Riverside Diversion Dam.
eo
Certificate Holders are authorized to use the bed and banks of the Rio Grande to
transport the water which is the subject of this Certificate of Adjudication, and to
operate and maintain diversion dams and works.
DIVERSION
POINTS
ao
Certificate Holders are authorized to divert all or any part of the water authorized
for diversion in paragraphs 1.b and 1.c above at the following diversion points:
Mesilla Diversion Dam located on the Rio Grande in New Mexico;
ii.
iii.
American Diversion Dam located on the Rio Grande at the point where
Texas, Mexico, and New Mexico meet; and
Riverside Diversion Dam located on the Rio Grande approximately 13.5
miles downstream of the American Diversion Dam;
at a combined maximum diversion rate of 1,355 cubic feet per second.
Certificate Holders are authorized to divert the water authorized for diversion in
paragraph 1.d above, from the American Diversion Dam and the Riverside
Diversion Dam at a combined maximum diversion rate of 10 cubic feet per second.

PURPOSE
AND
PLACE
OF
USE
Certificate Holder El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1 is authorized to use
all of the water authorized herein for agricultural, municipal, industrial, mining, or recreational
purposes and/or irrigation of a maximum of 69,010 acres of land within the District's boundaries
and/or to sell any of this water surplus to the District's needs for any of the authorized purposes
of use in E1 Paso and Hudspeth Counties.
4.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
ao
This Certificate of Adjudication does not supersede any legal requirement for the
protection of environmental water needs pursuant to international treaty, interstate
compact, or other applicable law to which Certificate Holders are subject
irrespective hereof. Nothing in this condition is intended to grant to the State of
Texas any authority additional to that provided by law or to waive any right of
Certificate Holders.
bo
This Certificate of Adjudication is not intended to in any way compromise or
diminish the volume of water which the United States is obligated to provide to
Mexico on an annual basis pursuant to the terms of the Convention of May 21,
1906, between the United States and Mexico; nor does the Certificate grant to the
District, for any use whatsoever, any waters to which Mexico is entitled pursuant
to the above referenced 1906 Convention.
Co
Nothing in this Certificate of Adjudication is intended to modify any authority of
the State of Texas or the United States of America provided by law, now or in the
future.
5.
PRIORITY
The time priority for use of the water included in paragraphs 1.b. and 1.c., as
referenced above, is July 6, 1889.
bo
The time priority for use of the water included in paragraph 1.d., as referenced
above, is January 1, 1918.
The locations of pertinent features related to this Certificate of Adjudication are shown on pages
1 through 18 of the Appendix to the Report of the Investigation of Water Rights in the Upper Rio
Grande (above Fort Quitman) Segment of the Rio Grande Basin, Texas. Copies of such pages are
located in the office of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Austin, Texas.
This Certificate of Adjudication is issued subject to all terms, conditions and provisions in the
Final Decree of the 327th Judicial District Court of El Paso County, Texas, in Cause No. 2006-

3291, In Re: Adjudication of All Claims of Water Rights in the Upper Rio Grande (above Fort
Quitman, Texas) Segment of the Rio Grande Basin dated October 30, 2006, and supergedes all
rights of Certificates Holders asserted in that cause.
This Certificate of Adjudication is issued subject to senior and superior water rights in the Rio
Grande Basin.
This Certificate of Adjudication is issued subject to the rules of the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality and its continuing right of supervision of State water resources consistent
with the public policy of the State as set forth in the Texas Water Code, to the extent that such
rules and supervision are not inconsistent with the federal Reclamation Act (43 U.S.C. Â§ 371, et
seq.) or the regulations made under that Act by the Secretary of the Interior as provided in Section
11.005 of the Texas Water Code.
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